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INTRODUCTION.

A Dictionary of Animated Nature, upon a comprehensive plan, had long occu-

pied my thoughts, before I first publicly announced my intention of making this

addition to my series of popular “ Treasuries.” * Now although I cannot charge

myself with being idle during that period, or with omitting to avail myself of the

writings of the most distinguished authors that had recently contributed to the stock

of Zoological Science, it' is certain that.at the outset of this undertaking I under-

rated the difficulties I might have to contend with in treating the subject at the same

time popularly and, as it always ought to be treated, systematically

;

neither did I

accurately calculate the time and labour absolutely necessary to carry out my ori-

ginal design ; the publication of this volume has consequently been protracted. Tt

has also been further delayed owing to a very serious illness with which I have

recently been afflicted, but from which, with humble thanksgivings to the Almighty

Dis'penser of Life and Health, I am now rapidly recovering Having thus at length,

-however, been permitted to bring the Work to a close, I trust there may be reason

to hope that my readers will find it not altogether unworthy of their kind patronage,

or in any way derogating from the high character which its precursors have so

generally borne.

It will be seen at the first glance, that the whole of the articles are printed in

alphabetical order ; so that, the name of any animal being previously known, its

Zoological character and its habits can be Instantly ascertained
;
while those persons

who wish to study this branch of Natural History according to the most approved

modem system will only have to refer to this “ Introduction,” and they wull find

not only an outline of Cuvier’s celebrated arrangement, as developed in the last

edition of his ‘ Regne Animal ’ with those alterations and additions required by the

present advanced state of the science, but, under each Class and Order, references

to the different genera, &c. described in thebody of the Work. Thus, this Classified
Index will be the means of suppl)dng the necessary systematic information. But
whether the articles be so consulted, or merely read in a more desultory way, I

believe that a vast fund of instruction and amusement will be found here collected.

And so, in truth, there ought. Many of the most celebrated standard zoological
works have been put under contribution, and accurate information has been gleaned
from all. Nor is it among the least of the advantages which, I presume, this

volume will be found to possess over most others on this subject, tliat, besides
numerous entirely new articles, and condensed abridgments of the more elaborate
writings of many acknowledged authorities, I have had an opportunity of making

• The four volumes alreadv niibllihed have humble annninionnf niv own lilerar. nr»vnm <>.

M lo hear that I have earned thcHc
golden opinions,” I tru«t Dial I have bo
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myself acquainted with many interesting facts now for the first time recorded in a

popular digest of Animated Nature. It will also be apparent that 1 have not

hesitated to make copious extracts from the recept Publications of various living

writers who have displayed the wonders of Animated Nature under new aspects, and

with increased force, originality, and beauty. In this, I have most scrupulously ac-
!

knowledged the sources whence my pages have been enriched
;
and to the many

scientific men and pleasing writers to whom I am thus indebted 1 beg to return my
warmest acknowledgments. The names of Owen, Gray, Bell, Yarrell, Dr. G.

Johnston, Broderip, Sowerby, Forbes,— of Gould, Darwin, Gosse, Hewitson, Knapp,
i

and Waterton— of Kirby, Spence, Dr. Harris of Harvard College, Newman, and
j

Westwood, are foremost among the many to whom these remarks apply. i

It would be easy to extend my Introductory Remarks to a considerable length by
dilating on the uses and advantages to be derived from an acquaintance with N atural

History ; nor would it be difficult to show how much that is bright and beautiful in

Nature is for ever lost to him who has never become conversant with the study. But :

my inclination is to avoid what some ill-natured critics might term twaddle, and my
limits forbid me to descant on a theme which others (who are far better qualified

than I can ever possibly become) have treated with all the ardent enthusiasm that is

inherent in the breast of every true votary of Nature. The subject, indeed, presents

a wide field for the employment of the mental faculties ; and I confess it is difficult

to repress some of the thoughts that arise from its contemplation. No part can be

viewed as imlmportant or uninteresting— none that is unworthy of the most attentive

consideration, or that can fail to impress the mind with feelings of profound admira-

tion for the works of Nature. Marvellous, indeed, as they are all, the most

astounding manifestations of Supreme Intelligence are unquestionably displayed

in his character as “ Lonn and Giver of Life,” as the Creator and Preyrver

of all that “ live, move, and have their being.” It is therefore that portion of the

“wondrous whole” which we term The Animal Kingdom that demands our

especial regard, and is in the highest degree calculated to gratify a laudable curiosity,

as well as to reward the labours of the most diligent research.

The Zoological descriptions are followed by a Syllabus q/' Practical Taxidermy.

This has been kindly furnished by Mr. A. Hepburn of Whittingham, an enthusiast

in the pursuit of Natural History
; and, besides having the merit of being truly

practical, his directions to the Amateur Collector have been framed with more

than ordinary attention to economy. It might have succeeded as a separate publi-

cation ;
but the attractive nature of this volume, 1 trust, is likely to make it very

extensively known.

The Glossarial Appendix has been added to the other contents of the Volume

in the belief that such a Collection of Terms was much wanted by the Tyro in

Zoology, and that careful definitions of many words which frequently occur in the

works of Naturalists would be esteemed as real desiderata.

As to the manner in which this Work has been embellished, I can speak with

perfect satisfaction. About Nmc Hundred accurate Woodcuts have been given ; and

in order that this highly important part of the Work should not be treated slightly

or erroneously, I obtained the valuable assistance of Jlr. Adam White, of the British

Museum, a gentleman who to the enthusiasm belonging to the true Naturalist

unites a sober judgment and great experience. To him was accordingly entrusted

the selection of all the subjects, and under his superintendence every drawing has

been made by competent artists. And here let me add that I have availed myself

of Mr. White’s acknowledged Zoological attainments, and improved my book liy

adopting many vaiuable hints and suggestions with which he has from time to time
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kindly furnished me. The Engravings are in Mr. R. Branston's best manner, and

will no doubt be properly appreciated.

1 shall now proceed to give a Systeiriatic Classification of the principal contents of

this volume, a mode which, I trust, will be found at once simple and scientific, and

calculated to remove any objection that might be urged against my adoption of

the alphabetical arrangement in the body of the Work,

As Cuvier has remarked, “ there can only be one perfect method, which is the

natural method. An arrangement is thus named in which beings of the same genus

are placed nearer to each other than to those of all other genera
; the genera of the

same order nearer than to those of other orders
;
and so in succession. This method

is the ideal to which Natural History should tend ; for it is evident that, if we can

attain it, we shall have the exact and complete expression of all nature. In fact,

each being is determined by its resemblance to others, and its differences from them ;

and all these relations would be fully given by the arrangement which we have

indicated. In a word, the natural method would be the whole science, and each

step towards it tends to advance the science to perfection,” *

more excellent. And Uiis leads us to another
kind of relalioniship between natural objects, by
which, though placed in distinct groups or in a
difTerenl series, tliey in some sort represent and
symbolize each other. Examples of this rela-
tionship by analogy are to be found in every
kingdom of nature, and often form an ascend-
ing series from the lowest to the highest; for,
as we sliall see liereafter, these resemblances
appear to maintain a certain correspondence
with each other as to their relative situations;
so lliat, for instance, in the animal kingdom
they ascend step by step, without being linked
by affinity or having any real juxtaposition,
from tlie lowest groups, towards man, who
stands alone at the head, or in the centre of
all.”— Kirby and Spencers Introdnclion to
Entomology, vol, iv.

* ** When the Almichtt Creator willed to
bring into existence this iminOane system, lie

formed it according to a preconcerted plan, with
all Us parts beautifully linked together and mu-

[

tually corresponding. ‘All liiinjjs were ordered
. ill measure, and number, and weight.' [Wisdom,
;

xi. 2U.j There was nothing dencient, nothing
;
superfluous

; but the whole, in the strictest

I
s«n»e, ‘ was very good,* [Genes. i.31.] and cal-

i cuiated ill the highest degree to answer the
I purpose of its Great Author. I call it a sys-
1 tem of Correlation, because there is discernible

I

in it, in the first place, a concatenation of its

I
parts, by which, as to their forms and uses, ob-

I

jects are linked together in groups by a chain
!
of affinities; so that we pass from one to Die

I

other by gentle gradations, without having to

I

overleap any wide interval. We see also a
gradual ascent from low to high, from less to
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THE ANIMAL KINGDOM,

ARRANGED IN CLASSES, ORDERS, AND GENERA, ACCORDING TO ITS

ORGANIZATION.

It has long been customary to apply the terms Animal Kingdom, Vegetable
Kingdom, and Mineral Kingdom, respectively, to the three grand portions of the

“mighty whole” into which, when speaking of the science of Natural History, the

countless productions of the Earth are systematically divided. In this simple and

obvious arrangement, the Animal Kingdom is conspicuously pre-eminent in rank

and importance
; inasmuch as it comprehends all organized and living beings pro-

vided with a mouth and stomach, and endowed with the powers of sensation and

voluntary locomotion. The Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms are, however, so

intimately blended together, that this description is an insufficient guide to distinguish

those organized beings which may be said to he on the confines of either Kingdom.

The possession of nerves being supposed to be Indispensable to the power of

motion, a nervous system has been considered the distinguishing characteristic

of the Animal Kingdom, but in one division (Acrita, comprising Polypes, Infiisoria,

Animalcules, Sponges, &c.) no traces of nerves have hitherto been discovered.

The best characteristic of the Animal Kingdom is the possession of a mouth or

aperture through which food is received, and a stomach in which it is digested,

and this would include all the organized beings which have ever been con-

sidered by naturalists to belong to the Animal Kingdom, except the various kinds of

sponges. Our limits are prescribed, and further observations must necessarily be

dispensed with in this place ; but the following beautiful remarks by Mr. R3rmer

Jones so admirably illustrate the difficulty of drawing an exact line between the

Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms, that we gladly conclude in his words : — “ Light

and darkness are distinct from each other, and no one possessed of eye-sight would

be in danger of confounding night with day ;
yet he who, looking upon the evening

sky, would attempt to point out precisely the line of separation between the parting

day and the approaching night, would have a difficult task to perform. Thus is it

with the Physiologist who endeavours to draw the boundary between these two

grand Kingdoms of Nature ; for so gradually and imperceptibly do their confines

blend, that it is at present utterly out of his power to define exactly where Vegetable

existence ceases, and Animal life begins.”
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Dendrocolaptes . . 176
Nectariniadie . . 448
Barkiug-bird .

.
.49

Cheucau . . . 123
Cyunyris . . . 132
Arauhuotheres . . 33
Humming-bird . . 3^
Trochilida! , , . 701
Chough . . , 128
Hoopoe . . . 325
Promeropa . . . 547
Epimachus . , . 221
Rifle-bird . . . 578

Suborder V. Stndac-
TVLI-, . . , 661

Bee-eater . . .61
Motmot - . . 435
Kingfisher . . - 359
Alcedo ... 9
Dacelo.... 170
Halcyon . . . 299
Tody «... 690
Hombill . . . 326
Jacamar . - . 352

Order m. ScArrsoRES. 694

CZl/godactyli) . 756

Woodpeeker . .745
Wryneck . . 750
Cuckoo . . . 163
CuculidiB . . . 165
Honey-guide . , 324
Scythrops . . . 599
Barbet . . . .49
Bucco . . • . 86
Trogon , . . 703
Crotophaga . . . 100
Toucan . . , 696
Aracari . . .33
Parrots . , . 493
PsittacidsB . . . 549
Macaw.... 396
Cockatoo , . . 141
Plyetolophus . . 6.32

Calyptorhynchui . 97
Strfgops . . .649
Nestor .... 449
Ificmctls . . .378
Paroquet . . . 492
Platycercuf . . 629
Eathamus . . . %;9
Eiiphcma . . . 224
Trichoglossus , . 700
Melopsittacus . . 419
Pezoporui . . .611
Inve Bird . . .391
Lory . . . . .390

Touracou . . . 697
Musophaga . . . 441

Orderly. Oaeuw.® . 2.52

Oallinacea. .

Curasiow . . .135

Page
CracidfB . . . 156
Alector . . .10
Penelope . . . 605
Peacock . . . 498
Lophophorus . . 889
Turkey . . .708
Talegalla . . • . 662
Guinea-fowl . . 293
Cock .... 139
Pheasant . . . 514
Argus Pheasant . . 35
Grouse .... 284
Ptarmigan . . . 649
Partridge . . . 495
Quail . . . .557
Ortyx .... 469
Francolin . . . 245
Tumix . . . 711
Hemipodius . . 308
Tinamou . . . 685
Pedionomus . . 503
Megapodius . . 416
Jungle fowl . . 357
Eeipoa.... 371
Mcgacephalon . . 414
ColumbicUe . . . 145
Pigeon . . , 621
Ringdove . . . 578
Stockdove . . . 646
Ptilonopus . . . 662
Turtle dove . . 714
Peristera . . . 107
Passenger Pigeon . 496
Geophaps , . . 259
Kukupa . . . 363
Gnathodon . . . 264
Dodo . . . .183

Order V, Grarlatobes.

Brevipennes . . 85
Cursores ,

Ostrich . . . 471
Emu .... 219
Cassowary . . . 107
Dinomis . . . 179
Kiwi . . . . 363
Apteryx . . .32
Bustard . . .92
Otidse .... 473
CEdicnemus. . . 457
Stone Curlew . . 647
Plover .... 531
Dotterel . . . 192
Lapwing . . . 367
Lobivanellus . . 386
SarclophoruB . . 591
Teru-tero . . . 676
Hoploptcrus . . 325
Oyster Catcher . . 6
Cariama . , .104
Palamcdea . . . 486
Screamer . . . 698
Agatni .... 8
Demoiselle . . . 176
Crane . . . .166
Boatbill . . .79
Heron .... 309
ArdeidiB . . .36
Bittern . . .72
Stork . . . .647
Adjutant ... 6

Page
Jabiru .... 351
Umbre . . . 716
Open-bill . . . 460
Erody .... 222
Tantalus . . . 663
Spoonbill . . . 640
Aia-aia ... 8
Ibis . . . .843
Curlew . . . 162
Wliimbrel . . . 741
ScolopacidsB . . 696
Snipe .... 626
Rhyncliea . . . 676
Godwit . . . 270
Dunlin . . . 201
Sanderling . . . 690
Ruff . . . .684
Dunlin . . . 201
Phalarope . . . 513
Turnstone . . . 711
Totanus . . . 695
Chevalier . . . 124
Gambet . . . 254
Redshank . . . 668
Himantopus . . 316
Stilt . . . .646
Avoset . . .43
Jacana . . . 352
Parra .... 393
Rail . . . .561
Rallidse . . . 561
Crake . . . .156
Porzana . . . 644
Coot . . . .147
Gallinule . . . 253
Siieathblll . . . 606
Flamingo . . . 237

Order VT. Palmipedes.

{Anaeres) . 19

Grebe .... 281
Dabcliick . . .183
Finfoot . . . 230
ColymbidiB . . . 145
Diver .... 182
Guillemot . . . 291
Alcadie ... 9
Hawk . . • .41
Puflin .... 663
Penguin . . . 606
Aptenodytes . . 81
Petrel .... 609
Thaiassidroma . . 670
Pufflnus . . . 654
Prion .... 545
Pachyptila . . . 485
Albatross ... 9
Gull . . . .295
Jjestris.... 377
Tern . . . .073
Sclssor-bill . . . 696
Riiyncliops . . . 570
Pelicanido) . . . 604
Pelican . . . 504
Cormorant . . . J 60
Plialncrocorax . .611
Frigate-Bird . . 246
Gaiinet . . . 2.54
Booby . . .

'
. 80

Darter .... 171
PlOtUB . . . ,631
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Anhinga . 18
Tropic-Bird . 700
AnatidsB . 16
Duck . . 197
Swan . . 653
Goose . . 274
Bernacle . 63
Brent-Goose . 84
Chcnalopex . 123
Cereopsis . 114
Scoter . . 598
Garrot . . 255
Harlequin Duck . 304
Eider Duck . 213
Shoveller . 614
Sheldrake . . 612
Pintail Dnck . 526
Widgeon . 742
Teal . . 665
Nettapus . 449
Mergus . 420
Smew . . 624

Class III.

REPTILIA . 572

Order I. Cheloxia . 123

Tortoises . 693
Emyd® . 219
Alligator Tortoise . 11

Colossochelys . 144
Turtle . . 711

Order II. Saubia . . 593

Crocodile . 158

Alligator . 10

Gavial . 256

Enalioaauri . 219

Tclcosaurus . 666
Ichthyosaurus . 345

Plesiosaurus . 530

Lizard . . 383

Mcgalosaurus . . . 415

Monitor . 427

Iguana . 346

Iguanid® . 346

Iguanodon . . 346

Amblyrhynchus . 12

Stcllio . . 045

XJromastyx . . 718
Agama . 7

Dragon . 192
Chlainydosaurus . 127

Ptcrodoctylus . 551

Basilisk . 49

itnolis . . 18

Gecko . . 257

Hcmidaotylus . :X)8

Moloch . 426
Dcndrosaura . 176

Chameleon . . 119
Sciuk . . 595
Chalcid® . . . 119
Glass Snake . 262
Ophisaurus . . 460
Gallywasp . . 253

Bipcs . . 65

Order IH. Ophidia
Page
. 461

(Serpents) . 003
Blind-worm . 75
Amphisbffiua • 14
Acontias . 4
Boa Constrictor . . 76
Pj'thon '. 556
Acroohordus . 6
Rattlesnake . 564
Acanthophis . 2
Hydrophis . . 340
Hvdrus . 340
Viper . . 724
Coluber . 143
Snakes . 625
Cerastes . 114
Cecilia . . 96

Order IV. Batrachia 52

Frog . . 247
Hyla . . 340
Toad . 689
Natterjack . . 446
Pipa . 527
Phryniscus . . 519
Salamander . . 586
Newt . 450
Amphiuma . 14

Axolotl . 44
Iklenobranchus . 420
Proteus . 548
Siren . . 021

Lepidosiren . 375

Class IV.

PISCES.

(.Fish) . . 232

Order I. Acaxtuop-
TERYGII . . 2

Perch . . 607

Huron . . 337
Centropomus . 113

Pomotis . 640

Wecver . 734

Uranoscopus . 718

Polynemus .

Mullet .

. 536

. 437

Surmullet . . 6,52

Gurnard . 290

Trigla . . 700

Doctyloptems . 170

Bullhead . 88

Cottidm . 1.52

Sculpin . 598

Father-Lasher . . 228

Scorpffina . .597

Sebostes . 602

Agriopus
Stickleback

. 8

. m
Scironid® . 595

Otolithus .472
Umbrina . 716

Sparus . . 032

Gilthead . 260

Ch®todon . . 117
' To.xotea . 098

Page
Scomberid® . 597
Mackerel . 397
Tunny . 707
Bonito . 80
Auxis . 43
Swordfish . 639
Tetrapturus . 675
CeutronotuB . 113
Pilot-fish . 525
Blepharis . 75
Dory . . 191
Boar-fish ‘. . 79
Opah . 400
Pomfret . 540
Dolphiu . 189
Coryphaena . . 152
Centrolophus . 113
Ribbon-fish . 557
Acanthurus . 2
Anabas . 15
Mugil . . 436
Atherina . 41

Goby . . 270
Gobioidifi . 270
Blenny .

' 75
Anarrhichas . 16
Wolf-fish . 744
Drogonet . 193
Batrachoide® . 52
Angler . 17

Band-fish . 48
Labrus . 363
Wrasse . 748
Anampses . . 16

Parrot-fish . . 493
Aulostoma . . 42
Trumpet-fish . 705
Centriscus . . 113

Order II. Malacop-
TERYGII.

Abdominales . 1

Cyprinidse . . 169
Carp . 10.5

Bleak . . 74
Chubb . . 129
Crusian. . 163

Dace . 170
lAJUciscus . 377
Roach . . .579

Rudd . . 584
Gold-fish . 272
Tadpole-fish . 661
Barlicl . . 49
Gudgeon . 290
Minnow . 422
Tench . . 087
Bream . . 82
Catastomus . . 108

Cobitis . . 385
Anablcps • . 1.5

Ksox . . 223
Pike . 524
Bclonc . . 03
Garfish . 255
Flying-fish . . 241

Mormynis . . 430
Siltirid® . 619
Pimclorlus . . 526

Callichthys . . 96

Salmo . . 58C
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Chair . .

Page
. 121

Grayling . « . 281
Corcgonus . . 149
Trout . . 704
Smelt . .. C23
Argentine . . 35
Herring . 311
Clupca . . 135
Shad . . 605
Alosa . . 11
Pilchard . 524
Sardine . 592
Anchovy . 16
Slops . . 218
Lepidosteus . 375
Gadus . . 251
Cod . . . . 142
Haddock . 298
Ling . 380
Coal-fish . 130
Pollack . 533
Hake . . 299
Burix>t . 92
Plcuronectidse . 530
Plaice . . 529
Dab . 170
Halibut . 300
Holibut . 323
Ploundcr . 238
Turbot . 707
Brill . . 85
Sole . 627
Achirus . 4
Lump-fbh . . 393
Remora . 571
Apodes . 31
Eel . . . . 211
>[urscnidiE . . 438
Monoplcrus . 4.30

Saecopharynx . 585
Gymnotufl . . 296
Leptocephalus . 876
Ophidiiim . . 461
Ammodytcs . 12

Order III. LornonRAN-
CHII . 389

Pipe-fish . 527
Hippocampus . 319
Pegasus . 503

Order IV. Plectoona-
Tin . . 530

Dioflrm
Tetraoflon .

. 180

. 675
Orthagoriscua
PUc-rfih

. 651

. 231
Aliiteriis . 11
Ostracion . 471

Order V. Cnoiri)ROPTKRroii.

Sturgeon
. 650

tiliimara
. 12't

Sharks
. (MW

Bog-fish
. 188

Cestracion . . Jir»
Balance-fish

. 47

. 7W
Angel-fish . . 10
Saw- fish

. ,5!).3

Ray
Page
. 506

Skate . . 621
Thomback . . 678
Torpedo .

'
. . 692

Lamprey . 305
Gastrobranchus . . 2.56

Ammocetes < . 12
Amphioxus . . 13

Division II.

ANNULOSA.
{Articulata) 38. 347

Class I.

INSECTS.

Order I. Coleoptera . 143

(Beetles') . 61
Cicindela . 1,31

Carabidm . 103
Calosoma . 97
Mormolyce . . 430
Brachinus . . 81
Callistus . 97
Blethisa . 75
Dytiscus . 202
Gyrinus . 298
Brachelytra . 81
Staphyliiiidte . 643
Buprestis . 90
Elater . . 215
Cebrio . . 112
Malacodermata . 399
Lampyridaj

.

. 386
Glow-worm . 262
Telcphorus . . 666
Mclyridas . 419
Clerus . . 134
Ptinus . . 553
Book-worm . 80
Anobium . 18
Death-watch . 172
Lymexylon . 394
Scydmomus . . 598
Ulster . . 321
Necrophorus . 447
Dcmicstes . . 177
Byrrluis . 95
Acanthopoda . 2
Elmis . . 218
Hydrophilus . 3.39

Splimridiadn) . 6.32

Lamcilieomes . 365
Pctaloccra . . 508
Scarabnildis . 594
Coprldm . 148
Aphodiadto . . 29
Arciiicoll . 35
Dynostido) . . 201
Asserador . . 49
Cockchafer . . 140
Rutclidm. . . 585
Pclidnota . 505
CctonindiB . . 116
Roscebafer . . 582
Ooliathiis . 272
Dicroiiocephaliis . 178
.lumnos . . 3.57

Page
Inca . 347
Euchirus . 223
lAicanidm . . 391
Stag-beetle . . 643
Hetei-omera . . 315
Pimeliidte . . 525
Blaps . . 73
Tenebrionidae , . 667
Taxicornes . . . 665
Helopidie . 308
Cistela . . 133
ffidemeridm . 457
TrachelidoB . . . 098
Dagriadaj . . 365
Pyrochroidae . 656
Mordellidae . . 480
Notoxidm . 454
Horiadae . 325
Cantharidie . 101
Mylabris . 442
lleloe . , 418
Oil Beetle . . 458
Salpingidae . . 589
Tetramera . . 675
Rhynchophora . . 575
Bruchus 4 4 . 85
BrenthidaB w . 84
Apion 4 . 31
Brachycerus . 82
Curculio . . . 166
Diamond Beetle . . 178
Balaninus . . 47
Calaridra . 96
Bostrichua . . 81
Scolytidaa . . 596
Longicornes . . 388
Parandra . . 491
Prionus . 546
Ccrambycido) . 113
Callidium . . 96
Clytus . . 135
Acanthocinus . 2
Acrocinus . . 5
Lc^ituridcc . ,

Crioccridm .

. .370

. 1,58

Ilisiiidio . 320
Ciissida . 106
Chrj'somclidiB . 128
Timarcha . . 085
Galcnicidao . , 252
Halticidac . < . 300
Turnip-flea . . 711
Erotylus ,

Trimera <

. 222

. 701
Coccinella . . 136
Lady-bird . . .363

Clavigcr . 133

rder ll. Ortiioptera 468

Earwig . , . 208
Blattidio . 74
Blatta .

Mantis . 4

. 74

. 410
Phylliiim . 520
Phasmidio . . 414
Saltatoria . . 590
Crickets . 157
Mole-Cricket . 425
Delnacrida . . 170
Proscopia . 548
Pneumora . . 5,3d

n
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Pnge
Ijocusts . . . 3S7
Grasshopper . . 280
Acrydium ... 6

Order III. TiiYSANOr-
TEltA. . . . 682

Order IV. Neukoptera 4S0

Dragon fly . . . 193
Dibellulida: . . . 378
Petalura . . . 508
Ephemera . . . 220
Planipcimcs . . 529
Scorpion-fly . . 598
Panorpidas . . . 488
Ant-Lion . . .25
Hemerobius . . 308
Termilidae . . . 669
PsocidtE . . . 549

Mantispa . . . 410
Snake-fly . . . 626
Baphidia . . . 562
Perlidae . . . 507
Pteronarcys . . 551

SialidsB . . . 617
Trichoptera

.

. . 700
Phryganea . . . 518

Order V. Hyjienoptep.a 341

Terebrautia
Tenthredinida:
Cimbex
Sirex .

Cephus
Eraniadse .

Ichneumon .

Bracon
Proctotrupidffi
Gall-insect .

Cynips .

Chalcidida: .

Golden Wasp
Chrysididaj .

Aculeata
Ant
Formicidaj .

Driver Ant .

Mutillidas .

Fossores
Scoliada>
Bembex
LarridsB
Sand Wasp .

Sphegidas .

Mason Wasp
Diploptera .

Vespidaj
Wasp .

Hornet
Crabro
Eumenido! .

Mellifera
Bee
Apido] .

AndrenidiB .

Upholstcrcr-Bce
Megachile .

Carpenter-Bee
Humbic-Bce
Psithyrus .

. 668
. 668
. 132
. 621
. 113
. 225
. 344
. 82
. 547
. 253
. 168
. 119
. 271
. 128
. 6
. 19
. 242
. 194
. 442
. 243
. 696
. 63
. 369
. 590
. 632
. 413
. 181
. 722
. 731
. 328
. 165
. 224
. 418
. 57
. 29
. 16
. 717
. 414
. 106
. 332
. 5-19

Page
Order VI. Lepidopteea 374

Khopalocera
Butterfly
Papilio
Pontia .

Pieris .

Parnassius
Leucophasia
Colias .

Gonepteryx
Hclicunidse
Argynuis
Melitea
Nymphalida:
Vanessa
Cynthia
Limenitis
Apatura
Satyrus
Hipparchia
Lycaenidas
Lycajna
Polyommatus
Theda
Erycinidae
Nemeobius
Hesperiida:
Thymele
Pamphila
Heterocera
TJraniada)
ASgeriadas
Sesia
Anthroceridae
Spliiugidre
Acherontia
Hepialidte
Ghost Moth
Cossus .

Cerura

.

Bombycidffi
Silkworm Moth
Stauropus
Arctiada:
Arctia .

Callimorpha
Lithosiadae
Moths .

Noctuidaa
Geometridso
Bupalus
Pyralidx
Pyralis .

Tortricida!
Tineidffl
Alucitidse

Order VII. Heji

{JTeteroplera)
Coreida)
Cimex .

Bug
Boat-fly
Ilydrometridas
Velia .

( Homoptera)
Cicada .

Fulgora
Lantern-fly
Froghopper
Aphrophora

. 575

. 93

. 488
. 541
. 621
. 492
. 377
. 144
. 273
. 306
. 36
. 416
. 455
. 719
168
378

Membracis
Page
. 419

Cercopidse . 114
Tettigonia . 675
Psylla . . 549
Negro-fly . 448
Coccus . . 137
Kermes . 358
Clicrmes . 123
Aphis . . 27

Order VHI. Apiiaxip-
TEKA . . 27

Flea . , . 238
Cliigoe . . . 121

367
249
29

Order IX. SwiEPSiPTEnA 668

. 26

. 593
Order X. Dipteea . 181

. 317 Fly . . . . 239

. 394 Culcx . . 16.5

. 393 Gnat . 264
. 537 Chironomid® . 126

. 676 Mosquito . 431

. 223 Simulium . 62C

. 4-18 Tipula . . 68C

. 313 Bibio . . 65

. 681 Hessian-fly . . 313

. 487 Wheat-fly . . . 7 0 1

. 315 Tanystoina . . 683 f

. 717 Asilus . . .39 .

. 7 Leptid® . 376
1

. 604 Bornbylid® . . 80

. 25 Tabauus . 661

. 632 Notacantha . . 454

. 3 Stratiomid® . 648 ,

. 309 Athericera .

. 259 Syrphid® .'661

. 151 Humblc-bce-fly . . 332

. 115 Gad-fly . 251 .

. 80 (Estrus . . 457

. 618 Bots . 81

. 644 Breeze-fly . . 83

. 84 Diopsis . . 180

. 33 Sheep- lick . . 611

. 97 1

. 385 Order XI. Akoplcea

. 431

. 453
Louse .

•
1

. 391

. 258

. 90
Order XII. TnrsAXUEA 6S2

. 655 Lepisma . 375 i

. 556 Podura

.

. 533
. 695
. 686 —

—

. 11

A. 308
Class II.

. 316 MYKIAPODA

. 149

. 132 Order I. Ciiiloo.vatha . 126
'

. 86 Julus . . .351

. 80 Glomeris . 202

. 339
1

. 721

. 824

. 129

Order II. CiuLoroPA . 124

Cintipede . . 112
'

. 249 Scolopendra . 593
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ARACHNIDA . 33

Puhnonaria . . . 634
Spiders . . . G34
Trap-door Spider . C98
Tarantula . . . 6G4
Diadem Spider . . 178
Clotho .... 133
Saltntores . . . 590
Scorpion . . . 697
Chelifcr . . . 123
Fhalnngido! . . 513
Acaridoe ... 2
Mite .... 422
llvdrachna . .

Tick . . . .682

Class IV.

CRUSTACEA
{Jfalacostraca.')

;J Order I. Ducapoda

Brachtfura.
Naxia .

PortunidiE
Crab
Parthenope
Lambrus
CEthra .

Eurynome
Cancer .

Eriphia '

Filumnus
Ocypoda
Gonoplax
Gecarcinus
Calappa
Ilepatus
Pinnotlieres
Eeucosiadx
A nomura
Dromia
Dorippe
Ilippa .

Forcellana
Hermit Crab
P^urus
Birgus
Macroura.
Palinurns
Galathea
Bcyllaruj
Astocus
Crawflsh
lAibster
Prawn .

Palemonidat
Slirimp
Hippolyte

Order II. Stomapoua

Gammartis
Chelnra

162

. 172

. 446

. 644

. 154

. 495

. 365

. 457

. 226

. 101

. 222

. 625

. 457

. 274
, 257
, 96
. 309
626
378
19

196
189
817
541
309
4a5
70

486
251
699
40

186
386
645
486
617
319

647

641Squllla
Phyllosjma

Order III. Ampiiipoda . 14

2.M
12:1

Page
Order TV. Eabmodipoda 364

Cyamus . 167

Order V. Isopoda . 351

Oniscidse . 460
Porcellio . 641
.®ga . 7
Limnoria . 384
Bopyrus . 81
Trilobites . 701
Calymene . . 93

Order VT.
TRACA

Entomos-

Cyclops
Branchiopoda
Cypris .

Cladocera
Daphnia
Cytherea
Apus
Siphonostoma
Argulus
LemiBadoB .

Class VI.

ANNELID.E

Aphrodita
NercidsB
Arenicola
Palolo .

Alcyope
Aricia .

Tubicolai
Vermilia
Serpula
Aniphitrite
Sabella
Abranchiata

Order II. Terricola

Earthworm .

Enmbricus .

H aides .

Order III. Suctoria.

lAicch .

220

168
82
170
133
171
170
32

620
35

876
lamulns . 379

Class V.

CIRRHIPEDIA 133

Lepas . . 374
Otion . . 473
Aoom-shell . . 4
Balanus . 48
Acasta . . 3

18

Order I. Dorsibraxcui-
ATA . . . .191

29
449
34
487
10
86

705
722
604
14

685
1

674

207
393
414

370

Class VTI.

ROTATORIA.
Rotifera
Polythalamia
Polygastrica

Page

683
640
536

Class VIII.

ENTOZOA . 220

Filaria . . . 230
Ascaridm . . .38
Aeimthocepliala . . 2
Tasuia .... 661

Division ITJ.

Class IX.

MOLLUSCA . 425

(S/iells) . . 612

Order I. Ceph

Cuttle-fish
Octopus
Sepia .

Argonaut
Belemnites
Spirula
Tetrabranchi:
Nautilus
Ammonites
Turriiites
Orthoceras

VLoroDA . 113 !

ata

167
456
603
35
62

637
675
446
13

711
408

Order II. Gasteropoda 255

Boopbaffa.
Strombus . . . 650
Terebellum . . .668
Pteroceras ... . 650
Rostelloria . . . 683
Banclla . . . 562
Triton .... 701
Murex.... 438
Pleurotoma . . . 531
Conus .... 147
Pyrula . . .656
Turbinella . . . 707
Fasciolaria . . . 228
Canceliaria . . . 101
Struthiolaria . . 650
Cassis .... 10>!

Helmet-shell . . 307
Doliuin . . . 188
Chank-shcll. . .120
Harpa .... 304
Purpura . . .505
Flanaxis . . . 529
Magilus . . . 399
I.cptoeondius . . 376
VermetUB . . . 722
Biicciiuim . . .85
Nassa .... 415
Oliva .... 459
Ancilla . . .16
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xn,Ebuma ;. . .209
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AAKD-VARK. The name by which the
quadruped Orycteropus Capensis is known
to the Dutch colonists at the Cape of Good
Hot>e. The following cut, which is coined
from DanieU's work on the Animals of

AABU-VAP.a, (OBTOTEROPCS CAPENSIS
j

Southern Africa, will give a good idea of
its form. (T'or an account of its habits, see
OarcTEBOPUs.]

AARD-WOLF. A name riyen by the
European colonists in the neighbourhood of
Al^oa Bay, in South Africa, to a carnivorous
digitigrade animal, which at first sight might
be easily mistaken for a young striped
hysena. It is about the size of a full-grown
fox, and in habits and manners somewhat
resembles it. [See Proteles.]

ABDOMINALES. An order of fishes In
the Linnsean system, consisting of all those
species which have the ventral fins placed
behind the pectoral, or upon the abdomen,
the cartilaginous fishes alone excepted. This
arrangement has, however, been departed
from by Cuvier as defective; and in its present
acceptation the term AbdominaUa denotes a
famiW or subdivision of Malocopterygioiis
or soft-finned fishes only, including therein
the greater number of the fresh-water species,
and such as periodically migrate from the
ocean to deposit their spawn. As familiar
instances, we may specify the Salmon and
Trout.

ABERDAVINF. A small migratory
Passerine bird, more generally termed the
Siskin [which sec]. In Sussex it is known
as the Barley-bird, because it is usually a
visitant of that county about the barley seed-
time.

ABOIJ-nAXNES. An African bird, sup-
posed to be the Ibis reliyiosa, or Wlrite Ibis,
of the ancient Egyptians. [See Inis.]

ABRAMIS. A genus of Malacoptery-
gious fishes. [See Bream.]

ABRANCHIATA. An order of the An-
neJida, composed of animals having no
brancliial appendages. Of these, the Earth-
worm and the Leech are examples.

AJ3ROCOMA. A genus of small Rodent
animals, native of South America, remark-
able for the extraordinary filneness of their
fur. They have large cars, small claws, and
the tail rather long, and not tufted. Their
general aspect is intcrmediiite to that of the
Chinchillas and Eats or Voles.

ACALEPHA. An order of the class Ra-
diata, comprising those animals which float
and swim in the water, by alternate contrac-
tions and dilatations of the body, although
their substance is merely gelatinous, and
withont any apparent fibres. They are popu-
larly named sea-nettles, from their causing,
when touched, a disagreeable sensation, like
the sting of a nettle: tlicy are also familiarly
known as jelly-fishes, sea-blubbers, &c., from
the extreme softness of their tissues, which

POBPI.* OOEANIO JEI.LT-FISH.
(.RQUOBSA PURPOREA.)

melt away, ns it were, when removed from
the water. Their form is circular, and there
is only one opening into the body, which
serves both for the mouth and vent. Al-
though possessed of a certain degree of loco-
motive power, the movements of the Aca-
IcphiD are very feeble ; and they are consc-
i|uently often driven by the Binds and rough
currents on shore, where they are cither
beaten to pieces by the waves, or left dry by
the tide. The Acnlciihio are of various
forms : many, indeed, are not yet tho-
roughly known

; but the spcclmcus which



are most commonly met with in our climate,
when examined in their native element, are
seen to be composed of a large mushroom-
shaped gelatinous disc, from the lower surface
of which various processes and filaments
depend. There are, in fact, obvious points
of resemblance among them all ; but still

they admit of division into genera and sub-
genera. Thus, we may observe, the genus
Medusa includes those wliich have a central
disc, more or less convex, on the upper sur-
face, Bometliing like the head of a mush-
room, and those that have a true mouth on
the under-side of the disc

; but this mouth
Is sometimes a simple opening, and at other
times placed on a peduncle : wdiile the genus
jEquorea includes those in which the mouth
is simple, and not on a peduncle. When
the disc is furnished with tentacula all

round, they are the .JEquorea strictly so
called, and one of the most numerous among
the Acaleph* in the seas of warm climates.
There ore many others ; and it would ap-
pear that their tentacula possess consider-
able muscular power, and that they are
capable of drawing towards the mouth many
small Molluscous and Cmstaceous animals.
[See Jelly-fish.]

ACANTHOCEPHALA. A genus of pa-
rasitic worms belonging to the Parenchy-
mata, an order of the Entozoa. As an ex-
ample, the Echinorhyncvs gigas, often found
in abundance in the alimentary canal of
swine, may be named. The form of this

parasite is elongated, tapering to the tail

:

the head consists of a retractile snout or

proboscis, armed with four circlets of sharp
recurved spines, and it can be withdrawn or

protruded at will. At the extremity of this

spine-armed proboscis is the mouth, a simple
suctorial orifice leading to a double nutritive

canal,

ACANTHOCINUS. a genus of Coleop-
terous insects belonging to the Zongicorn
group. There are but few European species :

the antennas in the male are more than
fbnr times the length of the body.

ACANTITOPmS. A genus of venomous
serpents, allied to the ^’ipers, but distin-

guished from them in many essential cha-

racters. The head of the Acauthophis is broad
and compressed, the mouth capable of great

extension, and the tail is terminated by a

little spur or homy excrescence, wlicnce its

name is derived. Tliey are natives of Aus-
tralia

;
secrete tliemselves in liolcfe or beneatli

the roots of trees, and cxliibit an astonish-

ing tenacity of life. Tlie A. Brownii is

reckoned tiie most venomous Reptile found
near Port-Jackson.

ACANTIIOPODA. A tribe of Clavicom
Colcoiitcrous insects (comi)oscd of only one
genus, Jfeteroccrus), distinguislied by tlicir

tiattened feet, wiilcli are iiroad, and armed
on tlic outside with siiines ; tiic tarsi short

and four-jointed witii ordinary sized claws,
and tlic l)ody depressed i tlic |)rostcnuun is

diiated j tiie antcuum are ratlicr longer tlian

tlic licad, elcvcu-Joiutcd, tlic last six forming
a nearly cylindrical serrated moss.

ACANTHOPTERYGn. Oneof the three
primary grand dirisions, or natural orders,
of fishes ; originally recognized by our coun-
trymen Willoughby and Ray, afterwards
systematized by Artedi, and since established
by Cuvier. The characteristics of the A can-
thopterygii arc, that they possess bony skele-
tons, with prickly spinous processes in the
dorsal fins. The Stick leliack and Perch are
familiar examples of this diiision.

ACANTHTJRUS,orSURGEOX-FISH. A
genus of Acanthopterygious fishes, many of
which are remarkable fur the beautj' of tiieir

SURGEON FISH. (iCANTHURUS )

form and the variety of their colours. They
are chiefly distinguished by the sharp and
lancet-like moveable spines with wliich they
aie armed on each side of the tail ; hence,
as they cannot be handled incautiously with
impunity, they have obtained fVom English
sailors, &c., the name of “ doctors.” They
abound in the tropical seas, but are never
seen elsewhere.

ACARIDA3. Of these small spider-like
animals, M. Latreille makes four divisions :

1. Mites, (TVombidites); 2. Ticks, (Tficmi/cs) ;

3. Water Mites, {HydrachncUce)

;

and 4.

Flesh Worms {Microp/iOiirn). Some of these
exist on the ground, others in the water ;

some are parasitical, living on the blood and
humours of tiie animals or insects on wliich

they are fixed, wiiile others insinuate them-
selves under the skin, where they multiply
prodigiously. Of these latter, the Itch-insect
(Sarcopics scabiei,) is a remarkable example.
Tlieir mouths arc, in general, formed ratlier

for suction tlian for mastication ; and their

oxtreiiiitics are commonly armed witli what
may be likened to a small pair of innccrs.

Some liave four eyes, some two, and several

appear to liave none. Tlic common Clieesc-
mite (,Acarus domeslictis")

is familiar to every one.
Another has the power of
spinning webs, and is well
known as the Red Spider,
in liot-houscs, where it

greatly injures the plants
by covering the leaves with
its wells. There are also
Ticks, Harvest-bugs, Wa-
ter Mites, and many others,
wliich will be noticed in
their alphalKticnl order.
YVe may here, however,

observe, eii passant, tliat so widely are tiie

Acariihe disseminated throiigli animate

AOARaS
nouEsnons.
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and inanimate objects, that it would be

difficult indeed for the most patient na-
turalist to describe them. Myriads swarm
around us : they float in oim drink

;
over-

spread our food and fruits ; and if viewed
with a microscopic eye, would make some
loathe the choicest viands, and nauseate the

most delicious i)roductions of nature. The
Alites possess great powers of life, resisting

for a time the application of boiling lyater,

and li\dng long in alcohol.—It is a species of
Acanis that Mr. Crosse is thought to have
produced by galvanic action ; but naturalists

who have attended closely to such matters
can readily and rationally account for their

production in the usual way.

ACASTA. A genus of Cirrhipedes, found
imbedded in sponges. [See Balanus.]

ACCENTOR. A group ofPasserine birds,

many of which are peculiar to America j

! but including also our well-known Hedge-
I sparrow (Accentor modularis').

' ACCIPITRES. The first order of birds

in the Linna:an system, comprising such as

have the beak or upper mandible hooked,
and an angular projection on each side near
the point; as the Eagles, Falcons, Hawksi

I

and Owls. They are among birds what the
Carnivora are among quadrupeds.

ACEPITAErE. An order of Mollusca,
distinguished by having no apparent head,
but a mouth oniy, concealed in the bottom,
or between the folds, of their mantle. Tlie

testaceous Acephalm are by far the most
numerous ; all Bivalve shells, and some

I

kinds of Multivalves belonging to them,

j

[See EAMJjLunnANcniATA ; and for a fa.-

I

miliar example, sec Ovster.]

I ACERA. A name applied to a group of
: Apterous insects, characterized by the ab-
sence of antenna:.

ACER.Fl. A family of Gasteropodous
Mollu.sca, distinguished by the tentacula
being so much shortened, widened, and se-

parated, that there seem to be none at all,

or rather, they fonn together a large, fleshy,

and nearly s<|Unre buckler, under which the
eyes are placed. They approximate in many

i
respects to the Aplysue. The shell, in tliose

which have one, is more or less convoiute,
without a visible spire, and the mouth has
neither sinus nor canal. The genus liulla
belongs to this family.

ACHATINA. A genus of terrestrial
Pnciimonobrnnchous Gastcropods, popularly
known by tlie name of nyate-snaih. They
are characterized liy an oval olilong shell,
striated longitudinally, with the aperture
ovate, and never thickened or reflected, and
a smooth, straight columella, truncated at
the base. All tlic s|>cclcs are oviparous ; and
amona them arc some which arc the lorgcst
of all land shells. They always live near
water alsiut trees, and arc very plentiful in
Africa, near the Cape of 0(M)d Ilo|ie. Some
are found in the West Indies ; and there
are two small species, zlc/n//oia acifytla and
Achntmn m-loiui, found in England, among
the roots of trees at the base of limestone

3

ACHATINA VIRGINIA.

rocks. The Achatina columnaris is one of
the most remarkable of land shells ; it is

reversed, and the columella forms a winding
pillar, visible within, quite to the summit
of the spire. Many are covered with a thick
epidermis, as the Acluxtina zebra; but others
are destitute.

ACHATINELLA. A small genus of
shells, differing from Achatina, in having
the inner edge of the outer lip thickened,
and a slight groove near the suture of the
spire.

ACHERONTIA. A genus of Lepidop-
terous insects belonging to the family NijAin-
gkloe. Of this genus there are two or tliree

species closely resembling each other : one
of these is found in tliis country ; and is

known as the Death’s-head IIawk-jioth
(Acherontia atropos). This magnificent in-
sect varies in the expanse of its wings from
four to considerably more than five inches.
The upper pair are of a very dark brown
colour, varied with black, especially near the
base, near which is an undulated bar of pale
oclire : the disc is varied with deep black

DEATn'S-nEAD nAWK-ATOTU
(aohbrontia Arnoros.l

undulated lines, and ferruginous patches,
minutely irrorated with white, of which
colour there is a central spot, and several
wavy connected bars beyond the middle.
The jiosterior wings are fulvous orange, with
a narrow central and a broader dentated bar
running parallel with the hinder margin.
The head and thorax arc brownish black,
the latter with a large pale, skull-like mark
on the back : the abdomen is fulvous, with
the Incisures of the scgincnts black, and a
lend-C(doured stripe runs down the back.
When disturbed or irritated, this insect emits
a squeaking sound. From this circumstance,
as well as from the singular mark just
mentioned, its appearance is regarde<l with
much dread by tlio vulgar in several parts
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of Europe, as ominous of some approaching
calamity. The Caterpillar from which this
curious insect proceeds is in the highest
degree beautiful, and far surpasses in size
every other in this country, measuring some-
times near five inches in length, and being
of very considerable tliickness. Its colour
is a bright yellow ; the sides being marked
with seven elegant broad stripes or bands, of

0 tTERPTI.IiA.B. OF ’DFiTH'S-HEAD MOTH.

a mixed violet and sky-blue colour, which
meet on the back, and are there varied with
jet-black specks : on the last joint of the
body is a horn or process, curving over the
joint in the manner of a tail. Tliis cater-
pillar is principally found on the potato and
the j essamine, those plants being its favourite
food. It usually changes into a chrysalis in
the month of September, retiring for that
purpose pretty deep under the surface of the
earth ; the complete insect emerging in the
following June or July.

“ Another peculiarity connected with the
history of this Moth,” Mr. Westwood ob-
serves, “ consists in its attacking bee-hives,

ravaging the honey, and dispersing the in-

habitants. It is singular that a creature
with only the advantage of size should dare,

without sting or shield, singly, to attack in
their strongholds these well-armed and nu-
merous people

;
and still more singular, that

amongst so many thousands of bees it should
always contend victoriously. Huber, who
first noticed the fact, asks, ‘ May not this

moth— the dread of superstitious people—
also exercise a secret influence over insects,

and have the faculty, either by sound or

some other means, of paralysing their cou-

rage ? May not such sounds as inspire the

vulgar with dread be also the dread of bees ?
’

He also states that he was witness to the

curious fact that some bees, os if expecting

their enemy, had barricaded themselves by
means of a thick wall of propolis and wax,
completely obstructing the entrance of the

hive, but penetrated by passages for one or

two workers at a time ; tlius instructing us,

that at the period when the moth appears,

wlien also wasps and robber bees attack the

hive, it is advantageous to narrow the en-

trances to it, so as to prevent the depreda-

tions of these obnoxious insects. The species

appears to be distributed over the greater

part of England and Scotland, and many
specimens arc annually obtained by lalwur-

ers when employed in getting up potatoes."

ACHETIDjE. a family of Orthopterous
insects, ordinarily called Crickets. [See
Ckicket.]

ACHEIJS. A name applied by M. F.
Cuvier to such of the Tardiyraxla, or Sloths,

as have three claws on their fore-feet.

ACHIRUS. A genus of flat-fish, belong-
ing to the order Malacopterygii; in form
resembling the Sole, but distinguished from
all other genera by the total want of pectoral

fins ; hence their name. The Achiri have no ,

air-bladder, and consequently remain for I

the most part at the bottom of the sea; yet
|

their motions are there frequently very
;

rapid. They abound mostly in the East
and West Indies ; and as they keep near the
shores, they furnish a plentiful supply of
wholesome food to the inhabitants. The
most remarkable ofthis species is theA chirus
marmoratusy which has the caudal fin dis-

tinct from the anal and dorsal, all of which
are of a pale bluish-white colour, thickly
studded with small black spots. The flesh

is of a delicate flavour, and Wghly esteemed.
There is also another of the Achiri de-
serving notice, the Achinxs pavmicut, so

called from the beauty of its spots, which
cover the body of the fish like those on a
peacock’s toil.

ACIPENSER (sometimes written ACCI-
PENSER). A genus of fish in the Linneean
system, the distinguishing characteristics of
wliich are, that the mouth is retractile and
destitute of teeth, and the gills have only
one aperture on each side. [See Stukgeox.]

ACONTIAS. A genus of Serpehts, for-

merly confounded with the A ngues, or com-
mon snakes, but ditferin^ from those rep-
tiles in certain peculiarities of osteological

formation, as well as in their habits ; ai^
therefore Cuvier considered it necessary to
establish tliis new genus. They are cha-
racterized by the absence of all the bones
which represent the extremities of the other
angues, while they retain the structure of
the head common to those animals and the
lizards, and have the body similarly covered
with small scales only. The progressive
movements of the Acontias are consequently
very different from those of common ser-

pents : they carry their heads and breasts
erect j

and, though by nature harmless and
even timid, when pursued they will dart
courageously at their assailant. There are
few countries in the Old World in which some
species of Acontias are not found ; but our
elder naturalists have generally confounded
them with serpents of a dangerously venom-
ous nature ; hence tlie numerous fabulous
stories wliich are related of them by ancient
historians.

ACORN-SHELTj. The popular name for

the Balamts and other Cirrhipeds, which in-
habit a tubular shell, whose base is usually
fonned of calcareous lamina;. It is always
found attached to some shell or foreign body:
it is multivalmlar, unequal, and fixed by a
stem, or ses.sile : the valves lie parallel to each
other, and in a perpendicular position. The
inclosed animal performs its necessary Ainc-
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tions by an aperture at the top j for the
valves, being destitute of hinges, never open
or separate. The tentacula from this animal
being feathered, oiu- credulous ancestors con-
ceived the idea tliat it gave origin to a bird
called the barnacle goose ; nay, so prevalent
was the opinion, that we find inserted in the
Pliiiosophical Transactions of this country
a grave account of its transformation. [See
B.iesacle.]
These curious but common shells are found

in all seas, particnlarlyon the coasts ofAfrica.
They are affixed to marine bodies, generally
in numerous groups, and the peduncle is

sometimes foimd a foot long. A large log
of timber (as Mr. Broderip remarks) covered

I

with these animals, twisting and diverging

I
in all directions, and so thick os entirely

; to hide the surface of the log, is a strange
sight. They look like an enormous collec-

tion of serpents to the ignorant ; and a
living moss of this description, casually

I

thrown into shallow water and left by the

!
tide, has been so termed. Their growth

i
must be exceeding rapid. A ship goiug out

! with a perfectly clean bottom will often
‘ return, after a short voyage, covered with
them.

ACOUCHI. (_Dasyj^octa acuchi.) A Ro-
dent quadruped, cousidcrabljf smaller than
the Agouti ; it is of a deep olive colour, and

AOOOCHI.— (DASrPKOOTA AOOOHI.)

has only the rudiments of a tail. It inhabits
the woods of Guiana ; is of a mild, gentle,
and timid disposition ; and snbsists on nuts,
almonds, and otlier vegetable food.

ACRITA. The lowest division of the
Animal Kingdom, (comprising the classes
Spongia:, Polypi, Polygastrica, Sterelminihiet
and Acalep/ux,) in which there is no distinct
discernible nervous system, or distinct and
separate alimentary canal. In most of the
animals composing this sub-kingdom, 710

muscular fibres arc to 1)C i)crccived, yet of
these many contract and expand their bodies,
and arc furnished with movable and sensi-
tive tentacles, by which they seize their
prey. Many also arc capable of locomotion

i

others, like the plant, are fixed to one spot
for life

; aftd some are united together, and
form compound animals. There is ordi-
narily no distinction of sexes j and rci)ro-
duction takes place cither by the simple
division of the bo<ly, by granular ova, or
gemmules which become detached from the
parent bosly, the form of which they ulti-
mately assume.

ACROCIIOKDU.S. A genus of Serpents
discr>vererl in .lava. They are ctonsbicrcfl
innoxious, and are distinguished from others

by their skin being covered with innumera-
ble small warts or tubercles, wliich, how-
ever, are only apparent when the skin of the
living reptile is inflated or in preserved spe-
cimens. The only species accurately knoum
at present is the Acrodtwdiis Javanicua of
Lacepfcde, chiefly remarkable on account of
its diet

;
which, contrary to the general habit

of the order, seems (according to the testi-

mony of riomstedt) to consist of fruits and
other vegetable substances. This animat
averages from eight to ten feet in length, the
body growing gradually thicker from the
head to the vent, and there suddenly con-
tracting so as to form a very short slender tail.

ACROCnnjS. a genus of Coleopterous
insects belonging to the Longicorn group.
The thorax on each side is furnished with a
moveable tubercle ending in a spine

;
the

body is depressed
; the antenme very long

and slender ; the fore-legs much longer than
the others ; the elytra are truncated at tlie

end and furnished with two teeth. Tlie
largest and best known species is the IIau-
j.Equix Beetle (A. longimaniis') of South
America, the common name of which is de-
rived from the agreeable mixture of grey,
black and red, on tiro elytra, giving it a re-
semblance to the garb of a liaricquin.

ACRYDIUM. The name applied by Fa-
bricius to a genus of Locusts, characterized
by a carinate tlioriix ; filiform antenme,
shorter than tlie tliorax

j and equal palpi.
[Sec Locust.]

ACTACON. A otenus of Moll usca allied to
Doris, a few species of wliicli are found in
tins country. [For Imbits, sec NuiiiniiAN-
CniATA.]

ACTINI/F. Tiiesc curious ami interest-
ing marine animals arc closely allied to tlie

B 3
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Sea-nettles, spoken of under the head Aca-
lEPHA':. They are distinguished by the
form of their body, which is cylindrical, soft,

fleshy, and susceptible of contraction and
dilatation. They are also furnished with nu-
merous tentacula, wliich are appended round
the margin of the aperture that serves both
as the mouth and vent

j
and these being

not only radiated but of various lively
colours, have given rise to the popular names
of Animal-flowers and Sea-Anemonies, by
which the Actinias are familiarly known.
They are found on the shores of every sea,
often covering the sides of rocks as with a
tapestry of flowers. As in other tribes, each
species has its peculiar haunt, and they
differ from each other in shape, size, and
colour ; those in tropical regions far sur-
passing in gorgeous brilliancy such as are
met with in the seas of colder latitudes.
“These singular creatures,” says an able
contemporary, “ have a power of reproduc-
tion equal to that so well known in the fresh-
water polypus. They may be cut perpen-
dicularly or across, and each cutting will

BZA-AUEMONIEa, (AOTINIJS.)

give origin to a new animal. The young
Actiniae are seen issuing, already formed,
sometimes from the mouth ; and sometimes
the base of the old animal is dissevered, a
portion remaining attached to the rock,

where it continues to live, increasing in size,

becoming more and more rounded, while, in
a short time, a mouth, stomach, and tentacula
are formed, presenting, to the surprise of an
observer, a complete Actinia. At length,

I the side portions of this base give out glo-

j

bules, which are detached, and fix themselves

I
upon adjacent rocks, where they grow and

I
produce a new colony like the parent ani-

j

mal.” Among the best ascertained Actinias

I

are the large leathery Sea-Anemone (A.
scniVis), the purple Sea-Anemone (A. eguina),
the wliite Sea-Anemone (A. pUiiTwsa), and
the deep crimson species (A . Jordiaca ), which

^ is found in the Mediterranean, and esteemed
by the Italians a great delicacy for the table.

ACTINOCAMAX. A name given by
Miller to the fossil shells of an extinct genus
of Cephalopodous Mollusca, apparently con-
necting the JSelemnites with the existing
Sepia:. They are principally found in the
chalk formations of England and Nor-
mandy.

ACtTLEATA. The name for a section of
Hymenopterous insects, whoso antennas are
simple, and composed of a constant number
of joints, namely, thirteen in the males, and
twelve in the females. The larvas have
never any feet, and subsist on food which
the females or neuters provide them with :

one di^nsion of them, the Proedones, or pre- i

daceous tribes, which do not collect pollen,
j

feeding upon other insects that have been
stored up for them -, and the other division,
the Melliferce, or honey-collectors, feeding
upon honey or pollen paste, similarly re-

|

served for their use.

ADAPIS. The name given to a genus of
1

Pachydermatous quadrupeds, now existing
only in a fossil state, some imi>erfect sped- j

mens of which were found in the plaster
j

quarries of Montmartre, and described by i

Cuvier in his great work, Sur les Ossemens
P'ossiles.

ADDA. A small species of Lizard, cele-
brated throughout the East os being eflica-

cious in the cure ofvarious cutaneous diseases
to which the inhabitants of Egypt and
Arabia are peculiarly subject. It is about
six inches long ; the body and tail cylin-
drical, the latter ending in a very sharp
point i the face is covered with black lines,

which cross each other ; the body is of a light
straw colour wdth black bands ; and the
scales shine os if they were varnished. It
burrows in the sand.

ADDAX. iAntUope addax.') A species
of Antelope, more heavily formed than the
generality of A ntilopidce, and having large
spiral horns, annulated to within about six

inches of the points. It lives solitarily or
in pairs on the borders and oases of the
Nubian deserts. It has remarkably broad
hoofs, provided by nature to enable the
animal to move the more easily over the fine
loose sand. The general colour ofthe Addax
is a greyish-white ; but the head and neck
are of a deep reddish-brown with a mark of
pure white across the lower part of the fore-
head.

ADDER. iVipera herns.) The Adder,
or Viper, is a venomous reptile of the serpent
kind, seldom more than two or three feet
long, being considerably shorter than the
common snake in proportion to its bulk. It
is of a dull yellow colour with black spots,

and the abdomen entirely black. [See
VirEn.]

ADEPnAGA. A name gi\-en to a family
of carnivorous and very voracious Ckjleop-
terous insects.

ADESMACEA. A family ofLamellibran-
chiate Mollusca, which cither bore tubular
dwellings in rocks, wood, &c., or live in
testaceous tubes, their shells being con-
sequently destitute of the hinge ligament.
The genera Pholas, Tcredina, Teredo, Fis-
tulana, and Septaria belong to this family.

ADJUTANT, or GIGANTK!: CRANE
(Txptoptilos Aritala), the Argala of India.
This remarkable bird is a native of the
warmer parts of India, and is of great use in

removing noxious animals and carrion,

which it devours with avidity. It stands
five feet high, measuring from the tin of the
l)ill to the claws seven and a half feet, and
from the tip of each outstretched wing not
less than fourteen feel. The head and neck
arc nearly bare j

the beak is extremely large.
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long, and strong ; and under it hangs a
downy jKjuch or bag, like a dewlap, whieh
is capable of being inflated ; the upper part
of the bird is of an ash-grey colour, and the
under part white. The voracity of the Ad-

I
jutant is not more extraordinary than its

;

capacity for swallowing : it makes but one
^ mouthful of a rabbit, a fowl, or even a small
leg of mutton j and when domesticated its

habits of purloining render it necessary to
, keep aU kinds of provision out of its reach.
Dr. Latham observes that these birds in their
wild state live in companies, and when
seen at a distance, near the mouths of rivers,
coming towards an observer, which they
often do with their wings extended, “ may
well be taken for canoes upon the surface of
a smooth sea ; when on the sand-banks, for
men and women picking up shcil-fish or
other things on the beach.”

ADOXIS BUTTERFLY. [See Poly-
OIIIIATUS.]

' vEGA. A genus of Isopodous Crustacea,
parasitic on flsh— hence
frequently called Fish-
lice. They are found in
all parts of the world. In
Newfoundland the fisher-
men call the species fish-
doctors, and believe that
the soft matter (mixed
with eggs) found on the
under side of the Ixjdy of
the females, is very useful
in healing wounds. The
ailjoining ctit will give
some Idea of the form of

the species of this genus, which have the
eyes generally large and approximating in
front.

! AiGERIIDAC. A family of Iletcroccrons
lAji idoptcra, comprising a iiiodcratc number
of interesting insects, whose resemblance to
various Ilymeiioptcra and Diptcra(owing to

of ^nimatrU JJaturr. 7

the elongate form ofthe body, and the naked-
ness of the wiugs, which arc more or less

transparent in many of the species) is some-
what remarkable. The antennoe are simple,
fusiform, or thickened towards the tips, and
generally terminated by a small pencil of
hairs

j
the ocelli are distinct, and the labial

palpi elevated ; the abdomen is elongated j

the wings have but comparatively few ncr-
vures; and the posterior legs are furnished
with very long spurs.—The larvae of these
insects are of a cylindrical form, and with
naked bodies destitute of a caudal horn: they
have six pectoral, eight ventral, and two anal
feet. They live in the interior of the branches
or roots of trees, where they undergo their
transformations to clirysalides, whose abdo-
minal segments are armed with transverse
rows of recurved points: these enable the
chrysalis to push itself not only through llie

cocoon which the caterpillar had constructed
from the decayed roots or branches, but half
out of the hole in the stem previously made,
it having had the instinct to turn roimd in
its burrow, so that the head of the pupa
should be towards the orifice.

The larvae of some species, such ns the
jEgeria culidformis and .^.formicifomiis,
feed upon the apple, and that of jtEgeria
tipulifurmis upon the pith of currant trees ;

in the neighbourhood of which the perfect
insects may be seen flying, in the hottest
sunshine, with great activity, or basking
upon the leaves, alternately expanding and
shutting the fan-like glossy appendages of
hair wliich decorate the end of the body.

jEGITHALUS. a name given to a genus
of birds (the Fenduloxis Titmice') of the order
Passerince. [See Titmouse.]

iEGOTlIELES. A name given to a
genus of Passerine birds, distinguished by
long tarsi, and toes apparently fitted for
hopping from bough to bough

;
the wings

comparatively short. The only known species
inhabits Australia, and is the Caprimulgus
Novee Holland'ice of Phillips. In the day it

resorts to the hollow branches of trees (or
spouts as they are called), and holes of the
gum trees. It feeds on the smaller Coleop-
tcra. Its flight is straight ; lays four or five
white eggs, which are nearly round j and
has at least two broods a year.

03QUOREA. [See Acaletiia.]

AGAMA : AGAMID-E. A genus and
family of Saurian Reptiles. They have
thick bodies covered with a loose skin, which
is capable of being distended with air, at the
will of the animal •, the head is short, broad,
and flat

; the neck also is short, and the tail
seldom longer than the body. Diftcrent spe-
cies of them arc to be met with in every cli-
mate ; and as some are callable of changing
the colours of their skin, they are in some
parts of South America called chameleons.
They generally lurk among rocks, heaps of
stones, and mouldering ruins, their dull and
sombre colours protecting them from observa-
tion: the more slender and active kinds, how-
ever, ascend trees with great facility, sport
among the branches, and feed upon the
insects which arc generally to bo found there
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in abundance. Some of the Agamidie met
with in India, South America, and Australia,
are very curious

; but so numerous are the
species, that we cannot Iierc give more than
a description of their general characteristics.
[See MoLOcn.]

AGAMI,or GOLD-BREASTED TRUJI-
PETER. {Psophia crepitans.) This in-
teresting bird is about tlie size of a pheasant
or large fowl ; has long legs, and a long neck,
but a very short tail, consisting of twelve
black feathers, over which the rump-plumes
hang droopingly. It inliabits the forests of
South America, where it is found in nume-
rous flocks : it runs swiftly, and when pur-
sued, trusts to its legs rather than its wings.
AVlien domesticated, this bird is a pattern of
fondness and fidelity ; and is so jealous of
its master's caresses, that it attacks the dogs
and other animals who venture near him. It
is sometimes used to protect domestic poultry
from the attacks of birds of prey.

AGATHISTEGIJES. A family of Cepha-
lapodous Mollusca, in which the cells are
gathered together in small numbers, and
heaped up in a globtdar shape.

AGENIOSUS. A genus of Malacoptery-
gious Abdominal fishes, belonging to the
Siluridee.

AGGREGATA. The name given to cer-
tain shell-less Mollusca, which are collected
together in a common enveloping organized
substance containing numerous compart-
ments, from each of which a distinct occn-
pant sends forth a circle of organs to collect

food, which, after assimilation, is carried by
a common and continuous system of vessels

for the support and enlargement of the com-
mon dwelling.

AGLAURA. A genus of Dorsibranchiate
Annelides, distinguished by having nume-
rous jaws, but no tentacles, or which are
entirely hidden ; and cirrhi, which perform
the office of branchiae.

AGOUTI. {Dasjjprocta.) A genus of
JIammalia belonging to the order Jtodentia,

and classed with the Cavidcc, or guinea-pig
tribe. It is found in great abundance
throughout South America ;

and as it bears

some rude resemblance in its form and man-
ner of living to the hare and rabbit, though
it varies from both veiy essentially, it has
sometimes been denominated the rabbit of
that continent. It, however, varies still

more from tliat animal in its habitude and
disposition, than in its form. It has in a
great measure the external covering of a hog;
so also has it the hog’s voracious appetite :

It eats indiscriminately of every thing that

comes in its way ;
and, when satiated, con-

ceals the remainder, like the dog and fox, for

a future occasion. The Agouti secretes itself

in the holes of trees ; its ordinary food con-
sisting of potatoes, yams, and the fruits wliich

fall in autumn. It uses its fore-paws, like tlie

squirrel, to convey the food to its moutli

;

and os its hind legs arc very long, it runs, or
rntlrer leaps, with considerable swiftness.

Tlie flesh is white and tender, and when fat

AGOnrl, (DAaieBOCTA.)

and weU dressed it is by no means unpala-
table food. Agoutis are particularly de-

J

structive to the sugar-cane : the planters
consequently use every means to catch them

;

and although they are stiU numerous in
|

most places which are not settled and culti-

vated, their number is not now to lie com-
pared with what it was even long after the
first colonists took possession of the West
India islands. There is one kind of Agouti
called the Mara, or Patagonian Cavy, con-
siderably larger and more elegant than any !

of the others. Differently from most bur- I

rotving animals, it wanders, commonly two
j

or three together, to miles or leagues from
i

its home. It feeds and roams about by day ;

is shy and watchful ; and generally pi^uees
two young ones at a birth. Naturalists give
to this kind and species the name of JJoU-
chotis Paiachonicus.

AGRAL33. An order of quadrupeds, des-
titute of teeth, but furnished with very long
eylindric tongues, which supply that defect.

Of this order there are only two distinct
genera, the Myrmccophaga and the Manis
[which see].

AGRIOPUS. A genus of Acanthoptery-
gious fishes, particularly distinguished from
other genera by having only nine rays in the
pectoral fins. The A(jriopm torrus, or Sea-
horse, os it is sometimes called, is about two
feet long, and is common on the shores of the
Cape of Good Hope.

AI. [See Sloth.]

AIAI.\. (Plntnlm.) A bird ofthe Sjroon-
bill genus, frequently seen in Brazil on the
banks of rivers. It is of a pale but very
bright and glossy flesh-colour on the back
and wings, while the other parts are all l>enu-

tifully white. Its flesh is considered whole-
some and palatable.

AILURUS. A genus ofcarnivorous quad-
rupeds belonging to the family Vrsithc.

The only known species, first found by Maj.
Gen. Uardwickc, is the Wall or Panda
(Aihontsfiilgetu!.) It is about the size of
a large cat : the fur soft and thickly set ; I

above, of the richest cinnamon-red ; be-
i

hind more fulvous, and deep black beneath.
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Panda (ah-okus foloens.)

The head is whitish ; the tail annulated with
brown ; and the soles of the feet are hairy.

This elegant animal frequents the vicinity

of rivers and mountain torrents, passes much
of its time upon trees, and feeds on birds and
the smaller quadrupeds.

1
AliABES. A genus of Malacopterygious

apodal fishes, distinguished by having one
gill-opening ; pectorals well marked, with a
disc between them ;

gill-lids small, with
three rays, and pointed teeth. The species

inhabit the Indian Ocean.

ALASMADOJl. A name which has been
given to some Bivalve Molluaca, ofwhich the
fresh-water Pearl Mussel Ci/ya margariti-
fera) is an example.

\

ALAT..E. A family of Mollusca, belong-
! ing to the second section of the order Tra-
chelipoda, containing the genera EosteUaria,
Pterocera, StrombiiSj &c. The shells of this

;

family are distinguished by the spreading of
I the outer lip.

j

ALATJDA. A genus of granivorous
: singing-birds, of which there are many
.
species, found in all parts of the globe.
They are characterized by a long and straight

hind claw, a strong straight bill, and by
being able to raise the feathers on the back
part of the head into the form of a crest.

The greater part of them are migratory :

I

they always build their nests on the ground,
' and may be considered as peculiarly birds of

;

the fields and meadows. [See Lahk.]

! ALBATROSS. i.Diomedea.'i A genus of

I

Palmipede birds : the species are the largest
of all aquatic birds, the wings of some when

, extended measuring fifteen feet, and the
weight often exceeding twenty pounds. Its

plumage is white, with the exception of a
1
few of the wing feathers and some transverse

!
block bands on the back. It lias a strong,
hard, long beak, of a pole yellow colour : the

1
feet, which arc flesh-coloured, are short and

j

webbed ; and the wings are long, strong, and
narrow. It preys on the wing, and is very

1

voracious
; but though formidahle from its

i size and strength, it is not equally cou-
rageous, being frequently compelled to yield

I
its prey to the sea-eagles, and sometimes

I

even to the larger species of gulls. These
i

birds are continually met with in the South-
ern Ocean, and are also seen in immense
flocks about Behring’s Straits and Kamt-
schatka in the early part of summer, at-
tracted thither by the vast shoals of fish,

whose migrations they follow. Besides the
eommon Albatross, here described, there are
two other species of less gigantic proportions.

namely, the Albatross of China and the
black-beaked Albatross.
When sailors accidentally fall overboard

in latitudes where the Albatross abounds,
they find it a most formidable enemy, even
should only a few minutes elapse before they
can be rescued by their comrades. Its powers
of flight are prodigious.—Dr.Amott mentions
an instance of one of these birds following a
rapidly sailing ship for two or three days.
One species is called by sailors the “ Cape

WANEEaiUO AT.BATHOB3
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Sheep,” from flocks of them being seen off

the Cape of Good Hope Captain Sir J. C.
Ross, in his voyage to the Southern Seas,
mentions that, in one of the islands fre-

quented by seal hunters, the eggs of these
birds, each of wliicli averages about a pound in
weight, are much esteemed—while the young
birds, when first taken from their nest, are
described by them as being quite delicious.

It is possible, he adds, the sealers may have
acquired the Esquimaux taste.

ALBIONES. A genus of Abranchious
Annelidas, distinguished by having the
body bristled with tubercles.

ALBURNHS. A fresh-water fish, a species
of the CyprinidcB. [See Bleak.]

AI.CA. [See Auk.]

ALCADiE. A family of oceanic birds,
including the Auks, Pufllns, and Guille-
mots. The power of their wings ns organs
of flight is generally very circumscribed j

but their whole structure is admirably
adapted for an aquatic life. The legs are
extremely short, but powerful, and placed
so far backwards that, in resting on the rocks,
the birds appear to stand in an upright posi-
tion. The toes are usually only three in
number, and fully webbed. The bill is

generally compressed, and often grooved at
the sides, but it varies in form in the dif-
ferent genera. Their food consists of fishes,
Crustacea, and other marine productions

;

but they never resort to fresh water. [See
Auk, &c.]

ALCEDO : AI.CEDrNIDAD. A genus
and family of birds, popularly known as
Kwgjiehcrs, of which there arc numerous



exotic species (all distinguished by the splen
did colours of their plumage), hut only one
kind

_
indigenous to this country. Their

principal characteristics are, a long, straight,
quadrangular bill, thick and pointed

; tongue,
short, flat, and fleshy ; the nostrils at tlie
side of the base of the bill running obliquely

j

the tail and legs sliort. These birds for the
most part live on flsh, wliich tliey transfix
witli the bill as with a spear : they are
solitary in their habits, and build their nests
in holes on the banks of rivers. [See King-
fisher.]

ALCIOPE. A genus of Dorsibranchiate
Annelides, distinguished by having two
foliated cirrhi, or gills, and a couple of
branchial tubercles.

ALCYONE^, or ALCYONIAN POLY-
PES. Under the heads “ Corals,” “ Poly-
pes,” and “ Sponges,” will be found such
particulars as are deemed necessary to de-
scribe those singular marine productions.
It is, therefore, suflicient to observe in this
place, that the Alcyoncm are somewhat
similar to the last mentioned. They vary
much in form, being either lobed, branched,
rounded, or existing in a shapeless mass or
crust i while the interior substance is of a
spongy or cork-like nature, surrounded by
tubular rays inclosed in a sort of tough
fleshy membrane. The animals are lodged
in round cells, separated from each other
by thin partitions. They are to be found in
all seas, and at various depths, resorting, in
general, to sheltered places, or where the
water is deep and still.

ALEA. A genus of minute land shells,

found in marshy ground, roots of trees,
moss, &c.

ALECTOR. (Crmc.) A large Gallina-
ceous bird of America, somewhat like a
turkey. They have large rounded tails,

composed of stiif quills ; build their nests
in trees ; live on buds and fruits ; and may
be easily domesticated. [See Curassow.]

ALECTURA. [See Talegalla.]

ALEPOCEPHALUS. A fish belonging
to the EsocidcB, or Pike family, found in the
depths of the kiediterranean. Head naked,
body with broad scales, mouth small, teeth
minute and crowded, eyes very large, and
eight gill-rays.

ALLIGATOR. ^Alligator lucius.') This
very formidable and feroeious Reptile is

found in tropical climates, and agrees in
every essential property with the Crocodile
once so terrible along the banks of the Nile.

There are apparently several species belong-
ing to the order Satiria, family CrocodilicUc,

their general plan of structure being tiie

same as that of the lizards. They have a
long flat head, thick neck and body, protected
by regular transverse rows of square bony
plates, raised in the centre into keel-shaped
ridges. The moutli is extremely large, ex-
tending considerably behind the eyes, and
furnished in each jaw with a single row of
pointed teeth, all of diflerent sizes, and
standing apart from one anotiicr. The

tongue is short and fleshy, and firmly at-
tached to the under jaw throughout, so as tc
be incapable of protrusion ; the eyes are
placed in the upper part of the skull, and
provided each with three distinct lids ; and
beneath the throat are two small glands

ALLIGATOK LOC1U8

which contain a musky substance. They
have five toes on the fore-feet and four
behind

; but only the thiee inner toes on
each foot are provided -with claws. But the
most remarkable, and, at the same time, most
important organ they possess, is their long
taper tail, which is strongly compressed on
the sides, and surmounted with a double
series of strong plates, wliich, converging
towards the middle, there unite and form a
single row to the extremity Their feet are
webbed

j but it is to the tail they owe most
of their progressive power in the water

;

and although it impedes their motions on
dry land, even there it often becomes a
powerful weapon of defence.
The Alligator is prodigiously strong ; and

its arms, both offensive and defcnsii'C, are
irresistible. Its ordinary length is from
fifteen to eighteen i'eet, though sometimes
considerably more. The shortness of its

legs, the vertebral conformation of the back-
bone, the muscles of the legs, and, in short,
its whole frame, are calculated for amazing
force. Its teeth are sharp, numerous, ai^l
formidable j its claws long and tenacious

;

but its principal instrument of dcstruc-
tion_ is its tail, with a single blow of which
it is capable of overturning a canoe.
Its proper clement is the water j but it is

also very terrible by land : it seldom, how-
ever, unless when pressed by hunger, or with
a view of depositing its eggs, quits the water:
it usually laj's between fifty and sixty of
these (which are about the same size as those
of a goose, but oblong rather than oval), in
one place, and covers them up with sand,
leaving them to be hatched hy the heat of
the sun : it generally happens, however, that
half of them are devoured by vultures,
or fall a prey to various descriptions of
ravenous fishes. Both the Alligator and
the Crocodile are supposed to be very long-
lived, and their growth is extremely slow.
The most extraordinaiy accounts arc re-

lated of the ferocity and strength of tliis

terrible destroyer. It usually floats along
the surface, and seizes fish, fowl, turtle, or
whatever other prey may fall within its

reach ; but, this method failing, it is then
compelled to venture near the shore, where
it conceals itself among the sedges in ex-
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pectation of some land animal coming to

drink. As the devoted victim approaches,

nothing of its insidious enemy is to be seen ;

nor is the retreat of the former meditated
till it is too late. The voracious reptile

instantly springs on its prey with much
;

more agility than might reasonably be ex-

;

pected from such an unwieldy creature
;

j
and, haring secured it with its teeth and

j

claws, instantly itlunges into the water and
I drags it to the bottom, where it is devoured

I

at its leisure. In its depredations along the
banks, however, it sometimes happens that

the Alligator seizes on an animal as formid-
I able as itself, and meets with a desperate
' resistance. SVith the tiger, in particular,

which is in the habit of lurking in the vici-

! nity of great rivers, it has freiiuent contests
;

I and the instant this animal finds itself as-

;
saulted, he turns about with prodigious

]

agility, and forces his claws into the eyes of
. the assailant, who immediately plunges with
its fierce antagonist into the river, where
the struggle eontinues till the tiger submits
to a watery death.
As we have spoken at some length of the

Crocodile, and described the difierent

siiecies, it would be Inconsistent with our
general plan to extend this article much
further. IVe therefore eonelude with an
anecdote from Waterton’s “ Wanderings in
South America,” clearly showing that man
is not exempt from the attacks of this fero-

cious destroyer :— “ One Sunday evening,
some years ago, as I was walking with Don
Felipe de Ynciarte, governor of Angustura
on the bank of the Oroonoque, ‘ Stop here a
minute or two, Don Carlos,’ said he to me,
‘ while I recount a sad accident. One fine

evening last year, as the people of Angustura,
were sauntering up and down here, in the
Alameda, I was within twenty yards of this

place, when I saw a large Cayman [the com-
mon species of Surinam and Guiana] rush
out of the river, seize a man, and carry him
down, before any body had it in his power to
assist him. The screams of the poor fellow
were terrible as the Cayman was running off

with him. He plunged into the river with
his prey : we instantly lost sight of him, and
never saw or heard him more.”

ALLIGATOR TORTOISE. A genus of
the Emyd.e, or Marsh Tortoises, which are
carnivorous in their habits

;
and some of the

species, of which this is one, arc formidable
from their size and ferocity. It is a native
of the lakes, rivers, and morasses of Caro-
lina

i and it is remarkable for its activity,
darting suddenly upon aquatic birds, fishes,
or other animals that come within its reach,
and snapping them up : from which habit
it i.s sometimes designated as the “ Snap-
ping Turtle.” The species is the Chclydra
Herpenlina. [See Tortoise.]

AI.OSA. A genus of Malacopterygious
fishes of the ClujicidcK or Herring family,
greatly resembling the Pilchard and Sardine,
Alota vulgarie is the common Shad (which
see].

ALPACA, or PERUVIAJI SHEEP,
(duc/tenm.) In form and structure, this

animal bears a strong resemblance to the

camel ;
but is greatly Inferior in size, and

differs from it in the absence of the hump,
the wmnt of water-cells in the stomach, and
in the conformation of the foot, which con-

PERUVIiN 3HEEP, (iUOHKNIi.)

sists of two toes completely divided, each
with a rough cushion beneath, and provided
at the end with a strong short hoof. There
appear to be three closely allied species of
these animals. That which we are now
describing is said to be entirely confined to

Peru, where the natives keep vast flocks of
them for the sake of the silky lustre and
fineness of their wool. It inhabits the
more elevated parts of the mountain ranges,
living almost on the borders of perpetual
snow. [See Llama, Guaxaoo, and Vicuna.]

ALUCITIDjE. a family of small Lepi-
dopterous insects, nearly allied to the
TiNEiD.E,but distinguished from that and all

others by the wings being singularly divided
into narrow feathered rays j

the fore wings
haring two, three, four, or six, and the
posterior wings three or six of such rays,

which are beautifully feathered on each edge:
they are carried horizontally in repose

j
the

antennffi are long, slender, and setaceous i

the spiral maxillm are long ; and the legs are
long and slender. The larvos are clothed
with very long hairs

;
they have sixteen feet,

and are very inactive ; the pupai are cither
naked, and enclosed in a transparent silken
cocoon ; or conical, hairy, and either sus-
pended perpendicularly by a thread, or af-

fixed at the posterior extremity of the body
to a layer of silk or leaves. These insects
vary in the time of their flight

j
the Aluciia

frequenting our gardens, and sitting with its

beautiful fan-like wings on our hothouses,
whilst the Pterophori, being crepuscular,
fly over low plants. The rays of the wings
are composed of the nerves, without any of
the intervening membrane, which seems to

be transformed into the fringe. In repose
the I’tcrophori fold their wings so as to
appear to consist of only one broad ray.

ALITTERES. A genus of fishes, belong-
ing to the order I’lectoffiialhi: they arc clia-
racterized by a long body, the granulations
scarcely visible, and a single sjiiiie in the
first dorsal

; but the pelvis is completely
hidden in the skin. For an example, see
OSTRACION.
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AMADAVADE. A small bird of the
Finch tribe (Frinoillidoe\ having a beautiful
red bill. The upper part of the body is
brown, the rump dark red, and the prime
feathers of the wings are black ; as are also
those of the tail, which are longest in the
middle, and gradually slope to the sides : it
is frequently kept ns a pet in cages, and
lives on seeds.

AMBL YltnYNCHTJS. The name given to
a genus of Lizards, very much resembiing
the Iguanas, common on aU the islandS
throughout the Galapagos Archipelago.
They differ, how'ever, from the Iguana, in
having,— Instead of the long, pointed, nar-

iMBUTRHyNOHOS ORiaxArus.

row muzzle of that species,— a short, ob-
tusely truncated head, and also in the
strength and curvature of the claws. Mr.
Darwin (in his “ Journal of Researches,” &c.)
thus speaks of the one which is termed Am-
hlyrhytichus cristatus :— It lives exclusively
on the rocky sea-beaches, and is never found,
at least I never saw one, even ten yards in-
shore. It is a hideous looking creature, of
a dirty black colour, stupid and sluggish in
its movements. The usual length of a full-
grown one is about a yard ; but there ore
some even four feet long. I have seen a
large one which weighed twenty pounds.
On the island of Albemarle they seem to
grow to a greater size than on any other.
These Lizards were occasionally seen some
hundred yards from the shore, swimming
about ; and Captain Collnett, in his voyage,
says, ‘ they go out to sea in shoals to fish.’

With respect to the object, I believe he is

mistaken ; but the fact stated on such good
authority cannot be donbtcd. When in the
water the animal swims with perfect ease
and quickness, by a serpentine movement of
its body and flattened tail,— the legs during
tills time being perfectly motionless and
closely collapsed on its sides. A seaman on
board sank one, with a heavy weight at-
tached to it, thinking thus to kill it directly ;

but when, an hour afterwards, he drew up
tlie line, the Lizard was quite active. Tlieir
limbs and strong claws arc admirably adapt-
ed for crawling over the rugged and fissured
masses of lava, which every where form the
coast. In sucli situations, a group of six or
seven of these liidcous reptiles may often-
times be seen on the black rocks, a few feet
above the surf, baskinff in the sun with out-
stretched legs.” Its habits are cntirelj’aqiiatic,
as well as its food, wliich consists of sea-
weed.
The species termed Aviblyrhynclius suberis-

iJatural
;

tatus is terrestrial, and is confined to the
central islands of the Archipelago. These
“ inhabit both the higher and damp, as well i

ns the lower and sterile parts ; but in the
'

latter they are much the most numerous.
Like their aquatic brethren, they are ugly
animals; and ftom their low facial angle have
a singularly stupid appearance. In size, per-

i

haps, they are a little inferior to the latter, '

but several of them weighed between ten and
fifteen pounds each. The colour of their
beUy, front legs, and head (excepting the
crown, which is nearly white), is a dirty
yellowish-orange : the back is a brownish-
red, which in the younger specimens is

darker. In their movements they are lazy and
halftorpid. When not frightened, they slowly
crawl along with their tails and bellies drag-
ging on the ground. They often stop and
doze for a minute with closed eyes and hind
legs spread out on the parched soil. They in- I

habit burrows, which they sometimes ex- l

cavate between fragments of lava, but more :

generally on level patches of the soft volcanic
;

substance. They feed by day, and do not I

wander far from their bin-rows. When atten- :

tively watching any one they curl their toils,

and, raising themselves on their front legs,

nod their heads vertically n-ith a quick
movement, and try to look very fierce ; but
in reality they are not at all so : if one jnst
stamps the ground, down go their tails, and

;

off they shutHe as quickly as they can.”
j

They live on the leaves of trees and other
vegetable productions ; and their flesh is

considered a delicate kind of food.

A3IBLOTIS. [See Wombat.]

AMIA. A small Malacopterygious fresh-
water fish, found in the rivers of ^uth '

America. It belongs to the Clupeidce fa-
mily I feeds on Crustacea, and is rarely
eaten.

AMilOCETES. A genus of Chondrop-
terygious fishes, allied to the Lampreys, the
maxillary ring being without teeth, the I

fleshy lips semicircular. The common
species, Ammocctes branchialis, is about the
thickness of a goose quill, and is very com- i

mon in some of the English rivers, where it

is known as the Stone Grig. It lodges in *

the mud, where it preys on worms, insects,

&c. ; and is of no use but as bait for other
fish. It has been accused of sucking the
gills of fishes. I

AMMODYTE, or LATTOCE. This fish,
'

whicli is of the Malacopterygious or soft-

finned kind, is named Launce from its lance-
like shape, and is fi-om eight to ton inches
long ; its form is sliglitly square, licing rather I

rounded on the sides, and somewhat flat-

tened above and bcneatli ; tlie Iiead is small
and taper, and the under jaw much longer
than the upper ; tlie month is destitute of
teeth, but at tlie entrance of the throat are
two oblong bones for retaining tlic prey.

The pectoral fins are small, and the tail is

slightly forked ; the general colour of the
body is a grecnish-bluc on the back, and the
belly is cither of a silvery white, or of a
yellowish hue. Those fishc.s are in England
called Sand-eels, being remarkable for their
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habit of burrowing in the sand, iu which
they find the worms and insects that con-
stitute their chief food. Tliey are in their
turn preyed upon by the larger fishes, par-

ticularly by the mackarel and salmon j to
the support of the latter, whilst they are in
the estuaries of rivers, the Launces are be-

! licved to ccwtributc largely. The Launce
spawns in the month of May, depositing its

eggs in the mud, near the edges of the
coast.

AMMODYTES. A genus of Serpents,
nearly the size of the Viper, and allied to it

in general appearance, though distinguished
from it by an erect pointed process on the
tip of the snout : its usual colour is either
bluish-grey or brown, with a continued black
dorsal band resembling that of the viper.

' A species of this genus is found in many
parts of the East, and is so extremely poi-
sonous as to prove fatal in three or four hours.

AAEVIONITES, or SNAKE-STONES.
Spiral fossil sliells, of which there are a great
abundance iu Europe, Asia, and America,

i especially in the lias, chalk, and oolite for-
mations. They appear like a snake rolled
up : some are very small, but occasionally
they are met with upwards of three feet in
diameter. In some places they •are so nu-
merous. that the rocks seem, as it were,
composed of them alone. Upwards of 240

AUMOSITKS, oa 8UAXE.BT0MX8,

species have been already described ; and it
appears that many of these were very widely

distributed ; some being found in the Hima-
laya mountains, at au elevation of 10,000

feet, and others in various parts of Europe.
Their numbers must have been very great,

ns M. Dufresne informed Lamarck that the
road from Auxerre to Avalon, in Biu-gundy,
was absolutely paved with them ; and we
know that it is no uncommon occurrence
to find them used in parts of the west of
England to pave the roads. It has been
suggested that “ these animals must have
been very important agents, their carnivo-
rous habits duly considered, in keeping the
balance among the other tenants of the seas,

by preventing the excessive multiplication
of crust.acea, as well as of other molluscs,

and of fishes.” The nearest recent ally of
this extinct species is supposed to be the
Si-iRULA [wliich see].

AMPELID.®. A family of birds called
Chatterers [wliich see].

AJMPHIBIA. Strictly speaking, the term
Amphibia aull apply only to such animals
ns have the power of living, indifferently, at
the same time, either upon land or iu water,
yet in common conversation we are ac-
customed to denominate Seals, Otters, Bea-
vers, &c., besides many Reptiles, amphibious,
because their organization disposes them to
resort either to the land or water for pro-
curing food, or whose habits are at once
terrestrial and aquatic. But this is by far
too comprehensive a sense. Linmeus applied
the term generally to the third class of his
system of zoology, which comprised not only
all the animals since more properly de-
nominated Reptiles, such as the Tortoises,
Lizards, Serpents, and Frogs, but likewise the
Cartilaginous Fishes. It is now admitted,
however, that Linnams was not correct iu
this classification, and that a truly am-
phibious animal should possess the extra-
ordinary double apparatus (lungs and gills

at one and the same time) for extracting
the principle which supports animal life in-
differently from cither element. [See Ba-
TRACHIANS.]

AMFHIDESMA. a genus of small round
or rather oblong Shells, slightly gaping and
Inequilateral, found in the sand on the sea-
coasts of tropical countries, and also those
of England, France, &c. The AmpUidesma
variegatum, described by Lamarck, is a na-
tive of the coast of Brazil. “ In most bivalve
shells,” Sowerby observes, “ the cartilage
and ligament are united iu one mass, or
placed close to each other

; the contrary
in this case gives rise to the name, which
signifies double ligament."

AMPIIIOXUS,orLANCELET. A small
fish of the Lamprey family. Its form is

compressed ; the head pointed, without any
trace of eyes ; a delicate membranous dorsal
fin extends the whole length of the back

;

and the tail is pointed. At one time this was
rc/jarded ns a mollusc, the best known species
being the Limax lanccnlatus of Pallas. It is
found on the coasts of England and Ireland,
in the Forth of Clyde, and in the Mediter-
ranean. Mr. Grnv has described n second
species from the Eastern seas (A. lidchcri).

C



SiND.HOPPER.
(TAI.ITBUa X.OODSTA.)

little pointed stylets.

AMPIIIPODA. An order of minute
Crustaceans, wliich liave the power of swim-
ming and leaping with great facility, but
always on one side. Some are found in
streams and rivulets, but most in salt water

;

and their eolonr is of a uniform pale red or
greenish. In tliis order the eyes are sessile
and immoveable

;
the mandibles are fur-

nished with a palp
;
the abdominal append-

ages are always apparent and elongated
j

and they have ciliae,

which appear to ful-
fil the office of bran-
cliiffi. The antenniE,
ordinarily four in
number, are com-
posed of peduncle
and slender fila-

ment i
and the body

is mostly compressed
and bent. The ap-
pendages of the tail

generally resemble
Among the Amphi-

pods most common on our shores are the
Sandhoppers, ( Talitrus locnsta and Orchestia
littorea,) found under stones, or under the
mass of exuviae thrown up by the tide on
sandy shores, in troops of thousands, all ac-
tive and leaping when disturbed in their re-
treats. The foUoxving passage from Paley’s
Natural Theology alludes to these minute
Crustacea : “ Walking by the sea-side, in a
calm evening, upon a sandy shore, and with
an ebbing tide, I have frequently remarked
the appearance of a dark cloud, or rather
very thick mist, hanging over the edge of the
water, to the height perhaps of half a yard,
stretching along the coast as far as the eye
could reach, and always retiring with the
water. When this cloud came to be ex-
amined, it proved to be nothing else than so
much space filled with young shrimps in the
act of bounding into the air from the shal-
low margin of the water or the wet sand.”

AMPHISB.®NA. A genus of Serpents,
natives of South America, distinguished by
their bodies having nearly the same uniform
thickness throughout, by their small mouths
and eyes, short tails, and their niunerous
rings of small square scales. The two best

known species are Amphisbeena alia and
Amphisbmna fuliginosa. They arc destitute

of fangs and are consequently harmless and
inoffensive j living, for the most part, upon
an^ and other small insects. The colour of

AMPSIBBAINA rOLIOINOSA.

the first mentioned species is white, ns its

name imports ; but in some specimens it is

tinged with pale rose colour, while in others
the bead and back Incline to a pale yellow
or brownish cast. The A. fuliginosa is

cither block with white variegations, or
purple with yellow. The eyes of the Am-

phisbienn are covered, and almost concealed,
by a membrane; which, added to their natu-
rally diminutive size, has given rise to the
popular opinion that the animal was desti-
tute of the organs of sight. The head is so
small, and the tail so thick and short, that
at first sight it is difficult to distinguish one
from the other ; and this circumstance, •

united to the animal’s habit of proceeding :

either backwards or forwards as the occasion
|may require, gave rise to the credulous belief
,

throughout the native regions of the Am-
j

phisbajna, that it has two heads, one at each '

extremity, and that it is impossible to de-
stroy one by simple cutting, as the two heads
mutually seek one another, and soon re-
unite 1

AMPHITRITE. A genus of Annelides,
belonging to the division Tubicolce, and easily
distinguished by their large golden-coloured
Bctse, disposed in a comb-like series or in a
crown, or in one or several ranges on the
front of the head ; which may assist them in
locomotion, and probably serve them for
defence. Aroimd the mouth are very nume-
rous tentacles, and on either side of the com-
mencement of the back are pectinated gills.

Some of them compose slight tubes, of a
regular conical form, which they carry about
with them, when running in search of food ;

these tubes, which consist of fine grains of
sand cemented together with great regularity,
are simple cones open at both ends, and not
attached ; they are usually about two inches
long, and may be frequently picked up on
our shores. [See Tubicopj:.]

AMPHIUMA. A genus of Batrachian
reptiles which abound in the lakes and stag-
nant waters of N. America. They first appear
in the tadpole form, respiring by means of
giUs, and inhabiting the water ; they after-
wards gradually acquire small legs and feet,

and would have an appearance similar to
the water-newt, W'cre it not for the extreme
length of their body. Though they are ca-
pable of existing on land, they seldom aban-
don the watery element. There are only
two known species, one characterised by
being tlirce-toed, which is three feet long ;

the other, a much smaller species, having
only two toes.

AMPUXiIiACER A. Agenusof Jfollnsca,
allied to thcAmpullaria, two species ofwhich
arc found in great abundance in New Zea-
land, living in pools of brackish water, and
buried in sandy mud. 'When touched, the
animal enters very deeply into its shell, and
is at all times much hidden bs- it. The head
is large, flat, divided into two lobes, and
having two sessile eyes ; no appearance of
tcntacula ; foot short and square. The shell
is thick and globular ; mouth round, or
oblique, having the lips united

; spire short j

operculum thin and homy.

AMPUELARIA. A genus of Mollusca
found in the rivers of Africa, India, and
South America. The shell Is gcncrallj- large,

thin and globular ; spire very short ; whorls
rapidly enlarging ; the operculum tliin and
horny, and rarely calcareous. The animal
lias a large head himishcd with four tenta-
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cula, with eyes at the base of the two longest,

and the foot oval and large. Some of the
African species have reversed shells, and all

that are natives of Africa and jinierica have
the operculum homy ; while those wliich
come from India usually have it shelly, and
are furnished with an internal groove for its

reception parallel to the mouth. The animal
has a large bag opening beneath, placed on
the side of the respiratory organs

;
this they

fill with water, by which means they can
exist for a considerable period out of their

natural element ; and specimens have been
brought from Egypt to Paris alive (before
steam navigation was common), although
packed up in sawdust. The Intlian species
lay globular eggs, of a pale green colour,
alMut the size of small peas, which are found
in clusters attached to sticks or other things
in the water ; when dry, they have a beauti-
ful appearance.

AJNABAS. A genus of Acanthopterygious
fishes, whose respiratory organs are so con-
stmeted as to enable them to sustain life for
a space of time out of water, by having small
apertures or some receptacle, where they can
preserve sufiScient water to moisten their
gills. In cold or temperate regions this is

not required, but in tropical countries it

often happens that many of the rivers and
ponds are dried up. At such times no fish
but such as, like the Anabas, are furnished
with the necessary pharyngeal apparatus
for keeping the gills moist, could exist

;

many of these, however, arc able to migrate
in search of their natural element, and, it is

CLlMBrNO PERCH. — 80ANDEH3.1

said, they are guided by a remarkable in-
stinct to travel towards the nearest water.
One species is called the Climbing Perch.
(.Attabaa scamleru.) This species, Air. Dal-
dorf, a distinguished Danish naturalist, says
he observed in the act of ascending palm
trees, which it did by means of its fins and
tail and the spines of its gill-covers j but
other naturalists, who have mentioned its

habit of creeping on the ground and living
out of water, have not confirmed this Dane's
account of its climbing propensities. It is a
native of India.

AXAB.VTE.S. A genus of Passerine birds,
distinguished by having the superior ridge
of the beak rather convex, like that of a
Thrush, without cmargination. The tail is
long and wedge-shaped, which indicates
that it is em|)Ioyed for supporting the bird
when in a i)cri>endicular imsition against
the trunks of trees.

ANABLEPS. A viviparous fish belonging
to the Mrtlncoptrriiijii, remarkable for being
apparently |H>ssessed of four eyes : this is

not, however, really the case ; for allhongh

the coruea and iris are divided by transverse
bands, so that two pnpils are observed on
each side, yet the other parts of the eye arc
single. The body is cylindrical, with strong

ANABLEP8 TETRA0PHTHAI.MU3,

scales ; the head is flat s the snout blunt, and
the mouth across its extremity, with small
crowded teeth in both jaws ; the intermax-
illaries have no peduncle, but are suspended
to the nasal bones ; the pectorals are in part
scaly ; the dorsal is small, and nearer the
tail than the anal ; the pharyngals are large,

and covered with small globular teeth. The
species here delineated, Anableps tetraoph-
thalmus, Inhabits the rivers of Guiana.

ANACONDA. (Boa.) A Ceylonese ser-

pent, belonging to the Boa family, of enor-
mous magnitude and strength ; said to be
capable of conquering the largest and fiercest

quadruped, and concerning whose actions
the most wonderful stories are related. An
encounter between one of these serpents and
a most powerful tiger is described by nn eye-
w'itness in language of fearful interest :

“ Though unable to get rid of its cruel enemy,
the tiger gave it prodigious trouble. A
hundred times would it rear up, and run a
little way ; but soon fell down again, pai tly
oppressed by the weight, and partly by the
folds and wneathed twists of the serpent
round its body. But though the tiger fell, it

was far from being entirely conquered.
After some hours it seemed much spent, and
lay as if dead ; when the serpent, which had
many times violently girded itself round
the tiger, vainly attempting to break its

bones, now quitted its hold, twisting its tail

only round the neck of its prey, which was
in no condition cither to resist or escape.
Having by degrees dragged the tiger to a
tree, the monster wound its body round the
animal and the tree together several times,
girding both with such violence that the ribs
and other bones began to give way : and, by
repeated clforts of this kind, it broke all the
ribs, one by one, each of which gave a loud
crack in breaking. It next attempted the
legs, and broke them severally in the same
manner, each in four or five different places.
This employed many hours, during all which
time the poor tiger remained alive ; and at
every crack of the bones gave a faint but
most piteous howl.” A loathsome descrip-
tion of the serpent’s “ licking the body and
covering it with its slaver,” prcimratory to

the act of swallowing, is then given
; and

the account thus concludes: “Much time
was employed in this business ; but at length
the serpent having prepared the whole to
Its mind, drew Itself up before Its jircy

i and,
seizing the head, licgnn to suck that, anil
afterwards the body, down into its throat.”
But this, it appears, was the work of some
hours ( and it had so gorged, that, the
next morning, on being attacked by the
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;

party who were witnesses to his monster
meal, the serpent could neither defend itself
nor retreat

; and it was dispatched, by re-
peated heavy blows on the head with large
elubs. It was thirty-three feet in length.

ANAMPSES. A genus of Acanthoptery-
gious fishes found in the Indian seas. They
are small and beautifully coloured. The
head is without scales ; and they are dis-
tinguished by having two flat teeth, which
project from the mouth, and curve upwards.

ANARRICHAS. A genus of Acanthop-
terygious fishes, bearing great resemblance to
the Blcnnies, except in their being destitute
of ventral fins. Their dorsal fin is composed
entirely of simple but not stiff rays, and ex-
tends, as does also the anal, very close to the
base of the caudal, wliich last, as well as the
pectorals, is rounded. The whole body is

soft and slimy. Their front teeth are large
and conical, and they may be regarded as
fierce and dangerous fishes. [See WouF-
FISH.]

ANAS. The name of a large Linnean
genus of birds, of the order Anseres

;

whose
distinguishing character is, that the beak is

convex, terminating in an obtuse point ; as
the Swan, the Goose, the Duck, Widgeon, &c.

ANASTOMA. A genus of land shells,
resembling the other Helices in every respect,
except in the peculiarity of the last whorl
taking a sudden turn and reflecting the aper-
ture upwards, so as to present it on the
same plane with the spire; so that the animal
must walk with the spire of its shell down-
wards, resting on its foot.

ANATIEER.®. A name given to a
genus of multivalve Cirrhipeds. [See Acobn-
saELt.]

ANATED.®. The Duck tribe ; a family
of web-footed birds ; order Hatatores.
They are distinguished by a broad depressed
bill, which is covered with a soft skin ; and
by the hind toe not being included in the
web. The bill is furnished with a set of
horny laminse at the edge of each mandible,
which serve to filter the fluid taken up by
the bill, and retain the solid substances taken
up with it : the tongue is large and fleshy,
the gizzard strong and muscular, and lined
with a tough coat, so as to be capable of
grinding down the shells of the moUusca on
which they feed. Many are migratory, and
fly with great strength at a considerable
elevation.

ANCHOVY. iEngrauUs encrasicolus.') A
well known small fish, aboimding in many
parts of the Mediterranean, particularly on
tlie coasts of Italy, Greece, and Spain : it oc-
curs also, though not in such considerable
numbers, on some of our western coasts, os
well as on those ofFrance and Holland. It
is about four inches long, of a bluish-brown
colour on the back, and silvery white on the
belly. It is covered with large, thin, and
easily deciduous scales, and may l>e readily
distinguished from the Sprat and otl\er kin-
dred species by the anal fin being remarkably
short. Mr. Couch, in his Comlsli Fauna, says,

“ this fish abounds towards the end of sum-
mer, and if attention were paid to the fishery,
enough might be caught to supply the con-
sumption of the British islands ;

” and he
adds, that he has seen it in the Cornish seas
of the length of seven Inches and a half I

ANCELLA, or ANCELLARIA. A ^enus
of Mollusca, inhabiting a spiral, univalve !

marine shell, which, when the animal is
'

alive, is so much covered by the foot, that
;

only the middle of the back can be seen, i

The species are numerous, and they are
chiefly confined to tropical climates. The
shells are smooth, and appear as if highly po-
lished.

ANCYE.US. A fresh-water Gasteropo-
dous Mollusc, with a shell similar to that
of a Patella. They live in stagnant waters
and in rivulets, adhering to stones and
aquatic plants.

jiSlDRENED^. A family of solitary
|

Bees, each species consisting only of males
and females. The mandibles are simple,
or terminated by one or two notches; in which
the labium and terminal maxillary lobes do
not form an elongated proboscis,—a character
which distinguishes them from the Apid.e
[which see”). The antennae are elbowed ; and
the hind legs axe generallycompletelyclothed
with hairs, the trochanters and femora in the
females being poUinigerous. The species of
the genus Andxena are very numerous ; they
make their appearance in the early spring
and summer months, and have very much
the appearance of hive-bees. The females
collect pollen from the stamens of flowers,
rather by means of the general hairiness of
the body than with the posterior tarsi : this
they form, by the addition of a little honey,
into a paste for the food of their progeny.
They burrow in the ground, in sandy situ-
ations, especially if exposed to the sun, often
to a considerable depth. At the foot of these
burrows they deposit an egg, with a suffi-

cient quantity of this prepared food for the
supply of the future grub ; which they then
cover up, and proceed, cell after cell, closing
up the hole at the top with earth, to prevent
the attacks of parasites, which, notwith-
standing, often succeed in entering the hole
and depositing their eggs in the cells. The
sexes of many of the species are unknown.

ANEMONEES, SEA. [See Actixia.]

ANGEL-FISH, or MONK-FISH. (,Squa-
tina Augelus.) This fish, which is more re-

markable for its singularity of form than
for its beauty, would seem to connect the
genus of Ra3^s and Sharks, were it not for

the situation of its mouth, which is an ex-
ception from each. It is said to have ac-
quired the name of Angel-fish from its ex-
tended pectoral fins having the appearance
of wings ; and it is called jfonk-fish, because
its rounded head appears ns if enveloped in

a monk’s hood. The head is large, and the
mouth very wide ; the teeth are broad at

the base, biit slender and >cry sharp above,
and disposed in five rows round the jaws.

By means of muscles uniting them to the
jaws, the teeth arc capable of being raised



and depressed like those of the other shark
tribe. The eyes are small, and behind each
is an orifice in the shape of a crescent. The
back is of a pale ash-colour, and e.xtrcmely

rough, having a prickly tuberculated line

AUOKL-nSH. (SQUATINA-ATTOELUS.)

down the middle ; the belly is white and
smooth ; the pectoral fins are large, and
extend horizontally to a considerable dis-

tance ; the ventral fins arc also placed in
the same manner, and the tail is bifurcated.
The Angel-fish is met with on many parts

of the British coasts, but is most numerous
on the Southern. It is very voracious, and
feeds on the smaller flat-fishes, which swim
close to the bottom i and, like them, it oc-
casionally hides itselfin the loose soft soil. It
is exceedingly fierce, and dangerous to ap-
proach ; nor does it look less fierce or malig-
nant than it really is. It sometimes attains
the length of seven or eight feet, and weighs
nearly a hundred pounds ; but instances of
this are comparatively rare. Formerly the
flesh was held in high estimation, but it is

now disregarded as rank and coarse. The
skin, being rough, is used to polish wood and
ivory, as well as for other uses in the arts.

ANGLER. iLophius piscatorius.) This
extraordinary fish is not unfrequeutly met
with on om coasts, and is known also by the
names of the Fishing-frog, Toad-fish, and
Sea Devil. It is the most uncouth, ill-shapen
of the piscatory tribe, resembling the frog
in its tadpole state, from which it derives
one of its common appellations. The head,
which is circumferentially larger than the
whole body, is flat on the top ; the mouth
nearly os wide as the head ; the lower jaw
is considerably longer than the upper, and
bearded all round the edge ; both jaws are
armed with numerous sharp conical teeth,
curving inwards. The nostrils have no ex-
ternal orifice, but there are two internal ones
which supply their place ; the eyes are large.

ANonsn. — (i ornius usaAronios.'

the Iridcs brown, and the pupils black
;

pectoral fins broad, rounded at the edge,
*i'lc at the base

j ventral fins broad,
thick, and fleshy, jointed like arms, and

divided in the insides. The colour of the
upper surface of the body is brown, the
lower port wliite, and the skin smooth
throughout : ventral and pectoral fins wliite

;

tail nearly approaching to black. The Com-
mon Angler is usually about three, but
sometimes it is six feet in length ; lives, ns
it were, in ambush, at the bottom of the sea;

and by means of its fins it stirs up the mud
and sand so ns to conceal itself from other
fishes on whom it preys.
Allied to the Common Angler, above de-

scribed, are six others:— 1. The Cornisu
Angler {Lophius Comubicus'), which is of a
longer form, with the head more bony, rough,
and aculeated, as well as destitute of the
fringed appendages. 2. The Muricated
Angler {Zophius muricatus') ; body very
flat, orbicular, and covered above with very
numerous small tubercles tipped with di-
vided or radiated spines ; hind part con-
tracting suddenly, covered with similar
spines, and terminated by the tail-fin. 3.

The Beaked Angler (^Lophius rostratm)

:

this is a native of the South American sens,

from twelve to eighteen inches long ; the
body broad in the middle, tapering towards
the tail, and strongly acuminated in front, so
as to form n sharp-pointed lengthened snout

;

mouth of moderate width ; pectoral fins situ-
ated on very strong arm-shaped bases j tail
rounded at the end ; and the whole animal
covered above with numerous roundish,
crenated tubercles, with pointed tops. 4.

The IIARLEQL^N Angler {Lophius histrio).

A most grotesque and singular fish
; body

thick, but much compressed
;
ventral fins

resembling short arms, being situated very
forward, and palmated nt their tips ; dorsal
fin large, and extending from the middle of
the back nearly to the tail, wWch is of a
rounded shape. Above the upper lip rises
a long and slender cartilaginous process or
filament, dividing at top into two dilated
oval and pointed appendages : beyond this
a strong and fleshy process, terminated by a
few filaments

; and beyond this a much
larger and thicker process, tipped like the
former

; lower tip and dorsal fin bearded
with scattered cirri

;
and the whole animal

of a yellow-brown colour, irregularly mar-
bled with brown or blackish variegations,
here and there edged with white. 6. The
Strired Angler (Lophius striatua'). This
fish is nearly allied to the LopJiius histrio,
but difiering in being marked all over, chiefly
in a transverse direction, b^ very numerous
narrew black streaks. It is a native of the
Pacific Ocean. 0. The Marbled Angler
(Lophiiis viarmoratus ) : of an oval shajie ;

body: slightly compressed ; back arched, and
furnislicd with a long, single, and rather
narrow fin, extending nearly to the tail

j

ventral fins short, arm-shaped, and termi-
nated by thick lobes, so ns to resemble the
paws of a quadruped : colour on the upper
parts black-brown, WTth a few bluish clouds
and spots ; on the low'cr parts whitish, and
on the sides of the fish the white parts edged
with a dull red : eyes white, radiated with
black : mouth wide ; and above the upper
lip a long Ulament, forking into two at the
tip.
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ANGXJXLLA. [See Eel.]

ANITINGA, or Wuite-bellied Darter.
(.Plotus anidnoa.') A very elegant species of
the Colymhidoe, or Diver family, common
in some parts of Brazil. Its body is about
the size of a tame duck’s, but its length,
from the tip of the beak to that of the tail,

is nearly three feet. It has a long, slender
bill, yellowish at the base ; a small head ;

the neck long, round, and slender, and co-
vered with soft downy feathers of a rufous
grey colour ; while those on tlie breast, belly,
and thighs are of a silvery whiteness. The
plumage at the beginning of the back is

brown, each feather having an oblong spot
of whitish yellow in the centre, so that it

appears speckled ; the rest of the back is

black
;
and' the tail consists of shining black

feathers tipped with grey. The legs are re-
markably short, the thighs feathered, and
the claws very sharp and crooked. The
Anhinga builds its nest on trees, on which
it roosts at night and when not on the
water, being very rarely seen on the ground.
It feeds upon fish, which it catches most
de.xterously, darting upon them with great
rapidity.
These birds delight to sit in little com-

mimities, on the dry limbs of trees, hanging
over still waters, with their wings and tails

expanded. WHien any one approaches, they
will drop oif the limb into the water as if

dead, and for a minute or two are not seen ;

when on a sudden, at a great distanee, their

long slender heads and necks only appear,
so that wliilst swimming they greatly re-

semble snakes, no other part of them being
visible, except occasionally the tip of the
tail.

AJO:. [See Crotophaga.]

ANIMAL FLOWER. A name given to

one species of Actinia, the animal bearing
some resemblance to a flower with a radiated
disc ;

its tentacula being disposed in regular

circles, and tinged ^vith a beautiful variety

of bright lively colours, as the marigold,

anemone, &c. [See Actiioa.]

ANIMALCULiE, or ANEMALCTJLES.
A term applied to minute animals of various

orders, many of which can only be seen by
the aid of a microscope. [See Infusoria.]

ANNELIDA. A division of the class

Vermes, comprising species which may be

characterized os possessing an elongated

body, divided into mmierous segments,

marked by transverse lines, and generally

furnished with a scries of bristly appendages
which serve os legs. Many of the Annelida
are red blooded, and have a complete appa-

ratus for circulation and respiration. Some
live in fresh, others in salt water ;

and others,

like the Hair-worm, are amphibious. In some
the bristly appendages are implanted on
fleshy tubercles ;

in others thcy_ arc only

represented by a few short stiff hairs ;
while

in other instances, as in the Leech, there is no
trace of any members or appendages to the

body. Tlie bristles are usually sharp, and
sometimes barbed, serving not only to attach

the animals to soft substances, and to liold

firmly on to rocks and other solid surfaces,

but to aid their movements through the !

water. When there are no locomotive ap-
!

peudages, the extremities of the body are
;

usually furnished with suckers.
|

‘

ANNDLATA 8EDENTARIA. A tribe

of soft, elongated, and worm-shaped animals,
inhabiting a tube which they never quit.

The body has either transverse segments or
wrinkles ; the head, eyes, and antennse are
furnished with retractile knobs, in lateral

rows. They are usually attached to marine i

substances, and the greater part of them are
j

carnivorous. I
'

ANOA. (Anoa depressicomis.) A rumi-
nating animal of Sumatra, at present but '

imperfectly known to naturalists ; by some .

considered a small species of wild buffalo,

and by others a kind of antelope. The
living animal has not been brought to this

country, but several skulls and horns are
,

deposited in the British JIuseum, and in

that of the Zoological Society. The horns
are wrinkled, but perfectly erect and straight,

and the head is long and narrow. '

ANOBUTM. A genus of Coleopterous in-
!

j

sects, some of which inhabit the interior of
; j

our houses, where they do much injury in
j

their larva state by jawing furniture, books,

&c., which they pierce with Uttle roimd
holes : others feed upon wafers, preserved

specimens of natural history, &c. The curi-
j

ous sound made by one of these has given it
;

the name of Death-watch [which see].

ANODONTA. A fresh-water Molluscous '

animal, inhabiting a thin, inequivalve, in-
}

equilateral shell
;
hinge straight, with either

no teeth or mere rudiments ;
shell transverse; !

ligament external. The valves are thin, '

large, and pearly ; and from their shape
and lightness they are used in Fiance for

skimming milk. The Anodonta is found in

every quarter of the world.
^

ANOLIS. A genus of reptiles peculiar to

America, and supplying the place that is

occupied by the chameleons in the OldWorld.
Cuvier distinguishes them from the Iguanas,

by their haidng teeth in the, palate of the

mouth os well as in the maxillary bones.

The AnoUs is a small, slender, active animal

;

frequenting woods and rocky places ; and
running, leaping, and climbing with singular

agility. It is furnished with a loose skin or

bag beneath its throat, which, when inflated,

frequently changes its colom- ; in short,

whenever these creatures are under the ex-

ANOLIS,
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citement of fear, anger, or love, the skin as-

I

sumes on endless succession of varying hues.

I

They ore of more slender proportions than
the chameleon, and more agile in their move-
ments i they feed chiefly upon flics and other
insects, and inhabit the neighbourhood of
marshes and other moist places where insects
mostly abound. The head is long, straight,
and flattened ; the body and tail are long
and slender, both being covered with sitiall

round scales, wliich give the skin the appear-
ance of fine shagreen. The liiud legs are
rather longer than those before ; and each
foot has five toes. Several species of this

genus inhabit the Wcst India Islands
; the

largest of them not being more than a foot
long.

AXOMIA. A genus of marine Jlollusca
remarkable for the perforation of one of its

valves by a large aperture j through which a
strong tendinous ligature passes, to be in-
serted into a third plate, by which the ani-
mal adheres to foreign bodies. They are
usually found attached to oyster and other
shells. This family has long been known in
a fossil state, and contains many species.

They may be. divided into two genera
;
the

inarticulate, and the multarticulate : in the
inarticulate Anomia, the liinge of the under
valve forms a large eavity, the comers of
which make two prominences or joints, and
the upper valve is indented into it by corre-
Biionding depressions : in the multarticulate
Anomia the hinge lies in a long straight line,

and is set with many teeth.

ANOMUK.A. A section of Decapod Ous-
taccans, consisting of many genera ; the ha-
bits of some of which, as the Hermit or Sol-
dier Crab (the type of the genus Paffurus),
are highly curious and interesting. [See
Heiuiit (5rai>.]

AXOPLOTHERHIM. A genus ofextinct
quadrupeds, found in a fossil state, and
which seem to range between the Pachyder-
mata and the Ruminantia. They had six
incisor, four canine, and four molar teeth,
in each jaw, forming a continued line ; and
the feet had only two toes, sheathed by sepa-
rate hoofs i but the toes had separate meta-
carpal and metatarsal bones, os in the hog,
instead of springing from a single canon
bone, os they invariably ore among the Ru-

esxt-v . '.i. ANOPLOTHaKIOM.

minantia. The skull partook of the form of
that of the Horse and the Carhcl, not having
a prolonged snout. It is observable, that

|among tlie remains which have been dis-
jcovered there arc several species, varying
j

considerably in their general formation

;

some presenting a light, slender, and grace-
ful form, probably a fleet and active inhabi-
tant of the dry land, having much of the
contour of the gazelle ; while another was
heavy, bulky, and short-limbed, with a flat-

tened tail, as if aquatic in its habits. But it

seems fully demonstrated that these animals
were all herbivorous, differing but little in
this respect from the Tapirs and Rhinoceroses
at present existing.

ANOPLXJRA. An order of parasitic in-
sects— the Louse and its allies ; whose pre-
sence on the human body is usually regarded
as an indication of habitual filthiness. It is

to be observed, however, that the inferior
animals are subject to them, and that almost
every quadruped and bird is infested with
some one or other of these parasitic insects.

ANSERES. ’ The third order of the Lin-
naean elass Aves, thus characterized : A
smooth beak, eovered with skin, gibbous at
the base, and broader at the point ; feet

formed for swimming, having palmated toes
connected by a membrane ; the legs thick
and short ; and the body bulky, plump, and
downy : food fishes, frogs, aquatic plants,
worms, &c. The Goose furnishes a ready
example.

AUT. {Formica.) A well-known genus
of Hymenopterous insects, famed from all

antiquity for their social and industrious
habits, for their love of order and subordina-
tion, and for being a pattern of unremitting
industry and economy. They are distin-
guished from other 1/ymerwptera by their
habit of residing under ground in numerous
societies, and by the existence of neuters
among them, by which class the labours of
the community are chiefly performed. The
males have always four wings

5
the females

are larger than the males, and only possess
wings during the pairing season

j but the
neuters have none at any period.

AUT (rOnSdlOA RUPa), male and rEMAI.K,

The common European Ants are, in gene-
ral, either black or red, and they are of dif-
ferent sizes. Some are furnished with stings,
and others are wholly destitute of them :

such as have stings use them for their defence

;

and such ns are unprovided with these wea-
pons have a power of squirting an acid pun-
gent fluid, which inflames and irritates the
skin like nettles. The eyes are extremely
black ; and under them arc two small horns
or ftelcrs, composed of twelve joints, all eo-
vered with fine silky hair. The mouth Is

composed of two crooked jaws, wlilch pro-
jeet, and in each of whieh appear incisures
rc.scmbling teeth. The breast is covered with
fine silky hair, from which project six legs.



having the extremities of each armed with
twm smali claws, which assist the insect in
climbing. The body is of a brown chesnut
colour, shining like glass, and covered with
extremely fine hair. From tins formation,
it would appear, the Ant seems bolder and
more active than any other creature of the
insect tribe of the same size

; and, indeed,
it possesses sufficient intrepidity to attack an
animal many times larger than itself.

The nests of Ants are differently con-
structed in the different species, but all are
very curiously and regularly arranged. “ If
an Ant-hill,’’ says Mr. Broderip, “ be ex-
amined any time after Midsummer up to
the close of Autumn, there may be seen
mixed with the wingless workers a number
of both males and females furnished with
wliite glistening wings. These, however, are
neither kings nor queens in the state, at
least so far as freedom of action is concerned,
for they are not allowed to move without a
guard of workers to prevent their leaving
the boundaries

; and if one straggles away
unawares, it is for the most part dragged
back by the vigilant sentinels, three or four
of whom may. in such cases, be seen hauling
along a single deserter by the wings and
limbs. The workers, so far from ever facilitat-

ing the exit, much less the departure of the
winged ones, more particularly the females,
guard them most assiduously in order to pre-
vent it, and are only forced to acquiesce in
it when the winged ones become too numerous
to be either guarded or fed. There seems, in-
deed, to be a uniform disposition in thewinged
ones to desert their native colony ; and as
they never return after pairing, it would soon
become depopulated in the absence offemales.
The actual pairing does not seem to take
place within the ant-hill, and we have ob-
served scouts posted all around ready to dis-
cover and carry back to the colony as many
fertile females as they could meet with. It

is probable that, soon after pairing, the males
die, as do the males of bees and other in-
sects ;

for, as the workers never bring any
of them back, nor take any notice of them
after leaving the ant-hill, they must perish,

being entirely defenceless, and destitute both
of a sting and of mandibles to provide for

their subsistence. The subsequent proceed-
ings of females are very different, and of
curious interest. It was supposed by the
ancients that all Ants, at a certain age, ac-

quired wings i
but it was reserved for the

younger Huber, in particular, by means of

his artificial formicaries, to trace the de-

velopment of the wings in the female from
the first commencement, till he saw them
stript off and laid aside like cast clotlies.”

“ Having directed my close attention to

the eggs of ants,” says Huber, “ I remarked
that they were of different sizes, shades, and
forms. The smallest were white, opaque,

and cylindrical ; the largest transparent,

and slightly arched at both ends ;
while

those of a middle size were semi-transparent.

On holding them up to the light, I observed

a sort of white oblong cloud ; in some, a
transparent point mi^Iit be remarked at the

superior extremity j in others, a clear zone

above and underneath the little cloud. There

were some whose whole body was so remark-
ably clear as to allow of my very distinctly
observing the rings. On fixing attention
more closely upon the latter, I observed the
C8B open, and the grub appear in its place.
Having comjiared these eggs with those just
laid, I constantly found the latter of a milky
whiteness, completely opaque, and smaller
by one half, so that I had no reason to doubt
of the eggs of ants receiving a very consider-
able increase in size

: that in elongating they
become transparent, but do not at tliis time
disclose the form of the grub, which is always
arched.” When the eggs are at length
hatched, the young grubs are fed either by the
neuters (called also nurse-ants and workers)
when any of these are in the colony, and by
the mother when she is alone, by a liquid
disgorged from the stomach, as is done in a
similar way by wasps, humble-bees, and
certain birds.

“ When the larv® have attained their full
growth they spin a silken covering, called
by entomologists a cocoon ; in this they com-
pletely enclose themselves, and remain per-
fectly quiescent without receiving any nutri-
ment, awaiting the final change when they
are to assume the form of Ants. Tliis stage
of its existence is the pupa, but is commonly
though very erroneously called the egg.
Ants’ eggs, as they are vulgarly called, are a
favourite food for partridges and pheasants,
and are eagerly sought after by persons who
rear these birds from the egg. The cocoon
containing the pupa is of a long cylindrical
form, of a dirty white colour, and perfectly
without motion. The pupa within the cocoon
has now attained the form which it will
finally possess ;

its limbs are distinct, but
want strength and consistence, and ore co-
vered by a skin wliich has yet to be cast. In
colour it changes from white to a pale yellow,
then to red, and finally becomes almost
black j its wings, if a male or female, are dis-
tinctly visible, but do not assume the shape,
size, or character, they are hereafter destined
to bear.”— Newman's Hist, qf Insects.

In England, ant-hills appear formed and
arranged with very little regard to order
or regularity j but in the more southern
parts of Europe they are constructed with
amazing ingenuity. They are generally
formed in the vicinity of some large tree on
the bank of a river ; the former for the pur-
pose of securing food, and the latter for sup-
plying them with that abundant moisture
which is requisite for the use of these insects.

The ant-hill is of a conical shape, and is

composed of leaves, bits of wood, sand, earth,

stubble, gum, and grains ofcom ; all united
into a compact body, perforated with gal-
leries down to the bottom, and having a
variety of tunnels or passages throughout
the interior, the number of these avenues
depending entirely on the population and
extent of the nest. At its commencement
the nest is simply an excavation made in the
earth ; a number of the labourers wander
about in quest of materials suitable for the
supcrstnicturc ; others carry out particles of
earth from the interior, and these particles,

interspersed with the fragments of wood and
leaves brought in continually from every
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tention until their final departure from the
!quarter, pve a kind of stability to the edifice

:

it daily increases in size, the Ants taking
care to leave the spaces required for the
galleries which lend to the exterior ; while
the dome contains a number of spacious
chambers or recesses, wliich communicate
with each other by means of galleries con-
structed in a similar manner. Thus we see

that although the exterior of the hillock
always presents the appearance of a dome,
and appears but a careless heap, it is in re-

ality a most ingenious device for keeping out
water, for evading the effects of the wind,
and the attacks of enemies ; and yet more
especially for receiving and husbanding the
heat of the sun. There are external aper-
tures, to permit free egress to the multitude
of labourers of which the commonwealth is

composed
;
and from the commencement of

the warm season they are constantly em-
ployed, till the unpropitious winter again
suspends their exertions, and terminates
their annual Industry.
The working Ants are not only employed

in sustaining the idlers at home, but in pro-
viding sufficient food for themselves. They
subsist on various provisions, both animal
and vegetable ; killing and devmu-ing all

weaker insects, as well as in seeking ripe
fruits and whatever appears to contain sac-

I

chorine matter. When they are unable to
' eat the whole of the substance they have
found, they devour what they can ; and,
tearing the rest in pieces, load themselves
with the spoil. When they meet with an
insect which they are singly incapable of
mastering, several of them join in the at-
tack ; its destruction generally follows, each
Ant assisting in carrying away a portion of
the booty. When a single Ant chances to
make a fortunate discovery, it immediately
communicates the information to others,
and the whole republic soon appear in mo-
tion. But while they are thus busied in
feeding abroad, and carrying in provisions
for the use of those which continue inactive
at home, they are by no means unmindful
of posterity. The female Ants soon begin
to lay their eggs, which are immediately
carried to the safest situation, at the bottom
of the hill, where they are assiduously de-
fended by the labourers, who always display
the fondest attachment to the rising progeny,
cither attending to the safety of the larvse,

or in feeding the newly bom insects. Who,
indeed, has not seen them, when the gardener
or some formidable enemy has demolished
their whole habitation, affectionately soli-

citous of their offspring, and running wildly
about, each loaded with a young one, not
unfrcquently os large os itself.

For some time the new bom Ants remain
under the careful superintendence of the la-

! Ijourcrs : they are attended in all their
wanderings about the nest, and are made
acquainted with all its galleries and cham-
liers : the wings of the males and females,
previously folded together, are extended,
and this is always accomplished with such
skill and tenderness, that these delicate
members are never injured by the operation:
In fine, these founders of future colonics are
in all respects served with unremitting at-

nest.
In the autumn, says Mr. Newman, we fre-

quently observe one of their hillocks closely
covered with a living mass of winged Ants,
which continue to promenade, as it were,
over its entire surface : they moimt on every
plant in the vicinity of their nest, and the
labourers (for now the entire population of

the nest has turned out) accompany them
as closely as possible, following them to the
extreme tip of every blade ofgrass; and when
at length those possessed of ivings spread
them in preparation for fiight, the labourers
will often hold them back, as if loath to

trast them alone. . . . When the air is warm
and still they rise in thousands, and sailing,

or rather floating on the atmosphere, leave
for ever the scene of their former existence.

Each female, immediately on alighting from
her aerial voyage, examines the situation in
which chance has placed her, and if she find
it adapted to her purpose, she turns her head
back over her shoulders, and with her sharp
mandibles tears off the wings which bore her
from the place of her nativity. Strange as

this propensity may seem, it is dictated by
an unerring instinct, for the object for wliicli

wings were given her is now accomplished,
and henceforth they would prove an in-
cumbrance, and retard rather than assist,

the performance of her duties. Sometimes
a few workers, wandering at this period of
excitement far from their home,may happen
to meet with her, and if so, they imite their
labours with hers in excavating a small and
humble dwelling in the earth, which serves
as the nucleus of a future colony : in all

operations the female, now a queen, takes a
most energetic part, and continues to labour
until she has laid eggs, when the conduct of
the workers undergoes a great change, for
they now treat lier with the most marked
respect, and consider her worthy the honours
of a sovereign.
The ingenious author we before quoted

gives a very curious account of what he
terms the Slave Ants, which in substance is

as follows : The most remarkable fact con-
nected with the history of Ants, is the pro-
pensity possessed by certain species to kid-
nap the workers of other species, and compel
them to labour for the benefit of the com-
munity, thus using them completely as
slaves

; and, as far as we yet know, the kid-
nappers are red or pale-coloured Ants, and
the slaves, like the ill-treated natives of
Africa, are of a jet black. The time for
capturing slaves extends over a period of
about ten weeks, and never commences until
the male and female Ants are about emer-
ging from the pupa state, and thus the ruth-
less marauders never interfere with tlie con-
tinuation of the species. This ajipcars to be
a special adai>tation of their peculiar in-
stinct ! for if the attacks were made on the
nests of the Negro Ants, before those by
whom the race is propagated are ready to
issue forth, it must speedily become extinct.
When the Red Ants arc about to sally forth
on a marauding expedition, they send scouts
to ascertain the exact position in which a
colony of negroes may be found

; these
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Bcouts having discovered the object of their
Bcarcli, return to the nest and report their
success. Sliortly afterwards the army of
Red Ants morclies forth, headed by a van-
guard, consisting of only about eiglit or ten
Ants, which is perpetually being ehanged,

—

the individuals wliich constitute it, wlien
they have advanced a little before the main
body, halting, falling into tlie rear, and
being replaced by others. When they have
arrived near the Negro eolony, they dis-
perse, wandering through the herbage, and
hunting about, ns if aware that the object of
their search was near, though ignorant of its

exact position. At last they discover the
settlement, and the foremost of the invaders
rushing impetuously to the attack, are met,
grappled with, and frequently killed by the
negroes on guard : the alarm is quickly
communicated to the interior of the nest

;

the negroes sally forth by thousands, and
the Red Ants rushing to the reseue, a des-
perate conflict ensues, which, however, al-

ways terminates in the defeat of the negroes,
who retire to the innermost reeesses of the
habitation. Now follows the scene of pil-

lage : the Red Ants with their powerful
mandibles tear open the sides of the negro
ant-hill, and rush into the heart of the
citadel. In a few minutes eaeh of the in-
vaders emerges earrying in its mouth the
pupa of a worker negro, which it has ob-
tained in spite of the vigilance and valour
of its natural guardians. The Red Ants re-
turn in perfect order to their nest, bearing
with them their living burdens. On reach-
ing the nest the pupaj appear to be treated
precisely as their own, and the workers when
they emerge perform the various duties of
the community mth the greatest energy and
apparent good-will. [Tor an account of the
IVTiite Ants, which belong to a totally dif-

ferent order of insects, see Tehmites. See
also Driver Ants.]
The following short passage from Mr.

Darwin's Observations on the Natural His-
tory of Rio de Janeiro will give the reader a
good idea of the magnitude of the Ants’ nests

there : “ Travelling onwards, we passed
through tracts of pasturage, much injured
by the enormous conical Ants’ nests, which
were nearly twelve feet high. Thw gave to

the plain exactly the appearance of the mud
volcafloes at Jorullo, as figured by Hum-
boldt.” And in Gardner’s Travels in Bra-
zil we read the following remarks on the
immense multitudes ofAnts which are found
there. “ When nearRio de Janeiro,” he says,
“ we passed many habitations belonging to

poor people of colour, mostly fishermen.
Before reaching the foot of the mountain
over which the road leads to Tijuca, wc
passed a migrating body of small Black
Ants. The immense number of individuals
composing it may be imagined from the
fact, that the column was more than six feet

broad, and extended in length to upwards
of thirty yards. The ground was completely
covered ivith the little creatures, so closely

were they packed together.” The species

also arc more numerous than naturalists are
aware of : he says that near Pernambuco
he noticed more than 25 different species.

ANT-EATER. (_3fyrmeay)lutga.) A
genus of animals, of the Cuivcrian order
Edentata. Their distinguishing character-
istics are, that the body is covered witii hair,
the mouth is small, and the tongue long and
cylindrical, calculated to supply the want
of teeth, from being covered with a glutinous
saliva, by means of which they entrap and

;

devour the insects upon which they live and
[ ,

from wliich they derive their name. The
|

head is very long, but the tongue is much !

longer, and capable of being extended to a
surprising distance beyond the snout ; the
eyes are particularly small, the ears short

'

and round, the legs thick and strong, but
most unfavourably formed for locomotion,
and consequently their pace is remarkably

.

slow. There are three distinct and well- !

defined species in South America : and
;

these, with one or two others, we shall briefly ,

describe.
j

The GREAT ANT-EATER, or ANT- i

BEAR (Myrmecophaga jubata), is by far the
largest of the Ant-eaters, and is covered with
long, coarse, shaggy hair, except the head,
where it is short and close ; it has a very long
and slender head, and a bushy black tail of

JUBAT A.)

enormous size and length, the whole animal
often measuring eight feet from the tip of
the snout to the extremity of the tail. Being

,

plantigrade, it stands lower on the hind legs
j

than before, which is the case with bears
and other quadrupeds similarly formed. It
has four toes on the fore-feet, the’second and
third being provided with long, sharp-
pointed, and trenchant claws ; so that no-
thing upon which it has an opportunity of
fastening can escape. The hind feet have

‘

five toes, ftmiished with short weak claws, I

resembling those of ordinary quadrupeds.
The prevailing colour of this animal is a
deep grey, with a very broad band of black

'

running from the neck downwards on each
,

side of the body ; its habits arc slothful and :

solitary ; and it sleeps during the greater i

part of the day. It lives exclusively on ants, '

to procure which it opens their hills with its

powerful crooked claws, and draws its long
flexible tongue, which is covered with gluti-
nous saliva, iightly over the swarms of
insects who flock from all quarters to defend
their dwellings. It is a native of Brazil
and Guiana. It seems almost incredible
that so robu.st and powerful an animal can
procure sufficient sustenance from Ants
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alone ; but this circumstance has nothing
^ strange for those svho arc acquainted with
' the tropical parts of America, and who have
seen the enormous multitudes of these in-
sects, which swarm in all parts of the country
to that degree, that their lulls often almost
touch one another for miles together. The
favourite resort of the Great Ant-eaters are

I the low swampy savannahs, along the bunks
' of rivers and stagnant ponds.

I
The T.ikMANDTJA (Myi'mecopJiaga ta-

mandua\ a smaller kind of Ant-eater, is

about the size of a full-grown cat ; the head
not being so disproportionately long as the

,
species above described, though it is of the

' same general cylindrical form, and equally
truncated at the end. The conformation of
the extremities, and the number of the toes
is in every respect the same as in the Great
Ant-eater ; but the tail is prehensile, which
makes it essentially an arboreal quadruped ;

while, instead of having long shaggy hair, it

is short, shining, and somewhat siUcy, like
the finest wool. There are several varieties
of this species, differing chiefly in colour j

they reside exclusively on trees, living
on termites, honey, and (according to Azura,
in his Natural History of the Quadrupeds
of Paraguay), bees, which in those coun-
tries form their hives among the loftiest
branches of the forest, and, having no sting,
are readily despoiled oftheir honied treasure.

' The LITTLE ANT-EATER {Mtjrmeco-
phaga didactijla) is an animal of considerable
elegance, and not larger than a squirrel :

the head is small, the snout sharpened and
slightly bent downwards ; the fore-feet have
only two claws on each, the exterior one
much larger and stronger than the interior

;

the ears arc very small, and hid in the fur
;

the eyes arc also small. The whole animal

DAOTTI.A i

Is covered with a beautiful soft and curled
fur of a pale yellow-brown colour : the tail
is thick at the base, tapering to the tip ; and
being prehensile, it greatly assists the Little
Ant-eater’s operations in its search for in-
sects among the trees, on which it resides.

T^e STRIPED ANT-EATER. (.If;/rme-
co])/iaga itnata.') This isa native of Guiana:

it is about twenty inches long from the tip of
its snout to the end of its tail ; the nose is

taper, the upper mandible extending very far

bej'ond the lower ; the body and tail are ofa
tawny colour, with the under parts white ;

the body marked with broad, distant, black-
ish, transverse stripes, and the tail annulated
with similar ones. [For Spine Ant-eatee,
see Ecuidna.]

ANTELOPE. (Antilope.) A genus of
hollow-honied Ruminants, of which there
are many species, each differing from the
other in some important points, but agreeing
in the grand leaihng characteristics. Thus,

SKUnr. OF ANTELOPE.

speaking generally, it maybe said, that An-
telopes arc of graceful and symmetrical pro-
portions ; of a restless and timid disposition,
extremely watchful, of great vivacity, re-
markably swift and agile, and most of their
boundings inconceivably light and elastic.
Their horns, whatever shape they assume,
are round and annulated ; in some species
straight, in others curved and spiral ; in
some the females have no horns, in others
they arc common to both sexes. They all
possess a most delicate sense of smell ; their
eyes are proverbialiy bright and beaming ;a^ so fleet are they, that the huntsman is

often obliged to call in the aid of the falcon,
trained for the purpose, to seize on the ani-
mal and arrest its progress, in order to give
the greyhounds an opportunity of overtaking
it. Tlieir hair is generally short and smooth,
and of an equal length over every part of the
body : some species, however, have manes
on the neck and shoulders j and a few are
furnished with long hair on the chin and
throat. The ears are long and pointed ; the
tails short, and tufted at the extremity.
For the most part Antelopes are gregarious,
some species forming herds of two or three
thousand, white others keep in pairs, or in
companies of five or sl.x. They often browse
like the goat, and feed on the tender shoots
of trees j and the flesh of tliose which arc
taken in the chase is usually of excellent
flavour.

Tile Antilopulce seem to be a connecting
link between the Goat and the Deer. Like
the goat, they never siicd their horns

j but,
on the other hand, their size and the delicacy
of their conformation, the nature and colour
of tlic hair, their fleetness, ftc., arc striking
points of resemblance to the deer tribe. The
hind legs, like those of the hare, being
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longer than the fore onea, not only give
additional swiftneas, but greater security, in
ascending and descending precipices, a prac-
tice in which the Antelope greatly delights.
The majority of the species are brown on the
back, and white under the belly, with a black
stripe separating those colours. The tail is

of various lengths, but always covered with
pretty long hair

; and the ears, which are
beautiful and well placed, terminate in a
point. The hoof is cloven, like that of the
sheep j and the horns are perennial. The
length, size, and turn of the horns, the differ-
ent spots in the skin, or diversities of size,

constitute the chief distinctions which mark
the several species. They mostly inhabit
the tonid regions, or such parts of the tem-
perate zone as are nearly contiguous, fre-
quenting the cliffs and ledges of rocks, or
traversing vast imtrodden wildernesses.
Africa appears to be their great nursery, but
many kinds are natives of Asia ; very few
are met with in Em-ope ;

and it is remark-
able that, notwithstanding the warmth of
South America is well suited to their natiue,
only a single species of Antelope is to be
found in any part of the New World.
Having made these general remarks, it is

necessary, for the sake of perspicuity, to con-
sider Antelopes as divided into sub-genera,
or families. It has been customary to class
them as follows :— 1. True Antelopes ; 2.

Bush Antelopes
; 3. Capriform (or goat-

like) Antelopes
; and 4. Bovine (or ox.4ike)

Antelopes. But some late writers on zoology
have rendered the sub-division infinitely
more minute ; the species in many instances
closely bordering on each other, while there
are others in wliich scarcely any correspond-
ing features can be distinctly traced. Thus,
as an eminent natiualist has remarked, “ the
genus Antelope has become a kind of zoolo-
gical refuge for the destitute, and forms an
incongruous assemblage of all the hollow-
horned ruminants together. So diversified

are its forms, and so incongruous its mate-
rials, that it presents not a single character
which will either apply to all its species, or
suffice to differentiate it from conterminous
genera.”

The COMMON ANTELOPE, or SASIN.
{AntUops Cervicapra.) This elegant speci-

men of the Antelope tribe is a native of
many parts of Africa, and also of India. It
is somewhat smaller than a fallow deer, and
is remarkable for the peculiar beauty of its

long spiral horns, which are distinctly

marked by numerous prominent rings ; its

colour is a reddish tawny brown above, and
white below ; the legs are long and delicate,

the body round, but light and weU formed ;

the eyes large and expressive, and their
orbits white. They are extremely wary, and
when feeding or lying down are guarded by
sentinels, who give the alarm on tlie slight-

est appear nee of danger
;
and such is tneir

fiectness and activity, that they often vault
over nets ten feet high, and when pursued,
will pass over as many yards at a single
bound. [Sec Sprixobok, Puonoduck, Gnu,
Gazxlle, Koodo, Steexuok, Nvloiiau,
&c.]

CAPRA.)

ANTHICED.S:. A tribe of Coleopterous
insects, possessing simple or but slightly ser-

^ rated and fili-

form antennas ;

Sh the maxillary
palpi are termi-

T A n^lfidby^liatch-

1 ^ et-shaped joint ;

A s V P penulti-

l 1
mate joint of the

\ / tarsi is bilobed.

/ i
Some of these

/ sBJ' » species are found
AUTHICU8 I.ATERI poNCTA upon plants, but

tatos the majority live

on the ground,
and run with great quickness : their larva
are probably parasites. They compose the
genera Notoxus, Anthicua, &c.

ANTHOBII. A section of Coleopterons
insects, composed of species inhabiting the
sonthem parts ofEurope and the warm parts
of both hemispheres. They are distingnishea
by the two divisions of the lower lip being
produced considerably beyond the mentum,
and the elytra gaping at the tips, which are
rounded ; the antenna have nine or ten
joints, the last three composing the club j

the terminal lobe of the maxilla is membra-
nous, silky, and pencil-like, but leathery in
others ; the upper lip and mandibles are
more or less solid, as they are more or less

exposed. These insects live upon flowers or
leaves.

ANTHOCHiERA. A genus of birds
belonging to the family Mdiphaffidcs, or
Honey-eaters, several species of which are
found in New Holland. As an example of
this interesting genus we give

The ANTnOCHzER.A. JIELLITORA,
or BUSH WATTLE-BIRD ; a bird con-
stantly found where there are Banksias, in
New South Wales, South Australia, and Van
Diemen’s Land. It is bold and spirited,
fearlessly attacking and driring away all

other birds from the part of the tree on which
it is feeding. In spring and summer the
male perches on some elevated branch, and

|

screams forth Ids harsh and peculiar notes,—
|

like a person vomiting,— whence its local
|
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BRUSH WAUrL.E-BIHD.
(abtbochhra WELLIVORA.)

name Goo-gicar-rttck, in which the natives
'

' have tried to imitate it. While thus em-

i I

ploved, it frequently jerks its tail, throws

j
!
bdcV its head, and ^stends its throat, ns if

'

i great exertion were required. It breeds in

, I

September and three following months : the
' nest is round, open, and rather small ; it is

generally placed in the fork of a small
' branch ; and is formed offine twigs, lined with
' fibrous roots. Eggs two, and sometimes three.

Banksias are in blossom the greater part
. of the vear ;

each flower as it expands is

I

diligently examined by the Wattle-bird,
which inserts its long feathery tongue into

I

every part, extracting pollen and insects.

, It is to be observed that Banksias are not a

I
sign of good land, so that the garrulous note

j

of this species may be taken by the settler

I as an indication of the sterile and unprofit-
able nature of the soil. {Gould's Birds of
Australia.)

ANTI10MYZID.aC. A general division
of the J/useidtE, composed of species haying

1 the appearance of Common Flies ; the wings
not vibratile ; the antennse inserted near the

,

forehead, always shorter than the head, ter-
' minated by a long or linear joint, with the
seta mostly plumose ; the legs are of mode-

I

rate size, and the abdomen composed of four

1
joints.

I

AUTnOPniLA. A name given by La-
I

trcille to tlie fourth family of the Aculeated

I

Hymenoptera (tlie Bees).

I

AXTHROCERIDjE. a family of Eepi-
doptcrous insects, of the section Heterocera

;

comprising a rather numerous group of small
or moderately sized species, distinguished by
their brilliancy of colour and diurnal flight

;

having the antenna: never terminated by a
pencil of hairs, and either simple in both
•exes and fusiform, or thickened near the
midiile : the head is furnished with a pair of
ocelli behind the antennae •, the labial palpi
are rather small, and the maxilla: greatly
elongated : the wings are always deflexed in
repose, exhibiting in many species a number
of denuded spots ; the nervurcs arc very
numerous

j the legs arc long, with the pos-
terior tibia: fumishe<l with four spurs. The
caterpillars arc of a cylindrical form, gene-
rally clothed with short hairs, and without
any spine at the hind iiart of the body : they
fceil on various leguminous plants, and con-

siderably resemble those of several of the
Bombycidee. The pupm are of the ordinary
conical form, without any angular promi-
nences. The colouring of some of the exotic

species of this family is truly beautiful. [See

Buicnet Mom.]
ANTHUS. [See Pipit.]

ANTIPATHES. Black Coral.

ANT-LION. {Myrmeleon formicaleo.) A
Neuropterous insect which has long been
celebrated for its wonderful ingenuity in

preparing a kind of pitfall for the destruc-

tion of such insects as happen unwarily to

enter it. In its complete or fly state it bears

no inconsiderable resemblance to a small
dragon-fly, from which however it may rea-

dily be distinguished by its antenntc, which
are hard, and incurvated at the ends. It

aj;t nio-N [mybmei.eou poRMiOAnao.)

deposits its eggs in dry sandy situations, and
the young larvic, when hatched, begin se-

parately to exercise their talent of preparing
a very small conical cavity in the sand, which
they eflect by turning themselves rapidly
round. Under this cavity it lies concealed,
ready to rush forward at a moment, in order
to seize any small insect that has been so
unfortunate, in approaching the edge, as to
fall in

J
and no sooner has it sucked out the

juices of its victim through its tubercular
forceps, than it throws it by a sudden exer-
tion to some distance. As the larva in-
creases in size, it enlarges the hole, which at
last becomes about two inches in diameter,
its own length being when full-grorvn about
half an inch. It is of a flattened figure,
broad towards the upper part, and gradually
tapering to an obtuse point : the legs ore
slender ; the head and thorax rather small

;

the tubular jaws long, curved, serrated in-
ternally, and very sharp-pointed : it is of a
brown colour, beset with numerous tufts of
dusky hair ; the whole presenting a form
bearing some resemblance to a flat-bodlcd
spider. Li preparing its pit, it begins by
tracing an exterior circle of the intended
diameter of the cavity, continuing its motion,
in a spiral line, till it gets to the centre, thus
making several volutes in the sand, resem-
bling the impression of a large helix or snail-
shell; and after having sufficiently deepened
the cavity by a repetition of this motion, it

smoothes the sides into a regular shape by
throwing out the superfluous sand lying on
the ridges, which It effects with surprising
address and dexterity.
The ingenuity and perseverance of this in-

sect, or rather the admirable instinct it dis-
jdays, is so amusingly described by Messrs.
Kirby and Spence in their “ Introduetion to

D
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Entomology,” that we cannot refrain from
indulging in a quotation, tlie length of which,
we trust, its pertinence may well excuse.
“ In the course of its labours it frequently
meets with small stones : these it places upon
its head, one by one, and jerks over the mar-
gin of the pit. But sometimes, when near
the bottom, a pebble presents itself of a size
BO large that this process is impossible, its

head not being sufficiently broad and strong
to bear so great a weight, and the height
being too considerable to admit of projecting
so large a body to the top. A more impa-
tient labourer would despair ; but not so our
insect. A new plan is adopted. By a ma-
noeuvre, not easily described, it lifts the stone
upon its back, keeps it in a steady position
by an alternate motion of the segments wliich
compose that part

; and, carefully walking
up the ascent with the burthen, deposits it

on the outside of the margin. When, as oc-
casionally happens, the stone is round, the
labour becomes most difficult and painful.
A spectator watching the motions of the ant-
lion feels an inexpressible interest in its be-
half. He sees it with vast exertion elevate
the stone, and begin its arduous retrograde
ascent : at every moment the burthen totters

to one side or the other : the adroit porter
lifts up the segments of its back to balance
it, and has already nearly reached the top
of the pit, when a stumble or a jolt mocks
all its efforts, and the stone tumbles headlong
to the bottom. Mortified, but not despair-

ing, the Ant-Lion returns to the charge ;

again replaces the stone on its back j again
ascends the side, and artfully avails himself,

for a road, of the channel formed by the
falling stone, against the sides of which he
can support his load. This time possibly he
succeeds ; or it may be, as is often the case,

the stone again rolls down. When thus un-
fortunate, our little Sisyphus has been seen
six times patiently to renew his attempts,

and was at last, as snch heroic resolution

deserved, successful. It is only after a series

of trials have demonstrated the impossibility

of succeeding, that our engineer yields to

fate, and, quitting his half-excavated pit,

begins the formation of another.
“ When all obstacles are overcome, and

the pit is finished, it presents itself as a coni-

cal hole rather more than two inches deep,

gradually contracting to a point at the bot-

tom, and about tliree inches wide at the top.

The Ant-lion now takes its station at the

bottom of the pit, and, that its gruff appear-

ance may not scare the passengers which
approach its den, covers itself with sand, alt

except the points of its expanded forceps.

It is not long before an ant on its travels,

fearing no harm, steps upon the margin of

the pit, either accidentally or for the pur-

pose of exploring the depth below. Alas !

its curiosity is dearly gratified. The faith-

less sand slides from under its feet ;
its

struggles but hasten its descent ; and it is

precipitated, headlong into the jaws of the

concealed devourer. Sometimes, however,

it clianccs that the ant is able to stop itself

midway, and with all liaste scranililes up
again. No sooner does the Ant-lion per-

eeive this (for, being furnished with six eyes

i^ahtral ;

on each side of his head, he is sufficiently
I

sharp-sighted), than, shaking off his inac-
i

tivity, he hastily shovels loads of sand upon
his head, and vigorously tlirows them up in

,

quick succession upon the escaping insect,
:

which, attacked by such a heai-y shower i

from below, and treading upon so unstable a '

path, is almost inevitably carried to the Ixit-
;

tom. The instant his victim is fairly within .

reach, tlie Ant-lion seizes liim between his
jaws, which are admirable instruments, at the
same time hooked for holding and grooved
on the inner side, so as to form with the ad-
joining maxillae, which move up and down
in the groove, a tube for sucking, and at Ms
leisure extracting all the juices of the body, ^

regales upon formic acid. The dry carcass
;

he subsequently jerks out of his den, that it

may not encumber Mm in liis future con-
|

tests, or betray the ‘ horrid secrets of Ms !

prison-house :
’ and if the sides of the pit

[

have received any damage, he leaves his

concealment for a while to repair it ; wMch
having done, he resumes his station.”

Such is the mode of life pursued by the
larva of the Ant-lion until nearly two years
have elapsed, when, being arrived at its full

growth, and ready to change into a cMysalis,
it envelopes itself in a roimd ball of sand,

;

agglutinated and connected by very fine silk,
,

wMch it draws from a tubular process at the
extremity of its body. In this silken cocoon

'

it remains about three weeks ; and then
j

bursts forth a four-winged insect, resembling .

the dragon-fly both in appearance and man-
ners. The Myrmeleonformicaleo is not found
in England, but occurs in many parts of the
Continent, as France, Spain, Germany, &c. .

[See Mykjleleox.]

APATURA IBIS, or PURPLE EM-
PEROR. Of all our native Lepidoptera,
there is no Butterfly that is more justly 1

admired than the Purple Emperor. In its

PURPLE RXSPEROR. — (iPATDRA IRTS.y

bold and soaring flight, as it displays its

beautiful lines in the effulgence of the meri-
dian sun, or as it settles for reimsc when the
shades of evening approach, it still maintains
its acknowledged pre-eminence. The gene-
ral colour of the wings above is a rich deep
brown, changing in the male according to

the light, to a lovely purple, or a splendid
mazarine blue, and relieved by a triple scries

of white spots. The posterior wings have a
white angular ban<l, placed in contimuty
with the first series of spots on the anterior

wings ; and an ocellus at the anal angle with
a narrow tawnv iris and black pujiil : the
under surface of the anterior wings is a fer-
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niginou3 brown, varied with white and
black ; between the disc and the hinder mar-
gin is an ocellus with a black iris and a bluish
pupil : body black above, cinereous beneath

j

antennal black. The female is considerably
larger than the male, but the colours are not
so deep, nor are the reflected hues so bril-

liant. The Caterpillar is a bright green, with
!
greenish-yellow horns, reddish at the tip,

and has reddish bristles at the tail. It feeds

on the oak, ash, and willow. The Cbrj-salis

is of a pale green hue. The perfect insect

seldom makes its appearance before July j is

by no means scarce ; and in various parts of
the South and West of England very beauti-
ful specimens are often taken There are

other species of the genus Apatura, but the
above is the only one found in Britain.

APE. (.Pithecus.') The words Ape, Mojt-
KET, and Baboon were formerly applied in-

discriminately to any of the Quadrumanous
Mammalia ; it will therefore be right to

state, before we proceed further, that the
Apes, or Simi.e, may be properly divided
into four sections ; viz ^Ipes, or such as ore
destitute of a tail : Baboom, or such as have
muscular bodies, elongated muzzles, and
whose tails ore usually short : Monkeys,
whose tails are in general long : and Sapa-
jous, or Monkeys with prehensile tails, which
can at pleasure be twisted round any object,

and thereby in many instances answer the
purpose of an additional hand to the animal.
It is, however, to the first of these only that
our attention is in this place to be directed.

The genus Ape (Pithccus) comprises those
quadn^anous animals which most closely
approach to the human species in anatomi-
cal structure, and which, in popular lan-
guage, are termed monkeys without tails or
cheek-pouches. As Buffon justly observes
of the whole, they are not quadrupeds, but
quadrtimana ; not four-footed, but four-
handed animals. They chiefly inhabit the
vast forests of India and Africa, and are nu-
merous in the peninsula of Malacca, and the
great islands of the Indian Ocean ; living in
trees, and feeding on fruits, leaves, and in-
sects

; but though frugiverous in a state of
nature, yet, from the resemblance of their
teeth to those of the human species, it is very
evident that their diet may be almost as
various as that of JIan. They generally live
in troops, and some of the species are said to
construct a sort of hut of leaves, os a defence
against the weather : it is also asserted that
they use clubs to defend themselves when
attacked.
The Apes are in general fierce and untract-

able i though some of them appear to be of
a grave and gentle disposition

;
neither petu-

lant nor mischievous, like the monkeys, pro-
perly so called. Their arms arc so long as
almost to touch the ground when the ani-
mals stand erect on their hind legs i the fin-
gers and toes arc long, flexible, deeply sepa-
rated from one another, and admirably
adapted for prehension : thus they arc ena-
bled to spring from tree to tree with surpris-
ing agility, even when loaded with their
young, who ciing closely to them on every
appearance of danger. Apes have the power

of assuming a nearly erect position ; though
on the ground this is by no means conve-
nient, as they stand upon the outer edges,
being unable to apply the palms of the pos-

terior hands fairly against the soil, and re-

quire a Btaflr, or other support, to maintain
this attitude, except when they have been
taught to stand erect by man. [See CuiM-
I'ANZEE ; OmVNG-OUTANG j

SlAMANG ; GIB-
BON, &c.]

APHANIPTEKA. An order of Apterous
Haustellate insects, having rudimental elytra
or wings in the perfect state. It is composed
entirely ofthe different species ofFleas, form-
ing the family PuliciDjE ; the common Flea
IPidex irritans') being the type of the order.
The legs are long, the posterior formed for
leaping ; the coxie are very large

; the fore
legs are singularly placed, appearing to
arise from the front of the head, the coxoe
defending the sides of the rostrulum. This
peculiarity is caused by the prothoracie
epimera being detached from the body, and
extended obliquely beneath the head : the
femora are short, but strong ; the tibise

very setose ; and the tarsi five-jointed, termi-
nated by a pair of strong claws. The female
flea deposits a dozen eggs, of a white colour,
and rather viscous texture, from which are
hatched long worm-like grubs, destitute of
feet, which are very active in their motions,
winding themselves in a serpentine manner
through the substance in which thejf may
be deposited : the head of the larva is pro-
tected by a firm skin, and bears two antennoe,
but no eyes. The body consists of thirteen
segments, bearing little tufts of hair, and the
lost is armed with a pair of small hooks.
When full growm, wliich occurs in summer
in about tw'clve days, the larvas enclose
themselves in a small cocoon of silk, often
covered with dust, and attached to adjoining
substances : in this it passes into the pupa
state, and in about twelve days more emerges
a perfect flea.

In hot countries these insects are exeeed-
ingly troublesome : but in the West Indies
and South America there is an insect be-
longing to the family having habits dift'erent

to those of the common flea, which is even
still more obnoxious ; this is the Chigoe
{Pulex penetrans), which lives in the open
country, and attacks the naked feet both of
men and dogs. [See Flea and Chigoe.]

APHIS : APIIFD.®. A genus and family
of Homoptcrous insects, comprising the very
numerous and obnoxious species of Flant-
licc, a tribe of insects analogous, in regard to
the vegetable world, to the animal parasites
of the order ANorLUiiA, or lice. The antciinm
arc of great length ; the ocelli, tlirce in
number, form a large triangle

; the eyes are
entire, prominent, and scmiglobose

; the
abdomen is short and convex, generally
furnished with a tubercle on each side near
the extremity. Some are winged, and some
arc wingless, without distinction of sex : tlio

wings are very much deflexed at the side
of the body, being almost perpendicular iu
repose ; the fore wings much larger tlian
the iiosterior, with strong nerves : the legs
arc very long and slender, formed only for
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crawling. The species reside in great so-
cieties upon almost every species of plant,
of which they suck the young shoots, leaves,
and stems, by the assistance of their pro-
boscis, producing disease in the plant cither
by greatly weakening it, or by raising
vesicles, or other gall-like excrescences, in
which whole generations of Apliides reside.
The anal tubercles above mentioned secrete
a saccharine fluid of which ants are very
fond ; and it is this fluid dropped upon the
adjacent leaves, or the extravasated sap flow-
ing from the wounds caused by the punctures
of the insects, which is known under the
name of the ?umey~dew. In the spring they
are viviparous, in the autumn and as
B'inter approaches they are oviparous

; and
by a surprising aberration from the common
laws of nature, it appears that one im-
pregnation of the female is sufficient for
many generations, without further assistance
from the male. All the Aphides wliich
appear in the spring are exclusively females,
no males being found till the autumn ; and
the females are endowed with such astonish-
ing fecundity, that nine generations— each
generation averaging 100 individuals— have
been produced witliin three months ;

“ so
that from a single Aphis, 10,000 million
millions may be generated in that short
period I

” In some years they are so nume-

Pr-ANT-LICE.— (aphis PLATANOrDES.)

rous as to cause almost a total failure of the
hep plantations ; at other times the beans,
peas, and potatoes are injured by them to

an alarming extent ; as also are numerous
shrubs, and plants, including the delicate

exotics raised in stoves and green-houses.

There are numerous species ;
uniformly de-

riving their specific name from the tree,

slirub, or plant, on which they are common-
ly found. Of these the Aphis rapes, which
has made a great noise as the Aphis vastator

and feeds on various plants, the Aphis rosm
(or rose louse),, the Aphis humuH (or hop-
fly), and the Aphis vitis (or vine-fretter), are

among the best known and most destructive

;

but the largest and most remarkable of

the British Aphides is the Aphis salicis,

which is found on the different kinds of

willows, and is nearly a quarter of an inch
long. Many of the species have the body
densely clothed with a white cottony secre-

tion, either in threads or flakes i
among these

may be particularly mentioned the Aphis

j^aturaX ;

lanigera, or American blight, as it is termed, i

which infests the stems ofApple-trees, some-
times totally destroying them.

“ The injuries occasioned by plant lice,”

as Dr. Harris very truly observes, “ are much
greater than would at first sight be expected
from the small size and extreme weakness
of the insects ; but these make up by their
numbers what they want in strength in-
dividually, and thus become formidable
enemies to vegetation. By their punctures,
and the quantity of sap which they draw
from the leaves, the functions of these im-
portant organs are deranged or interrupted,
the food of the plant, which is there elabo-
rated to nourish the stem and mature the
fruit, is withdrawn before it can reach its

proper destination, or is contaminated and
left in a state unfitted to supply the wants
ofvegetation. Plants are diflerently affected

by these insects. Some wither and cease to

grow, their leaves and stems put on a sickly
appearance and soon die from exhaustion.
Others, though not killed, are greatly im-
peded in their growth, and their tender
parts, which are attacked, become stunted,
curled, or warped. The punctures of these
lice seem to poison some plants, and affect

others in a most singular manner, producing
warts or swellings, which are sometimes solid

and sometimes hollow, and contain in their

interior a swarm of lice, the descendants of
a single individual, whose punctures were
the original cause of the tumor. I have
seen reddish tumors of this kind, as big as a
pigeon’s egg, growing upon leaves, to which
they were attached by a slender neck, and
containing thousands of small lice in their
interior. Naturalists call these tumors galls,

because they seem to be formed in the same
way as the oak-galls which are used in the
making of ink. The lice which inhabit or
produce them generally differ from the others,

in having shorter antennse, being without
honey-tubes, and in frequently being clothed
with a kind of white down, which, however,
disappears when the insects become winged.”
Mr. Knapp, in his ‘ Journal of a Natura-

list,’ lias thus described this species, and its

effects. “ Our apple-trees here are greatly
injured, and some annually destroyed, by
the agency of what seems to be a very feeble

insect. We call it, from habit, or from some
unassigned cause, the ‘ American blight.’

[It seems, however, that it had been noticed
in England as early as the year 1787 ; and
there is good reason to believe that in

America it is not indigenous, but was in-
troduced there with fruit-trees from Europe.]
In the spring of the year a slight hoarincss

is observed upon the branches of certain

species of our orchard fruit. As the season
advances this hoariness increases, it becomes
cottony ; or, in other words, towards the end
of summer the under sides of some of the

branches are in>-ested with a thick, downy
substance, so long as at times to be sensibly

agitated by the air. Upon examining this

substance, we find that it conceals a multi-
tude of small wingless creatures, which arc

busily employed in preying upon the limb
of the tree beneath. 'This they are well

enabled to do, by means of a Iicak termina-
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ting in a fine bristle ; this, being insinuated
through the bark and the sappy part of the
wood, enables the creature to extract, as

with a syringe, the sweet, rital liquor that
circulates in the plant. The alburnum, or
sap-wood, being thus wounded, rises up iu
excrescences and nodes all over the branch,
and deforms it ; the limb, deprived of its

nutriment, grows sickly ; the leaves turn
yellow, and the part perishes. Branch after

branch is thus assailed, until they all be-
come leafless, and the tree dies." * » * *
“ ilanj" remedies have been proposed for

removing this evil, efficacious perhaps in
some cases upon a small scale ; but when
the injury has existed for some time, and
extended its influence over the parts of a
large tree, I apprehend it will take its course,
and the tree die.”
Upon this part of the subject. Dr. Ilarris

remarks that the application of the spirits of
tar, of spirits of turpentine, of oil, urine, and
of soft soap, has been recommended ; but he
is inclined to think that the following mode
of treatment will be found the most elfectual

of any : “ Scrape off" all the rough bark of
the infected trees, and make them perfectly
clean and smooth early in the spring ; then
rub the trunk and limbs with a stiff brush
wet with a solution of potash ; after which
remove the sods and earth around the bottom
of the trunk, and with the scraper, brush,
and alkaline liquor cleanse that part as far
as the roots can conveniently be uncovered.
The earth and sods should immediately be
carried away, fresh loam should be placed
around the roots, and all cracks and wounds
should be filled with grafting cement or clay
mortar. Small limbos and extremities of
branches, if infected, and beyond reach of
the applications, should be cut off and
burned.” He further observes, in reference
to remedial measures necessary to counter-
act the injury done to plants generally by the
different species of Aphides, that “ solutions
of soap, or a mixture of soap-suds and to-
bacco water, used warm and applied with a
watering-pot or with a garden-enrine, may
be employed for the destruction of these in-
•ects. It is said that hot water ma3’ also be
employed for the same purpose with safety
and success. The water, tobacco-tea, or
suds should be thrown upon the plants with
considerable force, and if they are of the
cabbage or lettuce kind, or other idants whose
leaves are to be used os food, they should
subsequently be drenched thoroughly with
pure water. Dice on the extremities of
branches may be killed by liending over the
branches and holding them for several mi-
nutes in warm and strong soap-suds. Dice
multiply much faster, and are more injurious
to plants. In a dry than in a wet atmosphere

;

hence in green-houses, attention should be
paid to keep tlie nir sufficiently moist ; and
the lice arc rcarlily killed by fumigations
with tobacco or with suliiliur. To destroy
subterranean lice on tl>e rtxrts of plants I
have found that watering with salt-water
was useful, if the plants were lianly ; luit
tender herbaceous idaiits cannot Ikj treated
in this way, but may somctiinc.s be revived
by frequent watering with soap-suds.”

The species of this family are greatly
subject to the attacks of other insects ; the
larvoe of the llemerohiidce, the CoccincUw,
and the larva! of various species of Syrphidee
feed upon them, and destroy vast numbers ;

they are also infested by minute parasitic

Hymenoptera belonging to the families

Cynipulce, ichveumonidee, &c. In a work
preparing by Mr. F. Walker, F. D. S., much
information on the British Aphides may be
expected.

APHIDIPHAGI. The name of a family
of Coleopterous insects, which ore for the
most part of a hemispherical form, and com-
pose the genus Coccinella cor Ladj'-birds).

APHODIAD.(E. A family of minute Da-
mellicorn beetles, extremelj' abundant in
this and other temperate countries, especially
during the spring months, swarming in the
dung of the larger herbivorous auimals, or
hovering over it as soon as it is dropped. The
body is of an oblong or oval shape, rounded
at the extremity, with the abdomen entirely
concealed by the elytra : they are nearly
allied to the ScarabaiidEB, both in their an-
tennae, organs of the mouth, and legs, but the
body is more elongated.

APHRODITA, or SEA-MOUSE. A smaU
marine annelidc,

is covered with

of sifky*hairr(ff
a very bright metallic lustre, the colours of
which vary with the play of the light. On
the back are two rows of large membranous
scales, which somewhat resemble the elytra
of insects. In many species the lateral seta!

or bristles exhibit a beautiful structure, being
barbed on each side of the tips, and each
of these barbed seta! being inclosed in a
smooth homy sheath. It not unfrcquently
happens that a large number of Aplirodita!
are thrown up on the British shores after a
gale of wind.

APHROPIIORA. A genus of Homoptc-
rous insects which in the larva state live on
plants enveloped in a saliva-like mass i

whence their popular name of Cttckoo-spils :

the insects in their perfect state are named
from their leaping powers, JProg-hoppera.
[See Cicada.]

APIDyE. An extensive family of Bees,
which may be classed under three heads i

namely, 1. .Social bees
;

2. Solitary working
bees ; 8. Cuckoo-like parasitic bees. The
insects composing this family are distin-
guished by having the mentum long, with
the labium at its extremity, forming an
elongated slender seta, with two small lateral
filaments, and forming with the inaxillo! an
elongated proboscis, capable of being por-
rected in front of the head when in action,
or fohlcd u)i bcncntli it and the breast wlrcn
at rest. The antemuD are often elbowed,
the Inual joint being long. Following the

D 3
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arrangement compiled by Mr. M’^cstwood, we
find the Apid^e are divided into five sub-
families :—

1. PANCRGID.E, consisting ofinsectsnearly
allied to the Andrenida: in the labium being
shorter than the mentum, and the strueture
of the labial palpi, which are composed of
continuous linear joints, the two basal ones
not being so much elongated os in the fol-
lowing sub-families. The maxillary palpi
are six-jointed

;
the upper lip is short

; and
the females are destitute of a pollen brush
on the under surface of the abdomen. They
are, however, furnished with a pollen plate
on each side of the metathorax, and another
on the posterior femora : the hind legs have
also pollen brushes. Notliing is known of
their nidificatlon ; but Latreille observes that
the perfect insects of the genus Panuraiis
are attached to semi-flosculous fiowers.

2. Deitudat/e, or Meleotid.«. The insects
composing the second sub-family (as well
as those of all the following sub-families of
bees) have the labial palpi formed of two
very long, fiattcncd, scaly basal joints, and
two minute apical ones. The' abdomen is

not provided with a ventral pollen brush,
neither do these insects possess any pollen
plates, their bodies being in effect naked,
whence they are supposed to be parasites.

Some of the species resemble small wasps in
their colours, whilst in others some parts of
their bodies are clothed with small patches of
very short hairs. From their evidently para-
sitic habits they have been termed Cuckoo-
bees.

3. liOITGlLABnES, Or MEGACHILTD.E. The
third sub-family of the Apidae ; composed
of insects distinguished hy the large oblong
form of the upper lip, and strong mandibles :

the maxillary palpi are but slightly de-
veloped ; while on the contrary, the labial

are very long, with the two last joints ob-
liquely inserted. Neariy all the genera are
polliniferous, the pollen brush being very
large, and covering the under side of the
abdomen : they are, however, destitute of
poilen plates. “ From their respective eco-
nomy, they have been termed Mason and
Upholsterer bees ; the former building their
nests of fine moistened earth, wliiist the Up-
holsterers employ in the construction of their

cells portions of leaves which they have cut
from various plants by means of their power-
ful jaws, which are employed like a pair of
scissors.” Sorrie of the species of the genus
Osmia construct'thcir nests of minute grains
of sand, cemented together -with a glutinous
secretion, and which are placed by the in-

sects on the angle of a wall, the crevices

between bricks, &c. The genus Megachile
comi)rlscs the Leaf-cutting and some other
bees. These form their nests in the trunks
of decayed trees, and in old rotten palings.

They are lined with pieces of leaves, of a
circular form, which the insects have most
dexterously clipped off, and afterwards ad-

j listed together so admirably, that, although
not covered with any coating of gum, &c.,
they are honey-tight.

4. Scoi’ULii'ET)E.s. This sub-family derives
its name from the very thick coaling of hairs
upon the hind legs of the females, which

constitute the pollen brushes. The wings
have commonly three perfect submargiual
cells ; the third joint of the antennae is often
long and clavate, and the mouth is occa-
sionally very considerably developed. Kot-
withstanding the shortness of the wings, and

’

the robustness of the body, these insects fly
,

with great strength and rapidity, making a
loud humming noise. They nidificate in the
crevices of old walls or in the ground, pre-
ferring banks exposed to the sun.
“We are indebted to Reaumur,” as this

gentleman observes, “ for the history of the
Carpenter bees, Xylocopa, a genus contain-
ing the largest species of the family, all of ;

which are exotic. Their wings are often I

black, with a fine purple or violet gloss, and i
some of the species are richly coloured. The

]
females of Xylocopa violacea appear in the
spring, and select posts, palings, espaliers, I

&c. in gardens, in which they construct their
]

burrows, from twelve to fifteen inches in I

length, and rather more than half an inch
in diameter

; the top and bottom of the
tunnel is curved, having a passage at each
end. When completed, they deposit an egg
at the bottom, with a proper supply of pollen
paste

; the whole is then covered with a
layer of agglutinated sawdust, formed dur-
ing the construction of the burrow : the I

layer thus formed serves not only as the
|

roof of one cell, but as the floor of another
|

which is placed immediately above it. They
|

thus proceed till about a dozen cells are
|

formed. When the larvaj are full grown, !

they assume the pupa state, head downward, <

so as to allow the lowermost and oldest to I

make its way out of the bottom of the burrow i

as soon os it becomes winged, and which
,

consequently takes place earlier than in .

those which occupy the upper cells." ,

5. SociALES. The fifth and last sub-family !

of the Apidaj. “ Here, dependent upon
their social habits, we find each species com-
posed of three kinds of individuals ; viz.
males, females, and neuters, or workers. In
addition to their gregarious habits, the cir-
cumstances of the larval being fed from time
to time by the worker bees, and the cells
being generally of an hexagonal form, they I

are also distinguished by their peculiar habit
of secreting wax for the manufacture of the !

cells of their nests. In these insects, the '

outside of the posterior dilated tibia; is
j

smooth, and hollowed in the neuters into a
j

sliining plate, for the reception and carrying
1

of pollen, which has been accumulated by !

means of the pollen brushes upon the basal
|

joint of the tarsi of this pair of legs. The I

maxillary palpi arc minute and cxarticulate.

These bees have the body covered with thick
hairs.”
“ The ITumble bees, composing the genus

liombiis, are at once known by their large
and very hairy boilics : they arc the largest

sjiccies of the Mcllifcra found in England ;

and they arc often of a black colour, with
bands of yellow or orange. They form
societies consisting of about fifty or sixty
indiWduals, occasionally, however, amount-
ing to two or t hrec hundred. They constnict
their dwellings under ground, in meadows,
pastures, or hedge-rows, generally employ-
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ing moss for this purpose. Their union, how-
ever, lasts only till the cold weather kills

the great mass of the inhabitants, a few im-
pregnated females alone surviving to become

I the foundresses of fresh colonies at the com-
. menccraent of the following spring. The
neuters are late in their appearance, being
produced from eggs produced by these foun-
dress bees ; and it is not till autumn that

;

the males appear. Unlike the hive-bees,

j

the females take their share in the labours of

the community, and they are accordingly
furnished with two peculiar organs possessed

by the neuters, of wliich the queen of the
hive is destitute, although the neuters of the
latter insect possess them ;

namely, the
dense fringe of hairs surrounding the pollen-

plate of the posterior tibise, and the dilated

base of the first tarsal joint. The economy
of the humble-bee also, unlike that of the
hive, admits of the presence of numerous
females in the same nest. The species of

Bombus are very dilKcult to determine, from
the colours of the hairs being very liable

to fade. It is essential, therefore, to trace

the insects from their first lea«ng the nest.”

The llive-bee, and some other analogous
species (forming the second section of the

f^ialesX have the basal joint of the posterior

tarsi striated, and the posterior tibiie have
no spurs at the extremity, a character not
to be found in any other Hymenopterous
group. Many volumes have been written
on the natural histo^ of the hive-bee, yet
many interesting points in their economy
still remain undetermined. * * * The prin-
cipal species of bees kept for domestic pur-

: poses are the following:— Apis vicllifica
’

(I.inn.), or the common hive-bee of Europe,
' and which has also been introduced into the

,
U. S. ofAmerica and into New Zealand ;

Apis
lipustica (Spinola), kept in some parts of
Italy ; yi;>is/asciata(Lat.J, in Egypt and some

j

parts of Asia Minor ; Apis itnicolor (Fab.), in
I Madagascar ; Apis Indica (Linn.), at Bengal;

I

Apis Adansonii (Latr.), at Senegal. Lacor-
' doire also observed hives of an undescribed

,
species of Chili ; and the Horticultural So-
ciety of I.ondon, in 182,5, ns the Literary
Gazette informed its readers, received n hive
of bees from New Holland, djftering materi-

!
ally from the bees of Euroi^e, “ being infl-

I

nitely smaller and wholly without stings."

APION. An extensive genus of Coleop-
terous insects, de-
riving the name
from their pear-
shaped body. The
grubs ofmany kinds
of Apions destroy
the seeds of plants.
In EuroiHj they do
much mischief to
clover in this way ;

but in America the
species are more
numerous and more
destructi ve. A pion
firti/ii is a minute
black species, not

!
more than one tcntli of nti inch long, cxclu-

I sivc of the slcnilcr sharp-jiointcd snout. Its

grubs live in the pods of the common wild
indigo bush, Baidisia tinctoria, devouring the
seeds. A smaller kind, somewhat like it,

inhabits the pods and eats the seeds of the
locust-tree, or Jiohinia pseudacacia.—Harris.

APLYSL.A. A genus of Tectibranchiate
Mollusca, ofwhich several species are known.
The body of the animal consists of a soft

fleshy mass ; it has four flattened tentacular
appendages ; the mouth in the form of a
vertical fissure, with two lateral labial plates,

and a cordiform tongue beset with denticles

;

branchiffi covered by a sort of operculum ;

and shell wanting. From the borders of
the mantle is poured out abundantly a deep
purple liquor, with wliich the animal colours
the water around to a considerable distance,

when it perceives any danger. The Aplysia
depilans, or Depilatory Aplysia, is found in
the European seas adhering to roeks : it is

extremely fetid, and it was long supposed
that the acrid humour which it exuded oc-

casioned the loss of the hair. Its digestive

apparatus consists of a membranous crop, of
enormous size, which lends into a muscular
gizzard, furnished with pyramidal cartila-

ginous teeth
;
and a third stomach beset

with pointed hooks ; besides a fourth Bacil-

lus. Its general colour is blackish, with grey
or brown blotches, and tinged with pmple.
The ova is laid in long glairy entangled
filaments, as slender as threads.

APODES or APODA. An order of fishes

characterised by Linnasus ns being composed
of all those which are destitute of ventral
fins. According to Cuvier’s system, how-
ever, they must not only want ventral fins,

but be likewise malacopterygious. Of this

kind a good and familiar example is seen in
the common Eel.

APOLLO [BUTTERFLY]. [See Par-
NASSIUS.]

APOSURiE. The name given to a section
of the Nocturnal Lei>idbptern, differing from
all the rest of the order in tlie caterpillars
being destitute of any anal feet, the extre-
mity of the body terminating in a point,
which in many is forked, or furnished ivith
two long articulated appendages, forming a
kind of tail.

APPLE-MOTH. [See Tortrix.]

ASPIDOPHORUS. The Armed Bullhead
or Pogge. [Sec Bulluead.]

APTENODYTES. The generic appella-
tion of the curiously-formed imlmiped birds,

known by the name of I’cvffuiiis, a more
general and detailed account of which will

I he found under the letter P. In this place
we shall merely make an extract from Capt.
Sir J. C. Ross’s Voyage to tlie Antarctic
Regions, where he speaks of the Great Pen-
guins ;

“ Tlicsc enormous birds varied in
weight from sixty to seventy-five pounds.
The largest was killed by the Terror’s people,
and weighed seventy-eight pounds. They
arc remarkably stupid, and j-ou are able to
approach them so near ns to allow you to
strike them on the head with a bludgeon,
and sometimes, if knocked olf the ice into

SPIOM no; i: K ;; i /.
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the water, they will almost immediately
leap upon it again ns if to attack you, but
without the smallest means either of offence
or defence. They were first discovered dur-
ing Capt.Cook’s voyage to these regions, and
the beautiful unpublished drawing of Fors-
ter the naturalist has supplied the only
figures and accounts which have been given
to the public, both by British and foreign
writers on natural history. Mr. G. K. Gray
has therefore named it in the zoology of our
voyage, Aptenodytes Forstcri, of which we
were fortunate in bringing the first perfect
specimens to England. Some of these were
preserved entire in casks of strong pickle,
that the physiologist and comparative ana-
tomist might have an opportunity of tho-
roughly examining the structure of this
wonderful creature. Its principal food con-
sists of various species of cancri and other
crustaceous animals j and in its stomach we
frequently found from two to ten pounds
weight of pebbles, consisting of granite,
quartz, and trappean rocks. Its capture
afforded great amusement to our people, for
when alarmed and endeavouring to escape,
it makes its way over deep snoW faster than
they could follow it

;
by lying down on its

belly and impelling itself by its powerful
feet, it slides along upon the surface of the
snow at a great pace, steadying itself by ex-
tending its fin-like tvings, which alternately
touch the ground on the side opposite to the
propelling leg.”
In No. IV. of the Appendix to the work

above quoted, (the Geology of the Southern
Islands, by R. Me Cormick, Esq.,) the writer
observes : “ As I had no opportunity of land-
ing for specimens, I was in the habit of ex-
amining the stomachs of most of the birds
which I shot and preserved for the Govern-
ment Collection

;
and found the Penguins

my best geological collectors, for their crops
were frequently, filled with pebbles; more
especially the large species, Aptenodytes
antarctica. In one of these individuals I
found upwards of a pound of small fragments
of rocks ; comprising basalt, greenstone,
porphyry, granite, vesicular lava, quartz,
scoria;, and pumice

;
but none of them ever

brought me a vestige of aqueous rocks,— all

were volcanic,—and such the appearance of
the Antarctic lands, even at a distance,
would proclaim them to be. \Vc saw tluee

ANlAKOriC PErlOOIK.
(APTENODTTK8 AHTAROTIOA.)

species of Penguins within the Antarctic
circle. The larger kind, ‘ Aptcnmlytes
antarctica,' attains a great size. I preserved
one, weighing scventv-flve pounds. It is a
scarce bird, generally met with singly ; and

i^ahiral ;

I have never seen more than two or three
|

together ; whilst the two smtller species
[

congregate in vast numbers. I know not '

to what cause we can assign this very re-

markable paucity ofindividuals in the larger I

species.”

APTERA. An order of the Ifinnsean class

iTisectce; characterized, as the term implies,
by ha^^ng no wings in either sex. It includes
tire modern orders Crustacea, Araehnida,
and Myriapoda. ,

APTERYX. A bird which in form some- i

what resembles a Penguin, and stands about
two feet in height. The beak is very long,
slender, marked on each side with a longi-

'

tudinal groove, and furnished with a mem-
;

brane at its base. Its wings ore simple ru-
;

diments ; a mere stump, terminated by a
hook. It has no abdominal air cells, nor
are any of its bones hollow. The feathers
have no accessory plume, but fall loosely,
like those of the emu, and their shafts ore
prolonged considerably beyond the base.

WINOLES8 EMU.— (aPTKBYX ADSTKALIS.)

The feet have a short and elevated hind-toe,
the claw of which is alone extemallv visible.

'

The eye is small, and a number of bristle- .

like hairs surround the mouth. Its colour
,

is deep brown ; its time of action nocturnal;
and it subsists on insects. It runs with ra-
pidity, the limbs are extremely powerful,
and it defends itself rigorouslj- with its feet.

This bird is chiefly met with in the southern
parts of the interior of New Zealand. When
chased, it takes refuge in the clefts of rocks,
hollow trees, or in deep holes which it exca-
vates in the ground ; and it runs with great '

swiftness, with its head elevated like the
ostrich. The natives value it greatly for the
sake of its skin, which, prepared with the
feathers on, they make into dresses. The
name given to this bird by tlic New Zea-
landers is Kiici. A second species of this

curious genus has been lately received by
Mr. Gould from the South Seas.

APUS. A genus of small Crustaceous
animals which inhabit ditches, lakes, and
standing waters, generally in innumerable
quantities. They often swarm in myriads,
and, indeed, have been known to be carried

up by violent storms of wind, and scattered

over the land ; hence the^v often appear
suddenly in puddles of ram water where
none have liccn previously, esixicially in
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the spring and early in summer. They
swim well on the back, and when they bur-
row in the sand they raise their tails in the

AFUS PROnnOTUS.
water. Their food principally consists of tad-
poles. When first hatched they have only one

I

eye, four oar-like legs, with whorls of hairs,
! the second pair being the largest : the body
has then no tail, and the shell only covers

I the front half of the body : the other organs
!
are gradually developed during succeeding

1 moultings. These creatures are the common
,
food of the Wagtails. We give the species
Apus prMliictus os an example.

AQUJLLA. [See Eagle.]

JJIACHNIDA. A class of Articulated
animals, including Spiders, Mites, and Scor-
pions, all ranked by Einnteus under Insects;

,

but though having a great analogy with
;

them, and being equally fitted to live in the
,
air, are distinguished from them by their
number of limbs, their internal structure,

' and habits. All the Arachnida are desti-
tute of antennffi, and have the head united

I
with the thorax: they have generally eight

j

legs, though some species have six, and

j

others ten ; they have no wings ; most of
1
them breathe by means of air-sacs, instead

I

of by prolonged tracheae ; and in the greater
:
part there is a complete circulatory system.

; Most of the Arachnida are carnivorous, and

j

are furnished with appropriate organs for
their predatory life

; but in general thej'

1 confine themselves to sucking the juices of

^

insects ; and in order to enable them to cap-

I

ture and subdue animals otherwise capable

I

of effectual resistance. Nature has fumislied
them with a poisonous apparatus. [See
SPIDER.J

ARACARI. iPtfronhssus.') A genus of
birds, which, like the Toucans breed in the
hollows of decayed trees, which they enlarge

I

and render commodious by means of the

j

beak ; and it is from this habit that the
Brazilians give them the name of Tacatacti,

!
in imitation of the sound made by clipping

I

the decayed wood. We may here mention
i two species described and figured in Mr.
Gould’s truly elegant monograph of the Tou-
cans.

ARACARI TOUCAN. (Pleroglosswiphi-
ririnrtus.) This bird, os depicted and de-
scribed by Mr. Gould, is twenty inches in
length, of which the bill is four inches and a
half

; a broad band of black advances from
the nostrils along the whole of tlic ciilmcn,
and forms a narrow belt down tlie sides of
the upper mandible at its base ; the elevated
basal margin of the bill is yellow ; the sides
of the upper mandible beautiful ornngc-
y®llow, farling into yellowish white towards
the tip ; under mnndihic wholly black, with
a yeUow basal ridge ; head, neck, and chest

j

black
; the whole of the up|>cr surface, except
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the rump, which is scarlet, dark olive green ;

breast marked with two broad bands of
black, the upper separated from the throat
by an intervening space of yellow dashed
with red ; a similar but broader space sepa-
rates the two bands of black, the lower of
which is bounded bjf scarlet, advancing os

far as the thighs, which are brownish olive
;

under the tail coverts light yellow
;
naked

space round the eyes ; tarsi and feet dark
lead-colour. It is a native of Brazil.

The CURE - CRESTED ARACARI
(PterogloKsus tdocomtis'), is one of the most
rare and beautiful of its tribe. Its length
from the tip of the bill to the end of its tail

is eighteen inches : the crown of the head is

covered with an elegant crest of curled fea-
thers without barbs, which are of an Intense
glossy black, but as they approach the occi-

put they become straight, narrow, and spa-
tulate ; the feathers on the cheeks are of a
yellowish white colour, tipped with black ;

the back of the head and upper tail coverts
are of a deep blood-red

;
the breast is a deli-

cate yellow, with slight crescent-shaped bars
of red

;
the back, tail, and thighs are olive

green
; the quills brown, the tarsi lead-co-

loured : the beak of this species is lengthened,
both mandibles being edged with thickly-set
white seratures ; the upper has an orange-
coloured culmen, bordered by a stripe of dull
blue extending nearly to the tip, below
which, the sides of the mandibles are fine
orange-red ; the under mandibles Is straw
colour, becoming orange at the tip, and a
narrow band of rich chesnut encircles both
mandibles at the base. During life the colour-
ing of the bills is generally very vivid, but
after death the bright hues fade, so as often-
times to become nearly obsolete.

ARACHNOTHERES, or SRIDER-
CATCHERS. Small birds, very similar to
the Sun-birds In respect to their long, arcu-
ated beak : they inhabit the Indian Archi-
pelago, and live on spiders.

ARANEA. tSee Spider.]

ARCA, or ARK SHELL. The A rcadte, a
family of Bivalve Shells, found in the At-
lantic and Pacific Oceans, the Stediterra-
neon, &c., are distinguished by their great
number of teeth, resembling those of a fine
saw, and forming either a straight or curved
continuous line. They bury in the sand
near the coasts, and arc also sometimes found *

i

attached to rocks, coral, &c. The Area is
nearly equivalve, inequilateral, heart-
shaped, valves ribbed, and in some speeies
gapigg at the lower part. A few have one
valve larger than the other ; and many have
a velvety or shelly epidermis, frequently
ending in a deep fringe.

ARCIIER-FISII. [See To.xotus.]

ARCHES [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors, to Moths of the genera I’olia and
Xylopliania.

ARCTIA CA.TA, or TIGER MOTH.
There are lew more striking Insects among
the niylu-fliiing L<pulnptcr<i than the various
species of A rctUe, or 'I'iger Moths. The one
wc have here selected is well known and



abundant. It measures from two and a lialf

to three inches in the expanse of tlie fore
wings, whieh are of a rich bromr colour,
with numerous irregular spots and streaks
of cream white

;
the liind wings briglit red,

yrith blue-black spots j
the thorax brown,

with a red neck-band, and the abdomen red,

with blue-black bars. The insects belonging
to tliis genus are observed to vary consider-

TrOVR MOTH.— txnOTIi OAJA.)

ably in their markings, and the present spe-
cies is no exception to the general rule

;

some having the brown and blue-black por-
tions more or less obliterated, whilst in
others they are sometimes almost entirely
predominant. The Caterpillar is dark bro^vn,
and very hairy, the hairs on the back dusky,
and those on the neck and sides reddish, the
head black : its food is nettles, duckweed,
lettuce, strawberries, &c. When full fed it

spins itself a web, wherein, at the latter end
of April, it changes to the Chrysalis state i

and the Jioth appears about the endof Jime
or beginning of July.

OATERPILI.iB OPaiROTIA CAJa.

ARCTIC rOX. { Vulpes lanopus.") A small

species of Fox, inliabiting the high nortliern

latitudes, and justly celebrated for the

beauty and fineness of its fur. [See Fo.\.]

ARCTIID^. A family of Lepidopterous

insects, belonging to the general section

IlETEKOCER.t, comprising those species

which have the wings deflexed in repose,

the posterior pair not extending beyond the

costa of tlie anterior. Tlic antennm of the

males are strongly serrated ;
tlie spiral tongue

is cither very small, or obsolete ;
and tlie

labial palpi arc generally short and obtuse

at the tip. The caterpillars vary much : in

some species they are thickly hairy ;
some

are furnished with long foscilcs of hairs ;

and some are naked, but variously tubcrclcd.

They feed upon the external parts of plants,
and enclose themselves in cocoons when
about to undergo their transformations. The
types of the family arc distinguished by their

larval being very thickly clothed with long
hairs, whence they have obtained the name
of “woolly bears.” Such are especially the
larval of the various species of T^gcr Moths,
and others nearly allied to them, which are
well known, and considered as being amongst
the most beautiful of all the species of Moths

;

their fore wings are ornamented with white,
brown, or black, and the hind wings red,

with black or blue markings. Some of these
caterpillars are extremely destructive, par-
ticularly to fruit trees and hedges. Great
alarm has been created at times when they
were particularly abundant ; and, indeed,
their polyphagous habits on such occasions
may justly be dreaded. The larvai of some
species are furnished, in addition to the long
slender hairs nil over the body, with several
short, thick, truncated tufts of hair on the
back as W'ell ns at the sides ; the majority of
these produce species not materially difiering

in the sexes ; but some, forming the genus
Orgi/ia, have females with the smallest ru-
diments of wings, and large swollen abdo-
mens, and which are exceedingly sluggish
in their habits, whilst the males are con-
stantly on the wing, flitting about in the

hottest weather of autumn. The family like-

wise comprises several other genera differing

widely in the appearance of the sexes, or ano-
malous os respects their transformations.

ARCTOCEPHALUS IJRSIIIUS. The
IJrsal; a species of Seal, from the north of

the Pacific Ocean. It is eight feet long, has
no mane, and varies in colour from brown
whitish. [See Seat..]

ARCTOMYS. [See Maemot.]

ARCIJATA. A section of the genus Can-
cer, of which the true Crabs, are the type.
[See Crab.]

ARDEA. The Heron [which see].

ARDEIDrE. A very extensive family of
birds, formed for wading, and generally
seeking their food on the margins of rivers

and lakes, and in marshes, where they obtain
fish, reptiles, and even small mammalia.
They are characterized by having very long
legs, with a strong, straight, pointed, and
compressed bill ;

in most species finely

toothed ;
the upper mandible usually notched

towards the tip ; a furrow pas.«ing from the
nostrils, which are linear, to the apex.
They in general build and breed in societies,

but always wander alone in search of food,

and after the breeding season lead a solitary

existence. They have ami)lc wings, and
many of them arc atlomed with elegant
plumes and crests. [Sec Herox, Stork, &c.]

AREXICOI..\. A genus of Dorfibran-
chiala, or Cuvier’s second order of the class

Anxelipa. The gills arc of an arborescent

form, on the rings of the middle part of the

body. Tlic best known si)ccies (Arenicota
marina') is common on our coasts, where the

fishermen, who dig for it as bait, know it by
the name of the Lob-worm. It is almost a foot
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I

long j the body is of a reddish colour ; and
on being touched, exudes a quantity of yel-
low fluid. The animal bores for itself a
passage through the sand, and secures the
sides of the passage from falling in by apply-
ing to them a glutinous cement, which unites
the particles of sand into a kind of wall or
coating. This covering does not adhere to
the body, but forms a detached tube, within

;

which the animal moves with perfect free-

dom, and which it leaves behind it as it

progressively advances j so that the passage

I
is kept pervious throughout its whole length,
by means of the lining, which may not in-

I

aptly be compared to the brickwork of the
shati of a mine or tunnel.

ARENICOLI. The name given to a
section of beetles which live in dung, and
form deep burrows in the earth. The elytra
entirely cover the abdomen ; the mandibles
are homy, exiiosed, and curved ; the terminal
lobe of the maxillie is generally straight

;

and the antenna; are ten or eleven-jointed.
They fly about in the twilight after sunset,
and counterfeit death when alarmed.

ARGAL.I. A species of wild Sheep, found
on the mountains of Siberia and Kamts-
chatka. It so closely resembles the Moufflox
[which see] as to be regarded by many natu-
ralists os tire same species.

ARGENTINE. (Argentina sphyroena.')

A genus of Malocopterygious fishes belong-
I
Ing to the Salmonidts

;

the mouth of which
is small and toothless ; the tongue is fur-
nished with strong hooked teeth ; and tlie

digestive organs resemble those of the Trout.
The well-known species Argentina sphyroena
is caught in the Mediterranean, and is com-
mon in the markets of Rome : it has also,

though very rarely, been caught on the
British coast. It is about two inches and a
half in length ; the eyes are large, and the
irides silvery ; the lower jaw much sloped ;

the teeth small ; the body compressed, and
of an equal depth almost to the anal fin j

and the tail forked. The bock is of a dusky
green ; the sides and covers of the gills ap-
I«ar as if overlaid with silver : on each side
of the belly is a row of circular punctures,
and above them another which terminates
near the vent. The air-bladder is thick, and
loaded with nacre, the substance used in
making artificial pearls.

ARGONAUT, or PAPER-NAUTH-US.
A curious molluscous animal, the shell of
which is peculiarly white and delicate ; not
chambered, as in the true Nautilus, but pos-
sessing one spiral cavity, into wliich the
animal can withdraw itself entirely. It has
eight arms, two of which expand into wide
membranous flaps ; and as the animal flouts
on the surface of the sea, the expanded
membranes arc spread over the sides of the
shell, where, meeting along its keel or edge,
they arc sahl to be held In close contact by a
double row of suckers, and thus completely
ineb«e it. Huch being the structure and
sctlon of the Argonaiita. it is not surprising
that it has had the reputation, from very
early times, of luiiig its arms as oars, and
spreading these expanded membranes ns

sails, so ns to be wafted along by the -wund.
[See Nautilus.]
The nature and habits of the Argonauta

having long been a subject of much contro-
versy, a lady (Madame Jeannette Power)
made n series of interesting experiments, in
1836, the result of which she laid before the
Academy at Catania. In order to arrive at
her conclusions, she had cages constructed,
and placed in a shallow part of the sea, near
the citadel of Messina, and in these cages she
inclosed several of the living animals, wliich
she kept supplied with small molluscs, their
natural food. The result of her observations
went to prove that the animal is in the ha-
bit of sailing on the water, using its dilated
tentacula as sails, the remainder as oars,
and aiding its movements by means of a
kind of proboscis wliich it employs as a helm.
The sail, when spread out, presents a silvery
surface, speckled with concentric circles of
spots, with a black spot in the middle, sur-
rounded with a beautiful gold colour. The
animal is not attached to the shell, but, when
under water, it adlieres firmly to it by its

sail-arms. The shell, which is remarkably
brittle when exposed to the air, is quite pli-
able in water, and thus escapes the destruc-
tion to which so thin and tender a fabric
would otherwise be liable. The animal at
the approach of any object takes in its tenta-
cula, wraps its sails over the shell, and de-
scends, blackening the water at the same
time, if hard pressed, by a discharge of inky
fluid, to cover its escape.

AnaoNAO r and

ARGULUS. A genus of Crustnceous ani-
mals, belonging to the P.kci lofoda. The best
known species, A rgvlusfoiiar.e.us, is found in
this eountry. This aquatic parasite attaches
itself to the young of Frogs, Sticklebacks, &c.,
and sucks their blood : it is also found upon
the Perch, Pike, Carp, and Tront. The
body is flattened i of a grccnish-ycllow
colour

; less than a quarter of an inch long
i

and is divided into five somcwlmt indistinct
segments along the back. The animal turns
itself about in the water in a similar manner
to the Gyrini. The eggs arc oval, of a milky
wiiltc colour, and arc attached by gluten to
stones or other hard substances

i and before
the Argulus arrives at the adult state it
undergoes several transformations.

A ROUS-PllEA.SANT. (.^1 rgus giganteus.'j
Tills beautiful but rare bird is u native of
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many parts of the Indian Islands. The
male measures live feet six or eight inches
from the beak to the tip of the tail ; and the
whole of the plumage is remarkable for
variety and elegance. The wings consist o<'

very large feathers, nearly three feet long,
the outer webs being adorned with a row of
large eyes {ocelli), arranged parallel to the
shaft ; the tail is composed of twelve feathers,

AROtJS PHEASANT.—(aROUS GHQANTKOS.)

the two middle ones being about four feet in

length, the next searcely two, and gradually

shortening to the outer ^ones. The whole

plumage is, indeed, so varied, that to attempt

to describe it fully in our limits would be

vain. Its voice is rather plaintive, and not

harsh as in the peacock. It is considered a

very shy bird, but one was kept alive a con-

siderable time in the aviary of the Zoological

Gardens, where the pleasing variety of its

plumage and the beautifully coloured skin

of its head were much admired.

ARGUS. [SeePEOTEN.]

ARGyhTNIS. A genus of diurnal Uepi-

doptera. We here describe two beautiful

British species ofButterflies belonging to this

division.

ARGYNNIS PAPHIA, or SILVER
STREAK BUTTERFLY. There arc few of

the Lepidopteram'ore abundant in the woods

and meadows of the South of England

than the Silver Streak, which is known to

BII.VER-HTnEAX BOriERFLr. — (A. PAPHIA )

delight in settling on the bramble-blossoms.
In the male the wings above are fulvous, in
the female virescent, with numerous longi-
tudinal and transverse black lines and bars,

and three rows of marginal black spots ; an-
terior wings beneath, paler and less spotted ;

the posterior wings are greenish beneath,
j

with four irregular narrow pale silvery- i

waved bands ; between the two last is a
]

series of ocelli, with a green iris and pale
i

pupil, and on the margin is a row of green i

crescents : the cilia of all the wings above
,

are fulvous and black, paler and ferruginous
beneath : the body fulvous above, grayish

j

beneath : the antcnnie are brownish, with
|

the club black.
|

ARGYISTNIS LATHOIflA, or QUEEN
'

OF SPAIN FRITILLARY. This exceed- i

ingly beautiful species, though rare in this i

country, appears to be very common on

QUREN OF SPAl.M DOTTXRFT.T
(aROTNNIS EATHONIA.)

the Continent. The upper surface in general
|

markings resembles that of the allied species, i

but it may be at once known by the beau-
tiful aud well-defined silver marks on the '

under surface of the lower wings. British ,

specimens of it arc much prized by the col-

lector. Our cuts will give a very good idea
of this insect, as we have figured both the

’

upper and under sides.

|

ARICIA. A genus of Dorsibranchiate i

Annelida:. They have neither teeth nor i

tentacles. The body, which is lengthened, i

beai-s two ranges of lamelliform cirrhi along
the back ; aud the anterior feet are furnished

.

with dentclatcd crests, that do not occur on
j

the other feet.

ARMADILLO. genus of
mammiferous quadrupedii, belonging to the

j

order Etleoiato, readily distinguished from i

all othersby the singular covering with which i

Nature has protected them.
^
This is a com- !

plctc suit of armour! consisting of a triangu- '

lar or oval plate on the top of the head, a
|

large buckler over the shoulders, and a simi-
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lar buckler orcr the haunches, while between
these solid portions there intervenes a series

of transverse bands or shelly zones, in such

a manner as to accommodate this coat of mail

to the various postures of the body ; the tail

also is covered by a series ofcalcareous rings ;

and the animal altogether exliibits a striking

delation from the usual structure and out-

ward appearance of quadrupeds. Like the

hedgehog, it can roll itself up into a ball,

thereby ofiering a uniform, solid surface,

impervious to the attacks of birds of prey or

small quadrui>eds. The interior surface of

2»OYOa AREkIAUILUO,
(DA8TPU8 8SXOINCTUS VAR.)

the body, not covered by the shell, is clothed
with coarse, scattered hairs, of which some
are also seen to issue forth between the joints

of the armour. The Armadillos have a ra-

ther pointed snout, long ears, short and thick
limbs, and stout claws ; all of which are
a>lapted to their habits of burrowing, which
they perform with such astonishing rapidity
that it is almost impossible to get at them
by digring. The hunters are then obliged

;
to smoke them out of their dens ; and as

! soon as they reach the surface they roll

;

themselves up, and are easily captured. Al-
!
though they abound in incredible numbers,
were it not for their peculiar fecundity they
would be speedily exterminated, os they are
i»ughtwith great avidity on account of their
flesh, which is roosted in the shell, and is

regarded as a great luxury. Their food con-
sistf chiefly of succulent roots, ripe fruits,

I and other soft vegetable substances j but
Ij they also greedily devour worms, small li-

zords, ants, and the eggs of birds which build
I; their nests on the ground. The species arc
i distinguished from each other, principally,

J,

by the number of bands on the trunk of the
j, boriy, between the sliicld on the forc-shoul-

dcri and that on the rump. Don F. Azara,
1 however, in hi8 “Essoyson the Natural II is-

tory ofthe Quadrupeds of Paraguay,” showed
1 - that the number of these bands is by no
means constant in the same species, but that

- within certain prescribed limits this number
! ' varies according to the age and sex of the
li individual, llaron Cuvier, accordingly, for

i

^aoility of definition, has divided tlio
whole fjjcnus into five small groups, princi-

i pally di.stinguishcd from one another by the
number and form of their tectli and claws i

(j
and to these sub-divisions he has applied, rc-
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spectively, the names of Cachioames, Apars,

Encouberts, Cabassous, and Priodontes.

The Caoiiicames are those which have
four toes on each foot, and seven teeth on
each side in both the upper and lower jaws.

—The Apars have also four toes on each
foot, and nine or ten teeth on each side above
and below. The Apar has only three move-
able bonds

;
the rest of its tesselated cover-

ing being nearly inflexible : it has also the
power of rolling itself into a perfect sphere,

in wliich state it is safe from the attack of

dogs ; its smooth hard covering offering a
better defence than the sharp spines of the
hedgehog The Encouberts have-five toes

on the fore-feet, and in addition to nine or

ten teeth on each side in both jaws, have two
incisor teeth in the upper.—The Cabassous
have five toes ; but those of the fore-feet are
obliquely placed, so that the thumb and
index finger are small, bnt the middle and
fourth claws are armed with immensely
large trenchant claws ; on each side above
and below are nine or ten teeth The Prio-
dontes, in addition to the unequal toes and
enormous claws of the Cabassous, have, on
each side of both jaws, twenty-two or twen-
ty-four small teeth. The Giant Arsiadii.lo
(Dasypws giejaa) belongs to this division.

OIANT AKUAUimo.—lOASrPUS OIQAS.)

It is the largest known species of Armadillo;
the body, exclusive of the tail, being some-
times tluee feet in length.

The PICTTY (Dasgpiis minutus), as we
read in Mr. Darwin’s “ Kescarches ” in South
America, wanders by day over the open
plains, feeding on beetles, larvm, roots, and
even small snakes. It prefers a very dry
soil ; and the sand-dunes near the coast,
where for many months it can never taste
water, is its favourite resort. The instant
one was (lerccived, it was necessary in order
to catch it, almost to tumble off one’s horse

;

for if the soil was soft, the animal burrowed
so quickly, that its hinder quarters had al-
most disappeared before one could alight.
The Pichy likewise often tries to escape
notice by squatting close to the ground.

It is an interesting fact, fully proved by
the remains of extinct species discovered by
the above-named traveller, that more than
one gigantic animal, protected by an arma-
dillo-like covering, were once inhabitants of
this earth, but at a iicriod so remote ns to
render all attempts to ascertain their exact
nature perfectly unavailing ; much, however,
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;

has been done towards it by the aid ofmodem
Science. [See To.xonox and Glyptodon.]
ARNEE. {Bos Ai-ni.) A large and for-

midable quadruped) conspicuous for courage,
strength, and ferocity ; and closely allied to
the ivdld ordinary Buffalo. It inhabits the
high lands of Hiudostan, and is remarkable
for its enormous horns, which often measure
from four to six feet in length. They incline
outwards and backwards, and then, arching
gradually towards each other as they proceed
to the points, form a bold crescent : they are
rough with numerous ridges and furrows.
In Bengal and the

.
neighbouring provinces

tills animal is knoivn by the name of Arna.

ARTAilUS. A genus of birds, one of
the species of which was placed by the older

i

writers among the Shrikes. [See Woon-
i SWjU.L01Y.]

ARTICULATA. The term applied by
Cuvier to a primary divisiou of the animal
kingdom. The animals composing it not
only present an internal structure which is

essentially different from that of the other
three divisions —^ the Vkutkekata, Mol-
LU.SCA, and Radiata— but are distinguished
by external characters so definite and evi-

dent as not to be mistaken. The skeleton
is not internal, as in the Vertebrata, but is

seldom altogether absent, as in the Mollusca.
Their entire body is divided into segments

;

the series of articulated rings which encircle

the body supplying the place of a skeleton,
and being in general hard enough to furnish
the necessary resisting fulcra to the muscles
of locomotion ; whence they are capable of
performing the several actions of walking,
leaping, swimming, or flying. • There are

also some which are not furnished with feet,

but have only soft and membranous articu-

lated limbs, by which they can merelj^ crawl.
In some articulated animals, their nng-like
appearance results merely from a certain
number of transverse folds, which furrow the
skin, and encircle the body ; but in the
greater number, the animal is enclosed in a
kind of case, formed by a series of rings, so

united one to another as to allow them a
certain degree of movement. In most ani-
mals of this sub-kingdom, each ring in its

complete state possesses a pair of nervous
ganglia, united on the eentral line

; and
these ganglia are connected together by a
double cord of communication, which runs
along the ventral or lower surface of the
body. The bulk of the body in the Articu-
lata is made up of the muscles, by whicli the
several segments, and tlieir various append-
ages, are put in motion ; and these muscles
arc arranged >vith so much regularity and
exactness on the two sides of the central

' line, that the lateral symmetry of the Ar-

i

ticulata is most exact. With the exception
of a few of the very lowest species, all the
Articulata arc luniished with a distinct head,
and with jaws for the prehension and reduc-
tion of the food : these jaws, however, do not
open vcrlically, as in the Vertebrata, but
laterally, and there arc frequently several
])airs of them, one behind the other. All

i
the actions of the Articulata are performed

1

with great energy ; and at the time of tlte

most rapid increase of the body, the demand
for food is so great, that a short suspension
of the supply proves fatal.

The members of tliis great dirision are dis-

tributed into flvecla.sses, principally founded
on the organs of locomotion. 1. ThcA.v.VE-
LlD.sj, or Red-blooded Worms; characterized
by the presence of a distinct circulating sys-
tem, and of respiratory organs i the exten-
sion of tlie body into numerous segments ;

and by the possession of a well-develoiied
nervous sj-stem. 2. The Cibripedes, which

'

seem, ns it were, to connect the Articulata
with the Mollusca. The body is furnished
with articulated cirrhi, arranged in pairs, '

while in many it is provided with a multi- .

valve shell. 3. Crustacea, or Crabs, Lob-
sters, &c. These have articulated limbs, ’

more or less complicated, attached to the
i

sides of the body. Their blood iswhite,their
;

respiration aquatic, and among them alone, i

of all the Articulata, do we And a distinct
'

auditory apparatus. They have transverse
|

jaws ; two compound eyes ; and nil are fur- ,

nished with antenme or articulated filaments
'

attached to the head, of which there are ge-
|

nerally four. 4. Abachxida, or Spiders, ;

Mites, &c. In common with a great number '

of the Crustacea, these have the head and
thorax joined into a single piece with arti-

culated limbs on each side : their mouth is

armed with jaws, but they have no antenna:.
5. IxsECTS ; the most numerous in species
of any throughout the Animal Kingdom.
They are characterized by the division of
the body into three distinct portions,— the
head, thorax or corselet, and abdomen ; by
the possession of antennic on the head ; of
three pairs of legs, and, in general, of one or
two pairs of wings ; and by their respiring

by means of trachea:, which are elastic ves-
sels that receive the air by orifices termed
stigmata, pierced in their sidc.s, and which
are distributed by minute ramifications ovyr
every part of the body. *>

ARVTCOLA. A genus of Rodent Mam-
malia. [See Vole.]

ASCARED.®. A familj' of Kntozoa, or
Intestinal Worms, which hve in the bodies
of other animals. Tliey are thus character-
ized : body round, elastic, and tapering to-
vv'ards each extremity ; head with three
vesicles ; tail obtuse or subulate

; intestines
spiral, milk-white, and pellucid. There are

j

numerous species, generally deriving their
specific name from the animal they cliicfly

infest ; for the intestinal canal of most ani-
mals is affected by some species or other. As
examples we shall take— 1. Ascaris vermi-
cularis (the Thread or Maw-worm), which
is found, in considerable numbers, chiefly

in the intestinum rectum of children, where
they occasion very troublesome symptoms,
and arc not easilj' expelled. They arc vivi-

parous, and about half an inch long : txxly a

little dilated in the middle, and wrinkled at

the sides, pellucid and anpilar, hut gradu-
ally tapering and terminating in a fine point.

2. Ascaris Itimbricoides : long round worm:
oviparous, hcail slightly incurved, with a

transverse contraction beneath it : mouth
triangular : inhabits the intestines of ema-
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dated persons, generally about the ilium j

nrhcnce it sometimes ascends into the sto-

;
much, and creeps out at the mouth or nos-
trils : length from twelve to fifteen inches,
breadth that of a goose quill : body trans-
parent, light yellow with a faint line down
the side. They ore frequently very munc-

. rous and dvacious.

1
The word Ascarides is used by Rcaumiu*

= to denote, also, certain small worms, or mag-
1
gots, bred from the eggs of wdnged animals—
as butterflies, flies, and beetles — wliich,
burying themselves between the membranes
of the leaves of plants, consume their paren-
chymatous substance.

ASCH)IA. A genus of Molluscous ani-
mals, by some authors regarded as forming
a class called Tunicata; the body is fixed,
roundish, and apparently issuing from a
sheath. There are many species, most of
which are inhabitants of the European seas,
in high latitudes. They adhere by their base
to rocks, shells, and other submarine sub-
stances ; they ore more or less gelatinoiis,
and some are esculent ; they contract and
dilate themselves alternately, and have the
power of 6(iuirting out the water they have
imbibed. This power of ejecting the con-
tents of the branchial sac is, in fact, their
principal means of defence : some of the
larger species are able to shoot the fluid to
a height of three feet. Some of the Ascidi®
are compound; different individuals being
imited together by a common stem ; but each
having its own heart, respiratory apparatus,
and digestive system

; and each fixed on a
footstalk that branches from a common
creeping stem, through which a circulation
takes place that connects them all. Both
in the solitary and compound A^cidians, the
young animal, when it first issues from the
egg, has active powers of locomotion, being
provided with a large tadpole-like tail, by
the aid of wliich it is propelled through the
water.

ASHjL'S : ASIXIDyE. a genus and
family of Dipterous insects ; the most com-
mon European species of wliich is the Asilits
^ohroniformis^ an insect nearly equalling a

1
hornet in length, but of a much more slender

j

aiid |>ointed form
; and, though of a some-

,
what formidable aspect, incapable ofpiercing

1
with any degree of severity.

' ASP. {Coluber aspia.') A species ofvenom-
ous Serpent, often mentioned both by Greek
and Homan ^mters (who, from the discre-
puncies in their accounts of it, appear to have
known several noxious reptiles under this

; but most especially celebrated ns
the instrument chosen by Cleopatra to put

?? ®^ii*tence after the defeat of
Mark Antony at the battle of Actium. Nn-
tiira(].<«ts now concur in the opinion that the
real Asp the serpent to which the Arabs
give the name of ICl Ilaje; that it is of ii

jfreen colour, marked oblli|ucly with brown
1 jmnds, and measures from three to five feet
in length. Hike the Cobra Capcllo of India,
tiic Asp has the power of greatly dUtciKling
tnc nock when Irritated, and of raising itself

j

on its tail to dart forward upon an enemy.

The effects of its poison nre most deadlyi
admitting of no remedy where amputation
of the part cannot be immediately effected :

bnt I/ord Bacon asserts that its bite is tl>e

least painful of all the instruments of death,
and he supposes its poison to have some affi-

nity to opium, though less disagreeable in
its operation.

ASPERGILLUM. A genus of Molluscous
animals, furnished with a bivalve shell, in-
closed in a tubular calcareous sheath, which
is dilated or club-shaped at the lower end,
and gradually lessens in diameter to the nar-
row aperture. The shell, which derives its

name from its resemblance to the spout of a
watering-pot (a name familiarly given to it

by collectors), has the form of an elongated
cone, terminating at the large end in a disc,

which is pierced with a number of small
orifices, and bordered by a sort of corolla or
frill. By means of two small valves in the
tube the water is freely admitted into the
interior of the shell. The animals of this
genus are borers : some bury themselves in
the sand, some in stone, others in wood, and
others in tliick shells.

ASPEDIPHORA. The name given to a
group of Branchiopodous Crustacea, distin-
guished by having sixty pairs of legs, all
furnished on the outside, near tiic base, with
a large oval vesicle, and of which tlie two
anterior, much larger than tlie rest, resemble
antennae. A large shell, almost cnthely dis-
engaged, covers the major part of the upper
side of the body. [See Branchiopoda.]

ASS. (Eguus asinus.') A well-known and
most useful domestic quadruped, whose good
qualities are too generally undervalued by
us in consequence of our possessing a more
noble and powerful animal in the horse

;

but, as Buifon remarks, if the horse were
unkno^™, and the care and attention wliich
we lavish upon him were transferred to
his humble and despised rival, both liis phy-
sical and moral qualities would be developed
to an extent, wliich those persons alone can
fully estimate who have travelled through
Eastern countries, wliere both animals are
equally valued. In his domesticated state,
as we usually find tins animal in most Eu-
ropean countries, we observe no superior
marks of sagacity

; but he lias the merit of
being patient, enduring, and inoffensive

;

temperate in his food, and by no means de-
licate_in the choice of it ; eating thistles and
a variety of coarse herbage which the horse
refuses. In his choice of water, however, ho
is remarkably nice, and will drink only of
that which is clear, llisgcneral appearance,
certainly. Is very uncouth

; and his well-
known voice, it must he confessed, is a most
discordant succession of flats and sharps
a brag so hideous ns to offend even the most
nnmusieal car. The Ass is believed to he a
descendant of the wild Ass, inhabiting the
mountainous deserts of Turtnry, &c. (by
some naturalists called the Viiager, and
supposed to bo identical with the Persian
Kmil(in\ and celebrated in sacred and pro-
fane history, for the fiery activity of its dis-
position, and the flcctiiess of its course. But,
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in tlie state of degradation to which for so
many ages successive generations have been
doomed, the Ass has long since become pro-
verbial for stolid indifference to suffering and
for unconquerable obstinacy and stupidity.
From the general resemblance between

the Ass and the Horse, it might naturally
enough be supposed that they were very
closely allied, and that one had degenerated :

they are, however, perfeetly distinct ; there
is that inseparable line drawn, that barrier
between them, which Natiue pru\’ides for
the perfection and preservation of her pro-
ductions— their mutual offspring, the mule,
being incapable of reproducing its kind

—

The best breed of Asses is that originally
derived from the hot and dry regions of
Asia ; at present, perhaps, the best breed in
Eiuope is the Spanish ; and very valuable
Asses are still to be had in the southern por-
tion of the American continent, where dining
the existence of the Spanish dominion the
breed was very carefully attended to. In
truth, wherever proper attention has been
paid to improve the breed by crossing the
finest specimens, he is rendered nearly if not
quite equal to the horse for most purposes
of labour

;
while on hilly and precipitous

roads he is decidedly better adapted from
his general habits and formation. The most
general colour of the Ass is a mouse-coloured
grey, with a black or blackish stripe, extend-
ing along the spine to the tail, and crossed

by a similar stripe over the shoulders.

The female goes with young eleven months,
and seldom produces more than one foal at

a time : the teeth follow the same order of

appearance and renewal as those of the

horse. Asses’ milk has long been celebrated

for its sanative qualities : invalids suffering

from debility of the digestive and assimi-

lative functions make use of it with great

advantage ; and to those also who are con-

smnptive it is very generally recommended.

The WILD ASS (_Equ,us hemionus), [or

Koulait, as it is called by the Persians]

stands much higher on its limbs than the

Winn ASH.—(BOtrus HEMionna.]

common Ass ; its legs are more slender, the

forehead is more arched, and it is altogether

more symmetrical. The mane is composed
of a soft woolly dusky hair, about thrce^ or

four inches long ; the colour of the body is a

fine silvery grey j the upper part of Uie fane,

the sides of the neck and body, being of a

flaxen hue ; and a broad brown stripe mn- I

ning down the back, from tlie mane to the
|

tail, and crossing the shoulders, as in the
common Ass. The Koulan inhabits parts of
Central Asia, and migrates from north to
south, according to the season. Its flesh is

held in high esteem by the Tartars and Per- ;

slans, who hunt it in preference to all kinds
of game. We have alluded to the frequent ;

mention of this animal by both sacred and '

profane writers of antiquity ; and we may !

properly conclude by quoting the book of i

Job, xxxix. 6—8 : “ W’Tio hath sent out the
|

wild ass free ? or who hath loosed the bands
:

of the wild ass 1 Whose house I have made
'

the wilderness, and the barren land his
dwellings. He scometh the multitude of
the city, neither regardeth he the crying of
the driver. The range of the mountains is

his pasture, and he searcheth after every i

green thing.”
|

ASSERADOE. (The Spanish word for
,

Sawyer.) The name applied in Columbia to a .

remarkable Lamellicom beetle, which will
be better understood by the accompanying
wood-cut than by any description. The

(asserador hewitsont.)

female wants the singular horns on the head
and thorax from which the species derives

its local name of “ The Sawyer it being
the belief of the country people that the in-

sect saws off the small twigs of trees by
means of the friction of the two. Mr. David
Dyson informed us that he found it abun-
dantly, and in clusters, on a species of

bamboo. Mr. Empson of Bath first dis-

covered tliis curious insect, and published
a figure of it with the name of Asserador
Ilewitsom, and presented his unique spe-

cimen to the British Museum at a time when
the insect was very rare. It has also been
described by Mr. Hope as the Golctfa Porteri,

and by Erichson as the ScaraboMs Petiverii ;

and we see the learned Berlin entomologist

now fancies it may tie only a variety of the

Fabrician species, S. a;gcon. We give this

one example of what naturalists call the

synonymes of a species, to show the utter

impossibility of our attempting to give or to

reconcile the different names applied to the

same species by dift'ereut authors.

ASTACUS. A genus of long- tailed Crus-

taccous animals, whose distinguishing cha-
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meter is derived from the antenna:, the two
pairs of which are inserted in the same hori-
zontal line. In it are included those well-
known and valuable shell-lish, the Lobster
(Astacus viarinus), and the Crayfish (.Asta-

cusJiuviatilis)

:

the former of these has, how-
ever, by recent naturalists bfcen regarded as

the type of another genus (Jlomarus). [See
Lobster and CKAyKisii.")

ASTERIAS. A genus of Radiated ani-
mals, shapeless and rude in form, which wo

find thrown up on
every coast, and
wliich are popu-
larly known! as
Star-J!shes. They
are formed of a
semi - transparent
and gelatinous
substance covered
with a tiiin mem-
brane ; and thougli
at first sight they
often appear like a
lump of inanimate

jelly, on a more minute inspection they are

found possessed of life and motion. “ Let a
star-fish thus picked up,” observes Mr.Rymer
Jones, “ be placed in some transparent pool

left by the tide, within a rocky basin ; watch
it there, and, doubtless, soon the most incuri-

ous looker-on will find himself compelled to

gaze in mute astonishment at what he sees,

i'rom the inferior surface of each ray, the
creature, wliich before appeared so helpless
and inanimate, slowly protrudes numbers of
fleshy tubes, which move about in search of
firm holding-places, and are soon fixed, by
means of little suckers at the end of each, to
the smooth surface of a neighbouring stone,
or, if the star-fisli has been placed in glass

filled with salt water, to the inner surface of
the glass, where every movement may be
plainly seen. When these have laid fast

hold, others appear in quick succession, and
likewise are attached to the smooth surface,

tilt at last hundreds of little legs, for such
these suckers seem, are actively employed,
and by their aid the creature glides along
with such a gentle motion, that it seems
rather to swim than crawl. Thus roused
into activity we watch its movements, and
perceive that it has aiipetites and instincts
which direct its course. Place within its

reach a piece of tainted fish, or other sea-
side carrion, and it soon will find it out, and,
clasping it between its rays, will swallow
and digest it In its amjde stomach.” “ We
tee at once that they arc scavengers em-
ployed in Nature's grand police.”

ASTU/EA. A genus of fixed Polypi,
either incnisting marine bodies, ns in the
Aitni.a rotulom, an inhabitant of the West
Indian teas ; or collected in a hemispherical
ma-s, sometimes though rarely lobated, oa
in the Antrfra favosa^ commonly found in
tlie c.a‘, of the East Indies.

ASTUR. [See Hawk.]
ATEI.es. [See Spipeu Moxkey.]

ATHEIUCERA. The fourth section oC
nipteroin: insects, characterized by the an-

tenna: being only tw'O or three-jointed, and
the proboscis capable of being withdrawn
into the mouth. Few of the Athericera:
are carnivorous in the perfect state. They
are found, for the most part, on flowers
leaves, and sometimes on human excrement.

ATHERINE. (Atherma.') A genus of
Acanthopterygious fish, of which there are
several species, varying in length from three
inches to six. They are abundant on the
shores of Italy and Greece, ns also on the Pe-
ruvian and other coasts of South America,
where they are esteemed delicious food. They
are likewise taken in considerable numbers
on the south-western coasts ofEngland, espe-
cially near Southampton, where, from their

similarity of appearance, they are called
smelts. The Atherine is of a silvery yellow
hue, somewhat transparent, and having a
well-defined silvery band or stripe running
along the sides, from gills to tail.

ATLAlNTA. (Atlanta Peronii.') A small
transparent Molluscous animal, found in the
seas of all hot climates

; it occupies a most
delicate shell spirally rolled on itself, hav-
ing a thin and glassy operculum. The At-
lanta belongs to the order Heteropocla

:

it has
two tentaciila, with large eyes at the base ;

and the foot large.

ATTAGEN. A local name for the Ptar-
migan or 'Wliite Grouse. [See Pr.vKMiGAir.]

ATTIHAWMEG. [See Salmo axbus.]

AUK. (Alca.) A genus of aquatic birds of
the familyA Icadw, consisting of several spe-
cies ; particularly the Great Auk, the Razor-
bill, and the Little Auk. They are charac-
terized by having ver}' short wings, and the
legs placed so far belund the centre of the
body that they stand nearly erect. They are
strictly sea birds, and nestle on its borders ;

breeding in caverns and rocky cliffs, and
laying only one large egg. They obtain
their food by diving, at which they are very
expert

j but the jiower of their wings is very
limited

; and when they proceed on foot by
land, which they do with swiftiiess, if pur-
sued, their motions are the most awkward
imaginable. They all feed on small fishes,
Crustacea, vermes, molliisca, or marine ve-
getables.

The GREATAUK (A lea impennis) is three
feet long

; and lias a black bill, four inches

OIir.AT AUK. — (ALOA IMPENNI.S.)

B 3
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;

and a quarter long, both mandibles being
crossed obliquely with several ridges and
furrows. Two oval-shaped wliite spots
occupy nearly the whole space between the
bill and the eyes : the head, back part of
the neck, and all the upper parts of the body
and wings are covered witli short, soft, glossy
black feathers, excepting a white mark
across the wings, formed by the tips of the
lesser quills. The wings do not exceed
more than four inches and a quarter from
the tips of the longest quill-feathers to the
first joint : legs black, short, and placed
near the vent. This species inhabits Norway,
Iceland, Greenland, and the Feroe Islands.
They are, sometimes, though very rarely,

met with on the northern isles of Britain,

but are never observed to be at any peat
distance from tlie shore. A British-killed

specimen is in the British Museum ; it was
formerly in the collection of Mr. Bullock.

The KAZOK-BILB, or Common Auk,
(Mica torda). These birds abound in the
higher northern latitudes ; they are, how-
ever, widely diffused ; and in England many
precipitous cliffs, the Needles, &c., have a
fair share of them. The Razor-bill is about
eighteen inches long, and the extended wings
about twenty-seven inches. They build no
nests, but lay their eggs upon the bare edges
of lofty rocks hanging over the sea, where
they form a very grotesque appearance,
from the singular order of the rows in which
they’ sit one above another. Their [one]

egg is disproportionately large, being three

inches long, the colour a greenish-wliite ir-

regularly marked with dork spots. Thou-
sands of these birds are killed on the coast

of Labrador, for the sake of the breast

feathers, which are very warm and elastic i

and incredible numbers of eggs are also col-

lected there.

TheLITTLE AEK {Mergulus aUe). This
is a plump round-shaped little bird, about
nine inches long. The crown of the head is

I.TTTr.B AUK. - fMHrtOOLOS ALI.E.)

flat and black j
nearly all the upper parts

of tlio plumage are of tlio same colour j tiie

cheeks and under parts white ;
iegs and toes

yellowish. These birds inhabit the inhos-
pitable shores of Greenland undSpitzbergen;
l)ut their great breeding station is said to be
in the northern part of Baffin’s Bay. In
these dreary regions, wo arc toid, when the

ice has been broken up by storms, thejr watch
its motion, and come down in legions to
banquet on the various marine animals
which lie scattered before them. It is rarely
that the Little Auk is seen on our shores,
and can hardly l>e called an occasional
visitant. Like the others which have been
mentioned, it only lays one egg, which is of
a pale bluish-green, and is placed on the
most inaccessible ledges of rocks.
Different species of this family of birds are

spread over various ports of the northern
w orld

;
and some of them are met with on

almost all the rocky cliffs on the coasts of
Britain and Ireland. The female deposits
her single egg upon the bare mould, in a hole
dug out and formed in the ground by herself
and mate, for that purpose, or in one that they
find ready made by the rabbits, which they
easily dislodge. They assemble early in
April, prepare for the business of incubation
in May, and hatch their young in the be-
ginniug of July ; from which time tUl the
middle of August they are employed in
nurturing and rearing their brood : they
then regularly depart for the southern coasts
of France, Spain, and other regions more
suited to their exigencies, where they pass
the remainder of the year.

AULOSTOMA. A genus of Acanthop-
terygian fishes, closely allied to Pistiilaria,

from which they are distinguished by having

TRDMPET-TISH.—(AULOSTOMA CHINBNSTS.)

numerous free spines before the dorsal fin :

the jaws are toothless ; the tube of the muz- :

zle is shorter, wider, and more compressed
i

than in Fistularia

:

the body is very scaly j

the tail is short and slender, ending in a com-
mon fin : the air-bladder is also larger than
in the true Pipe-fishes. The best known
species is a native of the Eastern seas.

AITRICULA. A genus of Molluscous
animals, haring a head furnished with two
tcntacula, and eyes at their base : foot short

and narrow'. They inhabit a shell having a
'

fancied resemblance to the cars of certain

MinAS' EAK, —(AORIOnLA MIDST.)

animals ; hence the name. Several species

arc European ; others arc found on the banks
of rivers in Brazil, nn«i the Indian and
American islands. The si>ccies known os
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Auricula Mid(s, oi Midas' Ear, is a hand-
some shell, native of the East Indies : its

j

figure is oval or oblong ; the mouth longi-

j

tudinal, with a reflected lip.

I

AUXIS. A fish belonging to the Scom-
I beridcB or Mackerel family, found in the
' Mediterranean. It is of a fine blue black
on the back, with oblique blackish lines,

and the flesh deep red.

ATES. [Binns.] The name of a class of

I

vertebrated animals, characterized by ovipa-
1 rous generation, a covering of feathers, and
I by their anterior extremities being organized
‘

i as wings, and mostly used for flight. There

;

are six orders, which are distinguished by

I

certain characteristics of the posterior ex-
tremities or feet. The fikst order is termed
Haptores or Accipitres; they have large feet,

with three toes before and one behind, all

armed with long, strong, sharp, curved, and
prehensile talons ; this structure is asso-

ciated with a strong, curved, and sharp-
pointed beak ; a very muscular body ; and
capability ofrapid and long-continued flight.

These are Birds of Prey ; the principal of
them being Vultures, Eagles, Hawks, Kites,
Buzzards, and Owls. The secoxd order is

termed Tnsessores, or Perching Birds. The
feet of these are all formed for perching, and
their power of grasping is very great ; the
toes ore slender, flexible, of moderate length,
and provided with long, pointed, and slightly
curved claws. It Includes the Thrushes,
Nightingales, and all the sweetest songsters
of our groves ; with the Redbreasts, the Spar-
rows, Larks, Swallows, Crows, Kingfishers,
Birds of Paradise, and Humming-birds.
From including the smaller tribes of Birds,

the term Passeres is also given to this order.—^The THIRD order is termed Scansores, or
Climbers. These have the power of throw-
ing one of the fore toes back at pleasure ; a
construction which enables them to cUmb

j

the perpendicular trunks of a tree. Of this

I

order the Parrot tribe and the Woodpeckers

I

are the principal members.—The fourth
order is termed Sasores, or Gallinaceous
Birds. It is characterized by the hinder toe
being raised above the level of the tliree

anterior ones j this reduces the power of
perching ; but the front toes are united by a
slight membrane, and arc strong, straight,
and terminated by robust, obtuse claws,
a/lapted for scratching up the soil, and for
running along the ground j for wliich pur-
pose they arc also furnished with very strong,
muscular legs. These birds have the head
small in proportion to the body ; and the
bill generally short, with the upper mandible
somewhat curved. In this order arc com-
prised the I’cncock, the Turkey, the common
Cock and Hen, Partridges, Pheasants, Pi-

5

;eons, tec.—The fifth order is termed Gral-
ntores, or Worlers. To enable them to wade
and seek their food In water, along the mar-

f

[ins of rivers, lakes, and estuaries, the birds
wlonging to this order have long and slender
legs, and generally bare thighs. Their three
front toes are more or less united at the base
by a web, and the central toe is often longer

r
and stronger than the rest j the hind toe is

elevated, short, or even souictimes wanting.

This order comprises the Ostriches, Cranes,
Herons, Storks, Snipes,Woodcocks. Bustards,
and Plovers. The sixth order is termed
Natatores, Palmipedes, or web-footed Birds j

and their whole organization is especially
adapted for an aquatic life. Their legs are
short, and placed behind the centre of equi-
librium; their fore toes are united by a thick
and strong web or membrane ; and their

bodies are covered -with a dense layer of
down, beneath the outer plumage, wliich is

close, and rendered impervious to the w'ater.

The order comprises Swans, Ducks, and
Geese ; Auks, Penguins, Pelicans, Petrels,

Coots, and Grebes. [See the art. Birds.]

AVICIJEA. A genus of Conchiferous
Molluscs belonging to the order Dimyaria.
It is thus defined by Cuvier :— “ The shell

has the valves equal, with a rectilinear
hinge, and is often carried out into wrings ;

the ligament is narrow and elongated ;
small

dentilations often appear on the hinge, on
its anterior part ;

and below the angle on
the side near the mouth is the notch for the
byssus. The anterior abductor muscle is

still extremely minute.” The foot of the
animal is conical, worm-shaped, and rather
long. Some very beautiful species of the
Avicula are brought from the Indian Ocean,
coast of Brazil, New Holland, the Red Sea,
&c. The interior of the shell is pearly in
the centre : some species have a broad black
border suirounding it, and the margin ter-

minating in a fringe. The Avicula mar-
garitifera, or Pearl Oyster, which contains
the valuable and elegant substance called
Mother-of-pearl, belongs to this genus. [See
Pearl Oyster.]

AVOSET. {Recurvirostra avocetta.') This
grallatorial bird, whose great singularity is

in the form of its bill, is aquatic, the shores
of the ocean and the banks of estuaries being
its favourite haunts. On the shores of the
Caspian and the salt lakes of Tartary they
are abundant

; they are widely distributed
through the temperate climates of Europe;
and on the south-eastern coast of England
they are occasionally found. The Avoset is

about eighteen inches in length ; very erect,

and has legs unusually long for its size.

AVOSET.— (nKOOnVinOSTIlA AVOOETTA.)

The 1)111, which is three inches and a half
in length, turns up like a hook, in an
opposite direction to that of the hawk or
parrot, and is flat, thin, sharp, and flexible.

The plumage is black and wliitc, tail con-
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sisting of twelve white feathers ; the legs are
of a fine blue colour, naked and well cal-
culated for wading

;
the feet are palmated,

but not so much adapted for swimming as
for supporting the bird upon the mud. It
feeds on worms, &c., which it scoops out of
the mud with its bill ; and it lays two eggs,
which are greenish, spotted with brown and
black,

AXIS. {Cervtis Axis.) A species ofIndian
Deer, of which there are two or three va-
rieties. 1. The Cmnmon Axis is about the
size of a fallow deer, and of a light red co-
lour. The body is beautifully marked with

wliite spots, and a line of white runs along
the sides, dividing the upper from the under
parts of the body. The horns are slender,

and tri-forked
;
the first ramification being

near the base, and the second near the top,

each pointing upwards. It is extremely
docile, and possesses the sense of smelling in
an exquisite degree. Though it is a native
of the banks of the Ganges, it appears to

bear the climates of Europe without injury.

2. The Great Axis. This animal, which is

a native of Borneo and Ceylon, is about the
height of a horse, and of a reddish-brorvn
colour. The horns are trifurcated, thick,

strong, and rugged ; about two feet nine
inches long, and two feet four inches between
the tips. 3. The Lesser Axis is a gregarious

I

animal, inhabiting Java, Ceylon, Borneo,
and some other oriental islands. It is hrmted
with ardour, the sport affording the highest

I diversion, and the flesh being esteemed ex-
cellent.

AXOLOTL., (Siren piscifonnis.) A
singular genus of Batraclrian reptiles, being

perfectly ami>hibious, inasmuch ns they pos-

sess both kinds of respiratory organs at the

same ireriod, being furnished alike "with gills

and lungs ;
and they can consequently

breathe air and water according to the cir-

cumstances in which they happen to be

placed. The Axolotl is about eight or nine
inches long, the head is broad and flat, the

XXOLOTI..—(SIRBN PI SOI FORM 18. )

nose blunt, the eyes situated near the muz-
!

zle, the tail nearly as long os the body, and
the toes unconnected by intermediate mem-

|

brancs. The colour is brown, thickly mot-
|

tied both on the upper and under surfaces

of the head and body, as well as on the tail

and dorsal fins, with numerous small round
black spots. It Is commonly sold in the
markets of Mexico : it is dressed after the
manner of stewed cels, and when served up

i

with a rich and stimulating sauce, is es-
!

teemed a great luxury. A second species
i

has been lately discovered and described.
|

AYE-AYE. ((Lheiromys Madagascarien- '

sis.) A singular quadruped (which in some
\

descriptions has been confounded with the
Ai, or Sloth, whose habits it somewhat re-

sembles.) It is placed by Cuvier in the
order liodentia, but other naturalists have
classed it with the Monkey tribe, from the
hand-like structure of its hinder feet. It is

a native of Madagascar ;
it burrows imdcr

ground, is very slothful, and is altogether a
nocturnal animal. It has large flat ears,

like those of a bat, and a tail resembling a
squirrel’s ; but its most distinguisliing iie-

culiarity is the middle toe or finger of the
fore-foot, the two last joints of wliich are
very long, slender, and destitute of hair

:

tliis, as M. Sonnerat, who describes the one

ATX-Al 1..

(CHBIR0MT8 MAD AO ASC ARTFNP IS .)

he had in his pos.scssion, remarks, is use-
ful to the animal in drawing worms out of
holes in the trees, and in holding on to
the branches. It measures about eighteen
inches from the nose to the tail ; and its

general colour is a pale ferruginous brown,
mixed with grey.

BABOON. (Cl/nocrphaliis.) A genus of
Quaxlrumana, which fonns the last link in

the chain that unites the Simiic with qiiad-
ruiicila i comprising a large, fierce, and for-

midable race of animals, who, though they
in a slight degree partake of the human

;
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;

conformation, as seen in tlie Orang-outang,
&c., are in their habits, propensities, and

' dispositions, the very reverse of gentleness

i
and docility. In Apes and other quadru-
mana which have the head and face round,
the nose is flat, and the nostrils are situated

: about half-way between the mouth and the

I

eyes ; but in the Baboon this organ is pro-
; lunged uniformly with the jaws, and the
nostrils open at the end of it exactly as in
the dog. In short, the most distinctive pecu-
liarity of the genus is the marked resem-
blance which the head and face of these
animals bear to a large dog. They have,
moreover, long and truncate muzzles, cheek
pouches, tails, and sharp claws. Yet, not-

;

withstanding this close approximation to

i

the shape of the dog’s head, the form and
! position of the eyes, combined with the simi-
' larity of the arms and hands, givd to these
! creatures a resemblance to humanity as
. striking as it is humbling and disgusting,

j

Tormed for strength, furnished with dan-
I

gerous natural weapons, and being wild,

;

restless, and impetuous, this animal, in its

^ native haunts, proves itself to be one of the
most formidable of the savage race

; nor can
it be restrained, even when in eoufinement,
any longer than coercion is continued : al-

j

lowed to have its own will, its savage nature
gains the ascendancy, and its actions are
gratuitously cruel, mischievous, and destruc-
tive. But there is nothing so revolting ns
their lascivious habits, which they indulge to
such a degree that it is unsafe and highly
improper for females to visit exliibitions of
animals where these beasts form a part of

, the number.
i

In their native haunts they subsist on roots
and berries, and partly on eggs, insects, and
scorpions ; but in cultivated districts they
make incursions into the fields and gardens,
where they commit the greatest depredations
on the fruit and grain. They congregate in
troops, and are bold and skilful in their pre-
datory excursions, maintaining their ground

,

even against large parties of men ; and it is

remarked that “ a troop of them wiU some-
;

times form a long chain, extending from the
• vicinity of their ordinary habitation to the
garden or field which they happen to be en-
gaged in plundering, and that the produce
of their theft is pitched from hand to hand,

:
till it reaches its destination in the moun-

,

tains.”

I The Baboon can never be said to be
I thoroughly tamed, how long soever his con-

j

flnement may have endured. As he ad-

I

Vances in age, all his worst qualities become
I

more strongly dcvclojicd, and the expression
of his physiognomy bears ample testimony to
the fierceness and brutality of his disposition.
Having given agcncral description of these

animals, it will be only necessary to particu-
larise a few species where the difference
between them seems most to deserve notice.

The D K R R I A S. ( C'l/nocrp/uilus Iiamn-
'Iri/ri/,) This celebrated Baboon inhabits the
moiintainsof Arabia and Abyssinia, and was
probably the species known to the ancients,
and sculptured in Kgyptian monuments. It
measures upwards of four feet when standing

45

erect, and about two feet six inches in a sit-

ting posture. The face is extremely long,
and of a dirty flesh colour, with a lighter
ring BurrouniUng the eyes : the head, neck,
shoulders, and all the fore-part of the body
is covered with long shaggy hair ; that on
the hips, thighs, and legs having the ap-
pearance of being clipped. The hair of the
head and neck forms a long mane, which
falls back over the shoulders ; and the
whiskers are broad, and directed backwards
so as to cover the ears. The general colour
of the hair is a mixture of light grey and
cinereous : a dark brown line passes down
the middle of the back

;
and the tail is ter-

minated by a brown tuft of long hair : the
callosities are large, and of a dark flesh co-
lour : the hands are almost jet black ; and
the feet are rusty brown. The female when
full grown is as large as the male, but is des-
titute of a mane, and the hair of the body is

short and of a imiform deep olive-bro^vn
colour. The Derrias while young is gentle
and playful, but ns soon as it has arrived at a
mature age it becomes sulky and malicious.

The CHACMA or PIG-FACED BA-
BOON {Ci/noceplutltts porcarim') is equal in
size, and much superior in strength, to a
common English mastiff. It inhabits the
mountains in the neighbourhood of the Cape
of Good Hope, associates in families more
or less numerous, and occasionally levies
contributions on the gardens of Capo Town,
which it performs in a very adroit and

PIO-FAOBD BABOOK,
(OTNOOEPHAnUS POROAUlTfS.)

regular manner. The Chnema is of n uni-
form dark brown colour, mixed throughout
with a dark green shade, occasionally re-
lieved by a few hairs of a lighter hue. The
hair is long and shaggy, particularly on the
neck and shoulders of the males, where it

forms a distinct mane ; the face and ears are
naked, as arc likewise the palms of the hands
and soles of the feet

; and the checks of both
sexes have small whiskers, directed back-
wards, of a greyish colour. The liands, face,
and cars arc of a very dark violet-blue co-
lour

; the muzzle is extremely prolonged,
and the skull is contracted and flattened. It
is no uncommon thing for travellers, wdiile
ascending the steep and dangerous moun-
tain posses In South Africa, to meet with
troops of these animals, who liave been sun-
ning themselves on the rocks : if not at-
tacked, they hasten off, yelling and scream-
ing i but it tired at and wounded, they no
sooner get out of the range of the gun than
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they throw and roll down stones, to resent
the injury.

The COMIMON' BABOON. (^Cynocephalus
papio.) This species is a native of the coast
of Guinea, and is the one most commonly
exhibited by itinerant showmen. Its appear-
ance is at once grotesque and formidable

;

its nervous limbs and compressed form indi-
cate great force and agility

; tlie anterior
parts especially being extremely strong and
muscular. It is of a uniform yellowish-
brown colour, with a shade of light red upon
the head, shoulders, and extremities ; the
face, ears, and hands naked, and entirely
black. The cheeks are considerably swollen
below the eyes ; after which the face con-
tracts suddenly, which gives the nose the
appearance of having been broken by a vio-
lent blow. It is furnished with whiskers,
which have a backward direction, but do not
conceal the ears. While young, this Baboon
is gentle and familiar ; but as it approaches
adult age, it displays all the repulsive man-
ner, the ferocity and intractability common
to tlie rest of its kind.

The M^VNDRtLI;, or VARIEGATED
BABOON. {CynocephaUts maimon.') The
Mandrill is the most remarkable of the
whole genus for brilliancy and variety of
colour, while for size it is unequalled by any
other Baboon, its height w'hen standing up-
right being upwards of five feet. The limbs

MA13DRILL. — (OYNOCRPHAIjUS MATMON.)

are large and muscular, the body thick and
robust ; the head large, face long, scarcely
any forehead, and the snout ending abruptly

;

the eyes small and deeply sunk in the head;
the cheek-bones enonnously swollen, and
marked with several deep furrows of \dolet-

blue, puri>le, and scarlet ; and the muzzle
and lips large and protuberant. The hair

of tlie forehead and temples rises, in a re-

markable manner, into a pointed form,
wliich gives the head a triangular appear-

ance ; and a small pointed orangc-j^cllow

beard adorns the chin. Round the back of

the neck the hair is long, and inclines for-

wards, somewhat in the manner of a wreath.

On the loins the skin is almost bare and of a
violet-blue colour, gradually altering into a
bright blood-red, which is more conspicuous

on the liindcr parts, where it surrounds the

tail, wliich is very short, and generally car-

ried erect. In most of its habits the Mandrill
resembles the other Baboons, especially in

its growing more morose as it advances in

age, and in becoming otteiiHively Ubidiiious,

In their wild state they generally march in
|

i2ntuval W^tav}}

;

large bands, and are so formidable that not I

only are the inhabitants afraid to meet them
|

in the woods, unless they are in considerable :

companies and well armed, but the beasts
I

of the forest, including even the elephant,
j

quit their respective haunts at the approach I

of the powert'ul and savage animals wliose
|

;

habits we have endeavoured to describe.
To this truly formidable species belonged !.

“ Happy Jerry,” long kept in the fine me- !

nagerie of Mr. Cross. He was trained to i

smoke a pipe, and seemed to relish a pot of
j

porter : but he was fierce to most iiersons :

who approached him, unless they were his
|

keepers. His stufied skin and skull may !

now be seen in the magnificent collection of
the British Museum.
There are several other species which our i

limits forbid us to do more than merely men-
tion ; as, the Drill, the Woun-B.LBOo>', the
Pigtail, the Crested, the Yellow, the i

Cinereous, and others. ,

BABYROTJSSA. (Sus Babii'ussa.) This
animal is nearly of the sire of a common ;

Hog, and has generaily been referred to the ^

;

Hog genus, though in many respects it is
|

;

essentially different ; its form being longer,
; |

its limhsmore slender, and, instead ofbristles,
j .

being covered with fine, short, and somewhat I

wooUy hair, of a dark brown colour, inter- '

|

spersed with a few bristles on the upper and
hinder part of the back. It is stiU further
distinguished by the very extraordinary po-

,

sltion and form of its enormous upper tusks,
j

which, instead of being situated internally,
on the edge of the jaw, as in other animals,

!
|

are placed externally, ^rforating the upper
lip, and turning upwards toward the fore-

head, like the horns of the Ruminontia : the
tusks of the lower jaw are also very long,
sharp, and curved

;
but not of equal magnl- i

tude with those of the upper. The tusks are ,

of a very fine ivory, but neither so hard nor !

so durable as that of the elephant : the eyes
|

are small j the ears erect and pointed; thejii

tail rather long, slender, and tufted at tlic^

end with long hairs.

BMITRODSnA. — (SOH n i, n.:' IS

The Bahyronssa is a gregarious animal,
inhaiiiting the woods of Java, Amboyna, the

'

Celebes, and other Indian islands, where
large lierds are met with. Their food con-
sists cliicfly of vegetables, and tlie leaves of

j

trees. When sleeping or resting tlicmsclves
|

in a standing posture, they arc said often to
'

hook or supiKirt tlicmsclves iiy placing tlie
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upper tusks across the lower branches of the
trees, and, thus suspended, sleep in security.
A\Tien hunted elosely, and in apparent dan-
ger, this animal null, if possible, plunge into
some great river, or the sea, where it snims
with ^reat facility, and by alternate diring
and rasing, is frequently able to escape from
its piuamers. In the gardens of the Zoolo-
gical Society a fine specimen of this rare
animal may be (or was lately) seen.

BACXJI.ITES. A species of Ammonite or
Snake-stone. [See Ajlmonite.]

BADGER. (J/efes vulgaris.) The Badger
is a carnivorous quadrujari, inhabiting most
parts of Europe and Asia 5 and is generally
regarded as a solitary, stupid animal, that
seeks refuge in the most sequestered places,

HAtOEB. — (MELE3 VOLOABIS.)

and shuns the light of day. It has very short
legs and a broad flat body ; the head is long
and pointed, the eyes small, the neek short
and thick, the tail remarkably short, and
the hide thick and tough. The upper parts
of the body are covered with long coarse
hair, the hue of which is a rusty grey ; but
on the breast, belly, and limbs it is short and

! black : the face is white, and along each
side of the head mns a long pyramidal band
of black, including the eyes and ears.

I
With its powerful claws it constructs a

deep and commodious burrow ; and ns it

continues to bury Itself, it throws the earth
Ijchind it to a great distance, and thus forms
for itself a long winding hole, ending in a
round apartment at the bottom, wliich is

;
well lined with dry gra-ss and hay. Tills
retreat it seldom quits till night, when it

steals from its subterraneous abode for the
purpose of procuring food. It lives chiefly
on roots, fruits, insects, and frogs

; but it also

j

robs the bee of his honey, and destroys the
,
eg"s of partridges and other birds wliich

' build their nests on the ground. It is quiet
and inoffensive ; but when attacked by dogs
it defends itself with neat resolution, and
seldom dies unrevenged of his enemies. The
Badger is about two feet si.x inches long : his
skin is so thick that it resists the impression
of the teeth, and so loose, that even when a
dog has seized it, he is enabled to turn round
easily, and severely bite his assailant. Tlie
female prwliices three or four young at a
time. The flesh of the Badger is reekoned
» delicacy in Italy, France, and China, and
may lie made into hams and bacon. Tlic
skin, when dressed with the hair on, is im-
pervious to the rain, and consequently makes

excellent covers for travelling trunks, &c. ;

and the hairs or bristles are made into
brushes for painters. I

The AMERICAN BADGER, or CAR- i

CAJOU. (Meles Laln-aclorica.) This animal
is rather smaller than the European species

;

its fore-claws ore longer and stronger, and the
black bands on the face narrower. Its pre- I

vailing colour is a kind of mottled grey, and,
'

witli the exception of the head and extre-
mities, which are covered with short coarse
hair, it is furnished with a fine, long, silky
fur. It is a slow and timid animal, takes
to the first earth it meets with wdien pur-
sued, and, burro^ring in the sand, is soon
out of the reach of danger. Whilst the

;

ground is covered with snow the American
j

Badger seldom ventures from his hole, but
I

passes the severe winter months in a semi-
torpid state. By some naturalists this is

regarded as the type of a distinct genus
(Taxidea).

The INDDVN BADGER Ufydaus col-
laris) is about twenty inches in height and
two feet in length, the form of its body and
limbs bearing a resemblance to the bear,
while its head, eyes, and tail remind us of

,

the hog. The hair is a yellowish white,
with black points, wliich gives the whole a
dark brown shade ; but the legs and under
parts of the body are black. The ears are '

very small ; and on each side of the head
are two black bands, which descend down

j

the neck, and enclose the tliroat. They are
BO exceedingly fierce that dogs would quite
as readily encounter the hyama or wolf.

BADiENA. [See Whale.]

BALANCE-FISII. (Zygmna.) A re-
markable fish, the shape of wdiose monstrous
head has been likened to a blacksmith’s

|

large hammer. Hence its name of 7/nnimcr- i

headed Shai-k. It is a native of the Medi-
terranean Sea. [See Zyo.ena.]

BALANINIJS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, belonging to the family Curcu-
liunidce, furnished with a long slender ros-
trum, or snout, at the tip of which is a mi-
nute pair of sharp horizontal jaws, and by
means of wliich it is enabled to deposit its

cgg.s, which are generally placed in the ker-
nel of some fruit. Of this kind is the Bala-

NUT WKCVlIi,—(nAr.ANINUS NUOUM )
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nimis Nucum, or Nut-Weevil, whose larva is

80 eommonly found in nuts, fllbcrts, &c. The
egg is introduced when the nut is young and
soft

;
and the nut being but slightly injiu-ed,

continues to grow and ripen, while the larva
feeds upon the kernel in which it is im-
bedded. When about to change its state, it

bores through the shell and escapes, leaving
a small round orifice : falling on the ground,
it then burrows into the earth, where it as-
sumes the pupa state, and in the following
summer it comes forth as a perfect insect.

BAIiANTJS. A genus of multivalve Cir-

ripcdcs, usually found adhering to various
submarine productions, whetlier fixed or
moveable ;

such as the harder sea-plants and
all sorts of crusta-
ceous as well ns
testaceous nni-
mals, rocks, ships,

1
shell shapes itself

figure of the sur-

A onoup OF BALAUus facc of whatever it

ovoLAKis adheres to, and
from which it is

^de hollow cone,

closed in it is of

legs or arms, gar-

BAiiANOb ovDLABiB. elcvatcs On all

occasions ; besides eight others, inferior in

size and lower in position. In general tlie

Bdlani are considered ineligible as food : but

Capt. P. P. King speaks of some large kinds

(Bdlanus psitiacus') on the southern parts of

the South American coast as forming a very

common and highly esteemed food of the

natives, the flesh equalling in richness and
delicacy that of the crab. He also says, it

occurs in large bunches, and presents some-

what of a cactus-Uke appearance. The
parent is covered by its progeny, so that

large branches are found composed of from

fifty to a hundred distinct individuals, each

of which becomes in its turn the foundation

of another colony.

RAT,T> BHZZAKD. [See Ospeey.]

BALEARIC CRANE. [See Crake.]

BALTIMORE BIRD. [See Oriole.'.

BAND-FISH. (CepoJa.) This genus of

Acanthopterygious fishes is.of a form so thin

aud flat in proportion to its length, as to

have obtained among the ancient ichuiymo-

gists the name of Tsenia or Riband-flsh. One
species (.C. McditerraTica) is a native of the

Mediterranean, and varies in length from

eighteen inches to three feet.^ The head is

short and rather truncated in front ;
the

mouth is wide, and the lower jaw longer

than the upper, both being armed witli sliarp

cun'cd tcetli, of which tlierc is a double row
:

in tlie lower jaw. Tlie sides are extremely
compressed

;
and the body, both aliove and

below, sharpens into a kind of earina or
j

ridge. Tlie dorsal fin commences from the !

back of tlie head, and is continued as far as 1

the tail ; the vent fin also extends nearly
throughout the whole length. The colour
of the body is bright silver, with a dusky
tinge above ; the sides are marked with a few
large reddish spots

;
the fins are all of a pale

red colour, and the skin is covered with ex-
tremely small scales. It is predaceous, and
swims ivith great rapidity.

Another species, found on our coasts, (Cc-
pota rzibescens") is of a pale carmiue colour,

and varies from ten to fifteen inches in

length. It is very smooth and slender, and
tapers very gradually from the head to the
tail.

BANDICOOT. iPerameles.') A genus
of Marsupial animals, indigenous to Aus-
tralia, and in some resiiects analogous to

the Opossums and Kangaroos ; but the dis-

proportion between the fore and hind legs

is by no means so great, though sufficient

to make their gait rabbit-like, or a succes-

sion of leaps, rather than walking or nm-
ning. Their feet are provided with broad
powerful claws, wliich enable them to bur-
row with great facility, and to dig up roots,

on which they principally feed. The most
common species is called the Lokg-kosed
B.akdiooot (Perameles nasuta)

;

it mea-
sures about a foot and a half from the tip

of the snout to the origin of the tail ; the
ears are erect and pointed, the eyes small,

and the tail bearing considerable resemblance
to that of a large overgrown rat, to which
the whole animal, in fact, may be likened as

regards its general external appearance, as

well 03 its depredations upon the farm-yards
and granaries.

BANXRING. [SeeTuPAiA.] ^

BARB. The name given to a fleet and
vigorous breed of horses reared by the Moors
of Barbary, and introduced into Spain during
their dominion in that country, but since

their expulsion it has been allowed greatly

to degenerate ; nor is it much better in their

original clime, except among the wild no-
madic tribes of the desert, where the breed
still exists in perfection. But the B.ub is

far from excelling in S3Tnnictrical beauty ;

the true value of these noble animals is to

be discovered in their qualities rather than
in their appearance. With a large and
clumsy head, a short thick neck, and a bioad
chest, arc united a long body and slender

legs j
but, on the other hand, they arc unri-

valled in speed, abstinence, doclUtj-, patience,

and endurance under fatigue.^ They are

sinewv, nervous, and long-winded ; thej-

walk well, and stop short, if required, even

In full career ; walking and galloping, in-

deed, being the only paces these animals are

allowed to practise. It is not customary,

except in cavalry exercises, for the Moors

to try the powers oftheir horses A-ery scvcrelv;

they then, however, gallop them at the height
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of their speed. The horses are never eas-

trated, and are alone used for the saddle, the
mares being kept for breeding. It has been
remarked that Barbs grow npe, but never
old, because they retain their vigour to the
last ; they are also said to be long-lived, and
remarkably free from diseases.

1
BARBARY APE. (.Pithecus imiiis.) This

species of Ape, which grows to the height of
nearly foiu feet, is remarkable for docility,

and, by force of discipline, is made to exlii-

bit considerable intelligence. Its general
colom: is a palish olive-brown ; the face is a
swarthy flesh colour. It is common in Bar-
bary and the lower parts of Africa, and is also
found in considerable numbers on the rock
of Gibraltar. This species was well known
to the ancients, and it has been the “ show-
man’s npe” from time immemorial. Though
morose and sullen in confinement, it is re-
presented as social, active, and courageous
in its wild state, and is particularly distin-
guished for its attachment to its young.

BARBEL. (Barbus vulgaris.') A fresh-
water malacopterygious fish, usually fre-

quenting the deep and still parts of rivers,

Climbers, and are distinguished by their
large conical beak, which appears swollen,
or, as it were, puft'ed out at the sides of its

base, and by being bearded (whence the
name) -vvith five tufts of stiff bristles, directed
forwards. They inhabit Java, Sumatra, &c.,

and sport about in all positions on the trunks
and among the branches of trees, in search
of insects or their larva:, on which they feed:

some of them are said also to devoivr small
birds and fruits j the typical genera, how-
ever, appear confined to the former food.
The plumage of some of the species is very
brilliant.

BABBSn.

—

(bAKBUS VUlLGARrS.)

swimming with great strength and rapidity,

I

and living not only on aquatic plants,worms,
and insects, which it obtains by boring and
turning up the loose soil of the banks with its

snout, but occasionally by preying on smaller
fishes. It is said to receive its name from
the barbs or wattles attached about its mouth,
by which appendages it is readily distin-
guished, as well as by the great extension of
the upper jaw beyond the lower. It is some-
times found to weigh from fifteen to eighteen
pounds, and to measure three feet in length :

its more general length, however, is from
twelve to eighteen inches. The general co-
lour of the upper part of the head and body
is a greenish brown ; the scales are small,
and in general of a pale gold colour, edged
with black on the back and sidffs, and silvery-
white on the belly j the iiectoral fins are a
pale brown, the ventral and anal fins arc
tipped with yellow •, and the tail is slightly
forked, and of a deep purple. The Thames
produces Barbel i n abundance, and of a large
size. “ So numerous arc they about Shepper-
ton and Walton,” says Mr. Yarrell, “that
one hundred and fifty pounds weight have
jiccn taken in five hours, and on one occasion
it is said that two hundred and eighty pounds
weight of large sized Barliel were taken in
one day.” The flesh of tlic Barbel is very
coarse and unsavoury

; the fish, consequent-
‘y- held in little estimation, except ns
afiording sport for the angler.

BAUBET. Tlic Bnrbcts arc a family of
birds belonging to the order Sr.ansorcs, or

MANY OOnOnnED BARBET.— (BUOOO
VER3IOOI.OR.)

BARIS. A genus of Coleopterous insects,

wliich feed upon the dead parts of trees.

BARKING BIRD. (Pteroptoclios.) Tliis
Tenuirostral bird, which is common in Chiloe
and Chonos,—^islands in the SouthAmerican
Arcliipelago,— is called by the natives Guid-
guid ; “but its English name,” says Mr.
Darwin, “is well given ; for I defy any one
at first to feel certain that a small dog is not
yelping somewhere in the forest. Just as
with the Cheucau, a person will sometimes
hear the bark close by, but in vain may
endeavour, by watcliing, and with still less
chance by beating the bushes, to see its

author
;
yet at other times the Guid-guid

comes fearlessly near.” Its manner of feed-
ing and its general habits are very similar to
those of the Cheucau. Both species are said
to build their nests close to the ground,
amongst the rotten branches. [See Cheu-
CAC.]

BARNACLE. A name given to the cirri-

pedes sometimes foimd adhering to the bot-
toms and sides of ships, &o. [See Balanus.]

BASILISK. (Basiliscus.) The Basilisk
of modem naturalists has no affinity to
the malignant serpent of the poets whose
very aspect the ancients believed to be fatal

UABlLiaa. — (BAHILISOUS MITRATOB.)
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to all who looked upon it. The animal now
recogni.sed I)y the name of Basilisk is a s];e-

cics of lizard, of a very singular shape, being
distinguished by a long and broad wing-like
lirocess or expansion along the back and
upijer part of the tail, and furnished at cer-
tain distances with interval radii analogous
to those in the wings of the draco, or flying
lizard. This process is callable of being
either dilated or contracted at the pleasure
of the auimal

; and the occiput or hind part
of the head is elevated into a very conspicu-
ous pointed hood or hollow crest. Notwith-
standing its formidable appearance, how-
ever, the Basilisk is a perfectly harmless
reptile, residing principally among trees,

where it feeds on insects, &c. The general
colour of this animal is a pale cinereous
brown, slightly varied on the back and sides
with different shades of brown and blue,
and silvery white on the belly. It is pos-

I
sessed of great activity, and from its peculiar

;

structure can adapt itseif to the W'atery ele-
; ment without inconvenience. It is most
common in the tropical parts of South Ame-
rica.

BATS. {Cheiroptera.') The singular ani-
mals which come under this denomination
were long considered as partaking so much
of the character of birds with that of
quadrupeds, that it wns thought difficult

to assign to them a distinct station in the
system of nature. Such doubts, however,
have long since yielded to scientific in-
vestigation

;
their anatomical and intes-

niX.— (VE8PF.RTII.TO MURINTTS.)

tinal structure, their viviparous nature,

their hair, &c., entitling them to be ranked
as quadrupeds. Still it is not to bo denied
that their peculiar conformation is admira-
bly calculated for the exercise of consider-

able powers of flight. The air, indeed, is

their home : through this they move with
vast rapidity, and with great apparent case,

wheeling in every direction in search of their

insect prey, and performing the most abrupt

evolutions to secure it. A remark, indeed,

not less true than trite, has been often made
that, in their mode of flight. Bats bear a very

strong resemblance to swallows ; exercising

the same purpose in the economy of nature,

in restraining the multii>lication of the cre-

puscular and nocturnal insects, as the swal-

lows do in regard to the diurnal.
Their senses of smell, feeling, and hearing

arc wonderfully acute. In many genera the

nose is furnished with a membranous folia-

tion of most delicate structure, by which

the sense of smelling is greatly refined ; the
ears also are in many kinds exjianded and
callable of being folded down ; while their
ample wings, and the membranous tissues of
the ear and nose, are so abundantl3’ supidied
with nerves, as to enable them, even should
they be deprived of sight, to pursue unin-
tcrruptedlj'their aerial course, avoiding every
obstacle, and iinssing adroitly through the

,

narrowest apertures i

On the approach of cold weather the Bat i

hibernates, and in preparing for this state of i

lifeless inactivity, it seems rather to select a
place where it may remain safe from moles-
tation, than where it may be commodiouslv
lodged. “ The hibernation of these animals,’’
says Mr. Bell, “is indeed one of the most
interesting points in their economy. At an
earlier or later period of autumn, according
to the species, they retreat, generally in large
congregations of various species together, to
the most retired places ; as under the roofs
of houses and churches, in caverns, in the
hollows of trees, and similar situations,

where they suspend themselves by their
hinder claws, with the head downwards,

j

Here they crowd together, holding not onlj'
,

by the surface of the walls of their retreat,
;

but by each other, one crowding over another
j

so closely that it appears scarcely possible
j

for such numbers to occupj- so small a i

space.” I

Not less than twenty species of Bats are
|

enumerated as known in Great Britain ; but j

these, although differing from each other,
j

either in structure, colour, or habits, can
hardly be deemed of sufficient importance
to occupj' the space that would be necessary
to describe them minutely ; we shall there-
fore merely refer to a few of them in the
briefest manner possible, and in another
place narrate a few particulars relating to
two foreign species of a more formidable
character. 1

The COJIMON BAT, or FLITTER-
MOUSE. {i^cspertilio pipKrelhts.) There
are several species known in England, but
this is the most common. It is near!}- two
inches and a half long, or about the size of a
mouse. The members usually called \rings,

are merely the four interior toes of the fore-

feet extended to an enormous length, and
connected by a thin membrane, rcatdiing
also to the hind legs, and from tlicm to the
tail : the body is covered with short fur, of
a mouse-colour, tinged with red ; and the
membranes' arc of a deep dusky hue ; the
eyes are small, and the ears exaetlv resemble
those of the mouse. This si>ecies of Bat
makes its appearance in the twilight of fine

summer evenings, frequenting the sides of
woods, glades, and shady walks, or skimming
along the surface of tranquil rivers, where
moths, gnats, and other nocturnal in.sccfs

are most rcatlily to be found ; but if tbe
weather Ite not fine, it remains shut up in

the chinks or fissures of crumbling ma.sonry,
or lies concealed in the friendly recesses of
some hollow tree.

The B.\RB.\STEEEE B.\T. (IVs;>er-

tUio barlKUtelius.) This siwcics was origin-
all3' described by Duubeiiton, in 175P, but
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^ lOopuIar Stctt'Dirar:

its first detection as a native of Great Britain

is due to Jlr. Sowerby, who published ail

;
account of it with a figure in the British

I Jliscellany. Its general colonr is darker
I than that of any other British species, being

j

nearly black on the back, ivith here and
there a few white hairs, which become more

1
numerous with age ;

the hinder parts are

I reddish brown, and the belly a pale grey.
' The ears, the naked part of the muzzle, and
' the flying membrane, are of a duskj; black.
1 Length of the head and body, two inches •,

! extent of wings, between ten and eleven

i

inches. The muzzle is tnmeated, and a

;
groove leads on each side upwards to the

'•nostrils. The cheeks are rather tumid, and
covered with black hair, which forms a sort

of moustache. The ears are about the length
I of the head, nearly as broad as they are

long, and irregularly four-sided ;
the inner

edges are turned back, forming a longitudi-

nal groove just within the margin ; the
outer and superior angle prominent, rounded,
and turned bock. The eyes are very small.

BARBASrEnt-E BAT, — (V. BARBASTELLUS.)

placed close to the base of the auricle, and
almost concealed by the hair on the cheek.
The fur of the body is long and soft. Mr.
Bell having had a Barbastelle Bat in his
possession for some time, was able to give a
few slight notices of its habits. “ He fed
readily on small bits of meat, and drank
water. He was a timid animal, and did not

' evince the slightest disposition to become
acquainted with me ; he would take his food,
however, with his companions, and was ac-
customed to rest with them in a cluster, at
the top of the box in which they were placed.

' The Barbastelle certainly became torpid
' more readily than any of the others, and
' more completely so ; but when awake,
evinced extreme restlessness, and was inces-
santly biting with great violence at the wires

I
of his box. When suffered to fly about the

i room, he flew very low, and less actively

;

than any other under similar circumstances ;

,

and he was fond of lying before the fire on
;

the hearth-nig, where he appeared quite to

j

luxuriate in the warmth.”

I

The GRE.\T BAT. (Vcupertilio noctuTa.)

I

This was termed altivoJans by White of Sel-
‘ borne, from its always flying high in the air,

I

in pursuit of its prey. It is gregarious in its

I

habits
J the ears are short and rounded i it is

I

alsjut three inches long, and of a reddish
ash-colour.

The SEROTINE. (Vc^pfrlilio scrotiniin.')

This species is somewhat rare in England,
but very common in France. It is of a dark
ehcsniit cidonri frequents forests ; is solitary

I

in its habits
; and its flight is slow.
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The MOUSE-COLOURED BAT. ( Ves-
pertUio vntrimis.) This is the largest of the
British Bats, exceeding even the Noctule in
its length of body and extent of wings. The
head of this Bat is long, with the ears in-
clining backwards.

TheLONG-EARED BAT. (Plecotus anri-
ius.) One ofthe most common ofour British
Bats, and at the same time one of the most
pleasing in its appearance, owing to the ex-
traordinary transparency and beauty of the
ears. It is also more familiar and bold when
in confinement than any other species.

The HORSE-SHOE BAT. (.liJiinoJophus.')

There is a greater and lesser variety of this

animal
;
the former designated Jihinolophus

fe>-)-u)n-equinum, the latter Ehinolophns
hipposideros. This genus is distinguished by
a very curious nasal appendage, or foliaceous
membrane at the end of the nose, shaped
somewhat like a horse-shoe, and supiiosed
to extend in an extraordinary degree the
sense of smelling. The upper part of the
body is of a deep ash-colour, the lower part
incUuing to white.
In concluding this article on Bats, we are

again tempted to avail ourselves of the in-

telligent observations of Mr. Bell :
“ It is

perhaps difficult to account for the preju-
dices which have always existed against these
harmless and interesting little animals,
which have not only furnished objects of
superstitious dread to the ignorant, but have
proved to the poet and the painter a fertile

source of images of gloom and terror. That
the ancient Greek and Roman poets, fur-

:
nished with exaggerated accounts of the
animals infesting the remote regions with

I which their commerce or their conquests
had made them acquainted, should have

: caught eagerly at those marvellous stories

and descriptions, and rendered them sub-

j

servient to their fabulous but highly imagi-
I native mythology, is not wonderful ; and it

is more than probable that some of the
Indian species of Bats, with their predatory
habits, their multitudinous numbers, their
obscure and mysterious retreats, and the
strange combination of the character of
beast and bird which they were believed to
possess, gave to Virgil the idea, which he
has so poetieally worked out, of the Harpies
wlrich fell upon the hastily spread tables of
his hero and his companions, and polluted,
whilst they devoured, the feast from which
they had driven the affrighted guests. But
that the little harmless Bats of our own
climate, whose habits are at once so inno-
cent and so amusing, and whose time of ap-
pearance and activity is that when every
thing around would lead the mind to tran-
quillity and peace, should be forced into
scenes of mystery and horror, as an almost
essential feature in the picture, is an ano-
maly which cannot be easily explained.”
[See Pi Kicorus and Vami'Iue-jiat.]

BATHYERGUS, or COAST RAT. This
Rodent animal is a native of Southern Africa,
frequenting sandy tracts along the coast,
where it burrows with great rapidity, work-
ing out long galleries, and tlirowing up hil-
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locks like tlie mole. In some districts these
are so very numerous, as to render it dan-
gerous to pass over them on horseback, the
earth where excavated often suddenly giving
way. The Coast Rat is about a foot long,

exclusive of the tail, which is three inches ;

and its general colour is greyish ash. The
incisors are of an enormous size ; those in
the upper jaw having a longitudinal furrow
down the front. The whole form and orga-
nization of this animal fit it for an under-
ground existence ; it is accordingly often

called the Sand Mole.

BATRACHOIDE.1E. A family of mon-
strous-looking Acanthopterygious fishes,

whose pectoral fins are supported upon the
elongated carpal bones which in some genera
perform the functions of hind feet, enabling
the fish to creep over sand or mud like small
quadrupeds. The ventrals are jugular, and
the gill-plates and rays are enveloped in

loose skin. Cutaneous appendages or bar-

bels generally fringe the lips, or lower jaw,
to the pectorals. In general the skin is

destitute of scales, but is sometimes studded
with bony tubercles. The skeleton is, for

the most part, but imperfectly osseous. Some
genera have an air-bladder, and some have
not. Batrachus has a spiny operculmn and
suboperculum, and a fiat head broader than
the body, but not very disproportionate in

length. LopMxia has a depressed form, and
Chironectus a compressed one, and both have
monstrously large heads, with a small hole

beliind the pectorals for an opening to the

gills. In Malthe. the head is flat, and greatly

lengthened laterally by the projection of the

large subopercula. The Batrachoideaj can
live long out of the water, in consequence of

the smallness of their gill-openings. The
Chironectes, in particular, are able, even in

warm countries, to pass two or three days in

creeping over the land. All the Batrachoidess

conceal themselves in the mud or sand, and
lie in wait to take tlieir prey by siuprlse.

They exist in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pa-

cific oceans ; and several also inhabit the

European seas.

BATRACHIANS: BATBACHIA. Frogs,

Toads, and all reptiles which, like them,

have soft and naked skins (i. e. uncovered

with scales), and in the early stage of ex-

istence respire by moans of gills.

BEAGEE. A small kind of hound, or

hunting-dog, formerly much prized for its

excellent scent and persevering endurance
when employed in hare-hunting. It cannot

indeed boast of great speed ;
but its “ slow

and sure ” qualities are generally rewarded

with success, although the chase may be
continued for two or three liours. There
are several kinds ofBeagles ; as, the Southern
Beagle, the fleet Northern or Cat Beagle, and
a very diminutive one called the Lap-dog
Beagle.

BEAR. (,Vrsu8.) A well-known quadru-
ped, belonging to a family of plantigrades,
distinguished by their ponderous bulk, mas-
sive limbs, and heavy gait. There arc se-

veral species of Bears. Of all the Carnivora
they are the most omnivorous in their diet,

— some of them living almost entirely upon
vegetable food, and nearly all being capable
of supporting themselves upon it : even the
most carnivorous of them, however, will
seldom attack man, unless provoked to do
so by aggression, or strongly incited by
hunger ; but when attacked they prove
themselves very formidable opponents. They
have six incisor and two canine teeth in
each jaw, twelve molars in the upper and
fourteen in the lower jaw ; pendactyle or
five-toed feet, armed with strong claws, but
which, not being retractile, are more cal-

culated for digging and climbing than for

tearing prey. For the most part Bears are
unsocial animals, frequenting the recesses

of mountains and caverns, and the depths
of the forests. During the winter they lay
up in caves and hoUow trees, passing that
inclement season almost without food, and
in a comparatively dormant state. In Eu-
rope, Asia, and America, Bears are pretty
widely diffused, but in Africa they are more
rarely fmmd. In the Alpine regions the
Bear is brown ;

in some other parts of Eu-
rope, black ; and in some parts of I^orway it

haa been seen of a grey colour, and even
perfectly white. Bears are reported to be
very fond of honey, in search of which they
will climb trees, in order to get at the nests
of wild bees ; for, notwithstanding his awk-
ward form, the Bear is an expert climber.
In Russia the skins of Bears are among the
most useful os well as comfortable articles

of winter apparel ; and in many other
northern countries they are made into beds,

coverlids, caps, and gloves. In England
bears’ skins are used for the hammer-cloths
of carriages, for pistol holsters, &c. ; and the
leather prepared from them is used for many
purposes, as harness, &c., where strengtli is

requisite.

The COMMON or BROWN BEAR. (Tr-
sus Arctos,') This species, with some varia-
tion as to size aud colour, is a native of al-

most all the northern parts of Europe and
Asia. Its ustml size is about four feet in
length, by about two feet and a half in

height. In its nature it is savage and soli-

tary ; and thotigh when tamed it appears
gentle and pl.acid to its owner, it should l>e

cautiously managed, being often capricious,

treacherous, and rindictivc. Its retreat,

during the period of hybernation, is the
natural hollow of a tree, or some cavern ;

but wlicro these arc not conveniently found,
it will either fonn a suitable den for itself

l)y digging, or construct a rvtdc kind of hut
with branches of trees, lined with moss.
Thus protected, and fat with its summer
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food, it will rcmaiu without further suste-
nance till the ensuing spring ; during which
time the female generally produces two cubs,
which when first bom are not much larger

, than a mastiff’s puppies.
1 Most writers agree that the Brown Bear
was at one time common in the British
islands. The Caledonian bears (another
name for British with the Romans) were
imported to make sport for the jRoman
peoi)le, to whom the excitement of wit-
nessing the suffering of man and beast,

in its most distressing shape, seems to have
been but too welcome. Formanyyears(says
Mr. Broderip) it has been swept away from

: our islands so comijletely, that we find it im-
ported for baiting, a sport in which our no-
bility, as well as the commonalty, of the
olden time— nay, even roj’alty itself— de-
lighted. A bear-bait was one of the re-

,

creations offered to Elizabeth at Kenilworth,
and in the Earl of Northumberland’s House-
hold Book we read of 20s. for his bear-w*ard.
In Southwark there was a regular bear-
garden, that disputed popularity with the
Globe and Swan theatres on the same side
of the water. Now, however, so much do
tastes alter (in this instance certainly for

: the better), such barbarous sports are ba-
' nished from the metropolis.”

! The ^VJCERICAN BLACK BEAR. ((7r-
sus Americanus.') This animal is somewhat

[

smaller than the European Brmvn Bear just
described. It has a long head, pointed nose,
small eyes, and short ears rounded at the

i
top

; its limbs are strong, tliick,aud clumsy;
:

its tail is short, its feet large, and the hair

,

! on the body and limbs is black, smooth, and
' glossy. This animal inhabits all the north-
!
cm parts of America, migrating occasionally

!

ff-om the northern to the more southern ports
I in quest of food, which consists chiefly of
vegetables and grain. So impenetrable arc

I
their retreats during the period of gestation,

jl that although immense numbers of Bears

I
are killed annually in America, hardly a

; single female is ever found among them.

il
The flesh of these Bears in autumn, when

( they are become exceedingly large by feed-
ing on acoms and other arborescent food,
is extremely delicate ; the hams, in parti-
cular, are much esteemed ; and the fat,
which preserves a certain degree of fluidity,
is remarkably white and sweet. In the

i
Cftnailian Naturalist, by Mr. P. II. Gosse, the

I

following account of this animal forms a
1
portion of the author’s interesting ‘ Conver-
sations ’: —

J
“ This species appear to be less carnivorous

J than the I'rsus Arctos of northern Europe,
i and les-s ferocious. His chief food seems
5

to be of a vegetable nature, grain, fruits, and
;

roots. lie has an apjictitc for iKirk, however,

I

and occasionally makes a visit to the fanner’s

!!

hog-st^ for the imri«isc of cultivating an
acquaintance with the grunting inhabitants.
Some years ago, one of our nearest ncigh-
Innirs WM aroused in the night by a com-
niotion in ids liog-r>cn ; susiiccting the
came, he jumped uj) immediately, took his
gun, ami saw a liear in tlie net of getting
over the fence witli a fine hog, cniliraccd
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very loiingly in liis fore-paws. The man
fired (while his wife held a light), and kilied
the intruder. It is difficult to hurt a bear
with any weapon but fire-arms ;

he fights

with his fore-paws like a cat ; and so watch-
ful is he, and so c.xpert at warding oft' every
blow that is made at him, that it is next to

impossible to strike his head, the only part
in which he is vulnerable ;

for you miglit

almost ns well batter a feather-bed as tlie

body of a bear, so encased and shielded by
an enormous Inj’er of fat. In our climate
he becomes torpid during winter, generally
choosing for his hybernaculum some large

hollow log, or a cavity beneath the root of
an overtlirown tree. The species is nume-
rous in all the wooded parts of tliis conti-

nent, even to the shores of the Gulf of
Mexico. In the southern states he commits
depredations on the farmer’s fields of maize:
when the com is in that milky state called
‘roasting ears,’ so prized for boiling and
eating as a table dish, like green peas, or
roasting whole on the cob, the bear manifests
a singular unity of taste with the farmer,
and devours and treads down a large quan-
tity, ns he finds no difficulty in climbing
over the zig-zag rail fence. I have been
told that he repeats his nightly visit to the
same field

;
and, what is singular, always,

on such occasions, mounts the fence, night
after night, at the same spot where he got
over the first time. The planters take ad-
vantage of this regular habit, by fastening
to the fence a heaviiy loaded gun at such an
angle that it shall point at the bear’s breast
as he rises on his hind legs. The identical
crossing-place is easily known by his great
tracks In the soft earth. A stick is attached
to the trigger, and tliis is made fast, at right
angles, to a transverse stick resting on two
forks about breast high, a few inches outside
the fence. The bear rears up to put his fore-
paws on the rails, and in getting over presses
with his breast against the transverse stick,

wliich drives back the trigger, and poor
Bruin instantly receives the reward of liis

dishonesty.”

The GRISLY BEAR. {Ursus farox.)
The Grisly Bear is about nine feet long, and
is said to attain the weight of eight hundred
pounds. The claws are long and very strong,
but more adapted for digging than for

onrsi.T nF.AU — (onacs Fanox.)

climbing trees ; the muzzle Is lengthened,
narrowed, and flattened ; the canine teeth
arc highly developed, exhibiting a great
increase of size and power ; and the eyes arc
small and sunk in the head. Notwithstand-
ing its bulky and unwieldy form, it is capable
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of great rapidity of motion j and its strength
is so prodigious, that the bison contends
with it in vain. Mr. Drummond, in his
excursions over the Kocky Mountains, had
fregueht opportunities of observing the
manners of the Grisly Bears, and it often
happened that in turning the point of a
rock or sharp angle of a valley, he came
suddenly upon one or more of them. On such
occasions they reared on their hind legs, and
made a loud noise like a person breathing
quick, but much harsher. He kept his

groimd, without attempting to molest them

;

and they on their part, after attentively
regarding him for some time, generally
wheeled round and galloped off j though,
from their known disposition, there is little

doubt that he would have been torn in pieces,

had he lost liis presence of mind and at-

tempted to fly.

The POLAR BEAR. (,2'halassa7-ctos ma-
ritimus.) The accounts given by tlie early
navigators of the size, strength, and ferocity

of the Polar Bear are perfectly appalling ;

but the accuracy ofmodem investigation has
dissipatedmany of the erroneous ideas wWch
were formerly entertained on the subject,

though it is still very clear that this Bear is

possessed of immense strength and fierceness.

Tlie whole animal is white, except the tip

of the nose and the claws, which are jet

POLAB BilAK.
(THAIiASSAaoTOS MABITIMUS.)

black ; the ears ore small and roimded, the
eyes small, the teeth very large, and the
limbs extremely large and strong. The
shores of Hudson’s Bay, Greenland, and
Spltzbergcn, are its principal places of resi-

dence ; but it has sometimes been accident-

ally carried on floating ice as far south os

Newfoundland. Their usual food consists

of seals, fish, and carcasses of whales ; but
when on land they prey on various animals,

ns hares, young birds, &c. : they also eat

such roots and berries ns they can find.

Tliey are said to be frequently seen in

Greenland in great droves, allured by_ the

scent of tlie flesh of seals, and ivill sometimes
surround the habitations of the natives, and
attempt to break in. Captain Lyon gives

the following oceount of its hunting the

seal : “ The bear on seeing his intended prey,

gets quietly into the water, and swims until

to leeward of him, from whenee, by frequent
short dives ho silently makes his approaches,
and so arranges his distance, that, at the
last dive, he comes to the spot where the
seal is lying. If the poor animal attempts
to escape by rolling into the water, he falls

i^ntural |[lt5'tory

;

into the bear's clutehes ; if, on the contrary,
he lies still, his destroyer makes a powerful
spring, kills him on the ice, and devours
him at leisure.”
During the summer they reside chiefly on

the ice-islands, and pass frequently from
one to another, being extremely expert
swimmers. They lodge in dens, iormed in

,

the vast masses of ice, which are piled in a
,

stupendous manner, leaving great caverns :

beneath : here they breed, and bring forth
j

one or two at a time ; and the affection

between the parent and the eubs is so great,

that they ndll sooner die than desert each
|

other. During winter they retire, and bed 1

themselves deep beneath the snow, or else I

beneath the fixed ice of some eminence,
where they pass in a state of torpidity the I

long and dismal arctie night, appearing only I

with the return of the sim.

JUGGLER BEAR, or JUNGLE BEAR.
|

iProchilus ursinus.) When this uncouth
animal was first brought to England (now
more than half a century since), it was taken
for a Sloth, and obtained the names of
Bradypus pe/itadactyUts, and Bradypus ur-

J0OOI.ZR BBAR.— (PKOOHintrS URsmus.)

stims, “Five-fingered Sloth,” “ Ursine Sloth,”

and “ anonymous animal.” It is the Ours
jongleur of the French, who b6 called it on
account of its being a favourite with the In-
dian mountebanks or jugglers, who rely on
the attraction of its ugliness. The Juggler
Bear inhabits the mountainous parts of In-
dia, its place of retreat being in some cavern.

Its short limbs, the depressed air of the hcail,

surmounted by the hillock of a back, and the
whole contour of the apparently unwieldy
mass, give the idea of deformity. In bulk
it is about the size of the Brown Bear. The
nasal cartilage is capable of considerable

extension, and the lips of protrusion. The
muzzle and tips of the paws are a whitish-

yellow J
and there is a half-collar or Y-likc

marking on the under side of the neck and
breast. With these exceptions, the fur is

deep black, with here and there some brown
spots, and is rather long, particularly round
the head, as the animal grows old. In a

state of nature its food consists of fruits,

honev, and those destructive insects the

white ants. In captivity it appears to be

mild, but melancholy.

MALAY BEAR. (,Pi-ochi!us Jfnlaynmus.)

This animal is jet black, with the muzzle

of a yellowish lint, and a crcsccnl-shaiicd

white mark on the breast. Vegetables form
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,
its chief diet, but it is said to be extremely

. fond of delicacies, and in its native forests

subsists in a great measure upon the honey
which is there foimd in considerable abun-
dance. It is attracted to the vicinity of man
by its fondness for the young shoots of the
cocoa-nut trees, to which it is very injurious.
It has been frequently taken and domesti-
cated. One which Sir Stamford Raffles

;

possessed when young is thus described by
1

him : “ He was brought up in the nursery
!
with the childrens and, when admitted to

;

my table, as was frequently the case, gave a
proof of his taste by refusing to eat any fruit

UAX.&T BZAB. — (PHOOHILna SIAUATAND S .)

but mangosteens, or to drink any wine but
‘ champagne. The only time I ever knew
! him to be out of humour was on an occasion

\

when no champagne was forthcoming. He
I wsis naturally of an alfectionate disposition,

i
and it was never found necessary to chain

j
or chastise him. It was usual for this bear,
the cat, the dog, and a small blue mountain
bird or lory of New Holland, to mess to-

;

gether, and eat out of the same dish. His

I

favourite playfellow was the dog, whose
I teasing and worrying were always borne and
returned with the utmost good humour and
playfulness. As he grew up he became a

i very powerful animal, and in his rambles in
I the garden he would lay hold of the largest
plantains, the stems of which he could

1
scarcely embrace, and tear them up by the

’ roots.”

I

_
BE.VVER. iCastor fiber.') The Beaver

is a Rodent animal, readily distinguished
I from every other quadruped by its broad
! horizontally-flattened tail, which is of a

j

nearly oval form, but rising into a slight

j

convexity on its upper surface, and covered
I with scales. The hind feet are webbed, and
together with the tail, which acts as a rudder,
serve to propel it tlirougli the water with
considcrabic facility. It is about three feet
long, cxclii'ivc of the tail, which is one foot
more : its coiour is a deep chesnut, the hair
very flne, smooth, and glossy ; but it occa-
sionally varies, and is sometimes found per-
fectly black. The incisor teeth arc very
large and hard j so hard, indeed, that they
were used by the North American Indians
to cut bone and to fashion their hom-tipped
spears, till they were superseded by the in-
troduction of iron tools from Europe.

I Of ail quadrupeds the Beaver is considered
' as iHissessing the greatest degree of naturai

I

I

or instinctive sagacity in constructing its

habitation ; preparing, in concert with others
of its own species, a kind of arched caverns
or domes, supported by a foundation of
strong pillars, and lined or plastered in-
ternally with a degree of neatness and ac-
curacy unequalled by the art of any other
quadruped. But it should seem, however,
that the architecture of the Beaver is no-
where so conspicuous as in the northern
parts of America. The favourite resorts of
the Beaver are retired, watery, and woody
situations. In such places they assemble,
to the number of some hundreds ; Uving, as

it were, in families, and building their arched
receptacles. From tliis we may perceive to

what a degree animals, unassisted either by
language or reason, are capable of concurring
for their mutual benefit, and of attaining,

by dint of numbers, those advantages which
each, in a state of soUtude, seems unfitted

to possess : for if we view the Beaver only
in the light of an individual, and uncon-
nected with others of its kind, we shall find
that many other quadrupeds excel it in
cunning, and almost in all the powers of an-
noyance and defence. When kept in a state

of soUtude or domestie tameness, it appears
calm and indifferent to all about it ; mth-
out attachments or antipathies ;

and never
seeking to gain the favour of man, nor aim-
ing to offend him.

BEAVER. — (CASTOR FIBER.)

Few subjects in natural history have more
attracted the attention of travellers, or have
been more minutely described by naturalists,
than the instinctive building operations of
the Beaver

; and they have accordingly had
attributed to them powers so marvellous, as
to render ridiculous that which, if regarded
merely as a high species of animal instinct,

could not fail to command universal ad-
miration. The account given by Buflbn,
though graphic and amusing in no ordinary
degree, is evidently overcharged : we shall
therefore take the more sober narration of
Hearne : “ The situation of the beaver-housos
is various. Wlicre the heavers are numerous
they arc found to inhabit lakes, ponds, and
rivers, as well as those narrow creeks which
connect the numerous lakes with which this

country abounds ; but the two latter arc
generally chosen l)v them when the depth
of water and other circumstances are suitable,
os they have then the advantage of a current
to convey wood and other necessaries to
their liabitations, and because, in general,
they arc more dilllcult to be taken than
those that arc built in standing water. They
always choose those parts that have such a
dciith of water ns will resist the frost in
winter, and prevent it from freezing to the
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;

bottom. The beavers that build their houses
in small rivers, or creeks, in which water is

liable to be drained oif when the back sup-
jdies are dried up by the frost, are wonder-
fully taught by instinct to provide against
that evil by making a dam quite across the
river, at a convenient distance from their
houses. The beaver-dams differ in shape
according to the nature of the place in which
they are built. If the water in the river, or
creek, have but little motion, the dam is

almost straight ; but where the current is

more rapid, it is always made with a con-
siderable curve, convex toward the stream.
The materials made use of are drift-wood,
green willows, birch, and poplars if they can
be got ; also mud and stones intermixed in
such a manner as must evidently contribute
to tlie strength of the dam i but there is no
other order or method observed in the dams,
except that of the work being carried on
with a regular sweep, and all the parts being
made of equal strength. In places which
have been long frequented by beavers un-
disturbed, their dams, by frequent repairing,
become a solid bank, capable of resisting a
great force both of water and ice ; and as

the unilow, poplar, and birch generally take
root and shoot up, they by degrees form a
kind of regular planted hedge, which I have
seen in some places so tall that birds have
built their nests among the branches.

“ The beaver-houses are built of the same
materials as their dams, and are always pro-
portioned in size to the nmnber of inhabit-
ants, which seldom exceeds four old and six

or eight young ones
;
though, by chance, I

have seen double the number. Instead of
order or regulation being observed in rearing
their houses, they are of a much ruder struc-

ture than their dams
;
for, notmthstanding

the sagacity of these animals, it has never
been observed that they aim at any other
convenience in their houses than to have a
dry place to lie on ; and there they usually
eat their victuals, which they occasionally
take out of the water. It frequently hap-
pens that some of the large houses are found
to have one or more partitions, if they de-
serve that appellation, but it is no more than
a part of the main building left by the sa-

gacity of the beaver to support the roof. On
such occasions it is common for those differ-

ent apartments, as some are pleased to call

them, to have no communication \vith each
other but by water so that, in fact, they
may be called double or treble houses, rather

than different apartments of the same house.
“ So far are the beavers from driving stakes

into the ground when building their houses,

that they lay most of the wood crosswise,

and nearly horizontal, and without any other

order than that of leaving a hollow or cavity

in the middle. When any unnecessary

branches project inward they cut them off

with their teeth, and throw them in among
the rest, to prevent the mud from falling

tlirough the roof. It is a mistaken notion

tliat the wood-work is first completed and
then plastered

;
for the whole of their houses,

as well ns tlieir dams, are, from the founda-
tion, one mass of mn<l and wood mixed with
stones, if tiicy can i)C |irocured. The mud

;

is always taken from the edge of the bank, '

or the bottom of the creek or pond near the
door of the house ; and though their fore-
paws are so small, yet it is held close up
between them under their throat : thus they
carry both mud and stones, while they al-
ways drag the wood with their teeth. All
their work is executed in the night, and they
are so expeditious that, in the course of one
night, I have known them to have collected
as much as amounted to some thousands of
their little handfuls. It is a great piece of
policy in these animals to cover the outside
of their houses eve^ fall with fresh mud,
and as late as possible in the autumn, even
when the frost becomes pretty severe, as by
this means it soon freezes as hard os a stone,
and prevents their common enemy, the
wolverene, from disturbing them dming the
svinter

; and as they are frequently seen to
walk over their work, and sometimes to give
a flap with their tail, particularly when
plunging into the water, this has, without
doubt, given rise to the vulgar opinion that
they used their tails as a trowel, with which
they plastered their houses ; whereas that
flapping of the tail is no more than a custom
which they always preserve, even when they

,

become tame and domestic, and more par-
ticularly so when they are startled.”

|

In the more northern climates the habita-
tions of these animals are finished in August,

'

or early in September, when they begin to

lay in their stores. During the summer
months they regale themselves on the
choicest fruits and plants the county af-

|

fords
;
but in winter they subsist principally

j
on the wood of the birch, the plane, and
some other trees, which they steep in fresh

j

water from time to time. Those who are
'

accustomed to hunt these animals, being
perfectly aware that green wood is much
more grateful to them than that which is

old and dry, place a considerable quantity
round their'lodgments ; and when they sally

fortli to seize it, citlier catch them in snares,

or take them l)y surprise. When the frost

is very severe, the hunters sometimes break
large holes in the ice ; and, on the Be.avcrs

resorting to these apertnres to breatlic the
fresh air, they either kill them with their

hatchets, or eoirer the holes with large sub- ;

stantial nets. Tills being done, they under-
|

mine and subvert the whole fabric ; wlien
\

the beavers, expecting to make their escape
|

in tlic usual way, fly with precijiitation to
j

the water, and, rushing to the opening, fall

directly into tlie net. I

The Beaver is pursued both for its fur, and
for the sake of a peculiar odoriferous secre-

tion, termed castor, or caslorcttm, wliicli is :

contained in two little bags, the inguinal
glands, each about the size of a hen’s egg. !

This substance, ns wc find it in the shops, is ;

of a bromiish unctuous consistence, has a
i

disagreeable narcotic smell, and a nauseous
|

acrid taste : it was at one time esteemed ns

possessing considerable medicinal proiHirtles,
j

but is now chictly employed by i>erf\imcrs. i

The fur was forinerly a most important nr- !

tide of commerce : b’lit the animals have in

recent times liccn exterminated ft-om so
j

mnnycxiemive tracts which they once in-
|



habited, that it is now far less considerable
than it was half a century ago. To this

i may be added, that the present custom of
using silk and other materials in lieu of

:
beavers’ fur in the manufacture of hats, has

I wonderfully lessened the demand for it, as
I well as reduced the price. An idea, how-
I
ever, may be formed of the astonisliing num-

i
ber of beavers’ skins that were formerly

1
made use of, when we state that in 1808, no

! less than 120,927 were sent from Quebec
alone to this country. The flesh of the Bea-
ver is much prized by the Indians and Ca-
nadian voyagers, especially when it is roasted
in the skin after the hair has been singed off

:

' and in some districts it requires all the in-
I fluence of the fur-traders to restrain the
!
hunters from sacrificing a considerable quan-

;
titj- of beaver fur every year to secure the

i enjoyment of this luxury
;
and Indians of

' note have generally one or two feasts in a
season, wherein a roasted beaver is the prime
dish. It resembles pork in its fiavour, but
it requires a strong stomach to sustain a full
meal of it. (,Ilichardson’8 Fauna horeali-
Americana.)

I

Our readers will see that the foregoing
account relates to the American Beaver.
The European species does not boast of such
arcliitectural habits, but lives in burrows

' along the banks of the Khone, the Danube,
the Weser, and other large rivers in the
north of Europe

; yet, from some of the de-
1 scriptioiis which have been given of them,
' we arc disposed to believe that, considering

I

tlie materials within their reach, their in-
! stinctivc skill is not greatly inferior to those
i who dwell on the other side of tlie Atlantic,

j

It is believed that at no period were Beavers

;

common in Britain, though the mention of
them by some of our earliest lustorians is a
clear proof of their existence here.

BECCAFIGO, or FIG-EATER. OS’yZuia
hortensif.) A migratory song-bird, about

I

the size of a linnet, but with a remarkably
short body. It feeds on fruits and berries,
and is highly prized by the Italians for the
delicacy of its flesh, particularly in autumn,
when it is in excellent condition for the table.
It is often seen in England in the summer,
where it is called the Pettychaps ; but it

I generally returns to a warmer climate in
ficptcmticr. It has n lively, loud, and piercing
note ; but it is seldom seen, as it usually
sings from the midst of some closely em-
bowered covert. Its head, back, neck, wings,
and tail are generally of a greenish grey,
but some more incline to a greenish brown.

BEE. (Apis.) The generic name of a
family of Ilymcnoptcrous insects, [for the
class! fleatiun of which, see ApiP/K.] Of all
the insect triljc none liavc more justly cx-
citeil the attention and admiration of man-

1 kind than the Bee ; ami yet, although it has
engaged the study of naturalists for two
thousand years, we still occasionally find,
in the economy of this social and industrious
little animal, some olwcurcly known or un-
elucidatcd fact, wliich is thought worthy of
the lalHiurs of those who devote their time
and abilities in the pursuit and advancement

l^of tlds interesting branch of natural science.

The most important species is the Honey-
bee (Apis meUifica'), so long celebrated for
its wonderful polity, the neatness and pre-
cision with which it constructs its cells, and
the diligence with which it provides during
the warmth of summer a supply of food for

the support of the hive during the rigours
of the succeeding winter. In its natural
state the Honey-bee generally constructs its

nests in hollow trees
; but so universally is

it now domesticated that we rarely find it

othenvise than hived in any port of Europe.
Peter Kalm, the Swedish traveller, ob-

serves, that the people of North America
were unanimously of opinion that the

HONEV-BEE.— (APIS MEEIUFIOA.)

Honey-bee was unknown in that country
before the arrival of the Eurojjeans

; but
that they were first brought over by the
English who settled there. The Indians
likewise declared that their fathers had
never seen any bees cither in the woods or
elsewhere, before the Europeans had been
several years settled there. Tliis, he says,
is further confirmed by the name wliieh the
Indians gave them : for, having no particular
name for them in their language, they call
them Fngiish flies, because the English first

brought them over ; but at the time he
wrote (nearly a century ago) they flow plen-
tifully about the woods of North America.
Honey and wax are the two valuable ar-

ticles of commerce for which we are indebted
to this useful insect. Now, if we examine
the structure of the common Bee, the first

remarkable part wliich preschts itself is the
proboscis, an instrument serving to extract
honey from flowers : it is not formed, like
that of other flies, in the shape of a tube, by
which the fluid is to be sucked up, but rather
like a tongue, to lap it up. When thus
lapped out of the nectary, it is conveyed to
the crop or honey-bog

;
where it undergoes

but little alteration, and is transferred or
disgorged into the cells destined to receive
it. While the Bee is busy in extracting the
sweets of the flowers, it becomes covered with
the farina or pollen of the anthers ; tliis

Iiollcn it wipes off with the brushes of its

legs, collects every iiartiele together, and
kneads it into two little masses, which it
lodges on the broad surface of the tibia of
each hind leg, where a scries of clastic liairs

over-arches a concavity, and acts as a sort
of lid or covering. Thus employed, the Bee
flics from flower to flower, increasing its store
of honey, and adding to its stock ofkneaded
pollen, wliich is called bcc-brcail. The ab-
domen is divided into six niiiiulations or
rings, which arc capable of being contracted
or extended at pleasure

; and the insect is
Intcnially furnished with a hoticy-biig, a
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;

venom-bag, and a sting. The honey-bag,
wliich is as transparent as crystal, contains
the honey which the Bee lias brushed from
the flowers, the greatest part of wliicli is

carried to the hive, and poured into the cells
of the honeycomb, while the remainder serves
for the Bee’s own nourishment. Wax is a
peculiar secretion in little cells beneath tlie

scales of the abdomen. It is from honey
that the wax, by some internal process, is

elaborated. The wax oozes out between the
abdominal rings, in the form of little la-
mina:

; it is then worked with the mouth,
and kneaded with saliva that it may acnuire
the requisite degree of ductility for the con-
struction of the comb, wliich is finished with
a substance called propolis, a glutinous or
gummy resinous matter procured from the
buds of certain trees.

Tire sting is composed of tliree parts

;

namely, the sheath, and two extremely small
and penetrating darts, each of whicli is fur-
nished with several points, or barbs, wliich,
rankling in the wound, render the sting
more painful. TMs instrument, however,
would prove but a feeble weapon, if the Bee
did not poison the wound. The sharp-
pointed sheath first enters, and tins being
followed by tlie barbed darts, the venomous
fluid is speedily injected. Sometimes the
sting sticks fast in the flesh, and is left be-
hind

; but the death of the Bee invariably
follows.
Having examined the Bee singly, we now

proceed to an inquiry into its habits as a
member of a social community. Viewed in
this light, we behold an animal active, vi-
gilant, laborious, and disinterested ; subject
to regulations, and perfectly submissive. All
its provisions are laid up for the community ;

and all its arts are employed in building a
cell, designed for the benefit of posterity.

Many interesting accounts of the history
and economy of the Bee have been published.
We know of none, however, so concise and
at the same time so explicit, as that which
is given by Mr. Newman, in his “ Familiar
Introduction to the Study of Insects

;

” and
to that source we are indebted for the fol-

lowing observations, marked with inverted
commas ;—

“ A bee-hive contains three kinds of in-

dividuals,— a queen, drones, and workers;
the queen is a female, and not only the

ruler, but, in great part, the mother of the

community ;
tlie drones are males, and the

workers are abortive females. The sole

oflice of the queen appears to be the laying

of cgg.s, and this occupies her almost inces-

santly, as a single one only is deposited in

each cell, thus causing her to be in continual

motion ; she is slow and majestic in her

movements, and differs from the workers in

being larger, having a longer body, shorter

wings, and a curved sting. The queen is

accompanied by a guard of twelve workers,

an oflice which is taken in turn, but never
intermitted: in whatever direction she wishes

to travel, these guards clear the way before

her, always with the utmost courtesy turning
their faces towards her, and when she rests

from her labours, approaching her with hu-
mility, licking her face, mouth, and eyes.

and appearing to fondle her with their an-
tenna:.

" The drones are all males ; they are less

than the queen, but larger than the workers ;

they live on the honey of flowers, but bring
none home, and are wholly useless, except
as being the fathers of the future progeny :

when this oflBce is accomplished, they are
destroyed by the workers. A buzzing com-
mences in the hive, the drones and the
workers sally forth togetlier, grapple each
other in the air, hug and scuffle for a minute,
during wliich operation the stings of the
workers are plunged into the sides of the
drones, who, overpowered by the poison,
almost instantly die.
“ The workers are the smallest bees in the

hive, and by far the most numerous ; they
have a longer lip for sucking honey than
either of the others ; their tliighs are fur-
nished with a brush for the reception of the
pollen of flowers, and their sting is straight.
The workers do the entire work of the com-
munity ; they build tlie cells, guard the hive
and the queen, collect and store the honey,
elaborate the wax, feed the young, kill the
drones, &c. The average number of these
three kinds of bees in a hive is one queen,
2000 drones, and 20,000 workers. The eggs
are long, slightly curved, and of a bluish i

colour ; when laid they are covered with a
glutinous matter, which instantly dries, at-

j

taching them to the bottom of the cell.
“ For eleven months the queen lays only

workers’ eggs ;
afterwards, those which pro-

duce drones: as soon os this change has taken
place, the workers begin to construct royal
cells, in which, without discontinuing to 1

lay the drones’ eggs, the queen deposits here
and there, about once in three days, an egg
wliich is destined to produce a queen. The
workers’ eggs hatch in a few days, and pro-
duce little white maggots, which immediate-
ly open their mouths to be fed ; these the
workers attend to with untiring assiduity :

in six days each maggot fills up its cell ; it

is then roofed in by the workers, spins a
silken cocoon, and becomes a chrysalis : and
on the twenty-first day it comes forth a
perfect bee. The drones emerge on the
twenty-fifth day, and the queens on the
sixteenth.”
When the queen-bee has nn inclination to

deposit her eggs, she goes forth, accompanied
by sLx or eight working bees os a guard,
whose stomachs are filled with honey. She
is very deliberate in her motions, and seems
to proceed with great caution. She first

j

looks into a cell, and if she finds it perfectly '

empty, she draws iq) her long Ixidj-, iuserfs
j

her tail into the cell, and dcpo.sits nn egg. 1

In this way she slowly proceeds till she has
dropped ten or twelve eggs, when perhaps '

feeling exhausted, she is fed by one of the i

nttciulant liees, who have surrounded her
j

the whole time. This is done by the Iwe
ejecting the honey from its stomach into the
month of the queen. When this has been
done, the bee goes away, and another takes

\

its jilacc. The oiicration of laying her eggs
j

again goes on, and is succeeded by the same
i

rnode of feeding,— the attendant lices fro-
j

qiicntly touching the antenna! of the queen
j
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with tlieir own. When the operation of
! laying the eggs is eorapleted,— and it gene-

ra'llv occupies some time,— the queen retires

to that part of tlic hive which is most filled

^ with bees. During her progress the sur-

;
face of tlie comb is very little intruded upon,

'• and the space seems purposely to be left

!
unoccupied. Some few of the ceils, how-

I

ever, in a brood comb, are passed over by
the queen, and afterwards filled cither with
honey or farina. Tliese serve as deposits of
food, from which the neighbouring brood may
be fed more readily, as such cells ore never
covered with wax Jesse.
“ It has been already stated, that the

queen, for nearly a year, lays no eggs that
are destined to produce queens ; it therefore
follows, that if any evil befall her, the liive

is left without a queen : it sometimes hap-
pens that she dies, or is taken away by tlie

owner of the hive, to observe the result.

For twelve hours little notice is taken of
the loss : it appears not to be known, and
the workers labour as usual : after that
period, a hubbub commences ; work is aban-
doned ; the whole liive is in an uproar ;

every bee traverses the hive at random, and
with the most evident want of purpose.
This state of anarchy sometimes continues
for two days ;

then the bees gather in clus-
ters of a dozen or so, as tliough engaged in
consultation, the result of which seems to be
a fixed resolution to supply the loss. A few
of the workers repair to the cells in which
arc deposited the eggs of workers ; three of
these cells arc quickly broken into one, the
edges polished, and the sides smoothed and
rounded, a single egg being allowed to re-
main at the bottom. \N1ien tliis egg hatches,
the maggot is fed with a peculiarly nutritive
food, called royal bee-bread, which is never
given to any maggots but such as are to pro-
duce queens ; work is now resumed over the
whole hive, and goes on as briskly as before:
on the sixteenth day the egg produces a
queen, whose appearance is hailed with every
demonstration of delight, and who at once
assumes sovereignty over tlie hive. AVhen,
under ordinary circumstances, a young queen
emerges from the chrysalis, the old one
frequently quits the hive, heading the first

' swarm for the season, and flying to some
neighbouring resting-place, is observed by

,

the owner, captured, placed under a new
hive, and a new colony is immediately com-
menced. Before a swarm leaves the liive,
sure indications arc given of the intended

I

movement : the workers leave their various
I occupations and collect in groups, especially
near the door of the hive, as though in con-
sultation on the important event about to
take place.
“ As the summer advances many queens

are hatched, but the workers do not allow
them instant lUicrty, os severe battles would
take place iHitwcen them and the reigning
queen, in which one would lie killerl : the
workers, therefore, make a small hole in the
ceiling of the royal cell, through which the
Captive queen thrusts her tongue, and rc-
TOves foo<l from the workers. Tu this state
of confinement the voung queen utters a low

. querulous note, which has liccn compared to

singing. When the reigning, or a newly-
created queen, finds one of these captives,

she uses every ctfort to tear open the cell

and destroy her rival : to prevent tliis, the
workers often interpose, pulling her away
by the legs and wings ; to tlus she submits
for a short time, when, uttering a peciiliar

cry, called her voice of sovereignty, she com-
mands instant attention and obedience, and
is at once freed from her assailants. The
cocoons spun by the maggots of the workers
and drones completely envelope the chrysa-
lis: bnt that spun by the maggot of the queen
appears imperfect, covering only the upper
end of the chrysalis : it has been supposed
tliat they are thus designedly exposed to the
attacks of other queens, and their destruc-
tion, before emerging, facilitated. When
the chrysalis of the queen is about to change
to a perfect insect, the bees make the cover
of the cell thinner by gnawing away part of
the wax ; and with so much nicety do they
perform tliis operation, that the cover at last

becomes pellucid, owing to its extreme tliin-

ness.
“ The combs of a bee-hive comprise a con-

geries of hexagonal cells, built by the bees *

as a receptacle for honey, and for the nur- I

series of their young : each comb in a hive
j

is composed of two ranges of cells, backed
against each other : the base or partition
between tliis double row of cells is so dis-

posed as to form a pyramidal cavity at the I

bottom of each. There is a continued series i

of these double combs iu eveiy' well-filled !

hive ; the spaces between them being just
sufficient to allow two bees, one on the sur-
face of each comb, to pass without touching.
Eacli cell is hexagonal, the six sides being
perfectly equal. This figure ensures the
greatest possible economy of material and
space I the outer edges of the eells are sliglit-

j

ly thickened, in order to gain strength
;
the

'

same part is also covered with a beautiful
varnish, which is supposed to give additional
strengtii. The construction of several combs
is generally going on at the same time : no
sooner is the foundation of one laid, with a
few rows of cells attached to it, than a se-
cond and a third are founded on each side,

parallel to the first, and so on till the hive
is filled, the combs which were commenced
first being always in the most advanced
state, and therefore the first completed.

“ The design of every comb is sketched
out, and the first rudiments laid by a single
bee : this foundress-bee forms a block out of
a rough mass of wax, drawn partly from its

own resources, but ])rincipally from those of
other bees, wliicli furnish wax from small
sacs, in which it bos been secreted, that are
situated between the segments of tlie body
of the bee ; taking out the jdates of wax
with their hind feet, and carrying it witli
their fore feet to their mouths, where it is

moistened, masticated, and rcndcrccl soft
and ductile. The foundress-bee determines
the relative position of the combs, and tlieir

distance from each other, the foundations
which she marks serving ns guides to the
ulterior labours of the wax-working iices,

and of tiiose wliich buiid the ceils, giving
them tiic advantage of the margins and
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angles already formed. The mass of wax
prepared by the assistants is applied by the
foundress-bee to the roof or »bottom of the
hive, and thus a slightly double convex mass
is formed: when of sufficient size, a cell is

sculptured on one side of it by the bees,
who relieve one another in the laboiu". At
the back, and on each side of this first cell,

two others are sketched out and excavated:
by this proceeding the foundations of two
cells are laid, the line beUvixt tliem cor-
responding with the centre of the opposite
cells : as the comb extends, the first exca-
vations are rendered deeper and broader

;

and when a iiyramidal base is finished, the
bees build up walls from its edges, so as to
complete what may be called the prismatic
part of the cell. The cells intended for tlie

drones are considerably larger and more sub-
stantial than those for the workers ; and
being formed subsequently, they usually ap-
pear nearer the bottom of the combs : last
of all are built the royal cells for the queens

:

of these there are usually three or four,
sometimes ten or twelve, in a hive, attached
completely to the central part, but not un-
frcquently to the edge of the comb. The
form of the royal cells is an oblong spheroid,
tapering gradually downwards, and having
the exterior full of holes: the mouth of tlie

cell, which is always at the bottom, remains
open until the maggot is ready for trans-
formation, and it is then closed like the rest.

“ AVhen a queen has emerged, the cell in
wliich she was reared is destroyed, and its

place is supplied by a range ofcommon cells:

the site of this range may always be traced
by that part of the comb being thicker than
the rest, and forming a kind of knot. The
common breeding cells of drones and workers
are occasionally made the depositories of
lioney; but the cells are never sufficiently

cleansed to preserve the honey undeterio-
rated. The finest lioney is stored in new
cells constructed for the purpose of receiving
it, their form precisely resembling that of
the common breeding cells : these honey-
cells vary in size, being larger or smaller
according to the productiveness of the sources
from wliioh the bees are collecting, and ac-
cording to the season.”

It is remarkabie that all animals which
have been long under the protection of man
seem to lose a part of their natural sagacity.

In those countries wlicre the bees are wild,

and unprotected by man, they are always
sure to build their waxen cells in the hol-

lows of trees ; but with us they appear im-
provident in their choice : and the first green
branch which slops their flight is deemed
snilicicnt for their abode. It docs not even
appear that the queen chooses the place

where they are to alight; for numbers of Oie

swarms when they conceive a predilection

for any particular branch, spontaneously
settle on it

;
others follow their example ;

and at last the queen herself, flnding the
majority of the swarm convened together,

condescends to place herself amongst them.
The queen being settled, the rest of the
swann soon flock around licr, and in about
a (inartcr of an hour the whole body seems
to be perfectly at rest.

When a hive sends out several swarms in
a j'ear, the first is always the best as well as
the most numerous; for, having the greatest
part of the summer before them, they have
the more time for making wax and honey,
and consequently their labours are the most

]

valuable to their proprietor. Though the
swarm is principally mode up of the younger
Bees, those of all ages generally compose the

;

numiier of emigrants ; and as a single hive
sometimes contains upwards of forty thou- •

sand inhabitants, such a vast body may well i

be supposed to work with great expedition.
|

Among the varied mass of amusing and
,

instructive information with which the
volumes of Kirby and Spence abound, we

'

shall make a few condensed extracts ere we i

close this article :— Bees in their excursions '

do not confine themselves to the spot im-
jmediately contiguous to their dweliing,
'

but, when led by the scent of honey, will go
'

a mile from it, or considerably more ; yet
from this distance they will discover honey i

with as much certainty os if it was within
their sight. * * * A new-born bee, as soon
as it is able to use its wings, seems perfectly
aware, without any preidous instruction,
what are to be its duties and employments
for the rest of its life. It appears to know
that it is bom for society, and not for selfish

pursuits ; and therefore it invariably de-
j

votes itself and its labours to the benefit of ,

the community to which it belongs. • Walk-
!

ing upon the combs, it seeks for the door of
the liive, that it may sally forth and be useful.

Full of life and activity, it then takes its

first fiight ; and, unconducted but by its in-
stinct, visits like the rest the subjects ofFlmn,
absorbs their nectar, covers itself with their
ambrosial dust, which it kneads into a moss
and packs upon its hind legs ; and, if need
be, gathers propolis (an unctuous resinous
substanee, collected from the buds of trees,

and used in lining the cells of a new comb,
stopping creidccs, &c.j, and returns unem-
barrassed to its OMTi liive.

The method of ventilating their hives is

thus described :— By means of their mar-
ginal hooks, they unite each pair of wings
into one plane slightly concave, thus acting
upon the air by a surface nearly as large ns
possible, and forming for them a pair of verj-
ample fans, which in their vibrations de-
scribe an arch of 90°. These vibrations are
so rapid ns to render the vings almost in-
visible. During the summer a certain
number of workers— for it is to the workers
solely that this office is committed—may
always be observed vibrating tlieir win^
Ixjfore the entrance of their liive

; and the
observant apiarist will find, ui>on examina-
tion, that a still greater number arc engaged
within it in the same employment. The
station of these ventilators is upon the floor

of the hive. They arc usually raaced in
files that terminate at the entrance ; and
sometimes, but not constantly, form so many
diverging rays, probably to give room for
comers and goers to pa.ss. The number of
ventilators in action at the same time varies

:
|

it seldom much exceeds twenty, and is often
1

more circninscrilicd. The tunc also that
;

they devote to this function is longer or
j



ehorter, according to circumstances : some
have been obser\'cd to continue their vibra-
tions for nearly half an hour without rqst-
ing, suspending the action for not more
than an instant, as it should seem to take
breatli. tyhen one retires, another occupies
its place ; so that in a hive well peopled
there is never any interruption of the sound
or humming occasioned by this action, by
which it may always be ImoAvu whether it

be going on or not.

BEE-EATER. {Jferqps apiaster.) There
arc many species of the genus dferops, all of
which are distinguished by their brilliant
plumage, and take their prey, consisting of
bees, wasps, gnats, &c., on the wing, like the
swallow, and, what seems remarkable, with-
out being stung by them. The one we are
about to describe is among the most elegant
of the European birds, and, next to the
Roller and the Kingfisher, may be con-
sidered as the most brilliant in point of
colour. It is a native of the warmer parts
of Europe, particularly among the islands
of the Grecian archipelago, and of many
parts both of Asia and Africa ; but in the
north of Europe it is rarely seen. In shape
tills bird resembles the halcyon tribe, and is
about the size of a blackbird. Tlie bill is
slightly curved, sharp-pointed, rather long,
and black

j the iridcs bright red ; the crown

BZC'KATKR,—(UEROFS APIASTKn )

of the head and upper parts of the neck
and back are of an orange-cliesnut colour ;

the throat yellow, the scapulars, lower part
of the back, and wing-coverts pale j-cllow,
more or less shaded witli an admixture of

I

red and green. The smaller quill feathers
!
are nifoiis chesmit, tipped with green : the
larger sea-green with dusky tips ; the rump
and tail sea-green, the latter about three
inehes long, the two middle feathers projcct-
j'lg. In a pointed form, to some distance
tsiyond the rest. The sides of the head,

)
above the eyes, and the whole under jiarts
arc “la-green : from the corners of the bill,
on each side of the head, n black streak
piwsci ncrr,-s the eyes, curving downwards,
and nearly meeting the tips of a black
Crescent placed across the snout, and scjia-
raling the yellow of that part from tlic sea-
green of the under parts. The legs arc short,
and of a reildish-brnwn colour. It builds
In deep holes in the banks of rivers, forming

a nest of moss, and laying from five to
seven white eggs.

The INDIAN BEE-EATER (Mcrops
viridis) is about half the size of the common
or European Bee-eater, but the middle tail-

feathers are considerably longer. On the
upper part of the breast is a crescent-shaped
transverse mark, with the horns pointing
upwards! the back and lesser covert-feathers
of the wdngs are of a parrot-green colour ;

the rump or coverts of the tail of a bluish-
green ; the breast and beily of a light green,
and the taU is green. The greater quills of
the wings are dusky at their tips

i the centre
quills are of an orange colour, bordered with
green, and marked with black spots, the
extreme tips being orange; the interior quills

next the back are wholly green ; the first

row of coverts above the quills is orange in
the centre, and green on the ed^es. The
bill is long and sharp-pointed, having a
downward incurvation

;
the claws are pretty

strong i and the legs and feet of a dusky
brown colour. This species is a native of
Bengal, parts of Madagascar, &c.

BEETLES. The insects composing the
order Coleoptera, or Beetles, ore almost
incredible in point of number, as may readily
be supposed when it is stated that between
70,000 and 80,000 species at present exist in
the cabinets of collectors. The singul.ar
forms and brilliant colours ofmany of them;
the size of their bodies ; the solid texture of
their integuments, which renders their pre-
servation comparatively easy ; and the
nature of their habits, which affords every
facility for their capture ; have combined to
render them objects of peculiar attention to
those who delight in the science of entomo-
logy.
Among the beetle tribe some are very re-

markable for projections or horns growing
from the head and corslet. The species
found in warm climates are generally large
and of a formidable appearance, though by
no means noxious. They are mostly winged,
flying with much rapidity and force

; but
when on the ground tlicir movements are
slow and licavy. The wings of beetles are
covered and concealed by a pair of horny
cases or shells, meeting in a straight line on
the top of the back, and usually having a
little triangular or semicircular piece, called
the scutcl, wedged between their bases.
Hence the order to which these insects be-
long is called Coleoptera, a word signifying
wings in a shcatii. Tlicy are all produced
from eggs i they then become grubs ; after-
wards they arc changed into chrysalides

;

and lastly, the beetles, leaving their prisons,
sally forth ns winged insects in full maturity.
Tiie conversion of the first pair of wings
into elytra, or hard wing-cases, and tlio

complete iiicloBure of the second pair by
these, when the insect is at rest, constitute
the distinguishing features of the order.
The elytra, when expanded, are of little or
no use in flight, generally remaining nearly
motionless i when closed, thev meet along
the back in a straight line, which Is called
the future. The body of the iierfeet Insect
is oval, or nearly so, and the liead is pro-

fi
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vided with two. antennw, composed of eight
or ten pieces

j
the extremities of the antennaj

are club-shaped, and composed of plates or
joints, cither disposed like the leaves of a
book, or arranged perpendicularly to the
axis, like the teeth of a comb. The eyes are
large and protuberant, especially in the
carnivorous species, and in those, the slow-
ness of whose habits makes them need quick
powers of sight, for the purpose of avoiding
their enemies. Of the three segments of the
thorax, the corslet greatly surpasses the two

I

others in size
j and the cliief movement of

I the parts of the trunk upon one another, is

1
between the first and second segments of the

i
thorax. The two fore-legs of beetles, and

i even the others, in some instances, are den-
tated externally, and suited for burrowing.
These are the principal characters which
distinguish this numerous family

;
but it is

necessary to observe that nearly all of them
are subject to some exceptions.
The larvw are soft, flexible, whitish, semi-

cylindric worms, having the body divided
into twelve rings, and having a scaly head,
armed with strong jaws. They have nine
stigmata, or breatliing-holes, on each side ;

and the feet, wliich are six, are scaly. The
body is thicker at the posterior than at the
anterior extremity, and rounded, almost uni-
formly curved downwards, so that the larva
moves with difficulty over an even surface,

and frequently tumbles down. The period
during which the larvae remain in the state of
destructive worms, varies in different species;

those of some kinds becoming nymphs at

the end of several months, and of others not
sooner than tliroe or four years. During
this period they live in the earth, where they
feed upon the roots of vegetables, animal
matter in a state of decomposition, &c. It

is in this stage of their existence that various
species prove exceedingly injurious to

farmers and gardeners, from their great
numbers and voracity. When about to

undergo their change of form, they make an
egg-shaped cocoon, from fragments gnawed

j

off wood, &c., which are united by a peculiar

glutinous fluid furnished by their bodies.

I

The form of the future beetle is now plainly

perceived, the different parts being encased
in distinct sheaths. Though the varieties

of this genus arising from size and colour

ore wonderful— some being no larger than

]

a pin’s head, wliile others are several inches

I

in length and circumference,— their most

j

essential difference proceeds from the stages

‘ of their existence, some undergoing all their

I
transformations in a few months, and othem

I
requiring nearly four years to complete their

I

production.

BELEMNITES. A genus of fossil Ce-
' phalopoda, which at dinferent periods have
i received the names of Thunderstonc, Arrow-
head, and Fingerstone. The name is derived

I
from Jielcmnon (Gr.), a dart or arrow. They
abound in several of the older rocks, especi-

ally the lias and oolite ; and consist of an in-

terior cone divided into partitions connected
by a syphon, os in the Nautilus, and sur-

rounded by a number of concentric Inycre,

mode up of fibres radiating from the axis.

BELEMNITE. BELEMUITE
(b, A0UTD8.) [aKSTOREB.l

These layers are somewhat transparent, and
'

when burnt, rubbed,or scraped, give the odour
of rasped bom. From the weight of its dense
internal shell the Belemnite may be supposed
to have usually maintained a vertical posi-

tion ; and as its chambered portion was pro-

vided with a siphuncle analogous to that

wliieh we find in the Nautilus, the animal
j

probably had the power of ascending and
|

descending in the water with facility. The
animal, of which the Belemnite was the

|

;

internal “ bone,” has been proved by Jlr. i

Owen to have been a dibrauchiatc eight-
j

armed Cuttle-flsh, somewliat resembling tlie
]

recent genus Onychoteuthis. This he was
|

enabled to do by access to specimens found
1

near Chippenham, in Wiltsliire, during the

excavations that were making for the Great
Western Railway. The species are now
extinct.

BELL-BIRD. (Procnias carunculata.'l

Tills is a species of Chatterer, distinguished I

by a long soft caruncle at the base of its i

beak ; it is wliite when adult, greenish when

BKI.r.-BIRD.—(PBOCNIAS OAKCNOOLATA.l

young. It is a native of South America—
the celebrated Campanero or Bell-bird of

Guiana— the loud sonorous voice of wliich,

heard from time to time in the depths of

the forest, during the stillness of mid-day,

cxactlv resembles the tolling of a liell.

Mr. SVaterton, in his hearty “ Wanderings

in Demcrnra,” often alludes to it. In one

passage he says that it “ never fails to attract
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the attention of the passenger ; at a distance
i of nearly three miles you may hear this

I

snow-white bird tolling every fonr or five

j

minutes like the distant convent bell. From
I

six to nine in the morning the forests resound
. with the mingled cries and strains of the
1 feathered race, after this they gradually die

I away. From eleven to three, all nature is

I hushed as in a midnight silence, and scarce

i a note is heard, saving that of the campanero

I

of the pi-pi-yo; it is then that, oppressed by

I

the solar heat, the birds retire to the thickest
' shade, and wait for the refreshing cool of the

I

evening.”

BELLEROPHOlSr. A genus of fossil

shells, the animals of which are unknotvn,
but which are now generally supposed to

have been allied to Carinaria, the structure

of whose shell it resembles.

BELLU.S;. The sixth order of the Mam-
malia ; the characters of which are, that
their fore-teeth are obtusely truncated, their

feet hoofed, and their food vegetables. The
genera of the Horse, Hippopotamus, Hog,
and Khinoceros belong to this order.

BELONE. A genus of fishes remarkable
for the bright green colour of their bones.
The jaws are much extended, and furnished
with small teeth, without any others in the
mouth, except in the pharj-nx. The body
is very long, and covered with scales which
are scarcely visible, except one keeled row
on each side, near the under edge of the fish.

[See Gakfisu.]

I

BELUGA. (Delphimcs leucos.') A Ceta-
ceous animal, of the size of the Grampus.

' It chiefly inhabits the seas of the Arctic re-
gions, but is sometimes met with even on
the British coasts. [Sec Whale.] It is also
the Russian name for the largest species of

I

Sturgeon (Accipenser husoX

I BELYTA. A genus of Hymenopterous
insects, being a species ofminute four-winged
flies, which frenuent sandy situations.

BEMBEX: BEMBECIDiE. A genus
j

and family of Hymenopterous insects, pc-

I

cuiiar to hotclimatcs, and, in some instances,

I
very much resembling wasps both in size

I

and colour. ISembex rnntrata, an insect

I
about the size of a wasp, is the type of this

;

family, and is remarkabie for having the
lower parts of the mouth produced into a

i lonjf trunk or proboscis. The female forms

I

oblique cylindrical burrows in sandy banks,
. with a cell at the end of each, and having
collected five or six flics, and placed them in
her cell, she deposits a single egg in it ; then
having carefully closed its mouth, she pro-
ceeds fn the same manner with another cell.
The.sc flics arc no sooner hatched than the
larva devours them ; it then changes into
the pupa state, and shortly after to the per-
fect insect.

BEMBIDIID/E. a family of minute
carnivorous licctlcs, which generally fre-
quent damp situations, such as the banks of
rivers, ilitchcs, ic. Tliey arc usually of a
bright blue or green metallic colour, having
two or four pale yellow spots on the elytra.

BERNACLE or BARNACLE GOOSE.
(Bemicla leucopsis). A bird which inhabits
the arctic regions, and in its autumnal and
brumal migrations visits the more temperate
regions of England, France, Germany, Hol-
land, &c. It frequents the north-west coasts

of tliis country, and some parts of Ireland, in

large flocks during the winter, but is rarely

bernacLe ooose. (bkrniola i.EaooFsia.)

seen in the south except in very severe
weather. About February it retires to the
north to breed, and is then fotmd in Russia,
Lapland, Iceland, Spitzbergen, and other
high latitudes.

The length of the Bemacle is rather more
than two feet. The bill is black, with a red-
dish streak on each side, and between it and
the eyes is a small black streak ; the hides
dusky-brown

;
the forehead, sides of the

head, and the throat, are of a pure white ;

the rest of the liead, neck, and shoulders
black, the upper part of the plumage is

marked with blue, grey, black and white

;

and the legs are black.
The history of this bird has been rendered

singularly remarkable by the marvellous
accounts which were related in the darker
ages concerning its growth ; it being a re-
ceived opinion that the Bemacle was pro-
duced in a kind of cirripede, the lepas
anatifera of Linnauis, growing on rotten
ship-timber and other kinds of wood, and
trees which lay under water on the coasts I

Among these is Gerard, a famous botanist in
his day, whoso account is too absurd to give
in detail, but perhaps a short extract may
be tolerated : “ When it is perfectly formed,
the shell gapeth open, and the first thing
that appeareth is the aforesaid lace or string ;

next cometh the legs of the bird hanging
out ;

and as it groweth greater, it openeth
the shell by degrees till at length it has
all come forth, and hangeth only by the bill.

In short space after it cometh to full matu-
rity, and falleth into the sea, where it

f

'athereth feathers, ami groweth to a fowl,
ilggcr than a mallard, and lesser than a
goose, having black legs, and bill or beak,
•and feathers black and white, spotted in
such manner ns our magpie I

” Again, Sir
Rolsut Murray, in his account inserted in
the I’hilosophlcal Transactions, says that ho

o 3
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found “ an old flr tree on the coast of Scot-
land, covered with bernacle shells, and that
in every shell that he opened he found a
perfect sea-fowl ; the little bill, like that of
a goose ; the eyes marked

; the head, neck,
breast, wings, tail, and feet formed

;
the

feathers every where perfectly shaped, and
blackish coloured ; and the feet like those of
other water-fowl 1

” Such are some of the
wild cliimeras that have been handed down
concerning the origin of these birds j sueh
the dangerous contagion of the errors of sci-

ence, where the imagination is allowed to
soar beyond the region of common-sense.
There are several other species, some of

which we shall briefly describe :—
The RED-BREASTED BERNACLE.

{Sernicla ruficollis.) This is a beautiful bird,
about twenty-two inches in length j the
beak is brown, with its hook black

j between
the beak and the eye is a white space ; be-
liind the eyes and on the sides of the neck it

is wliite i the top of the head, the throat,
belly, tail, and all the upper parts are deep
black

; the vent, under taU-coverts, and
rump are pure white ; but the breast and
fore part of the neck are bright red. A band
of black extends the entire length of the
liinder port of the neck ; the greater wing-
coverts ore tipped with white ;

and the legs

are black. This beautiful bird inhabits the
arctic countries of Asia, living on the borders
of the Frozen Ocean ; it appears periodically
in Russia, and occasionally in Germany

;

but in England it is very rarely seen. A
British-killed specimen, however, has been
seen by us in the British Museum.

The WHITE-WINGED BERNACLE.
CBernicla leticoptei-a.) This bird varies in
length from about tliirty-two to forty inches;
the head, neck, lessor \ving-coverts, and
under parts of the body, white ; the lower
part of the neck behind, and as far as the
middle of the back, crossed with nmnerous
dusky-black lines ; the two middle tail-

feathers black ; the rest wliite ; and the legs

black. It stands pretty high upon its legs
;

walks and flies with great ease ; and has not
that disagreeable eackling cry peculiar to

the rest of its kind. The flesh is wholesome
and nomdsliing. It inhabits the Falkland
Islands, where it is called the Bustard
Goose.

Tlio ANTARCTIC BERNACLE. (Rcr-

nicla Antarctica.) This is rather smaller

than a tame goose : beak narrow, short, and
black ; the whole plumage of a dazzling

snowy whiteness ;
on the bend of the wing

a blunt knob : legs yellow. It inhabits

Christmas Sound, in Terra del Fuego. Its

flesh is unfit to bo eaten.

BEROE. (Bertie, or Ct/tJippe pileus.) A
small marine animal belonging to tlic class

Acalepha, and to which tlie name CyiHppe
is now very frequently applied. This little

animal is nearly of a globular form, some-
what elongated, and about three-fourths of
an inch in length. It is composed of a ge-

latinous substance, strengthened by ciglit

bands of rather flrmcr texture, which are

covered with rows of large vibratllc cilia, ar-

ranged side by side, so as to form narrow
plates of a fln-like character. There are, in
the most common species, from three to
seven cilia in each row, and about twenty
rows on each ridge : over these the BerOe has
complete control

;
it can retard or stop their

movements at pleasure ; and arrost the play
of one, two, or more rows, whilst the re-

mainder continue in rapid vibration, and
act like so many little paddles. By these
means it is capable of swimming through
the water with considerable actirity, and of
changing its course at will. These little ani-
mals are of a bright faintly-blue aspect ; and
the cilia when in motion present I'ivid iri-

descent hues. The mouth is situated at one
end, whieh is always directed forward when
the animal is in motion, and is then widely
dilated. From the stomach, there passes a
narrow straight intestine, which terminates
at the opposite extremity of the body. When
the BerOe is in active movement, therefore,

a continual stream of water will enter its

mouth, and pass out again behind ; and from
the minute particles contained in the water,
it evidently derives its nourishment ; ex-
ceedingly minute Crustacea may indeed be
seen in the transparent stomach for some
time after being swallowed. From the pos-

terior part of the body arise two lengthened

filaments, or tcntacula, furnished on one side
with cirri, whicli are sometimes spread out
as delicate hairs, and, at others, are spirally
convoluted, or coiled like the tendrils of a
pea. When the main filaments have been
ejeeted from the body, the little tendrils be-
gin to uncoil. If a Bertie is placed in a vessel

of sea-water, its various movements may 1)«

watched with interest : sometimes it remains
at the bottom, projecting its long filaments
upwards ; at others, it darts swiftly upwards,
drawing its long filaments after it, and al-

ternately retracting and extending them ;

not unfrcqucntly it remains for some time
at the top of the "water, till at length, wishing
to descend, it turns over, drawing iq) its fila-

ments suddenly, and then swims, mouth-
downwnrds, to the bottom.
In a small but intertesing volume on the
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Natural History of Arrau by the Rev. David
Landsborough, the author makes the follow-
ing remarks on the species Bert'e cucumis,

'

several specimens of which he had taken
‘ during his “ E.xcursions,” to that island ; the
largest being three inches in length, by about
one inch and a half in diameter. They
varied, he says, from the size of a lemon to

that of a lady’s thimble, were ve^ beautiful,

and in shape resembling an antique pitcher
contracted at the neck, with a graceful revo-

^ lutioii, or turning back at the brim ; but the
^ e.xact form was difficult to assign, as it varied

I

by partial contractions at the animal’s plea-
I sure. “ The whole body has a tinge of pink,

I
! and the eight ribs closely set with cilia are
beautifully adorned, having on each side an
edging like fine crimson lace. In the larger
specimens, tliis lace-work was studded with
little orange oval-shaped bodies, like little

I
gra|)cs, attached by a capillary peduncle.

• When the Berue was at rest, they rested ;

I but when the cilia began rapidly to play,

I

and the current of water, mixed at times

I

with air-bubbles, to rush through the tubes
of the ribs, then all the little orange bodies
were in quick motion, as if dancing to the

I
music of the spheres j or, believing in fairies

as our forefathers did, one might have
fancied that they were lace-bobbiiis, moved
by nimble, invisible fairy hands, weaving
the beautifui iace edging with wliicli they
were intermingled. Professor Forbes, how-
ever, says, as I had conjectured, that they

' are the eggs attached to the placentary
' membranes ; and I doubt not that they are
thus shaken by the motion of the cilia, that
when fuily ripe they may thereby be de-

I

tached.”

j

Mr. Ryracr Jones, in describing the beau-
:
tiful mcdianism of the BerOe, has made

,
some pertinent philosophical reflections on
it, in language at once elegant and forcible,

j

“ Man,” says he, “ justly prides himself,

[

among the countless triumphs of his intellect

j

over the stubborn elements, at his success in
having found the means ofstniggling tluough

I
the opiiosing surge, propciled by steam re-

I

volving wheels whose paddles urge his vessel

I

on with giant force. But man in this con-

I

trivance, os in many more, is but a bimgling
artist when compared with Nature, when he
chooses to lulopt machinery which she like-
wise has employed. Examine well tlic berO;,
ami sec if any paddle-wheels can equal hers.
Stretching from pole to poic of this trnns-
Ini'cnt little orb, like lines of longitude upon
a glolie, and placed at equal distances, are
eight broad bands of more consi.stencc than
the other [lortiuns of the body. On these
bands are placed thirty or forty paddles,
broad flat plates, for such they seem when
magnified, with which the little creature
rows itself along. But here the difference
lies lictwccn the art of Man and Nature,
.Man to move his wheels must have much
cumlH.'rsomc machinery j the furnace, and
the txiilcr, and the Ifcrculcan ann that makes
the wheel revolve ; but here all these may
lie dispensed with, for the paddles arc them-
selves olive, and move themselves at will
with such degree of force ns may tic needed,
cither at once, or singly, or in groups, work-

65

ing mth mutual consent in any way required.
Thus do they all work equally

j
the beri/e

shoots along meteor-Uke, or, if a few relax
tlieir energy, wheels round in broad gyra-
tions, or revolves on its own axis with an
ease and grace inimitable.”

BETTONGIA. A genus of Kangaroos,
one of the species of wliich is called “ Forest
Rat ” by the colonists of Van Diemen’s Land
(R. ciinicuhis)

:

the end of the tail in this

species has a white tuft. Another species
(B. fasciata) was found by M. Peron on the
west coast of Australia, at Dirk Hartog. It
is very timid, and constructs galleries among
the thick brushwood, by cutting away the
lower branches and spines. It is of a brown
colour, the lower part of the back being
banded across with darker lines.

BIBIO : BIBIONIDiE. A genus and
sub-familyofDipterous insects, distinguished
from all the other TipuUdee by having the
body and legs shorter and more robust i the
antenme cylindric.monliform, or perfoliated;
wings large ; and the eyes of the males large
and generally contiguous. There is great
diversity in the sexes of the genus Bibio

;

all

the species are of small size
j
and their flight

is slow and heavy. They are found in
damp, marshy places, flying in great swarms,
and some of the species are amongst the most
troublesome pests to our domestic animals.

BIMANA. [Two-handed.] The term
applied by Cuvier to the first or highest
order of Mammiferous Animals. It contains
only one genus, aud one species,

—

Man ; the
sole created Being that can be termed truly
bimanous and truly biped. The whole body
of Man is adapted for the vertical position :

he walks erect ; and thus preserves the en-
tire use of liis hands for the arts, while his
organs of sense are most favourably situated
for observation and the great mental pur-
poses assigned to them by the Great Author
of Nature. [See the articles MASLsnvuA aud
Man.]

BIPELTATA. A name given to those
Crustacea which have the carapax divided
into two shields, the anterior of which is

very large, more or less oval, composing the
head ; and the second, corresponding with
the thorax, is transverse and angulated in
its outline, and bears the foot-jaws aud the
ordinary feet. The body is very flat, mem-
branous, and transparent, with the abdomen
small, and without spines to the posterior
swimmerct. All the species arc inhabitanU
of the Atlantic and Eastern Oceans.

BIPES. A genus of Reptiles in which the
liind feet alone arc visible, there being e.\-

tcrnally a total absence of the anterior ex-
tremities, though the rudiments of these
members arc pcrceiitible under the skin.
This genus affords an examiile of one of
those beautiful gradations by which Nature

f

’lides from one type of form into another,
icing intermediate between the Sauriaus
(lizards) and the Ophidians (scrjients).

BIRDS. Tn (he following observations on
tlic BtriicliirO) ImlutHf lutil ol wc
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have endeavoured to collect, from the wri-
tings of various Ornithologists, such particu-
lars as appeared to he best calculated to
illustrate the subject in a manner the most
simple, natural, and familiar ; and in so
doing we have made the just and sensible
remarks of the ingenious Thomas Bewick
the basis on which to build whatever we
have thought necessary to add, or to glean
from other sources.
Every part of nature is furnished with its

proper inhabitants ; the woods, the waters,
and the depths of the earth, have their re-
spective tenants

j while the passive air and
those tracts of seeming' space too elevated
for man to ascend, are traversed hy multi-
tudes of feathered beings, whose buoyancy
and beauty are alike the objects of our ad-
miration. But the symmetry and elegance
discoverable in their outward appearance,
although highly pleasing to the sight, ore
yet of miich greater importance when con-
sidered with respect to their peculiar habits
and mode of liadng, to wliich they are emi-
nently subser-nent. Instead of the large
head and formidable jaws, the deep capa-
cious chest, the bra^vny shoulders, and the
sinewy legs of the quadrupeds

;
we observe

the pointed beak, the long and pliant neck,
the gently swelling shoulder, the expansive
Avings, the tapering tail, the light and bony
feet ;

which are all wisely calculated to assist

and accelerate their motion through the
yielding air. Every part of their frame is

formed for lightness and buoyancy ; their

bodies are covered with a soft and delicate

plumage, so disposed as to protect them from
the intense cold of the atmosphere through
which they pass i their wings are made of
the lightest materials, and yet the force with
wliich they strike the air is so great as to

impel their bodies forward with astonishing
rapidity, whilst the tail serves the purpose
of a rudder to direct them to the diflFerent

objects of their pursuit. The internal struc-

ture of birds is no less wisely adapted to the
same purposes ; all the bones are light and
thin, and all the muscles, except those which
are appropriated to the purpose of moi-ing
the wings, are extremely delicate and light

;

the lungs are placed close to the back-bone
and ribs ; the air entering into them by a
communication from the wind-pipe, passes

through, and is Conveyed into a number of

membraneous cells which lie upon the sides

of the pericardium, and communicate with
those of the sternum. In some birds these

cells are continued doivn the wings, and
extended even to the pinions, thigh-bones,

and other parts of the body, which can be

filled and distended with air at the pleasure

of the animal.
All birds are furnished with two veiy

strong pectoral muscles on each side of their

breast-bones. In quadrupeds, os well as iu

men, the i)Cctoral muscles are trifling in

comparison with those of liirds. In the for-

mer, the muscles of the thighs and the hinder

I)arts of the body are by far the strongest

;

i)ut in birds it is far otherwise ; tire pectoral

I
muscles which give motion to their wiii^s

arc amazingly strong, whilst those of thuir

thighs are weak and slender. By means of

these a bird can move its wings with a de- ’

grec of strength which is almost incredible :
|

the flap of a sw'an’s wing would break the
|

leg of a man ; and a similar blow from an
eagle has been known to cause instant death.
Such, consequently, is the force of the wing,

,

and such its lightness, as to be inimitable by
human art.

The eyes of birds are admirably adapted
to vision, by a particular expansion of their ;

optic nen-es, which renders the impression
of external objects more vivid and distinct.

|

From this peculiar conformation, it appears
|

that the faculty of sight in birds is infinitely
i

j

superior to that of other animals, and, in- 1

1

deed, is indispensably necessary to their
^

j

support and security. 'Were the eye less I

perfect, the bird, from the rapidity of its
j

motion, would probably strike against al-
;

most every object in its way ; as well as be i

totally Incapable of discerning its proper
j

food when soaring in its own element.
|

In mental capacity birds fully equal quad- i

rupeds, and in some respects surpass them.
]

Parrots, starlings, &c., retain in memory i

many words and plirases which they have
'

been taught, and many singing-birds whole
|

melodies. Their powers of memory seem
^

also to be evinced by the fact that bir^ of
j

passage, after an absence of six months, or
;

even a longer time, and after travelling
j

thousands of miles, return to their former i

home ; the swallow to her beam, the finch I

to the tree where last year she reared her
j

young, or where she herself was hatched.
The difference between such birds as love to I

dwell in uninhabited places, secure from '

persecution, and such os are found in the
neighbourhood of men, surrounded by dan- 1

gers, is a proof that their prudence, cunniug^
|

and dociUty can be awakened and im- I

proved.
The voice is a peculiar gift of Xaturc, by '

which the greater part of birds are distin- I

guished from all the rest of the auimal world,
j

The wind-pipe of birds is composed of entire i

rings of cartilage, with an exception in the I

case of the ostrich. At its bifurcation is a I

glottis supplied with appropriate muscles,
|

called the lower or inferior larynx. It is i

here that the voice of birds is formed ; the
vast body of air contained in the air-cells

contributes to the force, and the wind-pipe,
by its form and movements, to the modifica-
tion, of the voice. The superior larynx is

very simple and unimportant. Tlic gift of
song is given to the male birds only, and
their notes are mostly an expression of love.

They sing only when they arc cheerful ; in
sadness, duringrough weather, and in bodily
disorders, they are silent. It is commonly
se.id that the gift of song is confined to the
birds in northern climates, and that nature,
in the warmer regions, has endowed them,
instead, with more brilliant colours ; but
Foster relates, that in Otaheite the birds

sing with charming sweetness ; and Cook,
on his first voyage, found the forests of
Queen Charlotte's Sound, in New Zealand,
filled with little birds, whose voices sounded
like silver bells. To no other animal have
such various tones been granted for giving

utterance to different feelings : hunger, fear.
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the dread of imminent danger, desire for
society, or longing for his mate, love, melan-
choly, &c., are expressed by a varietj; of
notes, which make a language intelligihle

I

not only to birds of the some species, but
I
often to the other tribes,

j

With respect to the feathers of birds, it

I has been truly said, that every form which
:
the most sportive faucy could create out of

I

the feathery material, and every hue that
I the warmest imagination could picture to
1 itself, will be found among them. As a
;

general rule, the plumage of the cock bird
far exceeds in brilliancy that of the hen

;

and in many species a striking difference is

observable between their plumage in summer
and in winter ; but in most birds two changes
are observable

;
namely, that in the spring,

wliich indicates the approach of the breeding
season, when the bird obtains a certain por-
tion of new feathers without losing any of
the old ones ; and in autumn, which is the

:
moulting season, when the old feathers are
thrown off, and new ones are produced in

;

their places.
Birds may be distinguished, like quadru-

peds, into two kinds or classes—granivorous
and carnivorous ; like quadrupeds too, there
are some that hold a middle nature, and par-
take of both. Granivorous birds are fur-
nished with larger intestines, and propor-
tionally longer, than those of the carnivorous
kind. Their food, which consists of grain of
various sorts, is conveyed whole and entire
into the first stomach or craw, where it

undergoes a partial dilution by a liquor se-
creted from the glands and spread over its

' surface ; it is then received into another spe-

j

cics of stomach, where it is further diluted j
' after which it is transmitted into the gizzard
I or true stomach, consisting of two very
I

strong muscles, covered externally with a
;

tendinous substance, and lined with a thick
membrane of prodigious power and strengtli

:

' in this place the food is completely triturated
’ and rendered fit for the operation of the gas-
;

trie juices. The extraordinary powers of
;

the gizzard in comminuting the food, so ns

j

to prei)are it for digestion, would exceed aU
credibility, were they not supported by in-
controvertible facts founded upon experi-

;

ments. In order to ascertain the strength

i

of these stomaclis, the ingenious Spalnnzani
I mode the following among many other cu-
rious and interesting experiments;— He

I fixed twelve small lancets, very sharp, in a

I

l»all of learl, which was forced down the

I

throat of a turkey-cock, and left eight hours

I

in the stomach
; at the expiration of which

j

the organ was ui>encd, but nothing appeared
except the naked ball, the twelve lancets
having been broken to pieces, the stomach
remaining |)crfcctly sound and entire. W'e
may ol«ervc also, that stones taken into the
stomach of birds are seldom known to pass
with the fteces, but tieing ground down and
separated by the p<;werful action of the
gizzard, arc mixed wdth the food, and, no
doubt, contribute essentially to the health
of the animal.
Carnivorous Birds are distinguished by

th'we endowments and powers with wdiicli
they are furnished by nature for the purpose

of procuring their food : they are provided
with wings of great length, the muscles which
move them being proportionally large and
strong, wdiereby they are enabled to keep
long upon the wing in search of their prey :

they are armed with strong hooked bills, and
sharp and formidable claws ; they have also
large heads, short necks, strong and brawny
thighs, and a sight so acute and piercing, as

to enable them to view their prey from the
greatest heights in the air, upon wliich they
dart with inconceivable swiftness and unde-
viating aim. The analogy between the
structure of rapacious birds, and carnivorous
quadrupeds is obvious ; both of them are
provided with weapons which indicate de-
struction and rapine ; their manners are
fierce and unsocial

;
and they seldom live

together in flocks, like the inofensive grani-
vorous tribes. tVlien not on the wing, rapa-
cious birds retire to the tops of sequestered
rocks, or to the depths of extensive forests,

where they conceal themselves in sullen and
gloomy solitude.
Without the means of conveying them-

selves with great swriftness from one place to
another, birds could not easily subsist

;
the

food which Natiue has so bountifully pro-
vided for them is so irregularly distributed,
that they are obliged to take long journeys
to distant parts in order to gain the necessary
supplies : at one time it is given in great
abundance

; at another it is administered
with a very sparing hand

; and this is one
cause of those migrations so peculiar to the
feathered tribes ; the other chief causes are,
the waut of a proper temperature of air, and
a convenient situation for the great work of
breeding and rearing their young. Such
birds as migrate to great distances are alone
denominated “birds of passage but most
birds are, in some measure, birds of passage,
although they do not migrate to places very
remote from their former habitations. At
particular times of the year most birds re-
move from one country to another, or from
the more inland districts towards the shores:
the times of these migrations or flittings arc
observed with astonisliing order and punctu-
ality ; but the secrecy of their departure,
and the suddenness of their re-appearance,
liave involved the subject of migration in
general in great difficulty. Much of this
difficulty arises from our not being able to
account for their means of subsistence during
the long flights of many of those birds which
are obliged to cross immense, tracts of water
before they arrrivc at the places of their
destination : accustomed to measure distance
by the speed of those animals with which
we are well acquainted, we arc apt to over-
look the superior velocity with which birds
are carried forward in the air, ami the ease
with which they continue their exertions
for a much longer time than can be done by
the strongest (luadruped. On this part of
the subject wc liavc had occasion to make
more particular observations, when speaking
of the habits of certain mlgratorv birds

; wc
shall therefore merely add, fro'm Bewick,
that from the advantage they [losscss in
being raised to eousiderahlo heights in tho
air, they arc enabled, with a sagacity pccu-
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liar to instinctive knowledge, to discover
the route they are to take, from tlie appear-
ance of the atmosphere, the elouds, the
direction of the winds, and other causes

;

so that, without having recourse to impro-
hahlc modes, it is easy to conceive, from the
velocity of their speed alone, that most birds
may transport themselves to countries lying
at great distances, and across vast tracts of
ocean.
At the approach of spring, birds begin to

pair, and to provide for the support of their
future progeny ; and the loudest notes, on
such occasions, generally proceed from the
tuneful throats of the males, while the
females express their consent in short in-
terrupted twitterings. The compacts then
entered into between the two sexes are, for
the season at least, faitlifully observed : but
many birds live together for years with
inviolable fidelity ; and when one of them
dies, the other does not long survive. We
are of course not speaking of the poultry in
our yards

;
but of those denizens of the air

where Nature retains her unadulterated
simplicity ; where the number of males is

generally equal to that of the females ; and
where every little animal seems no less

pleased with its t>rogeny than wedded to its

mate.
The Nests of Birds now claim our notice ;

for they are constructed with such exquisite
art, 03 to exceed the utmost exertion of
hum.au ingenuity to imitate them with
perfect success. Their mode of building,

the materials they make use of, as well as

the situatious they select, are as various as

the different kinds of birds, and are aU
admirably adapted to their several wants
and necessities. Birds of the same species,

whatever region of the globe they inhabit,

collect the same kind of materials, arrange
them in the same manner, and make choice

of similar situations for fixing the places of

their temporary abodes. Every part of the

world furnishes materials for the aerial ar-

chitects : leaves and small twigs, roots and
dried grass mixed with clay, serve for the

external ;
wlulst moss, wool, fine hair, and

the softest animal and vegetable downs, form
the warm internal part of these commodious
dwellings. On this subject the author of

“The Journal of a Naturalist ” thus nwites :

'

*^irds that build early in the spring seem

to require warmth and shelter for their

young
;
and the Blackbird and the Tlirush

line their nests with a plaster of loam,

perfectly excluding', by these cottoge-like

walls, the keen icy gales of our opening year :

yet, should accident bereave the parents of

their first hopes, they will construct another,

even when summer is far advanced, upon the

model of their first erection, and with the

precautions against severe weather, when
all necessity for such pro-vision has ceased,

and the usual temperature of the season

rather requires coolness and a free circulation

of air. The Ilouse-sparrow will commonly
build four or five times in the year, and in

a variety of situations, under the warm caves

of our houses and our sheds, the branch of

the clustered fir, or the thick tall hedge that

bounds our garden, &c. ; in all which places.

and -without the least consideration of site

or season, it -will collect a great mass of
straw and hay, and gather a profusion of
feathers from the poultry-yard to line its

nest. This cradle for its young, whether :

under our tiles in March or in July, when
the parent bird is panting in the common
heat of the atmosphere, has the same pro-

|

visions made to afford warmth to the brood ; i

yet this is a bird that is little affected by
any of the extremes of our climate. The 1

Wood-pigeon and the Jay, though they erect
their fabrics in the tall underwood in the
open air, will construct them so slightly, i

and -with such a scanty provision of mate-
rials, that they seem scarcely adequate to
support their broods, and even their eggs
may almost be seen through the loosely-
connected materials: but the Goldfinch, that
inimitable spinner, the Arachne of the grove,

i

forms its cradle of fine mosses and lichens,
collected from the apple or the pear-tree,
compact as a felt, lining it -with the down
of thistles besides, till it is os warm as any
texture of the kind can be, and it becomes
a model for beautiful construction. The
golden-crested Wren, a minute creature, per-
fectly unmindful of any severity in our
winter, and which hatches its young in
Jime, the warmer portion of our year, yet
builds its most beautiful nest with the
utmost attention to warmth

j
and, inter-

weaving small branches of moss -with the
web of the spider, forms a closely-compacted i

texture nearly an inch in thictoess, lining !

it -with such a profusion of feathers, that
,

sinking deep into this downy accumulation
it seems almost lost itself when sitting, and i

the young, when hatched, appear stifled i

with the warmth of their bedding and the ji

heat of their apartment ; while the White- '

throat, the Black-cap, and others, which
will hatch their young nearly at the same

,

period, or in July, -will require nothing of
j

the kind. A few loose bents and goose-grass,
j

rudely entwined, -with perhaps the luxury
|

of some scattered hairs, are perfectly sufll-
j

cient for all the wants of these ; yet they
j

are birds that live only in genial tempera-
]

tures, feel nothing of the icy gales that are
,

natural to oiu- pretty indigenous artists, but ,

flit from sun to sun, and we might suppose
would require much warmth in our climate '

during the season of incubation ; but it is i

not so. The Greenfinch places its nest with
]

little regard to concealment ; its fabric is
j

slovenly and rude, and the materials of the .

coarsest kinds ; while the Chaffinch, just
'

above it in the elm, hides its nest with can-
]

tious care, and moulds it with the utmost at-

tention to order, neatne-ss, anil form. One '

bird must have n hole in the ground ; to

another, a crevice in a wall, or a chink in a

tree, is indispensable. The Bullfinch re-
j

quires fine rbots for its nest ; the grey Fly-
j

catcher will have cobwebs for the outwi)rks .

of its shed. All the ;xjri(s tribe, excci)t the
|

individual above mentioned, select some i

hollow in a tree or cranny in a wall ; and, I

sheltered as such places must lx;, yet will
|

they collect abundance of feathers and warm ;

materials for their infants’ Iwd. Endless
:

examples might be found of the dissimilarity '
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of requirements in these constructions among
I

the several associates of our groves, our
. hedges and our houses ; and yet the sup-

I

position cannot be entertained for a moment
I

that they are superfluous, or not essential

for some purpose >vith which we are unac-

i ;

quainted. By how many of the ordinations
; of Supreme Intelligence is our ignorance

I

made manifest 1 Even the fabrication of the
I nests of these little animals exceeds our com-

. prehension—we know none of the causes or

I

:

motives of that embodied nllnd that willed
; ' them thus.”

' The difference of climate sometimes oc-
• casions vast alterations in the construction
i of the nests of birds. Some water-fowl strip

j

the down from their own breasts, for the
purpose of lining their nests with greater
security. In general, however, all birds,

I when hatching, resort to those climates and
places where their food is found in the great-

; est plenty. Aquatic birds, as well as the
1 largest of the land kinds, select such situ-

I ations as are most remote from man ; their

I food, in general, being different from that

, which is cultivated by human labour. Some
birds, which regard the serpent as their dead-
liest foe, build their nests depending from

! small boughs, and form their entrances from
,
below ; thereby equally securing them from
theserpent and the monkey tribes : but small

j

birds, which feed upon fruits and com, make
! use of every precaution to conceal their
nests from man j while the great birds, re-

‘ mote from human society, employ every
art to render theirs inaccessible to wild
beasts and vermin.

' While the female is hatching, nothing
can exceed her patience ; neither the calls of
hunger, nor the near approach of danger,
being capable of driving her from her nest.

;

Though fat when she begius to sit, before

I

the time of incubation is expired she is

i
usually reduced to little more than skin and

I

hone. Wliile the young continue in the
; nest, the old ones provide them with a proper
supply of footl; and, that no individual may
be overlooked, each is served in its turn.

;

If they perceive that man has been busy
with their nest, or has handled their little

ones, they abandon the place by night, and
,

provide their brood a more secure retreat.
When the whole family are fully plumed,
and capable of avoiding danger, they are
led forth in fine weather, and taught the art
not only of jiroviding for their own sub-
sistence, bjr being conducted to those places
where their food is most likely to be found,
but of picking it up and canning it away.
After the bu.sincss of incubation is entirely
over, and the young arc suflicicntly able to

1 provide for themselves, the nests arc aban-
,
doned by the parents, except by those of the

.
eagle kind.

I

.Most of the smaller birds are supported,

I

csiicclally when young, by a profusion of
caterpillars, small worms, and insects i on
these they feed, and thus they contribute to
preserve the vegetable world from destruc-
tion. This is contrary to the commonly-
rcccivcrl opinion, that birds, particularly
.'Iparrows, do much mischief in destroying the
lalsuirs of the gardener and the husbaiKl-
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man. It has been observed, “ that a single

pair of Sparrows, during the time they aie
feeding their young, will destroy about four
thousand caterpillars weekly; they likewise
feed their young with butterflies and other
winged insects, each of which, if not de-

stroyed in this manner, would be productive
of many thousands of caterpillars.” Swal-
lows are almost continually upon the wing,
and in their curious winding flights destroy
immense numbers of flies and other insects,

which are continually floating in the air,

and which, if not destroyed by these birds,

would render it unfit for the purposes of life

and health. That active little bird, the
Tom-tit, which is generally supposed hostile

to the young and tender buds that appear in

the spring, when attentively observed, may
be seen running up and down among the
branches, and picking up the eggs of insects,

or the small maggots or worms tliat are con-
cealed in the blossoms, and wliich would
effectually destroy the fruit. As the season
advances, various other small birds, such as

the Redbreast, Wren, Hedge-warbler,\Vhite-
throat. Redstart, &c., are aU engaged in the
same useful work, and may be observed
examining every leaf, and feeding upon the
insects which they find beneath them.
These are a few instances of that superin-
tending providential care which is con-
tinually exerted in preserving the various
ranks and orders of beings in the scale of
Animated Nature

;
and although it is per-

mitted that myriads of individuals should
every moment be destroyed, not a single
species is lost, but every link of the great
chain remains unbroken.
The only disease, if it can be termed one,

to which birds arc subject, is moulting, or
the operation of changing their plmnage,

|

during the continuance of which they arc
sickly and disordered, and many die. Tliis

|

process, wliich occurs every year, appears to
be performed in the following manner:—
When the feathers have attained their full
size, the quill part, nearest the bird, grows
harder, and shrinks in its diameter, thus
gradually compressing, and finally oblitera-
ting tlie vessels which supply it with nourish-
ment, and thus becomes an extraneous body
which is at last loosened in its socket, and
falls off. Whilst these changes are taking
place, the rudiments of tlic new feather arc
forming beneath, which rapidly attains its

natural size, after it has been protruded
tlirough the skin, a process whicli, it will be
Bccu, IS very analogous to the annual shed-
ding of tile horns in the deer tribe.

Although some birds, by emigrating, make
their habitations in different parts of tlie

earth, almost every climate has such as arc
peculiar to it. Tliosc of the temperate zone
arc not very remarkable for tlie beauty of
their plumage ; but the smaller kinds fully
compensate this defect by their melodious
notes. Many birds of the torrid zone are
resplendent in beauty, but in general they
have citlicr harsh and disagreeable voices,
or arc totally silent : the frigid zone, on the
contrary, where the adjacent seas abound
witli fish, is stocked with birds of the aquatic
kind, in much greater plenty than in Eu-
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jope ; and these are generally either clothed
with warm coats of feathers, or have large
quantities of fat lying beneath the skin, to

defend them from the rigours of the climate.
In all eUmates, however, birds are longer
lived than quadrupeds of the same climates:
indeed, it may be said, that, in proportion
to the size of their bodies, birds possess more
vitality, and live longer, than either man or
quadrupeds.
Naturalists have arranged birds in varions

orders, founded on the organs of manduca-
tion and prehension. The following is that
of Cuvier:— 1. Birds OF Prey (Accipitres,

Lin.) ; distinguished by their crooked beak
and claws, by means of whieh they are ena-
bled to overcome and prey upon other birds,

and even the weaker quadrupeds. They
hold the same rank among birds as the
Carnivora among quadrupeds. They all

have four toes, and the nails of the great
and middle toes are the strongest. They
form two families, the dmrnal&riA nocturnal,
the first having nostrils inserted in a naked
cere, three toes before and one behind, with-
out feathers

j
eyes dii'ected sideways : the

seeond having nostrils at the anterior edge
of the cere, which is more or less covered
with stiff hairs ; the external toe capable of

being turned beliind ; eyes large, directed
forwards 2. Passerine Birds (Passeres').

Tills is the largest class, and embraces all

birds which do not belong to the other five.

They present a great resemblance in their

structure, and the genera are so closely allied

that it is difficult to distinguish between
them. They maji, however, be separated
into two great divisions : 1. Those with the
exterior toe united to the middle one, by one
or twojoints only; and, 2. Exterior toe almost
as long as the middle one, and united to it

as far as the last joint but one.

—

3. Cumbers
(Scayisores). Birds w'hose exterior toe directs

itself backwards like the great toe, affording

a very solid support, by which some of them
cling to and climb the trunks of trees.

—

4. Gallinaceous Birds. (Gallinacece.)

These have a heavy gait, a short fiight, a
meilimn-sized beak, the upper mandible
vaulted, nostrils partly covered by a cartila-

ginous scale, toes generally dentated at the

edges, with short membranes between those

in front 5. Waders (Grallce') may be re-

cognised by the nudity of the lower part of

their thighs ;
very frequently by the length

of their legs ;
and generally by some little

web, at least, between the external toes. In
flying, they extend their legs behind them,

contrary to the habit of other birds, who
draw them up close to the body.—0. Web-
footed Birds (^Palmipedes') are strongly

characterised by their feet, formed for swim-
ming, being affixed to the liindcr part of

their body ;
with very short and compressed

tarsi
;
and palmated between the toes. They

are the only birds in which the length of

the neck exceeds that of the legs. Each
of these orders is subdivided into families

and genera, iirincipally according to the for-

mation of the beak ^Eor much information

on the habits of Birds wc would refer to

the pages of Loudon's Magazine of Natural
History, and to tlie oven more interesting

work edited by Mr. Newman, and called
“ The Zoologist.” I

BIRGITS. A genus of long-tailed Crus-
toceous animals, of which the Purse-crab
(Bh'pits latro) is the largest. This species
of laud-crab is a native of Amboyna, and
other neighbouring islands, where it is said
to inliabit the fissures of rocks or holes in
the earth by day, and to come forth at
night to seek its food on the lieoch. Some
say it climbs cocoa-nut trees in the night to

get the cocoa-nuts ; and it is certain it can
;

subsist on them, as well as on some other
kinds of nuts, when more favourite food ^

is not easily attainable. When properly !

dressed, this animal is regarded as an ex-
cellent dish. [See Crab.]

BISON. There are two kinds of Bison ;

one of them Eiuopean, which is now become
very scarce ; the other American, which stUl
exists in vast numbers.

The EUROPEAN BISON (Bos bonasus)
is as large os a bull or ox ; and in his native

'

state of wildness, is distinguished not only by
Ms size and the fleshy protuberance on lus
shoulders, but by the superior depth and shag-
giness of his hair, which about the head, neck, '

and shoulders, is sometimes so long as almost
to touch the ground. The head is small ; the
eyes are red and fiery ; the forehead is vide;
and the horns are short, extremely strong,
sharp-pointed, and stand distant from each
other at their bases, like those of the common
bull. His colour is a dark rufous brown,
sometimes nearly black ; his limbs remark-
ably strong ; and his whole aspect in the
highest degree savage and gloomy. The
principalEuropean regions where this animal ‘

is at present found, are the marshy forests of
Poland, the Carpathian mountains, and Li-
thuania. Its chief Asiatic residence is the

'

neighbourhood of Blount Caucasus. This 4

animal is very scarce, and would probably i

soon be extinct but for the strict orders of
the emperor of Russia, who will not permit
any to be shot in his dominions. Tliis mon- i

arch has lately presented a stuffed specimen
i

and skeleton of one to the British Museum.
|

The AMERIC^VN BISON. (Bos Amert-
’

canus.) The American Bison, most fre-
,

quently called “ the Buffalo,” differs from
|

the European chiefly in being larger, more
shaggy, in having a more protuberant bunch
over the shoulders, and by the length and

i

fineness of its woolly hair. The hump is

oblong, diminishing in height posteriorly,

and gives a considerable obliquity to the
outline of the back. The hair over the
head, neck, and fore-part of the liody is

long and shaggy, forming a beard lieneath '

the lower jaw,' and descending below the :

knee in a tuft. The hair on the top of the

head rises in a dense mass, nearly to the
I

tips of the horns, and, directly on the front, i

is curled and matted strongly. The numbers
|

of this species still existing arc surprisingly

great, when we consider the immense de-

struction which annually takes plai-c. They
were once extensively diffused over the what
is now the territory of the United .''tates,

but they arc no longer found except in the
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remote unsettled regions of the north and
west, being rarely seen east of the Missis-

]
sippi or south of the St. LairTrence.

; The Bison, on his native plains, is of a

I
savage and formidable appearance ;

never-
I theless, he is not known to attack man, unless

wlien wounded and at bay. The difference

.
between the summer and winter dress of the

: Bison consists rather in the length than in

I other qualities of the hair. In summer,
: from the shoulders backwards the surface

,
is tovered with a very short, fine hair, smooth

I and soft as velvet. The tail is short, and

I

tufted at the end ; and the general colour of
I the animal is a uniform dun. Varieties of

I
colour are, indeed, so rare among the species,

;
that the hunters and Indians always regard

I

them as matters of special wonder. Herds,
; consisting of thonsands of these fine animals,

I
still roam over the far western prairies, led

' by the fiercest and most powerful of the
I balls. During the sexual season the noise
! of their roaring is terrific, and the males
i often fi"ht with all the fury of desperation.
While feeding, they are frequently scattered

! over a vast surface ; but when they move
onward in a mass, they form a dense, im-
penetrable column, which, once fairly in

I

motion, is scarcely to be turned. They swim
large rivers in nearly the same order in which
they traverse the plains ; and, when flying
from pursuit, it is in vain for those in front
to halt suddenly, ns the rearward throng dash
madly forward, and force their leaders on.
The Indians sometimes profit by this hahit

;

they lure a herd to the vicinitjr of a precipice,
ami, setting the whole in rapid motion, they
terrify them, hy shouting and other artifices,

I

to rush on to their inevitable destruction.
There arc various modes of capturing or

killing these animals; but there arc none
' which require so much dexterity ns the
hunting them on horseback ; which is thus
de?cril)ed hy Sir .lohn Franklin :— “ An ex-
pert hunter, when well mounted, do.shcs at
the herd, and chooses an individual which

• he endeavours to separate from the rest. If

j

he succeeds, he contrives to kcci> him apart by
1
the proiier management of his horse, though
going at full speed. Whenever he can get
sufficiently near for a ball to penetrate the
lieost’s hide, he fires, and seldom fails of
bringing the animal down ; though of course
he cannot rest the piece against the shoulder.

nor take deliberate aim. On this service the

hunter is often exposed to considerable dan-
ger from the fall of his horse in the numerous
holes which the badgers make in these plains,

and also from the rage of the buffalo [Bison],

which, when closely pursued, often turns

suddenly, and, rushing furiously on the

horse, frequently succeeds in wounding it,

or dismounting the rider.” “ When the buf-

faloes are on their guard, horses cannot be
used in approacliing them ;

but the hunter
dismounts at some distance and crawls in

the snow towards the herd, iiushing his gun
before him. If the buffaloes happen to look
towards liim he stops, and keeps quite mo-
tionless, until their eyes are turned in another
direction ; by this cautious proceeding a
skilftil person will be able to get so near as

to be able to kill two or three out of the

herd.” When -wounded they are very fu-

rious ; their hoofs, more than their horns,
are their offensive weapons, and whatever
opposes them is in no small danger of being
trampled into the earth.

The Hon. C. A. Murray, in his Travels in
North America, where he had excellent op-
portrmities of studying the habits of this

animal in his native haunts, tells us that,
“ The Buffalo, huge and unwieldj^ as he is,

goes over the ground at a rate which is sur-
prising ; he bounds along with large, though
clumsy strides ; and in a rough eountry he
dashes down the steep sides of the broken
ravines, making the dust, the sand, and the
stones fly around with n furious rapidity,
that defies the pursuit of a rider who has
any regard for the neck of his horse or him-
self. The female, the constant object of the
hunter, from the superior quality and ten-
derness of her flesh, is beyond all comparison
swifter than the male

;
she can run nearly

tlu-ee miles to Iris two, and gives a very fair

chase to a horse of middling speed, fed only
on grass, and carrying a man of only ordi-
nary size.”

Numerous tribes of Indians are almost
wholly dependent on these animals for food,
tents, clothing, utensils, &c. The skins,
dressed in the Indian fashion, with the hair
on, make admirable defences against the
cold, and may be used for blankets, &c. They
arc called buffalo robes; the term Buffalo
being generally, but Inaccurately, applied
to the Bison. The horns of the Bison are
converted into powder-flasks

; while their
wool has been manufactured into lints, aud
has also been cmifloyed in making coarse
cloth. Bison beef is rather coarser grained
than that of the domestic o.x, but is considered
by hunters and travellers os superior in ten-
derness and flavour. Tiie hump, which is

liighly celebrated for its richness and deli-
cacy, is said, when properly cooked, to re-
semble marrow. The Hon. Mr. l\Iurray,in the
work from whicii we have already quoted,
says, “ I cannot convey any just impres-
sion of the total dependence of the remote
western trilics on Buffalo for their very ex-
istence, without giving a sketch of the va-
rious juiriioscs for which that animal is, by
their ingenuity, rendered available. First,
its flesh is their iirinciiial, sometimes their
only food

; eaten fresh on the prairies during
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their hunt, and dried in their Triuter vil-
lages.

_
Seeondly, the skin is put to various

uses
; it forms the material of their lodges,

of their bales for paeking the meat, of tlieir
bed by night, and their clothing by day ; the
coarser parts they make into saddles, or cut
into laryettes, or halters ; and, more than
all, it is now their chief article of trade with
the whites, and thus is the source whence
they must derive blankets, knives, beads,
and every other produce of civilization.
Thirdly, they use the sinews as strings to
their bows, and the smaller fibres instead of
twine or thread ; the brains serve to soften
and dress the skins, while the hoof, at the
end of the shank bone, is made to answer
the purpose of a mallet. Fourthly, the bones
are not less useful : some of them being ser-
viceable as scrapers or close chisels : others
are pointed, and used with the finer fibres as
needle and tluead ; and the ribs, strengthened
by some of the stronger fibres, are made to
furnish the bow with which other Buffaloes
are to be destroyed. This last is the triumph
of Indian ingenuity. The first bow that I
saw constructed in this manner caused so
much surprise and admiration, that I offered
nearly the value of a horse for it, but was
refused. When I add to the foregoing par-
ticulars, that on the barren prairies the
Indians frequently depend npon the Buffalo
(dung) for their fuel, and on its bladder for
the means of carrying water, it will not be
denied that the animal is essential to their
existence ; and when the Buffalo is exter-
minated, the Indian of the Prairies must
perish.”—For further particulars we must
refer our readers to the delightful pages of
Sir .Tohn Ricliardson, M. D. (FauTia Boreali
Americana'), and of Mr. Catlin.

BITTERN. (Botaurus.) The Bitterns
are a subgenus of the family of Herons, re-
siding in woody swamps and marshy places,
and feeding upon aquatic animals, frogs,
lizards, insects, &c. The Common Bittern
(Botaurus steUaris) is about two feet six
inches in length, or nearly as large as the
common heron, but its legs are stronger

;

body more plump and fleshy ; and its neck
is more thickly clothed with feathers. The
beak is strong at the base, straight, sharp on
the edges, and gradually tapers to an acute
point ; the upper mandible is bro^vn, the
under inclining to green j

mouth wide, the
gape extending beyond the eyes, with a
dusky patch at each augle : indes yellow.
The cro^vn of the head is somewhat depressed,

and covered mth long black feathers ; and
the neck feathers,, which it can raise at plea-
sure, are long and loose. The general colour
of the plumage is dull pale yellow ; the back
and \vings are marked with black zig-zag
lines, bars, and streaks, upon a ground shaded
with rufous and yellow ; and the greater
coverts and quills arc regularly barred with
black. The tail is very short ;

the legs arc

pale green ; the toes and claws very long and
slender. The female is somewhat smaller
than the male, the plumage not quite so

bright, and the feathers on the neck shorter.

She makes an artless nest, composed chiefly
of the withered stalks and leaves of the high

coarse herbage, in the midst of which it is

placed, and lays from four to six eggs of a
greenish white.
The Bittern is a shy solitary bird ; it is

never seen on the wing in the day-time j but
sits generally with the head erect, hid among
the reeds and rushes of extensive marshes,
from whence it will not stir unless disturbed
by the sportsman. tVlien it changes its

haunts, it removes in the dusk of the evening,
and then, rising in a spiral direction, soars
to a vast height. It flies in the same heavy
manner as the heron, and might be mistaken
for that bird, were it not for the singularly
resounding cry which it utters from time to
time, while on the wing ; but this cry is

feeble when compared with the hollow boom-
ing noise which it makes during the night,
in the breeding season, from its swampy re-
treats. From the loudness and solemnity of
its note, an erroneous notion prevails with the
vulgar that it either thrusts its bill into a
reed, wliieh serves as a pipe for swelling its

note beyond its natural pitch, or that it

immerges its head in water, and then pro-
duces its boomings by blowing with all its

might.
When attacked by the buzzard, or other

bird of prey, the Bittern defends itself wdth
great courage, and generally beats off such
assailants

j
neither does it betray any symp-

toms of fear when wounded by the sports-
man, but eyes him with a keen undaunted i

look, and, when driven to extremity, will
j

attack him with the utmost vigour, wound-
ing his legs, or aiming at his eyes with its

|

sharp and piercing bill. Bitterns reside
]

permanently in England, and in most of the
|

temperate parts of the continent ; but in
]

colder climates they are migratory. They i

were formerly held in great esteem at the
]

tables of the wealthy. j
j

There are several other species of this ;

bird, some of them natives of hot and others
;

of cold climates ; but they all resemble the
above in its distinguishing characteristics,
frequenting the same situations, making
their nests on the ground, &c., but differing
materially in the colours of their plumage
as well as in size.

BTVAT.VE. The name given to a class of
shells composed oftwo pieces or parts; which,
by means of a proper connection bj- hinges,
open and shut, and perform all other func-
tions necessary to the economy or modes of
life of the animals included in them. The
Mollusca inhabiting them are chiefl3’ distin-
guished from the otlier classes by the nliscuce

of a visible head or neck, and the consequent
deprivation of the organs of sight and hear-
ing : they possess a mouth, but it is a mere
opening in the bodj’, with jaws or teeth.

The branchia: arc large, placed on each side,

between the body and the mantle. The
lobes of the mantle arc fringed round the
edge with numerous filaments, which arc very
sensitive, and in constant activity. None of
the genera are terrestrial, their construction
not affording them sufficient iiowers of loco-

motion for finding their food on land, and
confining them to the water, whether salt or

fresh, or to the tands on the coasts. As
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familiar instances we may mention the Oys-
ter, Mussel, Cockle, &e.

BIZCACHA, or \MZCACHA. iCalomus
hizcacha.') A Rodent animal, somewhat
resembling a rabbit, but with larger gnawing
teeth and a long tail : it has, however, only
three toes behind, like the Agouti. Near
Buenos Ayres they are exceedingly common.
They are said to live on roots ; which, from
the great strength of their gnawing teeth,

and the kind of localities they frequent,

seems probable. As in the case of the rabbit,

a few holes are commonly placed together.

In tlie evening the Bizcachos come out in

numbers, and there quietly sit on their

haunches. They do not wander far from
their burrows : they run very awkwardly,
and, when hurrying out of danger, from tlielr

elevated tails and short front legs, much re-
semble great rats. Their flesh, when cooked,
is very white and good, but it is seldom used.
Of late years the skins of the Bizcacha have
found a market in England, on account of
the fur.

i
BBACKBIRD. iTurdus nicrida.) A well-

known song-bird, about ten inches long,

;
whose deep-toned warblings are not to be

• mistaken for those of any other inhabitant
! of the groves. The plumage of the male
1 bird is altogether black, but that of the fe-

. male is ratlier of a brown or dark russet
! colour : the bill, inside of the mouth, and
edges of the eyelids, are yellow, as are also

ni.AOzuiao.

—

MSRcr.A.)

the soles of the feet. The males during the
first year resemble the females so much os
not easily to be distinguished from them ;

but after that, thepr assume the yellow bill

ami other distinguishing marks of the sex.
The Blackbird is a solitary bird, frequenting
wotxls and thickets, chiefly evergreens, espe-
cially where there arc perennial springs,
which together alford it both shelter ancL
subsistence. They feed on lierries, fruit,
in.sccts, and worms ; but never fly in flocks
like thrushes. They pair early, and are
among the first who render the groves vocal

:

the note of the Blackbird, indeed, during the
spring and summer, when heard at a dis-
tance, is rich and enlivening j but when the
bird is confined in n cage, its song is too loud
and deafening. They build in bushes or

I low trees, and lay four or five eggs, of a
bluish-green, marked in-cgularly with dusky
spots. The young birds are co.siIy tamed,
ami may be taiiglit to whistle a variety of
tunes. They are restless and timorous,
easily alarmed, and difficult of access. We

occasionnUy hear of albinos, or white black-
birds I but they are so rare as to be regarded
in the light of great curiosities.

BLACK-CAP. (Sylvia atricapUla). Tliis

is a small song-bird, whose notes are so sweet
and full that it has obtained the name of the
mock-nightingale. The crown of the head,
ill the male, is black ;

the hind part of the

neck, light ash colour ;
back and wings,

olive grey ; throat, breast, and belly, more or

less silvery wliite ; legs bluish, and claws
black. The Black-cap is migratory, visiting

us about the middle of April, and retiring in

September. Orchards and gardens are its

favourite haunts ; and it builds its slightly

constructed nest in some low tree or shrub,

BliAOX-OAl^.—fBYDVTA ATRIC A Fir.l.A )

lining it with the fibres of roots tliinly
covered with horse hairs : the eggs are red-
dish brown mottled with a deeper colour, and
sprinkled with dark spots. The Black-cap
is naturally a very shy bird ; and although
while banqueting on currants, raspbeiries, or
any of its favourite fruits, it seems to forget
its usual timidity, and suffers itself to be
looked at, yet at other times it avoids obser-
vation as much os possible, and carefully
hides itself in the foliage from all familiarity
and confidence. Its song, however, never
fails to attract attention j for although its

modulations arc in general short and desul-
tory, yet when this little warbler sits calmly,
and is earnestly engaged in singing, it gives
utterance to a pleasant and gentle harmony,
superior perhaps to any ofour other songsters,
the nightingale excepted.

BLACK-COCK, and BLACK-GAilE.
[See Grouse.]

BLAPS : BLAPSID.®. A genus and fa-
mily of Coleopterous insects ; the type of
which is the species Blaps mortisaga: it is

black, but little shining, and the tip of the
elytra forms a short obtuse point. It is a
very common British insect, found in dark,
dam]), and dirty places about houses. In
Mr Westwood’s “Introduction to the Mo-
dem Class! ficalion of Insects,” the following
extraordinary fact is related:— Several in-
stances have been noticed, in which the
larva: of the common species Blaits inorti-
aaga , or Church-yard Beetle, has been dis-
charged from the stomach. Of tliesc, the
most remarkable account is that published
by Ur. Pickells in the Trans, qj' Associated

It
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OHUnOH-TARD BEET1_H.
(Br.APS MORHSiOA.)

Fliysicians in Ireland, of a case of a woman,
aged twenty-eight, who emitted as manjr as
two thousand larvas of tliis insect at various
times, as well as one pupa and one imago ;

and which probably originated in an absurd
and superstitious practice, which she had for
some time followed, of drinking daiiy for a
certain time a quantity of water mixed with
elay, taken from the graves of two Catholic
priests, and eating large pieces of chalk. One
of these beetles was immersed repeatedly into
spirits of wine, but revived after remain-
ing therein all night, and aftenvards lived
tliree years.”

BLATTIDiE. A family of voracious in-

sects, of the order Orthoptera, of which
the troublesome Cockroach {Blatta wien-
talis) is a well-known example. These very
destructive and disagreeable iusects form one
of the. principal inconveniences of hot cli-

mates. They devour various animal and
vegetable substances ;

and some species have
a highly unpleasant smell, which is apt to

remain on such articles as they have passed
over. The largest of the genus is the

BLATTA GIGANTEA ofLinnseus, whieh
is a native of many of the warmer parts of

Asia, Africa, and South America. The fol-

lowing description of them is said, by those
who have visited the cotmtries where they
abound, to be by no means overcharged

:

“ They plunder and erode all kinds of ric-

tuals, drest and undrest, and damage all sorts

ofclothes, especially such as are touched with
powder, pomatum, and similar substances ;

cvorytlxing made of leather, books, paper,

and various other articles, which if they do
not destroy, at least they soil, as they fre-

quently deposit a drop of their excrement
where they settle, and some way or other

by that means damage what they cannot
devour. They fly into tlie flame of candles,

and sometimes into the dishes ; are very
fond of ink and of oil, into which they are

apt to fall and perish ; in which cose they
soon turn most offensively putrid : so that

a man might as well sit over the cada-
verous body of a large animal as write with
the ink in which they have died. They
often fly into persons’ faces or bosoms, and
their legs being armed unth sharp spines, the
pricking excites a sudden horror not cosily
described. In old houses they swarm by
myriads, making every part filthy beyond
description wherever they harbour, whieh in

|2atural W^tauj

;

the day-time is in dark comers, behind
clothes, in trunks, boxes, and, in short, every
place where they can lie concealed. In old
timber and deal houses, when the family is

retired at night to sleep, this insect, among
other disagreeable properties, has the power
of making a noise which very much resem-
bles a pretty smart knocking with the
knuckle upon the wainscotting. The Blatta
Gigantea, in the West Indies, is therefore
frequently known by the name of the drum-
mer. Tlu-ee or four of these noisy creatures
will sometimes be impelled to answer one
another, and cause such a dmmming noise
that none but those who are very good sleep-
ers can rest for them. What is most dis-
agreeable, those who have not gauze curtains
are sometimes attacked by tliem in their
sleep : the sick and dying have their ex-
tremities attacked, and the ends of the toes
and fingers of the dead are frequently strip-

ped both of the skin and flesh.”

The BLATTA OKLENTALIS, or com-
mon black Cockroach, which is frequently
called in our country by the erroneous name
of the black beetle, is supposed to have come
originally from Asia ; but of that there is

soine little doubt. In its mature state the
male has -a-ings extending only half the
length of the body ; the female has only
mdimentary wings ; her eggs, which are
about sixteen in number, are enclosed in an
oblong case, which she carries about with
her at first, fixed to the abdomen by a sort

of gum. The nocturnal habits and ravf^es
of this species are too well known to require
any description.

The BLATTA AMERIC^VNA, or Ameri-
can Cockroach, is of a light chestnut or
reddish coloim, and is extremely common
in the warmer parts of America and the
West India islands. It is somewhat larger
than the black or eastern Cockroach. These
Blattffi lay their eggs in heaps; and wrap
them all round in webs or bogs, after the
manner of some spiders. When the eggs are
hatehed, the young ones appear quite perfect,

and leave their shells almost instantaneously.
Being at fltrst no larger than ants, they are
capable of penetrating through the smallest
apertimes into boxes and chests, where they
destroy everything within theirreach. Wlien
arrived at their full growth, they cast their
skins, which burst on their backs ; and then
the Blattte, or Cockroaches, are perfectly
formed : their wings are at first soft anil

whitish, and they soon become red; but their

heads, horns, and the rest of titeir bodies,

retain the same shapes and colours os they
possessed before the exuvio! were slied.

BLEAK. (Ci/jyrimis albumus.) ThisMnln-
copterygious f «h belongs to the Carp family,

and is very common in many of our own
rivers : the length about five or six inches ;

shape slender, with the body much com-
pressed : colour bright silvery, the back olive-

green ; fins pellucid ;
jealcs deciduous; and the

tail forked. Bleaks generally keep togctlier

in large shoals; and at certain seasons they

are observed to tumble about near the surface

of the water os if incapable of swimming to
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BtFAK.—(C7PR1ND8 ALBURNUS.)

any considerable distance; but in a short
time they recover, and presently disappear.
It is from the scales of this fish that the
beautiful silvery matter used in the pre-
paration of artificial pearls is chiefly taken

;

other bright-scaled fishes may, however, be
^ used for the same purpose.

I

BLENlsY. QBlennius.') A genus of small

!
Acanthopterygious fishes, living in small
shoals, and frequenting rocky coasts, where
they may be often foimd in pools of water

,

left by the tide. The Blcnnies have one

j

well-marked character in their ventral fins,

I
inserted before the pectorals, and having

i only two rays each. The stomach is slender,
: with no cul-de-sac ; the intestine large,

!
without casco, and there is no air-bladder.

I

The form is elongated and compressed, and
there is but one dorsal, composed almost

I

entirely of jointless but flexible rays. Their
I skin is covered with a mucous secretion ;

' they have teeth equal and closely set, foma-
ing only a single row in each jaw ; their

head is blunt, their profile vertical, and their

i muzzle short. There are several siiecies ; a
i brief description of three, however, will be
I ample.

!
The CRESTED BLENUT. {Bltnnius ga-

lerita.') This species is about four or five

inches in length, and is found about the

;

rocky coasts of Great Britain. The body is

i long, compressed, smooth, and slippery

;

colour yellowish brown, freckled with darker
coloured specks

; head furnished on the
middle with a transverse finny appendage,
which can be either raised or depressed at
pleasure ; and between the eyes is a small
triangular prominence, pointing backward,
and red about the edges ; ventral fins very
small and short, dorsal shallow, running
from the hind part of the head to the tail,

which is of a round shape, and the vent
situated under the ends of the pectoral fins.

! The OCELEATED BLENNY, or BUT-
TKKFLY FISH. ilSlp.nnitui ocellaris,) This
very small sx>ccies is a native of the Mcdi-

oc*T.f.\T»T5 on noTTenpxT-Fisn.
( ILFNKIUM OCRTT AniS )

tcrrancan, but is occasionally found in the
S<juth of Kngland by dredging. It ha.'’ two
lobes in the dorsal, the first marked with a
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round black spot surrounded by a white ring, I

and then a black one. It lives among the
rocks and sea-weed, and is believed to sub-
sist on minute Crustacea and Mollusca.

The GATTORUGINOUS BLEKNY
(Blcnnius Gattorvgin) is about six inches
long ; the body smooth, and compressed
on the sides

; the belly rather prominent,
and the vent situated as in the crested Blcn-
ny. The head is grooved between the eyes,

j

and furnished mth two branched mem-
branes, situated just above the eyelids, a

j

distinguishing mark of the species. The ;

pectoral fins, which are broad and rounded, !

consist of fomteen rays ; the dorsal fin has
j

thirty-three ; the ventral two ; the anal
|

twenty-three ; and the tail, which is slightly
rounded, has eleven rays. This fish is of a ,

dusky eolom, marked across with wavy lines. !

It has occasionally been found on our western i

coasts, but is not very common.
j

BLEPHARIS. A genus ofAcanthoptery-
|

gious fishes, distinguished by their having '

long filaments to their second dorsal and to
1

their anal fin rays. One species of the
Blcpharis, inhabiting the West Indian seas,

is known under the appellation of the Cob-
blcr-Jish, probably on account of the long
thread-like api>endages for which it is so
conspicuous.

BLEPSIAS. A genus of Acanthoptery-
gious fishes, the generic characters of wliicli

are,—compressed head, cheeks mailed, fleshy
barbels under the lower jaw, gills with five

rays, and one dorsal fin divided into three
imequal lobes.

BLETHISA. A genus of carabidous Co-
leopterous insects, consisting of three known
species, only one of which has been found in
this country : this is about halfan inch long,
of a rich bronze or brassy hue, and with
numerous indented points on the elytra :

it frequents marshy situations, and is "often
found crawling upon willow trees.

BLIND-WORM, or SLOW-WORM. (Jn-
gtiisfi-agilis.) A species of viviparous reptile
belonging to the third subgenus of the family
Anguithe, which may be said to form the
connecting link between the lizards and the
true serpents. Though somewhat formida-
ble in appearance, the Blind-worm is i>er-
fectly innocuous. Its usual length is about
eleven inches

; the Iiead is small
;

tlie eyes
are also small, ami the irides red ; the neck
is slender, and thence the body enlarges,
continuing of equal bulk to the tip of the
tail, whieh ends bluntly, and is as long ns
the body. The general colour of the back is

cinereous, marked with very small lines of
minute black specks; the scales arc small,
smooth, and shining, of a silvery yellow on
the ujipcr parts, and dusky beneath

; the
tongue is broad and forked ; and the teeth
are very small and numerous. The Blind-
worm feeds on earthworms. Insects, &c., and
among the uninformed has the character of
possessing the most deadly venom. The mo-
tion of this reptile is slow ; from whieh cir-
cumstance, as well as from the smallness of
its eyes, its names are derived. Like all
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the rest of the kind, in our climate, they
lie torpid during the winter, being some-
times ibnnd in vast numbers twisted to-
gether.

BLOODnOTJND. (Cams [domesticus'] san-
guinarius.) A species of the canine genus,
celebrated for its exquisite scent and un-
wearied perseverance, qualities which were
lughly esteemed by our ancestors for tracing
and recovering such game as had escaped
from the hunters in a woimded state, or
had been killed and stolen out of the
royal forests. These hounds were also for-

merly much employed in pursuing criminals
escaped from justice, or in tracing out
robbers or enemies, whose course was in-

evitably discovered when once the Blood-
hound was placed upon their trail. The
genuine Bloodhound breed was large, strong.

muscular, broad-chested, the upper lip large
and pendulous

j
the expression stem and

noble
s
the colour a deep tan, and gene-

rally marked with a black spot over each
eye ; this species, however, seems now to be
blended with the other smaller hounds, and
the original stock is all but extinct.

Sir Walter Scott and other writers narrate
many surprising feats of the “ sleut-hound,”
whoso unflinching pertinacity generally
overcame all impediments, whether engaged
in the usual objects of the chase, or directed

against political delinquents. “ For such
purposes as these,” says Mr. Bell, “ the
Bloodhoimd has been employed, at various

times, in every part of the United Kingdom:
in the clan feuds of Scotland, in the border
contests of the debatable land of the two
kingdoms, and in the unhappy Irish re-

bellion, its extraordinary powers have been
taken advantage of without much regard to

the claims either ofjustice or ofmercy. Such
scenes, however, have now become mere
matter of history and of tradition ;

for, on
the one hand, the improvements which have
taken place in the breed of hounds for the

purposes of the chose, and on the other, the

gradual introduction of a more regular sys-

tem of police, aided, we may hope, by some
amelioration in the feelings of the people,

have annihilated the use of the Bloodhound
in both the objects for which it was formerly

employed.”

BUUE-BIIID. (SiaUa.'l This bird is ns

well known in America as the Redbreast
is with us, and its habits of familiarity

with man in tlie summer are on a par with
those of our friendly visitor in the winter.

It is about seven inches and a half long,
and the whole of the upper part of the
body is of a rich sky-blue shot with purple.
The bill and legs are black ; the wings of a

Bt,UE-niRn.—(STiUIA SIAL.rS.)

dusky black at the tips, and the shafts of
the wings and toil feathers are block

; the
|

tluoat, neck, breast, and sides partially under
the wings, reddish chestnut ; the belly and
vent white. It arrives in the United States

early in the spring, and takes its departure
in November. Its food consists of large
beetles, Binders, and other insects, besides
berries, seeds, and fruits. The nest is gene-
rally built in holes of trees

;
and the male is

'

most assiduous in attentions to his mate ;

the eggs are of a pale blue colour; and it often
happens that two or three broods are pro-
duced in one season.

BLUE [BUTTEEFUY]. A name applied
!

to several species of Butterflies, of the genus
Polyommatus.

BLUB -BREAST. (Cyanecvla svccica.')

Tliis elegant little bird inhabits different i

parts of Eiuope, and is mostly found on th^
borders of forests. It is five inches and a

;

half in length, of which the tail occupies two
and a quarter. The head, back, and wing-
coverts arc nshj’-brown, mottled with a
darker tint ; a reddish-white line passes

above the eyes
;
a brilliant sky-blue covers

the throat and half-way down the breast

;

this is set off by a spot of the most dazzling
white, the size of a pea, placed preciselj- over
the larynx, wluch, enlarging and diminish-
ing successively by the movement of this

part when the bird sings, produces the most
beautiful effect. The blue passes into a block
band, and the latter into a fine orange ; the
belly is dusky wliite ; the thighs and sides

are reddish ;
and the quill feathers dark

brown. Some males have two little wliite

spots on the throat, and some even three

;

but some have none. The food of the Blue-
breast consists of flies, the larvas of insects,

'

and worms. The nest is built in bnshes and
in the holes of trees ; and the eggs are of a
greenish hue. The females, when young, '

arc of a celcstial-blue tint on the sides of the

throat t and when very old they have the
throat sometimes of a very bright blue.

j

BOA CONSTRICTOR. Of all the reptiles

that exist, none equal in size and power the

genus Poa

;

some of them being occasionally

met with from thirty to thirty-five feet in

length, and of a strength so prodigious ns to ,

be able to destroy deer, oxen, and other

large and powerful animals, by cni'cloping
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them in their ample
folds, crushing them
to death, and, lubri-
cating the bodies ^vith

their saliva, swallow-
ing them at their lei-

sure. In this tribe
the branches of the
upper and lower jaw,
throughout the whole
length, os well as the
palate bones, are arm-
ed with pointed, re-
curved, solid, and per-
manent teeth, form-
ing four nearly equal
rows above, and two
below. They have the
tympanic bone or pe-
dicle of the lower jaw
moveable, which is

itself almost wholly
suspended to another
bone, analogous to
the mastoid, attached

to the skull by muscles and ligaments,
which contribute to its mobility. The
branches of this jaw are not united, and
those of the upper jaw are attached to the
intcrmaxillarj; bone only by ligaments, so
that these animals can dilate the mouth
sufficiently to swallow bodies much larger

I

than themselves. They are further distin-
guished by having the scuta on the other
part of the tail single ; a hook on each side
of the vent ; the tail prehensile j the body
compressed, and largest in the middle, and
with small scales, at least on the posterior
part of the head.
Knormous os the size and power of such

animals must be, according to the latest and
,
best authenticated statements of eye-wit-
nesses, yet, if ice may rdy on the accounts of
ancient writers, there was a time when ser-

i pents far more terrific committed their hide-
ous ravages, and kept whole armies in dis-
may. One of this kind is described ns having
had its lair on the banks of the Bagradas,
near Utica, and to have swallowed many of
the Roman soldiers in the army of Rcgulus,

i

to have killed others in its folds, and to have
j

kept the army from the river ; till at length,
,

licing invulnerable by ordinary weapons, it

I

was destroyed by heavy stones slung from
the military engines used in sieges : but,
according to the historian Livy (quoted by
Valerius Maximus), the waters were polluted
with its gore, and the air with the steams
from its corrupted carcass, to such a degree
that the Romans were obliged to remove
their camp, taking with them, however, the
skin, lao feet in length, which was sent to
Rome. That none of such frightful dimen-
sions now infest the inhabited parts of the
earth we have abundant evidence ; and there
is good reason to lielieve that os cultivation
anil population have Incroascd, the larger
s|)ecics of noxious animals hove ticen ex-

driven into more distant and uncultivated
regions.

Some species of the genus Boa arc found in
the vast marshes and swamps of Ouiaiia, and

other hot parts of the American continent

:

others are natives of India, Africa, and the
larger Indian islands. They are at once pre-
eminent from their superior size and their
beautiful colours

;
and though destitute of

fangs and venom, nature has endowed them
with a degree ofmuscular power which seems
to defy resistance. The ground colour of the
whole animal, in the younger specimens, is

a yellowish grey, and sometimes even a bright
yellow, on which is disposed along the whole
length of the back a series of large, chaiu-
like, reddish-brown variegations, leaving
large open oval spaces of the ground colour
at regular intervals : the largest or principal
marks composing the chain-like pattern
above mentioned are of a squarish form,
accompanied by large triangular and other
shaped spots, the exterior of the larger ones
being generally of a much darker cast, and
the ground colour immediately next to them
considerably lighter than on other parts,

thus constituting a general richness not easily
described.
We cannot reflect upon the history of these

great reptiles without being struck with their
peculiar adaptation to the situations in which
they are commonly most abundant. In re-
gions bordering on great rivers, which an-
nually Inundate vast tracts of country, these
serpents live securely among the trees with
which the soil is covered, and are capable of
enduring very protracted hunger, without
much apparent suffering, or diminution of
vigour. Noxious as such districts are to
human life, they teem ivith a gigantic and
luxurious vegetation, and are the favourite
haunts of numerous animals, preyed upon,
and, to a certain degree, restricted in their
increase, by the bow. In such situations the
Boa Constrictor lurks, or winds itself round
the trunk or branches of a tree, until some
luckless animal approaches

; then, suddenly
relinquishing his position, srvift as lightning
he seizes the victim, and coils his body spi-
rally round its throat and chest, imtil, after
a few ineffectual cries and struggles, the
animal is suffocated and expires. The prey
is then prepared for being swallowed, which
the creature accomplishes by pushing the
limbs into the most convenient position, and
then covering the surface with a glutinous
saliva. The reptile commences the act of
deglutition by taking the muzzle of the prey
into its mouth, which is capable of vast e.x-
tension j and, by a succession of wonderful
muscular contractions, the rest of the body
is gradually drawn in, with a steady and
regular motion.
In Mr. il'Lcod’s narrative of the voyage

of II. M. ship Alccstc to China, is the follow-
ing characteristic account of the Boa, as ob-
served on shipboard. “ Notwithstanding the
crowded state of the Ciesar,” (the vessel in
which the crew of the Alecsto returned, their
own having been wrecked), “ two passengers,
of rather a singular nature, were put on
board at Batavia for a passage to England :

polled from the haunts of mankind, and^ ithe one, a snake of that species called Boa
Constrictor
Tl

^

being only about sixteen feet long, and of
about eighteen inches in circumference

j but

onstrlctor
; the other, an Ourang Oulang.

he former was somewhat small of his kind.
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his stomach was rather disproportionate to
iiis size, as will presently apjjear. He was
a native of Borneo, and was tiie property of
a gentleman (now in England), who had
two of the same sort

; but, in their passage
up to Batavia, one of them broke loose from
Ills confinement, and very soon cleared the
decks, as everybody very civilly made way
for him, and ran up the rigging, or to some
other place of security. Not being used to
a ship, however, or taking, perhaps, the sea
for a green field, lie sprawled overboard, and
was drovmed. He is said not to liave sunk
immediately, but to have reared his head
several times, and with it a considerable
portion of his body, out of the sea. His
companion, lately our shipmate, was brought
safely on shore, and lodged in the court-
yard of Mr. Davidson’s house at Ryswick,
where he remained for some months, waiting
for an opportunity of being conveyed home
in some commodious ship sailing directly
for England, in which he was likely to be
carefully attended to. This opportunity
offered in the Caisar, and he was accordingly
embarked on board of that ship with the rest

of her numerous passengers. During his
stay at Ryswick he is said to have been
usually entertained mtli a goat for dinner,
once in every three or four weeks, with oc
casionally a duck or a fowl, by way of a
dessert. He was brought on board shut up
in a wooden crib or cage, the bars of which
were sufiiciently close to prevent his escape ;

and it had a sliding door, for the purpose of
admitting the articles on wliich he was to

subsist ; the dimensions of the crib were
about four feet high, and five feet square ;

a space sufficiently large for him to coil

himself roimd with ease. The live stock for

his use during the passage, consisting of six

goats of the ordinary size, were sent adth
liim on board, five being considered as a fair

allowance for as many months. At an early
period of the voyage we had an exliibition

of his talent in the way of eating, which w'os

publicly performed on the quarter-deck,
upon wliich he was brought. The sliding

door being opened, one of tlie goats was
thrust in, and the door of the cage shut.

The poor goat, as if Instantly aware of all

the horrors of its iierilous situation, imme-
diately began to utter tlie most piercing and
distressing cries, butting instinctively, at the

same time, with its head towards the ser-

pent, in self-defence. The snake, wliich at

first appeared scarcely to notice the poor
animal, soon began to stir a little, and,

turning his head in the direction of the goat,

he at length fixed ^a deadly and malignant
eye on the trembling victim, whose agony
and terror seemed to increase

;
for, previous

to tlie snake seizing its prey, it shook in

every limb, but still continued its unavail-
ing show of attack, by butting at the ser-

pent, which now became sufficiently ani-

mated to prepare for the banquet. The first

operation was that of darting out liis forked
tongue, and at the same time rearing a little

Ids head
j then suddenly seizing the goat

by the fore leg with his mouth, and throwing
it down, it was encircled in an instant in liis

horrid folds. So quick, indeed, and so in-

stantaneous was the act, that it was impos-
sible for the eye to follow the rapid convo-
lution of his elongated body. It was not a
regular screw-like turn that was formed, but
resembling rather a knot, one part of the
body overlaying the other, as if to add
weight to the muscular pressure, the more
cft’ectually to crusli his object. During this

time he continued to grasp with liis fangs,
though it appeared an unnecessary precau-
tion, that part of the animal which he had
first seized. The poor goat, in the mean
time, continued its feeble and haJf-stifled

cries for some minutes, but they soon became
more and more faint, and at last it expired.
The snake, however, retained it for a con-
siderable time in liis grasp, after it was ap-
parently motionless. He then slowly and
cautiously unfolded himself, till the goat
fell dead from his monstrous embrace, when
he began to prepare himself for swallowing
it. Placing his mouth in front of the dead
animal, he commenced by lubricating with
his saliva that part of the goat ; and then
taking its muzzle into his mouth, which
had, and indeed always has, the appearance

j

of a raw lacerated wound, he sucked it in, ns

I
far as the horns would allow. These pro-

j

tuberances opposed some little difficulty, not
so much from their extent, as from their

' points ; however, they also, in a very short

j

time, disappeared
; that is to say, externally;

j

but their progress was still to be traced very

I

distinctly on tlie outside, threatening every
moment to protrude through the skin. The
victim had now descended as far as the

j

shoulders
; and it was an astonishing sight

’ to observe the extraordinary action of the
snake’s muscles when stretched to such an
unnatural extent— ah extent which must

j

have utterly destroyed all muscular power
!

in any animal that was not, like himself,
^

endowed nuth very peculiar faculties of ex-
' pension and action at the same time. MTien
his head and neck had no other appearance
than that of a serpent’s skin, stuffed almost
to bursting, still the workings of the muscles
were evident ; and his power of suction, as
it is erroneously called, unabated ; it was,
in fact, the eft'ect of a contractile muscular
power, assisted by two rows of strong hooked
teeth. With all this he must be so formed
as to be able to suspend, for a time, his re •

spiration, for it is Impossible to conceive that
the process of breathing could be carried on
wliile tlie mouth and throat were so com-
pletely stuffed and expanded by the body of
the goat, and the lungs themselves (ad-
mitting the trachea to be ever so hard) com-
pressed, as they must have been, by its

passage downwards.
The whole operation of completely gorging

the goat occupied about two hours and
twenty minutes : at the end of which time
the tumefaction was confined to the middle
part of tlic body, or stomach, the superior

parts, wliich liad liccn so much d’ ’tended,

having resumed their natural dimensions.

YHe now coiled himself up again, and lay

quietly in his lisual torpid state for about
three weeks or a month, wlien, his last meal
aiipcaring to be completely digested and
dissolved, be was presented witli another
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goat, which he killed and devoured with
e<iual facility. It would appear that almost
all he swallows is converted into nutrition,

for a small quantity of calcareous matter
(and that, perhaps, not a tenth part of the

bones of the animal), with occasionally some
of the hairs, seemed to compose his yeneral
fa^ccs ;

— and this may account for these ani-
mals being able to remain so iong without a
suppiy of food.”

I There are many other' serpents of the spe-

cies Boa

;

of wliich a short notice is neces-

sary.—1. The SroTTED Boa. (Boa scytule.)

This Is sometimes scarcely inferior to the

Boa Constrictor, and is of similar habits. It

is of a grey colour, marked with large orbi-

I
cular spots, interspersed with other marks

1
and variegations. It is found in many parts

! of South America.—2. The Kixoed Boa.
iBoa cenchris.') This also grows to a large

size, though considerably smaller than cither

of tl>e before mentioned ; and may be easily

I

distimriiishcd by the regular distribution of
: its marks and colours. On the buck is a
' continued scries of very large blackish cir-

cles from head to tail, while along tlie sides

I

arc interspersed several kidney-shaped spots,

witlx tlieir centres white. It inhabits South
America -'5. The Embhoiokkeu Boa. (Boa
I’lirygUi.) There exists scarcely a more truly
elegant species in the whole serpent tribe

than this. It is nearly four feet long ; the
ground colour wliite, the back being tinged

. witli a cast of yellowish brown ; while along
the whole upper part is a continued series of

; black variegations, bearing a striking resem-
blance to embroidery. It is a native of the
East Indies.—1. Caxise Boa. (Boa canma.)

, This beautiful snake is about Ibur feet in

I

length : the head is large, and shaped like

I

that of a dog ; the general colour a bright
! Saxon green, with transverse white bars down
i
the back, the edges of wliich arc of a deeper
green than the ground colour of the body ;

' the belly is white. This species belongs to
• South America—5. The Gauuen Boa. (Boa
,
horliilana.) The ground colour of tills spe-
cies is a light yellowish brown, or sometimes
pale violet, variegated with a dark purplish
tirowii pattern resembling rich embroidery.
The head is broad, aud the neck slender.
There arc several others, but the foregoing
will convey a sufficient idea of them.

BOAR. The male of Swine. (|Sec IIoo.]

BOAR-FI.Sir. (Capros aper.") AnAcun-
Ihoptcrygious fish, resembling the Dory in
its general outline, and in having the ilrst

Tin - r..ir-nH .'I'l-r*,)

dorsal iln deeply notched ; but it has no
spines along the dorsal or anal : The fins are
covered witli rough scales ; the moutli pro-
jects considerably j

and the fins are entirely
without filaments. The fiesh of the Boar-
fish is but ill little esteem.
A very few instances of the presence of

tills rare fish on the British coasts have been
recorded. We believe the last was by Waring
Kidd, Esq., and the following account of it

appeared in “ The Zoologist,” p. 191 :—
“ on the Cth of March, 1842, a fish six inches
and a half in length and tlirec inches in
width, of most brilliant colours, was picked
up by a fisherman. It was alive when found :

the colours were bright orange and lake.
The fish was taken by the person who picked
it up to Mr. Griffins, the principal fish-

monger of Brighton ; he took it to the Pa-
vilion, where it was presented to her Majesty.
It was immediately recognised by His Royal
Iliglmess Prince Albert (the Prince being a
good naturalist) as the Boar or Hog fish of
the ancients, a species very scarce on the
British coasts. His Royal Highness, wishing
to have it preserved, sent it here

j
as it was

for Her Majesty, it gave me great pleasure
that I succeeded so well, both in preserving
the colours and in showing the peculiarity of
the mouth, which the fish has the power of
extending and contracting at will. When
e.xtcndcd, it takes tlie form of a hog’s snout

;

hence the name of Boar-fish. I suspended
the fish under a glass shade, and placed a few
seaweeds, &c. on the stand. When quite
completed, I made a painting of it, and suc-
ceeded in representing the colours pretty
correctly.”

BOAT-BILL. (Cancroma.) A genus
of Grallatorial birds, distinguished by their

noAT-ninr..

—

(oanoroma ooonmsATiTA.)

very remarkable bill, the form of which by
some is likened to a boat with its keel
ujiwards, and by others to the bowls of two
spoons, the concave sides of which arc placed
in contact. The mandibles are very stout
and sharp-edged, and the upper one has a
projecting point at the extremity. The feet
iiave four toes, all rtf them long, and without
a connecting membrane ; for which reason
these birds jicrcli on the branches of trees
by the sides of rivers, so that they may
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pounce upon the fish as tliey swim beneath.
The species Cancroma coc/tlearia is the size
of a domestic fowl. In the male, the fore-
head, and upper parts of the neck and breast,
are dirty wMte ; arid from the head depends
a long crest of black feathers. The female
has the top of the head black, without the
elongated crest. It inhabits Guiana, Brazil,
and other parts of South America.

BOAT-FLY. {Notonecta). An aquatic
Hemipterous insect, the back of which is

shaped like the bottom of a boat ; and the
lund legs, which are thrice as long as the
fore, aptly enough resemble a pair of oars.
The legs of the hinder pair have a fringe of
bristles along their edge ; by which the sur-
face, with which they strike the water in
swimming, is greatly increased. Their ge-
neral form is well adapted for rapid progres-
sion in water; and it is from the peculiar
aspect and movement of the body that they
have received their name. They swim on
their backs ; and their eyes are so placed
that they are able to see both above and
below the surface of the water, so that at the
approach of danger they instantly descend,
and are out of sight.

BOB-O-LLNK. [See Kick Bunting.]

BODIAH. There are several species of
fish, of the Carp kind, bearing this name.
They are natives of the Indian and Ame-
can seas ;

and vary from one foot to three

feet in length. The Aya Bodian, is a highly
beautiful species, of a bright red colour,

with silvery abdomen, and most of the scales

on the body edged with silver ;
back blood-

red ;
dorsal fin rounded at the tip ;

middle-
sized scales ; and red eyes. It frequents the

coasts of Brazil, and its flesh'is in much es-

teem.

BOMBUS. The Humble-bee [which see].

BOMBYCIDiE. A familyofLepidopterous
insects, one of the most interesting of which
is the Bombyx Mori, well known as the Jloth
to which the Silkworm turns. The cater-

pillars of most of the species are hairy, and
assume the pupa state in a cocoon spun for

its protection.

BOMBYCILLA. The name of a genus of

birds placed by Cuvier among the Dentiros-

tral genera of his second order of Passercs,

They may be distinguished at first sight from
any other birds by a remarka-ble appendage

on the tips of some of the quills, which ^has

very much the appearance of red sealing-

wax. Their principal generic characters

are —Bill short, slightly depressed and tri-

angular at the base ;
above convex, towards

the tip bent down, and emarginato on each

side. Nostrils oval, covered with small fea-

thers. Feet four-toed, with the outer one

connected at the base. [See Wa.xwino.]

BOMBYTADA3. A family of insects of

the order Diptcra. They have an appear-

ance somewhat resembling that of the smal-

ler kinds of Humble-bees, being thickly co-

vered with erect downy hair : their flight is

rapid ; and they may be frequently observed

to hang, ns if suspended, over a flower, sip-

ping its sweets by means of their long juo-
boscis, while their wings vibrate so rapidly
as to be scarcely discerned to move ; then
darting to another with such raiiidity that
the eye cannot follow them. They frequent
gardens, open parts of woods, and sunny
banks ; and are most common in spring.

BOMBYX. [See Silk-woem.]

BONASSUS. [See Bison.]

BONTTO. illiynnua.') A handsome fish

of the order Acantliopterygii, a native of the ,

Mediterranean, and a rare visitant of our

BONITO.—(tHYNNUS PEUAMrS.)

shores. It is about three feet long ; has a
sharp head, a small mouth, large gills, full

silvery eyes, and a crescent-shaped tail. It

has no scales except on the middle of the
sides, where a line of ^old colour runs from
the head to the tail. It is greenish on the
back and sides, but its belly is of a silvery

white ; and it is distin^ished by its great
activity and voracity, being one of the chief
enemies of the flying-fish. It is also called

the Steiped Tunny.

BOOBY. CSula fusca.") The name given
by navigators to a large bird, a species of
Gannet, which inhabits the desolate islands

BOOST.—(SOLA rOSOA.)

and coasts of most warm climates. The
name was naturally acquired from their

apparent stupidity, in quietly sitting on the

shore, or perching on the yard of a ship, till

knocked on the head, or taken away by any
one who may attempt it. [See Gannkt.]

BOOK-WORM. A name given to various

species of insects in the larva state, in which
they destroy books and paiicrs, by boring

into them ;
such as the Plinidoe, Ano-

binm, &c.



BOOPb. A genus of small Acanthoptery-
gious fishes, found mostly in the Mediterra-
nean. The species arc generally of brilliant

colouring, and characterized by a small
mouth, large eyes, and a rounded form.

BOPTRXJS. A parasitic Crustacean, of
the order Isopoda, of which three or four
species arc known. They fasten on the
prawn, hermit crab, and other Crustacea.
The sexes difter rery much in appearance.
The B. SquUlarum is for from uncommon in
this country : it causes swellings on the side

of the carapace of the common Palamion
SquUla.

BOS. The scientific name for a genus
of hollow-homed mminating quadrupeds,
which in their domesticated state contribute
most materially to the comforts and con-
veniences of man. [See Ox ; Bisox, Stc.]

BOSTEICHUS : BOSTRICHm^. A
genus and family of Coleopterous insects, of
the group Xylnphila, some species ofwhich
are highly destmetive of timber. These Bee-
tles usually Uve in wood, which their larvte

XTTZJrHII.US FLABELH-IOORNTS - AN
ANT-NNA AlAONIFIKD.

pierce in every direction ; and when abun-
dant in forests, especially those of pines and
firs, they destroy immense numbers of trees
in a few years. One of the most destmetive
species is the Bostrichus Tppoi/rapliicus, or
the Typographer Beetle, which has at differ-

ent times ravaged the forests of Germany.
It devours, both in the larva and perfect

states, the soft wood be-
neath the bark, which
is most essential to the
vegetative process, and
thus causes the death
of the tree. The fe-

males attack the cre-
vices of the bark, and
perforate it in diverg-
ing lateral channels, in
which from sixty to
eighty eggs arc deposit-

ed. At the end of fifteen days the larva) arc
hatched, and forthwith commence the work
of destruction, each gnawing a serpentine
gallery lictwccn the bark and the wood, and
gradually enlarging Its burrow until the
period when it is ready to pass into tlic pupa
state i when, having finally become a perfect
beetle, it directly bores through the portion
of the tree which remains between the wood
and the outer hark, and cscni>cs through a
small circular aperture in the latter. Tlicrc
appears to be no remedy when tlie trees arc

T7P -i!'. -.rDi,‘.

once attacked but to cut down the trees, bark
them and burn the bark, and to remove all

felled timber without delay.

BOTATEISSO. The Eel-pout. [See Eel.]

BOTAtmUS. [See Bittekk.]

BOTRYELTJS. A genus of JIolluscous
animals teraied Aggregated Ascidians, which
at first float free and se])arate, but at a cer-

tain period of their existence unite to form
one common mass. The aggregated animals
thus found together are almost always very
small, soft, irritable, and contractile, chang-
ing their form with the slightest movement.
[See Ascidia.]

BOTS. The lame or caterpillars of the
Gad-fly, belonging to the order Diptera,
genus (Estiiis, of which there are numerous
species. They infest horses and cattle ;

and
ajre distinguished by passing the larval state
of their existence rvithin some animal, and
feeding on the juices or substance of that
animal. [See CEstrus ; Breeze-fly, &c.]

BOTTLE -FISH. [See SACCornARVxx.]

BRACUELTTRA. An extensive group
of Coleopterous insects, distinguished by the
elongate form of the body and the short-
ness of the wing-cases. They run and fly

with equal agility
; preying upon decaying

animal and vegetable matters, especially
fungi, agarics, &c., in wliich they chiefly
reside; they are also found in profusion under
heaps ofputrescent plants. They are decided-
ly carnivorous ; some species are, however,
found in flowers, others upon the margins of
running streams, and others under the bark
of decaying trees.— One of the commonest,
and at the same time most formidable look-
ing members of the family, is a black species,
rather more than an inch long, commonly
called the “Devil’s Coach-horse” (Goerius
olerta'). This is frequently to be seen running
about garden walks, cellars, and dusty roads.
True to the habits of the family, on the least
approach of danger it immediately puts itself
into a posture of defence, throws the tail over
the head like a scorpion, protrudes the anal
rings, elevates its head, and opens its long
and powerful jaws—The geographical range
of this group of insects is principally confined
to the temperate climes of the northern
hemisphere ; a few species, however, have
been received from trojiicnl climates, which
arc remarkable for the singularity of their
forms and the splendour of their colours ;

but it rarely happens that the exotic species
exceed those of our own country in size.

BRACIIINUS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, with truncated elytra and a smallisli
thorax ; of which the Brachimta crepitana is

the most common. This insect, which is

found under stones, is about half an inch
long ;

the head, thorax, and legs are of a
yellowish red colour ; the wing-cases green-
ish, or blue black

;
and the antenna) reddish.

They possess a remarkable power ofviolently
cxiiclling from the anus a pungent acrid
fluid, accompanied by a loud report, consi-
dering the size of the insect ; whence its com-
mon name of Bombardier Beetle.
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;

BRACHIONUS. A genus of minute ani-
mals, found in stagnant fresh water and in
sea water. [See Entomostuaca.]

BKACriIOPODA. A class of Acephalous
or headless molluscous animals, with bivalve
shells. They are characterized by having
the mantle organized so as to be serviceable
for respiration, and by having two long,
fleshy, ciliated, spiral arms, but no foot.

They have no organs of locomotion, but live

fixed to submarine bodies. The species are
numerous and tvidely diffused

;
and, though

comparatively low in the scale of creation,

the class is interesting both to the ifliysiolo-

gist and the geologist.

BRACHYCERtrS. A genus of Coleopte-
rous insects, the species of which are apterous,
and very rough. They live upon the ground,
and appear to be peculiar to the south of
Europe and Africa, particularly abounding
in the latter quarter of the globe.

BRACnYPTERES. The name given by
Cuvier to that class of birds generally known
as “ Divers.”

BRACIIYTELES. A genus of Quadru-
mana, so named on account of the very small
development of the thumb.

BRACON. A genus of Hymenopterous
insects, allied to the Ichneumons ;

remark-
able for the hiatus which exists between the
mandibles and the clypeus.

BRADYPUS. [See Sloth.]

BRAHlVmsr BTJDL, INDIAN OX, or

ZEBU. {Bos Indicus.) There is a very con-
siderable difference in the various domes-
ticated Asiatic oxen, as to the size and direc-

tion of the horns : some arc short and sub-

erect ;
others incline inwards ; but they are

generally distinguished by a fatty elevated

hump upon the withers. The ears are pen-
dulous, and the dewlap is usually very
largely developed. Their colour varies from
a light ashy grey to a milk white, and their

size from the stature of an ordinary bull to

nuAnsiiN BOLL.—(Boa iNBiona.l

that of a Shetland pon3'. The lirnbs of all

are light and elegant. The flesh is neither

so sweet nor so good ns that of the common
ox, except the nuinp, which is allowed on
all hands to be delicious when properly
cooked. In many parts of India the Zebu is

used as an animal of burden, and. when har-
nessed to n carriage, it will travel, at nn easy

rate, about thirty miles a day. Antient B-ri-

ters speak ofits performing about double that
distance ; but if that were true, it must have
lost much ofits fleetness. The Hindoos regard
them as animals worthy of veneration, and
consequently consider it sinful to slaughter
them ; they do not, however, generally ob-
ject to work them. “They are spread,” sa3’s

Jlr. Bennett, “ over the whole of Southern
Asia, the islands of the Indian Archipelago,
and the eastern coast of Africa from Aby’s-
sluia to the Cape of Good Hope.”

BRAMBIING. {FringiUa moniifrinaffla.')

This bird, which is also called the Mountain-
1 inch, is larger than the chaffinch. The top
of the head and the back are of a glossy
black colour, slightly edged with a 3 eUow
brown

;
the throat and breast are orange, as

are the lesser coverts of the wings ; but those
which rest on the quill feathers are barred
with black, tipped with orange ; and the
tail is slightly forked.

BRANCHIOPODA. An order of Cnista-
ceous animals, in which the locomotive ex-
tremities fulfil the functions of gills. These
Crustaceans, which are for the most port
microscopic, are always in motion when in
an animated state, and are generally pro-

tected by a shell or crust in the shape of a
shield, or of a bivalve shell, and are fur-

nished sometimes with four, sometimes with
two antennas. Their feet vary in number,
some having not less than a hundred. A
great portion have only one eye.

BRANCniOSTEOI. A tribe of Cartila-

ginous Ashes, comprehending those in which
the gills are free, and covered by a mem-
brane ; including the Sturgeon and ChimBera
[B'hich see].

BRE.i1lM. {Abramis brama.'j A Ash dif

the Carp famil3’, and by anglers often called

the Carp-bream ; found in lakes, and in the
deepest parts of still rivers. The body is ex-
tremely deep and thin in proportion to its

nnsAM .—(abramib braMa.)

length, and the back much elevated. T.ength
two feet to two feet and a half ; colour olive,

with a i)alc or Acsh-coloured tinge on the
under parts : scales large ; dorsal An rather
small, and situated a little beyond the
middle of the back : anal An extending fVom
the vent nearly to the tail, which is pretty
deeply forked. Its Aesh is (generally con-
sidered coarse and extremely insipid.

The Sea Breasi (Pargvs ccntrodonUis) is a
common Ash in the Mediterranean, nor is it

by any means uncommon on the southern
and B-cstem coasts of England, especially

fi
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' during summer and autumn. The spawn is

shed in the beginning ofwinter in deep water;
and it retreats altogether from our shores in
severely cold weather. The young of tliis fish

are commonly known by the name of Chads.
The Sea bream is not very highly esteemed
for the table, cither txesh or salted.

i
BREEZE-FLY. {CEstrus; (Estridee.') The

insects we are about to describe are produced
: from larvae which when existing in horses
are termed bots; in sheep, maggots; and in
cows and oxen, womils; and these three
represent three di\’isions of the family, dif-

fering essentially in their history. The per-
fect insect produced from each kind of larva
is properly termed a Breeze-fly. Before we
proceed fWther, however, we beg to state

that the observations wliich follow arc taken
from Mr. Newman’s History of Insects, who
quotes as his authority “ An Essay on the
Bots of Horses and other animals, by Bracy
Clark, F. L. S.”
“ The opinions of the Brcczc-fly of the

horse, or bot^ ns it is usually termed, as to the
benefit or injury derived from it, are very
opi)osite ; some obser\’ers go so far as to as-
sert that the larvaj occasioitally completely
I>erfbrate the stomach of the horse, causing
disease, pain, and even death ; others regard
them as perfectly innocuous ; and one author
[Mr. Bracy Clark], whose careful and labo-
rious investigations entitle his opinions to

the greatest respect, believes the effect of
bots to be salutiferous rather than otherwise;
aud from liis masterly essay the following
particulars are extracted.

“ The female fly, in approacliing the horse
for the purpose of oviposition, carries her
bo<ly nearly upright in the air, the protruded
ovipositor being cur\'cd inwards and up-
wards. Suspending herself for a few seconds
before the part of tlic horse on which she
intends to deposit the egg, she suddenly
darts upon it, and leaves the egg adiiering
to the hair : she hardly appears to settle,

but merely touches the hair with the egg
held out on the extreme point of the ovi-
positor, the egg adhering by means of a ghi-
tinous liquor with wliich it is covered. She
tlien leaves the hor»e at a small distance,
prepares a second egg, and, poising her-
self before the j)art, deposits it in the same
way : the liquor dries, and the e^g becomes
firmly glued to the hair. This is repeated
till four or five hundred eggs are sometimes
placed on one horse. The skin of the horse
is usually thrown into a tremulous motion
on the touch of the insect, which merely
arises from the very great irritability of the
skin and cutaneous muscles at this season of
the year, occasioned by the heat and con-

,
tinual teasing of the flics, till at length these
muscles api>car to act involuntarily on tho

I

slightest tfjuch of any body whatever.
“ The flv does not dciKwit her eggs at ran-

dom on the horse’s Inxly, but selects those
parts which arc most likely to be nibbled
by the horse : the inside of the knee is fre-
quently cho4cn, but all naturalists must
have remarked how commonly the eggs of
the bot are <leiK)sitcd on that j)artof a horse’s
shoulder which he can never reach with his

mouth, and thus, to a casual observer, it

w’ould seem that they must ijerish, and fail

iu the object for which their parent designed
them. Now there is a provision of nature
which exactly counteracts this difficulty.

When horses are together in a pasture, and
one of them feels an irritation on any part
of the neck or shoulder which he cannot
reach with his mouth, he ^vill nibble another
horse in the corresponding part of his neck
or shoulder, and the horse so nibbled will
immediately perform the kind office re-
quired, and begin nibbling away in the part
indicated. The horses, when they become*
used to this fly, and find it does them no
injury by sucking their blood, hardly regard
it, and do not appear at all aware of its

object.
“ When the eggs have remained on the

hairs four or five days, they become mature,
after wliich time the slightest application of
warmth and moisture is sufficient to bring
forth in an instant the latent larva. At tliis

time, if the lips or tongue of the horse touch
tlie egg, its operculum is throvni open, and
the young larva liberated : this readily
adheres to the moist surface of the tongue,
and is from thence conveyed with the food
to the stomach. It is worthy of remark,
that it is probable the greater part of tlie

eggs deposited by this fly are taken up in
consequence of the irritation of other flies,

as the Tabani and Stomoxidesy wliich, by
perpetually settling on the skin, occasion a
horse to nibble himself on those parts, aud
thus receive the larvae on the tongue and
lips, whence they are introduced into the
stomach. * * * The larva, when matured,
quits the stomach of the animal and falls to
the ground, and finding a convenient place
of retreat, undergoes its change to a chrysalis,
the skin then losing its organization, and
changing in colour from a wliitish red to a
reddish broivn. After remaining torpid in
the chrysalis state a few weeks, the super-
fluous moisture being removed and the
parts of the future insect hardened by drying,
it bursts from its confinement, and the fly
makes its exit at the small end of the case.
A few hours after quitting their shell they
become dry, take wing, and seek their mates.
“A second species of Breeze-fly has a still

more wonderful history : its eggs arc laid in
the nostrils of sheep, from one to seven or
c ght in each individual, and these on be-
coming larvae,enter the frontal and maxillary
sinuses, and even the horns, and feed on
their secretions : when the larVoj arc young
they arc perfectly white and transparent,
except two small black horny ]>lates : as
tliey increase in size the upper surface be-
comes marked with two transverse brown
lines on cacli segment, the anterior being
shorter and narrower than the posterior

;

and some 8i>ots arc also observable on tho
sides. The body consists of twelve segments
besides the head. These larvo3 move witli

[

considerable activity, holding with their
|

tentacula to a fixeef point un<l drawing up
the body. When full grown the larvie fall I

through the nostri Is of tlie sheep, and change
|

to the pupa state lying on the earth or ad-
hering to the side of a blade of grass : in
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about two months the case of the chrysalis
opens, and the fly makes Its appearance.
Slieep are exceedingly annoyed by these
flies, and to avoid them lie down in ruts
with their heads close to the ground

j at
other times we see them huddled together
under trees in a dense mass or phalanx, the
nose of each being i)ushed into the fleece of
another.

“ There is a t/iird species of Breeze-fly,
far more formidable than either of those
previously described: its eggs are laid on
the backs and sides of cows and oxen, and
tire larvse hatched from them enter the liide,

producing tumours as iarge as. pigeons’ eggs.
The larva itself is of an oblong figure, larger

1

at one extremity than at the other ; the
body is divided into ten or twelve segments

: by transverse bauds, and these are again
intersected by six longitudinal lines, which
purse up the skin, and produce along the
sides a series of mammiform protuberances,
each possessing at its extremity a respiratory
pore : on eacli segment of the body may be
observed ridges, or dotted prominent lines,

1

interrupted however by the longitudinal
1 lines already noticed : there are in pah s a
narrower and broader line of minute dots or
points ; the narrower line is found, under a

j

lens, to be formed of hooks bent towards the
!
posterior extremity of the insect ; the broader
lines consist of smaller hooks bent in an

1 opposite direction, or towards its head : it is

' probably by the aid of these hooks that the
1 animal raises or depresses itself in the
1 tumour, and finally, when matirre, effects its

j

escape.

1

“ The food of the larva appears to be the
pus or matter sm-rounding it in the tumour
in which it exists : as regards the period of
its continuing to feed we have little satis-

factory information. Its colour when young
is white, but as it advances towards maturity
it becomes browner, and finally of a deep
dark brown, approaching to black : ha\dng
attained its full size, it presses itself against
the upper part of the tumour, and by some
unknown process makes an aperture in the

hide of about suificient size to admit a pea j

through this the larva wriggles itself a
segment at a time until it comes quite out,

and falling to the ground seeks a convenient
retreat in wliich to become a chrysalis.

“ The chrysalis is of a dark bro:m colour,

and in figure somewhat resembles the half

of a walnut-shell, being narrower at one

end than the other, flat on one side, and
very rounded and convex on the other; after

lying on the ground for some weeks, a portion
of the indurated skin or cover, of a triangu-

lar shape, is forced up at the smaller_ eud,

and through the apertmo thus occasioned

the fly emerges. Tlie flu is large and hand-
somely coloured ;

although the presence of

the larvo3 in the backs of cattle is frequently

observable, the insect in its perfect stable is

rarely met with, and very few of our cabinets

possess good specimens ; it flies with rapidity,

but apparently without noise, and never

1 ventures over water.
“The act of oviposition appears to be

1

attended with severe Buffering, or apprehen-

I

sion at least, which makes the cattle run

wild and furious, and gad or stray from the
Iiastures, and hence the ancient epithet of
gad-fly. iVlicn oxen are yoked to the plough,
the attack of this fly is attended with real

danger, since they become perfectly uncon-
trollable, and often run directly forwards
tlirough the hedges, or whatever obstructs
their way. On this account many ploughs
are provided with a contrivance for setting

the oxen immediately at liberty. When
the cattle are attacked by this fly, it is easily
known by the extreme terror and agitation
of the whole herd ; the unfortunate object
of the attack runs bellowing from among
them, and seeks a refuge in the nearest
water ; the tail becomes rigid, and is bran-
dished aloft, or held straight out from the
body. Its frightened companions follow in

the rear of the animal attacked, and a wild
and apparently unmeaning chase takes place,

which, from the inelegant gallop of the cows,
has often a very ludicrous effect. 1

BRENT GOOSE. A much smaller bird
than the common wild goose, but with longer
wings

;
and it traverses greater distances in

its migrations. Its breeding places are in
,

the far north ; but it migrates for the winter
to France, England, Ireland, &c. The head, .

neck, bill, and upper part of the breast are
’

black ; and on each side of the slenderest
part of the neck : the lower part of the
breast, the scapulars, and coverts of the wings
are ash-coloured ; the feathers, both above
and below the tail, are white ; and the tail,

the quill feathers, and the legs are black .

BRENTHIDiE, or BRENTIDJE. A fa-

mily of Coleopterous insects, which are
|

among the most remarkable of the beetle :

tribe, and almost entirely confined to tropi- 1

cal climates. Distinguishing characters :—
body much elongated ; tarsi with the peiiul-

,

timate joints bilobed ; antennas filiform,

or in some with the terminal joint formed
into a club ; proboscis projecting horizon-
tally 1 palpi minute. They are tound crawl-
ing on trees, or under the bark, and some-

!

times on flowers. Their general colour is

black or brown, with red spots or markings.
,

Dr. Thaddeus Harris, librarian of Harvard
College, gives a detailed account of a North
American species, in his fine work on the
Insects of Massachusetts. We somewhat
condense his history of it. It is the Brcn-
thus septcjntrionalis. The Northern Brcn-
thus, so named because most of the other !

species are tropical insects, is of a maliog-
'

any brown colour ; the wing cases are 1

somewhat darker, ornamented with narrow
;

tawny j-ellow spots, and marked with deep
ftirrows, the sides of which arc punctured.
Its common length is about six-tenths of an '

inch, but much mrger as well as smaller spe-
cimens frequently occur. The Northern 1

Brenthus inhabits the white oak, on the
|

trunks and under the bark of whicli it may i

be found in June and July, hai-ing then
completed its transformations. The female, ,

when aliout to lay her eggs, punctures the

bark with her slender snout, and drops an
egg in each hole thus made. The grub, ns

soon as it Is hatched, bores into the solid

wood, forming a cylindrical passage, which
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I

it keeps clear by pushing its castings out of .

I
the orifice of the hole, ns fast os they aecu-

I
inulate. These castings or chips are like

very fine saw-dust ; and the holes made by
the insects are easily discovered by the dust
around then. The grub is about an inch
long and nearl5’ cylindrical ; the last segment

' is of a homy consistence, and is obliquely
hollowed at the end, so os to form a kind of

!
gouge or scoop, the edges of which are fur-

nished with little notches or teeth. It is by
I

j

means of this singular scoop that the grub
shovels the minute grains of wood out of its

, burrow. The pupa, which is of a yellowish
! white colour, is met with in the burrow
formed by the larva ; the back is furnished

j

with transverse rows of little thorns or sharp

I

teeth, and there are two larger thorns at the
' extremity of the body. These minute thorns

! probably enable the pupa to move towards
i the mouth of its biurow when it is about to

j
be transformed, and may serve also to keep

I
its body steady during its exertions in cast-

;

ing off its pupa-skin. These insects are most
abundant in trees that have been cut down

I

for timber or fuel, which are generally at-

;
tacked the first summer after they are felled ;

it has also been ascertained that living trees

I

da not always escape, but those that are in

full tigour are rarely perforated by grubs of
this kind.

BREVIPEXIvES. The term given to the
first family of Stilt-birds, the shortness of
whose wings are inadequate to perform the
function of flight ; the weight of their mas-
sive bodies api>earing to require more mus-
cular power to support them in the air than
nature has furnished them with. The pec-
toral muscles are reduced to extreme tenuity ;

but the muscles of the thighs and legs are
' of an enormous tliickness. [See Ostrich,
Cassowary, &c.]

BRIIjL, orpearl. (Pleuronectcs r/iom-
biis.') In its general form this fish resembles
the Turbot, but is inferior to it both in size
and quality. It is distinguished from the
Turbot by the perfect smoothness of its skin,
which is covered with scales of a moderate
size, and by its pale brown colour above,
marked by scattered yellowish or rufous
spots ; the lateral line, os in the Turbot, is

first arched over the pectoral fins, and from
thence runs straight to the tail. The Brill
is taken on many parts of our coasts j the
prineipai part of the supply for the London
market Ijcing derived from the southern
coast, where it is most abundant.

BRI.MSTOXE [BUTTERFLY]. A name
appiicd by collectors to the Butterfly called
(iirnr.pleri/x liliamni.

BROCK. A local name given to the
Badger. Bums alludes to a “ stinking brocA'.”
It aLw denotes a hart in its third year.

BHUCirUS: BRUemOzE. A genus and
family of Coleopterous insects, allied to the
Weevils, and thus characterized ; palpi
obvious, filiform, not very minute ; rostrum
broad ; labnim exserted i antcnnic clcvcn-
jointed, Bub-clavntc, with the club forincil
of distinct joints in some; filiform, or gra-

dually thicker towards their points, in others;

serrated or pectinated ;
the anus naked ;

liind feet generally very large. The female
deposits an egg in the yoimg and tender germ
of various leguminous or cereal plants, &c.,

upon which the larva feeds, and within

1
—^

1

uaacuers asnniPEa.

which it undergoes its transformations : the

perfect insect, in order to make its escape,

detaches a portion of the epidermis like a
small cup ; hence the small holes often ob-

served in peas, dates, &c. The family is very
extensive. Bruchus pisi, Linn., wliich is two
lines long, black, with grey spots on the

elytra, in some years does great mischief to

peas, particularly in North America. Bmi-
chus serripes, the figure of wliich is here
given, with the head and posterior limb, is a
fine example of this family. By some authors
it is placed in a separate genus.

BRUSH TURKEY. The local name
given by the colonists to the New Holland
Vulture (of Latham,) or TaUegalla (of

Gould). [See TALLi;oALLA.]

BUBO. A subgenus of owls. [See Owl.]

BUCCINUM. A genus of Molluscous ani-
mals called MTielks ; the general characters
of which ore, that their mouths are an oblong
or very lengthened oval, the upper parts of
wliich are slightly beaked. In the Linmean
system, the Buccina form a distinct genus
of the univalve and spiral Testacea. Those
species most usually met with on the coasts

of the British isles are the brown, massy,
waved, striated, reticulated, and small Buc
cina. The shell of the Buccinum lapiUus
(the common White Buccinum) is one of the
shells from which the ancients are supposed
to have extracted their indelible purple dye,
called the Tyrian purple. The part con-
taining the colouring matter is a longitu-
dinal vein, just under the skin on the back,
behind the head. If the vein is laid open
with a needle, a tenacious yellow matter will
flow, which licing ajiplicd with a hair pen-
cil to linen, silk, or paper, it will in a short
time become of a bright yellow, will soon
change to pale green, then assume a bluish
cast, and afterwards a deep and brilliant
1)11 rple.

We learn from Mr. Stevenson’s interesting
narrative of the erection of the Bell Rock
light-house, that the Biirrlniim lapillus preys
upon the Mussel IMytilus cdtdis.) Mr. S.
says, “ When the workmen first landed upon
the Bell Rock, limpets of a very large size

4

I
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were common, but were soon picked up for
bait. As tlie limpets disappeared, we endea-
voured to plant a colony of mussels, from
beds at the mouth of the river Eden, of a
larger kind than those which seem to bo
natiu-al to the rock. These larger mussels
were likely to have been useful to the work-
men, and might have been especially so to
the light-keepers, the future inhabitants of
the rock, to whom that delicate fish would
have afforded a fresh meal, as well as a bet-
ter bait than the limpet j but the mussels
were soon observed to open and die in great
numbers. For some time this was ascribed
to the effects of the violent surge of the sea,
but the Buccinum lapiUns (Purpura) having
greatly increased, it was ascertained that it

had proved a successful enemy to the mussel.
The Buccinum, being furnished with a pro-
boscis capable of boring, was observed to

l)erforate a small hole in the shell, and thus
to suck out the finer parts of the body of
the mussel s the valves of course opened,
and the remainder of the fish was washed
away by the sea. The perforated hole is

generally upon the thinnest part of the shell
and is perfectly circular, of a champhered
form, being wider towards the outward side,

and so perfectly smooth and regular as to
have aU the api>earance of the most beautiful
work of an expert artist. It became a matter
extremely desirable to preserve the mussel,
and it seemed practicable to extirpate the
buccinum. But after we had picked up and
destroyed many barrels of them, their extir-
pation was at length given up as a hopeless
task. The mussels were thus abandoned as
their prey, and in the course of the third
year's operations, so successful had the ra-
vages of the buccinum been, that not a single
mussel of a large size was to be found upon
the rock j and even the small kind which
bred there, are now chiefly confined to the
extreme points of the rock, where it would
seem their enemy cannot so easily follow
them.”

BUCCO. A genus of birds, called Barftets,

a name derived from the bristly feathers
which surround the base of.the bill, and pro-
ject beneath the chin like a beard. [See
Baiibet.]

BUCEE.OS. [See IIoristsill.]

BUCK. The male of the Fallow Deer, the
female ofwhich is called a Doe. [See Deee.]

BUFFALO. (Bos bubalus.') A species of
Ox, found in various parts of India ; but
in America the name of “Buffalo” is uni-
versally given to the Bison [wliich see].

The Buffaloes are of large size, but low
in proportion to their bulk ; they have no
hunch on the back, and only a small dewlap
on the breast ; the hide is generally black ;

the tail long and slender. They generally
live in small flocks, but sometimes arc found
in herds of considerable numbers j

frequent-
ing moist and marshy situations, and pre-

ferring the coarse vegetation of the forest and
swampy regions to that of open i)lains.

They swim well, and cross the broadest
rivers without hesitation j their gaitis heavy,
and they run almost always with the nose

|

horizontal, being principally guided by the
sense of smelling. They ore fierce and stub-

BOtTiT.O.—(BOS BUBALOS.)

born, and with difficulty subjugated.—The
Aruee Buffalo (Bos arni) has horns of a
prodigious size and length ; the horns are '

turned laterally, flattened in front, and
wrinkled on the concave surface. A pair of ,

them are in the British Museum, each of i

which measures along the curve from base I

to tip, six feet three inches, and eighteen
inches in circumference at the base. i

This formidable animal is found wild in !

many parts of India, and also tame wherever
the inhabitants have occasion for its services.
Being extremely strong, they are employed
in agriculture, and in drawing and carrying
burdens, being guided by rings thrust through
their noses. All Buffaloes are extremely
fearful of fire ; and they have a great aver-
sion to red colours. In general, they are very

'

inoffensive, if left undisturbed ; but when
wounded, or even fired at, their furybecomes
ungovernable ; they then tear up the ground
with their fore-feet, make a horrid bellow-
ing, and pursue the objects of their resent-
ment with determined fury. [See Bisox.],j

BUFO. [See Toad.]

BUG. (,Cimex.) Of the numerous tribe of
Hemipterous insects belonging to the genus
Cimex, we may specify the troublesome and

.

nauseous insect, the Cimex '

Icctularius, or
common domestic Bug. To give a very par-
ticular description of this noxious tormentor
would be superfluous : it may be sufficient
to observe, that it is of an oval shape, about
the sixth of an inch long, of a compressed or

flat form, and of a reddish-brown colour.
It is asserted, though it may l)c difficult to

say how truly, that the Bug was scarcely i

known in England iHjfore the jear 1G70, :

having l)ccn imported from Aincnea among
;

the timl)cr used in rebuilding the city of
;
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in several countries of Europe before that
time. Its blood-sucking properties, and tlie

ottensivc smell it emits when touched, are
too well known to require comment. The
female Bug deposits her eggs in the beginning
of summer; they are very small, wliite, and of
an oval shape ; each is fixed to a small hair-
like stalk, which is glutinous, and readily
adheres to any thing it touches. The places
in which the eggs are generally deposited
are the crevices of bedsteads or other furni-
ture, or the walls of a room. During the
winter months these odious insects secrete

I

themselves behind walls, old wainscoting, or
any neglected places, where they are capa-

!
ble of bearing the most intense frost without

1 injury, and on the return ofwarm wcatlier
I again emerge from their concealment. A
Bug always avoids the light, if possible

;
and

;
takes advantage of every chink and cranny

j

to make a secure lodgment ; its motion is

:
slow and unwieldy ; but its sight is so ex-
quisite, that although it persecutes its victim
with unceasing assiduity in the dark, the
moment it iwrceives the light, it generally
makes good its retreat The Key. Leonard

. Jenyns has described two or tlirec other spe-

I

cies found in this country. [See Cime.v.]

I
BDLnnTS. The name of a very exten-

sive genus of terrestrial molluscs, very much
: resembling the Helix. Some attain to great
size. [See Heu.v.]

I

BDXL-DOG. iCanis ^domestictisl molos-
stisj. A variety of the Dog, remarkable for its

;

short, broad muzzle, and the projection of
i its lower jaw. The head is massive and
large, and the frontal sinuses large ; the lips
are thick and pendulous ; the ears pendant
at the extremity ; the neck robust and short

;

and the legs short and thick. Though inof-
fensive and harmless when properly domesti-

;

cated, the Bull-dog presents to the eye a
most terrific appearance : the doubtful and
dealing leer, the tiger-like shortness of the
head, the under-hung jaw, the width of the
skull, the distension of the nostrils, and the
almost constant sight of the teeth, hold forth

i a very formidable proof of the power he can
!
exert, when that power is angrily brought
into action. The breed is by no means so
numerous as formerly, inconsequence of the
abolition of the barbarous sport of hnll-bait-
ing ; the butchers, however, use Bull-dogs
in catching and throwing down cattle ; and
it is surprising to see the apparent ease witli
which the dog n-ill seize an ox by the nose,
and hold him perfectly still, or throw him on
his side, at his master’s command. They be-
come very vicious, and sometimes extremely
dangerous, as they advance in years, inflict-
ing dreadful bites for the slightest provoca-
tion; in their unrestrained 8tnte,indced,thcy
arc a real nuisance, and therefore ought
never to be allowed their full liberty. [See
Doo.]

Birr,LA. A genus of Molluscous animals
with univalve shells ; whose general charac-
ters are, that the shell is sub-oval, that the
aperture is oblong and smooth, and that one
end is a little convr>luted. The animal
breathes by gills, but has no respiratory tube.

and consequently the
margin of the aperture
of the shell is entire, or
without a fissure or
canal. There are nu-
merous species, widely
diifused ; generally a-
bout the size of a bean,
tho’ sometimes much
larger. Most of this
genus, especially ofthe
larger sizes.are furnish-
ed with an organ ex-
actly resembling the

gizzard of a fowl, and wMch they appear to

use for the purpose of masticating their food.

BTJLLFINCrr. (Loxia pyrrhula of lAn-
nasus.) A well-known and pretty bird, about
the size of a sparrow. Its wild note is a soft

low hvitter ; but, when tamed, it becomes re-

markably docile, and learns with great faci-

lity to whistle musical airs, which, if pro-
perly taught, it seldom wholly forgets. The
bill is strong, short, black, and tliick ; tho
upper part of the head, the ring round the
bill, and the origin of the neck, fine glossy
black ; the back ash grey ; breast and belly
red

;
wings and tail black; the upper tail

coverts and vent are white ; legs dark brown.
The female is very like the male, but the
colours are le.ss bright, and the under parts
of a reddish brown. These birds are comonon
in every part of our island, as well as in
most parts of Europe ; tlieir usual haunts
during summer are woods and thickets

; they
also frequent our orchards and gardens in
the spring, seeking not only the insects which
are lodged in the tender buds of fruit-trees,

but feeding on the buds ; on which account
they are regarded by gardeners as among
the most pernicious of the feathered race.

ntTr.t,FtNr.H.— ( rmnaonA. pvnnnor.A.)

The Bullfinch is a native of England, and
also of most parts of tho European conti-
nent. It generally constructs its nest, which
is composed ofsmall dry twigs, in the thickest
parts of a white or black thorn hedge. Tho
female lavs about four or five bluish-white
eggs, marked with dark spots at the larger
end ; and breeds about tho latter end of
May. The bird Is very common in the
mountainous parts of Germany

; from which

I 2
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country the market for piping-bullfinches is
principally supplied. Other species are met
with in Asia» Africa, and America; but they
hardly require a distinct notice here. By
many naturalists they are made to constitute
a separate genus, called Pyrrhula^ after the
type which we have just described,

BTJIjL-FIIOG. [See Fhog.]

BUBL-HEAD, or MILLER’S-THUMB.
(CottiiS gobio.) There are several species of
fish, inhabiting different climates, which are
denominated Bullheads

; but it is the well-
known River Bullhead^ or Miller's Thumbs
au A.canthopterygious fish, wluch we are now
about to describe. This species is found in
clear brooks and rivers, in most parts of

RIVER BULr-HEAn.—(COTTUS GOBIO.")

Euroi)e. It is only four or five inches long

;

the head fe of a roundish shape, large, broad,
and depressed ; the gill-fins are round, and
beautifully notched at their circumference ;

and the rays of all the fins are prettily
spotted. The mouth is large, and full of
small teeth ; the general colour of the body
is a dark brownish black ; the sides lighter,
with small black spots ; and the under sur-
face of the head and belly white. It is so
remarkably stupid, that whatever number
may be together, the most inexpert angler
may catch them all. It is generally found
among loose stones, under which, from the
peculiarly flattened form of its head, it is

enabled to tlirust itself, and thus to find a
hiding place. Mr. Tarrell, in his truly na-
tional work “ The British Fishes,” (the
wood-cut illustrations of w’hich are such
models ofexcellency,) so amusingly accounts
for the popular names of this fish, that we
take the liberty of borrowing his words :—
** As the term Bullhead is considered to

refer to the large size of the head, so the
name of Miller’s Thumb given to this spe-

cies, it has been said, is suggested by, and
intended to have reference to, the particular

form of the same part. The head of the fish,

it will be observed, is smooth, broad, and
rounded, and is said to resemble exactly the

form of the thumb of a miller, os produced
by a peculiar and constant action of the
muscles in the exercise of a particular and
most important part of his occupation. It

is well known tliat all the science and tact

of a miller is directed so as to regulate the
machinery of his mill, that the meal pro-
duced shall be of the most valuable descrip-
tion that the operation of grinding will
permit when performed under the most ad-

vantageous circumstances. His profit or his
loss, even his fortune or his ruin, depend
upon the exact adjustment of all the various
parts of the machinery in operation. The

j

miller’s ear is constantly directed to the note I

made by the running-stone in its circular 1

course over the bed-stone, the exact paral-
j

lelism of their two surfaces, indicated by a '

particular sound, being a matter of the first
i

consequence ; and his hand is as constantly i

placed under the meal-spout, to ascertain I

by actual contact the character and qualities
of the meal produced. The thumb by a
particular movement spreads the sample
over the fingers ; the thumb is the guage of
the value of the produce, and hence has
arisen the sayings of “Worth a miller’s
thumb;” and “An honest miller hath a
golden thumb ;

” in reference to the amount
of the profit that is the reward of his skill.

By this incessant action of the miller’s
thumb, a peculiarity in its form is produced,
which is said to resemble exactly the shape
of the head of the fish constantly found in
the mill-stream, and has obtained for it the

!

name of the IVIiller’s Thumb, which occurs
i

in the comedy of “ Wit at several Weapons,”
by Beaumont and Fletcher, act v. scene 1. ;

and also in Merrett’s “ Pinax.” Although
the improved machinery of the present time
has diminished the necessity for the miller’s
skill in the mechanical department, the
thumb is still constantly resorted to as the
best test for the quality of the flour.”

The ARMED BUELHEAD, or POGGE,
{^Cottiis aspidophOT^s^') is found in the Baltic
and Northern seas, and is also taken on the
British coasts. It seldom exceeds six inches
in length ; small crustaceous animals and
aquatic insects are its food ; and its flesh is

said to be firm and good. The liead is lai^e,

bony, and very rugged; the end of the nose
is armed with four short upright spines; and
the chin is furnished with several minute
cirri. The mouth is small, as are the teeth,
which are very numerous. .The body is di-
vided longitudinally by eight scaly ridges,
and is defended by eight rows of strong scaly
plates, of wliich the elevated ridges form the
central lines. The pectoral fins are large,
^vith a broad bar of brown across the centre;
the general colour of the upper surface of
the body brown, with four broad dark brown
bunds ;

tail brown ; and the under i)arts of
the body nearly white.

The SrX-nORNEDBXJLEnE^VD {CotUa
hcxacornis) is a North American species,
about seven inches long. The hea<l is large
and depressed, and on it are six nail-shaijcd
processes standing erect ; the eyes are large ;

the mouth is capacious, its margins formed
by the intermaxillaries and low'er jaw; both
jaw’s and the vomer are set with bands of
fine teeth; the gill-covers are composed of
several bones connected by membrane, and
armed on their exterior edges with four or
five small spinous teeth; the lioncs w’hich
supjiort the jicctoral fins are also armed
with small spines, and have sharp rough
edges. The body is much narrower than
the head, and tapers to the insertion of the
caudal fin. The upi>er aspect of this fish
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presents a clouded admixture of brown and
olive-green tints : the belly white ; and the
fins streaked with bluish-black. This species
is said to be extremely tenacious of life ; for,

after being drawn from the water, they will
leap vigorously over the sands, and inflate

the head when touched. In this operation
the branchiostegous membrane is distended,
aud the severai pieces composing the gill-

covers are separated by tbe extension of the
intervening membranes. Capt. Sir J. C. Boss,
who considers it to be the same with the
Cottus scorpioides of Fabricius, says that,
although very abundant on the Greenland
coast, it is more rare in the higher latitudes,

but several were taken on both sides of the
peninsula of Boothia. The natives prize it

highly as an article of food, preferring it to
cod-l^h or salmon.

BUNTTXG. {Emheriza.) The Buntings
form a very interesting group of Passerine
birds. The general characters of the family
are, that the bill is strong and conic, the
upper mandible with a strong knob on the
“ palate," the sides of each mandible bending
inwards; they live principally on seeds, for
tlie breaking of which their biU is well
adapted. We select a few from among the
numerous species as examples.

The COJEMON BUNTING. {Emberiza
miliaria.) The length of this bird is about
seven inches and a half ; beak brown ; head
and upper parts light brown, inclining to
olive; under parts yellowish white; quills
dusky with lighter edges ; upper coverts
tipped with white ; tail slightly forked and
dusky ; and legs pale brown. These birds

OO’JMOW DOMTINO.—(BUBiniZA ilU IAniA.)

are common in England, delighting in those
parts tliat atiound in com, and rarely found
in uncultivatcil places : in winter they as-
semble in vast flocks ; and are often taken
in nets, and brought to market, where they
are sold for larks, but may lie cosily dis-
tingiiisbcd by the knob in the roof of tlic

mouth. The female builds her nest on a tuft
t ofdead plants, a few inches from the ground:
E[ it is composed externally of gross and a few
I! long hairs. She lays flve or six dirty-white
|]

fggs, spotted with reddish brown and ash
ij colour.

The BLACK-HEADED, or REED-
BUNTING. iEmberiza schceniclus.) B irds

of this species frequent fens and marshy
places, where there is abundance of rushes,

among which they nestle. The head, throat,

fore port of the neck, and breast, are black

;

divided by a white line from each comer
of the bill, passing dowoiwards and nearly
encircling the neck: upper parts of the body
and wings reddish brown, each feather with
a block streak down the middle; under parts

HKED EDNTlnO.
fEMBERlZA aCHCTmiCLTJSp

white, with brownish streaks on the sides
;

quills dusky, edged w'ith brown; two middle
tail-feathers black, the outer ones almost
white ; legs and feet dusky brown, ffhe head
of the female is rust-coloured, spotted with
black: it is destitute of the white ring round
the neck, but in other respects it resembles
the male. This bird was formerly supposed
to suspend its nest between foiu: reeds within
a few feet of the water; this, however, is not
the case, as it generally places it on the
ground at a little distance from the water,
and occasionally in a bush, in high gTass, or
in furze, at a great distance from any water:
it is composed of stalks of gross, moss, and
fibres, lined with fine grass. The eggs are
four or flve in number, of a dirty bluish white,
with many dark-coloured spots and veins.
To the Bunting Family, but by naturalists

placed in different genera from the preceding,
belong the three following species :—
The SNOW BUNTING. iPlectrophaixes

nivalis.) This hardy bird is an inhabitant of
the mountains of Spitzbergen, Greenland,
Lapland, lIudson'sBay, and other cold north-
ern countries : in the Jliglilands of Scotland
(where it isknownby the name of the Snow-
flake) it is said also to be extremely obun-
dant, and is supposed to be the harbinger of
severe weather; which drives it from its usual
haunts. The Snow Bunting weighs only
about an ounce and a half. The bill and
legs arc black; the forehead and crown arc
wliite, with some mixture of black on the
hind part of the head ; the buck is wholly
black ; the rump is white; the quill-feathcrs
are black, with wliitc bases; and the second-
aries arc while, with black spots on their
interior webs. The inner feathers of the



tail are black, the three exterior ones being
wliite, with dusky spots near their ends ;

and from the chin to the tail is of a delicate
white. The claw of the hind toe is very
long.

SNOW--BONTTNO.
tPLnoTROPHAUEa nivATas.)

The nest of this bird is said to be placed
in the fissures of the mountain rocks, and to

be composed of grass, with a layer of feathers

inside, and another of the soft fur of the

Arctic Fox witliin that. The female lays five

reddish-white eggs, spotted with browm : on

,
its first arrival in this country it is very lean,

' but quickly grows fat, and is then excellent

1 eating. It sings very sweetly, sitting on the

!
ground ; and does not perch, but runs about
like the lark, which at first sight it much
resembles.

PAINTED BUNTING. (Enibcriza? ciris.)

A beautiful bird, of the size of a hedge-
sparrow, wliich inhabits various parts of

South America : it builds its nest in the

orange trees, and will feed on millet, suc-

cory, and other seeds. It has a very soft and
delicate note ; and will live in confinement
eight or ten years. The head and neck are

of a violet colour ; upper part of the back
and scapulars yellow-green ; lower part

and all the under side red ;
wing coverts and

tail of an olive-green, tinged with brown
and edged witli red. They seldom obtain

their full plumage till the tliird year, so that

they are rarely found quite alike.

The ORANGE-SHOUIjDERED BUN-
TING. (Vidua longicauda,) Tills bird,

which inhabits the Cape of Good Hope, is

the size of a song-thrush ; bill strong and
dusky, the nostrils almost hid in the feathers;

plumage above and below glossy black; lesser

wing-coverts crimson, below w'hichis a wliite

spot. The tail consists of twelve feathers,

hanging sideways ;
the two middle ones

fifteen inches in length, the rest shortening

by degrees, and the outer ones very short;

the legs large and brown ;
claws long and

hooked. Of this species M. Vaillant relates

some particulars not unworthy of notice in

this place. “ The female of this beautiful

bird,” says he, “ has the simple colours of

the sky-lark, and a short horizontal tail,

like that of almost all other birds; the male,
on the contrary, is wholly black, except at

the sliouldcr of the wing, wlicrc there is a
large red patcli; and his tail is long, ample.

and vertical, like that of the common cock.
'

But this brilliant plumage and fine vertical
tail subsist only during the season of love,

which continues six months. This jicriod

over, he lays aside his splendid habiliments,
and assumes the more modest dress of his
mate. The most extraordinary circumstance
is, that the vertical tail also changes to a
horizontal one, and the male so exactly re-
sembles the female, that it is not possible
to distinguish them from each other. The
female has her turn. '\\Hien she reaches a
certain age, and has lost the faculty of pro-
pagating the species, she clothes herself for

the remainder of her days in the garb which
the male had temporarily assumed; her tail,

like his at that period, grows long, and like

his also, from horizontal becomes vertical.

The birds of this species associate together,
live in a sort of republic, and build heir
nests near to each other. The society usually
consists of about fourscore females ; but
whether, by a particular law of nature, more
females are produced than males, or for any
other reason of which I am ignorant, there
are never more than twelve or fifteen males
to this munber of females, who have them in
common.” The truth is, that the male, ex-
cept at the breeding season, when the long-
tailed feathers are produced, very nearly re-

sembles the female, and may often be mis-
taken for it by an inattentive observer.
According to our author, this transmuta-

tion is by no means confined to this peculiar
species of Bunting. Many females of the
feathered creation, when they grow, so old
as to cease laying eggs, assume the more
splendid colours of the male, wliich they re-

tain during the remainder of their lives.

BUPALUS. A genus of UepidopteroAs
insects, of which there are many species.

The Bupalus piniarius, called the Bordered
White Jloth, may be taken as an example.
Its wings on the upper side arc of a dusky
brown colour, and adorned with numerous .

pale yellow spots. The Caterpillar is green,
with a white stripe down the middle of the
back, and two stripes on each side of it.

BUPHAGA. There is but one bird which
constitutes this genus of Passerine Coniros-
tres, and that is the African' O-X-fecker
(Buphaga Africana). It is said to be fre-

quently found in Senegal, and that its chief
food consists in the lan-as of ustri, or bot-flies,

which it sedulously extracts from the backs
of cattle : hence its name. It measures about
eight inches and a half in length ; is rufous
brown above, and of a dull j’ellowish white
beneath. The bill is nearlv an inch long,
yellowish, with a red tip ; the legs and claws
arc brown. It is extremely wild or shy,
and is usually seen in small flocks of six or
eight together.

BUPRESTIS : BUPRESTID.E. A ge-
nus and family of Coleopterous insects, of
the family Scrricorncn, distinguished by the
toothed or serrated form of the antenna;,
and the splendour of its colours : many of
its species hn^ng spots of golden hue upon
an emerald ground, whilst in others azure

[

glitters upon the gold. The sulyoincd figure 1

1
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shows one of the curious Brazilian species;

it is named B. penicillata from the pencils of
hairs at the tips on the sides of its elytra.

The lar,;c3t and most brilliant ofthese beetles

BT7PRE'-ns PEKICILLATA.

are found chiefly in tropical climates. Some
of them live for very many years in the larva
state. A gentleman in the city ofLondon had
a desk that had been brought from India, in
winch vai one of the grubs belonging to tliis

species : several years aftenvards the perfect
insect made its appearance, and thereby put
an end to many surmises of the merchant

I

and his clerks ns to certain scratchings wliich

1
they had long heard in silent wonder.

’ The Buprestians arc hard-shelled beetles,

often brilliantly coloured, of an elliptical or
oblong-oval form, obtuse before, tapering
behind, and broader than thick, so that
when cut in two transversely, the section is

oval ; the legs are rather short, and the feet

are formed for standing firmly, rather than

\

for rapid motion ; the soles being composed

j

of four rather wide joints, covered with little

I
spongy cushions beneath, and terminated by

i

a fifth joint, wliich is armed with two claws.

I
In the greater number of coleopterous insects

j

the scutcl is quite conspicuous, but in the

I I

BuprestidiE it is generally very small, and
' sometimes hardly jicreeptible. These beetles

:
arc frequently seen on the trunks and limbs

. of trees basking in the sun. They walk
i slowly, and, at the approach of danger, fold
up their legs and antenna: and fall to the

I
ground. Being furnished with ample wings,

: their flight is swift and attended with a
' whizzing noise. They keep concealed in

the night, and arc in motion only during the
day.
The larvce are wood-eaters or borers ; and

I both fruit and forest trees are very subject to
; thcirattacks. In the tropical parts of S.Ame-
I

,

rica the grub of the Buprestis gigrtu, the per-
!. feet in.scctof which is figured in next column,
must be exceedingly destructive. Theyarcin
general ofa yellowish white colour,very long,
narrow, and depressed in form, but abruptly
widened near the anterior extremity : the
upi>cr jaws arc provided with three teeth, and

: arc of a block colour
;
and the antenna: arc

j
very sluirt. There are no legs, nor any or-
gans which can serve as such, except two

i

small warts on the under side of the second
! segment from the thorax. The motion of the

1
grub appears to be effected by the alternate

I contractions and elongations of the segments,

j

aide<l, [rerhaps, by the tubercular extremity
;

of the liody, and by its jaws, with which it

takes hold of the sides of its burrow, and

thus draws itself along. These grubs are
found under the bark and in the solid wood
of trees, and sometimes in great numbers.
They frequently rest with the body bent
sideways, so that the head and tail approach
each other ; those found under bark usually
assuming this posture. The pupa bears a
near resemblance to the perfect insect, but is

entirely white, until near the time of its last

transformation. Its situation is immedi-
ately under the bark, the head being directed
outwards, so that when the pupa-coat is cast

off, the beetle has merely a thin covering of
|

bark to perforate before making its escape '

from the tree. The form of this perforation
is oval, as is also a transverse section of the
burrow, that shape being best adapted to the
form, motion, and egress of the insect.

BDPnaSTIS OIOAS.

Some of these beetles are known to eat
leaves and flowers, and of this nature is pro-
bably the food of all of them. The injury
they may thus commit is not very apparent,
and cannot bear any comparison with the '

extensive ravages of their larvte. The solid '

trunks and limbs of sound and vigorous
[

trees are often bored through in various
!

directions by these insects, which, during a !

long-continued life, derive their only non-
j

rishment from the woody fragments they
i

devour. Pines and firs seem particularly
j

subject to their attacks ; but other forest-

trees do not escape, and even fruit trees are
frequently injured by them. We may here
remark, that woodpeckers are much more
successful in discovering the retreats of these
borers, and in dragging out the defenceless
culiirits from their burrows, than the most
skilful gardener or nurseryman.
The wild clierry-tree (/Vhiih.s scrotina),

and also the garden cherry and peach trees,

siilfcr severely from the attacks of borers,
which are transformed to the beetles called
JiuprMie (livan'cain, because the wing-covers
divaricate or spread aiiart a little at the ti|>s.

These beetles arc copper-coloured, some-
times brassy abovc,and thickly covered with
little punctures ; the thorax is slightly fur-
rowed in the middle ; the wing-covers are
marked with numerous line irregular im-
pressed lines and small oblong square ele-
vated black spots ; they taper very much
behind, and the long and narrow tips are
blunt-pointed : the iniddle of the breast is
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furrowed
;
and the males have a little tooth

on the under-side of the shanks of the inter-
mediate legs. They measure from seven to
nine tenths of an inch. These beetles may
be found sunning themselves upon the limbs
of cherry and peach trees during the months
of June, July, oud August.

Bvp?-cstis dentipcs, so named from the den-
ticulation on the under-side of the thick fore
legs, inhabits the trunks of oak-trees. It
completes its transformations and comes out
of the trees between the end of May and
the 1st of July. It is oblong-oval and flat-

tened, of a bronzed brownish or piu-plish
black colour above, copper-coloured beneath,
and rough like shagreen with numerous
punctures ; on each wing- cover there are
three irregular smooth elevated lines, which
are divided and interrupted by large thickly
punctured impressed spots, two of which are
oblique

j the tips are rounded. Length
rather more than half an inch.
Buprestis Harrisii is a small and broad

beetle, of an entirely brilliant blue-green
colour, except the sides of the thorax, and
the thighs, which, in the male, are copper-
coloured : it measures little more than three
tenths of an inch in length. The larvaa in-
habit the small limbs of the white pipe, and
young sapling trees of the same kind.
Buprestis Mariana, a species found in the

south parts of Eiurope, is placed along with
a closely allied one from America, and two
or three other species in the genus Chal-
cophora.

BUPRESTIS MABtiNA.

l)r, W. Harris, of Massachusetts, speaking
of the great difliculty there is in discovering
and dislodging the various grubs of trec-bor-
ing beetles, observes :

—“When trees are found
to be very much infested by them, and are
going to decay in consequence of the ravages,
of these borers, it will be better to cut them
down and burn them immediately, than to
suffer them to stand until the borers have
completed their transformations and made
their escape.” It is from Dr. Harris’s able
work on the Insects of JiassnchuBCtts that
we have derived much of the information in
this article.

BURBOT. {Gadus iota.') A fish be-
longing to the order Malacoptcrygii

;

very
higlily esteemed for its superior delicacj?,
and bearing some resemblance to the eel in
its body, except that it is shorter and thicker.
The head is hroml and flat ; the eyes small
and lateral

j (he mouth wide i the jaws

iliatural ;

armed with several rows of sharp teeth ; the
lower jaw furnished with a beard of eon-
siderable length, and two small cirri seated
on the top of the nose. The colour of the
Burbot varies ; some being dusky, and others
of a dull green, spotted with black, and
often with yellow : the belly in some is

white ; and the skin is remarkably smooth

BURBOT. — (OAHaS I.OTA.)

and slippery. The first dorsal fin is short,

and the second is placed immediately behind
it, extending almost to the tail ; the vent is

situated near the centre of the belly ; the
anal fin reaches almost to the tail ; and the
tail is rather short and rounded. The Bur-
bot is found in several of the English rivers

and lakes of the northern countries ; but it is
'

said to arrive at its greatest i>erfection in tlie
'

lake of Geneva, where it sometimes weiglis
six pounds, though in this country it seldom

,

exceeds two or three. :

BTJRSATELLA. A genus of marine !

Mollusca, without shells, found in the Indian
seas.

j

BUSTARDS. {Otis; Otidez.) Agenusand
;

family of Cursorial Birds, distinguished for
their powers of running and their shyness :

some of the Asiatic species, such as the
Florican, are much sought for by the Indian
sportsman as a delicacy for the table. We
here mean to confine our attention to the

i

two species indigenous to the British Islands,
although now both are very rare birds.

The GREAT BUSTARD {Otis tarda) is

the largest of European land birds, the .

male being about four feet long, and mea- I

suring nine feet from tip to tip of the wings
|

when extended, while its weight is on an
'

average twenty-five pounds. The head
and neck are ash-coloured, and there is a

|

tuft of feathers about five inches long on '

each side of the lower mandible. The back
is transversely barred with black and bright
ferruginous colours, and the primaries arc
black. The tail consists of twenty feathers,
broadly barred with red and black ; and the
legs are naked, dusky, and without a hiud
toe. Tlie female is not much more than
half the size of the male, and has the crotvn
of the head of a deep orange colonr, traversed
by red lines ; the remainder of the head is

brown ;
her colours are not so bright as the

male, and she has no tuft on each side of the
head. There is likewise another very essen-

tial difference between the male and the
female ; the former being furnished with a
sack or pouch, situated in the fore part of

the neck, and capable of containing nearly
two quarts : the entrance to it is immediately
under the tongue. This singular reservoir

the bird is supposed to fill ndth water, as a
supply in the midst of those dreary plains

where it is accustomed to wander ; it is also
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said to make use of it when attacked by
birds of prey, by so -sdolently ejecting it as

to baffle their attacks. These birds were
formerly seen in considerable flocks on the
extensive plains of Wiltshire, Dorsetshire,
and in parts of Yorkshire ; but as cultiva-
tion has advanced, they are become very
scarce. They are very shy and vigilant, and

; by no means easy to shoot : they run with
great speed, and aid their course with their

I

wings, like the ostrich. They feed on grain,

I

seed, worms, &c. ;
make their nest by merely

I

scraping a hole in the earth j and lay two
cgg.s, as large as those of a goose, of a pale
olive tint, with dark spots. They seldom

‘ wander far from their accustomed haunts,

I
and have a great unwillingness to rise on

,

the wing ; but when once in the air, they can

I

fly several miles w ithout resting.

The LITTLE BUSTARD. (Otis tetrax.)
This bird is very uncommon in England,
but in France it is taken in nets, like the

I partridge. It is a very shy and cunning
bird j if disturbed, it flies two or three hun-

I

dred paces, not far from the ground, and
! tlien runs away much faster than any one
, can follow on foot. The female lays three
or four eggs, of a glossy green colour, in

; .Tune ; and as soon as tliey arc hatched, she
leads them alioiit os a hen docs her chickens.

I

The length of this bird is seventeen inebes :

the bill is pale brown ; irides red ; the top
of the head black, spotted with pale rusty

;

I

the sides of the head, chin, and throat, red-
dish with black spots : the whole neck in
the male is black, encircled with an irregu-
lar band of white near the top and bottom ;

the back and wings rufous and brown, crossed
with fine irregular black lines : the under
parts of the body, and outer edges of the
wings, arc white i the tail tawny and white,
with hlack bands : legs grey. The tliick-
knerd /’/oirris sfimetimes also locally named
“ Bustard,” hut belongs to another order, the

I

Orallatorial Birds. [Sec (Edic.vemus.]

' BUTCHER-BIRD. [See SiimitE.]

j

BUTEO. [See Bizzaki).]
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BUTTERFLY. (Papilio.) The popular
English name of an extensive group of beau-
tiful insects, belonging to the order Lepi-
doptera, as they appear in their fully de-
veloped state. They ore distinguished from
other insects by these generical characters :

their antemue are clubbed at the extremi-
ties ; their wings, when at rest, are closed
together over their backs ; and they fly only
in the day-time. Butterflies are aiso dis-
tinguished from the other Lepidoptera by
the superior brilliancy of their colouring,
and by the beauty of the under as well as
the upper side of the wings. “ The Butter-
fly,” as Mr. Knapp observes, “ light, airy,
joyous, replete with life, sports in the sun-
shine, wantons on the flower, and trips from
bloom to bloom, gay as the brilliant mom,
and cheerful as the splendour of heaven :

heat and light appear to be the very prin-
ciple of his being

;
in a cloudy or a chilly

atmosphere his energies become suspended,
and, closing Iris rvings, he reposes like a sickly
thing upon some drooping flower : but let

the cloud disperse, the sun break out, he
springs again to active life ; associating with
the birds of day, and denizen of the same
scenes, he only seems of a less elevated order.”

Butterflies are very careful in depositing
their eggs in places where they are likely to
be hatched with the greatest safety and suc-
cess. They lie dormant through the winter ;

.but when the sun calls forth vegetation, and
vivifies the varioiis eggs of insects, cater-
pillars are seen on various plants, eating
their leaves, and preparing for a state of
greater perfection. Their form is long and
cylindrical, and they consist of thirteen seg-
ments, including the head ; they have eight
feet, and nine siiiracles on each side. Those
feet which are attached in pairs to the first

three segments of the tmnk inclose the parts
which are developed into the permanent legs
of the future Butterfly ; the remaining five

pairs of feet are membranous, short, and
thick, and are finally lost with themoultings
of the skin.
The external form of the chrysalids varies

according to the species of Butterfly that in-
habits them i in all, however, there are aper-
tures opposite to the thorax, by whieh re-
spiration is carried on during the whole
period of their inactive state. After the
appointed time, when the creature has ac-
quired sufficient vigour, the shell is broken,
which at once constituted “ the grave of the
caterjiillar and the cradle of the butterfly :

”

the down already grown upon the insect has
completely separated it on all sides from
the shell, which by the action of the head
is broken opposite to that part, and affords
free egress to the prisoner it so long confined.
The wings of the Butterfly, on its first ai>-

pearance, arc closely folded
j
but by the help

of a fluid constantly circulating through
them, they are soon expanded, and sufli-

cicntly hardened, by the action of the air,

to endure the efforts of flying. It is then
that the insect enters upon a more cnlargecl
sphere of action, with increased powers : he
ranges from flower to flower, darting liis

rostrum into their nectaries for the delfcious
stores they contain. Then, too, in the full
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possession of every faculty granted to his
race, he prepares to multiply and perpe-
tuate it.

Tins last and most considerable metamor-
phosis is attended with a greater change in
the economy of the insect than of the pre-
ceding ; for not only the skin, but the teeth,
jaws, and even the cranium, are left behind.
The large artery which passes along the
body may be considered as a succession of
different hearts employed in circulating the
blood, which is at that important era ob-
served to flow in a different direction from
what it did before, like the fo:tus of a quad-
ruped after birth : formerly it circulated
from the extremity to the head

; it now pur-
sues a course directly opposite. The quan-
tity of food taken by them in their last state
is comparatively small to what they ante-
cedently devoured. For a short time after
their appearance on the wing, they discharge
some drops of a red-coloured fluid. This is,

perhaps, the remains of that food which they
contained before their late change ; but its

appearance on the surface of the earth has
at different times been regarded, by vulgar
superstition, as drops of blood fallen from
the clouds, and presumed to be portentous
of some heavy calamity.
Various insects prey upon the Butterfly,

or hasten the approach of its dissolution.
Many species of Ichneumonidas perforate
the body of the insect while a caterpillar,
and there deposits its eggs ;

and although
the caterpillar continues to live, and is

transformed into a chrysalid, no IJutterfly
is produced from it, those internal parts that
were essential to its perfection being con-
sumed by the larvae of the ichneumon.
From the great fecundity and variety of the
insects of this genus, they probably would
soon cover the earth, did not nature provide
a bar to their increase by multiplying their
enemies : hence they are destined to become
the food of a great number of animals of
various kinds, some of which swallow them
entire, others' macerate their bodies ; while
many accomplish their destruction by gra-
dually sucking their juices. It has been
calculated that a single pair of sparrows, in
order to supifly themselves and their young,
may destroy three thousand three hundred
and sixty Butterflies in one week.
“ The clothing of the organs of flight in

the Butterfly excites the admiration of tlie

most incurious beholder. The gorgeous
wings of these universal favourites owe their

beauty to an infinite number of little plumes,
thickly planted in their surfaces, and so

minute os to seem like powder j but which
are in fact an innumerable number of small
scales, varying in shape and length in dif-

ferent species, and discoverable only by the

assistance of a microscope.
“ The Butterfly requires no other fowl Hian

tile ncctareous juices which are distilled

from flowers, or the saccharine substance
which exudes from the leaves of vegetables ;

it will sometimes alight and suck tlic sweets
of ripe fnut tliat has I)ccn broken by its fall.

The skies arc its proper habitation— tlie air
is its clement ; the pageantry of princes can-
not equal tlie ornaments with wliich it is

invested, or the rich colouring tliat embel-
lishes its wings. There is notliing in the
animal creation so lieautiful or splendid ns
many species of these insects ; they sciwe to
banish solitude from our walls, and to fill .

up our idle intervals with the most pleasing
speculations.

“ Butterflies fly generally only in the day.
They accompany the sun in his course, and
before he sets disapixiar. With us, says Mr.
Samouellc, many of the species are extremely '

local
;
and, from the shortness of their lives,

require greater assiduity in the collector,
and a wider range of search, than is gene-
rally supposed. As an illustration of this
fact, we must observe that the number of
PapiUonitlie found in England is about se-
venty-two. Of this number not more than
fifty are to be met with within twenty-five
miles of London ; and of these several are
confined to the vicinity of a chalk-cliff, or
are peculiar to a meadow or a certain wood.
Even in these situations their appearance in
the perfect state is limited but to a few days
and at a certain season of the year. Of the
remaining number, not found within this
distance from London, some are confined to
fens, nearly a hundred miles distant from
the metropolis, and others to the mountains !

of Scotland ; but they are all equally limited
in the times of their appearance and the
shortness of their lives. There is also an-
other circumstance in the history of these
insects, which must not be passed over in

j

silence ; and that is, there are several species
which, from some hitherto unknown cause,
appear in the proper season, but in certain 1

years only,when they will be found in abun-
dance, and probably extended over a vast
tract of the country. These, however, dis-
appear, and not a single specimen is to Ixi

found for a period of many years,when they
will again be seen os plentiful as before.
This is a circumstance that is not confined
to England, where it might be attributed to
our ever-varying climate, but ocems also in
tropical countries.”

—

Butt. Coll. VadeMecum.
“ If you denude the wings ofany Butterfly,

which you may easily do by scraping it

lightly on both sides with a penknife,” as
Messrs. Kirby and Spence observe, “you will
be amused to trace the lines in wliich the
scales were planted, consisting of innumera-
ble minute dots : the lines of the under side,
in some eases, so cut those of the upper side,
as by their intersection to form lozenges.
Witii regard to the position of tlie scales on
the wing, they usually lie flat, but some-
times their extremity is incurved. But
though the general clothing of the wings of
Lcpidoptcra consists of these little scales,
yet in some coses they are either replaced by
hairs or mixed with them. Thus, in the
clear parts of the wings of //tJiconirwis, At/i-
ci, &c., short inconspicuous hairs are planted ;

in a large number of the Orders the upper
side of the anal area of the secondary wings
is hairy ; in several Crcpusculars, where
there is a double layer, as licforc mentioned,
the uiqxir one consists of dense iiairs, except
at the apex, and the lower one of scales j

and in most of them the scales of the pri-
mary wings arc piiiform, and the secondary
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arc covered by wliat approach very nearly to
real hairs.”

j

The number of exotic Butterflies is very
great both in orders and in genera. Those
who would study them are referred [we limit
ourselves to books published in this country]
to Dr. Ilorsfield’s elaborate work on those of

I
Java, but especially to the truly admirable

. work (now publisliing in monthly ports)
on the Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera, by

I
Edward Doubledaj', T.L.S., illustrated by

j

William Ilervitson. Our space prevents us

;
from even alluding to the numerous genera of

I
those gorgeous insects detailed in tins splen-

I

did book. It is, however,- but bare justice

I
to say that a more beautiful work has
rarely been published. For a very excellent

;
work on the Britii/i Butterflies, with coloured
illustrations of the Inseets in their various
stages, and figures of the plants on which the
Caterpillars feed, we can also heartily recom-
mend Ilumphrey's British Butterflies, partly
edited by Mr. Westwood. Butterflies, by tlu-ir

forms, contrasts of colour, and other pecu-
liarities, not only charm the eye, but have
afforded valuable information to artists.

The great Van Dyck and our countryman
Stothard are known to have been indebted
to Butterflies for many fine hints on coloiu,
both in harmony and contrast. In the
present work we must confine ourselves to
the British Genera as much as possible. [See
P.u’iLio ! PoxTi.r ; ; AnovNXis :

EI5IEXITIS ; V.VXESSA ; ArATOItA LVC^NA ;

POLVOMJIATOS ; TllECLA ; HiPFAKCHIA ;

IIesferia ; Pabxassus, &c.]

BUZZxVRD. (Falco huteo ofLinniEus.) This
bird is supposed to be the most common in
England ofall the hawk tribe. It has a thick
heavy body ; measures about twenty-two

I

inches in len^h, and the full expansion of its

wings is about fifty. It is usually of a ferru-

I

ginous brown above, and jrellowish wliite be-

I

ncath, with large longitudinal spots and
I

dashes: the tail is barred with black and ash-
I

colour; the tip is dusky white. It breeds in

I
extensive woods, generally fixing on tlie old

I
nest of a crow, which it enlarges, and lines

i
with wool and other soft materials. It lays

j

two or three eggs,which arc sometimes whol ly
white, and at others spotted with yellow ;

anil when the female happens to bo killed
during the time of incubation, the cock

. hatches and rears the brood. The young
accompany the old birds for some time after

,
quitting the nest ; a circumstance unusual
in other birds of prey, which always drive
off their young as soon as they can fly. The
Buzzard is very sluggish and inactive, re-
maining perched on the same bough for the

I greatest part of the day, and always found
I

n-;ar the same [liacc. It feeds on birds, frogs,
j: in-ects, niolcs, and mice. By modem nutu-

j|
rail 's it is placed in the genus Buteo, (For

! Honey Buzzard, sec Pek.vis.]
' BYRIimr.S: BITtUHID/E. Agenusand

family of Colcoptcra. The insects ntlonging
.

to thi.s genus have an ovate boily, convex or
iub-glotmliir In some siiccies, with the elytra
covered by a short pile, and the head is re-

j

trsoded under the thorax. Bi/rrliits pilitla

I

is about the size of the common Endy-bird :

its colour is a dull brown, with a few obscure
blackish lines down the wing-shells ; it is of
an extremely convex shape, and, when dis-

turbed, contracts its limbs, and lies in an
inert state, like an oval seed or pill, while
thus counterfeiting death as a means of
escape from danger. It is found on various
plants in gardens and elsewhere.

BYSSOAUCA. A sub-genus of Mollus-
cous animals, affixed by byssiform filaments
to other bodies, a particular muscle being
protmded tlirough the gaping part of the
shelly valves.

BVSSOMYA. A genus of Acephalous
Molluscs, which live in the fissures of rocks,
attached by a byssus : sometimes the animal
buries itself in the sand or lodges in small
stones, &c.

CACHAXOT. iPhyseter macrocephaius.)
The Spermaceti Whale ; the head of which
nearly equals the rest of the body in length,
and surpasses it in bulk. It is an object of
great commercial importance on account
of the oil and spermaceti wliich it yields.

Mr. Beale has published a most admirable
and readable work on it. [See Wiiale.]

CACmCAME. [See Akmadiij-o.]

CACTORNIS. A subgenus of Passerine
birds, closely allied to Geospiza, but difi’er-

ing from it in the beak being elongated,
somewhat like that of a Quiscalus, and very
sharp-pointed. The typical species is Cac-

OMUBINO OAOTOS BIIID.
(oAOTonuia soandzns.)

fozTiu scaniletw. The male is of a sooty black,
the female brownish and spotted. This
species was found by Mr. Darwin in the
Galapagos

; its most favourite resort is the
Opimtia OaUquiyein, a siieclcs of tl>c Cacti
tribe

! about the fleshy leaves of which they
hop and climb, even with their back down-
wards, whilst feeding with their sharp beaks.
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both on the fruit and flowers. They fre-
|

quently also alight on the ground and
search for seeds on the parched volcanic soil.

CADDICE-WORM, or CAD-BAIT. [See
PUKVGANEA.]

C.®CrLIA. The name of a genus of Ser-
pents, about a foot in length, and having
much the appearance of an eel. They are
natives of South America, and are said to be
Innoxious.

CAIMAN. [See Alligatok.]

CALANDRA : CADANDRIDAG. A
genus and family of Coleopterous insects,
closely allied to the Curculionidce

;

some of
the minute species of which commit great
havoc in granaries, both in their larva and
perfect state. The species are very numerous,
and among them is the well-known Corn-
weevil (^Calandra granaria.') Tins insect
bores a hole into the grain with its proboscis,
and there deposits an egg, wliich turns to a
little grub, and devours the whole of the
inside of the grain, leaving the husk entire.
Another species of Calandra, distinguished
by its having four red spots on its elytra,
attacks rice in the same way as the one
above mentioned does wheat.
These insects must not be confounded with

the still more destructive larva; of the Corn-
moth {Tinea graiiella), which also attack
stored grain, nor with the orange-coloured
maggots of the Wlieat-fly {Ceciclomyia tri-

tici), which are found in the ears of growing
wheat. Although the grain-weevils are not
actually injurious to vegetation, yet as the
name properly belonging to them has often
been misapplied, some remarks upon them
here may not be inappropriate.
The true Grain-weevil or Wheat-weevil of

Europe {Calandra granaria), in its perfect
state, is a slender beetle of a pitchy red colour,
about one-eighth of an inch long, with a
slender snout slightly bent downwards, a
coarsely punctured and very long thorax,
constituting almost one-half the length of
tlie vvliole body, and wing-covers that are
furrowed, and do not entirely cover the, tip

of the abdomen. Tliis little insect, both in
tlic beetle and grub state, devours stored
wlicat and other grain, and often commits
muclv havoc in granaries and brewhouses.
Its powers of mvdtiplication are very great,

for it is stated that a single pair of these de-
stroyers may produce above six thousand
descendants in one year. The female depo-
sits her eggs upon the wheat after it is housed,

and the young grubs hatched therefrom im-
mediately burrow into the wheat, each indi-

vidual occupying alone a single grain, the

substance of wliich it devours, so as often to

leave nothing but the hull ; and this destruc-

tion goes on within, while no external ap-
pearance leads to its discovery, and the

loss of weight is the only evidence of mischief
that has been done to the grain. In due
time the grubs undergo their transformations,
and come out of the hulls iu the beetle state,

to lay tiieir eggs for another brood. These
insects are effectually destroyed by kiln-
drying the wheat

;
and grain that is kept

I
cool, well ventilated, and frequently moved,
is said to be exempt from attack.

CAEAPPA, or BOX CRAB. A genus of
Crustacea, belonging to the family Calap-
pulce. They are named by the French cogs
de mer, from their crested chelae, which are
large, equal, compressed ; with their upjier
edge, which is notched or crested, very
much elevated, and fitting exactly to the

;

external border of the shell or carapace,
so as to completely cover the mouth and
anterior parts : the rest of the feet short
and simple ; carapace short and convex,
forming, behind, a vaulted shield, under
which the posterior legs are hidden when
the animal is in a state of repose : eyes
mounted on short pedicles, and not far apart.
There are several species widely diffused :

some inhabit the seas of the IncUan Archi-
pelago, and of New Holland : others are met

CAI.A.VPA CRI3 1ATA,

With in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, the
seas of South America, &c. ; others, again,
inhabit the Mediterranean sea. They fre-

quent the fissures of rocks, some of them at

a great depth. The females deposit thei^

eggs in summer.

CAIiATHXTS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, belonging to the Carabidee. Several
species are found in the British islands, most
frequently under stones and house rubbish.

CAIyLICHTHYS. A genus of abdominal
kialacopterygious fishes, family Siluridce,

The body and head are protected by large,
hard, scaly plates ; the mouth is furnished

;

with four long cirri
;
.the teeth are very i

smalt ; the eyes arc also small, and situated '

on the side of the head. They are natives of
!

South America aud other hot climates,
where the rivers frequently dry up ; and

i

they can not only live for a considerable
time out of water, but they are said to i>crform
long journeys over laud, directing their
course to some other stream.

CALEIDIIIM. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, belonging to the family Longicornrs;
one species of which {Callidimn iHijidtm)

in the larva state is particularly destruc-
tive to fir timber. This is n flatfish rusty
black beetle, with some downy whilisK
spots across the middle of the wing-covers ;

the thorax is nearl5' circxilar, is covered w ith
'

fine wixitish down, and has two elevated
polished black points upon it ; and the w ing
covers are verj’ coarsely punctured. It in-

habits fir and spruce timber, and may often
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be seen on wooden buildings and fences in
July and August. We arc informed by

1 1

Kirby and Spence that the grubs sometimes
i

!

greatly injure the wood-work of houses in

I

London, piercing the rafters of the roofs in

ji every direction, and, when arrived at matu-
i I rity, even penetrating through sheets of lead

j .
which covered the place of their exit. One

‘

,

piece of lead, only eight inches long and four

1
broad, contained twelve oval holes made by

,
these insects, and fragments of the lead were

’ found in their stomachs.
-I The Yiolet Callidium (CalUcUum viola-
I ceum ) is of a Prussian blue or violet colour ;
'

' the thorax is transversely oval, and downy,
! I

sometimes having a greenish tinge
;
and the

I wing-covers are rough with thick irregular
I punctures. It is about halfan inch in length;

. may be*found in great abundance, in the
northern and middle parts ofEurope, on piles

of pine-wood, from the middle ofMay to the
first of June ; and the larvaj and pupaa are

j

often met with in splitting the wood. They
.
live mostly just under the bark, where their
broad and winding tracks may be traced by

• the hardened saw-dust with wiiich they are
crowded. Just before they are about to be
transformed, they bore into the solid wood
to* the depth of several inches. In this

I

country it is not so common.

1
CALLIMORPHA. A genus of Lepidop-

I
tcroiis insects, belonging to the family Bom-
byciden. One of these {CaUimorpha JacobecB)
is both a beautiful and common Moth, its

wings when expanded measuring about
an inch and a half in width : on the upper

j

wings, which ore of a greenish black coloxu-,
I are two round pink spots at the apex, and
I an oblong pink streak parallel with the
, outer margin. The under wings are entirely

I

pink, except the margins, which are of the

I j

same colour as the ground-colour of the upper
i

;

wings. The head, body, and legs are quite
, black. The larva feeds on the common
rogw'ort (6'cnecis Jacobcea)

;

hence the name
of the insect.

CALLISTUS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, Iwloiiging to the family Carabidos.
The species C. luatua is found in this coun-
try*, and is about a quarter of an inch long :

the head and under parts of the abdomen
are of a greenish black colour, the thorax
is reddish-yellow, and the wing-cases are
yellow with six black spots : the antennaj
and legs are block; the head and thorax
are very thickly punctured, and the elytra
ore punctate-striated.

CALLION'YMUS. [See Ekagoxet.]

CAIXISOMA. A genus of Coleopterous
Insects, belonging to the family CarabidcC’,
one of which f CViAwoma syr.ajdianta) is about
an inch hmg; the head, thorax, and under
parts of the body arc of a beautiful blue
colour, the elytra are green, and the legs
onfl aiitcnii£c black. There arc alKJUt thirty
diirerent s]>ceies of these insects, the pre-
vailing colour l)c!ng some shade of green
with a kind of brassy hue. Tliey are very
useful in many places, from the number of
noxIoiMCfiterpillars they rlestroy. Mr. f. W.
Hiater (in the Zoologist for IHI.!) thus speaks
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of them : “ This beautiful bcctie is very
common in the pine-forests, particuiariy on
tiie path ieadiug to the Rauhehioss, where
they spangle the sand and the tree trunks
like living gems. The splendour of its elytra,

green, gold, scarlet, orange, the rich imrple-
blaek of the thorax, the rapidity and ease of

its movements, render it a pleasing object

even to the most careless, whilst the pungent
odour, which it possesses more strongly, I
believe, than any other of the Geodephaga,
readily betrays its presence. Except from
the collector, however, it has nothing to

dread, its utility to man being both knomi
and appreciated. The pine-forests, for in-

stance, are exposed to the ravages of various
lepidopterous insects, such as Smerinthus
pinastri, and, in particular, Gastropacha
pini. Now, a pine-tree, once stripped of its

leaves, or needles, as tlie Germans more aptly
term them, does not recover like an oak or
a sycamore, but dies. Scarcely is vegetation
at an end, when the Longicomes seize ui)on
tile trunk, and burrow In it j the wood-ants
tunnel it in all directions, and it thus be-
comes worthless. Many hundred acres of
the finest timber are thus often destroyed.
It is an interesting sigixt to any but the
owner, to visit a forest under the infliction

of Gastropaclia pini ; the thousands of cater-
pillars eagerly feeding produce a distinct
crackling sound, as the hard, dry pine-leaves
yield to tlieir persevering jaws. The large
motlis fluttering lazily about, or perched on
the leafless sprays, await the approach of
evening, when tlie gamekeepers kindle large
fires in the open spaces. Into these multi-
tudes of moths fall, and are consumed; but
tills, with all tliat are destroyed by hand, or
devoured by birds, would avail but little,

but for the sendees of certain insects. Our
Calosoma is one of tlie moat active ; both larva
and beetle mount the trees, and slaughter
both moths and caterpillars, far more than
are requisite to satisfy their appetite. Those
seasons in whicli the pine-moth is most nu-
merous are also remarkably favourable to
the Calosoma, and to several kinds of ich-
neumons, wliich also prey upon the pine-
moth.”

CALYMENE. A genus of Trilobite
Crustacea, comprising tlie wcll-lcnown C.
JJlumcnbachii, found in tlie transition lime-
stone of Dudley. Head deeply divided by
two longitudinal grooves, abdominal rings,

&c.

CALYPTORITYNCUS. A genus of liirds

lielonging to tlio Parrot familj^, found in
New ilolland. Tlie plumage is generally
block, sometimes of a smoky brown, orna-
mented occasionally witli large B|)ots of a
clear red or orange or ulphur colour, forming
wide hands on tlie tail : tlie beak is short
and coiisidcralily elevated ; liy these oiul
otlier characters tlie birds contained in it

maybe distinguished from the light eoluurccl
and lively Cockatoo {I’lj/rtolophiis). One
of tlie licst known siiccics la Uaiiks's Cockatoo
(Caluptorhynchns Jtnnksii), named after
Sir .fiiscph liaiiks, Uart., wlio was pcriiaps
tlie first naturalist that visited Aiialralia.
The great Aiiatniliaii Ornithologist, Mr.

It
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Gould, in iiis very magnificeut “ Birds of
Australia,” has figured all the species of

this genus ;
and from his account of the

species called Wij-la (from its wliining call

note) by the natives of N. S. Wales, and
Calypto)'hij)ichus funercvs by naturalists, we
extract the following observation :— it is

usually met with in small companies of from
four to eight iu number, except during the
breeding season, when it is only seen in

pairs. Its food is much varied ; sometimes
the great beits ofBanksia shrubs are visited,

aud the seed-covers torn open for the sake
of their contents, while at others it searches
greedily for tli/c larva! wlrich are deposited
in the wattles and gum trees (JSncalyptm).
Its flight is very heavy, flapimig, and la-

boured ; but Mr. Gould informs us that he
has sometimes seen it dive between the trees

in a most rapid and extraordinary manner.
The eggs are white, two in number, and
deposited on the rotten wood in the hollow
branch of a large gum tree.

CAMBERWELL BEAUTY [BUTTER-
FLY.] A name given to a species of But-
terfly, of the genus Vanessa [which see].

CAMEL. (Camelus.') A genus of mam-
miferous ruminating quadrupeds without
lioms, f^urther distinguished by the possession

of incisive, canine, and molar teeth : the up-

OAMEIi.—(OAMELUS BAOTRIANOS )

per lip is divided; the neck long and arched;
liaving one, or two, humps or protuberances
upon the back, and naked callosities at the
joints of the leg, the lower part of the breast,

&c. They have a broad, expanded, elastic

foot, terminated in front by two comjjara-
tivcly small hoofs, or toes; the whole struc-

ture of it being admirably fitted for enabling
the animal to travel with peculiar ease and
security over dry, stony, and sandy regions.

The native country of this genus is said to

extend from klauritania to China, within a
zone of 1000 miles in breadth.

The common Camel (^Comeliis BaciHa~
mis'), having two humps, is only found in

the northern part of this region, and ex-

clusively from the ancient Bactria, now
Turkestan, to China. It is iarger than the

Dromedary ;
the limbs are not so long in

proportion to the body ; the muzzle is larger

and more tumid ; the hair of a darker brown,
and the usual gait slower: but the most ob-
vious distinction is afforded by the Baetrian
Camel having two humps, and the Drome-

dary or Arabian Camel having but one,
which single hump occupies the middle of
the back, rising grotlually on all sides to-

,

wards its apex. ;

The Arabian, or single-hump Camel (Ca- I

melus dromedariiis) is found throughout the
entire length of this zone, on its southern side.

DRCMEDART, —(CAilEI.nS UROMEUARIUS .)

as far as Africa and India. The general height
of the Arabian Camel, measured from the top :

of the dorsal Jiump to the ground, is about
six feet and a half, but from the top of the
head when the animal elevates it, not much
less than nine feet: the head, however, is

generally so carried os to be nearly on a
level with the hump, or rather below it, the

\

Camel bending the neck extremely in its
:

general posture. In some particular atti-

tudes, perhaps, the Camel may be said to
,

have an elegant and picturesque appearance,
yet its general aspect, and more especiallj-

j

its dorsal hump, at first sight, is apt to im-
;

press on the mind the idea of deformity,
rather than a truly natural conformation.

It is highly probable that the Camel hjas

long ceased to exist in its wild or natural
state, ns it has been enslaved by man
from the earliest times of which we have
record. Unlike tlie elephant, and other

j

animals which cease to breed in a state of
|

captirity, the Camel is as prolific as if at i

liberty; and vast numbers are raised and
employed throughout the East, especially

in the coimnerce carried on between the
people residing in the vicinity of the great
deserts. In re^ons where water is scarce,

and wells or springs are several days’ journey
distant from each other, it would be im-
possible to traverse the country with the
usual beasts of burthen. But the Camel
can abstain from drinking for seven or eight
days together without injury— an important
advantage, which is owing to the possession

of an additional cavity in the stomach,
destined to receive water, whenever it can
be procured, and capable of retaining it un-
changed for a long time. “ But,” os the
writer of the zoological articles in Braude's
Dictionary observes, “ besides a reservoir of
water to meet the exigencies of long journeys
across the desert, the Dromcilary and Camel
are provided with a storehouse of solid nu-
triment, on which they can draw for supplies

long after every digestible part has been
extracted from the contents of the stomach :

this storehouse consists of one or two large

collections of fat stored up in ligamentous
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cells supported by the spines of the dorsal

vertebra;, and forming what are called the

humps. When the Camel is in a region of

fertility, the hump becomes plump aud cx-

PART OF THE 8EULL OF DROilEDART, WITH
ITS FOOT VIEWED FROM BENEATH AND

FROM ABOVE.

panded; but after a protracted journey in
the wilderness it becomes shrivelled and
reduced to its ligamentous constituent, in
consequence of the absorption of the fat.

Buffon carried liis teleological reasoning, or
the ascription of design, so far as to assert
that the humps on the backs of the Camel
were badges of slavery, and intended to
adapt them to the burthens of their task-
masters ; and he supported this ingenious
idea by the unfounded assertion that the
dorsal prominences did not belong to the
Camels in free nature. But the true uses of
the fatty humps, as of the water-cells, relate
to the exigencies of the CamelUUe of the
deserts under every condition.”

s7.?::,e:om of CAMEt.ns dromedarids.

Possessing strength and activity surpassing
that of most beasts of burthen, docile, patient
of hunger and thirst, and contented with
small quantities of the coarsest provender,
the Camel is one of the most vaiuable gifts
of Providence. There is nothing, however.
In the external appearance of the animal to
indicate the existence of any of its excellent
qualities. In form and jiroportions, it is

very opposite to our usual ideas of perfection
anil beauty. A stout body, having the
back disfigured by one or two humps; limbs
long, slender, and seemingly too weak to
support the trunk ; a lonjf, thin, crooked
neck, surmounted by a hcavily-iiroportioncd
head, arc oil ill suited to proiliicc favouratilc
impressions. Nevertheless, there is no crea-
ture more excellently oilapted to its situ-

ation, nor is there one in wdiich more of
creative wisdom is displayed in the pecu-
liarities of its organization. To the Arabs
and other wanderers of the desert, the Camel
is at once wealth, subsistence, and protection.

The milk furnishes them with a large part
of their nutriment. The flesh of the young
animal is one of their greatest luxuries ; of
the skins they form tents, or manufacture
them into saddles, harness, pitchers, shields,

and many other articles ; the various sorts

of hair, or wool, shed by the Camel, are
wrought into ditterent fabrics; and its very
excrements serve as fuel, or are applied to
other useful purposes.
These animals are trained, when extremely

young, to the labours w'hich they are after-

wards to perform : and with this view, w'hen
but a few days old, their limbs are folded
under their body, and they are compelled to

remain on the ground w'liilst they are loaded
with a weight, which is gradually increased
as they increase in strength. The pace of
the Camel is a high and swinging trot, which,
to persons unaccustomed to it, is at first

disagreeable and apparently dangerous, but
is afterwards tolerably pleasant and secure.
The Arabians in general ride on a saddle
that is hollowed in the middle, and has at
each bow a piece of wood placed upright, or
sometimes horizontally, by which the rider
keeps himself in the seat: aud the animal is

guided, or stopped, by means of a cord that
serves as a bridle, and is affixed to a ring
which is passed through his nostrils. Small
Camels earry from (JOO to 800 lbs. ; the
largest aud strongest bear 1000 lbs. or up-
wards from thirty to thirty-five miles a
day ; but those which are used for speed
alone are capable of travelling from sixty to

ninety miles a-day. When a caravan of
Camels arrives at a resting or baiting plaee,
they kneel, and, the cords sustaining tlie

load being untied, the bales slip down on
each side. They generally sleep on their
bellies, crouching between the bales they
have carried

; the load is, therefore, replaced
with great facility. In an abundant pasture
they generally browse as much in an hour
ns serves them for ruminating all night and
for their support during the next day. But
it is uncommon to find such pasturage, and
tlicy are said to prefer nettles, thistles, cassia,
and other pricldy vegetables, to the softest
herbage.
The female goes with young twelve

months, nud brings forth one at a birth.
Her milk is very rich, abundant, and thick,
but of rather a strong taste; though wlicn
mixed with water it forms a very nutritive
article of diet. Breeding and milk-giving
Camels arc exempted from service, and fed
ns well as possililc, the value of tlicir milk
licing greater tluin tliat of their labour.
Tlic young Camel usually sucks for twelve
months; but sucli as arc intended for speed
are allowed to suck, and exempted from re-
straint, for two or tliree years. Tlic Camel
arrives nt maturity in aliout five years, and
the duration of its life is from forty to fifty
years.

Tlicro arc several races or varieties both
of tlio Araliian and tlic Bactrlan Camel,
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differing, like those of horses, in strength,
size, swiftness, and eleganee of form. A
breed of peculiar swiftness is said to be reared
in China

; a wliite variety occurs in some
parts of Siberia

; and a hybrid or mixed
breed is occasionally obtained between the
Bactrian and Arabian Camel.

CAMELOPARD and CAMELEOPAR-
DALIS. [See Giraffe.]

CAJIELUS. [See Camel.]

CAMPAGNOL. A French name some-
times given to the small Rodent animals
called Voles. [See Vole.]

CAirPAlSrULAEIA : CAMPANTJLA-
RIADjE. a genus and family of Zoo-
phytes. This division, which contains two
or three genera, included by Linnaeus in his
genus Sertularia, is thus characterized in
the truly elegant and scientific work of Dr.
Johnston, entitled a History of the British
Zoophytes— a work indispensable to persons
who wish to study those flowers of the ocean,
the zoophytes, so abundant on our coasts—
“ Polypedom plantlike, homy, rooted by a
creeping tubular fibre, branched, or simple

j

the polype cells thin and campanulate,

OAMPANULAKIA HtCHOTOMA.

terminal, elevated on a ringed footstalk,
disposed either alternately or irregular.” For
the other characters of the family and differ-

ent genera, Campanularia, Laomedea, and
Cyraodocea, we must refer to the above work,
only alluding to a very beautiful British
species, first described by Mr. Ellis as the
small climbing Coralline with bell-shaped
cups. This minute species is iiarasitical on
other corallines and sea-weeds, and forms a
beautiful object for the microscope. Dr.
Johnston has seen the antenna of a crab so

profusely invested with tliis zoophyte ns to

resemble liairy brushes ; the coralline in

this instance having chosen a station by
which it obtained all the benefits of locomo-
tion.

CANARY-BIRD (.Carduelis canarla.)
The Canary-bird, or Canary-finch, as it is

sometimes called, is a well-knowm captive
songster in this and most otlier European
countries. It is a native of the Canary
Islands, but it has continued so long in a
domestic state that its native habits seem
almost forgotten. In the wild state the pre-

vailing colour is grey or brown, mingled,
however, with other colours, but never reach-

j

ing the brilliancy of plumage exhibited by
the bird in captivity. Dr. Heineken, who

|

describes its character and habits in Madeira, i

where these birds abound, says, “ it builds
in thick, bushy, high shrubs and trees, with
roots, moss, feathers, hair, &c. ; pairs in
February ; lays from four to six pale blue
eggs j and hatches five, and often six times
in the season. It is a delightful songster,
with, beyond doubt, much of the nightin-
gale’s and skylark’s, but none of the wood-
lark’s song.” It was brought into Europe
early in the 16th century, and is believed to
have spread from the coast of Italy, where
a vessel, wliich was bringing to Leghorn a
number of these birds besides its merchan-
dize, was wrecked. The climate being fa-
vourable, they increased, and would cer-
tainly have become naturalized, had they
not been rendered scarce by the desire to
possess them, as well as from there being
few besides male birds brought over.
In their native islands, a region equally

celebrated for the beauty of its landscapes
and the harmony of its groves, the Canary-
birds are of a dusky-grey colour, and so very
different from those usually seen in Europe,
that some naturalists have even doubted
whether they are of the same species. The
original stock has imdergone so many
changes from its being domesticated, from
tile climate, and from the union with birds
analogous to it, that now we have Canaries
of all colours. “ Those Canaries that have
the upper part of the body of a dusky green
or linnet-brown, and the under part the
yellowish green of the green-bird, with dork-
brown eyes, are the strongest, and most
nearly resemble the primitive race. T^e
yellow and white often have red eyes, and
are tlip most tender. The chestnut ore the
most imcommon, and hold a middle rank
for strength and length of life between the
two extremes. But as the plumage of the
intermediate ones is a mixture of these prin-
cipal colours, their value depends on the
pretty and regular manner in which they
are marked. The Canary that is most ad-
mired amongst us now is one with the body
white or yellow ; the head, particularly if
crested, wings, and toil, yellowish dun. The
second in degree is of a golden yellow, with
the head, wings, and tail black, or at lca.st

dusky grey. Next follow the grey or black-
ish, with a yellow head and collar ; and the
yellow with a blackish or green tuft ; both of
which are very much valued. As for those
tliat are irregularly spotted, speckled, or va-
riegated, they arc much less sought after, and
are used to pair with those of one colour,
white, yellow, grey, brown-grey, and the
like.”
In choosing Canary-birds, those arc pre-

ferable which appear bold and lively. If
their eyes look cheerful and liright, it is a
sign of health ) but, on the contrary, if they
liidc their heads midcr their wings, and
gather up their boilics, it is symptomatic of

|

tlicir being disordered. Tlie melody of the
|

song should also be regarded in making a se-

lection ; for some will open with the notes of
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the nightingale, and, after running tlirou^li

a variety of modulations, end like the tit-

lark i others, again, will begin like the sky-
lark, and, by soft melodious turns, fall into
the notes of the nightingale. Lessons may
be taught this bird m its domestic state ; but
its native note is loud, shrill, and piereing.
Canary-birds sometimes breed all the year

round ; but they most usually begin to pair
in April, and to breed in June aud August.
In Germany and the Tyrol, where the breed-
ing of these songsters forms the occupation
of numbers, and from whence the rest of
Euroiic is principally supplied, the appara-
tus for breeding Canaries is both large and
expensive. A large building is erected for
them, with a square space at each end, and
holes communicating with these spaces. In
these outlets arc planted such tree's as the
birds prefer. The bottom is strewed with
sand, on which is cast rape-seed, chickweed,
and such other food as they like. Tlu-ough-
out the inner compartment, which is kept
dark, are placed brooms for the birds to
build in, care being taken that the breeding-
birds are guarded from the intrusions of the
rest. With us, however, the apparatus is

much less expensive ; a breeding-eoge often
suffices j and, at most, a small room, without
any particular preparation.

CANCELLARIA. A genus of Molluscous
animals belonging to the Entomostomata of
De Blainvillc. There arc many species, most
ofwhich ore found in the Indian and African

I

CANcnr.tAnix ooTUSAiwira its
OPF.nODI.OM.

' sens, but many arc from the warm latitudes
of the I’aciflc side of South America. They
derive their name, from ennoe/Zalns, cross-
barred

; and the shell is cliaracterizcd as oval
or turretted

; spire generally short, slightly
elevated, and pointed; moutli oval, having
cither a very short canal or a notch only ; the
outer lip marked within by transverse ridges ;

inner lip spread over part of tlie body whorl,
;

terminating in a straight, thick, obtuse co-

I

lumella, with several irregular jdaits. Tlic
1
shells are rare, but not remarkable ; and
are usually rough to tlie touch, and striped.

CANCER. The name applied by Lin-
nmus to nearly nil the species of the class

;
Criistncca. It Is now restricted by naturalists

I

in this country to the genus of which the

common black-clawed crab (,C. paym-us) is

the type. Other species are found in North
America and South America ; and one from
New Zealand was sent to the BritishMuseum
by Dr. Andrew Sinclair. [Sec Crab.]

CANIS. In tlie Linneoan system of zo-
ology, a distinct and very large genus of
animals of the class Mammalia, order Fcrai,

including all the Dog kind. The characters
of this genus are,— that the several species

(the common dog, the wolf, the jackal, the
fox, &c.) have six upper fore-teeth, the lateral

ones being longest, and the intermediate
ones of a lobated figure ; that there are also

six fore-teeth in the lower jaw, of which the
lateral ones are lobated ; that the canine
teeth are single and incurvated ; and that
the grinders are six or seven in number.
[See Dog.]

CANTHARIDiE. A family of Coleop-
terous insects, the species of which are nu-
merous and widely ditfused. They differ

from cacli other in their size, shape, and
colour : the largest are about an inch long.
Some are of a pure azure, others of a pure
gold, some of a mixture of gold and azure,
and others scarlet

; but all are brilliant, and
very beautiful.

The CANTHARIS VESICATORIA,
Spanish Fly, or Blister Beetle, so well known
for its medical uses, is the most noted. This
insect is about three quarters of an inch in
length, and of a beautiful metallic gold green
colour,sometimes changing into bluish green

:

the head is smooth and polished, and in the
forehead are two eyes of a golden colour ; the

" ePAmsn fi.t. or nniBiFRiNO uieetIjE.
(OAKTHAnia VE8IOATORIA.)

wing-cases arc membranous, convex above
and hollow beneath; thin, but strong, and co-
vering tlie ujipcr part of the body. The ab-
domen is composed of eight moveable rings,
furrowed from end to end ; the legs and an-
tenniu are bluish-black. In Spain, Portugal,
and Italy these insects arc abundant

;
in

Prance also tlicy are sometimes found ; but
are rarely seen in this country. They fre-
quent ash trees, and feed upon its leaves

;

they arc also to be met with on the poplar,
the rose, the honcy-suckic, ami some other
sweet-scented shrubs. Althougb.ns we have
just said, theybut rarelyoccur in this country;
yet at the meeting of the Uniinian Society,
Nov. 7. 18.17, Mr. Newman exhibited a num-
ber of specimens, taken during the iircccding
summer, near Colchester, where tlmy hud
appeared by millions, strii>piiig the ash-
trees of their leaves. When touched they
feign death, and emit a liiglily oileiisivo
odour; which, however, is a guide to those
whose business it Is to catch them. Thej
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most common method of killing them ig to
expose them to the vapour of hot vinegar :

they are then dried on hurdles, and put
away in boxes for use.
In Silesia (says Jlr. Slater) the Cantharis

vesicatoria is only a summer guest ; it ap-
pears there suddenly in June, in rather nu-
merous swarms, which arrive during the
night, and are found early in the morning
upon the ash, honey-suekle, and some other
trees and shrubs, which they soon strip of
leaves. Their presence is announced by a
most penetrating odour, perceptible nt a
great distance from the trees on which they
sit, and suggesting unpleasant ideas of blis-

tering ointment. Their susceptibility to cold
is remarkable ; the freshness of early dawn
is sufficient to chill and benumb them, and
if the trees be then gently agitated, they fall

down. In this manner they are coilected
for sale, and killed by sprinkling with cold
wateT.-^Zoologist.)
In North America, according to Dr. Harris,

potato-vines are very much infested by two
or three kinds of Cantharides, swarms of
which attack and destroy the leaves during
midsummer. One of these kinds has there-
by obtained the name of the potato-fly. It
is the Cantharis vittata, or striped Can-
tharis. It is of a dull tawny yellow or
light yellowish red colour above, ivith two
black spots on the head, and two block
stripes on the thorax and on each side

of the wing-covers. The under-side of the
body, the legs, and the antennae ore black,
and covered with a greyish-down. It is

more than half an inch long ; the thorax is

much narrowed before ; and the wing-covers
are long and narrow, and cover the whole
of the back. It does much mischief in po-
tato fields and gardens, eating up not only
the leaves of the potato, but those of many
other vegetables.— Anotlier species, a jet-

black Cantharis (Cantharis atrata), mea-
suring nearly half an inch in length, may
be seen, about the middle of August, on the
potato-vines, and also on the blossoms and
leaves ofvarious kinds ofgolden-rod These
insects, and others of a similar kind, may be
easily taken by brushing or shaking them
from the potato-vines into a broad tin pan,
and emptied into a covered pall containing
a little water, which, by wetting their wings,
prevents their flying out when the pail is

uncovered ;
or they may be caught by gently

sweeping the plants they frequent with a
deep muslin bag-net. They are easily killed

by throwing them into scalding water for

one or two minutes. (Ins. ofMassach.')

CAPERCAIDIE, or CAPERCAILZIE.
The Scotch name for the Wood-Grouse
(Tetrao urogallus.) [See Gkousb.]

CAPRA. [See Goat.]

CAPRrMUT.GUS : CAPRrWUI.GID-E.
A genus and family of Passerine birds, po-
pularly termed Mom-hunters and Goatsuck-
ers. Their habits are nocturnal, and they
have the same light soft plumage, minutely
mottled with grey and brown, that charac-
terizes other night-birds. Their eyes arc
large

;
the beak, very deeply cleft, and gene-

rally armed with strong vihrissce, is capable
of engnli)hing the largest insects, which are
retained by means of a glutinous saliva ; the
nostrils, placed at its base, are like small
tubes ; their wings are lengthened j the feet

short, with plumed tarsi, and a membrane
connecting the basal portion of the toes : the
claw of the middle toe is usually pectinated
on its inner edge ;

and the outer toe has only
four phalanges, a conformation extremely
rare among birds. They live solitarily, or
rather permanently in pairs, and are cre-
puscular in their time of action, pursuing
moths and other nocturnal insects : they .

deposit their [two] eggs on the bare ground,
j

and have generally singular voices. They
|

bear the same relation to the Swifts that the .

Owls do to the Hawks ; their general ana- ;

tomy very much resembling that of the
,

Cuckoos. The common European species
[

^Caprimuigus Europceus') is remarkable for
;

the loud sound it emits, like the burr of a
spinning-wheel. Among the forei^ sj>ecieB,

a great number have longer tarsi, adapted
for running on the ground ; and there are
some with an appearance of aigrettes on the
head. [See Goat-socker ; Steatoexis ;

Wnir-rooB-wiLL ; .Sgotheles ; Ltxxoe-
KIS.]

CAPROMYS. A genus of Eodentia, dif-

ferent species of whueh are found in the
West India Islands. They are herbivorous,
preferring aromatic plants. In their move-
ments they are slow, somewhat like a bear.
One of these was described by Oviedo os the
Chemis, a name said still to be applied to
the Capromys Eournieri. Two other species,

C. prehensilis and C. Eoeyi, are described.
To this genus probably also belongs the
“ Musk Cavy,” described by some authors as

almost as large as a rabbit ; the upper part
of its body is black, and its belly is perfectly
white. It inhabits Martinico, and the other
Antilles Islands ; bm-rows underground; and
smells so strongly of musk, that its retreat
may be traced by the perfume.

CAPYBARA. (Hydrochcerus capyhara.')
A Rodent animal which has also obtained the
name of theWater-hog. It grows to the size

of a hog of two years old, and is classed with

CAPyBARA.—(UVURCCnaKtiS OAPynARA.)

the Caridw. It inhabits various parts of S.

America, but is most common in Brazil. It

feeds not only on various vegetables, and
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particularly on sugar-canes, but also on fish ;

for which purpose it frequents rivers, swim-
ming with the same facility as the otter, and
taking its prey in a similar manner. The
Capybara is, in general, considered as of a
gentle disposition, and, though shy and
timid, is readily tamed and made familiar.
It has a very large head, and a tliick, divided
nose, on each side of which are strong and
large whiskers ; the ears are small and
rounded ; the eyes large and black ; and the
upper jaw longer than the lower. The neck
is short ; the body thick, and covered with
short, coarse, brown hair : the legs short,
and the feet long. Tike the Peccary, the
Capybara is destitute of a tail ; and, dissi-
milar to all others of this kind, Instead of a
cloven hoof, it is in a manner web-footed,
and thus adapted for an aquatic life.
“ These great Rodents are generally called

* Carpinchos :
* they occasionally frequent

the islands in the mouth of the Plata, where
the water is quite salt, but are far more
abundant on the borders of freshwater lakes

I and rivers. Near ^faldonado three or four

I
generally live together. In the day-time
they either lie among the aquatic plants, or
openly feed on the turf plain. When viewed
at a distance, from their manner of walking
and colour, they resemble pigs : but when
seated on their haunches, and attentively
watching any object with one eye, they re-
assume the appearance of their congeners,
the Cavies. Both the front and side view of
their head has quite a ludicrous aspect, from
the great depth of their jaw. These animals,
at Maldonado, were very tame ; by cau-
tiously walking, I approached within three
yards of four old ones. As I approached
nearer and nearer they frequently made
their peculiar noise, which is a low abrupt
grunt

; not having much actual sound, but
rather arising from the sudden expulsion of
air : the only noise I know at all like it, is
the first hoarse bark of a large dog. Having
watched the four from almost within arm’s
length (and they me) for several minutes,
they rushed into the water at full gallop,
with the greatest impetuosity, and emitted,
at the same time, their bark. After diving
a short distance they came again to the sur-
face, but only just showed the upper part of
their hco<ls. When the female is swimming
in^ the water and has young ones, they are
said to sit on her back.’ —dJarwirVs Journal.

CAKABIDi-E.^ A very numerous family
of Coleopterous Insects, containing some of
the largest of the carnivorous beetles

; many
of which arc adorned with brilliant metallic

I

colours. The body of these insects is of a
1

very firm consistence, whereby they arc
enabled to creep about under stones, &c., us

I

well 08 prevented from falling beneath the
i

r^wer of the insects they attack
; most of

the sf^cies of this family being eminently
insectivorous

; prowling about, in scorch of
their prey, on the surface of the ground,
unuer stones, &c., or Ixjneuth llic bark of

I

tru s, or in the rnoss growing at their roots.

I

1 y arc accorflingly of essential service in
. Kcepin^f down the nninbcr^j of noxious in-

with wliich our gardens ond pastures
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might otherwise be overrun. They are not
all, however, exclusively carnivorous

; since
some of the species generally found in corn-
fields are clearly ascertained to feed upon
g^o^v'ing grain. Some of the species among
the larger Carabidae exhale a fetid odour,
dischar^ng at the same time from tlie ab-
domen to a considerable distance a caustic
and acrid fluid. Few observations have
hitherto been made relative to the larvae of
this family

;
but those which have been

noticed are equally voracious with the per-
fect insects, and are found in similar situa-
tions : they are generally long, with the
body of equal breadth throughout. The
large work of the Count Dejean is the most
complete book yet published on this family.
There have been, however, many additions
to this family of insects, as to most others.
There is a very large collection of them in
the British Museum.

CARACARA. A South American Falcon-
idous bird of the genus Polyhorus. It is of the
size of the common kite, and has a tail nine
inches long. The beak is black, and hooked ;

the plumage tawny, with white and yellow
specks ; the feet arc yellow, with semicir-
cular, long, sharp, black talons. In its food
the Caracara seems to be content with any
animal substance ; carrion, reptiles, toads,
snails, birds, insects, &c. ; whatever, in short,
will suit the appetite of other ignoble birds
of prey, will content the Caracara. It is by
no means shy

; and though it ventures to
approach inhabited places, it is seldom at-
tacked, as it rarely molests domestic poultry.
It builds its nest on the tops of trees where
the foliage is close, or in a bushy thicket.
It lays two eggs, pointed at one end, and
spotted with crimson on a reddish-bro^vn
ground.

C^VRCAJOTT. [See Badger*]

CARACATj. {Felts caracal.') This ani-
mal, called also the Persian Lynx, is a
native both of Asia and Africa. It is about
the size of a fox

; possesses great strength
and fierceness

; and is used not only in the
chase of the smaller quadrupeds, but of tlie

CARACAL —(FEMH CaUAOAI-.)

larger kinds of birds, such os herons, cranes,
pelicans, &c., which it is said to surprise
with great address. VVlicn it has seized its
prev, it lies motionless for some time upon
it, holding it in its mouth. Its colour is a
pale reddisli-brown, whitish hcncath : tlio
head is small, tlie face ratlier long, the cars
sharp and slender, of a dark colour, and
termiiiuted by a tuft or peuoil of long black
hairs.
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;

CARCHARIAS. A genus of Chondrop-
tcrygious fishes, notorious for tlieir bold and
predaceous habits, and distinguished by their
trenchant-pointed teeth. [See Suauk.]

CARDIACEA3. A family of Molluscous
animals, including the Cockles and their
allies

; the shells of which are all equivalve,
or nearly so. They are furnished with a re-
gularly-toothed liinge, often of great com-
plexity and beauty j and there is always a
double abductor muscle : the respiratory ori-

fices are usually jirolonged into tubes, wluch
can, however, be drawn within the shell by
means of a retractor muscle. There are
numerous species, widely ditfused ; many of
them being remarkable for the smallness and
delicacy of their shells, as well as for the
comparative activity of the animals that
form and inhabit them.

CARDIUM. A genus of Mollusca belong-
ing to the Cardiacce. The foot is largely
developed, and is a most important organ
to the animals, it being used by most of
them not merely for progression, but in
the excavation of hollows in the sand or

mud of the shores on which they dwell.
As usually seen, the foot of the Cardium,
or Cockle, when extended, tapers gradually
to a point ; and as its diameter is at its

largest point much less than the breadth of
the shell, it is not apparent by what means

the hole that is

'

'

wltliin the mouth ^

OAHDiuM FiiABKiA. Eud thus the size

of the borer be-

comes so nearly equal to that of the shell,

that it is enabled, by rotatory motions often

repeated, to excavate a burrow large enough
to receive the animal with its shell. The
shell is generally wliitc, ivith sometimes a
bluish or yellowish cast ; it has twenty-six
longitudinal ridges, is transversely vp-inkled,

and has somewhat imbricated stria:. The
Cockles, -with few exceptions, inhabit the

ocean only : they abound most on sandy
shores ;

and are used as a wholesome and
nourisliing food. The most common species

is the Edible Cockle iCardium edule).

Cardium Bechei. This beautiful species

(which is a native of the Eastern seas) is

dedicated to Sir Henry do la Bcchc, by its

discoverer. Sir E. Rclchcr, and is described

in the “ Proceedings of the Zoological So-

ciety” (March, 1847), as without exception

the most striking and distinct from any
hitherto known that can well be imagined.

In colour it is of a pure rose tint^ with the

following singular contrast of character.

The middle and anterior portion of the shell

is smooth, presenting a ijcculiar soft yelvct3
’

appearance, the clicct of its being minutclj'

j

decussated with concentric and radiating

stria:, and covered with an exquisite thin
sliining homy epidermis, disposed in fine

;

concentrift cords, abmptly tenninating at i

the posterior area. The posterior j)ortion,
^

accordingly destitute of epidermis, is very
thickly raj’ed -with ribs of short comj)resscd
spines, 03 if the delicately clad surface of

j

the shell had been thus far ploughed up, as

it were, into furrows.

CARDINAXi-BIRD. [Sec Gro.sbeak.]

CARDUELIS. A genus ofPasserine birds,

of the Finch tribe. [See FKixoitLiD.E :

Goldfixch.] :

CARIAMA. A Grallatorial bird, of the
genus Dicholophus, the species being B.
cristatus, — of the size of a heron, inha-

|

biting the great mountain plains of Brazil,
j

“ where its sonorous voice often breaks the
silence of the desert.” Its retired habits

i

are well described by Mr. Broderip : “_A
tenant of the vast solitudes that form its

wide-spreading home, it flies from the face
j

of man ; and being almost always on the
\

watch, is very difficult of approach. Stalk- i

ing slowly on the plain, its eye instantly
|

notes the distant intruder, and, after a mo-
ment’s hesitation, it decides either to stay

j

or fly, according to the circnmstances. Those 1

who have had the best opportunities of ;

observing them in their native wilds, state

tliat the hunters, though surrounded by these

birds, cannot, without considerable labour,

obtain them. As soon as the bird perceives .

that it is pursued, it sets olf with great ra-

pidity ; the pursuer follows on horseback,

but it is not till after a sharp and tedious ,

course, trith all its turnings and windings,
|

that the Cariama,wearied out, either crouche.sj
i

on the ground, or alights on some bush or '

tree. Till this happens, the horseman in .

vain seeks for an opportunity to throw his

lasso or pull his trigger. But,’’ adds the
writer, “ wild os the bird is ip its natural

|

state, it is easily domesticated, and will live
,

sociably with the other tenants of the poul-
try-yard.” The Cariama is about two feet

eight inches in length : it has an ornamental
tuft on the head ;

the neck covered with
|

long, loose feathers, like those of the bittern
;

j

legs long ; feet long and slender ; and tail
j

rounded. The plumage on the upper part
of the bird is bro^wu, and the under parts

whitish ; the neck feathers are finely rayed )

with zig-zags of darker brown than the ge-

neral colour ; the nings arc dark, traversed

with white bands and dotted : the tail fca-
,

thers are blackish, with white extremities ;

and the plumage on the front of the neck is

prettilv variegated with white and brown.
The bill is of a bright ccwal red ; and the

legs and feet are of an orange red. It feeds ,

chiefly upon lizards and insects. The ana-
tomical stmeture of the Cariama is interest-

ing to zoologists, on account of the relation

it bears both to the waders and gallinaceous

birds.
1

CARTNARIA. A genus of Gastcropmlons
‘

Mollusca, with an elongated, subcylindrical,

transparent body, furnished with a sort of

fin which performs the part of a rudder. i

The shells of this genus were formerly known
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i to collectors under the name of “Venus’s
I

Slipper,” and “ Glass Nautilus.” A species

I

is found in the Mediterranean, where it is

! said to feed on small jelly-fish (^Afcdiisct),

and even true fish, as, for instance, the dwarf
Atherine (.Atherina tuina.)

i; CARNjVHIA. An immense assemblage
i of unguiculated quadrupeds, belonging to

I

the tliird order of Mammalia, and which
possess, in common mth Man and the
Quadrumana, the three sorts of teeth, but
have no opposable thumb to the fore-feet.

CARNIVORA. The term applied to the
fifth order of Quadrupeds, or Beasts of Prey,
which in the structure of their teeth and
digestive apparatus, and in their general
conformation, show that they are peculiarly
adapted for destroying living animals, and
for tearing and devouring flesh. In the
greater number of the members of this order,
the size of the canine teeth is the most ob-
vious mark of distinction ; these are large,

strong, and pointed, and project somewhat
forwards, so as to present themselves rather
in front of the line of the other teeth. Be-
tween the canines of the two sides are six
incisor teeth in each jaw, wliich are provided

with sharp cutting edges. The molar teeth,
situated tjchind the canines, are of tliree

kinds;— those wliich immediately follow
the canines, being more or less pointed,
and termed false molars; the next being
especially adapted for dividing and lacera-
ting animal muscle, by the sharp edge of its

summit, and termed carnivorous teeth

;

and
tile last, or hindmost, being more or less
rounded or tuherculated. The proportion
which these different classes of molar teeth

I
lx;ar to each other in degree and develop-
ment, accords with the relative carnivorous
propensity of the different families

;
for in-

stance, it may be laid down as a general
rule, that those carnivorous animals which
have the shortest jaw and the least devclop-

I
ment of the false molars are those in which

' the sanguinary propensity and the destruc-
tive power co-exist in the highest degree.

;

It should also be remcmlicrcd that the arti-
culation of the jaw docs not permit of hori-
zontal movement, the power iK'ing simply
that ffl’oiicning and shutting, like a i)air of
•hears. In these, ns indeed in all animals,
the structure is admirably adapted to tlieir

habits. They feed on living animals and
arc therefore swift to pursue, and strong to
ovcriiower them

; they are armed with for-
midable teeth and claws to tear them in
pieces

; theirsight is keen, and even more so
by night than b^ day ; their sense of smell
is acute, and their iiowcr of hearing delicate;

their feet are soft, to enable them to steal
silently on their prey ; their bodies are long
and flexible, so that they may glide unseen ;

and, finally, their supply of food being un-
certain, they are, capable of long abstinence.
In every order there is one principal group,

wliich possesses the characteristics of the
order in the highest perfection ; though the
necessary imperfection of all artificial sys-
tems of arrangement causes animals to be
grouped together, which, although agreeing
in very many points, yet differ essentially in
others. Thus Lions and Tigers are the prin-
cipal or tropical group of Carnivora, yet in
the order are included Bears, Racoons, &c.,
which feed principally on vegetables. The
Car>uvora are divided into— 1. The Flan-
tigrades, or those which walk on the entire
soles of their feet : 2. Digitigrades, or those
which walk on their toes : 3. Amphibia, or
Amphibious Carnivora. The Plantigrades
comprise Bears, Badgers, Racoons, Gluttons,
and Coatimondis. The structure of their
feet causes these animals to be slow ; but as
their food is principally vegetable, speed is

not required. The same structure gives them
great facility in raising themselves on their
hind feet. The Digitigrades comprise Lions,
Tigers, Cats, Dogs, &c. This structure gives
swiftness. This division is also characterized
by the claws being retractile : thus preserv-
ing them from injury, and keeping them
sharp for use when required. The Amphi-
bia, or Amphibious Carnivora, comprise the
Seals and Sea-horses, distinguished by having
very short hind legs, and the fore legs formed
for swimming.
As we shall have occasion to recur to this

subject in describing various animals whose
propensities are decidedly carnivorous,
though differing in the degree, we shall for
the present merely add, that the muscular
energy of the Carnivora is very great ; their
respiration and circulation very active

; and
the demand for food, as a natural conse-
quence, very constant.

CARP. (Cgprmus carpio.) The genus of
Malacopterygious abdominal fish, of which
this species is the best known, may be easily
distinguishable by the small mouth, toothless
jaws, and gills of tliree flat rays. The tongue
and palate are smooth, but the gullet is ad-
mirably constructed for mastication, having
large teeth attached to the inferior pliarjm-
gcal bones, which press the food between
themselves and a gelatinous knob, connected
with a bony plate tliat is united witli the first

vertebra, commonly called the carp’s tongue.
They have but one dorsal fin, and the body
is covered with scales, generally of a large
size. They frequent fresh and quiet waters,
feeding on herbs, grain, and even mud, licing,
perhaps, the least carnivorous of the finny
race. The most noted are tlie Com.mon
Carp, and the Golukn Carp or Gold-fi.su
(Cuprinus auratus).

The CoiiMOX Carp iCuprinus rarpio) is
found in most of the lakes and smaller rivers
ofEurope; but those of the southern and tcni-
jierate parts are moat congenial to it, and it is
said to decrease in size the farther it is re-
moved to a nortlicrn region. It is generally
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supposed that Carp were introduced into this
country about the year 1500 ; but tiiis is a
fact of very little reed importance, since they
have long beeome denizens of most of our
fish ponds and many of our rivers. They
frequent the deepest places, and thrive best
in such as have clayey or marly sides, and

OiHP. — (OYPRINOS OAHPIO.)

are well provided with aquatic vegetables ;

Their usual food eonsists of worms and other
insects ; but grain of various sorts, and gar-
bage, are frequently thrown into the pond,
with a view to aid in fattening them. The
Carp is an extremely prolific fish, and the
quantity of roe is so great that it is said to
have sometimes exceeded the weight of the
emptied fish itself when weighed against it.

The age to which the Carp arrives is very
great, and several well authenticated in-
stances are addueed of their arriving at that
of considerably more than a century j some
writers, indeed, affirm that they have been
knoivn to live to the age of two hundred
years 1 The usual length of Carp in this
country is from about twelve to sixteen
inches

; but in warmer climates they are
frequently more than three feet long, and
weigh twenty or thirty pounds. The general
colour is a yellowish olive, much deeper or
browner on the back, and the sides slightly
tinged with a golden hue : the scales large,

round, and very distinct
; the head large,

and the mouth furnished with a moderately
long cirrus or beard : above which is a
shorter one. The fins are violet brown,
except the anal, wliich has a reddish tinge :

the dorsal fin is broad or continued to some
distance from the middle of the back to-

wards the tail, which is slightly forked, with
rounded lobes.

CARPENTER BEE. {Xylocopa). Tlie

name given to a very large genus of Iljuneu-
optcrous insects ;

hot one species of wliich

has yet been found in the British Islands.

They are generally of a very dark violet

blue, and of considefable size. As an exem-
plification of tliis peculiar exotic genus, we
may mention the Violet Carpenter Bee (X.
violacca), a very common insect about Paris.

Their bodies are of a very deep blue co-

lour, smootli, and shillings their fore-wings

are of a deep violet colour : on their sides,

the hinder part of their bodies, and their

breasts, there are long black haire. As we
have mentioned, they are not indigenous in

this country 5 but in France and the southern
parts of Europe there is scarcely a garden
where some of them may not be found at

ditterent seasons of the year. They gene-
rally form their nests in pieces of half-rotten
wood 5 and the holes are not made directly

forward, but inclining to one side, and having I

apertures large enough to admit a finger
; |from wliich run their inner apartments, each

j

generally twelve or fifteen inches long, and '

diverging into others. In each of these cavi- i

ties they deposit ten or twelve eggs, which arc
covered with a sort of paste, serving for the
protection of the young insects, os well os
for their nourishment. The females perform
all the labour ; and the males have no

:

stings. In the British Museum cases, may '

be seen specimens of wood bored by a North '

American species, or, we should rather say,
with holes made by their powerful jaws.

;

[See ApidjE : Bek.J
j

CARPET [MOTHS]. A name applied by
insect collectors to various species of Jloths,
of the genera llarpalyce, Cidaria, Larentia,

,

Clcoriai a.a& Alois.
|

CARPENCHO. The Capybara, or Water- '

hog. From the dung of this, the ilyrapctra
scutellaris, a species of wasp found near
Buenos Ayres, constructs its pasteboard nest.
[See Capyeaba.]

j

CARRIER PIGEON. [See Pigeox.]
i

CARYOPtl Y L1E.1EA. A genus of Zoo-
phytes, belonging to the MadrephyllicBa, or
the first section of the stony ZoaniJteria of
De Blainville. The cells in this genus of
Zoophytes are furnished with radiating

OARTOPHTELEA.

plates, striated external^', and collected into
a solid conical polyparium fixed at the base.

In the British Museum are many very fine

specimens of this genus, which is found both
in a recent and fossil state.

CASHMIRE GOAT. [Sec Goat.]

CASSIS. A genus of Molluscous animals
inhabiting an oblong shell : found in the
seas of warmer climates. [See Helmet
Shell.] The well-known large species of
this genus ore used as ornaments on chim-
ney pieces, grottos, &c., and arc remark-
able for the triangular disc, presented by
the inner lip, which is thickened and sprcml
over the body whorl, and the angulated
outer lip ; and os this thickening of the lip

takes place at various stages of growth, the

same triangular plane is observable at differ-

ent parts of the spire.

CASSIDA. A genus of Coleopterous in-

sects, of the family Ca.<wtV/(<te, or Tortoise-

Beetles. They have a fiattened body, sur-

rounded by a margin, wltich is formed by a
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prolongution from the
thorax and elytra, and
which even conceals the
head ; and they are able
to lie so elose upon the
surface of the leaves,
that no part of the body
or limbs can be seen.
Their colours are much
varied, and often very
prettily arranged in
spots, points, rays, &c.
The family is very nu-
merous in genera and

1
species, and among the exotic species are

I

several of great beauty j but when dead, or
taken out of spirits of wine in which they

I

may have been preserved, their metallic bril-
liancy for the most part disappears.

The COMMOX GREEX Cassida, or Cassida
viriilis, is often seen during the summer
months in gardens on the leaves of mint,
&c. Its length is not quite a quarter of an
inch ; its shape oval, and its colour bright
green above, the body or under part being
perfectly black. The larva, which is of a
highly singular appearance, is oval, of a
yellowish brown colour, and has the body
edged with a row or fringe of projecting
fibres, the two terminal ones being much
longer than the rest, and generally carried in

I

an upright position while the insect is in

!

motion. NYhen ready to assume the cliry-

j

salid form, it fastens itself to a leaf, and,
‘ casting its skin, commences its new state of
' existence ; and from the chrysalis, in the

I
space of three weeks, comes forth the perfect

: insect.

I

CASSOWARY. ^Casuarius.') This large
and powerful Struthionidous bird is n
native of Java and the adjacent islands
of the Indian Archlinslago, and is called

' the gnleated or helmeted Cassowary, from
i

its head being sminounted by a sort of
:
osseous crest or homy helmet. The skin

' of the head and upper part of the neck are
!
naked, of a deep-blue and fiery-red tint,

> with pendent caruncles, similar to those

CAriSo'VA;iY. — (CASUARlOa OA OK AT on.)

ntthe Turkey-cock. It Is much inferior in
size to the (Mricb, its ticight when erect
being little more than five feet

i
but it is

robustly built, and very strong. J'roin tlic

Df ^ntinafcJi £l2atttre. io7

form of its head, and bright eyes, it would
be reasonable to infer tliat the Cassowary
was of a fierce and tlireatcning nature

j

this, however, is not a true indication of its

character, which is rather timorous and shy.
The shortness of the wings totally unfits it

for flying, and its pectoral or wing-muscles
are comparatively slight and weak. All the
feathers of the Cassowary are of the same
kind, being entirely designed for covering,
and externally are all of one colour. They
generally grow double, having two long
shafts growing out of a short one attached to
the skin ; yet its whole plumage is so poorly
supplied with feathers as to resemble, at a
little distance, a coat of coarse or hanging
hair. The feathers on the head and neck
are so short and scattered, that the skin
appears naked, except towards the hind part
of the head, where they are somewhat longer.
In many important points of internal

structme the Cassowary differs from the
Ostrich ; particularly in the conformation of
its digestive organs. The intestines are short,
and the ccecum small

;
there is no stomach

intermediate to the crop and gizzard, and
the cloaca is not larger, in proportion, than
that of other birds. It feeds on fruits, eggs
of birds, and tender herbage, but not on
grain. It eats its food With great voracity,
and, like the ostrich, swallows bits of iron,
brick, glass, &c., which have the same effect
in assisting the digestion of these large birds,
that gravel has with ordinary fowls. The
Cassowary is an amazingly sadft runner

j

and its mode of progression, being unaided
by wings, is as peculiar as it is efficient. It
appears to strike out powerfully with one
leg, so as to project its body violently for-
ward with a bounding motion, far surpassing
the speed of a horse. It also kicks violently
when, in a state of captivity, it is provoked
to anger, and can inflict a very severe blow.
The eggs of the galeated Cassowary are of a
greyish-ash colour, verging to green, and
are neither as round nor as large as those of
the Ostrich : the shell is not very thick, and
is marked by numerous little green tuber-
cles.

CASTOR. [See Beaver.]

CASUARIUS. [See Cassowary.]
|

CAT. CFcIis.) All animals of the Cat
kind, though they may differ greatly in
size and colour, are in their wild state
equally characterized by fierceness, artful-
ness, and rapacity. It is not, however, in
this place that the habits, propensities, or
anatomical structure of the feline race gene-
rally are to be discussed : tlie reader must
refer to the article I'ELisfor such remarks on
those heads as we hove deemed it essential
to Introduce.

Tlie Cat, (.Felts calm ferns'), in a state of
natural wildness differs in some sliglit parti-
culars from the domestic animal, having a
somewhat shorter tail in proportion, a flatter
and larger licad, and stronger limbs. Tbc
colour of the wild Cat is commonly a pale
yellowish-grey, with dusky striiies

; those on
the back riinnlng Iciigtliwisc, tlioso on the
sides transversely and with a curved di-

OASSIDA VlRIDtS.
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rection ; the tail is annulated witli several
alternate circles of blackisli-brown and dull
wlxite ! and the tip of the nose and the lips
are black: they are, however, not uniformly
alike in every particular. The manners of
the wild Cat resemble those of the lynx, and
several others of this genus ;

living in woods,
and preying on young hares, birds, and a
variety of other animals, wliich it seizes by
surprise. “ The wild Cat,” says Mr. Pennant,
“ may be called the British tiger ; it is the
fiercest and most destructive beast we have ;

making dreadful havoc amongst our poultry,
lambs, and kids. It inliabits the most
mountainous and woody parts of these
islands, living mostly in trees, and feeding
only by night. It multiplies as fast as our
common Cats ; and often the females of the
latter will quit their domestic mates, and
return home pregnant by the former.”
The varieties of this animal in a domestic

state are very numerous : it is either enthely
black ; black and white

;
black, fulvous, and

white (called the Tortoise-shell or Spanish
Cat) j

entirely wliite j fulvous and white ;

dun colour or tawny, either plain or striped ;

tabby, boldly striped; slate-coloured or blue-
grey (called the Chartreux Cat) ; slate-co-

loured with very long fur, especially on the
neck and tail (the Persian Cat) ; long hair

of silvery whiteness and silky texture (called

the Angora Cat) ; and, lastly, with pencilled

or tufted ears, like a lynx, which sometimes
though rarely, takes place. Of all the above
varieties, the Persian and the Angora are the

most remarkable.
Although the Cat is capable of showing

considerable fondness for an individual, it

seems to be a pretty general opinion that

she seldom, if ever, confides fully, even in

the warmest demonstrations of kindness

;

but, being liighly sensitive and fond of ease,

evinces little anxiety, except for the con-
tinuance of her enjoyment. Yet, with all

the prejudice that exists against the furtive-

ness and treachery of the species, no one can
deny that, when well educated, the Cat
possesses qualities which well entitle her to

the regard and protection of mankind ; and
if she does not exliibit the vivid and ani-

mated attachment of the dog, she is still of an
affectionate and gentle disposition, and grate-

ful to her benefactors. Nor does any animal,

whose habits we have the opportunity of

accurately observing, exliibit a greater degree

of maternal tenderness; the extreme assiduity

with which she attends her young, and the

fondness which she shows for them, never

fail to attract attention.

At what period Cats became inmates of

human habitations, it is scarcely possible, at

this period, to determine. Beyond doubt,

their usefulness in destroying rats, mice, &c.

first introduced them to notice ;
and there is

good reason to believe that they were origi-

nally domesticated in Egypt. That Cats,

closely allied to the domestic variety, were

trained to catch birds, is well known to every

one who has seen an Egyptian painting (or

a copy from it) in the British Museum, where
a cat with a black stripe on the heels (sup-

posed to be theAelisca/iyota) is so represented.

The Cat belongs to a genus better armed for

the destruction of animal life than all other
quadrupeds. The short and i>owcrful jaws, '

moved by vigorous muscles, are supplied with
most formidable trenchant teeth ; a cunning
disposition, combined with nocturnal habits
and much patience in pursuit, gives them
great advantages over their prey ; and their i

keen, lacerating claws enable them to inflict
a certain death-blow. All animals consider-
ably w’caker than themselves prove objects

‘

of pursuit : but tlie mouse is their favourite
game ; for which they will patiently wait for
a whole day till the victim comes within

,

reach, when they seize it with a bound, and
;

after playing with it put it to death.
jThe pupil of the eye in most animals is
|

capable of but a small degree of contraction
|

and dilatation
; it enlarges a little in the

i

dark, and contracts when the light pours .

upon it too profusely ; but in the eyes of
Cats, this contraction and dilatation is so
considerable, that the pupil, which by day
appears narrow and small, by night expands
over the whole surface of the eye-ball, and
gives the eyes a luminous appearance. By

j

means of this peculiar structure, their eyes
|

are better adapted for vision at night than in
the day-time ; and they are thus fitted for

|

discovering and surprising their prey.
|

;

Cats are extremely fond of strong-smelling .

plants, and will roll in valerian till they :

seem almost mad with excitement. Person-
ally, it is a very cleanly animal, avoiding to

step in any sort of filth, concealing its excre-
ment in the earth with great care, and pre-
senting its fur in a very neat condition ; which
being generally clean and dry, readily yields

electric sparks when rubbed. The Cat goes
with young for sixty-three days, and brings

forth from three to six at a litter, which
remain blind for nine days.

CATASTOMUS. A sub-genns of Mala-
copterygious fishes, of the Cirprinidce fa-

mily, inhabiting the fresh waters of North 1

America. There are many species, the
generic description of which is as follows :—
Back with a single fin : gill-membrane three-

rayed : head and opercula smooth :
jaws

tootliless and retractile : mouth beneath the
snout ; lips plaited, lobed, or carunculated,
suitable for sucking : throat with iiectinnted

teeth. In almost all the species, the scales

are marked with radiated lines, and fim-
briated on their edges ;

their form more or

less rhomboidal or roundish. In the in-

testines, river-shells (Lt/mnca, Bulimvs, kc.\
which dwell on aquatic plants and on rocks

or bottoms of rivers, are found ; the Catos-
tomi being enabled to take these shells by
means of their lips, which are protruded for-

ward by their jaws. One sjiecies will be
sufficient for us to describe.

CATASTOMUS nUDSONIUS ; or

GREY SUCKING C.\RP. This is a com-
mon fish in all parts of the fur countries,

abounding in the rivers, and even in land-

locked marshes and ponds, hut preferring

shallow grassy lakes with muddy bottoms.

In the beginning of summer it may lie seen

in numbers forcing its way up rocky streams,

and even breasting strong minds, to arrive

at its proiicr spawning places in stony rivu-
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lets ; but it soon afterwards returns to the
lakes. Its food appears to consist of soft in-

seeis and minute Crustacea. In the spawning
season (June) it may be readily speared, or
even taken by the hand, in shallow streams

; |

but in tlie winter and autumn it is caught in
nets. It is a very soft watery fish, but devoid
of any unpleasant flavour, and is excellent

!

for making soup. Like its congeners, it is

singularly tenacious of life, and may be
frozen and thawed again without being

|

killed. It is about twenty-one inches long ;

the head is smooth, flattened laterally, with
an obtuse snout; the depth of the body ex- i

ceeds its thickness rather more than one-
|

half. The lateral line runs equidistant from i

the back and belly, straight till it comes
[

opposite to the anal fin, when it inclines
i

upwards at a very obtuse angle, and passes
|

along the middle of the tail, giving that
member a direction slightly different from i

that of the body. Scales for the most part
broadly oval, or nearly orbicular, and of a
medium size. Mouth retractile, placed under
the snout ; lips studded with large soft pa-

1

‘ pilloe; but there are no barbels. The pectoral
‘

fins are elliptical ; the ventrals obovate ; the

;

dorsal fin is nearly quadrangular ; the anal
extends to within its own length of the cau-
dal, and when it is turned backwards its tip

reaches the base of the caudal, which is

slightly crescentic. The back and sides of
this fish arc bluish-grey with considerable
lustre, the back being darkest, and the tint

of the sides gradually passing into the pearl-
white of the belly. Dorsal and caudal fins
bluish-grey : pectorals and ventrals ochre-
yellow, tinged with red ; anal flesh-red.
Among the other best-known species are the
Red Sucking Carp (Catastomiis Forsteria-
nm)

;

the Gilt Sucking Carp (^Catastomus
anreolus ) ; and the Black Sucking Carp, or
Shoemaker {Catastennus nigricans) These,
ns well as the preceding, are all described by '

Sir John Richardson, the most distinguished
i

Ichthyologist of tliis countiy, in his Fauna
|

Borcali Americana, and the Supplements to
;

different Arctic Voyages.

CAT-BIRD. (Tnrdus [m/rntzs] felivox.)
The celebrated American ornithologist,
Wilson, has given an account of this bird in
a style so amusing, that we arc tempted to
lay it aimfwt entire before our renders. “ lu
spring or summer,” says he, “ on approaching

1 thickets or brambles, the first salutation you
' receive is from the Cat-bird ; and a stranger,

I

unacquainted with its note, would instantly

I

conclude that some vagrant orphan kitten
. had got l)cwildcred among the briers, and
I wanted assistance

; so exactly docs the
call of the bird resemble the voice of that
animal. Unsuspicious, and extremely fami-
liar, he seems Icsi apprehensive of man than

I almost any other of our summer visitants
;

for whether In the woods, or in the garden,
where he frequently builds his neat, he
seldom allows you to pass without approach-
ing to pay his respects in his usual way.
This humble familiarity and deference, from
a stranger, tw, who cornea to rear his young,
and B[H'nd his summer with ua, ought to en-
title him ton full share of our hospitality.

Sorry I am, however, to say, that this, in too
many instances, is cruelly the reverse.” i

The Cat-bird generally succeeds in build- !

ing his nest about the beginning of May.
The place chosen for this purpose is usu- 1

ally a thicket of briers or brambles, a thorn
bush, thick vine, or the fork of a small sap-

[

ling ; no great solicitude is shown for con- I

cealment, though few birds appear more
|

interested for the safety of their nest and
young. The materials are dry leaves and
weeds, small twigs, and fine dry grass ; the :

inside is lined with the fine black fibrous

roots of some plant. The female lays four,

sometimes five, eggs, of a uniform greenish
blue colour, without any spots. They gene-
rally raise two, and sometimes three, broods
in a season.

“ In passing through the woods in summer,
I have sometimes amused myself with imi-
tating the violent chirping or squeaking of
young birds, in order to observe what different

species were around me,— for sueh sounds,
at sueh a season, in the woods, are no less

alarming to the feathered tenants of the
bushes, than the cry of fire or murder in the
streets is to the inhabitants of a large and
populous city. On such occasions of alarm
and consternation, the Cat-bird is the first to
make his appearance, not singly, but some-
times half a dozen at a time, flying from
different quarters to the spot. At this time,
those who are disposed to play with his
feelings may almost throw him into fits, his
emotion and agitation are so great, at the
distressful cries of what he supposes to be
his suffering young. Other birds are vari-
ously affected, but none show symptoms of
extreme suffering. lie hurries backwards
and forwards, with hanging wings and open
mouth, calling out louder and faster, and
actually screaming with distress, till he
appears hoarse with his exertions. He at-
tempts no offensive means ; but he bewails— he implores— in the most pathetic terms
with which nature has supplied him, and
with an agony of feeling which is truly
affecting. Every feathered neighbour within
hearing hastens to the place, to learn the
cause of the alarm, peeping about with looks
of consternation and sympathy. But their
own powerful parental duties and domestic
concerns soon oblige each to withdraw. At
any other season the most perfect imitations
have no effect whatever on him.

“ The Cat-bird is one of our earliest morn-
ing songsters, beginning generally before
break of day, and hovering from bush to

bush, with great sprightliness, when there
is scarce light sufficient to distinguish him.
His notes ore more remarkable for singu-
larity than for melody. They consist of
short imitations of other birds, and other
sounds

;
but, his pipe being rather defleient

in clearness and strength of tone, his imita-
tions fail where these ore requisite. Yet he
is not easily discouraged, but seems to study
certain passages with great perseverance

;

uttering them at first low, and, ns lie suc-
ceeds, higher and more free, nowise cmliar-
rassed by the presence of a spectator even
within a few yards of him. On attentively
listening for some time to him, one can
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:

perceive considerable variety in his perform-
ance, in whicli he seems to introduce all the
odd sounds and quaiut passages lie has been

OAT BIRD.—fTURDDS [SIIMDe] FELlVOX )

able to collect. Upon the whole, though we
cannot arrange liim with the grand leaders
of our vernal choristers, he well merits a i

plaee among the most agreeable general per- '<

formers. In summer, scarcely a thicket in
,

the country is without its Cat-birds
; and,

were they to fly in flocks, like many other ;

birds, they would darken the air with their
jnumbers. In their migrations they keep
!

pace with the progress of agriculture
; and

the first settlers in many parts of the Gen-
nesee country have told me, that it was
several years after they removed there, be-
fore the Cat-bird made its appearance among
them. With all these amiable qualities to :

recommend him, few people in the country
j

respect the Cat-bird ; on the contrary, it is

generally the object of dislike ; and the boys
[

of the United States entertain the same pre-
judice and contempt for this bird, its nest
and young, as those of Britain do for the
Yellow-hammer, and its nest, eggs, and
young. I am at a loss to account for this
cruel prejudice. Even those by whom it is

entertained can scarcely tell you why ; only
they ‘ hate Cat-birds ;

’ as some persons
tell you they hate Frenchmen, they hate
Dutchmen, &c. j expressions that bespeak
their own narrowness of understanding and

I want of liberality. Yet, after ruminating
oyer in my own mind all the probable
causes, I tlunk I have at last hit on some of
them ; the principal of which seems to me
to be a eertain similarity of taste, and clash-
ing of interest, between the Cat-bird and the
farmer. The Cat-bird is fond of large ripe

]

garden strawberries ; so is the farmer, for

the good price they bring at market : the
Cat-bird loves the best and richest early eher-
ries

i
so does the farmer, for they are some-

times the most profitable of his early fruit,

&c. Perhaps, too, the common note of the

Cat-bird, so like the mewing of the animal
whose name it Ircars, and who itself sustains

no small share of i)rejudice, the homeliness
of his plumage, and even his familiarity, so

proverbially known to beget contempt, may
also contribute to this mean, illiberal, and
persecuting prejudice ; but, with the gene-
rous and the good, the lovers of nature and
of rural charms, the confidence which this

familiar bird places in man by building in

his garden, under his ej'C, the music of his

song, and the interesting jilayfulness of his

manners, will always bo more than a rccom-

’ pence for all the little stolen morsels he
• snatches.

“ The Cat-bird measures nine inches in
length ; at a small distance he appears
nearly black ; but, on a closer examination,
is of deep slate colour above, lightest on the
edges of the primaries, and of a considerably
lighter slate colour below, except the under
tail-coverts, which are very dark red s the
tail, which is rounded, and upper part of the
head, as well as the legs and bill, are block.
The female differs little in colour from the
male.” The habits, manners, and general
appearance of the Cot-bird differ so little

,

from the Thrushes, that the naturalist to
jwhom we arc indebted for the foregoing par-
\

ticulars does not hesitate to place him in the
genus Turdus. He is a great and determined
enemy to the common block snake, or
horse-runner {Coluber constrictor'), which

!

rifles its nest whenever an opportunity offers.

As the Cat-bird uniformly attacks or pursues •

this snake, and is frequently seen in the act
of hopping eagerly after it, numerous ridi -

|

lous stories are related of its being fascinated
by the snake ; it is, however, wcU known to
naturalists that the bird is almost uniformly

j

the aggressor and victor, driving the reptile
to its hiding-place. I

CATERPILLAR. The name given to the
|

larvae of lepidopterous insects ; of which we
I

have spoken at some length in the article !

Buttehflv, and to which the following,
jfrom “ Brande’s Dictionary of Science ” (art. r

Lepidoptera), may be added. “ They have i

six squamous or hooked feet, which cor- I

respond to the legs of the perfect insect, and !

from four to ten additional membranous
ones, or propedes

;

the two lost of which are .

situated at the posterior extremity ofwhe
body. Those Caterpillars which have but
ten or twelve in all, have been called, from
their mode of progression, Geometrtc. Several
of these geometers, when at rest, remain
fixed to the branches of plants by the hind
feet alone, whence in the form, colour, and
directions of their body, they resemble a
twig. The body of these larva; is generally

j

elongated, almost cylindrical, soft, variously
coloured ; sometimes naked, and sometimes
covered with hairs, tubercles, and spines. It
is composed of twelve segments or annuli,

]

exclusive of the head, with nine stigmata on
each side. Their head is invested with a
corneous or squamous dermis, and presents

;

on each side si.x shining granules, which '

appear to be ocelli : and it is furnished with
j

two very short and conical antenna;, and a
i

mouth composed of strong mandibles ; two
maxilla;, a labrum, and four small palpi.
Most Caterpillars feed on the leaves of plants;

j

some gnaw their flowers, roots, buds, and
seeds

;
others attack the ligneous or hardest

parts of trees, softening it by means of a flnid
which they disgorge. Certain s|xx:ies attack
our woollens and furs, thereby doing us
much injnrj' ;

even our leather, bacon, wax,
and lard arc not spared bj- them. Several
confine themselves cxclnsivel}’ to a single
article of diet ; others arc less delicate, and
devour all sorts of organized matters. Some
of them form societies, and frequently live
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• under a silken tent, spun by them in com-
mon, which even shelters them in winter,

^veral construct sheaths for themselves,
either fixed or portable ; others make their

ab^e in the parenchyma of leaves, where
they form galleries. Tlie greater number

• are* diurnal ; the others never issue forth

but at night.”

j

There are perhaps no insects which areefeo

I commonly and so universally destructive as
• Caterpillars ; they are inferior only to lo-

j
custs in voracity, and equal or exceed them

j in their powers of increase, and in general
1 are far more widely spread over vegetation,

j
As each female Butterfly or Moth usually

; lays from two hundred to five hundred eggs,

I
one thousand difterent kinds of butterflies

I and moths will produce, on an average, tlirce

;j
hundred thousand caterpillars ; if one half of

! this number, when arrived at maturity, are
! females, they will give forty-five millions of
t caterpillars in the second, and six thousand
!
seven hundred and fifty millions in the third
generation I These data suffice to show that
the actual number of these insects, existing
at any one time, must be far beyond the

! limits of calculation.

CATIIARTES. [See Turkey Buzzard.]

CATTLE. A collective term, denoting
all animals of the bovine or ox kind. The
domestic cattle of Britain may be divided

! into two races : those of large size, adapted for

I
the plains

; and those ofsmaller size, adapted
for the mountains. Of each of these classes

i
there are several breeds ; such as tlje High-

:
land and the Welch cattle, among the latter;

i

and the Lancashire, the Yorkshire, and
• the Herefordshire cattle, among the former.
! There is also an intermediate breed, adapted
I

for moderately hilly countries
; such as the

j

Galloway and Fife breeds in Scotland, and
the Alderney and Guernsey cattle in Eng-

;

land. The best beef brought to the London
market is tliat of cattle of the Highland

’ breed fed in English pastures, or on turnips.
! Tl;e best milk cow for general purposes is

j

the Ayrshire ; the best for cream and butter,
1 the Alderney ; and the best for immense
quantities of milk, the Lancashire. Hence
the latter are generally employed in public
dairies, the Ayrshire by farmers and cot-
tagers, and the Alderney by the higher
classes.

CAVy. (Cavia.') This genus of Rodcnlta
seems to hold a middle place between the
mouse and rabbit tril>es : they are natives
of tropical America, and are distinguished

j

by two w'cdge-shaped fore-tceth and ‘eight

I

grinders
; O'oni three to five toes on theforc-

I

lect, and on the liind from four to five ; tail
short, or tailless ; and no clavicle. They
have generally a slow, and sometimes a
leaping pace ; they live on vegetable sub-
stances, and in their natural state inhabit
excavations under ground, or iKuicath the
nK>ts of trees, or other recesses which they
either And ready prepared, orform for tlicm-
•elvcs. The mrwt familiar example of this
genus is the well-kiiow'n little animal, called
the Guinea-pig, or Cavia Cobuya.

The COMMON CAVY, or GUINEA-
PIG. {Cavia Cohaija.) From the beauty and
variety of its colours, and tlie neatness of its

appearance, this species must have early
attracted the attention of those Europeans
who first visited South America

;
but it has

COMMON CAVT. OR QUINHA-PIQ.
(OAVIA COBATA.)

been so long domesticated in this and other
coimtrics, as now to have become quite
naturalized in the Old World. Its ears
are large, broad, and rounded at the sides ;

its upper lip is half di^’ided ; and its hair is

erect, somewhat resembling that of a young
pig. Its colour is wdiite, varied writh orange
and black in irregular blotches. It has four
toes on the fore-legs, and tlu ee on the hind ;

and is destitute of a toil. In its ^vild state
it lives in societies, inhabiting dry lands
covered writh low brushwood

;
and remains

concealed during the day, coming forth on
the approach of evening to seek its food. It
possesses neither cunning to avoid danger,
strength to resist, nor swiftness to escape
from it ; and nothing could save the race
from extermination, were it not for its extra-
ordinary rapidity of multiplication. The’
usual litter consists of six, eight, or ten ; and
so prolific is it that it breeds almost every
two months. The young very soou acquire
tlie necessary degree of strength and perfec-
tion of their species, though they continue
to grow till seven or ciglit months. They
arc very tender animals, and susceptible of
cold ; and should therefore be provided with
warm receptacles to retire into in bad wea-
ther. In their habits they arc extremely
neat, and may be frequently observed in the
act of smootliin^ and dressing their fur.

Their general voice is a sort of a grunting
squeak, and sometimes a shriller or sharper
cry.

The SPOTTED CAVY {CUelogenyspaca) is

a large species, measuring nearly two feet in
length. It is found in Guiana, Brazil, and
other parts of South America ; inhabiting
holes formed luidcrground, and principally
near tJie banks of rivers. Its siiai)e is thick
and clumsy, somewhat like tliat of a pig, for
which reason it has been sometimes called
the iiog-rabbit. It lias five toes on each foot,

I

and only tlic mere rudiment of a tail. The !

upper jaw is longer than the lower ; the cars
\

are short and naked ; tlic iip is divided like
'

that of a hare ; and it lias long wliiskcrs. i

The body is covered with coarse, short,
;

tbinly-scattercd hair of a dusky colour; the
j

throat, breast, and belly are of a dingy
white ; and on each side the body run five
rows of roundish, slightly angular spots.
The Spotted Cavy is a iiocturiuvl animal,
rc'^iding in a solitary manner in Iiis liolc
nearly the wliole day. In a domestic state
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,

it readily feeds on almost any kind of vege-
table diet, and is particularly fond of sugar
and fruits. By the South Americans it is

much esteemed os an article of food. [See
Agouti

; Capybajia : Paca, &e.]

CEBIDiE. A term used to inelude all
the Monkeys of the Ameriean continent

j

wliieh differ in several respects from those
of the Old World ; viz. by a partial or com-
plete absence of the thumb upon the hands ;

the callosities and cheek-pouches are al-
together absent

; there is a very considerable
space between the nostrils ; the tail is usually
of great length, never absent, and often
prehensile. They are very numerous in
those vast forests which occupy the plains
between the rivers Oronoko and Amazon.

I [See MoNicKi-.]

CEBKIO : CEBRIONTDiE. A genus
and family of Coleopterous insects, of small
extent, but comprising several striking pecu-
liarities of structure. The body is of an
oblong oval form, of a firm consistence like
the Elateridse, arched above and deflexed in
front ; the mandibles strong, curved, and
entire at the tip

;
the thorax broadest

beliind, with the posterior angles acute ; and
the antennas generally longer than the head
and thorax, and serrated or pectinated in
the males. These insects are of moderate
size

;
and their colours generally dull and

obscure : for the most part they are inhabit-
ants of the south of Europe, and the north
of Africa

; and but little is known of their
habits.
Some of the genera are most remarkable

for their beautiful pectiuated antennas, which
in the male sex have the branches often of

RUrPIOFRA MAROINATA.

i very great length. By some authors tliese

are regarded as a separate family, under the

j

name of Rhipiccruke. We figure a beautiful

I
Brazilian species, which is of a blackish

!
green , and pubescent : the anterior and

! lateral margins of tlie elytra are yellow :

1 hence it is called Rhipicera marginata. The
figure in outline represents the beautiful

j

pectinated antenna of tlie male, considerably
magnified.

CECIDOMYIA : CECIDOMYIDrE. A
genus and family of two-winged flics, of
which there are many species. They arc

always of small size ; many of them deposit
tlieir eggs upon tlie tender buds of various
kinds of plants ; others upon the young
sprigs, and some upon the flowers. One
species {Cecidomyia salichia) fixes each of its

iSatural i^tstnry ;

eggs on a bud of the willow, which becomes i

enlarged, and ultimately forms a gall in
which the lan'a is lodged and nourished.
Another (Cecidmnyia tritici), known as the
Wheat-fly, may sometimes be seen, in great
abundance, flying about wheat fiel^ in the
month of June. This little fly dejxisits its

eggs in the centre of the corolla, where the
lan-a: are hatched ; and it is probably by
devouring the poUen that they are most
injurious to the plant. Another species
{.Cecidomyia destructor), known in America
under the name of the Hessian-fly, attacks
the lower part of the stem of the wheat.
Dr. Asa Fitch, an American naturalist, has
just published a most admirable and readable
account of the Cecidomyia, from which we
shall make extracts in our article “ Sviieat-
fly.” [See Wueat-kly and Hessiax-Fly.]

CECFLIAXS. A name given to a genus
of naked serpents, from their supposed
blindness.

CENTIPEDE. {Scdlopendra.) A genus of
carnivorous anmdosa belonging to the order
Myriapoda of Cuvier. They are distin-
guished by having antennae of fourteen
joints or upwards ; a mouth composed of two
mandibles ; a (xuadrifid lip ; two palpi, or
small feet, united at their base ; and a second
lip, formed by a second pair of dilated feet,

joined at their origin, and terminated by a
strong hook, having an opening beneath its

point, through which a poisonous fluid is

tlirotvn out. The body is long, depressed,
and membranous, each ring being covered
by a coriaceous or cartilaginous plate, and
mostly having one pair of feet : the last is

usually thrown backwards, and elongated
in form of a tail. These insects conteal
themselves under the decayed bark of trees,

the decayed timbers of buildings, among
stones, lumber, and rubbish, whence they
sally forth at night in search of prey. In
the West India islands, and' throughout the
hot parts of America, where thej' multiply
rapidlj’ and grow to a large size, they are
very, formidable pests. The utmost vigi-
lance is necessary, even in cleanly houses,
to prevent these creatures from finding their
way into the beds ; and although tliey en-
deavour to escape os soon ns a light is

brought into the room, and run witli con-
siderable swiftness, they are ready to stand
on the defensive, and bite severely : they
are accorJingly very dangerous wlicn once
they liave entered a lied ; tlic bite lieing not
only exceedingly painful at the moment, Imt
followed bj' a high degree of local inflam-
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mation, and a fever of great irritation. This
truly noxious Ccntiiwdc grows to the size of i

five or six inches in length, and is a formid- I

able inmate of most of the houses in tropical i

n'gions. In different countries the species

vary : the one common in England is of a I



reddish-brown colour, about an inch long,
with a flat, thin body, and ycllowisii legs.

I
Dr. Leach made it the type of his genus

,
Zithobius, a word meaning that tiie Centi-

! pcde lived imder or amongst stones. One
species is very common iu this country, it is

named L. forciputus.
There are other species iu the collection

of the British Museum, from which they
were described by G. Newport, F.R.S., &c.,
a gentleman who has published a most ad-
mirable monograph of the Scolopcndridce
and their allies, in a recent volume of the
Linna'an Transactions. From the numerous
references to the British Museum, the stu-
dent will see how rich our great national
establishment must be in this important
order of the Animal Kingdom.

CENTRISCUS, or SEA-SNIPE. Cen-
triacus scolopax.) A genus of Acanthopte-
rygious flshes, principally distinguished by

SBA-SniFE. — (CENTRISOU3 SCOl.OFAX.)

their having a long tubular snout ; the body
compressed, and inclining to an oblong oval
form : the alidomcn carinated ; and the
bcUy-fins united. [See Teumtkt-fisii.]

CENTROLOPnUS. A genus ofAcanthop-
terygious flshes, the technical characters of
wWch are;— body elongate, covered with
minute scales ; teeth small and numerous

;

palatine without teeth ; one long dorsal fin.

I

CENTRONOTUS. A genus of Acanthop-
I tcrygious fishes, family Scomberidee

;

in
! which the spines are free or unconnected by
' membrane, and all have ventral fins.

^ CENTROPOMUS. A genus of Acanthop-
tciy gioiis flshes ; a well known species of
which is called the Sea-pike (Centropomus
wulecimalis), and is common throughout
South America, where it forms a consider-
alile article of consumption. The Sea-pike
sometimes weighs ns much as twenty-five
pjuncls : the form of its body is elongate

;

its colour is greenish-brown above, and sil-
very beneath.

! CENTROPRTSTES. A genus of Acan-
thoplcrygious flshes ; one species of which,
(('’’nlr'ijirUles viprirrtnn), tile Black-perch
or Hlnck-bass, is of a deep olive-green colour
alsive, and of a pink hue on the under parts

;

I
but it is mostly remarkable for having tlie

:
tail doubly notclied, tlie central and two
outer parts projecting.

CENTROPIiS. A genus of Scansorial
Birds. [Sec PiiKAH.vxT Cuckoo.]

C'EPir AI,f )I’ODA. A class of Molluscous
animals, characterized by tlie iiossessloii of
locomotive organs [or /eetj around the head ;

they are, however, not feet, but prolonged
tentaoula, or fleshy processes, which project
forwards from the head, aud more or less

conceal the mouth. In the whole range of
molluscous animals, the Cephalopods arc
the most highly organized ; tliey present
undoubted rudiments ofan internal skeleton,
and contain digestive, secretory, respiratory,
aud generative organs. The nervous system
of the Cephalopods approaches that of the
lower fishes in many particulars ; and they
are almost exclusively marine in their habits.
The natiu-al division of the class is into those
Cephalopods which are naked, and those
which arc testaceous, (i. e. protected by an
external shell.) Of the former, the common
Cuttle-fish, and of the latter, the Nautilus,
may be taken as examples.

CEPHUS. A genus of Hymeuopterous
insects. The Ceplais pygmeeus, which is

common on flowers, particularly buttercups,
is about one-third of aii inch long ; black,
with two yellow fasciaj on the abdomen :

and its larva, is said to live in the stems of
wheat.

CEPOLA. A genus of Acanthopterygious
fishes, the bodies of which are much com-
pressed and elongated. [See Band-fish.]

CERAMBYCIDiE. A family of Coleop-
terous insects {Longicornes)

;

the most dis-
tinguishing feature of which is the very
^eat length of their antennaj. Tliey are
found in all parts of tlie globe, but they
abound most in hot climates. They deposit
their eggs in old and decaying trees, which
the larvse afterwards feed upon, and thereby
assist in removiug. The body of these insects
is long and subdepressed, occasionally sub-
convex

; the maxillary lobes are distinct
and membranaceous ; the femora often
clavate ; and the tarsi short. Mr. Westwood,

!

to whose “ Modem Classification of Insects ”

we are so much indebted, observes that tliey
are “ generally of an elegant form, and
beautifully variegated ill their colours : they
arc found in forests, hedges, or woods,
sitting upon the trunks of trees, or more
rarely upon flowers. Some of the exotic
species are remarkable for liaving the nn-
tennaj and legs covered with thick pencils of
hairs ; others are distinguished by the emis-
sion of a fragrant odour, not unlike that of
attar of roses, which is so powerful, that the
insects may he discovered upon trees by
passers by, in consequence of the scent dif-
fused through the air, and which is retained
for a considerable period after death. Hence
the generic names Callichroma and Aromia,
proposed for these insects by Latrcillc and
Scrvillc. The C'crnwibi/xmosc/intHS, Iniin. [or
Mu.sk Beetle, as it is generally hut impro-
perly termed, the scent scarcely resembling
that of this drug) is the oiiiy Britisli species
belonging to this scented group : it is more
than an inch long, of a line green colour,
and is abundant upon willows In the ncigli-
bourbood of London." It has been con-
jectured that the fragrance, which is always
much more powerful in the female, may bo
intended, like the light of the glowworm, as
a guide for the males. The author just
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quoted informs us, that the larva of Ce-
rambux Aeros, which is one of the largest
European species, is considered by Latreille

I

to have been the Cossiis of the ancients,
I
by whom it was esteemed a relishing treat.

nels in all directions through the trunk of
the tree : this is also the case, as regards
young willows, with the Musk beetle ; the
Iar\ a of which is of a thick fonn and fleshy
consistence ; the head small ; the prothorax
large and transverse i the meso and meta-
thorax very short, the former furnished with
a pair of spiracles, and the three thoracic
segments having three pairs of very short
legs. He further says, “ The larva: of the
genus Callidium are similar to those of
Aromia (the Musk beetle) both in form and
habits. The places where they reside may
be known by the long cylindrical burrows
which they form, and which are filled with
excrement resembling powdered wood. It is

not difficult to keep these larva: alive in the
wood in which they are found, and in which
they assume the pupa state ; it is very rarely,

however, that they can be reared to the imago
state. Mr. Kirby has given an interesting

account of the proceedings of the larva
of Callidium violaceum, which, in the larva

state, feeds principally upon flr timber, upon
which the bark has been suffered to remain
after it has been felled ;

residing under the

bark, mining its labyrinth-like passages in

every direction, and occasioning much da-
mage by means of its powerful paws, which
resemble a large, thick, and solid section of

a cone of horn ; the whole of their interior

flattened surfaces ' applied together, so oc

completely to grind the food. It is described
as being destitute of feet, pale, folded, some-
what hairy, convex above, and divided into
thirteen segments, with the head large and
convex. When full jjrown, it bores down
obliquely into the solid wood to the depth
of several Inches, where it becomes a pupa."
The collection of these insects in the Hri-

i!2atural Wstavi}

;

tish Museum is very extensive : their form,
colour, and appendages make them always
pleasing objects to the sight ; while to the
Natural Theologian, the part they play in
the economy of nature is very apparent and
easily demonstrable in many striking ways.

CERASTES. A genus of serpent called
in England the Homed Snake, having two
small protuberances on its forehead. This
animal, which partakes of the nature ofvivi-
parous serpents, is remarkable for its almost
total abstinence from water. It is found in
Lybia, Arabia, &c.

|

CERBERUS. A sub-genus of Ophidians.
]

[Sec Serpexts.] i

CERCOPIDAB. An extensive family of
Homoptera, comprising several species of
singular insects,many of which are tropical.

|The head is of small or moderate size, with
|

the face broad, the eyes lateral, the antennae i

inserted in the middle or lower part of tiie
|

face; the promuscis short and three-jointed; i

the prothorax very variable in form and
i

size, and in the sub-family CercopidcB being
|

the portion of the body which assumes the
;

remarkable forms above alluded to. The ji

fore-wings differ in their consistence, but
the majority have them strongly veined, i!

forming cells closed before reaching the
extremity of the wing. The hind tibiae vary >

in structure, being in some nearly simplei;
in others, furnished with a few strong spurs

;

and in many, being triangular or qua^an-
gular, each angle throwing out strong spines.

'

The abdomen of the female is furnished with
a multivalve ovipositor, variable in its form
in the different species. These insects are
often beautifully varied in their colours^;
they arc constantly found amongst plants,
and on trees, upon the juices of which they
subsist, in all their states. One of the best
known insects in this family’ is the Apbro-
phora sptimaria, wliich frequents garden
plants, the larva and pupa investing them-
selves with a frothy excrementitious score- I

tion. [See Frog-kopper.]
|

CERCOPITIIECUS. [SeeMosKEY.] I

CEREOPSIS. A genus ofPalmipede birds
that frequent the coasts in New Holland.
The Cerenpsis A’bcie Jlollandice is about the

li

size of a common goose, and resembles it in its

general appearance, with the exception of the
length of the legs, which arc fhnn two feet
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and a half to three feet. Its plumage is of a
I dingy grey, deeper on the upper than on the
under parts. On the top of the head is a large
patch of dull white ; and the quill-feathers
both of the wings and tail are dusky black.
The naked extremity of the bill is black ; the
broadly expanded cere, light straw colour j

the naked part of the legs, reddish orange
;

and the toes, together with their web and
claws, black. It has a deep, hoarse, clang-
ing voice ; its usual weight is from seven
to ten pounds ; and its flesh is considered
excellent. It is now exceedingly common
in aviaries. In tlie Gardens of the Zoologi-
cal Society we have been often struck with
the grallatorial appearance possessed by this

pleasing Australian Cere-faced Goose. Both
the genus and species were first described by
Dr. Latham.

CERITiniJlI. A genus of Mollusca,
chiefly inhabiting the Indian and Pacific
Oceans. There is a veil on the head of
the animal, two distant tentacula, having
the ej'es at the side, and a round, horny
tuberculum. The shell (which is often also
fouud in a fossil state) has a turriculated
spire, an oval aperture, and a short but
distinct canal curved to the left and back-
wards. There are very many species, most
of which are in the collection of the British
Sluseum.

CERTHIA. [See Cueepee.]

CERTIIIAD.,®. A famil)^ of Tenuiros-
tral or slender-billed Passerine birds, com-
monly known by the name of Creepers.
They are birds which for the most part are
adapted to live upon the trunks and branches
of trees, and to feed upon insects which infest
the bark. The form of the bill varies in
dilferent species ; being long and slender in
some ; short and stout, and capable of pene-
trating very hard substances, in others. These
birds cling by their feet to the perpendicular
surface of trees, resting upon the stiff quills
of their tails ; and creep from the base to
the summit of the stem, with short jerking
movements, searching every crevice os they
ascend. Several sjiccies are descrilied under
the word Ceeepee.

CERURA. A genus of Bombycidous
Moths, of which there arc several species

;

one of the best known is the

_
CERTTIA VINUEA, or PUSS MOTH.

This delicately marked, and nt the same
lime common .Moth, varies from two and a
half to three ond a half inches in the ex-
panse of its wings, which arc of a milky-
white or pale ash colour ; with a transverse
njw of black spots, near the base, succeeded
by a rather more cincrcous-coiourcd bar,
edgeil on both sides with black spots. Then
follow in the discoidal cell three curved
dusky stripes, which run in arches to the
hind margin of the wing. Beyond this arc
two rows of biackish, very strongly dentate
waves

j several dark, wcdgc-lIke streaks
apiiearing lietween the veins along the outer
margin of the wing. The hind wings arc
wiiite, hilt more ashy in the female, with
the margin spotted with dusky. Thorax

ashy, spotted with black
j abdomen white,

with dusky marks. There are several va-
rieties, in wdiich the ground colour of the

|

body and the markings of the svings are ;

PUSS-MOTH.—(OBROBA VINUI.A.)

more or less intense. The Caterpillar is

green, svilh a reddish head j tlic back dull
lilac, separated from the green colour by an
angulated white stripe. Its most striking 1

peculiarity^ is the possession of two appen-
dages, which, when the creature is disturbed,
it pushes out sometimes to a considerable
length. The (Caterpillar, doubtless, in this 1

way of expressing defiance, alarms some of
its enemies ; and any one not accustomed to

0 ATF.RPirjT.AR OP PU.S8-MOTH

insect-studies, would “look twice ” before he
ventured to touch what would seem a bcauti- !

fully coloured and strange looking “grub,” i

armed with two “weapons” of unknown
powers. When full fed it encloses itself in a
cocoon formed of cliips of wood agglutinated
together so firmly that it is difficult to cut it
with a knife. It feeds on the willow, poplar,
&C. in August, and the moth makes its
appearance early in the following summer.
There are other

_
British species of the

genus, smaller in sire, but more delicately
marked ; these are iiU figured in the very
elegant British Moths and their transforma-
tions of Mr. 1 1 umphrcy.s, the descriptions of
which were compiled by Air. Westwood.

CEHVID.E. The Deer tribe
j
a group or

family of Kuminaiitia, distinguished by the
pbsscssloii of bony deciduous horns, covered
with soft skin, instead of with horny matter,
and termed antlers. They are siircnd very
extensively over the globe, each quarter
having its own peculiar species, celebrated
cither for vlyonr, beauty, or speed, or for all
these qualities eombined.

CERVUS. [Sec Ueeu.]

CESTR.\CION. A genus of Sharks, found
In New Holland ; charaeterlscd by having



two kinds of teeth, arranged in oblique rows;
those in front of the mouth being sharp,
angular, and pointed ; while those in the
middle and back part of the jaw are flat and
broad

;
the former evidently adapted for

seizing the food, and the latter for crushing
and bruising it. Specimens of the Ccstracion
I’hillipsii may be seen, with most of the other
formidable Fixed-gilled Chondropterygli to

which it belongs, in the vast collection of
the British Museum ; while in the Museum
of the College of Surgeons dissections and
preparations of parts may be seen in great
abundance.

CESTUM. A marine animal belonging
to the Acaleplta ciliograda and bearing a
near resemblance to Berbe. It is a very
long gelatinous ribbon, having one of the
sides furnished with two rows of cilia: ; and
near the sides of the mouth there are two
vessels wliich are probably ovaries.

CETACEA. An order of Mammiferous
animals, surpassing in size all others in ex-
istence, and inliabitiug the sea. Like ter-

restrial quadrupeds, they are viviparous,

suckle their young, have warm blood, and
respire through lungs ;

for wliich purpose
they must frequently come to the surface, to

take in fresh supplies of air. But though in

their anatomical details they are sufficiently

distinguished from fishes, it will be seen that

these animals have no liind limbs, that the

first bones of their anterior extremities are

shortened, and the succeeding ones flattened

and enveloped in a tendinous membrane,
which reduces them to the condition of true

fins. The Cetacea are all carnivorous ;
but

the largest species are supported chiefly by
minute Mollusca and Medusffi.

J. E. Gray, F. B. S., and Keeper of the
Zoological collections in the British Mu-
seum, has published, very recently, an ela-

borate monograph of all the Whales in the

Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. SS. Erebus
and Terror ; and in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London for 1847, there

are some additional observations and de-

scriptions by this very eminent zoologist.

[See Whale.]

CETOIIIAD.iE. An extensive group ofCo-
leopterous insects, belonging to the family of

Lamellicom beetles, including several distin-

guished for their brilliant colours. Of these,

as an example, the coramoii Bose Ciiafeii

{Cctonia aurata) may be cited. This in-

sect is nearly an inch long, of a shining green

colour above, and coppery-red beneath, with

white marks on the elytra. It abounds upon

roses, and also upon the flowers of the privet.

It flies well, with a considerable humming
noise, during the hottest part^of the day ;

and although it appears to give the pre-

ference to roses, it visits other flowers also,

and draws from them their honeyed stores.

In its larva state, the Bose-beetle feeds upon
moist rotten wood, and is often met with

under ground in ants’ nests. After re-

maining aliout three years in its larva

state, it makes a sort of cocoon of chips of

wood, glued together by an excretion of its

own ; In tills, ns an inactive pups, it passes

the winter, and emerges in the following
summer in its perfect form. The insects
coraposirig the Cetonicuke arc very widely
dispersed, but more especially frequent tro-
pical climates.

BOSE OHAFEB—(OETONIA AOBATA.)

Very few of the flower-beetles are de-
cidedly injurious to vegetation. Some of
them are said to eat leaves ; but the greater
number live on the pollen and the honey of
flowers, or upon the sap that oozes from the
wounds of plants. In the infant or grub
state most of them eat only the crumbled
substance of decaj'ed roots and stumps ; a
few live in the wounds of trees, and by their
depredations prevent them from healing, and
accelerate the decay of the trunk.

AOESTBATA CHIBEBSIS,

These beetles (the Cetonindie) are gene-
rally of an oblong oval form, somewhat flat-

tened above, and often brilliantly coloured
and highly polished, as in tlic genus Ages-
trata here figured, sjiccics of which are found
in Ceylon, India, China, and the Philippine
Islands. Mr. Cuming informed the writer

tliat the ladies of Jla-
nilla kept a very bril-

liant metallic green spe-
cies, A. lucoiiica, (pre-
served in the British
JIuseura collection,) as

a pet, in small bamboo
cages, wliich they carried
about with them. They
arc sometime.s also co-
vered with hairs. The

0. [tbiohostktha] n,;companying cut of the
FASOIOOLABIS.

[ 7’r»VAa«t<-(A<i]

fascietdaris, a native of tlie Cape of Good
Hope, wiil show another form of this exten-
sive group, wliich is more or less covered with
tufts of liair : the thorax is deep black, with

flnir wliitc longitudinal lines ; the elytra

are green, their sides being furnished with
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several long tufts of yellow hair : the under
side of the body is also rather thickly clothed
with uuinerous scattered hairs of the same

colour ; while the Cetonia
[_Padmodii\ Baxii, from Se-
negal and the Gambia, with
its harlequin markings,
will serve as an illustra-

tion of another division of
this very extensive family.
Slost of the bright-coloured
kinds are day-fliers j those
of dark and plain tints are

c. [pschnoda] generally nocturnal beetles.
BAXII. Some of them are of im-

mense size, and have been styled the princes

of the beetle tribes ; such are the Incas of

South America, and the Goliath Beetle
(,GoUathu3 Goliatus) of Guinea, the latter

being more than four inches long, two inches
broad, and thick and heavy in proportion.

[Sec Goliath.]
Dr. Thaddens Harris has so well described

a species of this family, that we have
mode an extract from his valuable work,
as follows:— “ Cetoxi.a Ixda makes its

appearance in the United States towards
fhc end of April or the beginning of May,
when it may sometimes be seen in con-
siderable numbers around the borders of
woods, and in dry open fields, flying just

above the grass with a loud humming sound,
like a humble-bee, for winch, perhaps, it

might at first sight be mistaken. Like other
insects of the same genus, it has a broad
body, very obtuse behind, with a triangular
thorax, and a little wedge-shaped piece on
each side between the hinder angles of the
thorax and the shoulders of the wing-covers;
the latter, taken together, form an oblong
square, but are somewhat notched or widely
scalloped on the middle of the outer edges.
The head and thorax of this beetle are dark
copper-brown, or almost black, and thickly
covered with short greenish yellow hairs ;

the wing-cases are light yellowish brown ;

but changeable, with pearly metallic tints,

and spattered with numerous irregular black
spots

; the under side of the body, which is

very hairy, is of a black colour, with the
edges of the rings and the legs dull red. It

measures about six-tenths of an inch in
length. During the summer months the In-
dian Cetonia is not seen; but about the mid-
dle of September a new brood comes forth,

the beetles appearing fresh and bright, as
though theji had just completed their last

tran.sformation. At this time they may be
found on the flowers of the golden-rod, eating
the pollen, and also in great numbers on
coni-stalks, and on the trunks of the locust
tree, feeding upon the sweet sap of these
plants. On the approach of cold weather
they disappear, and it is conjectured that
they get into some warm and sheltered spot,
where they pass the winter in a torpid state,
and in the spring issue from their retreats,
and flnisti their career by depositing their
eggs for another brood. Those that are seen
in the spring want the freshness of the
autumnal beetles. Their hovering over and
occasionally drojipiiig upon the surface of
the ground Is probably for the purpose of

selecting a suitable place to enter the earth
and lay their eggs.
Between four and five hundred distinct

species are known to exist in collections, and
numerous others are yearly added to the
list. It is beyond the scope of our work to

enter into a further description of the nume-
rous genera and species of this group ; but
for some curiously formed species, see art.

Goliatuus.

CELiETODON : CILETODONTIDJE. A
genus and family of Acanthopterygious
fishes, abounding in the seas of hot climates,
and remarkable for the singularity of their
figure and the beauty of their colours. They
are, in a general view, distinguished by the
great depth and highly compressed form of
the body, which, in most species, is beauti-
fully variegated by transverse, oblique, or
longitudinal bands, and covered with strong
scales ; the dorsal and anal fins being re-
markably broad. The species are very nu-
merous ; but they are rarely, if ever, found
in the European seas. It may suffice, per-
haps, to describe one species

;
for wliich

purpose we will take

The IMPERI.iL CIIiETODON. This is

a magnificent species, growing to the length
of twelve or fourteen inches : body oval

;

dorsal and anal fins broad ; and scaled to a
considerable distance from the base

; gill-

covers furnished on each side with a very
strong spine ; the ground colour a golden
yellow, longitudinally but somewhat ob-
liquely striped with very numerous bright-
blue parallel rays. It is a native of the seas
of Japan, and is in high esteem as an article

of food.

CIIAEFINCH. ( FrmgW.a ccelebs.) A
well-known, lively Passerine bird, of elegant
plumage, whose short and frequently-re-
peated song is heard early in spring, but
which towards the close of summer becomes a
mere chirping note. Its nest is remarkably
neat and compact, being constructed of small
fibres, roots, and moss, and lined with wool,
hair, and feathers. The female generally lays
five or six e^gs, slightly tinged with red, and
sprinkled with dark spots, principally at the
larger end

;
and the male is very assiduous

in his attendance during the time of incuba-
tion. The bill is pale blue, tipped with
block ; eyes hazel ; forehead black ; the
crown of the head, and the hinder part and
sides of the neck, bluish ash ; the cheeks,
tliroat, and fore part of the neck, belly,
thighs, and vent, white, slightly tinged with
red ; tile back is reddish-brown, clianging to
green on the rump ; the wing-coverts arc
dusky, tipped with white, forming two pretty
large bars across the wing ; the bastard wing
and qtiiil feathers arc black, edged with
yellow

;
the tail is black, except the outer

feather, which is edged with white ; legs
brown. The plumage of the female is not
so vivid, but inclines to a dusky green

; and
she is destitute of the red on tlie breast.
Chaffinches suhsist chiefly on small seeds ;

likewise on caterpillars and insects, with
which they also feed their young. As they
arc naturally very harily, they may lie taken
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from their nests when about ten days old,
and brought up rvith facility ; but in England
thejy are seldom kept in cages, as their song
is thought to possess no variety, and they
are not apt imitators of other song-birds.
In Thuringia, however, it is said, there is

quite a passion for keeping them, and they
accordingly fetch high prices there.
Let us not suppose, however, that the

Cliaffinch is without a friendly advocate in
this country. That he is esteemed by at
least one person, and that person a naturalist
of no mean calibre, the following extract
from the Ornithological Essays of Mr.
Waterton afford undoubted evidence : —
“ Amongst all the pretty warblers,” says he,
“ which flit from bush to bush before me, as

I wander through the flowery fields, next to

poor cock robin, the chaffinch is my favourite
bird. I see liim almost at every step. He
is in the fruit and forest trees, and in the
lowly hawthorn : he is on the house-top,
and on the ground close to your feet. You
may observe liim on the stack-bar, and on
the dunghill ; on the king’s liighway, in
the fallow field, in the meadow, in the
pasture, and by the margin of the stream.
If his little pilferings on the beds of early

radishes alarm you for the return of the
kitchen garden, think, I pray you, how
many thousands of seeds he consumes,
which othermse would be carried by the

wind into your choicest quarters of cultiva-

tion, and would spring up there, most sadly
to your cost. Think again of his continual
services at your barn door, where he lives

throughout the winter, chiefly on the un-
profitable seeds, which would cause you
endless trouble were they allowed to lie

in the straw and to be carried out with it

into the land, on the approach of spring.

“His nest is a paragon of perfection.

He attaches lichen to the outside of it,

by means of the sijider’s slender web. In
the year 1805, when I was on a plantation

in Guiana, I saw the humming-bird making
use of the spider’s web in its nidification

;

and then the thought struck me that our

chaffinch might probably make use of it

too. On my return to Europe, I watched
a chaffinch busy at its nest : it left it, and
flew to an old wall, took a cobweb from it,

then conveyed it to its nest, and interw'ove

it with the lichen on the outside of it. Four
or five eggs are the usual number which the

chaffinch’s nest contains ;
and sometimes

only tliree. The thorn, and most of the

evergreen shrubs, the sprouts on the boles of

forest trees, the woodbine, the whin, the

wild rose, and occasionally the bramble, arc

this bird’s favourite places for nidification.

Like all its congeners, it never covers its

eggs on retiring from the nest, for its young
are hatched blind. There is something

peculiarly pleasing to me in the song of this

bird. Perhaps association of ideas may add

a trifle to the value of its melody ; for when
I hear the first note of the chaffinch, I

know that winter is on the eve of his depar-

ture, and that sunsliinc and flue weather

are not far off. iif * * The chaffinch never

sings when on the wing ; but it warbles

incessantly on the trees, and on the hedge-

rows, from the early part of February to the
second week in July ; and then (if the bird
be in a state of freedom) its song entirely
ceases. You may hear the thrush, the lark,
the robin, and the wren, sing from time to

time in the dreary months of winter ; but
you will never, by any chance, have one
single note of melody from the chaffinch.
Its powers of song have sunk into a deep
and long lasting trance, not to be roused by
any casualty whatever. All that remains
of its voice, lately so sweet and so exhilarat-
ing, is the shrill and well-known monotonous
call, which becomes remarkably distinct and
frequent whenever the cat, the owl, the
weasel, or the fox are seen to be on the
move.

“ Sad and mournful is the fate which awaits
this harmless songster in Belgium and in
Holland, and in other kingdoms of the Con-
tinent. In your visit to the towns in these
countries, you see it outside the window, a
lonely prisoner in a wooden cage, which is

scarcely large enough to allow it to turn
round upon its perch. It no longer enjoys
the light of day. Its eyes have been seared
with a red-hot iron, in order to increase its

powers of song, which, unfortunately for the

cause of humanity, are supposed to

heightened and prolonged far beyond their

ordinary duration by this barbarous pro-

cess. Poor chaffinches, poor choristers, poor
little sufferers ! My heart aches as I pass

along the streets, and listen to your plaintive

notes. At all hours of the day we may hear
these helpless captives singing (as far as

we can judge) in apparent ecstasy. I would
fain hope that these pretty prisoners, so

woe-begone, and so steeped in sorrow, to the

eye ofMm who knows their sad stoiy, may
,

have no recollection of those days when they
poiued forth their wild notes in the woods,
free as air, ‘ the happiest of the happy.’
Did they remember the hour when the hand
of man so cruelly deprived them both of

liberty and eyesight, we should say that

they would pine in anguish, and sink down
at last, a certain prey to grief and melan-
choly. » * * How the song of birds is in-

volved in mystery ! mystery probably never
to be explained. WMlst sauntering up and
down the Continent in the blooming montli
of May, we hear the frequent warbling of
the chaffinch

;
and then we fancy he is sing-

ing solely to beguile the incubation of lus

female, sitting on her nest in a bush close

at hand. But on returning to the town, wo
|

notice another little chaffinch, often in some
|

wretched alley, a prisoner with the loss of
both its ej’esi and singing nevertheless ns

though its little throat would burst. Does
this blind captive poiu fourth its melody in

order to soothe its sorrows ? Has Omni|)o-
tence kindly endowed the chaffinch with
vocal faculties, which at one time may Ixj

1

em])loycd to support it in distres.s, and at
j

another time to add to its social enjoyments ? 1

What answer shall we make ? We know
,

not what to say. But be it as it will, I would
^

not put out tlie eyes of the i>oor chaffinch,

though by doing so I might render it.s melody
j

ten Times sweeter than that of the sweet
|

nightingale itself. 0 that the potentate, i^



whose dominions tliis little bird is doomed
to such a cruel fate, would pass an edict to
forbid the iHirpetration of the barbarous
deed I Then would I exclaim, O king of
men, thy act is worthy of a royal heart.
That kind Being, who is a friend to the
friendless, shall recompense thee for this.”

CH.;ULC1DjE. a family of Lizards, long
and serpent-like in form, and gradually pre-
senting us with a transition from one to tlie

other class of reptiles. The body is usually
cylindrical, and extremely elongated

;
some-

times destitute of limbs, and mostly with the
limbs only a little developed, or merely ru-
dimentary.
For descriptions of the species (eighteen m

number, and all in the British iluseuml,
SCO tlie very admirable descriptive catalogue
of the Lizards in the Museum Collection, by
John Edw. Gray, Esq., F.R. S., published
in 1845, in 289 closely printed pages, wherein
all the species arc well characterized.

CnALCIDID.®. A family of Hymenop-
terous insects, composed of a great number
of parasitic species, distinguished generally
b^ their very minute size, and many of them
displaying splendid metallic colours. So
exceedingly minute are some that they are
reared within the eggs of otlier insects, but
the majority infest other larvaj or pup.-n.

Many kinds of insect are subject to them,
but they are mostly destructive to the vari-
ous Lepidoptera ; and there are some species,

;

especially those haring the ovipositor long
i and exserted, which deposit their eggs in va-
i rious kinds ofgalls, formed by CynipidcK, &c.

;

' their progeny attacking and subsisting upon
the larviE inclosed within.

|

Mr. Haliday and Mr. F. Walker, F.L. S.,

'

have studied this very extensive family of
j

insects. The latter has published a mono-
graph of them ; and there are many very '

beautifully engraved plates, executed by
Mr. Ingall, of tlie Bank of England, in the

. “Entomological .Magazine” and the “En-
tomologist ” of .Mr. Newman. There is a
large collection of them in the British Mu-
seum. Mr. Darwin brought home many
from the voyage of II. M. S. Beagle

; Air.
E. Doubleday found many new species
during his travels in N. America ; while,
even In high latitudes, Air. George Branstun,
now of 'I'adousac, found uudescribed species
of these minute insects—
“ The green myriads in the peopled grass.”

C'lIA.MA. A genus of large bivalve shells,
the characters of which arc,— that they arc
commonly smooth, though in some places a
little rugose : and in a few sjiccics there are
numerous spines. Tlic valves of tlie shell
are equal, elate, and convex ; and the mouth
gaj^s, as in tlie oyster. Tiic CUftma yiaas
or Giant Chnma, is tlie largest and heaviest
shell yet diseovered. It is found in the
Indian Ocean. “Many enormous cockles”

), Cii|itnin Flinders observes,(C/inina pif/os),

I
^re scattereil tiiKin difTcrent parts of tlie

reef. At low water, this cockle seems most
I

commonly to lie half open ; but frequently

^
closes with much noise ; and the water witliiii

the shells then spouts up in a stream, three
or four feet liigli : it was from this noise and
the spouting of the water that we discovered
them, for in other respects they were scarcely
to be distinguished from the coral rock. A
number of these cockles were taken on board
the ship, and stewed in the coppers ; but
they were too rank to be agreeable food, and
were eaten by few.” It is also called Tridacna.
AVe have seen an immense pair in the church
of St. Sulpice in Paris, where they serve to
hold “ holy water.”

CHAAIELEON. A lizard-like Reptile,
whose peculiar faculty of changing colour
has for ages amused the uninformed, and
furnished matter of speculation to the phi-
losopher. The species included in the Cha-
mcJconickE, or chameleon-tribe, are distin-
^lished by several very remarkable pecu-
Earities. Their bodies are much compressed,
or flattened sideways ; and the back is sur-
mounted by a sharp ridge. Two of the toes

CHaMELEON.
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are directed backwards, opposing the three
anterior ones

; and the tail is prehensile.
The tongue is a hollow tube, with a swollen

I

fleshy extremity
; and it is capable of being

darted out instantaneously to a great dis-
tance, and of being as rapidly drawn in.
This organ is furnished with a glutinous
saliva

; by which the insect prey that serve
for the support of these extraordinary rep-
tiles are attached to it. The eyes of the
Chameleon are capable of being moved in-
dependently of each other j and they are
constantly covered with a sort of eyelid, in
which^ there is a small aperture correspond-
ing with the pupil. It is a creature of a
harmless nature, feeding on insects, and is
capable of enduring a long abstinence

; hence
arose the popular idea of the Chameleon
being nourished by air alone. It is found
in many parts of the world, and particularly
in India and Africa : it is also sometimes
seen in the warmer parts of Spain and I’or-
tugal.

The cause of the different changes of colour
which the Chameleon undergoes is not even
yet well understood. It is said that “the
rcte muscosum, or coloured layer of the skin,
contains two kinds of pigment, situated in
ditt'erent layers ; the deeper-seated layer is
of a deep green or violet red colour, the
superficial pigment is of a greyLh colour

;

tlie deep-seated iiigment is contained in
branched cavities, and is moveable, pro-
ducing by its partial accuinulalion and va-
rving proportions witli tlic suiierflciiil layer
the changes of colour for wliich the Chame-
leon has in all ages been remarkable.” Dr.
Shaw thus writes: “Tlic general or usual



changes of colour in the Chameleon, so far
as I have been able to ascertain from my
own observation of such as have been brought
into tliis country in a living state, are from
a bluish ash-colour (its natural tinge) to a
green and sometimes yellowish colour, spot-
ted unequally .with red. If the animal be
exposed to a full sunshine, the unilluininatcd
side generally appears, within the space of
some minutes, of a pale yellow, with large
roundish patches or spots of red-brown. On
reversing the situation of the animal the
same change takes place in an opposite di-
rection

i the side which was before in the
shade now becoming either brown or ash-
colour, while the other side becomes yellow
and red

; but these changes are subject to
much variety both as to intensity of colours
and disposition of spots.”
Chameleons are all exceedingly slow, dull,

and torpid
;

often remaining in the same
position for many hours together, or tra-
versing the twigs and branches of trees in a
slow and cautious manner, with the aid of
the grasping powers of the feet and tail. The
skin is composed of small granular scales ;

the limgs are large, and are connected (as
in birds) with air-cells that lie among the
muscles and beneath the skin

; hence the
appearance of the animal varies greatly ; for,

according as these cavities are full or empty,
it appears either full and bloated, or lean
and shrunken.

CHAMOIS. {AntUoperupicapo-a. Pallas.
Rupicapra tragus. Gray.) A weU-known
species of the genus Antelope (to which
article we refer the reader)

;
but it being

the only animal of Western Europe that
partakes in any very considerable degree
of tbe characters belonging to the An-
tilopidce, we have thought it desirable to

describe it separately, under its popular
name. The Chamois is found only in high
mountainous regions, in small flocks or fa-

milies, where they feed on the highest cliffs

0HAM013 —(ANTU.OPE UU PlOAi’liA.)

and precipices affording vegetation, which
arc almost inaccessible to man. Their sight,

hearing, and smell are so acute, and they
arc so exceedingly shy, that it is only by the

greatest patience and skill that the hunter
can approach near enough to shoot them ;

they arc likewise so swift, and leap with

such vigour and sureness of foot, that to
overtake them in a fair chase is next to im-
possible

i hence the Chamois hunters of the
j

Alps are obliged to encounter the greatest
i

perils in pursuit of tliis favourite game.
The Chamois is a little more than three

I

feet in length, and two feet in height ; its

head resembles that of the common goat,
,

but the nostrils are not so large, nor the
upper lip so prominent. The whole Ixidy is

!

covered with long hair, varj'ing with the
i

seasons, being of a deep brown in winter, of
a brown fawn colour in summer, and slight-

j

ly mixed with grey in spring. The head is 1

of a pale yellow colour, excepting a black
|

brown band, which commences near the
;

nose, and ends at the base of the horns and
|

ears, after encircling the eyes ;
the tail is

j

short and black ; and the edges of the hips
\

and inside of the thighs and ears alone white.
!

The horns are about six or seven inches long,
'

and are nearly parallel throughout : the face
]

isstraight ; the ears small, erect, and pointed; '

and there is neither muzzle nor beard. The
;

hoofs are concave beneath, and terminate i

by a projecting edge, especially on the out-
\

side. The colours of both sexes are the
|

same, but the females are rather smaller
than the males. The kids are of a deep

j

yellowish brown colour, having the under

I
j aw, both sides of the head, and the throat
wliite ; with similar dark bands as the adult,

j

beginning at the comers of the mouth, sur-

rounding the eye, and ending at the fore-

head. One or two are usually prodqced at
|

a birth. Their flesh is considered a very
superior article of food ; and their skin is

j

wrought into a soft, pliable leather, well-
1

knomi by the name of the animal fumishin"
it. Their food consists of mountain heroli

and flowers, and the tender shoots of shrubs;
and it is observed that they seldom drink,
and are extremely fond of salt The Earl
of Derby has had several Chamois iu his very
noble menagerie at Knowsley.' IVe saw two
young species in London very lately, which
were on their way to his Lordship’s. They
were very sweet, gentle looking creatures,

and seemed to be by no means shy.

CHANK SHELLS. The name given to

one or more species of shells of the- genus
DoUum. These shells (says Mr. Jl'Culloch)
arc Ashed up by divers in the Gulf of Manor
on tlie coast opi)Osite Jaffuai)atam, iu Ceylon,
in about two fathoms water ; and at Tra-
vancore, Juticoreen, and other places. Large
fossil beds of Chanks have also been found.
They are of a spiral shaix:, and form a con-
siderable article of trade in India, where
they are in extensive demand all over the
country. They are sawn into narrow rings

or bracelets, and are worn ns ornaments for

the arms, legs. Angers, &c. by the Hindoo
women ; many of them are also buried with
tlie bodies of opulent and distinguished per-

sons. Those which, from being taken with
tlie fish, arc called green Chanks, are most
in demand. The white Chnnk which is the

shell thrown upon thclicach by strong tides,

having lost its gloss and consistency, is not

worth the freight up to Calcutta. The
value of the green Chank, depends upon its
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size. A Chank opening to the right, called

in Calcutta the right-handed Chank, is so

liighly prized, as sometimes to seU. for 400,

or 500, or even 1000 rui>ecs.

extravagant, thoughtless, and ambitious
mistress of Louis XV. A fine scries of these '

birds may be seen in the noble collection of
birds in the British Museum.

i Cn^kXXEL-BILL. iScythrops.") A genus
i of Scansorial birds found in New Holland,

&c. [See ScYTUROi'S.]

ClIARADRIAD.®. A family ofWading
birds, or Grallatores, including the British

Plover and allied species. [See Plover.]

I

CHARADRIUS. [See Plover.]

' i CHARR. (_Salmo salveliwis.) A fish be-

longing to the family Sahnonidee, which in-

• habits the lakes of Scotland, Wales, and the

north of England, as well as those of the

; bolder and more mountainous parts of Eu-
!

rope ; showing a strong predilection for clear

CHiPB.—(SALMO 34LVELIS08.)

;
and pure waters, and being seldom known

i to wander into running streams, except
’ their bottoms are similar to those of its

' native lakes. The body is longer and more
' slender than that of the trout ; the back is

of an olive colour, speckled with whitish

;
spots ; the belly is generally red ; the scales

are very small, and the lateral lines are

straight. The mouth Ifi wide ;
the jaws are

nearly equal ; the lower parts of the fins are
of a Vermillion dye : and the gills are quad-
ruple. Although the Charr is very scarce

,
in this country, it occurs in many of the

j
lakes of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and
Lancashire ; and its flesh is held in high es-

timation.

CHATTERERS. ( /I mpciK&E.) The Chat-
terers are a family of Passerine birds (nearly
all of whom are natives of America), sub-
sisting on fruits and berries ; but as tiic

generality of tiicm reside far from the habi-

I

tations of man, few opportunities occur of

j

becoming fuliy acquainted with their habits,

I

Ac. The onlv species found in Europe is the

I

Bohemian Chatterer, or Waxwing (_Jioinby-

j

cillfje yarrula. [See Waxwi.vo.]

The PURPLE-BREASTED CHAT-
;
TEKER (Am/Wis cotinya.) inhabits

i Brazil. It is about nine inches in length ;

,
beak black

j the head, all the upper parts of
j

the bo<ty, and wing-coverts of a splendid
I gimsy blue j the greater coverts, wings, and
,

tail black i the throat and fore part of the
]

ni‘k purple, varied with three or four
;

patches of bright scarlet i breast with a blue,

I

and sometimes also a scarlet band. The
I female has all the upjier parts of the body of
I

a beautiful blue, and the throat, neck, and
breast are purple. This and an allied species
are often called I’omjxuUmr Chatterers, f^rom
having been introduced into Europe by the

The RED CHATTERER (_Ampelis
'

carnifex) inhabits Guiana and many other !

parts ofSouth America. The head is crested,

and, with the lower part of the back and
,

belly, rump, thighs, and vent, is of a bright
|

crimson ; the rest of the plumage is of a dull
red, with the tips of the feathers dusky : the
tail is crimson, with the tip black ; the legs

a dirty yeUow. Its length is about seven
inches.

CHEGOE, or CHIGOE. {Pulex pene-
trans.') A small and troublesome Apterous
insect of the order Aphaniptera, of a black
colour, wliich penetrates the flesh, and will, if

|

neglected, produce malignant ulcers. It is a
j

native of South America and the West India
islands. It is, in fact, a very small flea, pe-

j

culiar to warm climates, and dangerous as
well as troublesome to those whom they at-
tack. But om: readers shall see what that !

entertaining naturalist, AVaterton, has said
|

upon the subject :— “ This apparently in- :

significant insect far outdoes the bug in the
exercise of its noxious qualities. The bug
attacks you in an open manner, makes a
hearty meal, and then retires to enjoy it

:

but the Chegoe commences its operations
upon you so gently, that they are scarcely
felt i and it terminates them in a way that
calls for your most serious attention. In a
word, it approaches you with such insinu-
ating address, that you absolutely feel a kind
of gratification at the very time it is adopt-
ing measures which will infallibly end in '

our certain torment. Soon after the Chegoe
as entered your skin, you experience a

pleasant itching kind of sensation, by which
you begin to suspect that all is not right

;

and, on taking a nearer view of the part,
you perceive that the skin is somewhat dis-
coloured. I know it is supposed by some
people, that the accounts concerning the

1

Chegoe have been much exaggerated. I am
|

not of this way of thinking, for I myself
have smarted under its attacks

; and I have
minutely inspected the foot of a Negro,
which was a mass of ulcers, formed entirely
by the neglected ravages of the Chegoe.
“Not content with merely paying? you a

j

visit, and then taking itself otf again, as is i

the custom of most insects, this insidious
miner contrives to work its way quite under
your skin, and there remains to rear a nu-
merous progeny. I once had the curiosity
to watch the movements of a Chegoe on the
back of my hand, a part not usually selected
by it to lorm a settlement. It worked its

way jirctty rajiidly for so small an Insect.
In half an hour it had bored quite througli
the skin, and was completely out of sight.
Not wishful to encourage its intended colouv,
‘ Avast, there I my good little fellow,’ said
I i’ we must iiart company without loss of
time. I cannot afford to keep you, and a
numerous family, for nothing

;
you would

soon cat me out of house and home.’ On
saying this, I applied the point of my pen-
knife to the place where the Chegoe liad

II
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entered, and turned it loose upon the world
again.
“In the plantations of Guiana there Is

generally an old negress, known by the
name of Granny, a kind of ‘ Junonis anus,’
who loitei-3 about the negro yard, and is

supposed to take charge of the little negroes
who are too young to work. Towards the
close of day, j'ou will sometimes hear some
of the most dismal cries of woe coming from
that quarter. Old Granny is then at work,
grubbing the Chegoe nests out of the feet of
the sable urchins, and filling the holes with
lime-juice and Cayenne pepper. This search-
ing compound has two duties to perform ;

first, it causes death to any remaining Che-
goe in the hole ; and, secondly, it acts as a
kind of birch-rod to the unruly brats, by
which they are warned, to their cost, not to

conceal their Chegoes in future : for, afraid
of encountering old Granny’s tomahawk,
many of them prefer to let the Chegoes riot

ill their flesh, rather than come under her
dissecting hand.’’ In this strain our amusing
“ Wanderer” continues to recount the Che-
goes’ annoyances

;
but our want of space

warns us to desist from indulging in a longer
extract ,

and we conclude by observing, that,

as these insects have a decided predilection

for the toes, the most effectual way to pre-

vent their attacks, is to wear thick stockings,

and to bathe the feet often, particularly in

sea-water.

CHEIROGAXEUS. A genus of Mam-
malia belonging to the order Quadrumana,
allied to the Galagos. They retain the

whole of their inferior incisors during life ;

the head is round ; the nose and muzzle are

short
;
the lips are furnished with vibrissce

;

the cars are short and oval ; the eyes are

UAKDISU —(CHEIROOALSO S MBDXOS.l

large, and close to each other ; the toe-nails

are compressed, somewhat clawllke ; while

the tail is long, bushy, and eyliiidricnl.

There are two or three species of these sin-

gular Mammalia kiioivn, all of which come
from Madacascar. Tlie species figured is

called Cheirogalcus mcdius.

CIIEIROMYS. [See Ayb-Ayk.]

CIIEIROPTERA. The scientific name of

an order of Mammalia, having the faculty

of sustained flight ;
being characterized by

having the anterior extremities so formed
03 to serve the oifice of wings, the fingers

being extremely long, and connected to-

gether by an extended membrane. Tliis

power of continued fliglit, so contrary to the

general habits of mammifcroiis animals, is

obtained by the structure of the anterior

extremities, the fingers of the fore-hand (or

claw) being greatly lengthened ; between
them is extended a thin membrane, which is

continued from the anterior to the hinder
extremities, and, in most Bats, is also con-
tinued between tlie liind legs, and it embraces

j

the tail where this member is present. The
food of most Bats is insects, which the^ are
incessantly pursuing in their rapid flight

;

in all of these the membrane is extended
between the hind legs, which enables the

j

Bat to turn rapidly in pursuit of its prev.
;

Some Bats, however, feed principally on fruit.

SKELETON OF A BAT

and in these the hind legs arc free. They •

all possess four large canine teeth, but the
grinders vary in number, the smallest num-

t

her being on each side, three in each jaw,
and the largest five above and six below, or

;

vice versa. The incisors also vary, the
smallest number being two above and two
below, and the largest number four above
and six below. The order Cheiroptera con- i

tains only one division, the VespertUionidee.

The flying Foxes iGaleopiViecus) being nqjw

very properly classed among the Quadru-
mana. Bats, then, are divided into two
families ; the first of which, Istiophori, are

characterized by the peculiar structure of
the nose, the skin of which is.expanded into

leaf-like appendages, which are supposed to

increase their power of smell ; the second
family, Anistiophori, have the nose simple.
The first family is divided into two sub-
families ; the first, Phyllostomatincu, ha\-ing

the nose-leaf simple, and the second, Rhino-
lophina, in which it is complicated. The
second family is divided into three sub-
families i the first, Ves]>crtilionina, in which
the wings are wide and extended, the head
long, and tlicre is only a single phalanx or
joint to the fore-finger ; the second, A’ocli-

lionina, having the wings long and straight,

head short and obtuse, and there are two
phalanges on the fore-finger

; and the third,

1‘tcropOia. in which the wings are rounded,
the head long, and having three plialanges

on the fore-finger. There are seventeen
British sixecies of Bats : two belong to the
family Rhinolopliina, the greater and le.sscr

Horse-shoe Bat ; but neither of them are

very common. The remiuning fifteen be-

long to the family V(S]>ertilit/nina, twelve
iKjing included in the genus rc»;jcr/i7io, the

largest of whieh is the f". .Miirinus or Aionse-

ciiloiired Bat. the extent of the wings being

fifteen . inches ; this si>eeics is very rare.

The eommon Bat is the ripistrelle (F.
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PipistreHus)

;

the “ Common Bat ” of the
Continent ( V. Murinus) was long supposed
to be oiu: “ Common Bat ;

” but this is now
found to be an error. Of the remaining
species, two are the most beautiful found in

I this country, the long-cared Bat, and the
' lesser long-eared Bat, belonging to the genus
Plecotus, and the other is the BarhasteUe.
[Sec Bat and Vami’ire Bat.]

CnELIFEB. A genus of Arachnidse,
belonging to the family called Pseuclo-scor-
piones. Their bodies are oval, and they have
tlie palpi elongated like arms, with a claw-
like hand with two fingers ; eight legs, all

equal, and terminated by two ungues.
They resemble small scorpions deprived of
taiis. The body is fiattened, with the thorax

;

nearly square, and having one or two eyes
on each side. They run quickly, and often
sideways like crabs. Two or three species of

,

this and the closely allied genus Obisium are
found in this coufitry.

I
CHELOIvTA. An order of Reptiles, in-

]

eluding the Tortoises and Turtles ; charac-

i

terized by the body being inclosed between a
I double shield or shell, from which the head,
tail, and limbs are protruded. The animals
composing this order vary considerably in
those details of their structure which adapt
them to different habits of life ; some of them
being adapted to reside exclusively upon the
solid ground, and others to dwell amidst
marshes, the muddy banks of rivers, &c.
The Eaxd Tortoises (TeMudinidee') have a
bulged carapace, sustained by a bony ske-
leton wholly solid, and anchylosed for the
greater part to the lateral edges of the breast-
plate ! their legs are truncated, with very
short toes connected almost to the nails, and
are capable, together with the head, of being
completely withdrawn into the armour. lu
the Marsh and River Tortoises [.Emt/dcc)
the toes are divided and webbed, so as to
increase the extent of surface ; and in the
Turtles (Chelonidee) they are extended into
large undivided paddles, by which they can
propel themselves rapidly through the water.
J. E. Gray, F.R.S., and Professor Bell have
published monographs of tliis order. [See
Tortoise and Turtle.]

CiTELUR-V. The name applied to a ge-
nus of small Amphipoilous Crustacea, first

found at Trieste by Dr. Fhiliiipi, who lias
described a species which he calls C. tere-
braiu, from its habit of boring into wood-

I 1

CHaLURA TaRZBRAHS

I work in sea water. This species, or n very
I

chisely allied one, has liccii found at Ar-
I drossan, in Ayrshire, by .Major .Martin, and

I

in Dublin Bay, Ireland, by Dr. Allman and

Mr. Thompson. It may prove nearly as de-
structive as the Limnoria terebrans [which
see].

CHEISrALOPEX, orEGYPTIAN GOOSE.
A genus of palmiped birds, allied to the Bcr-
nacle Geese, but distinguished by the length
of its legs, and the small spur on the shoulder
of the wing. The only known species (C'/ic-

nalopex yEgi/ptiaca) is often figured on the

EOTPriAN O008E.
(OHENALOPEX JEOTPTIAOA.)

Egyptian monuments : it is a very common
bird in aviaries, where it proves very attrac-
tive by its pretty colouring, elegant form,
and tile ease with which it is kept in con-
finement. It is a native of the South of
Europe, abounding in Sicily, for example ;

and in N. Africa it is an abundant species,
especially in the Valley of the Nile.

CIIERMES. A genus of four-tvinged
insects, which, like those of the genus A]dtis,
are found on the leaves, young shoots, and
bark of various trees and vegetables. Tlicy
derive their particular distinctions from the
plants or trees on which they feed ; as the ash,
alder, elnri, box, willow, nettle, &c. The
abdomen is pointed, and the legs are formed
for leaping. In their larva state many of
them appear coated, especially on the hind
part of the body, with a flocculcnt or fila-
mentous clammy substance, ofa white colour,
which exudes from theif pores.

CIIEUCAU. (Pteroptochns rubecida.)
This curious bird frequents the most gloomy
and retired spots within the damp forests of
the islands forming the Chonos archipelago.
Sometimes, althougli its cry may be heard
close at hand, let a person watch ever so at-
tentively, he will not sec the Cheucau i at
other times, let him stand motionless, and
the red-breasted little bird will approach
within a few feet, in the most familiar man-
ner. It then busily hops about the entangled
mass of rotting cancs and branches, with its
little tall cocked upwards. Mr.Darwin opened
the gizzard of some specimens : it was very
muscular, and contained hard seeds, buds of
plants, and vegetable fibres, mixed with
small stones. The Cheucau is held in su-
perstitious fear by flic Chilotaus, on account
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of its strange and varied cries Darwin's
Journal. [See Bahkij;g-Bihd.]

CHEVALIER. (Totanns glottis.') Tliis

Grallatorial liird, which is called by some
naturalists the Greenshank, and by others the
Green-legged Horseman, is about twelve
inclies in length, and stands very high on its

legs. The bill is long, reddish near the tip, and
black near the base ; in summer the top of its

head and nape are longitudinally rayed with

,

deep black and white ; the forehead, throat,

[

fore part of the neck, breast, upper part of the
belly and the sides are white, sprinkled with

I

oval dusky spots
;
the rest of the under parts

i
are pure white, except the under tail-coverts,

' which have the feathers spotted with black

1
in the direction of the shafts : the greater

: wing-coverts, and the long feathers which
protect the quills, are of a reddish grey,

spotted with black ; the rest of the coverts

are edged with white, which is followed by
a band of brown : the two intermediate tail-

feathers are ash-coloured, with transverse

brown zig-zag stripes. It frequents lakes,

meadows, and the margins of rivers ; and its

flesh is very delicate and well-flavoured.

CHEVBOTAIN. [See Musk Deer.]

CHILOGNATHA. The first divsion of

Myriapoda. The body is crustaceous, and
often cylindrical, the antenna) rather thick-

\

ened at the tips : two thick mandibles mth-
' out palpi, distinctly divided into two por-

i

tions
j

legs very short, and always termi-
i nated by a single claw. They crawl very
! slowly, or rather glide along, rolling them-
selves into a spire or ball. The first segment
of the body, and in some also the second, is

largest, and represents a corselet or small

\

shield. It is only at the' fourth, fifth, or

sixtli segment, in different species, that the

duplication of the legs commences ; and the

two or three terminal segments are destitute

of feet. On this family and the following,

George Newport, F. R.S. has published
valuable monographs in the Transactions
of the Linna:an Society. [See lULUS and
Centu’eue.]

1 CHILOPODA. A division of the class

Myriapoda. They are characterized by an-
tenna) thick at the base, and gradually grow-
ing slender towards the apex ; the mouth con-

sists of two mandibles, which are furnished

witli a palpiform process, and provided at the

apex with numerous little dcnticulations ;

covering these is an upper and an under lip
;

above which are two palpi, resembling legs

by being terminated by a pointed claw ; and

I

covering this under lip is an organ furnished

I

with two lateral processes, each of which is

terminated by a large bent claw, tlirough

the under part of wliich a poisonous liquid

:
is said to be ejected. The body is somewhat

i flattened, composed of numerous segments,

defended by plates of a horny substance,

and each segment generally furnished with

a pair of legs. In liot climates they grow
very large, and, from their venomous bite,

some of them are truly formidable. They
conceal themselves under stones and fallen

trees, and are all found in rotten Wood.

I

They arc nocturnal in” their habits, very

iJnttiral ?[?istory ,*
''

active, and some emit a phosphoric light.

[See Scolopexpra ; Centipede, &c.]

CHIMvERA. There arc two species of
this very singular kind of Chondroptery-
gious fish, the Northern and the Southern
Chimasra ; each named after the ocean it in-
habits.

NORTHEnV CHIM.HRA.—(O. BOREiUIB.)

The Northern Cnm.ERA (Chimeera Bo-
realis), generaBy abides in the deepest re-
cesses of the sea, and is supposed to prey on
the smaller fishes, as well as on the various
sorts of Mollusca and Testacea. Its usual
length is from three to four feet ; the body
is long, compressed, and gradually tapering
towards the tail, which is continued into a
long and slender filament : the head is very
large and thick, rising up in front into a
kind of pyramidal form ; and at the top of
the head, in the male fiish, is a short upright
process resembling a tuft. The mouth,
placed beneath, is furnished in each jaw with
a pair of broad, bony laminae, notched in
the margin into a resemblance of numerous i

teeth ; while in front, both alwve and below,
i

stand two large sub-triangular teeth : the
:

upper lip is divided into five clefts ; the front,
:

from the mouth to the eyes, is marked by ,

transverse undulations and pores; a line runs
|

across the forehead, and is continued ip a
;

serpentine course into the lateral line, wlRch
|

is very strongly marked, of a whitish colour,
;

with dark edges, and runs to the tip of the
tail : the eyes are very large and bright, of

;

a greenish colour, with silvery irides. The
body above the lateral line is of a yellowish
broivn, and of a bright silver colour beneath
it, variegated with numerous irregular spots.

,

The fins are yellowish-brown, varied with
darker shades : the first dorsal and the pec-

j

toral fins are large and subtriangular ; the !

ventral, similarly shaped, arc smaller ; and
]

at the base of each, in the males is a length-
ened sub-cyliiidric process, roughened by
numerous sharp prominences in a reversed

'

direction. The flesli of the Chimrora is ,

coarse, and unfit to be eaten—The Souther.v
I

ClliM.ERA (CAimora Australis) is nearly of
j

the size of the preceding siiceies. hut with
the front sloping downwards, and the upiicr
lip extended into a lengthened cartilaginous

flap, bending downwards in a reversed di-

rection beneath : general colour of the whole
fish silvery, with a yellowish-brown cast on
the upper parts : fins pale brown. Its man-
ner of life is similar to that of the Cliimara
Borealis in the Northern Hemisphere.

CHIMNEY SWEEPER [MOTHS]. A
name given by collectors to Moths of the
genus r'uuica.

CHIMPANZEE. (Pilherus iroglodylfs.)

Cuvier placed the Ornn-Outaug foremost in

the rank of QuAiiRrii ana, but later natu-
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ralists consider that the Chimpanzee ap-
proximates more nearly in its general con-
formation to tlie human race. And yet how
wide the diderence 1 This animal is an in-

CHIMPANZEE.—(PITHBCDS TROOI.ODTTES.)

habitant of Africa, and especially of the
coasts of Congo and Angola ; and travellers
wTio have visited those countries assure us
that in an adult state the Chimpanzees attain
the stature of man, and live in society in the

.
woods ; that they construct huts of the leaves
and branches of trees, to protect themselves
against the extreme heat of the sun and the
violence of the rains ; that they walk up-
right, arm themselves with clubs, and make

;
a formidable resistance against the attacks
of the largest and most powerful beasts. The
body of the Chimpanzee is covered with long
black hair on the head, shoulders, and back,
but much thinner on the breast and belly ;

,

the arms and legs are not so disproportionate
as those of the Oran-Outang, the fore-fingers
not quite touching the knees when the ani-
mal stands upright. The upper part of the

: head is very flat, with a retiring forehead,
and a prominent bony ridge over the eye-
brows ; the mouth is wide, the ears large,
the nose flat, and the face of a blackish brown
colour. Tlicre is at present a female Chim-
panzee in the Zoological Gardens, Regent’s
Park, supposed to be about ten years old

:

: she is remarkably docile, and performs ccr-

;

tain actions with much apparent rationality.
How truly has it been said, that although

the gradations of Xature in the other jiarts
' of her works arc minute and imperceptible,
yet in the ascent from brutes to men the line

:
Isstrongly drawn, well marked, and decisive I

In vain the Chimpanzee or Oran-Outang
‘ may resemble Man in form, or may possess
!

the power of imitating his actions, it still

continues a wretched lielplcss creature ; and
. wliatcver distant resemblance its internal
,
conformation ma^ licar to the human, its

whole figure exhibits a picture sutllcicntly

!

mortifying to those who pride themselves

j

on personal appearances alone. The tongue
I
and all the organs of voice may lie the same,
yet the animal is dumb ; the brain may lie

formed in the same manner, yet the animal
I

is destitute of reason : an evirlciit proof, as
: niifilm lieautifully oiiscrvcs, tiiat no dispo-
j sition of matter can constitute a mind ;

and

j

that the iKHly, how nicely soever constructed,
is constructed in vain, when no soul is in-

fused into it for the purpose of directing its

operations.
Mr. Nervman furnishes the readers of the

“ Zoologist” (1845) with the subjoined par-
ticulars :

“A larger, stronger, and more ac-
tive Clilmpanzee than any previously im-
ported, was lately consigned to Messrs.
Coleman, Flockhart, and Co., from the river
Nunez, near Sierra Leone. On its arrival

in the London Docks I paid it a visit, and
immediately communicated with Mr.Yarrell,
with a view to obtaining it for the Zoological
Society : the oiBcials, however, were already
on the alert, and the creature has since been
purchased by the society for 3001. The fol-

lowing paragraph, which has been circulated
in the London newspapers, was, I hear,
penned by one of the keepers :

—
‘ It is sin-

gular that she resists every attempt to cor-
rect her, fighting with the utmost deter-
mination ; every other animal, even the
Ourang, fears its keeper. The first day of
the Chimpanzee’s arrival at the Gardens,
she tore out three of the strong iron bars of
her cage, wliich have been since strengthened.
A temporary nail was driven about half its

length, into a piece of wood, about six inches
long and three and a half square ; she held
the wood between her teeth, and doubling
the nail backwards and forwards, broke it

short otf. When in a passion, she tears her
hair and rolls herselfon the ground violently.
Her table is supplied from her keeper’s, and
she shares in everything and anytliing he
has. She- eats her egg with a spoon, takes
her grog daily, and, ’tis said, that when on
board ship she mixed the latter herself. She
will lock and unlock a door or drawer

; will
thread any needle ; she cannot be taken in
by the same thing twice, and will imitate
almost anything that is done before her. She
is considered by Professor Owen to be about
nine years old, which well agrees with all

accounts of her previous life. She weighs
52 lbs.

J
measures 2 feet 2 inches round the

chest, and is 3 feet 2 inches high j or, as site

will not stand upright to be measured, pro-
bably her height is nearly 3 feet 6 indies.’
On making a more careful examination of
tliis animal in her present abode, I was par-
ticularly struck by her want of teeth, (inly
one incisor and a few imperfect molars ap-
pear to remain. I observed lier total ina-
bility to crack a.nut, a feat performed by al-
most every other monkey with great adroit-
ness. Her manners now are perfectly quiet,
and there is no appearance of the ferocity
implied in tlie preceding quotation

; slicwos
gentle in the extreme, sliaking liands in a
very cordial manner with some cliildrcii wlio
were jircscnt, and perfectly on tlic alert at
the sound of her name— “ Susan ” — wlicn-
ever it was uttered. I presume the keeper
imagined tliat details of licr ferocity would

!
give her an interest in the eyes of the piililic.

' 1 liavc observed tliat the eaptaiiis of Margate
steamers always tell their iiosscngers tliat

i

tlie present is the roiiglicst passage they ever
;
encountered i so the visitors of this gentle

I

being are assured it is tlic most savage Ciliim-
!

paiizcc. Tlie Ga|itain, to wliose earo “Sii-

j

sail ” was entrusted, told mo tliat in taking

j

lier meals on tlic passage liomc, she used
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knife, fork, spoon, and drinking cup, with
the same ease as a liuman being ; and with
whatever food she was supplied, she pre-
ferred using a fork or a spoon to convey it

to her mouth, to holding it in her hands.
For more than three years she had been in
possession of a Mr. Campbell, wlio left Iier

at perfect liberty, never sulyecling her to the
slightest confinement. When he received

I her she was quite young— a mere baby, so
that her present age may be supposed four
or five years, rather than eight or nine.
When on board ship she entertained a great
dislike to black men, who used to tease and
otherwise misuse her ; but with the crew
generally she appeared on excellent terms,
and exhibited many traits of extreme do-
cility.”

CHINA-MARK [MOTHS]. A name given
by collectors to Moths of the genera llydro-
campa and Margarilia.

CHINCHILLA. This littleTlodent animal,
so highly valued on account of its fur, is a
native of South America, inhabiting the val-
leys in the high mountain districts, where
the cold is often verj^ severe. There are se-

veral species belonging to the natural family
Chinchillidce, of which this animal and the
Viscachn of the Pampas arc the chief. The
colour of the Cliiuchilla is clear grey above.

OH1NOHTX.I.A.—(r. LANIOERA.)

passing into white on the under parts. It

associates in numbers, and excavates bur-
rows, in wlrich it resides, feeding chiefly upon
roots. In size and general form it much re-

sembles the rabbit, with the exception of the

tail, which turns up after the manner of a

squirrel’s. Tlie fur is of a remarkably close

and fine texture ;
and is, accordingly, much

used in muffs, tippets, linings to clonks,

trimmings, &c.

CHIRONOJHHAS.' A sub-familv of Dip-

terous insects, wliicli frequent marsliy situa-

tions, and very much resemlile gnats. The
species arc of small size and very numerous ;

they often assemble in immense cloud-like

swarms ;
and the name of Midge is given to

them.

CHITON. A genus of marine Mollusca,

inliabiting multivalvo sliells, several spe-

cies of which are found on our own coasts.

Tlicy ndliere to rocks and stones, in geuernl,

near low-water mark. Tlie shell is boat-

shaped, composed of about ciglit transverse

picce.s, folding over each other at their edges,

and inserted into a tough ligament. They
sometimes attain a large size, but do not
usually exceed two inches. Tiiey have the

power of rolling themselves up into a ball.

like the wood-louse. .Several new species of
these shells were collected in the Eastern

|

Archipelago by Sir Edward Belcher and M r.

Adams during the voyage of H. M. S. Sama- !

rang ; two of wliich, viz., ChiUm petasm,
\

•

which is described as a beautiful little bright
'

SCAI.T ARMAniLLO-3HEI.I,,
^^OBITON SQDAM08D8.)

scarlet shell enframed within abroad swollen
ligament of the same striking colour ; and
Chiton formosus,— a most exquisite little

species, of a bright scarlet colour, surrounded
with dense tufts of white shining glassy spi-

culaj. For a revision of this genus, see a
paper by Mr. Gray, recently published,
ilr. L. Reeve has published figures of many
of the species, but his nomenclature is very
imperfect : Mr. Cuming collected a very
great number of beautiful species, many of
which are in the fine collection of the British
Museum ; and it is to be hoped that the
Government will procure for the National
Museum the whole of Jlr. Cuming’s mag-

j

nificent collection of shells.
j,

CHLAJnrDOSAURUS. A genus of Sau-
rians, described by Mr. Gray, from a speci-

men discovered in Australia by the late i

Allan Cunningham, F.L.S., who (between
the years 1818 and 1822) aecompanied Capt. ^

King’s expedition as His Majestj-’s botanical
collector for Kew Gardens. It was taken on
the branch of a tree, and sent to Sir Everard :

Home, by whom it was deposited in the 5Iu-
seum of the Royal College of Surgeons. In
Mr. Cunningham’s Journal, it is described as
a lizard of extraordinary appearance, having

;

a ciuious crenated membrane, like a ruff or
|

tippet round its neck, covering its shoulders,
'

and when expanded, which it was enabled
to do by means of transverse slender carti-

|

lages, spreading five inches in the form of an I

open umbrella. Its head was large, and its ;

eyes, whilst living, rather prominent ; its
!

tongue, though bifid, was short, and appeared !

to bo tubular. From Mr. Gray’s description I

of the Chlami/dosaurits Kingii (the Frilled
j

Lizard), in the Appendix to (iapt. King’s .

Voyage, we learn that the animal was scaly; !

colour yellowish brown, variegated with
|

block J head depressed, with the side erect, i

leaving a blunt ridge on the upper part

wherein the eyes are jilaccd. The frill arises !

ft-om the hinder port of the head, is attached
j

to tiic sides of the neck, and extends down to
|

the front jiart of the chest, supported aliovc by !

a lunate cartilage arising from the hinder
|

dorsal part of the ear, and in the centre by a

bone which extends about half its length. '

Each frill hiui four plates which converge on
j

the under part of the chin, and fold it up on
1

1
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' the side, and a fifth where the two are united
in the centre of the lower part of the neck.
The front port of its upper edge is elegantly
.serrated, and the outer surface is covered with
carinated scales ; the inner surface being

I

quite smooth. The scales of the back are

j

oval ; those of the lower part of the body
I

and upper part of the legs have a short mid-
rib, and those of the sides and joints of the

; limbs are minute. The body is five inches
; long, the tail twelve, tlie head nearly six,

and the outer edge of the frill ten inches :

the toes are long, very unequal, compressed,
and scaly : the claws arc hooked, and horn-
coloured. This frill increases in size more
in proportion than the animal’s growth ; in
the young it docs not reacli to the base of
the fore limbs, while in the adult it becomes
much fuller, and reaches considerably be-
yond the axilla.

Tort Essington ; and it is found in other
parts of Australia. Captain George Grey
(now governor of New Zealand) met witli it,

and give.s us the following interesting notice
of its haints in the first volume of his Travels.

1
He savs, “ As we were pursuing our route in

j

tlie afternoon, we fell in with a specimen of
the remarkable Frilled Lizard ; this animal
measures about twenty-four incites from the
tip of the nose to the point of its tail, and
lives principally in trees, although it can
run very swiftly along the ground : when
not provoked or disturlted. It moves quietly
altout, with its frill lying back in plates upon
the Ijorly ; but it is very irascible, and di-
rectly it is frightened, it elevates the frill or

i

ruff, and makes for a tree t where, if over-
taken, it throws Itself upon its stem, raising
its hearl and chest as high as it can upon tlie

I

fore-legs, then doubling its tail underneath
I the lKxiy,and displaying a very formidable

set of teeth, from the concavity of its large

j

frill, it Inddly faces any opponent, biting
I fierceljr whatever is presented to it, and even
; venturing so far in its rage as to fairly make
I
a fierce charge at its enemy. We reiieatcdly

1 tried the courage of tliis lizard, and it cer-

tainly fought bravely whenever attacked.
From the animal making so much use of
this frill as a covering and means of defence
for its body, this is most probably one of the
uses to which Nature intended the append-
age should be applied. The whole animal
is iulvous, obscurely varied with browm ; the
young being more distinctly marked with
regularly waved black streaks, fonning broad
bands across the back, limbs, and tail.”

CHLAMYPHORUS. An edentate quad-
ruped, found in South America, in which
several characters of different tribes are re-
markably blended. Like the Ajmadillo, it

has a tesselated shield, the consistence of
wliich is between horn and leather ; but in-
stead of being firmly attached by its whole
imder surface to the integuments beneath, it

is connected with the back only by a ridge
of skin along the spine, and with the skull
by two bony prominences from the forehead.
In the form of its feet, its imperfect eyes, the
conical shape of its snout, and its general
habits, it resembles the mole. It is a native
of Chili, but is so rare even there as to be
regarded by the natives ns a curiosity. The
total length ofthe entire animal is five inches
and a quarter. The shelly covering is com-
posed of a series of plates of a square, rhom-
boidal, or cubical form, each row separated
by a membranous substance, which is re-
flected above and beneath, over the plates :

the rows include from fifteen to twenty-two
plates, the shell being broadest at its poste-
rior half, extending about one half round
the body. Tills covering is loose through-
out, except along the spine of the back and
top of the head. The number of rows of
plates on the back, counting from the vertex,
where they commence, is twenty-four

; the
shell then curves suddenly downwards, so
as to form a right angle with the body : this
truncated surface is composed of plates,

j

nearly similar to tho.se of the back, and are
!

disposed in semicircular rows ; the lower i

margin, somewhat elliptical, has a notch in 1

its centre, in which is attached the free por-
|

tion of the tail, which curves abruptly, and
runs beneath the belly parallel to the axi.s

;

of the body, the extremity of the tail being
!

depressed, so as to form a paddle. The su-
;

perior semicircular margin of the truncated '

surface, together with the lateral margins of i

the shell, arc beautifully fringed with silky
|

hair. i

crxL/.MTf itourm troncatub.

The following points of resemblance be-
tween the tkekton of Cfilwiit/p/mrux and that i

of other quadnijicds have liecn noticed Iiy
Mr. Varrcll :— 1. Heaver (OMtor jfftcr), in
the form ami substance of some of the bones
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of the limbs, in the flattened and dilated
extremity of the tail, and the elongation of
the transverse processes of the lower caudal
vertebra3. 2. Mole {Ta!pa JSuropca), in the
shortness and great strength of the legs, and

SKELETOIT OF CHr.iMTPHORUS TRONCiTUS.

in the articulation of the claws to the flrst

phalanges of the toes. 3. Sloth (.Bradypus
trklactylus), in the form of the teeth, and in

the acute descending process of the zygoma.
4. Armadillo {Dasyptis), in the coat of mail,

in the peculiar ossification of the cervical

vertebrae, in possessing the sesamoid bones
of the feet, and in the general form of the

bones, except those of the pelvis. 6. Oryc-
teropus Capensis and Myrmecopliaga jubata,

i

in some of the bones. C. Echidna and Orni-
tkorhynchus, in the form of the first bone of
the stermun, and in the bony articulations

as well as the dilated connecting plates of
the true and false ribs. 7. and 8. Euminan-
tia and Pachydermata, in the form of the

lower jaw, &.C. The unique points in its

ostcological structure appear to be the form
of the head and the open pelvis. Dr. Buck-
land considers Chlamyphorus one of the

nearest approximations to Meyat?ieriu7n, par-

ticularly in regard to its coat of mail, and
in the adaptation of the animal for digging.

Dr. Harlan, who flrst described this re-

markable animal, sa3's, “ We have been pre-

sented in the subject before us with a new
form; an animal combining in its external

configuration a mechanical arrangement of

parts which characterizes, respectively, the

armadillo, the sloth, and the mole ; consti-

tuting in themselves, individually and se-

parately, of all other quadrupeds, those which
offer the most remarkable anatomical cha-

racters. * * * The structure of this ani-

mal, Dr. Harlan goes on to say, taken col-

lectively, furnishes us with an example of

organic structure^ if not unparalleled, not

surjjassed in the history of animals.”

—

Ann*
New York Lyceum, p. 245.

CHOCOLATE-TIP [MOTHSl. A name
given by collectors to Moths of the genus

dostera.

CHONDROPTERYGII. The term for

one of the great classes or farnilies of nshes ;

characterized by the cartilaginous nature of

the spines and bones. Cuvier divides the

Choiulrojitcrugxi into two orders, — those

wliich have their gills free,as in the generality

of fishes, and those in which they are fixed,

— that is, the external edge attaclied to the

skin.

CnOtTGU (CORNISH), or RED-
EKGOEI) CROW. irin'^'hfKontxgraculuA.')

A bird soincwluvt taller and longer than the

I

Jackdaw, whose habits it in many respects

iJ9aturaI f^t'^tary

;

resembles. Its colour is a beautiful black,
glossed with blue and purple : the bill is

long, curved, sharp at the tii», and of a bright
orange-red ; the legs are of a similar colour,

witli black claws. It builds on high cliffs,

by the sea side, lays four or five eggs, spotted
with yellow, and chiefly frequents the coasts

of Cornwall, Devonshire, and Wales, though
It is sometimes found on the cliffs of Dover,
in Scotland, and the Hebrides. In a wild
state it feeds ijrincipally on insects and ber-
ries. It is easily tamed, becomes extremelj'
docile, and is very fond of being caressed by
those to whom it shows an attachment, but its

shrill notes and mischievous qualities ren-
der it sometimes a troublesome inmate. It

also becomes bold and pugnacious, and re-

sents an affront with violence and effect.

CHRYSIDIDJE, or GOLDEN WASPS.
A family of Hymenopterous insects, most of
which seek the nests of other insects, wherein
to deposit their eggs. They are generally
distinguished by a peculiar brilliancy of
colour, are very active, and are seen flj’ing

OHBTSIS lONrTA. 4

about in the sunshine, settling upon old
walls, palings, &c. The most common, and
at tlie same time most beautiful British sjre-

cics, is the dirysis igniia: it is about the size

of the common window fly, and is of a rich
deep blue-green colotrr on the head and
thorax, with the abdomen of a burnished
golden-copper hue.

CHRYSOCHLORIS, or CAPE MOLE. A
Rodent quadruped very much resembling the
mole in general strueture and habits. There
is no external car, nor any appearance of the
eye externally : the body is thick and short

;

and the claws are particularlj’ well adapted
for digging and burrowing in the earth : but
it is chiefly distinguished by the splendid
colours of its fur, and is the only known
quadruped which cxliibits anything like the
metallic lustre that adorns numerous birds,

fishes, and insects. The best known species
iChrysocMoris Cnjxnsis) is, as the name im-
plies, a native of the Caja: of Good Hope.

CIIRYSOMELA : CHRYSOMELIDAD.
An extensive genus and family of Coleopte-
rous insects, gcncrallj- of a small or moderate
size, and frequently ornamented with the

most brilliant coloius, amongst which blue,

green, and gold arc pre-eminently conspi-

cuous. The antennas are moniliform, thick-

ening towards the tip s the thorax mar^ned;
and the body ovate, oblong, or snbhcmisphc-
rical Chrysomcia Graminis is a common i

but iiighly elegant insect, of a most ririd,
'

but deep golden-green colour: shape ex- i

trcmclj' convex.— Chrysoinela Bc/nhc, found
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oil birch-trees, is one of the richest of the
genus, being entirely of the most brilliant

.
and beautiful grass-green. The species of

' the genus Chrysomela, and others separated
therefrom, arc distinguished by the posses-

]

sion of wings, and an oval or rounded body.
Among these the Chrysomela PopuU is one
of the most common species. It is of a blue-
black colour, with red elytra, tipped with

! black. It is found upon the willow and
;

poplar. Its larva is of an oblong-ovate form,
of a dirty greenish-white colour, with nu-
merous black scaly spots ; its meso and me-

I

tathoracic segments are furnished tvith tw'O
I large lateral conical tubercles, and the ab-

I

dominal segments have also two rows of
smaller dorsal and lateral tubercles, from

;
whieh, as well as from the joints of the legs
and mouth, drops of a fetid fluid are emitted
when the larva is alarmed. The eggs are
deposited upon the leaves in clusters. The
pupa is ovate, hating the excutias of the
larviB collected in a moss at the extremity of
the body. The larvaj of some species of this
family feed, in society, upon leaves, pre-

' serving one or more most orderly rows.
I Among the most elegant species found in
the United States of North America (ac-
cording to Dr. Harris) is the Chrysomela
scalaris of Ueconte, literally the ladder
Chrysotnela. The head, thorax, and under
side of its body are dark green, the wing-
covers silvery white, ornamented with small
green spots on the sides, and a broad jagged
stripe along the suture or inner edges

;

the antennse and legs are rust-red
; and the

I
wings are rose-coloured. It is a beautiful

; object w'hen flying, with its silvery iving-
covers embossed with green, raised up, and
its rose-red wings spread out beneath tlicm.
These beetles inhabit the elm and lime trees,
upon which they may be found in April,

1
May, and June, and a second brood of them

• in September and October. Tliey pass the
;

wTintcr in holes, and under leaves and moss.
I

The trees on which they live are sometimes
,

a good deal injured by them and tlieir larva;.
The latter are hatched from eggs laid by the

1 b^tles on tlie leaves in the spring, and,
I when full grown, are abotit half an inch
' long, of a white colour, with a black line
along the top of the back, and a row of small
Stiuare black spots on each side of tlic body ;
the licail is homy, and of an oclire-yellow
colour i the body is short and very tliick,
tlie bock arching upwards in tlic middle.

I

Cl run. (Cypriniis crphalus.) This fish
is a native of many parts of Europe, and is

OHOB. — (oTi’ninns cs.rn s r.rj o.)

,

not uncommon in our own island. It fre-

;
(incuts the deep holes of rivers, and, during

j

the summer seo-Son, commonly lies on the

surface of the water, beneath some tree or
bush. In shape the Cliub rather resembles
the Tench, but is of a more lengthened form,
and has a larger head in proportion. It is

from fourteen to eifrhteen inches in length ;

its colour silvery, W'lth a bluish olive cast on
its upper parts ; the sides bluish white, pass-
ing into silvery white on the belly ;

the
scales very large, and the lateral line nearly
straight ; the dorsal fin is rather small, and
situated on the middle of the back ; the pec-
toral fins are of a pale yellow

;
the ventral

and anal fins are red ; and the tail is slightly

forked, and of a dull bluish-brown colour.
It feeds on worms, caterpillars, grasshoppers,
beetles, and other coleopterous insects wliich
happen to fall into the water.

CICADA. The family of insects bearing
the generic name Cicadee, or Cicadidue, are
nearly all inhabitants of tropical or the
warmer temperate regions. The most com-
mon European species is the Cicada pleheia of
LinniEus ; an insect often commemorated by
the ancient poets, but generally confounded
by the major part of translators with the
Grasshopper. It is a native of the warmer
parts of Europe, particularly of Italy and
Greece ; appearing in the hotter months of
summer, and continuing its shrill chirping
during the greatest part of the day, generally
sitting among the leaves of trees. These
insects proceed from eggs deposited by the

I.IANXAH rnv.—(OICATIA ORNl.)

parent in and about the roots of trees, near
the ground i and after having remained in
the larva state nearly two years, cast their
skins, and produce the complete insect.
The male Cicada produces a loud chirping

note, and much has been written in praise
of it by Anacreon and other ancient authors;
it is certain, however, that modem cars are
offended rather tlian pleased with its voice,
which is so very strong and stridulous tliat
it fatigues by its incessant rciietition. That
a sound so jiicrcing should proceed from so
small a body may well excite our astonish-
ment

;
and the curious apparatus by which

it is produced has justly claimed the atten-
tion of the most ceiebrated investigators.
They have found that it proceeds from a
])air of concave membranes, seated on each
side the first joints of tlic alidomcn : the
large concavities of the abdomen, imme-
diately under the two broad lamella: in the
male insect, are also faced by a thin, pellucid,
iridescent membrane, serving to increase
and reverberate the sound ; and a strong
muscular anparatus is exerted for the pur-
Iiosc of moving the necessary organs.
Among the large and elegant insects In

this division is the Cicada hitmaladcs, distin-
guished by its shining blaek body, with the
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divisions of the abdomen marked by nu-
merous scarlet rings or bands ; and the
Cicada viridis, a large species, native of New
Holland, of a beautiful green colour, with
the transparent B’ings ornamented by green
veins.
Cicada septendecim, or Seventeen-year

Cicada. It is well remarked by Dr. Thad-
deus Harris, that “ the duration of life in
winged insects is comparatively very short,
seldom exceeding two or three weeks in ex-
tent, and in many is limited to the same
number of days or hours. To increase and
multiply is their principal business in tliis

period of their existence, if not the only one,
and the natural term of tlieir life ends when
this is accomplished. In tlieir previous
states, however, they often pass a much
longer time, the length of wliich depends, in
great measure, upon the nature and abun-
dance of their food.” The harvest-flies con-
tinue only a few weeks after their final
transformation, and their only nourishment
consists of vegetable juices, which they ob-
tain by piercing the bark and leaves of
plants with their beaks ; and during this
period they lay their eggs and then perish.
They are, however, amply compensated for
the shortness of their life in the winged state
by the length of their previous existence,
during which they ore wdngless and grub-
like in form, and live under ground, where
they obtain their food only by much labour
in perforating the soil among the roots of
plants, the juices of which they imbibe by
suction. To meet the difficulties of then-
situation and the precarious supply of their
food, a remarkable longevity is assigned to

them i and one species has obtained the
name of Cicada septendecim, on account of
its life being protracted to the period of
seventeen years. This insect, in the perfect

state, is of a black colour, with transparent
wings and wing-covers, the thick anterior
edge and larger veins of which ore orange-
red, and near the tips of the latter there is a
dusky zigzag line in the form of the letter

W ;
the eyes when living are also red

;
tlie

rings of the body are edged witli dull orange;
and the legs are of the same colour. The
wings expand from two inches and a half to

three inches and a quarter.

In those parts of the United States, as we
are informed, which are subject to the visi-

tation of this Cicada, it may be seen in fo-

rests of oak about the,middle of June. Here
such immense numbers are sometimes con-

g
regated, as to bend and even break down the

mbs of the trees by their weight, and tlie

woods resound with the din of their discord-

ant drums from mom to eve. After pairing,

the females proceed to prepare a nest for tlie

rccejition of tlieir eggs. They select, for this

purpose, brandies of a moderate size, which
tlicy clasp on both sides witli their legs, and
then bending down the piercer at an angle of

about forty-five degrees, they repeatedly
thrust it obliquely into the bark and wood
in the direction of the fibres, at the same
time putting in motion the lateral saws, and
ill this way detach little splinters of the wood
at one end, so ns to fonn a kind of fibrous

lid or cover to the perforation. The hole is

i!}atural

bored obliquely to the pith, and is gradually
enlarged by a repetition of the same opera-
tion, till a longitudinal fissure is formed of
sufficient extent to receive from ten to twenty

'

eggs. The side pieces of the piercer serve as
'

a groove to convey the eggs into the nest,
where they are deposited in pairs, side by
side, but separated from each other by a
portion of woody fibre, and they are im-
planted into the limb somewhat obliquely, !

so that one end points upwards. When two
i

eggs have been thus placed, the insect with-
draws the piercer for a moment, and then
inserts it again and drops two more eggs in
a line with the first, and rejieats the opera- ;

tion till she has filled the fissure from one
j

end to the other, upon which she removes to ‘

a little distance, and begins to make another
nest to contain two more rows of eggs. She
is about fifteen minutes in preparing a single
nest and filling it with eggs

; but it is not :

unusual for her to make fifteen or twenty
fissures in the same limb ; and one observer
counted fifty nests extending along in a line,

each containing fifteen or twenty eggs in
two rows, and all of them apparently the
work of one insect. After one limb is thus

;

sufficiently stocked, the Cicada goes to an-
j

other, and passes from limb to limb and .

from tree to tree, till her store, which eon-
[

sists of four or five hundred eggs, is ex-
,

hausted. At length she becomes so weak by
her incessant labours to provide for a pne- !

cession of her kind, os to falter and fall in
j

attempting to fly, and soon dies. i

Although the Cicadas abound most upon
|

the oak, they resort occasionally to other
forest-trees, and even to shrubs, when im

.

pelled by the necessity for depositing their

eggs, and hot unfrequently commit them to
fruit-trees, when the latter are in their vici-

nity. Indeed there seem to be no trees or
shrubs that are exempted from their attacks,
except those of the pine and fir tribes, and of
these even the white cedar is sometimes in-

j

vaded by them. The punctured limbs lan-
guish and die soon after the eggs which were '

placed in them are hatched ; they are broken
bj' the winds or bj- their own weight, and

j

either remain hanging by the bark alone, or
fall with their withered foliage to the ground.
In this way orchards have suffered severely
in consetjiience of the injurious punctures

|

of these insects. The eggs are one twelfth :

of an inch long, and one sixteenth of an
inch tiirough the middle, but taper at each
end to an obtuse point, and arc of a pearl-
white colour. The shell is so thin and deli-

cate that the form of the included insect can
be seen before the egg is hatched.
The young insect when it bursts the shell

is one sixteenth of an inch long, and is of a
yellowish white colour, except the eyes and
the claws of the fore-legs, which ore reddish;
and it is covered with little hairs. In form
it is somewhat grub-like, licing longer in

proportion than the jiarent insect, and is

furnished with six legs, the first pair of
wliich are very large, shajicd almost like

lobster-claws, and armed with strong spines

bcncalli. On the shoulders arc little pro-

minences in the plate of wings ; and under
the breast is a long beak for suction. These
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little creatures when liberated from the shell

are very lively, and their movements are
nearly as iiuick as those of ants. After a
few moments their instincts prompt them to

get to the ground, but in order to reach it

they do not descend the body of the tree,

neither do they cast olf themselves precipi-
tately ; but running to the side of the limb,
thev deliberately loosen their hold, and fall

to the earth. The instinct which impels them
I

thus fearlessly to precipitate themselves from
the trees, from heights of which they can

I

have formed no concet)tion, without any ex-

I

pcrience or knowledge of the result of their
adventurous leap, is still more remarkable

! than that which carries the gosling to the
I water as soon as it is hatched. In those ac-

I

tions, that are the result of foresight, of me-
mory, or of experience, animals are con-
trolled by their own reason, as in those to

I

which they are led by the use of their ordi-
nary senses or by the indulgence of their

!
common appetites they may be said to be

!
governed by the laws of their organization ;

;

but in such as arise from special and extra-
' ordinary instincts, we see the most striking
proofs of that creative wisdom which has
implanted in them an unerring guide, where
reason, the senses, and the appetites would
fail to direct them. On reaching the ground
the insects immediately bury themselves in
the soil, burrowing by means of tlieir broad

I

and strong fore-feet, which, like those of the
!
mole, are admirably adapted for digging.

I

They do not appear ordinarily to descend

j

very deep into the ground, but remain
; where roots arc most abundant. The only
alteration to which thep^ are subject during

1 the long period of their subterranean con-
finement, IS an increase of size, and the more
complete development of the four small
scale-like prominences on their backs, which
represent and actually contain their future
wings.
As the time of their transformation ap-

proaches, they gradually ascend towards the
surface, making in their progress cylindrical
passages, oftentimes very circuitous, and sel-

dom exactly perpendicular, the sides of
which are firmly cemented and varnished so
as to be waterproof. When the insect has
nearly approached the surface it takes up its

tetnporary habitation till the period for its

exit arrives. Here it remains during several
days, ascending to the top of the hole in fine
weather for the benefit of the warmth and
the air, and occasionally peeping forth ap-
Iiarently to reconnoitre, but descending
again on the occurrence of cold or wet wea-
ther. When at length a favourable moment
arrives for them to come forth from their
subterranean retreats, they issue from the
ground in great numbers in the night, crawl
up the trunks of trees, or upon any other
object to which they can fasten themselves
securely by their claws. After having rested
awhile they prepare to cost olf their skins,
which, in the mean time, have become dry
and of an amber colour. By repeated exer-
tions a longitudinal rent is made in the skin
of the bock, and through this the ineludcd
Cicada pushes its head and hody, and with-
draws its wings and limbs from their separate

131

cases, and, crawling to a little distance, it

leaves its empty pupa skin, apparently en-
tire, still fastened to the tree. At first the
wing-covers and wings are very small and i

opaque, but, being perfectly soft and flexible, ^

they soon stretch out to their full dimen-
j

sions, and in the course of a few hours the
superfluous moisture of the body evaporates,

|

and the insect becomes strong enough to fly.

During several successive nights the pupoe
continue to issue from the earth ; above 1500
have been found to arise beneath a single
apple tree, and in some places the whole
surface of the soil, by their successive opera-
tions, has appeared as full of holes as a
honeycomb. Within about a fortniglit after
their final transformation they begin to lay
their eggs, and in the space of six weeks tlie

whole generation becomes extinct. Fortu-
nately these insects are appointed to return
only at periods so distant, that vegetation
often has time to recover from the injury
inflicted by them. They have also many
enemies, which contribute to diminish their
numbers. Their eggs are eaten by birds ;

the young, when they first issue from the
shell, are preyed upon by ants, which mount
the trees to feed upon them, or destroy them
when they are about to enter the ground.
Blackbirds eat them when turned up by the
plough in fields, and hogs are excessively
fond of them, and, when suffered to go at
large in the woods, root them up, and devour
immense numbers just before the arrival of
the period of their final transformation,
when they are lodged immediately under
the surface of the soil. We may mention
that one species has been found in this
country, where, however, it is rare

;
it has

been called Cicada Angiica, but seems not
to be distinct from a common European
species.

CICADFDiE. The first family of Ho-
moptcrous insects, in the section Tuijieka,
and corresponds with the Cicadw viamii-
fercE of Liunieus. It embraces the largest
insects in the order, one species measuring
between six and seven inches in the expanse
of its wings. [See Cicada.]

CICINDEDA: CICENDELIDzE ; or
TIGER BEETLES. A genus and family of
Coleopterous insects remarkable for the cele-
rity and vigour of their flight

; characterized
by the great projection of the eyes, long and
sharply pointed jaws ; thorax depressed and
nearly square ; and the legs and antcnnrolong
and slender. They are generally seen on tlic

wing in the hottest part of the day, chiefly
frequenting dry meadows, sandy plains or
heaths, or the banks of rivers. One of the
most striking genera is the Manticora, found
at the Cape of Good Hope. The common
Gkkk.v Tiokh-ukktlk (Cir.imkla camjics-

one of the most common European
species, is a highly beautiful insect, being
of a bright grass-green, with the elytra
each marked liy five small, round, crcain-
colourcd spots : the head, thorax, and limbs
arc of a rich gilded cast ; the eyes black
and prominent i the legs long anil slender.
The larva of this insect lives in cylindrical
burrows, excavated by itself, and varying



from six inches to a foot in depth. The
head is very large, and slightly concave

;

the jaws are curved and strong
; and the

MANTIOOBX MAXlLI.O.Si

body is humped near the middle of the

back, at which part there are two hooked
tubercles. In the process of excavation they

use their j aws and feet, and load the concave

back of their heads with the grains of earth

which they have detached ; thus loaded,

they ascend backwards, resting at intervals,

and fixing themselves to the inner walls of

their burrow by the assistance of the two
hooked tubercles on the back ; and when
arrived at the orifice, they jerk off their load

to a distance. The Cicindclaj are all vora-

cious ; and when their prey comes within

their reach, they rush upon it with great

ferocity.

CILIOGRADA. An order of Acalephw,
or gelatinous transparent marine animals,

distinguished by their continually agitating

the cilia with which their contractile bodies

are provided ;
organs winch possess the phos-

phorescent faculty in a very high degree.

[For examples, see Bekoe, and Medusa.]

CIMBEX : CIMBICID.®. A genus and
family of Hymenopterous insects, allied to

TenthredineUe, or Saw-flies (os they are com-

OIUBRX VaBIABIUIS ANU ITS EaBVA.

monly called, from their saw-like ovipositor),

comprising those species' which have the

autcuniB alike in both sexes, and terminated

by a knob or a reversed cone rounded at

the tip, preceded by foiu" or five joints, and
the two subcostal nerves being contiguous

,

without a wide intermediate space. The
larva! of these insects greatly resemble the
Caterpillars of Lepidopterous insects, but
have from eighteen to twenty-two feet, or

only six, which distinguishes them from
true caterpillars, which have from ten to

sixteen feet. In order to undergo their

change, they spin, cither on the earth or on
the plants upon wliich they have fed, a
cocoon, in which, like the rest of the family,
they remain unchanged for many montlis,

changing to pupse only a few days before

they become perfect Saw-flies.

CIMEX. A Linna:an genus of Hemip-
terous insects, now subdivided into several

families or sections, according to the general
shape or habit of the insects, and severally

named Cimicidee, Pentatomidte, Cydnidae, Co-
reklee, Lygeidce, Pedtiviidce, Acantiiidce, and
Hydrometridee

:

the two terminal joints of

the antemuE of hair-like fineness ; body
much depressed ; thorax transverse; antennee
four-jointed ; labrum rather long and
pointed, and when the proboscis is not in

use, recurved under the head. The bed-bug
{Ciniex lectularius') may serve as a generai

example of this very extensive tribe. [See

Bug.]
I

CINCLOSOMA. A genus of Passerine

birds, belonging to the Ttirdidce family.

The species Cinclosoma punctatum, or Spot- i

ted Groimd Thrush, inhabits Van Diemen’s
Land and Eastern Australia. It prefers the I

summits of low stony hills and rocky gullier,
|

particularly those covered with sembs and
bushes. Its flight is very limited ; but it

readily evades pursuit by running over the i

stony surface and concealing itself among
|

the underwood : when flushed suddenly, it
|

rises with a loud whirring noise, like a Quail
or Partridge. Its note consists of a low
piping whistle. It is sold in Hobart-Town
market, ivith Bronzewings, Pigeons, and
Wattle-birds, and is known there as the

Ground Dove : doubtless from its terrestrial

habits and its flesh lieing excellent eating.
|

To its delicacv, and the iarge development ^

of the pectoral muscles, and the contour of
the body, resembling a Quail, Jlr. Gould
gives his testimony. It breeds in October
and three following months. The nest, which
is always placed on the ground, is a slight

and rather careless structure, composed of

leaves and the inner bark of trees, and is of

a round, open form. The stomach of this

bird, on dissection, was found to contain
seeds and caterpillars, mingled with sand.
Another species, Cinclosoma caslanotus,

found near the Swan River, is a much shyer

bird than the C. piinclatiim, and runs o\’Cr

the ground faster ; its shorter toes consider-

ably assisting its progressive motion.

CINCLUS. The Water-ouzel [which see].

CINXYRIS. CIXXYRID/E. A genus
and family of small birds, remarkable for

the splendid metallic lustre of their plumage
in which they rival the Ituminiiig-birds

('h-oc/iiluUc').
'

All the species inhabit the
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Old World
i chiefly Africa and India. [See

SUN-B(RD.]

CIF.RIPEDIA, orCIRRIPEDES. A
class of iuvertebrated animals, so named
from the curled and ciliated branchiaa
which protrude from the oval aperture of
the shells. They ore divided into sessile,

that is, either themselves firmly united at
their bases to rocks or solid masses ; and
pedunculated, or attached by a long pedun-
cle or footstalk. They are closely allied to

i the Crustacea.

CISSITIS. A genus of Coleoptera. [See
Hokiad.e.]

CISTELA : CISTELIDiE. A genus and
family of Coleopterous insects, belonging to

I

the section Jleleromcra. They are cha-
;

racterized by antenute nearly filiform, the

I ciaTELA saaniooBKis

joints serrated; body ovoid, arched above;
feet long, but none of the legs formed for

! leaping ; penultimate joint of the tarsi bi-

I

fid ; mandibles entire. Tliey generally live
1 amongst leaves and flowers. Tliey are an

j
important group numerically, both as re-

j

^ards genera and species, several being found
I

in this country.

' CITILEUS. A small Rodent animal, of

I

the genus S/xrmophihis, with a long thin
body, short tail, and of a silvery grey colour.

1
It is a native of the northern parts of Eu-

i
rope, and dwells in communities, great num-
licrs of them lieing usually found together

i in the same cave, furnished with a store of
nuts, chestnuts, &c. Their flesh is well fla-

voured, and their skins are much valued.
[See SrEKMOi'iiiLUS.]

! CIVET. (Viverra civettn.') This animal,
popularly known by the name of the Civet-

I
cat, belongs to a genus of carnivorous, mam-

. miferous (juadrupeds, and is a native of
several parts of Africa and India. It is

particularly distinguished by having a se-
|i cretorv glandular receptacle, situated at

I

' some little distance beneath the tail, wherein
* is^ formed a powerfully odorous matter called

,

civet. In general appearance, this animal
. reminds one of the fox, which it also re-

,

lemhlcs in its predatory habits
;
but the legs

are short, the tail Is long, hairy, ami cylin-
,
drlcal, and the claws, though by no means so

I

acute as those of the cat, are still partially

I
retractile. The ground colour of the body

I

Is yellowlsh-grcy, with large dusky spots

disposed in longitudinal rows on each side ;

and a sort of upright mane on the neck and
back. The tongue is covered with stout,

homy prickles
;
and the ears are straight

and rounded at the tips. The pouch, situ-

ated near the genitals, is a deep bag, some-
times divided into two cavities, whence a
thick, oily, and strongly musk-like fluid is

poured out. When good, this odoriferous
substance is of a clear yellowish or brown
colour, and of about the consistence ofbutter

;

when undiluted, the smell is powerful and
very otfensive, but when largely diluted with
oil or other ingredients, it becomes an agree-
able perfume. Important medical virtues

were formerly attributed to the civet ; it,

however, not only no longer forms an article

in the Materia Medica, but even as a per-
fume it has been laid aside. The foregoing
description will apply to another species,

the Viverra zibetha, except that this has no
mane ; it should be observed also, that the
Viverra civetta is peculiar to Africa, and
the zibetha to Asia.

CLADOCERA. An order of minute Cms-
tacea, characterized by the body being in-
closed in a bivalve shell, including, among
others, the genus Daplmia.

CLAJI. The shell of a species of Con-
chiferous Mollusca. [See Tiudacna.]

CLAUSIEIA. A genus of Mollusca
chiefly inhabiting mosses at the foot of trees.

The species are very numerous, and they
are all small shells, in shape somewhat re-
sembling the pupa or chrysalis of an insect

;

the largest scarcely exceeding an inch in
length. Within the mouth, in the last

whorl but one, there is a little elastic shelly
plate attached to the shell, and called a
clausium, from wliich the genus takes its

name It is used to close up the aperture
'

when the animal has retreated within its

shell, and lu that respect resembles an oper-

I

culum, except that the latter is attached to
the animal, or is loose and thrown off,

whereas the former is fixed permanently
to the shell.

CEAVIGER. A genus of Coleopterous
iusects, of the section Trimera; characterized
by’ six-jointed antenna:, the maxillary palpi
very short, and the eyes apparently wanting.
The species are found under stones, and in
the nests of small yellow Ants. One was
found a few years ago in 4 nest of formica
JIava, by Mr. J. O. Westwood, at Ensham,

i

. Oxon, and it was considered one of our rarest
insects ; but Mr. E. Smith says (in the
Zoologist), “ I have been an examiner of

,

ants' nests, and an observer of their habits,
'

some years, and have searched in scores of
the nc.sts of formicaflm'a for the Clnviyer;

]

and this perhaps Is the reason why I have
not found it. In the immediate neighbour-
hood of London there arc no stony fields
like those in chalky districts

; and where
the soil is subject "to retaining a greater
degree of moisture, like the London clay,
the ant appears to find it necessary to raise
up a hillock like a molc-hlll, to the upper
chambers of wlilch she convevs her larva:,
eggs, and pupa:, as the atmospheric changes

If
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render it necessary ; but, on the contrary, at
JOckleham I did not observe a single in-
stance of any superstructure being raised,
for, in a soil so light as in some places barely
to cover the strata of chalk, the ant is glad
to find a situation so suited to her purpose
as the under side of a large stone, for here
the necessary degree of moisture for the
development of her progeny is retained in
the earth. Now it will be obvious that the
difficulty of detecting the Claviger amongst
the accumulations of the ant-Mll must be
very great, but on removing the stones you
are at once, as it were, admitted into the
channels of the nest, filled with eggs, larva:,

and pupse, and amongst these it is that Cla-
viger is found. The first question which
naturally arises is this:— What is the nature
of the connexion between the two insects ?

P. W. J. Muller, in Germar's Magazin der
Entomologie,’ informs us that the ants alto-

gether support the Clavigers for the sake of
a peculiar secretion which exudes from them,
and which the ants suck from the two flocks of
hair that terminate the external angles of
the elytra,— that the ants occasionally caress

the Clavigers, which then give out a fresh
supply of the fluid,— that tlie Claviger is

wholly dependent for support on the ants, and
that they feed it with juices extracted from
flowers, &c. * * » I am inclined to the
opinion that the only purpose for which
tliese insects are retained by the ants, is for

the sake of the fluid wliich they extract
from them ; I feel convinced that there are

himdreds of nests without them : they ore

most numerous during the early summer
months, whilst the larv® are in the nests;

and I was at one time inclined, from that
circumstance, to think that the fluid ex-

tracted from them might serve to nurture

oIjAVIoer LONOioonms.

particular sexes cf ants, but the fact of their

not Inhabiting every nest at once decides

!

the question.” The species figured is the

Claviger longicornis, which differs cousidcr-

al)ly from the preceding, but has the same

general appearance.

CEAVICORNES. The name given to a

family of Pentaincrous beetles, wliose an-

tennte end in a club-shaped enlargement

:

they arc partly terrestrial, and partly aqua-

tic.

CLAY [MOTHS]. A name given by col-

lectors to Moths of the genus Graphiphora.

CLEAR-WfNG [HAWK-MOTHS]. A
name given to the species of SphingidiV^ be-

longing to the genus Nigeria.

^}atural |^t5t0r))

;

CLERUS : CLERIDiE. A genus and
I

family of Coleopterous insects, of small ex-
tent ;

generally handsomely variegated in
,

their colours, and seldom exceeding an inch
in length : the body is firm, long, and often
cylindric, with the head and thorax nar-
rower than the elytra ; and the antenn® are
short, sometimes filiform and serrated. The
species of the genus Clerus are amongst the
largest of the family ; having the elytra ge-
nerally of a bright red colour, ornamented

HIVB BEETLB,
(OLEBna [triohodes] APIARIOB.)

with purple spots. The perfect insects extract
the honey from flowers ; but their larvae,

wliich are of a bright red colour, are very
destructive to bees and wasps, in the pests of

which the females deposit their eggs during
the absence of those insects, upon whose
grubs the larvae of the Clerus prey ; they
begin in the cell where they were hatched,
and proceed from cell to cell, devouring eath

,

inhabitant until they arrive at maturity.
j

CLIO : CLIONIDJE. A genus and family
of naked marine molluscs, belonging to the

order Pteropoda. They are pprticularly dis-

tingmshed by haidng a pair offin-like organs,
or wings, consisting of an expansion of tlie

mantle on each side of the neck, and fhr-

iiished with muscular fibres— a peculiarity

of structure by which they are enabled to

propel themselves rapidly through the water.

enZO BOREAI.I8

So numerous arc they in the Northern and
Southern oceans, that the water api>cars

literally alive with them : they are called

whales' food, and the sea is sometimes so

glutted with the Clios, that the whales can

scarcely open their mouths withozit ingulph-

ing thousands of them. The Clio Itorvalu

abounds in the Arctic seas, and the Clio
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australis appears to be equally abundant in

the polar regions of the southern hemi-
sphere.

CLiOXnO. A genus ofspiders, whieh iniia-

bit Egypt and the south of Europe, remark-
able for the curious nest or habitation which
it constructs for its young. This is indeed
a singular genus. The best known species

iClotho Durandii) is about half an inch long,

[

of a brown maroon colour, with the abdomen
1 black, marked with five yellowish spots. It

: constructs on the imder side of stones, or in

1 creWces of rocks, a cocoon in the shape of a

! cap or patella, an inch in diameter, its cir-

cumference having seven or eight festoons ;

the points alone being fixed to the stone by
means of threads, whilst the edges of the
festoons are free. Tliis singular tent, the
outer surface resembling the finest taffety,

is composed of a number of folds. When
young it only constructs two layers, between
which it takes its station. But subsequently,
perhaps at each moulting, it adds other folds,

and when the period of reproduction arrives

it weaves another apartment expressly for

the reception of the sacs of eggs, and young
when hatched, of a softer textiurc. The in-

side of its habitation is always remarkably
clean. The bags in which the eggs are
placed arc four, five, or six in number in

each habitation ; they are about one-third
of an inch iu diameter, and of a lenticular
form. The eggs arc not deposited till about
the end of Ccccmbcr or in January, and
tlicy are enveloped in fine down to guard
them from the cold. The edges of the fes-

toons not being fastened together, the insect

is able to creep in and out at will by lifting

them up. When the young are able to dis-

,
pense with the maternal cares, they quit

' their common habitation and form separate

1 abodes, and their parent dies in her tent,
' which is thus its birthplace and its tomb.

CLOUDED YEI.I.OW [BUTTERFLY].
A name applied by insect collectors to But-
terflies of the genus Colias.

CLUPEA : CLUTEIDvE. A genus and
family of Malacoptcrygious fishes ; distin-
guished hy their wanting the adipose fin, by
having the upper jaw composed of the inter-
maxillary bones in the middle, and the
maxillarics at the sides, and by the body
being always covered with scales. To this
genus belong the Herring, Sprat, Shad,
Whitebait, &c. [which sec].

CLYTUS. A genus of Ixmgicom Beetles,
abounding in species. A few species (C.
arktis and C. arairiliis') arc found in this
country

; but we prefer quoting, from Dr.
Harris's work, his description of two North
American si>ccies,on account of the interest-
ing notices of the habits of Ci.ytu.s Si'K-
ctosus :— This beautiful Clytus, like the
other liectles of the genus to which it be-
longs, is a wfXMl-borcr ; and the noble su-
gar-maple, which is one of the most Iicaii-

tiful of American forcst-trccs, is doomed to
sillier from its depredations. The Clytus
is distinguished from a Cnllidium by its

more convex form, its more nearly globular
thorax, which is neither flattened nor iu-

dented, and by its more slender thighs. The
head is yellow, tvith the antennee and the '

eyes reddish black ;
the thorax is black, with

'

two transverse yellow spots on each side
; ,

the tving-covers, for about two-thirds of their
|

length, are black, the remaining third is
|

yellow, and they are ornamented with bands
and spots arranged in the following manner:
a yellow spot on each shoulder, a broad yel-

low curved band or arch, of wliich the yeUow
scutel forms the key-stone, on the base of

the wing-covers, behind this a zigzag yellow
band forming the letter W, across the mid-
dle another yellow band arching backwards,
and on the j'eUow tip a curved band and a
black spot ; the legs are yellow ; and the
under-side of the body is reddish yellow,
variegated with brown. It is the largest

known species of Clytus, being from nine to

eleven tenths of an inch in length, and three
or four tenths iu breadth. It lays its eggs
on the trunk of the maple in July and Au-
gust. The grubs burrow into the bark as

soon as they are hatched, and are thus pro-
tected during the winter. In the spring
they penetrate deeper, and form, in the
course of the summer, long and winding
galleries in the wood, up and down the trunk.
In order to check their devastations, they
should be sought for in the spring, when
they will readily be detected by tlie saw-
dust that thej cast out of their burrows ;

and, by a judicious use of a knife and stiff

wire, they may be cut out or destroyed be-
fore they have gone deeply into the wood.
Many kinds of Clytus frequent flowers, for
the sake of the pollen whicli they devour.
Clytus Rictus. This other North Ame-

rican species has the form of tlie beauti-
ful Maple CIj'tus. It is velvet black, and or-
namented witli transverse yellow bands, of
which there are tliree on the head, four on the
thorax, and six on the wing-covers, the tips of
which are also edged witli yellow. The first

and second bands on each wing-cover are
nearly straight; tlie third band forms a V,or,
united witii the opposite one, a W, as in the
C. spcciosus

;

the fourth is also angled, and
runs upwards on the inner margin of tlie

wing-cover towards the scutel ; the fifth is

broken or interruped by a longitudinal ele-
vated line ; and the sixth is arched, and
consists of three little spots. The antennas
are dark brown

;
and the legs arc rust-red.

Tliese insects vary from six-tentlis to three
quarters of an inch in length. We are in-

formed by Dr. Harris, that in the month of
September these beetles gather on the locust-

trees, where tlicy may be seen glittering in
tlie sunbeams with their gorgeous livery of
block velvet and gold, coursing up and down
the trunks in pursuit of their mates, or to
drive away their rivals, and stopping every
now and then to salute tliose they meet with
a rapid bowing of the slioulders, accompanied
by a creaking sound, indicative of recogni-
tion or dcflnncc. Having paired, tlie female,
attended by her partner, creeps over the
bark, searching the crevices with her an-

' tennic, and dropping tlierein her snow-wliite
eggs, in clusters of seven or eight together,

j

and at intervals of live or six minutes, till

1
her whole stock is safely stored. The eggs
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are soon hatched, and the grubs immediately
burrow into the bark, where they remain
during the ensuing winter in a torpid state,

but in spring they bore more or less deeply
into the trunk, the general course of their

winding and irregular passages being in an
upward direction from the place of their

entrance.

COAL-FISn. (_Gadtts carhonarivs.') A
Malacopterygious fish, inhabiting the Baltic,

the Northern, and the Mediterranean seas :

it is common on most of our rocky and deep
coasts, but particularly on those of Scotland,

the Orkneys, and Yorkshire. The head and
body are elegantly shaped ; the scales small
and oblong : the lateral line silvery white
and nearly straight ; the under jaw is some-
what longer than the upper

;
the lips tinged

with purple red j
the mouth black ;

the teeth

very small ; and the irides silvery white.

When full grown, it is about two feet and a
half long, and weighs thirty pounds : the

head, dorsal fins, tail, and upper parts of

the body are of a dusky black, which gradu-
ally softens into a silvery tinge as it ap-

proaches the abdomen ; the tail is broad and
forked. According to Mr. Pennant, the

young begin to appear in vast shoals on the

COATIMONDI. (iVosuo.) An animal
bearing some affinity to the racoon, except
that the neck and body are longer, the fur
is shorter, and the eyes are smaller ; but
it is more particularly distinguished by
the elongation of its snout, to which its

scientific name nasua refers. By the assist-

COAIWISH. — (OAUnS CAUBONARIUS.)

coast of Yorkshire, in July, and are at that

time about an inch and a half long ; in Au-
gust they are from three to five inches in

length, and are taken in great numbers with
the rod and line, when they are esteemed a
very delicate fish, but when about a year
old they are so coarse that few people will

eat them. Mr. Couch says, “It is in the

highest condition from October to December,
at wlucli season it prowls after prej; in large

companies ; so that when met ivith they
prove a valuable capture to the fishermen ;

for though but course food, yet being whole-

some, substantial, and cheap, they are

eagerly purchased by the poor, cither fresh

or salted. They swim at no depth, and with

great rapidity j
but when attracted by bait,

will keep near a boat till all are taken ; and

I have known four men in two boats, two

men in each boat, take twenty-four hundred

weight with lines in a very few hours. The
season for spawning is curly in spring ;

im-

mediately after which this fish becomes so

lank as to be worthless, in which state it

continues through the summer.”
These fish derive their English name from

the dusky pigment which tinges their skin,

and which, when they arc handled, soils the

fingers like moist coal. The young resort to

the rocky bays of the Orkneys and Hebrides

in immense numlicrs, where, according to

the period of their growth, they are known
by the names of cw/'/;/, silfic, andsiV/oiw. On
the Yorkshire coast the young arc called

parrs, and when a year olil btlkls.

KUFOU8 COATIMONni.—(j>ASUA BUFA.)

ance of this long flexible snout, which is

somewhat truncated at the end, it roots up
, |

the earth, in the manner of a hog, in que^t i

of earth-worms, &c. It also preys on the
'

smaller quadrupeds ; but it lives more upon 1
1

trees than upon the ground, and is a dc- ji

structive enemy of birds, their eggs, and un-
j

fledged young. It is equal in size ton large
]

cat ; its general colour is a cinereous brown ;

the taii, which is of very considerable length, .

is annulated with distinct circles of block ;

the ears are round, like those of a rat, co-
j

vered with short Iiair externally, but inter-

nally with long whitish hair ; the mouth is .

large, and tlie under jaw much shorter than
the upper. It is a native of Brazil.

COBITI.S. [See Loach.]

COBRA DI CAPELLO. The Portuguese
name of the Viprra nqi'n; called by the i

English names of the Hooped Snake and
the Spectaci.k Snake. [Sec Snake.]

COCCINELLA : COCCINELLID.E. A
genus and family of Coleopterous insects,

characterized by their hemispheric form, the

upper part being convex, and the lower flat

:

and further distinguished by the colour and
spots of their wings. Among these arc in-

cluded all the I.ady-birds t one of which is

the Coccinclla scjttcmpmictatn of Linnams,

or common seven-siKiUcd Lady-bird, the

well-known summer \-isitant of every field

and garden. Though these insects sometimes
appear in great numbers, and have occa-

sionally created much alarm, it is erroneous

to suppose that they do any injurj- to vege-

tation !
on the contrary, Inith in the larva

and iicrfcct state, they feed on the Ajdiides

which infest plants, and arc consequently of



t

1
1 great scnice : its lorra ims a rather dis-

1 1

agreeable ai>pearauee ; it is of a long oval

1
sluipe, with a pointed tail, of a blaek colour,

BIRD , WITH ITS LARVA AND PUPA.
(COCOINELLA SEPTEMPUNOTATA.J

with red and white specks, and a rough sur-
face ; it changes to a short, blackish, oval
ch^salis, spotted with red, and which gives
biidh to its beautiful inmate in the months
of May and June.
The different species of Coccinellai are very

numerous ; they are generally divided ac-
cording to the ground-colour of their elytra,

which arc either red with black, yellow with
black, black with red, or j-ellow with white
spots. One of the most beautiful of the
English species is the Coccinella octodccim-
punctata of Linnaeus, or the eightccn-spottcd
Lady-bird, wliich is of a bright yellow with
numerous black specks, and little more than
half the size of the common red kind above
described.
Most people who arc familiar with our

South-eastern coasts have had opportunities
of witnessing the flight of extraordinary
swarms of Lady-birds during the summer or
autumnal months. The most recent instance
of this which we have seen publicly noticed
is the following :

— “ On Friday, August 13.

1847, the whole of the coast around Southend
: was visited by one of the most numerous
flights of insects on record. They consisted
of at least five species of lady-bird, and tltey
came in such dense numbers, as for miles

^

along the coast to resemble a swarm of bees
,
during hiving. The sea destroyed countless

I

millions of them, the gross and hedge-rows,
! and every crevice that afforded shelter from
;

the wind, were coloured with their numbers,

j

and for many miles it was impossible to walk,
1 without crushing numbers beneath tlie tread.

I

Tlic insects evidently came from the cast,
the wind having veered round to that |>oint
during the night. Every true friend of
agriculture, however, liails the anpearaneo
of these insects, os they arc well-known to
be the dcstroj^ers of /l/JnV/es, a race of flics

the most injurious to vegetation. We found,
on impiiry, that this phenomenon was not
coiiflned to the above mentioned Iwality

j

for on the same day Kam.sgatc, Margate,
Ilrighton, and tlic eonsts of tlie adjacent
ncighlxiurhoods were similarly visited by
swarms of these Aphidivorous insects, wlileh
in many places were swept oil’ tlie piililic

walks, and siieedily consigned to a watery
tomb,”

l)r, Thaddeus Harris has the following
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sensible remarks on the valuable services of
the Coccinellce, when speaking of the “ re-

doubtable enemies ” which “ seem expressly
created to diminish the numbers ” of the
Aphides, or plant-lice, “These lice-destroyers
are of three sorts. The first are the young
or larvae of the hemispherical beetles fa-

miliarly known by the name of lady-birds,
and scientifically by that of Coccinellce,

These little beetles are generally yellow or
red, with black spots, or black, with white,
red, or yellow spots ; there are many kinds
of them, and they are very common and
plentiful insects, and are generally diffused
among plants. They live both in the per-
fect and young state, upon plant-lice, and
hence their services are very considerable.
Their young are small flattened gmbs of a
bluish or blue-back colour, spotted usually
with red or yellow, and furnished with six
legs near tlie fore-part of the body. They
are hatched from little yellow eggs, laid in
clusters among the plant-lice, so that they
find themselves at once within reach of their
prey, which, from their superior strength,
they are enabled to seize and slaughter in
great numbers. There are some of these
lady-birds of a very small size, and blackish
colour, sparingly clothed with short hairs,
and sometimes wdth a yellow spot at the end
of the wing-covers, whose young are clothed
with short tufts or flakes of the most delicate
wliite down. These insects belong to the
genus Scymmis, wdiich means a lion’s whelp,
and they well merit such a name, for their
young, in proportion to their size, are as
sanguinary and ferocious as the most savage
beast of prey. I have often seen one of
these little tufted animals preying upon the
plant-lice, catching and devouring, with the
greatest ease, lice nearly as large os its own
body, one after another, in rapid succession,
without apparently satiating its hunger or
diminishing its activity.” M. Mulsant, of
Lyons, has published a volume on the Coc-
cinellidcc of France, most of which arc also
found in this country : a monograph of the
whole group by tlie same learned entomolo-
gist is in the press.

COCCUS.
_
A genus of Hemipterous in-

sects, including the Cochineal insect (Coccus
cacti.) In this remarkable genus the
males arc much smaller tliau the females,
and arc furnished with wings, of wliich the
females are destitute. Tlic Cocci arc found
on the leaves and hark of various plants :

hence they become injurious to many c.\-

otics in our hotlioiiscs and conscrvaturics.
One of the most common of these is tlie

Coccus adonidum, a small oval-sliapcd in-
sect of a i>ale rose-colour, slightly convex
above, with tlie body divided into many
transverse segments iirojcctiiig sliarifly on
the sides ; it has six sliort legs, and the wliolc
insect apiicars more or less covered witli a

\
flue wliitc powder. Wlicn the female Is full

: of eggs, slic ceases to feed, and remaining
;

fixed to one s])ot, cnvcloiis herself in a flue
white fllirous cotton-like substance, and soon
afterwards dies : tlic young, wliich arc
hatched under the body of tlic parent in.scct,
proceding from it in great numbers, and dis-

Pflijular JBtcttaniiry of iSnturo.



persing themselves in quest of food. It was
originally introduced into Europe along
with exotic plants from the warmer regions
of Africa and America.

It may be remarked of the Coccidce gene-
rally, that they are remarkable for their

powers of propagation, and that when they
once attack a plant or young tree, the minute
size of the larvse renders their extermination
a very difficult task. We were particularly
struck with the observations of the President
of tlie Entomological Society (G. Newport,
Esq. P. B. S.) in his “ Anniversary Address,”
1846—that so complete had been the ravages
of the Coccus of the orange-trees, that one of
the Azores, the island of Eayal, lost its entire

produce from this cause alone. The usual
exportation of fruit from Fayal had been
12,000 chests annually, but in 1843 not a
single chest was exported. This Injury had
extended to St. Michael’s

;
and the inhabit-

[

ants of the whole of that group of volcanic
‘ islands, depending almost entirely on the
' produce of their orange-groves, and despair-

ing of retrieving their prospects, were fast

turning their attention to the cultivation of

other objects of commerce. This amount of
injury to a whole population, by a diminu-
tive and apparently contemptible insect, was

: the result of but tliree years 1 It was there-

fore .with great reason that tlie President

,

laid some stress on the fact, and remarked,

\

that the effects of this insect on a single arti-

cle ofluxury might fairly he adduced to show
that entomological inquiries are deserving of
full attention. They furnish, however, some
very important products : the bodies ofmany
species, being deeply coloured tlirough their

whole substance, ^rield dies of great value,

the richness of which seems to depend upon
the nature of the plant upon which they
feed.

1 By far the most important of all is the

Coccus cacti, or Cochineal Cactus^ so cele-

brated for the beauty of the coloiu which it

yields. This species is a native of South
. America, and was for a long time exclusively

confined to Mexico, where it feeds on a species

of cactus. The female or officinal Cochineal
insect, in its full-grown pregnant or torpid

’ state, swells or grows to such a size, in pro-

portion to that of its first or creeping state,

that the legs, antennoe, and proboscis, are so

small with respect to the rest of the animal
as hardly to be discovered by the naked eye i

so that on a general view it bears a great

resemblance to a seed or berry : hence arose

I

that difference of opinion which at one period

I

subsisted among writers ;
some maintaining

1
that Cochineal was a berrj^, Avhilc others con-

tended that it was an insect.

When the female insect is arrived at its

full size, it fixes itself to the surface of the

leaf, and envelopes itself in a kind of wliite

down, which it spins or draws through its

Iiroboscis in a continued double filament.

I

The male is a small and rather slender tivo-

winged fly, about the size of a flea, with
i jointed antenna: and large white wings in

proportion to the body, which is of a red

colour, with two long filaments proceeding
,
from tlie tail. 'When the fbmale insect has
discharged all its eggs, it becomes a mere

husk, and dies ; so that great care is taken
to kill the insects before that time, to prevent
the young from escaping. The operation of

collecting the insects, which is exceedingly
tedious, is performed by the women. “For-
merly,” says Mr. Jl'Culloch, “ it was in

Mexico only that it was reared with care,

and formed a valuable article of commerce ;

but its culture is now more or less attended
to in various parts of the West Indies nud
of the United States. There are two sorts

or varieties of Cochineal : the best or dome^
ticated, which the Spaniards call granafina,
or fine grain ; and the wild, which they call

grana sylvestra. The former is nearly twice
as large ns the latter ;

probably because its

size has been improved by the favourable
effects of human care, and of a more copious
and suitable nourislimcnt, derived solely

from the Cactus cochinrllifer, during many
generations. Wild cochineal is collected six

times in the year ; but that which is cul-
tivated is only collected thrice during the

'

same period. The insects, of which there
are about 70,000 in a pound, being detached
from the plants on which they feed by a
blunt knife, are put into bags, and dipired
in boiling water to kill them, after which
they ai-e dried in the sun. It is principally
used in the dyeing of scarlet, crimson, and
other esteemed colours. The watery infusion
is of a violet crimson ; the alcoholic, of a
deep crimson ; and the alkaline, of a deep
purple, or rather violet hue. It is imported

;

in bags, each containing al>out 200 lbs. ; and
has the appearance of small, diy. shrivelled,

rugose berries or seeds, of a deep brown,
purple, or mulberry colour, with a white

,

matter between the wrinkles.” I

COCK. (.Gcllus domcsUciis.'i The com-
mon domestic Cock, the well-known chief-

lain of the poultrj'-yard, is subject to in-

numerable varictic.s, scarcely two being found
to resemble each other exactly in form and
plumage. At what time this valuable bird

j

was brought tinder the control of man, it
,

is now impossible to determine j but, as the
,

forests of many parts of India still abound
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' with several varieties of the Cock in the
; wild or natural condition, it is quite rea-
' sonable to conclude tliat the race was first

domesticated in the East, and gradually

I

extended thence to the rest of tlie world.
It seems to be generally understood, indeed,

’

tliat the Coek was first introduced into
! Europe from Persia : it has, however, been
,

' so long established throughout the Western
;

regions, that to attempt to trace its progress

i; from its native wilds would be a useless
'

i waste of time. >t'e figure wliat many na-
, turalists regard as tiie origin of our domestie

;

poultry, the very handsome Javanese wild
i
fowl ; but it is our firm belief that domes-

I

ticated animals are in general not traceable

I

to any wild stock or I'ace.

TH* rAVAuasa cook.

—

(OAi,r.ns BANKrvos.)

: The Domestic Cock has his head sur-

I
mounted liy a notclicd, crimson, fleshy sub-

' stance, called a contb; and two pendulous
fleshy bodies of the same colour, termed
wattles, han^ under his tliroat. Tlie hen
has also a similar, but not so large nor so
vividly coloured excrescence on her head.
The Cock is provided witli a sliarp horn or
spur on the out.?ide of his tarsus, witli wliicli

,
he inflicts severe wounds

; the hen, instead

I

of a spur, has a mere knot or tubercle. There
is, in botli sexes, below tlic ear, an oblong
spot, the interior edge of wliich is reddisii,
and tlie remainder white. The feathers
arise in pairs from each sheath, touciiing by
their iioints within the skin, but diverging
in their course oulwards. On the neck tlicy

; are long, narrow, and floating ; on the rump
they arc of tlie same form, Imt ilrouping
laterally os'er the extremity of tlie wings,
which are quite short, and terminate at tlie

origin of the tail, the plumes of which arc
vertical. In the centre of the Cock's tali
arc two long feathers, wliich full backwards
In a graceful arch, and odd great licauty to
the whole a«iiect of the fowl. It is in vain
to offer any description of the colour of the
plumage, as it is Inlliiitcly varied, being in

' some breeds of the greatest riclincss and
:

elegance, and in others of the simplest and
Iiloinest hue. Except in the pure white
breeds, the plumage of the cock is always
more splendid tliaii that of the hen : his
apparent consciousness of personal beauty,
eonroge, aiKl gallantry, seem never io forsake
him, whether we regard his Btalely inarch.

at the head of his train of wives and nume-
rous offspring, or watch him ns he crows
defiance to a rival. His sexual powers are
matured when he is about six months old,

and his full vigour lasts for about three
|

years.
I

The hen, if left to herself, forms a very
indifferent nest : a simple hole scratched in
the ground among a few bushes is the only
preparation she usually makes, and she

,

generally lays from twelve to fifteen eggs ;

before she begins to sit upon them for the
purpose of hatching. But slie now becomes
a model of enduring patience, remaining
fixed in her place until the urgency of hunger
forces her to go in search of food. During

|

the time of her sitting she diligently turns
|

and shifts her eggs, so that each may receive
!

a due degree of genial warmth ; and it is not
|

until about three weeks have elapsed that the
\

incubation is completed. The strongest oftlie
progeny then begin to cliip the shell with
the bill, and are successively enabled to
bui st their brittle prisons. The whole family
being at length emancipated, tlie parent
leads them forth in search of food. In her
nature the hen is timid ; but in discharging
the duties of maternity she becomes bold,
and indiscriminately attacks every aggressor,
watches over the safety of her young with
the utmost jealousy, neglects the demands
of her own appetite to divide the food she
may obtain among her nurslings, and labours
with untiring diligence to provide them
sufficient sustenance.
The Cock is verj' attentive to his females,

hardly ever losing sight of them : he leads,
defends, and cherishes them ; collects them
together Iwheii they straggle, and seems to
eat unwillingly till he sees them feeding
around him. Mons. Parrmentier, a cele-
brated French naturalist, has thus described
the Cock :— “ He is considered to have every
requisite quality when he is of a good mid-
dling size ; when he carries his head high i

has a quick animated look ; a strong and :

shrill voice, short bill, and fine red comb,
shining as if varnished

; wattles of a large
size, and of the same colour as the comb t

’

the breast broad ; the wings strong ;
the

^

Iilumagc black, or of an obscure red : the
thighs very muscular ; the legs thick, and

,

furnished with strong spurs ; the claws
rather bent, and sharply pointed. He ought
also to be free in bis motions, to crow fre-

|

qucntly, and to scratch the ground often in
search of worms, not so much for himself as
to treat his hens, lie ought withal to be
brisk, spirited, ardent, niul ready in caressing
the hens

;
quick in defending them, at-

tentive in soliciting them to cat, in keeping '

them together, and it) assembling them at ,

night.”
j

After the common ordunghill lirccd which
we have described, the i>rincii)al varieties
arc— The (Jamk Cotut, which is more dis-
tinguished forits nnuBUnI length of spur, and
its courage, than for any great peculiarity
in its plumage ; the Dimiki.nii fowl, which
has two toes behind, and is considerably
larger than the other European si;eclcs

(

the I’oi.AXP breed, which is black-fcathcrcd,
with white loi)knots , the Baxtam Cock, I
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a small but most courageous fowl, whose legs
are so much feathered as to hinder it greatly
in walking

; and the Dwarf Cock, much
smaller than the Bantam, with legs so short
that the wings drag on the ground.

COCKCHAi’ER, or MAY-BUG. (Jfe?o-

, loiUha vulgaris.^ Tliis is one of the most
common of European beetles, and in this
country there is no one with which we are
more familiar, the larva: or caterpillar feed-
ing on the roots of corn, &c., and the com-
plete insect making its appearance during
tlie middle and the decline of summer. It
is found on most of the deciduous trees

;

particularly the oak and willow, and on the
hazel and other fruit trees ;

and often in
I such numbers that branches bend under
their weight. Its duration in the perfect
state is very short, each, individual living
only about a week, and the species entirely
disappearing in the course of a month.
After the sexes have xjaired, the males

OOOKOHAFBB AND JTS LAB.VA
(MELOLONTHA VUI.QARIS.)

perish, and the females enter the earth to
the depth of six inches or more, making
their way by means of the strong hook which
arm the fore legs ; here they deposit their
eggs, amounting from one to two hundred
from each female, which are abandoned by
the parent; who generally ascends again to
the surface, and perishes in a short time.
i'rom the eggs are hatched, in the space

of fourteen days, little wliitish grubs, each
provided with six legs near the head, aud a
mouth furnished with strong jaws. When

. in a state of rest, these grubs usually eml
themselves in the shape of a crescent. They
6ub.sist on the tender roots of various i)lants,

committing ravages' among these vegetable
substances, on some ccciuious of the most
deplorable kind, so os total Ij- to disappoint
the best-founded hopes of the husbandman.
During the summer they live under the thin

coat of vegetable mould near tlie surface,

but as winter aimroaehes thej' descend be-

low the reach of frost, and remain torpid

until the succeeding spring, at which time
they change their ^ins, and re-ascend to

the surface for food. At the end of their

third summer they have acquired their full

growth as larvio ; they then cease eating,

I

and void the residue of their food, prcj)ara-

I

tory to the mctamoridiosis wliich they are
about to undergo. As this period approaches

!
they bury themselves deeper in the earth,

1 where they form a roundctl cavity, the sides

j

of which are smoothed and consolidated by
,

iaaturnl ?i?ts(ory

;

the application of a fluid disgorged from
their mouths. Its abode being thus formed,
the lan’a soon begins to contract in length,
swell, and burst its last skin, coming there-
from in the form of a chrysalis, exhibiting
the rudiments of elytra, antennae, &c., and
gradually acquiring consistence and colour
till it becomes of a brownish hue. In this
state it continues about three months, by
the end of which time it assumes its rank as
a perfect coleopterous insect. During the
months of March and April the insect ap-
proaches the surface of the earth, and ge-
nerally bursts from its subterraneous abode
during some mild evening about the latter
end of May, thus quitting its grovelling
mode of life, to soar aloft and disport in the
realms of air.

In their winged state, these beetles, with
several other species, act as conspicuous a
part in injuring the trees, as the grubs do in
destroying the herbage. During the month
of Slay they come forth from the ground,
whence they have received the name of May-
bugs or Slay-beetles. They pass the greater
part of the day upon trees, clinging to the
under sides of the leaves, in a state of repose;
but as soon as evening approaches, they tegin
to buzz about among the branches, and con-
tinue on the wing tiU near midnight. In
their droning flight they move very irregu-
larly, darting hither and thither with an
uncertain aim, hitting against objects in
their way with a force that often causes
tliem to fall to the ground. They frequently
enter houses in the night, apparently at-^
tracted, as well ns dazzled and bewildered,
by the lights. Their vagaries, in which,
without haring the power to harm, they seem
to threaten an attack, have caused them to
be called dors, that is, darers ; • while their
seeming blindness and stupidity have be-
come proverbial, in the expressions, “ blind
as a beetle,” and “ beetle-headed.” Besides
the leaves of fruit-trees, thev devour those
of various forest-trees and stirubs, with an
aridity not much less than that of the lo-
cust ; BO that, in certain seasons, and in par-
ticular districts, they become an oppressive
scourge, and the source of much misery to
the inhabitants.
The animals and birds appointed to check

the ravages of these insects, are, acconling
to Latreille, the badger, weasel, marten, bats,
rats, the common dung-hill fowl, and the
goat-sucker or night-hawk. To this list

may be added the common crow, which de-
vours not only the perfect insects, but their
larva:, for winch purpose it is often obserr ed
to follow the plough. In “Anderson’s Re-
creations,” it is stated that “ a cautious ol>-

server, having found a nest of five young
jnys,remarked that each of these birds," while

'

yet very young, consumed at least fifteen of !

these full-sized grubs in one day, and of
course would reqiurc many more of a smaller
size. Say, that on an average of sizes, they
consumed twenty a-picce, these for the five

,
:

make one hundred. Each of the parents i

consumes say fifty ; so that the pair and fa- ,

:

milV devour* two hundred every day. This,
jj

in tlirce months, amounts to twenty thousand
in one season. But os the grub contiuucv
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in that state four seasons, this single pair,

with their family alone, without reckoning
their descendants after the first year, would
destroy eighty thousand grubs. Let us sup-
pose that the half, namely, forty thousand,
are females, and it is kno^ra that they usu-
ally lay about two hundred eg"s each ; it

will appear that no less than eight millions
have been destroyed, or prevented from
being hatched, by the labours of a single
family of jays. It is by reasoning in this

way, that we'learn to know of what import-
ance it is to attend to the economy of nature,
and to be cautious how we derange it by our
short-sighted and futile operations.
From Vincent Kollar’s useful work on the

injuries done to vegetation by various insects,

(translated from the German by the Misses
Loudon) we derive the following informa-
tion. “ The May-bug is able to do mischief
in a double form ;

— ^iz. as larv’a and beetle,
in seasons when its increase exceeds the pro-

i per limits. The lan-a: spare neither meadow
i

nor corn-fields ; they often destroy potatoes

;
and other vegetables, and even gnaw the

i
roots of trees and vines, so as to make them

. sickly. They do particular injury in nur-
^ series, where seeds are raised, to the young

plants. By attentively observing the appear-
1 ance of the young trees, the presence of the

lan'iE of the May-bu" gnawing at the roots
may be deteeted. The plants thus deprived
of their roots become yellow and parched,
and are easily taken out of the ground.
Young fir-trees are not less exposed to the

' attacks of this insect than deciduous trees.

These insects must not be looked for under
the already parched-up trees, but under those
that are withering; ns the former are already
deserted from want of nourishment. The
fully formed beetle is still more destructive
than the larvoe. It attneks cherry, apple,
pear, and nut trees, the vine, the oak, and
the beech, &c. in multitudes. The leaves
and fruit of the trees, when this is the case,
are completely destroyed ; and the stems,
full of sap, become unhealthy, and either
recover slowly, or die off. It is worthy of
remark, that these insects spare the lime-
tree. It is natural that the agriculturist,

1

gardener, and forester should try to discover
' a method by which so j)Owerful an enemy
in their petnilinr province may l>e lessened
in numlicr or destroyed. It is impossible

;

to search for the small eggs in the earth; and
to dig up the grubs that lie deep in the
ground would be attended with an expense
which would far exceed that of the ravages
they commit, while collecting those which
arc thrown up by the iilough and the s|)ade

,

is not to be taken into consideration. Notliing
!

remains to be done but to catch the fiilly-

i
formed beetle. Nature, however, as in all

j

other extreme visitations, h.is provided a
1

' more ctfcctual remedy for this evil tlian can
1

1)0 devi^id by man. Pigs, moles, field-mice,
a multitude of birds (particularly the crow,

j

raven, jackdaw, the woodpecker, and the
1 hawk;, and even the large groimd-beetles,
(f'«ra/)Wo:)in3tinctivelyscarcli out the May-

1

bug and its larva; to feoi on. Uiifav'rurablc
|: weather often comes on, and if the month

j

j

of .May is wet and cold, the success of the

May-bug is at an end
;
but in order to aid in i

lessening their too great increase, country
:

magistrates and managers of forests should
^

issue a strict order every spring to the far-
;

mers, gardeners, and labourers, to search for

and collect these insects as soon as they 1

appear in the gardens, hedges, and forests. '

For tliis. jmrpose the cliildren of the pea-
santry in the country, and those of the lower

;

classes in towns, should be employed and
encomaged by rewards. This business should
take iilace in the morning, because the May-

j

bugs, which have been sitting on the bios-
1

soms of the trees during the night have be-
come as if torpid, and as long as the branches

!

remain still they do not cling tightly to

them with their hooks ; in this state they
can easily be thrown down in heaps. In
shaking the trees, core should be taken that
there are no nails or iron on the soles or
heels of the shoes of the boys who climb up
the branches, so that the abundant sap and
tender bark of the trees may not be injured.
In order to facilitate the collecting of the

;

fallen beetles, a linen cloth should be spread
;

under each tree, otherwise they will crawl
j

away in the grass. This practice should be
continued throughout May, and even to the

j

beginning of June. The collected insects
may be killed by pouring boiling water over
them, and given as food to fowls and swine ;

or they m.ay be burnt. It is not advisable
cither to bury them or to throw them into
ponds or livers, because they would make ‘

their way out again, and commit new ra- i

vages. Nurseries are best protected by leav'es

being strewed over the surface of the ground, 1

because (as it is asserted) the beetle never 1

lays Us eggs in ground covered with litter.
|

“ Another method of setting a limit to the
1

too great increase of the Cockchafer consists I

in siiaring those birds before named which
'

feed on them, and amongst them the crow '

undoubtedly claims the first place. These 1

birds follow the plough for the express pur- 1

pose of consuming worms, the larva; of
'

insects, and particularly those of the Cock-
chafer, which are thrown on the surface by
the plough. The instinct of the crow to go
in quest of this grub, may also be observed
in gardens and other places where vegetables
are planted. It walks about Ixitwecn the
jilants, and soon as it sees one that hivs be-
gun to wither, it approaches it with a joyful
spring, digs with its sharp bill deep into the
ground near the plant, and knows so well
how to seize its |)rcy, that it draws it forth
and swallows it almost in the same moment.
The crows do the same in meadows, which
we sometimes see completely covered with
them.”

COCKATOO. The Cockatoos Irelong to
the 1‘mttncitla'., or Parrot family, but are

[

di'tinguished from the true parrots, and all
others, by a crest, or tuft of elegant feathers, 1

on the head, which they can raise or dcjiress !

at pleasure. They are in general natives of
Australia and the Indian islands. Inhabiting
the woods, and feeding upon seeds and
fruits. They make their nests in decayed
trees, and if taken at an early age arc ciu-ily
tamed.



Before we proceed to describe some of the
species, we beg to copy from the pages of
Capt. Grey {Travels in Australia) a most
interesting description of “ Cockatoo kill-
ing.” “ Perhaps as fine a sight as can be
seen in the whole circle of native sports is

the killing Cockatoos with the kiley, or
boomerang. A native perceives a large
flight of Cockatoos in a forest wliicli eucircies
a lagoon

; the expanse of water aflbrds an
open clear space above it, unencumbered
with trees, but which raise their gigantic
forms all around, more vigorous in their
growth from the damp soil in which they
flourish : and in their leafy summits sit a
countless number of Cockatoos, screaming
and flying from tree to tree, as they make
their arrangements for a night’s sound
sleep. The native tlirows aside his cloak,
so that he may not even have this slight
covering to impede his motions, draws his
kiley from Iris belt, and, with a noiseless,

elastic step, approaches the lagoon, creeping
from tree to tree, from bush to bush, and
disturbing the birds as little as possible ;

their sentinels, however, take the alarm,
the Cockatoos farthest from the water fly to

the trees near its edge, and thus they keep
concerrtratiug their forces as the native ad-
vances

;
they are aware that danger is at

hand, but are ignorant of its nature. At
length the pursuer almost reaches the edge
of the water, and the scared Cockatoos, with
wild cries, spring into the air ; at the same
instant the native raises his right hand high
over his shoulder, and, bounding forward
with his utmost speed for a few paces, to

give impetus to liis blow, the kiley quits his

hand as if it would strike the water, but when
it has almost touched the unruffled surface

of the lake, it spins upwards with inconceiv-
able velocity, and with the strangest con-
tortions. In vain the terrified Cockatoos
strive to avoid it : it sweeps wildy and
uncertainly through the air, and so eccentric
are its motions, that it requires but a slight

stretch of the imagination to fancy it en-
dowed with life, and with fell swoops is in

rapid pursuit of the devoted birds,— some of

whom are almost certain to be brought
screaming to the earth. But the wily savage
has not yet done with them. He avails

himself of the extraordinary attachment
which these birds have for one another, and
fastening a wounded one to a tree, so that

its cries may induce its comi>anions to return,

lie watches his opportunity by tlirowing his

kiley or spear to add another bird or two
to the booty he has already obtained.” The
jircccding ilnimated description refers not

only to tlie species beneath, but also to spe-

cies of the genus Calyptorhyncus, previously

described.

Bhoad-crk.sted Cockatoo. {Psittacus

crislutus.) This elegant species is about the

size of a common fowl
;
the colour white,

with a faint lingo of rose-colour on the licad

and lircast, and of yellow on the inner wing-
coverts and tail-feathers :_on tlie head is a
very ample crest, consisting of large and
long fcatlicrs arching over the whole head,

which the bird can readily raise or depress :

these feathers are white above, but of a fine

scarlet hue beneath : the tail is short in

proportion to the size of the body, and even
at the end ; the bill very large, strong, and
of a bluish black ; the orbits of the eyes
bare, and of a deep ash-colour, and the lees

deep cinereous. It is of a mild and docile

disposition, but can rarely be taught to

articulate any other word than its own name,
which it pronounces wdth great distinctness.

New Holland is its localitj'.

Great Solpuur-crested Cockatoo.
Psittacus galeritus.) This is somewhat
larger than the preceding, and measures I

upwards of two feet in length : its colour is

white, slightly tinged with yellow on the
sides of the tail, and about the wing-coverts:
the head is ornamented with a large, .long,

and pointed crest, of a fine sulphur colour,

slightly reversed at the tip ; the bill is black;

and the tail longer than in the Brood-crested
Cockatoo. Same locality.

Smaller SoLPHtm-CRE.sTED Cockatoo.
Psittacus sulphureus). In almost every
respect except in size (being only about
fifteen inches long), the description just

given would apply to this species. The crest

is shaped as in the preceding bird, and is of
a fine sulphur-yellow ; but it has in addi-

tion a large yellow spot beneath each eye.

The bill is black ; and the legs deep lead-

colour. It is a native of the Molucca is-

lands. i

Red-vented Cockatoo. {Psittacus Phi- ,

lippinarum,) This is not only the smallest

of the Wlute Cockatoos, but its crest is

smaller in proportion than the rest of the

tribe. The bill is of a pale flesh-colour, and
the legs cinereous. It is a native of the

Philiijpine isles.

COCKLE. [See Cardium.]

COCK or THE WOODS. [See Grouse.]

COCKROACH. [SeeBLATTAORIENTALIS.]

COD. [For the generic character of the

Gadidce, or Codfish tribe, sec G.vdcs.]— The
Common Cod. {Gadus morrhua.) It is

almost impossible to estimate too highly the
importance of this trulj' valuable inhabitant
of the deep, whether regarded as a supply of

OOD — (OADCS MOanHDA )

food, a source of national industry- and com-
mercial wealth, or os a wonder of nature in

its astonishing fecundity. It re.«idcs in im-
mense shoals in the Northern seas, perform-

ing various migrations at stated season.s,

and visiting in succession the ditferent coasts

of Europe and America. Though found in

considerable numl)cr8 on the coasts of other

northern regions, an extent of about 4j0
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miles of ocean, leaving the chill and rugged
• shores of Xewfonndland, is the favourite
annual resort of countless multitudes of Cod,
which visit the submarine mountains known
as the Grand Bank, to feed upon the crus-
taceous and molluscous animals abundant
in such situations. Hither, also, fleets of
fishermen regularly adventure, sure of win-
ning a rich freight in return for their toils

j

and exposure. “ In this country,” Mr. Yar-
1 rell observes, “ it appears to be taken all

' round the coast : among the islands to the
: north and west of Scotland it is abundant

:

,
most extensive fisheries are carried on

;
and

;
it may be traced as occurring also on the

• shore of almost every county in Ireland.
I In the United Kingdom alone, this fish, in

i
the catching, the curing, the partial con-

' sumption and sale, supplies employment,
food, and profit to thousands of the humim
race.”

;
The Cod is of a moderately long shape,

with the abdomen very thick and promi-
nent ; the head is large, as also are the eyes

;

the jaws of equal length, the lower one
bearded at the Up by a single cirrus ; in the
jaws and palate are numerous sharp teeth j

the dorsal and anal fins are rather large,
the pectoral and ventral rather small ; tlic

tail of moderate size, and even at the end ;

the beliy tumid and soft, the body tapering
gradually throughout the latter half; the
upper part of the head, cheeks, back, and
sides, mottled and spotted with dull yellow ;

the belly white or silvery
;
the lateral line

white : all the fins dusky. The Cod some-
times grows to a very large size. Pennant
gives an instance of one taken on the British
coasts which weighed seventj’-cight pounds,
and measured five feet eight inches in length,
and five feet in girth round the shoulders ;

but the general size, at least in tlie British
seas, is for less, and the weight from about
fourteen to forty pounds ; and such ns are
of middling size are most esteemed for the
table.

Speaking of the localities to which the
Cod-fish chiefly resort on our own coasts,
Mr. Yarrcll says, “A change has lately taken
place, from the Cod having shifted their

?

:round. Formerly the Gravesend and Bnrk-
ng fishermen obtained few Cod nearer than
the Orkneys or the Dogger Bank

; but for
the last two or three years the supply for the
Uindon market has been obtained by going
no farther than the Lincolnshire and Nor-
folk coasts, and even between that and Lou-
don, where previously very few fish could be
obtained." “ There appear to be two
well-marked varieties of the Common Cod

;

one with a sharp nose, elongated liefore the
eye, and the liody of a very dark brown co-
lour, which is usually culled the Dogger-
bank Cod. This varietv prevails also along
our southern coast. The other variety has
a ronnil blunt nose, short and wide before
the eyes, and the body of light yellowish
ash-green colour, and Is freiineiitly culled
the scotch C<sl. Both srjrts Iiaveghe lateral
line white. I f«;licve the distinction of more
southern and northern C(»d to l»c tenable,
and that the hUint-headed llghter-colonr
fidi docs not range so far south ns the
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sharper-nosed dark fish. Our fishermen now
finding plenty of Cod-fish near home, the
London shops for the last year or two have
only now and then exhibited specimens of
the short-nosed northern Cod: both varieties

ore equally good in quality, and both are
frequently taken on the same ground.”

COLEOPTEBA. [Beetles.] The name
given to designate an order of Insects, cha-
racterized by having four wings, the exter-
nal pair of wliich are not suited for flight,

;

but form a covering or case for the interior
pair, and are composed of a hard, tough
substance : the inner margins of these wing-
cases, or elytra, when closed, touch and form
a longitudinal sutme ; and the inner or true
wings, which are large and membranous,
w'hen not in use, are folded transversely
under them. Under the term Coleoptera,
therefore, are included all the beetle tribe ;

of which naturalists have established a great
number of genera, from the different con-
formations of their antennal, &c. ;

presenting
among them many that are remarkable fer
their brilliant colours or singular forms.
The larva: of coleopterous insects undergo a
complete transformation : those which bur-
row in the ground generally prepare for the
pupa "state by removing the earth which
siurounds them so as to form an open oval
space ; others form a kind of cocoon or web
around them ; and some assume the perfect
state without any preparation.

“ Alany of these Inseets, partieuhirly in
the larva: state, are very injurious to vegeta-
tion. The Tiger-beetles {Cicindelidce), the
predaceous ground beetles (,Caruhkhii\ the
diving beetles (Dytiscid(s\ the Lady-birds
(.CoccOictlicla:), and some others, are emi-
nently serviceable by preying upon cater-
pillars, plant-lice, and other noxious or
destructive insects. The water-lovers (I/y-
drophilidai), rove-beetles {Stapliylmidce), car-
rion-beetles (Silphidu;), skin-bcetics (_J)er-

mcslidve, ByrrhUkr, and Troyidee), bone-
beetles (some of the NitidulUlos and Clerida;\
and various kinds of dung-beeties (Spha-ri-
diadve, Jlisteridcc, Gcotriipidie, Coprididee,
and Apluxliadie), and the Bimeliadoe and
Blaptidce act the useful part of scavenger.^,
by removing carrion, dung, and other filth, '

upon which alone they and their larva: sid:-

sist. Many Coleoptera (some Staphylinkke
and Nitidulidai, Viaperklida:, some Serro-
]>a!pid(e, Mycclophayidw, Erotylkkc, and En-
domychidtc) live altogether on agarics,
mushrooms, and toad-stools, plants of very
little use to man, many of tlicm poisonous,
and ill a state of decay often oft'ensivc

; these
fimgus-catcrs arc therefore to bo reckoned
among our friends. There arc others, such
as the stag-beetles (LucauidiK), some spring-
beetles (AVafenV/te), darkling beeties (Taie-
hrkmkkv), and many bark-beetles (//c/o/)«Ar,
Ciftclkhr, Scrropnlpkkr, (Edcmcrklic, Cucu-
jvhr, anil some Troyuskkkc), which, living
under the bark and in the trunks and roots
of old trees, though they may oceasionally
prove injurious, must, on the whole, be con-
sidered as Kcrviecable, by contributing to
destroy, and reduce to dust, idants that have
pinscd their prime, and are fast going to
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1 decay. And, lastly, the blistering-beetles

I
(Cimtliaridu:) have, tor a long time, been
employed with great beilelit in the healing
art.”

COLIAS. A genus of diurnal Lepidop-
tera, abounding in species. See Doubleday
and Hewitson’s Genera of Diurnal Lepidop-
tera. We here restriet ourselves to the men-
tion of two British species.

COLIAS HY.VLE, or CLOUDED YEL-
LOW BUTTERFLY. This is a compara-
tively scarce British butterfly, found chiefly
near the sea coast in the counties of Kent,

‘ Sussex, and Suftbik. The male is usually
of a rich sulphur-yellow, the female nearly
white ; with a deep black spot in the middie

cLounan tet.i.ow bottsrfl,t
(OOLlia HY\LE.)

.

of the anterior wings, and a pale orange spot
I in the disc of the posterior. The anterior

I
wings have a black border, widest towards
the costa, and with a row of yellowish or

whitish spots. The under wings have a

I

large orange spot in the centre : beneath,

tlie upper wings are whitish yellow, tipped

!
with orange j

having a black ring-spot en-
' closing a yellow centre near the middle,

I

and with a row of small dusky marks at

I some distance from the outer margin. The
lower wings beneath are entirely orange-

yellow, vdth a row of dusky reddish spots

towards the margin, and two silvery spots

in the centre. The wings are all ciliated

with yellowish red ; the body is yellow ; the

head and the front of the thorax and the

legs are ferruginous j
the back dusky ;

the

antennae reddish. The caterpillar is velvety-

green, with two yellowish lateral lines, and
block spots on the annuli : it feeds on papi-

lionaceous plants. The chrysalis is green,

with a yellow lateral line.

COLIAS EDUSA, or CLOUDED SAF-
FRON BUTTERFLY. The anterior wings

of the male insect are of a deep bright ful-

VOU8 orange above, 'with a broad black in-

temally-waved band on their outer edge, .

and a large round central deep black spot

:

the posterior wings are fulvous above, \nth

a narrow black border on the outer edge,

and a greenish tinge on the other ;
beneath

^

they are greenish, with a sub-ocellated silver

spot ill the middle, accompanied by a smaller

one. The female differs in having a senes

of irregular yellow spots in the black margin

of the anterior wings : but each sex has a

row of spots parallel with the edge of the

hinder margins of both wings, of wliich three

or four on the anterior ones arc deep black,

and the rest of a rust-colour : the cilia arc

yellow and red-brown aliovc, and rose-

coloured beneath. The body is yellowish-

green, with the back du^ky : the antennae
reddish, and the tip of the club inclining to
yellow. In some specimens the marginal
band is jet block ; and the posterior wings
are sometimes beautifully iridescent. It is

not uncommon during the autumn in the
southern counties of England, particularly
on the coasts of Kent and Sussex. The
caterpillar is deep green with a longitudinal
white stripe on each side, spotted with blue
and yellow

;
it feeds on grasses : the chrysa-

lis is green, with a yellow line on each side,

and black spots on the wing-cases.

COLEBRI. [See Huumixg-Bikd.]

COLIN. A South American Rasorial bird,

by some writers called the Quail, but belong-
ing to the genus Ortyx [which see]. There
are several distinct species, all much esteemed
for the delicacy of their flesh.

COLOBUS. A genus of quadrumanous
animals, of which there are several species.

They are natives of Africa, and are in ge-
neral distinguished by their long, soft, silky
hair, which covers the head and upper part
of the body. Their “ hands ” want the
thumb ; hence their name, derived from the
Greek word for imperfect. All the species

of this genus, most of wliich ore from West-
ern Africa, ore in the British Museum. A
magnificent species was found by Dr. Rup-
pell in Abyssinia ; it is black, and has long
flowing white hair over the sides and bock.

(C. Guereza.") [See Moxkeys.J

COLOSSOCHELYS. (C. Atlas.) The
name applied by Dr. Falconer and Jlajor
Cautley to a gigantic fossil Tortoise discover- ,

ed by them in India, the remains of which y

are now in the British Museum.
The first fossil remains of this colossal

Tortoise were discovered by the gentlemen
above-mentioned in 183.5, in the tertiary

strata of the Sewalik Hills, or Sub-Himn-
layahs skirting the southern foot of the great
Himalayah chain. They were found asso-

!

dated with the remains of four extinct spe- ,

cics of Mastodon and Elephant, species of
I

Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Horse, Anoplo-
|

thorium. Camel, Giraffe, Sivatherium, and a
|

vast number of other Mammalia, &c. The ;

remains of many of the animals associated !

witli the Colossodicl/is in the Sewalik Hills
j

have been discovered along the banks of the
,

Irawaddi in Ava, and in Perim Island in '

the Gidf of Cambay, showing that the same
]

extinct fauna was formerly spread over the
whole continent of India.

,
j

“ This is not the place (say the discover-
:

ers) to enter upon the geological question of i

the age of the Sewalik strata ; suffice it to

say, that the general bearing of the evidence
is, that they belong to the newer tertiary

period. But another question arises : ‘ -\.re

there any indications as to when this gi- '

gantic Tortoise became extinct ? or arc there

grounds for entertaining the opinion that it

may Imvc descended to the human iicriod ?
’

Any d pribri improbability that an animal
so hugely disproportionate to existing siie-

cics should liave lived down to be a contem-
porary with man, is destroyed by the fact

,

that other species of Chclonians which were

J
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coeval with the Colossochclys in the same
fauna, have reached to the present time

;

and what is true in this respect of one spe-

cies in a tribe, may be equally true of every
other placed imder the same eircumstonces.
We have as yet no direct evidence to the
point, from remaius dug out of recent allu-

vial deposits ; nor is there any historical

testimony confirming it ; but there are tra-

ditions connected with the cosmogonic spe-
culations of almost all Eastern nations
having reference to a Tortoise of such gi-

:
gantic size, as to be associated in their fabu-

;

lous accounts with the elephant. Was this

i Tortoise a mere creature of the imagination,
or was the idea of it drawn from a reality,

like the ColossocJtelys f Without attempting
to follow the tortoise tradition through all

,
its ramifications, we may allude to the in-
teresting fact of its existence even among the
natives of America. The Iroquois Indians
believed that there were originally, before
the creation of the globe, six male beings in
the air, but subject to mortality. There was
no female among them to perpetuate their
race ; but learning that there was a being
of this sort in heaven, one of them under-
took the dangerous task of carrying her
away. A bird (like the Garuda of Vishnoo,
or the Eagle of Jupiter) became the vehicle.

He seduced the female by fiattery and pre-
sents : she was turned out of heaven by the
supreme deity, but was fortunately received
uiion the back of a tortoise, when the otter
(an important agent in all the traditions of
the American Indians) and the fishes dis-

turbed the mud at the bottom of the ocean,
and drawing it up round the tortoise formed
a small island, which, increasing gradually,
became the earth. We may trace tliis tra-
dition to an Eastern source, from the cir-

cumstance that the female is said to have
had two sons, one of whom slew the other j

after which she had several children, from
whom sprung the human race.

“ In this fable we have no comparative
data as to the size of the tortoise ; but in the
Pythagorean cosmogony the infant world is

represented os having been placed on the
back of an elephant, which teas sustained on

'< a hupe tortoise. It is in the Hindoo accounts,
however, that we find the fable most circum-
stantially told, and especially in what relates
to the second Avatar of Vishnoo, when the

! ocean was churned by means of the moun-
tain .Mundar placed on the back of the king

^

of the tortoises, and the serpent Asokec used

j

for the chuming-rope. Vishnoo was made
,

to assume the form of the tortoise, and sus-

j

tain the created world on his back to make
1

it stable. So completely has this fable been
i
impressed on the faith of the country, that

1
the Hindoos to this day even Iwlievc that
the world rests on the back of a tortoise.”
We ought to apologise to our readers, per-

haps, for devoting so much space to the
“ vague and uncertain indications of mytho-
logical tradition :

” we shall not, however,
pursue the subject further, but merely state
that the result at which the researches and
iiKiiiiries of the discoverers arrived was,
” that there are fair grounds fur entertaining
the belief as prubablo tliat the Colossochelys

A tlas may have lived down to an early pe-
riod of the human epoch and become extinct
since :— 1st, from the fact that other Clielo-

nian species and crocodiles, contemporaries
of the Colossochelys in the Sewalik fauna,
have survived ; 2nd, from the indications of
mythology in regard to a gigantic species of
tortoise in India.”—Ann. Ifat. Hist. vol. 15.

COLUBER : COLTJBBID.SJ. An exten-
sive genus and family of Ophidian reptiles,

comprising all serpents, whether venomous
or not, whose scales beneath the tail are ar-

ranged in pairs ; but now, according to Cu-
vier’s arrangement, including only the harm-
less snakes, many of which habitually reside

among trees, and are distinguished by the
brilliancy of their colours and the graceful-
ness of their forms. [See Snakes.]

COLUGO. The Flying Squirrel. [See
Gaieopithecus.]

COLUMBLDiE. A natural family of
birds, comprising the pigeons, doves, and
turtle-doves. In Britain there are four na-
tive species ; the Ring-dove or Wood-pigeon;
the Rock-pigeon, which is the original of all

our domesticated breeds ; the Stock-dove,
which, like the Ring-dove, chiefly frequents
coppices and groves ; and the Turtle-dove,
which is the smallest, and the most elegant
both in form and colour. The Columbidce
fly well, and associate invariably in pairs ;

their nests are constructed in trees, or in the
holes of rocks ; and both parents sit upon
the eggs. They ore further remarkable for
the peculiar mode in which their young are
fed. The crop is furnished with numerous
glands, which become developed in both
sexes during incubation : these glands se-

crete a sort of milky substance, with which
the food that passes into the crop is moist-
ened ; and the food, saturated ivlth this
secretion, is regurgitated by the parents for
the nourishment of their young. By some
naturalists these birds are regarded as form-
ing a distinct order called GyitAiOEES. [See
Pigeon.]

COLUMELLIDiE. A family of univalve
shells, distinguished by their having no canal
at the base of the aperture, but a notch, more
or less distinct, and plaits on the columella
or left lip. Many individuals of tliis family,
as Mitha, Makoinella, Voluta, &c., are
remarkable for their beauty.

COLYMBTDjE. The Colymhida:, or Di-
vers, arc a family of birds inhabiting the
northern regions, and distinguished by their
legs being placed so far back, that they al-

ways assume an erect position when stand-
ing. Their feet arc large and webbed

; they
are rapid and powerful divers

; and they
feed both on fish and vegetables. [See Dt-
VKK.]

CONCHIFERA. The scientific name
given to Bivalve Shells, which arc separated
into three orders : Jtraehiopodn ; Dimyaria;
and Monomyaria

;

[which sec.] The Mol-
liisca which inhabit them, not having any
especial organs fur seeing, hearing, or smell-
ing, are limited to the perception of no other
liiiprcssloiis but those of linmediato contact.

0
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CONDOR. {Sarcoramphus gryphus.) A.
large species of vulture, the most exaggerated
descrijitions of whose size, as given by the
earlier writers and naturalists, caused it to
he long regarded as a giant of the feathered
race, whose bulk darkened the air, and the
rushing of whose mighty wings could only
be compared to the roaring of a cataract.
But these tales of wonder, like others of a
similar nature, have lately given place to
the sober reasonings of scientific truth, which,
while correcting the extravagance of error,
still leave us sufficient room for rational ad-
miration. The Condor is found in the high-
est and most inaccessible part of the Andes,
over the loftiest summits of which it soars,

in clear weather, to an amazing height.
The elevation it chooses as its breeding-place

CONnOR. — (SARGORAMPHUS GRYPHUS.)

and habitual residence varies from 10,000 to

15,000 feet above the level of the sea ; and
here, on some Isolated pinnacle or jutting

ledge, it rears its brood. “ The old birds,”

says Jlr. Darwin, “generally live in pairs ;

but among the inland basaltic cliffs of the

Santa Cruz, I found a spot where scores

most usually haimt ; on coming suddenly to

the brow of the precipice, it was a grand
spectacle to see between twenty and thirty

‘ of these great birds start heavily from their

j

resting-place, and wheel away in majestic

circles.” “Except when rising from the

ground,” he adds, “ I do not recollect ever

having seen one of these birds flap its wings.

Near Lima I watched several for nearly half

an hour without once taking off my eyes.

They moved in large curves, sweeping in

circles, descending and ascending without
once flapping. As they glided close over my
head, I intently watched from an oblique

position the outlines of the separate and
terminal feathers of the wing j

if there had
been the least vibratory movement, these

would have blended together; but they

were seen distinct against the l)Iue sky. The
head and neck were moved frequently, and
apparentiy with force ;

and it appeared as if

the extended wings formed the fulcrum on

which tlie movements of the neck, body, and
tail acted. If the bird wished to descend,

the wings were for a moment collapsed ;
and

tlrcn, when again exi)anded with an altered

inclination, tlic momentum gained by tlie

j

rapid descent seemed to urge tlic bird up-

1
wards with the even and steady movement
of a paper kite.” Tlie Condor feeds, like

j

other vultures, chiefly on dead carcasses, i)ut

' two will frequently unite their forces to

iiJatural

overpower and devour the puma, the lama, I

and other large animals. It occasionally
j

descends to the plains in search of food ; but
|

the stories of its attacking children are quite .

fabulous. It makes no nest, but lays two '

large white eggs on a shelf of bare rock. The
.

young birds for many months are covered
only with a fine thick down, and are said to ;

remain with the parent bird, unable to fly,

for an entire year. At mature age the
j

prevailing colour of the male is glossy black, !

with a tinge of grey. The greater wing-
coverts, except at the base and tips, and the

|

secondary quill-feathers, are white ; and a
1

white ruff of downy feathers encircles the '

base of the neck : the crest, or comb, which
|

is fleshy, or rather cartilaginous, occupies
'

the top of the head and about a fourth part
of the beak, and is entirely wanting in the
female : the skin of the neck is dilated

under the throat into a kind of wattle, and
along the sides of the neck runs a wrinkled
skinny stripe or band, the processes of which
are moveable at will. The tail is broad and
somewhat wedge-shaped. Length about
four feet ; expanse of wing about nine feet

:

tarsi pow'erful. Various traps and strata-

gems are made use of to capture the Condors,
the lasso being among the number. The
genus Sarcoramphus is peculiar to the New
World, and contains, besides the Condor,
the King-vulture, and Californian vulture.

CONDYLURA. (Condylura cristata.) A
mole-like animal of North Americai which
has the termination of the nostrils sur-

rounded by movable cartilaginous points,

that radiate like a star when expanded. The

CRSSTED MOI.E.—(CONUYLURA ORISTATA.)

head is remarkably large ; the body thick

and short, growing narrower towards tlie

tail
;
w’bich is small at the root, large in the

middle, and tapering to a fine point at the
tip : the fur on the body is very soft, fine,

and sliining. In Kalm’s description of this

animal, he says, “ It had greater stiffness

and strength in its legs than I ever obscryed
in other animals, in proportion to their size.

Whenever it intended to dig, it held its legs

obliquely like oars. I laid my handkerchief
before it, and it began to stir in it with the
snout ; and taking away the handkerchief
to sec what it had done to it, 1 found that

in the space of a minute it had made it full

of holes, and it looked os if it had been
liicrccd very much by an awl. I was obligetl

to put some books on the cover of the liox

in whicli I kept this animal, or else it was
flung off immediately. It was very irascible,

and would bite great holes into anything
that was put in its way : I held a steel ihui-

casc to it ;
it at first bit at it witli great vio-

lence, Imt having felt its hardness, it would
not venture again to bite at anything.”
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: These moles do not make such hills as the
European ones, but only little subterraneous
walks in the fields, forming banks about four
inches broad by two inches thick, and which
sink in when trod upon.

COIfGER. [See Eel.]

COIN' lllOSTRES. This term is used to
denote those Birds which have a strong co-
nical bill, the margin of whieh is not toothed

I

or indented. The greater part of these are
omnivorous

; but some are exclusively gra-
! nivorous. Cuvier observes that they live

I

more or iess exclusively upon seeds, in pro-
. portion as their bill is more or less tldck.
Crows, Starlings, and Finches are examples
of this class.

CONTIS. An extensive genus of univalve
MoUusca, tlie shells of which are thick.

SneLL AUD ASI1IS.L OP THE OOMDS
BANDANOa

and rolled up, as it were, in a conical form.
They are found principally in the southern
and tropical seas i and many of them are

! very beautiful both in shape and colour.
The mollusc is much compressed and in-

! volved ; the head very distinct, terminated
!
by a trunk capable of great extension

; two

j

tentocula, with eyes near the summit
; foot

I oval, and long.

COWUa OALEDONIOOS.

Some of the species, such as the Conus
gloria marts, fur example, have fetched

I
enormous prices. The cones are very hand-

,
some in shai>e and agreeable in colour, and

' arc consequently much prized by collectors.
The accompanying figures will give some

: idea of their forms. In the British Museum
' there is a very fine collection of them. The
Messrs. Sowerby have monographed the

,
genus and figured all the species.

I

CONTEITE.S. A genus of fossil Cepha-
! loprxla, conical, straiglit, or sliglitly curved ;

having a thin external covering, indciiendent
I of the alveole. The difference lietween Bc-
lemnites and Conilites, is that the external

;

sheath of the latter is thin, and not filled up

i

with solid matter, from the point of the al-

I
vcole to the apex, os in the former.

COOT. A genus of birds of the order
Grallatores, They are distinguished from all
other birds by the remarkable structure of
the membranes on the toes : the inner toe is

furnished with two of these appendages, or
rather scallops, the middle one with three,
and the outer with foiu: ; the hinder toe has a
simple membrane only, extending its whole
length. They are met with in various parts
of Europe, Asia, and America : they delight
in marshy and wet places, hiding them-
selves during the day, and venturing forth
in the evening in search of food, wliich con-
sists of insects and aquatic vegetables. The
CoMMOir Coot (Fulica atra) is about six-
teen inches in length : its beak is white,
slightly tinged with rose-colour ; the head
and neck deep black ; the upper parts of the
plumage of a slaty black, and all the under I

parts of a greyish-blue or lead-colour. The
skin is clothed with a thick down, and co-
vered with close fine feathers : thighs placed
far behind, fleshy, and strong, bare, and yel-
low above the knee-joints : legs and toes
commonly of a yellorvish-green, but some-
times of a lead-colour. From the bill, al-
most to the crown of the head, there is an
excrescence, or fleshy lobe, destitute of fea-
thers, soft, smooth, and round ; on which
account this bird is sometimes called the
bald Coot. This speoies is common in many
parts of England, particularly in the South-
ampton river, and in the Isle of Sheppey

;

and it is generally believed that it does not
migrate to other coimtries, but changes its

stations, and removes in the autumn from
ponds and small lakes, where the young
have been reared, to the larger lakes, where
flocks assemble in the winter. If is usual
for them to build their nests in a bush of
rushes, surrounded by the water : it is com-
posed of a great quantity of coarse dried
weech, well matted together, and lined with-
in with softer and finer grasses : the female
lays from twelve to fifteen eggs, and gene-
rally hatches twrlce in a season

;
the eggs are

about the size of those of a pullet, and are of
a pale brownish-white, sprinkled with nu-
merous dark spots, which at the tliicker end
are like large irregular blotches. A variety,
excelling the other in size and the deeper
blackness of its plumage, is found in Scot-
land

;
also in Lancasliire and some of the

adjacent counties.
Another species, called Wil.son’s Coot

(Fulica Wilsoni), inhabit various parts of
North America, and make their appearance
in Pennsylvania in the beginning of October
among the muddy flats and islands of the
river Delaware, which arc overgrown with
reeds and rushes, and arc iicriodically over-
flowed. The chief distinctions between this
siiccics and the Common Coot consist iiv the
callous knob on the forehead being of a
deep chestnut : the feathers of the vent arc
quite black, and the under tail-covcrts willto ;

and there arc a few white feathers on the
upper edge of the wing.— There is also a
very singular species inhabiting Madagascar,
called the Cukstkii Coot (Fulica cristala).
It measures eighteen inches in length

; its

bill is red at the base, and whitish towards
the tip ; the crown of the head is bare, of a

o 3
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deep red, and rising into a bifid, detached,
crest-like membrane. The entire plumage
is blue-black ; its legs are dusky, with a tri-

color ring or garter above the knee, red
green, and yellow.

COPPER [BUTTERFLY]. A name ap-
plied by collectors to Butterflies of the genus
Lyccena. [See Lyc.s!;na.]

COPRID.®. A family of Coleopterous
insects allied to the Scaraheei. The name
Copris is from the Greek word for dung, in
wliich the insects are found. Some of them
have the head and thorax sineularly armed.
They are generally of a dull black colour :

but some of the species of the American ge-

Br.aE AMEaiCAM DDNG-BTTETLE.
(pHAN.EOa SAPFHIRlNaa.)

nus Phancens perfectly glow with rich green,
red, and blue colours. Our figure, derived
from Sturm’s Catalogue, represents the bril-

liant blue PhanceMs sapphirimis of Brazil.
There are but few species of this family
found in this country.

CORACIAS. A genus of Passerine birds.

[See Rollek.]

CORALLLNA. The name pven by Lin-
naeus to a genus or group of marine organized
bodies, of the class Vermes, order Zoophyta.
Tire animals of this genus are arborescent or

tree-like in form ; the stem fixed, with cal-

careous subdivided branches, mostly jointed.

Neither pores nor polypes are distinguishable
on the surface of these beings ; and they were
formerly supposed to be vegetable ; but they
give the most evident tokens of large por-
tions of ammonia, the common test of ani-

mal substance, and have been often traced

to spontaneous motion. Every tube, vesicle,

or articulation, is probably the enclosure of

a distinct animal, so that the entire mass or

tree is a family j
in this respect resembling

the vegetable tree, in whicli every bud may
also be regarded as an individual living

plant. [See Polvtes, Actixi.e, &c.]

We may in this place very consistently

introduce some observations made by late

writers on Coral Reefs and Islands, the Coral

Fishery, &c. With regard to the growth of

coral, it has been observed, that many errors

have prevailed upon tliis subject, both as to

the rapidity of their extension, and tlic depth
from whicli they are built up to the surface

of the ocean. It has been commonly stated

that many channels and harbours in the

Red Sea have been closed up, within the

memory of man, by the rapid increase of

coral limestone. But Ehrcnlierg, who care-

fully examined these localities, attributes

the obstruction ratlier, in some instances, to
'

the quantities of coral sand which have bwn
washed into the harbours, and in others to

,

tile accumulation of ballast (generally com-
posed of pieces of coral rock) thrown out
from vessels. * » * There can be no
doubt that, whether the growth of coral
takes place as rapidly as some maintain, or
as slowly as it is believed to do by others,
it is among the most important of the jiro-

gressive changes, which have been altering
the surface of the globe since it has been
tenanted by man. To it is due the existence
of a large proportion of the islands of the
Polynesian Archipelago, as well as many of
those in the Indian Ocean ; and the extent
of these islands is far less than that of the
reefs which are not yet raised above the level
of the sea,— some presenting themselves at
a distance from any upraised land, others
fringing the shores of continents and islands,
composed of other formations. It is not cor-
rect, however, to affirm (as has been fre-

quently done) that these islands and reefs
have been upreared by the Coral-polypes
from the depths of the ocean. It is now sa-
tisfactorily ascertained that no known spe-
cies can build from a greater depth than
twenty fathoms ; and a large proportion
seem to prefer a depth of from twenty to
thirty feet. As very deep water is found in
the immediate neighbourhood of many of

these reefs, the question arises, upon what
basis they are constructed ; and to solve this

it is necessary to look at the forms which
these massive structures present.
“ A large proportion of the Coral Islands

of the Polynesian Archipelago,” as Dr.
Carpenter observes, “ are shaped like *a
crescent, sometimes like a complete ring ;

and these islands never rise many feet above
the surface of the ocean. The highest part
is always on the windward [easterly] side,

against which the waves arc almost con-
stantly dashing. Within the crescent or
ring is a basin, termed a lagoon; and this

usually communicates with the open sea, by
a channel, sometimes of considerable width,
on the leeward side of the island. Occasion-
ally this channel is completely filled up by
the growth of the coral ; and the lake, thtis

inclosed, only communicates with the sea
by filtration through the Coral rock. The
Coral-polypes never build above low-water
mark ; and they are not, therefore, imme-
diately concerned in the elevation of the
surface from beneath the waves. This is

principally accomplished by the action of
the sea itself. Large masses are often de-
tached, by the violence of the waves, ftom
the lower part of the structure ; and these
(sometimes measuring six feet by four) are
washed up on the windward side of the reef.

Shells, coral-sand, and various other debris,

accumulate upon it in like manner, until it

is at last changed into an island, upon which
there is a calcareous soil capable of support-
ing various kinds of vegetation. When these

have once established themselves, the eleva-

tion of the surface eontinues with greater ra-

pidity— successive layers of vegetable mould
being deposited by the rapid and luxuriant

vegetation of these tropical islands, which
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ore soon tenanted by various forms of ani-
mals, and at some subsequent period alTord

a habitation to Man.”
Speaking of an island which was evidently

of coral origin, Capt. Flinders thus reasons :

i “ It seems to me, that when the animalcules

I
which form the corals at the bottom of the

• ocean cease to live, their structures adliere

;
to each other, by virtue either of tlie gluti-

I nous remains within, or of some property in
i salt water : and the interstices being gra-
dually tilled up with sand aud broken pieces

I

of coral washed by the sea, which also ad-

I

here, a mass of rock is at length formed.
I
Future races of these animalcules erect their
habitations uixm the rising bank, and die
in their turn to increase, but principally to

I

elevate, this monument of their wonderful
. labours. The care taken to work perpen-

j

dicularly in the early stages, would mark a

I

surprising instinct in these diminutive crea-
1 tures. Their wall of coral, for the most
I part in situations where the winds are con-
stant, being arrived at the surface, affords

I a shelter, to leeward of wliich their infant
colonies may be safely sent forth : and to

j

this their instinctive foresight it seems to be

I

owing, that the windward side of a reef,

exposed to the open sea, is generally, if not
always, the highest part, and rises almost

j

j)crpendicular, sometimes from tlie depth of

;
200, and perhaps many more fathoms. To
be constantly covered with water seems ne-

i
cessary to the existence of the animalcules,

i
for they do not work, except in holes upon
the reef, beyond low-water mark ; but tlie

! coral sand and other broken remnants
thrown up by the sea adlicrc to the rock,

I
and form a solid moss with it, as high os tlie

j

common tides reach. That elevation sur-
i passed, the future remnants, being rarely
covered, lose their adliesive property ; and
remaining in a loose state, form what is

u.sually called a hey upon tlie top of the reef.

Tlie new bank is not long in being visited
by sea birds, salt plants take root upon it,

and a soil begins to be formed ; a cocoa nut,
or the drupe of a pandanus is thrown on
shore

;
land birds visit it, and deposit the

seeds of shrubs and trees ; every high ti<Ic,

and still more every gale, adds something to
the bank

; the form of an island is gradually
assumed ; and lost of all comes mau to take
possession.”
A few words in this place respecting the

CoKAL Fi.<jiiekt may not be inappropriate.
The manner of fishing being nearly the same
wherever coral is found, it will siiincc to state
tlie method adopted by the French, under the
direction of the company established at Mar-
seilles. Seven or eight men go in a boat com-
manded by the proprietor t and when the net
is thrown by the caster, the rest work the
vessel, and help to draw the net in. Tlie
net is composed of two rafters of wood tied
crosswise, with leads fixed to them : to these
they fasten a quantity of hemp twisted
loosely round, and intermingled with some
loose netting. This instrument is let down
where they think there is coral, and pulled
up again, when the coral is strongly en-
tangled ill the hemp and netting. For this,
six boats are sometimes required ; and if, in

hauling in, the rope happens to break, the
fishermen run the hazard of being lost. Be-
fore the fishers go to sea they agree for the
price of the coral ; and they engage, on pain
of corporal punishment, that neither they
nor their crew shall embezzle any, but de-
liver the whole to the proprietors. Red
Coral is found in the Mediterranean, on the
shores of Provence, about the isles of Majorca
and Minorca, on the south of Sicily ; on the
coast of Africa ; and, lastly, in the Bthiopic
Ocean, and about Cape Negro. The divers
say that the little branches are found only
in the caverns whose situation is parallel to

the earth’s surface, and open to the south.

CORBtTLA. A genus ofmarine Mollusca,
some species inhabiting the British coasts.

Shell regular, inequivalve, and inequilateral,
scarcely gaping

;
one cardinal spoon-shaped

tooth in each valve, but no lateral; ligament
Interior. These small shells are met with
in the seas of New Holland, China, aud
South America.

COREIDiE. A family of Hemiptera, of
which there are a few brown coloured species
in this country ; in tropical climates, where
tliere is a luxuriant vegetation, they abound,
and from their size, and frequently grotesque
shapes, as may be seen in the British AIu-
seum collection, are very striking. In the
example figured (Dtdetor bilincalus), a native

T.EAF r.EOOXD COaEOS.
(uiAoroR nir.iNEAins )

of Brazil; the hindlegs have singular leaf-
like appendages to their tibial joints. This,
however, is eommon to many other species.
The smell of these insects is peculiar

; the
Word cimicinn may be used to express it

; it

is very far from agreeable, and has assoeia-
tions connected with it by no means pleasing.

COREGONUS. The Oniniad. A genus
of Malacopterygious fishes, belonging to the
Hahnoniila: family, distinguished by ii small
trout-like mouth, but with few teeth, and
sometimes none ; the scales rather large

;

and tlie dorsal fin short. There arc many
species of this genus, some in the sea, otiicrs
in the fresh waters only. 1 1 feeds on insects,
and minute fresli-wnter Crustacea.
They seem to abound in the Arctic parts

O 3
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of North America! one especially we may
mention, the Corcgomis albus, called the
White-fish by the fur traders, and Poisson
blanc by the Canadians. It is from seven-
teen to twenty inches long. It is bluish-grey
on the baelc, lighter on the sides, and white
on the belly

; the scales are large and or-
bicular i there are about eighty scales on
the lateral line, and twenty in an oblique
series from the dorsal. Tliis species in par-
ticular abounds in the lakes of North jilne-
rica. Dr. King, speaking of it, says, “ Take,
for instance, the white-fish only— the Cor-
regoniis albus, which has never failed to
yield to the fisherman’s net every demand

—

the bread of life to the inhabitants of North
America, as I have called it, in gratitude for
its being the provision which saved my
party when in search of Sir John Ross from
the death of starvation. This is a food upon
which man wili not only live for several
months together, but actually fatten.”

CORMORANT. iPhalacrocorax.) Among
the whole of the web-footed birds which
prey on fish, there are none so voracious ns
Cormorants. They are most excellent divers,

and pursue their prey with astonisliing fa-

cility beneath the surface of the water, but

COMMON OOaMOn&NT.
(PaAl-ACROCOR.^X CARnO.)

upon land they are extremely awkward in

their movements, owing to their legs being

placed so far backwards : they, however, fly

with rapidity ;
and their tail being rather

long and furnished with strong feathers, it

helps to support their body while walking.

As soon as winter approaches, they are seen

dispersed along the sca-shores, entering the

mouths of fresli-watcr rivers, and threaten-

ing destruction to all the finny tribe. There

are several species, but a description of the

one common in this country wilMie sutlicient

for our purpose. This, which is called by
Bewick, the Great Black Cormorant, is

said to vary ftom four to seven
^

pounds
in weight, and tlic size from thirty-two

inches to three feet four or five in lengtli,

and from ftmr feet to four feet six inches in

iUaturaT ;

breadth when the wings are extended. Tlie
bill, to the comers of the mouth, measures
four inches, and on its ridge two inches
and three quarters : it is of a dark hom co-
lour, and the tip of the upper mandible is

mueh hooked and sharp : the lower bill is

compressed, and covered about the gajie of
[

the mouth with a naked yellowish skin, i

extended under the chin and throat, where
it hangs loose, and forms a kind of pouch,

|

which is capable of distention to a great 1

width : the skin about the eyes is also naked
and yellowish, and the eyes have a remark-
ably wUd stare. The crown of the head
and the neck are black ; and on the former

;

are some loose feathers, which form a sort of ;

short crest ; the breast, all the under parts,

and the rump, are black glossed with green ;

the quills and tail-feathers are black ; the
legs black.
The Cormorant is found in every climate.

In Greenland, where it is said they remain
throughout the year, the jugular pouch is

made use of by the natives as a bladder to
float their fishing-darts, after they are
thrown

; their skins, which are tough, are used
by them for garments, and their flesh, which
is rank and disagreeable, for food. They
usually assemble in flocks on the inaccessible

parts of the rocks which overhang or are
surrounded by the sea; upon which the fe-

male makes her nest of withered sea-weeds,
sticks, and grasses : she lays four or more
greenish-wliite eggs, about the size, but
somewhat longer, than those of a goose.

At sea, or on the inland lakes, they make a
terrible havoc. From the greatest height !

they drop down upon the object of pursuit.
|

dive after it noth the rapidity of a dart, and;
|

with an almost unerring certainty, seize the
i

victim ; then emerging, with the fish across
|

the bill, with a kind of twirl, throw it up
]

into the air, and dexterously catching it head i

foremost, swallow it whole. !

Notwithstanding the natural wildness of
their disposition, it seems that certain spe-

cies of these birds have formerly been tamed
and rendered subservient to the purposes of
man, both in tliis and in other countries.

Among the Chinese, it is said, they have
frequently been trained to fish, and that
some fishermen keep many of them for that
purpose, by which they gain a livelihood.

In England too, formerly, according to

Willoughby, they were hoodwinked in the '

manner of the falcons, till they were let off
;

to fish, and a leather thong was tied round \

the lower part of their necks, to prevent '

their swallowing the fish. The whole de-
!

portraent of the Cormorant indicates the i

wary circumspect plunderer, the unrelenting ;

tyrant, and the greedy insatiate glutton,

rendered lazy only when the apixjtitc is

palled ; it ought, however, to be observed,

that this bird, like other animals, led only
by the cravings of appetite, and directed by ;

instinct, fills the place and pursues the course '

assigned to it by nature.
j

It may be thought that we have already
dwelt at sufficient length on the nature

!

and habits of the Cormorant i nor would we :

tres])ass farther but for the pleasure it afToixls
|

us to quote liom that inimitable writer

I
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; Mr. 'Waterton, whose pleasing descriptions

are seldom deficient either in bold originality

or graphic power. Walton Hall, the seat of
this gentleman, has long been a perfect asy-
lum for such of the feathered tribes as have
the good fortune to make it their permanent
abode ; and he may therefore well say, while
pleading their cause [see the Preface to his

Essays] :
—“ I possess the very best oppor-

tunities of observing the birds whose habits
I have described.” “ The Cormorants,” he
observes, “ often pay me a visit in the winter
season ; and could they but perceive that
there is safety for them here, and great
danger elsewhere, they would remain with
me while the water is unfrozen. But they
wander, unfortunately, through parts where
protection is not afforded them ; and, being
outlandish birds in the eyes of the neighbour-
ing game-keepers, they are immediately shot
at. Those which find their way here are so

unconscious of danger, that, after they have
spent a considerable portion of time in diving
for fish, they will come and preen their fea-

thers on the terrace which rises from the

,
water, within ten yards of the drawing-room
windows.

.
“ The Cormorant may be justly styled

' the feathered terror of the finny tribe. His
skill in diving is most admirable, and his
success beyond belief. You may know him
at a distance, among a thousand water-fowl,
by his upright neck, by his body being ap-
parently half immersed in the water, and
by his being perpetually in motion when
not on land. While the ducks and teal and
widgeons are stationary on the pool, the Cor-
morant is seen swimming to and fro, ‘ as if in
quest of something.’ First raising his body
nearly perpendicular, down he plimges into
the deep ; and, after staying there a con-
siderable time, he is sure to bring up a fish,

which he invariably swallows head foremost.
' Sometimes half an hour elapses before he
can manage to accommodate a large eel
quietly in his stomach. You see him strain-
ing violently, with repeated efforts to gulp

: it ; and when you fancy that the slippery
.
mouthful is successfully disposed of, all on

: a sudden the eel retrogrades upwards from
' its dismal sepulchre, struggling violently to
escape. The Cormorant swallows it again

;

and up again it comes and shows its tail a
foot or more out of its destroyer’s mouth.
At length, worn out with ineffectual writh-
ings, and slidings, the cel is gulped down
into the Cormorant’s stomach for the last

' time, there to meet its dreaded and inevita-

I

ble fate. This gormandizing exhibition was
' witnessed here by several individuals, both
I
ladies and gentlemen, on Nov. 2(3. 1832,

i
through an excellent ciglit and twenty

; guinea telescope i the Cormorant being, at

i
that time, not more than a hundred yards

I

distant from the observers. I was of the

I

party.” [For other species, such ns the Chi-
nese Fishing Cormorant and tlie Australian
Cormorant, see Fiialacrocoba.x.]

CORVTHiTl. The Crow tribe ; a family
of birds which belong to the C.'imirostrrs.

The Curvifiir. are very widely diffusc<l over

;

tlio glol»c i the general characters arc con-

sequently well known. They have a strong
bill, compressed at the sides, and covered at
the base with stiff feathers, which advance
forwards so as to cover the nostrils : the bill

is capable of laying hold of almost any kind
of food, and the stomach ofdigesting it. The
form of their foot adapts them to traverse
the fields and pastures with facility, in search
of food ; whilst they can also perch with se-

curity on trees, the tarsi and toes being
moderately long and stout, and the claws
arched and acute. Their wings are of that
form which ensures a powerful and regular
flight j steady without being heavy, and
buoyant without wavering ; for they are
broad and moderately long, and usually
rounded at their extremities. The tail,

which is chiefly used as a rudder to direct
the course of the bird in rapid flight, is short
in the species that seek their food entirely
on the ground, and long in those which re-
side chiefly in trees and bushes. Their sight
is keen and distant ; they often show great
sagacity in their natural actions

; they pos-
sess much docility ; and their courage and
activity are only equalled by their caution
and vigilance. In most of the species in-
habiting temperate climates theii- plumage
is rather sombre ; but though dark in hue,
it is lustrous ; while many species in tropical
climates exhibit considerable brilliancy and
variety in their colouring. [See Cnows.]

COSSUS. A genus of noetumal Lepidop-
tera, the larva; of which feed on wood.
There are several species found in other
climates ; but we restrict our notice to the
British species.

COSSUS LIGNIPERDA, or GOAT
MOTH. This is one of the largest European
Moths, being nearly three inches in the ex-
pansion of its fore-wings, the colour ofwhich
is ashy white, clouded with bro;vn, and
marked witli an infinite number of short,
black, irregular streaks, forming n kind of
network : the hind wings are brown, with
darker reticulations extending along the
margii^s. Tlie thorax is oclire-colourcd in
front, pale in the middle, and with a black
bar behind : abdomen bro;vn, with the mar-
gins of the segments pale yellowish grey.

OOAT moth.—(008303 LTONirEnOA.)

Tlie Caterpillar, which is nearly as large ns
a man's finger, is of a dull fleshy hue, wilh
dark chestnut scales on the back of cacli
reginent, and a few scattered hairs. Itcliicfly
feeds n[)on willows and poplars, lint will
attack various other trees, boring into tlic
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timber, and frequently doing very serious
damage. It forms a rough cocoon of the
chips of wood, which it has bitten to pieces.

fastening them together with a glutinous
secretion, and lining tliem with its silken
web. The pupa has the head-case acute,
and each of the abdominal segments is fur-
nished with several rows of reflexed spiny
hooks j by the aid of which the pupa, shortly
before arriving at the perfect state, is enabled
to push itself through its cocoon, and to the
surface of the tree ; out of the aperture of
wliich the exuviae may be seen ijartially
sticking after the moth has made its escape.

rnPA ANu cooooiT or the goat moth.

The strength of their jaws is so great that

tliev will very soon destroy any common
chip-box in wliich the larva may be jilaced,

by abrading the edges, to gain its liberty.

In breaking up decayed poUards, we not

unfrequcntly find this grub in all the stages

of its growth ;
but more generally observe

them without inhabitants, yet perforated

with holes large enough to admit the finger.

“ I suspect,” says >Ir. Knajip, “ that these

auger worms are the primary cause of the

decay of the tree ;
having often observed

their perforations, and found them, both

large and small, in the solid spur or root of

the tree, when the upper portion, having been

bored, and in a state of decline, is abandoned

by them. Those that are full fed appear to

form their cases in that part which has lost

coherency, while the younger and impcr-

fected creatures mine their way, and obtain

nutriment in the solid timber, tlius killing

the tree by inches ;
when rain and moisture

find lodgment, and complete the dissolution.

One ycftr’s preparation is the period usually

assigned to the larvm of most insects, before

they arrive at their perfect state ; but by the

Ooat-Moth three years arc required before

i2atural W^tar}};

it attains its winged state from the e^g.
]

Consequently, for the larger portion of its '

life it is occupied in these destructive opera-
,

tions 1 and thus this creature becomes a very !

powerful agent in reducing these Titans of I

the vegetable world, crumbling them away i

to their original dust : for what was decreed
I

to be the termination and punishment of i

Man, is found in active operation throughout
the whole chain of Nature’s works, which
are but dust, and unto dust return, con-
tinuing an endless series of production and
decay, of restoration and of change.”
We may mention, that one of the most

extraordinary works on Natural Ilistory ever
'

published is devoted to the anatomy of this
'

insect. It is by Lyonet. It will be sufli-

cient to state, in order to pve some idea of i

the careful manner in which the anatomy
of this caterpillar has been studied by him,
that the author ofthe “ Traits Anatomique ”

!

discovered not fewer than 4061 muscles in
its body ; 228 being attached to the head, i

1647 to the body, and 2186 to the intestines,
,

whereas in the human body only 529 have
been discovered ; so that this caterpillar pos-
sesses nearly eight times os many muscles
as are contained in the human frame 1 It

has an offensive smell, from which it derives

its popular English name.

COIlYPH.a:NA. A genus of Acanthop-
terygious fishes, family Scombridm; some-
times called Dolphins, but not to be con-
founded with the Dolphin proper, which
belongs to the Cetacea. The principal cha-
racters by which they are distinguished are

,

as follows:— Body elongated, compressed,
|

covered with small scales ; dorsal fin extend-
ing nearly the whole length of the back ; the 1

tail more or less forked, and the pectoral

fin usually arched above and pointed. They
have the head much elevated, and the palate
and both jaws furnished with teeth. These
fishes are very rapid in their motions, gene-
rally of large size, and they prey ujwn the
flying-fish. The greater part inhabit the
Mediterranean. [See Donniix.]

COTTID.®. A family of Acanthoptcry-
gious fishes, with hard or mailed cheeks;
the sub-orbitals being united to the preoper-
culum, and so expanded ns to cover a large
part on the whole of the cheeks. They have
many characters in common with tlie Per-
cidoe; in short, a family likeness prevails

among the fish possessing tliis cheek-mail,
notrvithstanding the various forms of the
head that result from its greater or less de-
velopment. Ill one group of genera, the head
has the form of n eube ; in another it is

round ;
in a third it is compressed ; and a

fourth group is composed of fish of hideous
aspect, with a monstrous head and vertical

eyes. The only forms among the Coltida:

that have anything like a general distribu-

tion arc the larger genera of Trigla, Cottas,

Aspidophorus, >S’cor;xena, Sebasle.s, and Oas-
terosteus, containing the majority of the

whole species. The range of Individual spe-

cies is more remarkable in this family than

in the more extensive one of I'ercida;; os

is evident when we consider the numlicY of

species which cross the Atlantic ; and in this
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I

respect there is some analogy between the

I

Cottidee anil some of the higher classes of
animals; it having been observed that the

i

quadrupeds and birds common to the Old

I

and NewWorlds are species that have a high

;

northern range Sir John Ekhardson, M. D.,
. Fauna Bor. Amer.

COTTUS. A genus of Acanthopterygious
I
fishes, eWefly characterized by haring a

j

large head, furnished more or less with

I

spines or tubercles. [See Bull-head.]

COW. The female of the Bovine species,

and the most valuable to man of all rumi-
nating quadrupeds. [See O.v.]

i COW-BTJNTING. (.MoJothrus pecoris.')
' A well-known Passerine bird in North
America, the most remarkable trait in the
character of which is, the unaccountable
practice it has of dropping its eggs into the

,
nests of other birds, instead of building
and hatching for itself; and thus entirely
abandoning its progeny to the care and
mercy of strangers. “ About the 25th of
March, or early in April,” says AVilson,

!

“ the cowpen bird makes his first appearance
in Pennsylvania from the south, sometimes
in company with the red-winged blackbird,
more frequently in detached i>arties, resting
early in the morning, an horn: at a time, on
the tops of trees near streams of water, ap-
pearing solitary, silent, and fatigued. They
continue to be occasionally seen, in small
solitary parties, particularly along creeks
and banks of rivers, so late as the middle of

cow HONTino.—(MOLOrnnoB paoonis. )

June ; after which we see no more of them
i until about the beginning or middle of
October, when they re-appear in much larger
flocks, generally accompanied by numbers
of the redwings ; between whom and the
present species there is a considerable simi-
larity of manners, dialect, and personal re-
semblance. In these aerial voyages, like
other experienced navigators, they take ad-
vantage of the direction of the wind, and
always set out with a favourable gale.”
“ It is well known to those who have paid

attention to the manners of birds, that, after
their nest is fully finished, a day or two
generally elapses before the female begins
to lay. This delay is in most cases neces-
sary to give firmness to the yet damp ma-
terials, and allow them time to dry. In

]

this state it is sometimes met with, and laid
in by the Cow-Bunting, the result of which
I have invariably found to be the desertion
of the nest by its rightful owner, and the

consequent loss of the egg thus dropt in it

by the intruder. But when the o\vner her-
self has begun to lay, and there are one or
more eggs in the nest before the Cow -Bunting
deposits hers, the attachment of the pro-
prietor is secured, and remains unshaken
until incubation is fully performed, and the
little stranger is able to provide for itself.

* » * I have never known more than one
egg of the Cow-Bunting dropt in the same
nest. This egg is somewhat larger than
that of the blue-bird, thickly sprinkled wdth
grains of pale brorni on a dirty white groimd.
It is of a size proportionable to that of the
bird.”

“ What reason Nature may have for this

extraordinary deviation from her general
practice is, I confess, altogether beyond ray
comprehension. There is nothing singular
to be observed in the anatomical structure
of the bird that would seem to prevent, or
render it incapable of incubation. The ex-
treme heat of our climate is probably one
reason why, in the months of July and
August, they are not to be seen here. Yet
we have many other migratory birds that
regularly pass through Pennsylvania to the
north, leaving a few residents behind them

;

who, without exception, build their own
nests and rear their ovti young. Tliis part
of the country also abounds with suitable
food, such as they usually subsist on. Many
conjectures, indeed, might be formed as to
the probable cause ; but all of them that
have occurred to me are unsatisfactory and
inconsistent. Future, and more numerous
observations, made' with care, particularly
in those countries where they most usually
pass the summer, may throw more light on
this matter ; till then, we can only rest satis-

fied with the reality of the fact.”

The length of this species is seven inches,
breadth eleven inches ; the head and neck
is of a very deep silky drab

;
the upper part

of the breast a dark changeable riolct ; the
rest of the bird is black, with a considerable
gloss of ^een when exposed to a good light

:

the tail is slightly forked : legs and claws,
glossy black, strong, and muscular ; iris of
the eye, dark hazel. The young male birds
are at first altogether brown, and for a
month or more are naked of feathers round
the eye and mouth ; the breast is also spotted
like that of a thrush, with light drab and
darker streaks. In about two months after

they leave the nest, the black commences at

the shoulders of the wings, and gradually
increases along each side, as the young
feathers come out, until the bird appears
mottled on the back and breast with deep
black, and light drab. At three months the
colours of the i)lumage arc complete, and,
except in moulting, they are subject to no
periodical change.

COWRIES. A genus of shells used in

the East Indies, and many parts of Africa,
as the current coin of the natives. [Sec
Crrii/EA.]

COW-FISII. [See Manatus.]

COYPU. (Mt/opotfimiix coi/puf.') A South
American rodent animal, resembling the
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beaver in many respects, though of a smaller
size. Its liead is large and depressed

; ears
small and rounded; muzzle pointed, with
long stiffwhiskers. Its liind feet are webbed,
and its habits are aquatic ; it swims with

OOYPO,—(MTOPOTAMU8 OOTPU8.)

great ease, lives in the vicinity of Tvater, and
burrows in the ground. Its tail is roimd,
instead of being flattened like the beaver,
and its scaly covering is partly concealed
by scattered hairs. It is easily domesticated,
and its manners in captivity are very mild.
The Coypu has two kinds of fur : long ruddy
hair, which gives the tone of colour ; and a
brownish ash-coloured fur at its base, which,
like that of the beaver, is used largely in
the manufacture of hats. It is believed that
about 800,000 skins of this animal, under the
name of Neutria skins, have sometimes been
imported into Britain from South America
in the course of a year. There is, or was
lately, in the gardens of the Zoological So-
ciety, a live specimen of this water-loving
creature, which enjoyed itself much by
diving, while the ease and grace of its man-
ners could not but gratify the visitors.

CRAB. iCancer.) The name of a con-
siderable group of invertebrate animals,
whose bodies are covered by an external
skeleton, or calcareous crust, having ten
articulated limbs, adapted for swimming or
walking, and breathing by gills. The head
and corselet are united, the latter being
broader than it is long : the tail is short in
proportion, and concealed by being turned
forward beneath the body. They belong to
the section of ten-legged, short-tailed Crus-
tacea {Dccapoda hrachyura) of the latest

systems, and are of numerous species, ex-
ceedingly various in size, colour, and modes
of living. The sense of sight, in most of the
species, is peculiarly acute, and enables them
to distinguish the approach of objects from
a very considerable distance. But they are
mostly remarkable for a complex and ela-

borate apparatus for mastication. The mouth
is furnished with at least eight pieces or
pairs of jaws, which pass the food tlirough
an extremely short gullet into a membranous
stomaeh of considerable size. This stomach
is rendered curious by having within certain
cartilaginous appendages, to which strong
{^rinding teeth are attached. These arc live

in number, and placed at the pj'loric ex-
tremity, or outlet of the stomach, so that the
aliment, after being subjected to the action
of the jaws, is again more perfectly chewed
by the stomach-tcctli, liefore entering the

digestive tube, where it is exposed to the
j

action of the biliary fluid of the liver. The i

latter organ is of great size in these creatures,
and is all that soft, rich, yellow substance,

,

found immediately beneath the superior i

shell, called the fiit of the Crab. A little

posterior to the stomach (commonly called
sand-bag), the heart is situated,— a some-
what globular, whitish body, which propels ,

a colourless lymph to the gills (called dead
men's fingers) and rest of the body, whence

i

it is brought back to the heart by a hollow '

vein (vena cava) of considerable size.
|

The process of sloughing, moulting, or
throwing off the entire calcareous covering

'

which constitutes their only skeleton, is

common to all the Crustacea, and is very
worthy of attention. As it is obvious that
the hard shell, when once perfected, cannot

]

change with the growth of the animal, it
]

becomes necessary that it should be shed
j

entirely ; and this shedding takes place at
regular periods, at which the increase of

|

size occurs. No one can behold the huge
claws or forceps of various species, and the
smallness of the joints between them and
the body, without feeling some surprise that
the creature should be able to extricate them

|

from the old shell, though this is readily
accomplished. The aquatic Crabs, when
the season of shedding arrives, generally
seek the sandy shores of creeks and rivers,
and, having selected a situation, they remain
at rest, and the change begins. The body
of the Crab seems to swell, the large upper
shell is gradually detached at the edge,
or where it joins the thorax or corselet,
and the membrane gradually gives way,

,

and rises up from behind, somewhat like the
lid of a chest. The Crab next begins to
withdraw the limbs from their cases, and
the large muscles of the claws undergo a
softening, which allows of their being drawn
through the smaller joints. This movement
is slowly effected, and, at the time it is ac-
complished, the parts about the mouth, the
antennae, and eyes, ore withdrawn from their
old cases, and the animal escapes, retaining
its original figure, but soft, helpless, and
incapable of exertion or resistance. By a
gentle and not very obrious motion, we
next obserre the sand displaced below the
body, and the Crab begins to be covered with
it, until, at length, he is sufficiently covered
for safety, though still in sight. This is

generally in shallow water, where the sun
shines freely upon the bottom ; and, in
the course of twelve hours, the external
membrane Itcgins to harden, so as to crackle
like pa])cr when pressed upon, and the
process of hardening goes on so rapidly, that,
by the end of the next forty-eight 'hours,
the Crab regains something of his former
solidity and ability to protect liimsclf by
fligltt or resistance.

Tlie habits of Crabs are very various

:

some arc exclusively aquatic, and remain
on tlie sands or rocks, at great depths in tlic

sen ; others inhabit excavations formed in
the soft coral reefs or bars on certain coasts ;

some spend their days altogether on sltore,

living in burrows or dens, formed in a moist
or boggy soil

j
others resort to tlie rocky flats
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or beaches, to bask in the sun, where only
an occasional wave dashes over them, and
seek refuge in the sea when alarmed ; while

some species are completely terrestrial, in-

habiting holes upon the highest hills and
mountains of the West Indies.

Of these I.axd Crabs the most remarkable
is the species formerly so abundant in the

highlands of Jamaica {Gecarcinus ruricola),

and still common in less densely peopled or

uninhabited islands. When the season for

JAMAICA UArm CHAU.
(OECAKCINOa RnKIC01.A.)

spawning arrives, vast armies of them set

out from the hills, marching in a direct line
: towards the sea-shore, for the purpose of
depositing their eggs in the sand. On this

grand expedition nothing is allowed to tiun
them from their course. With unyielding
perseverance they surmount every obstacle

which may intervene, whether a house, rock,
or other body, not avoiding the labour of
climbing by going round, but ascending
and passing over it in a straight line. Having
reached the destined limit of their journey,
they deposit their eggs in the sand, and re-
commence their toilsome march towards
their upland retreats. They set out after

nightfall, and steadily advance, until the
approach of daylight warns them to seek
concealment in the inequalities of the ground,
or among any kind of rubbish, where they
lie ensconced until the stars again invite
them to pursue their undeviating course.
On their seaward journey they arc in full
vigour and fine condition ; and this is the
time when they arc caught in great numbers
fur the table. Their flesh, which is of the

f

iurcst whiteness, is highly esteemed, but,
ike that of all crustaceous animals, is rather
difficuit of digestion. Returning from the
const, they arc exhausted, poor, and no
longer fit for use. They then retire to their
burrows, where they slough or shed their
shells j a short time after which operation,

I and while in their soft state, they arc con-
' sidered by ciiicures ns most delicious, and
I
are consequently sought for with avidity.
Those Crabs which take up their abode

in the vicinity of sugar-cane fields arc very
injurious to the planter ; some of the sjiccies

being particularly fond of the cane, the
juice of which they suck and chiefly subsist
on. They arc of course narrowly watched,
and no opjiortunity of catching them is lost

sight off ; but such is the wonderful facility
they have in running, or rather darting in
any direction, or with any part of their
txxlics foremost, that they are almost always
enabled to elude capture. It is seldom,
however, that they go far from their burrows

I

in the day-time
; and their vigilance is such

that they regain them in a moment, and
disappear securely, as soon as a man or dog
comes near enough to be seen.

Many of the habits of these animals have
attraeted the notice of travellers. Dr.
Gardner, in his “ Travels in Brazil,” says
that while he tvas near Bio San Francisco,

LAROE-CT-AWED OAHTANG- GRAD
(GELASIMDS.)

he amused himself “ by watching the opera-
tions of a small species, belonging .to the
genus Gelasimns, that was either making or
enlarging its burrow in the sand. About
once in every two minutes it came up to the
surface with a quantity of sand enclosed in
its left claw, which, by a sudden jerk, it

ejected to the distance of about six inches,
always taking care to vary the direction in
which it was thrown, so as to prevent its

accumulation in one place.”
Another species of Land Crab, apparently

belonging to the genus Thelpheusa, which in-
habits India, is thus noticed by Bishop Hebef,
in his Journal:— “ All the grass through the
Deccan generally swarms with a small Land
Crab, which burrows in the ground and runs
with considerable sw'itlness, even when en-
cumbered with a bundle of food as big as
itself : this food is grass, or the green stalks of
rice

!
and it is amusing to see the Crabs, sit-

ting, as it were, upright, cut their hay with
their sharp pincers, and then waddling off
with their sheaf to their holes, as quickly as
their sidelong pace will carry them.” They
have been found on the table-lands, at an
elevation of nearly 4000 feet

; but it is be-
lieved that they do not perform an annual
migration to the sea, for the purpose of de-
positing their eggs.

CRABRO : CRABROMIDA3. A genus
end family of llymenopterous insects, popu-
larly known as Wood-wasiis. Most of the
larger species are marked with yellow rings

;

the smaller arc generally wholly black. They
are extremely active in their movements, and
may be seen busily employed, in the hottest
sunshine, extracting nectar from the flowers
of plants, or running about in scorch of
other insects, on which they prey. They
excavate cells in the ground, or in rotten
posts, timber, Ac., in which they deposit
their eggs, together with the flics, &c., which
constitute the food of the larva) when
hatched. Many species are found in this
country : wo refer our renders who may
wish further acqiiaintance with them, to tho
capital work of kir. Sbuckard on tho In-
digenous Fossorial 1

1yinenoptera.

CRACID/E. A family of Gallinnccous
birds, peculiar to tropical America, which
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;

approach the turkey in size and grandeur of
appearance. They live in the woods, feed
on berries, &c. , and Imild on trees ; but they
are easily domesticated, and their flesh is

exceeded by no fowl in delieacy and white-
ness. [See CuKASsow.]

CBACTICUS. [See Cnow Shbike.]

CRAKE. The Corn-crake, or Eand-
HAiL, (^Ortygometra crex), which is very
similar to the Water-rail, is fond of woody
places, and high herbage or com-flelds in
the vicinity of water, or in marshy places,
where it breeds ; making its nest of a few
dry plants, put carelessly together, and lay-
ing ten or twelve eggs of a dull white, marked
noth rust-colmrr spots. The bill is short,
strong, and thick ; all the feathers on the
upper part of the plumage are of a dark
brown, edged with light bay j the wing-co-
verts and quills are deep chestnut ; the fore
parts of the neck and breast are pale cine-
reous ; the belly is a yellowish-white ; and
the legs are a pale flesh-colour. It is much
sought after for the delicacy of its flesh, but
it is a difficult bird to spring. The legs,

which are remarkably long for the size of
the bird, hang down while it is on the wing j

and, in general, it seems rather inclined to
swiftness of foot than rapidity of flight. It
is migratory, appearing in England about
the beginning of April, and departing in
October. At the time of its arrival the bird
is extremely lean ; but before it quits the
island it becomes excessively fat. Its food
is chiefly worms, snails, and insects ; but it

also occasionally feeds on seeds and various
vegetables. Its note (crek-crek-crek), ra-
pidly repeated, has been compared to the
noise made by drawing a finger along the
teeth of a comb.

CRAMP-FISH. A name by which the
Torpedo is sometimes called. [See Tor-
pedo.]

CRANE. Birds of the Crane kind (family
Gruidce) subsist on herbs, seeds, worms, frogs,

and slugs : they reside in marshy places,

rarely visiting the sea shores, and are found
in various parts of the world ; but only one,
the Common Crane, iGrm cinereaX is a
native of Europe. This bird frequently
measures upwards of five feet in length, and
weighs about ten pounds ; its gait is erect,

and its figure tall and slender. The bill is

about four inches long, straight, pointed, and
compressed at the sides, of a greenish-black,

turning lighter towards the point
;
tongue

broad and short, and liomy at the top. The
forehead, to the middle of tlie crown, is co-

vered with black hairy down, througli which
the skin appears red ;

behind this it is nearly
bare to the neck, which is ash grey. The
sides of the head behind the eyes, and the

hinder part of the neck, arc white. The
space between the bill and eyes, the checks,

and fore part of the neck, are a blackish

ash ; greater wing-coverts also lilackisli ;

and those farthest from the body, with the

bastard wing and quills, quite black : the
rest of the plumage is a fine waved light ash.

From the pinion of cacli wing springs an
elegant tuft of loose feathers, curled at the

ends, which fall gracefully over the tail, in
their flexibility, position, and texture, re-
sembling the plumes of the ostrich. The
legs and bare part of the thighs are black.
The Crane is migratory, and, soaring high

in the air, performs the boldest and most
distant journeys. In summer they spread
themselves over the north of Europe and
Asia as far as the arctic circle ; and in the
winter they are met with in India, Syria,
Egypt, &c. They formerly visited the fens
and marshes of this country in large flocks ;

but they seem to have been driven away by
the advance of cultivation, which has else-

where, as here, deprived it of many of its

most congenial localities. The female lays
two greyish-green eggs, spotted with brown.

The Siberian Crane (,Grus gigantea) in-
habits the great marshes and lakes ofSiberia :

it builds its nest, of 'herbs and grass, in
almost inaccessible situations amongst the
reei^ ; where the female lays two eggs :

both sexes are said to watch the nest alter-

nately ! and during the period of incubation,
although they are very shy at other times,
they will boldly attack any person that ap-
proaches their ^unts. This species is four
feet six inches in height ; the bill large and
red ; the face naked beyond the eyes, and of
a red colour ; the greater quills and their
coverts deep black, the rest of the plumage
snowy white i the tail nearly even j the legs

red.

The Brown Crane (GV«s Canadensis') is

a native of North America, migrating north-
ward in the spring to breed, and returning
to the south in autumn. It is three feet

three inches long, and its beak about four
inches, the tip of the under mandible being
of a pale flesh-colour : the top of the head
being covered with a red skin, thinly beset
with hairs ; the hinder part and neck, grey ;

the scapulars and wing-coverts, pale rufous,
margined with brown ; the belly, breast,
sides, and tliighs, ash-colour : the wing-co-
verts next the body, grey, forming a band
on the wing ; the greater quills dark brown,
with wliite shafts j the secondaries pale ru-
fous ; the tail of a deep ash-colour ; the legs
and bare part of the thighs, black. The ffe-

male lays two very large and long eggs at a
time J they are much pointed at one end,
and freckled with brown. The nest is formed
on a tuft upon which much dry grass is ac-
cumulated, until it becomes as high as the
belly of tlie bird when standing ; this is

covered at the top with very fine dried grass,
upon which the eggs arc laid, and the female
stands over them, placing her legs ou each
side of the heap. [See Demoiselle.]

CRAItTFISH, or CRAYFISH. (Astaens
Jliiviatilis.) A Crustaceous animal of the
genus Astacus, diftcring in general appear-
ance but little from the Lobster. They are
found in almost every river, and even brook,
in England ; and their flesh is reckoned
cooling and nutritious. S|>ccics of this genus
arc found in all parts of the world. In the
mammoth caves of Kentucky, in the United
States, a species has been discovered

; it is

the Aslaciis pcJlucidiu of Tcllkampf. Jlr.
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Virtue has written a paper on this subject,
and on the other curious animal productions
of these caves ; to which we refer our readers.

CREEPER. {Certhia.) A numerous ge-

\
nus of insectivorous birds, distinguished for

;

the most part by being adapted to live upon
I the trunks and branches of trees, and to feed
upon the insects which infest the bark. The

! form of the bill is, in some, long and slender ;

I
in others, short and stout, and capable of
penetrating very hard substances. They
have a long, slender, arched bill ; wings
long and rounded ; feet rather slender, but
the hinder toe is long and stout ; and the

i tips of the tail-feathers extend beyond the

I

webs. In the splendour and variety of their

I
colours the Creepers rival the Humming-

I

birds, to which they are nearly allied in
I some of the smaller species. These birds

j

cling by their feet to the perpendicular sur-

;

face of trees, resting upon the stiff quills of
; their tails ; and they will even pass round
I a horizontal branch, clinging to its under
surface with their backs to the ground.

The CoMMOX Ckeepee (_Certhia fami-
' liaria) weighs only five drams, and next to
. the Crested Wren is the least of the British
birds. The bill is hooked ; the legs slender ;

the toes and claws very long. It breeds in

:
hollow trees ; and lays from five to seven
spotted osh-coIourcd eggs. The head and

' upper part of the neck are brown, streaked

I

with block ; the coverts of the wings are
variegated with brown and black ; the quill-
feathers dusky, tipped with white, and
barred ; the breast and belly white ; and

I

the tail very long.

The Wall Creeper {Tichorlroma mura-
I

ria) is considered os one of the rarer Eu-
ropean birds, and its principal residence

: seems to be in Italy and Spain, where it is

! observed to frequent ruins, creeping about

I

the mutilated walls in quest of spiders and
other insects. Its colour is a deep bluish-
grey ; the wing-coverts and middle quill-
feathers block, those nearest the Imdy edged
with white ; the tail short and black, the
two exterior feathers on each side l^ing
tipped with white.

CRICKETS. (AcActiVIfc.) A group of
Orthopterous insects, belonging to the grpl-

loid family, which comprises “ the crickets
of the hearth,” the mole-crickets, and the
grasshoppers. The Crickets are distin-
guished from the other members of this
family by their long antennse, and by the
comparative smallness of their thighs. Their
bodies are short, thick-set, and soft, with the
head, corselet, and abdomen of equal length
and breadth ; the elytra, which do not com-
pletely cover the belly, are curved squarely,
and are not roof-shaped, as in the locust
and grasshopper. In the winged species the
wings exceed the elytra, and project even
beyond the abdomen, in the form of a sort
of bifid tail.

The Cricket’s chirping noise, as it is called,

is produced by the friction of the bases of

their elytra, or wing-cases, against each
other, these parts being curiously adapted
to produce this sound. There are some
people to whom the chirp of the Domestic
Cricket is not merely an agreeable sound,
but who regard the presence of these active
Insects as a good omen 1 For onr own part,

while we are ready to admit that they are
perfectly harmless, when, issuing from their
warm abodes, they skip round the hearth
and join in their monotonous song, we con-
fess that “ we would mueh rather have their
room than their company.”

The Field Cricket {Acheta campes-
tris) is much larger, and also rarer, than
the preceding ; it is also more noisy. It is

of a blackish colour, with a large head in
proportion to the body, and full prominent
eyes : it frequents hot sandy districts, in
which it forms its burrow at the side of
footpaths, &c., in situations exposed to the
sun, to the depth of from six to twelve
inches j and sits at the mouth of it, watch-
ing for its prey, which consists of other in-

sects. [See Deixaciuda : Guvllus : Mole
Cricket.]

CRIMSON UNDERWING [MOTHS]. A
name applied by collectors to species of
Moths, of the genus Catocala.

CREPIDULA. A genus of Molluscous
animals, inliabiting an irregularly shaped
shell, and often very much flattened

i the
inside partly covered with a plate, so os to
resemble a half-decked boat. There are
many recent si>cclcs, and some fossil. The
inside of the Crrpirluta onyx is of the most
brilliant black, while the margin of the shell
is tinged with a rich brown, and the little

half-deck (if such it may bo called) is of a

p
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beautiful white. These shells arc often
found upon rocks, where tliey constantly
remain, and form a very irregular outline
at the circumference, agreeing with the shape

aniPPEii-SHELi. —(aiiEPiDnr.a pohoei,i,ana.)

of the particular part to which they are at-
tached. One species frequently fixes itself

upon other living shells, particularly upon
the Purpura, whose movements it of course
follows. The specimen we have here figured
is the Crepidula porcellana.

CRINOIDEANS. The name given to an
extinct class of invertebrate animals, having
a radiated, lily-shaped disc, supported on a
jointed stem ; and having a crustaceous or
coriaceous covering. When this stem is

cylindrical, the species are termed Encri-
nites

;

when it is pentagonal, Pentacrinites,
[See Enckinites.]

CRIOCERIS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects, belonging to the family Eupoda.
They live upon aquatic plants, asparagus,
&c. ; their larvos feeding upon the same.
They have the body soft, short, aud swollen s

and descend into the earth to become pupa:.
One species, Crioceris Asparagi (the As-
paragus Beetle), is of a blue colour, with the
thorax red, and the elytra yellowish-white
with blue markings. In its larva state it

feeds upon the young sprigs of asparagus,
and is sometimes so abundant as to do con-
siderable damage to the plants.

CRIOCEREDID.®. 'A group of oblong
leaf-beetles, distinguished by the following
characters. The eyes are nearly round and
prominent ; the antenna: are of moderate
length, composed of short, nearly cylindrical

or beaded joints, and are implanted before

the eyes ; the abdomen is narrow and almost
cylindrical or square, rounded behind, and
•much wider than the thorax ; and the

thighs of the hind legs are often thickened in

the middle.
Crioceris trilincata, or Three-lined Leaf-

beetle (a North American species), will serve

to exemplify the habits of the greater part

of the Insects of this family. Dr. Harris

of Boston, in his truly original work on the

Insects of Massachusetts, has described them
at length, and it is principally frorn his work
that we are indebted for om notice. This
beetle is about one quarter of an inch long,

of a rusty buff or nankin-yellow colour,

with two black dots on the thorax, and
three black stripes on the bock, namely,
one on the outer side of each wing-cover,
and one in the middle on the inner edges of

the same ; the antcnnie (except the first

joint) and the feet ore dusky
;
the thorax is

]

abruptly narrowed or pinched in on the
middle of each side. When held between
the fingers, these insects make a creaking
sound like the Capricorn-beetles. They
appear early in June on the leaves of the
potato-vines, having at that time recently i

come out of the ground, where they pass the !

winter in the pupa state. They eat the
leaves of the potato, gnawing irregular holes I

through them ; and in the coiu^se of a few days
begin to lay their oblong oval golden yellow
eggs, wliich are glued to the leaves, in parcels i

of six or eight together. The grubs, which
are hatched in about a fortnight afterwards,
are of a dirty yellowish or ashen white
colour, with a darker coloured head, and two
dark spots on the top of the first ring. They
are rather short, approaching to a cylin-
drical form, but thickest in the middle, and
have six legs, arranged in pairs beneath the
three first rings. After making a hearty
meal upon the leaves of the i)otato, they
cover themselves with their own filth. The
vent is situated on the upper side of the last

ring, so that their dung falls upon their
backs, and, by motions of the body made
for this purpose, is pushed forwards, as fast

as it accumulates, towards the head, until
the whole of the back is entirely coated with
it. This covering shelters their soft and
tender bodies from the heat of the sun, and
probably serves to secure them from the
attacks of their enemies. Wlien it becomes
too heavy or too dry, it is thrown off, but
replaced again by a fresh coat in the course
of a few homs. In eating, the grubs move
backwards, never devouring the portion of
the leaf immediately before the head, but
that which lies under it. Their numbers are
sometimes very great, and the leaves are
then covered and nearly consumed by these
filthy insects. When about fifteen daj-s old
they throw off their loads, creep down the
plant, and bury themselves in the ground.
Here each one forms for itself a little ceU of
earth cemented and varnished within by a
gummy fluid discharged from its mouth,
and when this is done it changes to a pupa.
In about a fortnight more the insect throws
off its pupa skin, breaks open its earthen
cell, and crawls out of the ground. The
beetles come out towards tbe end of July
or early in August, and lay their eggs for a
second brood of grubs. The latter come to
their growth and go into the ground in the
autumn, and remain there in the pupa form
during the winter.

CROCODILE. A Saurian reptile of the
first magnitude, and celebrated from the
remotest antiquity for its terror-striking
aspect and destructive power. We of course
now allude to the species which inhabits the
Nile and other large rivers of Africa ; but
as we have given the general character and >

habits of Crocodiles under the head “ Alli- i

OATOn,” the species peculiar to the American
continent, that account should be referred
to, and read in connection with what fol-

lows :— CrocoiUlcs, like the rest of the I>a-

certsB, are oviparous : they deposit their eggs
in the sand or mnd near or on the banks of
the rivers they frequent, and the young.
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when hatched, immediately proceed to the
water ; but the major part are said to be
generally devoured by other animals, as
ichneumons, birds, &c. The egg of the com-
mon or Nilotic Crocodile is not much larger
than that of a goose, but its form is more
oblong. When the young are first excluded,
the head bears a much larger proportion to
the body than when full grown. The Cro-
codile preys chiefly on fish, but occasionally
seizes almost on every animal which hap-
pens to be exposed to its rapacity ; it is fre-
quently met with twenty feet long, and the
armour with which the upper port of the
body is covered may be reckoned among the
most elaborate specimens of Nature’s mecha-
nism. In the full-grown animal it is so
strong and thick as easily to repel a musket
ball i on the lower ports it is much thinner,
and of a more pliable nature; and the whole
appears as if covered with the most regular
and curious carved-work. The colour of a
full-grown Crocodile is blackish-brown
abo\e, and yellowish-white beneath ; the
upper parts of the legs and the sides varied
aith deep yellow, and in some parts tinged
with green : in the younger ones the colour
on the upper parts is a mixture of brown
and pale yelloa-, the under parts being nearly
white. The eyes are provided with a nlcti-
lating membrane, or transparent movable
pellicle, as in birds ; the mouth is of a vast
aidth, the rittus or gape having a somewhat
flexuous outline, and both jaws being fur-
nished with very numerous sharp-pointed
teeth, of which those about the middle part
of each jaw considerably exceed the rest in
size, and seem analogous to the canine teeth
in the viviparous quadrupeds or mammalia.
The tongue is attached by its entire mar-
ginal circumference to the lower jaw, and is

not extensible, os in all true lizards : the
ears are externally closed by two fleshy
lips ; the nostrils form a long narrow chan-

I

nel, which only opens anteriorly at the back

I

of the throat ; and under the throat there

I

are two small pouches, which secrete a strong

I

musky substance. The tail is long, power-

j

ful, of a laterally compressed form, and
furnished above with an upright process,
formed by the gradual approximation of
two elevated crests proceeding from the

I

lower part of the back : it accordingly serves
as the principal means of propelling the
Ixxly through the water when in pursuit of
fish. The legs are very short, but strong
and musimlar : the hind feet have only four
toes, which arc united towards their base

:
by a strong web : the two interior toes on
each of the fore-feet, and the interior one

i
on the hind feet, arc destitute of claws.
There arc also numerous other particulars

connected with the anatomy of these beings,
which are very curious and interesting.

,
8uch are the articulations of the lower jaw
with the upper, the joint lieing so far back
as to cause almost every Incidental observer

: to l>elieve that the upper, not the lower, jaw
Is moved in opening the month : the lateral
sjiincs on the vertebra!, which prevent the

,
turning of the Ixxly, except in a large circle;

;

the curious set of ribs designed exclusively

I

for the protection of the belly, aided by two
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broad bones standing on the anterior edge
of the ijclvis ; the construction of the exter-
nal ears ; the apparatus for the protection
of the eye, &c. &c.
The Crocodile of Egypt is no longer found

except in the upper parts of that country,
where the heat is greatest, and the popula-
tion least numerous. Anciently, the species
was common nearly to the outlet of the Nile;
and it is stated by Pliny, that they used to
pass the winter months buried in the mud,
or in a state of torpidity. They are still

common enough in the river Senegal, Jaire,

&c. It is stated by excellent authorities,

that they have occasionally been killed in
Upper Egypt measuring tlxirty feet in length;
and a very little reflection upon the muscu-
lar power of such a reptile will serve to con-
vince us of its ability to commit the most
dreadful ravages on the lives of other crea-
tures. Were not such huge and ferocious
animals rendered unwieldy by the length of
the body and tail, they might become ns
dreadful on land ns in the water ; but when
on shore, the diflicvdty they have in turning
or of advancing otherwise than directly for-
ward, enables men and animals readily to
escape. In the water, the vast force it can
exert by means of the long oar-like tail,

amply compensates for want of flexibility,

and renders the creature more than a match
for any of its enemies. Crocodiles are exclu-
sively carnivorous, and they always prefer
their food in a certain state of putrefaction.
It may be proper to add, that the Crocodile
is supposed to be the Leviathan of the Scrip-
tures : few persons, indeed, con have read
the book of Job without being struck with
the magnificent and terrible description of
the attributes of Leviathan, to which alone
the characters of the Crocodile correspond.
[See Gavial, and Axlioatob.]

CROPPER. A particular species of
Pigeon, which receives its name from a large
crop under its beak, which it can either
raise or depress at pleosrirc. [See Plqeon.]

CROSSBILL, (ioxi'a.) A genus of Pas-
serine birds, the distinguishing characters of
which arc—that the tongue is plain, equal,
and whole

; and that the beak is large, tliick.

oitos'iDi 1 1..— (u^xiA ounvinosTus.)

short, erooked, and convex both ways. This
singular structure of the beak was considered
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;

as a mere lusus naturce by Buffon
; but, not-

withstanding the apparently awkward and
useless shape, it is found to be most admira-
bly adapted to their particular habits. The
two mandibles, instead of lying in a straight
direction, cross each other in a similar man-
ner to a pair of scissors, and which enables
them to obtain their food with the greatest
facility. They live mostly on the seeds of
the cones of the fir ; in procuring wliich they
exhibit wonderful instinct, as they fix them-
selves across the cone, then bring the points
of their beak immediately over each othcf,
and Insinuate them between the scales,when
forcing them laterally, the scales open

; and
then again bringing the points in contact,
they pick out the seed with the utmost ease.
The male of the CoitMON Crossbill

iZoxia curvirostra) varies from a beautiful
red to orange colour on the head, neck,
breast, back, and rump ; the wing-coverts
rufous brown ; quills and tail dusky ; tail

forked
;
legs short

;
claws strong. The fe-

male in general is of a dull olive-green on
those parts that are red in the male ; wings
and tail similar to the male, but not so dark.
This species inhabits Sweden, Germany, and
many other parts of Europe, where it breeds

' and migrates occasionally in vast flocks

j

into the other parts : it is never known
to breed in this country, but sometimes
appears in immense numbers, fixing on
those spots that abound with firs, for the
sake of the seeds, which are its natural food.

It is said to do a deal of mischief to orchards
by splitting the appies to get at the seeds ;

and it is so intent when feeding on the cones

I culty. in North America and Greenland
this bird is very common, and is said to build

I

its nest in the highest parts of the firs,

I making use of the resinous matter that ex-
' udes from them for flbeing it to the trees.

It is sometimes called the German Parrot.
Another species, called theWniTB-wmoED

Crossbill {Loxia leucoptera), which is some-
what less than a goldfinch, is common in

!
North America. It is said to make its ap-
pearance in March, and to build its nest of

mud and feathers in May, about half-way
up a pine-tree, laying five white eggs speckled

with yellow : in November both the old and
young disappear, and are supposed to retire

farther inland.

CROTALCS. [See Rattlesnake.]

CROTOPHAGA, or ANI. A genus of

Scansorial birds found in the New World.
The Crotophoga Americana, or Keel-bill, is

principally an inhabitant of the hotter re-

gions of South America, particularly Brazil,

though it is met with also in North America,

08 well os in several of the West ImUa is-

lands. The general colour of these birds is

black,with more or less of metallic reflections;

and they have a short, arched bill, very much
compressed. They live in flocks ; the skirts of

woods and the borders of flooded savannahs
being their favourite haunts ;

and their food

chiefly consisting of small lizards, insects

Olid seeds. Tlieir wings arc short, and their

flight feeble ; but they are so bold and fear-

less as scarcely to be alarmed at the sound
of fire-arms ; and as they are not reckoned
among edible birds, on account of the rank-

ness of their flesh, they may be said to enjoy
a kind of privileged security. Many pairs
are said to use the same nest, which is built
on the branches of trees, and of a large size ;

there they lay and hatch in concert. They
are observed to breed several times in a
year, and their eggs are of a bluish-green
colour.

CROW. (,Corvus.') Under the term Cor-
vid.® will be found a brief account of the
general characteristics of this gregarious and
predatory genus of birds, ofwhich the Raven}
may be considered the head. We ore now
about to speak of the Common or Carrion
Crow (Corvvs corone), which in form, co-
lour, and appetites, so much resembles it.

The Carrion Crow is similar to the Raven
in its habits, colour, and external appear-
ance : length about eighteen inches ; breadth
three feet. The glossy feathers of the upper
plumage have a burnished look, excepting
on their edges, which are dull, and form a
border to each. They live mostly in woods;
build their nests in trees ; and lay five or
six eggs. They feed on putrid flesh, and
garbage of all sorts ; likewise on eggs, shell-

fish, worms, and insects.

England is said to produce more birds of
this kind than any other country of Europe.
In the reign of Ilcnry VIII. they were so
numerous, and deemed so injurious to the
farmer, that they were regarded as an evil

worthy of parliamentary redress ; and an
act was accordingly passed for their destruc-
tion, in which rooks and choughs were in-
cluded. Every hamlet was to provide crow-
nets for ten years : and, during that space,
the inhabitants were obliged to assemble at

certain times, in order to project the most
effectual methods for extirpating them.
The habits of this bird are so amusingly

pourtrayed by Mr. Waterton, that we deem
it no trespass upon the patience of our ren-

ders to quote his obsen-ations at considerable

length. “ This warrior binl," says he, “ is

always held up to public execration. The
|

very word carrion, attached to his name, :
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:
carries something disgusting with it, and no

' one ever shows Mm any kindness. Though
he certainly has Ms vices, still he has Ms
virtues too ; and it would be a pity if the
general odium in wMch he is held should be
the means, one day or other, of blotting out
Ms name from the page of our British orni-

thology. With great propriety he might be
styled the lesser raven in our catalogue of
native birds ; for, to all appearance, he is a
raven ; and I should wish to see Ms name
changed, were I not devoutly attached to the
nomenclature established by the wisdom of

1 our ancestors.
i

“ The Carrion Crow is a very early riser ;

! and, long before the rook is on the wing, you
hear tMs bird announcing the approach of
mom, with his loud hollow croaking, from
the oak to wMch he had resorted the night

: before. lie retires to rest later than the
rook : indeed, as far os I have been able to

observe his motions, I consider Mm the first

1

bird on wing in the morning, and the last
‘ at mght, of all our non-migrating diurnal
British birds. When the genial voice of
spring calls upon him for the continuation
of his species, the Carrion Crow, wMch up
to tMs period has been wary, shy, and cau-
tious, now, all of a sudden, seems to lose

these qualities ; and, regardless of personal
danger, sometimes makes Ms nest witMn a
hundred yards of the habitation of man,

1 upon a tree, at once the most conspicuous
I and exposed. To us, who know so little of
the economy of birds, this seems a strange
phenomenon ; nor can any penetration of
wMch we may be possessed enable us to
comprehend the true meamng of this change
from timidity to boldness, from distance to
proximity, from wariness to heedlessness, in
so many different species of birds. One
would suppose that they would be more shy
and distant at this interesting period ; and,
in imitation of the cat, the rabbit, and the
fox, conceal as much os possible the place
of their retirement. The rook will some-
times build a poor and slovenly nest, but
this is never the case with the Carrion Crow;

1

this bird invariably makes its nest firm and
compact ; it never builds it in hedges, but

j

will construct it in any of our forest trees
;

and, with me, it seems to give the preference,
in general, to the oak, the spruce fir, and tlie

Scotch pine. The young are hatched naked
and blind, and remain blind for some days.

Our ancestors, no doubt, bestowed the
epithet carrion upon this bird, in order to
make a clear and decided distinction between
it (wMjsc flesh they probably supposed was
rank and bad) and the rook, the flesli of
which was well known to be good and wholc-

' some food. Perhaps, too. In those days of
1 identy, and of less tnulc, the Carrion Crow
. had more opportunities of tasting flesh than

it has in these our enviable times of divers
kinds of improvement. VV^crc a Carrion
Crow of the j)rescnt day to de)>cml upon the
finding of a dead cow or horse for its dinner,
it would soon become an adept in tlie art of
fasting by actual exiKiriment ; for no sooner

' is one fff these animals, in ourneighbonrhood,
1
struck by the band of death, than its liide is

1

sent to the tan-pit, and its remains arc citlier

made into soup for the hunt, or carefially
buried in the dunghill, to increase the
farmer’s tillage. The poor Crow, in the
mean time, despised and persecuted for
having an inclination to feed upon that of
which, by-the-by, the occupier of the soil

takes good care that he shall scarcely have
a transient view, is obliged to look out for
Other kinds of food. Hence you see it re-
gularly examining the meadows, the pas-
tures, and the corn-fields, with an assiduity
not even surpassed by that of the rook itself.
“ The Carrion Crow will feed voraciously

on ripe cherries ; and, in the autumn, he
will be seen in the w'alnut-trees, carrying off
from time to time, a few of the nuts. With
the exception of these two petty acts of de-
predation, he does very little injury to man
during mne or ten months of the year ; and
if, in tMs period, he is to be called over the
coals for occasionally throttling an unpro-
tected leveret or a stray partridge, he may
fairly meet the accusation by a set-off in his
account of millions of noxious insects de-
stroyed by Mm. However, in the spring of
the year, when he has a nest full of young
to provide for, and when those young begin
to give Mm broad hints that their stomachs
would like something of a more solid and
substantial nature than mere worms and
caterpillars, his attention to game and
poultry is enough to alarm the stoutest-
hearted squire and henwife. These per-
sonages have long sworn an eternal enmity
to him ; and he now, in his turn, visits, to
their sorrow, the rising hopes of the manor
with ominous aspect ; and he assaults the
broods of the duck-pond, in revenge, as it

were, for the many attempts which both
squire and henwife have made to rob and
strangle him.

“ In 1815, I fully satisfied myself of Ms
inordinate partiality for young aquatic
poultry. The cook had in her custody a
brood of ten ducklings, which had been
hatched about a fortnight. Unobserved by
any body, I put the old duck and her young
ones in a pond, nearly 300 yards from a high
fir-tree in wliich a Carrion Crow had built
its nest : it contained five young ones almost
fledged. I took my station on the bridge,
about 100 yards from the tree. Nine times
the parent crows flew to the pond, and
brought back a duckling each time to their
young. I saved a tenth victim by timely
iiitcricrcncc. When a young brood is at-
tacked by an enemy, tlie old duck docs
nothing to defend it. In lieu of putting
herself betwixt it and danger, as the dung-
hill fowl would do, she opens her mouth,
and shoots obliquely througli tlie water,
beating it willi her wings. During tlieso

useless movements the invader secures his
prey with impunity.

" Uct us now examine if the attacks of this

bird on domestic poultry cannot be easily
counteracted ; and whetlicr its assiduous
attention to the nests of plicasants and of
jiartridgcs is of so alarming and so important
a nature os to call for its utter extermina-
tion from tlie land. For my own part, I
acknowledge that I should lament Ills ilnal
absence from our incadows and our woods.
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His loud and varied notes at early dawn,
and again at latest eve, are extremely grate-
ful to me ; and many an hour of delight do
I experience, when, having mounted up to
the top of a favourite aged oak which grows
on the border of a swamp, I see him chasing
the heron and the mndhover through the
liquid void, till they arc lost in the distance.
Then, again, how eager is his pursuit 1—
how loud his croaking I —how inveterate his
hostility I—when he has espied a fox steal-

ing away from the hounds, under the covert
of some friendly hedge. His compact and
well-built figure, too, and the fine jet black of
his plumage, are, inmy eye, beautifully orna-
mental to the surrounding sylvan scenery.”

The Hooded Crow iCervus cornix') is a
bird of i>assagc, which visits ^England in the
beginning of winter, and leaves it with the
woodcock. It is foimd both in the inland
and maritime parts of this kingdom ; and, in
the latter, it feeds on crabs and other shell-

fish. It is very common in many parts ofthe
Highlands of Scotland, the Hebrides, Ork-
neys, &c. They build indifferently in all

kinds of trees ; lay six eggs ; have a shriller

voice than the common Crow ; and are much
more mischievous.

CROW SHRIKE. {Cracticus.') A genus
of birds found in Madagascar, New Holland,
&c., of which there are several species.—The
Black-turoated Crow Shrike {Cracticus
nigrcgularisy Gould) is a handsome species,

with a black head, neck, and breast ; the
under parts, the hinder part of the neck,

OKOW SHBIKE
^OBAOTIODS NIOKOOULATUtTS.)

shoulders, centre of the wing, white ; the tail

black, the ends of the feathers wliite, except
the two middle feathers, w’^hich are black.

It is a native of New SouthWales, is usually

seen in pairs, and from its active habits and
conspicuous pied plumage, forms a striking

object among the trees. It feeds on insects

and small lizai*ds, but is not satisfied with

such trifling prey ;
its powerful and strongly

hooked bill makes it a formidable enemy to

young birds, mice, and other small animals,

which it soon kills, tears to pieces, and de-

vours on the spot. Mr. Gould, in his inva-

luable work on the “ Birds of Australia,

from which our figure is copied, tells us that

wounded individuals on being handled inflict

severe blows. The nest is like that of a jay.

CRUSTACEA, or CRUSTACEANS. The
term applied to those animals which are

covered with a soft shell or crust. These

consist of crabs, lobsters, and many others of

iUaturnl 5?i^t0ry

;

a much less complicated structure, and of a
dilFerent external form. They are called '

articulated animals— that is, those whose
members or limbs consist of segments or
rings, articulated into each other, to the in-
side of which their muscles are attached.
The tegumentary skeleton of Crustacea ge-
nerally possesses a considerable degree of
stony hardness ; and, indeed, contains no
small proportion of carbonate of lime. Tliis

solid envelope may be looked upon as a kind
of epidermis ; for beneath it we find a mem-
brane like the true skin of higher animals ;

and at certain times it detaches itself and
falls off, in the same manner as the epi-

denhis of reptiles separates itself from their

bodies. The way in which they free them-
selves from their old shell is exceedingly
singular. In general, they manage to get
out of it without occasioning the least

change in its form. When they are first

denuded, the whole surface of their bodies
is extremely soft, and it is not for some time
that the substance which has been exuded
from the pores on the surface of their skin,

acquires a hard consistence.
Crustaeeous animals present remarkable

physiological distinctions. They respire by
means of branchice, or branchial plates, usu-
ally attached to their feet or to their jaws ; I

they have from five to seven pairs of feet ;

their head is frequently not distinct from
the trunk, provided with from two to four
jointed, setaceous antennas ; and two com-
pound movable eyes seated on peduncles,
which are sometimes movable, and at others

fixed : they have a distinct heart, and a
regular circulating system : and their organs
of reproduction are placed either in the feet

^

or tail. In those genera where the head is

not separated from the trunk, the shield or
covering envelopes the whole thorax. In
other genera the head is distinct from the
body, which is divided into seven segments,

i

to the lower sides of which the feet are at-

tached ; these for the most part have a tail,

consisting of many segments. The limbs
vary from ten to fourteen, each having six
articulations. The two anterior limbs, and
sometimes even three on each side, are pro-
vided with forceps ; at other times they are
terminated by simple hooks, and in many '

instances by appendages which fit them for
j

swimming. The mouth has usually two
mandibles, a labium or lip below, and from
three to five pairs of jaws : these small leg-

shaped appendages are not fitted for loco-
motion, but, being situated near the mouth,
assist in the operation of feeding.

|

Animals of this class live in various situa-
tions, suited to their organization ; some
inhabit considerable depths of the ocean,
others are found on rocky shores, or in
muddy shallows ; some, such as crawfish,
inhabit rivers, under stones and hanks

j
j

while the land-crab takes up its abode in
;

inland situations, making periodical jour-
neys to the coast in vast numbers, for the !

purpose of depositing it., eggs. [Sec Crab.] i

Some of the Crustacea have the power of
emitting light in the dark. Others are cn- .

,

dowed with the power of not only detaching !

one of their limbs, when seized upon by an



enemy, but have also the faculty of repro-
ducing the severed limb, which, however, is

always of a less size than the others, until it

has once or twice changed its crust— The
reader is referred to Prof. Milne Edwards's
Hist. Nat. des Crustacies, and to Prof. Bell’s
British Crustacea, for further information.
See also numerous scattered articles in this

work.

CRTJSIAN. (Cl/prinus curassius.') A
fish of the carp kind, wliich, though common
enough in many parts of England, is be-

I

lieved to be not a native fish. It is from
I eight to ten inches in length ; very deep and
i
thick, and the back much arched. The colour
is a deep olivaceous yellow, with a slight

silvery tinge on the belly i lateral line

straight ; fins dull idolet ; the dorsal fin

broad, and extending a considerable dis-

tance from the middle of the back towards
the tail. The flesh is coarse, and conse-
quently in little esteem.

CTENOMYS. [See Tpcuttjco.]

CXTCKOO. (Cucuhts canorus.') This bird,
- whose parasitic habits have so long been a
subject of popular interest, and regarding
whose general economy so much speculation
has been indulged in, is about fourteen
inches in length, and twenty-five in breadth

1 when extended : the bill is black and some-
,
what bent ; irides yellow ; inside of the
mouth red ; its head, neck, back, and wing-
coverts pale blue, darkest on the head and
back, and palest on the forepart of the neck
and rump ; breast and belly white, ele-

gantly crossed with wavy bars of black ;

quill feathers dusky, the inner webs marked
with white oval spots ; the tail long, the

I two middle feathers black, with white spots

;

on each side of the shaft
; legs short and

yellow j toes, two forward, two backward
j

the outer one being directed forward or
backward at pleasure ; claws white.- The
female is rather less than the male, and

OOCKOO.—(cOOOI.Oil CANOnOB.)

somewhat differs In colour ; the neck and
breast being of a tawny bro^n, with dusky
bars i and the wing-coverts marked with
light ferruginous sjiots. The plumage of
the young is very dissimilar to that of the
adult l)lra ; it is supposed, indeed, that they
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do not throw off the nestling feathers till

the second year’s moulting.
The Cuckoo is a migratory bird, visiting

this country early in spring, and generally
quitting it at the commencement of July :

its well-known note is usually first heard
about the middle of April, and ceases at the
end of June. Contrary to the general eco-
nomy of the feathered creation, it constructs
no nest, and never hatches its own eggs ; but
deposits them in the nests of other birds,

as the hedge-sparrow, titlark, water-wag-
tail, Sic., preferring, as it would seem, the
first-mentioned. During the time the hedge-
sparrow is laying her eggs, which generally
occupies four or five days, the Cuckoo
contrives to deposit her egg among the rest,

leaving the future care of it entirely to the
hedge-sparrow. This intrusion often oc-
casions discomposure, for the hedge-sparrow,
at intervals, whilst sitting, not only throws
out some of her own eggs, but injures others
in such a way that they become addled, so
that not more than two or tliree of them
are hatched along with that of the Cuckoo j

and what is very remarkable, she never
throws out or injures the egg of the intruder.
When she has disengaged the young Cuckoo
and her own offspring from the shell, her
young ones, and any of the eggs that remain
unhatched, are soon turned out by the young
Cuckoo, who then remains in full possession
of the nest, and becomes the sole object of
the care of its foster parents. The young
birds are not previously killed, nor the eggs
demolished, but all are left to perish to-
gether, either entangled in the bush which
contains the nest, or lying on the ground
near it. The mode of accomplishing the
ejectment is curious : The Cuckoo, very
soon after being hatched, and consequently
while it is yet blind, contrives with its rump
and wings to get the hedge-sparrow, or the
egg, upon its back, and making a lodgment
for its burden by elevating its elbows,
clambers backwards with it up the side of
the nest, till it reaches the top, where, rest-
ing for a moment, it throws off its load with a
jerk, and quite disengages it from the nest ;

after remaining a short time in tills situation,
and feeling about with the extremities of its

wings, as if to be convinced that the business
has been properly executed, it drops into
till! nest again. Nature seems to have pro-
vided, even in the formation of the Cuckoo,
for the exercise of this peculiar instinct ;

for, unlike otlicr newly hatched birds, its

back, from the scapulio downwards, is very
broad, with a considerable depression in the
middle, as if for the purpose of giving a more
secure lodgment to tlie cg^, or the young
bird, while the intruder is employed in
removing cither of them from the nest s

when about twelve days old, this cavity is

filled up, the back assumes the shape of
nestling birds in general, and the disposition
for turning out any bird or substance placed
in the nest entirely ceases. Tlic smallness
of the Cuckoo’s egg is another circumstance
deserving attention in this surprising trans-
action : in size and appearance It differs
little from the egg of the Skylark and Tit-
lark, though the (lisparity of the bulk of the
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;

birds is very ^eat : in short, everything
conspires, as miglit be expected, to render
perfect the design which is to be accomplished
by the seemingly imnatural propensity of
this bird.
The growth of the young Cuckoo is ex-

tremely rapid : it has a plaintive chirp
which is not learned from its foster-parent

;

and it never acquires the adult state during
its stay here. A fierceness of disposition
shows itself long before it leaves the nest

;

for when irritated it assumes the manners
of a bird of prey, often making a chuckling
noise like a young hawk. When it is suffi-

ciently fiedged, it does not long remain the
inmate of its supposed parent’s domicile

;

for as its appetites for insect-food increase,
it cannot expect to obtain a supply by imi-
tating its little instructor : it therefore takes
a final leave of, and seldom olfers any vio-
lence to, its nurse. All the little birds, how-
ever, who consider the young Cuckoo as
their enemy, show an inclination to revenge
the general cause, and compose the train of
his pursuers ; but none of them are so active
in the chace as the Wryneck, who, from this
circumstance, has been erroneously consi-
dered by many as the Cuckoo's attendant
and provider. The Cuckoo is said to be a
fierce pugnacious bird. Its principal food
consists of hairy caterpillars, grasshoppers,
snails, moths, cockchafers, &c., of which it

disgorges the hard parts after digestion, in
the same manner as birds of prey : it is also
said to eat the eggs of other birds. Mr. Wliite
(of Selbome) remarks, however, that Cuckoos
cannot be birds of prey, as they have a weak
bill and no talons.
Although we have already extended this

article to a greater length than was our in-
tention, we cannot refrain from making
room for the following remarks by Mr. Jesse

:

—“There is still a great mystery attached
to the natural history of the Cuckoo, and
one would willingly, if possible, rescue it

from the charge of a want of that natural
affection which has been alleged against it.

It has been stated that what has been said
by a very ancient and sublime writer, con-
cerning the defect of natural affection in the
ostrich, may be applied to the Cuckoo. It
is now, however, pretty well ascertained
that the ostrich only quits her eggs when
the sun is so powerful that the additional
warmth from her body would be detrimental
to them. She therefore returns to them in

the cool of the evening. I am persuaded
that the more we inquire and search into

the economy of nature, so far from finding

any defects, we shali have more and more
reason to be convinced that not only every
bird, but every animal from the highest to

the lowest in the scale of creation, is cnually
well adapted for ' the purpose for which it

was intended.” We should have mentioned
that it is to J)r. Edward jenner, who first

introduced vaccination, that wc are indebted
for having given the earliest and fullest ac-

count of the habits of this singular bird.

Many of our readers arc doubtless familiar
witli Logan's fine address to the Cuckoo,
beginning,
“ Hail I beauteous stranger of the grove I

”

The Great Spotted Cuckoo. (Oxyloplmt
glandarim.) This species inhabits both the :

south and the north of Europe ; and is
j

about the size of a Magpie. 'The beak is

black, and a little bent ; head crested ; the I

crest being composed of bluish ash-coloured
|

feathers ; from the base of the upper man- i

dible arises a band of black, which passes -

through the eyes almost to the hinder part
of the head, and is broadest in the middle ; ,

scapulars, upper wing, and tail-coverts, dark
brown, marked with small white and pale '

cinereous spots ; quill-feathers brown
;
tail

wedge-shaped, blackish, and all tipped with
wliite except the two middle feathers : legs
and claws black.

The Oriestal Cuckoo. (Evdynamys Ori-

entdlis.) There are several varieties of this

species. The first is the size of a pigeon

:

length about sixteen inches ; beak grey-
brown ; plumage nearly black, with a green
gloss, which in some parts assumes a sort of
violet hue. The tail is eight inches long ;

the legs are of a dusky grey colour ; claws
black : it is foimd in the East Indies.— The
next varietyinhabits Mindanao : it is fourteen
inches long ;

beak black, yellow at the tip

;

the plumage a blue-black ; and the tail

generally carried spread.—A third variety
is about nine inches in length : beak bright
orange ; plumage black, glossed with green
and violet ; tail wedge-shaped ; legs reddish-
brown ; claws nearly black. This species
frequents woods, and for the most part flies

in small flocks. It is held in veneration by
the Mahometans; but by epicures, who have
no religious prejudices in its favour, it is

esteemed a great delicacy.

The Gilded Cuckoo. (Chrysococcyx attra-

tus.) This beautiful little specimen of the
Cuckoo tribe is about seven inches in length:
the beak is of a greenish bromi colour ; and
the upper parts of the body are of a rich
gilded glossy green ; on the head are five

stripes of white ;
nearly all the wing-coverts

and the second quills have white tips, as
likewise the tail-feathers and the two greater
tail-coverts

;
the tliroat and breast white ;

the sides and feathers which fall over the
knees marked with a few greenish bars ; legs
grey, covered with wliite feathers ns far as
the middle : tail wedge-shaped, above tliree

inches iong, and in its naturai state spread
out like a fan. Lc Vaillant, who discovered
this species in Southern Africa, remarks that
it is undoubtedly the finest bird of the
genus.
There are many genera and species of

Cuckoos, it being a very extensive family
;

and a fine collection of them is to be seen in
the British JIuscum. Wc find it necessary,
however, to give but one more, and that is—
The Yellow-billed Americax Cuckoo

(_Coccyzns dmcn'cami.i), the description of
which wc take from Wilson, as follows : —
“ Erom the imitative sound of its note, it is

known in many parts by the name of the
cow-bird; it is also called in Virginia the
rain-crow, being obsen'cd to be most cla-

morous immediately before rain. This spe-

cies arrives in Teunsylvania, from the south.
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about Jhe 22nd of April, and spreads over
the country, as far at least as Lake Ontario ;

i
is niunerous in the Chickasaw and Chactau

1

nations ; aud also breeds in the upper parts
' of Georgia ; preferring, in all these places,
' the borders of solitary swamps, and apple

;

orchards. It leaves us, on its return south-

;
ward, about the middle of September,

i
“ The singular, I will not say unnatural,

: conduct of the European Cuckoo {Cuetthts
canorus), which never constructs a nest for
itself, but drops its eggs in those of other
birds, and abandons them to their mercy

!

and management, is so universally known,
and so proverbial, that the whole tribe of

i
Cuckoos have, by some inconsiderate people,

1

been stigmatized as destitute of all parental
care and affection. Without attempting to
account for this remarkable habit of the
European species, far less to consider as an
error what the wisdom of Heaven has im-
posed as a duty upon the species, I will only
remark, that the bird now before us builds
its own nest, hatches its own eggs, and rears

;
its own yonng

i and, in conjugal and pa-
rental affection, seems nowise behind any of
its neighbours of the grove.
“ Early in May they' begin to pair, when

obstinate battles take place among the males.
About the 10th of that month they com-
mence building. The nest is usually fixed
among the horizontal branches of an apple-
tree ; sometimes in a solitary thorn, crab, or
cedar, in some retired part of the woods. It
is constructed, with little art, and scarcely
any concavity, of small sticks and twigs, in-
termixed with green weeds and blossoms of
the common maple. On this almost flat

bed, the eggs, usually three or four in num-
ber, are placed ; these are of a uniform
grecnilh blue colour, and of a size propor-
tionable to that of the bird. While the fe-

male is sitting, the male is generally not far
distant, and gives the alarm, by his notes,
when any person is approaching. The fe-
male sits so close, that you may almost reach
her with your hand, and then precipitates
herself to the ground, feigning lameness, to
draw you away from the spot, fluttering,
trailing her wings, and tumbling over, in
the manner of the partridge, woodcock, and
manj" other species. Both parents unite in
providing food for the young. This consists,
for the most part, of caterpillars, particularly
such as infest apple-trees. The same insects
constitute the chief part of their own sus-
tenance. They are accused, and with some
justice, of sucking the eggs of other birds,
like the crow, the blue jay, and other pil-

;

lagers. They also occasionally cat various
1 kinds of berries. But, from the circumstance
1
of destroying such numlicrs of very noxious
larviB, they prove themselves the friends of
the farmer, and arc highly deserving of his
protection.
“The Yellow-billed Cuckoo is thirteen

inches long, and sixteen inches in extent i

the whole upper [larts arc of a dark glossy
drab, or what is usually called n Quaker
colour, with greenish silky reflections i from
this must, however, lx: excepted the inner
vanes of the wings, which arc bright reddish
cinnamon i the tail is long, composed of ten

feathers, the two middle ones being of the
same colour ns the back, the others, which
gradually shorten to the exterior ones, are
black, largely tipt with white ; the two outer
ones are scarcely half the length of the
middle ones. The whole lower parts are
pure white

; the feathers covering the thighs
being large, like those of the hawk tribe.

The legs and feet are light blue, the toes
placed two before and two behind, as in the
rest of the genus : the bill is long, a little

bent, very broad at the base, dusky black
above, and yellow below ; the eye hazel,
feathered close to the eyelid, which is yel-
low. The female differs little from the
male ; the four middle tail-feathers in her
are of the same uniform drabj and the white,
with which the others are tipt, not so pure
as in the male. In examining this bird by
dissection, the inner membrane of the giz-
zard, which in many other species is so hard
and muscular, in this is extremely lax and
soft, capable of great distension ; and, w'hat
is remarkable, is covered with a growdh of
fine down, or hair, of a light fawn colour."
A specimen of this bird is said to have been
found in this country.

CUCKOO-SPIT. [See CbrcopiDjE.]

CUCTJXII)..®. An extensive family ofPas-
serine Irirds, characterized by having the toes
situated two before and two behind ; and so
named from Including as the typical species
the well-known Cuckoo. These birds are
for the most part inhabitants of the warm
climates, and none permanently reside in
countries subject to severe winter cold.
They have a slightly arched compressed
beak, and a long rounded tail ; their wings
are moderately long, and they fly with ra-
pidity. They feed on insects, worms, and
soft fruits, which they procure while leaping
from branch to branch, or flitting irom tree
to tree : when on the ground they walk
awkwardly, on account of the shortness of
their tarsi. [See Cuckoo.]

CXJCtrLIKJE. The name given to denote
that sub-family of the CuculiU/E wliich con-
sists of the genuine Cuckoos.

CULEX : CULICLDiE. A genus and fa-
mily of Dipterous or two-winged insects,

consisting of the various kinds of Gntils.

They are distinguished by the length of the
proboscis, and their beautifully tufted an-
tennas. They generally abound in damp
situations, their larva; being inhabitants of
the water. [Sec Gnat : MosyuiTO.]

CURASSOW. {Crax.) A genus of Gal-
linaceous birds, inhabitiug various parts of
South America. They arc nearly as large os

a turkey.

The CitF.STEn CunAssow. (Crax alcrtnr.')

This lilrd is nearly three feet in length.
The crest, which it can elevate or depress at
pleasure, is composed of twisted black fea-
thers, narrow at the base and broad at the
tip ! the whole of the upper part of the
plumage is of a dccii shining black colour,
reflecting purple and green sliadcs i the tail
is black, generally tiiipcd witlt white

i the
abdomen and the inferior tail-coverts are
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invariably white. The females have a smal-
ler crest, and their feathers are more dull.

Oas.STED OnRABSOW. (ORAX AREOTOR.)

They associate in small flocks, and at night
roost on high trees : their food consists of
maize, rice, bananas, and other fruits. The
egg is about the size of that of the turkey,
and is of a pure white. Native of Guiana,
Mexico, and Brazil.

The Red Curassow. iCrax rubra.) In
size this bird may be compared with the
turkey, being about two feet six or eight
inches in length. It has a large, strong bill j

and a crest composed of twisted and curled
feathers, broad at the top, and tipped with
black : the front and sides of the head, and
the top of the neck, are pure white, the
feathers being marked at their tips with a
black fringe ; the breast and the upper parts
of the tail are reddish, the under parts a
brighter red than the upper : the feet and
the bill are of horn colour. The young of
this species are beautifully varied : the sides
of the head and top of the neck are barred
with black and white ; the upper part of
the plumage, as well as the tail-feathers,
are striated with broad, transverse, red and
white bands, margined with a black line :

as the bird increases in age these bands
gradually disappear, and the feathers of the
crest, which are at first straight, begin to
twist and curl. In their native country
these birds are easily tamed, and readily
associate with other poultry ; but although
they are here common enough in menageries,
they have never been known to breed.
Temminck, however, says, they have once
at least been thoroughly acclimated in Hol-
land, where they were ns prolific in their

domesticated state as any of our common
poultry : and Mr. Bennct, alluding to the
same subject, observes, “ It may not be too
much to expect that the Zoological Society
may be successful in perfecting what was
then so well begun, and in naturalizing the
Curassow ns completely ns our ancestors
have done the equally exotic, and, in their

wild state, much less familiar breeds of the
Turkey, the Guinea-fowl, and the Peacock."
Their flesh is both delicate and nutritious.

CURCUTHO : CURCULIONIDiE. A ge-
nus and family of snouted Coleopterous in-
sccts,including the diamond beetles and other
F])Iendidly coloured species ; ns well ns the
corn and nut weevils, and a variety of others
scarcely less destructive to grain, fruit, and
vegetable products in general ; several of

which are given under their respective names.
M. SchOnherr has published a voluminous
work which describes the numerous species. •

Mr. Walton, F. L. S., has studied the British
CurculionicUe, and published excellent papers
on all the species found in this country.

CURLEW. CN'umenius.) A Grallatorial
bird, belonging to the Scolopacidce, or Snipe
tribe, all of which inhabit the vicinity of

,

waters and marshes, and feed upon worms,
&c. The CoMJiox Curlew (2i'umenitis ar-
quata) measures about two feet in length ; ;

and in breadth, from tip to tip, above three
feet. The bill is about seven inches long,

;

of a regular curve, and blunt at the end : •

the upper mandible is black, gradually
softening into brown towards the base ; the !

under one flesh-coloured. The head, neck, !

and wing-coverts are streaked with brown
;

;

the back and scapulars are nearly black in
the middle, edged and deeply indented with

|

light grey. The breast, belly, and lower
|

part of the back are of a dull white, spotted
with black ; the quill-feathers are black,
the inner webs crossed with white : tail

barred with black, on a white ground tinged
j

with red : thighs bare about half way above ‘

the knees, of a bluish-colour : the toes are
,

thick, and slightly membranous. The female
makes her nest upon the ground, in a diy
tuft 6f rushes or grass ; and lays four eggs
of a greenish cast, spotted with brown.
The Curlew is met with in most parts of

Europe. In Britain their summer haunts
are the large, heathy, and boggy moors,
where they breed ; their food consisting of
worms, flies, and insects, which they pick

)

out of the soft mossy ground by the marshy
pools. In autumn and winter they depart
to the sea-side in great munbers, and there
subsist upon worms, marine insects, small
crabs, snails, &o. This bird is extremely com-
mon in most parts of Europe, and it occurs
also in several parts of Asia. In the winter it

is gregarious, and it is at all times very shy
and diflicult to approach ; but it will soon
become familiar. In Scotland, from its cry
it is called the “ WhaiTp.” [For another spe-
cies, see Whisibrel.]

CUESORIUS. This genus of birds in-
habits the hot regions of Asia and Africa

;

one species only, and that very rarely,
having been found to visit Europe. The
Cream-coloured Courser (named by Tem-
minck Cursorius IsabeUinus) is ten inches
in length ; and has a black, curved beak

j

the forehead, under parts of the body, back,
tail, and wing-coverts of a reddish cream-
eolour ;

the latter edged with grey : behind
the eyes a double black stripe ; the tluDct
and belly whitish ; the whole of the lateral
tail-feathers black towards the tip, with a
small spot of while in the centre of the
black : legs yellowish. This rare species is

a native of Africa ;
but with its habits we

are unacquainted. Two only arc on record
as seen in England : one which was shot
near St. Albans, in East Kent, the scat of
W. Hammond, Esq., Nov. 10. 1785 ; and
another, shot in Cliamwood Forest, lAiiccs-

tershire, Oct. 1.5. 1827. The former of these

was observed to run with incredible swift-
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ness, and at intervals to pick up something
from the ground ; and was so bold as to
render it dilBcult to make it rise from the
ground, in order to take a more secure aim
on the wing. The note was unlike that of
any known bird. A British-killed specimen

I

of this desert-loving bird is preserved in the
fine collection in the British Museum.

CUBUCtn. [See Trogon.]

CtJRVIROSTRA. [See Crossbill.]

CUSHAT. The Wood-pigeon [which see].

CUTTLE-FISH. (Octopus.') A mollus-
cous animal, belonging to the genus Sepia,
order Cephalopoda; and sometimes called
the Ink-fish. It is of an oblong form, about
six inches in length, and three and a half in
breadth. The body is somewhat oval j but
it is broadest near the head, and grows
smaller towards the extremity, where it is

, obtusely pointed. The head is surrounded
1 «'ith eight arms and two feet; the two feet
being nearly similar in their structure to
the arms, or tentacula, but considerably
larger in their dimensions. The head is

divided from the sac on all sides by a neck.
The sac is furnished on each side throughout
its whole length with a narrow fin. The
suckers are irregularly scattered on the arms

COTTLX-FTSir.— (OCTOPOS.)

and feet. The back is strengthened by a
complicated calcareous plate, which plate
has been long known in the shop of the apo-
thecary under the name Cuttlc-Jish bone, and
was formerly much prized in medicine as an
absorbent, but is now cliiefly sought after for

,

the purpose of polishing the softer metals.
' The superior half, or the one next the head,
is the longest, rounded at the extremity, and
thin. The Inferior portion becomes suddenly

;
narrow, and ends in a point. It may be

I

considered os consisting of n dermal jilate,

concave on the central aspect, liaving its

concavity filled up with layers which are
convex on their central aspect. The dermal
plate consists of three difi'erent laminic, ar-
ranged parallel to one another. The ex-
ternal or dorsal layer is rough on the surface,
and marked by obscure, concentric arches
towards the summit, formed by minute knobs,
which become larger towards the hose, where
they appear in the form of interrupted trans-

verse ridges. It is uniform in its structure,
and the tubercles possess a polish and hard-
ness equal to porcellaneous shells, although
they blacken speedily when put in the fire,

and contain a good deal of animal matter.
On the central side of this layer is one flex-

ible and transparent, similar to horn, and
smooth on the surface. The third layer is

destitute of lustre
; and, in hardness and

structure, resembles mother-of-pearl shells.

The term bone has been improperly applied
to this complicated plate ; for this substance,
in composition, is exactly similar to shell,

and consists of various membranes, hardened
by carbonate of lime, without the smallest
mixture of phosphate. Under the throat
there is a vessel or bladder containing a
fluid blacker than ink, which the Cuttle-fish,

when pursued by its enemies, ejects in con-
siderable quantities ; and this, darkening the
water all aroimd, enables it to escape with
facility. The most remarkable species of
the genus is the Sepia officinalis, which is

distinguished from the others by its smooth
skin. It inhabits the British sens, and al-

though seldom taken, its “bone” is cast
ashore on different parts of the coast, from the
south of England to the Zetland isles. It is

said that the Cuttle-fish is considered a lux-
my by all classes of the Sandwich Islanders,
and that when fresh and well cooked it is

excellent, being in consistence and flavour
not unlike the flesh of a lobster’s claw.
The singular habits of the Cuttle-fish did

not escape the notice of Mr. C. Darwin,
while at the Cape de Verd islands. “ I
W'as much interested,” says he, “ on several
occasions, by watching the habits of an Oc-
topus or Cuttle-fish. Although common in
the pools of water left by the retiring tide,

these animals were not easily caught. By
means of their long arms and suckers, they
could drag their bodies into very narrow
crevices : and when thus fixed, it required
great force to remove them. At other times
they darted, tail first, with the rapidity of
an arrow, from one side of the pool to the
other, at the same instant discolouring the
water yvith a dark chestnut-brown ink.
These animals also escape detection by a
very extraordinary, chameleon-like power
of changing their colour ” [which Mr. D.
minutely describes^ He then adds: “ I was
much amused by the various arts to escape
detection used by one individual, which
seemed fully aware that I was watching it.

Remaining for a time motionless, it would
then stealthily advance an inch or two, like

a cat after a mouse ; sometimes changing its

colour: it thus proceeded, till, having gamed
n deeper part, it darted away, leaving a
dusky train of ink to hide the hole into
which it had crawled. . . . That it possesses
the power of ejecting water there is no doubt,
and it appcarcil to me certain that it could,
moreover, take good aim by directing tlio

tube or siphon on the under side of its body.”

CYAMUS, or WHALE LOUSE. A small
cnistaceouB animal belonging to the order
Lunnwliiiofla. This minuto claw-llnd)ed
creature, with others allied to it, inhabits
the seas of northern and temperate Eutoih:,
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and the Southern Seas.
As its name indicates, it

infests ditferent species of
Cetacea ; living on their
rough skin and gnawing
it more or less deeply.
Some are found congre-
gated on the heads of the
Whale

;
while others are

wanderers, and crawl
about various parts of
their bodies. It is well

wHiLK LOOSE. worthy of notice that
(oTAMos cETi.) Buch immcnse creatures,

which inhabit the depths of the ocean, are
subject to such parasites ; nor are they the
only petty enemies to whose attacks the
Whale is subject. [See Whale.]
CYCLOPS. A genus of minute Crusta-

ceans, comprising numerous species, some of
which belong to fresh-water, while others
are marine. The fresh-water species aboimd
in the muddiest and most stagnant pools,
and often too in the clearest springs : the
marine species are to be found, often in vast
numbers, among the sea-weeds, in small
pools on the sea-shore

j
others there are

which inhabit the open ocean, where, by the
luminous properties they possess, they con-
tribute to its phosphorescence. They take
their name from having but one eye. They
have all eight or ten legs, and the abdomen
is terminated by a bifid tail adapted for
swimming. Dr. Baird has monographed the
British species.

CYCLOPTERUS. [See Luiip-nsn.]

CYGNUS. [See Swan.]

CYNIPS : CYNEPID^. A genus and
family of Hymenopterous insects, commonly
kno\vn by the name of Gall-flies. These in-

OALL insEOT,

—

(OTNIPS QUEncUSFOLTr.)

sects puncture, with their ovipositor, the
surface of the leaves, buds, and stalks of
various plants and trees ; and they increase

the aperture by means of the toothed edge,

forming a kind of saw, with wliicli the cx-
, tremity of this organ is armed. In tliis

aperture they deposit, with the egg, a drop
of fluid, which, from its Irritating quality,

produces different kinds ofgall-nuts, accord-

ing to the species of Cynips by which it has
been punctured.
The excrescences on the leaves and buds

of trees which arc called Galls are of various
shapes : many are spherical ;

others are

hairy or tomentosc, the surface emitting nu-
I mcrous fibrous threads; others resemble buds,
flowers, &c. ; and there arc a few which are

,

flat : in most of the species a single gall sup-
I porta only a single gall-insect; while others

are polythalamous, serving for the residence
of many. “Probably,” says Mr. Westwood,
“no insect has been of greater benefit to
mankind than the Cynips GalUe tinctorice,

the galls of which are the common gall-nuts
of commerce, growing upon the Quercus in-

fectoria in the Levant, and wliich are em-
ployed in the manufacture of ink. The
galls are of the size of a boy’s marble, very
hard and round, with various tubercles on
the surface ; they contain but a single inha-
bitant, which may often be found in the in-

terior on breaking the galls. This species

resembles some of our English species which
reside in globular oak-galls in its habits of
undergoing its transformations within the
gall, leaving a great portion of the gall un-
consumed. Those galls which are gathered
before the insect has escaped (and which con-
sequently contain most astringent matter)
are known in trade under the name of black
or blue galls and green galls ; but those
from which the insect has escaped are called

white galls.

CYNTHIA. A genus of Diurnal Lepi-
doptera, belonging to the NymphalidiE : we
restrict ourselves to the mention of the Bri-
tish species.

CYNTHIA CARDUI; or PAINTED
LADY. This species of Butterfiy is noted
for the irregularity of its appearance in

particular districts. The wings in general

PAINTED LADT BUTTERFLY.
(CYNTHIA CARDUI.)

are of a brownish yellow colour, dappled
with black spots or clouds of various shaixis;
especially those ports of the upper wings

UNDER SIDE OF PAINTED LADY BUTTERFLY.

next the apices, which arc all black, except
five white spots on each side. On the uuder
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side the superior ^dngs are of a fine light
orange-colour, but they become of a deep

!

crimson near the body ; and the parts
i towards the tips are of a pale brown, having
five white spots, corresponding with those
on the upper surface ; the remaining parts
are dappled ^rith black, with one large
white and nearly square spot on the sector
edge. The inferior wings ore of a pale
yellow bro^Ti, dappled with dark brown
spots nearly equal in size ; and near the
lower border are five ocellifbrm spots. The
caterpillar, which feeds on tliistles, nettles,
mallows, &c., is a grayish brown, with yellow
lateral lines. The chrysalis is grayish, with
golden dots, and whitish brown longitudinal
streaks.

“ On the blue heads of the pasture sca-
bious {Sc€tbioea «/ccwcr,)’* sa3*s the author of

’ the Journal of a Naturalist, “ we occasionally
see, toward the end of the summer, the

I

Painted Lady Butterfly {Conthia carrfui); but
this is a creature that visits us at very un-
certain periods, and is vivified by causes in-
finitely beyond the comprehension of the
entomologist, seeming to require a succession
and variety of seasons and their change, and
then springing into life we know not how.
This was particularly obvious in the summer
of 1815, and the two following, which were
almost unceasingly cold and rainy ; scarcely
a moth or butterfly appeared. And in the
early part of 1818, the season was not less
ungenial ; a few half-animated creatures
alone struggled into being

; yet this “ painted
lady ” was fostered into life, and became the
commonest butterfly of the year : it has,
however, but very partially visited us since
that period. The keenest entomologists,
perhaps, would not much lament the absence
of this beauty, if such cheerless seasons were
always requisite to bring it to perfection.
Some years ago a quantity of eartli was
raised in cutting a canal in this county ; and
in the ensuing summer, on the herbage that
sprong up from tliis new soil on the bank,
this butterfly was found in abundance,
where it liad not been observed for many
years before. In some particular seasons we

I hare acres of this scabious in bloom, during
I the months ofSeptember and October, giving

I

a tender shade of lavender colour to the

I

whole field, affording now great pleasure to
i

the entomologist, by reason of the multitude

[

of insects that resort to it for the honey in
1

the tubular florets in the plant. Late as
this period is, I have seen, in some bright
morning, liesides multitudes of bees, flics,
and such creatures, eleven different species

;
of lepidopterous insects, feeding and ba-
lancing on the blue heails and glancing their
Ray wings in the sunny beam.” This species
Is, apparently, found every where : and in
the Museum collection are specimens from
nearly every part of the world.

CrNOCEPTIALUS. [Sec BAnooir.]

CYPIIONID/E. A group of beetles de-
tached from the Cebru/nuUn on oiicoiint of
their small size ; hemispheric, depressed, or
ovate, and rather soft lioflics, and furcate
labial palpi ; they are of dull colours, and
attached to plants in damp situations

;
and

they fly and run with agility. In some
species the hind legs are formed for leaping.

CYPRiEA. A genus of univalve shells,

called also Cowries^ remarkable for the bril-
liancy of their colours, and for the high
polish of wliieh they are susceptible. The
animal they contain is a Gasieropodus Mol-
lusc ; and the shell ofone species, the Cyprcua
monctay is well-kno^vn in commerce as the
current coin of the natives of Siam, Bengal,

OOWRIE,—(CTPRfflA STOLIDA.)

and many parts of Africa : in the latter it
is collected by the female negroes, and is

thence sent to distant countries. The Cy-
prceidcc, or shells of the Cyprtca genus, are
generally semi-oval, having their mouths
placed in their flat part ; their spires are
not externally visible, the revolutions being
performed within the body of the shell

; the
aperture, or mouth, is a narrow opening,
running the entire length of the shell ; the
lips, which are near each other, are broad,
turning inwards, and serrated

; and the two
ends or extremes on the upper part are very
prominent. At one end there appears a wry
channel, or opening

;
the other end has also

an opening, but placed perpendicularly.
Cyproeidee abound both in the old and new
world, hut their greatest development both
in point of size and number of species takes
place in warm climates. In the Friendly
Islands, permission to wear the Cypt'cea au-
rantiay or Orange Cowry, as an ornament, is
only granted to persons of the highest rank.
Mr. Gray, F.R.S., has published an admirable
monograph of the Cowries ; and the Messrs.
Sowerby subsequently figured all the species.
Tliey are much prized by collectors.

CYPRINID^. A family of Malacopto-
rygious abdominal fishes, of which there are
many genera, the principal being Cyprimis
carpiOy the common Carp. They arc for
the most part fresh-water fishes

; live on

aquatic plants ; and art characterized by
their small mouth, and by their feeble and
generally toothless jaws. They have a
scaly body, no adipose fin, a stomach destitute
of a cut (h sncy and no pyloric cnjca. Tlio
different varieties of Gold and Silver Fish,
the Gudgeon, Tench, Bream, Roach, Bleak,
Minnow, and many other well-known pond
and river fishes, Iwlong to this family.

Q
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CYPRIS. A genus of Entomostracous
Crustacea, containing numerous species,
many of which are British. Their general
appearance, to one ignorant of natural his-

orpaia vidua

tory, is that of a bivalve shell. They are
mostly found in fresh or stagnant water,
wliere they sometimes abound in myriads.
Delicate though they are, yet there are
abundant indications, in strata of (Uiferent
formations, of their existence in a previous
condition of the world, and, like shells and
some other fossils, they form ciudous and in-
teresting medals of creation. [See Ento-
MOSTBACA.]

CYPRUS BIRD. The Black-cap (Sylvia
atricapil!a\ which has received tills name
from its frequency in the isle of Cyprus. It

is by no means uncommon in this country.
[See Black-cap.]

CYTHEREA. A genus of marine Mol-
lusca, of which there are numerous species,

inhabiting the Indian and Atlantic Oceans.
The shell is equivalve, inequilateral, tri-

angular or transverse ; ligament on the
longest side ; four cardinal teeth in one
valve, and three in the other. In their

beauty and colouring these shells mueh re-

semble the Venus. One species, the Cytlwrea
lusoria, is found in the Chinese seas : it is

used by the Japanese and Chinese in certain

games, and the interior is painted by them
of various colours.

DAB. (PJeuronectes limanda.") This spe-

cies offlat-fish is of a very broad, ovate shape j

generally of a uniform pale brown colour on
the upper side, and white on the under side ;

the lateral line is very much curved at the
beginning, but afterwards proceeds straight

to the tail. It is usually caught along with
Plaice and Flounder, from which it is rea-

dily distinguished by the roughness of its

scaly surface, and its flesh is considered su-

perior to either. It feeds on small flsh and
Crustacea ; and is in highest perfection for

the table in February, March, and April.

It is caught on various parts of our coasts,

averages about eight or nine inches in length,

and is well known in the London markets.

The Lp.mon Dab, S.mootii Dab, or Smear
Dab (Plcuronectes Icevis), is much larger than

the preceding, more rare, and its flesh is

equally esteemed. It approaches nearer to

a rhomboid in form than any of the genus
;

and is a handsomer flsh than the eommon
Dab, on account of the various shades of

reddish brown and yellow which are seen on

its upper side. The body is smooth, and
covered witli a mucous secretion : the head
is very small •, the eyes are placed very near

each other ; and the mouth is fuU of small
teeth.

The Lokg Dab (Plcuronectes limando'ides),

as its name imports, greatly exceeds the
other species in length, approaching, in fact,

much nearer to that of the sole ; the form of
the body being an elongated oval, almost
equally pointed at both ends. It is covered
with harsh scales ; is an inhabitant of the
northern seas ; and preys on smaU crabs and
other crustaceous and molluscous animals.

DACE. (Cyprinus leuciseus.) The Dace,
or, as it is sometimes called, the Dare, or
Dart, is a flsh of the Cyprinidee family, and
is rather like the Roach, both in habits and
appearance, but the former is more local

and less plentiful than the latter. It is

found in clear and quiet streams, and feeds
upon worms and other soR substances : it is

DAOB.—(OTpaiMUS LXUOISODS.)

gregarious, extremely vivaeious, and, like
the Trout, it wiU occasionally rise either at
the day-fly, or at an artificial fly. The head
of the Dace is small, and the muzzle pointed ;

the back is slightly elevated, and the tail

much forked ; the scales are rather small,
the sides and belly silvery, and the general
form of the body elegantly shaped. During,
the months of April and May the Dace is in*
the highest season. “ The Dace,” says Mr.
Yarrell, “ is frequently used as bait for Pike
in trolling, on aceount of its silvery bright-
ness ; but where live bait are required, as
for night hooks. Roach are preferable, on
account of their being more tenacious of
life.” Although this fish, in warm weather,
seldom refuses a fly at the surface of the
stream, and thereby affords an expert angler
much diversion ; during the cold months the
bait must be sunk tvithin three inches of the
bottom.

DACELO. A genus of Kingfishers, from
New Holland. For an account of them we
are indebted to Jlr.Gould. [See Ki.vokisuek.]

DACNIS. A genus of small and elegant
Passerine birds inhabiting Mexico. The co-
lour of the body is cerulean blue ; the fore-

head, shoulders, wings, and tail arc black;
and it has a sharp, conical bill.

DACOLYTIIUS. An appellation given
to a small flsh, a species of the Loach, from
two to three inches long. The head is

broader and flatter than the rest of its body,
which is brown with blai;k spots : there arc

two beards on each side of the upiier jaw ;

and on the gill-covers arc two sharp prickles.

It is partial to shallow brooks with stony
bottoms.

DACT\T[.OPTERUS. A genus of Acan-
thopterj'gious fishes, the generic characters
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of which are, a large and long flat head,
rising suddeniy from the mnzzle ; the pre-
operculum furnished mth an elongated
strong spine ; the jaws armed with masses of
minute conical teeth ; six branehiostegous
rays ; the sub-peetoral rays numerous, very
long, and conneeted by a membrane ; body
covered with hard carinated scales. By
means of their large tins, these fishes dart
out of the water when pursued, and are able
to sustain themselves in the air for several
seconds. There are only two species

j one,
the Fiying Gurnard iTrigla wlUans of Lin-
naeus), which inhabits the Mediterranean ;

the other, the Dactylopterus orienialis of
Cuvier, inhabits the Indian seas. Neither
of these, however, must be confounded with
the common Flying-fish, which belongs to
the genus Exocetus.

DAGGER [MOTHS]. A name.given by
collectors to Moths of the genera Acronycta
and Eiurna.

DAI.1LVTIAN, DANISH, SPOTTED, or
COACH-DOG. This variety of the canine
race, known by each of the foregoing names,
is easily distinguished from all other species
by its numerous small black spots. Its form
is rather elegant, partaking both ofthe hound

DALMATIAN DOO.

and pointer ; its limbs are tolerably stout,

and its general appearance is showy. The
animal has, however, few claims on us for
its services

;
neither its scent nor its sagacity

being such os to render it the useful com-
panion of man. It is kept chiefly as an
appendage to the carriage, and shows an
instinctive fondness fur the stable.

DAPHNIA. A genus of minute Crusta-
ceans, belonging to the order liranchiopoda

;

the best known and most interesting of
which is the Daphnia pulex (sometimes
termed MonocuUm, from having but one eye).
This animalcule, which is popularly called
the Arlmresccnt Watcr-flea, is a favourite
microscopic object. The head is prolonged
into a snout, and provided with a single
central compound eye : it is also furnished
with antennsD, which serve os onrs, to propel
it through the water by a scries of short
springs or jerks. The JPijilmin pulex is

very abundant in many ponds and ditches,
being seen on the surface in the mornings
and evenings, as well as in cloudy weather ;

but seeking the depths of the water during
the heat of the day. They arc extremely
prolific ( and when, in the summer time.

171

they assume a red colour, the swarms which
abound in stagnant water give it the appear-
ance of its being occasioned by blood. In
this country. Dr. Baird, F. L. S.,has given
to the world the history of Daphnia ; and its

congeners j and interesting histories they are.

DART [MOTHS]. A name given by col-
lectors to Moths of the genus Ayrotis.

DART-SNAKE. [See Acoxtias.]

DARTER. (Plotus.') The Darters are a
genus of web-footed birds, of the Pelican
tribe, found near the eastern coasts of the
tropical parts of America, and on the western
coast of tropical Africa. The general form
of their bodies is like that of the gulls : they
have a long slender bill, broad at the base,'

but compressed and pointed at the tip : they
perch on trees bj' the sides of lakes, lagoons,
and rivers

; and, after hovering over the
water, they suddenly dart at their finny
prey with unerring aim. Their movements
are alike rapid and graceful.

“ The Dahtee or Snake Bird, {Flatus
melanogastcr,y' says Wilson, “ seems to have
derived its name from the singular form of
its head and neck, which at a distance might
be mistaken for a serpent. In those coun-
tries where noxious animals abound, we may
readily conceive that the appearance of this

bird, extending its slender neck tluough the
foliage of a tree, would tend to startle the
wary traveller, whose imagination had pour-
trayed objects of danger lurking in every
thicket. Its habits, too, while in the water,
have not a little contributed to its name

It generally swims with its body immerged,
especially wlien apprehensive of danger, its

long neck extended above the surface, and
vilirating in a peculiar manner. The first

individual tliat I saw in Florida was sneak-
ing away, to avoid me, along tlio shore of a
reedy marsh, which was lined witli alligators,

and tlic first impression on my mind was,
tliat 1 lichcld tt snake, but the recollection of
the habits of the bird soon undeceived me.
On approaching it, it gradually sank, and
my next view of it was at many fathoms dis-
tance, its head merely out of the water. To
pursue these birds at such times is useless,

Q
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as they cannot be induced to rise, or even
expose their bodies. Wherever the limbs of
a tree project over, and dip into the water,
there the Darters ore sure to be found, these
situations being convenient resting-places
for the purpose of sunning and preening
themselves, and, probably, giving them a
better opportunity than when swimming, of
observing their finny prey. They crawl
from the water upon the limbs, and fix them-
selves in an upright position, which they
maintain in the utmost silence. If there be
foliage, or the long moss, they secrete them-
selves in it in such a manner that they cannot
be perceived unless one be close to them.
When approached, they drop into the water
with such surprising skill, that one is asto-
nished how so large a body can plunge with
so little noise, the agitation of the water
being apparently not greater than the gliding
of an eel.—Formerly the Darter was con-
sidered by voyagers as an anomalous pro-
duction, a monster partaking of the nature
of the snake and the duck ; and in some
ancient charts which I have seen, it is de-
lineated in all the extravagance of fiction.”

DARTER-FISH. [See Toxotus.]

DASYORNIS. A genus of insectivorous
birds, belonging to the great family of
Thrushes, and found throughout the greater
part of Southern Australia. The Bri.stle-
BiRD iDasyornisAustralis) inliabits reed-beds
and thickets, but owing to its recluse habits
is a species familiar to few persons. It carries
the tail erect, and threads its way through
the thickets with great dexterity ; but its

powers of flight aiipear to be very limited.
The wings, tail-coverts, and tail, are rufous
brown, the latter indistinctly barred wth a
darker tint ; under parts brownish grey

;

bill brown ; legs grayish brown. Another
species, of a smaller size, called the Loiro-
BiLLED Bristle-Bird (Dasyornis longiros-
tris), is a native of Western Australia, and
bears a very close resemblance both in the
character and colouring of its plumage to
the one above described.

DASYPROCTA. A genus of Rodent
Mammalia. In disposition and the nature
of their flesh they resemble Hares and
Rabbits, which they in some degree represent
in the Antilles and hot parts of America.
They employ their fore feet to hold up food
to their mouth. [See Agouti.]

DASYPUS. A genus of Rodent animals,
very remarkable among the ilammalia tor

the scaly and hard shell-like armour which,
divided into regular compartments, covers
their head and body, and often the tail.

[See Armadillo.]

DAY-FLY. [See EriiEMERA.]

DECAPODA. An order of Crustacea,
containing those in which we find the high-
est general organization, the most varied
hahits, and sucli os are the most useful to

man as food. Their growth is slow, and
their habits are mostly aquatic : they arc
naturally voracious ; and they are armed
with a pair of powerful claws, by which they

seize their food, and convey it to the mouth.
In this order are included Crabs, Lobsters,
Prawns, Slirimps, &c. [wliich see]. For the

;

history of the British species, sec Dr. Leach’s
’

“ Malacostraca,” or, as more easily accessible, I

the elegant work on British Crustacea, by
j

Professor Bell, in which are figures and de-
scriptions of all the British siiecies.

DEATH’S-HEAD ILVWK-MOTH. A
remarkable Lepidopterous insect, belonging

,

to the family SpMngidoe. [See Acuebostia
Atrobos.]

j

DEATH-WATCH. (Andbrum tessela-
tvm.) Among the popular superstitions

'

which the almost general illumination of
jmodem times has not been able to obliterate, !

as Dr. Shaw very traly observes, the dread
j

of the Death-watch may well be considered
|

as one of the most predominant
;
yet it must

be allowed to be a very singular circum-
stance that an animal so common should
not be more universally known, and the
peculiar noise which it occasionally makes
be more universally understood. The insect
in question is a small beetle belonging to the
timber-boring genus Anobium

;

and the po-
pular superstition alluded to is, that when
its beating is heard, it is a sign that some
one in the house will die before the end of
the year. It is chiefly in the advanced state
of spring that this little creature commences
its sound, w'hich is no other than the call or
signal by which the male and female are led
to each other, and which may be considered
ns analagous to the call of birds ; though
not owing to the voice of the insect, but to
its beating on, or striking, any hard sub-
stance with the shield or fore-part of its4

head. The prevailing number of distinct
j

strokes which it beats is from seven to nine
or eleven j and this very circumstance may ;

perhaps still add to the ominous character i

which it bears among the mlgar. These
j

sounds or beats are given in pretty quick
*

succession, and are repeated at uncertain
intervals ; and in old houses where the in-
sects are numerous, may be heard at almost
any hour of the day ; especially if the
weather be warm. The sound exactly re-
sembles that which may be made by tapping
moderately hard with the finger-nail on a
table. The insect is of a colour so nearly
resembling that of decayed wood, viz. an
obscure greyish brown, that it may for a
considerable time elude the search of the '

inquirer. It is about a quarter of an inch
in length, and is moderately thick in pro-
portion, and the wing-shells are marked
with numerous irregular variegations of a
lighter cost tlinn the ground-colour. It is

singular that this insect may so far be fami-
liarized ns to be made to beat occasionally,
by taking it out of its confinement, and
beating on a table or board, when it will

readily answer the noise, and will continue
to beat os often as required. I cannot con-
clude this slight account of the Death-watch,
nays our author, without quoting a sentence 1

from that celebrated work the i’sciuhxloxia
'

Epidcmicaof the lennied Sir Thomas Brown, i

wiio on this subject thus cxiiresscs himself

:

“lie that could eradicate this error from
|
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the minds of the people -would save from

j

many a cold sweat the meticulous heads of
nurses and grandmothers.” In their laiwa
state these insects greatly injure old furni-

i
ture, by perforating numerous small romid
holes in it.

DEER. iCervus.) Among the various

I

animals wliich embellish the forests and
animate the solitudes of nature, none are
superior to the cervine race. These well-
known ruminants are distinguished from
the antelopes by their horns, wliich are com-
posed of a bon V substance, caducous, or fall-
ing off annually, and again renewed of a
larger size than in the preceding year. The
form of these is various. Sometimes they

The proportional length, direction, and cur-
vature of the antlers vary

;
and it often

happens that there is one more or less on the

8KDLI. OF 3TAO.

spread into broad palms, which send out
sharp snags arounil their outer edges ; some-
times they divide fantastically into branches,
some of which project over the forehead,
whilst others are reared upward in the air,

or thejr may be so reclined backwards, that
the animal seems almost forced to can-y its

head in a stiff, erect posture : yet, in what-
ever way they grow, they appear to give an
air of grandeur to the animal. It may, then,

' speaking in general terms, be said, that the
easy elegance of their form, the lightness of

.
their motions, their size, their strength, their
fleetness, and the extraordinary develop-
ment of those branching horns, which seem
fully as much intended for ornament as de-
fence, all contribute towards placing them
ill the foremost rank of quadrupeds.

RED DEER, or STAG. (Cervus elaphus.)
Before we speak of the habits &c. of this
noble animal, it will be well to enter into a
few particulars relative to its distinguishing
characteristic, the horns. The first year the
stag has properly no horns, but only a kind
of corneous excrescence, short, rough, and
covered with a thin hairy skin i the second
year the horns are single and straight

j the
third year they have two antlers

j the fourth,
three ; the fifth, four ; and the sixth, five.
When arrived at the sixth year, the antlers
do not always increase j and though the
number may amount to six or seven on each
side, the Htag’s age is then estimated rather
from the size and the thickness of the branch
that sustains them, than from their number.

KEU UEBR.—FEMAI.E AKD VODNO.
(OEBVOa ELAFH08.)

tender
;
and the animal, ns if conscious of

its want of power, instantly retires from the
rest of the herd, and, hiding itself in thick-
ets and unfreipiented places, ventures abroad
for the sake of posture only at night. It is

nearly three months before the new horns
attain their full growth and solidity

i and
then, by rubbing them against the boughs of
trees, they at length clear them of that co-
vering of skin, which hud before contributed
to their growth and nourishment. “ The
growth of the boms,” says Mr. Bell, •' is nn
astonishing instance of the rapidity of the
production of bone under particular circum-
stances, and is certainly unparalleled in
Us extent in so short a iicriod of time.
A full grown Stag's horn probably weighs

RED DEER—MALE.— (OER-VOS ELARH-DS )

one side than on the other : the horns also
become larger, the superficial furrows more
marked, and the burr is more projecting.
Notwithstanding their magnitude, these
horns are annually shed in the spring of the
year, and succeeded by new ones. Of the
old horns, -ndiich are of a solid, firm texture,
a variety of domestic articles are made ; but
while young they are remarkably soft and
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;

twenty-four pounds ; and the whole of this
immense mass of true bone is produecd in
about ten weeks. During its growth the
branches of the external carotid arteries,
which perform the office of secreting this
new bone, are considerably enlarged, for
the purpose of conveying so large a supply
of blood as is necessary for this rapid forma-
tion. These vessels extend over the whole
surface of the horn as it grows, and the horn
itself is at first soft and extremely vascular,
so that a slight injury, and even merely
pricking it, produces a flow of blood from
the woimd. It is also protected at this time
with a soft, short, hairy or downy coat, which
is termed the velvet ; and hence the horns
are said to be in ‘ the velvet ’ during their
growth.”
The Stag is supposed to have been origin-

ally Introduced into our own island from
France, where it is very common : but it

has been in a great degree expelled from
most parts of this kingdom to make way for
tlie common, or Fallow Deer, the venison of
which is far superior to that of the Red
Deer, and the animal itself of a more
manageable and placid disposition. The
Stag has a fine eye, an acute smell, and a
good ear. Wlien listening, he raises his
head and erects his ears. When going into
a coppice or other half-covered place, he
stops to look round him on all sides, and
scents the wind, to discover if any object be
near that might disturb liim. Though a
simple, he is a curious and crafty animal.
When liissed or called to from a distance,
he stops short, and looks steadfastly, and,
with a kind of admiration, at horses or men;
and if the latter have neither arms nor dogs,
he moves on without betraying any symp-
toms of alarm. He eats slowly

;
and after

his stomach is full, he lies down and rumi-
nates at leisure.

In Dr. A. T. Thomson’s notes to an edition
of “ The Seasons,” by his celebrated name-
sake, we find appended to line 454, (.Au-
tumn ,')

—

‘‘ The big round tears run down his dappled
face ;

**

the following very apposite remarks :—
“ This supposed peculiarity of the Stag to

shed tears is noticed by several poets, but by
none so strikingljf as by Shakspere* and
our author : but, indeed, it is not wonderful
that it was the popular belief before it was
noticed by poets, for the eyes of the Stag,

and nearly all the deer tribe, display a pecu-
liarly weeping aspect. This is more obvi-

ously displayed in the male than in the
female. It depends on a remarkable glan-
dular sinus, a'umen, or tear-pit, placed at

the inner angle of each eye, close to the nose
without having any communication with it,

or with what are termed the laclirymal

* - ” the big round tears

Coursed one another down his innocent nose
In piteous chase : and tlms the hairy fool,

M uch ma» ked of the melancholy .Taques,

I

Stood on the uxtremesl verge of the swift brook

I
Augmenting it with tefirs."

At You Like It, act 11. sc. 1.

passages. It is composed of a fold of the
skin, and is capable of being ojicned and
shut at the pleasure of the animal. It is

furnished at the bottom with a gland, which
secretes an oily, viscous substance, of the
colour and consistence of the wax of the
ears, and which hardens and becomes black
when exposed to the air. The precise func-

^

tion of this organ is unknown, although
many conjectiues have been offered in ex-
planation of it : and there can be no doubt
that it serves some important purpose in the

,

economy of the animal. The moistened ;

moving edges of the sinus have been mis-
[

taken by general observers and the poets,
for prccions tears let fall over that part of
the eyelids ; and, in our love for the roman- '

tic, we almost regret to be undeceived.”
In winter and spring this animal rarely

'

ever drinks, the dews and tender herbage
being sufficient to satisfy his thirst ; but
during the parching heats of summer, he not
only frequents the brooks and springs, but
searches for deep water wherein to bathe
and refresh himself. He swims with great

,

ease and strength, particularly when he is i

in good condition, his fat contributing to his
j

buoyancy. His voice is stronger, louder, '

and more tremulous, in proportion as he
advances in age ; and during the rutting i

season it is really fearful. The cry of the
hind, or female, is not so loud as that of the

I

male, and she is never excited but through
apprehensions for the safety either of herself
or her young. Dike all the rest of the Deer '

tribe, except the Elk, the female is destitute
j

of horns ; she is also more feeble and unfit
for hunting than the male. The pairing
season i4 in August ; the time of gestation isi

between eight and nine months ; and she
|

seldom produces more than one at a time.
The usual season of partiuition is about '

Hay, during which these animals are very
j

assiduous in concealing and tending their
I

young ; nor is this a needless precaution, ^

since almost every animal of the canine or
j

feline kind is then an active enemy ; nay,
unnatural os it may seem, the Stag himself

I

is also one of theirmost dangerous assailants.
!

At this season, therefore, the courage of the
j

male seems to be transferred to the female ;

for she resolutely defends her offspring
; and i

if pursued by the hunter, exposes herself to '

great apparent danger, for the purjiose of
diverting his attention from the object of '

her parental regard. The Caif(the name
by which the young of this animal is called)
never quits the dam during the whole sum-

|

mer ; and in winter, the hind, together with
all the males under a year old, assemble in
herds, which are more or less numerous in
proportion to the mildness or severity of the
season. At the approach of spring they

,

separate, none but those of the age of one i

year rtmaining associated. They are. how-
;

ever, generally gregarious ; and only danger '

or necessity can possibly divide them.
'

“ When a Stag stands at bay,” says the
accomplished Editor of Thomson's Seasons,

before quoted, “ his instinct leads him to do
so in a river or a lake, if cither bo near : in

which case he has a great advantage over
the dogs, for he firmly stands and holds his
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:
position, whilst they swim powerless around

!

him. On land, even, a Stag at bay has great
advantage over the hounds, who exhaust

i themselves with their clamour, whilst he is

I
in a comparative state of rest, and recovers
his wind.” Powerful os the Stag is, he has
never been known to attack a man, unless
he has been driven into a comer, and hard
pressed, without the means of escape. With
regard to hunting the Stag, the pursuit, os

carried on in the Higlilands, is one capable
of rousing all the manly ardour and energy
ofyouth and manhood, whilst all the powers
of both body and mind are called into action.
The beauty, graceful, and ma^ificent bear-
ing of the animal, his sagacity in evading
the stratagems of the hunter, or deer stalker,

and Ills courage when at bay, add greatly to
the pleasure of the chose. In stalking deer,
the animal is generally shot ; but if he is

only wounded, and has power to fly, then
the dogs are sUpped to the pursuit. But, in
olden times, the chief reliance for pulling
and killing the deer, was in the dogs ; and
the fleetness and courage of their hounds
were the pride of nobles and kings.”
The fo^ of Stags varies according to the

season. In autumn they search for the buds
of green shmbs, the flowers of broom or
heath, the leaves of brambles, &c. During
the snows of winter they feed on the bark
and moss of trees ; and in mild weather they
browse in the fields. In the present culti-

vated state of this country. Stags are almost
unknown in their wild, natural condition

;

and such os remain amongst us are kept
under the name of Bed Deer, together with
the Pallow Deer; but their excessive ferocity
during the mtting season, and the coarseness

I

of their flesh, have contributed in a great

I

measure to effect their almost total exter-
mination. In Scotland, however, they still

i exist in considerable numbers
;
and though

i
it was deemed necessary to abolish Stag-
hunting by act of parliament, in consequence

' of the multitudinous gatherings of the clans,

j

upon this pretext, being often made subser-
vient to political purposes, “ a Stag-hunt is

even in the present day the scene of mueh
I
of the excitement and profuse hospitality
by whieh this noble sport was characterized

I

in days of yore.”

I

“The Stag is an ancient denizen of the
,
forests of this country. I'rom the most

' remote periods, it has been the favourite
object of the chase ; and the severe forest-

;

laws of our earlier Nonnan monarchs suffi-

ciently attest the importance which they

I

attached to the sport. The aftbresting of
vast tracts of country, by which not, only

[

single cottages were destroyed, but whole
i villages swept away, and churches desecrated
and demolished, was the fertile source of

,

misery to the poorer inhabitants, and of in-
justice to the ancient jiroprictors of the soil

;

i

and the cruel inflictions of the oppressive
laws which were enacted to iircscrve the
Deer, increased tenfold the curse arisiug
from this tyrannical passion for the chase,

—

for it was a crime less severely penal to kill
a man than to destroy or take a Deer."
“The ancient customs anil laws of ‘ Vc-

neric,’ that noble science which our simple

ancestors looked upon as one of the first

accomplishments of the high-bred noble,
and a knowledge of which was essential to
his education, were formal and technical to
a most absurd and ludicrous depee. A few
of the terms, betokening the differeut ages
of the Stag and Hind, ore still retained,
though somewhat altered. The young of
either sex is called a Calf

;
after a few

months the male becomes distinguished by
the growth of the bossets, or frontal protu-
berances, on wlilch the horns are afterwards
developed, which during the first year are
merely rounded knobs, from whence he takes
the name of Knobbeh. In the second year
they are longer and pointed, and are called
dags, and the animal has now the name of
Beocket, In the third year, the first, or
brow antler, has made its appearance, and
the Deer becomes a Spatad. In the fourth,
the bez-antler is added, and he is then termed
a Staggaed. He is a Stag in the fifth year,
when the third antler, or royal, appears: and
in the sixth, the commencement of the sur-
royal, or crown, is formed ; when he takes
the name of Haet, which name he retains
tlirough life. At this time he is called a
Hart or Stag of ten, probably because the
branches, including the sur-royal, frequently
amount to that number. After the seventh
year he is said to be crocked, or palmed,
or crowned, according to the number of
branches composing the sur-royal. The
female is a Calf in the first year, a Broclcet's
sister in the second, and in the third, and
ever afterwards, a Hind.”— Bell’s British
Quadrupeds.

VIB.GINDVH DEER. (Cervus Virginia-
mts.) This species is found in vast herds in
the northern parts of America, and is an
animal of great importance to the Indian
natives. They are of a light brotvn colour,
and about the size of the Fallow Deer, but
their tails are longer. Their horns are
slender, bend greatly forwards, and have
numerous branches on the interior sides, but
no brow antlers. They are of a restless and
wandering disjiosition, and in hard winters
are observed to feed much on the different
species of usnea or string moss, which hangs
from the trees : they are also fond of resort-
ing to places impregnated witli salt, and
vulgarly called salt-licks

;
and it is at these

favourite haunts that the hunters generally
succeed in killing them. Their tlcsn, though
dry, is very valuable to the Indians, who
cure it for their winter provision.

PORCINE DEER. (Cervus porewus.) An
Indian species of the cervine genus

; about
two feet three inches in height ; the body
clumsy : the legs tine and slender

; and the
tail about cmht inches long. It has slender
trifurcated horns, about a foot in Icngtli :

the colour, on the upper port of the neck,
body, and sides is brown

;
the belly and

rumi) lighter.

[For other species of the genus Cervus, or
Deer tribe, see Axis—Elk— Fali.ow-dkee— M P.V.Iau— Kei.npkkii— RoKlircK W a-
riTi.j We may mention that there arc
many species of Deer, chiefly found in South
America and in Asia

; specimens of most of
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the species being in the collection of the
British Museum, and many of them are to

be seen alive in tire Gardens of the Zoologi-
cal Society, and in the noble menagerie of
the Earl of Derby (the President of that
Society), at Knowsley, in Lancashire.

DEINACRIDA. A genus of Orthoptera
belonging to the GrylUdai or Cricket tribe.

Our figure is copied from the one that ac-

companies Mr. White’s description in the
Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. SS. Erebus
and Terror. Mr. W. Stephenson, speaking
of it in his remarks on the entomology of
Hew Zealand, says, “ It is a peculiarly for-

midable insect, found in old trees, secreting

NEW ZE&tANU GKANCI CRICKET.
(DEINACRIDA HETERACANIBA )

itselfin rents and crevices. It is an abundant
species in New Zealand, and is carnivorous.

It is called by the Maories TPeta.” The male
is distinguished from the other sex (here

figured) by its enormous head, the bite of

which is very severe. Both sexes are ap-

terous, the female being very prolific in ova.

Mr. Stephenson believes there are more than

one sjiecies of this genus. It is allied to the

genus Anastostomus of IVIr. G. R. Gray.

DELPHINIDiE. The Dolpliin tribe, a

family of cetaceous animals, characterized

by the moderate size of the head, and usu-

ally by the presence of teeth in both jaws.

It includes, with the Dolphin and Porpoise,

many animals wliich are ordinarily called

Whales ; a considerable number of which

occasionally visit the northern coasts of Bri-

tain. They are in general voracious feeders ;

and their flesh is for the most^ part rank,

oily, and unwholesome. [See Whale.]

DEMOISELLE. ( AnlhropoUes Virgo.)

The Demoiselle, or Numidian Crane, is re-

markable for the grace and sjimmetry of its

form, and the elegance of its deportment.

It measures three feet three inches in length

;

and has a beak two inches and a half long,

the base of which is greenish and the tip red:

the iridcs are crimson : the croivn of the

head is cinereous ;
the rest of the head, ami

neck, black : the feathers of the breast arc

long and drooping : the under parts of the

body, from the breast, the back, and the tail,

arc bluish ash ; the latter and the quills are
tipped with black •, and the legs arc black.
Tills grallatorial bird is a native ofmany parts
of Asia and Africa

;
and is to be met with

along the whole of the southern and eastern
shores of the Mediterranean. It delights in
damp and marshy places, frequenting those
parts in search of small fishes, frogs, &c.,
which are its favourite iood. It is easily
domesticated.
There is another species, called the Cnows-

ED Demolselle (Anihropo'irlcs Paronia),
which is less than the one above described,
and about the size of the common heron.
The crown of the head is covered with soft

black feathers, like velvet
;
on the hind part

CROWNED DEMOISSILB
(ANTHROPOIDE3 PAVONIA.)

is a tuft of stiff hair, wliich spreads out on
all sides in a globular form ; this is four
inches in length, and of a reddish brown
colour : the sides of the head are bare of fca-

,

tilers ; and on each side of the tliroat hangs
a kind of wattle. The general colour of the ;

bird is a bluish ash : the feathers on the

fore part of the neck arc very long, and hang
over the breast

;
wing-coverts white ; the

j

greater ones incline to rufous, and those i

farthest from the body to black : the greater
j

qnills and tail are black, and the secondaries
chestnut. The female is black where the

male is blue-ash, and the wattles on the
,

throat arc w'anting. This bird is a tame
j

species, and, like the preceding, is often kept I

in aviaries : it runs very fast ; flies strong, I

and is able to keep on the wing for a long
j

time together. Another species, the Stanley
|

Demoiselle iAnthropofdcs paradisea), is

even more elegant than either of the jire-

ceding ;
it is of a light ashy blue, and in

proportion, colour, length of feathers, and
grace, is worthy of all admiration.

DENDROCOLAPTES, or nooiCKD-
niLLEii Ckekpers. a genus of Tcnuiros-
tral Birds, with the bill generally long and

|

curved, the toil feathers stiff and pointed to

assist the birds in climbing ; the claws arc

long and curved. There are several siiecics,

natives of South America ; their general

colour is brown, wnth grey mixtures, and in

most of the species there arc whitish lines or

spots about the head and neck : these birds

arc marked features in the Pauna of South
America. [Sec I'lmNAiiii’S.]

DENDROLAGUS, or TREE-K.\.NGA-
ROO. A genus of Marsupialian animals
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belonging to the Kangaroo family. Two
species, Dettdrolaffus tirsinus and inustus
Muller, were discovered by M. S. Muller, in
New Guinea. These were found at Triton
Bay, and they also inhabit the interior
of the country. They are arboreal in their
habits, climbing trees with the utmost fa-
cility. The tail is considerably elongated,

1REE-KANO4.H0O,—(DErjI>ROI.&OOS.)

and in one species (the D. inustws) of nearly
equal thickness throughout. Tlie D. nrsinus
is of a deep blackish brown ; the Z>. inustus

paler. Now that New Guinea is taken into
the possession of the British, specimens and
full particulars of this interesting genus may
soon be looked for.

DENDROPirSXLIA. The name given
to a genus of Polypi, or Madrepores, of co-

I ral-like structure. They are of arborescent

j

forms, the stem sending out branches, instead

!
of remaining simply columnar ; and these
branches again subdividing. The whole

:
structure is covered with a gelatinous or

I

fleshy substance, which, although it has no
direct communication with the stomach,

,

seems to constitute the animal, of which the

I

Polypes are only suliordinatc parts.

DENDROSAURA, or TREE LIZARDS.
' The name of a tribe of Reptiles, containing
the Chamaileons, and used by Mr. Gray in

! his excellent Descriptive Catalogue of the
Xdzards in the British .Museum. The scales

I

of the telly, of the side, and of the back, are
' granular, and in circular bands

| the tongue
i
IS worm-like and elongate, and very exten-

' sile. The eyes are riobular, very mobile,
covered with a circular lid pierced with a
small central hole. The toes are formed
into two grasping opposable groups, which
fit them arlmirably for living on trees. [See

i

ClIAMKLp;OX.]

DENTIR08TRES. The name of a trite

of birds, characterized by having a notch
and tooth-like process on each side of the
margin of the upper mandible. They ma-
nifest rapacious habits, and prey on smaller
and weaker birds. The Jiulcher-birU will
serve as an example of this trite.

DER.MESTES : DER.MESTIDAC. A
genus and famllv of Coleopterous insects, the

‘ antciinse of which arc elevated and jierfo-

liated transversely. The larvie or grubs of this
trite devour dead borlics, skins, leather, and

almost any animal substance, and are ex-
ceedingly destructive to books and furniture.
“ Although obnoxious in these respects, the
insects of this family are of infinite service

in the economy of nature, by causing the
rapid decomposition of animal matter into
a substance fitted for the improvement of
the soU, and by their labours, imited with
those of the Silphie, Necrophori, &o., de-
stroying such portions of these remaius*as
ore left untouched by the Flesh-flies, which
only consume the soft portions of the car-
casses. Like the perfect insects, their larvae

are seldom observed upon the surface of the
matters which they attack.”— IVestwood.
This gentleman further observes (in a note),
“ In some of the Egyptian mummies lately

opened, a great number of dead specimens
of several species of Dermestes have been
discovered in the interior of the body, to-

gether with a nnmber of their larva3, also
dead : hence, from the circumstance of these
larvtB being found dead in a situation which
appears at one time to have been congenial
to them, I am induced to think that these
insects must have found their way into the
body previous to the final operation of em-
balmment, whereby they were destroyed.”
The complete insects are mostlyofa length-

ened oval shape, and have a habit of with-
drawing the head beneath the thorax when
handled.— One of the most familiar species

is the Dermestes lardarius,
or Bacon-beetle, which is

about a third of an inch in
length,and of a dusky brown
colour, with the upper
half of the wing shells
whitish or ash-coloured, and
marked with black spots
Another species, seen in
almost every house during
the spring and early part of
the summer, is the Alta-

nACONBEETiE PelUo. It measures
(UERMEBTE8 BCarccly a quarter of an
i.ABDARias.) inch in length, and is of a

very dark brown or blackish
colour, with a wliite speck on the middle of
each wing-shell.

DESMAN, orMUSK-RAT. {Mygale mos-
cliala.) An insectivorous animal, aquatic in
all its habits, and nearly equal in size to

UESMAW, AND FORE-FEKT.
(MVOAI.E UOSOUATA.)

the Hedgehog. Its muzzle Is elongated
Into a small, very flexible proboscis, which
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is constantly in motion. It has a long tail,

scaly and flattened at the sides j membranous
feet ; eyes very small ; and no external ears.

This animal is very common along the rivers
and lakes of Southern Russia, where it feeds
on worms, the larvas of insects, and particu-
larly on leeches, wliich it easily withdraws
from the mud by means of its flexible pro-
boscis. It never comes voluntarily on shore,
but is often taken in the nets of the fisher-

men. Its burrow, excavated in a bank, com-
mences under water, and ascends to above
the level of the highest floods. Under the
tail of the Desman are two small follicles

containing a kind of unctuous substance, of
a strong musky odour, from which the name
of Musk-rat is given to it.

DEW [MOTHS]. A name given by col-

lectors to Moths of the genus Setina.

DIADEM SPIDER. {Epeira diadema.)
This spider, so common in the autumn, be-
longs toSvalckenaer’s genus Epeira. Its body,
when full grown, is nearly as large as a hazel

nut, is of a deep chestnut brown colour, and

niAnXM SPIDER.—(epeira diadema.)

the abdomen beautifully marked by a lon-

gitudinal series of round milk-white spots,

crossed by others of a similar appearance,

so as to represent in some degree the pattern

of a small diadem. It is chiefly seen during

the autumnal season in our gardens, where,

in some convenient spot or shelter, it forms

a large, round, close web of yellow silk, in

which it deposits its eggs, guarding this web
with a secondary one of a looser texture.

The young are hatched in the ensuing May,
the parent insects dying towards tlie close of

autumn. At the tip of the abdomen are

placed five papilla: or teats, tln-ough which
the spider draws its tliread. The eyes, wliich

are situated on the upper part of the thorax,

are eight in number, placed at a small dis-

tance from each other. The fangs with

which the animal wounds its prey are strong,

curved, sharp-pointed, and each furnished

on the inside, near the tip, with a small ob-

long hole or slit, through which is discharged

a poisonous fluid into the wound made by
tlie point itself. The feet are of a highly

curious structure ; tlie two claws with which
each is terminated being furnished on its

under side with several parallel processes

resembling the teeth of a comb, and enabling

the spider to manage with the utmost facility

the threads in its web, &c. [See Si’IDER.]

DIAMOND BEETLE. (End'miw.) This
splendid Coleopterous insect belongs to the

family Curculionidee, and contains two or
i

three species. It is very abundant in some
l

parts of South America. It is often, with a
j

magnifying glass of no great power, formed

into a very pleasing toy to amuse young
people. There are small species of Curcidio-
nidx in our own island, however, which are

scarcely less brilliant when magnified under
a good light, and with suflScient power.

DIAPERIS. A genus of Coleopterous
insects. [See Taxicorkes.]

DICJEUM. A genus of Tenuirostral
Birds, allied to the Creepers : tliey do not
use their tails as these birds do ; and they

,

are generally brilliant in colour, having
i

more or less of scarlet in their plumage.
!

Different species are found in Asia and its :

islands, and also in Australia.
j

DICOTYLES, or PECCARY. A genus 4

of Quadrupeds allied to Swine. [See Pec-
cary.]

DICRONOCEPHALUS. A genus of
Coleoptera belonging to the family Ceto-

niadee, described by Mr. Hope, ifhe mal^
which is the only sex at present known, is

remarkable for the two horns on the head,
which arc bent up. The only known species,

DicronocephaXus Waltichii, is a native of

Dn. wAi.nion’s beetle.
(DIOnONOOEPHALUS WALLIOHII.)

NepUl, having been found by Dr. Wallich
when botanizing among the Himalaya
mountains. It is of a yellowish gray colour,

and its general form will be liettcr seen by
the accompanying cut than by any descrip-

tion. It is at present vciy rare in collec-

tions (there is one, however, in the British

Aluseum) i but, like its congeners, A'argciiis



and Cyphonocephahis, from India, and 3lic-
terystes and rhoedtmus, from the Eastern
Islands, the active researches of Indian
officers and colonists will make these pretty
and singular insects more common.

DH>ELPHID.i;. A family ofquadrupeds
belonging to the order Marsujnalia, and con-
sisting of the genus Didelphis, or Opossum.
They are restricted to America. They are
characterized by having ten incisors above
and eight below, the canines being one on
each side of cither jaw, and the molars seven,
the four last, or true molars, being crowned
with sharp tubercles. The limbs are short

;

the feet plantigrade ; and the toes, which
arc five on each foot, armed with sharp,
strong, curved claws, except the inner toe or
thumb on the hinder feet, which is opposable
and destitute of a nail. The tail, except at
the base, is scaly and naked ; and it is usu-
ally more or less prehensile. In some species
the pouch is entirely wanting, being indi-
cated only by a slight fold of the skin. [See
OrossuM.]

;
DIDIINCIILUS. A genus of birds found

in the South Sea Islands. [See Gxatuo-
DOX.]

DIDIJS. A genus of birds now extinct.
[See Dodo.]

DIMERA. A section of the order Hom-
optera, comprising much smaller insects
than those included in the section Trimera,
and distin^ished from them by haring only
two joints in the tarsi ; with antenna; longer
than the head, and composed of from six to
ten filiform joints ; whilst tliey differ from
the J/onomera by the winged individuals
possessing four wings, the anterior being
ordinarily of the same membranous texture
as the posterior. The section consists of the
families Payllidve, Aphidee, and AleyrodUUe.

DIMYARIA. The name given to the
second order of Conchi/erce, or Rivalve Shells.
It contains a great numlier offamilies, which
may be grouped into four divisions, arising
partly from the shape of the foot of its
molluscous inhabitant, but chiefly from the
more or less perfect manner in which tlic
valves close upon each other. Sometimes
the term Bimuaculosa is given to this order.

DINGO, or AUSTRALIAN DOG. This
species of the canine race has a very wolf-
like appearance. The ears are short and
creel

; the tail rather busily
;
the hair, which

niWOO.— FASm.IAKIB AO smADASISI.)

Is of a reddish dun colour, is long, thick, and
straight. This dog is extremely flcrcc, and

has the same sort of snarling and howling
voice as the larger kind of dogs have in ge-
neral ; though by some it has Seen erro-
neously said neither to bark nor growl.
There is good reason, however, to believe
that the Dingo is the descendant of a race
once domesticated, which has returned to
its wild state.

DENORNIS. A genus of birds allied to
the Ostrich tribe, now only found in a fossil

state in New Zealand, whence many bones
have been sent to this country. One of the
species must have been at least fourteen
feet high, and it is believed that some speci-
mens may have been stUl liigher. Our
space will not allow ofour entering into the
interesting details of comparative anatomy,
which Professor Owen has given in his
elaborate Memoir in the Tranactious of the
Zoologieal Society— to which the reader is

referred. It is known to the natives by the
name of Moa.

DINOTHERIUM. A genus of extinct
herbivorous quadruiieds, of gigantic dimen-
sions

; hut as only fragments of this huge
creature have yet been found, the size of the
entire animal cannot be accurately given.

SXni.L Off DINOTHKmnM aiOANTHDM.

A skull ofone was disinterred at Epplesheim,
in Hesse Darmstadt, in 1830, measuring about
four feet in length and tlu-ee in breadth ;

from which, according to the calculations
of Cuvier and Kaup, the Dinothcrium is

supiioscd to have attained the length of
eighteen feet. Dr. Buckland, who paid great
attention to the remains of this immense
specimen of extinct Mammalia, is decidedly
ofopinion that it was an aquatic animal. “ It
is mechanically impossible," he observes,
“ that a lower jaw, nearly four feet long,
loaded with such heavy tusks at its extremity
coidd have been otherwise than cumbrous
and inconvenient to the quadruped living
on dry land. No such disadvantage would
have attended this structure in a large ani-
mal destined to live in water

i and the
aquatic habits of the family of Tai)irs, to
which the Dinothcrium was most nearly
allied, render it probable that, like them
it was an inhabitant of fresh-water lakes
and rivers," &c. The Doctor subsequently
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;

Bays, “ Professor Kaup and Dr. Klipstein have
recently published a description and figures
of this head, in which they state that the
very remarkable form and dispositions of
the hinder part of the skull show it to have
been connected with muscles of extraordi-
nary power, to give that kind of movement
to the head which would admit of the
peculiar action of the tusks in digging into
and tearing up the earth. They further
observe that my conjectures respecting the
aquatic habits of tliis animal are confirmed by
approximations in the form of the occipital
bone to the occiput of Cetacea

;

the Dinothe-
riura, in this structirre, affording a new and
important link between the Cetacea and
the Fachy dermata."

DIODON. A remarkable genus of PJectog-
nathi, or bony fishes with soldered jaws.

The Dionoir Hystei.x, commonly
termed the Sea-Porcupine, is of a nearly
spherical form, sometimes measuring not
less than two feet in length ; but it possesses

the power of inflating or contracting itselt at

pleasure by means of an internal skin or

membrane situated beneath the exterior or
spiny covering. Its colour is a pale grey,
the back being of a somewhat deeper cast

;

and the whole body is marked at the base
of each spine by a round black spot ; the
fins being also spotted. When taken by a
line and hook, it inflates its body and
elevates its spines to the highest possible

degree, as if endeavouring to wound in all

directions ; nor can it be touched without
danger until it is dead. It is a native of the

Indian and American seas ;
and its flesh is

coarse and worthless.

The Om-oiro Diodon (Fiodon atinga)

differs from the former in being of a more
lengthened shape, and in having the spines

rather round than triangular. Its general

colour is grey, deeper on the back, and with
a cost of pink on the lower parts like the

Diodon Hystrix : it is marked with numerous
round black spots ; but it is only from twelve

to fifteen inches in length. Unless very
carefully cleaned, it is dangerous to eat it

;

for if not absolutely poisonous, the flesh is

highly unwholesome. It is a native of the

Indian and American seas.

Besides the above, there is the Rouxd
Diodon (Diodon orbicularis'), about nine or

ten inches in length ; which is considered a

poisonous fish : Plumier's Diodon (Dio-

don Plumieri), a species very nearly allied to

the Oblong Diodon : and tlie Patched Dio-

don iDioaon liturosus), which inclines to a

globular shape, and is marked on each side

of the body with an oval patch and two
transverse ones ; and on the back a round

spot encircling the dorsal fin : spines white

with brown tips, and all the fins greenish

yellow.
“ One day," says Mr. Darwin (while on

the coast of Brazil), “ I was amused by
watching the haliits of a Diodon, which was
caugiit swimming near the shore. This fish

is well known to possess tlie singular power
of distending itself into a neany spherical

form. After having been taken out of water

for a short time, and then again immersed
j

in it, a eonsiderable quantity both of water
jand air was absorbed by tlie mouth, and

perhaps likewise by the branchial apertures. I

The process is effected by two methods ; the
air is swallowed, and is then forced into the .

cavity of the body, its return being pre-
i

vented by a museular contraction which is

externally visible j but the water, I ob-
served, entered in a stream through the .

mouth, which was wide open and motionless ;

'

tills latter action must therefore depend on
!

suction. The skin about the abdomen is

much looser than that of the back ; hence,
j

during the Inflation, the lower surfaee be-
|

comes for more distended than the upper ; !

and the fish, in consequence, floats with its

back downwards. Cuvier doubts whether
the Diodon, in this position, is able to swim ;

but not only can it thus move forward in a
straight line, but likewise it can turn round
to either side. This latter movement is

effected solely by the aid of the pectoral
fins, the tail being collapsed, and not used,

prom the body being buoyed up with so

mueh air, the branchial openings were out
of water : but a stream drawn in by the
mouth constantly flowed through them.

_
!

“ The fish, having remained in this dis-

tended state for a short time, generally ex-
pelled the air and water with considerable

force from the brancliial apertures and
mouth. It could emit, at will, a portion of
the water; and it appears, therefore, pro-

;

bable, that this fluid is taken in partly for .

the sake of regulating its specific gravity.

This Diodon possessed several means of de-

fence. It could give a severe bite, and could
,

eject water from its mouth to some distance, '

at the same time it made a curious noise by
the movement of its jaws. By the inflation

of its body, the papilla:, with which the skin

is covered, became erect and pointed. But
the most curious circumstance was, that it

emitted from the skin of its belly, when
handled, a most beautiful carmine red and
fibrous secretion, which stained ivory and
paper in so curious a manner, that the tint

is retained with all its brightness to the

present day.
|

DI05IEDEA. A genus ofPalmiped birds.

[See Axbatross.]
|

DIOPSIS, or TELESCOPE FLY. A
very singular genus of Dipterous insects, re- i

markable for the enormously developed pe-
dicels on wliich the eyes are situated. Tlicy i

thi.xsoop* vi.t.

(niopais UAonorrQTHAl.UA,)
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are found in Western Africa, India, and the
Indian islands, some of the species being of
considerable size. One species, the Diopsui
Sykeifii^ was observed by the distinguished
Indian statistician and naturalist after whom
it is named by Mr. G. R. Gray, in countless
multitudes in one of the Indian vallies.

lienee it is not improbable that the habits
of the numerous species composing the genus
are similar. It is one of those well-marked
and remarkable groups of insects, all the
species of which have been described and
figured by Mr. Westwood. They are, how-
ever, rare in collections; the BritishMuseum
possessing many curious species.

DIPLOPTERA, or DIPLOPTERYGA.
A group of Ilymenopterous insects, forming
the third division of the subsection Prcc-
dones. These wasps obtain their name from
the wings being folded throughout their
entire length when at rest. The antennte

j

arc generally elbowed, and either filiform or
( thickened at the tips ; the palpi are short

1

and filiform ; the maxillae are long, cori-

1

a'ceous, and compressed : the thorax is oval

j

and entire ; and the collar extends laterally
to the base of the wings. The body is gene-
rally black, more or less spotted with buff,

and either quite naked, or very slightly
clothed with hairs : the legs are of moderate
length, not furnished with organs fitted for
the collection of pollen

; and the abdomen
is ovate. The sting of the females and
neuters is very powerful, and has occasion-
ally caused the death of those persons who
have been attacked by these insects. This
division forms two families, EumenidvR and

, Ve^idee, [See Wasi*.]

1
DIPSAS. A genus of serpents, placed by

1
Cuvier under the head Coluber.

j

DIPTERA. An order of two-winged in-
: sects ; of which the common house-fly and
,

blue-bottle fly afford familiar examples.
There are, however, some dipterous insects

1

which are destitute of wings : hence it is

[ necessary to notice otlicr peculiarities be-
i longing to this order. Some possess a pro-
bosds and sucker : others have a proboscis
and no sucker. They have six legs, funiished
with five-jointed tarsi, two' palpi, two an-
tenn®, and three ocelli. The mouth in the
insects of this order i.s formed for suction

;

but there are considerable varieties in tlic

mode in which this is accomplished. Behind
the wings are placed a pair of movable
slender lilies, termed hnlteres^ or balancers,
which are kept in continual motion, and arc
iisually present even when the true wings
are not develoi»ed. The wings are generally
horizontal In their position, and transparent

;

the eyes are generally large, often occupying
nearly the whole head. The Dintcra all
undergo a complete metamorphosis, as fur
M respects the comparative structure of the
la^a and the pcrtect insect ; the former
being generally cylindrical footless grubs.
The two-wlngcd insects, though mostly of

moderate or small size, are not only very
numerous in kinds or snccies, but also ex-
tremely abundant In ln<livldiials ofthe same
kind, often appearing inswariiui of countless

imiltitudes. Flies are destined to live wholly
on liquid food, and are therefore provided
with a proboscis, enclosing hard and sharp-
pointed darts, instead of jaws, and fitted for
piercing and sucking

;
or ending rvith soft

and fleshy lips, for lapping. In our own
persons we suffer much from the sharp
suckers and bloodthirsty propensities of
gnats and mosquitos (CiilicidtE), and also
from those of certain midges (^Ceratqpogon
and SimuUum), including the tormenting
black files {Siniulium molestum) of America.
Tlie larvae of these insects live in stagnant
water, and subsist on minute aquatic ani-
mals. Horse-flies and the golden-eyed forest

flies iTaianidce), whose larvae live in the
ground, and the stinging stable-flies {Sto-

moxys), which closely resemble common
house-flies, and in the larva state live in
dung, attack bothman and animals, goading
the latter sometimes almost to madness by
their severe and incessant punctures. The
winged horse-ticks (.Hippoboscce'), the bird-
flies (Ornit/umujicB), the wingless sheep-ticks
iMelophagi), and the spider-flies iNycteri-
hi(e\ and hce-lice [Jirauloe), which arc also
destitute of wings, are truly parasitical in
tlieir habits, and pass their whole lives upon
the skin of animals. Bot-flies or gad-flies

{(Estridee), as they are sometimes called, ap -

pear to take no food while in the ftdnged
state, and are destitute of a proboscis ; the
nourishment obtained by their larva;, which,
as is well known, live in the bodies of horses,

cattle, slieep, and other animals, being suffi-

cient to last these insects during the rest of
tlieir lives. Some flics, though apparently
harmless in tlie winged state, deposit tlieir

eggs on plants, on tlie juices of which their
young subsist, and are oftentimes productive
of immense injury to vegetation ; among
tlicse the most notorious for tlieir depreda-
tions are tlie gall-gnats iCccidomyice), in-
cluding the wheat-fly and Hcssiaii-fly, the
root-eating maggots of some of the long-
legged gnats (_TipidcB), those of the flower-
flies (^AnthomyicE), and the two-winged gall-
flies and fruit flies (^Ortalides). To this, list

of noxious flics, are to iic added the common
liousc-flies (JfiMccei, wliich pass tlirongh tlie

maggot state in dung and other filth, the
bliic-liottle or blow-flics, and meat-flies
(LuciUoe and CalliphorcK'), togctlier witli tlie

maggot-producing or viidparoiis flesh-flies

iSarcophngai and Cynomyhv.), wliosc maggots
live in flesh, tlie chccse-Hy (.Ei'pdtila), tlie

parent of the well-known skippers, and a
few others tliat in tlie larva state attack oiir

liouscliold stores. Some are entirely harm-
less in all their states and many arc emi-
nently useful in various ways. Even the
common lioUBc-flics, and flesh-flies, together
witli others for wliicli no names exist in our
langmige, render imiiortaiit services by feed-
ing, wliile larvo!, upon dung, carrion, and all

kinds of flltli •, liy wlilch means, and liy simi-
lar services, rendered by various trllics of
seavonger-lieetles, tliesc offensive matters
speedily disappear, instead of remaining to

1

decay slowly, tliereliy tainting the iilr and
rendering it iinwliolesoinc. Tlioso whoso
larvso live In stagmint water, such ns gnats
(Cidif.ido;), tlie soldier-flies {S(r(Uiumyadui),

It
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;

Sec., tend to prevent the water from becom-
ing putrid, by devouring the decayed animal
and vegetable matter it contains. The
maggots of some flies live in toadstools and
similar excrescences growing on trees

; those
of others in rotten wood and bark. And,
finally, many lay their eggs on caterpillars,
and on various other larvae, within the
bodies of which the maggots hatched from
these eggs live till they destroy their victims.
Besides performing their various appointed
tasks in the economy of nature—^flies, and
other insects, subseiwe another highly im-
portant purpose, for wliich an allwise Pro-
vidence has designed them, namely, that of
furnishing food to numerous other animals.
Not to mention the various kinds of in-
sectivorous quadrupeds, many birds live
partly or entirely on insects. The finest

song-birds, nightingales and thrushes, feast
with the highest relish on maggots of all

kinds, as well as on flics and other insects,

while warblers, swallows. Sec. Sec., devour
these two-winged insects in great numbers.
— The works of Meigen, Wiedemann, Mac-
quart, and Robineau Desvoidy, arc the great
authorities on this very numerous and every
where distributed order of insects.

DIPtJS. [See Jerboa.]

DIRT-DAXTBER. The name given in

the United States to a species of Hymenop-
terous insect : for the account of the interest-

ing habits of which see Pelopeus.

DIVERS. (Colymhidce.) A genus
aquatic birds, thus described by Bewick
“ The bill is strong, straight, and pointed :

the upper mandible longest ; the edges of

each bending inwards : nostrils linear, the

upper part divided by a small cutaneous
appendage : tongiie long, pointed, and ser •

rated on each side near the base : thighs

placed far backward : legs thin and flat, and
extended horizontally : toes four in number;
the exterior the longest ; the back one small,

and joined to the interior by a thin mem-
brane : tail short, consisting of twenty
feathers. These birds are broad, flat, and
long-bodied, and swim in a squat position

on the water.”

The Great Northern Diver. iCcHym-
hus glaciulis) measures upwards of tlrree

feet in length, and four feet six inches in

breadth. The bill is black and strong,

and to the corners' of the mouth is four

inches long ; the head and neck are of a

deep black, glossed -Bith green and purple ;

the hind part of the latter bcin^ streaked

with a large wliite band shaped like a cres-

cent ; exactly under the throat is another

band ;
and both arc marked with black

oblong strokes pointing downwards. The
lower part of the neck is a deep black, tinged

with a rich purple gloss ;
the breast and

under side of the body is wholly white ;

the sides of the breast arc marked witli bjack

lines ; and the back, the coverts of the wings,

and the scapulars, are black, tliickly marked
with white spots. The tail is very short,

ond almost hid by the scapulars ;
the legs

and feet arc block. The female is less than

the male, and her whole upper plumage

inclines more to brown. This bird inhabits
the north of Europe and the Arctic coasts,

and is sometimes, though rarely, seen in
England. It seldom quits the sea, or retires

GREAT NORTHERN DIVER .

(COLTMBaS OnAOliUS.)

inland, except during the period of incuba-
tion, when it repairs to the borders of fresh-

1 water lakes ; and the female deposits two
large eggs of a pale clear yelloivish colour,

I

marked with very large and small spots of
' asliy-purple. Fish is the principal food of
this species, and the herring in particular,

the fry of fish, crustaceans, and marine
vegetables.

The Red-throated Diver. (Co7i/m5us
septentriemalis.) This species is about two
feet in length, and tliree feet four inches in

breadth. The sides of the head, neck, and
throat ore mouse colour ; the top of the
head is spotted with block ; the hinder and
lower part of the neck are longitudinally
rayed with black and white ; the upper fore

part of the neck, to the throat, is of a deep
chestnut-red ; the breast and under parts of
the plumage ore pure white : the sides, the
back, and the rest of the upper parts are
blackish brown in the very old birds, but in

those of the age of three or four years they
are slightly sprinkled with small white spots.

The male and female are nearly alike in

their plumage. This species inhabits the

same cold countries as the other Divers, and
its manners and habits do not differ from
theirs ; but it is of a more lively character,

and has a more sprightly apiienranee. They
breed and arc eommon in Hudson's Bay,
Greenland, Iceland, the Zetland and Orkney
Isles, Sec. The female makes lier nest, whicli

is composed of moss and herbage, lined with

a little of her own down, on the very edge of

the shore : she lays two cgjjs, which arc

somewhat longer than those of a hen, and of

a dingy bluish-white, thinly marked with

dusky spots. They run swiftly on the sur-

face of the water, but arc very awkward on

land, from which they rise with difficulty :

their flight, however, when once on the wing,

is both strong and swift.

of
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The Black-throated Diver (,Coluiiihus

arcticus) difl'ers in plumage from the last

described, and is rather larger. The bill

and front of the neck are black ; the hind
I part of the head and neck are cinereous ;

the

sides of the neck are marked with black and
white lines, and the fore part is of a glossy-

variable purple, black, and green. The
back, the scapulars, and the coverts of the

wings are black ; the two former being
marked with square, and the latter -with

round white spots : quills dusky ;
tail black;

legs dork, and reddish on the inside. Like
the preceding, this bird is common in all the

Arctic regions ; and in its winter migrations
it visits England, Germany, and Holland.
Their skins are dressed, and made into caps,

hoods, &c., and are much esteemed as a co-

vering for the head and breast in the rigor-

ous cUmates in which these birds are found,
the great thickness of the feathers rendering
them very tit for that purpose.

DOBCHICK, or DID^iPPER. (Podteeps
minor.) A Palmipede bird of the Grebe kind.
It seldom exceeds six ounces in weight : the

beak is short, large at the base, and tapering

to the point : the head is thickly clothed
with downy feathers, which it can puff up
at pleasure ; the eyes are large, the -wings

small, and it has no tail. Its plumage on
I the back is of a deep blackish brown colour,

I and white on the belly. It moves with more
I facility under the water than on its surface,
! and raises itself from that clement with great

;

difficulty ; but when once on the wing, it is

capable of continuing its flight for a consi-

derable time. “ Ornithologists and sports-

men describe the nest of this bird as being of
a large size, and composed of a very great
quantity of grass and water-plants, at least

a foot in thickness, and so placed in the water
that the female hatches her eggs amidst the
continual w^ct, in which they were first laid :

and it is conjectured that the natural warmth
of her body occasions a fermentation of the
herbage, which greatly aids the incubation.
She lays from four to six eggs, of a yellowish
dull white, and is said to cover them up with
the surrounding leaves every time she has
occasion to stir abroad.” (,/ieteick.)—There
arc several other species of the Dobchick ; os
the Homed, the Eared, the Black and White
Dobchick, &c. ; all of which are larger than
the one here described. [See Grebe.]

DODO. A large and most unwieldy bird,
generally supposed to be extinct, and whose
very existence gt any period has been doubt-
ed. But ns there arc accounts of it in the
works of more than one naturalist, and os
It is descrilxid most minutely, it lichovcs us
to collect the best information of it we can
find. The Do<lo is stated to lie a native of
the Mauritius, or Isle of France ; and the
Dutch, who first discovered it there, arc said
to have termed it the nauseous bird, as well
from its disgusting figure, as from the dis-
agreeable taste of its flesh. Its appearance,
instead of giving one an idea of swiftness,
the common attribute of birds in general,
seems to strike the imagination as something
the most unwieldy ami inactive in nature.
Its massive and almost globular body, which

is covered in general with grey feathers, is

barely snpported on two clumsy legs ; while
its head and neck rise from it -in a manner
tmly grotesque. The neck, thick and pursy
in itself, is surmounted by a head composed
of two enormous mandibles, opening far be-
hind the eyes, which are large, black, and
prominent ; so that the huge bird, in gaping,

head and toot ot dodo.
(DrDcrs iNEPToa.)

exhibits a most enormous mouth : hence the
bill is of an extraordinary length, thick,
sharp at the end, and having each chap
crooked in opposite directions ; and the two
mandibles, which are of a bluish-white co-
lour, in some measure resemble two spoons
laid back to back. The Dodo seems to be
so weighed down by its own gravity, as
scarcely to possess strength sufficient to give
energy to itsmotions

;
and it appears among

the ^thered tribe what the Sloth does
among quadrupeds, an unresisting creature,
equally incapable of flight or defence. Its
wings are covered with soft osh-coloured
feathers, intermixed with a yellowish-white,
but they are too short to render it any es-
sential service in flying : its tail is composed
of a few small curled feathers of a liglit

ash-colour ; its legs are too short to assist

it in running ; and its body is exceedingly
clumsy. From all that can be gathered con-
cerning this obscurely known bird, it would
seem that the species has entirely disap-
peared ; and we now possess no more of it

at the present day than a foot preserved in

the British Museum, and a head and foot in
bad condition at the Ashmolean Museum in
Oxford.—Dr. Melville has written, in con-
junction with Mr. Strickland, an elaborate
memoir on tliis bird, which they believe to
have been a J’iycon somewhat allied to the
genus Treron. This memoir, or part of it,

which embraces the history of tlic Soi.itairk,
was read at the meeting of the British As-
sociation at Oxford, 1H47. It will shortly be
published, with most exquisitely accurate
engravings from the ]>cncil of Mr. Dinkcl.
In the British Museum there is a painting
believed to be a representation of this bird ;

and in tlie same case are casta from the Oxford
remains, and other casts throwing light on
its history. It is a bird which would appear
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to liayc become extinct witliin tlie last 200
years. Mr. Duncan, of tlie Ashniolcan
Museum, has published an excellent history
of all that was known of it up to his time.
[See Gnatuodox : Solitaire.]

DOG. (Ctanis familiaris.') This most
faithful and valuable domestic— so remark-
able for his incorruptible fidelity, his lasting
attachment, his inexhaustible diligence, and
his ready obedience— deserves all the eu-
logies that have been bestowed upon liim,
and all the kindness that can be shown him,
by his master and companion, Man. But in-
dependent of his being the most sagacious of
all known quadrupeds, and the acknow-
ledged friend of mankind, he is possessed of
all those native qualities which contribute
to the convenience, and generally conciliate
tlie afl'cetions, of the human species. A na-
tural courage and ferocious disposition
render the Dog in his savage state a for-
midable enemy to all other animals : but
these qualities speedily yield to very different
ones in the domestic Dog, whose only am-
bition seems to be the desire of pleasing : he
approaches with a timid respect, and lays
his strength, his courage, and all his useful

talents at the feet of his master ; he waits his
orders, consults his looks, and a single glance
is sufficient to put him in motion. Con-
stant in his affections, and grateful for the
slightest favours, he is humble and suppliant
under his oivner’s displeasure, and eventually
disarms resentment bynnivearied submission.
When the care of the house is submitted' to
him, he appears proud of the charge, and,
like a faithful sentinel, he goes his rounds,
and gives manifest indications that he is

intent on hi.s duty. Thus useful in liimself.

and being admitted, ns it were, to a par-
ticipation of empire, he exerts a degree of
superiority over all other animals which
stand in need of human protection. The
flocks and herds obey his voice more readily
even than that of the shepherd or the herds-
man ; he condiiets them, guards them, con-
fines them within their appointed limits, and
considers their enemies as his own. Nor are

I
his arts less serviceable in pursuit, or his un-

I

flinching courage less valuable to man, than
I his personal attachment, his obedient watch-
fulness, and his iialient submission, are en-
dearing.
Cuvier observes that the Dog exhibits “ the

most singular, the most complete, and the
most useful conquest that man has ever
maile. Every siiceics has become our pro-

perty
; each individual is entirely devoted

to his master, assumes his manners, distin-
guishes and defends his property, and re-
mains attached to him even unto death ; and
all this proceeds neither from mere necessity
nor constraint, but solely from true gratitude
and real friendship. The swiftness, the
strength, and the scent of the Dog have
created for man a powerful ally against
other animals, and were perhaps necessary
to the establishment of society. It is the
only animal that has followed man through
every region of the earth.” What the great
French naturalist has here said is strictly
true

;
but every person must agree with Mr. 1

M'Culloch, that “ it is singular that neither
Cuvier, nor any one of those by whom liis

statements have been copied, should have
mentioned that this account is applicable
only to Europe. All Mahommedan nations
regard the Dog as impure, and will not
touch it without an ablution. The same is

;

also the case with the Hindoos. From the
;

Hellespont to the confines of Cochin-China,
dogs are unappropriated, and have no
master. They prowl about the towms and
villages ; and though they are naturally
more familiar, they are in no respect more
domesticated, than the carrion crows, kites,
vultures, &c. wliich assist them in perform-

,

ing the functions of scavengers.”
|

If we had sufficient space, and it were ne-
cessary to the elucidation of the subject,

"

numerous instances might be cited of the
sagacity, afi'ection, courage, generous dispo-
sition, and other estimable qualities of this
animal, which, if such instances were not '

well authenticated, would appear incredible; 4
but the universality of such cases renders it

almost a matter of certainty that there are
few of our readers whose own experience
will not furnish them with “ anecdotes ” of
this nature, no less wonderful than true, i

We shall therefore proceed, without further
|

digression, in an attempt to trace, in the
,

pages of the most eminent naturalists, the
source or origin of the species, as far as the
intermixture of races or the influence of
domestication will permit.
Pennant is of opinion that the original

stock of Dogs in the Old World is with great
reason supposed to be the jackal ; that from
tlieir tamed offspring, casually crossed with
the wolf and the fox, have arisen the num-
berless forms and sizes of the canine race.
Buffon, with much ingenuity, has traced out
a genealogical table of all the known Dogs,
deducing all the other varieties from the 1

Sbejihcrd's Dog, variously affected by cli-

mate, and other casual circumstances. In
the Alpine regions, for instance, this Dog is

much larger and stronger than in England.
From the recent observations of travellers

in tlie high northern parts of the world,
where, althougli Dogs have liccn employed
for an incalculatilc length of time, they still

retain much of the external apiiearance and
general carriage of a wild animal, it would
seem that Pennant’s suggestion is worthy of

attention. But at the same time it should lie

remarked, that the breed of Dogs, produced
from the wolf and varieties of the domestic

I

dog, during a long succession of generations.
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I

still retains marked characteristics of the

I
predominance of the savage qualities de-

rived from its untamed progenitors, in the

keen and \"ivid expression of the eye, fero-

city of disposition, and severity of bite. It

is also a singular fact, that the race of
European Dogs evince as great an antipathy
to the Esquimaux species as they do to a
wolf.
In Mr. Bell’s History of British Quadru-

peds this subject is discussed at considerable
' length, and with much freedom. “ It may
' not be immteresting,” says our author, “ to

examine what is the real state of the ques-
tion, as it regards the original form, from
which all the numerous varieties of the Doo
have sprung. In order to come to any

' rational eonclusion on this head, it will be
necessary to ascertain to what type the
animal approaches most nearly, after hav-
ing for many successive generations existed
in a wild state, removed from the influence

' of domestication, and of association ^vith

mankind. Now we find that there are seve-

ral difierent instances of the existence of

i)ogs in such a state of wildness as to have
lost even that common character of domes-
tication, variety of colour and marking. Of
these, two very remarkable ones are the
Dhole of India, and the Dingo of Australia ;

there is, besides, a half-reclaimed race

amongst the Indians of North America, and
another, also partially tamed, in South
America, which deserve attention : and it is

found that these races, in different degrees,

and in a greater degree as they are more
wild, exhibit the lank and gaunt form, the
lengthened limbs, the long and slender
muzzle, and the great comparative strength
which characterize the Wolf ; and that the
toil of the Australian Dog, which may be
considered os the most remote from domes-
tication, assumes the slightly bushy form of
that animal.

I
“ We have here, then, a considerable ap-

proximation to a well-known wild animal
of the same genus, in races which, though
doubtless descended from domesticated
ancestors, have gradually a.ssumcd the wild
condition ; and it is worthy of especial
remark, that the anatomy of the Wolf, and
its osteolo^ in particular, docs not differ

from the dogs in general, more than the
different kinds of dogs do from each other.
The cranium is absolutely similar, and so
ore all, or nearly all, the other essential

' parts ; and to strengthen still further tlie

I probability of their identity, the Dog and
Wolf will rcarlily breed together, and their
projjeny is fertile. The obliquity in the
position of the eyes in the Wolf is one of the
characters in which it differs from the Dogs ;

and although it is very desirable not to rest i

too much upon the effects of habit or struc-
ture, it is not perhaps straining the point, to
attribute the forward direction of the eyes
in the Dogs, to the constant habit, for many
successive generations, of looking forward
to their master, and olieying his voice.

“ A pfiint of very considerable importance
In the (question of the identity of siiecles is

the period of gestation. This circumstance
is so invariable in individuals of tlic snmo

|

species, and so rarely the same in tliose which
are distinct, however nearly tliey may be

allied, that if, in this respect, two animals
be found to differ, it would be a strong

ground for doubting at least, perhaps even
for rejecting, the opinion of their identity ;

and, on the other hand, their absolute coin-

cidence on this point would afford a col-

lateral argument of equal force in its favour.

Buffon indeed relates an instance of the

Wolf, in which the period might possibly

have been seventy-three days j
but even on

his own showing, it might have been no
more than sixty-three ; and certain circum-
stances detailed in the account afford strong
reason for believing this to have been the
case. Hunter, who instituted a series of
interesting and, as far as they went, im-
portant experiments, in order to ascertain
whether the Wolf and the Jackal would
respectively Breed with the Dog, comes to
the conclusion, on finding the affirmative to
be true in both instances, that the Dog, the
Wolf, and tlie Jackal are of one species.

But he found that the period of tlie Jackal
is fifty-nine days, whilst that of the Wolf
is sixty-three days, the same as that of the
common Dog. Desmarest also gives slxty-
tliree days as the period of the Wolf. As
far as this character goes, therefore, it is in
favour of the identity of the Wolf and Dog,
and of the specific distinctness of the Jackal.
The conclusion wliich Hunter draws from
the fact that each of these wild animals will
breed with the Dog, and produce young
which are fertile again with the Dog, is,

however, not yet satisfactory ; and the
argument would be much stronger were it

proved that the progeny would breed witli

cacli other, whieli has not at present been
done. It appears tliat in many otlier cases,

especially amongst birds, the hybrids will
breed with cither of the parent species i but
the more satisfactory experiment just pro-
posed remains to be tried ; and until this

lias been done, the chain of ei'idenco is

incomplete, and the validity of the argument
derived from the alleged fertility of progeny
is inconclusive." [Our author here details
some striking facts to prove that the sup-
posed untamcabic ferocity of the Wolf may
not merely be subdued, but that he may
iKtcomc tnily attached and friendly to those
who treat him with kindness.]

“ Upon the whole, the argument in favour
of the view which I have taken, that the
Wolf is jyrolmhiy the originator of all the

It .1

1
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canine races, may be thus stated : — The
structure of the animal is identical, or so
nearly so, as to atford the strongest d. priori
evidence in its favour. The Dog must have
been derived from an animal susceptible of
the liighest degree of domestication, and
capable of great affection for mankind

;

which has been abundantly proved of the
Wolf. Dogs having returned to a wild
state, and continued in that condition
through many successive generations, ex-
hibit characters which approximate more
and more to those of the AVolf, in proportion
as the influence of domestication ceases to
act. The two animals will breed together,
and produce fertile young. The period of
gestation is the same.

“ The races of Dogs have at different times
been variously classified, according to the
views of the respective authors ; but, as it

appears to me, with very little truth in a
zoological point of view, and as little prac-
tical advantage. Although it is obvious that
certain varieties approach more nearly to
each other in habit and conformation than
others, there is not sufficient ground for a
regular systematic arrangement. Buffon,
F. Cuvier, and other autliors, have attempted
such classifications ; but they have been
merely artificial, and in many instances have
gone upon erroneous suppositions as to the
origin of mixed races.
“ The food of the Dog is various. It will

live pn cooked vegetable matters, but prefers
animal food, and is particularly fond of it

when approaching putrefaction. Its sto-

mach will digest portions of bone. In drink-
ing, it laps with the tongue ; it never per-
spires i but the nose is naked and moist

;

and when hot, the tongue hangs out of the
mouth, and a considerable quantity of water
drops from it. It walks round the place it

is about to lie down upon, and coils itself up
in the same direction. The female goes with
j^oung sixty-three days, and usually has
about six or eight at a litter ; though some-
times as many as twelve or fourteen. These
are blind at birth, and do not acquire their

sight until the tenth day. It is commonly
stated that the male puppies resemble the
fatlier, and the female the mother : this,

however, if it be true to a certain extent, is

not absolutely so ;
but, like many other ani-

mals, the father of the first litter often pro-

SHtTUS Ru’y 1 '’O.

duces an impression which is scarcely lost

in all the subsequent ones. This is a fact

worthy of particular attention, os it bears

upon a question of ns great interest and im-
portance ns any in the whole range of animal
physiology. Such arc some of the gt nernl

iinhits of the whole species ; and there are

many others which arc too well known to

require repetition. Those which belong to
the different races will be briefly mentioned
under the separate heads.”

'

Like the young of most animals which
bring forth many at a time, the Dog is not
perfectly formed when first produced. Dur-
ing their blind state the bones of their skulls
are incomplete, their bodies are inflated,
their noses are contracted, and their whole

'

figure is but imperfectly represented ; but in ;

less than a month the puppy begins to ac- 1

quire all its senses, and from that time makes
\

hasty advances to perfection. At the end of
i

the fourth month, the Dog, like other ani-
|

mals, sheds some of his teeth, which are re-
|

newed by such as arc permanent. The teeth
|

of the Dog being his principal, and indeed
his only defence, they are formed in such a
manner as to render him the most essential
services : he cuts with his incisors or fore- .

teeth ; he holds with his four great canine
j

ones
; and he chews with his grinders, which

\

are fourteen in number, and so placed that :

when his jaws are shut there remains a dis-
,

tance between them ; so that on opening his
mouth to the greatest possible stretch, he
docs not lose the power of his jaws. Though

i

the Dog is a voracious animal, he is capable
of enduring hunger for a considerable length
of time : it seems, indeed, that water is more

;

necessary to his subsistence than food : and
he drinks often, though not abundantly.

i

AVe shall conclude this article with some
extracts from an ingenious essay “ On the
Dog, as the Companion of Man in his Geo-

'

graphical Distribution,” by Dr. T. Hodg-
kin, in The Zoologist, edited by Sir. New-

:

man:— “The most striking natural group, ‘ j

the most marked in its characters, and the
'

most widely diffu.sed of all the known va-
rieties, is that which we may trace fVom
China, over the northern portion of the old
continent, to the islands of the Northern
Ocean and the northern part ofAmerica. In
this wide extent we find, as we should rea-
sonably anticipate, some distinctly marked
subdivisions, yet all so evidently maintain-
ing the common type, that the least skilful
observer must immediately recognize the
family resemblance. The dogs constituting
this groupmay be thus enumerated : 1 . Those
of Chiua. 2. ThoseofKamskatka. and others
of the same stock employed in drawing i

sledges in the northern parts of Asiatic Hus-
j

sia. 3. The very distinctly marked varietj*

of dogs occurring in the northern iiarls of
Europe, and which arc called Spitz in Gcr- '

many, but which arc known as Bomcranian
dogs'when introduced into France and Eng- '

land. 4. The dogs of Iceland, with which
are probably connected those of Lapland and
Greenland. And lastly, those of the Esqui-
maux. A very remarkable family likcne.ss

is to be detected in all this group, of which
perhaps the most striking features are the
sharpened nose, rather small iK>intcd cars,

the approaching eyes but little projecting,

the superior length of hair about the neck,
with a greater or less tendency to shnggincss
on tlic other parts of the body, and, in most
instances, an elevated curled tail, with a
temper which may I>c characterized as rest-

less and irritable. AA'e meet with many va-
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rieties in stature, colour, and length of hair.

Thus it would appear that the dogs of China
arc often black, the epitclium of the mouth
and tongue having the same colour. Those
of the north of Europe are almost invariably
white or light brown, whilst those of the
Esquimaux are often black and white. From
China we see specimens both of large and
of small size, having the same charac-
teristic form. Those of the Esquimaux and
Kamskatkadales are of rather a large size,

KSUDIUiOX noo.

- whilst those of Iceland are small, and pro-
bably lower in proportion than any other of
the group. The dogs of this group appear to

differ as widely in their degree of fidelity and
docility. The Pomeranian variety, which is

perhaps the most completely domesticated,
is faithful and sagacious, and makes an ex-
cellent guard, and the smaller specimens
become the admired pets of the ladles. From
on cxamjile which came to my knowledge,
I am inclined to believe that the Chinese
dogs have the same character. Those of
the Es<iuimaux and the Kamskatkadales are

chiefly valuable on account of their strength
and endurance of fatigue ; but they are often
ill-tempered and untractable ; and though
decidedly sagacious and capable of being
trained as retrievers, they are destructive,
and cannot be left with safety in the way of
live stock, bearing in this, os well as in some
other particulars, a strong resemblance to
the wolf, with which it is Known that their
blood is occasionally blended. It may,
however, be observed, that independently of
such known connexion, the whole group of
which we arc now speaking has something
more of the wolfish expression than any other
variety of the C'anis/omiVK/ris. * * »

“ Another extensive di\ision of the species,
and which appears to me to have been spread
over a different portion of the globe, and
probably to belong to the western part of
Asia, the southern parts of Europe, and north
of Africa, may perhaps be regarded os com-
prising the true hunting dogs. They possess,
for the most part, well-developed noses •,

their ears arc large, broad, and pendulous ;

I

their proimrtions rather thick than othcr-

,

wise ; their Jaws large os compared with
1
other dogs, and their taiis thick. The de-
scriptions of hoiiiKis left by Greek authors,
seem to have t)cen applied to dogs of this
stock, which will also he recognized in the
oil! EnglLsh hound, and in all the varieties
of the morlern hound, down to the l)caglc.

The pointer strikingly cxhiliits the same
characters, anti all the variidies of spaniel
appear to be essentially hranclicsof the same

family, though probably modified by a cross,

respecting which I shall presently hazard a
conjecture. The true smooth terrier appears
to be of the same division, though some pass-
ing under this name ore probably mixed
with another stock. In some of the doge of
this group we find probably the most marked
eft'ects of culture. Their large pendulous
ears, as in some varieties of rabbits, may be
referred to tliis cause. With a greater de-
gree of submission and attention to man,
they have also a greater degree of depend-
ence upon him, and some almost resemble
the sheep and tlie cow in this respect, whilst
their more artificial faculties, which have
been cultivated for many generations, have
become innate in the offspring. Thus the
pointer’s puppy, of a few weeks old, begins
to point of his own accord, and anticipates
the first lessons of his trainer

;
just ns young

horses will frequently adopt the artificial

paces which have been taught to their sires.
“ A third group is less distinctly marked

ns a whole, and I am not prepared to lay
any great stress on the reasons which have
induced me to bring some of its varieties
together ; but in others we have the strongest
evidence of their affinity, both in visible

characters and known connection of blood,
notadthstanding great apparent differences
of figure. In this group I would place the
greyhound, and that variety of shepherd’s
dog which most nearly approaches him in
form. It would be quite a mistake to sup-
pose that the shepherd’s dog is n single va-
riety, since different kinds of dogs are em-
ployed for this purpose in different districts.

The transition of the greyhound to one of
the shepherd’s dogs takes place by almost
insensible degrees, and Cowper’s description
of half lurcher and half cur must be familiar
and graphic to almost every one. In the
young animals, when no mutilation of the
tail has taken place, the resemblance is most
striking. Another variety, perhaps, is more
related to the greyhound than even any va-
riety of shepherd's dog

; I mean the English
bull-dog. It was the perception of the
striking resemblance in some points cxlii-
bited in these animals, notwithstanding their
general difference of figure, before I was
aware of the actual consanguinity which
breeders are careful to maintain, which first

led me to notice the indications of a natural
grouping which would seem to clash with
artificial arrangement. Tliough the bull-
dog is short, compact, and heavy, with a
proverbially large blunt head and broad
face, and the greyhound is the very emblem
of lightness, his elongated nose, head, and
neck resembling a snake, his hack long,
curved, and flexible, his body, wliich, with
sufficient room for tlie organs of circulation
and respiration, affonls almost none for those
of digestion, and supported on long and
slender limbs, which seem to render him
among quadrupeds what tile liirontlclle da
mar is among birds— there arc individual
lioints of resemblance between the two dogs
which are perhaps more striking than any
which can he found among otlicr varieties.
The feet and toes are remarkably deli-
cately formed , the cars small and pointed,
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though generally inclined to be pendulous,
capable of being erected

;
the tail remarkably

slender, some of the stoutest bull-dogs having
tails wliich -would grace an Italian grey-
hound. Similar colours also prevail in both
varieties, and more especially the brindled,
the mottled, and the more or less -white. In
both, the sense of smell is slow for the dog,
whilst the sight is good. Both are ferocious
and savage when set on : the ferocity of the
greyhound is not rmfrequently shown in the
destruction of sheep.”
The author then gives reasons for pre-

suming that the Ne^oundland dog, which
he says has been regarded as a large species
of water-spaniel, is distinctly traceable to
the Esquimaux stock ; and he concludes by
obser-ving that whatever may be the value
and results of inquiries like these, as respects
the study of ethnology, the labour need not
be in vain as respects the animals them-
selves, since conclusions of more or less prac-
tical value can scarcely fail to be deduced
for the guidance of the breeder and the be-
nefit of the public.
Dogs are found in all parts of the world,

with the exception of a few groups of islands
in the Southern Pacific Ocean. But it is

only in temperate climates that they pre-
serve their ardour, courage, sagacity, and
other talents. [See Blooduouxd, Bull-dog,
Eo-xhound, Gkeyhound, Hound, Mastiff,
Pointer, Spaniel, Shepherd’s Dog, &c.]

DOG-EISH. (Scyllmm catulus.) This
species of Shark, called the Large-spotted
Dog-fish, is from two to three feet in length;
tlie head is large ; the snout prominent and
slightly pointed : the skin rough ; body
cylindric ; the colour a brownish grey, with
a slight tinge of pale brick red, and marked
with very numerous blackish or dusky spots;

the belly whitish, and very smooth. These
fish, when at their full growth, weigh about
twenty pounds each : they are caught in

considerable numbers on our own coasts,

where their voracious habits do great injury
to the fisheries

;
and in Scotland they con-

stitute no inconsiderable part of the food of
the poor. The rough skin of this fish is used
by joiners and other artificers in poHsliing

various substances, particularly wood, and
is generally known by the name of “fish-

skin.”

The Small-spotted Dog-fish (Scyl-

lium canicula) is in many respects simi-

lar to the preceding, and is one of the most
common species on our southern coasts,

where, keeping near the bottom of the water,

it feeds on small fish and Crustacea. The
upper part of the body is marked with nu-
merous small, dark, reddish-brown spots, on
a pale reddish ground ; the spots on the fins

rather larger and less numerous than those

on the body.

The Picked Dog-fish (Spinax acanViias)

is a species very common on the coasts of

Kent and Sussex, where it is almost univer-

sally called the Bone Dog ;
it is also very

numerous on the north-eastern and western
coasts, and is often seen in shoals among the

Scotch islands. This fish is distinguished from

the others of this class by ha-ving a single
spine placed in front of each of its two dorsal
fins, and from which it derives its name.
We learn from Mr. Yarrell, who quotes Mr.
Couch, that “ they are sometimes found in
incalculable numbers, to the no small an-
noyance of the fishermen, whose hooks they
cut from the lines in a rapid succession.
The Picked Dog bends itself into the form
of a bow for the purpose of using its spines,

and by a sudden motion causes them to

spring asunder in opposite directions : and
so accurately is this intention effected, that
if a finger be placed on its head, it will strike

it without piercing its own skin.” Length
about twenty inches ; the upper part of the
head and body slate grey ;

under parts yel-
lowish.
Another species, called the Black-

modthed Dog-fish, (from the colour of the
inside of its mouth) is well known in the
Mediterranean. It runs from two feet to
two feet six inches in length ; is of a light
brown colour on the head and along the
back, and on each side are two rows of ocel-

lated spots.

DOLABELLA. A genus of Tectibran-
cliiate Mollusca, closely allied to the Sea-
Hares iAphjsia), differing from them in
having the branchiie at the posterior part
of the body, which looks like a truncated

nOLABELLi RnMPHII.AND INNER SHELL.

cone. Their lateral crest does not close on
branchl®, leaving a groove. Tlie inner shell

is calcareous. There is more than one spe-
cies ; the genus is found both in the Medi-
terranean and the Eastern seas. Some ob-
servations on them and allied genera have
been published by Arthur Adams, F. L. S.,

of II. M. S. Samarang. Our figuie shows
the DolabeUa Kumphii with its shell.

DOLIHM. A genus of Mollusca, inhabit-
ing univalve shells, found, for the most jiart,

in the Indian, iVfrican, and South American

PARTniDOK BDELL.— (i...! IDM PERDIX.)

seas : the shell is large, light, and oval or
globular ;

the mouth wide and notched.
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generally transversely banded. The mollus-
cous animal contained in it has a large head
with short proboscis, and two tentacula with
eves in the middle. There are several spe-

cies, most of which may be seen in the fine

collection at the British Museum. The fore-

going figure of the Partridge Shell {DoUum
perdu:) will give a very good general idea
of the form of this genus.

DOLPIIIX. {Delphimis deJphis.) This
cetaceous animal bears a great resemblance
to the Porpoise, but has a much longer and
sharper snout, and the body is of a more
slender shape. It often grows to the length
of eight or ten feet ; the colour on the back
and sides is dusky, and the belly whitish ;

the teeth are very numerous, sharp pointed,
and slightly bending forwards ; and they
are placed so close together, that when the
mouth is shut the jaws lock into each other.
The Dolphin is found in the Mediterranean
and Indian seas, and seems to be generally

I

confounded by navigators with the Porpoise,

j

having the general manners and appearance
!

of that animal. It swims very swiftly, and
i preys on various kinds of fish ; and it some-

I

times happens that either from its impetu-
' osity in the pursuit of prey, or the calls of
! hunger, it is urged beyond the limits of
safety ; and the fishermen on the Cornish
coasts, who spread their extensive nets for
pilchards, sometimes become possessed of a
very unwelcome prize.
By ancient writers tlie Dolphin was cele-

brated for its supposed aflTection for the hu-
man race, and its appearance was regarded
as a favourable omen. Numerous, indeed,
arc the fables of antiquity in this respect,
which could have no better foundation than
poetic fiction : its figure is far from preju-
dicing^ us in its favour ; and its extreme
rapacity tends still less to endear it to us.

coi.:uoN nof.-'iin;.
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Tlic prejudices of the modems are of a con-
trary character ; for the appearance both of
this si>ccics and the iiorpoisc at sea, is gene-
rally considered as one of the preludes of an
approaching storm. Dolphins inhabit every
sea, from the equator to the poles, enduring
equally well the extremes of heat and cold.
The Dolphin, respiring by lungs, and not
in the manner of fishes, Is comiielled to rise

to the surface to breathe, throwing out the
water from the blow-hole, or aperture in the
hea/1, like a cloud of steam. This hole is of
a semilunar form, with a kiml of valvular
apparatus, and opens nearly over the eyes.
The structure of the car renders the sense of
hearing very acute, and the animal is ob-
jicrvcfl tolw attracted by regular or harmoni-
ous sounds. Compoctness and strength arc
the characteristics of the genus, and tlic mus-

cular powers of the tail are proverbial. The
Dolphin is said to be long-lived, and, like the
Whale, seldom brings forth more than one
young one at a time, which the parent
suckles and watches with great care and
anxiety.

It is, perhaps, almost unnecessary to cau-
tion the reader not to confound the cetaceous
species we have been describing, with the
Jish commonly known as the Dolphin at the
present day, and hereunder described.

DOLPHIN. ( Coryphceixa hrppuris'i. Tliis
Acauthopterygiousfi^h has a flat and round-
ish snout, and the body tapers from the head
to the tail ; but its principal beauty consists

in the brilliancy of its colours. The back is

DOr.PUIN — (CORTPH^NA HIPPtJRIS )

spangled with bright bluish-green spots ; the
tail and fins are of a gold colour ; and whether
viewed alive in its native element, or before
it is quite dead, nothing can surpass its lus-
tre. It is about five or six feet long, and
nearly as thick as the salmon. A remark-
able fin runs from the head, along the back,
to the root of the tail, which in the middle
is seven inches broad, and consists of a kind
of coriaceous membrane with soft spines

;

opposite to which there is another fin, not
more tlian an inch broad, and extending
from the vent to the tail. The tail, wdiich
is upwards of two feet and a half long, is

divided into two large horns
; and the scales

are so very minute as to be hardly percepti-
ble. This fish swims with such amazing
velocity, us frequently to keep pace with a
swift sailing ship for a very considerable
time. They abound witliin the tropics, and
are found in all temperate latitudes. In
the neighbourhood of the equator, they
commit great havoc in the immense shoals
of flying-fish which inhabit those regions,
and w'luch constitute the principal food of
the Coryphama. It is remarkable that, in
swallow'ing their prey, the position of the
captured fish is reversed, and it passes down
the throat head foremost ; by which ma-
noeuvre the fins are prevented from irniicding
the passage.

DONAX. A genus of bivalve shells, the
form of which is inequilateral and wedge-
shaped. It is found in all parts of the w’orld
buried in the sand of the sea-shore. Many
of the species arc beautiful ; but only two,
it is said, are found on the Britisli coasts ;

one called the Yellow Donax, the other the
Purple.

DOHTPPE. A genus of brachyurotis De-
capod Crustaceans (comprehended under the
general term Cancer by LInmeus), found on
the sea-ccosts of warm climates, wlierc the
w’atcr is deep; the Mediterranean and Adri-
atic seas lieing among the localities given.
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They are generically characterized by having
rather long external antennse, Inserted above

tire intermediate ones, which are folded, but
not entirely lodged in the cardties where tliey

take their insertion : claws (cAete) small,
short, equal ; the other feet very long and
compressed, the third pair being the greatest;
the two last, pair elevated upon the back,
and terminated by a small hooked nail

:

carapace slightly depressed, truncated, and
spinous before ; truncated, sinuous, and bor-
dered beliind

;
the surface marked with

small humps or tubercles : inferior and pos-
terior part of the body truncated into a kind
of gutter to receive the reflected abdomen,
the pieces of w'hich are tuberculous. The
eyes are small, lateral, and supported on
moderately long peduncles. It is now known,
from Mr. Cuming’s observations appended
to a specimen in the British Museum, that
they make use of the feet, elevated on the
back to cover themselves, like the Dromice,
wi th foreign bodies. There are some fossil as

well as recent species. One fossil species,

brought from New Holland by Peron, is

named Vorippe nodosa. In the fine collec-

tion of James Scott Bowerbank, F. R. S.,

there are specimens of a species of this genus
found on the Isle of Sheppcy, in the London
clay.

DORIS. A genus of naked Gasteropodous
marine Mollusca, which are likewise desti-

tute of any internal testaceous plate. The
mantle is covered with retractile papilla:,

and separated from the foot by a distinct

duplicature. Towards its anterior margin
are placed the two superior tentacula : these
are retractile, surrounded at the base witli a •

short sheath, and supported on a slender
stem, having an enlarged compound plicated

THK GORGEOUS nORls-»*-(DORI8 ilAONlFlCA )

summit. The neck is short, and above the

mouth there is a small projecting membrane
connected at each side with the oral tenta-

cula, w'hich are in general minute, and of

difficult detection. The mouth is in the

form of a short trunk, leading to fleshy lips,

within which the tongue is ijlaced. The
gullet is a simple membranaeeous tube, ter-

minating in a stomach. It is obvious, from
the structure of the digestive organs, that

the species subsist on sott food. The spawn
is gelatinous and of a white colour, and is

deposited on sea-weed and stones.

Alcssrs. Alder and Hancock arc publishing

in one of the works of the Ray Society, de-
scriptions and figures of all the British si>e-

cies of Doris and allied genera, forming the
Nudibrancliiate Mollusca. It is a truly ele-

gant work, the illustrations in wliich must
arrest the attention of even those who feel

.

but little interest in the subject. Col. Mon-
tagUj Dr. Johnston of Berwick, and Messrs.

|

Alder and Hancock, with other naturalists, I

have shown how rich our own coasts are in
these beautifully organized shell-less mol- I

lusca. I

DORMOUSE. iMyoxus.') A genus of
mammiferous quadrupeds, of the Dinua:an .

order Glires. They appear to be interme- I

diate between the squirrels and mice ; in-
‘

habit temperate and warm countries, and
subsist entirely on vegetable food. They

;

have two cutting teeth in each jaw ; four
toes before, and five behind ; and naked !

ears. These mice inliabit woods and thick
hedges, building their nests, which are lined
with moss and dead leaves, either in the
hollows of trees, or near the roots of close
slirubs. Towards the approach of winter
they form little magazines of nuts, beans,
acorns, &c., on which to subsist during the

j

inclement season
;
when they retire to their ,

retreats, roll themselves up, and fall into a
torpid or lethargic state, which lasts, with !

little Interruption, tUl the winter is over.

It was formerly believed that their hyberna-
tion was a state of continual sleep from the
period that they sought their winter quar-
ters until they emerged from them in a more
genial season. Button, however, very pro-
perly exposed the absurdity of the ancient
notion ;

and has observed that these animals
,
4

occasionally wake, and make use of their
|

stock of provision. They bring forth three i

or four at a time, which are usually bom ’

blind, and remain so for a few days. There
|

are several species.

The Common Dormouse. (Myoxtis avcila-
|

naritis.) The body is about the size of that
j

of the common mouse, but it is of a more
plump or rounder form, and the nose is more
obtuse : the eyes are large, black, and pro-

COMAiON nORMOOSE.
(MT0XO8 AVEnUANARIOa.l

minent ; the ears round and semi-trans-
parent ;

the tail is two inches and a half
long, and more hairy towards the tip than
on the other parts : the head, back, sides,

belly, and tail are of a tawny red colour,

but the throat is white : the fur is remark-
ably soft, and the animal altogether has a
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considerable degree of elegance in its ap-

]
peorance. Its habits arc similar to those
described in the preceding paragraph.

i The Fat Dormouse. (J/j/oarusplis.) This
! species is a native of France and the South

|1 of Europe. Its body is covered with soft

I ash-coloured fur ; the belly is whitish
j ’the

tail is surrounded with very long hair ; and
the ears are thin and naked. Its length,
from the nose to the tail, is nearly six
inches, that of the tail being four and a half

;

and the body is thicker than a squirrel’s.
Like the last-mentioned animal, although
these have not its activity and sprightliness,
the^ can ascend trees in search of their food,
which they carefully store up for their

j

winter consumption. During its state of

I

torpidity it is said to grow very fat, contrary
' to the nature of most of the hybemating or
! sleeping animals ; but there is no doubt that

j
it occasionally wakes, and feeds on its store ;

in truth, it is at all times fat, and appears os
' much so in spring as in autumn. Its flesh
was esteemed a great delicacy by the Ro-

: mans, who had their gliraria, or places in
i
which they were kept and fattened for the

j

table.

I
The Gardex Dormouse (Jfgoxvs niteTa)

I
is a native of the temperate parts of

i Europe and Asia. It makes its nest, like

I

the rest of this genus, in tlie hollows of trees,
and sometimes in those of walls, where it

generally fixes its abode, and remains in a
state of torpidity during a great part of the
winter, awaking, however, at intervals. Its
eneral length is about four inches and a
alf, and the tail not quite so much. It is

of an elegant rufous colour above, and yel-
I
jowish white undemcatli : the eyes arc

;
imbedded in a large black patch or spot,

^ which extends to some distance beyond eacli
! ear : the tail is rather wide towards the end,
j

sharpening at the extremity, and is marked
I
on that part by a lontptudinal black stripe,

; having the edges white. Delighting in all
: sorts of fruit, but particularly in wall fruit,
these animals prove very destructive in
gardens. They produce their young about
the middle of summer, which are alrout five

. or six in number.

I

DORSIBRANCHIATA. A name given
' by Cuvier to an order of AnmUdui, or red-
: blooded worms, which have their organs,
and particularly thcirgills, distributed about
equally throughout the middle part of the
body. The Nereis, or Sea-centipede, is an
example of this order. [Sec Nerkida.]

DORY, DOREE, or JOHN DORY.
(/inu.) There are several species of this
very singular Acanthopterygious fish, which

I
is distinguished by having the spinous i>or-

I

tions of the dorsal and anal fins separatcil

I

by a deep cmargination from the soft-rayed
portion, and having the base of all the verti-
cal fins, and the Carina of the ficlly anterior

. to the anal fin, furnished with siiincs.

;
The CoMMOX DiJItv (/run fahrr') is a

;

native of the Mcditcrrancnn, Northern, and

j

Atlantic seas i hut no localily is more noted
' for it than Torbay, on our own western

coast. It is distinguished by its large and
long head, its dusky green colour, accom-
panied by a strong gilt tinge, and particu-
larly by a large, oval dusky spot on each

nORT — (ZBUS FABER.)

side the body : the mouth is wide, the lower
jaw lodger than the upper, the teeth small
and sharp, and the eyes large

; the whole
body is covered with very small scales, and
marked by a curved lateral line, which,
descending rather suddenly from the gill-
covers, passes on to the tail : the back is

much arched, and furnished with a row of
j

strong small prickles, which are also con-
|

tinned along the curve of the abdomen : the i

tail is of a moderate size, and rounded at the
end. The Dory is of an extremely voracious
nature, preying on the smaller fishes and
their spawn, as well as on various kinds of
Crustacea and marine insects. The form of
the Dory is extremely forbidding, so much
so as to deter our ancestors from tasting it

5

and although its flesh is now esteemed de-
licious food, its reputation among epicures
is but of modem date. The name is said to
be derived from the French, Jaime (yellow)
rfon/c, corrupted into John Dory. In gene-
ral it is from twelve to fifteen inches in
length, though it sometimes arrives at a far
superior size, and of the weight of ten or
twelve pounds.
There ere a few other species, but less re-

markable than the preceding:— The Rra-
ZII.IAN Dory (Zeus vnmer\ which is about
six or eight inches long

;
body very thin,

without scales, and of a bright silver colour,
tinged with a bluisii cost on the upper jiarts.— The I.NDiAX Dduy (Zeus Gullus) is about
the same size os the one just mentioned :

body very thin, silvery, and without scales :

head large, mouth wide. Native of the Ame-
rican and Indian Cii.iATK.t) Dory.
(Zeus Ciliaris.) This s|iccics, which is also
destitute of scales, is of a bright silver colour,
with a cast of bluish-green on the buck :

head small, and very sloping t lower jaw
rather longer thftti the upiier : several of the
lust rays both of the dorsal and anal tin

I extend to a vast distance beyond the mem-
brane, reaching farther than the tall itself.
It has been supposed that the stnallcr kind
of fishes may be attracteil with these long
ami llcxible filaments, atul mistake them
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for worms, while the Dory lies concealed
among sea-weeds, &c., waiting for its prey.
It is a native of the Indian seas. [See Zeus.]

DOTTEREL. [C?iaradrius morineTlus.)
This Grallatorial bird is about ten inches in
length: the beak black, slender, and one inch
long : forehead mottled with dusky and grey;
the hinder part of the head is black ; and a
broad white line over the eyes surrounds the
whole. The back and wings are a light
brown

; the breast is a pale dull orange
; the

middle of the belly is black ; the edges of
the feathers are pale rust colour, and the
lower part of the back and rump incline to
gray. The tail is composed of twelve bro-nm
olive-coloured feathers, barred with black
near the ends, and tipped with white : the
thighs are a reddish white, and the legs

black. The female is rather larger, and the
colours more dull

;
the white line over the

eye is smaller ; and the crowm of the head
is mottled with brown and wliite. Dotterels
inhabit the northern parts of Asia and Eu-
rope, frequenting the muddy borders of
rivers : they are migratory, being seen on
our moors and downs in their flights to and
from their breeding-places, from April to

June, and again from September to Novem-
ber. Being fresh from regions and wilds
untrodden by man, and not having expe-
rienced persecution, they do not so readily
take alarm, as other birds do which have
been reared in the vicinity of their general
enemy : they have, in consequence, obtained
the character of being very stupid birds, and,
it is said, may be taken by the most simple
artifice; but "night-fowling, and all modes
of ensnaring them, have 3uelded to the more
certain method of bring them down with a

gun.

DOTTEREL, SEA. [See Turnstone.]

DOVE. [See Pigeon : Ring-dove : Tur-
tle-dove.]

DRAGON. CDraco volans.) Instead of

the formidable monster of tliis name, wliich

recals to tlie imagination the wild fictions of

romance, the animal we are about to describe

is a small and harmless lizard, agreeing in

the general form of its body with the rest of

that tribe ;
but furnished with large, ex-

pansile, cutaneous processes, which, wdieu

expanded, enable it to support itself in the

air for a few seconds, in springing from

branch to branch, among the lofty trees in

which it resides. The total length of this

highly curious creature is about ten or twelve

inches ;
the tail being extremely long in

proportion to the body, which is not above

four inches. The head is of a moderate size,

but very singular form, being furnished be-

ncatli with a very large triple pouch, one

part of which descends beneath the throat,

while the two remaining parts project on

each side ;
all being sharp-pointed : the

mouth is rather wide ; the tongue large, and
thick at the base ; the teeth small and nu-

merous ; the neck, body, and limbs rather

slender, and covered with small acuminated
and closely-set scales. The colour of this

animal on the upper parts is an elegant pale

blue, or blulsh-grc}', the back and tail being
j

i

marked by several transverse dusky uiidu- i;

lations, while the wings are very elegantly
|

spotted with patches of black, brown, and
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white : the border of the wings is also white,

and the whole under surface of the animal
is of a very pale or whitish brown colour.

Species of this genus are inhabitants ofmany
parts of Asia, Africa, and South America

;

they feed on insects ; and are in every respect

animals of a harmless nature.

All the frightful animals described and
figured in the works of some of the older

naturalists, under the name of Dragons, are

merely fictitious beings, either artificially
,

composed of the skins of different animals,

or made by warping some particular species

of the ray or skate tribe into a dragon-like

shape, by expanding and drying the fins in

an elevated position, adding the legs of

birds, &c., and otherwise disguising the ani-

mals. Such also are the monstrous repre-

sentations (to be found in Gesner and Aldro-
vandus) of a seven-headed Dragon, with
gaping mouths, long body, snake-like necks

;

and tail, and feet resembling those of birds. ;

Some of the dragons of antiquity are dc- i

scribed as having no feet, but as crawling

like serpents, and their bodies covered with
|

scales, and so powerful ns to crush an ele- -

pliant with the greatest ease. The animal
'

which gave rise to these is probably no other

than the great Boa Constrictor. Again, wlio

has not heard of the fabled Dragon of the

middle ages, which had the feet of a lion,

the long thick tail of a serpent, and an im-
mense throat, from which streamed flames

of fire ? This dragon played a distinguished

part in the days of chivalrj- ; and was one of
]

those monsters w hom it was the business of

the heroes of romance to attack and destroy.

We have, involuntariiy as it were, been led

to notice the fabulous histors- of the Dragon,
in order to point out the ^ss absurdities

connected with Natural llistory, which,

though long since exploded, were at one

period received ns matters of fact.

DOUC. (SemnopMccus.) AgenusofMon-
kevs peculiar to Cochin China, the East

In'dies, and neighbouring islands. They
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differ from the true Monkeys by having an
additional small tubercle on the last of the
inferior molars ; and are farther distin-

guished by their lengthened limbs and ex-
tremely elongated tail. lu their mnzzle, as
weU as in having posterior callosities, they

I
resemble the Gibbons. Though capable of
much agility, their movements are staid and
deliberate, and their general deportment
remarkable for gravity. [See Monkeys.]

DRAB [MOTHS]. A name given by col-
lectors to Sloths of the genus Orthosia. They
arc also called Quakers.

DBAGOXET. (CaUioni/rnus Xyra.') A
beautiful Acanthopterygious fish, inhabiting
the SIcditerrancan and Northern seas, and
about a foot in length. The head is large and
somewhat depressed ; the mouth wide, and
the teeth small and numerous ; the eyes are
placed near each other on the upper part
of the head ; the body is of a taper form,
smooth, and destitute of visible scales. Ac-
cording to Pennant, the pupils of the eyes

;

are of a rich sapphirinc blue colour ; the

i

irldes fine fiery carbuncle, the pectoral fins

i

light brown ; the side lines straight
; the

! colours of the fish yellow, blue, and white,

\
making a beautiful appearance when fresh

,

taken.
I There are two or three other species, one
! of which, called tlie Ocki.i.ated Duaoonet,

( Callioni/mus ocellcititg) about the size ofone’s
little finger, is a native of the Indian seas.
The head is smaller and sharper than in
others of the genus, and rather flat at the
top ; mouth small, witli tumid, fleshy lips,

the upper one doubled ; lateral line straight
j

tail rounded.

DRAGON-FLY. {LibeHuUcUe). A nume-
rous family of Neuroptcra. They are of blue,
peen, white, crimson, and scarlet colours

;

in Kme a variety of the most vivid tints arc
united ; and they are easily distinguished

: from all other insects by the length of their
bwlies, the large size of their eyes, and the
beautiful transparency of their wings. These

1

DBAaon SLT.- (AE'inUA ORA-IM**.)

brilliant and lively insects, which are seen
flying with such strength and rapidity round
tlie meadows, and pursuing the smaller in-
sects with the velocity of a hawk, were at
one time inhabitants of the water, and re-
sided in that clement for a long space of
time before they assumed their flying form.
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The mouth of the Dragon-fly contains a
formidable apparatus of mandibles and max-
illa;, denticulated at the tip ; the antenme
are very short, being merely a pair of small
hairs ; the wings large and spreading, and
the body elongated.
There are many different genera and spe-

cies of the LibeUulidce, both native and ex-
otic. One of the largest English species is the
^shna varia, or Great variegated Dragon-
fly. This insect makes its appearance prin-
cipally towards the decline of summer, and
is singularly elegant : its general length is

about three inches from head to tail, and
the wings when expanded measure near four
inches from tip to tip : the head is very
large

j
the neck extremely slender j and the

eyes, which occupy by far the greatest part
of the head, are of a pearly blue-gray cast

:

the front is greenish yellow ; the thorax of
the same colour, but marked by longitudinal
black streaks

; the body, which is very long,
slender, and sub-cylindrical, is black, richly
variegated with bright blue and deep grass-
green : the W'ings are perfectly transparent,
strengthened by very numerous black re-
ticular fibres, and exhibit a strongly iri-
descent appearance. In the day-time it flies

about in pursuit of its prey with astonishing
rapidity

j but during the early morning
hours, and in the evening, it is observed to
sit with its wings expanded, and may be
easily taken.
All the insects of this family are pro-

duced from eggs deposited in the water,
wliich, sinking to the bottom, are hatched,
after a certain period, into flattish hexapod
larvte : they cast their skins several times
before they arrive at their full size, and
are of a dusky brown colour : the rudi-
ments of the future wings appear on the
bock of such os are advanced to the pupa or
chrysalis state, in the form of a pair ofoblong
scales J and the head is armed with a most
singular organ for seizing its prey ; viz.,
a kind of flat proboscis, with a joint in the
middle, and a pair of strong liooks or prongs
at the end. This proboscis, when the Dragon-
fly is at rest, is folded or turned up in such
a manner as to lap over the face like a mask

;

but when the creature sees any insect which
it means to attack, it springs suddenly fbr-
wards, and by stretching forth the jointed
proboscis, readily obtains its prey. In this
their larva and pupa state tlicy continue for
two years, when, having attained their full
size, the}' prepare for their ultimate change ;

and creejiing up the stem of some water-
plant, and ({rasping it with their feet, they
make an effort by wliieli the skin of the back
and head is forced open, and the enclosed
Libcllula gradually emerges, its head and
wings first aiipearing. TJie wings, at this
early period of exclusion, arc very tender
and contracted, all the ramifications or fibres
having been compressed within the small
eoinjiass of the oblong scales on the back of
the i)u[ia ; but in about half an hour they
are fully cx|ianded, and have acquired the
strength and solidity neecssary for flight.
This curious (irocess of the evolution or
birth of the Dragon-fly generally takes ()lace
on a line sunny morning

j and though for a

SI tSapuIar ©tctt'Dimry of Slnimatclf iBaturc.
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time it roves the field and forest, or disports
itself on the margin of the silvery stream—
lightly traversing the air in a thousand
directions, and expanding its gossamer wings
to the sun— how short is its aerial and ter-

restrial life, compared with that which it

passed in its aquatic state ! Scarcely have
the frosts of autumn nipped the tenderest
plant, ere the whole tribe of Libellulas perish
from the cold.
Among the varieties of the Dragon-fly,

many of them may sometimes be observed
in the same field, or flying within a small
distance of each other on the borders of then-
natal stream ; and though they differ in
their size and variegations, their general
form and habits correspond too nearly to be
mistaken for any other winged insects. A
specific notice of each may therefore be
thought unnecessary. We shall, however,
avail ourselves of Dr. Shaw’s description of
one species of “ exotic " Libellula, and his
concluding remarks relative to the extraor-
dinary character of the eyes of these insects
in general. “ The Libellula Lucretia is a
native of the Cape of Good Hope (or rather
of S. America), and is distinguished by the
excessive length of its slender body, which
measures not less than five inches and a half
in length, though scarcely exceeding the
tenth of an incii in diameter : the wings ore
transparent, of a slender or narrow shape,
as in the L. puella, to which tliis species is

allied in form, and measures five inches and
a half in extent from tip to tip : tlie colour
of the head and thorax is brown, with a
yellowish stripe on cacli side, and the body
is of a deep mazarine blue.

“ I should not dismiss tlie genus Dlbellula
without observlug that in some species, and
particularly in the L. varia, ffrandis, &o.,

the wonderful structure of the cornea or ex-
ternal coat of the eye, which prevails in by
far the major part of the insect tribe, is ex-
hibited with peculiar distinctness. Even a
common magnifier, of about an inch focus,

demonstrates that the cornea is marked by
a prodigious number of minute decussating
lines, giving a kind of granular appearance
to the whole convexity : but when micro-
scopically examined, it exhibits a continued
surface of convex liexagons, and if cut from
the head, and cleared from its internal pig-

ment, it appears perfectly transparent, and
seems to consist of an infinity of hexagonal
lenses of equal convexity on both surfaces.

Tills is a subject on which much might be

said
;
but the compass of the present pub-

lication forbids too circumstantial a descrip-

tion of minute and disputable particulars.

It may be sutiicieiit to observe that on each
eye of this animal, according to the compu-
tation of Eewenhoek, there are about 12,o-ll

of these lenses."
To tliosc who would study in detail the

members of tliis group, we would recommend
the volume of Kambur in the “ Suites i\

Iluffon," and the works of Van der Linden,
De Selys I.oiigchamps, and especially Char-
pentier. In this country, .1. C. Dale, Esq.
K.L.S., has made the group a special subject

of study, and Mr. W. Evans has published
rough figures of all tlie liritish species, which

may prove useful in identifying them. Dra-
gon-flies are often found in a fossil state, as
early as in the lias formation. [See Pet\-
LUUA.]

DRILL. [See Ape.]

DRIVER ANT. Thelocal name given to
a species of Ilymenopterous insect belonging
to the family of Ants. Its name is Anw/ima
arcens. The following very interesting ae-
count is derived from a paper by the Rev.
Dr. Savage, an American missionary on the
coast of West Africa, and published in the
“ Transactions of the Entomological Society”
for 1847.
The writer prefaces his narrative by saying

that he is not aware that the insect in ques-
tion has ever been described, or that it exists
in any of the European cabinets ; but he
tliinks it is, without doubt, that of which
Mr. Smeathman speaks, when he says, “ one
species, which seems at times to have no 1

fixed habitation, ranges about in vast armies. I

By being furnished with very strong jaws,
they can attack any animal whatever that
impedes their progress, and there is no escape
but by immediate flight or instant retreat to

the water. The inhabitants of the negro
villages are frequently obliged to abandon
their dwellings, taking with them their

children, &c., and wait till the ants have
passed.” Dr. Savage says it is erfdently
closely allied to the A tta cephalotes of Fabri-

cius, found in the West Indies and South
America, and like that named by the French
“ Foumii dc visile,” would be not inappropri-
ately styled the “ visiting ant,” though he

^
considers the appellation Driver more signi-

ficant of its habits. “Its domicile,” he says,
“ if such it may be called, consists of a
shallow e.xcavation under the roots of trees,

shelving rocks, and almost any qther sub-
stance that wilt afford a shelter j not origi-

nating with themselves, but adopted and
completed as the wonts of their community
may require

j their mode of life not admit-
ting of cells and magazines, and other in-
terior arrangements, by which the domiciles
of other ants more retiring and less aggres-
sive in their habits arc characterized.

“ Their sallies are made in cloudy days,
and in the night, chiefly in the latter." This
is owing to the uncongenial influence of the
sun, an exposure to the direct rays of which,
especially when the power is increased by
rcjlcction , is almost iiiancdiately fatal. If
they should be detained abroad till late in
the morning of a sunny day by the quantity
of their prey, they will construct arches
over their path, of dirt agglutinated by a
fluid excreted from their mouth. If their
way should run under thick grass, sticks,

&c., affording sufficient shelter, the arch
is dispensed with ; if not, so much dirt is

added a.s is necessary to eke out the arch in
connection with them. In the lairn season,

or in a succession of cloudy days, this arch
is seldom visible j their jiath, however, is

very distinct, iirc.'enting a lieaten appear-
ance, and freedom from every tiling movable.
They arc evidently economists in time nud
labour : for if a crevice, fissure in the ground,
imssage under stones, &c., come in their
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i way, they will adopt them as a substitute

for the arch. This covered way seems to be
designed in part for the protection of workers

' iu transporting prey, pupas, &c., but cliiefiy

; against the direct rays of the sun, an exposure
' to which, in places where the rkflectox is

1 strong, is certain death in less than two mi-
nutes. When the sun's rays are intercepted
for days, Uie arch is wanting : and, even
with the arch, in a bright strong sunshine,

i masses of the Drivers are found under the

j

thick grass in holes and other places, re-
galing themselves in the shade till the

1
,
decline of the sun, when their work is re-

1

newed'with their characteristic vigour.
“ In cloudy days, when on their predatory

excursions, or migrating, an arch for the
protection of the workers, &c. is constructed
of the bodies of their largest class. Their
widely extended jaws, long slender limbs,
and projecting antenna: intertwining, form
a sort of net-work that seems to answer well
their object. Whenever an alarm is given,
the arch is instantly broken, and the ants,
joining others of the same class on the out-
side of the line, who seem to be acting as
commanders, guides, and scouts, run about
in a furious manner in pursuit of the enemy.
If the alarm should prove to be without
foundation, the victory won,or danger passed,
the arch is quickly removed, and the main
column marches forward as before in all the
order of an intellectual military discipline.

“ I will here describe an attempt that I
recently ma<le to destroy one of their commu
nitics, which, with the facts in tlie order in
which they transpired, and the collateral cir-

cumstances attending it, will fairly illustrate
many of their habits. My observations were
made in part at my former station (Cape
Palmas), where I resided nearly eight years.
I have been at my present station about

,

eight months. Dunug the first four months
of the latter period I was greatly annoyed
by the frequent visitations and ravages of
these insects ; at one time literally driving

' out every ipember of the female department
1
of the school ; at another the male depnrt-

,
ment ; tlienthe inmatesof myowndwcllingj
again, attacking my horse, then my pigs,
fowls, &c. &c. : nothing, in fine, possessing
animal life escaping their assaults. They
always pounced upon us at night, and gene-
rally when our senses were reposing in sleep.
Occasionally we were apprised of their de-
signs at nightfall by a few suspicious in-
dividuals lurking in the vicinity in advance
of the main txxly, but mostly they took us
by surjirisc. At lost their annoyance seemed
to have reached the highest jioint of our
fortwarance, and a resolution was forthwith
taken to discover their habitation, and, if
possible, cx|:el them from tlic vicinity.
Accordingly I commenced cutting over tlic

premises, and had procccdc<l ns fur as two-
tiiirds the way down tlic mount on which
my dwellings stand, whcn,l)cnenth ashclving
rock of decomprraing fpanite, their haunt was
discovered. They harl iiccn roused liytlic noise
and efforts of the workmen, and had come
forth in incalculable numlairs for ilcfcncc,
literally blackening the surrounding grass
and shrubbery. Dines of ants, going and com-

ing agreeably to tlie rules of their order, were
running in opposite directions. Their paths
were very distinct and well trodden, of about
an inch in width. In other directions were
seen eovered ways forsaken, the object of
tlieir formation no longer existing,—no prey
haring been discovered, or, if found, being
disposed of,— and other regions lying open

,

for exploration. Their numbers could not
be computed ; millions on millions seemed
to be there, besides thousands that were
going and coming with astonishing speed
and alacrity.

“ In attempting their destruction I adopted
the mode of the natives, which is, to ignite >

on the spot a collection of the dried leaves of
'

a species of Corypha (fan palm of this coast),
about six feet in diameter, and dried grass,

with other combustible matter. A fire of
great intensity was thus kindled, which con-
tinued to bum for a considerable time. Tliis
I supposed would be the last of our trouble-
some neighbours. Two days after, how-
ever, on going to the spot for the purpose of
examining into their domicile, I was sur-
prised to see a tree at a short distance, aliout
eighteen inches in diameter, to the height 1

of four feet from the ground, with the ad-
\

jacent plants and earth, perfectly black with
;

them. From the lower limbs (four feet
'

higli) were festoons or lines of the size of a
man's thumb, reaching to the plants and
ground below, consisting entirely of these

,

insects ; others were ascending and descend-
'

ing upon them, thus holding free and ready
;

communication with the lower and upper '

portion of this dense mass. One of these
festoons I saw in the act of formation ; it

was a good way advanced when first ob-
served : ant after ant coming down from
above, extending tlieir long limbs and open- i

ing wide their jaws, gradually lengthened
out the living chain till it touched the broad i

leaf of a Ganna coccihca below. It now
swung to and fro in tlie wind, the terminal
ant the meanwhile endeavouring to attach
it by his jaws and legs to the leaf; not suc-
ceeding, anotlier ant of the same class (tlie

very largest) was seen to ascend the plant,
and, fixing liis hind legs with the apex of
the abdomen firmly to tlie leaf under the
vibrating column, then reaching forth his
fore legs and opening wide his jaws, closed
in with his companion from aliovc, and thus
comideted tlic most curious ladder in tlie

world.”
In about two liours Dr. Savage visited tlie

spot again, wlicn tlie hanging lines or fes-

toons were gone, and about lialf of the mass
also : some below the surface, others on their
predatory excursions ; and tlicy again under-
went tlie fiery ordeal, wliich urged tliem
forwards, and they marclicd on with all
tlieir former celerity. Next morning ho
found them still engaged in removing.
Tliousands and tens of tliousands must have
been destroyed by tlic two fires, and yet
apparently their numbers were undimi-
nishcd. Ncillicr on tills nor any otlier oc-
casion did lie detect a winged liidividiial,

though it was tlic season wlicn sucli are to
be found in all communities of ants nut
apterous.
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“ Their mode of biting differs from that of

the soldiers among the Termes The mandi-
bles of the latter are flat and sharp, and
move in a cross direction, cutting in the
manner of scissors. Tho mandibles of the
Driver of the first class are very prominent
and formidable, strongly hooked, having
one tooth ; those of the second classes are
flatter, sharper, and armed with two strong
teeth, the edges flnely serrated, and admi-
rably calculated tor lacerating and cutting
muscular fibre. The onset of the former is

with a grasp that causes their victim to

start and wince as if life were in danger

;

their mandibles are fixed so strongly into
the flesh, and their hold retained with such
pertinacity, that a separation is effected often
only by a dismemberment of the body. If
permitted to retain their hold, the motion of
their jaws is alternately from one side to

to the other, penetrating deeper and deeper
at every stroke. With the second class

there is not only this gradual penetration,
but at the same time lacerating and cutting
of the flesh, with an approximation of the
jaws at each effort. This difference in the
form and motion in the two classes led me
to infer a difference of duties or office in their
economy. This Impression has been con-
firmed by repeated observations. To the
first class, it would appear, is assigned the
defence of the community ; it is theirs also

to attack and disable their prey. The
second lacerate and cut the flesh, and are
assisted by the first in tearing it off. Upon
the third, who appear to be especially the
labourers, devolves the burthen of trans-

portation, wliether of prey or pupa:. They
are seen to be assisted often by the second
class, and, when the prey is too large for

either, the first is called in.

They carry their pupae and prey longitu-
dinally under their bodies, held firmly be-

tween their mandibles and legs, the latter

of which are admirably calculated by their

length and slenderness for this purpose
;
and

the freedom and ease with which they carry
tlicir burthen is truly surprising—When-
ever a stream of water Intercepts their

course in their excursions and migrations, if

it should not be extensive they compass it,

but if otherwise, they make a line or chain
of one another, gradually extending them-
selves by numbers across, till a connection
is formed with the opposite side, and thus a

bridge is constructed, over which the main
body passes in safety.— Their tenacity of

life appears to be truly extraordinary. This
was evinced by a scries of experiments. An
individual of the largest class was submerged
to the bottom of a glass of water, where it

struggled for about three quarters of an
hotir, and then apparently expired i

but it

revived in about ten minutes after it was
taken out, exhibiting about as much vitality

and ferocity os before. It was re-submerged
for five hours, with like results. It was
submerged the third time, and kept iinder

water for twelve hours. When taken out

it revived, and continued to exhibit signs of
life for about twelve hours more, and then

expired. Various other experiments were
tried. The head of one of the largest class,

llSatural W^tanj

;

when dissevered from the body, grasped the
finger of an attendant so furiously as to
cause an immediate flow of bloo<l ; another
decapitated head retained its power of biting
so as to draw blood, precisely in the manner
of the insect in possession of all its parts and
powers, twenty- four hours after decapita-
tion ; while the body to which it belonged
lived more than forty-eight hours 1

“ I know of no insect,” says Dr. Savage,
“ more ferocious and determined upon vic-
tory. They fiercely attack, anything that
comes in their way,—‘conquer or die' is their
motto. Yet they are not without their uses
in the economy of nature. They keep down*
the more rapid increase of noxious insects
and smaller reptiles ; consume much dead
animal matter, which is constantly occur-
ring, decaying, becoming offensive, and thus
vitiating the atmosphere, and, which is by
no means the least important in the Torrid
Zone, often compelling the inhabitants to
keep their dwellings, towns, and their vi-

cinity, in a state of comparative cleanliness.

The dread of them is upon every living
thing. It may be literally said that they
are against everything, and everything
against them. I have known my dog, on
meeting them in the road, instead of run-
ning any risk by leaping over them, go a
great distance round to avoid their well-
known bite. My donkey has more than
once stopped so suddenly and turned, as to I

throw me over her head, or to one side, and
when urged forward, leaped far over the
line They will soon kill the largest ani-
mal if confined. They attack lizards, guanas,
snakes, &c., with complete success. We
have lost several animals by them, monkeys,
pigs, fowls, &c. The severity of their bite,

increased to great intensity by vast numbers,
it is impossible to conceive. We may easily
believe that it would prove fetal to almost
any animal in confinement. They have
been known to destroy the Python natalensis,

our largest serpent. When gorged with
prey it lies powerless for days ;

then, mon-
ster ns it is, it easily becomes their victim

—

Their entrance into a house is soon known
by the simultaneous and universal move-
ment of rats, mice, lizards. Blapsidce, Blat-
tidcE, and of the numerous vermin that infest

our dwellings.— They are decidedly carni-

vorous in their propensities. Fresh meat of

all kinds is their favourite food ; fresh oils

they also love, csi>ecially that of the Elais
(juineiensis, either in the fruit or expressed.

It is not true, however, that they devour
every thing eatable by us in our houses ;

there are many articles which form an ex-
ception. If a heap of rubbish comes within
their route, they invariably explore it, when
larvae and insects of all orders may l>e seen
l)onie off in triumph, — especially the

former.”

DROMEDARY. [Sec C.tJiKi..]

DROJtl.t. A gcmis of Crustacea, some-
what allied to Dnripjtc, of which there arc

several species. The one figured (Drnmia
vulgori.i) is very common in the Mediterra-

nean ; its carapace is almost globular ; the

two posterior pairs of legs arc raised above
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“ the plane ” of the others ; hence the divi-

sion containing it is named Notopoda.
They are each furnished with two siiarp

8POSOE CRAB.—(OROitlA TTOLOARIS.)

culwed claws, which enable the crab to hold
fast by pieces of sponges, medusas, or other
marine productions, under which it conceals
itself. In the British Jluseum collection are
some very interesting specimens ofa common

;

West Indian species \Dromia lator) with
pieces of sponge so attached, into which the
convexity of the bock of the carapace is veiy
nicely fitted.

DRONE. The name of the male honey-
bee. [See Bee.]

DRUMMER. [Sec Blatta : Ptero-
X.tRCVS.]

DUCK. iAnas.) A very extensive and
natural genus of water-birds, found in all

parts of the world. They feed in great part
upon animal matter, such as insects and
mollusca ; as well as upon vegetables and
grain : they are generally seen upon the
takes and rivers of the interior, though they
occasionally resort to the sea-shore. Ducks
can all swim and dive with facility; tliey

I

can all fly well ; and they can all walk,
; though frequently with difficulty. They
feed on soft substances, such os fresh-water
insects and tender aquatic plants, which

• they procure near the surface, or at the bot-
1 tom in shallow muddy places, and worms
and slugs, which they search for among the
grass. Their distinguishing characters are
these : the beak is shorter in proportion than
that of the goose, strong, flat, or depressed,
and commonly furnished with a nail at the
extremity. The feet are proportionnbly
larger than those of the goose kind, the
mirldlc toe being the longest

; the legs arc
shorter, and placed farther backwards ; the
back is flatter

; and the body is more com-
pressed. The nostrils are small and oval

;

and the tongue is broad, the edges near the
ltasc_ tjeing fringed. There are numerous
species of this genus, some inhabiting the
fresh water, and others the sea.

The COM.MO.V WILD DUCK, or MAD-
EAHD (A nos /josr/ms), is the original stock of
the tame or domesticated Duck, and niipcars
to have Itecn reclaimed at a very early i>crlod.
This bird measures about twenty-three
inches in length, thirty-five in breadth, and
is two jKfiinds and a half in weight. The
bill is of a yellowish green colour, and tlie
bead ami neck are a (leep shining green : a
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circle of white surrounds the neck, to about
three-fourths of its circumference : the upper
part of the breast and shoulders is of a deep
vinous chestnut ; the breast and belly are
gray, marked with transverse speckled lines

of a dusky hue ; and the scapulars are white,
elegantly barred with brown. The spot on
the tving is a rich purple ;

and the tail is

composed of twenty-four feathers. The
male of this species is distinguished by four
middle feathers,whlch are black, and strongly
curled upwards ; but of these the female is

destitute. Indeed the plumage of the female
partakes of none of the male’s beauties, ex-
cept the spot on the wings. She makes her
nest, lays from ten to sixteen greenish-white
eggs, and rears her young generally in the
most sequestered mosses or bogs, far from
the haunts of man, and hidden from his sight

among high grass, reeds, and bushes. Dike
the rest of the Duck tribe, the Mallards, in
prodigious numbers, quit the north at the
end of autumn, and, migrating southward,
arrive at the beginning of winter in large
flocks, and spread themselves over all the
loughs and marshy wastes in the British
isles. They pair in the spring, when the
greater part of them again retire northward
to breed ; but many straggling pairs stay
with us : they, as well as preceding colonists

of their tribes, remain to rear their young,
who become natives, and remain with us
tltroughout the year.

Winn nuoK,—(anas bosobas.')

The flc.sh of the Wild Duck is held in
general estimation, and various methods are
resorted to, in order to obtain these birds in
quantities. To describe even a tithe part of
these various contrivances is not our pur-
pose ; but it is necessary to state that the
decoi/ is by far the most favourite method,
and is likely long to continue so, as by that
species of stratagem AVild Ducks are taken
by thousands at a time ; whereas all the
other schemes of l]'ing in ambush, shooting,
baited hooks, wading in the water with the
head covered, &c., are attended with imich
watching, toil, and fatigue, and are also
comparatively trifling in point of success.
They abound in Lincolnshire, and are there
taken in great numbers. These decoys arc
usually thus prepared and conducted;— It
is generally made where there is a large
pond surrounded with wood, and beyond
that a marshy and uncultivated country.
On the south and north sides of the pond,
two or three ditches or channels should be
made, broailcr towards the water, and gra-
dually narrowing till they terminate in a
point : these eliaiincls sliouid be covered
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ovor with nets, supported by hooped sticks,
so as to form a vault or arch growing nar-
rower and narrower to the point, wliere it
should be terminated by a tunnel net : along
the banks of these netted channels many
hedges should be made of reeds slanting to
the edges of the gutters, their acute angles
being toward the side next the pool ; and
the whole apparatus should also he concealed

1

from the pool by a marginal hedge of reeds,
behind which the operations of the fowler
are conducted. Protdded wi th a number of
Ducks termed decoys, which are rendered
tame by education, and accustomed to at-
tend their master on being summoned by a
whistle, the fowler sets them to feed at the
mouths of the pipes. No sooner does tlie
evening commence, than the decoy rises, to
use the language of fowlers, and the wild
fowl feed during the night. Should the
evening be still, the noise of their wings
during their flight is heard at a considerable

j

distance, and produces no unpleasing sensa-
tion. The fowler, whenever a fit oppor-
tunity oflers, and he sees his decoy covered
with fowl, walks about the pond, and ob-
serves into what pipe or channel the as-
sembled ducks may be enticed or driven
with the greatest facility : then, throwing
henip-seed, or some similar allurement
which will float on the surface, at the en-
trance of the pipe, and along its extent, he
whistles to his decoy-ducks, which instantly
obeying the summons, approach, in expecta-
tion of being fed as usual ; whither also they
are followed by a whole flock of the wild
ones, unsuspicious of their meditated ruin.
However, their sense of smelling being ex-
tremely acute, they wmuld speedily discover
the ambuscade, did not the fowler hold a
liiece of burning turf to liis nose, against
which he constantly breathes, and thereby
prevents the effluvia of his person from af-
fecting their very exquisite senses. The
AVild Ducks, therefore, in following the de-
coy ones, are conducted by them into the
broad mouth of the pipe, without the small-
est suspicion of danger, the fowler being
still liid behind one of the liedges : never-
theless, when they have proceeded a short
way up the pipe, and perceive it to grow
narrower, they begin to apprehend danger
and endeavour to return ; but in this attempt
they are prevented by the fowler, who now
makes his appearance , at the broad end be-
low. Thus surprised, intimidated, and utter-

ly unable to rise because of the surrounding
net, the only remaining way of escape seems
to be through the narrow-funnelled net at

the bottom ; into which they fly, and are
instantly taken.
Pennant had an account sent him of the

produce of ten decoys, w’hich, in one winter,

I

amounted to thirty-two thousand two hun-
! dred. In Picardy in France, also, vast
numbers are taken in decoys, and sold in
the Paris market, where, in one season,
30,tXK) francs have lieen paid for the iiroducc
of the small lake of St. Lambert. Wilson,
the celebrated American ornithologist, enu-
merates several simple and effective con-

! tpivaiiccs made use of in America for the
capture of these wary birds. In some ]ionils

frequented by them, five or six wooden i

figures, cut and painted to represent ducks,
|

and sunk by pieces of lead nailed to the
bottom, so as to float at the usual depth on

:

the surface, are anchored in a favourable
,

position to be raked from a concealment of
|

brush, &c. These attract the passing flock,
;

which alight, and thus expose themselves to
certain destruction. In winter, when de-

|

tached pieces of ice are occasionally floating
in the river, some of the sportsmen on the

i

Delaware paint their boats w’hite, and lay- i

ing themselves flat in the bottom, direct
them almost imperceptibly near a flock, be-
fore the ducks have distinguished them from
a floating piece of ice. On land, another
stratagem is sometimes practised with great

,

success. A tight hogshead is sunk in the
|

marsh, or mud, near the place where ducks
are accustomed to feed at low water, and
where, otherwise, there is no shelter ; the
edges and top are carefully concealed with
tufts of long coarse gross, and reeds or sedge.
From within this the sportsman watches his

'

collected prey, and usually commits great
havoc. In Cliina, the sportsman covers his

head tvith a calabash, pierced with eye-
holes, and, thus equipped, wades into the
water, keeping only liis head above the sur-
face, and, on arriving amidst a flock, seizes
them by the legs, fastens them to his girdle, !

and takes as many as he wishes, without
disturbing the rest.

The TAJIE DUCK. Some individuals in
a domestic state appear in nearly the same
plumage as the wild ones ; others vary '

greatly from them, as well as from each
other, and are marked with nearly every

|

colour i but all the males or drakes still re- i

taiu the curled feathers of the tail. The
Tame Duck is, however, of a more dull and
less elegant form and appearance than the
AA'^ild, domestication having deprived it of
its lofty gait, long tapering neck, and spright-
ly eyes. Tome Ducks are reared with more
facility than perhaps most other domestic
animals. The very instincts of the 3’oung
direct them to their favourite clement ; and
though they are sometimes hatched and
conducted by hens, thej’ seem to contemn
the admonitions of their leaders ; a circum-
stance which seems to indicate that all birds
receive their manners rather from nature
than education, and attain their various per-
fections without the help of any other guide.
There appears to be good reason for placing

duck-eggs under a hen. The Duck gene-
rally proves a heedless, inattentive mother ;

for she frcquentlj’ leaves her eggs till they
become corrupted, and even seems to forget
that she is entrusted with the charge : rite

is also equally regardless of her young brood
when thej' arc produced ; for she only leads
them forth to the water, and then seems to

think she has made sufllcient provision for

tliem. The hen, on the contrary, who is an
indefatigable nurse, broods with unwearied
assiduity, and generally hatches a duckling
from every eg^ with which she is entrusted :

she does not, iiulccd, conduct her young to

tlic water, because that is contrari' to her
nattirc ; but she alwaj-s keeps a walchftil
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' eye over them when they approach the

,

brink. Should the rat, the weasel, or other
natural enemy of the feathered tribe, attempt
to seize any of them, the hen instantly af-

;

fords them her best protection ; and, leading

I

her supposititious brood to the house when
' tired with paddling, there nourishes them
with all tile instinctive ardour of maternal

,

regard. “ The village school-boy,” as lie-

wick says, “ witnesses with delight the antic
movements of the shapeless little brood,
sometimes nnder the charge of a foster-
mother, who, with anxious fears, paddles by
the brink, and ntters her unavailing cries,

I while the Ducklings, regardless of her warn-
I ings, and rejoicing in the element so well

I

adapted to their nature, arc splashing over

I

each other beneath the pendent foliage
; or,

in eager pursuit, snap at their insect prey
on the surface, or plunge after them to the
bottom : some, meanwhile, are seen perpen-
dicularly suspended, with the tail only above

I

water, engaged in the general search after
j-food.”

There are many different varieties of the

I

Tame Duck : the most obvious distinction,
I however, between the wild and tame species

I

lies in the colour of their feet ; those of the

I

tame being black, and the wild yellow. As
we before observed, the common species of

! Tame Ducks derive their origin from the

I

Mallard, and may be traced to that fowl by
I unerring characters. Tame Ducks are an
I

extremely advantageous kind of poultry ;

as they subsist on scattered corn, the refuse

!
of vegetable and animal substances, worms,

’ snails, and insects. They lay a great num-
;

ber of eggs annually ; require very little at-
tendance when sitting ; and, with respect to
Ducklings, they may be easily fattened in
the course of three or four weeks with any
kind of pulse or groin and water.

Mtrscovy duck, or MUSK DUCK.
(Cairina moscJiata.) This bird, which takes
its name from its musky smell, and not from
Its l)Cing originally obtained from Russia, as
is supposed, is upwards of two feet in length.
In jts wild state it is entirely of a black
colour, with glosses of blue and green, and
white wing-coverts •, but when domesticated
it varies very consideral)ly : its usual ai)-
pcarance, however, may Ire thus described.
The (Town of the head is slightly tufted, and
block

; the checks and fore iiart of the neck
white, irregularly marked with black i the
belly chiefly white, and the general colour
of the rest of the plumage deep brown,
darkest and glossed with green on the back,
nimp, ritiills, and tail, the two outer fcatlicrs
of the latter, and the three llrst primaries
Ireing white : the legs and feet arc short,
thick, and red. They arc more prolific and
sit oflcner than other ducks ; ami their eggs,
which ore frequently tinged with green, are
larger and rounder than those of other sjic-
cics.

CAXVAS-BACKED DUCK, or TO-
C*1(^RD. (Af/thi/fi I'nlliHurrift.) The zoolo-
gist is indebted to the indefatigableWilson for
the first ac('(,iint of this much cstecmeil spe-
ci(*8. The Canvas-back is two feet long, ami
three feet wide, and when in gmal order

weighs three pounds. The beak is large, and
of a glossy black ; the head and part of the
neck of a rich glossy reddish-chestnut hue,
ending in a broad space of black that covers
the upper part of the breast : back, scapulars.

nANVASHAOKEO 1-DCK.
(aYTUYA VALniSNEniA.)

lower part of the breast, and belly, white,
faintly marked with an infinite number of
transverse wavy lines, or points : wing-co-
verts gray spotted : tail very short, and
pointed ; legs and feet very pale ash. The
female is smaller, and not so brightly co-
loured as the male. These birds arrive in
the United States, from the north, about the
middle of October, and, principally, assemble
in the munerous rivers in the neighbourhood
of the Chesapeake bay. When they first

arrive they arc very lean ; but from the
abundance of their favourite food, they be-
come fat about November. From the great
demand for these ducks, and the high price
they fetch, various methods are employed to
decoy them.
Besides the species we have described,

there are many, for which we can only find
room for very brief notices. The Scaup
Duck iFulig^tJa marila), somewhat smaller
than the common duck. In North America,
a variety of this species is better known by
the name ofthe Blue-bill,and is common both
to the fresh-water rivers and sea-shores In

SCAUP DOOK.— (ror.tcui.A MARir.A; VAn.)

winter, those which frequent the latter being
generally much the liittcst, on account of
the greater abundance of food along the
const. The Goudcn-bve {dangnla glau-
etbn), the bill of wliich is black, short, and i

broad at the base t the head is large, and
|

of a deep black hue, glossed with green : and
at each angle of the mouth there is a largo
white siiot. The Black Duck, or ScoTuit
(Oiilc.mUi nigni)

j a bird whose flavour is so
rank and fishy, ns to Ire exempted, with a
few others, from the interdict which forbids
Homan Catholics the use of nnlinal food on
certain days, on the supposition of their Ireing
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cold-blooded, and partaking of the nature
of fish. The Pied Duck (Anas Lahrculoria)

;

a beautiful and rare species, peculiar to
America. Chiue.se Duck (Anas galericu-
lataf ; a remarkable bird somewhat less than
a widgeon. The Sum.meb or Wood Duck
(Aix spo7isa')

;

not more remarkable for its

aUMMEH mjCK.

—

(MX SFONSA.)

great beauty, in which it stands pre-eminent,
than for its habits, its migrations being di-
rectly opposed to those of the other species.

AutumnalDuck (Anas autumnalis) ; native
of the West India islands and South Ame-
rica, where the inhabitants frequently keep
them in the farm-yards. Thee Duck, or
Whistling Duck, (Anas arborea) ; this
also is an inhabitant of the West India
islands and the adjacent continent of Ame-
rica. We learn from Mr. Gosse’s “ Birds of
Jamaica,” that its singular whistling note
is peculiarly slirill, and is uttered in its cre-

puscular flights to and from its feeding
places, and also when it is alarmed. He
also says these birds are much dreaded by
those who plant Guinea-corn ; and that
“ numerous flocks of both young and old
birds frequent the millet-fields from Decem-
ber till the end of February, when this com
is reaped. They are most busy in their
depredations on moonlight nights

;
and as

they sweep round in circles, their remark-
able whistle always betrays their move-
ments.” Another remarkable peculiarity is

thus recorded :
“ The Whistling Duck en-

deavours to save her young, when pursued,
by throwing herself into the man’s way ;

that is, by rushing up so close to him as to

draw his attention, that her young, who are

very active, may have an opportunity of

escaping. Accordingly, the man, seeing the
duck so near him, looking upon her as a
much better prize than the young ones,

leaves pursuing the ducklings, and endea-
vours to catch the subtil dame, who runs
before, but takes special care to keep out of

his reach ; yet stopping in front of him oc-

casionally, to make him renew the pursuit,

till the young arc entirely out of danger

;

when slie flies away, leaving her pursuer to

fret at his double disappointment.” Doko-
TAiLED Duck (llarchla glacialis)', remark-
able for the long and slender feathers of its

tail. This Duck is very generally known
along the shores of the Chesapeake Bay
by the name of the South-southerly, from
the singularity of its cry, something imi-
tative of the sound of those words ; and
also, that, when very clamorous, they arc

supposed to betoken a southerly wind. They
inhabit the bays and coasts of North Amc-

jUatural i^istory

;

rica during the winter only ; are rarely
found in the marshes, but keep in the chan-
nel, diving for small shell-fish, which are
their principal food. In passing to and from
the bays, sometimes in vast flocks, particu-
larly towards evening, their loud and con-
fused noise may be heard in calm weather at

the distance of several miles. They fly very
swiftly, take short excursions, and are lively

restless birds. Their native regions are in

the north, where great numbers of them re-

main during the whole year
;
part only of i

the vast family migrating south to avoid the
severest rigours of that climate. They are

common to the whole northern hemisphere.
In the Orkneys they are met with in con-
siderable flocks from October to April

;

frequent in Sweden, Lapland, and Russia ;

and are said to breed at Hudson’s Bay,
making their nest among the grass near the
sea, like the eider duck, and about the middle
of June lay from ten to fourteen bluish-white

eggs, the size of those of a pullet. When the
young are hatched, the mother carries them
to the water in her bill. The nest is lined
witli the down of her breast, which is ac-

counted equally valuable with that of the

eider duck, were it to be had in the same
quantity. They come to England only in

very severe winters, and then but in small
straggling parties. Tufted Duck (Anas
cristata'), found in the arctic regions of both
continents, and migrating to southern coun-
tries in the winter : on the top of the head is

a crest consisting oflong and slender feathers,

which, with the head, neck, and breast, are
black, glossed with violet and green. Bi.NT.tiL

Duck (Dctfila acufa) ; remarkable for the
pointed form of its tail: it is abundant in both
hemispheres. The Nilotic Musk Duck
(Anas A'ilotica) ; between the size of the
Pintail Duck and the Goose, but stands
higher on its legs. It inhabits the Nile, in

Upper Egypt ; is easily tamed, and lives

among other domestic poultry-. Gkey-
headed Duck (Somalcria spcctabib's) ; with
red bill, legs, and feet: native of Hudson’s
Bay. The (}i!eat Black Duck (Oidemia
pcrspiciilata ) ; a species considerably larger

than the common Duck . Stellated Duck ;

a species distinguished by its eyes, which arc

placed higher than usual in an oval black I

spot i
but its princijial characteristic is a

|

large white star on its back. The Mada-
I

OA.scAii Duck ; a large and brilliantly-
|

coloured species : the bill of a yellowish-

brown colour ; the head and neck of a dusky
green : and the back is of a deep purple

;
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the long feathers of the wings are adorned
with red eyes ; and the legs and feet are of
an orange hue. The Hook-billed Duck
(.^Inos adunca), which diilers but little from
the common Wild Duck except in the bill.

: The Fueckled Duck {Anas noevosa)
; a

very rare species which inhabits the neigh-
bourhood of Swan Eiver, in Australia, but
from its scarcity it is little knoira either to
the colonists or the natives. According to

I

Mr. Gould’s description of the specimen in

;
his possession, the whole of the plumage is

;

dark brown, minutely freckled and spotted
with irregular oblong marks of whute in
the direction of the feathers ; the tmder
surface the same, but lighter and tinged
with buff ; wings without a speculum ; pri-
maries plain brown ; irides light broivn ;

bill greenish gray, becoming much darker at
the tip ; legs bluish green.

DTJGONG. (i/aheore.) Amarine animal,

;

herbivorous in regard to its food, and fish-

! like in its form. It ranks among the Cetacece ;
-
is about seven or eight feet in length ; and

PUOOKO.—(SALICORE EDOOJJG )

' has two large permanent incisive teeth in
the upper j aw, and four molar teeth above
and below. It is a native of the Indian seas,

being common among the islands of the
Indian Archipelago, and visiting also the
coasts of Hew Holland. Its flesh is said to
be tender, and not unlike beef. Professor
Owen, in the Appendix to Juke's Voyage of
H. -M. S. Fly, has described a new species
from the Eastern seas.

^ DUHLIH. (Pelidna.") A genus of birds
belonging to the Ncolopaculm or Snipe tribe.
The Dunlins in appearance resemble larks

j

they fly in troops near the coast ; and lay
their eggs in the sand. There are several
siiecies ; but it will lie sufficient to describe
ont of them : — Red Duklik. (Vditina svb-
arctmtn.) This bird is about eight inches in
length ! top 'of the head is black, edged with
rufous

; the forehead and throat are white
dotted with brown ; the nape is red, with
small longitudinal black dashes ; the neck,
breast, and under parts are red chestnut,

^

sometimes marked with block spots or
variegated with white : tail coverts white,
transversely rayed with black and red :

the back, scapulars, and large wing-co-
verts of a deep black , on the edge of the
feathers Is a range of angiilatcd bright red

I

spots, the greater portion of which arc ter-
minated with bright ash : the tall is of a
dusky ash, bordered with white. The beak

I is black
; and the leg* are brown. This bird

is a native of most parts of Europe, and is

r.uooLas iibett f,.- (nrnASTits nKnooiBS-)

where they conceal themselves during the
day, or reside in the decomposed trunks of

I
trees

1
and they are generally of a dark rich

brown or cheslinil colour. Un the approach
of night they leave their retreats, and run
about the fooliiaths in woods, or fly around
the trees to a considerable height, witlt a

sometimes seen on the British coasts. It
rarely appears at any considerable distance
inland ; but migrates in the spring and
autumn. It lays four or five eggs, of a dirty
white colour, spotted with brown ; and its

flesh is esteemed a delicacy. The names
of the other species are the Fierue Dunlix,
{Pelidna variabilis) ;

Tittle Duxlin {Pe-
lidna pnsilla)-, Temmixck’s Duxlix {Pe-
lidnaTemminckii); Mixute Dunlin {Pelidna
mimita) ; and the St. Domingo Dunlin,
{Pelidna Dominicensis).

DYHASTIDiE. A family ofLamellicoru
Coleoptera, comprising several beetles re-
markable for their size, strength, and for-

midable appearance. The males are pre-
eminently distinguished by various singular
protuberances, horns, or tubercles, arising

from the head or thorax, and often from
both of these parts of the body. “ It must
be borne in mind, however,” as Mr. West-
wood observes, “ that these horns are im-
movable portions of the homy skeleton, and
offer no real analogy with the horns of the
mammalia ;

although it is interesting, in
respect to the analogies existing in remote
tribes of the animal kingdom, that the quad*-
rupeds which are cornuted are herbivorous,
and as comparatively harmless as the Dy-
nastidsD.” ’They chiefly Inhabit the tropical
regions, excavating burrows in the earth,
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loud humming noise. It is believed that
they subsist principally upon putrescent
wood and the detritus of other vegetable
matter. Among the most remarkable may
be mentioned the Dynastcs Hercules, or
Heucupes Beetle. It is usually about four,
but sometimes measures not less than five,

or even six inches in length : the elytra are
of a smooth surface, of a bluish or brownish-
gray colour, and generally marked with
several small round deep-black spots, of dif-
ferent sizes ; the head and limbs are jet
black ; from the upper part of the thorax
proceeds a horn or process of enormous
length in proportion to the body, sharp at
the tip, curving slightly downwards, and
furnished throughout its whole length with
a fine, short, velvet-like pile, of a brownish
orange colour : from the front of the head
proceeds also a strong horn, about two-thirds
the length of the former, toothed on its upper
surface, but not covered with any of the
velvet-like pile. This species is a native of
several parts of South America, where great
numbers are sometimes seen on the tree

called the Mammsea Americana, and have
been said by some travellers to rasp off the
rftd of the slender branches by working
nimbly round them with the horns, till they
cause the juice to flow, which they drink to
intoxication, and thus fall senselessfrom the
tree. This, however, has a very fabulous
air, nor, although the account has been often
repeated, do we find it any where sufficiently

well authenticated to depend upon ; in short,

the structure of the horns would render it

impossible. The female is destitute both of
the frontal and thoracic horn, and but for

her large size would hardly be regarded os

her lord’s mate.
The next species, Megasoma elephas, or

ELEriiAXT Beetle, is also a native of South

ELEPHANT nEETLB.

—

(ME0A80UA BLEPHA8.)

America (having liccn brought fromTcne-
zuela by Mr. David Dyson), though for a

long time it was erroneously suiiposed to I>c

a native of Africa- Some spechnens are

at least three inches long. Our figure will

show better than any description its form
and general appearance. It is covered with
a yellowish gray down, which is very short
and thickly set ; the heaff is furnished with
a long arched horn, which is bifid at the ex-
tremity, of a blackish colour, with a large

tubercle at the base, directed forwards

:

the thorax has two small emooth tubercles

in the middle, and a strong somewhat
oblique horn on each side ; the front legs

are considerably arched. The next specif
figured is from the Eastern Islands. It is

the Chalcosoma Atlas, or Atlas Beetle. It

is of a higltly polished metallic surface :

ATLAS BEETLE.—(CEALOOSOAIA ATLAS.)

the horns on the head and thorax vary very
much in the different si>ecimens ; but our
figure is taken from a specimen in which
these prominences are well developed. It
seems to be far from uncommon in the Philip-
pine Islands. There are fine specimens of It

and many other species of Dynastidee in
the collection of the British Museum. We
may here say that the females of the Dy-
nastida: are devoid of spines or projections
on the head and thorax, just like our British
Onthophagi, and that, like them, the males
have the head more or less arrac<l, according
to the quality and quantity of the food they
have taken in the larva state. This observa-
tion, ns far os regards European Lamcilieom
l)cetles, is made by M. Mulsant of Eyons, in
his excellent and extensive work on the Co-
leoptera of Franee.

DYTISCUS ! DTTISCIDrE. A genus and
family of insects bclohging lo tlic aquatic
carnivora ;

which during their larva and
perfect states live in water, but quit that
element to undergo their metamorphoses,
and to pass the time of their pupa eondition.

The Dytisem marginalis (one of tlie largest

European si>ccics) is common in stagnant
waters : it is nn inch or rather more in length,

and is of a dark olive colour, with the
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thorax and wing-sheaths bordered with
yellow. The larva of this insect in shape
much more resembles the shrimp tribe than
that of its parent. It measures, when full

grown, about two inches and a half in length,
and is of a pale yellowish-brown colour,

' with a high degree of transparency : the

I
head is very large, rather flat, and is fur-

I nished with a pair of very strong curved
I
forceps, with which it attacks its prey : its

legs are slender, and its abdomen is very
[
considerably lengthened, and ciliated on

^ each side the toil, which terminates in a
I
disided fin or process. The larva is very

! bold and voracious, committing great ravages

I

not only among water insects, but even

I

among small fishes, and is therefore con-
sidered one of the most mischievous animals
that can infest a fish-pond. When full-

jfrown, the larva betakes itself to the ad-
joining banks, where it changes into a chry-
salis of a whitish colour. There are nume-
rous species of this genus, but none so large
or destructive as the one here described

:

some of them are, by eomparison, extremely
minnte.

A W*. : ,-in n : I E.

nor. . iNTt.;HUOt i-OB.)

i As an inustration of this family, we have
: figured (after Sturm) the Ilyilaiicm inter-

,
riiptus, belonging to a genus ot Dytiscicke, of

I which some species are found in this country.

I

Hr. ^haum has given in “ tlie Zoologist ” a
i revision of all the British species of this
family. In the work of Dr. Autal of Paris,

i
de.scriptions of the numerous species and
genera of Water Beetles wiil be found, while

: in the pages of the “List of llydrocanthari
I
in the British Museum Coilection " will be

1 seen how very extensive and how universaliy

j

distributed is the family of Water Beetles.

I

DZEKON, or ClILNESE ANTELOPE.
1
{Antiln^tr yuUurotti.) Tills species of An-

I tcloiic inhabits China, Tliilict, and Tartary,

j

ehielly frequenting the dry and rocky plains,
and feeding on tJie scanty herbage wiiich
thiHC barren locaiitics supiily. Tlic lengtli of
this animal is about four feet and a half ; the
horns, nine iiiclies long, of an ojiaquc yellow
colour, and having a backward direction,
are annulated nearly to the tips, and diverge
considerably upwards, tlioiigh the jMiints
tiend towards eocli otlier. Tlie liciul is ratlier
clumsy

; tlie nose obtuse ; tlie cars small and
IHiinted ; and on tlie middle of tlie neck
grows a large protulierance, occasioned by
the peculiar structure of tlie wiiidpijic. It
Is of a tawny hue on the iipjier parts, and

white beneath ; but in winter the hair grows
long, tliick, and hoary. This species, which
the Chinese call tariff Yang, or Yellow
Goat, is extremely swift and active, but na-
turally shy and timid. During the winter
season they herd in great numbers, but sepa-
rate again on the approach of spring. The
Tartars hunt them with the utmost eager-
ness, and esteem their flesh very delicious
food : the horns form a considerable artiele

of commerce, and are in great request among
the Cliinese : the female has no horns. Spe-
cimens of tliis Antelope are in the British
Museum collection. It has never, however,
been brought alive to this country.

EAGLE. (Affitila.') Pre-eminent for cou-
rage, strength, and boldness among preda-
ceous birds, is the daring and majestic Eagle.
This time-honoured monarch of the fea-
thered tribes, wdiich in the mythology of
Greece and Rome was deemed worthy to
rank as the chosen associate of Jupiter, was
ever regarded as an emblem of dignity and
might, and still has the reputation of being
equally magnanimous, fierce, and voracious.
What the Lion is among quadrupeds, that
the Eagle is presumed to be among birds j

one who disdains all petty plunder, and pur-
sues only such prey as would seem to be
worthy of conquest. This laudatory cha-
racter of the king of birds, however, though
true in the main, and generally acquiesced
in, is, it must be confessed, more poetically
descriptive than logically accurate ; but
white, in our zoological character, we are
bound to make this admission, far be it from
us to disparage the “bird of Jove,” or to
pluck a single plume from his upsoaring
wing. Engles arc distinguished by the fea-
thering of the tarsi down to the very base of
the claws

; and the males are smaller than
the females ; their plumage varying con-
siderably, according to age and other cir-

cumstances. Of all the feathered tribe the
Eagle soars the highest

; and of all others
also it has the strongest and most jiicrciug
sight. Though extremely powerful when
on the wing, the joiiits of its legs being
rather stiff, it finds sonic difficulty in rising
again after a descent

; yet, if not instantly
jiursucd, it will easily carry off a goose or
other bird equally large. Tlie Eagle docs
not rise in the air so much for the purjioso
of pursuing its prey on tlie wing, as that it

may be enabled to lake an extensive survey
of tlio country beneath ; for its food does not
consist so much of birds tliat pass must of
their time in flight, ns of tliosc that live on
or near the ground, and of such mammalia
as it can vanquish. Buffun remarks, when
speaking of the iiolile nature of tills powerful
bird, that the Eagle despises small luiiinals,
and disregards their insnlts ; that he seldom
devours the whole of ills prey, but, like the
lion, leaves llic fnigments to otlicr animals

;

and, except wlien famisliing with hunger, he
disdains to feed on carrion. The ustoiiisli-
ingl)r acute sight of tlie Engle enables him
to discern his jircy at an iinincnsc distance

i

and, having perceived It. he darts down upon
It with a swoop whicli there is no resisting.

It is well understood that the Engle is
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able to look stedfastly on the sun, and to
sustain Ms most dazzling rays : wliich alone
must give him a decided superiority over
every other denizen of the air : this is ae-
eounted for by iris being furnished with
double eyelids, one of which may be shut
while the other is open, so that the glaring
light of any dazzling object may be rendered
more easily supportable. The nest is com-
posed of sticks, twigs, rushes, heath, &c., and
is generally placed upon the jutting ledge
of some inaccessible precipice ; or in forests,

near some lofty tree. The largest species of
Eagles seldom lay more than two eggs, and
the smallest never more than three.

The I.MPERIAL Eagle. (Aquila imperidlis.')

This is the largest species of Eagle kno'wn,
measuring three feet and a half from the tip

of the biil to the end of the tail ; and to it

may be referred all the accounts of the an-
cients respecting the strength, courage, and
magnanimity of these birds. Its colour
above is rufous gray, barred with black, the
black prevailing most on the wings : the
head is strongly crested with long gray fea-
thers, the two middle ones being five inches
long ; the tail is gray, barred and spotted
with black, and tipped with rufous : the
under parts of the bird are pale cinereous,
very soft and downy ; the beak and cere
black ; the feet and legs yellow. It is a
native of South America, inhabiting the
deep recesses of the forest

;
and has the re-

putation of being extremely bold and fero-

cious.

The Goldex Eagle. {Aquilachrysaeta.)
This bird is the largest and noblest of the
European Eagles

s
its length being three

feet three inches, the extent of its -wings

seven feet six inches, and its weight from
twelve to sixteen pounds. The bill is of a
deep lead colour, with a yellow cere

;
ej^es

large, deep sunk, and covered by a projecting
brow ; the Irides golden hazel-colour, bright
and lustrous. The general colour of the
plumage is deep broivn, mixed with tawny
on the head and neck, and the feathers on
the back being finely shaded with a darker
hue. The wings, when closed, reach to the
end of the tail ; the quill-feathers are cho-
colate-coloured, with white shafts ; and the

tail brown, the base being generally marked
with irregular ash-coloured bars or blotches :

tlie legs arc yellow, short, and very strong,

being three inches in circumference, and
feathered to the very feet, which are covered
with large scales, and armed with most for-

midable claws. It occurs in various moun-
tainous parts of Europe and Asia, and also,

though more rarely, in America : in Ireland,

Scotland, andW ales, it lias also occasionally

been found. Tlic eyrie or nest of the Golden
Eagle is extremely large and strong, being

composed of twigs and branches, interlaced

and covered by layers of rushes, Iicath, &c.,

and built on the summits of rocks or lofty

cliffs. The female lays two or, at most,
three eggs, one of which is said to be gene-
rally unprolifle. The longevity of this spe-
cies is said to be great indeed, instances

I being quoted of its having survived more

I

than a century.

The Kixo-tailed Eagle (the Falco
fulvus of EulFon), though described as a i

separate species by liim, is no other than the .

young bird ofone and two years of the preced-
I

ing. Its colour is a deei) brown, the base of
\

the tail being distinguished by a wliite ring ; .

the bill is of a dark horn-colour, the upi>er
mandible, which is arched, hanging over the
lower one about an inch, aud having an
angle or tooth on each side ; and the feet are
feathered to the toes. The breast is marked '

with white triangular spots in the middle of
each feather : between the bill and the eyes
there are spaces of bare skin of a dirty hue,
thinly set with small black hairs ; and the
tail, which is of an equal length with the
wings when closed, is white, except the tips
of the feathers, which are black, or dark
brown

; and the coverts under the tail are a
reddish brown or bay. Tlie toes are very
thick and strong, and covered with yellowish
scales

; and the talons, which are black and
very powerful, bend almost into semicircu-
lar figures, and terminate in very sharp
points.
“ It is held,” says Dr. Richardson, “bj'the

aborigines of America, as it is by almost
every other people, to be an emblem of might
and courage, and the young Indian warrior
glories in his Eagle plume as the most
honourable ornament with which he can
adorn himself. Its feathers are attached to

the calumets, or smoking pipes, used by the
Indians in the celebration of their solemn
festivals, which has obtained for it the name
of the Calumet Eagle. Indeed, so highly
are these ornaments prized, that a warrior
will often exchange a valuable horse for the
tail feathers of a single eagle.” He further
observes that the mature British Golden
Eagle has a darkish brown tail and wings,
blackish-brown bock, clouded with brown-
ish-black, and a paler and brighter-brown
head. The identity of the Ring-tails with
the Golden Eagles may now be considered
unquestionable, the observations of so many
late ornithologists concurring to establish
the fact. Aud though Dr. Richardson
says that the Golden Eagle is seldom seen
farther to the eastward than the Rocky
Mountains, M. Audubon asserts that he has
seen it on the coast of Labrador, and various
other parts of the United States. It iuhabits
Russia, Iceland, and Germany, and is said
to occur in Northern Africa and Asia
Jlinor. It is also frequently met with in
Scotland, and its northern and western
islands ; in Ireland also, though inucli less

often
;
and occasionally even in the western

counties of England.

Tlie Rovai. Eagle {Atptila regaJis) is

a bini of great beauty, hai-ing an elegantly
varied plumage and commanding altitudes ;

in fact, tlie account given of it by .M. Sonnini,
in his edition of Butfon’s Natural History,
would lead to tlie belief that it is much
larger and more ferocious than any one of
which wc have a knowlcilgc. His descrip-
tion of it is to this effect :—The head is large,

and furnished with a crest in form of a
casque : tlie bill long j the eyes bright and
piercing ; the claws block, crooked, and of



the length of the middle finger : the back,
win"s, and tail are brown, spotted with
black, and variegated with whitish or yellow-
ish streaks ; the beily white, the feathers
being very soft, and equal in elegance to

those of an egret. It flies with majestic
rapidity, and such is the expanse of its wings,
that it sometimes strikes and kills its prey
with them before it touches it with its claws.
Its strength is such as to enable it to tear
in pieces in an instant the largest sheep ;

and it pursues, almost indiscriminately, wild
animals : but its principal food consists of a
particular kind of monkeys, called Guaribets,
which it instantly kills, and devours with
extraordinary voracity. Its general residence
is on lofty mountains, and it builds its nest
on the highest trees, employing for their
construction the bones of the animals it has
slaughtered, and some dry branches of trees,

! which it binds together with the ends of
: climbers. It is said to lay two or three eggs,
which are white, spotted with reddish-brown.

( It 13 chiefly found about the borders of the
I river Amazon. Many virtues are attributed
I to its burnt feathers. Such is the account,

with some slight abridgment, of the de-

1,
scription given by Sonnini, and copied by

I
Shaw ; the whole resting on the authority

' of Don Laurent Alvarez Roxo de Post^tz,
a Portuguese ecclesiastic at Brazil.

;

I Wedoe-tailed Eaole. {AquUa fucosa.')

I

This noble bird is the species of Eagle com-
1
mon to Australia, “ being of course,’’ as Mr.
Gould observes, “more plentiful in such

I

districts as are suited to its habits, and where
; the character of the cojintry is congenial to
' the animals upon which it subsists.” He
further says, that although he has not yet
seen it in any collection, cither from the

wr . .O«-T*II,KD *AOI T’.—(Aqmi A vuoon '..)

northern portion of Australia or any other
^untry, “in all probability it will hereafter
be foiinfl to extcml its range as far towards
Jo® tropics In the southern hemisphere as
the Gfilficn Koglc iAquita chrynfO‘tn) docs in

the northern ; the two birds being, in fact,

beautiful analogues of each other in their
respective habitats, and doubtless performing
similar offices in the great scheme of crea-
tion.” In courage, power, rapacity, and
size, they are also very similar ; but the
lengthened and wedge-shaped form of its

tail gives to the Australian bird a far more
pleasing and elegant contour. One, but by
no means the largest, of those wliich were
killed by Mr. Gould, weighed nine pounds,
and measured six feet eight inches from tip

to tip of the opposite pinions. The Wedge-
tailed Eagle frequents the interior portions
of the country rather than the neighbour-
hood of the sea

j
preying indiscriminately

on all the smaller species of Kangaroo which
tenant the hills and plains ; and whose re-

treats, from the wonderful acuteness of its

vision, it descries while soaring and perform-
ing its graceful evolutions iu the air. The
enterprising ornithologist, from whose
splendid work we have derived the fore-

going information, goes on to say, that “ its

tremendous stoop and powerful grasp carry
inevitable destruction to its victim, be it

ever so large and formidable. The breeders
of sheep find in this bird an enemy which
commits extensive ravages among their
lambs, and consequently in its turn it is

persecuted unrelentingly by the shepherds
of the stock-owners, who employ every arti-

fice in their power to effect its extirpation,
and in Van Diemen’s Land considerable
rewards are offered for the accomplishment
of the same end.” He adds, that “ the tracts
of untrodden ground and the vastness of the
impenetrable forests will, however, for a
long series of years to come, afford it an
asylum, secure from the inroads of the de-
stroying hand of man : still, with every one
waging war upon it, its numbers must neces-
sarily bo considerably diminished.” In the
adult bird, the head, tliroat, and all the upper
and under surface of the plumage is blackish
brown, stained on the edges and extremities
of many of the wing and tail feathers with
pale brown ; back and sides of the neck
rusty-red

;
irides hazel

; cere and space
round the eye yellowish white ; bill yel-
lowish horn colour, the tip black ; feet light
yellow. The colour of the young birds is

altogether lighter, and the tail is iudistinetly
barryd near the extremity. The nests arc
of a very large size, built of sticks and
boughs, nearly flat, and, placed on trees
which from their vast height, arc all but
inaccessible to man. It appears that al-
though the Wedge-tailed Eagles mostly feed
on living prey, they do not scruple to feast
on the carcase of a dead bullock when tliey

find one, or refuse to devour carrion, though
it may be almost in a state of putridity.
We lately saw three speciincns of this

very fleree Eagle in the Gardens of the Zo-
ological Society. Their jiiercing eyes and
enormous beaks clearly indicated their “ will
and power,” while their restlessness was a
convincing proof that they could ill brook
captivity.

I
Vui.TtiiilNE Eadi.k. (Aqulln viiUiiriim.)

I The general colour of this species, which iu

T
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size is equal to the Golden Eagle, is a deep
block, some of the feathers of the back
having brownish edges : the bUl is very
strong, its tip yellow

; the legs of a dirty
yellow, and feathered for three quarters of
their length : the tail rounded, and consider-
ably shorter than the wings. It feeds prin-
cipally on carrion, but will attack sheep,
and devour them on the spot. Native of
Caifraria.

CROwrrED Eagle. {Aquila coronata.)
This species is about one-tliird less than the
generality of Eagles, but of proportionate
boldness and strength. It is a native of
Africa, and is said to be principally seen in
Guinea. The circles round the eyes are of a
deep orange colour

; the fore part of the
head, the space round the eyes, and the
throat, are covered with white feathers, with
small black spots : the hinder part of the
head and neck, the back and wings, are of a
dark brown, the outer edges of the feathers
being lighter : the ridge in the upper part,
and the tips of some of the lesser covert-
feathers of the wings, are white : the tail is

brown, barred across with black, and on its

under side appears of a dark and light ash-
colour : the breast is of a reddish-brown,
with large transverse black spots on the
sides : the thighs and legs, down to the feet,

are covered with wliite feathers, beautifully
marked ^-ith round black spots. The feet
and claws are very strong ; the former co-
vered with scales of a bright orange colour,
and the latter being black. It takes its

name from raising the feathers on the hinder
part of the head in the form of a crest or
crown.

The SoPERB Eagle {Falco siiperhus) in-
habits the vast forests of Guiana, and is dis-

tinguished by a kind of pendent naked craw,
like some of the vultures. From the tip of
the bill to that of the tail is about twenty-
five inches : the upper part of the head and
the crest are brown : the back and wings
brown, with a few transverse tawny bars :

and the tail is alternately barred with black
and pale brown : the sides of the neck arc

tawny ; the throat and breast white : the
abdomen white, with transverse black stripes,

interrupted by the white ground-colour : the
feathers of the tliighs and legs arc white,
striped with black.,

ThcCiiEELA Eagle. (FalcoOiccla.) This
species is a native of India, where it is called

Clieela. It is of a stout make, two feet long,

and of a deep brown colour ;
but on each

side of the head there is a mixture of white :

the wing-coverts and thighs are marked
with small white si)ots, and the tail is

crossed in the middle by a white band : the

bill is blue at the base, and black at the tip.

The White-tailed Eagle. (7/«hht«s g7-

hicilla.) This bird inhabits all the northern
carts of Europe, and is found in Scotland

and other jiarts of Great liritain. The beak,

cere, and eyes arc of a pale yellow
; _

the

sides of the head and neck a pale ash, mixed
with reddish-brown : general colour of the

plumage brown, darkest on the upper part
of the head, neck, and back : quili feathers

ilatural

very dark ; breast irregularly marked with i

white spots ; tail white ; legs of a bright
j

yellow, and claws black. It is strong, and i

very ferocious. It usually lays two or three
i

eggs, building its nest upon lofty trees.

The White-headed Sea Eagle. (7/a7t-
|

CEius levcocephalus.) Tliis distinguished bird
|

is about the size ofthe Golden Eagle, to which
it bears a considerable resemblance ; it is,

however, of a lighter colour, and the legs are
only feathered a little way below the knees.
The bill is large, much hooked, and bluish.
A row of strong bristly feathers hangs down
from under its lower mandible, whence it

has sometimes been termed the Bearded

AMERICAIT. OR WHITE-HEADED SEA EAGLE
;

(HALIAETD8 LFUCOCKPHALDP.)
j

Eagle. It preys chiefly on fish, which it i

seizes by darting down upon them while
]

swimming near the surface : it also occa-
j

|

sionally preys on birds and other animals.
|

The American variety is superior in size t<^
,

the European ;
frequenting the neighbour-^

,

I

hood of the sea, and -the shores and cliffs of '

lakes and large rivers, which localities he
|

prefers, from his great partiality for fish. i

Wilson, the American ornithologist, thus I

picturesquely describes this powerful bird :—
“ Elevated upon a high, dead limb of some

j

gigantic tree, that commands a wide view of
the neighbouring shore and ocean, he seems

|

calmly to contemplate the motions of the b
various feathered tribes that pursue their

'

busy avocations below—the snow-white ^lls
slowly winnowing the air ; the busy tringee,

coursing along the sands ; trains of ducks,
streaming over the surface; silent and watch-

f

ful cranes, intent and wading ; clamorous
|

crows, and all the winged multitudes that I

subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid ma-
j

gazine of nature. High over all these hovers
one, whose action instantly arrests all the ,i

Eagle’s attention. lie knows him to be the
fish-hawk, settling over some devoted victim

j

ofthedeep. His eye kindles at the sight, and, :(

balancing himselfwith half-opened wings on
,

j

the branch, he watches the result. Down,
ra)iid ns an arrow from heaven, descends the

[

distant object of his attention, the roar of '

its wings reaching the car os it disapiicars in

the deep, making the surges foam around.
\

At this moment the eager looks of the Engle -

arc all ardour, and, levelling his neck for -

flight, he secs the flsh-hawk once more emerg- j

'

ing, struggling with his prey, and mounting 1

1

in the air with screams of exultation. These
;

arc a signal for our hero, who, launching into
|

the air, instantly gives chase ; soon gains on
the flsh-hawk ; each exerts his utmost to

j
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' mount above tlie other, displaying in the
rencontre the most elegant and sublime
aerial evolutions. The unincumbered Eagle
rapidly advances, and is j ust on the point of
reaching his opponent, when, with a sudden

' scream, probably of despair and honest exe-
' cration, the latter drops his fish : the Eagle,
i poising himself for a moment, as If to take a
more certain aim, descends like a whirlwind,

. snatches it in his grasp, ere it reaches the
water, and bears it silently away to the

;

i woods.” Wien tills bird has fasted for some

I

time, its appetite is extremely voracious and
I indiscriminate : even the most putrid carrion,
when nothing better can he had, is accept-

' able. The nest of this species, formed of
large sticks, sods, moss, hay, &c., is usually

I

found in a lofty tree, in a swamp or morass ;

1

1 and as it is increased and repaired every
I

season, becomes of great size. Fish are daily
!

carried to the nest in such numbers, that they

I

sometimes lie scattered round the tree ; and
' the odour is very offensive for a considerable
! distance round it.

I

EAGLE-OA\'L. (.Bubo.) [See Owl.]

I

E.\R-S1IEI.L. (JlaUotis.) A genus of
• univalve Mollusca. the shell being of a

I

flattened shape, perforated with small holes
on one side, and somewhat resembling the
human ear, its base being characterised by
a very wide mouth or aperture, the largest
in any shell except the Patella or Limpet.
This genus sometimes yields small pearls,
the rudiments of which are frequently seen
in those shells which have not brought them
to perfection. The outside is generally
rough, worn, or covered with marine sub-
stances i the inside presents the same ena-
melled appearance as mother-of-pearl, and
exhibits the most beautiful colours. The
holes with which the shell is perforated are
for the passage of the lobes of the animal’s
mantle, and are made at regular intervals
as it increases in size : when, however, a
new one is formed, the one nearest tlic spire
is closed up. The head of the animal is

CnAIT'IILLKD CXR'BnZLL.
(UALIOTIa OAXALIOOLATA.)

large, having two long round tcntncula, with
ryes nt the base on footstalks s foot very
large, having the margin fringed all rnnnd.
In Its state of rest, it Is able to adliero with
such tenacity to the Biii)stance it is fixed

upon as to be removed with great difficulty,

altliough it can detach itself witli ease. It
is always found near the surface of the
water. There are several species of this
shell : the one termed the Great Ear-shell
is five inches long aud nearly three wide ;

its shape is an irregular oval, the end
where the spiral turn is placed being the
largest. It is chiefly found in the East
In&es.

EARTHWORM. (Lumbricus.) An An-
nelide, of which there are doubtless many
species ;

characterised by a long cylindrical
body, divided by transverse furrows into a
great number of rings, and by a mouth
without teeth : thej have neither eyes, ten-
tacles, gills, uor cirrhi. The common well-
known species (Ltimbricus terrestris) attains
nearly a foot in length, and is composed of
upwards of one hundred and twenty rings,-

They are very abundant, piercing and tra-
versing the ground in every direction, subsist-
ing on roots, woody fibres, animal matter,
and other organized substances. It is well
known that they swallow eartliy matter, and
that liaving separated the serviceable portion,
they eject at the mouth of their burrows the
remainder in little intestine-shaped heaps,
or worm-casts.
Though a small and despised creature, the

Earthworm is a most important one in the
operations of nature. When it is boring, it

insinuates its pointed head between the
particles of the earth, amongst which it

penetrates like a wedge : and in this posi-
tion the anterior part of the body is fixed
by the spines, of which there are four pairs
on each segment : the hinder parts are then
drawn forwards by a shortening of the body;
which swells out the anterior segments, and
forcibly dilates the passage into which the
head Iras been already tlirust. By the frequent
repetition of this irroecss, the little animal
more easily permeates hard substances than
could be possibly conceived

;
and by the

united labours of myriads, the earth is

lightened, and vegetation thereby wonder-
fully assisted. Mr. Knapp, in his ‘Journal of
a Naturalist,’ thus speaks of the Earthworm:— “This animal, destined to be the natural
manurer of the soil, and the ready indicator
of an improved staple, consumes on the
surface of the ground, where tliey soon
would be injurious, the softer parts of de-
cayed vegetable matters, and conveys with
tile soil the more woody fll)rcs, wlierc tliey

moulder, and liccome reduced to a simple
nutriment, fitting fur living vegetation. The
jiarts consumed by them arc soon returned
to tlie surface, whence, dissolved liy frosts
and scattered by rains, they circulate again
in the plants of the soil— ‘dcatli still pro-
ducing life.’ Tims eminently serviceable as
tlie worm is, it yet becomes tlie prey of
various orders of the animal creation, and
perhaps is asolitary examiile ofah individual
race lieing subjected to universal destruction.
Tlie very cmnict seizes It ivlicn disalilcd,
and lienrs it away ns its prize : it constitutes
tliroughont tlie year tlie food of many liirds;

flslics devour it greedily
;

tlie hedgehog eats
it ; the mole pursues It unceasingly in the
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pastures, along the moist bottoms of ditches,

,
and burrows after it through the banks of

!
hedges, to whiclr it retires in dry seasons.

]

Secured as the worm appears to be by its

!

residence in tlie earth from the capture of

j

creatures inhabiting a different element, yet

!

many aquatic animals seem well acquainted
with it, and prey on it as a natural food,
whenever it falls in their way ;

frogs eat it

;

and even the great water-beetle iDyliscus
viarginalis) I have known to seize it when

! the bait of the angler, and it has been drawn

j

ui) by the hook. Yet, notwithstanding this

I

prodigious destruction of the animal, its

increase is fully commensurate to its con-

j

sumption, as if ordained the appointed food
! of all.”

i In AVliite’s History of Selborne the valu-

j

able services of the Earthworm are detailed
at great length, and with that writer's ac-

i ceustomed perspicacity. Charles Darwin,

[

r. R. S., has made many interesting obser-
vations, which have been thus stated from
liis published researches :

— “ The burrowing
of Earthworms is a process exceedingly
useful to the gardener and agrieulturist

;

and these animals are far more beneficial

to mau in this way, than they are injurious

by devourmg the vegetables set in the
soil. They give a kind of under tillage

to the land, performing the same below
ground that the spade does above for the
garden, and the plough for arable land

;
and

loosening the earth, so as to render it per-

meable to air and water. It has been
shown, too, that they will even add to the

depth of soil ;
eovering banen tracts with a

t

layer of productive mould. Thus, in fields

i

which have been overspread with lime, burnt
marl, or cinders, these substances are in time
covered with finely-divided soil, well adapted
to the support of vegetation. That this

result, which is commonly attributed by
the farmers to the ‘ working-dorvn ’ of the

materials in question, is really due to the
action of the Earthworms, appears from the
fact, that, in the soil thus formed, large

,
numbers ofworm-castsmay be distinguished.

These are produced by the digestive process

of the worms ;
which take into their intes-

tinal canal a large quantity of the soil

tlirough which they burrow, extract from it

the greater part of the vegetable matter it

may contain, and reject the rest in a finely
' divided state. Ih this manner, a field,

! manured with marl, has been covered, in

1 the course of eighty years, with a bed of

earth averaging thirteen inches in tliick-

ness.
1 “ It is commonly supposed,” says Dr.

! Cariicnter, “ that the Earthworm may be

multiplied by the division of its body into

two pieces, each of which will continue to

' live. This docs not, however, apiicor to

l>e tlic case witli the common species. If

it is divided across the middle, when in

motion, each part will continue to move

}

for a time ; but only the piece which liears

I the head will be found alive after a few

;
hours. This forms a new tail -, and soon

i shows little sign of injury. Hut if the di-

j

vision be made near tlic licad, the body will

1
remain alive, and will renew the head j

and the head, with its few attached segments,
will die. Tliere appears, however, to be
some species, in which this reproductive
power is sufficiently great to produce a new
head and body from even a small portion of
tlie original ; so that above twenty indi-
viduals have been produced in this manner
by the division of a single one into as many
parts.”

EARItHG. (Forficula.) A genus of Dcr-
mapterous insects. The common Earwig,
generally called in Scotland Gollacu (For-

ficula axiricularia), is about tluee quarters
of an inch in lengtlr, and has a somewhat
flattened body ;

the wings being folded under
veryshort and truncated elytra or wing-cases,
and the extremity of the abdomen armed
with ahomy forceps. When alarmed, the in-

sect elevates the abdomen, and opens these

forceps, in order to defend itself from the at-

tack of its enemies. Tliough not produced
quite perfect from the egg, the Earwig re-

quires but a very small change before it ar-

rives at that state which fits it for flight and

EARWro.— (FOBFIOOr.A ADKIOnEARIA )

generation. Its natural functions are never
suspended ; from the instant it leaves the
egg, it continues to eat, move, leap, and
pursue its prey ; and a skin which inclosed
a part of its body and limbs bursts behind,
and gives full play to a set of vrings with
which it flies in pursuit of its mate. The
places in which they are found are chiefly

damp and cool situations, under stones and
the bark of trees, among chests and boxes
which have been long undisturbed, and in

similar haunts. They seem to be as timid
as hares, and when disturbed mn into the
icarest hole, satisfied, like the quadnipcds
above named, if they can get tlieir heads
under cover, and thus exclude the sight of
danger, even when their bodies are fully

exposed. Hence, it often happens that they
will be found with their heads buried in the
bottom of flowers, their forked tails sticking

up among the stamens and pistils, so that
they might escajH: the notice of any one
but a botanist or an entomologist.

Jtr. Newman gives the following interest-

ing description of this insect and its habits;—
“The Earwig is one of our most common
insects ; it is well known to every one, and
is very generally an object of unconquerable
dislike ; the forceps at its tail, and the
threatening manner in which these are

turned over its back, to oinch anything of

which it is afraid, render it peculiarly dis-

gusting. The fore w ings of tire Earwig are
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square, short, leathery pieces, which cover
but a very small portion of the body : the
insect is incapable of bending or folding
them in any direction, or of using them as

organs of flight. The hind wings are quite
ditterent from the fore wings; they are folded
into a very small compass, and covered by
the fore wings, except a small i)ortion which
protrudes from beneath them ; and, when
examined in this position, appear totally

useless as organs of flight. When imfolded,
the hind wings are remarkably beantiful

;

they are of ample size, perfectly transparent,
displaying prismatic colours when moved in
the li'glit ; and are Intersected by veins,

which radiate from near the centre to the
margin. The shape of these wings, when
fully opened, is nearly that of the human
car ; and from this circumstance it seems
highly probable that the original name of
this insect was Earicinp. [It derives its pre-
sent name from its supposed habit of insinu-
ating itself into the ears of persons who
incautiously lie down and sleep on the grass,

&c. ; a supposition, if not entirely ground-
less, unsupported by any well authenticated
instances.]

“ Earwigs subsist principally on the leaves
and flowers of plants, and on fruit ; and they
are entirely nocturnal insects, retiring by
day into dark crevices and comers, where
they are screened from observation. The ra-

pidity with which they devour the petals of
a flower is remarkable ; they clasp the edge
of a petal in their fore iegs, and then, stretch-

ing out their head os far as possible, bite out
a mouthful ; then another mouthful nearer,
and so on till the head is brought to the
fore-legs. This mode of eating is exactly
that which is practised by the caterpillars of
butterflies and moths : the part of a leaf or
petal is eaten out in a semicircular form,
and the head is thrust out to the extreme
part, after a scries of mouthfuls. Pinks,
carnations, and dahlias, very frcijucntly iose
all their beauty from the voracity of these
insects. When the time of breeding has ar-
rived, which is generally in the autumn, the
female retires for protection to the cracks in
the bark of old trees, or the interstices of
weather-boarding, or under heasy stones on
the ground : here she commences laying her
eggs. The eggs arc usually from twenty to
fifty in niimlier : when the female has
finished laying them, she docs not forsake
them, ns is the habit of other insects, but sits

on them in the manner of a hen, until they
arc hatched. When the little ones leave the

j

shell, they are very perceptibly larger than
,

the eggs which contained them. They pre-

I

cicely resemble the parent in structure and
habit, except that they are without wings ;

they also differ in colour, la'ing perfectly
white. The care of the mother docs not
cease with the hatching of the eggs : the
young ones run after her wherever she
moves, and she continues to sit on them and
brood over them with the greatest affection
for many days. If the young ones arc dis-
tiirlied or scattered, or if the (larcnt is taken
away from them, she will, on the first op-
portunity, cfdlect them again, and brood
over them as carefully ns liefore, allowing

them to push her about, and cautiously
moving one foot after another, for fear of
hurting tiiem. How the young ones are fed
until the mother’s care for them has ceased,
docs not appear to have been ascertained

;

for it is not until they are nearly half grown
that they are seen feeding on vegetables with
the rest.”

A remarkable fact, in relation to the Ear-
wig, is its great abundance at particuiar
times, and its subsequent rarity. From the
observations of entomologists, it has been
proved that these insects migrate in consi-
derable flocks, selecting the evening for their
excursions. It is common with gardeners to
hang up, among the flowers and fruit-trees

subject to their attacks, and also to place on
the ground, pieces of hollow reeds, lobster-
claws, and the like, which offer enticing
places of retreat for these insects on the ap-
proach of daylight, and by means thereof
great numbers of them are obtained in the
morning. Poultry are very fond of Earwigs.
There are many exotic species of this'gcnus,
some of them with remarkably elongated
forceps.

EBUHNA. A genus of marine MoHusca
found in the Indian and Chinese seas, in-
habiting an oval, thick, smooth, lunbilicated
shell. The Ebumse in some respects re-
semble the Buccina ; from which, how-
ever, they are essentially dift'erent. The
head of the animal is furnished witli a

EBURNA BPIRATA,

proboscis, and two tentncula having eyes in
the middle

; foot short
; spire anguiated

and acute
; aperture oval, terminating an-

teriorly in a canal, posteriorly in a groove
;

outer lip slightly thickened with an anterior
notch, which terminates a spiral fold sur-
rounding the body whorl ; umbilicus gene-
rally covered by the thickened columcllar
lil>>

ECHIDNA, or PORCUPINE ANT-
EATER. (Echidna hyntrix.) This ctirious
animal is a native of Australia, and is a
striking instance of that beautiful gradation,
so frequently observed In the animal king-
dom, by which creatures of one tribe or genus
approach to those of a very different one.
It has the external coaling and general ap-
pcnrancc of the Porcupine, with the mouth
and peculiar generic characters of the ant-
eaters. It is about a foot in length: the
upper i>nrts of the body and tall arc thickly
coated with strong and very sharp spines, of
aycllo-wish white with black tips, and thicker
in proportion to their length than those of a
porciiiiinc. The hcn<l, legs, and :mder parts
of the body arc of a deep brown, and thickly
set with bristly hair: the tall is very short,
and covered with spines jiointlng i)crjicn-

T ;i
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dicularly upwards. The snout is long and
tubular, the mouth small, and the tongue
long and lumbriciform, as in other Ant-
eaters. The legs are very short and thick

;

and are each furnished with five rounded.

POROUPINE SOHIDNA.— (KOHIDNA HVaTRTX.)

broad toes : on the fore feet are five very
strong, long, and blunt claws ; but on the
liind feet there are only four claws, the
thumb being destitute of a claw : the first

claw on the liind feet is extremely long,
rather curved, and sharp pointed

; the next
shorter, but of similar apjiearance

;
the two

remaining ones far shorter, and blunt : it

has great strength, and burrows with won-
derful celerity.

At a meeting of the Zoological Society,
July 22. 1845, Professor Owen communicated
Ilia observations on the living Echidna exhi-
bited at the Menagerie of the Society in May
preceding. The animal when received at

the Gardens was active and apparently in
sound health. It was placed in a large but
shallow box, with a deep layer of sand on
one half of the bottom ; the top covered with
close cross-bars. The animal manifested
more vivacity than might have been ex-
pected from a quadruped which, in the pro-
portions of its limbs to its body, as well as in

its internal organization, makes the nearest

approach, after the Ornithorhyncus, to the
Reptilia. In the act of walking, which was
a kind of waddling gait, the body was alter-

nately bent from one side to the other, the
belly was lifted entirely off the ground, and
the legs, though not so perpendicular as in

higher mammalia, were less bent outwards
than in lizards. The broad and short fore

paws were turned rather Inwards
;
the hind

feet had their claws bent outwards and back-
wards, resting on the inner border of the

sole. The animal was a male; and the tarsal

spur, smaller and sharper than in the Orni-
thorhyncus, projected backwards and out-

wards, almost hidden by the surrounding
coarse and close hair. The small eyes

gleamed clear and dark ; the ball was sen-

sibly retracted when the animal winked,
which it did frequently. It commenced an
active exploration of its prison soon after it

was encaged : the first instinctive action was
to seek its ordinary shelter in the earth, and
it turned up the sand rapidly by throwing it

aside with strong strokes of its powerful fos-

sorial paws, and repeating the act in many
places, until it had assured itself that the

same hard impcnctral)le bottom everj'wherc

opposed its progress downwards. The animal
then began to explore every fissure and
cranny, poking its long and slender nose into

cacli crevice and hole, and througli the in-

terspaces of the cross-bars above. To reach

Natural ?[jt5tory ;

these it had to raise itself almost upright,
and often overbalanced itself, falling on its

back, and recovering its legs by performing
a summerset. I watched these attempts of
the animal to escape for more than an hour,
and it was not till it had got experience of
the strength of its prison, that the Echidna
began to notice the food whicli had been
placed there. This consisted of a saucer of
bread and milk and some meal-worms. The
milk was sucked or rather licked in by rapid
protrusion and retraction of the long red
cylindrical tongue. The tongue came more

|

than once in contact with the larvae, wliich !

were sometimes rolled over by it, but no
j

attempt was made to swallow them. The
!

Echidna offered little resistance when seized .

by the hind-leg and lifted off the ground,
\

and made not the slightest demonstration of
defending himself by striking with his hind
spurs : the only action when irritated was to

roll itself into a ball like a hedgehog— the
bristles being then erect Ann. Nat. Hist.

ECHIMYS : ECHIMXNA. The name
of a genus and subfamily of Rodents, con-
taining the genus Echimys or Loncheres

;

a
largish spiny-haired rat-Uke animal with a
long tail ; it is a native of South America.
The genus Octodon, an arboreal type found
in Cliili ; and Aulacodus or Ground Pig,
from South Adrica— also belong to this sub-
fanuly.

ECHINEIS. A genus of fish remarkable
for a series of suckers on the top of the head.
[See Remoha.] ,

ECHINODERMATA. The name given
to an extensive order of Invertebrate ani-

mals of the class Radiata, comprising all

those which have a hard coriaceous integu-
ment, which in some species is covered with
sharp spines or prickles, like those of the
hedgehog ; a digestive and vascular system ;

and a sort of radiating nerves. They are all

marine animals, possessing the power of lo-

comotion
I the sexes are distinct ; and the

young are produced from ova. “ In this

group,” os Mr. Patterson observes, “ we find

animals of extremely dissimilar appearance
associated together. One species is attached,
for a certain period, to a stem, and resembles
a polype, with its waving and sensitive arms.
In the common star-fish, or ‘ five-fingers,’

we have the arms radiating from a eommon
centre. In the sea-urchins there are no
arms, and tlie form of the body is globular.

and, passing over some intermediate gra-

dations of figure, we reach creatures wliich

in external aspect, resemble worms, and liaNn
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tvin bt;eu cliwsvd as such. At one extremity
of the range, the Echinodermata remind us
of polypes—creatures of inferior organiza-
tion ; at the other extremity, they approach
the annulosc animals, whose structiure is of
a higlier grade. Those occupying the centre
of the group may be regarded, therefore, as
the tyi>cs or representatives of the class.”
There is a very fine collection of them in the
British Museum. Prof. E. Forbes has de-
scribed and figured the British species in his
** British Star-fishes.” [See Astejuas ; Echi-
>'us ; Exckixite

;
Holotuukia ; Opuiu-

* ECHINOPS. A singular genus of the
Shrew tribe, allied to the Tcnrec^ and a
native ofMadagascar and the Mauritius : one
species, E, Tc(/aiViY, is known.

ECHINUS. The generic name of the
Sea-urchixs, or Sea-eogs, which constitute
the type of the class Echinoilermata^ or cer-
tain invertebrate animals, which have a
crustaceous or coriaceous integument, most
commonly armed with tubercles or spines.
They are all inhabitants of the sea ; and
manv of them have often been found in a
fossil state. The spines are connected with
the outer skin by verj’ strong ligaments, and
are the instruments of motion. They are
generally armed with five sharp teeth ; and
the pores are furnished with a retractile ten-
tacle or feeler to each, by wiiich the animal
affixes itself to any object, and stops its mo-
tion. The species most esteemed as an escu-

I

lent, and thence denominated Echinus cscu-
lentuSi is subglobular ; with ten avenues of

8EA naoniN.
{? • lUNOS ESOOL,;-.N I rjH.)

pores, the spaces between covered witli small
tubercles supporting the spines

;
bfidy red-

dish or yellowish ; spines short, of a violet
colour : losing their colour and falling oil
the dead animal

;
pores in about three rows

;

tid)crrles surrounded with a circle of less
one'* ; vent closed with a coriaceous mem-
brane covered with spines. Echini of this
:^>rt constitute no small part of the food of
the |>oor in many countries, and some species
arc reckoned excellent. In ancient times
they were accounted very delicious, being
usually dressed with vinegar, honied w ine,
parsley, and frdnt; it is recorded that they
coinjKrtrd the principal dish at the lainoiis
supfH;r of lA>ntii)us, when he was made
Klamen Martinlit, nr Priest of Murs. Our
cut exhibits one half of tlie surface denuded
of its 4pim s to 4how their iiu)de insertion.
/V'7/1 EdtinifOr^ in almost incredible nuin-

bers, are to be traced tlirougli all the forma-
j

tions, from the epoch of the trausition scries I

to the present time ; many of them being
,

found in our own chalky or flinty soils. Tlie 1

Echmus vulgaris^ so perpetually found in a I

fossil state, is not now traced in a living state
:

j

in make it is orbicular ; with ten avenues,
two of them always near eacli other.

EDENTATA. The name given to an
order of quadrupeds, which although it in-

cludes many animals differing from each
other W'idely in habits, and also in certain
points of structure, yet agree in so many es-

sential characters, and are connected to-
gether by so many intermediate links, as to
require being associated in the same group.
They all agree in the absence of teeth in the
frontjjf the jaws ; all resemble each other in
the great claws which encompass the ends of
their toes ; and they are all distinguished by a
certain slowness, or want of activity, ob-
viously arising from the peculiar organiza-
tion of their limbs. The armour-clad, in-
sectivorous ’A?'madiUoSf of South America ;

the tree-iuhabiting Siot/iSy and hairy tooth-
less yl nt-caterSi of the same continent

;
the

gigantic Megatherium, which formerly in-
habited it ; and the ^a7its, whose lizard-like

body, defended by an impenetrable coat of
mail, excites our wonder— all belong to the
order Edentata

;
which constitute the last

group of unguiculated animals, and are se-

verally described in the course of this work.

EEIj. iAnguilla.') The Eel, which in a
natural arrangement of the animal world
may be considered as in some degree con-
necting the fish and serpent tribes, is a
native of almost all the waters of tlie ancient
continent, frequenting not only rivers but
stagnant waters ; and occasionally salt
marshes and lakes. Its general appear-
ance is so well known, and so unlike most
other fishes, ns to require but a slight
description : we should observe, however,
that tliougli the external form of the body
resembles the snake, tlic important internal
organs, and the character of the skeleton, are
decidedly difterent. The Eel is distinguished
by its uniform colours, but more particularly
by the peculiar elongation of the low'er jaw,
which advances to some distance beyond the

E K r.. - ( A ; ; - Mj 1 M .A v ui a i : 1 s
.

)

Upper : the head is small and pointed ; the
eyes are small, round, and covered by a trans-
parent skin, united with the ooinmon in-
tegument of the body

; the month Is small,
and botli jaws and palate are beset with
several rows of HUiall sharp teelli : the ori-
fices of the gills are very small, of a Inmited
shape, and are scaled cIokc to the pectoral

j

fins, wliich aresniall,iiml of an ovate shape :
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;

the back-fin corarnencea at some distance
beyond the head, and is eontinued into the
tail-fin, which is also united vdth tlie vent-
fin. The general colour of the Eel is olive-
brown on the back, and silvery on the sides
and beneath

;
the fins are slightly tinged

with violet, and sometimes margined with
pale red ; it is, however, sometimes seen of
a very dark colour, with scarce any silvery
tinge, and sometimes yellowish or greenish :

those being the most beautifui which in-
habit the clearest waters. Tlie skin of the
Eel is proverbially slii)pery, being furnished
with a large proportion of mucus : it is

also furnished with small deeply-imbedded
scales, which are not easily visible in the
living animal, but are very conspicuous in

the dried skin. Fresh-water eels, inhabiting
running streams with gravelly bottoms, are
said to be uniformly white upon the belly,

and infinitely more delicate than those of
muddy waters, which possess a peculiar smell
and flavour, by no means agreeable. In the
choice of its food the Eel is far from being
cleanly, feeding indiscriminately upon all

kinds of small fish, and decayed animal
matter : they are, however, a most valuable
description of fish : their flesh is excellent
as food, being highly nutritious, though
sometimes too oily for weak stomachs. They
are very prolific, hardy, and very easily pre-

served : they Inhabit almost all our rivers,

lakes, and ponds ; and as they are in great
esteem for the table, the consumption in our
large cities is very considerable. Few ani-

mals are more tenacious of life ; they con-
tinue to move for a long time even when de-

prived of the head and skin, preserving the

muscuiar irritability for many hours after

death.
The Eel is viviparous, producing its nu-

merous young during tlie decline of summer:
these at their first exclusion are very small.

Very gross errors on tliis subject were for-

merly indulged in ; but it appears that both
eggs and ready-formed young are occa-

sionally observed in the same individuals,

as is known to be the case also with several

other animals. As Mr. Yarrell observes,
“ during the cold months of the year Eels
remain imbedded in mud ; and large quan-
tities are frequently taken by eel-spears in

the soft soils and liarbours and banks of

rivers, from which the tide recedes, and leaves

the surface exposed for several liours every

day. The Eels bury tliemselves twelve or

sixteen indies deep, near the edge of the

navigable channel, and generally near some
of the many land-drains, the water of which
continues to ruii in its course over the mud
into the channel during the whole time the

tide is out. In Somersetshire the people

know how to find the holes in the banks of

rivers in which Eels arc laid up, by the hoar-

frost not lying over them as it does else-

where, and dig them out in heaps. The
practice of searching for Eels in mud in cold

weather is not confined to this country.”

Some man'clloiis accounts are on record of

the migration of Eels from one river to

another, over intervening portions of drj-

i land. On this subject the same author thus

I

expresses himself : “ There is no doubt that

Eels occasionally quit the water, and when
grass meadows are wet from dew, or other
onuses, travel durin| the night over the moist
surface in search of frogs or other suitable
food, or to change their situation. Some
ponds continually produce Eels, though the
owners of these ponds are most desirous of
keeping the water free from Eels, from a
knowledge of their destructive habits to-
wards the spawn and fry of other fishes.

Other ponds into which Eels have been con-
stantly introduced are obnoxious to them
from some quality in the water ; and they
are known to leave such places during the
night, and have been found on their passage ;

to other retreats.” The general size of the i

Eel is from two to tliree feet, but it is said I

that it sometimes, though very rarely, attains i

to the length of six feet, and to the weight
of twenty pounds. It is a fish of slow growth,
and is supposed to live to a very considerable
age ; and is attacked by a great many species

of intestinal worms.
|

The CoxGEB Eel {Anguilla conger), in its i

general appearance is so nearly allied to the
common Eel, that on a cursory view it might
at first be considered as the same secies : it, !

however, differs materially from it in size,
|

being sometimes ten feet in length, as thick

as a man’s thigh, and weigliing 100 lbs. : it

is also in general of a darker colour on the
upper part, and of a brighter hue bencatli

:

there is also on the sides a straight, white,

broadish line, seemingly composed of a

double row of points, which reaches from the

head to the tail. The Conger resides gene-
rally in the sea, and is only an occasional

visitant of fresh waters. In the winter it

is supposed to imbed itself under the soft

mud, and to lie in an inactive state ; but on
the approach of sjiring it emerges 'from its

concealment, and visits the mouths of rivers.

COKOER EEL —(&NOUIJ.LA CONOFR.)

Tlie able naturalist above quoted informs
his readers that “ the principal fishery for

Congers in this country is on the Cornish
coast ! where, according to Jlr. Couch, it is

not uncommon for a boat with three men
to bring on shore fVom five hundred weight
to two tons, the fishing being performed du-
ring the night ; for this fish will not readily
take a bait by day, and even on moonlight
nights it is more sh3' than when in the

dark, except in deep water. The most usual .

liait with the Coniish fishermen is a pilchard.

The Congers that keep among rocks hide
themselves in crevices, where they are not :

unfrcqucntly left by the retiring tide \ but ;

in situations free from rocks, Congers hide .

themselves by burrowing in the ground.
!

The flesh is not in much estimation, but ;

meets a i-eaiiy sale at a low jirice among tl.c
|

j

lower chu>sc8. The adult fish is most vo-
j
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racious, not sparing even those of its own
species. From tlie stomach of a specimen

! weighing twenty-five poimds, I took three
common Dabs, and a young Conger of tliree

feet in length. The power of the jaws in
this fish is very great : in the stomach of
small specimens examined on the coast, I
have found the young testaceous coverings
of our shell-fish comminuted to fragments.
Tlicy are often tempted by the Crustacea
entrapped in the lobster-pots to enter those
decoys in order to feed on them, and are
tlms frequently captured.”

I

^

EFT. [See Newt.]

1' EGG-BIRD. The name given to some
: species of web-footed birds belonging to the

Laridre family. [See Terx.]

I
EGGER [MOTH]. A name given by col-

lectors to the species of Moths, of the genera
Lusiocampa and Eriogaater.

EGRET. [See Heron.]

EIDER DUCK. {Somateria moUissima.')
This valuable species of wild duck is of a
size between the tame duck and the goose,
measuring about two feet in leugtli. The
head is large ; the middle of the neck small,
with the lower part of it spread out very
broad, so os to form a hollow between the

, shoulders. The bill is of a dirty green or

E.TDKR DOCK,
(sCirAr«i:IA M0LI.I3SIUA.)

hom colour, and the upper mandible forked
in a singular manner towards each eye, and

I

covered with white feathers on the sides os

i

far forward as the nostrils. The upper part

I

of the head is of a soft velvet block, divided

1

beliind by a dull white stroke : the feathers,
from the noiic of the neck to the throat, arc
piiffcrl out, and look os if they had Iwcn
clij)i«!il off at the lower ends. The cheeks,
chin, upjicr part of the neck, the bock, and
lesser wing-covcrts, arc white ; tlie scaim-
lars, dirty white ; bastard wings, and pri-
mary qiiills, brown •, secondaries, and greater
coverts, darker brown i the front jiart of tlic

neck, to the breast, is of a buff colour ; the
breast, belly, rump, and tail-coverts arc of a
deep sooty block

j toil feathers hoary lirown s

legs short, and yellow ; webs and nails
dusky. The full-grown male weighs from
six to seven ikiuiuIs : the female only l>c-

tween five and six. Her sha|>e is nearly the
some

j blit her plumage is quite dilfcrent,
the ground colour ticlng of a reddish brown,
crossed with waved black lines : the wings
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are crossed with two bars of wliite ; quills
dark ; the upper part of the neck marked
with dusky streaks ; and the belly is deep
brown, spotted obscurely wth black.
This liighly useful and valuable species is

a native of the frozen regions of the north :

it is extremely abundant in Iceland, Lap-
land, Greenland, aud Spitzbergen, on the
shores of Baffin’s and Hudson’s Bays, &c. ;

it is also very nimierous in the Hebrides and
the Orcades, but becomes rare as we advance
to the south. The female lays five or six
pale greenish-olive eggs in a nest composed
of marine plants, and thickly lined with a
beautiful down of most exquisite fineness,
which is liighly esteemed for its excessive
lightness, elasticity, and useful qualities.

The nest is usually formed on small islands,

not far from the shore. As long as the fe-

male is sitting, the male continues on watch
at no great distance

;
but as soon os the

young are hatched he leaves them : the
mother, however, remains with them a con-
siderable time afterwards, aud is said to
assist them out of the nest almost as soon as
they creep from the eggs, and proceeding to
the shore, they crawl after her : when she
arrives at the water’s edge she takes them
on her back, and swims a few yards with
them

; she then dives, and the young being
left floating on the surface, they are obliged
to take care of themselves.
The manner in which the cider down is

taken is as follows :— Wlien the collectors
come to the nest, they carefully remove the
female, and take away the superfluous down
and eggs ; after wliich they replace her. She
then begins to lay afresh, and again has re-
course to the down on her body to cover her
eggs

j and in the event of her own stock
being exhausted, which is not uufrcquently
the case, she is now assisted by the male in
furnishing the requisite quantity : even this
is frequently taken away, when the birds
proceed to furnish another suiqily, both of
eggs and down ; hut if the cruel robbery be
repeated again, they immediately abandon
the place. One female generally yields about
half a pound of down, which is worth about
two dollars. This down, from its superior
warmth, lightness, and elasticity, is pre-
ferred by the luxurious to every other article
for beds and coverlets ; and from tlie great
demand for it, those districts in Norway and
Iceland, where these birds abound, arc re-
garded a.s the most valnable jiropcrty, and
arc guarded with the greatest vigilance. As
found ill comincrec, tills down is in bulls of
the size of a man’s fist, and weighing from
three to four pounds. It is so line and clas-
tic, that when a ball is opened, and the down
cautiously held near the lire to expand, it

will completely fill a quilt five feet square :

but it is worthy of observation that although
the cider down taken from the nests is so
excellent, the down of dead birds is little
esteemed, from having lost its elasticity.
Elder Ducks associate in flocks, generally

In deej) water, diving to great depth for shell-
fish, which constitute tlicir priiicipal food.
They frcqiicritlv retire to the rocky shores
to rest, particularly on the appearance of
an approaching storm. The Greenlanders
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;

kill them with darts, pursuing them in their
little boats, watching tlieir course by the air
bubbles when they dive, and always strik-
ing at them when they rise to the snrface
wearied. Their flesh is eaten by the Green-
landers, but it tastes strongly of fish ; the
eggs, however, are mucli esteemed. The
female lays from six to eight eggs, in a rock-
built nest, lined with her own exquisite
down

;
but the eggs and the down are both

frequently obtained at the hazard of life by
people let down by ropes from craggy steeps.
The skin, taken off, feathers aud all, are used
by the inhabitants, for their under garments.
It appears that all the attempts which have
been made to domesticate these birds have
been unsuccessful.
Another species, called the Kino Eider,

{Somateria spectabilis of systematic writers),

not much unlike the preceding, inhabits the
same coasts. Its beak, wattles, and legs are
ofdeep Vermillion : a straight band ofvelvety
black surrounds the base of the upper man-
dible of the beak'; and there is a similar
double band which becomes spear-shaped
on the tliroat : the top and baek of the head
are of a fine bluish-grey

;
the eheeks are

a brilliant sea-green ; the neck, wing-coverts,
and upper part of the back are pure white :

the scapulars, lower part of the back, wings,
tail, and all the under parts of the body are
deep black. The entire plumage of the
female is brown.

ELECTRIC^VE EEL. [See Gtmnotus.]

ELK, or MOOSE DEER. (Co-uiis alces.)

Of all the animals belonging to the genus
Cervits, none are so large as the Elk, which
in size is scarcely inferior to a horse, and its

immense horns sometimes weigh near fifty

pounds. It is eommon to both continents,
inhabiting only the coldest regions, and is

observed to attain larger dimensions in Asia
and America than in Europe. It cannot
boast of the elegant shape so general in the

ELK. (OBnVUS ALOitS.)

rest of the deer tribe ; the head being dis-

proportionately large, the neck short and
thick, and the horns dilating almost imme-
diately from the hose into a broad palninted

form ; while its long legs, high shoulders,

and heavy upjier lip, hanging very much
over the lower,give it an imposing, although

an uncouth rather than a majestic appear-
ance. The colour of the Elk is a dark
grayish brown, but much paler on the legs
and beneath the tail. The hair, which is of
a strong, coarse, and clastic nature, is much
longer on the top of the shoulders and on
the ridge of the neck than on other parts,

forming a kind of stiflish mane ; under the
throat is an excrescence, from which issues

a tuft of long hair : the body, which is short
and tliick, is mounted on tall legs, giiing a
very ungainly aspect to the animal, which
is not diminished when it is in motion, os
its gait is a sort of shambling trot.

In Europe the Elk is found chiefly in
Sweden, Norway, and some parts of Russia.
In Asia it occurs in the woody tracts of the
Russian dominions, and in Siberia in par-
ticular it is found of a gigantic size. In
America it has been found as far north as
the country has been explored ; its southern
range, at former periods, extended to the
shores of the great lakes, and throughout
the New England states. At present, how-
ever, they are seldom heard of to the south
of the state of Maine : but in Nova Scotia,

around the Bay of Fundy, and in the Hud-
son’s Bay Company’s possessions, they are
found in considerable numbers. The Elk is

a mild and harmless animal, choosing its

residence in the midst of forests, and prin-
cipally supporting itself by browsing the
boughs of trees : they feed principally by
night ; and whenever they graze (which, on
account of their short neck and long legs,

they do with difficulty), they are obseiwed
,

to choose an ascending ground, for the greater
|

convenience of reaching the surface with :

their lips. I

Though naturally of a peacea^ile and in-
\

offensive disposition, the Elkdisplavs a high '

degree of courage, and even ferocity, when I

suddenly attacked ; defending himself with
great vigour, not only with his horns, but
also by striking violently with his fore feet,

in the use of which he is particularly dex-
trous. The chose of the Elk or Moose fonns
an Important occupation among the natives

of North America, and is performed in dif-

ferent ways, some of which are as remark-
able for artfulness as others are for boldness
and dexterity : they are also often killed

with the gun. Their flesh is more relished

by the Indians, and persons resident in the
fur countries, than that of any other animal.
It liears a greater resemblance, in its flavour,

to beef than to venison. It is said that the
external fat is soft, like that of a breast of
mutton, and when put into a bladder is as

fine os marrow. In this it differs from all

other species of deer, of which the external

fat is hard. Their skins, when properly
dressed, make n soft, thick, pliable leather,

wliich the Indians prepare by scraping them
to an equal thickness, and removing the

hair : they arc then smeared with the brains

of the animal, until they feel soft and s|K)ngy

;

and, lastly, they are suspended over a lire

made of rotten wood, until they arc -aell

impregnated with the smoke.
“ The Moose,” says Mr. Gossc, the author

of the Canadian Naturalist, “ is more shy and
difficult to take than any other animal, lie
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is more vigilant, and his senses more acute,

than those of the buffalo or caribou, while he
is more prudent and crafty than the deer.

<* * » I know not whether the Moose has
ever been tamed ; but I think it not improba-
ble that it could be trained to harness, as well
as its congeners, the reindeer and the wapiti:
and it would, from its size and strength, be
more serviceable than either of them. But
in a new country, like this, where alone the
opportunity for such an c-xperiment is to be
foutid, the iuhabitants generally have little

time, and less inclination, for innovations.”
Many e.xtraordinary accounts have been

circulated by travellers, who -wrote in the
17th century, of Elks or Moose Deer being
seen in North America, whose height was
twelve feet, and the weight of whose horns
was between three and four hundred pounds.
Such stories were probably derived from
vague and uncertain descriptions furnished
by the Indian tribes. That some animal,
however, of the deer kind, far superior in
size to any at present known, once existed,

is sufiiciently proved by the enormous fossil

horns which have often been found at a con-
siderable depth in the bogs of Ireland and
the Isle of Man, as well as in America and
other parts of the world. Their appearance,
however, differs so considerably from the
horns of the Elk, that it seems now pretty
generally agreed among naturalists, tliat

they must have belonged to some species

cither quite extinct or hitherto undiscovered.
They are much longer and narrower in pro-
portion than those of the Elk. and are fur-

nished with brow antlers ; and the processes
or divisions into which the sides and extre-
mities run are much longer, sharper, and
more distant in proiiortion. Specimens of
these horns occur in most of our museums,
and are justly con.sidercd as some of the
most interesting examples of fossil zoology.

EEAND. The name of a very large and
fine species of Antelope found at the Cape of
Gofsl iIo[ic. It is the ISoselo2>/nts Ore.aa of
naturalists : it is also called the Impophoo.

ELATER : ELATERID/E. A genus and
family of Coleoiitcrous insects,
having setaceous antennee; but
whose leading character is a
strong spine situated liencath
the thorax, which tits at plea-
sure into a small cavity on
the upjicrpartof the abdomen

;

thus enabling the insect, when
laid on its back, to spring up
with great force and agility, in
order to regain its natural po-
sition. There arc various spe-
cies of these Beetles : but few of
the Kuro|>ean siHicies arc com-
parable in point of size to such
as are natives of tlie tropics.

The largest, and one of tiic

most remarkable, is the Ei.atku
fi.AiiKi.LicoK.vr.s, which is two

inches and a half long, and ofaniiiform brown
colour ; it differs from the rest in having very
strongly [lectinatcd antenna:, the divisions
of which, forming a kind of fan on the iipiKT
part of each, are nearly a quarter of an incli

in length. It is met with in many parts of

Asia and Africa.
A species, still more remarkable than the

preceding, is the Pyroplunnis noctiluexts, called

in South America Coepjas. It is about an
inch and a half long, of a brown colour, and
has a smooth, yellow, semi-transparent spot

on each side of the thorax ;
these spots being,

like those on the abdomen of the glowworm,

FIRE-FLT EIATER.
(PVROPHOHUa NOOTll.OOUa.)

highly luminous in the dark : in short, it is

one of the most brilliant of the Fire-flies

which inhabit South America and the West
India islands. It is asserted that a person
may with great ease read the smallest print

by the light of one of these insects held be-

tween the fingers, and gradually moved
along the lines, with the luminous spots

above the letters ; but if eight or ten of them
be put into a phial, the light will be suffi-

ciently great to admit of -writing by it.

Oviedo says, that the Indians travel in the
night with these insects fixed to their hands
and feet ; and that they spin, weave, paint,

dance, &c., by their light. In “Prescott’s
Conquest of Mexico,” vol. li. p. 261., we are
told that in 1520, when the Spaniards visited
that country, “ the air was filled with the
“cocuyos,” a species of large beetle wliich
emits an intense phosphoric light from its

body, strong enough to enable one to read by
it. Tlicse wandering fires, seen in the dark-
ness of the night, were converted, by the
excited imaginations of the besieged, into
an army with matchlocks 1

” Such is the
reportof an eye-witness. (BeTnal Diaz. Hist,
(le la Contjuistn, cai). 122.) Several others
might be mentioned of inferior size, one of
which it may be necessary to describe i this

is the Elater oculutus, which is of a dark
brown colour, and somewhat smaller than
the preceding •, distinguished by the thorax
being marked on eacli side by a large, oval.

Jet black spot, surrounded by a white mar-
gin. It is common in North America.
Such ejiccies of the Elater os arc natives

of this country are much smaller tinin the
exotic ones above mentioned, and but rarely
distinguislicd by any peculiar brilliancy.

Tile larva) or grubs of the Elaters live
upon wood and roots, and are often very in-
jurious to vegetation. Some are eon'fined
to old or decaying trees, others devour the
roots of herbaceous (ilants, and arc called
u-irc-worms, from their slenderness and un-
common hardness. The English wire-worm
is said to live, in its feeding or larva state,
not less than five years i during the greater
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part of wliich time it is supported by de-
vouring the roots of wheat, rye, oats, and
grass, annualiy causing a large diminution
of the produce, and sometimes destroying
whole crops. It is said to be particularly
injurious in gardens recently converted from
pasture lands ; and the method adopted for
alluring and capturing these grubs consists
in strewing sliced potatoes or turnips in
rows through the garden or field

;
women

and boys are employed to examine the slices

every morning, and collect the insects which
readily come to feed upon the bait. Some
of these destructive insects are long, slender,-

worm-like grubs, closely resembling the
common meal-worm

;
nearly cylindrical,

with a hard and smooth skin, of a buff or
brorvnish yellow colour, the head and tail

only being a little darker
; each of the first

three rings provided with a pair of short
legs, and a short retractile wart or prop-leg,
serving to support the extremity of the body,
and prevent it from trailing on the ground.
Other grubs of Elaters differ from the fore-

going in being proportionally broader, not
cylindrical, but somewhat flattened. Such
are mostly wood-eaters.
After their last transformation, Elaters or

Spring-beetles make their appearance upon
trees and fences, and some are found on
flowers. They creep slowlj’, and generally
fall to the ground on being touched. They
fly both by day and night. Their food, in

the beetle state, appears to be chiefly derived
from flowers ; but some devour the tender
leaves of plants.

ELEPHANT. {Elephas.) Largest of all

living animals, and prodigiously strong, the

Elephant is not less remarkable for docility

and sagacity. Of this we have concurrent
testimony from the earliest ages to the pre-

sent time ; yet, were we to form our ideas of

its capacities only fVoin the external appear-
ance of tills formidable animal, a sagacious

character is the last we should be likely

to give it credit for. The whole form is

awkward ; the head is large, the eyes ex-
tremely small, and the ears very large and
pendulous : the body is huge and thick, and
the back much arched ;

the legs are very
clumsy and shapeless, and the feet slightly

AFUrOAN xmeVnANT.— ri'i vril A IT'-AUOS )

divided into five rounded hoofs : but under
this uncouth exterior are qualities which
entitle its possessor to the admiration^ of

mankind— a mild and gentle disposition.

superior intelligence, great attachment to
its master, and invincible perseverance. In
point of bulk, the Rhinoceros and the Hip-
popotamus are the only existing terrestrial

animals that can approach the Elephant ;

though some other species of Pachydermata
now extinct must have considerably sur-
passed him. Tile enormous weight of the
body could only be sustained by legs of the
most solid construction ; and accordingly
we find that these have the aspect of straight
columns, the joints being so formed that
each bone rests vertically upon the one be-
neath it.

Elephants, of which only two species at

present exist, viz. the Asiatic and the Afri-
can, are distinguished by their extraordinary
proboscis or trunk, by the possession of two
enormous tusks, which project downwards
from the upper jaw, and by the absence of
front teeth in the lower, the African and
Asiatic species differ from each other in the
size of the tusks, wliich are much longer in
the former than in the latter. In the young
animals the tusks are not visible ; in the
more advanced state of growth they are ex-

,

tremely'conspicuous ; and in a state of ma-
:

turity they project in some instances six or ,

seven feet ;
nay, several tusks measured by

Eden were nine feet in length ; and Harten-
fels measured one which exceeded fourteen

feet ! The largest tusk on record was sold ;

at Amsterdam, and weighed 350 lbs. It is
j

but rarely that the tusks are seen in the
j

females ; and when they appear, they are,
i

but small, and their direction is rather down-"
j

wards than uiiwards. The African Elephant
j

is said to be smaller than the Asiatic
;
yet

j

the ivory dealers in London aiflrm that the i

largest tusks come from Africa, and are of a
j

better texture, and less liable to turn yellow
than the Indian ones. The increase of the
tusks arises from circular layers of ivory,

applied internally, from the core on which
they are formed ; similar to what happens
in the horns of some animals.
But it is the trunk of the Elephant which

may justly be considered os one of the mi-
raeles of Nature ; being, at once, the organ
of respiration, os well os the instrument by
which the animal supidics itself with food,

and sucks up the water it requires to allay

its thirst. This wonderful organ is earti-

lagiiious, and comimsed of numerous rings,

divided through its whole length by a septum,
and forming a sort of double tube, termi-
nating in a kind of finger-like apjicndagc or
movable hook. “ Endowed with exquisite
sensibility, nearly eight feet in length, and
stout in proportion to the massive size of the
whole animal, this organ,” as is well ex-
pressed by Sir. Brodcrip, “ at the volition of

the Etephant, will uproot trees or gather
grass— raise a piece of artillery or pick
up a comfit— kill a man or brush off a fly.

It conveys the food to the mouth, and
immps up the enormous draughts of water,

which by its rccurvaturo arc turned into

and driven down the capacious throat, or

showered over the body. Its length sup-

jilies tlic place of a long neck, which would
have been incompatible with the support of

the large head and weighty tusks. A glauco
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at the head of an elephant will show the
thickness and strength of the trunk at its

insertion ; and the massy arched bones of
the face and thick muscular neck are ad-

. mirably adapted for supporting and working
i
this powerful and wonderful instrument.”

I Elephants are naturally gregarious ; large
troops assembling together, and liWng iu a

i
kind of scxiiety. The skin of the Elephant
is of a deep ash-coloured brown ; but in
some parts of India it is said to be found,
though rarely, of a white or cream colour.
It sometimes arrives at the height of twelve

.
or fourteen feet, though the more general

' height seems to be about nine or ten feet.

I These animals are commonly found in the
' midst of shady woods, being equally averse
:
to extreme heat as to cold : they delight iu
cool spots, near rivers, and, as they swim
with great ease, they frequently bathe in the
water. Their general food consists of the

. tender branches of various trees, as well as
of grains and fruits ; on which account it is

i that their incursions arc so much dread.ed in
; plantations of various kinds, where they are
! said occasionaliy to commit the most violent
depredations

; at the same time injuring the
crops by trampiiug the ground with their
huge feet.

The wild Elephants of Ceylon, which are
much esteemed, iive in smail groups or fami-
lies. In wandering from place to place, the
males, who are furnished with the largest
tu.sks, put themselves at the head, and are
the first to face every danger. In swimming

ASIATIC rr.EFBAST.—iKLCPHAa IMDIOOS.)

over any large river, they lead the van, and
seek a profwr landing-place : next follow
the young Elephants, clinging to each other
by means of their trunks, whilst the re-
mainder of the full-grown bring up the rear.
In all ages these animals have been eagerly
hunted ; and some of the arts which have
been employed to kill or take them merit
attention. The Hottentots in South Africa
shoot them with tin balls : this chose is
attended with considerable danger ; for,
with every precaution that can be used, the
sagacity of the Elephant often dctcct.s the
approach of the hunter, who, iu this case,
will, in all probability, full a victim to the
rage of the animal, unless he can instantly
disable him. In llie Island t^f Sumatra, the
inhabitants split sugar-canes (of which food
the Elephant Is very fond), and impregnate
them with (xiison. In Abyssinia they are
pursued by hunters on horseback, in the
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following manner:— Two men, perfectly
naked, mount the same horse j the hinder-
most is armed with a broadsword, the lower
part of which is covered with cord, and the
remainder is exceedingly sharp. Iu this
manner they pursue the Elephants, and,
having singled out one, they irritate him to
attack them, w’hen they ride up close to him,
and the armed man slips from the horse ou
the olfside, and, whilst the Elephant's atten-
tion is engaged with the horse, he divides
the tendons of his foot with a single blow,
and thus disables him, when he is dispatched
bj' lances.
They are also taken alive in pitfalls, or

are driven into enclosures ; in either cose
they are fed scantily, though regularly, for
a few days, when tame Elephants are em-
ployed to engage their attention till they
can be tied fast to a tree ; after they have
become somewhat dispirited, they are ied
away between two tame ones, and put under
the care of keepers, who gradually bring
them into subjection,— more, however, by
caresses and soothing, than by coercion.
IVhen tamed, they become the most gentle
and obedient of all domestic animals, and,
in most cases, are exceedingly fond of their
keepers, and soon learn to distinguish the
various tones of the human voice, as expres-
sive of anger, approbation, or command.
The domesticated Elephant performs more
work than six horses, but at the same time
requires much care, and a iiientiful supply
of food. He is generally fed with rice, either
raw or boiled, and mixed with water. To
keep him in full vigour, a hundred pounds
of this food is said to be required daily,
besides fresh herbage to cool him ; and he
must be led to the water twice or thrice a
day to bathe. His daily consumption of
water os drink is about forty gaiions.

It would be difficult to enumerate all the
sei vices of these useful animals, so varied
arc they, and so valuable where strength is

necessary. They arc employed in carrying
burdens on their bodies, necks, and even iu
their mouths, liy means of a rope, the end of
which they hold fust with their teeth

;
they

load a boat with amazing dexterity, care-
fully keeping ali the articles dry, and dis-
posing them where tiiey ought to be piaced.
In propelling wheel carriages heavily laden
ui)on a declivity, they push them forward
with their foreliead, and support them with
their knees. In dragging beams of wood
along the ground, they remove obstacles or
elevate the ends of the beams so as to clear
them. Before the invention of tire-arms,
they were used in war by many nations of
antiquity , and they are still einiiloycd in
the East iu dragging artillery over moun-
tains. In many parts of India, Elephants
arc made the uxccutioners of justice

; fur
they will with their trunks either break the
limbs of a criminal, trample him to death,
or pierce him with their tusks, as they may
be directed. The Eleiihant has been long
made the companion of the sports of the
Orientalist in the great hunting parties

i

and from the same early jicriod has been
made to minister to the wanton and cruel
pleasures of Eastern princes, by being stimu-

u
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lated to combat not only with other Ele-
phants, but with various wild animals : in
short, were it consistent with the limits of
this work, we might fill many pages with
matter, both historical and anecdotical,
relating to the uses of tliis noble animal.
We may, however, observe that, its strength
being equal to its bulk, it is able to carry on
its back three or four thousand weight ; on
its tusks alone it can support near one thou-
sand ! and its ordinary pace is equal to that
of the horse at an easy trot.

In the preceding part of this article we
have dwelt particularly on the Elephant’s
trunk and tusks, as deserving especial no-
tice : the organ of hearing would scarcely
appear to deserve less. The structiue of
the Elephant's ear has been investigated
with great accuracy by Sir Everard Home.
The drum, and every other part of tlie

organ, is much larger in proportion than in

other quadrupeds, or in man ;
and there is

a remarkable dift'erence in the arrangement
of the muscular fibres of the drum of its ear,

when compared with some quadrupeds and
the human species. In the human ear,

those fibres are radia of a circle ;
and in the

horse, the hare, and the cat, they are of an
uniform length ; but in the Elephant’s ear

these fibres are so placed that some are more
than double the length of others. Sir E.
Home argues, from this remarkable con-
struction, that the Elephant has not a
musical ear

;
but that it has a peculiar com-

pensating power in this length of fibre, as

its slower vibrations enable it to hear sounds
at a great distance.

The tusks of the Elephant have long been
applied, under the denomination of ivory,

to a variety of important uses in the arts.

From the fossil remains which have been
discovered, it is apparent that they must
have been abundantly distributed over tlie

earth ; and some of them appear to have
been adapted to a much more northern cli-

mate than is now inhabited by the Elephant.
It is, indeed, a most curious fact, that skele-

tons nearly allied to, if not quite resembling,
those of Elephants are occasionally found in

a fossil state, and in large quantities, at a

great depth under the surface, in Russia and
Siberia. “ All the arctic circle,” says Pen-
nant, “ is a vast mossy flat, formed of a bed
of mud or sand, apparently the effect of the

sea, and which gives reason to think that

that immense tract was in some distant age

won from it. With them are mixed an in-

finitely greater number of marine bodies

than are found in the higher parts of that

portion of Asia. I give the fact : let others,

more favoured, explain the cause how tliesc

animals were transported from their torrid

scats to tlic Arctic regions : I should iiave

recourse to the only one we have authority

for ; and tliink that plienomcnon sufficient.

I mention this, because modem philosophers

look otit for a later cause : I rest conrfnccd,

therefore, to avoid contradicting wlint can
never be proved.” Dr. Falconer and Major
Cautlcy liavc brought from tlie Sewalik Hills

in India numerous fossil remains of Ele-

pliants, some of them of enormous size.

They arc all in the truly magnificent collcc-

tion ofthe British Museum, and are described
by the donors in their well-known work, the
Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis ; the illustrations

of which by Mr. Ford will hereafter be cited, .

like the work of Lyonet (alluded to under
Cossus), as a perfect example of excellence
in the drawing of Fossils.

ELMIS : ELMID.(E. A gentis and sub-
family of aquatic Coleoptcra, small in size :

and of an ovate form, found adhering on
the under sides of stones lying at the bottom
of running water. They are unable, to swim,
but are provided with verj- powerful tarsi

and ungues, by which they are enabled to
retain firm hold on the stones in the most
boisterous currents. Twelve or thirteen
species belonging to three genera have been
found in tliis country.

;

ELOPS. (JS?qps saurus.") A small fish,

known in the West Indies by the name of
the Sein-fish, or Sea Gaily-Wasp. It is

about fifteen inches long ; in the middle five

inches round, and tapering to both ends ; the
head is smooth, and without scales ; the tail

much forked, and armed both above and
below by a strong spine, forming a first or
spiny ray on each side the tail. Its gene- ,

ral colour is a silvery gray : dusky on the
back, the head slightly tinged with yellow,
the fins of a bluish brown, and the belly
white.

EMARGINXTLA. A genus of small Mol-
;

lusca, inhabiting the seas of all climatqs,
'

and having two short tentacula, with ejts
at the base ;

foot large and thick. The shell
j

is patelliform, oblong, or oval : anterior
'

margin notclied. The Emarginuhe maj’ be
;

known from Patella: and other approximat-
ing genera, bv the notch or slit in the ante-
rior edge, lleeent species, though widely
diffused, yet not numerous ; fossil species,

;

rare.
|

EMBERIZA. The name of a genus of
Passerine birds. [See Buxtino.]

^

EMBLEMA PICTA, or PAIXTED
FINCH. This Passerine bird is a native of
the north-west coast of Australia. It is de-

;

scribed and figured by Mr. Gould ; and exhi-
bits a singularity in colouring which is rarely
ever witnessed among the featherod tril>es,

the upper parts ofthe plumage being remark-
ably plain, wMlc the under surface is ex- 1

trcmcly beautiful. The face and throat ore
;

deep vcrmillioii-red ; crown of the head, all

the upper surface, and wings, brown ; the
base of all the feathers of the throat black, ,

giving to that part a mingled appearance of
black and red ; rump deej) vcrmillion-red i ;

tail dark brown ; chest and all the under
surface jet-black j the flanks thickly spotted

,

with white ; and the centre of the aMoincn
deep vcrmillion-red ; upper mandible black,
under mandible scarlet i feet liglit red.

EMERALD [MOTHS.] A name given
by collecto ‘8 to Moths of the gcuus Hippar-
rhus.

EMPEROR [MOTH]. The name of a
species of Satumia ; a genus of nocturnal
Lepidoptcra. [See SATuimix.]
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EMU, or EMEU. {Dromaius Jfovce Hol-
landiee.) This singular bird is a native of
Australia, and allied to the Cassowary

j

nearly equalling the Ostrich in bulk ; but
has shorter legs, a shorter neck, and is thicker
in the body. Dr. Latham says. This bird
measures more than seven feet in length ;

the beak is black ; the plumage for the most
part brown and gray mixed, paler on the
under parts : the head differs greatly from
that of the common Cassowary, being covered
with feathers ; nor has it any helmet or
rising protuberance whatever, as in that

liiu.—^IlnOMAIOS NOVJi HOr.LANDLE.)

species ; the feathers, however, about the head
and neck are of a hairy texture, and the
fore part of the chin and throat nearly des-
titute of any, so that the purple colour of
the skin may be seen through them : the

I

long feathers observable in the wings of the
Cassowary of the Old Continent are here
wanting

; but instead of them are real wings,
though of so small a size as to be useless for
flight i th^ are covered with feathers like
the rest of the body, and when the bird is

?

|ulte at rest, are scarcely discernible there-
rom. The legs are stout, similar to those
of the Galeatcd Cassowary, but greatly in-
dented or jagged at the back part : the three
toes placed in the same manner, all for-
a'ards. So far the external apt>carance of
the bird : internally it is said to differ from
every other species, particularly in having
no gizzard, and the liver being so small as
not to exceed that of a blackbird. It is shy
and timid, trusting to its great speed for
safety, except when hard pressed ; it then
strikes violently with its legs. The flesh of
the young is delicate, but that of the full-
grown bird is coarse ; it is pursued, however,
for the oil that is obtained from it, of which
the skin produces six or seven quarts,

i It is stated by Cajit. Grey (IVdi'cZs in

^

AuMrnlia), that “ Emus are killed in pre-

i

clsely the same manner os Kangaroos, but as
I they are more prized by the natives, a greater

I

degree of excitement prevails when an Emu
is slain

j shout succeeds shout, and the distant
natives take up the cry until it is sometimes
re-echoed for miles : yet the feast which
follows the death is a very exclusive one i

the flesh is by far too delicious to l>c made a
eommon article of fosxl,— hence, heavy pe-
nalties are pronounced against young men,
and unauthorized persons, who venture to

toueh it ; and these are mvariably rigidly
enforced.”
At a meeting of the Zoological Society of

London (Feb. 23. 1847), the Earl of Derby
observed that it was generally supposed that
these birds, like most of the Rasores, are poly-
gamous : this, however, was not the fact : the
Emu is strictly monogamous ; and the male,
who attends to the eggs, by no means ap-
proves of any other female than the favoured
one coming near the nest.

EMU-WREN. The name given in Aus-
tralia to a singular small species of Malurus,
the Stipitui-us mdlachurvs ; so ealled from
the tail feathers being loose webbed and
bearing some resemblance to the double fea-

thers of the Emu.

EM5TD.E. A family of Testudinous ani-

mals, known ns Marsh Tortoises, They
inhabit warm climates both of the Old and
New World, and are found also in Australia,
where hitherto no land Tortoise has been
detected. Their shell is more convex than
that of the latter

;
their feet are w'ebbed.and

their toes are armed with sharp claws.
Though they seldom venture far from the
water, w'liioh is their natural element, and
which they invariably seek as a refuge from

MAllSH TOBTOI8E.—(SMTS PIOTA )

danger, they are far more active and alert

on land than those species which are well-
knowm to us as Land Tortoises. They are
carnivorous in their habits

;
eagerly pur-

suing frogs, fishes, newts, and insects
;
and

some of them are really formidable from
their size and ferocity. [See Tortoise.]
We refer our readers to the great work of

Professor Bell, and to Mr. Gray's very admi-
rable Catalogue of the Tortoises in the British
Museum, where all the species are described.

ENALIOSAURI. The name applied to

that order of Reptiles wliich contains the
fossil genera IcimiyoSAumis and Plesio-
saurus [which sec].

ENCIIELIDES. A genus of animalcules,
the forms of which are extremely various.

In some, scarcely any deflnite shape can bo
discovered i their bodies appearing to lie

comi>osed of a mass of gelatinous matter
without any solid support.

ENCRINITES. A genus of petrified ra-
diated animals commonly cal led .Stone Lilies..

Speaking of their rare occurrence in our
modern sens, and of their vast numerical
importance among the earliest inhabitants
of the ancient deep. Dr. Buckland observes:—“ We may judge of the degree to which the
indivblualsof these species multi|>licd among
tlic first inhabitants of the sea, 0om the

D 2
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countless myriads of their petrified remains
B'hicli fill BO many limestone-beds of the
transition formations, and compose vast
strata of entroehal marble, extending over
large tracts of country in Northern Europe
and North America. The substance of this
marble is often almost as entirely made up
of the petrified bones of Encrinites as a corn-
rick is composed of straws. Man applies it

to construct his palace and adorn his sepul-
clu e ; but tliere are few who know, and fewer
still who duly appreciate, the surprising fact,

that much of this marble is composed of the
skeletons of millions of organized beings,
once endowed with life, and susceptible of
enjoyment, which, after performing the part
that was for a while assigned to them in

: living nature, have contributed their remains

niLT ENCKTNITE.—(kNORINUS TiTT.IIFORMlS.)

towards the composition of the mountain
masses of the earth. Of more than thirty

species of Crinoideans that prevailed to such

I

enormous extent in the transition period,

nearly all became extinct before the depo-

sition of the lias, and only one presents the

j

angular column of the Pentacrinite : with
1 this one exception, pentangular columns first

!
began to abound among the Crinoideans at

the commencement of the lias, and have
from thence extended onwards into our
present seas. Their several species and even
genera are aiso limited in their extent : e. g.

the great Lily Encrinite (E. moniliformis) is

I peculiar to the muschel-kalk, and the Pear
' Encrinite to the middle region of the oolitic

I

formation.

ENIIYDBA. The generic name of the

Sea Otter of California i^JSIustela hurts, Liu.)

See OiTEi!.]

I

ENTOMOPIIAGA. The name given to

a group of Ilymenopterous insects, whose
larvoc generally feed, parasitically, upon
living insects.

I
ENTOMOSTRACA. A division of the

i

class Crustacea, comprising those animals
I which have only a slight integument in the

I

form of a shell to protect them ; of wliich

\
the genus Cgpris (many species of which oc-

' cur in this country) may be given as an ex-

'.«mple. Their exceeding minuteness and
extreme delicacy of structure have deterred

i most naturalists from examining them and
' studying them ns they require to be studied

fresh from their native habitats. The
difficulty of preserving them obliges the na-

turalist to seek them in their secret lurking

places the fresh-water ponds and ditches.

and the little pools in the rocks on the sea-
shore, where they arc chiefly to be found,
and to study them as it were on the spot,

with, the aid of his microscope. Dr. W.
Baird, who has some ingenious remarks on
Entomostraca in “ The Zoologist ’’ (after
alluding to what Latreille had said respecting
tlieir organs of mastication being too minute
for human observation), says, “ The organs
of mastication are not however the only or-

gans that are worthy of being noticed. The
beautiful and delicate structure of their feet

and branchial appendages are worthy of all

admiration. These latter organs are almost
constantly in motion, and present a most
interesting appearance wlien viewed under
the microscope. The extraordinary method
they have of reproducing their young, with
the transformations which some of them un-
dergo in an early stage, are subjects which
might occupy a considerable time in de-
scribing, and which cannot be attended to

j

without exciting the greatest interest in the
j

mind of the observer.” Dr. Baird has mo-
j

nographed all the British species, and pub-
lished also descriptions of several exotic
species. [See Cypkis.]

ENTOMYZA. A genus of birds belong-
ing to the Meliphagidee, of which we may
mention one of the best known species.

ENTOMYZA CYANOTIS, called by the
colonists of New South Wales Blue-Eve. i

This bird is found almost exclusively on the I

Eucalypti, searching among the blossoms
|

and smaller leafy branches for its food^J !

wliich consists partlj- of insects and partly
|

of honey, and, as others of the group do,

probably, on berries and fruit. They are

bold and spirited birds, pugnaciously chasing
and drawing about the other species resorting

;

to tlie same tree. Its cry is loud and mono- '

tonouB. In every instance that Mr. Gould
'

found its eggs, they were deposited on the
|

deserted, dome-shaped, large nest of the Po- '

matorhinus, never within the dome, but in a i

neat round depression on the top. It com-
|

mences breeding eorlj’, and has at least two
broods in a year.

ENTOZOA. A name given to an exten-
sive series of low-organized invertebrate
animals (generally vermiform), the greater
part of which are inhabitants, during their

whole period of existence, of other animals,
wliose internal organs they prey upon. They
have colourless blood, no respiratory organs,
and no articulated members for locomotion.
Many of them infest the human body. [Sec
I.NTESTINALIA.]

ENTOZOON. A name given to a curious
parasite, found by Simon in the sebaceous
follicles of the skin : Mr. Erasmus Wil«m
lias given an elaborate description of it. with
figures, in the Philosophical Transactions.

Mr. Owen has applied the name Demodrx
to it, the word Entozoon lieing pre-occiipied.

It is believed to lie aiinclidous, but there is

still some doubt of it.

EPHEMERA: EPIIEMERID.E. A genus
and familyofNeuroptcrous lnsects,which take

their name from tlie short duration of their
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lives in the perfect state. They are charnc-
1

terized bj the unequal size of the wings ; the
minute size of the antenns ; the membranous
and almost obsolete mouth ; and the elon-
gated articulated setae at the extremity of
the body, which is long, soft, and slender

:

the eyes ore large, nearly oval, and three
ocelli are placed triangularly between them.
The most familiar species is the Ephemera
vulgata, or common May-fly, so plentiful in
the early part of summer about the banks
of our rivulets and stagnant waters. It is of
a greenish brown colour, with transparent
wings, elegantly mottled with brown, and is

furnished at the extremity of the body with
three very long block bristles. It flutters in
the evening about the surface of the water,
but during the day is generally seen in a
quiescent posture, with the wings closed, and
in an upright position. The larva is about
an inch in length, having several flnny
plumes on each side the body, and nt the
tail three long feathered processes : it has
also a pair of moderately long antennai,
though those of the complete insect are ex-
tremely short. IVhen arrived at its full

size, as above described, it exhibits the rudi-
ments of wings on the bock, in the form of a
pair of oblong sheaths or scales ; its colour
being a yellowish or whitish brown. It is

supposed to continue in this kind of larva
state two years before it assumes the condi-
tion of the complete insect. Tills change
takes place in the even ing, when the larva
rises to the surface of the water, and soon
divestiug itself of its skin, flies to some neigh-
bouring object, and after having remained
some time longer, again costs its pellicle,

and appears in its ultimate or perfect fonn,
in which, os well os in its larva state, it is a
favourite food of several kinds of Ashes, par-
ticularly of the Trout. In some seasons it

is extremely plentiful, the air in the imme-
diate vicinity of its natal waters being fre-

quently blackened by its numbers during
the evening hours.
Swammerdam, the well known writer

on Insects, observes, that notwithstanding
the dangers to which the eggs, larvic, and
pupae are constantly exposed, from the at-
tacks of fishes and predaceous atjuatic in-
sects, the number of specimens which arrive
at the perfect state is sometimes so immense,
that the swarms of one s|>ecies with white
wiagn <, Ephemera aliMpennis') iiag been com-
pared to a fall of snow ; whilst. In some
parts of Europe where they aliound, it is the
custom to collect their dead bodies into
heaps, and use them for manure. The fishes
at such time eagerly wait for them ; and so
great are the numbers which fall into the
water, that the flslicrmcn call them manna.
But the most celebrated of all the Ejihc-

mcras is the sjiecics popularly termed the
llAY-FLY. It Is of a white colour, willi the
anterior rib of the upper wings black or deep
brown, and the tail is furnished with two long
bristles. This Insect is commemorated os a
m<Mt remarkable instance of the brevity of
animal life t since after its change into the
perfect fly it survives but a very few hours,
perishing in the course of the same evening
that gave it birth. It is tobe recoliccted, how-

1
ever, that its larva lives in its aquatic state
two, and even sometimes nearly three years ;

but when arrived at the proper period, it

rises in the evening to the surface of the
water ; and the skin of the back cracking,
and flying off with an elastic motion, the
Fly is almost instantly evolved, as in the
common species ; after which it flies to the
nearest convenient spot, and again divesting
itself of its pellicle, appears in its last and
perfect state. It now flies again to the
water, and fluttering over its surface, as if

sporting with its innumerable companions,
enjoys all the pleasures of its short remainder
of existence : the female breeds, deposits her
eggs, and, like the male, perishes before or
with the dawn of the approacliing day. There
are several other sijecies of Ephemerae, of a
smaller kind than the foregoing, but pre-
senting no remarkable peculiarity or differ-
ence worth describing.

EPIMACHUS. A genus of birds allied
to the Hoopoes, having, like them, a slender
beak, but with velvety or scale-like feathers
partly covering the nostrils, as in the Birds
of Paradise. The plumage in the species
figured is of the most gorgeous description.
It is of a deep black, with the feathers mag-
nificently glossed with various colours

i
the

KPrMAOHtIB MAONIFrOUa

long plumes on the flanks being elongated,
turned up, and frizzled : the edges of a bur-
nished steel blue, sometimes inclining to
green. It is a native of some of the islands
in the Eastern seas, and, like the Birds of
Paradise, to which some naturalists have
thought it allied, would form a truly beau-
tiful ornament to our aviaries and zoological
gardens.

EPOMOPirORUS. A name applied by
Mr. Bennett to one or two species of Foxbats
(.J'tcropitUc) from W. Africa, which have re-
markable tufts of hairs on the sides.

EQUUS. The generic name of certain
quodrujicdB with solid or undivided hoofs

;

as the Horse, the Ass, and the Zebra. “ This
familv,” says Mr. Gray, speaking of the
Emiiiice, (which is distinguished from all
other animals by its umlivulcd hoof, formed
of the two anterior toes solilered together, its

simple stomach, and its feimiic having tlie

teat placed on the pubes) “may be divided

V 3
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;

into two very distinct types of form : the
one, tlic Asses and the Zebras, which are al-

ways whitisli and more or less banded with
blackish-brown, and always have a distinct
dorsal line, the tall only bristly at the end,
and have warts only on the arms and none
on the hind legs

;
and the true Horses,

which are not banded, have no dorsal line,

are furnished with warts on their arms and
legs, and have long hair on the tail, from its

insertion to its extremity.” Of these species
the Horse is by far the most valuable, as
well as the most widely distributed over the
globe. Dental character of this genus :—
six Incisors in the front of both the upper and
lower jaws, one canine or tusk, and six
molars or grinders, on each side of both
jaws ; in all forty. [See Hokse.]

ERINACEUS. [See HEDOBnoo.]

ERIOMYS. [See Cuiaxhilla.]

ERIPHIA. A genus of Decapod short-

tailed Crustacea, of which there are several

species i one of which, JS. spinifrons, is com-

OOUTT BRIPHIA. (KRIPHrA OONAOBA.)

mon in the Mediterranean. The K. yoivagra

is a fine species, with tuberculatcd fore-legs,

found in Brazil. In the Indian Ocean other

species are found.

ERMINE. iMusteJa erminca.') This little

digitigrade animal, which is also called the

Stoat, resembles in its general ai>pearance

the AVeascl, but is considerably larger, the

Ermine measuring ten inches in length, in-
I dependent of the tail, whereas the Weasel
seldom exceeds six. The colour of the

Stoat is a reddish-brown above, white
beneath, the tip of the tail being constantly

black, whatever may be the cast of colour

on the body j
for the Stoat, in the northern

regions, becomes milk-white during the

winter, in which state it is known as the

Ermine

:

wo may therefore properly say,

that an Ermine is a Stoat in its winter dress.

Dike the Weasel, it lives in hollows under

the roots of trees s
in banks near rivulets j

aud it preys on birds, poultry, rats, and all

kinds of smaller animals, as well as on
rabbits, leverets, &c. i it is also a great dc-

vourer of eggs. It is an inhabitant both of

the nortl>eru parts of Euroi>c and of Asia ;

and is also found in many parts of North
America. Inkc many other species of tins

genus, the Ermine has the faculty of ejecting

a fluid of a strong musky odour. Its fur

is short, soft, and silky i
its pure white

winter coat liciug much longer, thicker, and
finer than that of summer. The fur of the

Ermine is in great request ; it was formerly
one of the insignia of royalty, and is still

used by the judges. When u.sed as linings
of cloaks, &c., tlie black tuft from the tail

is sewed to the skin at regular distances.

In the neighbourhood of Hudson’s Bay,
'

Ermine are very abundant, particularly m
the barren grounds and open plains. In
Norway aud Siberia also their skins are a
great article of commerce. During the
winter it is extremely difficult to distinguish
them, from their colour so closely resembling
that of the snow : and they are generally
either taken in traps, or shot with blunt
arrows. Tliis animal, wliieh in the pursuit
of its prey is one of the boldest of its size, is

not readily tamed ; but when caught, and
kept in a cage, it still exhibits every mark
of its ferocious and savage character, by
killing or injuring every thing within its

reach.

ERNE. A local name for the Sea Eagle,
{Halictetm dlbicilla') wliich frequents the sea-

shores. It is distinguished from the true
Eagles, by the absence of feathers at the
lower part of the tarsi. [See E.voles.]

ERODY. The name given to a grallato-

rial bird (Ih'omas ardeola) allied to the
;

Trumpeter, and found both in India and
Abyssinia. It is swift of foot, and was found
by Mr. Salt in Abyssinia during Lord Va-
lentia’s travels.

EROTYLUS: EROTYLID^. A genus
and family of Tetramerous ColeopteraJ
abounding in South America, where they
feed generally on fungi. They form the

subject of an admirable monograph by M.
Lacordairc, who has published a thick

VlOLBT-OOLOOBllD BROTTI.DS
(SBOTTnOB VIOL.AOKO.S.)

volume on the numerous species. A few
small British siiecics liclonging to the genera
Triplcix and Tritoma arc found in this

country. Most of the South American
species ha\-e the maxillary palpi ferminat-
iiig in a large crcBcent-shajicd joint ; the
antcnuic end in a very distinct and perfo-

liatcd moss.

ERYCINA. A genus of Conchifera, or
Bivalves, found in the sand on the shores

of New Holland and the Mediterranean.
Shell ovate or triangiUar, transverse, equi-

valve, smooth s hinge with a ligamentary
pit, two diverging cardinal and two lateral

tcetli in each valve. There arc several <

fossil, and two recent species Also the

name of a geuus of Diurnal Lcpidoptcra.
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ERTCINID^. A family of Lepidoptcrous
insects, distinguished by the fore legs of tlie

mates being only rudimental : the anal edge
cf the hind wings is but sliglitly prominent,
and the discoidol cell is eitlier open or
closed, partially or entirely, by a false ner-
vure. The caterpillars are very short, pu-
bescent, or hairy ; and the chrysalis is short
and contracted. These insects are of small
size, and generally of very brilliant colours,

often varied, and their wings marked with
spots. They are almost exclusively confined

! to South America. Their flight is very rapid,

;
and the majority of them rest with their

I

wings extended on the under side of leaves,
i Some of the species have the hind wings

i

produced into two or more tails, often of
: very great length ; in this particular re-

I

serablirg the genera Papilio and Theda ;

' others bear a certain resemblance to the
Hipparchia;, Heliconii, &c. Sec the fine work

' of Messrs. Doubleday and Uewitson for the
numerous genera and species of this family,
where all the leading forms are beautifully
figured. In the British Museum there is a
very large collection of them.

ESOX : ESOCIDiE. A genus and family
of voracious fishes, many of them inhabit-
ants of rivers. They are destitute of the
adipose fin, and the border of their upper
jaw is either formed solely by the inter-
maxillarics, or they have no teeth. The
different sub-genera vary greatly in the form
of the body, the size of the scales, the length
of the jaws, and other striking points. [See
Pike.]

ESQUI.MAUX DOG. [See Doo.]

ETHERIA. A genus of Conchifera, or
Bivalves, found in the rivers of Africa and
>Iadagoscar. Shell inequivalve, very ir-

regular ; teeth none ; bosses short and in-
distinct ; li^ment extemai, penetrating
partly into the shell In its foliated struc-
ture and toothless hinge it resembles Ostrcea,
but diSers from it in having two muscular
impressions. The exterior is rugged and
irregularly shaped, but the interior of the
valves is jiearly, of a vivid men colour, and
raised in small blisters, which arc said to be

; formed by small particles of sand being ac-
cidentally introduced during the formation
of the nacreous fluid. These shells arc abun-

I

dant in the Nile aliovc the cataracts, where
I the inhabitants collect them for the imrposes
' of ornamenting their tombs with them. In
Eake Tchail, in Central Africa, Jfajor Den-

1 ham found a fine si>ecies of this genus.

I EUCIilRDS: EUCHIRIDiE, or Lo.vo-
' iiAxnKD Bektlk. a remarkable genus
and family of Lamcllicom I)cellc8 j the
longest known species of which is represented

. in the two accompanying figures \ one of

I

which Is the male, and the other the female.
• The species {E. lon{/ima7w) is found In the
East Indies, where it seems to be by no
means common. It is of a rich reddish-
brown colour. The two cuts will show the
form of the sexes of this species better than
the mfwt elaborate description. The insect
is most probably n native of one of the islands

i in the East Indian Archi|>elago. Another
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Lorra-HANTtEn beetle : male.
(EUOHIBUS l.CMOTMANOa.)

species {E. quadrilineatus') in the British
Museum collection, was found by Mr. Cum-
ing in the Philippine Islands. It is dis-
tinguished, among other marks, by four lon-

x,OKO-nANDXt> naiTLE : esuat.e,
(EOOHiaoa LOKOiUAnus.)

gUudinal lines on the elytra. A third most
gorgeous species, has been named by Mr.
Iloiic ChiroInnuH Maclcaii. It is of the most
brilliant metallic green ; the elytra being
black, with variously shaped orange spots.
A closely allied species to tills, also in the
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British Museum, and described by Mr. Gray,
is the Ch. Parrii. Another insect belonging
to this group is thePro^jomacrusArboccs, from
Smyrna, described by Pallas, and figured by
Mr. Newman in the Entomological Maga-
zine. Little, if any thing, is known of the
habits of this remarkable group of Lamelli-
corn beetles.

EUDYNAMIS. A genus of Cuckoos,
found in Asia and the Eastern islands. The
best known species is the Mudynainis orien-

taHs. [See Cuckoo.]

EtJMENIDiE. A family of Hymenop-
tcrous Insects, of predaceous habits. Reau-
mur has given the history of a species of this

family tOdyncr!<s). “This insect, says Mr.
Westwood, in his useful compilation, the
‘ Introduction to the Modem Classification

of Insects,’ “during the early months of
summer, forms a burrow in the sand to the
depth of several inches, in which it constmets
its cells j besides which it builds, with the
grains of sand brought up whilst burrowing,
a tubular entrance to the burrow, often more
than an inch long, and more or less curved,
the groins of saud of wliich it is formed
being agglutinated together ; each female
forms several of these burrows, and deposits

an egg in each cell, together with a number
of green caterpillars, which it arranges in a
spiral direction, one being applied against

the other, and which serve as food for the

larva: when hatched. When the store of

food is secured, the insect closes the mouth
of the burrow, employing the grains of sand
of which the funnel was composed for that

purpose. The larviE of Odynems are fleshy

gmbs, destitute of feet, with transverse dor-

sal tubercles serving in their stead. * * *
Geotfroy has described a species of Eumenes
which differs somewhat in its habits from
the rest of this family. Tliis species con-
structs, upon the stems of plants, especially

heath, small spherical nests, formed of fine

earth : at first a hole is left at the top,

through which the parent fills the cell with
honey, and deposits a single egg therein ;

the hole is then closed up, and the larva,

when hatched, feeds on the honey, undergoes
its metamorphosis, and makes its escape

through a hole which it forms at the side

of the cell, which contains but a single

insect.”

EUPnEMA. A genus of the Psittacida

or parrot tribe ;
several species of which are

found in Australia. The bill is almost al-

ways very much concealed by the long fea-

thers about the face. Iix Air. Gould’s na-

tional work, “ The Birds of Australia,

several species arc described and elegantly

figured : of these we may specify-—

EuniEMA AURANTI.V, orOKAJtOE-BELI.lEn

Guass Pakakekt. This species is not very

abundant in Van Diemen’s Land, but in Ac-
ticon Islands, in D'Entrccostcau Channel, it

is the only bird enlivening the solitary place.

EornEMA Cn iiT.sosTOM A, or Bi.UE-nANnED
Pakakekt. This beautiful bird is a sum-
mer resident of Van Diemen's Land, arriving

there in September, and leaving in Febru-
|

ary and Jfarch ; running over the ground,
and treading its way among the grasses, to
feed on the seeds. Its flight is very quick,

j

It can easily be domesticated, and a more !

elegant or beautiful pet can scarcely be con-
ceived.

Ecphema Eleoaks, or Elegant Gkass
Parakeet. This species inhabits South
Australia, and is the “ Ground Parakeet ”

i

of the colonists. It feeds on grass seeds ;

ELF.OANT ORAS3 PARAKEET
(eophsma eleqans.)

congregating in the hot seasons (where there •

is water in small pools) in almost incre-

dible numbers. Its flight is rapid and even,
and frequently at great altitudes. Por our
figure of tills elegant bird we are indebted
to the work of Mr. Gould. >i

Eopiiema Splendipa, or Splendid Grass
'

Parakeet, inhabits the neighbourhood of
the Swan River, in Australia. [See Me-
lopsittacus.]

I

EXJPnONIA. A genus of birds allied to
]

the Tanagers, of which there arc many i

species. We restrict ourselves in this article I

to the Eupuonia Jaslvica. This is a small
i

Passerine bird, known in the Wcst Indies as

the “ Blue Quit,” and sometimes also called ^

the Blue Sparrow. It is about four inches and
a half long, and rather of an inelegant shape

[

from the abrupt shortness of its tail. The
!

upper parts of the male ore of a glossy blue,

sometimes tinged with green ; throat, breast,
1

and sides pale gray ; belly yellow ; beak gray,
;

the ridge and tip black. It is common
about homesteads, frequenting fruit-trees,

1

busily hopping about the twigs and fruits i

and picking in any position. It is by no
|

means destitute of musical jviwcrs, some-
times delighting in a soft warbling rciictition

of a single note, and at others treating its
'

liearcrs with a real song, sweet and musical.
i

Mr. Ilill, a gentleman of Jamaica, whose
ornithological notes contribute to the en-
tertaining character of Mr. Gosse’s work,
gives tlie following dcscrijition of this little

active warbler. “ Near the piazza of my
house a cotton-bush has flung out its knots

of white filaments. Hither come, the binls

at this sea-son (Pebrnary)to gather niatcrials

for constructing their nests. The Blue
Sparrow, a pretty little frugivorous bird that

sings in our fruit trcc.«. all the year round,

I

its merry twittering song, has been busily
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engaged with his mate collecting bill-fulls

of cotton. It did not seem to be n thing
immediately settled that they should set

to work and gather their materials at once.
They had alighted on the tree as if they had
very unexpectedly found what they were

!
seeking. The male began to twitter a song
of joy, dancing and jumping about ; and the

' iemale, intermingling every now and then a
! chirp, frisked from stem to stem, and did

i
very little more than survey the riches of

!
the tree : at last she plucked now and then

' a bill-full of the filaments, and spreading it to

I
fiaunt to the wind, tossed it away, as if she
had been merely showing that it every way

;

answered the purpose of length and softness,

and was in every respect the thing they
wanted.” We are also told that they build
a very snug domed nest, globular in form,
and about as large as an infant’s head, w ith

! an opening in one side, composed of dry
grass, the dried stems of the I'illandsia,

! tendrils of passion-fiower, bits of rag, tkc.,

profusely intermixed with cotton and the
. down of plants.

i EUPLOCOMl’S. A genus of Gallina-
ceo<is birds found in Asia, the males of which
have generally very fine plumage. The

! l irc-backed Pheasant is one of these. [See
PUEA.S.S.NT.]

EURYAI.E. A remarkable genus of
Radiated animals bclongin" to the Aste-
rindie, or Star-fishes, in which each division
of the rays is branched again aud again, so

WAnran aonvAT.*.
(KOKTAPa vaBnoooeosi.)

that the whole resembles a bunch of serpents’
tails. The figure which wc sniijoin repre-
sents the whole of the Intdy, with only two
of the rays given In detail, as the cut would
otherwise occupy too much space. They
are nnietimcs known by the name of Me-
dusa's heads. These little branches must

1
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be of singular use to the animal in securing ,

its prey. In the cases of Hadiata at the
British Museum may be seen some fine ex-
amples of these “ furies of the deep.” [See
Stai£-fishes.]

EXJRYNOME. A genus of Crustacea, be-
longing to the family XamJn'rfo;; of which
one species is found in the British seas— the
Eurynomc aspera. It is a pretty little spe-
cies, rough with projecting knobs

j
often

symmetrically arranged, and of a reddish
colour. The fore legs in the male are elon-
gated.

E’VANTADXE. A family of Hymenop-
terous insects, of small extent, and not
possessing any remarkable points of Interest.

The species are parasitical, the Evania ap-
pendigaster being attached to the Cockroach
{Elatta orientalis).

EXOCETUS. [See EpYiNG-Fisn.]

EWE. The female of the Sheep kind.
[See SiiEEr.j

F.(iXCONIDAH. The genus Falco of au-
thors may be considered as constituting five

tribes or families of Accipitrine birds, viz.

Eagles,Falcons. Kites, Buzzards, and Hawks.
They prey, in general, on living animals : the
species are extremely numerous j the females
are larger than the males ; and they vary
considerably in their plumage according to
age and olher circumstances. They are
characterized by a powerful form of the
beak, which is generally armed with a kind
of tooth or process on each side near the
ape.x ; and their wings are strong, long, and
liointed : they arc likewise distinguished by
their undaunted courage and great activity.
The true Falcons are peculiarly symmetrical
in their forms ; their flight is both graceful
and vigorous ; they possess great strength as
well as flexibility

; and their sight is so very
acute, that they are enabled to discern their
prey at a great distance, and to pounce down
upon it with unerring certainty. The Falcon
builds in tlic hollows of rocks exposed to the
south

i
usually laying its eggs about the

close of winter, or very early in the spring :

these are often four in number, and are
white, spotted with brown. So rapid is said
to be the growth of the young, that in the
space of three months they eijual the paicnts
in size. There arc many’ varieties.

The “ noble ” breed of Falcons which our
ancestors introduced into their service, and
so greatly prized, arc distinguished fVom the
“ignoble "or baser race of kites, sparrow-
hawks, and buzzards, by the jicculiar length
of their wings, which reach almost os far ns
their tails ; this superiority of wing giving
them confidence in the imr.suit of the game,
and their great power emboldening them to
attack it. To train these birds, however,
re<iuircd no small degree of skill and assi-
duity ! but so thoroughly antiquated and
obsolete has the once i)rinccly sport of Fal-
conry become, that we think the render will
commend us for omitting that which a few

j

centuries ago would have been regarded as
indis]iensablc : we mean, a circumstantial

i

account of the training, or education, uocer-
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eary to teach these magnanimous birds the
duties of their office. Numberless indeed
are the treatises which have been written on
the subjeet, but in language so fraught with
professional technicalities, that at the pre-
sent day they would be almost unintelli-
gible.

The Jeefalcoit. (,FdIco Gyrfalco.) This
elegant speeies is generally considered as
the boldest and most beautiful of the tribe,
approaching in size nearly to that of the
Osprey. It is a native of the cold and dreary
regions of the north, and is found in Iceland,
Bussia, Norway, and Baffin’s Bay. Its ge-
neral colour is brown above, in deeper and
lighter variegations, and whitish beneath,
with brown longitudinal spots ; the tail is

crossed by numerous deeper and lighter
bands, and the bill and legs are generally of
a bluish or a pale yellow hue. Buffon men-
tions three varieties of the Jerfalcon ; the
first and second very similar to what we
have just described ; and another which is

entirely white. Next to the Eagle, it is the
most formidable, active, and Intrepid of all

rapacious birds, and the most esteemed for
falconry. It boldly attacks the largest of
the feathered race ; and although it is often
transported from the coldest regions to some
of the warmest, its strength is not diminished
by the change of climate, nor its vivacity
blunted.

The Peheoeine Falcon. (.Falco Pere-
grinxis.) This species is about eighteen inches

!

in length, and three feet six inches wide

j

when its wings are extended ;
and in its full

growth and plumage is a very fine-looking,

strong, and bold bird. The bill is pale blue,

tipped W'lth block
;
short, strong, and much

hooked. The general colour on the upper
parts is a deep bluish lead-colour, barred
with block, but the crown of the head and
upper part of the neck nearly black : tlie

greater wing-feathers dusky, barred with
oval white spots ; and the tail of a dark
dingy ash, spotted with brownish black.

PKnEOIUNE FAI.OON.— (faloo rBaEomNCS.)

and tipped with pale brown. The under
parts, from the cliin to the bottom of tlie

breast, are yellowish white, wdth a deep
brown streak down the shaft of eocli fea-

ther
; and tlie remainder arc of a dull white,

beautifully and distinetly barred with dark
brown. The thighs arc long, and marked

with small heart-shaped spots ; legs short,
strong, and yellow

;
claws block, and the

toes long. The Peregrine Falcon appears to
be a general inhabitant of Eurojie and Asia :

it is common in the north of Gotland, and
is known to breed on the rocks of Llandidno,
in Caernarvonshire

;
which have been long

celebrated for producing a “ generous race.”

The Black-cheeked Falcon. {FcJco
melanogenys.) A noble species of the Fal-
conuke, noted for its bold and rapacious
habits, which is universally dispersed oyer
the whole southern portion of Australia, in-

cluding Van Diemen’s Land. Mr. Gould
says it gives preference to steep rocky clif&,

and the sides of precipitous gullies, rather
than to fertile and woodland districts. It

there dwells in pairs throughout the year,

much after the manner of the Peregrine
Falcon ; its nest being placed in the most
precipitous and inaccessible parts of the
rocks Their eggs are two in number, the
ground colour buff, thickly blotched with
deep reddish chestnut. In alluding to the
strength and courage of this bird, Mr. Gould
has the following comment : “ Thus we find

in this Falcon a bird well adapted for the

sport of Falconry, which, though fallen

into disuse in Europe, may at some future

time be revived in this new and rising

eountry, since its lagoons and water-eourses
are well stoeked with herons and cranes,

and its vast plains are admirably suited to

such pastime. The introduction of hounds
for the purpose of chasing the native dog ’

(Dingo) and the Kangaroo has already taken
place in Australia ; and perhaps it is not too

much to look forward to the time when the

noble scienee of Falconry shall be resorted

to by the colonists. A ^er mews of birds

could not be formed in any country than in

Australia; with such typical Falcons as

F. hypoleucus, F. melanogenys, and F.fran-
tatus."

The AVniTE-BEEASTED Falcon. (.FaJeo

hypoleucus.') Tliis fine bird, wliich greatly

resembles the Jerfalcon, belongs to the Aus-
tralian fauna, and is interesting, os itr.

Gould remarks, “ os adding another species

to the true or typical Falcons, and os attord-

ing another proof of the beautiful analogies

which exist between species of certain groups
of the southern and northern l^mispliere.”

The Gentil, or Gentle Falcon. {Falco
Genlilis.) This is described as somewhat
larger than a Goshawk, and of an elegant
form. The bill is lead colour ; the cere and
legs arc j-ellow ; and the head is of a light

ferruginous colour, with oblong black spots.

Tlie whole of the under parts are whitish,

with brown spots and dashes ; the back is

brown ; the quill-feathers, which are dusky,
arc barred on their exterior webs with black,

and on tlie lower jiarts of their inner ones
with white : the wings reach to the middle
of the tail, which is alternately banded with
black and ash-colour, and tipped with white.

The legs arc yellow and rather short, and
the thighs arc well covered with feathers.

jriicrc are many other species and varie-

ties ! but to give a detailed description of
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them all would be more monotonous than
interesting.

j
Among the European nations the French

I and Germans seem to have been the first to
' encourage the practice of falconry ; and the

I

technical terms used by the English are evi-

I
dently all borrowed or derived from the

' French. “ In our own country,” says Mr.
j
Pennant, “ I cannot trace the certainty of

' falconry till the reign of King Ethelbert the

!

Saxon monarch, in the year 760, when he

j

wrote to Germany for a brace of Falcons
I which would fly at cranes and bring them to
i the ground, as there were very few such in
Kent. It seems highly probable that fal-

conry had its rise in Scythia, and passed
from thence to the northern parts of Europe.
Tartarj' is even at present celebrated for its

fine breed of Falcons ; and the sport is in
such general esteem that, according to Olea-
rius, there was no hut but what had its Eagle

; or Falcon. The boundless plains of that
' country arc as finely adapted to the diver-
' sion as the wooded or mountainous nature

I

of most part of Europe is ill calculated for
that rapid amusement." In England fal-

conry seems to have continued in full glory
1 till about the time of Cromwell, after which

it appears to liave gradually declined. With
what ardour it was pursued in the reign of
James I. may be gathered from the anecdote
related by Mr. Pennant, who says that Sir

I
James Monson gave no less a sum than a

:
thousand pounds for a cast of Hawks. [See

I

Eaole, Hawk, &c.j

I

F.iVX.r.OW DEER. CCervus dama.) This
animal, so graceful an ornament of our
parks, in its general form greatly resembles
the Stag, having the same elegance of aspect

;
with a more gentle disposition. It is, how-
ever, considerably smaller, being only about

»Ai,i.ow DxxB.—(canvos dama.)

three feet, or rather less, to the top of the
sliuuliier. It is generally of a brownish bay
oibmr, more or less beantifiilly siKittcd i

and it ha« a ionger taii. Tiie horns of the
Fallow Deer are broad and palmated at

their extremities, pointing a little forward,
and branched on their liinder sides ; they
have two sharp and slender brow-antlers,
and, above them,two smallslendcr branches;
whereas every branch of a Stag’s horn is

shaped like the stem that supports it : the
form of the horns is, in fact, the chief mark
of distinction between the two species.

The manners of the Fallow Deer resemble
those of the Stag, but it is less delicate in the
choice of its food, and browses much closer.

It arrives at full growth and perfection in
about three years, and is said to live about
twenty. The ijiale is called a buck. In the
first year he is afawn

;

in his second, apricket

;

in his third, nsorel; in his fourth, a swe;
in his fifth, a buck ofthe first head

;

and in
his sixth, a great buck. The female, or doe,
in her first year is called afatmi; and in her
second, a teg. The process of acquiring and
shedding the horns is in every respect simi-
lar to that wliich takes place in the stag ;

but the form of them, as we have before
described, is very different, and the furrows,
&c. are less distinctly marked. Although
the males are much less furious in the rut-
ting-season than the Stag, they frequently

I

fight desperately for the possession of the

j

females ; and it is not till after repeated
conflicts that one buck obtains the sove-
reignty of the whole. It also often happens
that a herd of Fallow-Deer will divide into
two parties, and engage each other with
great ardour and obstinacy, as if ambitious
of securing some favourite spot of pasturage,
and of driving the vanquished party into
the coarser and more sterile parts.
When closely pursued by the hunters, the

buck makes towards some strong hold or
thicket with which he is acquainted, either
in the more shady parts of a wood, or the
steep of some mountain

; nor docs he fly far
before the hounds, nor cross and double like
the stag : lie will take the w'ater, it is true,
when hard run

; but in strength, cunning,
and courage, he is much inferior to the stag,
and, consequently, he affords neither so long
nor BO various a chace. In England there
are two kinds of Fallow Deer : the beautiful
dappled kind, supposed to have been brought
from the South of Europe, or the Western
parts of Asia

; and the very deep brown
variety, which were brought from Norway
by James I., who, while there, noticed that
they could endure the cold of that severe
climate, and subsist throughout the winter
without fodder. Nothing can exceed, in
richness and delicacy, the venison of the
Fallow Deer. The skins of both the Buck
and the Doc arc unrivalled for durability
and soilness ; and the horns, like those of the
stag, are manufactured into knife handles,
&c. ;

while from the refuse, ammonia (po-
pularly known as harMorii) is extracted,

FANFOOT [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus I'oigpogon.

FANTAIfy. (Khipidura.) A genus of
Birds bclonuing to the family Muscicupida:,
and found In Australia. There are more
than one species, but we restrict ourselves
here to the
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Riiipidura Albiscapa, or Wuite-
siiAFTHD Fantail. This bird inhabits Van
Diemen’s Dand and Soatli Australia. It is

frenerally seen in pairs, among trees : wliile

in the air it assumes a number of lively and
beautiful positions ; at one moment mount-
ing almost perpendicularly, spreading out
its tail constantly to the full extent, and
frequently tumbling over in the descent. It

is a very tame bird, allowing near approacli
•without showing the least timidity, and
will even enter houses in the bush, in pursuit
of gnats and other insects. In tlie breeding
season it is not so familiar. Its nest is

WalTK-SHAFTKD FAS'IAIT..

(RHTPinUllA ALBiaOAPX,)

very elegant, resembling a wine glass In

shape ; and is generally composed of the

inner bark of a ' Eucalyptus, neatly lined

with the down of the tree-fern intermingled

with flowering stalks of moss, and outwardly

matted together with tlie wel)s of spiders,

which not only serve to envelope the nest,

but also strengthen its attachment to tlie

branch on whicii it is constructed, which is

always w^itliin a few feet of the ground. Eggs
two in number. Our figure is derived from

the beautiful work of Mr. Gould's, and shows

the bird flying over its nest.

FASCIOLA, or FLUKE. (Fasciola Wis-
toma] hepatica.) A parasitical animal,

known to infest tlie liver of the sheep, and
believed to greatly aggravate the symptoms
of that much-dreaded disease called the rot.

It is also found in other ruminants, the

Horse, the Hog, and even ^in Aian. It is

from three quarters of an inch to an inch

and a quarter in length ; its form being that
of an oval leaf, pointed at the posterior ex-
tremity, and with a anrrow portion at the
anterior. It lias two suckers, one at tlie

base of this narrow portion, which leads to

two branched tubes : behind this sucker

Fr.UXa, — (FASC10I.A HEPATXCA.)

there is an erectile tentaculum, which ap-
pears to be the male organ ; behind which
is the second sucker. As in man}' of the
Mollusca, all the Individuals appear to be
bisexual. The eyes are placed on the most
conspicuous part of the head, and, like the
eyes of birds, tliey are provided with horny
rings, by means of which they command a
great range of focal lengths. Tlie |K)wer of
multiiilication in these parasites is immense!
and the ducts of a single liver have been
found to contain more than n thousand,
while the germs are quite innumerable. It

is probable tliat these Flukes, or at all events

the germs of them, exist in the water, or on
the plants of humid and marshy places ; for

it seems that even tlie healthy sheep drop «
few of them in the winter months ; and the

diseased ones vast numbers ; and thus tlie

rotten sheep taint both the flock and tlie

pasture.

FASCIOLARI.\. A genus of Univalves
found in the Indian seas, the Antilles, &c,,

some of which are very beautiful. Shell

fusiform, and not very thick : spire of mo-
derate length, conical, consisting of few,

rounded, or angulutcd wliorls ; aperture

wide, terminating in a long, straight, open
canal i

columcllar lip with several oblique

folds i
operculum horny, pyriform.

FATHER-LASHER. (Coitus bubalis.l An
Acanthopterygious fish, seldom exccetling

eight or ten inches in length, generally found
on the rocky coasts of this island, and which
is immediately recognized by its large and
formidable head, armed with long spines; by

FATIlF.n I.ASllFH,—(COTTUS BOBAT.IS.)

means ofwhich it immediately combats every

enemy that attacks it, inflating its cheeks and
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gill-covers to a prodigious size. The mouth,
which is large, coutains two rows of minute
teeth, besides others which are in the roof.

The back is much elevated ; the belly is pro-
minent ; the lateral line is rough, but the rest

of the b^y is very smooth, tapering towards
the tail. The colour of the body is a dusky
broa'n, marbled with white, and sometimes
stained with red ; the fins and tail are trans-
parent ; and the belly is a silvery white. It

feeds on small Crustacea. In Greenland tliis

fish attains a much larger size, and forms
the principal food of the natives, who make

I

it into soup, which is said to be both whoie-
I some and palatable.

( FAWK. An appellation given to a buck

I

or doe of the first year. [See Deer.]

j
FELIS : FELIDzE. The name given to

,
animals of the Cat kind, forming a large

!
^enusand family of carnivorous quadrupeds,

' including the lion, tiger, leopard, Ij'nx, do-
^ mestic cat, &c. They are characterized by
having strong, sharp, retractile talons on the
feet, and by the teeth being equally fitted for
the puriHJses of destruction. They are all es-

sentially carnivorous ; they refuse vegetable
food ; and in a state of nature they will not,

,
unless pressed by hunger, citvour any flesh

I
wliich they have not themselves killed.

I

They are, consequently, of all Mammalia,
the most destructive in their propensities;
and their bodily powers arc in admirable

;
accordance with their instincts. There are

: no quadrupeds in which tlic muscles of the
. jaws and limbs are more fully developed :

their frame is vigorous, but agile
;
the limbs

. arc well knit, but supple
;
and cverj' motion

Is easy, free, and graceful. There is no su-
perfluous flesh ; but the whole seems com-
posed of bone, nerve, muscle, and sinew.
Though many animals on which they prey
excel them in flectness, in consequence of
having longer and more slender limbs, there
are none which approach them in the power
of leaping and bounding. The under sur-
face of their feet being provided with elastic
pads or cushions, their footfall is rendered
noiseless ; their usual gait is slow, cautious,

i and stealthy ; and when the iiniictus of the
,
spring is aildcd to the stroke of the paw,

I
their power is almost irresistible. They
possess the sense of smell in a very moderate
degree, compared with the Canidai ; but

I
their sight Is most acute, adapted for vision

I by night os well os b^ day ; the sense of

]

hearing is also exquisite ; ami the long
;

whiskers arc delicate organs of the sense of
:
feeling. The tongue is furnished with rough

: homy papillai, directed backwards ; these

]

serve a very imiiortant purpose in enabling

;

the animal to scrape off the minute particles

,
of flesh Inhering to the Ixmcs of its prey.

I

The ditfercut s|>ccics of this family for the
most |mrt bear a very close rcscinblaiice to

[

one another in general conformation, though
differing widely in size ; and it is chiefly oy

I

tlieir variation in this respect that their

I

habits are gniiled. In Urande's Dictionary
' of ticicnce we find the following Judicious
I olmrvations on the distinguishing cliarac-

]

teriitics »if the dilfercnt species :
** The leo-

[

pards, panthers, jaguars, are the most typical

or truly feline species ; in these the beauty
of colouring, sleekness of skin, elegance of
form, craft, suspicion, bloodtiiirstiness, agi-
lity under e.xcitement, and sloth during re-

pletion, are most strongly manifested. The
lion combines more robustness of body with
the feline attributes ; and his pre-eminent
stature receives an air of nobility and gran-
deur from the mane that decorates his head
and neck. lie has the credit too of a greater
share of boldness and generosity than the
other cats. Ills vocal organs also exhibit a
modification of structure not present in the
other felines, by which he has the power to
utter his tremendous roar— a roar which,
when sent forth under the excitement of
hunger, scares from their Iiiding places the
timid ruminants w'hlch may be lurking
within the compass of its fearful reverbera-
tions. Among the felines, one group is cha-
racterized by the shortness of the tail, and
the tuft of hair on the tips of the cars ; this

includes the lynxes.
“ The cheetah, or hunting leopard, deviates

most in the half-retractile condition of the
talons, and the upright carriage of his body,
from the true feline characters ; and with
these physical modifications is combined so
much of the canine disposition, as enables
this species to be used in packs for the pur-
poses of the chase.

“ The middle-sized cats, which lurk in the
branches of trees, as the leopards, ocelots,

&c., have a fulvous ground colour, broken
by irregular dark spots ; a marking which
admirably adapts them for concealment
amidst foliage. A similar relation of adapt-
ation to the peculiar theatre of their de-
structive habits may be traced in other spe-
cies. The tiger, for e.xample, which prowls
on the ground, and crcci)s stealthily towards
his victim between the stems of the trees

and plants of the jungle, has his bright
ground colour interrupted with black ver-
tical stripes. The lion, which traverses the
parched deserts of Africa, and lies in wait
to intercept the antelopes whieh bound in
troops from one oasis to another, would be
rendered too conspicuous if his tawny liide
were ornamented with the stripes or spots
that characterize the feline livery : these,
therefore, which are obvious enough in the
earlier periods of Iiis existence, become ob-
literated 03 he attains to maturity. A
smaller feline species, the puma, or Ame-
rican lion, which plays the predatory cha-
racter in a corresponding theatre of the New
World, presents a similar uniformity of eo-
lour. The feline animals bring forth from
two to six young ones at a birth.” [See
C.VT : Lio.y : Tioek : &c.l

FENXEC. iJri’i/nJoli.'i.) This is a beau-
tiful little animal, belonging to the digiti-
gradc Carnivora, closely allied to the Dog,
Iirinclpally found In N. Africa. It is about
ten inches in length, live In height, and Is of
a ycllowisli-whlte colour : it has a pointed
visage, long whiskers, large bright black eyes,
ami very larjje cars, of a bright rose colour.
Internally lined with long hairs, and the
orlllce covered with a valve or membrane :

the legs and feet are like those of a dog; and

X
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It has a taper tail. It inhabits, says Mr.
Pennant, the vast deserts of Saara, which
extend beyond Mount Atlas j and burrows

NDBIAN FENNEO.
(MEQAI.OTI3 NCBIANOS.)

in sandy ground, which shows the use of
valves to the ears. It is so exceedingly swift
Hiat it is very rarely taken alive : feeds on
insects, especially locusts ; sits on its rump j

is very vigilant, and barks like a dog, hut
much shriller. A fine species of Fcnnec was
lately brought alive from S. Africa, and pre-
sented to the Zoological Society of London,
by Capt. Sir Edw. Belcher. There seem to
be two, if not three, species.

PERAH. The name of an order of Mam-
malia, to which the Cats, Dogs, Bears, &c.
belong. [See Cabnivoua.]

FERRET. {Ahislela furo.~) This useful
but ferocious little animal, of the weasel
kind, is kept in a domesticated state in Eu-
rope, and is used for rabbit-hunting, as well
as for destroying rats. In its general form
it resembles the Polecat, but is rather small-
er ; its usual length being about thirteen
inches, exclusive of the tail, wliich is about

FKl'.BET.—(StrjSTET.A FORO.)

five. It has a very sharp nose, red and fiery

eyes, and round ears. Its eolour is a pale

yellow, but it also occasionally partakes of

all the colours common to the weasel kind,

white, black, brown, &c. In the slenderness

of its body and the shortness of its legs it

also resembles the weasel. In its wild state

it is a native of Africa, whence it was ori-

ginally imported into Spain, and from Spain
gradually introduced into other European
countries. The cold of our winters is, in

fact, too severe for it, so that it becomes ne-
cessary to keep it in a warm box, with wool
or some other substance in which it may
imbed itself. In this state it sleeps almost
continually ; and when awake, immediately
begins to search about for food : that wiiieli

it is usually given is bread and milk, but its

favourite food is the blood of smaller ani-
mals. It is by nature an enemy to the rab-
bit J and Bu&>n affirms, that whenever a
dead rabbit is presented for the first time to
a young Ferret, he flies upon it in an instant,
and bites it with great fury ; but if it be
alive, he seizes it by the throat and sucks its

blood. When sent into the burrows of rab-
bits, the Ferret is always muzzled, that he
may not kill the rabbits in their holes, but
only drive them out to be caught in the nets
prepared for them. If the Ferret become
unmuzzled he is often lost ; for after sucking
the blood of his victim, he generally falls

asleep in the burrow, from whehce he emerges
only when hy the calls of hunger he goes
forth in pursuit of fresh prey ; and there, in
the midst of abundance, he eontinues to

lead a rapacious life, till the severity of the
weather proves fatal to him.
The Ferret, as we have before said, in its

nature Is ferocious ; it is tame without at-
tachment ; and such is its appetite for blood,
that it has been known to attack and even
kill children in their cradles. It is of an
irascible nature, and when irritated, the
odour it emits is very disagreeable, and its

bite not easily cured. The female has two
broods in the year, each consisting of from
six to nine. She not unfrequently devours
her young as soon as they are bom ; in which
cose she usually has another brood very soon.

FIBER. A genus of glirine Mammalia,
close to the Beaver, the onl3' known spec%s
of which is the N. American Ondrata, or
Castor zibethicus, L. [See Beaver.]

FILANDER. The name given by Bmn
to the E. India Island Kangaroo, Ualmaturus
Asiaticus.

FINFOOTS. The name applied to two
grallatorial birds, allied to the Coots, and
closely connected with the web-fooled ordef.

One of these, Jleliumis Surinamensis, is a
native of S. America ; while the other,

Podica Senegalensis, or African Finfoot, is, as

the name implies, a native of W. Africa.

FILARIA. A genus of Entozoa, having
a long, slender, and thread-like b^y, re-

sembling that of the Gordii among the An-
nelida!, but with mere marks on the body
instead of the rings. These parasitic animals
are imbedded in the parenchj’ma of the cel-
lular tissues, between the coats of the viscera,

&c., often existing in numerous bundles,
contained in a common cyst or tunic. They
arc not confined to the larger animals, but
are found in insects and their larva-, and
even in various Mollusco. Of these the most
common, or at all events the most dreaded
by man, is the Pilaria Medinensis, or Guinea
Svorm, a most troublesome animal in hot
climates, where it insinuates itself under the

skin, gcnerall}' of the le^, and sometimes
causes the most excruciating pain. At the

seventh anniversary of the Microscoiiical

Society of Ixindon, held Feb. 10. 1847, a
pai>cr was read, entitled “Observations on
the Structure and Nature of the Filaria Me-
dinensis, or Guinea Worm,” by O. Busk,

Esq, The author, before entering upon the
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anatomical structure of the worm, premised
a short statement of what is known with re-

gard to its habits, and the localities in which
it occurs endemically, showing that it is

found only in certain portions of the torrid

and north temperate zones in Africa and
Asia. It is especially frequent on the coast
of Africa, and thence derives its name of
Guinea Worm. When jierfect, its average
length is from four to six feet : the body is

cylindrical, and of uniform size, or nearly
so, throughout ; there is no anal or other
opening visible at the caudal extremity of
the worm, or in any part of its length. The
cavity of the worm is occupied by innume-
rable young. In some worms, or in some
parts of them, these occupy the whole space,
whilst in others a grnmous matter predomi-
nates, and only a few young are here and
there imbedded in it. The young Mlariue
differ considerably in their outward form
from the parent worm, being furnished with
a long tapering tail, which constitutes about
two-fifths of the length of the body. The
life of Filaria Medinensis as a parasite ex-
tends over from twelve to eighteen months.
When arrived at maturity, it comes to the
surface, and is either brought away or comes
away piecemeal, thus affording an opportu-
nity for the dispersion of the vivacious young
with which its interior is crammed. From
these facts, the author suggested that Filaria
iltdinentii, in its parasitic form, presented
an instance, among the nematoid Entozoo,
of an intermediate or transitory generation,
such as have been shown by several natu-
ralists to exist in most of the lower classes
of animals.

FIELDFARE. {Turdus pilaris.') A bird
of the Thrush kind, ten inches in length, and
weighing about four ounces. The head is

ash-coloured, inclining to olive, and spotted
with black ; the bock and greater coverts
of the wings are of a deep chestnut ; the
throat and breast yellow, regularly spotted
with block ( the belly and thighs yellowish-
white ; tail dark brown

; legs dusky brown j

bill yellow. The Fieldfare is a migratory
bird, making its appearance in tliis country
about the beginning of October, in order to
avoid the rigorous winters of the north,
whence it sometimes comes in great flocks,
according to the severity of the season, and
leaves ns about the latter end of February
or the beginning of March. It builds its
nest in the loftiest trees ; and feeds on hips,
haws, and other berries, with various kinds
of worms, &c.
Mr. Knapp, speaking of the Fieldfare in

his “ Journal of a Naturalist," says, “In this
county [Gloucestershire], the extensive low-
lands of the river Severn in ojicn weather are
visited by prodigious flocks of these birds;
but as srxin as snow falls or hard weather
comes on, they leave these marshy lands,
because their insect fixKl is covered or become
scarce, visit the uplands to feed on the pro-
duce of the hedges, and we see them all day
long passing over our heads in large tliglits
on some distant progress, in the same
manner as our larks, at the commencement
of a snowy season, repair to the turnip fields
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of Somerset and Wiltshire. They remain
absent during the continuance of those
causes which incited their migration ; but,
as the frost breaks up, and even before the
thaw has actually commenced, we see a large
portion of these passengers returning to their
worm and insect food in the meadows, at-
tended probably by many that did not take
flight with them — though a great many re-
main in the upland pastures, feeding promis-
cuously as they can. In my younger days, a
keen, unwearied sportsman, it was alw-ays ob-
servable, that in hard weather these birds in-
creased prodigiously in number in the eouu-
ties far distant from the meadow lands,
though we knew not the reason

; and we
usually against this time provided tempting
bushes ofhaws,preserved in a barn, to place in
frequented hedges, near our secret standings.
When the Fieldfare first arrives, its flesh
is dark, thin, and scurfy ; but, having fed a
little time in the hedges, its rump and side
veins are covered with fat. This is, in part,
attributable to suppression of perspiration
by the cold, and partly to a nutritive fari-
naceous food ; its flesh at the time becoming
bluish and clean. The upland birds are in
this state, from perhaps the end of November
till the end of January, according as the
hedge fruit has held out ; and at this period
they are comparatively tame : afterwards,
though the flights may be large, they beeome
wild ; and the flesh, assuming its darkness,
manifests that their food has not been
farinaceous. The distant foreign migrations,
which have been stated to take plaee from
the meadows of the Severn, I believe to be
only these inland trips ; and that the sup-
posed migrators returned to those stations
fat and in good condition, owing to their
having fed during their absenee on the nu-
tritious berry of the white thorn. * * * Per-
fectly gregarious as the Fieldfare is, yet we
observe every year, in some tall hedge-row,
or little quiet pasture, two or three of them
that have withdrawn from the main flocks,
and there associate with the blackbird and
the thrush. They do not appear to be
wounded birds, which from necessity have
sought concealment and quiet, but to have
retired from inclination

; and I have reason
to apprehend that these retreats are ocea-
sionally made for the purpose of forming
nests, tliough they are afterwards abandoned
without iucubation. » » • These retiring
birds linger with us late in the season, after
all the main flights are departed, as if re-
luctant to leave us ; but towards the middle
or end of April the stragglers unite, form a
small company, and take tlieir flight,”

FILE-FISII. {Bnlistes.) There arc se-
veral s])ccies whieh come under this general
denomination ; as the Unicorn File-fish, the
European File-fish, and many otliers. Tlio
first-named, the U.vicoiiN Fii.k-i-isii (lia-
listes monoccros), grows to a considerable
size, often exceeding two feet in length : the
body is of an oval shape, and, like most
others of this genus, it jmssesscs the power
of inflating at pleasure the sides of the ab-
domen, by means of a pair of bony processes
within that purl : the skin is everywhero
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covered with very minute spines, and the
general colour is grey, inclining to brown on
the upper parts, and varied with irregular,
dusky, subtransverse undulations and siiots :

both fins and tail are of a light brown eolour,
0»e latter marked by a few dusky bars. It
is a native of the Indian and American seas,
and feeds cliicfly on crustaceous and testa-
ceous marine animals. The European Filk-
Fisn (Balistes capviscus) is a species well
known to the older authors as an inhabitant
of the Mediterranean

; and instances have
occurred, though they are extremely rare, of
their having been taken on our own coasts.
The shape is ovate

;
general colour viola-

ceous grey, sometimes variegated both on
the body and fins with blue or red spots ;

first or small dorsal fin furnished with three
or four rays, the first of which is very strong ;

tail rounded. The peculiar structure of the
first or dorsal fin is worthy of notice : the
bones or rays are so contrived to .act in con-
cert with considerable force in suddenly ele-
vating the fin at pleasure

; and how hard
soever the foremost be pressed, it null not
stir i but if the last be only lightly pressed,
the other two immediately fall dotvn with
it ; as a cross-bow is let off by pulling down
the trigger. Eor this reason the fish is called
on the Italian shores of the Mediterranean
by the name of Pescc Balcstra.
We shall describe but one more species,

which is the singular species named the
Aculbated File-kisii XBalistcs aculeattis').

This is twelve or fourteen Inches long
;
of a

rufous brown colour, with a few purplish
bands across the hinder part of the belly,

and sometimes along the middle of the body :

1

from the top of the eye to the crown four
' bright blue lines diverge, so as to form a
blue-striped lozenge on that part

;
while

from the bottom of the eye three or four
I longer lines of the same colour reach as far

1
as the pectoral fin, the .space between the

i lines being blackish. The
.
skin is rough,

and strongly crossed with reticular squares :

on each side the end of the body three lon-
gitudinal rows of spines : tail rounded. It

IS a native of the Indian, American, and
Eed seas ; varies in colour, and is sometimes
of a bright golden hue.

riNCIIES. A numerous group of birds,

embracing not only some of the most beau-
tiful, but also some of the most agreeable of

the feathered tribe. [Sec I'ltiNGiLi.in.B.]

FIRE-FEY. The name generally given

to any insect which has the singular property

of emitting a luminous secretion. [See

Elateu : Olow-wokm : EAiiuruis.]

FISHING-FROG. [See Axoler.]

FISSIROSTRES. The name of a tribe of

Perching IJirds, comprehending those which
have a very wide gape, os the .Swallow.

FI.STUEARIA. The name given to a

genus of fishes, distinguished by elongated

or tube -like noses and cylindrical bodies.

[Sec PifK-Kisil.J

FITCIIET. An animal of the weasel
kind. [Sec Poi.kcat.]

FISH, or FISHES. (Pigecs.) The name
by which we designate the various species of
a class of vertebrate animats inhabiting the
water ; which breed through the medium of
that fluid by means of branchiae or gills, in-
stead of lungs

;
which swim by means of

fins ; and are mostly covered with carti-

laginous scales. Though the external form
varies, by far the greater part possess con-
siderable similarity of conformation— an
elongated oval

; a figure which enables them
with greater celerity and ease than any other
to traverse the aqueous element. They are
also, for the most part, furnished with an air

bladder in the interior ofthe body, (an oblong
white membranous bag close to the back-
bone,) bythe dilation or compression ofwhich
their specific grarity is said to be varied,
and by which they are enabled to rise and
sink in the water. In most osseous fishes,

this organ extends along the back of the ab-
'

domen, between the kidneys and the chy-
lopoietic viscera, and sometimes beneath the
caudal vertebrse to near the end of the tail.

It is seldom bifurcated j still more seldom
divided lengthwise into two bladders : it is

oftener divided crosswise into two compart- ;

ments, which intercommunicate by a con- i

tracted orifice ; or are quite separate. All
j

parts of their bodies seem adapted to ac- '

celerate their motion ;
their fins, their tails,

j

and the undulation of their back bones
assist progression— their whole structure, in

|

short, being os evidently adapted for swim-
i

ming as that of a bird is for flight. i
|

The fins consist of a thin clastic membrane
,

supported by bony rays.and ore denominated, !

according to their position, dorsal, pectoral,

ventral, anal, or caudal: the dorsal and
,

ventral fins apparently sen-e .to balance the
,

fish, and the pectoral to push the creature :

forward, or to arrest its progress when re-
’

quired ; the anal fin occupies that part
!

which lies between the anus and the tail,
i

and this serves to keep the fish in its u|>- 1

right or vertical position : but the tail, 1

which in some fishes is horizontal, and in
|

others perpendicular, seems to be the grand .

instrument of motion
;

the fins being all

subsenient to it, and only giving direction

to its powerful impetus. Yet the fins are
important, not only ns organs of motion, but
os affording by their structure, position, and
number, materials for distinguishing orders,
families, and genera. The surface of the
body is termed naked, when destitute of
scales ! scaly, when furnished with them i

smooth, when the scales are without angles j

lubicrous, when prorided with a mucus ;

loricate, or mailed, when enclosed in a bard
interment ;

foscintc or banded, when
marked with zones from the bnek to the

belly ;
tubcrculatc, spinous, stri]>ed, reti-

culate, &c.
Nature appears to have fitted this class of

animals with npiHititcs and |K)wers of an in-

ferior kind J and formed them for a sort of
passive existence in the heavy clement in

which they live. To preserve their own ex-

istence, and to continue it to their posterity,

fill up the whole circle of their pursuits and
enjoyments ; and to these they seem im-
Iicllcd rather by necessity than choice.

k
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Their senses are incapable of making any
nice distinctions ; and they move forwards
in pursuit of whatever they can swailow,
conquer, or enjoy. A craving desire of food
seems to give the ruling impulse to all their

motions. This appetite imiiels tliem to en-
' counter every danger ; and to their rapacity
no bounds appear prescribed. Even wlicn
taken out of the water, and almost expiring,
they greedily swallow the very bait which
lured them to destruction. Their digestive

:
powers seem, in some measure, to increase
with the quantity offood they consume ; and
a single pike has been known to devour a
hundred roaches in three days. The amaz-
ing digestive faculties in the cold maws of
fishes have justly excited the curiosity of
philosophers, and have effectually over-
turned the system of those who maintain
that the heat of the stomach is a sufficient

instrument for digestion. The truth seems
to be, that there is a power of animal as-

similation lodged in the stomachs of all

creatures, which we can neither describe nor
define, converting the substances they swal-
low into a fluid adapted for their peculiar
support. This is effected neither by tritu-

ration, by warmth, by motion, by a dissolv-
ing fluid, nor by their united efforts ; but by
some principle in the stomach yet unknown,
which acts in a manner very different from
all kinds of artificial maceration. The food
taken into the stomach is often seen, though
nearly digested, still to retain its original
form i and, in fact, is ready for a total dis-

solution, while to the eye it appears yet un-
: touched by the force of the digestive powers.
But though the appetites of Fishes are in-

' satiable, no animals can endure the want of
fix>d so long,

1
Professor Owen, in his ‘ Lectures on Com-

i parative Anatompr,’ observes, " A few species
retain the primitive vermiform type, and

, have no distinct locomotive members ; and
I
these members, in the rest ofthe Piscine class,

' arc small and simple, rarely adapted for any
other function than the propulsion or guid-

; ance of the body through the water. The
; form of the body is, for the most part, such
;

as mechanical principles teach to lie best
’ ailaptcd for moving with least resistance

j

through a liquid medium. The surface of
the body is either smooth and lubricous, or

:

is covered by closely imbricated scales, rarely
1 defended by bony jilates or roughened by

1

hard tubercles
; still more rarely armed with

1 spines. The central axis of the nervous sys-

1

tern presents but one partial enlargement,
and that of comparatively small size, at
Its anterior extremity, forming the brain,
which consists of a succession of simple gan-
glionic masses, most of them exclusively
appropriated to the function of a nerve of
si>ccinl sense. The power of touch can be
but feebly devclopefl In flshes. The organ
of taste is a very inconsjiicuous one, the
chief function of the frame-work su|iporting
it. or the byoideaii apparatus, relating to tlie

mechanism of swallowing and breathing.
Of the organ of hearing there is no outward
sign ! but the essential part, the acoustic
laliyrlnth, is present, and the semicircular
canals largely devcloj>ed within the laliy-

rinth is without cochlea, and is rarely
prordded with a special chamber, but is

lodged, in common with the brain, in the
cranial cavity. The eyes are usually large,

but are seldom defended by eyeUds, and
never served by a lachrymal organ. The
alimentary canal is commonly short and
simple, with its divisions not always clearly
marked, the short and wide gullet being
hardly distinguishable from the stomach.
The pancreas, for the most part, retains its

primitive condition of separate ctecal ap-
pendages to the duodenum. The heart con-
sists essentially of one amide, and one ven-
triele, receiving the venous blood, and pro-
pelling it to the gills ; whence the circulation
is continued over the entire body in vessels

only, which are aided by the contraction of
the surrounding muscular fibres. The blood
of fishes is cold ; its temperature being rarely
elevated above that of the surrounding me-
dium.”

“ All writers on animal mechanics,” ob-
serves the able Professor just quoted, and
to whom we are indebted for the following
detached extracts, “ have shown how ad-
mirably the whole form of the fish is adapted
to the element in which it lives and moves :

the viscera arc packed in a small compass,
in a cavity brought forwards close to the
head, and whilst the consequent abrogation
of the neck gives the advantage of a more
fixed and resisting connection of the head to
the trunk, a greater proportion of the trunk
behind is left free for the development and
allocation of the muscular masses which are
to move the tail. In the caudal, which is

usually the longest, portion of tlie trunk,
transverse processes cease to be developed,
whilst the dermal and intercalary spines
shoot out from the middle line above and
below, and give the vertically extended,
compressed form, most efficient for the la-
teral strokes, by the rapid alternation of
which the fish is propelled forwards in the
diagonal, between the direction of those
forces.” “ You may be reminded that all
the vertebra! of the trunk arc distinct from
one another at one stage of the quadruped’s
development, ns in the fish throughout life i

and you might suppose that the absence of
that development and confluence of certain
vertebra) near the tail, to form a sacrum,
was a mark of inferiority in fishes. But
note what a hindrance such a fettering of
the movements of the caudal vertebra! would
be to creatures which progress by alternate
vigorous Inflections of a muscular tail. A
sacrum is a consolidation of a greater or less

proportion of the vertebral axis of the body,
for the transference of more or less of the
weight of the l)ody upon limbs organized for
its support oil dry land ; such n modillcation
would have been useless to the fish, and not
only useless, but a hindrance and a defect.

“ The pectoral fins, those curtailed proto-
types of the forc-llmbs of other Vertebfata,
with the last segment, or hand, alone pro-
jecting freely from the trunk, and swathed
In acmninoii undivided legiiinentary slieatli,

present a couditioii analogous to that of the
embryo buds of the homologous mciiilicrs in
the higher Vcrtcbrata. But what would

X 3
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;

have been the effect if both arm and fore-
arm had also extended freely from the side
of the fish, and dangled as a long fiexible
many-jointed appendage in the water ? This
higher development, as it is termed, in rela-
tion to the prehensile limb of the denizen of
dry land, would have been an Imperfection
in the structure of the creature which is to
cleave the liquid element : in it, therefore,
the fore limb is reduced to the smallest pro-
portions consistent with its reqnired func-
tions : the brachial and antibrachial seg-
ments are abrogated, or hidden in the trunk :

the hand alone projects, and can be applied,
when the fish darts forwards, prone and flat,

by flexion of the wrist, to the side of the
trunk

; or it may be extended at right
angles, with its flat surfaces turned forwards
and backwards, so as to check and arrest
more or iess suddenly, according to its de-
gree of extension, the progress of the fish ;

Its breadth may also be diminished or in-
creased by approximating or divaricating
the rays. In the act of flexion, the fin
Blightl3' rotates and givef a.n oblique stroke
to the water. For these functions, however,
the hand requires as much extra develop-
ment in breadth, as reduction in length and
thickness ; and mark how this is given to
the so-called embryo or rudimental fore-
limb : it is gained by the adciition of ten,
twenty, or it may be even a hundred digital
rays, beyond the number to which the fingers
are restricted, in the hand of the higher
classes of Vertebrata. We find, moreover,
as numerous and striking modifications of
the pectoral fins, in adjustment to the pe-
culiar habits of the species in Fishes, as we
do in the fore limbs in any of the higher
classes. Tliis fin may wield a formidable
and special weapon of offence, as in many
Siluroid fishes. But the modified hands
have a more constant secondary office, that
of touch, and are applied to ascertain the
nature of surrounding objects, and particu-
larly the character of the bottom of the
water in which the fish may live. You may
witness the tactile action of the pectoral fins

when gold fish are transferred to a strange
vessel : their eyes are so placed as to prevent
their seeing what is below them ; so they
compress their air-bladder, and allow them-
selves to sink near the bottom, which they
sweep, os it were, by rapid and delicate vi-

brations of the pectoral fins, apijarcntly

ascertaining that no sharp stone or stick

projects upwards, which might injure them
in their rapid movements round their pri-

son.” * » * “ Everywhere, whatever re-

semblance or analogy we may perceive in

the ichthyic modifications of the Vertebrate
skeleton to the lower forms or the embryos
of the higlicr classes, we shall find such ana-
logies to be the result of special adaptations
for the purpose or function for wliich that
part of the fish is designed.
“ The ventral fins or homologucs of the

hind legs are still more rudimental— still

more embryonic, having in view the com-
parison with the stages of development in a
land animal— than the pectoral fins; and
their small proportional size reminds the
homologist of the later njipcarancc of the

hind limbs, in the development of the land
Vertebrate. But the hind limbs more im-
mediately relate to the support and pro-
gression of an animal on dry land than the
fore limbs : the legs are the sole terrestrial i

locomotive organs in Birds, whose fore-limbs i

are exclusively modified, as wings, for mo-
tion in another element. The legs are the
sole organ of support and progression in
Man, whose pectoral members or arms are
liberated from that office, and made entirely
subservient to the varied purposes to which

!

an inventive faculty and an intelligent will i

would apply them. To what purpose, then,
encumber a creature, always floating in a
medium of nearly the same specifie grainty
as itself, with hind limbs ? They could be
of no use ; nay, to creatures that can only
attain their prey, or escape their enemy, by
vigorous alternate strokes of the hind part i

of the trunk, the attachment there of long
flexible limbs would be a grievous liindrance,
a very monstrosity. So, therefore, we find
the All-wise Creator has restricted the de-
velopment and connections of the hind limbs
of Fishes to the dimensions and to the form
which, whilst suited to the limited functions
they are capable-'Of in tliis class, would pre-
vent their interfering with the action of
more important parts of the locomotive ma-
chinery.”

“ The following short account of some
experiments upon fish, made for the purpose
of ascertaining the use of their fins, I give
(says Mr. Owen) in the words of their gifted
describer, Palev, to whom Comparative
Physiology owes many beautiful accessions
to its teleological applications. ^ In most fish,

beside the great fin— the tail, we find two
pairs of fins upon the sides, two single fins

upon the back, and one upon the belly,
or rather between the belly and the tail.

The balancing use of these organs is proved
in this manner. Of the large-headed fish, if

you cut off the pectoral fins, that is, the pair
which lies close behind the gills, the head
falls prone to the bottom ; if the right pec-
toral fin only be cut off, the fish leans to
that side ; if the ventral fin on the same side
be cut awaj', then it loses its equilibrium
entirely ; if the dorsal and anal fins be cut
off, the fish reels to the right and left : when
the fish dies, that is, when the fins cease to
play, the bellj’ turns upwards. The use of
the same parts for motion is seen in the fol-

lowing observation upon them when put
into action. The pectoral, and more parti-
cularly the ventral fins, serve to raise and
depress the fish ; when the fish desires to
have a retrograde motion, a stroke forward
with the pectoral fin effectually produces
it ; if the fish desire to turn either waj’, a
single blow with the tail the opposite way
sends it round at once ; if the tail strike
both ways, the motion produced by the dou-
ble lash is progressive, and enables the fish

to dart forwards with an astonishing velo-
city. The result is not only in some cases
the most rapid, but in all cases the most
gentle, pliant, easy animal motion with
which we are acquainted. However, when
the tail is cut off, the fish loses all moti.ra,
and it gives itself up to where the water

|
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impels it. The rest of the fins, therefore, so

far os respects motion, seem to be merely
subsidiary to this. In their mechanical use
the anal fin may be reckoned the keel ; the
Tentral fins outriggers ; the pectoral fins the
oars ; and if there be any similitude between

' these parts of a boat and a fish, observe that
it is not the resemblance of imitation, but
the likeness which arises from applying
similar mechanical means to the same pur-

' pose.'”
“ Professor Muller concludes, from his ex-

periments, ‘that the air-bladder lu fishes, in
addition to other uses, serves the purpose of
increasing by resonance the intensity of the
sonorous unduiations communicated from
water to the body of the fish.’ The vibra-
tions thus commtinicated to the peri- and
endo-lymph of the labyrinth are doubtless
made to beat more strongly upon the deli-
cate extremities of the acoustic nerve, in
osseous fishes, by their effect upon tiie sus-
pended otolites, also relate to the medium

j

through which the sonorous vibrations are
.
propagated to the fish, and to the mode in

I

which they arc transmitted to the organ ; in
like manner as the eye-balls are expanded

;
in order to take in the utmost possible
amount of light. The contracted encepha-
lon harmonises with and suffices for the sen-
sations and volitions, and tlie simple series
of ideas daily repeated in the monotonous
existence of the scaled inhabitants of the
waters. To say that the fish’s cars and eves
were made enormous in order to strike
strongly on its dull brain—that the develop-
ment of the organs of sense has been e.xag-
gerated to compensate for the defective size
of their nervous centres— implies a want of
due appreciation of the beautiful adjust-

I

ment of the labyrinth and eyeball to the
I conditions under which the fish receives its

impressions of the sonorous and luminous
' undulations.”
' It would be impossible, unless we devoted
very considerable space to the subject, to
enter into all the minutise respecting the
anatonw, physiology, and habits of Fishes ;

and sufficient for the purposes of this work,
it is hoped, will be found in the descriptions

I which are given of the various species be-

;

lonmng to this large class of animals. We
I shall therefore conclude, with a few general
observations, derived from different authors.
In every point of view Fishes appear in-
ferior to terrestrial animals ; in the sim-
plicity of their conformation, in their senses,

; and in their enjoyments
j but theirs is an

I uniform existence, their movements arc
^thout effort, and their lives without labour:

I

their bodies, instead of experiencing the ri-

;
gidity of age, which is the cause of natural

j

decay In land animals, still continue in-
1 CTeasing with fresh supplies j and os their
bodies grow, the conduits of life furnish their
•tores In greater abundance. How long a
r ish, which seems to have hardly any bounds
prescribed to its growth, continues to live, is
not ascertained

; but we have sufficient evi-
of the extraordinary age of some

sislies. Their fecundity is, however, much
more extraordinary than their longevity.
Borne produce their young alive ; others are

oviparous : the former are the least prolific,

and yet they produce in amazing abun-
dance ; the viviparous blenny, for instance,
produces two or three hundred at a time.
Those which exclude their progeny in eggs,

and are obliged to leave them to chance, at
the bottom of shallow water, or floating on
the surface, where it is deeper, are much
more prolific ; the stoek being in some mea-
sure proportioned to the danger there is of
its consumption. Mr. Harmcr, in the Phi-
losophical Transactions, vol. 57., and re-

cently, Mr. Jesse, have each given a Table,
showing the different degrees of fecundity in
several kinds of fish : they correspond in
almost every instance ; it is therefore fair

to presume that the one is derived from the
other.

Fish, Weight W^eight of
Spawn.

Number
of Eggs.

Carp
oz. dr.

25 5
grs.

2,571
12„')40

20.5,109

Codfish - 3,380,730
Flounders 24 4 2,200 1,357,400
Herring 5 10 480 33,930
Mackerel 18 0 1,22.8.1 643,081
Perch 8 9 735.5 28,.823

Pike 53 4 5,100j 49,.804

Roach 10 6i 331 81,583
Smelt 2 0 149} 38,278
Sole 14 8 542} 100,302
Tench 40 0 - 383^.52
Lobster - - 1,071 21,699

To which he adds, “ The Salmon is far
more productive than any of these

j the
ovarium of one female salmon will produce
20,000,000 eggs.
‘‘That fish have the power of hearing,

there can, I think, be no doubt, as I have
seen them suddenly move at the report of a
gun, though it was impossible for them to
sec the flash. They also appear to have the
sense of smelling, as they will prefer paste
and worms that have been prepared with
particular perfumes. They have also some
curiosity, which I have witnessed by putting
some new object into the water, which they
have assembled around, and appeared to
reconnoitre : carp, especially, would come
up to a new fish which was put amongst
them. Iloach, and other small kinds, are
perfectly aware of, and arc careful to avoid,
those fish which prey upon them. Thus, I
have seen large carp swim amongst a shoal
of roach without in the least disturbing
them, while, if a pike comes near them, they
make off in every direction. Fish appear,
also, to be capable of entertaining afl'cetiou
for each other. I once caught a female iiike
during the spawning season, and nothing
coulil drive the male away from the spot at
which the female disappeared, whom he had
followed to the very edge of the water.”
“ It may be considered as a law,” observes

Mr. Yarrcll, that those Fish which swim
near the surface of the water have a high
standard of respiration, a low degree of
muscular irritability, great necessity for
oxygen, die soon—almost immediately when
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taken out of the water, and have flesh prone
to rapid decomposition : mackerel, salmon
trout, and herrings are examples. On the
contrary, those Fish that live near the
bottom of the water have a low standard of
respiration, a high degree of muscular irri-

tability, and less necessity for oxygen ; they
sustain life long after they are taken out of
the water, and their flesh remains good for
several days.”
In “ Tile Zoologist,” (p. 79.5, et seq.) there

is an article of considerable interest, entitled
“ Notes on the Nidification of Fishes,” by
R. Q. Couch, Esq., from which the following
passages are extracted :

“ We have been accustomed to look on
the inhabitants of the deep as devoid of any
thing like intelligence or affection; as beings
guided solely by insatiable appetites, wliich
lead them indiscriminately to prey on each
other, and to abandon their offspring to the
mercy of the sea and their predatory com-
panions, from the instant that the ova are
shed. Any attempt to dispel this opinion
will probably be received with distrust ; for,

taken as a whole, fish are certainly the most
universally predaceous of any class of ani-
mals in existence ; being checked only by
want of power. But notwithstanding this,

some, at least, have a redeeming quality,
and show a remarkable care and anxiety
for their young. Nests are built in which
the ova are deposited, and over which the

I
adult flsh will watch (till the young make
their escape. And where circumstances will
not allow of tliis continued care, as from the
reflux of the sea, the old fish will return
with the return of the tide, and remain os
long as the water will permit.
“ During the summers of 1842 and 1843,

while searching for the naked molluscs of
the county, I occasionally discovered por-
tions of sca-weed, and the common coralline

(C. officinalis), hanging from the rocks in
pear-shaped masses, variously intermingled
with each other. On one occasion, having
observed that the mass was very curiously
bound together by a slender silky-looking
thread, it was torn open, and the centre was
found to be occupied by a mass of trans-
parent amber-coloured ova, each being
about the tenth of an inch in diameter.
Though examined on the spot with a lens,

nothing could be discovered to indicate their

character. They were, however, kept in a
basin, and daily supplied with sea-water,

and eventually proved to be the young of

some fish. The nest varies a great deal in

size, but rarely exceeds six inches in length,

and four inches in breadth. It is pear-

shaped, and composed of sea-weed, or the

common coralline, as they hang suspended
from the rock. They are brought together,

without being detached from their places

of growth, by a delicate opaque white thread.

This thread is highly clastic, and very much
resembles silk, both in appearance and
texture i this is brought round the plants, and
tightly binds them together, plant after

plant, till the ova, which arc deposited early,

arc completely hid from view. This silk-

like thread is passed in all directions through
and around the mass in a very complicated

i^atural ;

manner. At first the thread is semi-fluid,
but by exposure it solidifies ; and hence
contracts and bind the substances, forming
the nest so closely together, that it is abie
to withstand the violence of the sea, and
may be thrown carelessly about without
derangement. In the centre are deiMsitcd
the ova, very similar to the masses of frog-
spawn in ditches.

“ It is not necessary to enter into the mi-
nute particulars of the development of the
young, any further than by obseriing that
they were the subject of observation, till

they became excluded from the egg, and that
they belonged to the fifteen-spined Stickle-
back {Gastcrosteus Spinachia). Some of
these nests are formed in pools, and are
consequently always in water ; others are
frequently to be found between tide marks,
in situations where they hang dry for several
hours during the day ; but whether in the
water, or liable to hang dry, they are always
carefully watched by the adult animal. On
one occasion I repeatedly visited one every
day for three weeks, and invariably found
it guarded. The old fish would examine it

on all sides, and then retire for a short time ;

but soon return to renew the examination.
On several occasions I laid the eggs bare, by
removing a portion of the nest ; but when
this was discovered, great exertions were
instantly made to recover them. By the
mouth of the fish the edges of the opening
were again drawn together, and other portions
tom from their attachments, and brought
over the orifice till the ova were again hid
from view. And ns great force was some-
times necessary to effect this, the fish would
force its snout into the nest as far as the
eyes, and then jerk backwards till the object
was effected. While thus engaged, it would
suffer itself to be taken in the hand, but re-
pelled any attack made on the nest, and
quitted not its post so long as I remained.
And to those nests that were left dry be-
tween tide-marks, the guarding fish always
returned with the returning tide, nor did
they quit the post to any great distance till

again carried away by the receding tide.

« « « But fish vary a great deal in the
modes of what may be called their incuba-
tion, as much ns any other class of animals.
Thus, some of the sharks produce their young
alive, and in a state quite ready for active
life

;
while others, with the rays, dci>osit eggs

very similar, physiologically, to birds’ eggs,
which are known as mermaid’s purses, being
frequently to be found cast on shore on most
lieachcs. Also, among the pipe fishes (Syng-
natJii) of our own sens, we have instances of
marsupial flsh, as perfect ns the kangaroo
is marsupial among quadrupeds. But the
formation of nests and the watehful atten-
tion of flsh over their young, which I have
repeatedly seen, arc unsuspected points of
great beauty in their history, and give to
them a higher degree of intelligence and
interest than we have been accustomed to

award. But, from their living in the almost
boundless ocean, and wandemig where they
cannot be obsciwcd by man, their habits and
economy have been but slightly studied, and
they have suffered in reputation accordingly.
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But those finer traits of character, wliich we
are so much accustomed to admire in the

: higher animals, from their being constantly

i
before our eyes, are not found wanting even

1 among fish.”

I

“ Aristotle,” says Baron Cuvier, in his
' “ Lectures on the History of the Natural
Sciences,” “ in his account of fishes, is truly

. admirable, giring proof of knowledge on
' many points superior to our own. Amongst
the facts which he relates, many are still in

' doubt ; however, from time to time, new
observations teach us the justice of some of
his assertions, even of those which seem the
most hazardous. He says, for example, that
a fish named Fftycis makes a nest like birds.

For a long time the thing was treated as a
fable ! however, very recently, M. OliW dis-
covered that a fish named the Goby ( Gobius
niger) has similar habits. The male, in the
season of love, makes a hole in the sand,
surrounds it with fucus, making a true nest,
near which his mate waits, and he never
leaves his post till the eggs which have been
deposited in it are hatched.” [The most er.-

' tensive general work on Fishes is by Cuvier
and Valenciennes, while in tills country the
works of Sir John Richardson, and Messrs.

I

Yarrell and Lowe, are well worthy of study.]

I

FLAMINGO, {rhcenicoptcms.^ This is

:
one of the most remarkable of all tlie a<iuatic

' birds for its size, beauty, aiid, as some say,
also for the delicacy of its flesh. The body of
the Flamingo is smaller than that of the
Stork ; but, owing to the great length of the

< neck and legs, it stands nearly five feet high ;

and measures six feet from the point of the

j

beak to the tip of the claws. The head is
' small and round, and furnished with a bill

nearly seven inches long, which is higher
than it is wide, light and hollow, having a
membrane at the base, and suddeniy curved
downwards from the middle. The long legs

• and thighs of this bird arc extremely slender
I and delicate, as is also the neck. The plu-
:

m^e is not less remarkable than its figure,
being of a bright scarlet. The young differ

!
greatly from the adult, changing their plu-

I

mage frequently, and which docs not become
;
fully coloured till the third year. Flamin-
goes inhabit the warm climates of Asia,
Africa, and America : they live and migrate
in large flocks, frequenting desert sca-coasts
and salt marshes. They are extremely shy
and watchful : while feeding, they keep
together, drawn up artificially in lines, which
at a distance resemble those of an army

;

and, like many other gregarious birds, they
employ some to act os sentinels, fur the se-
curity of the rest. On the aiipronch of
danger, these give warning by a loud sound,
like that of a trumpet, which is the signal
for the fi<H;k to take wing ; and when Hying
tli^ form a triangle.
Their f<Kxl appears to be molluscous ani-

mals, spawn, and insects, which they fish up
by means of their long neck, turning their
head in such a manner ns to take advantage
of the crook in their l)cnk. Their nest is of
a singular construction : it is formed of mud
In the shape of a hillock, with a cavity at
the top, and of such a height as to admit of

the bird’s sitting on it, or rather standing,
her long legs being placed one on each side
at full length ; thus situated, the female
generally lays two or three white eggs some-
what larger than those of a goose. The
young do not fly until they have nearly at-

tained their full growth, though they can
run very swiftly a few days after their exclu-
sion from the shell. In some parts these birds
are tamed, prineipally for the sake of their
skins, wliich are covered with a very fine

down, and applicable to all purposes for

which those of the swan are emploj^ed.
When taken young, they soon grow familiar;
but they are not found to thrive in the do-
mesticated state, as they are extremely im-
patient of cold, and apt to decline from the
want of their natural food. They arc caught
by snares, or by making use of tame ones.
There are two species : 1. Phcenicopterus an-
tiquorum ; which is of a rose colour, with red
wings, the quills being black : these Inhabit
the warm regions of the old continent, mi-
grating in summer to southern, and some-
times to central Europe : these beautiful
birds were much esteemed by the Romans,
who often used them in their grand sacrifices

and sumptuous entertainments ; and such of
the luxurious emperors as wished to indulge
in the very excess of epicurism, were wont
to gratify their guests with a dish of Fla-
mingos’ tongues 1 2. Phomiicopterus ruber;
deep red

; with black quills
;
which are pe-

culiar to tropical America, migrating in the
summer to the southern, but rarely to the
middle states.

Some interesting particulars of this species
are given by Mr. Gosse’s correspondent, Mr.
Hill, who observes that when he visited the
island of Cuba he had excellent oportunitics
of noticing their habits— that he was much
among the marshes and swamps where the
floods of the river and the sea form lakelets,
and successively deposit their stores of living
atoms, with the rising and falling tides.
“ Here the Flamingos flock and feed. They
arrange themselves in what seem to be Imes,
in consequence of their finding their food
along the edges ofthese shallows ; and though
it is true that whilst their heads are down,
and they are cluttering with their bills in the
water, they have one of their number on the
watch, standing erect, with his luiig neck
turning round to every point, ready to sound
the alarm on the apprehension of danger,

—

what appears to be a studied distribution of
themselves hack to back, as some observers
dcscrilx: their arrangement, is nothing but
their rcgardlcHsly turning about in their
places, inwardly and outwardly, at a time
when all are intent on making the most of
the stores which the prolific waters arc yield-
ing.” Speaking of a pair of Flamingos
which had been captured, and were kept on
lioard the vessel he was in on the const, he
says, “ I was struck with their attitudes, with
the excellent ndaiitntion of their two-fold
eharncter of waders and swimmers

; to their
habits, while standing and feeding in the
sort of shoal which wc made them in n large
tub u|)on deck. We were here able toobserve
their natural gait and action. With a firm
crectiicsB, like a man trending a wlnc-jircss.
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they trod and stirred the mashed biscuits,
and junked fish, with which we fed them ;

and plied their long lithe necks, scooping
with their heads reversed, and bent Inwardly
towards their trampling feet. The bill being
crooked, and flattened for accommodation to
this reversed mode of feeding, when the head
is thrust down into the mud-shoals and the
sand drifts, the upper bill alone touches the
ground. The structure of the tongue, of
which Professor Owen has given so minute
and interesting a description, is admirably
adapted for a mode of feeding altogether pe-
culiar. The spines with which the upper
surface is armed, are arranged in an irre-

gular and alternate series, and act nvith the
notches on the edge of the upper mandible,
on which they press when the bird feeds
with the head reversed. In this reversed
position, the weight and size of the tongue
becomes a very efficient instrument for en-
trapping the food. The bird muddles, and
clutters the bill, and dabbles about, and the
tongue receives and holds as a strainer what-
ever the water ofiers of food. There is no-
thing of the Heron character in the Fla-
mingo. Extraordinary length of neck and
legs is common to both, but a firm erect

posture is its ordinary standing attitude.

The neck is never curved inward and out-
ward, convex and concave, like a Crane’s,

but its movements are in long
_
sweeping

curves, which are peculiarly pleasing, when
the bird is preening its plumage.”

FLEA. (Pulex irritans.") The common
Flea, a troublesome insect ofthe order Apha-
niptcra, is well known in every quarter of the
globe for its agility, its caution, and its in-

vincible pertinacity in feasting on the blood
of man and various animals. Like the
major part of the Insect race of other tribes,

the Flea is produced from an egg, in the

form of a minute worm or larva, w'hich

changes to a chrysalis, in order to give birth

to the perfect animal. The female drops
her eggs, at distant intervals, in any favour-
able situation : they are very small, of an
oval shape, of a white colour, and a polished
smfiace. From these, in the space of six

days, are hatched the larvae, wdiich are des-

titute of feet, of a lengthened, worm-like
shape, beset with distant hairs ; the head
furnished With a pair of short antenna:, and
the tail with a pair of slightly curved forks

or holders ;
their colour is white, with a red-

dish cast, and their motions quick and tor-

tuous. In the course of ten or twelve days

they attain their full growth, and are then

nearly a quarter of an inch long : at this

period they cease to feed, and, casting their

skin, change to an oval-shaped chrysalis,

exhibiting the immature limbs of the in-

cluded insect, which in twelve days emerges
in its perfect form ; in winter, however, the

time required for tliis evolution is consider-

ably more. It now be^ns to exert its lively

motions, and employs Its sharp proboscis in

obtaining nourishment from tlic juices of

the first bird or quadruped to which it can
gain access. Nothing can exceed the po-

lished icicgance of the sliclly armour with
which the Flea is covered, or the elasticity

of its surprising leaps. When examined
with a microscope it will be observed to have
a small head, large eyes, and a roundish
body : it has two short hairy antennae, com-
posed of five joints ; and at a small distance
beneath these is the proboscis, which is

strong, sharp-pointed, tubular, and placed
between a pair of jointed guards or sheaths.

Its suit of sable armour appears to be neatly
jointed, and beset with a multitude of sharp
spines. Its legs are six in number ; the

joints of which are so adapted, that it can
fold them up one within another, and in

leaping they all spring out with prodigious
force. [See Chegoe.]

FLITTERMOUSE. [See Bat.]

FLOUNDER. {PUuroruxtes flesusA A
well-known flat-fish, very similar to the
Plaice, but generally smaller and of more
obscure colours ; the upper side being of a '

dull brown, and the under of a dull white :

the body is covered with very small scales,

and along the back runs a row of small sharp
spines : the tail is slightly rounded. The

j

Flounder is an inhabitant of the Northern,
Baltic, and Mediterranean seas ; it is alw
very common about our own coasts : and it !

even frequents our rivers at a great distance i

from the salt water. Though inferior to

some others of the genus, its flesh is in con-
siderable esteem.

FT.OONOER.—(PLKDRONECTES PT.ESUS.)

The Akgus Flounder (Pleuronectes Ar-
gus') is a very elegant species, native of the
American seas, and of the same general
form with the Turbot. It is of a yellowish
white colour on the upper side, marked by
numerous eye-shaped spots, consisting of
briglit blue circles with yellow centres : the
whole skin is also marked both on the body
and fins with small blue and brown specks,

and is covered with small scales : the under
side is of a whitish or pale gi n3' colour : the
lateral line is arched over the pectoral fii^

and is thence continued straight to the tail,

wliich is rounded at the tip.

FLITSTRA. A genus of Corallines, found
at the bottom of the sea on certain coasts,

some parts being covered with them, but met
with more especially on hard ground, in a
few fathoms water. Their generic name
is derived from the Saxon Phistrian., to

weave : hence they arc familiarly termed
sca-mats. They consist of calcareous

branches, sometimes forming leaves or stems,

with numerous cells, united in clusters like

a honeycomb. The aiicrturc of the cells is

formed by a semicircular lid, convex cx-

tcmally and concave internally, which folds
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down when the polypus is about to advance
from the cell ; and, it is said, the lid of the
cells opens and shuts without the slightest

perceptible synchronous motion of the
polypi. Some species have cells on one side

of the leaves only. In the most plant-like
of them there is no substance in the least

1 tr.AV.I.TKK SEA-MAT.— (FT.OSTRA FOT.IACEA.)

.
resembling that of the plants with which
they agree most in form, nor is there any

i
i

Bulistance similar to theirs in the moat ana-

];
logons of the true vegetables j they are often,

! however, called “ white sea-weeds.” In
I

Dr. George Jolinstone’s admirable “ History
of British Zoophytes,” we read as follows :

1
“ When recent it exliales a pleasant scent,

I

which Pallas compares to that of the orange.
Dr. Grant to that of violets, and which a

I friend tells me smells to him like a mixture
of the odour of ro.scs and geranium. On
the contrary, Mr. Patterson tells me that
the smell is strong, i>eculiar, and disagree-
able. It probably varies, and is often not

. to be perceived at all.”
From the same authentic source we derive

the following information respecting another
species, Fhi»tra menibranacea

;

the cells of
which are oblong, with a short blunt spine
at each comer. It is thus described:—
*• Polypidom forming a gauzc-Iike incrus-
tation on the frond of the sea-weed, spread-
ing irregularly to the extent of several
sriuare inches, in general thin and closely
ailhercnt, but srimetimcs becoming thickish,
and then capable of l>eing detached in con-

! tbicrable portions ; cells very obvious to tlie

j

naked eye, oblong, (piadrangular, with a
,

blunt hollow spine at each angle. In many
'• S|>ccimcns there arc some anomalous pro-
cesses. a rinartcr of an inch in height, scat-

,

tered over the surface : they arise from
! within the cclis, arc simple, homy, and
I

tubular, but closed at top. When the poly-

I

l>es arc all protruded, they form a beautinil

I

object under the microscoiic, from their
.
nnmters, their delicacy, the regularity of

I

their disposition, and the vivacity of their
millions, now expanding their tentacula
into a licautifiil campaniilatc figure, now
contracting the circle, and ever and anon
retreating within the shelter of their cells.
The tentacula arc numerous, filiform, white,
and in a single series. The Hev. David
I/andtliorough has seen a sjieeiinen (and I

have seen its equal. Dr. J. remarks) of F.
iiir.mhrnniir.ea five feet In length by eight

inches in breadth. “ As every little cell
had been inhabited by a living polype,
by counting the cells on a square inch, I
calculated that this web of silvery lace had
been the work and the habitation of above
tw'O millions of industrious, and, we doubt
not, happy inmates ; so that this single
colony on a submarine island was about
equal in number to the population of Scot-
land.”

FLY. A name of ve^ general application
to insects furnished with wings

;
but pro-

perly restricted to the numerous genus Miisca.
The strong resemblance which exists among
all the species of the Fly tribe, together with
their small size, makes it difficult to discri-

minate them readily ; but the general and
most obvious character of Flies, by which
they ore distinguished from other winged
insects, is in their having transparent and
naked wings, totally free from the farina or
dust visible on those of butterflies, and in
having no cases or covers for them. Thus,
by this simple character, they are clearly
distinguished from the butterfly, the beetle,

the grasshopper, &c. The principal parts or
members of which Flies are composed are
the head, the thorax, the body, and the
wings J from the number of the latter the
most obvious distinction for a systematic
arrangement of them is drawn. [See Mus-
C1D,«.]

FLYCATCHERS. (ATmcicapidce.) Tliis

very numerous family, which receives its po-
pular name from the expertness of the indivi-
duals composing it in catching the flying in-
sects upon which they feed, is found widely
diffused throughout both the eastern and
western continents ; and includes many of
tlic most beautiful of the feathered tribes.

The general habits of the Flycatchers arc
those of the shrikes, and, according to their
size, they prey on small birds or insects.

They have the beak horizontally depressed
and armed with bristles at its hose, with the
point more or less decurved and cmarginated.
Those which are called “ Tyrant Flycatch-
ers ” (Ti/ratmiis) are American birds, of a
large size and very spirited : they have a
long, straight, and very stout bill : the ridge
of the upper mandible straight and blunt,
its point abruptly hooked : while the species
which inhabit Europe, and come under the
denomination of “ Restricted Flycatchers”
(d/Hscicapa), have shorter bristles at the gaiie,

and the bill much more slender, though still

depressed, with an acute edge above, and
the point a little curved downi*nrd. There
are, however, only two small species which
inhabit this country.

The Giikv or SroTTim Fi.vCATCiiEa.
(Mvtrirapa ffrisolii.) This bird is nearly
five inches and three quarters in length i

bill broad, flattened, and wide at the base,
where it is beset with a few short bristles : a
ridge runs along the upper mandible i both
that and the under one are dusky at the tijis,

and the latter is yellowish towards the base:
all the upper plumage is of a mouse colour,
darkest on the wings and tail ; head and
neck more or less obscurely spotted with
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;

dark brown ; tlie wing coverts, secondary
quills, and scapulars, also dark brown,
edged with dingy wliite

;
under parts very

pale ash, tinged with rufous on the sides
aud breast, the latter being marked with

SPOTTED mVOiLTOHER,
(MasOIOAPA ORISODA.)

streaks of brown : the legs are short, and
darkish. Of all our summer birds the Fly-
catcher is the most mute. It visits this

island in the spring, and disappears in Sep-
tember. The female builds her nest com-
monly in gardens, on any projecting stone
in a wall, or on the end of a beam, sereened
by the leaves of a vine, sweet-briar, or wood-
bine, and sometimes close to the post of a
door, where people are going in and out all

day long. The nest is rather carelessly

made of moss and dried grass, mixed in the

inside with some wool and a few hairs. She
lays four or live eggs, of a dull wliite, closely

spotted and blotched with rusty red. This
bird ffceds on insects, for which it sits watch-
ing on a branch or a post, suddenly dropping
down upon them, and catching them on the

wing, and immediately rising, returns again
to its station to wail for more. After the
young have quitted the nest, the parent birds

follow them from tree to tree, and watch
them with the most sedulous attention.

They feed them with the flies which flutter

among the boughs beneath ; or, pursuing
their insect prey with a quick irregular kind
of flight, like that of a butterfly, to a greater

distance, they immediately return as before

described.
Mr. Knapp says, “ We have perhaps no

bird more attached to peculiar situations

than the GreyFiycatcher(j1/ttScicapap»'Mo?a)j

one pair, or their desceudants, frequenting

year after year the same hole in the wall, or

the same branch on the vine or the ^plum.

I once knew a pair of these birds bring off

two broods in one season from the same
nest. This Flycatcher delights in emi-
nences. The naked spray of a tree, or pro-

jecting stone in a building, or even a tall

stick in the very middle of the grass-plot, is

sure to attract its attention, ns affording an
uninterrupted view of its winged prey : and
from this it will be in constaiit activity- a
whole summer's day, capturing its food, and
returning to swallow it.”

The PiED Fi.vcatciier. (Muscicapn luc-

tuosa.) This species is found in Sweden,

Russia, and sometimes in this country ; its

distribution here, however, being almost con- ^

fined to “ the lakes ” in the north of England.
|

The beak is black ; the forehead white ; crown I

of the head, and all the upper parts, black ;

the lesser adng-coverts and the greater I

coverts of the primaries are dusky ; the first i

six quills are wholly dusky, the rest white
]

at the base : the under parts of the bird are
white ; the tail is dusky black ; and the legs
are black. There is, however, occasionally
great variety in their markings. It frequents
wild and uncultivated tracts of furze, and
open heaths ; and constructs its nest in the
hole of a tree. The female lays five very
pale blue eggs.

The Red-eyed Flycatcher. (Jfiis-

cicapa olivacea.') This species is a native
of the southern provinces of North America,
and is also found in many of the West
India islands, particularly Jamaica, where
it is called Whip-To7n-Kelly, from a fancied
resemblance of its note to those words. The
head, neck, and back are olive brown ; the
wing-coverts and quills are edged with
green, as is also the tail ; the feathers dull
brown above and greyish beneath : from the
beak passing over the eyes and terminating
on the hind head is a reddish white line

:

the under parts of the body are pale white,
irregularly spotted with pale yellow beak
and feet brown.

Jlr. Gosse, in describing this species in his
“ Birds of Jamaica,” says he can scarcely
understand how tlie call can be written
Whip-Tom-Kclly, os the accent is molt
energetically on the last syllable. The
familiar name which he gives to it is John-
to-whit

;

and says that sounds closely re-

sembling those words ore uttered by this

bird with incessant iteration and untir-
ing energy from every grove, nay almost
from every tree. Its food, he observes, is

both animal and vegetable ; for in its

stomach he has found seeds of the Tropic
birch, aud the berries of sweet-wood, and
has also observed it jumping out IVora its

umbrageous retreat after stationary, ns well
ns vagrant, prey, “ Incubation takes place
in June and July. The nest is rather a neat
structure, though made of coarse materials.

It is a deep cup, about os large as an ordi-

nary tea-cup, narrowed at the mouth ; com-
posed of dried grass, intermixed with silk-

cotton, and, sparingly, with lichen and
spiders’ nests, and lined with thatch-threnils.

It is usually susiiendcd between two twigs,

or in the fork of one, the margin being over-
woven, so as to embrace the twigs. 'This is

very neatly performed. Si>ccimens vary
much in beauty. The eggs, commonly three

in number, arc delicately white, with a few
small red-brown spots thinly scattered over
tlie surface, sometimes very minute and
few.”

The Cayexxe Flycatcher. iTilyra
Cnyanemis.') A beautiful species, above
seven inches in length, which inhabits Cay-
enne and St. Domingo. The crown of the

head is a brown yellow ; and from the beak,

which is dusky, to the hind part of the head,

is a white streak : all the upi>cr parts of the
|
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body are brown, the featliers ligliter on their

margins ; the wing-coverts and tlie upper

j

ones of tlie tail are brown, their edges rufous:
I tlie chin is white, and tlie rest of the under

parts bright yellow : quills and tail brown.

j: Paradise Fi.vcatciier. iJfuscipeta Pa-
' rrulisi.) A singular bird, measuring upwards

! of twenty inches long, owing to its dispro-

.
portioned tail, which is generally about

;

fourteen inches. Its head, hind jiart of the

;

neck, and throat, are greenish black
j
the

i
feathers on the former are very long, and

; form a crest : the back, rump, wing-coverts,

j
and tail-feathers are white ; the greater

I

coverts and quills black, fringed with white;
the fore part of the neck, and all the under

I
parts of the body, pure white ; tail cunei-

' form ; legs ash-coloured. This bird is found
! in the southern parts of Africa, frequenting
I the borders of rivers, where its insect food is

i
most abundant.

SWALIAJ'.V-TAILED Fl,VCATCIIER. (.Vll.aCl-

! rora forjicatit.) This bird, whose distinctive

I
appellation is derived from its forked tail,

.
is ten inches in length, of which the tail

forms one half. The colour of the beak is

. black ; the head and back are light grey,
slightly tinged with red ; the under parts of

;
the body white ; beneath the wing red ; the

I
wing-coverts ash-colour ; and the quills

I

black, edged with gray. It inhabits Mexico.
[See TvR.tssus : Ituii’iDUUA : Oxvcuo-

I

niiY.vcus.]

' FLYING-FISn. {Pxocctits,') By the
extraordinary length and size of their pec-
toral fins, the fishes of this genus are enabled
to spring occasionally from the water, and
to support a kind of temporary flight through
the air : hence their name. It is evident,
however, that their “ flights ” are performed
for the purpose of escaping from the jaws of
the dolphin, and other predaceous fishes,
which are constantly pursuing them ; and
that their large fins merely serve to sustain
them in the air for a short time. The fol-
lowing account seems, indeed, conclusive on
the subject. “1 have never,” observes Mr.
G. Bennett, the author of * tVanderiiigs in
Ifew South Wales,’ “ been able to see any

TT,TiMo-»isn. — (rxoexTos voi i tamb.)

percussion of the pectoral fins during flight,
and the greatest length of time I have seen

I this volatile fish on the fin has Iicen thirty

I

seconds by the watch, and their longest
flight mentioned by Captain Hall has been

1 liOO yards; but he thinks that subsequent

I

observation has extended the space. The
mo-t usual height of flight, as seen above
the surface of the water, is from two to three

feet ;
but I have known them come on board

at a height of fourteen feet and upwards ;

and they have been well ascertained to come
into channels of a line-of battle ship, which
is considered as high as twenty feet and
upwards. But it must not be supposed they
have the power of elevating themselves in

the air after having left their native clement

;

for, on watching them, I have often seen
them fall much below the elevation at which
they first rose from the water, but never in
any one instance could I observe them rise

from the height at which they first sijrang ;

for I regard the elevation they first take to

depend on the jinwer of the first spring or
leap they make on leaving their native ele-

ment.”
In tropical seas the Flying-fish rise from

water in flocks, or, more properly, shoals, of
hundreds at a time, when disturbed by the
passing of a ship, or pursued by their invete-
rate foe, the dolphin. They spring from the
crest of a wave, and, darting forward, plunge
into another, to wet the membrane of the
fins, and in this manner continue their
flights for several hundred yards, often pur-
sued by marine birds in the element to
which they are driven for protection against
the tyrants of their own.— Gardner, in his
‘Travels in Brazil,’ confirms Humboldt’s
assertion, (denied by Cuvier,) that the Fly-
ing-fish uses its pectoral fins as wings during
the time it remains above water.
The distinguishing characters of the genus

are— pectoral fins nearly equal to the body
in length ; head flattened above and on tlie

sides ; the lower part of the body furnished
with a longitudinal series of carinated scales
on each side ;

dorsal fin placed above the
anal : eyes large ;

jaws furnished with small
pointed teeth. There are but very few of
the genus.

The MEniTERRAXEAN Fi.tixo-fisii (Exo-
cetun exiliens) runs from ten to fifteen inches
in length, its general shape resembling that
of a herring : the head is rather large, and
sloping pretty suddenly in front ; the eyes
large, and of a silver colour, with a cast of
gold ; the scales arc large, thin, and rounded ;

and the whole fish is of a bright silvery cast,
with a blue or dusky tinge on the upper
part. The pectoral fins are of a sharply
lanceolate form, and extend os fur as the
beginning of the tail ; the dorsal and anal
fins arc shallow, and placed opposite each
other near the tail, which is deeply forked
with sharp-pointed lobes, the lower being
nearly twice the length of the upper ; the
ventral fins, which arc rather large anil long,
are situated behind the middle of the body.

OcEA.vio Fltino-fish. (Exoceitta voli-
tniui.) This species is somew hat more slen-
der, and the head less sloping than the pre-
ceding, though from its general rescmlilaucc
it might be easily mistaken for it ; but the
princl|)al difi'crcncc arises from the ventral
fins Iwiiig seated near the pectoral ones, and
from their being much smaller and of a
slightly luuatcd form. This species is of a
bright silver colour, gradually deepening
into purplish brown on the back, the dorsal
and anal yellowish, and the ventral fins and
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tail reddish. It is a native of the Indian
ond American seas

; but it is also sometimes
found in the Mediterranean, and some soli-
tary Instances occur of its having been seen
about our own coasts. In the Gulfof Mexieo
are found some species with curious append-
ages or filaments attaehed to the lower jaw.
The air-bladder in tliis, and doubtless in
the rest of the genus, is very large.

FLYING SQUIRREL. {Pteromys.) A
genus of rodent mammalia, distinguished
from the common Squirrels by the extension
of the skin of the flank between the fore and
hind legs, which gives them the power of
supporting themselves a short time in the
air, and of making immense leaps. The feet

have long bony appendages, which help to
support this lateral membrane. To this
genus belongs the common Fljing Squirrel
(^Pteromys volans), wliich is chiefly found in
the most northern regions, and abounds in
the birch and pine woods of Siberia in par-
ticular. Its colour on the upper parts is a
pale grey, and on the under parts milk-
white. It measures about six inches and a
quarter in length, from the nose to the tail,

the latter being shorter than the Cody,
tliickly furred, of a slightlj' flattened form,
and rounded at the extremity. Its manner
of flight, or rather springing, is performed
by means of an expansile fiury membrane,
reaching from the fore feet to the hind ; and
in order the better to manage this port, the
thumb of the fore feet is stretched out to a
considerable length -within the membrane,
BO as to appear in the skeleton like a long
bony process on each side of the fore feet.

The Flying Squirrel generally resides in the
hollows of trees towards the upper part ;

preparing its nest of the flner mosses. It is

a solitary animal, and is only seen in pairs

during the breeding season. It rarely makes
its appearance by day, emerging only at the
commencement of tivilight, when it may be
seen climbing about the trees, and darting
with great velocity from one to the other.

It feeds on the young buds and catkins of
the birch and pine, &c. ; and in the winter
it leaves its nest only in mild weather, but
does not become torpid during that season.

This animal readily springs, or, as it were,

swiftly sails, to, the distance of twenty fa-

thoms or more, and thus posses from one
tree to another, always directing its flight

obliquely downwards. It very rarely de-

scends to the surface, and, when taken and
placed on the ground, runs or springs some-
what awkwardly, with its tail elevated, be-

ginning to climb with great activity as soon

os it reaches a tree. If thro-mi from a height,

it immediately spreads its membranes, and,

balancing itself, endeavours to direct its

motion by the assistance of the tail. The
young are produced early in May, and arc

from two to four in numl)cr : they arc at

first blind, and nearly void of hair ; and the

parent fosters them by covering them with
tier flying-membrane. In their manner of

sitting and freding, os well ns in the action

of washing their face with their paws, &c.,

the Flying Squirrel resembles the common
species.

The TinoiKiAN Flyi.vo Squibrel. (PU-
romys voIuceUa.) Tliis species differs from
the preceding both in size and colour. Its

general length is five inches to the tail, which
measures about four inches ; the colour being
a subferruginous brown above, and yellowish

TIBOINIAiJ VUVIiia SQOrRBEt.
(PTEnOIATS VOI.ncEI.LA.)

white beneath ; and the edges of the flying-

membrane are of a darker tinge than the
rest of the fur, contrasting -with the white
border of the under part. 'I he tail is of a
similar colour to the body, with the hair

spreading towards each side, and the extre-

mity somewhat sharj>encd. The eyes arc

large, and the ears rather short, almost
naked, and slightly rounded. It is a native
of Uie temperate parts of North America ;

and, being a beautiful little animal and rro-

dily tamed, is frequently kept in a state'of

captivity : it feeds on various fruits, nuts,

almonds,&c., and shows a considerable degree
of attachment to its possessor. It is natu-
raliy of a gregarious disposition, and may
be seen flying, to the number of ten or ta elvc

together, from tree to tree. Like the former
species, it is chiefly nocturnal in its habits :

it prepares its nest in the hollows of trees,

with moss, leaves, &c. ;
several often in-

habiting the same retreat. They are capable
ofswimming, in cose of necessity, in the man-
ner of other quadrupeds, and, after IcaWng
tire water, can exert their power of flight as

before.

FOOTM.VN [MOTHS]. A name giwn
by collectors to different species of Moths,
of the genera EuUpia and Lilhosia.

FORAMENIFERA. A term given by con-
chologists to denote a class of minute many-
chambered internal shells, -which have no
open chamber lx:yond the last partition.

FORFICULA. [Sec Eakwio.]

FORMICA. [See Ant.]

FORMICIDrE. A family of Ilymenop-
tcrous insects, composed of the well-known
and highlv interesting tril)cs of Ant»

:

but

not including the still more singular Tcrmi-

tiflfv, or White Ants, (with whicli they must
not lie confounded). Both arc ftill of in-

terest, and worthy of the most careful in-

vestigation : and to each wc have accordingly

devoted no inconsiderable space. [See Ant :

Dkiveb-ant.]
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1
FOSSAJME. (Vive/Ta fossa.) An animal

of the Weasel tribe, nearly allied to the
Genet, which it greatly resembles : its

colours, however, are somewhat bolder, and
: its rows of spots along the sides more regu-
larly disposed : the under part of the body
is of a dingy white i and the tail is annu-
lated with black and white. This animal is

' said to be possessed of considerable fierce-

I

ness, destroying poultry, &c., in the manner
I of the common weasel. It is a native of
' Madagascar, Guinea, Cochin-China, &c.

FOSSORES. An extensive group of
,
Hymenopterous insects, forming a subsection
of the -i culeata. They are solitary in their
habits ; and most ofthe species are organized

;

for excavating cells in earth or wood, in

i

which they bury other insects in a wounded
and feeble state, and at the same time de-

;

posit their eggs ; so that the larvte, when
i
batched, find a store of food prepared for

; their sustenance. The basal joint of the
' posterior tarsi not being enlarged, the legs
are not fitted for carrying pollen, neither is

' the body clothed with hairs, requisite for
its transport, ^me species, the structure of

I
whose legs is not adapted for burrowing, are

' parasitic, and, like the cuckoo among birds,

lay their eggs in the nests of other species,
’ at whose expense the young are reared.
When full grown, these larva: spin a eocoon,

' in which they pass the pupa state. The
perfect insects arc generally very active, and
fond of the nectar of flowers, especially those
of the Umbellifcrte. The work of Mr. W. E.

1 Shuckard on the British Fossorial Ilymen-
optera is very highly esteemed by Entomo-
logists, and we recommend it to those de-
sirous of studying the British species, often
endowed with such wonderfully Interesting
habits.

I

FO\VXi. This term, when taken in a

f
eneral sense, is of similar import with
lirds ; but, in a limited view, it more pe-

culiarly signifies the larger kind of birds,
both wild and domestic, which arc either
reared or pursued for the purposes of food.
In this sense. Fowl includes all the denizens
of the poultry yard, with pheasants, par-

I

tridges, and all other kinds of winged game.

I
FOX. ( Canis vulpes.) Of all beasts of

;
prey, the Fox is considered to be the most
crafty and sagacious, whether in obtaining
ftsxl or in eluding pursuit. They appear to
be pretty generally diffused throughout all
the northern and temi>erate parts of the

sox. — ^csnxs vtjLPEfl,)

i globe I occurring with numerous varieties,
I astocolour and size, in most parts of Europe,
• the north of Asia, and America. The Fox
1 has a broad head, a sharp snout, a flat fore-

head, obliquely seated eyes, sharp erect ears,
an elongated body well covered xvith hair,
proportionally short limbs, and a straight
bushy tail, so long that when pendent it

touches the ground. The general colour is

a yellow-browTi ; and on the forehead,
shoulders, hind part of the back, as far as

the beginning of the tail, and outside of the
hind legs, it is a little mixed with white or
ash-colour : the lips, cheek, and throat are
wliite, and a wliite stripe runs along the under
side of the legs ; the tips of the ears and the
feet are black : the tail a reddish-yellow,
mixed with a blackish tinge, and internally
brownish yellow-white, with a blackish cast i

the tip milk white.
The Fox varies considerably in size, but

in general measures about three feet six
inches from the snout to the end of the tail,

of which the latter is sixteen inches ; and
the height at the shoulders is about fourteen
inches. “ The general expression of its

features,” as Mr. Bell remarks, “ the ob-
liquity and quickness of the eye, the sharp
shrewd-looking muzzle, and the erect ears,

afford the most unequivocal indications of
that mingled acuteness and fraud which
have long rendered it a by-word and a
proverb ; for it is well-known that this cha-
racter of its physiognomy is not falsified

by the animal’s real propensities and ha-
bits.”

The Fox prepares for himself a convenient
den in which he lies concealed during the
greater part of the day : this he sometimes
obtains by dispossessing the badger of his
hole ; at other times by forming his own
burrow ; but it is always so contrived os to
afford the best security to the occupant, by
being situated under hard ground, the roots
of trees, &c., and is furnished with proper
outlets through which he may escape when
hard pressed by his hunters. Prudent, pa-
tient, and vigilant, he waits the opportunity
of depredation, and varies his conduct on
every occasion. His domicile is generally
at the edge of a wood, and yet within a con-
venient distance of some farm-house: from
thence he listens to the crowing of the cock,
and the cackling of the domestic fowls

i

then, concealing his approaches, he creeps
stealthily along, attacks his prey, and seldom
returns without his booty. Poultry, phea-
sants, partridges, small birds, leverets, and
rabbits arc his favourite objects : but he is

also fond of certain berries and fruits, and
can occasionally make a meal of field-mice,
frogs, newts, &c. The Fox seems to be
wholly devoid of that instinct of gratitude
which characterizes the Hog, and is even
found in the Wolf and Jackal ; nay, what-
ever kindness may l)c shown him when in a
state of confinement, he is still sly, timid,
and suspicious : insusceptible, os it would
seem, of any kind of attaehment. Ills voiee
Is a kind of yelp, or stifled bark, and his bite
is very severe and dangcrons.
There is no animal that affords more di-

version to the huntsman, or that gives him
more occuiiallon, tliaii the Fox. When ho
finds himself pursued, he usually makes for
his hole, and, iienetratlng to the bottom, lies

quiet till a terrier is sent in to him
; but



should his den be under a rock or the roots
of trees, he is safe, for the terrier is no match
for him there, and he cannot be dug out.
When, as is generally practised, the retreat
to his den is cut off, his stratagems and
shifts to escape are various. He always seeks
the most woody parts of the country, and
prefers such paths as are most embarrassed
by thorns end briars : he runs in a direct

line before the hounds, and at no great dis-

tance from them ; and when overtaken, he
defends himself with desperate and silent

obstinacy. The fetid odour of the Fox is

intolerable : his sight is keen ; and he pos-
sesses astonishing acuteness of smell. The
time of gestation is about sixty-three days ;

and while the female is suckling her young,
nothing can exceed her courage and bold-
ness. The Fox, unmolested, will live twelve
or fourteen years. In the first year he is

called a cuh

;

the second, a Fox; and the
third, an old Fox

:

he is eighteen months, or

nearlj' two years old, before he arrives at full

maturity. The skin makes a warm and soft

fur, and is therefore used for muffs, linings,

&c.

Arctic Fo.v. (Cams lagopus.) This
species is smaller than the common Fox,
with a sharp nose, and short rounded cars,

almost hid in its fur ; the legs are short, and
the toes are covered both above and below
with a very thick soft fur : the tail is shorter

than that of the common Fox, but more
bushy. It inhabits the countries bordering

on the Frozen Ocean in both continents.

At the approach of winter their coat of hair

becomes thick and ragged ;
till at length it

grows perfectly white, changing colour last

on the ridge of the back and tip of the tail.

but though the fur is light and warm, it is

not durable. The Greenlanders take them
either in pitfalls dug in the snow, and baited
with fish ; or in springs made with whale-
bone laid over a hole made in the snow,
strewed over at bottom with fish ; or in traps

i

similarly baited. The arctic travellers and ;

voyagers. Dr. Sir John Richardson, Captains !

Parry, Franklin, Ross, Lyon, Back, and :

Simpson, refer much in their narratives to
\

this inhabitant of snow-covered countries
j

]

and those familiar with their writings can- i

not but sympathize with their regard for
|

the limited number of animals and plants
which they met with in these dreary wastes.
One of the most active, and certainly one
of the prettiest, was the White Arctic Fox ;

described above.
.

j

Antarctic Fox. (Cams Antarctievs.)
|

This species is found in the Falkland Isles,

near the extremity of South America, and is

about one-third larger than the Arctic Fox i

has much the appearance of the wolf in its
i

ears, tail, and the strength of its limbs ; j

whence the French call it Loup-renard, or i

the Wolf-fox. The head and body are of a
cinereous brown hue, the hair being more
woolly than that of the common Fox

;

the legs are dashed with rust-colour ; the
tail dusky, more bushy, and shorter than
that of the eomraon Fox, and tipped with
white. It resides near the shores, kennels
like the rest of its kind, and forms regular
paths from one bay to another, probably for

the convenience of surprising water-fowl, o^
which it principally subsists. It is a tame,
fetid animal, and barks like a dog.

Black or Silvery Fo.y. (Cam's argen-
tatus.) This species inhabits. the northern
parts of Asia, Europe, and America, and is

only distinguishable from the common Fox

dCti. b' ^

AROTIO FOX.— (OANIS (VOLPES] I.AO0PO8.)

This species preys upon various small quad-

rupeds, such 08 hares, marmots, &c., ns well

as upon all kinds of water-fowl and their

eggs i
also, when necessity urges, on the

carcasses of fish left on shore, ^icll-fish, or

whatsoever the sen throws up. Mr. Pennant
says, that in Spitzbergen and Greenland,

where the ground is eternally frozen, they

live in the clefts of rocks, two or three in-

liabiting the same hole. They swim well,

and often cross ft-om island to island in

search of prey. They are tame and inoffen-

sive animals i and arc killed for the sake of

their skins, both in Asia and Hudson's Bay:

SILVERY FOX. — (0AN13 ARQENTATUS.)

by its copious and lieautiful fur, which, parti-

cularly in the Asiatic one, is of a ricli and
shining black or deep brovu colour, with the
longer or exterior hairs of a silvery white,
giving a highly’ elegant appearance to the
animal, anti rendering its fur more valuable
than that of almost any other quadruped.

Red Fox. (Cams /iilvus.) This species

is found throughout North America ; its

f

'cncral colour is bright ferruginous on the

lead, back, and sides : liencath the chin it is

white, whilst the throat and neck are of a
dark grev : the under parts of the body
towards tlic tail arc a very pale red. The
skins arc much sought for, and employed in

various manufactures.



Crossed Foi. iCanis decussatus.) The
colour of this animal’s fur is a sort of gray,
resulting from the mixture of black and
vhite hair. He has a black cross on his

shoulders, from which he derives his name.
The muzzle, lower parts of the body, and
the feet are black ; the end of the tail is

white. It inhabits the northern parts of
America

j
and it has been suggested os pro-

bable that it is only a variety of the Black
Fox.

CoRSAC Fo.t. iCanis Corsac.') This
animal, which inhabits the vast plains of
Tartary, is, in summer, of a clear yellow-
ferruginous colour : in winter, mixed or
shaded witli grey, deeper on the back, white
on the belly, and reddish on the feet i the
eyes arc surrounded with a border of white ;

and a brownish stripe runs from them down
the nose : the ears are short ; the tail almost
as long as the body, both the base end tip

being blackish. It commits great ravages
among the game ; is hunted with falcons
and dugs ; and it is said that not less than
forty or fifty thousand are annually taken,
sold to the Russians, and a vast number of
them sent into Turkey.

Swift Fo.t. (,Ca7iis veJox.) This beau-

j

tiful little animal, which is much smaller

I
than any other species, is distinguished by
its extraordinary speed, which, it is asserted,

surpasses the fleetest antelope, and seems
rather to fly than touch the ground in its

course. Its body is slender, and the tail

rather long, cylindrical, and black : the hair
is fine, dense, and soft.

FOX-IIOUXD. Among those manly and
exhilarating field sports for wliich “ Old
England ” has so long been famous, fox-
hunting justly claims pre-eminence ; and in
the annals of the chose numerons instances
of speed, courage, and perseverance are to
be found which may well be ranked among

I

the marvellous. With this part of the sub-
ject, however, we have no legitimate busi-
ness, but merely allude to it, in order to
account for the extraordinary care and
attention which, for centuries, have been be-
stowed on this peculiar breed of do^s—

a

breed in which are combined, in the highest
possible degree of excellence, flectness,

i

strength, spirit, fine scent, perseverance, and
subordination. The Fox-hound is much

I

smaller than the Stag-hound, his average
I height being from twenty to twenty-two
inches; but in all the requisites fur hunting
he is unrivalled. To lie perfect, we arc tol(l,
" his legs should be straight os arrows ; his
feet round and not too large ; his sliouldcrs
block : ids breast rather wide than narrow ;

Ids cliest deep ; his iinck broori ; ids head
small I his neck thin ; his tail tldck and
bushy, and well carried.”

FRAJiCOLIN. The lilrds which arc thus
designated bear so great a resemblance to
the Partridge, that many naturalists include
them In the genus Verdix; but there are
others who say that the Francolins are dis-
tinguished from the Partridges by the
beak being longer and stronger ; the tall is

« also longer, &c. In the manners of tlie

birds also there is a great dissimilarity, tlie

Francolins residing in damp places and
perching upon trees, whereas Partridges
always rest upon the ground.

The CoMMOir Francdijit {Francolimts
vulgarw) is upwards of twelve inches in
length : the upper parts of the head, hind
part of the neck, back, and wing-coverts
are varied with dusky and yellowish rust-
colour ; the sides of the head, neck, breast,

and belly are black ; round the neck is a
rusty orange collar ; the sides of the neek,
breast, and body are black, varied witli

spots of white ; the lower part of the belly
and thighs striped with black ; the lower
part of the back and rump crossed with
alternate lines of black and yellowish white :

the quills dusky, marked with transverse
rusty yellow spots : tail rounded, the four
middle feathers alternately striped with
black and rusty yellow ; the others on each
side, with black and white for two-thirds of
their length : the rest black to the tip : legs
reddish, and furnished with a spur. This
elegant species is found throughout all the
warmer parts of Europe ; other allied spe-
cies are met with 'U Bengal, and are abim-
dant in Barbary and other parts of Africa.
It feeds upon insects and seeds : it has a
very loud wliistle

j
and its flesh is greatly

esteemed.

The Po.vDicnERRY Francolix {Franco-
lintis Pondiceriamis) is a beautiful species.
Its length, including the tail, is fourteen
inches : the beak is red at the base and yel-
low at the tip : the top of the head is gray-
brown

; the forehead bright red, that colour
passing over the eyes like an eyebrow, and
ending on the back of the head : the breast
is alternately striped with whitish-yellow
and bright brown : the back, the greater
and lesser wing-coverts, and the rump, gray-
brown ; the edges of the feathers with black
spots, and all of them with three reddish-
white stripes : the quills and secondaries
are gray, the outer «cbs striped with yel-
lowish white : the two middle tail-feathers
arc grajr, spotted, and crossed with four ycl-
low-whitc bands

;
the belly and abdomen

are white, striped with semicircular bands ;

the legs arc red, and armed with a strong
spur. It is met with in parts of India, where
it frequents gardens and cultivated lands,
and is called a partridge.

The Pearmcd Francoi.ix. (Francolimts
pcriatus.') This species is common in Chinn,
and is likcwi.ic known at Bengal, the Mau-
ritius, and Aladagascar. hike the rest of
the Francolins, it is a forest bird, and perches
upon trees. The male of this beautiful spe-
cies varies from ten to twelve inches in
length : the feathers on the top of the hca;!
arc bla»:k, edged with red ; two longitudinal
black stripes commence from the beak, and
surround the eyes, leaving the simec between
pure white, ol which colour the tliroat is

also : the feathers on the hinder part of the
neck arc black, marked with four longi-
tudinal white spots ; those on the top of the
back, the fore imrt of tlie neck, the breast,
and the lesser wing-coverts, arc black, each
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varied with six rounded wliite spots : the
scapulars are of a reddish chestnut, with
whitish spots at their tips : the back, the
rump, the upper wing-coverts, and those of
the tail at their base, arc black, with innu-
merable white bands ; the tip of the tail-

feathers is black
; the belly is whitish, the

sides rather red, both varied with black
lines : the under tail-coverts are red j the
beak is black, and the feet are bright red

:

the tarsi are armed with a thick and blunt
spur. The female is rather smaller, and
differs in several respects from the male.

FRATERCTJLA. A genus of web-footed
birds belonging to the family Alcaclce, and
containing the common Puffin arctica.)

[See PuFfix : Auk.]

FRIAR-BIRD. {Tropklorhjinchus conii-
culatus.' This bird is generally dispersed
over New South Wales, where it is variously
called by the colonists Friar-bird, Monk,
and Poor Soldier. It selects the topmost
dead branches of the most lofty trees whereon

FFIiR-niRU.
(TROPIOORHTHCnnS OORSIOUT.ATUS.)

to perch and pour forth its garrulous and
singular notes, and attracts attention more
by its loud and singular call than by its ap-

pearance. It is called, from some of these

notes. Poor Soldier, Pimlico, Four o'clock,

&c. : its bare head and neck give it also the

appellation of Friar-bird, Monk, and Lea-
ther-head. Its flight is undulating and
powerful, and it may be seen passing from
one part of the forest to another : when
among the branches it can cling in every

direction ;
sometimes it hangs by one foot,

with its head downwards : If seized when
wounded it can inflict with its sharp claws

severe wounds on the head of the captor. It

feeds on the pollen of Eucalypti, on insects,

wild figs, and berries. It begins to breed in

November, becoming then animated and

fierce, readily attacking hawks, crows, and
other birds that may venture near its nest.

The nest is cup-shaped, and rather rudely

constructed, being composed of the

rind of the stringy bark and wool, to which
succeeds a layer of fine twigs, lined with

grosses and fibrous roots ;
the whole openly

suspended to the horizontal branch of an

apple {Angophora) or gum-tree, ftrqucntly

within a few feet of the ground. The eggs

ore generally three in number. The young
have merely the rudiment of a knob to the

bill.— (.Gould's /Sirds of Australia.)

Another species, Tropidokhya'Ciius An-
GKXTiCEPS, or Silvery-crowned Friar-bird,

inhabits the north-west coast of Australia.

FRIGATE-BIRD. (.Tachypeies.) This
is an aquatic bird allied to the Cormorants,
from which, however, it differs by haring a
forked tail, short feet, the membranes of
which are very deeply notched, an extra-
ordinary spread of wing (said to be ten or
twelve feet in extent), and a beak both man-

VRTOiTK-niRD.—(TAOHTPETES AQ01I.A.)

dibles of which are curved at the tip. The
plumage is a richly-empurpled black, the
under part of the throat more or less varied
with white, and the beak red. In command
of wing it is equalled by none of its class ;

and it is accordingly met with at an im-
n.ense distance from all land, principally
between the tropics, where it is seen darling
upon the flying-fish, and attacking the gan-
nets and gulls in order to make them dis-

gorge their prey. It has received from
Engiish sailors the names of. Frigate-bird

and jfan-of-war bird. It breeds on trees

on uninhabited islands, and lays a single

siiherical white egg.
Dr.Chnmberlaine, in the Jamaica Almanac

for 1843, thus writes of the Frigate-bird :

“ lie is almost always a constant attendant
upon our flshermen.'when pursuing their vo-

cation on the sand-banks in Kingston har-

bour, or near the Palisados. Over their

heads it takes its aerial stand, and watches
their motions with a patience and perse-

verance the most exemplary. It is upon
these occasions that the Pelicans, the Gulls,

and other sea-birds, become its associates and
companions. These are also found watching
with equal eagerness and anxiety the issue

of the fishermen’s progress, attracted to the

spot by the sea of living objects immediately
beneath them. And then it is. when these

men are making their last haul, and the

finny tribe are fluttering and panting for

life, that this voracious bird exhibits his

fierce and voracious propensities. Uis hun-
gry companions ha%'c scanx:ly secured their

prey by the side of the fishermen’s canoes, :

when with the lightning's dart they ore :

pounced upon with such violence, that, to

cscai>c its rapacious as.^aults, they readily ’

in turn yield their hanl-cnnicd booty to this 1

formidable opponent. The lightness of its
’

trunk, the short tarsi, and vast spread of

wing, together with its long, slender, and
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forked tail, all conspire to give him a sxi-

periority over his tribe, not only in length
and rapidity of flight, but also in the power
of maintaining itself on outspread pinions
in the regions of his aerial habitation amidst
the clouds ; where, at times, so lofty arc its

. soarings, its figure becomes almost invisible

I

to the spectator in this nether world.”

I

FRINGILLIDiE. A large family of

;

Passerine birds, known by the general name
' of Finches^ and including various minor
groups, consisting of several genera, more

I

or less closely related to one another. None
of them are of large size ; and in their habits
and general appearance they bear a very
strong relationship. They feed chiefly upon
various kinds of grain and seeds ; occasion-

!
ally also upon insects. They are for the

I

most part hardy birds, and do not quit tliis

j

country during the winter ; but some few

j

are driven hither at that season from more
northern climates. Many of the FringUlidoe
ore, remarkable for their powers of song;
others are highly prized for the delicacy of
their flesh. They frequent fields, groves,
hedgerows, and woodlands ; while many, in
a state of captivity, are rendered subservient
to the amusement and gratification of man.

I They are severally described in this work,
and will be found in their alphabetical

! order. In this place we shall merely give
one species, as an example, which we find

among the beautifully coloured specimens
in Mr. Gould's superb work- It is called

,
Estrelda Tcmporaluf^ or the Rku-evkbkowkd
F

1

5CII. This bi rd has the crown of the head
bluish-gray ; wings and tail olive-brown ;

patch over the eye and rump, crimson ; bill

red ; legs yellowish white. Fggs five or six
in number, of a beautiful fleshy white. It
is found in the pasture lands of New South

' Wales and South Australia, and is parti-
cularly abundant in the neighbourhood of
Sydney. In the autumn it is gregarious,
often assembling in very large ilocKs ; but
in the spring they arc mostly seen in pairs.
They build a large nest, formed of dead

!

^ojs, lined with thistle-down, in any low
bush adapted for a site, and in none mure
frequently than in that beautiful plant, the
Lepto^permum sfpiarrosum. In the exten-
sive and admirable work by Messrs. Gray
and Mitchell, “the Genera of JJirds,” the
forms and figures of many of tlic Frinyilliflic
are descril>eu and given. It will be seen by
an inspection of that work, or a glance at

' the large collection of them in the British
Museum, or any similar place, how impos-
sible it is for us U) enumerate in this place
even a tithe of the genera of birds known
to naturalisls. [See ul'/.lfi.xcii . Bi'Xti.no :

Gof.Drixcii : Lixxet i Caxakt-bikd, &c.
Ac.]

FKITILLARY CBUTTERFRY], A
name given by insect collectors to various
species of Butterflies, of the genera AVmco-
biut^ Ifeliteoy and ArgymxiM [which see].

FROG. {Rana,') Of all the Reptile
tribes none are better known than those
tenned Akuiiouh Batka< iiiaxs, including
the genus Jttana^ or common Frog. In co-

lour this animal varies considerably, but its

general tinge is olive-brown, variegated on
the upper parts of the body and limbs with
irregular blackish spots ; those on the limbs
being mostly disposed in a transverse direc-
tion : it has also a long deep brown patch
under each eye. The under parts are of a
pale greenish-yellow cast, and much more
obscurely spotted and variegated than the
upper surface. It is not unfrequently seen,
however, especially towards the close of
summer, of a much brighter cast, and with
more vivid variegations ; but, like all other
species which are in the habit of casting the
skin, it differs at intervals as to the bright-
ness or intensity of its colours. The teeth
are very small ; the eyes large and brilliant,

and surrounded with a yellow circle; the
ears are placed behind them, and covered
with a membrane. Their muscles arc con-
siderable ill relation to their bulk, and pe-
culiarly elastic, strong, irritable, and sensible
to the action of galvanism. The Frog is

light, active, and lively ; the limbs admi-
rably calculated for the peculiar motions of
the animal, and the hind feet strongly
webbed, to assist its progress in the water,
to which it occasionally retires during the
heats of summer, and again during the
frosts of winter : for at that time it lies in a
torpid state, either deeply plunged in the
soft mud at tlie bottom of stagnant waters,
or in the hollows beneath their banks, till it

is awakened from its slumber by the return
of spring. And hero it may be observed,
tliat though the Frog and the Toad have a
general similitude, their distinguishiog cha-
racteristics are very marked and decided.
The Frog leaps ; the Toad crawls. The
Frog is in general the smaller of the two, of
a brigliter colour, and has a more polished
surface ; the toad is brown, rough, and dusky.
Tiie Frog is light and nimble ; the toad slow,
corpulent, and lieavy. In their internal
conformation the difference is not remark-
able, exce])t that tlie Frog has more air-
bluddcrs than tlie toad, by whicli it is ren-
dered better adapted for an aquatic life.

Some time in March the Frog usually de-
posits its ova or spawn, consisting of a
clustered mass of gelatinous transparent
eggs, in cuch of which is embedded the em-
bryo, or tadpole^ in the form of a round
black globule. In this state it lies for a
month or five weeks, before the tadpoles
arc hatched from it ; during which period
each egg gruduallv enlarges in size, and a
few days before the time of exclusion the
young animals may be perceived to move
about in the surrounding gluten. When
first hatched, they feed on tlic remains of
the gluten in wliich they were iml>cdded,
and in the space of a few days, if narrowly
examined^ they will be found to befumished,
on each side of the head, with a pair of ra-
mified branchi®, or temporary organs, which
again disappear after a certain space. These
Tadpoles are so perfectly unlike the animnls
in their complete state, that a pcnwin incon-
versant in natural history would hardly sun
pose them to l)cur any rcIatiouslii{» {(> the
Frog, since, on a general view, tl'cy nppearto
consist merely of head and tdl

; the funner
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large, black, and roundish
;
the latter slender,

and bordered with a very broad transparent
finny margin. Tlieir motions are extreme-
ly lively, and they are often seen in such
vast numbers as to blacken the whole water
with their legions. When the tadpoles have
arrived at the age of about five or six weeks,
the hind legs make their appearance

;
gra-

dually increasing in length and size
;
and,

in about a fortnight afterwards, are suc-
ceeded by the fore legs, which arc indeed
formed beneath tlie skin much sooner, and
are occasionally protruded and again re-
tracted by the reptile through a small
foramen on each side of the breast, and are
not completely stretched forth till the time
just mentioned. It now partakes of the
form both of a frog and a lizard ; which
figure it retains for about six hours ; and
then the tail continuing to decrease, it be-
comes quite obliterated in the space of a day
or two afterwards. The Frog, at length ar-
rived at its perfect state, is now seen wan-
dering about the brinks of its parent waters,
and sometimes in such vast numbers in par-
ticular spots, that not only has their ap-
pearance given rise to an absurd belief
among the vulgar that it occasionally
“ rained frogs," but various modes of ac-
counting for so “extraordinary a pheno-
menon ” have presented themselves to the
minds of those wdiose duty it was to dispel
the unfounded though popular credulity, by
tracing its origin and properly explaining it.

The Frog, no longer of ambiguous form,
now feeds on animal food 5 supporting Itself

on insects, small snails, w’Orms, &c. It prin-
cipally lives on insects, for the more readily
obtaining of which the structure of its

tongue is extremely well calculated j
being

very tong, and so situated that the root is

attached to the fore rather than to the hind
part of the mouth ; and, when at rest, lying
backwards, as if the animal were swallowing
the tip. By this means it is enabled to
throw it some distance from the mouth,
which is done witli great celerity, the bifid

and glutinous tip securing the prey, wliich
is swallowed witli an instantaneous motion,
so quick as to be scarceiy percei)tible.

The muscular system of the Frog deserves
particular attention. Mr. Broderij) observes,
“ In the Anurous Batrachians, the Frogs
especially, the muscles of the abdomen are
more developed tlian in the otlier Reptiles :

offering in tills particular some analogy to

tlie abdominal structure of tlie Mammifcrs,
But it is in tlic disposition of the muscles of

tlie thigli and leg in the Frogs and other
Anurous Batrachians, that the greatest sin-

gularity is manifested. These, whether taken
conjointly or singly, present the greatest

analogy with the muscular arrangement of
tlie same parts in Man. We find tlie rounded,
elongated, conical thigli, the knee extending
itself in the same direction with the thigh-
bone, and a well-fashioned calf to the leg,

formed b^ the liclly of the gastrocncmii mus-
cles. It IS impossible to watch the horizontal
motions of a Frog in the water, ns it is im-
pelled by these muscles and its webbed feet,

without being struck by the complete re-
scinblancc in this portion of its frame to

human conformation, and the almost perfect
identity of the movements of its lower ex-
tremities with those of a man making the
same efforts in the same situation. By the
aid of these well-developed lower limbs, and
the prodigious power of their muscular and
bony levers, a Frog can raise itself in the air
to twenty times its own height, and traverse
at a single bound, a space more than fifty

times the length of its own body.” The
difference of sex in these animals is not per-
ceptible till they have arrived at their fourth
year, nor do they begin to propagate till

they have reached that period. Hence, on
comparing their slow growth with their other
habitudes, it would seem that they live about
twelve years ; but so numerous are their
enemies, both by land and water, that it is

probable very few arrive at so great an age.
The Frog is extremely tenacious of life, and
will survive for a considerable space the loss
of many of its organs. If confined entirely
under water, it is still enabled to support its

existence for several days : on the contrary
it is not so well able to endure the want of
water, nor long exposure to a dry air and a
hot sun, though it delights to bask occasion-
ally in a moderate sunshine : it is therefore
particularly careful to secure a retreat where
it may enjoy the benefit of shade and a suf-
ficient supply of moisture. Frogs are dis-
tinguished by a peculiar cry, termed croaking,
particularly during rain and hot weather, in
the morning and evening.— There are seve-
ral other species of Frogs, a few of which it

will be necessary to describe.

The Edible Frog {liana esculenta), so
called from its being the kind most approved
of for the table by our nearest continental
neighbours,— is found plentifully iu Franee,
Italy, Germany, and many other parts of
Europe, though it is rare in England. It is

rather larger than the common Frog, and of
an olive-green colour, distinctly and strongly
marked on tlie upper parts of the body with ;

black spots or patches, the limbs being trans-
!

versely marked with bands of the same co-
1

1

lour ; and from the tip of the nose down the '

whole length of the back run three distinct
'

yellow stripes. The under parts of the bo<ly |1

and limbs are of a dull white, slightly tinged
with green, and variegated with brown sjiots.

UOIBT.E rnoo.

—

(BAUA rsnuI.KiiTA.

)

The proportion of the limbs is nearly the
same as in the common Frog, and the' hind
feet arc very strongly palmatcd

; but the
'

head is rather larger and more iwintcd. The
Edible Frog is a very voracious animal, and
will occasionally seize on young birds, mice,
&c.. swallowing them whole, like the rest .

of its prc3'. The male of this species, during 1
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the breeding season, is obsers'ed to protrude
I from each side of its head a large inflated

!
globular vesicle, and croaks so loud ns to be
heard at a vast distance : in fact, where
these animals assemble in large numbers,
their noise is most unpleasant and annoying.

1
The Bitll-Froo {Rana pipiens) is the

I
largest species of the genus, being three or

I

four inches broad, and from six to eight in

length without including the feet ; with the
limbs extended it measures about eighteen
inches. It inhabits North America, par-
ticularly the southern parts of the TTnited

;

States ; and has received the name of Bull-

1
Frog from its voice resembling the distant

i lowing of a bull. Its colour on the upper
parts is a dusky olive, somewhat irregu-

! larly marked with numerous dark brown
! spots ; the under parts being of a whitish
I cast tinged with green, and thickly spotted.

I

The ft>re feet have only four toes, and are
1 unwebbed, but the hind feet, which are large
, and Jong, are very widely webbed. The
iridcs of the eyes are red, surrounded with

' a narrow border of yellow : the external
^ membranes of the cars are large and round,
i of a reddish brown colour, and surrounded
' by a pale yellow or whitish margin. In
j

Mr. Catesby's Natural History of Carolina,
we are told that this species frequents springs

j

only, where, by the continual running of
. the water a small pond or hole is usually
made before the mouth of the spring, which

' is rarely without a pair of these Frogs, who
when surprised, with a long leap or two
enter the mouth of the spring, where they

'

are secure. He adds, that it is commonly be-

;

lieved that they keep the springs clean, and
purify the water, and therefore the general
prejudice is in their favour, although they
are great devourers of young ducks and
goslings, w'hich they often swallow whole.

The Arocs Ynon {Rana ocellata) is also
a native of several parts of North America,
choosing moist situations, os the neighbour-,
hood of springs and rivulets. In size it dif-
fers but little from the Bull-Frog, exsept
that the limbs arc thicker and stouter ; but
the feet are unwebbed, and are all divided
into five toes, each joint txiing furnished be-
neath with a kind of lulxircle or pnxicss.
It< colour is a pale reddish brown, with two
distinctly marked whitish elevated lines
running down the middle of the back, the
intervening space lx»ing marked with several
hroarl fascia; of a reddish chestnut colour,
while the sides arc beautifully oniamentcd
with several occllated or eye-shaped spots,
each being half surrounded by an iris-like

' paler space or crescent. The limbs are
;
elegantly handed with chestnut-coloured

1 stripes : the under parts arc of a dull white.
! In its general manners it i> saifl to resemble
the prccecllng. [For the Tree Frog, sco
Ilri.A.]

F R' I TOPrKR. ( . iphrophorn npumnr'ia.)
The pr>pu]ar name (jf a small hut singular
Homoptennis Insect, t>elongIng to the C'crco-
pidfn family. They pass their whole lives on

f

dants, on the stems (»f which their eggs are
aid in the autumn. Tiie following summer

they are hatched, and the young immediatelj'^
perforate the bark with their beaks, and
begin to imbibe their sap. Of this they take
in such quantities, that it oozes out of their
bodies continually, in the form of little

bubbles, wliichsoon completely envelope the
insects ; and from this circumstance tlie

name of Cvekoo-spits is also very commonly
applied to them. They thus remain en-
tirely buried and concealed in large masses
of foam, until they have completed their
final transformation. When the pupa,
which is of a beautiful gi een colour, is about
to undergo its change into the complete in-

sect, it ceases to absorb any longer the juices
of the plant, and to discharge the projecting
froth. It then emerges from its concealment.
The winged insect is scarely larger than the
larva ; but its colour is brown, with a pair of
broad, irregular, pale bauds across the upper
wings. It possesses the power of leaping iu
a remarkable de^ee ; forwhich purpose, the
tips of their hmd shanks are surrounded
with little spines, and the first two joints of
their feet have a similar coronet of spines at

their extremities. Their thorax projects
somewhat between the basis of the wing-
covers ; their bodies are rather short, and
their wing-covers are almost horizontal and
quite broad across the middle, w'hich, with
the shortness of their legs, gives them a squat
appearance.

FTJT..GORA : FHLGORIDiE. A genus
and family of insects bearing great resem-
blance to the Cicadidt^. Many of them are

I

distinguished by a curious prolongation of
[
the forehead, the shape of which varies ex-
tremely in the different species, •which in
tropical regions are numerous. The legs
are in general fitted for leaping, with large
spurs ; ami the males are destitute of those
organs which are employed in the Cicadaj
for the production of sounds. We should
observe, that Kirby and Spence, on the
authority of Stedman’s Surinam, assert that
Fulyora latcmaria makes a loud noise in
the evening, like that made by a razor-
grinder, and that the Dutch in Guiana call
it 8carc-8lc.cp. Dr. Hancock, however, states
that the razor-grinder, or the Aria Aria of
the natives, is a specis of Cicada. In the
typical ^jenus Fuluora the head is dilated
in front into the most remarkable porrcctcd
protuberances, varying in each species, and
which is the part of the body asserted by
various writers to emit a strong light by
night, analogous to that cf the firc-fiics.

Air. Westwood alludes to this luminous
property at some length. “ Much uncer-
tainty (he says) exists os to the real ex-
istence of any luminous power possessed by
the to pical species of this family. This ac-
count originated with Madame Mcrian
iluBcc.ta Surinam, p. ‘ID,), who asserted It to
be possessed by Fulpora laU^rnaria in an
eminent degree, and her statement long re-
ceived general assent, and appears to be the
only authority for its existence. Olivier
aplicnrs to !)c the first author who doubted
the luminosity of the Fulyorir, from infor-
mation given to him by M. Richard, who
had reared thcF. latcrnaria iu Caycuiic, and
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had not found it to be luminous. Iloffman-
segg, the Prince Von Nieuwied, and still

more recently M. Lacordaire (the two last

named authors having been long resident
in South America), also concur in this

opinion, none of the individuals they had
ever seen alive exliibitiug the least trace of

AMaRICAN LANTERN-mV
(FOI.OARIA LATERNARIA.)

luminosity. The majority of the natives

also, who had been questioned on the subject,

denied the liuninous power, although a few
affirmed it ; hence Lacordaire suggests

whether one sex may be luminous and the

other not. Dr. Hancock rend a memoir on
the luminosity of the laternaria before

the Zoological Society, on 24th June, 1834,

in which its luminosity is considered en-

tirely fabulous. M. Wesmael has recently

reasserted the luminous property of the

South American species, on the authority

of a friend who had witnessed it alive. And
W. Baird, Esq. has informed me of tlie ex-

istence of a Chinese edict, against young
ladies keeping lanthorn-flies.” Mr. Adam
Wliite, in the Annals and Magazine of

Natural History, published an extract from
a letter of J. Bowring, Esq., of Hong Chong,
where the F. Candelaria is very abundant,

but not known to be luminous. The species

are generally very showy, and have been
mostly figured by Mr. Westwood. In the

British Museum there is a fine collection of

them.

FTJLICA. [See Coot.]

FULMAR. {Proccilaria gJacialis.) A
Palmiped bird belonging to the Petrel

family ;
abounding in northern latitudes,

tliough rarely seen in warm or temperate

climates ; in fact, it has been met with not

only in arctic and antarctic regions, but

even at the foot of those impenetrable bar-

riers, the floating islands and eternal moun-
tains of ice and snow. It measures seven-

teen inches in length, and weighs twenty-

two ounces. The bill is about two inches

long, and strongly formed ; the hook or nail

of the upiter mandible, and the truncated

tennination or tip of the under one, are

yellow ;
the other parts grayish ! the nostrils

are contained in one sheath, divided into

two tubes. The head, neck, all the under
(larts, and the tail are while ;

back and
wing-coverts blue gray ;

quills dusky blue ;

eggs yellowish, sometimes inclining to red.

Tile body is thickly clothed with feathers

upon a flue close down.

iUatural ?!ji's'tDrii

;

These birds are extremely greedy and
gluttonous, and will devour any floating :

putrid substances : they feed principally on
I

fish, and on the blubber or fat of whales,
and other animals ; which being soon con-
vertible into oil, supplies it with pro>‘ision
for its young, and with the constant means
of defence ; for the Fulmar, like all the
Petrels, has a peculiar faculty of spouting
from its bill, to a considerable distance, a
large quantity of pure oil. Pennant, speak-
ing of those which inhabit the isle of St.

Kilda, says— “ No bird is of such use to the
islanders os this ; the Fulmar supplies them
with oil for their lamps, down for their beds,
a delicacy for their tables, a balm for their
wounds, and a medicine for their dis-

tempers.” The female is said to lay only
one white and very brittle egg, which she
hatches about the middle of J une.

FUNGIA. A genus of Zoophytes, of
wliich there arc several species, Imth recent
and fossil, principally from the Indian seas.

They belong to the Madrephyilicea of Dc
Blainville, and consist of animals in nearly
the lowest state oforganization ; for although
they arc universally allowed to be animals,
they are completely without the power of

motion, consisting simply of a living gela-
tinous film, which is endowed with the ca-
pability of constructing for itself a -stony

support or framework, derived from the
surrounding water. In form it is generally
orbicular or oval j mouth superior, trans-
verse in a large disc, which is covered bs
many thick cirriform tentacula ; and th?
disc is solidified internally by a calcareous
solid pcijyparium, of a simple figure. We
arc indebted for the following interesting
remarks to the elaborate description given
of Fungia by Mr. Kymcr Jones. “ If we
investigate the liistory of the Fungia a little

more closely, it is beautiful to obsen'c in

apparently one of the most helpless and
useless members of creation, the ojicrations

of the same power and foresight that shield
and guard the highest and most intelligent.

The Fungia, whilst it is alive, lies uixm the
sand at the bottom of the shallow seas of
warm climates, or has its base loosely im-
bedded in the sand. It is unattached by
any pedicle or root, so that a passing wave of
any violence might easily take it up and

TniCK-TSSrACIKD rOXr.lA.
(FONOIA CKASaiTV-NTAOUl.A.)

wo-sh it to a distance from the spot it origi-

naily occupied. This licing the case, what
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Is to preTent the wave from turning it upside
down ? It is only upon tlie upper surface

' that the liring crust is spread, which forms

j

the Fungia, so that should accident reverse
its position the creature would inevitably

I
perish, ^e arrangement adopted to prevent
such an occurrence is simple enough, but
not on that account less beautiful. The
living dim that coats its laminated surface
has the faculty of secreting little bubbles of

air within its substance ; the bubbles so
produced, although disseminated as it were

;
at random, are sufficiently buoyant to act

j

as floats, and thus provided, let the wave
I
wash it ever so far, still the lightest side

j
keeps uppermost, tlie floats prevent it from

; being reversed, and the creature settles down
j

in a right position upon the smooth bottom

j

of the sea.” We may mention tliat our

I

figure of the thick-tentacled Fungin (F’. cra-

\

sitentaciilata) is derived from one of the
Frencli Voyages of Discovery, and shows the
animals projecting from their coral home.
The collection of corals and zoophytes in the
British Museum, now most wondrously in-
creased, contains many fine specimens of this
very beautiful and distinct genus. As an
ornament on a matelpicce or on a table,

under a bell gloss, nothing perhaps is so

plea-sing as a flue and symmetrical specimen
of this coral.

GADFLY. ((Estnis hovis.) The Gadfly,
or Ox Gadfly, is a Dipterous insect, about
the size of a common Bee, witli pale brown
wings : it is of a pale yellowish brown colour,

,
with the thorax marked by four longitudinal

I dusky streaks, and the abdomen by a black
bar across it, the tiji being covered with

^

orange -coloured hairs. The genus is re-
markable for its larva: residing beneath the
skin, or in ditferent parts of the bodies of
quadrupeds. When the female o( this species
is ready to deposit her eggs (which chiefly

I

happens in August or December), she fastens
i on the back of a heifer or cow, and piercing

j

the skin with the tulie situated at the top
' of the abilomen, deposits an egg in the

j

puncture j an operation which slie repeats

I

on many parts of the auimal's bimk. Here
' the several eggs hatch, and the larva: by
their motion and suction cause so many
small swellings or aiiscesscs beneath the
sk in, which growing gradually larger, ex-
hibit tuliercles of an inch or more in di-
ameter, with an opening ut the top of each,
throiigli which may lie observed the larva
(a whitish oval maggot, which in time be-
comes brown) imlicdded in a purulent fluid.
There the larva: remain till the middle of
the next summer, when they force them-
selves out from their respective cells, and,
falling to the ground, each creeps licneath
the first convenient shelter, and lying in an
inert state tiecomea contracted into un oval
form, but without casting the larva skin,
which dries and hardens round it. Having
remained in tlie chrysalis state more tlian a
month, it forces open the top of its coat, or
piii«i armour, and emerges in its (icrfect
form. [Mr. Bracy Clark, F.L.S., has paid
particular attention to the study of the
family (JCHrUlo:: we refer our reailcrs for

further information to the articles Breeze-
fly : fflSTEUS.]

GADUS: GADID^ The Gadiclce, or
Cod tribe, are a family of Fishes belonging
to the JIalacopterygious (or soft-finned)
order. They include the Cod, Haddock,
Whiting, Ling, and others j and are distin-

guished by the following characters ;— a
smooth, oblong body, covered with small,
soft, deciduous scales

;
head scaleless ; eyes

lateral ; jaws and anterior part of the vomer
furnished with several ranges of unequal,
pointed teeth ; the gills large, seven-rayed,
and opening laterally

;
and a small beard or

cirri at tlie tip of the lower jaw. Almost
ail the species have two or three dorsal fins,

one or two anal, and one distinct caudal
fin ; and they have a large, strong, swimming-
bladder, frequently dentated or lobed at its

borders. They live for the most part in the
seas of cold or temperate climates ; and from
their size and their tendency to congregate in
particular localities, as well as from the
wholesomeness and good flavour of their
flesh, they are of first-rate importance to
man. [See CoD, &c.]

GALAGO. (_OaJago or Otolicmis.') A genus
]

of small quadi-umanous animals, inhabiting
different parts of Africa,and subsisting chiefly :

on insect food. They have great eyes ; large I

membranous ears, which double down when
at rest j hind limbs of a disproportionate
length

) and a long and tuftetT tail. The

best known species are the Great Galago
(Galago crassicaudattui), which is as large as
a Habbit

; and the Senegal Galago (Ga-
lago Senrgalcrwia), or gum animal of Senegal,
the size of a Knt. “ These pretty animals
have at night all the activity of birds,

hopping from bough to hough on their hind
limbs only. They watch the insects flitting

among tlie leaves, listen to the fluttering of
j

the moth as it darts through the air, lie in
wait for it, and spring with the rapidity of an

,

arrow, seldom missing their prize, which is .

caught by the hands. They make nests in :

the branches of trees, and cover a bed with
grass and leaves for their little ones. Tlicy
arc a favourite article of food in Senegal."

G AI.ATII/I'IA. A genus of long-tailed
Cmstaecn. In tho British seas four species
are recorded ns native : their porcelain
texture, their sculptured carapace and wide
tall, joined to their jilensing colours, espe-

,

dally when alive, render them very at-
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tractive. Clo.se to this genus is Grimothea,
one of the species of which (_0. ffreyaria) is

met with in the Southern sens near the
Straits of Magellan, in countless multitudes.

GAIiEOPITIIECUS. An extraordinary
quadrumanous animal of the Lemurlne tribe,

called the Fining Lemur, and sometimes
termed the Coluga; it is a native ofthe islands
of the Indian Archipelago

;
and its chief pe-

culiarity consists in the extension of its skin
between the anterior and posterior limbs on
each side, and between the posterior limbs,
including also the tail i by which it receives
a parachute-like support in the air, and is

enabled to take long sweeping leaps from

TT.VINO LEMOR AND YODNO
(OALEOPITHECnS V0I.AN3),

WITH THE FRONT PART OF THE 8EDOI.

tree to tree, somewhat like flying. They
maybe considered as connecting the Lemurs
with the Bats ; differing gcnerically from
the latter in having their fingers, which are

armed with trencliant nails, no longer than
the toe.s, so that the membrane which occu-
pies their intervals, and extends to the sides

of the tail, can only answer the purpose of

floating in the air. The general anatomy
agrees very closely with that of the Lemurs.
They inhabit lofty trees in dark woods : to

which they cling with all four extremities,

and traverse easily by means of their strong

and extremely compressed, retractile claws.

During the dav-time they suspend them-
selves like Bats'from the branches, with the

head downwards ;
but at night they rouse

themselves, and make an active search for

food, which consists of fruit, insects, eggs,

birds, &c. They are very inoffensive ani-

mals ; and generally produce two young at

a birth.

OALERUCIDiE. A group of leaf-eating

beetles, separated from the Cln-gfomelulce fa-

mily, and consisting mostly of dull-coloured

beetles : having an oblong oval, slightly

convex body i a short and rather narrow
thorax ; slender antenn.a!, more than half

the length of the body, and implanted close

together on the forehead : slender legs, and
claws split at the end. They fly inostly by
day, aud arc either very timid or very cuu-

iSRtural ;

niiig, for, when we attempt to take hold of i

them, they draw up their lege, aud fall to
the ground. They eometimee do great in- !

jury to plants, eating large holes in the
leaves, or consuming entirely those that are
young and tender. The larv'je are rather
short cylindrical grubs, generally of a black-
ish colour, and are provided with alx legs.

They live and feed together in swarms, and
sometimes appear in very great numbers on
tlie leaves of plants, committing ravages, at I

these times, as extensive as those of the most
destructive caterpillars.

|

The Galeruca vitlata^ or striped Cucumber
j

Beetle, a North American si>ecies recorded
j

by Dr. Harris in his “ Insects of Massachu-
j

setts,’* is of a light yellow colour above, with
a block head, and a broad black stripe on

|

each wing-cover, the inner edge of which is

also black, forming a third narrower stripe

down the middle of the back ; the abdomen,
the greater part of the fore -legs, and the
knees and feet of the other legs, are black.
It is rather less than one-fifth of an inch
long. Early in the spring it devours the
tender leaves of various plants ; and makes
its appearance on cuemnber, pumpkin, and
melon vines, about the end ot May or the
beginning of June, or as soon os the leaves
begin to expand ; and as several broods are
produced in the course of the summer, it

may be found at various times on these

plants, till the latter are destroyed by frost.

The females lay their eggs in the ground,
and the larvae feed on the roots of plants.

Various means have been suggested to pre-

vent the ravages of these striped cucumber '

beetles ; as, wetting the vines with tobacco
water, or ^dth infusions of elder, walnut-
leaves, or of hops ;

others recommend the
use of soot, sulpliur, Scotch snuff, or pepper,

to be sifted upon the plants. In this country
several species are found, which will be seen

referred to in the works of Messrs. Stephens
and Curtis.

GAIilCTIS. A genus of Carnivorous
animals allied to the Civets and Genets.

GALLINyE. The name given to an ex-
tensive order of Birds, including all those
which constitute what are commonly termed

j

“ poultry,” and furnishing us with the
|

greater number of our farm-yard fowls, and ^

with much excellent game. The name Go/-
|

Unce is applied to them from their affinity to i

the Domestic Cock, in common with which
'

they have generally the upi>er mandible
|

vaulted, the nostrils pierced in a large mem- I

branous space at the base of the beak, and
:

coveied by a cartilaginous scale. Their .

wings arc short, their carriage hca%'y, and
their flight laborious. They have an ex-

]

tremely muscular gizzard, and generallv a
;

large globular crop. In general they lay
j

and incubate on the ground, on a few care- i

lessly arranged stems of straw' or gross.

Some species arc i>olvgamous, and some mo-
|

nogamous : iu the former the male is always
|

larger and more g.ailj’ coloured than the
i

female ; in the latter the sexes nearly or
j

quite resemble both in size and colour.

GALLINACEJE. Some of the raofct.
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1
valuable birds we have belong to this order

;

i Peacocks, Turkeys, Fowls, Pheasants, Par-
j
tridges, ic. being of the number. Their

; bodies, for the most part, are large and
muscular ; their wings short ; and their toes
rough beneath, to enable them to scratch
the ground in search of worms, &c. Many
feed on grain and seeds, whilst others feed
on berries, but the greater portion subsist
likewise on insects. They are mostly poly-
gamous, building their rude nests, in retired
situations, on the bare ground. The females
of several species are extremely prolific, and
continue to lay eggs nearly all the j’ear ; the
young follow the parent mother as soon as
hatched, and she continues to protect them
till the^ are fully grown. Some are easily
domesticated ; others remain in a wild state;

but the flesh of nearly all furnish a substan-
tial and wholesome food, while their plu-
mage serves for various domestic and orna-
mental purposes. In their proper alpha-
betical order the reader will find them
severally described.

GALL-LXSECT. (Ganiusecta.) A fa-
mily of insects, of a small size, which live

upon trees or plants of various kinds. In
the larva state they have the appearance of
oval or round scales, closely attached to the
plant or bark of the tree they inhabit, aud
exhibit no distinct external organs. If ob-
8er%'cd in spring, their bodies are noticed
gradually to increase in size, ending in their
acquiring the ap|>earance of a gall, being
either splierical, kidney-shaped,boat-shaped,
&r. The skin in come is entire and very
smooth ; in others it is incised, or offers

traces of segments. It is in this state that
the females are impregnated, shortly after

which they deposit their eggs, of which the
number is very great ; these they deposit
between the ventral surface of their bodies
and a layer of a cottony secretion. Their
bodies subsequently dry up and become a
solid cocoon, which covers the eggs ; others
envelope their eggs in a very abundant cot-
tony secretion, which equally defends them.
Many of them liave been long celebrated for
the beautiful dyes they yield. A very curious
Gall has lately been imported from the East,
by Mr. Morson, F.L.S., ofSouthampton Ilow,
Ivondon. Tins, which is principally com-
posed of gallic acid and tannin, has been
particularly dcscril)ed in a late number of
the Pharmaceutical Journal ; where the
In ject Is figured. [See Coccus : Kbumks.]

' GALLINtTEE. {GfiUmnla.) A genus of
birds which frequent fresh waters, sw imming
and diving about, or running on land with
e<iual ease and swiftness. The common Gal-
linule ( (iaUinuhi r.Moropun), called also the
Watkk-iikx or Moou-iiK.v,isalMJut fourteen
lnclu*'< in length, from the tip of the l>cak to

,

the end of the tail, and weighs from eleven to

;
fourteen ounces. The bill \ * upwards of an

t inch long, of a greenish yellow at the tip,
‘ and reddish towards the base ; whence a
kind of horny or membrnneous substance
shields the foreliead far as tlic eyes : this

appendage to the t/ill Is j>crfeclly red in the
hrec<ling season

; at other times It varies or
fades into white. Tlic head is small and

black, except a white spot under each eye :

the irides red : all the upper parts of the
plumage dark slilning olive green, incliuing
to bro^vn ; under i)arts dark hoary lead
gray : veut feathers black ; those on the
belly and the thighs tipped with dirty wliite:

the long loose feathers on the sides, which
hang over the upper part of the tliighs, are
black, streaked with white ; the feathers
just beneath the tail are white ; and the
legs ore dusky green. Tlie toes are very
long, particularly the middle one ; their
under sides flat and broad, whereby it is

enabled to swim ; and, from this part of its

conformation, it may be regarded as tlic

bird which connects the web-footed aquatic
fowl witli tlie fin-toed. The body is long, !

and the legs placed far behind ; its feathers !

thickly sot, and bedded upon down. It lies
|

concealed during tlie day among reeds and 1

willows, by tlie sides of rivulets : it can run
!

over tlie surface of sucli waters as are thickly i

covered with weeds, and it dives and liides
|

itself with equal ease : it fiirts up its tail
|when running, and flies with its legs liang-

ing down. In the evenings, it creeps by the
margins of the waters, among the roots of
bushes and long loose herbage, in quest of
its food, which consists of insects, small
fishes, worms, aquatic plants, and seeds : it

is also granivorous ; and if killed in Septem-
ber or October, after liaving had the advan-
tage of a neigiibouriug stubble, its flcsli is

very good.
Tlic Gallinule, or Moor-licn, makes its

nest of reeds aud ruslies, closely interwoven,
choosing for it a very retired spot close by
tlie brink of the water ; and it is said tlie

female never quits it witliout covering lier

eggs with tlie leaves of tlie surrounding licr-

bage. Tlie female lays from five to eight
eggs, of a light yellowisli brown, marked
with mst-coroured spots. Soon after the
young are hatched, tliey take to tlie water,
and shift for tlicmselvcs. They differ con-
siderably from tlie adults till after tlieir

second autumnal moulting, having till tlien
a much lighter plumage.

“ One circumstance respecting this fami-
liar liird,” f>Ir. Gould observes, “ appears to
liave escaped tlic notice of most ornitholo-
gists : we allude to the fact of the female
being clollied in a dark and rieli plumage,
and liaviiig tlie base of tlie bill and the
frontal sliield of a briglit crimson-red tipped
witli line yellow j Iier superiority in tliesc

respects has caused licr to be mistaken for
the male, wliich, contrary to tlic general
rule, is at all times clothed in a duller ]iln-

mage, and lias tlie upper surface more olive
tlnin in tlic female ; tlic bill is also less

riclily tinted.
There are very few birds of tliis genus

;

and most of them inhabit Javai but they
arc not by any means remarkable.

GAIiI.IWASP. (Cc/cs/HS occirlim*.') A
reptile of the Saurian order. It is nearly
two feet in leiigtli from tlic nose to tlie tip of
the tail, wlileh, like the body, U thick and
strong, tapering |)retty suddenly towards
the tip : the limbs arc short, and the ani-
mal's whole ai>pcarancc is rcimirkably stout

z
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and plump : the teeth are small in front,
but ns they approach the back part of the
jaws they inerease considerably in size. It
is a native of the West India islands, and
seems to be particularly common in Jamaica,
where it is said to frequent woody and
marshy districts. It is usually of a palish
brown colour, clouded with spots and bands
of deeper cast, but it is reported to change
its colour occasionally to a lively golden
yellow.

GAI/I/OWAY. A peculiar breed of strong,

active, middle-sized horses ; so called from
the county of Galloway, in Scotland, wliich
was formerly noted for them. Tradition
reports, that the stock originated from seve-
ral Spanish stallions, which swam on shore
from some ships wrecked on the coast, be-
longing to the famous Armada ; and, pro-
pagating with the mares of the country,
furnished the kingdom with their posterity.

GAMBET. i,Totanus.) A genus ofwading
birds, allied to the Scolopaciilce, and inclu-

ding numerous species. The Greensuank
Gambet (_Totaniis Glottis) is the largest

European species, being nearly the size of

the Godwit, with the beak comparatively
stout, and a little recurved ; ashy-brown
above and on the sides, with the margins
of the featliers punctated with brown, the

croup and belly white, and tail rayed
with narrow irregular bars of gray and
white ; the feet green : in summer the throat

and breast are marked with dusky spots,

which disappear after the breeding season.

It breeds on the margins of lakes, which
it mostly frequents ; is very clamorous when
on the wing j

and in winter resorts to

the sea-shore.— The Dusky Gambet {Tota-

vus fuscus), another European species, but
rare in Britain, is more delicately formed,

with particularly slender beak and feet, and
beautifully barred tail and coverts ; it be-

comes entirely suffused on tlie under parts

witli fuliginous black in the spring. — A
third, the Redshank Gambet {Totanm
calklris), is very abundant in tliis country,

breeding also not uncommonly iii marshes
near the sea-shore, and especially about tlie

estuaries of rivers.—Tliere are otliers, as the

delicate Wood Gambet (Totantis glareola),

remarkable for the extraordinary leugtli of

its legs, and its habit of gracefully tripping

across the broad floating leaves of aquatic '

plants when in search of its jirey j
and the

Green Gambet, {Totanus ochropus), with

shorter legs, and easily known ns it flics by

its conspicuous white rump.

GAME, Black and Red. [See Grouse.]

GAMMARUS : GAMMARID^. A
genus and family of Crustaceans belonging

to the order Amphipodri. Tlie body of this ^

marine genus is covered with a coriaceous

clastic tegument, generally compressed

and arched ; the posterior extremity of the
'

tail is not furnished witli swimmerets, but

its appendages arc in the form of cylin-

drical or conical styles. Two at least of the

four anterior legs are terminated by claws.

The vesicular bags (the use of which has not

been ascertained) are situated at the external
,

^2aluval

base of the legs, commencing with the second <

pair, and accompanied by a small plate. I

The pectoral scales enclosing the eggs are six
{

in number. There are several species of
this family found in the British seas ; for an
account of which we must refer our readers i

to the works of Milne Edwards and Kroyer,
|

but especially of the latter. The genera ‘

Talitriis, Orchestia, Dexamine, Amphithoe,
|

and others recorded in the List of Crustacea in i

the British Museum, belong to this family.
I

The habits of some of these are very in-
'

teresting. [See Amphipoda, &c.j
|

GANNET, or SOLAN GOOSE. (.Sula !l

Sassana.) This Palmipede bird is about the
j

size ofthe tame goose; its length two feet nine
j

inches, and its weight nearly seven pounds. i

The bill is six inches long, jagged at the
sides, and straight almost to the point, where
it inclines downwards ; a darkish line passes

,

from the brow over the eyes, which are sur-
rounded with a naked blue skin, and, like

|

those of the Owl, are set in the head so as to
| j

look nearly straight forward, and the ex- ji

treme paleness of the irides gives them a
;|

keen wild stare. A loose black bare skin,
;

i

COMMON OANNKT. — (aDLA BA88ANA.)

capable of great distension, hung fVom the
blades of the under bill, and extended over

\

the throat, serves it os a pouch to carry pro- 1 1

visions in the breeding season to its male
|

and young. The nock is long ; the body
j

flat, and very full of feathers ; the crown of
j

the head, and a small space on the hind part i i

of the neck, are bulf-colourcd : and, with the 1 1

exception of the quill and bastard-wing fea- !
1

thers, the rest of the plumage is white. The
|j

legs and toes are black ; but the fore part of
j

i

both are marked with a pen-green stri|)e

:

and the tail is composed of twelve tapering !

sharp-pointed feathers, the middle ones
i

being the longest. The male and female arc
|

nearly alike ; but the young birds, during
|

the first year, are of n dusky hue, siXRikled i

with numerous trian^lar white spots ; and
it is not until the third year that the plu-

mage is perfectcil.

In the Hebrides, the north of Scotland,
and in Norway, this sjiccics is i-ery abun-
dant ; it is also met with in great numliers

]

on the coasts of Newfoundland and other i

northeni regions, ns well ns in more tern-
|

perate climes of lioth hemispheres. Their
food consists chiefly of salt-water fish, the

I

i



herring and pilchard being their favourites ;

and they take their prey by darting down
upon it from a considerable height. They
make their nests, which arc composed of

withered grasses and sea-weeds, in the ca-

verns and fissures of rocks, or on their ledges,

ns well as on the plain surface of the ground.
The female (according to Bewick) lays three

white eggs, somewhat smaller than those of
a goose ; but we find it elsewhere stated, that

the Gannet, if not disturbed, will lay only
one egg throughout the year ; but if that be
taken away, it will lay another, and in like

manner a third, which she is generally per-

mitted to hatch. Their greatest known ren-
dezvous is the Hebrides and other solitary

rocky isles of North Britain, such as the
Bass in the Firth of Forth, and Ailsa Crag,
in the Firth of Clyde, where their nests, in

the months of May and June, are described as

so closely placed together, that it is difficult

to walk without treading upon some of

them ; and it is said that the swarms of the
old bir^ are so prodigious, that when they
rise into the air, they stun the ear with their

noise, and overshadow the ground like the
clouds. The inhabitants of the islands

where these birds breed derive considerable
emolument from the produce of their eggs ;

but to obtain them they encounter the most
fearful risks, now climbing rocks which are

almost inaccessible, and now clinging to the
craggy precipices which, at a prodigious
height, overhang a raging sen.

In .Mr. Couchs “ Cornish Fauna ” we are
told that “ the Gannet takes its prey in a
different manner from any other of our
aquatic birds ; for, traversing the air in all

diretrtions, with a heavy and irregular flight,

as soon as it discovers the fish it rises to such
a height as experience shows best calculated
to carry it by a downward motion to the
required depth, and then partially closing
its wings it falls perpendicularly on the
prey, and rarely without success, the time
between the plunge and emersion being about
fifteen seconds. When pilchards arc col-
lected into a narrow space, the number and
eagerness of the Gannets arc such, that it is

furprisii^ they do not fall on and kill each
other. Their clamour indeed at such times
pr<>ves them to be well on their ^iiard, but
it is also probable that every one in falling
has its eye fixed on the fish it intends to
seize, and the well-poised wings direct it

nnerringly to its prey. Tlic form and setting
on of the Gannet's wings well fit it for as-
suming the iierpcndictilar attitude prepara-
tory to its fall, which is cfi'cctcd with case,
rapidity, and precision. They arc attached
to the btxiy about the centre of gravitv, so

I

that the anterior parts drop as on a |ilvot,
and the cibow being about the middle of the
distance between the shoulder and wrist, a
slight inclination in any direction is stifli-

\

cient to regulate the motion.” There arc
‘ also other siiecies bearing the name of Gan-
net, but the one just described is the licst

known and the largest. The iVhitr. Onnnfl,
which inhabits China : the ISoob’i flrimirt,
common on the coasts of South America,
and described as being a very stupid bird t

•hence the appellation given to It by sailors i
^

and the Brown Gannet, belonging to the
West Indies and the western coast of tro-

|

pical Africa. [See Sula.]

GARFISH. (_Esox helone.') This fish has
;

a variety of names ; as. Garfish, Sea-pike,
j

Sword-fish, Greenbone, Mackerel-Guide,
Sea-Needle, &c. It generally precedes the
Mackerel in their annual visit to shallow
water for the purpose of spawning, and is

taken on various parts of the Dutch, English,

QAK-FI0H. — (PBOX BKLONff.)

Scotch, and Irish coasts. It is from twenty
to twenty-four inches in length, with long,
narrow, beak-like snout, the under jaw pro-
jecting i the teeth are numerous and minute,
the eyes large ; the dorsal and anal fins op-
posite each other ; pectoral and ventral fins

small i and the tail considerably forked.
The upper part of the head and back is of a
dark green hue, the sides paler, and the belly
a silvery white. It is a very vivacious fish,

and seizes the bait with avidity. The flesh

of the Garfish has somewhat the flavour of
Mackerel, but is more dry

;
and the bones

are green.

GARKOT. iClanffula.') A genus of the
Duck family, widely distributed over the
colder and temperate regions of both Europe
and America. The head is large, com-
pressed, rounded above ; bill shorter than
the head, higher than broad at the base ;

neck short and thick ; bodj’ ovate and
depressed ; eyes small ; legs very short, and
placed far behind ; hind toe lobed. They
breed in the colder regions of Europe and
America, returning to more temperate
climes in winter. They haunt rivers, lakes,
estuaries, and feed chiefly on mollusca, and
also on larvae, Crustacea, and sometimes
small fish, for which they dive. 1. The
Golden-eyed Gakhot {Ctangula vulgaris
is a common species in Britain ; 2. Tlie
Haulequin Gakuot (Clangula liistrionica')

occurs as a rare straggler. [See Duck.]

GASTEROPODA. The name of a class
of molluscous animals which move from
place to place by means of a fleshy disc, or
foot, situated under the abdomen. Tlie
greater part of these .Mollusca consist of ani-
mals inhabiting a univalve shell, which is

cone-shaped and rolled into a spiral ; and
of such the snail is a familiar specimen.
Some species, on the contrary, have noshcll i

of which the slug is an example. The body
is elongated, and terminates in front by a
head, more or less developed, with a mouth
provided with from two to six tentacula j

the back is enveloped in a mantle, which
secretes the shell s and the belly is'covcred
on its under side by the fleshy mass of the
foot. In most aquatic Gasteropods whose
shell is spiral, there is a homy or caleareous
disc, called the oprrr.ulum, which is attached
to the hinder jiart of the foot, and is used for
elosing the entrance of the shell when the
aniiiial withdraws Itself. Some of the Gas-
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teropo'la inhabit fresh waters, but most of
tlxem ai e marine animals : some are formed
for crawling, as the snaU, the whelk, &c. ;

some are more adapted for swimming
;
while

a few of this class attach themselves to the
surface of rocks, scarcely varying their lo-

cality, as is the case with the limpet ; this
attachment being produced by the adhesion
of the muscular disc, or foot, which acts like
a sucker, and can at any time be detached
by the will of the animal

.

In the work of Mrs. Gray, of the British
Museum, on Mollusca, are figures of the
animals of most of the genera of Gasteropoda.
To tliis very carefully executed and autho-
ritative work, we refer our readers, as well
as to the various miscellaneous articles in
this work

j such as Achatina, Buniiius,
Snail, See.

li’ossil Oasteropoda. Among the numerous
organic remains wliich exist, none are more
extensively diffused throughout the globe,
occupying the various geological formations,
than fossil univalve shells. It is, indeed,
asserted by some of the most experienced
geologists, that every fossil turbinated uni-
valve of the older beds, from the transition

lime to the lias, belongs to the herbivorous
genera, which class extends through every
stratum in the entire series of geological
fonnations, and still retains its place among
the inhabitants of our existing seas : wltile,

on the other hand, the shells of marine car-

nivorous univalves are very abimdant in the
tertiary strata above the chalk, but are rare

in the secondary strata from the chalk down-
wards to the inferior oolite ;

beneath wliich
no trace of them has yet been found.

GASTEROSTEUS. The name of a genus
of Acanthopterygious fishes. [See Stickle-
back.]

GASTROBRANCHUS. {GastrdbrancTius
gJutinosa). The Hag. A cartilaginous fish,

which in its general appearance bears a near
resemblance to the Lampreys, but which in

the Systema Natural of Linnaius has been
considered os belonging to the class Vermes.
It is of a dusky bluish cast above, and reddish
towards the head and tail ; is from four to

six inches long, and is remarkable for its

total want of eyes : the mouth, which is

situated beneath, is of an oblong form : on
each side are two beards or cirri, and on the

upper part four ; in front of the top of the

head is a small spout-hole, furnished with a
valve, by which it can at pleasure be closed :

the teeth, which are of an orange-colour, are

arranged on each side of the mouth in a
double-row, and in the middle of the roof of

the mouth is one sharp-pointed and curved

tooth. It has no scales, nor any kind of fin

but that which forms the tail, the extremity

of the body, where it is surrounded by the

caudal fin, which is very shallow, being

pointed. Beneath the body, from head to

tail, runs a double row of cqui-distant pores,

through which, on pressure, exudes a viscid

fluid i and beneath the body are two spiracles

having apertures communicating with a
scries of six globular red cells or vesicles on
each side of the body. “ The manners of

this fish are represented os liighly singular :

it is said to enter into the bodies of such fishes
as it happens to find on the fishermen’s hooks,
and wliich consequently have not the power
of escai>ing its attack, and by gnawing its

way through the skin, to devour all the in-
ternal parts, leaving only the bones and the ,

skin remaining. Another peculiaritv in this
,

animal consists in its uncommonly gfutinous
,

nature : if put into a large vessel of sea-water
it is said in a very short space to render the
whole so glutinous os easily to be drawn out
into the form of tlireads. When taken out
of w'ater the Gastrobmnehus is said to be in-
capable of living more than tliree or four
hours.” The species we have been describ-
ing is called the lilind Gastrobranchus, and

;

is an inhabitant of the Northern seas. Ano- 1

thcr, and a much larger one, called the Dom- \

bei/an Gastrobranchus, from its haling been !

first noticed by M. Dombey, is found in the
;

South American seas.
|

GASTROCHiENA. The name given to a
'

genus of Acephalous Molluscs, found on the
coasts of Great Britain and America. They
inhabit an equivalve, inequilateral shell,

united by a ligament, and having in the in- i

terior a small spoon-shaped curvature. The
Gastroclunna penetrates and makes its abode '

in hard substances j and seldom exceeds half
an inch in length. They are found in the
hollows of shells or other marine substances.

;

1

GAVIAL, or GARIAL. An enormous 1

Reptile found in India, to which the name !

of the Ganoetic Crocodile iCrocodxlus ‘

Oangeticus) is sometimes applied ; but the '

sub -genus termed Gavial, by Cuvier, Is '

so strikingly distinguished both from the
Crocodile of the Nile and the Alligator

'

by the peculiar form of the mouth, that it is^

hardly possible, even on a cursory view, to
'

confound it with either of them ; the jaws
being remarkably long, narrow, and straight,

constituting the anterior part or beak, :

spreading out at its base, and terminating
in front, so ns to remind the observer of
the beak of the Spoonbill.

_
The head,

properly so called, has its sides straight

and pcriiendicular, the upper surface being
quadrilateral ; and the mandible, instead

of being continued from the forehead by a
gradual slope, sinks suddenly to follow a
straight and nearly horizontal direction.

;

In the general form and colour of the bodj'
|

and limbs it resembles the common Crocodile, i

but the number of transverse zones or bands
formed by the rows of scales on the back, is

greater than ill that species. The teeth arc

nearly double the number of those of the

Nilotic Crocodile, and arc of equal size

throughout the whole length of the jaw.s.

It is quite ns aquatic in its habits os is the

African siiccies ;
its hind feet fully wcblied ;

and the crest on the tail, increasing the sur-

face by which it strikes the water, is much
elevated. This powerful aiiimal frcqueiitlv

attains the length of twenty-five feet ; ana,

from its strength and ferocity, is truly for-

midable. In one respect, however, it is found

very serviceable, liz. in devouring the nu-

merous dead bodies of men and nniinals

which arc committed to the “ sacred river,"

the elHuvia arising from which would otlicr-

—

^



wise, in all probability, be productive of con-
tagious diseases. Analogous species of Cro-
codiles have been found in a fossil state in
Yorkshire and other places. The fossil

group is named Teleosaurm.

GAZELTE. (Antihpe Dorcas.) Of all

.
the Antelopes of the East none are so cele-

I brated for beauty os the Gazelle ; and ori-

ental poets, from time immemorial, have
thought that the highest compliment they

‘ could pay the female sex was to compare the
eyes of a lovely woman with the lustrous
organs of vision which distinguish that light

' and graceful animal. This very beautiful

. species inhabits Arabia and Syria, where
tiiey are seen in large groups, bounding
across the desert with such amazing fleet-

ness that they seem, bird-like, to skim over
the surface. It is so swift that the grey-
hound is generally unable to overtake it

without the assistance of falcons, which fly

at its head and thus check its speed till the

oszaunii,—(A.-sTinoPE doboas.)

dogs regain their lost distance. The Ariel
I Gazelle is about twenty inches high at the
I shoulder ; its limbs are slender, but vigorous

;

i and all its actions are spirited and graceful.
It is of a dark fawn colour above, and white
below j the upiier parts being divided from
the lower by a deep dark band along the
flanks. On each side of the face a broad

1 stripe of white passes from the horns over
' the eyes to the nose. Wild and timid as
I the (i.azellc is, when taken young it is rca-
1 dily domesticated

; and it is frc(picntly seen
I at large in the court-yards of houses in
I Syria, their exquisite form, general beauty,
I and playfulness rendering them especial fa-
’ Toiiritcs,

GECAKCTNUS. The name given to
i those Crustaceans which arc formed to live
I at a distance from the sea : some residing in
1 fresh water, and some burrowing in the
I ground, even at a distance from water. [See
i Jynml Crab, art. CliAD.]

GECKO. This name is given to a con-
* sidcrable number of Saurian Heptiles, and
K is said to l)c taken from the sound of their
V voice, whii;h resembles the word gecko uttered
» in a shrill tone. Our figure, wliich repre-
sents a common" New llolland si>ccics, is

named by Mr. Gray White's I’hgUurc, or

Gecko. It was first described by Dr. Shaw
in White’s Voyage to New South Wales,
and is the Phyllurus platurus of naturalists ;

but though very characteristic of the group
we prefer giving an account of the Common’
Gecko {Gecko vents)

:

— It is of a thicker and

white’s CtSOKO,—(PHTI.I,nBn8 PUATUBOB.)

stouter form than most other lizards, ha'ving a
large and somewhat triangular flattish head,
covered with small scales, a wide mouth, large
eyes, minute teeth, and a broad flat tongue.
The limbs are of moderate length,and the feet

are of a broader form tlian in the rest of the
genus Lacerta, each toe being dilated on the
margins, and divided beneath into a great
munber of parallel transverse lamella!, with-
out any longitudinal mark or furrow ; all

the toes, except the thumbs, are furnished
with small claws ; the tail, which is gene-
rally longer than the body, is marked, more
or less, according to the age, into divisions or
verticillatcd rings : the whole animal is co-
vered on the upper parts with numerous,
distant, round warts or prominences, ap-
proaching more or less to an acute form in
different individuals, and sometimes obtuse :

beneath each thigh is a row of perforated
papillie, as in the Green I.izard and many
others : the under parts of the body are co-
vered wltli scales of somewhat dissimilar ap-
pearance, but all approaching to a round
figure.”

In describing the habits, food, &c. of the
Oeckotidae, Mr. Brodcrip observes that “ the
greatest number feed oh small animals, such
as insects, their larval and pupie, These
they catch either by lying in ambush, or by
pursuing their feeble prey in the holes and
dark crevices to which it retires. 'I'lic struc-
ture of their feet enables them to run in

every direction over the smoothest surfaces, I

and they can even remain suspended beneath
the large leaves which a luxuriant tropical

vegetation so frequently puts forth. The
sharp and retractile nails with whieh the
feet of the greater munber arc armed enable
them to cling to and make rapid progress on
trees with the smoothest bark, or penetrate
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the holes of rochs, and to climb walls. Of
sombre or varying colours adapted generally
to the locality where their lot is cast, they
will often remain for hours in positions as
extraordinary ns the flics and insects for

I which they watch, the wonderful apparatus
with which their feet is furnished enabling
them to overcome the general law of grandly,

! and without which they would instantly

j

fall to the earth. The hues of their skins

I

thus render them less objects of suspicion to
I the little animals for which they lie in wait,

I

and also serve to dodge even the acute eye
1
of the bird of prey that seeks to destroy them.
Their eyes enable them to discern objects in
the dark, and are at the same time capable
of bearing the rays of a bright sun ; for many
insects are nocturnal or crepuscular, while
the great mass of them are diurnal. The
pursuit of their prey leads them near the
habitations of man, whose dwelling always

I

attracts certain kinds of insects, and they
sometimes fall victims to their appearance,
which frequently inspires terror, and often
disgust. A Gecko, confid,ent in his powers
of flight, appears boldly to await his adver-
sary, and his sudden disappearance at a
nearer approach adds to the horror which
his uncouth form inspires. The poor Geckos
too have a bad name. They are supposed
to poison whatsoever they touch, be it ani-
mate or inanimate, and their saliva is said
to vex the skin of those on whom it falls

with foul eruptions. Many of these cuticu-
lar irritations, when they have actuaily

! existed from the intervention of these ani-

I

mals, may have arisen from the extremely

I

sharp claws of a Gecko running over a sleep-
ing man, or small blisters may have been

1 raised by the adherent apparatus at the
bottom of its feet. In each great division of
the globe various species of the Geekotidoe
are found, though very few of them exist in
Europe.
Descriptions of the numerous species will

I be found in Mr. Gray’s catalogue of the rep-

[

tiles in the British Museum, where tliere is

j

a large collection of these interesting lizards.

:
By some biblical commentators, “ the spider

[

tliat taketh hold with her liands, and is in

;

king’s palaces ” is believed to have been a
,
Gecko ; Geckos are very common in houses
in the East, and may bo seen running about

j

the walls.

I GENET. (^Viverra genettai) This animal
' belongs to the Weasel trilie ; has a very
beautiful soft fur ; aud is about the size of n

I

very small cat, but is of a longer form, with

j

a sharp pointed snout, upright ears, slightly
' pointed, and very long tail. The colour of
' the Genet is usually a pale reddish grey, the

j

sides of the body being spotted with block,

!
and a dark line running along the bock j

where the hair, being longer than on the

other parts, resembles a slight mane : the

muzzle IS dusky ; beneath each eye is a

white spot 1 the checks, sides of the neck,
ami the limbs, are spotted in a proportion-
ally smaller pattern than the body, and the

j

tail is marked with black and wfiitc rings.

! Easily tamed, and of a mild disposition, the
' Genet, at Constantinople, and various other

iiiliitural ^Jtslarn;

parts of the East, is domesticated like the I

Cat, and is said to be equally if not more
,

serviceable in clearing houses of rats and
j

other vermin. It is a native of the western
j

parts of Asia, and is also occasionally found
|

in Spain ; but though it requires a warm ’

|

climate for its subsistence and propagation,
j

it has not been discovered in India or any ,

part of Africa. This animal, like the Civet, !

produces an agreeabie perfume ; it is, how-
j

ever, less powerful, and its scent much sooner
evaporates. I

There are two or three other species found
;

in the East
;
among these may be mentioned

BASSE GENET.—(VIVERItA UAUACCENSIS.}

the Basse {Viverra Malaceensis\ found iff
’

Java b^ Dr. Horsfleld, but also a native of .

the Indian continent : our figure shows this
well-marked species.

j

GEOMETRID-E. A family of Eepidop-
terous insects, of very considerable extent.
It is distinguished from the NocTcinjE By
its general weakness of structure and slen-
derness of body, but still more by the re-

markable peculiarities and mode of progres-
siou of the caterpillars. The wings are large
and of various outlines

; in general they arc
horizontally extended, but in a few siiecics

they are carried vertically ; the maxillm
sliort, weak, and nearly membranous

j
the

labial palpi small and cylindrical ; the
antenna! variable, being in some males

,

strongly bipectin ated ; the legs are slender, i

the anterior tibim being armed with a spur
;

on the inside, and the posterior with two
|

pairs. From their peculiar mode of progres-
|

sion, the cateriiillars are called iMopers or i

Geometricians

:

they have only three pairs
^

of pectoral, and one pair of ventral pro-legs,
j

with a pair of anal feet ; they then extend
|

the body to its greatest length, when they
;

put down their fore feet, drawing the hind
part of the body ns close after them as possi-

ble, so as to form an arch, like a pair of com-
;

passes, fixing their hind feet, and proceeding
j

again as before. It is evident that they
|

possess gteat muscular power, and hence ,

their positions during repose arc very strik- i

ing. Fixing themselves by tluir anal feet

alone, they extend their bodies in a straight
;

line, holding it in that position for a long
|

time together. This, together with their 1

obscure colours, and the warts on their bodies,

renders it often quite difficult to distinguish

them from twigs of trees on which they feed.

When alarmed, these caterpillars have tlio

instinct to drop from the leaves, and susiwnd
themselves by a thread, which enables them
to remount when the danger is past. The
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I

chrysalides are sometimes naked and sus-

i pended by the tail, but more frequently

I
enveloped in a slight cocoon, and placed

i
among dry leaves, Stc. In their perfect

! state the Geometridas fly sluggishly in the

!
twilight, or, if abroad in the day, and are

I disturbed, they quickly settle again amongst
' the foliage. -Many species have a broad wavy
j

band across the fore wings j these are called

i
Carpet >roths. Figures of all the British
species will be found in the very useful work

I of ilr. Humphreys, “ The British Moths.”

GEOPIIAPS. A genus of birds found in

;
Australia, belonging to a minor group of the

;
Columbidve family, whose habits and economy

;
are very peculiar. Several species are de-

! scribed by Mr. Gould, from whose superb
! work we glean the following particulars of

one, named

—

Geofhap.s Script a, or Partridge
Brouze-wixo. This bird is said to be se-

cond-to none in the world as a delicate viand
for the table i while it is equally interesting

‘ to the sportsman, no otlier bird not strictly

I {mllinaceous so closely resembling the genus
! Penlix (Partridges) in many of its habits

\

and manners ; in Mr. Gould’s opinion, in-
deed, “ in no instance is tlie theory of the

;

analogical relationship of one group to
another more strikingly borne out than in
the close resemblance of the members of this
group to those of the genus Perdix.” It is

sometimes seen in pairs, but more frequently
in small coveys of from four to six in number,
which, when approached, generally run off
with e.xcecding rainility, and crouch down
among any scanty herbage, instead of seek-
ing safety by flight

; the colouring of the
bird assimilating so closely to that of tlie

ground or the herbage, that when crouched
tlown for shelter it is not easily to be seen.
When it rises, it does so with great rapidity,
making a loud whirring noise with its wings,
and generalljjr alighting on the horizontal
branch of a large tree. On such plains as
arc intersected with rivers and pools of
water, the Partridge Bronzewing is mostly
found

; and its principal food is the seeds of
various grasses and other small plants, to
which arc occasionally added insects and
berric. The plum.nge of the head, back,
and chest is light, the edges of the primaries

.
anil the extremities of the wing-coverts being
much paler ; a broad striiie of white runs

I

from iicncath the mandible to beneath the
' eye, another stripe from the jiosterior angle
:

of the eye down the side of the neck, the
,

liitci.paces lieing jet black, which colour
i surrounds the eye, and also forms a crescent

Rcr'. r the lower part of the throat ; abdomen
gray; flanks white; tail grayish brown,

I

tipiied with black ; naked skin round the
eyi bluish lead-colour ; hill black ; feet dark
purplish brown. The female lays two eggs
on the bare ground, without any nest ; and
the young birds run and fly strongly wlieti
they are only as large ns a quail.

GEOl’Iin.US. [See Ce.vtipeiie.]

GEOSPIZA. A gcmH of the Finch tribe,
found by Mr. D.irwdn on the Galapagos
islands, and ciiaracterii-.il by the s|iecics

having an enormously thick and well-de-
I

veloped hard bill. They arc terrestrial in
'

their habits. The aceompanying cut, copied

TBIOK-UILLKD ORODND-PINOH
(OEOSPIZA MAGNIBOSTRIS.)

from Mr. Gould’s figure in the Bird portion of
;

the zoology of the voyage of H.M.S. Beagle,
!

will show the form and appearance of the
j

Geospiza Maoxirostris, and the accom-
panying extract from the ever-interesting
journal of Mr. Darwin tells us all that is

known of their habits. “ These birds,” he
says, “arc the most singular of any in the
Galapagos archipelago. They all agree in
many points, namely, in a peculiar struc-
ture of their bill, short tails, general form,
and in their plumage. The females are
gray or brown, but the old cocks jet-black.
All the species, excepting two, feed in flocks
on the ground, and have verj' similar habits.
It is very remarkable that a nearly perfect
gradation of structure in this one group can
be traced in the form of the beak, from one
exceeding in dimensions that of the largest
grosbeak, to another differing but little from
that of a warbler.”

GERBIDLUS. A genus of Glirine mam-
malia, chiefly found in South Africa and in
India : most of the species arc long-tailed,
and may be seen in the British iluseum col-
lection.

GERBOA. (Dipiis JEgyptiiai) [See Jer-
boa.]

GHOST-MOTH. (ITepiohu humuU.) A
nocturnal Lepidojiterous insect, which re-
ceives this name from tlie male being of a
white colour, nnd from its habit of hovering
with a pe.ndulum-likc motion over one spot
(often in church-yanls), where the female is

concealed. Of the singular habits of this in-
sect the following intciesting particulars arc

?
ivcu in the “ Journal of a Naturalist.” The
arva which produces this creature Is hidden
in the ground during the season of winter; the
fly being formed in the month of May, and
soon rising from the soil, then commences
its short career. At this time one or more
of them may frequently he ob)>crvod under
some hedge in a mead, or some low jilace in
a damp pasture, only a few feet from the
ground, jicrscvcrlng for a length of time
together in a very irregular flight, and
falling, and balancing alioiit in a space not
exceeding a few yards in circumference, an
nclioti not oliservablc in any oilier, and fully
Indicating this iiiotli. This iiroccdurc is not
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the meaningless vagary of the hour, hut a
frolicsome dance, the wooing of its mate.

r-ARVi AND OURYSAnrS OV GHOST-MOTH.

which lies concealed in the herbage over

j

wliich it sports. The two insects are some-

I thing similar in their general form, hut very
i dilferently marked. The male exhibitor is

known by liis four glossy, satiny, white
wings, bordered with buff ;

the lady reposer

MALS; GHOST-MOTH.
(HEPIOLDS HUMDLI.)

has her upper wings of a tawny yellowi

spotted and banded with deep brown. They
are very inert creatures, easily captured

;

and their existence appears to be of very

short duration, as we soon cease to observe

them, either in action or at rest. The male
probably becomes the prey of every bird that

feeds by night ;
his colour and his actions

rendering him particularly obnoxious to

dangers of this nature
;
and the frequency

with which we find his wings scattered about,

points out the cause of death to most of them.

The bat pursues with great avidity nil those

FEMAUE 0H03T-M0TH.
(BBPIOLOS HOKIOLI.)

creatures that fly in the evening ; and by its

notions it seems to meet with constant em-
ployment, and has greater probability ot

success than some insectivorous birds that

feed by day, os nil the myriads which abound
at this time are the sole prey of itself and n

ifew nocturnal ramblers. From tiiis singular

flight in the twilight hour, haunting as it

were one particular spot, the fancy of some
collector, considering it as a spectre-like

action, named it the Ghost-moth. i

i

GIBBON. (Pithccxis lar.) The Gibbon,
or Tong-armed Ape, is a si>ecies of the
Quadrumana, distinguished from others by
the slenderness of its form, but more par-
ticularly by the extraordinary length of its

arms, which, when the animal is standing
erect, reach to the ankle-joints. The hands
and feet are even more adapted for climbing
than those of the Orang-Outang ; their form,
in fact, is admirably suited to their arboreal
habits

;
and they are here observed to sweep

from the branch of one tree to another with
surpassing velocity : suspending themselves
by their long anterior limbs, they laimch
onwards by an energetic muscular move-
ment, seizing with wonderful precision the
distant branches, and continuing their pro-
gression without any pause or perceptible i

effort. It is worthy of note, that their feet, 1

which are very long, have the soles turned
so much inwards as to afford no support to

the erect posture. The colour of the Gibbon
is black ; but the face is commonly sur-

,

rounded with a white or grey beard. There
is a variety, called the White Gibbos, which

Gl BBOU . OR IX3KG-AKMED aPE, 1

(PITHBC03 LAR.)

diffbrs from the above species in being en- j'

tirely white, except the face and hands, !j

which are black.—Notwithstanding the ap-
:

|

parent ferocity of the Gibbon, and its un- i

gainly figure, it is of a more gentle and .

tractable nature than any of its congeners ;
I

and it has even been commended for the

decorum and decency of its l)eha%-iour. It

inhabits the islands of the Indian Archi- .

pclago.

GII.TIIE-VD. {Cliri/sophris auratus.) An
Acanthoptcrygious fish, of a broad and com-
pressed form, about twelve inches in length,

and somewhat resembling the Bream. It is
|

found in abundance in the Mediterranean, i

and is sometimes taken on the coasts of I

France and Spain. The back is sharp, and
]

of a dusky green or silvery gray colour ; be- i

tween the eyes there is a gold-coloured
\

crc5ccnt-shn|)cil stripe, fVom which it re-
;

ceives its name : the incisor teeth in each

jaw arc conical, the molar ones roundish

;

the tail is very forked, the fins are grayish-

blue, the dorsal fin cxtentling almost the



whole length of the back. It feeds on
various kinds of Crustacea and mollusca

;

and chiefly inhabits deep waters and bold
rocky shores.

GIRATFE, or C^UIELOPARD. iCameJo-
partlalis Giraffa.) This most remarkable Ru-
minant, which in its general structure most
nearly approaches the Deer, has points of
affinity, also, with the Antelopes and Camels,
besides very striking i)eculiaritie3 of its

own. If height alone constituted precedency
among quadrupeds, the Giraffe, as Le Vaii-
luut justly observes, must hold the first rank.
The enormous apparent length of the fore
legs and its long tapering neck must strike

every one at the first glance : while its small
and elevated head, its large and brilliant

eyes, its mild aspect, and the whole contour
of the animal, differing from all others, can-
not fail to excite admiration ; for, notwith-
standing the unusual proportions of the
limbs, its general form is not merely elegant
but highly picturesque. The horns of the
G iraffe differ both in texture and shape from

8XUI.I. or OTBirre.

those of all other homed quadrupeds ; form-
ing, as it were, a part of the skull, and con-
sisting of two porous bonv substances, about
three inches long, with wliich the top of the
head is armed, and which are placed just
above the ear.s, and crowned with a thick
tuft of stiff upright hairs : a considerable
protuberance also ri.ses on the middle of the
forehead between the eyes, which appears to
be an enlargement of the bony substance,
simitar to the two horns just mentioned.
The neck is furnished with a very short stiff

mane. Tlie tail is of moderate length, gra-
dually tapering towards the cud, and termi-
nating in a tuu of long hair. The fore part
of tlic bixly is very thick and muscular ; the
hind part thin and meagre. The Giraffe, in
its wild state, when full grown, measures
seventeen feet from the top of the head to
the fore feet ; the female, liowcvcr, is not so
higli ; and it must l>e understood that this
mcasnrcincnt is taken at the maximum

^ iieight, none of thrne bronglit to or bred in
Europe having reaciicd more than fourteen
feet. At first view the fore legs seem twice
the length of tiie liind : but this difference,
on accurate examination, appears to result
chiefly from tlic extraordinary iieigiit of tlic

shrudiicrs.

The colour of the Giraffe is a light fawn,
marked with namcroiis large simts of a

darker hue, less regularly shaped on the
sides than on the neck and shoulders. Tlie
vertebr® of the neck are slightly curved

j

but although nothing can exceed the grace-
fulness of form whicli this part sometimes
presents, the fewness of the joints prevents
the neck from being generally bent or arched
with swan-like elegance. The ijcculiaritics

of conformation which this animal displays
are all adapted to the mode of life which is

natural to it i for it is destined to browse
upon the foliage and young shoots of trees,

at a height far greater th.an tiiat which any
other animal can reach, whilst standing on
the ground. For this purpose it is furnished
wdth an elongated preiiensile tongue, with
which it lays hold of the tender branches,
and draws them into its mouth ; being as-

sisted by its projecting upper lip, which is

at once flexible and very muscular. In
order to bring its mouth to the ground,
which it seldom does except to drink, or to
pick up some unusual delicacy, tlie Giraffe
is obliged to stretcli its fore legs widely
apart, and to bend its neck into a semicir-
cular form. “ The head of the Giraffe re-
sembles that of the camel in the absenee of
a naked muzzle, and in the shape and or-
ganization of the nostrils, which arc oblique
and narrow apertures, defended by the hair
wiiich grows from their margins, and sur-
rounded liy cutaneous muscular fibres by
wliich tlie animal can close them at will.
Tills is a beautiful provision for the defence
of tlie air passages, and the irritable mem-
brane lining the olfactory cavities, against
tlie fine particles of sand which the storms
of the desert raise in almost suffocating
clouds. Tlie large, dark, and lustrous eyes
of the Giraffe, which beam with a peculiarly
mild but fearless expression, are so placed
as to take in a wider range of tlic horizon
than is subject to the vision of any other
quadruped. While browsing on his favour-
ite acacia, the Giraffe, by means of his late-
rally projecting orbits, can direct his sight
so as to anticipate a threatened attack in the
rear from the stealthy lion, or any other foe
of the desert. To an open attack he some-
times makes a succcssfui defence by striking
out his powerful and well-armed feet ; and
the king of beasts is said to be frequently
repelled and disabled by the wounds which
the Giraffe has thus inflicted with his hoofs.
The horns of the Giraffe, small ns they are,

and muffled with skin and hair, arc by no
means the insignificant weapons they have
been supposed to be. We have seen them
wielded by the males against each other with
fearful and reckless force ; and we know
that they arc the natural arms of the Giraffe
most dreaded by the keeper of the present
living Giraffes in the Zoological Gardens,
because they arc most commonly and sud-
denly put in use. The Giraffe docs not butt
by depressing and suddenly elevating the
head, like the deer, ox, or sheep i but strikes

the callous obtuse extremity of the horns
against the object of his attack with a side-
long sweep of the neck. One blow thus de-
livered at full swing against the head of on
unlucky attendant would be fatal :— the fe-

male once drove her horns In sport through
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j

an inch board. Notwithstanding those na-
1 tural arms of hoofs and horns, the Giratfe

j

does not turn to do battle except at the last

I
extremity

j
where escape is possible, it seeks

it in flight. This is extremely rapid, espe-
cially along rising ground ; but cannot be
maintained for a sufficient period of time to
enable it to eseape the Arab mounted on his

1

long-winded steed. The paces of the Giraffe,
1 owing to the disproportion between his long
legs and short body, are very peculiar: when

' walking at a brisk rate, it seems to move
forward simultaneously the two legs of the
same side, as noticed of old by the learned
bishop of Sicca, in his account of the pre-
sents brought to Hydaspes by the Abyssinian
ambassadors.” “ In the sanded paddock
appropriated to the Giraffes in the Zoolo-

1

gical Gardens, they exhibit in the warm
days of summer all their various and sin-

gular paces. In the simple walk, the neck,
which is then stretched out in a line w’ith

the back, gives them a stiff and awkward
appearance ; but this is entirely lost when
they commence their graceful undulating
canter.” “ The tongue is an organ exqui-
sitely formed for prehension ; it is used to

hook down the branches which grow beyond
the reach of the muzzle of the Giraffe, and
the animal in captivity instinctively puts it

' to use in a variety of ways. We have seen
i the Giraffe, in the Jardin des Plantes at
i Paris, stretching upwards its neck and head,

1
and protruding its tongue to the full extent,

! to hook out single straws, which were platted
1 into the partition, separatiug it from the

contiguous inclosure. In our own mena-
gerie at Kegent's Park many a fair lady has
been robbed of the artificial flowers which
adorned her bonnet, by the nimble filching

tongue of the rare object of her admiration.

The Giraffe seems, indeed, to be guided inore

by the eye than the nose in the selection of

objects of food ; and if we maj; judge of the

apparent satisfaction with which the mock
leaves and flowers so obtained are masti-

cated, the tongue would seem by no means
to enjoy the sensitive in the same degree as

the motive powers. The difference in the

size of the nerves of sensation and motion
which we observed in the dissection of the

tongue accords with these habits of tne living

animal. Prom the same dissection it was
proved that the movements of the tongue,

both those of extension, prehension, and re-

traction, were due to muscular, and not, as

Sir Everard Home supposed, to vascular ac-

tion. Observations of the living animal,

and dissection of the dead, have at length

dispelled most of the errors and doubts

which obscured the exact knowledge of the

nature and zoological affinities of the Oi-

raffc.”—“A Giraffe more than two-tlurds

grown will eat daily in confinement eighteen

pounds of clover hay, and cigliteen pounds

of a mixed vcgetalilc diet, consisting of car-

rots, mangel-wurzel, barley, split beans, and

onions ;
and will drink four gallons of water.

They copulate in March, riic female has

four inguinal udders : she brings forth one

young at a birth; and the i)criod of gesta-

tion 18 fifteen montiis. Tlic new-born Gi^-

ralie measures six feet from the forc-hoofs

to the top of the head. In a few hours it is
1

able to follow the dam. It resembles the
mature animal in the markings of the liide.

The first Giraffe known to have been pro-
duced in captivity was brought forth in
June, 1839, at the gardens of the 2k)ological
Society of London.”— Brande's Diet. Two
varieties of this curious animal are known ;

one of them peculiar to Nubia, Abyssinia,
and the adjacent districts ; the other a native i

of Southern Africa.
The remains of an animal closely allied to

the Giraffe has been found in a fossil state,

by Capt. Cautley and Dr. Falconer, in the
Seewalik Hills in India. They have de-
scribed it under the name Sivatherium. The
head is a gigantic resemblance of that of the
Giraffe 5 as may be seen in the fine specimen
preserved in the gallery of the British
Museum.

GLASS-SNAKE. The name given in
North America to a species of lizard, the
Opiiisauhus Vkntkalis. It belongs to the
family Zoxuuin.*: of Mr. Gray, and has
doubtless acquired its name from its “ brittle-

ness,”— a habit not uncommon with lizards i

of allowing their tails to be left in the hands !

,

of any who surprise them. 1

1

GLAUCOPIS. A genus of birds belonging
to the family Convin.* ; the only known spe-
cies being the Glaucopis Cixep.ba, or New
Zealand Chow. Tliis bird, which has all

the habits of a crow, is called by the natives
of New Zealand KokaJeo. Its plumage is a

I

very dark green, not much varied in any h

part of the body ; the legs are black and !

coarse, the claws long. It has a strong black
benk, a little curved ; and a small brilliant :

light-blue flap hanging down on each side
j

from the ear : the colour of these .flaps fades,

however, immediately the bird is dead, and
becomes of nearly the same hue ns its plu-

j

mage.
|

GLAUCTJS. A genus of molluscous ani- ,

mals found in the warmer latitudes floating in '

the open sea, and remarkable for their beau- ;

tiful azure blue and silvery tints. They are
about one inch and three quarters in length, '

with a subcylindrical body, and the tail
|

terminating in a sharp point, the head fhr-
!

nished with four very short tentnculo. and
the sides of the body having tufts or brancliite

disposed in pairs, surrounded by digitated
appendages, fitted for swimming.

j

GLIRES. (Lat. phs, a dormousc.1 The
;

fourth order of Mammalia in the l.iniiacan

system, distinguished by two flat incisors in

each jaw. They are also called Kodestia,
or Gsawkh-s.

GLOBE-FISH. [See Diouox and Tetra-
ODON.]

GLOMERIS. A myriapotlc bearing a
strong resemblance to the woodlouse, in its

oval form, and its habit of rolling itself into

a ball. [See Myriapoda and Zephro.ma.]

GLOW-WORM. (T.amps/rls noelilucal.

This curious and interesting in"cct (the fe- 1

male of which, licing expressly called by this

name), is seen during the summer months,
j
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as late as the close of August, ou dry banks,
about woods, pastures, and hedgerows, ex-
hibiting, as soon ns the dusk of tlie evening
coininences, the most viwd and beautifiU
phosi»horic splendour. The male insect is

I Or«w-WORM.—(LAMPTKIS NOCTinOOA.1

rather more than half nn inch in length ; the
head is of a dun colour, the thorax margined

j

with dusky red, as are also the legs and the
edges of the segments of the body ; and the
wings are shorter than the body. The fe-

male is wingless, but in most other respects
resembles the male : the thorax is scmicir-

: cular ; the body is very soft, of nn obkng
^

form, and pointed at the extremity. It
' is hardly yet determined with certainty
. whetlicr the male Glow-worm is at all luini-

!
nous ; but it is universally^ understood that

' if it be, it is in a very slight degree. The
! ;

phosphorescent light emitted by the female,

j
and which can be increased or lessened at

! will, proceeds from the abdomen, near the
tail ; it is of a yellow colour, with a very
slight cast of green. The larva, pupa, and

j

complete female insect scarcely difler per-

I ceptibly from each other in general ap-

I

pearance, but tlie phosphoric light is strongest
I in the perfect animal. The general idea

I

among naturalists is, that the light emitted
' by the female is for the purpose of attracting

the other sex ; and in numerous instances
I have poets availed themselves of so pleasing

I
a simile as “ the Glow-worm’s amorous fire,"

I to illustrate the pure intensity of that flame
which so often bums in a heroine’s breast.
Dismissing the poetical metaphor, however,
we may observe that the Glow-worm is a
siow-moving, inactive insect, and its light
not perceptible in the day-time, even if

carried into a darkened room, unless the
creature is turned on its hack, and put in
motion ; but as night advances, its lamp

j: again begins to bum. On this subject Mr.
! Knapp remarks, that on a warm dewy
I evening at the end of September he observed

on the house-bank multitudes of these small
1 evanescent sparks in the gross. “ The
I number of them and their actions, creeping
I away from our sight, contrary to that half-
) lifeless dulness otwerved in summer, stig-

gesteil the idea that the whole body hud
availed themselves of this warm moist even-
ing to migrate to their winter station. A

• single spark or so was to be seen some cve-
f
nliigs after this, but no such large moving
parties were to be discovereil again. If we
conclude that the summer light of the glow-
worm is displayed as a signal tajicr, the
appearance of this autumnal light can have
no such object In view, nor can we rational ly
assign any use of it to the creature itself,

unless, indeed, it serves os a point of union

ill these supposed migrations, lUce the leading
call in the flight of night-moving birds.
The activity and numbers of these insects,

in the above-mentioned evening, enabled
me to observe the frequent presence and
disappearance of the light of an individual,
which did not seem to be the result of will, I

but produced by situation." [See LAJirr- I

Ris : Elater.] I

GLUTTON. (,Gu7o arclicus.') A cami-
|

vorous qiiadmped, of a very voracious na- i

ture, and about the size of a large Badger ;
'

between which animal and the Polecat it

seems to be intermediate j nearly resembling
the former in its general figure and aspect,

and agreeing with the latter as to its denti-
tion. The muzzle, beyond the eyes, is black-
ish brown, covered with hard shining hair ;

between the eyes and ears runs a whitish or
ash-coloured band or fillet ; the top of the
head and back are black-browm, the sides
inclining to a chestnut colour ; and the feet
are black. These animals are slow and
comparatively deficient in agility ; but they
are very persevering, determined, and cun-
ning. In the northern regions, both of the
Old and New World, they are said to be of

SEOX.I. OF OLOTTON.
(onno ABOTions.)

uncommon fierceness and strength, some-
times even disputing their prey with the
Wolf and Bear. They often proeeed at n
steady luice for miles, hunting out wealt or
dying animals, and stealing unawares upon
hares, marmots, birds, &c. They are said to
surprise the larger quadrupeds, such as the
Hciii-dcer and the Elk, ns they lie asleep j

and to tear the neck and throat in the same
manner as the Weasel. What they cannot
devour at onee they are said to hide under
ground or in a hollow tree. They prefer
putrid flesh, and are extremely fetid. The
female brings fortli two young at a litter

onee a year. The fur is much used for mufTs,
iiiiiiif^s, ,kc. ; and the skins brought from
Siberia arc much preferred to others, from I

their being of a more glossy black. This
animal is also called the Woi.veukxe.

OLYCIPIIITyA. A genus of Teniiirostral
birds belonging to the family Mrliphaiiiiin’,
of which wc may mention Gi.vrii-iiiLA I'fi.-
viriio.vs, or the I't'i.viifs-Kuom Ei) Uonkv-
EATER. This species, Mr. Gould observes,
dilfers sntllciently from the true Afeliphriffi

to fully justify its separation into u distinct
genus. It prefers to dwell among the trees
that crown the low stony ridges, rather than
tliosc growing on the lower lands or the
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I

brushes ; its flight is rapid, it mounts liigh

I in the air, and flics off to a distance witli an
extremely rapid horizontal and even mo-

: tion. The song is rather remarkable, being
I
eommcnced with a single note slowly dra>vn

i
out, and followed by a”quick repetition of a

I
double note, repeated several times in suc-
cession, and mostly utteied wlien the bird is

I perched on the topmost branch of a tree. It
j

i is an exceedingly active bird among the I

j

branches, gracefully clinging about and
! around the flowers of the Eucalypti in search

j

of food. It builds in some low bush or
scrubby plant, near the ground, the nest
being of a compact cup-shaped form, con-

I structed of dried grasses, and lined with soft

! wool. The eggs are rather large, and often
' much lengthened ; sometimes quite wliiie,

: but more generally blotched with large

;

marks of chestnut-red. It feeds on the i)ol-

j

len of flowers and insects.

!
GTiYPTODON. The name given to an

I

extinct quadruped, of gigantic dimensions,

j

which, like the Armadilloes of the present
\ day, was covered with a tesselated bony

I

armour. In size it was equal to the Kliiuo-
ceros. Prof. Owen has published an elabo-

I

rate memoir on it, which is beautifully il-

I lustrated. The fine specimen in the College
of Surgeons must strike every visitor by its

dimensions, curious characters, and state of
preservation. It was found in Soutli Ame-
rica.

GNAT. (CuJex.) The CulicidcB, or Gnat
tribe, are a family of Dipterous insects, whose
mouths are furnished with bristly stings, in-

cluded iu flexile sheaths. Some of the spe-

cies are extremely troublesome, as they
pierce the skin to feed upon the blood, and
at the same time inject an irritating poison-

ous fluid. Their flight is accompanied bj' a
humming noise, occasioned by the vibration

of their wings : they seldom appear in the
day-time, except in thick woods, and they
abound in moist situations, wliieh is easily

accounted for by their larva! being inhabit-
ants of the water. In this state they are
very active, swimming with great agility,

and often descending ; but coming to the

surface to breathe, which they do head down-
wards, the respiratory orifice bciu^ at the

end of a very prolonged spiracle arising from
the end of the abdomen.— That well-known
insect the Co.m.mo.v Gnat (C'u/ex pipiens') is

produced from a singular-looking aquatic

larva : it has a large head, furnished on each

side with a pair of antennaj-like jointed pro-

cesses i
the thorax large and angular j

the

body suddenly lessening from this part, and
continuing of nearly tlic same size to the

tail, which is abruptly truncated, and tipped

with four foliuccous processes. In about

fifteen days’ time the larvoj arc full grown,

and arrive at the pupa state ; the animal
then appears to have a rounded form, is

very active, and still inhabits the water ;
the

position of its breathing apiinratus, however,
is now altered, lieiiig situated at the anterior

part of the body, and consists of two little

tubes, which are applied to the surface of

the water for the reception of air. 'When
ready to assume the perfect state, it rises to

the surface, and the Gnat quickly emerges
;

from its confinement. A warm, rainj' season
is most favourable to the evolution of G lints ;

and, in such suiruncrs, particular districts in
most countries are occasionally pestered by

|

them in countless swarms. Those persons '

who inhabit the more favoured regions of
j

the European continent can hardly conceive
I

j

what torments are endured from them in i

I some parts of the world ; but of all people
the Laplanders apiicar to be the greatest
sufferers ; for during the iieats of their short
summer, the Gnats fill the air with such
swarming myriads, that the poor inhabitants

;

can hardly venture to walk out of their
cabins, without having first smeared their
I'.ands and faces with a composition of tar
and cream, which is found by cxjierience to
prevent their attacks.
A very small black Gnat ( Cvlcx replans),

tvith transparent v.dngs, and the legs marked
by a white bar, is particularly troublesome
in marshy districts during the evening, by
its creeping motion on the skin of the face,

&c.
To the above we may add, that the Mos-

QFITO ( Culex mosquito% so much dreaded by
all who \isit the West Indies and America,
where its bite seems to operate with jicculiar

malignity, is a species of Gnat wliich derives
additional vigour from the warmer and
moister atmosphere. But it is not wonderful
that in uncultivated wastes, where the wateiv
stagnate, and the heat of the sun is almost
insupportable, that the atmosphere should
frequently be filled ivith clouds of these
insects, var5’in» in size from three or foiir4

inches in length to a minuteness only dis-

cernihle by the assistance of a microscope.
[See Mosquito.]

GNATHODON. A genus of bivalve
shells, of which there is one well knowni
species, (Gnathodon cuncatvs), from New
Orleans. It is ovate, eqiiivalve, and equi-
lateral

;
and is known from all otlier shells

by the characters of the hinge, having in

one valve, a sharp, angular, notched, car-
dinal tooth, and two lateral teeth, the
posterior of which is elongated, and the
anterior nngulatcd, tortuous, shaped like a
jawbone

;
in the other valve, two cardinal

and two lateral teeth, the interior of which
is wedge-shaped. Ligament internal, cunei-
form ; muscular impressions two. The name i

has also subsequently been given to a genus
of birds. [See next article.]

GN.VTIIODON. A genus of birds dc-
scrilied bv Sir W. .Tardine, fixiin a sjieeiinen

whieh belonged to I.aily Harvey. From the
contour of Us beak, whieh has the upper
maiidihle strongly hooked, ns in the Dodo,
and the under niandible deeply notched, it

is supposed by Mr. Gould to l>c (rugivonms
or granivorous ; the beak being expressly
adapted to denude palm nuts, or other
strongly coated seeds, of their hanl outer

covering. Mr. GouM considers that it is

more uearlv allied to the Pigeon tribe (Co-
liniibida:) tlian to any other family ; the

form of the liody and wings, and the struc-

ture of the feathers, indicating this afllnity.

The only known species, GnaHuxlun siriffi-
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rostrb, is rather larger than a partnuge, and
has the head, ueek, breast, and belly, of a
glossy green black ; tlic back, wings, tail.

OMATEODON 8 l-RIGIROSTRIS.

and under tail-covcrta, of a deep chestnut
red ; the beak and naked part round the
eye are of a yellowish colour. It is believed
to be a native of one of the South Sea
Islands

; and the Didunculus, found by the
recent- American Voyage of Di»r.overy imder
C. Wilkes, is thought to be the same" bird.

GNU. (BoseJaphim Omi.) A very singular
species of Antelope, which, at first sight,
appears to be a monstrous being, compounded
of parts of ditferent animats. Its general
colour is a deep umber-brown, approaching
to black. It is four feet in height, having
the body and crupper of a small horse, and
is covered with brown hair

;
the tail is fur-

nished with long white hairs ^likc a horse),
and on the neck is a beautiful flowing mane,
white at the base, and black at the tips. Its
horns, approximated and enlarged at the
base, descend outwardly, and turn up at the
Iioint ; the muzzle is large, flat, and sur-
rounded by a circle of projecting liairs ;

under the throat and dewlap is another
black mane ; and the legs arc os light and
slender os those of a stag. The Gnus in-
habit the wild karoos of South Africa and

ONCT. (BOSCI/APHOS OMO.)

the hilly districts, where they roam mostly
in iarge herds, and migrate according to tire

season. They are natnrnlly wild and dlf-
ficnit of appruo<!h ; and when first alarmed,
they fling up their heels and plunge about
like a restive liomc : tlicy soon, however,
take to flight, and traverse the deiicrl with
inch astonishing celerity— not in a tumul-

tuous mass, but in single file, following
|

a leader—that they are quickly out of dan-
ger. When wounded they will sometimes
tnrn upon the hunter and pursue him in
turn, darting forwards on their assailant :

with amazing force and impetuosity, so that i

it requires the utmost coolness on his part
\

to evade the attack. When taken young,
this animal is easily domesticated.

GOAT. iCapra hircus.') The distin-

guishing characters in the genus Capra in
the Uinnaian system of Zoology are,— that
the horns are hollow, turned upwards, and
annulated on their surfaces

;
that there are I

eight cutting teeth in the lower jaw, and
,

none in the upper ; and that the male is i

generally bearded. In its domestic state
I

the Goat is found in almost every part of the
|

globe, bearing the extremes of heat and cold, i

and differing in size and form according to i

various circumstances
;
the horns generally

having a curvature outwards towai'ds the
tips.

IJufibn’s accoimt of this animal is strik-
ingly descriptive. “ The Goat,” says he,
“is superior to the sheep both in sentiment
and dexterity. He approaches man spon-
taneously, and is easily familiarized. He is

sensible of caresses, and capable of a con-
siderable degree of attachment. He is

stronger, lighter, more agile, and less timid
than the sheep. He is a sprightly, capri-
cious, wandering, wanton animal. It is

with much dilHculty that he can be confined,
and he loves to retire into solitude, and to
climb, stand, and even sleep, on rugged and
lofty eminences. He is robust and easily
nourished, for he eats almost every herb, and
is injured by very few. Ilis bodily temper-
ament, which in all animals has a great
influence on the natural disposition, is not
essentially different from that of the sheep.
These two animals, whose internal organ-
ization is almost entirely similar, are iiou-,

rished, grow, and multiply in the same
manner

; and their diseases are the same,
excepting a few, to which the Goat is not
snbject. The Goat fears not, like the sheep,
too great a degree of heat. He cheerfully
exposes himself to the sun, and sleeps under
his most ardent rays without being affected
with the vertigo or any other inconvenicncy.
He is not afraid of rain or storms ; but he
appears to feel the effects of severe cold.

The inconstancy of his disposition is marked
by the irregularity of his actions. He walks,
stops short, runs, leaps, approaches or re-

tires, shows or conceals himself, or flics oft',

as if octnated by mere caprice, and without
any other cause than what arises from an
eccentric vivacity of temper. The siu)iile-

ne.ss of his organs, and the strength and
nervousness of his frame, are hardly snHi-

cient to support the petulance and rapidity
of his natural movements.”
The original stock of the Common Goat,

os of other races of animals early subjugated
by Man, cannot l)0 distinctly traced ; but it

ni)pcars to be the same witli that of numerous
hall-domcsticatcd breeds, which abound in

Asia. Mr. Hell, in his History of Hritish
Uuadrupeds, remarks, that “ most modern

A A
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zoologists who have paid much attention to
the question, and who have brought to the
consideration of it all the helps wmch recent
discoveries in philosophical zoology have
furnished, have leaned to the belief that the
^gagrus, or Wild Goat of the mountains of
Caucasus and of Persia, is the true original
stock. The zoological characters of this

animal certainly bear a closer resemblance
to those of the domestic breeds ; and it is

worthy of remark, that the horns of the
Persian Domestic Goat, though smaller, are
similar in form to those of the Paseng or
jEgagrus. The arguments which have been
luged from the intermixture of the Ibex with
the Common Goat are at present of little

value i as the facts recorded are very defi-

cient. The large Goats which are reported
to have been brought from the Alps and the
Pyrenees to the Garden of Plants in Paris,
and which were stated to have been wild,
were probably the progeny of the Ibex with
the Common Goat, as there is no proof of
the existence of the true jEgagrus in Europe.
These were found to be capable of producing
oifspring, and the details are given by Mr.
Fred. Cuvier with great clearness ; but the
old fault still remains ; the question is not
set at rest by these observations ; for we are
only informed that they produce offspring,

without any statement whether they will
breed inter se, or only with the Common
Goat. The progeny, however, were either
prematurely brought forth, or lived only a
short time in a sick and languisliing condi-
tion.”

“ The condition of the Goat, in some parts
of our orvn islands,” says the same intelli-

gent and accurate writer, “ is much more
wihl than that of any other of our domestic
animals. In the mountains of Wales espe-
cially the Wild Goats roam over the most
inaccessible parts of the mountains and rocks,

without the slightest appearance of domes-
tication, or of having been deduced from a
domestic stock. It is a hardy, active, power-
ful animal

;
capable of maintaining its foot-

ing on the smallest point on which its feet 1

can possibly rest, and of taking considerable i

leaps with the utmost certainty of safely

alighting, although the spot which it desires

to attain be perhaps but the rugged point or

ledge of a precipice. It will thus find its

food in places inaccessible to almost all other
animals, and live and thrive by cropping the

scanty herbage which they furnish. In the

mountain ranges of Europe, on the Alps and
Pyrenees, the Goat is found at a ^reat eleva-

tion, approaching as near the line of per-

petual snow as it can find the scanty means
of its sustenance; and it feeds on

^

many
plants which to other ruminants are distaste-

ful, and even deleterious : thus, hemlock,
henbane, and digitalis is eaten by it with
impunity, and even the acrid euphorbia is

not rejected.”
The milk of the Goat is sweet, nutritive,

and medicinal : this may lie accounted for :

from tile animal's food being chiefly derived

from the heathy mountains and shrubby ,

pastures, where sweet and aromatic herbs

abound. In ancient times the skin of the

Goat was regarded os a must useful article of

clothing : it is still manufactured into the
best Turkey or Morocco leather ; while that
of the kid (whose flesh is regarded ns a deli-
cacy) forms the softest and most beautiful
leather for gloves, &c. The usual colour of
the domestic Goat is black and white, or a
pale reddish-browm, wdth a black stripe
down the back ; but sometimes brown, white, •

or spotted. In old males the beard is very
long ; and the horns, which are transversely
rugose, bending outwards and falling bock,
are sometimes nearly three feet long.
We find that the Common Goat inhabits

most parts of the world, either native or
naturalized. It endures all kinds of weather,
being found in Europe as high as Wardhuys, •

in Norway, where it feeds during the winter
season on moss, the bark of fir trees, and -

even of logs intended for fnel. It is also !

asserted that they thrive equally well in the !

hottest parts of Africa and India. The
j

odour of the Goat, which at all times is pro-
;

verbially strong, is intolerably so in the
rutting season (from September to No-

'

vember)
;
but it is commonly believed that I

horses are refreshed by it, which acconnts 1

for tliis animal bein^ often kept about sta- I

bles. Upon this subject Mr. Bell observes, !

“ Many persons keep Goats in their stables,

from an idea that they contribute to the
health of the horses ; a fancy not perhaps so .

far-fetched or absurd as at first sight it might
|

appear ; for I believe that all animals are
kept in better temper and greater cheerful-

|

ness by the presence of a companion thagi
|

in solitude, and the active and good-h®- i

moured Goat may in this way really per-
'

form the benefit wliich has been attnbnted '

to it upon mistaken grounds ;— indeed, in-
stances of close attachment between the
horse and the stable Goat are not unfre-
quent.” The female goes five months with
young, and usually produces two kids at a
birth ; sometimes, however, three, and occa-
sionally but one.

The Axooka Go.tx (Capra Angorensis) is

by far the most elegant of all the varieties I

I of the Goat, and is a native of Angora, a !

' smalt district of Asia Minor, and remarkable ;

for producing not only this peculiar race of
i

goats, but also sheep, eats, rabbits, &c., with
j

hair of uncommon fineness. The Goat of
Angora is generally of a beautiful milk-
white colour, short legged, with black,

|

spreading, spirally-twisted home, and pen-
|

dulous ears. Its chief and distinguishing
|

excellence, however, is the wool, which
|

covers the whole body in long iwndent spiral

ringlets ; and it is from the hair of this ani-
mal that the finest camlets are made.

The Ca.siimkre Goat, so highly prized
for its fleece, is descended from the Goat of
Thibet, which pastures on the Himalaya.
It is smaller than the common domestic
Goat, and has long, flne, silky wool. Thibet
is situated at the nortliern descent of the

Himalaya mountains, and Cashmere at the

southern ; hence there is some diflerence in

: the climate ; it is ob.served, also, that the

colder tlic region where the animal pas-

tures, the heavier and flner is its fleece. The
Goats which pasture in the highest vales of
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Thibet are of a bright ochre colour ; in to be the finest

;

lower grounds, the colour becomes of a yel- ingly.
and it is prized accord-

CA8HMF-RE OOAT.

I

lowish-white, and still farther downwards
!

entirely white. The highest mountains of

j

the Himalaya inhabitable by man contain
‘ also a species of black Goats, the wool of
I which as a material for shawls in India ob-

tains the highest price. The Goats of Thibet
and Cashmere have the fine curled wool
close to the skin, just as the under liair of
our common Goat lies below the coarse
upper hair. The flesh of the Cashmere Goat
tastes os well ns that of the common one ;

I

and its milk is as rich ; but these animals
owe their great celebrity to the extrnordi-

I
nary beauty and costliness of the shawls

I
for which the Asiatics have been so long
famous.

The SvRiAy Goat is remarkable for its

large pendulous ears, which are usually
from one to two feet in length, and some-
times so troublesome to the animal, that the
owners are obliged to trim them, to enable
it to feed more at ease. The horns are

I
black, bending a little forwards ; and are
only about two inches long. The colour of

I
its hair is like that of a fox ;

and there are
I two fleshy excrescences under its throat.

I

This variety appears to have been known to

I

Ari-stotle.

I

There are several other varieties of the

j

Goat which it is needless to enumerate. But
there is one species in North America (the

i R'ickt Mouxtai.v Goat), which we should
I notice, inasmuch as it has given rise to much
, difference of opinion as to its proper place

In a system of arrangement. It lias been
: designated Oris montana. The Rocky
I .Mountain Goat nearly equals in size a com-
> mon sheep, and has a shaggy appearance,
in consequence of the protrusion of the
long hair beyond the wool, which is white
and soft. Its horns are about five inches
long, conical, somewhat curved backwards,
and projecting hut slightly beyond the

‘ wool of the hctul. They are in great num-
hcri afiout the head waters of the Golum-
liia, ami furnish the principal part of the
food of the natives of that district. Tliey
appear to be more numerous on the western
than on tiie eastern side of the mountains,
and ore rarely seen in the plains. The skin
is very thick and spongy, and is principally
used in making moccasons. Next to the

' fleece of the Cashmere Goat tills is liclieved

GOAT- MOTH. [See Cossns Lioxi-
PERDA.]

GOATSUCKER, or NIGHT-JAR. (Ca-
primuTgus Europoeus.) There are many spe-
cies of Goatsuckers, but this is the only one
of the genus that inhabits Europe perma-
nently, the Caprinmlgus ntficollis being con-
fined to South Western Europe, and ap-
pearing there only in the summer. With
us it is only a summer visitant, appearing
about the middle of May, and retiring in
September or October. Before, liowever, we
give a description of the bird, it may be as
well to observe that the name Goatsucker,
although very generally used, and retained
in most ornithological works, has no foun-
dation but in the ignorance and superstition
of the ancients, who believed it sucked the
teats of goats ; on which account Bewick
suggests the propriety of dropping the

mOHT JAR. -(OAFRIMOT.O'aS EOHOPCEOa )

name, and adopting that of Nioiit-jay,
“which, though not universally known,
bears some analogy to the nature and qua-
lities of the bird, both in respect to the time
of its appearance, which is always the dusk
of the evening, as well as to the jarring noise
it utters whilst at rest perched on a tree, and
by which it is peculiarly distinguished.”
I,ikc the Owl, it is seldom seen in the day-
time, unless disturbed, or on dark and gloomy
days, when its eyes arc not dazzled by the
bright rays of the sun. As moths, gnats,

beetles, and other night insects arc its food,

it is peculiarly formed to enable it to catch
them on the wing. For this purpose nature
has bestowed on It a mouth of great compa-
rative size, which as the Goatsucker flics is

continually open, and has no need of being
shut to secure any Insect, as it is surrounded
on the inner side with a glutinous substance
that prevents their escape. This manner of
flying with its mouth open is the causo of
that whirring noise which this bird makes
while chasing its prey. It arises from the
resistance made to the mouth by the air i

and is more or less loud according to the
vchxilty with which the bird moves. When

a a 3
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;

I

perched, it usually sits on a bare twig, with
its head lower tlian its tail, and in this atti-

I
tude, utters its jarring. It does not ijereh
like otlicr birds, sitting across the branch,
but lengthwise, and its hinder toe is capable
of being turned forward as well as backward.
It is solitary in its habits, and is generally
seen alone.
The colours of this bird, though plain,

have a beautiful effect from the elegance of
tlieir disposition, the plumage being beauti-
fully freckled, barred, and spotted with
bromi?, black, grey, and ferruginous, vari-
ously arranged and diversified. The bill is

small, flat, and hooked at the tip; the eyes
are large, full, and black ; the legs are short,
rough, and scaly, and feathered below the
knee : the toes are connected by a membrane
ns far as the first joint ; the middle one is

considerably longer than the rest, and the
claw is serrated on one side. The use of this
peculiar organ is not clearly ascertained ;

by some it is affirmed that the bird employs
it to clear away the fragments of insects that
may have clogged up the fringe of bristles ;

by others, that it strikes its prey with its

foot, and that this long serrated claw enables
it to hold the insect more securely

;
and by

others again, that it uses it to clean its plu-
mage. The male is distinguished from the
female by an oval white spot, near the end
of the first three quill-feathers. These birds
frequent moors and wild heathy tracts

' abounding in fern ; they make no nest, but
!
the female deposits her eggs, which are of a

I

dull-white colour, on the ground. Mont-
1
belliard, who wrote this bird’s history for

1
Buffon, states, that it no sooner perceives its

I

retreat to be discovered by an enemy, than
!
it carefully rolls its eggs to a more secure

;

situation.

I

There are other species bearing the same
general appellation ; one of which is known

;
in America as Whip-poor- Will

;

another as

I

Chuck- Will's- Widow, a third as the Night-
hawk, and a fourth as the Rain-bird. There
are also the Banded Goatsucker, and Crested
Goatsucker, natives of New Holland ; be-
sides several inhabiting various parts of
India, Africa, &c. These are placed in dif-

ferent genera : for descriptions of figures of
which we refer our renders to the works of
Mr. Gould, and of Alessrs. Gray and Mitchell.

The two first-mentioned we sliall here de-
scribe, from Wilson.

Wiiir-rooK-WiLL. (Caprimulgus [dn-
trostomus'\ vociferus.) The notes of this soli-

tary and celebrated bird, when first heard in

the spring, at evening tmlight or moniing’s
dawn, seem like the voice of an old friend,

and are listened to by almost all with great

interest. At first they issue from some re-

tired part ofthe woods, the glen, or mountain;
in a ft;w evenings, perhaps, we licar tliem from
the adjoining coppice, the garden fence, the

road before trie door, and even from the r^f
of the dwelling-house, long after the family

have retired to rest, lie soon becomes a re-

gular acquaintance. Every morning his

shrill and rapid repetitions arc heard from
the adjoining woods ;

and when two or more
arc cailing out at the same time, ns is often

the case in tlie pairing season, and at no
great distance from each other, the noise,

j

mingling with the echoes from the mountains, i

is really surprising. Their notes seem pretty
l)lainly to articulate the words which hare
been generally applied to them, Whij>-poor-

Wm, the first and last syllables being uttered !

with great emphasis, and the whole in about ‘

a second to each repetition ; but when two or
;

;

more males meet, their wliip-poor will alter-

cations become much more rapid and inces-

sant, asif eachwere straining to overpower or i

silence the other. When near, you often hear
an introductory cluck between the notes. At

;

these times, as well as at almost all others,

they fly low, not more than a few feet from
the surface, skimming about the house and
before the door, alighting on the wood-pilerj
or settling on the roof. Towards midnight
they generally become silent, unless in clear

moonlight, when they are heard with little

intermission till morning. If there be a
creek near, with high precipitous bushy
banks, they are sure to be found in such
situations. During the day they sit in the

most retired, solitary, and deep-shaded parts

of the woods, generally on high ground,
where they repose in silence. M'hcn dis-

]

turbed, they rise witliin a few feet, sail low
and slowly tlirough the woods for thirty or

forty yards, and generally settle on a low
branch or on the ground. Their sight ap-
pears deficient during the day, ns, like owls,

the}' seem to want that vivacity for which I

they are distinguished in the morning and
evening twilight. They are rarely shot at

or molested ; and from being thus tran-
siently seen in the obscurity of dusk, or in

the deep umbrage of the woods, no wonder
tlieir particular markings of plumage should
be so little known, or that they should be

confounded with the Night-hawk, whom in

general appctirance they so much resemble.
The female begins to lay about the second
week in May, selecting for this purpose the

most unfrequented part of the wood, often

where some brush, old logs, heaps of leaves,

&c. had been l.ving, and always on a dry
situation. The eggs are deposited on the

grountl, or on the leaves, not the slightest

appearance of a nest being visible. These
are usually two in numltcr, in sha|ie nuieh

resembling those of the Night-hawk, btit

liaving the ground colour much darker, end
more thickly marbled with dark olive.
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j :
The Whip-poor Will is nine inches and a

I half long, and nineteen inches in extent j

I

the bill is blackish, a full quarter of an inch

I

long, and bent a little at the point, the under
mandible arched a little upwards j the
nostrils are prominent and tubular, their
openings directed forward ; the mouth is

extravagantly large, of a pale flesh colour
within, and beset along the sides with a
number of long, thick, elastic bristles, which
end in fine hair, and curve inwards ; these
seem to serve as feelers

; and prevent the
escape of winged insects : the eyes arc very
large, full, and bluish black ; the plumage
above is so variegated with black, pale cream,

;

brown, and rust colour, sprinkled and pow-
. dered in such minute streaks and spots, as
to defy description ; the upper part of the

: head is of a light brownish gray, marked
with a longitudinal streak of black, with
others radiating from it ; the back is darker,

I

finely streaked with a less deep black ; the
' scapulars are very light whitish ochre, beau-
tifully variegated with two or three ob-
lique streaks of very deep black ; the tail is

rounded, the tliree outer feathers on each
side are blackish brown for half their length,
thence pure white to tlic tips ; the deep
brown of these feathers is regularly studded
with light brown spots j the four middle ones
are without the white at the ends, but beau-
tifully marked with herring-bone figures of
black and light ochre finely powdered. The
cheeks and sides of the head are of a brown
orange colour ; the wings, when shut, reach
scarcely to the middle of the tail, and are
elegantly spotted with very light and dark
brown ; chin black, streaked with brown ; a
narrow semicircle of white passes across the
throat; breast and belly irregularly mottled
and streaked with black and yellow ochre,
legs and feet light purplish flesh colour,
seamed with white ; the former feathered
before, nearly to the feet

;
the two exterior

toes are joined to the middle one, as far as
the first joint, by a broad membrane ; and
the inner edge of the middle claw is pec-
tinated, and therefore probably employed as
a comb to rid the plumage of its vermin.
The female is about an inch less in length
and in extent, and differs also in being much

,
lighter on the upper parts. Their food ap-
pears to be large moths, grasshoppers, ants,
and such insects as frequent the bark of old

. rotten and decayed timber : they are also
expert in dartin;^ after winged insects.
They wilt sometimes skim in the dusk,
within a few feet of a (lerson, uttering a kind
of low chatter as they pass. In their migra-
tions north, and on their return, they pro-
bably stop a day or two at some of tlicir

former stages, and do not advance in one
continued flight. This bird, like the owl

j

and other nocturnal flyers, is regarded with
a kind of suspicious awe by the wcakmiiided

I and superstitious. "Night,” says Wilson,
“ to minds of this complexion, brings with it

its kindred horrors, its apparitions, strange
sounds, and awful sights

; and this solitary
and Itioffcnsivc bird being a frequent wan-
derer in these hours of ghosts and hobgoblins
is considered by the Indians as being, by habit

I and repute, little better than one of them.

The CntTCK-WiLL’s-WiDOw. Caprimul-
gus [.Antrostormts'i Carolinensis.) This spe-
cies is twelve inches long, and twenty-six
in extent ; bill yellowish, tipt with black ;

the sides of the mouth are armed with
numerous long bristles, strong, tapering,
and furnished with finer hairs branching
from each ; cheeks and chin rust colour,
speckled with black ; over the eye extends
a line of small whitish spots ; head and
back very deep brown, powdered with rust
and cream colour, and marked with long
ragged streaks of black ; scapulars bi'oadly
spotted with deep black, bordered and iu-

oHnoK-wmii's-wiDow.
(CiPRIMOLGUa OAROtlNENSIS.)

terspersed with a creamy white : the plu-
mage of that part of the neck wliich falls

over the back is long, something like that of
a cock, and streaked with yellowish browm ;

wing quills barred with black and bright
rust ; tail rounded, extending about an inch
beyond the tips of the wings ; the middle
feathers being powdered with various tints
of ferruginous, and elegantly marked with
fine zig-zag lines, and large herring-bone
figures of block ; exterior edges of the tluree

outer feathers barred like the wings, their
interior vanes being pure snowy white,
marbled with black

;
across the throat is a

slight whitish band ; breast black, powdered
with i-ust

; belly and vent lighter ; legs

feathered before nearly to the feet, wlilch are
of a dir^ purplish flesh-colour.
The Chuck-AVill’s-Widow, whose notes

seem exactly to articulate these words, com-
mences its singular call generally in the
evening, soon after sunset, and continues it,

with short occasional interruptions, for se-

veral hours. This note, or call, instantly
attracts the attention of n stranger, and is

strikingly different from that of the Whip-
poor-Will. In sound and articulation it

seems plainly to express the words which have
been applied to it (Chuck- WiU's-Widoto'),

pronouncing each syllabic leisurely and dis-

tinctly, putting tbe principal einpliasis on
the lost word. In a still evening it may bo
heard at the distance of nearly a mile, the
tones of its voice being stronger and more
full than those of tlie Whip-iioor-Will, who
utters his with much greater rapidity. The
flight of this bird is low, skimming about at
a few feet above the surface of the ground,
frequently settling on old logs, or on the
fences, and from thence sweeping around, in
pursuit of various winged insects that fly in
the night. Like the Whip-poor-Will, it

prefers the declivities of glens and other
deeply shaded places, making the surround-
ing mountains ring with echoes tlic whole
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i

evening. The Chuck-Will’s-Widow lays

I

its eggs, two in number, on the ground, in
, the woods ; they are of a dull olive colour,

j

sprinkled with darker specks, and about as
large as a pigeon’s.

Tliis singular genus of birds, formed to

I
subsist on the superabundance of nocturnal

I insects, are exactly and surprisingly fitted

\

for their peculiar mode of life. Their flight

i is low, to accommodate itself to their prey
;

I

silent* that they may be the better concealed,

I

and sweep upon it unawares ; their sight,
' most acute in the dusk, when such insects
I are abroad ; their evolutions, something like
those of the bat, quick and sudden ; their
mouths capable of prodigious expansion, to
seize with more certainty, and furnished
with long branching hairs, or bristles, serving
as palisadoes to secure what comes between
them. Reposing so much during the heats
of day, they are much infested with vermin,
particularly about the head, and arc provided
with a comb on the inner edge of the middle
claw, with which they are often employed in
ridding themselves of these pests, at least

when in a state of captivity. Having no
weapons of defence except their wings, their
chief security is in the solitude of night, and
in their colour and close retreats by day

;

the former so much resembling that of dead
leaves, of various hues, as not to be readily
distinguished from them even when close at
hand. [See Hioni-iiAWK.]

GOBIOIDEiE. A family of Acauthop-
terygious fishes, including the Blennies,
Gobies, &c. They may be recognised by the
slenderness and flexibility of their dorsal
rays. They have an uniformly wide intes-

tinal canal, and no pyloric ca:ca.

GOBY. ( Gohi.ua. 1 A genus of Acanthop-
terygious fishes, of which there are several
species, of a small size, in general varying
from tlrrce to six inches in length ; but none
of them are much esteemed for food. They
are distinguished by their ventral and tho-
racic fins being united in their whole length,
or at their bases. The spines of the dorsal

BED OOBT.

—

(OOBIOe ORDKNTATOF.')

fins are flexible ;
the openings of their cars,

with four rays. Like the Blenny, they can
live a long time out of water. Several spe-

cies are found in the Mediterranean, Ame-
rican, and Indian seas : some also on our

own coasts. Tlirco or four will suffice for

examples.

The Black Gonr, or RncK-risii. (.Goimis

niV/cr.l This is an inhabitant of the Medi-
terranean and Northern seas, and also of the

rooky parts of our own const : it grows to

the length of six inches ; the body is soft,

slippery, and slender s the head large, the

cheeks inflated, and the lips very thick ; the

mouth is wide, and furnished with numerous

small teeth in each jaw, the lower of which
is the longest. The ventral fins coalesce,
and form a sort of funnel, by which these
fish are said to aflfix themselves immovably
to the rocks. The general colour of the fish
is a dusky block, and the tail is rounded at
the end.

The Lance-tailed Goby (.Gobius laticeo-
latus) is distinguished by and named from
the peculiar form of its tail, which is large
in proportion to the fish, and sharp-pointed
at the tip. The body is of a lengthened
shape, ami nearly of equal diameter through-
out : the head is obloug, and tnmeated in
front ; the jaws of equal length, and armed
with sharp teeth

;
and the body is covered

with scales, those toward the taU being much
larger than those on the upper parts. This
is a West Indian species.

The Blue Goby (.Gobius ccervleus) is a
highly beautiful, though very small species :

colour fine blue, rather paler beneath : tail

red, with a black border. From the bril-
liancy of its colours it appears, when swim-
ming in a calm sea, during a bright sunshine,
like a small tube of sapphire, tipped with
carbuncle. It is found on the eastern coasts
of Africa ; and the Negroes use it as a bait
for other flish.

The Spotted Goby (Gobius minutus) is

about three inciies long j the head is large ;

the hides blue ; the mouth wide, with several
rows of small pointed teeth, curving in-
wards ; the dorsal fins distinct, pectoral ami
ventral fins large ; tail a little rounded.
Tile general colour is a pale yello'H-ish-white,
freckled with minute light brown specks,
and occasionally a row of larger siiots along
the lateral line. It is frequently taken on
our sandy shores in shrimpers’ nets ; it is

also plentiful in the Thames, where it is

called by the fishermen Polewig, or Polly-
bait.

GODWIT. (Litnosa.) There are several
species of these Grallatorial birds. They
are a timid, shy, and solitary tribe ; charac-
terized by a straight beak, longer than that
of the snipes, sometimes slightly bent at the
extremity, and bj’ long legs, naked far above
the knee. They live amidst the fens, salt

marshes, and deep muddy places near the
mouths of rivers ; schlom remaining above a

day or two in the same place, and often re-

moving suddenly in a flock at night, when
tliey fly very high. 'When pursued, they
run with great speed, and scream ns they
rise. They subsist on worms and larva:,

and their flesh is very excellent. They arc
migratory, and moult twice in the year.

The Common Godwit (Limosa .€gocc-
pliala)\a sixteen inches in length, and weighs
about twelve ounces. The bill is four inches
long, bent a little upwards, and black at the

point ; the head, neck, back, scapulars, anil

coverts are a dingv reddish pale brown, each
feather licing marked down the middle with

a dark spot. The fore part of the brca.<t is

streaked with black j tielly, vent, and tail

wldtc, the latter barred with black : the
j

webs of tlic first six quill-fcathcrs black.
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the forehead and chin a rich scarlet, which
is divided by a black line passing from each
comer of the bill to the eyes j the cheeks
are white

j top of the head black, that colour
extending downward from the nape on each
side i the back, rump, and breast are of a
fine pale tawny brown colour ; belly white

;

tlie wings and tail arc black, but the points
of the primaries in both are white ; a beau-
tiful yellow stripe runs across the wings i

the tail feathers are black, rvith a white spot
on each near the end ; legs pale fiesh red.
The male is distinguished from tire female
by the feathers on tlie ridges of the wings,
which are of a deep black colour ; while
those of the hen are a dusky brown

;
and the

black and yellow in the wings of the latter
are less brilliant than in those of the maie.
The nest of the Goldfinch is small, but ex-

GOLnriSOH,—(FRIN01LI.A OARnnELIa.)

tremely beautiful ; the outside consists of
very fine moss curiously interwoven with
wooi, hair, and other materials

; and the
inside is lined with the down of thistles and
other soft and delicate substances. The nest
is often found in an orchard, large garden,
or plantation, in an apple or pear tree, or 1

carefully placed in some thick evergreen
j

shrub— somewhere in the neighbourhood of
Man, but not immediately witlfin his view.
The bird lays five or six white eggs, marked

|with deep purple spots at the larger cud. •]

They feed their young with caterpillars and
j

insects ; and the old birds feed on various ‘

kinds of seeds, particularly those of the I

thistle, dandelion, and groundsel.
Goldfinches are more esaily tamed than

;

other birds ; and so reconciled will they in
,

time become to their imprisonment in cages,
'

that they appear as if in reality attached .

to them. If a young Goldfinch is brought :

up under a canary, a wood-lark, or any
other singing-bird, it will readily catch their

j

song. Goldfinches breed with the Canary ;

this Intermixture, says Bewick, succeeds
best between the cock Goldfinch and the hen
Canary, whose offspring arc productive, and '

arc said to resemble the male in the sha|ic
'

of the bill, and in the colours of the lieiid

and wings, and the hen in the rest of the
body. Beauty of plumage, obscrs-cs Buffon,

: melody of song, sagacity, and docility of
dis|Hisition,sccm all united in this charming
little bird, which were it rare, and importca

,

from n foreign country, would be more liighly

1

valued.

edged on the interior sides with reddish
brown : legs IncUnuig to greenish blue. In
the spring and summer the Godivit resides
in the fens and marshes, where it rears its

,
young i but when the winter sets in with

' severity, it seeks the salt-marshes and sea-

I

shores.

! The Red Godwit. {Zimosa rufa.') This
species is not very common in Great Britain,
but is found in the north of Europe, and is

’ very plentiful in the fenny parts of North
America, about Hudson’s Bay, &c. It is

; larger than the Common Godwit, and is

i
distinguished from it by tlie redness of its

plumage ; the head, breast, and sides being
;

a bright ferruginous red, streaked on the
I head with brown, and marbled on the breast
and sides with dusky, cinereous, and white ;

! neck plain dull rusty red. The back, sca-

;

pulars, greater and lesser coverts, are greyish
;

brown
; on the former, some of the feathers

I

are barred and streaked with black and ru-
I fous, edged with pale reddish white ; and a
i bar of white is formed across each wing by
. the tips of the greater coverts. The imdcr
I parts are white, slightly spotted with brown,
i The legs are dusky, and bare considerably
above the knees. Its flesh is reckoned de-
licious.

There arc also the Great American God-
wit, the Cinereous Godwit, the Black-tailed
Godwit, the Red-breasted Godwit, &c., all
more or less resembling the species above
described.

GOLDEN-EYE [BUTTERFLY]. The
name given by collectors to Butterflies of the
species Ilipparchia pamphilm.

GOLDEN WASPS, or GOLDEN-
TAILED FLIES. (Chrusis.) The popular
names for a tribe of Ilymenoptcrous insects,
which in the richness of their colours are said
to “ vie with the Humming-birds." They may
be observed walking, but in a constant agita-
tion and with great agility, upon walls and
palings exposed to the heat of the sun.
They are also found upon flowers. The body
is elongated and covered with a solid skin

;

the hind wings arc not veined, but the ovi-
positor is formed by the terminal segments
of the abdomen, and terminated by a small
sting ; the antennie arc Aliform, elbowed,
and vilrratile. The abdomen, which in the
female apjiears to be formed of only three
or four segments, is flattened or vaulted
beneath, and capable of being folded against
the breast, when the insect assumes an
orbicular form. They deposit their eggs in
the nests of Solitary Mason-bees, or other
Ilymenoptera. their larvie destroying those
of these insects. [See Cuktsidid-k.]

GOLDFINCH. (f'rwgiUa cardiiclif.) Of
all the British Finches, none equal the Gold-
finch in briliinntplumageandducilityriicncc
it is one of those most frequently kept in cap-
tivity

; for though its song is srjfl and pleas-
ing, It is deficient in iwwer. Its iciigtii,

i

from the tip of the bili to the end of the
taii, is five inches and a half s and tlie

f

reatest expansion of its wings is nine
nciics. 'The bili is white, tip|>ed with black

|



GOIiD-nSH. {Cyprinus auratus.) In
the fresh waters of China, we are told, cer-

tain beautiful species of Cyprinus, distin-
guished for the splendid golden colour of the
membrane lying immediately beneath the
scales, are as frequent as the most common
river fish are here. Nor, indeed, are they
at this time either rare or uncommon in our
own ponds, being quite naturalized, and
breeding freely in open waters.
The eolours of Gold-fish are liable to the

greatest variations : some are marked with
a fine blue, brown, or bright silver hue, but
the usually irredominant colour is that of a
brilliant gold. As an article of food they
are not used, and are only, valued for their

beauty and gentleness.

GOLIATHUS (GoniATU Beetles). A
group of Lamcllieorn Coleoptcra, which are
chiefly found in Africa, the largest species

being indigenous to the western coasts.

These insects, which were formerly very
scarce, and some of wliich arc still rare in

collections, have acquired their name from
the large size of some of the species. One of

the first specimens was found by Mr. Ogilvie,

surgeon of H. M. S. Renown, at least eighty
years ago. The specimen was dead, and found
floating in the river Gaboon ; it is now in

Glasgow, in the Hunterian Museum.

MALE OAOiqUE OOI.IATH BEETLE
(OOI.IATBnS OAOIOOS.)

The fine species figured above was believed,

! by its dcscribcr, Voet, to be a native of South

i America, and lienee he called it Cacievs,

after the native chiefs of tliat country
The male differs from the female in the

armature of the head and in the structure of

the fore-legs, which are spineless on the out-

side, as is well shown in the figure.

Tlic elytra of the male of the Goliathus
Cacicus, arc of a pearly satiny white, with
a black oiiaquc spot on tiie shoulder ; tlic

crown of tlic hca<l and the tliorax being' of a

tawny yellowish brown, .with black longi-
tudinal bands on the latter.

FEMALE OACIQTTE OOLIATH BEETLE.
I

(aOLlATHUS OAOICtrS.)
I

‘

These insects are said to be roasted and
j

eaten by the natives, who doubtless often
make a bonne boitc/te of what would gratify
many an entomologist.
The males of these insects, we are informed

by Dr. Savage, are much more numerous
than the females

; and thougli the various
species of the group cannot be said to be

i

very abundant, yet they are so frequently
f

brought over now, that the large prices of

SOI. and even 501., whicli used to be asked
for them, are now very much reduced ; fine

specimens, however, of some of the species
;

still fetch 51. or 61. !

Separated from them by slight generic
characters, are two other groups, a male and
female of one of wliich are figured beneath.

MAIE rOLTrUEMUa BEETLE.
(OOLIATBUa POI.TPHEMOa.)

j

It is the Gni.iAxnu.s (MECvxomiiyA) Poly-
;

riiKMf.s : of a dark green tailour, banded
j

and spotted with white. The male and :I

female arc very similarly marked, but the ji

272 CIjc of iafituvnl W^tarjj;
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distinctions in the head and fore leg may be
plainly seen in the figures. The female of
this species is generally regarded also as

1 rSUALE F01.TPHIMDB BEETLIE.
I (OOt-lATHOS POLTPHEliOS.)

^
:
much rarer than the mate. This species, as
well as one named after Dr. Savage by

'( Dr. Harris of Boston, feeds upon a vine that
climbs over very lofty trees. The insects

1
wound the bark of the vine, and extract the
juice ; the vine being full of a fluid ns taste-

I

less and limpid as water.
There are several other genera and species

[
of Goliath Beetles, of most of wliich there

> arc specimens in the collection of the British
1 Museum •, but we must refer our readers to

the works of Dr. Burmeister and Mr. West-
j

wood for descriptions and flgures of these,
it bein^ quite out of the scope of this work
to iiarticularize them, splendid as they are.
A list of nil the species of CetonidcE (includ-
ing the Goliath), with reference to figures,

I has been published, and will show how rich
I
the Museum collection is.

I The next species (figured beneath) is from
I West Africa also, and is of a most brilliant

!
green colour ; it is the Goliatiius (Dicro-

i
KORiii.VA) MiCAWs. The shotles on this
species vary according as the insect is held

' to the light.

OLITTIRIHO ooliath B«ari.x.
(OOIIATnOB MtOAKB.)

This insect seems to be a native of Senegal
and the Calabar coast.

The food of the Goliaths is fluid, like that
of the C’etonice and TricMi: the long brushes
on their maxillas, and the diverging rows of

;

hairs that line their hjwer lips, are admirably \

fitted for absorbing liquid food, while their !

horny teeth afford these beetles additional
\

means of obtaining it from the leaves and
'

juicy stems of plants when the blossoms i

have disappeared. “Thus every new dis- I

covery in Natural History, when least ex-
pected, serves to increase the evidence of

‘

skilful contrivance and perfect adaptation
of structure in all organised beings.” With

i

this admirable remark of Dr. Harris we
conclude this article. [See CETOKiAn.,E

:

DiCROxooEi'nALus : Inca.]

GOLLACH. [See Earwig.]

GONEPTERYX. A genus of diurnal
Eepidoptera, so named from its angled wings.
The British species is found with very slight

variation on the Himalaya mountains ; it is

the

GONEPTERYX RHAMNI, or BRIM-
STONE BUTTERPDY. This gay and
lively-coloured insect is one of the earliest

among the Papilionidse that makes its ap-
pearance ; sometimes, in favourable weather,
even as early as the middle of February.
Mr. Knapp, in his Journal of a Naturalist,
alludes to tliis butterfly :—
“ The very first butterfly that will

‘ aloft repair.

And sport and flutter in the fields of air,’

is the Sulphur Butterfly QGonepteryx rham-
ni), which in the bright sunny mornings of
March we so often sec under the warm
hedge, or by the side of some sheltered copse,
undulating and vibrating like the petal of
a primrose in the breeze.” As the spring
advances they may be seen on the wing in
the woods, meadows, and commons, in tole-

BiriMaXONE BUTTlCnFt.T.
(OOtJEraERYX RHAMNI.)

rablc plenty i and os there is a second brood
which comes forth about August, there is no
lock of them at any time till autumn sum-
mons them away. The male is of a pure
8uli)hur-ycllow above, and the female of a
greenish-white j

and in both sexes a small
spot of orange occupies the centre of cacli

wing, and a dusky spot at the base : the.

alxlomcn is block above and yellow beneath,
its base and the thorax thickly clothed with
long glossy white silken hairs : the legs are
white i the niitcniia! reddish. The cater-
pillar is green, with a paler line on each side
of the belly, and very small scalc-likc black
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dots on the back. It feeds on the buckthorn
(Mhammts catharticus'). The pupa, or clu-y-

salis, is green, very gibbous in the middle,
:
and acuminated before : it is vertically sus-

j

pended on a perpendicular branch, with a

I

loose silken thread round it.

j

GONOPLAX, or ANGLED CRAB. A
genus of decapod short-tailed Crustacea, of
which one species is found in tliis country :

it is the G. aiigulata of authors, the young
of which has been described as a species of
Gelasimus. In the male the fore legs are

' very long. For figures of this species see
Dr. Leach’s work, or that of Professor Bell,
“ The British Crustacea.”

GOOSE. A genus of webfooted birds. The
Common Wild Goose (_Atiserferns'), other-

' wise called the Ghey Lao Goose, being the
origin of our domestic species, we shall de-

‘ scribe it first in order, after having made a

I

few observations on the distinguishing cha-
^ racters of the genus. The bill is the first great

[

distinction of the Goose kind from all the fea-

; thered tribes. In other birds it is round and
weged-shaped, or crooked at the end ; in
all the Goose kind it is flat and broad, formed
for the purpose of skimming ponds and lakes
of the mantling weeds which grow on their
surface. The bills of other birds are com-
posed of a horny substance throughout,
formed for piercing or tearing ; but birds of
this genus have their inoffensive beaks
sheathed with a skin which entirely covers
them ; and are only adapted for shovelling
up their food, which is chiefly confined to

vegetable productions ; for though they do
not reject animal food when offered to them,
they contentedly subsist on vegetable, and
seldom seek any other.

The Grey Lao, or Common Wild Goose,
ns Pennant remarks, is our largest species ;

the heaviest weigh ten pounds ; the length
is two feet nine inches ; the extent five feet.

The bill is large and elevated, of a flesh

colour tinged with yellow ; the nail white

WILD OOOBH:.—(anseu FEnUS.)

; the head and neck cinereous, mixed witli

ochraccous-yellow; the hind part of the

neck very pale, and nt the base of O' y®*"

lowish-brown ; the breast and belly whitish,

clouded witli gray or ash-colour ; the back

gray, tlic lesser coverts of the wings almost

1 white, the middle row deep cinereous slightly

edged with white ; the jiriiiiarlesgrny, tijilied

with block and edged with while ;
the

l^aturat l^tstarji ;
^

coverts of the tail and tlie vent feathers of a
|

pure white ; the breast and beily crossed
]

and clouded with dusky and ash on a
i

whitish ground ; the middle feathers of the
tail dusky, tipped with white, the exterior

'

ones almost wholly white : the legs of a
flesh-colour. This species is widely and
numerously spread over ail the more north-
erly parts of the globe, whence some flocks

,

of them migrate a long way southward in
the winter. Latham says, they seem to be
general inhabitants of the world,— are met
with from Lapland to the Cape of Good
Hope,— are frequent in Arabia, Persia, and
China, as well as indigenous to Japan,

—

and on the American continent from Hud-
son's Bay to South Carolina. As for their
summer residences and breeding-places, the
lakes, swamps, and dreary morasses of
Siberia, Lapland, Iceland, and the unfre-

!

quented northern regions of America seem
set apart for that purpose, where, with mul-

;

titudes of other kinds, in undisturbed secu- i

rity, they rear their young, and are amply :

provided with a variety of food, a large por-
j

tion of which must consist of the larvEe of
!

gnats, which swarm in those parts, and the '

myriads of Insects that are fostered by the
j

unsetting sun. :

These birds are often seen, in flocks of fifty

or a hundred, flying at very great heights,
and preserving very great regularity in their

motions
j
sometimes forming a straight line,

and at others assuming the shape of a wedge,
which is supposed to facilitate their progress.

Their cry is frequently heard when they are

at an imperceptible distance above us. When '

on the ground, they range themselves in a
line, after the manner of cranes ; and seem
to have descended ratlier for the sake of rest

than for any other refreshment. Having
continued in this situation for an hour or

two, one of them, with a long loud note,

sounds a kind of signal, to winch the rest

punctually attend, and rising in a group,
they pursue their journey with renew^
alacrity.
Their flight is conducted with sing^or

regularitj^ ; they always proceed either in a
line abreast, or in tw'o lines joining in an
angle at the middle, like the letter V. In
this order they generally take the lead by .

turns, the foremost falling back in the rear )

when tired, and the next in station succeed-
ing to his duty. Their track is generally so

high that it is almost impossible to reach
them from a fowling-piece ; and even when
tills can lie done, they file so equally, that

one discharge seldom kills more than a single

bird. They are very destructive to the grow-
ing corn in the fields where they happen to

alight in their migrations. In some coun-
tries they are caught nt such times in long
nets, to which they are decoyed by tame
geese placed there for that purpose. Other
schemes arc contrived to take them ; but as

they arc very vigilant, feed only in the day-
time, and lietnkc themselves to the water at

night, the fowler must exert his utmost care

and ingenuity in order to accomplish his

ends i all must be planned in the dark, and
every trace of suspicion removed s

for

nothing can exceed the wary circumspection
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' and acute ear of the sentinel, who, placed on
' some eminence, with outstretched neck, sur-
veys everything that moves within the circle

i
of his observations, and the instant he sounds
the alarm, the whole flock betake themselves
to flight.

1 But though they are seen regularly migra-
ting southward in the autumn, and north-
ward in the spring, they were formerly
known to remain and breed in the fens of
Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, and va-
rious other parts of Great Britain; the drain-

,
ing and cultivation of these marshy districts

have now, however, nearly depopulated them
' of their former feathered inhabitants ; but
in lieu of the wild races, these localities are
now teeming with domesticated ones in a
highly improved condition. The Wild Goose
lays from six to eight, sometimes ten or a

|

dozen eggs, of a dirty greenish colour, the
. nest being placed among rushes, heaths, &c.

I

The Tame Goose. The wild species we ,

have just described is, as before stated, the
j

original of the domesticated Goose ; to

1
describe whose varied plumage, economy,
and habits, may to many seem a superfluous
task ; while others, to whom they arc less '

well known, may deem the account sufil- !

ciently interesting. How long they have
|

been reclaimed from their original in-
^

-dependence is not ea.-ily ascertained; but
j

the time must have been very remote, for
j

from a very distant date they appear to

have held their present station, to have
been kept for the self- same purposes, and
to have been treated in the same manner.
Their predominant colours arc white and
gray, with shades of ash and brown : some !

of them are yellowish, others dusky, and
many are found to differ very little in

|

appearance from the original stock. The
,

only permanent mark, which all the gray
ones still retain, like those of the wild kind,
is the white ring which surrounds the root
of the tail. They are generally furnished

j

with a small tuft on the head ; and the most
'

usual colour of the males (the Ganders) is
'

pure white ; the bills and feet in both males
{

and females are of an orange red. By studied
|

attention in the breeding, two sorts of these !

Geese have been obtained— a larger and a
smaller sort ; the former weighing from ten

j

to upwards of fifteen pounds, and frequently ,

much more. The smaller kind are more
,

delicate eating ; delicacy, however, is often '

not BO much rcgortled as the bountiful
i

appearance and savoury smell of a “ fine fat
;

goose” on the festive board. But it is not
;

altogether on account of their use os food
’

that they are valuable ; their feathers, their i

down, and their quills, have long been con-
sidered as articles of more importance, and
from which their owners reap more advan-
vantoges. I’ennant, in describing the mc-
thorls used in J.incolnshirc, in breeding, I

rearing, and plucking Geese, says. They are

;
plucked five times in-tlie year: first at Lady-
day for the feathers and quills ; which busi-
ness is renewed for the feathers only, four
times more lietwcen that and Michaelmas :

he adds, that he saw the operation (lerfurnied
even upon goslings of six weeks old, from

which the tail feathers were plucked ; and
that numbers of the Geese die when the sea-
son afterwards proves cold. But tills unfeel-
ing process, as well as the care and attention
which are bestowed upon the brood Geese
wliile they ore engaged in the work of incu-
bation, is nearly the same everywhere.
Wicker pens are provided for them, placed
in rows, and tier above tier. Some place
water and com near the nests ; others drive
them to the water twice a -day, and replace
each female upon her own nest as soon as
she returns. At length the brood is hatched ;

and as soon as they ore able to follow their

parent Geese, they are driven to the neigh-
bouring fens and marshes, on whose grassy-
margiued pools they feed and thrive without
requiring any further attendance until the
autumn. In this way immense numbers are
reared in many parts of this country

;
but

nowhere are there so many as in the fens of
Lincolnshire, where it is said to be no uncom-
mon tiling for a single person to keep a
thousand old Geese, each of wliich, on an
average, will bring up seven young ones. So
fur those only are noticed which may proba-
perly be called the larger flocks, by which
particular watery districts are peopled ; but
it must be borne in mind that they form
only a part of the large family : and when
the stock of the various farm-yards through-
out the kingdom are added, the immense
whole will appear multiplied in a ratio
almost incalculable. A great part of those
w'hich are left to provide for themselves
during the summer, in the solitary distant
waters, as well as those which enliven the
village green, are put into the stubble fields

after harvest, to fatten on the scattered grain,
while some are penned up for this purpose

;

and at length vast numbers are driven in
flocks, or otherwise sent, to the great mart
and focus of consumption, London ; the pro-
vincial towns throughout the kingdom being
also furnished with an adequate supply.
The Tame Goose lays from seven to twelve

eggs, and sometimes more : these are care-
fully divided among the brood Geese when
they begin to sit : those which lay a second
lime in the course of the summer are seldom,
if ever, permitted to have a second hatching;
but the c^gs arc used for household purposes.
It is universally believed that the Goose
lives to a great age, and particular instances
are recorded by ornithologists which confirm
the fact— some even emulating the human
period of “thrcc-score years and ten.”— It

has been remarked that none of our domestic
birds arc so ajit to bring forth monstrous
productions ns Geese— a circumstance which
has been attributed to the excessive fatness

to which they arc liable. The liver of a fat

Goose is often larger than all the other
viscera, and was a dish In so great reputation
among the epicures of Itomc, that Pliny
thought it deserved a serious discussion, to
whom the honour of inventing so excellent a
dish was due.

The Snow Goose (Atmcr [C/ien] lii/pcrbo-
rciit) is two feet eight inches in length, and its

extended wings arc five feet. The bill of Oils
bird is very curious, the edges having each
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;

twenty-three indentations, or strong teeth,
on each side : the inside or coneavity of tlie

upper mandible has also seyen rows of

SNOW QOOSF,— (AN3KR HTPERBOUEUS.)

strong projecting teeth and the tongue,
which is homy at the extremity, is armed
on each side with thirteen long and sharp
bony teeth. Tlie upper mandible of the

beak is bright red, the lower whitish ;
the

hooks of both blue. The head, neck, and
body are pure white : the quills are white
for lialf their length, the rest black : the

legs are of a very deep red. These birds

inhabit the regions of the arctic circle, occa-

sionally migrating to the more temperate
climates of Prussia, Austria, Hudson’s Bay,
and the United States of America. They
arrive in the River Delaware from the north
early in November, sometimes in consider-

able flocks, and are very noisy : their note

is more shrill than that of the Canada Goose.
They make but a short stay in winter, pro-

ceeding farther south as the severity of the

weather increases ; and early in the spring

they retire to the polar regions, to perform
the duties of incubation and rearing their

young. Their flesh is esteemed excellent j

and in Siberia tliey form an essential article

of subsistence to the natives, each family, it

is said, preserving thousands annually.

The method adopted by the Siberians to

obtain these Geese, is highly curious. Ac-
cording to Pennant’s account, they place

near the banks of the rivers a great net in a

straight line, or else form a hovel of skins

sewed together : this done, one of the com-
pany dresses himself in the skin of a white

rein-deer, advances towards the flock of

Geese, and then turns backwards (on all

fours) the net or hovel : and his companions

go behind the flock, and, by making a noise

drive them forwards. The simple birds

mistake the man in white for their leader,

!

and follow him within reach of the net,

which is suddenly pulled down, and thus

captures the whole. When he chooses to

conduct them even into the hovel, they fol-

low in the same manner ; he creeps in at a

hole left for that puriiose, and out at another

on the opposite side, which he closes up.

The Geese follow him through tlic llrst ;

and as soon as they are in, he passes round
and secures every one of them.

The Canapa Goo.se, or Ckavat Goose.
(Anser Canadensis.) This is the common
Wild Goose of the United States, and is

known in every part of the country. It usu-
ally weighs about ten pounds. The general
colour is a dark ash ; head, neck, and tail

black j
cheeks and throat white ; bill and

feet black. In their annual migrations
to the north, it is the general opinion that

they are on their way to the lakes to breed :

but, as Wilson observes, it is highly probable
that they extend to the utmost polar point,

amid the silent desolation of imknown coun-
tries, shut out from the prying eye of man
by everlasting and insuperable barrriers of

ice. After having fulfilled the great law
of nature, the approaching rigours of that
dreary climate oblige them to return to-

wards the more genial regions of the south ;

and no sooner do they arrive among men,
than an indiscriminate slaughter of them
commences. The people at Hudson’s Bay
greatly depend on these birds, and, in favour-

able seasons, kill three or four thousand,
which are packed up for future u^. The
autumnal flight lasts from the middle of

August to November ; the vernal from the

middle of April to the middle of May. Their
mode of flying, the van being headed by an
experienced old Gander, resembles that of

the common Wild Goose before described.

The Canada Goose generally builds its nest

on the ground : but some pairs occasionally

breed on the banks of large rivers on trecs^

depositing their eggs in the deserted nests of

ravens or fishing-eagles. The eggs, six or

seven in number, are of a greenish whit^
The bird has been long domiciled in this

country, where it breeds freely, and is a

great ornament.

OAMADA OOOSB. — (aNSUR C ANAUFUSI-'J.)

That most entertaining nalnralist, Jfr.

Waterton, thus speaks of the Canada or

! Cravat Goose. “ The fine proportions of this
' stately foreigner, its voice, and flavour of its

I

flesh, are strong inducements for us all to

‘ hope that, ere long, it will liccoinc a natu-
' raliscd bird throughout the whole of Great
; Britain. I stop not to give a detailed de-

I Bcri[ition of its plumage : that has already

been pcrform*d by many able hand.s. Suffice

it then to say, that its U'hutiful black neck

I

ami white cheeks render it so particularly i j

conspicuous, that those wlio have seen It
j



once will never be at a loss to recognise it,

when viewed amongst all other species of
the Goose tribe. There can be nothing more
enlivening to rural solitude than the trumpet-
sounding notes of the Canada Goose. They
may be heard here at most lioiurs of the day,
and often during the night. But spring is

the time at whitm these birds are most vo-
ciferous. Then it is that they are on the
wing, moving in aerial circles round the
mansion,— now rising aloft, now dropping
into the water, with such notes of apparent
joy and revelry, as cannot fail to attract the
attention of those who feel an interest in
contemplating Nature's wildest ‘scenery.”
Mr. W. afterwards relates the following in-
teresting story :— “ On my return from Italy
in the autumn of 1S41, the keeper informed
me that, in the preceding spring, one of the
little Bemacle ganders, accompanied by an
old Canadian Goose, had come on the island
where the mansion stands, and formed a
kind of nest on the border of a flower-bed
near the l)oat-house : that tlie female had
Iniil five eggs in it, and that all these eggs
had turned out addle. I could easily com-
prehend the latter part of his infonnation
relative to the eggs : but had he told me
that the income-tax is a blessing, and that
the national debt is an honour to the country,
I could more readily have believed him,
than that a Canada Goose had been fool
enough to unite herself with a Bernacle
gander. Nevertheless the mau persisted
stoutly in what he had afHrmed, and I told
the story to others, and nobody believed me.
In the breeding season, however, of 1842,
this diminutive Gander and magnificent
Goose appeared on the island ; and os the
spot which they had occupied on the pre-
ceding year was very bleak and quite un •

sheltered, I thought that I could offer them
a more commodious situation. .lust opposite
the eastern windows of the sitting-room, and
two-and-twenty yards distant from them,
there is yet alive the remont of a once superb
and fertile black-heart cherry-tree. It was
evidently past its prime in the days of my
early youth ; but I can well remember that
it then bore ponderous loads of dainty
cherries. This cherry-tree, like the hand
that is now writing a description of it, ap-
pears the worse for wear ; and the wintry
blasts of more than half a century have too
clearly proved that neither its internal
vigour, nor the strength of its gigantic limbs,
ooiild make an effectual stand against the

I Utiu.-ks of such sturdy antagonists. Its
north-we.stcm and nortn-castern parts have

|

(radnally died away, and what remains alive
;

»flt to the ssiuthward can no longer produce
'

Viiit to tic compared with that of gonc-hy
icri'Kls. The liole, too, which measures full
' cn feet and live inches in circumference at

|

he graft, seems to show signs of Time’s
lard usage. Perhaps in a few years more a

'

outh-westem gale, which often docs much I

lamagc here, may lay it low In ruins. Close ;

o this venerable tree I made a hollow In the I

round, almut the sl/.c of an ordinary coal-
.osket, and filled it with hay. The Geese
•oon took possession of it i and on the thiril

ay after they had uecupied it, the female
,

laid an egg in it. She ultimately sat on five,

and they all proved addle.
“ Last year this incongruous though per-

severing couple visited the island again, and
proceeded with the work of incubation in

!

the same place, and upon hay which had
been purposely renewed. Notliing could i

exceed the assiduity with which the little i

Bernacle stood guard, often on one leg, over
his bulky partner, day after day, as she

i

was performing her tedious task. If any
j

body approached the place, his cackling
;

was incessant : he would run at him with
|

the fury of a turkey cock ; he would jump
up at his knees, and not desist in his ag-
gressions until the intruder had retired.
There was something so remarkably dispro-
portionate betwixt this goose and gander,
that I gave to this the name of Mopsus, and
to that the name of Nisa ; and I would
sometimes ask the splendid Canadian Nisa,
as she sat on her eggs, how she could pos-
sibly have lost her heart to so diminutive a
little fellow os Bernacle Mopsus, when she
had so many of her o^vn comely species pre-
sent, from which to choose a happy and effi-

cient partner. The whole affair appeared to
be one of ridicule and bad taste

;
and I was

quite prepared for a termination of it, similar
to that of the two preceding years, when
behold 1 to my utter astonishment, out came
two young ones, the remainder of the five
eggs being addle. The vociferous gesticu-
lations and strutting of little Mopsus were
beyond endurance, when he first got sight
of his long-looked-for progeny. He screamed
aloud, whilst Nisa helped him to attack me,
with their united wings and hissings as I
approached the nest in order to convey the
little ones to the water ; for the place at
wliicli the old birds were wont to get upon
the island lay at some distance, and I pre-
ferred to launch them close to the cherry-
tree ; which done, the iiarcnts immediately
jumped dotvn into the water below, and
then swam off with them to the opposite
shore. This loving couple, apparently so ill-

assorted and disjiroiiortionate, has brought
up the progeny with great care and success.
It has now arrived at its full growth, and
is in mature plumage. These hj’brids arc
elegantly shaped, but are not so large as the
mother, nor so small as the father, their
plumage partaking in colour with that of
both parents. The white on their front is

only half as much ns that which is seen on
the front of the gander, whilst their necks
arc brown in lieu of the coal-black colour
which aiipears on the neck of the goose.
Their breasts, too, are of a dusky colour,
whilst the breast of the Bernacle is black,
and that of the Canadian white ; and
throughout the whole of the remaining
plumage, there may be seen an altered and
modified colouring not to be traced in that
of the parent birds.

“ I am writing this In the middle of Feb-
ruary. In a fortnight or three weeks more,
as the breeding season approaches, perhaps
iiiy little Mopsus and his beauteous Nisa
may try their luck once more, at the bole of
the superannuated ehcrry-trcc. I shall have
all in readiness, and shall be glad to sec

It n
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;

L

them. I certainly acted rashly, notwith-
standing appearanees, in holding this faith-
ful couple up to the ridicule of visitors who
accompanied me to the spot where the novel
incubation was going on. I have had a
salutary lesson, and shall be more guarded
for the future in giving an opinion. In-
formation is always desirable, and is doubly
satisfactory when accompanied by a de-
monstration. In the present instance, my
speculation that a progeny could -not be
produced from the union of a Bernacle
gander with a Canada goose has utterly

failed. I stand convinced by a hybrid, re-

primanded by a gander, and instructed by a
Goose.” [See Behnaole.]

The Swan Goose. {Anser cyonoides.') This
bird is of a size between the Swan and the
common Goose, and is distinguished from
other species by its upright and stately walk,
by having a large knob on the base of the
upper mandible, and a sort of wattle under
the throat ; a white line or fillet runs over
the front of the brow, and a black stripe

down the hinder part of the neck : the base

of the bill is orange ;
the front of the neck

and breast are yellowish-brown ; the back,
and all the upper parts, darkish-gray ; the

sides gray edged -with white ;
belly white ;

and legs orange. It is variously called the
Chinese, Spanish, Guinea, Cape, and Swan
Goose : and is said to have been originally

found only in Guinea, though it is now
tolerably common, in a wild as well as in a

domesticated state, both in warm and in

cold climates. They are more noisy than
any other species : nothing can stir by night
or day without their sounding the alarm by
their hoarse cacklings and shrill cries. They
breed with the common Goose, and their

offspring are as prolific as others.

The Bean Goose (_Anser scgetum) is a
native of tlie Arctic regions, migrating pe-
riodically towards the southern parts of
Europe. They arrive in the fens of England
in the autumn, sometimes in large flocks,

and leave us in April and May for the north ;

some retiring no farther to breed than the
Hebrides. They resort equally to the corn
fields and the fens, and are said to show a
preference for the green corn as food. . The
head and top of the neck, back, and wing-
coverts are ashyjbrown ; the base of the

neck and under parts of the plumage are

bright ash-colour ) the rump is nearly black ;

tlie vent and under part of the tail are pure

white; and the legs are reddish-orange. They
lay ten or twelve white eggs, in a nest

placed in the marshes, or among the heath.

GORGONIA : GORGONIAD^. A ge-

nus and family of Zoophytes, described in

Dr. Johnston’s excellent work on the British

Zoophytes as “ polype-mass rooted, arborcs-
|

cent, consisting of a central axis barked !

with a polypiferous crust ; the crust when '

recent soft and. tleshy, when dried porous
.

and friable.” The species here figured ( 6'or- >

gonia verrucosa) is somewhat fan-shaped, ’

tnucli and irregularly branched, the branches
cylindrical, flexuous, and barked when dry
witli a white warted crust. It is found in :

deep water, and is abundant along the whole
of the south coast of England. *• The polyjie-
mass is more than twelve inches in height,
and fifteen or seventeen in breadth, fixed to
rocks by a broad circular fibro-comeous
disc, shrub-like, branched from near the

WAB.TT GOnOONIA.— (OORQONTA VIRRUCOSA )

base, the branches expanded laterally, some-
times bushy, cylindrical, erect or erecto-
patent, warty. Axis block, smooth, and
somewliat glossy, round or a little com-
pressed, compact and corneous, with a snow-
white pith in the centre, irregularly cellular
and very like the pith of a rush. Crust, in
dried specimens, white, cretaceous, friablS,

warted, with numerous polype-cells and
wrinkled in the small spaces between them.”
Professor E. Forbes, alluding to another
species {Gorgocia JUxhelhtm), which it was
supposed had iteen admitted into the British
Fauna on insufficient evidence, says. “The
fisherman who brought it described it as

being.covered with living flesh when taken.
On examination we found that it presented
the curious appearance of West Indian
incrustiug shells and British mixed, and the
living flesh was doubtless n British sponge,
wiiich had grown round the branches in
many parts. This fully accounts for the
story of its having been found fresh on the
British shores.”

GOSHAWK, ifalco ]>aJvmI>ar{iis.'l The
Goshawk is twenty-one inches in length ;

the bill and cere are blue
;
crown, black,

bordered on each side by a line of wliite,

finely speckled with black ; ui)per parts,

slate, tinged with brown : legs feathered half
way down, and, with the feet, yellow ; the
breast and belly while, with a number of
wavy lines or bars of black ; the tail long, of
an osh-colour, and crossed with four or fi'T!

dusky bars : wings much shorter than the
tail. The Goshawk frequents the deep so-

litudes of forests, preying upon hares, squir-

rels, and the larger ground binls ; it al.«o

feeds on mice and small birds, and eagerly
devours raw flesh. It plneks the birds very
neatly, and tears them into jiieces l>eforc it

eats them, but swallows the iiieces entire. It

is extremely destructive to game. <larling

tlirough the woods after its prey with great
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Impetuosity : but if the object of its pursuit
eludes its first attack, it almost immediately
desists, and perches on some bough till new
game presents itself. The Goshawk is now
rare in the British islands, being chiefly re-

stricted to the Highlands of Scotland ; but it

is more abundant in the forest districts of

I
continental Euroj^, and extends also through
the temperate regions of Asia and America.

1 It was formerly used in Europe, in common
with the Falcon, Jerfalcon, &c. in the once

' celebrated royal pastime of falconry
j
and it

’ is said to be still used by the emperor of
China, in his hunting excursions, when he is

, usually attended by liis grand falconer, and
;
a thousand of inferior rank. Wilson de-

I
scribed the American bird under the name
o( F. A iricapillus, but at the same time sns-

! pcctcd that it might prove identical with the
European, which has since been confirmed.

GRACKLE. (.Oracula.'l The principal
species of this genus of birds are natives
of Asia and America ; and they cliiefly sub-
sist on insects and fruits.

The IxDiAS Grackle. iGracula reli-

ffiosa.) Edwards describes two varieties of
this species, which resemble each other in
every respect except in size j the one being
as large as a Jfagpie, and the other no larger
than a Blackbird. They have round plump
bodies, short tails, and legs of moderate
length ; the head, neck, whole body, wings,
and tail, are covered with glossy black fea-
thers, shining in different lights with green,
blue, and purple lustres : a white spot ap-
pears in the middle of the wing ; and the
legs and feet are of a deep yellow colour.
These birds are found in different parts of
India and the Indian islands : they are lively,

docile, and Icnm to speak with as mucli
facility as most of the Parrot tribe.

The Crested Ghackle {Gracula ens-
tiitella) is of a black colour, inclining to a
dusky blue ; but the bottoms of some of the
first quills arc white, which forms a white
spot in each wing ; though the tail is black,
the side feathers are tipped with white : but
it is chiefly distinguished for having on the
forehead, just at the basis of the bill, a re-
markable tuft of feathers, which it can erect
at pleasure in form of a crest. It is a native
of Chino.

The Paradise Gracki.e. (.Graaila
triiftiA.) This species is rather longer than
the Blackbird i its colour chestnut brown,
the head and neck block, but the latter
tinged with gray : the plumes on the fore
part of the head are fine and narrow, and
behind each eye is a triangular hare space
of a red colour : the abilomcn is white j the
tail dark brown, the lateral feathers tipped
with white i the larger (^uill-feathers dusky,
with white bases, forming an oblong white
spot on the ujiiicr edge of each wing ; tlie

bill and legs are yellow. This liird is a
native of India and the Philippine islands,
is very voracious, and porticiifnrly fond of
locusts and grasshoiiiicrs ; relative to which
iJiiffon relates the following curious anec-
dote:— The isle of Bourbon, where these
birds were unknown, was overrun with

locusts, which had unfortunately been intro-
duced from Madagascar ; their eggs having
been imported in the soil with some plants
which were brought from that island. In
consequence of this, the Governor-general
and the Intendant deliberated seriously on
the means of extirpating the noxious insects;

and for that purpose caused several pair of
the Indian Paradise Grackle to be introduced
into the island. Tins plan promised to suc-
ceed ; but unfortunately some of the colo-
nists, observing the birds eagerly thrusting
their bills into the earth of the new-sown
fields, imagined that they w'cre in quest of
the grain, and reported that the birds, in-
stead of proving beneficial, would, on the
contrary, be highly detrimental to the coun-
try. The cause was considered in form.
On the part of the birds it was argued, that
they raked in the new-ploughed grounds
not for the sake of the grain, but tlie insects ;

and were therefore beneficial. They were,
however, proscribed by the council

;
and in

the space of two hours after the sentence
was pronounced against them, not a Grackle
was to be found in the island. This prompt
execution was however followed by a speedy
repentance : the locusts gained the ascend-
ancy, and the peoide, who only viewed the
present, regretted the loss of the Paradise
Grackles. In a few years afterwards a few
pair were again introduced : their preserva-
tion and breeding were made a state affair :

the laws held out protection to them, and
the physicians on their part declared their
flesh to be unwholesome : the Grackles
accordingly multiplied, and the locusts were
destroyed. — Tlie reader will find, under the
word “Rook,” this really Important subject
discussed at some length, in reference to the
habits of that well-known insectivorous and
granivorous bird.

GRAXiLjE. The fourth order of the class
Aves, comprehending the long-legged wading
birds.

GRALLATORES. The fourth order of
Birds according to the system of Mr. Vigors,
being placed between the Rexsores and the
Ifatatores.

GRAMPUS. (Detphinus area.) A ceta-
ceous animal, from twenty to twenty-five
feet long, and of such an extremely fierce
and predaceous nature, that it not only de-
stroys the porpoise and doliihiu, but it is

reported that it will even attack whales.
The nose is flat, and reverted at tlie ex-
tremity

1
and it has thirty teeth in each jaw,

those in front being blunt, round, and
slender ; the hinder sliarp and thick ; ami
lH!twccn each tlicrc is a sjince adapted to
receive the teeth of the ojipositc jaw wlicn
the mouth is closed. Tlie body is liroad nnd
deep ; the back is black, but on eacli shoulder
there is a large wliltc spot ; the sides are
marbled wltli black nnd wliite ; and the
belly is perfectly white. The hack fin some-
times measures not less tlian six feet in
length from the hose to the tip. The Gram-
pus is found in tlie Mcdlteirancnn and
Atlantic seas, ns well ns in both the polar

n n 2
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I regions ; and it occasionally appears on the
British coasts.

GRASS-FINCn. A genus of Passerine
birds. [See Poephila.]

GRASSHOPPER. (A crydium.) This genus
of Ortlioptcrous insects is distinguished from
the Crickets by the roof-like position of the
wing-covers, which in the crickets fold hori-
zontally ; and they are distinguished from
the Locusts, by the inferior robustness of tlie

body, and the length and slenderness of the
legs and antenna:. There are several va-
rieties, but it will be sufficient to give an
account of the little Grasshopper that breeds
in our meadows, and prolongs its shrill
music through the summer, in order to elu-
cidate the history of all.

The general coloirr of the Grasshopper is

green, with a line of brown which streaks
the back, and two pale lines under the belly
and behind the legs. It may be divided
into the head, the corselet, and the abdomen :

the head is oblong, prone, and may be
likened in shape to that of a horse ; the
mouth is covered by a kind of buckler, and
armed with brownish hooked teeth ; the
antennae are long and pointed ; and the eyes
ore black and prominent. The corselet is

elevated, narrow, and armed above and
below with two serrated spines j

the back is

covered with a strong buckler, to which the
muscles of the legs are firmly bound, and
round these muscles the vessels of respiration
are seen j the last pair of legs are much
longer and stronger than the first two pair,

and have muscles extremely well adapted
for leaping. There are four wings ; the an-
terior ones springing from the second pair

of legs, the posterior from the third pair

:

the hinder wings are much finer and more
expansive than the foremost, and are there-

fore the principal instruments of flight.

The abdomen, which is large, is composed
of eight rings, and terminated by a forked
tail covered with a kind of down. Towards
the latter end of autumn the female is ob-
served to be greatly distended with eggs, and
she prepares to deposit her burden. In
order to form a proper lodgment for them
in the earth, Natiure has provided her with
an instrument at the end of her body, which
she can sheathe and unsheathe at pleasure :

with this she pierces the earth to the great-

est depths possible ;
and into the oi)ening

thereby made she drops her eggs one after

another. Having thus proWded for the

continuance of her race, she does not long

survive ; for, as the winter approaches, she

gradually withers, and dies through a total

decay. In the mean time the dcpositcil eggs

continue unaltered, cither by the severity of

the season or the delay of spring : they are

oval, white, and of a hornj' consistence, and
they contain a viscous transparent fluid.

^\'hen the vernal sun begins to animate all

nature, the eggs feel his benign influence ;

and, generally in the beginning of May, an
insect is produced from each about the size

of a flea : these are at first of a whitish

colour, but at the end of two or three days

they turn black ;
and, soon after, to a red-

dish brown : from their very origin they

jpaturnT IfttiStorT?;

exliibit the appearance of Grasshoppers
without wings, and hop among the grass, as '

soon as excluded, with surprising agility. '

Having continued above twenty days froin
;

its exclusion without the use of its wings,
;

which are folded up in its body, at length it i

prepares for its emancipation ; and, in order
j

to make the necessary dispositions for its !

approaching change, it ceases from its grassy
'

food, and finds some convenient shelter I

where it may be protected from a passing
j

shower. It then exhibits the same laborious
;

wri things, heavings, and palpitations, which
|

are perceptible in all other insects during
j

their metamorphosis ; it struggles hard, in
|

fact, to free itself from prison. At length,
|

the skin which covers the head and breast is i

observed to divide above the neck ; and ere

long the little insect extricates itself totally
from the old skin, which it leaves adhering !

to the plant under which the transformation
'

was performed. The Grasshopper, thus dis- I

engaged from its exterior skin, appears in its

perfect form j but at tliis period it is ex-
'

tremely feeble, and its body quite soft. It
is now of a greenish white colour, wliich be- '

comes more vivid as the moisture on the
|

surface dries up. Still, however, the insect ;

discovers no signs of life, but appears (juitc

spent, and overcome with its exertions.
;

During this time the body continues drying, I

and the wings unfolding to their greatest
]

expansion ; and a curious observer may
perceive them, fold after fold, opening to the
sun, till at last they become longer than the 1

two hinder legs : the body of the insect is I

also lengthened during tlus operation, nn<
|

becomes more beautiful than before. These
insects are generally vocal in the middle of
summer ; and, about sunset, their notes are

much louder than during the heat of the
day. Tlie musical organs of the male con-
sists of what has been termed a pair of ta-

borets. They are formed by a thin and
transparent membrane stretched in a strong
half-oval frame in the triangular overlapping
portion of each wing-cover. During the
daj'time these insects are silent, and conceal

themselves among the leaves of trees j but
at night they quit their lurking-places, and
the joyous males begin the tell-tale call with
which they enliven their silent mates. Tliis

proceeds from the friction of the tatorct

frames against each other when the wing-
covers are opened and shut, and consists of

,

tw'O or three distinct notes almost exactly
j

resembling articulated sounds, and corre-

sponding with the number of times that the !

wing-covers are opened and shut ; and the !

notes arc repeated, at intervals of a few I

minutes, for hours together. Though aver«
to the exertions of flight, and slow in their ,

aerial excursions, particularly when the
j

weather is moist or cool, they arc sometimes
j

seen to fly to considerable distances. When
roughly handled they bite sharply ; and, in

the act of flying, they make a particular

noise with their wings. [Sec Locrsi.j

GR.VYLING. (ThymaUv* iiilffnn'f.) A
fresh-water flsli,of the ,Snhnniwt(i' family, in

many rc8|iccls very similar in its habits to

the Trout, delighting in clear rapid streams,
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and swimming with rapidity. Its figure is

' elegant, the body, which is longer and flatter

tlian that of the Trout, seldom exceeds
eighteen inches : the head is small and
pointed, flattened at the top ; teeth nume-
rous, small, and incurred ; beliind the head,

I

the nape and neck rise suddenly ; the body
I deepest at the commencement of the dorsal

I

fin, then tapering otF to the tail ; the back

I

and sides arc a fine silvery gray, but when
I

the fish is j ust caught they are slightly varied

i

with blue, green, and gold, with a few de-
' cided dark spots. The lateral line is straight

;

I the scales arc large, their lower edges being
!

dusky, and forming regular rows from head
;

to tail : the top of the back fin is red, the lower
part being of a purple hue ; the ventral fins

ORiTl-INO.—(TaniAIj:,U8 VOLOAUIS.)

arc bluish, spotted with black ; and the tail

is considerably forked. The lips are rough ;

the tongue is smooth
;
and the gills are

quadruple. It is tolerably abundant in seve-
ral rivers in the north, and also in the north-
western counties of Hampshire and Wilt-
shire, where it Is found in the Test and both
the Avons. It is known to be plentiful in

Sweden, Norway, and Lapland ; and it may
be generally remarked that it thrives best in
rivers with rocky or gravelly bottoms, where
stream and pool alternate. The spawning
season is in April or May, therein difiering

from moat of the other Salmonidce, which
generally spawn late in the autumn : whereas
the Grayling is in the finest condition in

October and November, when Trout are out
of season.

GREBE. CPodicepa.) The name given
to a natural group of Water birds, allied to
the Divert. Their distinguishing characters
are — a long, straight, and sharp pointed
bill ; no tail ; the toes flattened, separate,
but broadly fringed at their edges by a firm
membrane. This division of the webbed
foot probably assists its action, in waters
where there are many atiuatic plants. The
quickness with which they dive is very re-
markable : their progression on land, how-
ever, is extremely awkward ; for they arc
obliged to lie upon the whole length of the
holly, and then to shuffic along like seals, by
the action of their feet against the ground.
Their flight Is very feeble

j
but In the act of

diving, their wings are of great assistance to
them.

The OrtBAT-cnESTED GaEnK. (Poflicept
criftntHt.') The length of this bird is alK>ut
twentyone inches, and the expansion of
its wings thirty. The bill is red at the base
and black at the point, and between the
bill and the eyes there is a stripe of black
naked skin ; the irldes arc i>nle red, and tlic

heail is adorned with a large dusky crest,
divided in the middle. The cheeks and
throat are surrounded with a long i>cndent

ruff of a bright tawny colour edged with
black j the chin is white ; the hind part of
tlie neck and the back are of a sooty hue ;

and the rump is covered with long soft do\vn,
which supi>lies the place of a tall. The co-
vert-feathers on the second and third joints
of the wings and the secondaries are wWte ;

all the other wing-feathers are dusky : tlie

breast and belly are of a silvery white colour,
soft and glossy ; the plumage under the wings
is dusky ; the outsides of the legs are also

dusky, but the insides and the toes are a pale
green. This bird is found on almost every I

lake in the north of Europe, and is common
j

in marshes and meres in many pai ts of
|

England ; it breeds among reeds and flags,
|

in a floating nest kept steady by the weeds ‘

of the margin ; preys on fish
;
and very

|

rarely quits its watery abode, where by
diving and swimming, it is taught to expect

!

food and security. The Grebe is mostly
|

valued for, the plumage of its breast, the
flesh being rank and nauseous.
The other species of Grebes are the Eaued

Grede iPodiceps auritus) ; the Red-necked
Grebe (Podiceps rubricoUis)

;

and the Liti'

TLE Grebe (Podiceps minor).

GREENFINCH. (Cblorospiza ciiloris.'i

This bird, which is also known ns the Green
Linnet and Green Grosbeak, is rather larger
than a Sparrow : the beak is thick and
whitish : head and back yellowish green

;

the edges of the feathers grayish inclining to
ash-colour about the sides of tlie head and
neck : rump and breast more yellow

; greater
quills yellow on the outer webs : tail slightly
forked ; the middle feathers dusky, and the
four outer featliers on each side yellow on
their exterior webs : legs flesh-colour. Fe-
male less bright, and with a brown cast.

Tile Greenfinch is one of the most common
birds in this country : it builds its nest in a
low and thick bush or hedge, of hay, stubble,
(jrass, and moss, lined with hair, wool, and
feathers

i
laying four or five eggs of a pale

green colour, sprinkled with small reddish
spots, which are thickest at the larger ends.
Its food is principally seed and grain

; and
it is very easily tamed. Though Green-
finches are frequently caged, their note is

not to be much admired ; but some, ifbrouglit
up from the nest, will learn to imitate tlie

songs of most other birds. In the winter
this bird flocks with the Chaffinches and
Yellowhammers ; and migrates into warmer
districts if the weather be very severe.

GREYIIOirND. (Canis [/fimiVinns]
grams.) This elegant variety of the liound
is of no modern origin ; for the sport of
coursing the hare with Greyhounds was
well known in Gaul in the flftli century ;

and in tlie annals of our own country it la

recorded that among tlie dogs kept hy royal
sportsmen of the olden time, this was one

;

nay, by the forest laws of king Canute it

was cnactcil, that no one under tlic degree of
a gentleman should iiresnine to keep a grey-
liouiid ! and even he could keep it only if lie

lived more than two miles lieyond a royal
forest, unless two of the dog’s toes were cut olV.

“Thctliird Edward," asMr. Bell wriles,"who
usually held his Court at Greenwich during
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tlie hunting season, in '"rder to be contiguous
to )iis rojnil forest in Essex, kept his Grey-
iiounds, with Ilia otlicr dogs, in what has
from that circumstance been called the Isle
of Dogs. In this instance, as in more ancient
times, the game eoursed by the Greyhounds
was principally the Red Deer and the Fallow
Deer ; and it is clear that the dogs must
necessarily have been of a very powerful
breed to have pulled down so large and
aetive an animal.” The Greyhound is re-
markable for the slenderness of its shape,
the length and pointed form of its muzzle,
and the extreme swiftness of its course

;
it

hunts by sight, and not by scent, the nose

GRETHOOND.—(0.-.NIS [FiMIljlARISj GR-MCS.)

being far from keen ; the ears droop at the
points, and the eyes are small

;
the back is

broad and muscular ; the body is lank, and
I very much contracted beneath

;
the limbs

!
combine length with muscular power j the

j

neck is long, the chest is capacious and deep ;

and the tail is very slender, and curved up-

I
wards The Italuin Grevhound is a small

I

and very beautiful variety of the species

above described ; but in this country it could
be but of little value for any kind of hunting,
ns it is unable to bear even a very moderate
degree of cold, and its delicate limbs are
unequal to the labour of hard running.

—

The IitiSH GEEvnouND, on the contrary,
originally called the Wolf-dog, from its

having been used in hunting the Wolf when
that animal Infested the forests of Ireland,

is a large and powerful animal ; indicating

a considerable approach to the Greyhound
in form, and supposed to be a cross of that

species witli the great Danish Dog.

GRIFFIN. (Gypaefos.) A genus of Ac-
cipitrine birds, wdiich, though placed by
Gmelin in his genus Falco, seem more nearly

;
allied in their habits and conformation to

the Vultures. [See GyI’aetus.]

GROSBEAK. ( Coccothraustidm and
PloceidtE.) There are a great variety of

birds belonging to this genus : and their

general appearanee is very similar to bird.s

of the Finch kind. They arc distinguished

j

by a strung and thick bill, by means of

I

which they arc enal)lcd to break the stones

of cherries and other fruit with the greatest

facility. In general they are a shy, solitary

race, chiefly residing at a distance from the

abodes of man ; and very few of them arc

calculated to add much to the Ivarmony of

the grove by their “dulcet warblings."
Their feet have three toes before and one

iSaturnl |[?i'5tnri)

;

behind
;
and their food generally consists of

fruits and seeds. Some of the principal
species are hereunder described.

|

The Hawfinch Gro.sbeak. iCoccofhram-
tes vulgaris.') This bird is an inhabitant of
the milder climates of Europe, visiting tliis

country only occasionally in severe winters,
‘

and being nowhere very numerous. The
|

bill is of a horn colour, conical, and i>ro- !

digiously thick at the base ; the space be-
tween the bill and the eye, and thence to
the chin and throat, is black j the top
of the liead reddish chestnut ; the cheeks

j

somewhat paler, and the back part of the
neck grayish ash: the hack and smaller wing- !

coverts chestnut : the greater wing-coverts
j

gr.ay, in some almost white, forming a band I

across the wing ; the quills are all black,
excepting some of the secondaries nearest

|

the body, wliich are brown : and the four
'

outer quiUs seem os ifclipped off at the ends :
|

the brca.st and belly pale rusty, growing
winter towards the vent ; the tail is black,

j

the ends of the middle feathers excepted,
|

which are gray ; the outef ones are tipped '

with white : legs pale brown These birds
1

vary eonsiderably : in some the head is
|

wholly black : in others the whole upi>er
part of the body is of that colour ; while
others have been met with entirely white,
excepting the H'ings. The female greatly
resembles the male, but her plumage is less

vivid. These birds generally inhabit the
woods during summer, and in winter resort

near the hamlets and farms. The femala
builds her nest in trees, of small dry roota
and grass, lined with wool, feathers, &c.
The eggs are of a bluish-green colour, with
brown spots.

The Pine Grosbeak (ioxfa cnucleator)

is rather larger than the preceding, being
nearly nine inches long. Beak dusky, very

I

thick at the base, and hooked at the tip : I

head, neckj breast, and rump, rose-coloured
|

crimson ; back and lesser wing-coverts
|

black
;

greater wing-coverts tipped with
j

white, forming two bars on the wing ; quills i

and secondaries black, the latter edged with
white ; bell3' and vent straw-coloured. This I

bird is common in various parts of America,
j

but is found onlj' in this island in the pine
forests of Scotland, wdiere it is supposed to

breed ; its more native habitations are the
j

pine forests of Silicria, Dapland, and the
|

north of Russia. They build on trees, at a
small distance from the groimd, and there
are gcncmlly four white eggs, which arc
hatched early in June.

The Grenadier Gro.sbeak. {Pirromelana
ori.r.) This species is gregarious, and builds
its nest in large societies, among the reeds, I

near the rivers and ponds in the vicinity of

the Cape of Good IIoi>e. The brilliant plu-

mage of these birds is dcscrilicd as being wry
striking. The Ibrehcad, sides of the iicad.

chin, breast, and liclly, are black : wings
brown, with pale edges ; the rest of the body
a most beautiful red ; lower part of the

thighs brown ; legs pale. In size the Grena-
dier Grosbeak may be compared with tha

house-sparrow.



The Cardixal Grosbeak. (.Cardinalis

Virginianus; Laria cardinalis of Linnieus.)
This species, which is sometimes called
the Cardinal-bird, is eight inches in
length. The general plumage is a line red

:

the bill pale red, and stout : on the head is

a crest ; and round the bill, and on the

CAKniXAI. OBOSnEAK.
(CABDIHAUa VlBQiniANOS.)

throat, the colour is black : the quill and
tail feathers is not of so briglit a red ns tlie

bofly. The song of the Cardinal Grosbeak
vcrv much resembles that of tlic nightingale,

and during the spring and summer its sweet
notes are heard from the tops of the highest
trees. It is met with in several parts of
North America : and is said to collect toge-

ther great quantities of maize and buck-
wheat, of which it is very fond.

The Blue Grosbeak (Ouiraca cceruka)
is about six inches in length; the bill strong,
thick at the base, sharp-irointed, and of a
lead colour ; surrounded at the hose with
black feathers ; quills and tail brown, with
a mixture of green ; wing coverts witli n red
band ; all the rest of the plumage blue

:

legs dusky. It is sometimes found entirely
bine, except a black spot between the beak
and eye. This species is a native of Brazil.

\Vc might give many more siwcirncns of
the Groslxiak genus, if the descriptions were
likely to afford matter of an interesting
cliaracter ; and we may also observe tiiat

the most important species will be found
under other well-known names, ns the Bull-
finch, Greenfinch, &c. But there is one,
called the Sociable Groslreak, whose habits
arc worthy of particular notice ; and with
this si>ecic8 we shall conclude :—
The SoriAiiLE Grosbeak. ( Plith'ldyrvf

mriux. ) This bird, which is alwut the size of a
Bullfinch, and whose prevailing colour is a
rufous brown, inhabits the interior country
at the Cape of Good llofrc, where it was first

discovered by ,\Ir. I’atcrson, who gives the
following history of it. “Few species of
blrils live together in such large societies, or
hare such an extraordinary mode of nidifi-

cation as the.c: they build their nests on

[

the Mimosa trees, which grow to a very
large size, and apficar to be well cnlculati d
for the purpose, as the smoothnejs of their

trunks prevents the birds from being at-

tacked by monkeys and other noxious ani-
mals. The method in wliich their nests are
made is very curious. On one tree there
could not be less than from eight hundred
to a thousand under one general roof.^ I
call it a roof, because it resembles that of a
thatched house, and projects over the en-
trance of the nest below in a very singular
manner. The industry of these birds seems
almost equal to that of the bee. Throughout
the day they appear to be busily employed
in carrying a fine species of grass, which is

the principal material they employ for the
purpose of erecting tiiis extraordinary work,
as well as for additions and repairs. Though
my short stay in the country was not suffi-

cient to satisfy me by ocular proof that they
added to their nest as they annually in-
creased in numbers ; still, from the many
trees which I have seen borne down by the
weight, and others which I have observed
with their boughs completely covered over,
it would appear that tliis is reaUy the case.
When the tree, which is the support of this
aUrial city, is obliged to give way to the in-
crease of weight, it is obvious that they are
no longer protected, and are under the ne-
cessity of rcbinlding in other trees. One of
these .deserted nests I had the curiosity to
break down to inform myself of the internal
structure of it : and found it equally inge-
nious with the external. There are many
entrances, each of which forms a regular
street, with nests on both sides, at about two
inches distance from each other. The grass
with which they build is called the Bosh-
man ’s-grass : and I believe the seed of it to
be their principal food

;
though, on examin-

ing their nests, I found the wings and legs

of different insects. From every appearance
the nest wliich I dissected had been inha-
bited for many years, and some parts of it

were much more complete than others.
This, therefore, I conceive to amount nearly
to a proof that the animals added to it at
different times, as they found necessary from
the increase of the family, or rather of the
nation or community.”

GROUND PIG. OtuJacodtis Swinderia-
nns.) The name of a South African Rodent
belonging to the sub-family Echimijna: it

gets its name from its burrowing habits.

GROUND SQUIRREL. (Tmams.) A
genus of Rodent mammalia allied to the true

Squirrels, but distinguished from tlicm by
the possession of cheek-pouches, and tlieir

habit of retreating into subterraneous holes.

The Stripei) Grouxd Squirrel (TVimms
KtridtM) is a very siiiall species, inhabiting
the vicinity of the Rock.v Mountains. The

?

;eneral colour is reddish above, mixed with
ilnck, and whiti.sli liencath, with four broad
white lines on the back. It has not been
observed to asecml trees, but nestles in holes,

or on the edges of rocks; and the nest is

composed of a moat extraordinary quantity
of vegetable substances. Its prlnei|ial food
seems to consist of tlic seeds of the pine.

Lister's Orouxh Squirrel (TVimius
Lirti'fi) makes a burrow, generally, about
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the roots of trees, or along fences and walls,
often of considerable extent, and liaving
several branches, and always two openings.
On the back are five longitudinal black
bands, separated on each side by two white
ones. It is a very pretty, lively, and fami-
liar animal, well known in the United
States. A closely allied species is said to be
extremely common in Siberia, inliabiting
tile maple and birch woods of that country,
and generally forming their nests or burrows
near the Toot of some tree : they are never
known to ascend trees in the manner of
other Squirrels, unless suddenly surprised or
pursued, when they climb with great expe-
dition, and conceal themselves among the
branches : they collect their stores during
the autumnal season, and on the setting in
of winter conceai themselves in their bur-
rows, the entrances of which they stop, and
pass the greatest i>art of the rigorous season
in sleep, and in feeding on their collected
stores.

GROUSE. Under tins general name are
comprehended several species of birds classed

by Linnams in the genus Tetrao. Their dis-

tinguishing characters are, that they have
short arched bills ;

that their exterior and
interior toes are connected to the first joint

of the middle toe by a small membrane

;

that their legs are feathered down to the
feet ; and that they have a broad naked red
skin over each eye.

The Wood Grouse, called also the Cock of
TUB Wood, and in Scotland Capercailzie,
(.Tetrao urogallus) is a magnificent species,

two feet nine inches in length, nearly four feet

in extended breadth, and weighs from eight

to fourteen pounds. The bill is very strong,

convex, and of a light horn colour ; over
each eye there is a naked skin, of a bright
red

5
irides hazel ; the nostrils small, and

almost hid under a covering of short dusky
feathers, which extend under the throat, and
are there much longer and darker than the

rest : the head and neck are elegantly
marked with small transverse lines of black
and gray, as are also the back and wings,

but more irregularly. The upper part of

the breast is of a rich glossy green hue ; the

rest of the breast and belly are black, mixed
with a few white feathers : the sides are

marked like the neck : the coverts of the

wings are crossed with undulated lines of

black and reddish brown ; the exterior webs
of the greater quill featliers are black ; the

bend of the wing and under tail coverts pure

white ! the tail consists of eighteen feathers,

and is rounded in shape, and block, with a

small white spot on the outer feather on

each side, near the extremity : the legs arc

very stout, and covered with brown silky

feathers, with loose webs i the feet and claws

: liom colour, and the toes furnished on each
' side with a strong pectinated membrane.

!
The female is considerably less than the

: male, and differs from him greatly in her

I colours : her throat is red ; the transverse

!
bars on the head, neck, and back are red

j

and black ; the breast reddish, varied with
! a few white spots i belly barred with orange
and black, the top of each feather white ;

j!2ittural gJis'lDry

;

the back and wings mottled with reddish
brown and black ; the scapulars tipped with i

white : the tail is of a deep rust colour,
|

barred with black, and tipped with white.
j

Tliis fine bird inhabits wooded and moun- '

tainous countries, particularly pine forests
;

or plantations of juniper. In Russia, Swe-
den, and other northern countries, it is very
common in the forests of pine, which there
abound ; and the cones of the fir trees, which
it eats, as well as various plants and berries,

at some seasons give an unpleasant flavour '

to its flesh. It was formerly met with in
Ireland, the HiglUands of Scotland, and
parts of North Wales ; but it is now very
rarely indeed seen in these islands. Early
in the spring the season for pairing com-
mences : during this period the cock places
himself on an eminence, where he displays
a variety of attitudes, appearing unconscious
of danger, and insensible to all around him :

the feathers on his head stand erect, his neck !

swells, his tail is expanded, and his wings '

droop ; his eyes sparkle, and the scarlet
patch on each side of his head assumes a
deeper dye

;
he at the same time utters his

singular cry, which has been compared to
the sound produced by the whetting of a
scythe : it may be heard at a considerable
distance, and never fails to draw to him his
faithful mate. The female lays from eight

,

to sixteen eggs, which are white, irregularly
;

spotted with yellow, and larger than those
of the common hen : they are generally .

placed in a dry situation, in an artless nest
'

upon the ground, composed of heath tops ; .

but she covers her eggs carefully with leaves
"

when she is under the necessity of leaving ,

them in search of food. As soon as the .

young are hatched they follow the mother,
who leads them to procure the pupa! of ants
and wild mountain berries, which are their
first food.

;

Black Grouse ; Black Game ; Heath- !

COCK, or Black Cock. (Tetrao ictrtx.'i

The male bird is about two feet in length,
and the expansion of his wings two feet

BLACK OnOOSE.—(TETRAO TETRIX.)

nine. The prevailing colour of his plumage
|

is black, richly glossed with blue on the
j



! neck, back, and rump ; the rest of the body
I being dull black. The bill is dark ; the eyes

I deep blue ; below each eye is a spot of dirty

white, and eyebrows i'onned of a naked space

of bright scarlet. The lesser wing-coverts
are dusky brown ; the greater white, which
extends to the ridge of the wing, forming a
spot of that colour on the shoulder when the
wing is closed ; the quills are brown, the
lower parts and tips of the secondaries white,
forming a bar of white across the wing : the

tail is black, changing to deep violet, and
when spread out, the feathers form a curve
on each side ; the under tail-coverts are pure

;
white : the legs and thighs dark brown,
mottled with white ; the feet brown. Like
the former species, these birds are common
in Russia, Siberia, and other northern coun-
tries, chiefly in wooded and mountainous

1 situations ; and in the northern parts of our
own island on uncultivated moors. The
female is about one third less than the male ;

her tail is much less forked, and she differs

from him considerably in colour ; the head,
ncck, and breast being striped transversely

' with red and black ; the back, wing-coverts,
i and rump deep red. varied with black lines ;

and the tail feathers black, with oblique
zigzag red stripes, and tipped with white.

' The males are polygamous, and fight despe-
rately with each other for the females. It

is said that when the vanquished are put to

. flight, and the victors are left in possession

; of the fleld, they place themselves on an
eminence, clap their wings, and with loud
cries give notice to their females, who ira-

;
mediately resort to the spot. The hen makes

• an artless nest on the heathy ground, and
usually lays from six to ten eggs, of a dirty

i white colour, blotched with spots of rusty

;

brown. The young follow the hen for some
' time, but quit her at the commencement of
! the winter, and keep together in flocks of
! seven or eight till the spring. Their food
; consists principally of fruits and berries, and
in winter, of the tops of the heath and birch ;

;
but, though they arc particularly fond of

1 wild and mountainous places, in summer

i

they frequently come down from their lofty
I situations fur the sake of feeding on corn.

The Rl’FFko Grouse (Bonasia umbcllwi)

I

is thus described in Wilson’s American Omi-
I

tliology : — “ This elegant species is well

j

known in almost every quarter of the United
States, and appears to inhabit a very exten-

!
live range ofcountry. It is common at Moose

j

Tort, on Hudson's Ray, in lat. 51° ! is fre-

I
qiicnt in the tip[)cr parts of Georgia ; very

I abundant in Kentucky and the Indiana ter-
ritory ; and was found by Captains Lewis
and Clarke in croising the great range of
mountains that divide the waters of the
Columbia and Missouri, more than three
thousand miles, by their measurement, from
the month of the latter. Its favourite places
of resort are high mountains, covered with
the Imlsain pine, hemlock, and such like
evergreens. Unlike the pinnated grouse, it

always prefers the woorls ; is seldom or never
found in ojien plains; hut loves the pine
sheltered declivities of mountains near
streams of water. This great difference of

disposition in two species, whose food seems
to be nearly the same, is very extraordinary.
In those oi>en plains called the Barrens of
Kentucky, the pinnated grouse was seen in
great numbers, but none of the ruffed ; while
in the high groves with wliich that smgular

RUFFED GROUSE.—(SONASIA DMBEI.L.U8.)

tract of country is interspersed, the latter, !

or pheasant, was frequently met trith ; but
:

not a single individual of the former.
jThe native haunts of the pheasant being a
'

cold, high, mountainous and woody country, '

it is natural to expect that, as wo descend
,

from thence to the sea shores, and the low,
,

flat, and warm climate of the Southern i

States, these birds should become more rare ; I

and such indeed is the case. In the lower
parts of Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, they
are very seldom observed : but, as we
advance inland to the mountains, they
again make their appearance. In the lower
parts of New Jersey, we indeed occasionally
meet with them ; but tliis is owing to the
more northerly situation of the country

;
for

even here tlicy are iiir less numerous than
among the mountains.

“ Dr. Turton, and several other English
writers, have spoken of a long-tailed grouse,
said to inhabit the back parts of Virginia,
which can be no other than the present spe-
cies, there being, ns far as I am acquainted,
only these two, the ruffed and pinnated
grouse, found native witliin the United
States.

“ The manners of the pheasant are soli-

tary ; they arc seldom found in coveys of
more than four or five together, and more
u.sually in pairs, or singly. They leave
their sequestered haunts m the woods early
in tlie morning, and seek the path or road,

to pick up gravel, and glean among the

droppings of the horses. In travelling among
the mountains that bound the Suscinehanna,
I was always able to furnish myself with an
abundant supply of these birds every morn-
ing without leaving the path. If tlic wea-
ther be foggy, or lowering, they arc sure to

be seen in such situations. They generally
move along with great stateliness. The
drumming, ns it is usually called, of the
pheasant. Is another singularity of this spe-
eics. This is performed by the male alone.
In walking through solitary woods, fre-
quented by these lords, a stranger is sur-
prised by suddenly hearing a kind of tlmnip-
ing very similar to that produced by striking
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two full-blown ox-bladders togetlier, but
much louder ; the strokes at first are slow
and distinct, but gradually increase in ra-
pidity, till they rim into each other, resem-
bling the rumbling sound of very distant
thunder, dying away gradually on the ear.
After a few minutes’ pause, this is again
repeated, and, in a calm day, may be heard
nearly half a mile oif. Tins drumming is

most common in spring, and is the call of
the cock to his favourite female. It is pro-
duced in the following manner : The bird,
standing on an old prostrate log, generally
in a retired and sheltered situation, lowers
his wings, erects his expanded tail, contracts
his tliroat, elevates the two tufts of feathers
on the neck, and inflates liis whole body,
something in the manner of the turkey cock,
strutting and wheeling about witli great
stateliness. After a few manmuvres of this
kind, he begins to strike with his stiifened
wings in short and quick strokes, which be-
come more and more rapid until they run
into each other, as has been already described.
This is most common in the morning and
evening, though I have heard them drum-

!
ming at all hours of the day. By means of
this, the gunner is led to the place of his
retreat ; though, to those unacquainted with
the sound, there is great deception in the
supposed distance, it generally appearing to
be much nearer than it really is.

“ The pheasant begins to pair in April,
and builds its nest early in May. This is

placed on the ground, at the root of a bush,
old log, or other sheltered and solitary situ-

ation, well surrounded with withered leaves.

Unlike that of the quail, it is open above,
and is usually composed of dry leaves and
grass. The eggs are from nine to fifteen in
number, of a brownish white, without any
spots, and nearly as large as those of a pul-
let. The young leave the nest as soon os

hatched, and are directed by the cluck of
the mother, very much in the manner of the
common hen. On being surprised, she ex-
hibits all the distress and affectionate
manoeuvres of the quail, and of most other
birds, to lead you away from the spot. I
once started a hen pheasant with a single

,
young one, seemingly only a few days old ;

tliere might have been more, but I observed
only this one. The mother fluttered before

me for a moment ;
but, suddenly darting

towards the young one, seized it in lier bill,

and flew off along the surface through the

woods, -with great steadiness and rapiditj^,

till she was beyond my sight, leaving me in

great surprise at the incident. I made a
very close and active search around the spot

for the rest, but without succ^s. Here was

j

a striking instance of something more than

1

what is termed blind instinct, in this remark-

j

able deviation from her usual manoeuvres
1 when she has a numerous brood. It would
have been impossible for me to have injured
this affectionate mother, who had exhibited
such an example of presence of mind, reason,

and sound judgment, as must have convinced
the most bigoted advocates of mere instinct.

To carry oft’ a whole brood in this manner
at once would have been impossible, and to

nttcmiit to save one at the expense of the

rest would be unnatural. She therefore
i

1

usually takes the only possible mode of
saving them in that cose, by decoying the :

person in pursuit of herself, by such a na

|

tural imitation of lameness as to impose on ,

most jieople. But here, in the case of a sin- 1

gle solitary young one, she instantly altered
!

her plan, and adopted the most simple and
eft’ectual means for its preservation.

j“ The pheasant generally springs within a
[

few yards, M-ith a loud whirring noise, and
|

flies with great vigour through the woods, ,

beyond reach of view, before it alights. With
a good dog, however, they are easily found

j

and at some times exhibit a singular degree
of infatuation, by looking down from the
branches where they sit, on the dog below,
who, the more noise he keeps up, seems the
more to confuse and stupify them, so that
they may be shot down, one by one, till the
whole are killed, without attempting to fly

off. In such cases those on the lower limbs
must be taken first ; for, should the upper
ones be first killed, in their fall they alarm
those below, who immediately fly off. In
deep snows they are usually taken in traps,
commonly dead traps, supported by a figure
4 trigger. At this season, when suddenly
alarmed, they frequently dive into the snow,
particularly when it has newly fallen, and,
coming out at a considerable distance, again
take wing. They are pretty hard to kill,

and will often carry off a large load to the
distance of two hundred j'ards, and drop
down dead. Sometimes, m the depth of
winter, they approach the farm house, and
lurk near the barn, or about the garden.
They have also been often taken young, and
tamed, so ns to associate with the fowls

;

and their eggs have frequently been hatched
j

under the common hen ; but these rarely
]

survive until full grown. They qre exceed- i

ingly fond of the seeds of grapes ; occasion-
ally eat ants, chestnuts, blackberries, and !

various vegetables. Formerly they were
|

numerous in the immediate vicinity of Phi-
ladelphia : but, as the woods were cleared
and population increased, they retreated to

the interior. At present there are very few
to be found within several miles of the eity,

and those only singly, in the most solitary
and retired woody recesses.

“ The pheasant is in best order for the
table in September and October. At this

season they feed chiefly on whortleberries,
and the little red aromatic partridge-berries;
the lost of which give their flesh a peculiar
delicate flavour. tVith the former our
mountains arc literally covered from August
to November ; and these constitute, at that
season, the greater part of their food. During
the deep snows of winter, they have recourse
to the buds of alder, and the tender buds of
the laurel. I have frequently found their

crops distended with a large handful of these
latter alone ; and it has liccn confidently
asserted, that, after having fed for some time
on the laurel buds, their flc.sh becomes highly
dangerous to cat of, partaking of the iioison-

ous qualities of the jilant. The same has

been asserted of the flesh of the deer, when,
in severe weather and deep snows, they sub-
sist on the leaves and bark of the laurel-
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Though I have myself ate freely of the flesh

of the pheasant, after emptying it of large
quantities of laural buds, without experienc-
ing any bad consequences, j’et, from the
respectability of those, some of them eminent
physicians, who have particularized coses
in which it has proved deleterious, and even
fatal, I am inclined to believe, that, in cer-
tain eases, where this kind of food has been
long continued, and the birds allowed to
remain undrawn for several days, until the
contents of the crop and stomach have had
time to diffuse themselves tlirough the flesh,

os is too often the case, it may be unwhole-
some and even dangerous. Great numbers
of these birds are brought to our markets,
at ail times, during fall and winter ; some
of which are brought from a distance of
more than a hundred miles, and have been
probably dead a week or two, unpicked and
undrawn, before they are purchased for the
table. Regulations, prohibiting them from
being brought to market unless picked and
drawn, would, very probably, be a sufficient

security from all danger. At these incle-
ment seasons, however, they are generally
lean and dry ; and, indeed, at all times,
their flesh is far inferior to that of the quail,
or of the pinnated grouse. They are usually
sold, in Philadelphia market, at from three
quarters of a dollar to a dollar and a quarter
a pair, and sometimes higher.
“ The pheasant, or partridge of New

England, is eighteen inches long, and twen-
ty-three inches in extent ; bill, a horn
colour, paler below ; eye, reddish hazel,
immeiliately above which is a small spot of
bare skin, of a scarlet colour ; crested ; head
and neck, variegated with black, red brown,
white, and pale brown ; sides of the neck
furnished with a tuft of large black featliers,

twenty-nine or thirty in iiumlier, which it

occasionally raises ; this tuft covers a large
space of the neck destitute of feathers ; body
above, a bright rust colour, marked with
oval spots of yellowish white, and sprinkled
with block

;
wings, plain olive brown, ex-

teriorly edged with white, spotted with
olive ; the tail is rounding, extends live

inches beyond the tips of the wings, is of a
bright reddish brown, beautifully marked
with numerous waving transverse bars of
block, is also crossed by a bronil band of
block, within half an inch of the tip, which
is bluish white, thickly sprinkled and
speckled with black ; body Irelow, white,
marked with large bloiclics of pale brown j

the legs are covered half way to the feet
with hairy down of adirownish white colouri
legs and feet, pale ash ; toes, )>cctinntcd
along the sides ; the two exterior ones joined
at tlie base, os far os the first joint, by a
membrane ; vent, yellowish nist colour.
“The female, and young birds, ditt'er in

liaving the niff or tufts of feathers on tlio

neck of a dark brown colour : os well os
the bar of block on the tail inclining much
to the same tint.”

Kko OitorsK
; Moon Cock, or GoncocK.

(iMgoj)wi Scutirwt.) This species is much
smaller than the lllack Grouse, its length
being only about fifteen inches, and its ex-

panded width twenty-six. The bill is black,
and at its base is a white spot on each side :

the throat is red ; each eye is arched with a
large naked spot, of a bright searlet : the
plumage on the head and neck is a light
tawny red, each feather being marked witli

several transverse pars of black \ the back
and scapulars are a deeper red, and on the
middle of eaeh feather is a large black spot

;

•the breast and belly are of a purplish hue,
crossed with small dusky lines : the tail

consists of sixteen feathers, of equal lengths,
the four middlemost barred with red, the
others black : the thighs are a pale red, ob-
scurely barred with black ; the legs and feet

are clothed with soft wliite feathers down to
the claws, which are strong, and of a light
colour. Tills species seems to be peculiar to

Britain : it is very plentiful in the High-
lands of Scotland, and by no means scarce
in any of the wild, heathy, and mountainous
tracts in the northern counties of England
and Wales. Red Grouse pair in the spring,
and lay from six to ten eggs : the young
brood follows the hen during the whole
summer ; and in winter they unite in flocks
of forty or fifty : they are never seen in the
valleys, but always keep on the summits of
hills, where they feed on mountain berries,

&e., and are exceedingly shy and wild.

White Grouse. [See Ptarmigax.]

Loxo-taii.ed Grouse. iTeirao Phasi-
anehtm.) This bird, which is about the
size of a pheasant, inhabits the mountainous
parts of the country about Hudson’s Bay,
and other nortiiern parts of the American
continent. The bill is dusky, the head and
neck are of a bright reddish brown, varie-
gated with transverse waved du.sky lines;

the plumage of the back, wings, and tail is

black in tlie middle, indented with bright
brown on the sides, and transversely marked
with black and brown at tlie tips ; the outer
coverts of the wings, and the quill feathers
next the back, have white tips

;
and the

primaries have spots of white along their
outer webs. The two middle feathers of tlie

tail are considerably the longest, the rest
gradually shortening on each side : the upper
Iinrt of the breast is brown, but by degrees
becomes white ; as do the belly, the sides

under the wings, and the covert feathers
under the tail. The legs are covered with
fine filiform feathers of a pale brown colour,

transversely variegated with dusky lines.

They feed upon juniper berries and buds ;

assrjciatc in small flocks ; and lay their eggs,

wliicli vary from ten to sixteen, in a nest on
the ground, artlessly composed of gross, and
lined with a few feathers : the eggs are white,
and are hatched about the middle of J une, the
young immediately following the mother.
The ne-sh of these birds is held In great es-

timation.

Caxapa Grouse. (Tetrno Canm/ciwis.)
This species, wlilch is found in great abun-
dance ill the most northerly parts of America,
is rather more than thirteen inches in length;
the female two inches less. The upper
parts of tlie head, neck, and body of the
male bird arc transversely barred with dusky



and gray bro^vn ; over the eyelids is a bare
red space ; nostrils covered with black, with
a small wliite spot on each side, and one
bcneatli

?
tluoat, breast, and belly, black ;

the latter spotted \«dth white, except the
middle : sides of thebody barred transversely
with grey-brown and dusky ; the feathers
with a white stripe near the tip : under tail

coverts black and white : tail black, tipped
with rufous : feathers of tlie tarsi gray-
brown : claws gray : beak black.

PixNATKD Grouse. {Tetrao Oupido.') In
its voice, manners, and peculiarity of plu-
mage, the Pinnated Grouse is the most sin-
gular, and, in its flesh, the most excellent,
of all those of its tribe that inhabit the
territory of the United States. Though an
inhabitant of different and very distant dis-

tricts of North America, this rare bird is

PZNtTATal) QROU6B.—(TETRAO CDPIDO.)

extremely particular in Belecting his place
of residence, pitching only upon those tracts

whose features and productions correspond
with his modes of life, and avoiding immense
intermediate regions that he never visits.

Open dry plains, thinly interspersed with
trees, or partially overgrown with shrub oak,
are his favourite havznts : their predilection
for such situations being, according to the
opinion of Wilson, to be best accounted for
by considering tlie follozving facts and cir-

cumstances :— First, their mode of flight is

generally direct, and laborious, and ill cal-

culated for the labyrinth of a high and thick
forest, crowded and intersected with trunks
and arms of trees, that require continual
evolution of wing, or sudden turnings, to

which they are hy no means accustomed.
Secondly, their known dislike of ponds,

marshes, or watery places, wliich they avoid

on all occasions, drinking but seldom, and
it is believed, never from such places. The
last, and probably the strongest inducement
to their preferring these plains, is the small

acorn of the shruli oak ; the stniwbcrrics,

luicklebcrries, and partridge-berries, with
which they abound, and which constitute

the principal part of the food of these birds.

Tliese lirushy thickets also afford tlicm ex-

cellent shelter, being almost impenetrable
to dogs or birds of l>rey.

The Pinnated Grouse is nineteen inches

long, twenty-seven inches in extent, and
weighs about three pounds j tlic neck is fur-

nished with supplemental wings, each com-
posed of eighteen feathers, five of whieli are

black, and about three inches long ; the rest

shorter, also black, streaked laterally with
brown, and of unequal lengths ; the head is

slightly crested
; over the eye is an elegant

semicircular comb of rich orange, which the
bird has the power of raising or relaxing ;

under the neck wings are two loose, pendu-
lous, and wrinkled skins, extending along
the side of the neck for two-thirds of its

length, each of which, when inflated with
air, resembles, in bulk, colour, and surface,

a middle-sized orange ; chin, cream-co-
loured

i
under the eye runs a dark streak of

brown
;
whole upper parts mottled trans-

versely with black, reddish brown, and
white ; tail short, very much rounded, and
of a plain brownish soot colour ;

tliroat ele-

gantly marked with touches of reddish
brown, white, and black ; lower part of tlie

breast and belly, pale brown, marked trans-
versely with white ; legs covered to the toes

with hairy down of a dirty drab colour ; feet

dull yellow ; toes pectinated ; vent whitish ;

bill brownish horn colour ; eye reddish
hazel. The female is considerably less ; of
a lighter colour ; destitute of the neck wings,
the naked yellow skin on the neck, and the
semicircular comb of yellow over the eye.

The season for pairing is in March, and
the breeding time is continued through
April and May. Then the male Grouse
distinguishes himself by a peculiar sound.
When he utters it, the parts about the throat
are sensibly inflated and swelled. It may
be heard on a still morning for three or
more miles. Tiiis noise is a sort of ventri-

loquism. It does not strike the car of a
bystander with much force, but impresses
him with the idea, though produced within
a few rods of him, of a voice a mile or two
distant. This note is highly characteristic.

Thougit very peculiar, it is termed toothi/j,

from its resemblance to the blowing of a
concli or iioru from a remote quarter. The
female makes her nest on the ground, in

recesses very rarely discovered by men ; and
she usually lays from ten to twelve brozvn-
ish-colouied eggs, much resembling those of
a giiiiiea-hen. When hatclied, the brood is

protected by her alone. Surrounded by her
young, the mother bird exceedingly re-

sembles a domestic hen with her chickens.
When at such times they are surprised, tlie

dam utters a cry of alarm ; and wliile the
little ones are hurrying to a place of safety,

their anxious parent Iiogiiiles the spectator
by drooping and fluttering her wings, limp-
ing along tlie path, rolling over in the dirt,

and other pretences of inability to walk or
fly.

During the period of mating, and while
the females arc occupied in incubation, the
males have a practice of a.sscm1>ling, prin-
cipally by themselves. To some select and
central spot where lltcre is very little under-
wood, they repair from the adjoining dis-

trict. From the e.xereises perfonned there,

tills is called a Knitcliinp place. The time
of meeting is the break of day. As soon as

tiie light appears, the company asscmhlcs
from every side, sometimes to tli'o numlicr of

forty or fifty. When the dawn is pa.st, the

ceremony begins by a low tooting from one



of the cooks. This is answered by anotlier
;

and they presently come forth one by one
from the bushes, strutting about with ail

the pride and ostentation they can display.
Their necks are incurvated i the feathers on
them arc erected into a sort of ruff

; the
plumes of their toils are expanded like fans ;

they strut about in a style resembling the
pomp of the turkey-cock. They seem to vie
with each other in stateliness ; and, as they
pass each other, frequently cast looks of in-
sult, and utter notes of defiance. These ore
the signals for battles. They engage with
wonderful spirit ond fierceness ; and during
their eontests, they leap a foot or two from
the ground, and utter a cackling, screaming,
and tUscordant cry. These places of ex-
hibition hove been often ^scovered by the
hunters ; and a fatal discovery it has been
for the poor Grouse. Their destroyers con-
struct for themselves lurking holes made of
pine branches, called “ bough houses,” within
a few yards of the spot. Hither they repair
with their fowling-pieces, in the latter part
of the night, and wait the appearance of
the birds. Watching the moment when
two are proiully eyeing each other, or en-
gaged ill battle, or when a greater number
can be seen in a range, they pour on them a
destructive charge of shot. They com-
monly keep together in coveys of ten or a
dozen, or packs, as the plirose is, until the
pairing season : and it has been remarked,
that when a company of sportsmen have
surrounded a pack of Grouse, the birds
seldom or never rise upon their pinions
while they are encircled : but each runs
along till it has passed the person that is

nearest, and then flutters off with the utmost
expedition.—The interesting facts contained
In the foregoing account are derived from
the inimitable “ American Ornithology ” by
Alex. Wilson.

GRUB. A name applied more especially
to the hexapod worms or maggots hatched
from the eggs of beetles.

GRUIDA5. The name of the family of
wailing birds represented by the Crane.

GRU8. A genua of Grallatorial birds

j

belonging to the family (Jruidte. [Sec
Cka.xk.]

GRYLLTD/E. The second family be-
longing to the SaUatorinl Ortlinptera

;

con-
taining the Field and House Cricket. [See
Crickkt.]

GUACHARO BIRO. (Steatfrrnit Caripen-
sis. ) A bird of Houth America, lieloiiging

to the famiiy of Oaotsuckers (Co/iriwii/piV/ie),
relative to the locality and habits of which a
most interesting account is given by Baron
Humboldt, in his “Personal Narrative.”
This bird is of the size of o common fowl i

I the plumage sombre, brownisli-grey, mixed
with small striie and block dots ; large white

I heart-shaped spots bordered with lilack on
I the hcail, and on the wing and tail feathers i

I but no spots on the back : the bill is horny,
wide, and long ; tlic upper mandible hooked ;

I and tlie base is furuished with stiff liairs,

I directed forwards.

The following narrative is derived, in a
somewhat abridged form, from an article by
the talented author of Zoological Recrea-
tions “ When they (Humboldt and his
party) arrived at the foot of the lofty moun-
tain of Guacharo, they were only four hun-
dred paces from the cavern, without yet
perceiving the entrance. The torrent runs
in a hollow excavated by the waters ; and
they went on under a ledge or comice, the
projection of which prevented them from
seeing the sky. The jiath winds like the
river, and, at the last turning, they sud-
denly stood before the immense opening
of the cave. The Cueva del Gttacharo is

pierced in the vertical profile of a rock, and
the entrance is towards the south, forming a
vault eighty feet broad and seventy-two feet
high, an elevation but a fifth less than that

OOiOHABO.—(STEATOHNIS 0AKIPIN8I8.)

of the Louvre. The rock surmounting the
cavern was covered with trees of gigantic
height, and all the luxuriant profusion of
an intertropical vegetation. The travellers
saw with astonishment plantain-leaved he-
liconias eighteen feet in height, tlie jiraga
palm, and tree arums, follow the banks of
the river, even to the subterranean jilaces.

There the vegetation continues, as in the
deep crevices of the Andes, half shut out
from the light of day, nor docs it disappear
till a distance of thirty or forty paces from
the entrance. The party went forward for
about four hundred and thirty feet without
being obliged to light their torches. Where
tlie light began to fail, they heard from afar
the hoarse cries of the Guacharo birds.

These birds quit the cavern only at night-
fall, especially when there is moonlight

i

and Humboldt remarks that it is almost the
only frugivorous iioctiirniil bird yet known.
It iecds on very hard fruits, and the Indians
assured him tliat it docs not ]>ursuc cither
the lamcllicorn insects or those phaiccjur.

which serve as food to the goatsuckers. He
states that it is difficult to form an idea of
the liorrihle noise made by thousands of
tlicsc birds in the dark recesses of the cavern,
whence tlicir shrill and piercing cries strike
upon the vaulted rocks, and arc repeated hy
the echo in the depths of tlie grotto. By
fixing torches of copal to the end of a long

O 0
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;

pole, the Indians showed the nests of these
birds fifty or sixty feet above the heads of
the explorers, in funnel-shaped holes, with
which tire cavern roof is pierced like a sieve.

“ Once a year, near midsummer, the Gua-
charo cavern is entered by the Indians.
Armed with poles, they ransack tlie greater
part of the nests, while the old birds hover
over the heads of the robbers, as if to defend
their brood, uttering horrible cries. The
young which fall down arc opened on the
spot. The peritoneum is found loaded with
fat, and a layer of the same substance reaches
from the abdomen to the vent, forming a
kind of cushion between the bird’s legs.

Humboldt here remarks, that this quantity
of fat in frugivorous animals, not exposed
to tiie light, and exerting but little muscular
motion, brings to mind what has been long
observed in the fattening of geese and oxen.
It is well known, he adds, how favourable
darkness and repose are to this process. At
the period above mentioned, which is gene-
raily known at Caripe by the designation of
‘ the oil harvest,’ huts are built by the In-
dians, with palm leaves, near the entrance,
and even in the very porch of the cavern.
There the fat of the young birds just killed

is melted in clay pots over a brushwood fire ;

and tills fat is named butter or oil of the
Guacharo. It is half liquid, transparent,
inodorous, and so pure that it will keep
above a year without turning rancid. Hum-
boldt observes that the race of Guacharo
birds would have been extinct long since if

several circumstances had not contributed
to its preservation. The natives, witliheld

by superstitious fears, seldom dare to pro-

ceed far into the recesses of the cavern.

Humboldt had great difficulty in persuading
them to pass beyond the outer part of the
cave, the only portion of it which they visit

annually to collect the oil ; and the whole
authority of the Padres was necessary to

make them penetrate as far as the spot

where the floor rises abruptly at an inclina-

tion of sixty degrees, and where a small
subterraneous cascade is formed by the tor-

rent. In the minds of tlie Indians this cave,

inhabited by nocturnal birds, is associated

with mystic ideas, and they believe that in

the deep recesses of the cavern the souls of
their ancestors sojourn. They say tliat man
should avoid places that are enlightened

neither by the sun nor the moon; and ‘to

go and join the Guacharoes ’ means to rejoin

their fathers— in short, to die. At the en-

trance of the cave the magicians and
poisoners perform their exorcisms to conjure

the chief of the evil spirits. It appears also,

as another cause of x)rcscrvation, that Gua-
charo birds inhabit neighbouring caverns

too narrow to be accessible to man, and from

these periiaps the great cavern is rcpeopled ;

for the missionaries declared tiiat no sensible

diminution of the birds liad been oliservcd.

Young birds of tliis species have been sent

to tlie port of Cumana, and have lived there

several days, but witliout taking any food ;

the seeds offered to them not suiting tliem.

Tlie crops and gizzards of tlie young birds

opened in tlie cavern contain all sorts of

hard and dry fruits, wlricli are conveyed to

tliem by their parents : these are preserved, i

and, under the name of semilladel Guacharo
(Guacharo seed), are considered a celebrated
remedy against intermittent fevers, and sent
to the sick at Cariaco and other low locali-

ties where fever prevails. The Ouera del
Guacharo is situated nearly in lat. 10° 10', :

and consequently in the centre of the torrid
\

zone.”
i

GUAN. A genus of Gallinaceous birds
;

found in the New World. [See Pexelope.] !

GHANA. The name given to several
j

species ofLizards (/guana). 'The best known '

species (/guana tuberculata') is found in 1

many parts of America and the West i

India islands. It inhabits rocky and woody
places ; feeds on insects and vegetables ; and
is often seen of the length of from three to

j

even five feet : its general colour is green,
j

shaded with brown : the back is strongly
;

serrated ; and this, with its large gular
]

pouch, which it has the power of inflating

to a great degree, gives a formidable appear-
ance to an animal otherwise harmless. We 1

learn from Catesby that tliese reptiles arc of
various sizes, from two to five feet in length ;

that their mouths are furnished with exceed-
ing small teeth, but their jaws are armed
with a long beak, with which they bite with
great strength : and that they inhabit warm
countries only. Many of the Bahama
islands abound with them, where they nestle

in hollow rocks and trees. Their eggs have
not a hard shell, like those of alligators, but
a skin only, like those of a turtle ; and are,

esteemed a good food : they lay a great”
number of eggs at a time, in the earth,
which are there hatched by the sun’s heat.
These Guanas are a great part of the sub-
sistence of the inhabitants of the Bahama
islands, for which purpose they visit many
of tlie remote Kayes and islands in their

sloops to catch them, which they do by do^s
trained up for that purpose. 'Ilieir flesh is

easy of digestion, delicate, and well-tasted :

they are sometimes roasted, but the more
common way is to boil them, taking out the

I leaves of fat, which are melted and clarified,

and put into a calabash or dish, into which
they dip the flesh of the Guana as they cat
it. Though tliey are not amphibious, they
are said to keep under water above an hour,
'riicir pace on land is slow ; and when tlicy

swim, they do not use their feet, but merely
guide themselves with their tails. They
are so impatient of cold, tliat they rarely
appear out of tlicir holes but when tlie sun
shines.

GUANACO. The local name of a variety
of species of tlie Llama [wliicli sec].

GUDGEON. (Ci/printts gobio.) A small
Malacopter3-gions fresh-water fish, generally
about five orsix inches in length and of a sub-
cvlindrieal shaiie; its usual colour is a pale
olive brown above, spotted with black ;

the sides silvery, and the lielly white ; the
scales arc small ; the tail is forked ;

and
both tliat and tlie dorsal fin arc spotted with
black : the upper jaw is longer than the

lower ; and furnished with short cirri. Gud-
geons appear to delight in slow rivers : tlicy
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1

streaked with iutersectiug lines. These
birds are found in great numbers on the
cliffs which encircle several parts of our
coasts ; and, in the breeding season espe-
cially, they will often suffer themselves to

be killed or taken, rather than quit the cliff

they have chosen for their abode.
The young has been described as a distinct

species, by some authors, as the Lesser Guil-
lemot. In this state it measures sixteen inches
in length, and from tip to tip of its extended
wings, twenty-six. The top of the head,
the whole upiier part of the body, the wings,
and the tail, are of a very dark mouse-colour ;

the cheeks, throat, and lower side of the
body, white ; from the angle of the eye is a
dusky stroke, pointing to the back part of
the head ; the tips of the secondary feathers

are white ; the tail is very short ; and the
legs and feet are dusky.

The Black Guillejiot. (CTria grylle.)

This species, called by seamen the Docefcep
or Dovekie, differs from the preceding prin-
cipally in the colour of its plumage, which,
except a large patch of white on the coverts

of each wing, is black, sleek and glossy ;
its

feathers appearing all unwebbed, like silky

hair : legs and feet red ;
claws black. The

BI./IOS OOILr.EMOT —(OBIA ORTLt K )

nest is made in the deep crevices of the
rocks which overhang the sea : the egg (for
it is generally said that one egg only is laid)
is grey, sometimes spotted with rust-colour.
On this much questioned and very question-
able fact, the observing and intelligent Ame-
rican ornithologist, Audubon, thus writes :—“ Whether European writers have spoken
of this species at random, or after due ob-
servation, I cannot say. All I know is,

that every one of them whose writings I
have consulted, says that the Black Guille-
mot lays only one egg. As I have no reason
whatever to doubt their assertion, I miglit
be tempted to suppose that our species diflcrs

from theirs, were I not perfectly aware that
birds in different places will constnict dif-

ferent nests, and lay more or fewer eggs
Our species always deposits three, unless it

may have been disturlicd
:
and this fact I

liavc assured myself of by having caught
tlio birds in more titan twenty instances
sitting on tliat numlicr. Nay, on several
occasions, at i.,abrador, some of my party
and myself taw several Black Guillemots
sitting on eggs in the same Assure of a rock,
wlierc every bird had three eggs under it j a
fact wliich I communicatcil to my friend
Tiiomas Nuttall. Wliat was most surprising

swim togctlicr in shoals, feeding on worms,
aquatic insects, &c., and affording excellent
amusement to anglers from the a\ddity with

OOUOEON —(OTPRlNUS OOBIO,)

which they seize the bait : they may also

I

be taken in considerable numbers urith the
casting-net. The Gudgeon spawns in May,

I generally among stones in shallow water.

I

The Aesh is delicate, and easy of digestion.

GUILLEMOT. ( Vria.) The Guillemots
are a genus of sea-birds, having a striking

I

resemblance both to the Alcidce (Auks) and
I

the Colgmbidce (Divers). Their bills, though

I

of a slender shape, are Arm, strong, and
pointed; the upper mandible slightly bending
near the end, and the base covered with soft

I

short feathers : tongue long and slender

;

' legs placed far backward ; and no hind toe.

;

Some of the species appear to be very stupid,
frequent experience not seeming to teach
them the danger of Are-arms ; while others
are sufficiently alert. They are numerously
spread over various parts of tlie nortliem
regions ; and, like many others, seek more
temperate climes on the approach of winter :

thus during that season they ore regular
visitants of the British coasts.

vootisn OClLLXUOT.—(ORIA TROIT.I.)

Tlic FooLisii Guillemot. ( Uria troile .

)

This bird is about seventeen inches in Icngtii,
and twenty-seven in breadth. The bill is

bluish-black, straight, nearly three incites
long, and sharp-iKifntcd : from each eye to
the hinder part of the head there is a slight
division of the plumage ; and the fcatlicrs
on the upper part of the bill are short, and
soft as velvet. Tlie lieod, neck, back, wings,
and tail, are of a deep mouse-colour ; the
tips of the lesser quill-feathers, the breast,
belly, and vent, are white ; the entire under
side of the body is pure white : legs dusky.
Like the Auk, which it greatly resembles,
the Guillemot lays but one egg, which is

lorge in proportion to her size i sometimes
it is of a pale blue or sea-green colour, and
at other times white, spotted, or neatly
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to me was, that even the fishermen there
thought tliat this bird laid only a single egg

j

and when I asked them how they knew,
they simply and good-naturedly answered
that they had heard so.”

BI.AOK aOiriEMOT.—WlNl'ER PLDMAOE.
(DKIA OEIYI.UE )

We now turn to the first volume of Mr.
Waterton’s amusing and characteristic
Essays, to extract his Notes ofa visit to the
haunts of the Guillemot. “ The immense

’ range of perpendicular rocks, lashed by old
ocean’s briny surge, oflers a choice and fa-

1
vourable retreat to myriads of wild-fowl,

: from far-fainedFlamborough-head to Bemp-

[

ton, and thence to Buckton and Speaton,
and outwards to the Bay of Filey. He who
wishes to examine the uidlfication of tliese

birds ought to be at this part of the sea-coast
early in the month of May. About, five

miles from Bridlington Quay is the village
of Flamborough, chiefly inhabited by fisher-

men ; and a little farther on is a country
inn, called the North Star, wliich has good
accommodation for man and horse j but a
lady w'ould feel herself ill at case in it, on
account of the daily visits of the flsliermen,

those hardy sons of Neptune, who stop at it

j

on their way to the ocean, and again on
' their return. Here they rendezvous, to for-

tify their interior with a pint or two of
i comfort, and to smoke a pipe, by way of
compensation for the many buffets which

! they ever and anon receive in the exercise

j

of their stormy and nocturnal calling.
I

“ On the bare ledges of these stupendous
[ cliffs the Guillemot lays its egg, which is

j

c.\'posed to the face of licaven, without any
I

nest whatever : but the razor-bills and puf-
fins lay theirs in crannies, deep and difficult

of access. Here too the peregrine falcon
breeds, and here the raven rears its young j

while the rock-pigeon and the starling enter

the fissures of the precipice, and proceed with
tlieir nidyication, far removed from the pry-
ing eye of man. The Kittiwake makes her

nest of dried grass wherever she can find a
lodgment, and lays two spotted eggs, very
rarely three. The cormorant and shag in-

habit that part of the rocks which is oppo-
site to Buckton Hall. You are told that the

cormorants had their nests, in former times,

near to the Flamborough lighthouse ; but
now these birds totally abandon the place

during the breeding season. The jackdaw
is found throughout the whole of this bold
and craggy shore : he associates with the

sea-fowl, as though he were quite at home
amongst his own inland congeners. To-
wards the top of the clilfs, both rabbits and
foxes Iiave descended from the table land
above them, and managed to find a shelter

j!2atural ;

among the crevices, in places where you
' would suppose that no four-footed animal
would ever dare to venture. A low mound,
half earth, half stone, thrown up by the
farmers for the protection of their flocks,
skirts the winding summit of the precipice.
Cattle have been known to surmount this

j

artificial boundary, and lose their lives in
the roaring surge below. This extensive !

range of rocks, as far as appertains to birds,
;

is not considered private property. Any
person who can climb it may carry away
what number of eggs he chooses. Still there

1

is a kind of honourable understanding be-
|

twixt the different sets of climbers, that they i

will not trespass over the boundaries wliich
|

have been marked by mutual consent. ;

“ The usual process of seeking for the eggs
is generally carried on by three men, though

:

two will suffice in case of necessity. Having
provided themselves with two roi>es of suf- !

ficient length and strength, they drive an
iron bar into the ground, about six inches
deep, on the table land at the top of the I

precipiee. To this bar is fastened the thick-
est of the two ropes, and then it is thrown
down the rocks. He w'ho is to descend now
puts Ills legs through a pair ofhempen braces,
wliich meet round his middle, and there

!

form a waistband. At each end of tliis waist-
band is a loophole, through whieh thej' reeve
the smaller rope. Sometimes an iron- hook
and eye are used in lieu of this loop. A
man now holds the rope firmly in his hand,
and gradually lowers his comrade down the
precipice. While he is descending he has
hold of the other rope, which was fastenetf
to the iron bar ; and, with this assistance,
he passes from ledge to ledge, and from rock
to rock, picking up the eggs of the Guille-
mot, and putting them into two bags, which
he had slung across his shoulder ere he com-
menced his arduous undertaking. When
he has filled these bags with eggs, he jerks
the rope, and the motion informs his friend
at the top that it is now time to draw him
up. On coming up again to the place from
whence he first set out, all the eggs arc taken
from the bi^s, and put into a large basket,
prior to their being packed in hampers, and
carried off in a cart by wholesale dealers,
wlio purchase them from the climbers for

si.xpence the score. At Bridlington and the
neighbouring places the eggs are retailed at
a halfpenny a-piece. The rocks arc searched
for eggs every third day, provided the wea-
ther be fair. It requires considerable ad-
dress on the part of the descending climber
to save himself from being hit hv fragments
of the rock, which are broken orfby the rope
coming in contact with them. He avoids
the danger by moving sidewise when the
stone is falling, and by taking rare, as he
goes down, to clear away with his foot ony
jiortion of the rock that seems ready to giix

way. One of tlic climlicrs, while he was
iinjiarting to me instntetions how to act,

grinned juirposcly, and showed his upiwr
jaw. I learned by his storj-, that, lost year, a
falling stone had driven two of his front teeth

down his throat i while the poor climber,

with all his dexterity, was unable to fend
off the blow.
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1
“ As I was lowered down, the grandeur

I and sublimity of the scene beggared all de-

j

scription, and amply repaid any little un-
I

pleasant sensations which arose on the score

I

of danger. The sea was roaring at the base
; of this stupendous wall of rocks ; thousands
and tens of thousands of wild-fowl were in
an instant on the wing : the kittiwakes and
jackdaws rose in circling flight

; while most
of the Guillemots, razorbills, and puffins
left the ledges of the rocks in a straight and
downward Une, with a peculiarly quick mo-
tion of the piuions, till they plunged into
the ocean. It was easy to distinguish the
puffins from the razorbills in their descent

:

these presented a back of a imiformly dark
colour, those had a faint white diagonal line
running across the wings. The nests of the

!
kittiwakes were close to each other, on every

, part of the rocks which was capable of hold-
ing them ; and they were so numerous as
totally to defy any attempt to count them,

i On the bare and level ledge of the rocks,
often not more than six inches wide, lay the
eggs of the Guillemots : some were placed
parallel with the range of the shelf, others
nearly so, and others with their blunt and

;
sharp ends indiscriminately pointing to the
sea. By no glutinous matter, nor any foreign
body whatever, were they affixed to the rock

:

bare they lay, and unattached, os on the
palm ofyour outstretched hand. You might
sec nine or ten, or sometimes twelve old
Guillemots in a line, so near to each other
that their wings seemed to touch those of
their neighbours j and when they flew off at

I your approach, you would see as many eggs
as you had counted birds sitting on t&

:
ledge. The eggs vary in size and shape and
colour beyond all belief. Some are large,
others small, some exceedingly sharp at one
end, and others nearly rotund. The rock-
climbers assure you that the Guillemot,
when undisturbed, never lays more than
one egg ; but if that be taken away, she will
lay another, and so on. They also assure
you that when the young Guillemot gets to
a certain size, it manages to climb upon the
back of the old bird, which conveys it down
to the ocean. Having carried a good tele-
scope with me, througli it I saw numbers of
young Guillemots, diving and sporting on
the sea, quite unable to fly ; and I observed
others on the ledges of the rocks, as I went
down among them, in such situations that,
ha/1 they attempted to fall into the waves

: beneath, they would have been killed by
I

striking against the projecting points of the
intervening sharp and rugged rocks : where-
fore I concluded that the information of the
rock-climbers was to lie depended upon

;

and I more easily gave credit to it, because
I myself have seen an old swan sailing on
the water with her young ones upon her

:
linck, about a week after they lia/1 l»een
hatched.

I

“ lie who rejoices when he secs all nattirc
I
smiling around him, and who takes an iii-

' tercst in contemplating the birds of licavcn
ns they wing their way lieforc him, will feel
sad at heart on learning the unmerited i>cr-
scention to which these liarmless sea-fowl
ore exposed. Parties of sportsmen, from all

quarters of the kingdom, visit riamborough
and its vicinity during the summer months,
and spread sad devastation all around them.
No profit attends the carnage

; the poor un-
fortunate birds serve merely as marks to
aim at, and they are generally left where
they fall. Did these heartless gunners re-

flect, but for one moment, how many inno-
cent birds their shot destroys ;

how many
fall disabled on the wave, there to linger for

hours, perhaps for days, in torture and in
anguish

;
did they hut consider how many

helpless young ones will never see again
their parents coming to the rock with food

;

they would, methinks, adopt some other
plan to try their skill, or cheat the lingering
hour.”

GinNEA-FOAYL, or PINTADO. (A«-
mida meleaffris.) The Guinea-fowls are na-
tives ofAfrica and its adjacent islands.: their
manners are similar to those of the domestic
poultry, and their food the same. This spe-
cies is bigger than a large cock : the head is

;

bare of feathers, and covered with a naked
;

bluish skin ; on the top is a callous conical
protuberance : and on each side of the upper
mandible, at the base, hangs a loose wattle,

j

which in the female is red, and in the male
i
bluish : tlie upper part of the neck is almost
naked, being very thinly furnished with a
few straggling hairy featliers : the skin is of
a bluish ash : the lower part of the neck is

OniNEA-FOWI,.—(NDMIDA MELBAORI8,)

covered with feathers of a purple hue ; but
the general colour of the plumage is dark
hluish gray, sprinkled with round white

: spots of different sizes, ou the whole of tlie

;
feathers, the breast only excepted, wliich is

of a uniform gray blue : the greater quills
are white i and the rest arc similar to tlie

upper parts of the plumage, spotted and
longitudinally barred with white. Its wings
are short, and the tail pendulous, or pointing
downwards.
This bird is now common in our poultry

yards, but from the circumstance of the
young ones being difficult to rear, they are
not bred in numliers at all equal to those of
tlie domestic poultry. Tlie female lays
many eggs in a season, which she frequently
secretes till she has produced iier young
brood. The egg is smaller than that of tlie

common hen, and of a rounder shape t in

,

colour reddish white, oliscurely freckled with

I

a darker eolour i and is delicious eating.
' Tlie Guinea-fowl is a restless andelamorous

I

bird : its voice is liorsh and unpleasant, coii-

C c 3
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;

sisting chiefly of two notes— ca-mac, ca-
mac— frequently repeated ; which is com-
pared by Latham to a door turning upon its

rusty hinges, or to an ungreascd axle- tree.

Curing the night it perches on high places,
and if disturbed, alarms everything within
hearing by its unceasing cry. It scrapes in
the ground like the hen, and delights in
rolling in the dust to free itself from insects.
In a wild state these birds associate in flocks,
giving the preference to marshy places, where
they subsist almost wholly on insects, worms,
and seeds. The}' formed a part of tlieRoman
banquets ; and they are greatly esteemed in
this country by many persons, who consider
their flavour to resemble that of the pheasant.
In Jamaica and other islands in the West

Indies, the Guinea-fowls come in numerous
Coveys from the woods, and scattering them-
selves in the provision-groimds at early dawn,
commit serious depredations by scratching
up and devouring the seed-yams, &c. ;

and
as they are birds of extreme caution and
suspicion, it is no easy matter to get at them
without the assistance of a dog ; but when
pursued by an animal whose speed exceeds
their own, they instantly betake themselves
to a tree, where, their attention being in-

tently fixed upon the dog beneath, they may
easily be shot. They are also sometimes
caught, Mr. Gosse tells us, by the following
stratagem : a small quantity of corn is

steeped for a night in proof rum, and is then
placed in a shallow vessel, with a little fresh
rum, and the water expressed from a bitter

cassava, grated : this is deposited within an
enclosed ground to wliich the depredators

j

resort. A small quantity of the grated cas-

sava is then strewed over it, and it is left.

The fowls eat the medicated food eagerly,

and are soon found reeling about intoxicated,
unable to escape, and content with thrusting
the head into a comer. Frequently a large
part of the flock are found dead from tliis

cause.

The CitESTED Guinea-fowl. (iVumtrfa
cristata.) This species inhabits the hottest
parts of Africa, and is smaller than the one
above described. The occiput, upper part
of the neek, and the throat, are nearly des-
titute of feathers : the sides and hinder port

of the neck are of a deep blue colour i the

space round the ears is blue gray
;
and the

anterior part of the neck is of a crimson red :

the head is surmounted by a fine crest, com-
posed of black feathers, with delicate webs,

drooping over the hind head and beak. The
general i)lumage is black

;
the body, with

the exception of the neck and breast, being

spotted with small points of faint blue, en-

circled with a brilliant blue : the large wing
feathers are dusky brown and spotless ;

the

secondaries are the same, with four longi-

tudinal stripes down the shafts : three or

four of these have a large white spot e.\-

tending the whole length of the under webs ;

the rest nearer the body having the longi-

tudinal blue rays : legs and feet dusky ;
hind

claw elevated from the ground, and blunt.

They live in flocks of many hundreds j and
their cry, uttered at the rising and setting

of the sun, is very harsh and discordant. In

their food and habits they differ very little,

if at all, from the other species. i

GUIXEA-PIG. [SeeCAvr.]
|

GUINEA-WORM. [See Filakia Medi- I

NENSIS.] I

GUEE. (Earns.) The birds of this web-
I

footed and well-known marine genus are
numerously dispersed over every quarter 1

of the world, and are met with, at certain
seasons, in some parts, in prodigious multi-
tudes. They assemble together in a kind of
straggling mixed flocks, consisting of various
kinds, and greatly enliven the beach and
rocky cliffs by their irregular movements,
whilst their shrill cries are often deadened
by the noise of the waves, or nearly drowned
in the roarings of the surge. They occasion-
ally take a wide range over the ocean, and

i

are met with by navigators many leagues ,

distant from the land. They are all greedy
,

and gluttonous, almost indiseriminately de-
j

vouring whatever comes in their way,
|

whether of fresh or putrid substances, until
|

they are obliged to disgorge their overloaded :

stomachs ; but, at the same time, it appears
|

that they are able to endure hunger a long
,

while. The larger kind of Gulls are most
i

common in cold climates of the north, where ^

they breed and rear their young, feeding
;

chiefly upon the rotting carcasses of dead
whales, &c., which they find floating on the
sea, among the ice, or driven on shore by the
wind and waves. In temperate and culti-

vated countries some species occasionally
leave the shores for the interior, probably to i
search for a change of food, such as worms,
slugs, &c., and of these they find, for a time,
an abundant supply on the downs and pas-
tures which they visit. Their general cha-
racteristics are— a strong and straight bill,

but bent downwards at the point ; the lower
mandible has an angular prominence on the
under side, which tapers towards, and forms
its tip j the tongue is a little cloven. The
body is clothed with a great quantity of
down and feathers, which, together with the
large head and long wings, give these birds

an appearance of bulk, without a propor- i

tionate weight. The legs are small, naked
above the knees : feet webbed, and the back
toe detached, and very small.

The CosiMON Gull. (Ean/s conits.) This
bird, which is one of the most numerous of
the genus, breeds on the ledges of cliffs that
ovcniang the sea ; and, during the winter
season, frequents almost every part of the
British coasts where the high bold shores
inesent a favourable situation. Eike other
rapacious birds, it lays but few eggs. It

j

generally measures about seventeen inches
j

in length, and thirty-six in breadth : the
j

bill is yellow; the head, neck, tail, and the
i

whole under side of the body, are pure
j

wliite ; the baek and the coverts of the
]

wings are gray ; and the legs are a dull

white tinged with green.

The Bi.ACK-nACKED Gull. (Txtrus tnn-

rimui.) This si>ccics measures from twenty-
six to twenty-nine inches in length, and
five feet nine inches in breadth. The bil'

1
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, is pale yellow, very thick and strong ; the
I projecting angle on the lower mandible is

light red, with a black spot in the middle,
on each side : the irides are yellow, and the
edges of the eyelids orange : the upper part
of the back and wings black : all the other
parts of its plumage, including the tips of
the quill feathers, are white : the legs are of

j

a pale flesh-colour. The Black-backed Gull
is common in the northern parts of Europe,

I

though but thinly scattered on the coasts of

j

England. In their native haunts, their fa-

:
vourite breeding places are high inaccessible

i

islets, covered with long coarse grass. Their

I

eggs are of a round shape, of a dark olive

1
colour, thinly marked with dusky spots, and

: quite black at the thicker end. They prin-
cipally subsist on fish, but when such food

;
is not easily obtainable they will devour

!
carrion. Their cry is hoarse and disagree-

I

able.

I

The Ivory Gull. {_Larus ebumeus.) A
species of Gull, so called from its white plu-
mage,,the pureness of which certainly equals
in colour new-fallen snow. It is very com-

describc them as the bold and constant at-

tendants on their nets, from which they find

HEBBINO-OOLI,
LAKHS AROENTATD8. (TOHNG.)

one year old : a circumstance, indeed, com-
mon to others of the genus ; and wiiich, not
being properly attended to, has occasioned
considerable confusion in the descriptions

which have sometimes been given of them.
[For the Arctic Gull and Skua Gull, see

Lestkis.]

GUTjO. A genus of carnivorous qiiadni-

peds, the formidably armed skull of wiiich

is well shown in the woodcut for the habits

HICOII. or WOLVKKINB.— (OOl.O I.OSOCO )

IVORT OOLT..—iLARHS ZBORNFCS.)

mon in the arctic regions, especially in Baf-
fin’s Bay and the straits leading to it. By
oiir Arctic Voyagers, Captains Parry, Lyons,
Ross, and others, it is often mentioned, and
is strikingly characteristic of the arctic seasi

It is said to have occurred in the Orkney
Islands; but in Britain this snow-white bird
must be regarded as about as rara an avis
as the black swan was to the ancients.

Tie IIerriiso Guli,, or Sm.verv Gpll.
( iLnrus aryentatus.') This species, which has
1 obtained its name from pursuing and prey-
I ing upon the shoals of herrings, is met with
I in the northern seas, and is also well known
' on our own coasts. In length it is twenty-
I three inches, and in breadtii fifty-two : the
1 bill is yellow, except the spot on the angular
I knob of the under mandible, which Is deep
< orange : the irides pale yellow, and the
< edges of the eyelids red : the head, neck,
.and tall are white; the back and wing-
coverts are dark bluish ash ; and the legs
are of a pale flesh-colour. They make their
nests of dry grass, mixed with sea-weed, on
the projecting ledges of the rocks, and lay’

three eggs of a dirty white colour, spotted
-with black. These (lulls arc said to be re-

markable for their vigilance ; and fishermen

HEHR1SO-3HL.T . Or SILVERY OOT.r .

I.SROS AltOb N I'ATUS. (aDDIjT.)

it difficult to drive them. The young, which
are ash-coloiued spotted with brown, do not
assume their mature plumage till they are
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of this fierce animal. [See Glutton ond
Wolverine.]

GURNARD. iTrigla.') A genus of Acan-
thopterygious fishes, of which there are se-

veral species. The generic characters are—
head nearly square, covered with bony
plates

; two dorsal fins, the rays of the first

spinous, those of the second flexible ; teeth
in both jaws and on the front of the vomer

j

pointed, small, and numerous ; seven bran-

j

chiostegous rays
;
and three slender appen-

I

dages at the base of each pectoral fin.

I The Grey Gurnard. (Trigla gurrutrdus.)

!

This fish is distinguished by its elongated
body, and varies from one to two feet in

I length : the back is of a greenish brown
colour, marked with black, yellow, and
white spots

;
the lateral line is very promi-

nent, and strongly serrated ; and the sides

are of a pale hue, variegated with numerous
wliite spots : the belly is white ; the nose
long, sloping, and bifurcated. The eyes are

large : near the extremity of the gill-covers

there is a strong, sharp, long spine ; and ex-
actly above the pectoral fins there is another.
The first dorsal fin consists of eight spiny
rays, and the second of nineteen soft rays

;

the pectoral fins are transparent, and sup-
ported by ten rays, bifurcated from the
middle

;
the ventral fins contain six rays,

and the anal nineteen. The Grey Gurnard
is common on our coasts, feeding on worms,
insects, &c. It bites eagerly at a red bait,

and is usually taken with a hook in deep
water, though in calm weather they may be
seen in considerable numbers on the surface.

They make a sort of croaking noise, or croon,

whence probabiy arises the name of crooner,

by which they are called in Ireland.

The Red Gurnard, or Cuckoo Gurnard.
(Trigla cacuhis.) Tliis is an elegant species,

about a foot in length, and of a slender

form ;
its colour a beautiful bright red, more

or less distinctly marked by whitish trans-

verse bars, the sides and belly silvery white :

scales extremely small ;
lateral line com-

posed of pointed white scales edged with
black ; a similar row on each side the back :

fins transparent ; the first dorsal marked on
the edge by a black spot ; the second tinged

near its edge with yellow. It is common on
the English coasts ; feeds on crustoceous

animals
;
and spawns in May or June.

The Sapphirine Gurnard. (Trigla hi-

runxlo.') This valuable species is distin-

guished by the large size of its pectoral fins,

which are beautifully edged and spotted

with a fine blue colour. It is larger tiian

the preceding, more abundant, and quite

j

equal to any others as food. The head is

larger and more flattened than that of the

Red Gurnard ;
the eyes are large ; the

' scales small, oval, and smooth ;
and ^thc

1 lateral line liifurcatcs at the tail. It u a

native of the European seas ; and is fre-

quently taken on the Cornish coasts, and

some other parts of this island. Bj' menus

of its large and long pectoral fins it occa-

sionally springs out of the water to some

distance. There are several other species j

as the Sliiiiing, the Mailed, the Biper, the

Japanese, the Carolina, the Linested, the
Flying, &c. ; with the last mentioned ofwhich
we shall close our account of the Gurnards.

The Flying Gurnard. (Trigla volitans.'i

This singular and beautiful species is alxmt
a foot in length ; of n crimson colour above,
and pale beneath ; the head blunt, and
armed on each side with two very strong
and large spines pointing backwards. The
whole body is covered with strong, sharp-

,

pointed, and closely united scales : the pec-
toral fins extremely large, transparent, of an
olive-green colour, richly marked with nu-
merous bright blue spots : pectoral processes
six in number, not separate as in other spe-
cies, but united, so as to appear like a small
fin on each side the thorax : tail pale violet,

with the rays crossed by dusky siiots, and
the base strengthened by two obliquely
transverse bony ribs. In the Mediterranean,

,

Atlantic, and Indian seas, the Flying Gm-
nard swims in shoais ; and is often seen
darting from the water and sustaining itself

for a wliile in the air, after the manner of
;

the genus Exocetus.
|

GTMNOPHTHALMID.®. The name of
a family of Lizards, in which the eyes are
distinct and exposed, the eyelids being rudi-

i

mentary. There are several genera, which
;

will be found described in Mr. Gray’s valu- I

able List of the Reptiles in the British
,

Museum ; but, important as these are to

naturalists, it is quite out of the scope of this

work to refer to them.

GYMNOTUS. A genus of Malacoptcry-
giouB fishes, which contains the well-known
Gyunotus Electricus, or Electric Eel ;

'

a fish possessing the extraordinary pro-
perty of communicating a sensation similar

to an electrical shock, When touched with .

the hand or an electric conductor. The
Gymnotus is a fish of a disagrceahle appear-
ance, bearing a general resemblance to a

i

large cel, though thicker in proportion,
j

and much darker. It is nearly of equal
,

thickness throughout : the head is brood,

depressed, and obtuse : the tail is com-
pressed ; and the usual length is iVom four

to five feet, though it is sometimes six, or

even eight. It is a native of South Amc-
j

rica, where it inhabits the larger rivers. The
j

seat of the organs which produce this curious ,

electrical effect is along the under side of ,

ELECTRIC EEL.—{OTMNOTnS ELV >' rBlCrP.l

the tail. They arc composed of four bundles

of parallel membranaceous laminic, placed

very near each other, and nearly horizon-

tallv, extended ft-om the skin to the central

medial plane of the body, connected together

' by numenms vertical lamime, arranged

j

transversely. The little cells, or rather the

1
small prismatic and transverse canals, inter-
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ccptcd by these two kinds of lamina;, are,

;
according to Cuvier, filled with a gelatinous

i
substance ; and the whole apparatus is abun-
dantly supplied with nerves. It is said to
possess jK)wer, when in full vigour, to knock
down a man, and benumb the limb affected,

in the most painful manner, for several

;
hours after communicating the shock j and

' it is by this extraordinary faculty that the
I Gymnotus supports its existence : the smaller

] I

fishes and other animals which happen to
j ' approach it being stupified, and thus falling
. an easy prey to the electrical tyrant. Those

I

who wish to understand the nature of the
organs by which tliis electrical power is pro-

- duced may find them minutely described by
I

Hunter in vol. 65. of the Philosophical

; ,
Transactions. The following observations

j

are given in Brande’s Dictionary :
“ Al-

I

though to all outward appearance the Gym-
. notus is nearly allied to the Eel, yet were

' that part of the body cut off which contains
i the nutrient, respiratory, and generative
' organs,— all the parts, in fact, which are

I

esseiitial to the existence of the Gymnotus
as a mere fish,— it would present a short
and thick-bodied form, very different from
that of the eel. The long electric organs are
tacked on, as it were, behind the true fish,

and thus give the Gymnotus its anguiliform
body. The back bone and muscles are of
course co-extended with the electric organs
for their support and motion ; and the air-

bladder is continued along the produced
electrophorouB trunk, to give it convenient
specific levity. Two long dorsal nerves are
continued from the fifth and eighth cerebral
nerves for ordinary sensation and motion.
The spinal chord is continued along the
vertebral column, for the exclusive supply
of the electrical organs. These organs are
four in number ; two very large above, and
two small ones below. The electricity dis-

charged from them decomiroses chemical
compounds, produces the Bi>ark, and mag-
netizes iron, as does that of the Torpedo.

1

But the magnetizing power seems to 1» re-
latively weaker, while the benumbing shock
communicated to other animals is stronger

. than in any other electric fish.”

Humboldt has given a livclv narrative of
I the mode of capture of the Gymnoti, em-

j

ployed by the Indians of South America.
I They^rouse the Gymnoti by driving horses
and mules into the ponds which those fish

inhabit, and harpoon them when they have
I exhausted their electricity upon the unhappy
I quadrupeds. “I wished,” snvs Humboldt,

j

•• that a clever artist could have depicted
the most animated jKiriod of the attack : the

I groiijM of Indians surrounding the pond, the
!
horses with their manes erect and eyeballs
wild with pain and fright, striving to escape
from the electric storm which they hud
roused, and driven back by the shouts and
long whips of the excited Indians : the livid
yellow eels, like great water-snakes, swim-
ming near the surface and pursuing their
enemy : all these objects presented a most
picturesque and exciting ‘ensemble.’ In
less than five minutes twoliorscs were killed :

the eel, iMiing more than five feet in length,
glides beneath the body of the horse and

discharges the whole length of its electric
organ : it attacks at the same time the heart,
the digestive viscera, and, above all, the
gastric plexus of nerves. I thought the
scene would have a tragic termination, and
expected to see most of the quadrupeds
killed ; but the Indians assured me the
fishing would soon be finished, and that only
the first attack of the Gymnoti was really
formidable. In fact, after the conflict had
lasted a quarter of an hour, the mules and
horses api^eared less alarmed ; they no
longer erected their manes, and their eyes
expressed less pain and terror. One no
longer saw them stmek down in the water ;

and the eels, instead of swimming to the
attack, retreated from their assailants and
approached the shore.” The Indians now
began to use their missiles ; and by means
of the long cord attached to the harpoon,
jerked the fish out of the water without re-
ceiving any siiock so long as the cord was
dry. All the circumstances narrated by the
celebrated philosopher, establish the close
analogy between the Gymnotus and Torpedo
in the vital phenomena attending the exer-
cise of their extraordinary means of offence.
The exercise is voluntary and exhaustive of
the nervous energy

;
like voluntary muscular

effort, it needs repose and nourishment to
produce a fresh accumulation.

“ I was so fortunate (says Professor Owen)
as to witness the experiments performed by
Professor Faraday on the large Gymnotus
which was so long preserved alive at the
Adelaide Gallery in London. That the
most powerful shocks were received when
one hand grasped the head and the other
hand the tail of the Gymnotus, I had pain-
ful experience

;
especially at the wrists, the

elbow, and across the back. But our dis-
tinguished experimenter showed us that the
nearer the hands were together within
certain limits, the less powerful was the
shock. He demonstrated by the galvano-
meter that the direction of the electric cur-
rent was always from the anterior parts of
the animal to the posterior parts, and that
the person touching the fisli with both hands
received only the discharge of the parts of
the organs included between the points of
contact. Needles were converted into mag-
nets : iodine was obtained by polar decom-
position of iodide of potassium i and, avail-
ing himself of this test. Professor Faraday
showed that any given part of the organ is

negative to other parts before it, and positive

to such as are behind it. Finally, heat was
evolved, and the electric spark obtained.”
There are several other fish belonging to

the Gymnotus tribe ; but they are much
smaller ; and whether they possess any
electric power is a matter of great doubt

:

yet the structure of the lower part of their
bodies seems to imply a similar contrivance
of nature. Most of them arc natives of the
same climate as the Gymnotus Elcctrlcus,
and are considered edible food. The prin-
cipal arc the Carapo Gymnotc, the Rostrated
Oyinnotc, and the White Gymnotc.

GY.MNURA. An insectivorous animal
belonging to the family Krinaccudat, inha-
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biting Sumatra. In its dentition and spiny
covering it closely resembles the Hedgehog
tribe ; but it has the long, naked, scaly tail

and pointed muzzle of the Shrews. Its
generic character has been given by Dr.
Horsfleld and Mr. Vigors : Head elongated,
acuminated, compressed on the sides, flattish

above
j
muzzle obtuse, elongated, and pro-

jecting forward considerably beyond the
lower jaw

;
tongue rather smooth, large :

auricles rounded, somewhat prominent,
naked : eyes small ; nostrils lateral, promi-
nent, with the margins convoluted ;

vibrissas

elongated. Body rather robust ; the short
fur soft, but with distant, erect, subelongated
hairs : tail rather long, smooth, naked, and
scaly. Feet plantigrade, pentadactyle, the

fore-feet with a rather short thumb. Claws
narrow, curved, very acute, and retractile.

The body, legs, and first half of the tail are

black
;
the head, the neck, and the shoulders

are white ;
and a black band passes over the

eyes. Cuvier, in his “ Efegne Animal ” (1829),

observes that the genus Oymnura of MJI.
Vigors and Horsfield appears to approach
Cladobates in its teeth, and the Shrews in its

pointed muzzle aud scalj;^ tail. It has five

imguiculated toes on all its feet, and rather

stiff bristles projecting forth from the woolly
hair. The species is called G. Bafflesii,
in compliment to the accomplished founder
of Singapore, Sir Stamford Raffies.

GYPAETUS, orBEARDEDVULTURE.
A genus of birds which may be considered

as intermediate between the eagles and vul-

tures. The Bearded Vulture (,OypaUtus

harbatus'), sometimes called the Bearded
Griffin or Lammergeyer, is the largest bird

of prey belonging to the Eastern Continent,

and it appears to be the only Vulture which
has ever been found in a wild state in Bri-

tain. It usually inhabits the high chains of

mountains, and nestles in inaccessible accli-

vities. It is found in Europe as far north as

Astrocan, hut is much more common in

Spain, on the Pyrenees, Portugal, the isle of

Ell>a, Tuscany, Malta, Turkey, and in the

Archipelago ; but is nowhere so abundant
as in South Africa, in which <iunrter it at-

tains a larger size than elsewhere. In tlic

adult bird the head and upper part of the

neck are of a dirty wliite colour ; a l)lack

stripe extends from the base of the beak,

and passes above the eyes ; another, arising
beliind the eyes, passes over the ears ; lower
part of the neck, breast, and belly, orange-
red ; mantle, back, and wing-coverts, deep
grey-brown, but on the centre of each feather
is a white longitudinal stripe : wings and
tail-feathers ashy-grey, the shafts white

;

tail long, very much graduated ; beak and
claws block ; feet blue ; iris orange, eye sur-

rounded by a red lid. Length about four
feet and a half.

i

“ Un like the typical vultures,” says Mr.
Gould, “which are distinguished by their bare
necks, indicative of their propensity for feed-
ing on carrion, the Lammergeyer has the
neck thickly covered with feathers, resem-
bling those of the true eagles, with which it

also accords in its bold and predatory habits,

pouncing with violent impetuosity on ani-
mals exceeding itself in size ; hence the
young chamois, the wild goat, the mountain
hare, and various species of birds find in it a
formidable aud ferocious enemy. Having
seized its prey, the Lammergeyer devours it

upon the spot, the straight form of their talons
disabling them from carrying it to a distance.

It refuses fiesh in a state of putrefaction,

unless sharply pressed by hunger ; hence
nature has limited tlus species os to numbers :

while, on the other hand, to the Vultures,
who are destined to clear the earth from
animal matter in a state of decomposition,
and thus render the utmost sendee to man
in the countries where they abound, she has

given an almost illimitable increase.”

GYRINUS : GYRLSTD.®. A genus and
^

family of aquatic Beetles, the type of which
is known under the name of IVhirligigs, or

,

Water-flea, from its peculiar motions. They
are in general of small or moderate size ;

.

and are to be seen, from the first fine days of
j

spring till the end of autumn, on the surface
1

of quiet waters, and even upon that of the
|

sea, often appearing in great numbers, and
|

aijpearing like brilliant points. They are

active swimmers, and curvet about in every
,

direction. Sometimes they remain stationary
]

without tlie slightest motion ;
but no sooner

|

are they approached , than they escaire by
darting under the surface of the water, and
swimming off with the greatest agility. The
four hind-legs are used as oars, and the

anterior ones for seizing the prey : when
they dart beneath tlic surface, a bubble of

air like a silvery ball remains attached to the

liind part of the body. When seized, they
discharge a milky fluid, which spreads oyer

the body, and probal)ly produces the dis-

agreeable odour whicli they then emit.

’Iriere are several species found in this

country, but it is not necessary to dcscril)e

them separately. Tlicse beetles are almost

the only water insects which exhibit a bril-

liant metallic lustre, a peculiarity dci>cndcnt

ui)on the habits of the insects which gene-

rally swim upon the surface of the water.

HADDOCK. iOadus wglrjtnus.) This

well-known Malacoptcrygious fish is nearly

allied to the cod ;
and, like it, is a native

of the Northern seas, where it assembles

in prodigious shoals, visiting particular
\
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coasts at stated seasons. Nor is it by any
I
means scarce on the shores of Britain or
Ireland ; immense quantities, indeed, are
taken at different localities, particularly
along our eastern coast ; and os its flesh
is sweet and wholesome, and can be pre-
served with facility, it is a flsh of consi-
derable value. The Haddock is generally
about twelve or fourteen inches in length,
and weighs from two to three poimds

;

though, occasionally, they are met with

HaUDOca.—(OADOS .®OI.F.FINOS.)

nearly three feet long, and weighing ten or
twelve, pounds : the smaller or moderate
sized ones, however, are most esteemed for

the table. The body is long and slender ;

the head slopes suddenly down from the
crown to the point of the nose ; the lower
jaw is longer than the upper, and furnished
with a narrow band of teeth : the barbule at

I the chin is small ; the eye is large, and the
irides silvery ; the head, cheeks, back, and
npper part of the sides, are of a dull grayish
hue ; lower part of the sides and belly, sil-

I very. On each side, is a large black spot,
' (of which we shali again have to speak.)
! The lateral line is black : the dorsal flns

and tail dusky bluish gray ;
pectoral, ven-

tral, and anal flns lighter : the tail bifld.

Their food is small flsh, Crustacea, and
'

marine insects : they spawn in February
I

;

and March ; and they are in the best con-

Ij dition for the table from October to January

.

'

I In stormy weather this fish is said to imbed
! Itself in the ooze at the bottom of the sea ;

' and those which are taken shortly after are
observed to have mud on their backs.

\Vc arc always loth to make allusion to

ignorant superstitions, however poimlar
the^ may be, unless we can furnish some
rational solution for their existence ;

but
they have sometimes taken such deep root,

that not to mention, might almost seem to
sanction them. We of course allude to the

;

“ thumb and finger marks of St. Peter
;

”

;

anil shall therefore extract from Mr. Yar-
!
reir# excellent work the following remarks,

;
as supplying additional infonnation of ager-

;

mane character ;
“ Pennant says, ‘ Ourcouii-

I tryman Turner suggested that the Haddock
' was the 0/ws or Aniivui of the ancients,
i Different reasons have been assigned for
giving this name to the species, some imagin-
ing It to lie from the colour of the fish, otners
bccau.se It used to lie carried on the bocks of
ai,4Cs to market.' A different reason appears
to mo more likely to have suggested the
name ; the dark mark on the shoulder of
the Haddock very freriuently extends over
the back and unites with the patch of the
shoulder on the other side, forcibly remind-
ing the observer of the dark stri|>c over the

withers of the ass i and the siiiierstitlon that

assigns the mark in the Haddock to the
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impression St. Peter left with his finger and
thumb when he took the tribute-money out
of a fish of this species, which has been con-
tinued to the whole race of Haddoeks ever
since the miracle, may possibly have had
reference, or even its origin, in the obvious
similarity of this mark on the same part of
the body of the Haddock and of the humble
animal which had borne the Christian Sa-
viour. That the reference to St. Peter is

gratuitous, is showm by the fact that the
Haddock does not exist in the sea of the
country where the miracle was performed.”
Independently of which, the Sea of Galilee
is a large fresh water lake.

HiEMATOPUS, or OYSTEE-
CATCHER. A genus of wading birds, the
best known species of which is the Common
Oyster-Catcher, if. ostraleffus. [See Oystee-
Catcuek.]

HAG. [See G.tsTEOBRAfrcnus.]

HAIR-STREAK [BUTTERFLY]. A
name given to various species of Butterflies,
of the genus Thecla.

HAKE. iGadus merlucivs of Linninus.)
This Malacopterygious fish inhabits the
seas of the north of Europe and the Mciii-
terranean j it is also found on the western
and southern coasts of England, as well
as on various parts of the coast of Ire-
land. It is of a lengthened form, generally
from one to two feet, but sometimes more :

the head is rather large, broad and flat at
the top, but compressed on the sides ; wide
mouth; lower jaw the longest

; teeth slender
and sharp, with a single row in each jaw :

the colour of the body is a dusky brown
above, and lighter beneath ; dorsal and cau-
dal flns dark

;
ventral and anal fins light

brown
;
the pectoral and ventral fins are of

moderate size, and of a sharpened shape
;

and the tail is nearly even at the end. It
is salted and dried m the manner of cod,
haddock, &c., but is not considered ns a
delicate fish either in its fresh or salted state,

and is rarely admitted to the tables of the
affluent : it forms, however, a very useful
article of food for the lower orders m many
arts both of our own and other countries,

t is a very voracious fish
;
and when pil-

chards approach the shores, it follows them,
continuing in great numbers through the
winter ; so that when pilchards are taken
in a scan, on the Cornish coast, many Hakes
arc generally found inclosed with them. By
Dr. Fleming and other naturalists, this fish

is regarded as belonging to a distinct genus,
characterized by having one anal and two
dorsal flns. (3Icrluciu».)

HALCYON. A genus of the Kingfisher
family, of which there arc many species :—
of these wo may specify the Haciied Kino-
KisiiKii {llalcyon saiic(us), which is generally
distributed over the Australian continent,
and feeds on various insects and reptiles i ns
Mantidu;, grasshoppers, caterpillars, lizards,

and small snakes; and Mr. Gould found
that spceiinciis killed in the vicinity of salt
marshes had their stomachs literally

crammed with crabs and other crustaceoiis



ammals. It also excavates holes in the nests
of a species of ant wliich are constructed
around the holes and dead branches of the
Eucalypti, feeding on the larva, a most fa-
voiu-ite food.

HAI.IBTJT, or nOLEBUT. {Hippoglos-
sus. This is the largest fish belonging to
the Pleuroncctidoe or Flat-fish family, attain-
ing the length of six or seven feet in the
northern seas, and weighing from 300 to
400 lbs. In shape and fins the Halibut is like
the Flounder

;
and the lateral line is arched.

Its flesh is rather coarse and dry, but it ad-

nAr.IBDT.—(HIPFOQI.OSSnS VOI.OAtUS )

mits of being salted. In some of the smaller
species, which are foimd in the Mediterra-
nean, the eyes look towards the left side,

instead of towards the right, the latter being
the ordinary rule of the family ; and when

. that happens it is said to be “reversed.”

j

HAEICHiEKUS. A genus of Seals. [See
Seal.]

I
HALICHONDRIA. A genus of Sponges,

in which the cartilaginous skeleton is

strengthened bj^ siliceous spicula:. See Dr.
Fleming’s British Animals, and Dr. John-
ston's British Sponges, for an account of the
many entirely British species.

I

HADICORE. A genus of Cetaceous ani-
' mals, found in the Eastern seas. [See
I Duqono.]

I

HALIOTIS: HALIOTIDiE. A genus
I

and family of Gasteropodous Mollusca, not
widely different from the Limpets, and hav-
ing the Haliotis or Ear-shell os the type.
These splendid shells are remarkable for

the pearly iridescence of the inner surface,

and the row of holes following the course of

the spine. [See Eab-suell.]

HALMATURITS. A genus of Marsupi-
nlia belonging to the Kangaroo family. As
an example we may give Parry’s Kangaroo,
llalmaturus 1‘arryi, a species familiar to the

colonists and natives of New South AVales.

It is very shy, escapes with great fieetncss

from its pursuers, and inhabits the moun-
tainous parts. It is easily tamed, becoming
very familiar. The male measures five feet

from the nose to the end of the tail. The
body is bluish gray, whitish beneath j

the

head brownish i a white streak on the face

below the eye, and a short one on each eye-

brow. Capt. Sir Edward Parry has given an
interesting account of its habits in confine-

ment. Those who wish to get further inform-

ation on this genus and its allies must consult

the noble monagrajih of the Kangaroos, by
John Gould, F. R. S., where all the species

are admirably figured and described. The
reader may consult also with profit, Mr.
Waterhouse’s History of Mammalia, and
the volume on Marsuiiialia in the Natural- ,

ist’s Library.
! i

IIALT I C ID.®. The scientific name '

Haltica, derived from a word signifying to !

leap, has been applied to a family of insects
\

allied to the Chrysomelida;, and popularly
;

known as flea-heetles. The following are
their chief peculiarities :— The body is oval
and very convex above ; the thorax is short,
wide behind and narrow before ; the head
is pretty broad ; the antennx -are slender,
about half tire length of the body, and arc
implanted nearly on the middle of the fore-
head ; and the hindmost thiglis are very
thick, being formed for leaping. The sur-

;

face ofthe body is smooth, generally polished,
j

and often prettily or brilliantly coloured.
|

The claws arc very tliick at one end, are
deeply notched towards the other, and ter-

minate with a long, curved, and sharp point,
which enables the insect to lay hold firmly
upon the leaves of the plants on which they i

live. These beetles cat the leaves of vege-
tables, preferring especially plants of the

'

cabbage, turnip, mustard, cress, radish, and
horse-radish kind, or those which, in bota-
nical language, are called cruciferous plants,
to which thej' are often exceedingly inju-
rious. The flea-beetles conceal themselves,
during the winter, in dry places, under stones,
in tufts of withered grass, and in chinks of

;

walls. They lay their eggs in the spring,

.

upon the leaves of the plants upon which’
they feed. The larva: of the smaller kinds
biuTow into the leaves, and eat the soft

pulpy si\bstance under the skin, forming
therein little winding passages, in which
they finally complete their transformations.
Hence the plants suffer as much from the
depredations of the larvre as from those of
the beetles, a fact that has too often been
overlooked. The lan-a: of the larger kinds
live exposed on the surface of the leaves

which they devour, till they come to their

growth, and go into the ground, where they
arc changed to pupss, and soon afterwards
to beetles. The mining larva; are little

slender grubs, which arrive at maturity, turn
to pupoB, and then to beetles in a few weeks.
Hence there is a constant succession of these

insects, in their various states, throughout
the summer. One of the most destructive
species of this family is the Tumip-flea
lllaltica nemorum), [wliich sec].

|HAMSTER. {Cricetus Jrumentariwi.') A
rodent animal, of the rat tribe, distin^ished
by two enormous check pouches, which will

hold a quarter of a iiiiit, and by its remark-
;

able instincts. It inhabits the sandy districts

of the north of Europe and Asia, Austria.
|

Silesia, and many parts of Germany, Boland, •

&c.,and is very injurious to the agriculturist, !

on account of the quantity of grain it dc-

vours. The general size of the Hamster is

nearly that of a brown or Norway rat, but

it is of a much thicker form, and has a short

and somewhat hairy tail. Its colour is a

pale reddish brown above, and black Ix:-

ncath : the muzzle is whitish, the checks
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reddish, and on each side the body are three
white spots, those on the shoulders being

j

the largest : the ears are rather large, and
;
rounded. On the hind feet are five toe.s, and

! on the fore feet are four, with a claw in

i
place of a fifth. They sometimes vary in
colour ; and the male is invariably larger
tlian the female. The quantity of grain

i which they consume is very great ; and
what they cannot devour, they carry olf in
their cheek-pouches, and deposit in their
holes for their winter subsistence. Their
dwellings are formed under the earth, and
consist of more or fewer apartments, ac-

! cording to the age of tlie animal : a young
Hamster makes them hardly a foot deep ;

an old one sinks them to the depth of four
or five feet, and the whole diameter of the,

residence, taking in all its habitations, is

sometimes eight or ten feet. The principal
chamber is lined witli dried grass, and serves

,

for a lodging : the others are vaults destined
for the preservation of provisions, of which

I

he amasses a great quantity during the au-
I tumn. Each hole has two apertures ; the

j

one descending obliquely, and the other per-

I
pendiculorly, and it is through the latter

,
that the animal makes its Ingress and egress,

i The holes of the females, who never reside
i with the males, have more numerous pos-

I

sages. The female breeds two or three times
a year, producing from six to ten, and some-
times more : the growth of the young is

very rapid, and at about the age of three
weeks the old one forces them out of the
burrows to shift for themselves.
The Hamster is carnivorous as well as

granivoroiis, for though it feeds on all kinds
of herbs as well os com, it occasionally' at-
tacks and devours the smaller kinds of ani-
mals. On the approach of winter the Ham-
ster retires into his subterranean abode, the
entry of which he closes with great care ;

and thus remaining tranquil and secure,
feeds on his collected store till the frost be-
comes severe : he then falls into a profound
slumber, and in that dormant state con-
tinues rolled up, apparently lifeless, his limbs
intlexible and his laxly perfectly cold. This
lethargy of the Hamster has been generally
ascribed to the effect of cold alone : but more
recent observations have proved, that unless
at a certain depth beneath the surface, so as
to Ixj beyond the access of the external air,

the animal does not fall into its torpid state,

and that the severest cold on the siiriacedoes
not aft'ect it. On the contrary, when dug
out of its burrow and exposed to the air, it

infallibly wakes in a few hours. The waking
of the Hamster is a gradual operation: he
first loses the rigidity of his limbs, then makes
deep inspirations, at long intervals ; after
this he liegins to move Ids limbs, open his
mouth, and utters an unpleasant rattling
sound : he at length opens his eyes, and
endeavours to rise, but reels about for some
time, as if in a state of intoxication, till at
length he |«rfectly recovers his usual powers.
When ex|Kx<cd to a cold air he is soinctimes
two hours in waking i but in a wanner air
the transition is effected in half the time.
Tlic character which naturalists have given
of these animals is very unfavourable. They

of iSaturc. 30i

constantly reject all society with one another,
and they tvill not only destroy every animal
which they are capable of conquering but
will fight, kill, and devour their own species:
yet, fierce as they are, they quail before their
deadly enemy the polecat, which chases
them into their holes, and unrelentingly
destroys them. The fur of the Hamster is

said to be valuable s and the peasant who
‘goes a hamsternesting’ in the winter, ob-
tains not only the skin of the animal, but
his hoard, which is said commonly to amount
to two bushels of good grain in each maga-
zine. Buffon says, that in Gotha, where
these animals were proscribed on account of
their vast devastations among the com,
14(j,132 of their skins were delivered at the
Hotel de Ville of the capital in the course
of tliree years.

HARE. iZepns.') A well-knotvn genus
of Rodent mammalia, containing several
species. We shall first describe—

•

The Common H.vre [Lcptis timidus), wliich
possesses all the characters of the genus Lepus
in such a degree as to form its most perfect
type. Its hearing and sight are most acute ;

its timidity is unequalled ; and its swiftness
is surpassed by none. The general length of
the Hare is about two feet; the colour a sub-
ferruginous gray, with the chin and belly
white : the throat and breast ferruginous, and

COMMON HARE.—(LEPUS TIMIDCS ,)

the tips of the ears blackish: the tail is black-
isli above, and white below : the feet are co-

vered lx:neath as well as above with fur
;
the

upper lip is divided; the eyes are large, pro-
minent, and placed laterally

; and they are
said to be constantly oi>en even during sleep;

the hinder legs are much longer than the fore

legs
;
the feet are hairy ; and the tail is

short and turned up. Its favourite residence

is in rich and somewhat dry and flat grounds,
and it is rarely discovered in verj; hilly or

mountainous situations. It feeds principally

by night, and remains concealed during the

day ill its /orm, beneath some bush or slight

shelter. To this spot it constantly returns,

and Ixicoines so nttiuihed to it, that it is with
dlfilculty compelled to abandon it ; in

choosing Its place of rest, however, it is

governed by the seasons, and while a cool

and shady spot is its resort in summer, it

selects for its winter lair a situation where it

can liest receive the genial warmth of the
sun.
The Hare Is a very prolific animal, gene-

rally producing three or four young at a
time, and breeding several times in a year.
The eyes of the young are open at birth i

the dam suckles them about twenty days,
after which they leave her, and procure their

D n
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I
own subsistence. Its food consists of various

I

kinds of herbage, but it prefers vegetables of

I a milky and succulent quality, and is espe-
cially fond of parsley. It is at times a very
annoying and destructive Invader, not only
of the field and garden, doing great injury
to the young wheat and other grain ; but it

also frequently commits sad havoc in young
plantations, by gnamng off the bark, and
feeding on the young shoots ofvarious shrubs.
It is proverbially timid, and files if dis-

turbed when feeding, at the slightest alarm j

and, led by a natural instinct, it invariably
makes towards the rising ground, the length
of its hind legs giving it an advantage in
this respect over its pursuers. These animals
seldom migrate far from the spot where they
are produced ; but each makes a form at a
small distance, showing a predilection rather

for the place of their nativity than the society

of their kind. They pair in February ; and
as they only quit their couch in the night
time to obtain food, so they never leave it

for the companionship of their mates but at

the same silent hour : often, indeed, are

they observed by moonlight, playing and
skipping about in the most sportive mannp ;

but the slightest breeze, or even the falling

of a leaf, is sufficient to disturb their revels ;

and they instantly fly off, each pursuing a
different track.
In order to enable this creature to perceive

the most distant approaches ofdanger, nature
has provided it with very long ears, which,
like tubes applied to the auditory organs of

deaf persons, convey to it such sounds as are

remote ;
and the motions of the Hare ore

directed accordingly. Its large prominent
eyes being placed so far backward as to

receive the rays of light on every side, it can
almost see distinctly behind while

^

it runs
directly forward. The muscles of its body
being strong, and unencumbered witli fat,

it has no superfluous burden of flesh to carry

:

and to assist it in escaping from its pursuers,

the hinder legs are considerably longer than
the fore, wliich adds to the swiftness of its

motions. But they generally exhaust their

powers by their first efibrts, and are con-

sequently much more easily caught than
foxes, though these vdly creatures are slow

when compared with them. When the Hare
hears the hounds at a distance, it flies for

some time from a natural impulse, till

having gained some lull or rising ground,

I and left the dogs so far behind that their

cries no longer reach its cars, it stops, rears

on its hinder legs, and looks back, for the

purpose of satisfying^ itself whether its

enemies are still in sight or not : but tlie

dogs having once gained the scent, trace it

with united and unerring skill! and the

poor animal soon again receives indications

of tlicir approach. Sometimes, when hard

hunted, it will start a fresh Hare, and squat

in the same form i
at others, it will creep

under the door of a sheep-cot, and conceal

itself among the sheep ;
sometimes it will

cuter a hole, like the rabbit ; at others, it

will run up one side of a quickset hedge,

and down the other ; and it has been known
to ascend the top of a cut hedge, and run a

cunsidurable way, by which stratagem it

has effectually evaded the hounds. It is

also not unusual for the Hare to betake
itself to furze bushes, and leap from one to
another, whereby the dogs are frequently
misled ; and as it swims well, and takes the
water readily, it will cross a river with the
same intent, if it has the opportunity. It
may be observed, however, that the first

doubling which a Hare makes generally
affords a key to all its future attempts of that
kind, the latter exactly resembling the
former. The Hare is a short-lived animal,
and is supposed rarely to exceed the term of
seven or eight years. Its voice, which is I

seldom heard but in the distress of sudden 1

surprise or when wounded, resembles the I

sharp cry of an infant. Its enemies are I

numerous and powerful. Every species of
the dog kind pursues it by instinct ; the cat

,

and the weasel tribes exercise aU their arts
|

to ensnare it ; and birds of prey, snakes,
j

adders, &c. drive it from its form, particu-
larly during the summer season : these, with '

the more destructive pursuits of mankind,
j

contribute to thin the number of these
animals, which from their prolific nature
would otherwise multiply to an extravagant
degree.
The flesh is now much prized for its

peculiar flavour, as it was by the Bomans j

but it w’as forbidden to be eaten among the
Jews, Mahometans, and ancient Britons.
The fur, until of late years, when silk became
so generally used, was of great importance
in the manufacture of hats ; and in som.e
ports of the continent it is also woven into
cloth. <

The IMSH Hare (.Lepus Hibemievs), usu-
ally considered a species of the common

|

Hare of England, is said by Mr. Bell, in his
;

“ British Quadrupeds," to be specifically

distinct. In support of his opinion, he says,
“ The characters in which it princiiially

differs from the latter arc os follows :— It is

somew'liat larger ; the head is rather shorter

;

the cars are even shorter than the head,
while those of the English Hare are fully an
inch longer ; the limbs arc proportionally
rather shorter ; and the hinder legs do not
so much exceed the fore legs in length. The
character of the fur is also remarkably dif-

ferent : it is composed exclusively of tlic

uniform soft and shorter hair which in the
English species is mixed with the black-
tijqied long lialrs, whicli give the peculiar
mottled appearance of that animal : it is I

therefore of a uniform reddish brown colour
on the back and sides. The cars arc reddish
gray, blackish at the tip, with a dark line

near the outer margin. Tlie tail is nearly
of the same relative length os in the common
species. The numerous discrepancies in the
colour and texture of the fur, and in the

form and proiiortion of the different parts of

the animal, appear to me to be too iniiKirt-

ant to constitute merely the characters of a

variety.”

The ScOTOH. or Varvixo ITare.
variabih'ii.) This species, which is inter-

mediate in size between the Common I hire

and the Babbit, differs greatly in its habits

from both. Though confined to alpine dis-
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: tricts (and therefore sometimes called the
Alpine Hare), it is diffused tlirough a wide
geographical range; being found on the Alps,

, in Norway, Sweden, Lapland, Russia, Siberia,

I

and Kamtschatka, and occurring also in our
own island on the summits of the Scottish
mountains. In summer its colour is a tawny
gray, with a slight admixture of black ; in

i winter it is entirely white, except the tips of
the ears, which are black. It shelters itself

in the cliffs of rocks, is easily tamed, and
I

becomes extremely playful and amusing.
! Towards the month of September it changes
its colour, and resumes its summer dress
about April ; but in the intensely cold
climate of Siberia it continues white all the
year round. It has been sometimes found
entirely coal black ; a variety which is also
known to take place occasionally in the
common species. When the winter has
proved unusually severe, the Varying Hare
has been known to migrate from the frozen
hills of Siberia, and to descend, in troops of
five or six hundred, into the plains and
woody districts, where they remained till

the returning spring.
I In the southern and western provinces of
: Russia there is a mixed breed of Hares,
which sustains only a partial loss of its

; colours ; the sides, and the more exposed
' parts of the ears and legs, becoming white
in the coldest months, while the other parts
remain unchanged. This variety is by the

I

Russians called Russak : and prodigious

I
numbers are taken in snares for the sake of

! their skins only ; the Russians and Tartars,
! like our own druidical ancestors, holding
the flesh of Hares in the utmost detestation.

The Amebicax H.iue (iepus Amcricamts)
is not much larger than a rabbit, by wliicli

name indeed it is well known throughout
the northern parts of that vast continent.
The summer hair is dark brown on the

! upper part of the head, lighter on the sides,

and of an ash colour below ; the ears are
wide, edged with white, tipped with brown,
and dark coloured behind ; tail dark above,
white beneath, having the under surface
turned up ; the fore legs are shorter and
the hinder longer in proportion than those
of the European. In the middle and south-
ern states, the change in the colour of the liair

I

is by no means as remarkable os it is farther

j

north, where it becomes nearly white. It
is not hunted in America, but is generally
roused by a dog, and shot or caught by
means of snares or a common box-trap, the
latter being the most usual mode. It has
the same kind of leaping gait os the Euro-

I

penn hare ; and, like that animal, it breeds
several times during the year. It is not of
a migratory nature, but always continues to
haunt the same places, taking oecasionnl
refuge under the roots of trees, or in the
hollows near the roots.

In ,\fr. Oosse’s “ Canadian Naturalist" we
find the following information rcs|>ccting
the American Hare :— “It is found pretty
generally over North America, from this
province, even to the Otilfof Mexico, where it

is more common than it is with us. I lerc its

winter coat Is nearly white, but in summer

it is of a yellowish brown, with a white tail.

It makes a nest or bed of moss and leaves
in some hollow tree or old log, whence it

issues chiefly by night. Though not somuch
addicted to gnawing os the squirrels, yet as
its teeth are formed in the same manner, it

probably resembles them in its food, eating
various kinds of nuts and seeds, as well as

green herbs. It is said also occasionally to
peel off the bark from apple and other trees.

A singular mode of taking fuiTed animals
out of hollow trees, logs, &c. is practised in
the south, called ‘ twisting.’ I once saw it

performed on a rabbit (so called) ; the dogs
had tracked him and driven him to Ids hole
in the bottom of a hollow hickory tree. The
hole was too small to admit the hunter’s
hand with convenience, so we made the
negroes cut down the tree, wldch was soon
eflFected. iVhen it fell, we watched the butt,

to see that the rabbit did not run out, but
he did not make his appearance. The
hunter then got some long slender switches,
and probing the hollow, found that the
rabbit was at the farther end several feet

up the trunk. He now commenced turning
the switch round in one direction, a great
many times, imtil the tip of it had become
so entangled in the animal’s fur, as to bear
a strong pull. He then began to pull steadily

out, but the rabbit held on as well as he
could, and made considerable resistance,
crying most piteously, like a child ; at last

the skin gave way, and a great mass of fur
and skin came out attached to the switch,
pulled olF by main force. He now took a
new switch, and commenced twisting again,
and this time pulled the little thing down,
but the skin was tom almost completely off

the loins and thighs of the poor little crea-
ture, and so tightly twisted about the end
of the stick, that we were obliged to cut the
skin to get the animal free I

’’ A more cold-
blooded or barbarous cruelty, practised on
a harmless and defenceless animal, it is

scarcely possible to conceive
;
and were it

not for the undoubted veracity of the writer
we should reject it as well on the score of
its incredibility as of its inhumanity.

The Cape Hare. (Xepus Capemns.) This
species, which is about the size of the one
lost described, inhabits the country near the
Capo of Good Hope, frequenting the most
rocky and mountainous situations, and
taking up its abode in the Assures of the
cliffs. The cars are long, broad in the

middle, naked, and rose-coloured on the
outside, and covered with short grey hairs

within : the back and upper parts generally
are similar in colour to that of the Common
Hare ; the checks and sides arc cinereous ;

the breast, belly, and legs, ferruginous ; and
the tail, which is bushy, turns ujiwards.

At the Cape it is called the Mountain Hare,
or Vi.AKTF. Haas. In one of the specimens
in the British Museum the nape of the neck
has two white streaks.

The Baikal Hare (Lcpi/s Totai) is rather
larger than the common Hare, and has a
longer and smaller head, but In colour and

?

;cncral appearance, pretty much resembles
t. This animal is an inhabitant of the open

u u 3
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;

hilly places in Dauria and Mongolia, and is

said to extend as far as Tibet. In the colour
of its flesh it agrees with the rabbit, but
differs both from that animal and the hare
in its manners ; neither burrowing in the
ground, like the former, nor running far
when pursued, like the latter ; but instantly
taking refuge in the holes of rocks. [Tor
Alpine Lagomys, Calling llare, &c., see
IiAGOMrS.]

HAREI/DA. A genus of Ducks, contain-
ing

,
the Long-tailed Duck (//. glacialis).

[See Duck.]

HARENGTIS. [See IlERraxo.]

HARFANG. The Great Suowy Owl. [See
Owl.]

HARLEQUIN BEETLE. [See Acro-
CINUS.]

HARLEQUIN DUCK. {ClanguJa his-

trionica). A maguiflcent species found on

HARlEHUIil DUOK.
(OT.ANOOLA H18TRI0NI0A.)

both continents ; it derives its name from
the singularity of its markings. It is seven-

teen inches in length, and twenty-eight

inches in extent : the bill is of a lead colour,

tipped with red; upper part of the head
black ;

between the eye and bill a broad

space of white, extending over the eye, and
ending in reddish ;

behind the ear, a similar

spot ! neck black, ending below in a circle

of white ;
breast deep slate ;

shoulders

marked with a semicircle of white ;
belly

black ;
sides chestnut ; body above, black,

or deep slate ;
some of the scapulars white ;

greater wing-coverts tipt with white ; le^s

and feet deep ash
;
vent and pointed tail

black. It swims and dives well ;
flies swift,

and to a great height ; and has a whistling

note. The female lays ten white eggs on the

grass ; the young are prettily speckled. At
Hudson’s Bay, where it breeds, and is said

to frciiucnt the small rivulets inland, it is

called the Painted Duck ; at Newfoundland
and along the const of New England, the

Lord. It is nn admirable diver, and is often

seen in deep water, considerably out at sea.

HARPA, or HARP-SHELL. A beau-

tiful genus of shells, so regularly marked

with parallel longitudinal ribs on the outer
surface, as to suggest at the first glance the
idea of the stringed instrument to which it

owes its name. The upper end of each rib
j

is projected and pointed ; spire short, last
j

whorl large and deeply notched ; outer lip
|

tliickened, and is supposed to have no oper-
culum. The Mollusc which inhabits it has :

the head large ; mouth open below ; des-
,

titute of a proboscis ; but having two ten-
;

EARP SHEI.L AKlilAL,
(HaRFA .'E^JTRIOOSA.)

tacula, with eyes in the middle : foot large.

It has been asserted by some naturalists that
^

the animal can, when attacked by an enemy, ;

disembarrass itself of part of its foot, and
retire entirely within its shell. The prin-

cipal localities of this genus are the Red Sea !

and the Indian and South American Oceans.
There are several species, all handsome, and
some rare ; among them the JBarpa multi-

costa, which is very rare, and the Uarpa
,

imperialis, from the JIauritius, the markings
of which ore very elegant ; but perhaps the

more abundant species here figured, Harpa
ventricosa, is as beautiful in form and colour-

ing as any species of this marine carnivorous
genus.

HARP-SEAL. The Greenland Seal. [See

Seal.]

H.tiRPY EAGLE. (.ThrasaStus.') A genus
of Accipitrine Birds foimd in South Ame-

;

rica ;
celebrated for the enormous develop-

|

ment of their beak and legs, and the con-
|

sequent strength and power they evince in u

mastering their prey. The following short

but characteristic notice of this bird occurs

UARPY KAOI a.—(rrinASAETOS EARPTI' .)

in “Edwards's Voyage up the Amazon.” i

“ While absent upon this excursion, Mr.

Bradley, an Irishman, who trades u|)on the

Upper Amaxni, arrived at Mr. Norris s,J



bringing many singular birds and curiosities

of various kinds. One of the former was a
young Harpy Eagle, a most ferocious look-
ing (maractcr, with a harpy’s crest and a
beak and talons in correspondence. He was
turned loose into the garden, and before
long gave us a sample of his powers. With
erected crest and flashing eyes, uttering a
frightful shriek, he pounced upon a young
ibis, and quicker than thought had tom his
reeking liver from his body. The whole
animal world there was wild with fear.” No
member of the Bird class could look more
fierce and indignant than a noble specimen
of this formidable Eagle, which we saw
some years ago in the Zoological Gardens,

,

Regent’s Park. Its whole aspect was that
of formidably organized power ; and even
the ap^ndage of the crest added much to
its teriiflc appearance.

HARRIER. A well-known kind of
hound, remarkable for his sagacity in tracing,
and boldness in pursuing his game. There
are several varieties, but all differing in their
services ; some being adapted for one sort of

game, and some for another. The best
breed, and that to which the name is more

emphatically applied, is the Harrier used
for hunting the Ilare, which is supposed to

have been originally produced by a cross

between the Foxhound and the Beagle. The
Harrier is generally from sixteen to eighteen
inciies in height.

H.VRT. Tlie name given to n Stag or
male Deer, which has completed his fifth

year. [See Deek.]

HARVEST-FLY. [See Cicada seplcm-
<fecu/j.]

HAWFINCH. [Sec Okosiieak.]

HAWK, f/’o/conttfe.) The name by which
several birds of prey, closely allied to the
Falcons, are designated ;

os the Goshawk,
, the Si>arrow-hawk, &c., which will be found
' under their respective names. The beak of
the Hawks resembles that of the Falcons in
its general form, being curved from the

^

base ) blit the wings arc shorter, and want
!
the jKiinted tips which arc characteristic of

j

that division the family. The most pow-
!
erful Hawks are found in cold countries,

;

inhabiting hilly districts where tlierc are
I wowls, and seeking their prey near the

1
ground. Among tlie wliolc, none is more

' bold and pertinacious in pursuit of its prey
!
than the Sparrow-hawk [which seel. In the

I

first volume of Gray and Mitclielrs genera

of Birds will be found descriptions of the nu-
merous genera, with references to the greater
part of the species, and figures of most of the
typical forms. In the List of Birds in the
British Museum collection, which is ex-
ceedingly rich in the Hawk tribe, will be
seen how numerous the species are. We
refer those desirous of further information
to those two works.

HAWK-OWL. [See Owls.]

HAZEL WORM, a name sometimes ap-
plied to the little lizard Anguia fragilis, more
commonly called the Blind-worm [which
see].

HEATHCOCK. [See Grouse.]

HEDGEHOG. iErinaceus Europceua .

)

The common Hedgehog is found in most
of the temperate parts of Europe and Asia ;

and though it has a formidable appearance,
it is one of the most harmless creatures in
existence. It is an insectivorous quadruped,
whose generic character may be thus de-
scribed : — the back covered with sharp
strong spines, about an inch lonv, with the
power of rolling itself up in a ball by means
of appropriate muscles ; muzzle pointed ;

tail short
;
and each foot five-toed and

armed witli robust claws : the head is very
conical ; the ears short, broad, and rounded ;

tlie eyes prominent ;
the body oblong, and

conical above ; and the legs short, almost
naked, and of a dusky colour. It is aliout
ten inches in length, and its colour is gene-
rally a grey-brown. Its close covering of
sharp spines, which are firmly fixed in its

tough skin, and sufficiently elastic to bear
great violence wi thout breaking, protects it

from falls or blows, and as cifcctually secures
it from tlie attacks of an enemy ; for when
molested, it instantly rolls itself into a kind
of ball, and presents nothing but its prickles
to the foe ; and the more the animal is irri-

tated and alarmed, the more firmly does it

contract itself, and the more stiff and strong
docs its bristly panoply become. Thus
rolled up, it patiently waits till the danger
is past : the cat, the weasel, the ferret, and
the martin soon decline the combat ;

and
though a well-trained wire-haired terrier,

or a fox, may now and then be found to open
a Hedgehog, it generally remains impene-
trable and secure. From this state of secu-
rity, in fact, it is not cosily forced

;
scarcely

anytliing but cold water obliging it to un-
fold itself.

The usual food of the Hedgehog is beetles,

worms, slugs, and snails ; it is also said to de-
vour fruit, the roots of plants, and certain
other vegetable substances, while it shows
itself not so restricted as has liccn thought in

its choice of animal food ; eggs, IVogs, toads,

mice, and even snakes occasionally, serviTig

for its repost. The Hedgehog is strictly

nocturnal, remaining coiled up in its retreat
during the da^, and wandering about nearly
all the night in search of food. It generally
resides in small thickets, in hedges, or in
ditches covered with Imshcs, making a hole
about six or eight inciies deep, whicli it

lines with moss, grass, or leaves. The hi-
bernation of the Hedgehog is undoubted :

n n 3
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;

although it lays up no store for the winter,
it retires to its hole, and in its warm, soft
nest of moss and leaves, it lies secure from

:
the rigours of the frost and the violence of

I

the tempest, passing the dreary season in a
profoundly torpid state. The female pro

I

duces from two to four young ones early in

I
the summer, which at their birth are blind,
and covered with soft white spines, which in
two or three days become hard and elastic.

Tlie flesh of these animals, tliough generally
rejected as human food, is said to be very
delicate.

Many absurd errors prevail as to the
habits of this animal. It is charged with
sucking the teats of cows by night, and
wounding their udders with its spines,

thereby causing those ulcerations which are
sometimes observed : from this false accusa-
tion, however, the smallness of its mouth is

a sufficient exculpation. It is also said to
be very destructive to gardens and orchards,
by rolling itself among fruit, and thus car-
rying off a quantity on its spines : but its

spines are evidently so disposed, that no
friut would stick on them, even were the
experiment attempted. But so far from
being mischievous and injurious, the Hedge-
hog is found to be of real use, and is often
kept for the purpose of ridding houses of
the numerous cockroaches by which some
are infested ;

and it is well known to devour
many destructive insects of the beetle kind
and others, which ore injurious to the farmer
and gardener.
In the “Journal of a Naturalist,” this

animal is thus noticed :— “Notwithstanding
all the persecutions from prejudice and
wantonness to which tljp Hedgehog is ex-
posed, it is yet common with us ; sleeping
by day in a bed of leaves and moss, under
the cover of a very thick bramble or furze-
bush, and at times in some hollow stump of I

a tree. It creeps out in the summer even-
ings ; and, running about >vith more agility

than its dull appearance promises, feeds on
dew-worms and beetles, which it finds among
the herbage, but retires with trepidation at

the approach of man. In the autumn, crabs,

fruits, haws, and the common fruits of the
hedge, constitute its diet. In the winter,
covering itself deeply in moss and leaves, it

sleeps during the severe weatlier
;
and, wiien

drawn out from its bed, scarcely anything
of the creature is to be observed, it exhibiting

only a ball of leaves, which it seems to attach

to its spines by repeatedly rolling itself

round in its nest.”

The SiBKRiAN or Loxci-EAUF.n Hedoe-
noo. (Erinaceus auritiis.) This species is

in general larger than the common or Euro-
pean, and may be easily distinguished by
its ears, which arc large, oval, open, and
naked, with soft whitish hair on the insidcv

and edged with brown : the upper part of

the animal is covered with slender brown
spines, with a whitish ring near the bosct

and another towards the tip, and the legs

and belly are clothed with soft white fur.

In its general manner and habits this species

is said to resemble the common Hedgehog.
The Eahi.ess llEUdEiiou atipciirs to be only

a variety of the common species : the head,
however, is somewhat shorter and the snout
more blunt j

there is no appearance of ex-
ternal ears ; it is shorter; and the whole
animal is of a whitish hue.

HEDGE-SPABROW. [See Sparrow.]

HELAMYS, or JUMPING HARE. This
animat constitutes a genus of mammalia, of

|

the orderiJodentia, allied to the Jerboas. The
head is large, the tail long, the fore legs are
very short in comparison with the hinder, l

They have four molars, each composed oftwo
laminoe ; their lower incisors are tnmeated :

AFKICAU JOMPliJQ HARE
tUEr.AAIYS GAFFER.)

the fore feet have five toes, furnished with :

long pointed nails ; the hind feet have four
;

toes, which are separate as far as the bones i

of the metatarsus, and furnished with large
I

claws, almost resembling hoofs. The species !

UeJamys coffer is pale fulvous, with a long
^

tufted tail, black at the tip. It is as large i

os a rabbit, and, like it, inhabits deep bur- *

rows. Our cut exhibits one about to spring,
]

while another is at the mouth of its bur-
row. '

HELARCTOS. A genus of Bears found !

in India and the Eastern Islands. The Malay
|

and Java Bearsmay be given as illustrations.

[See Bear.]

IIELICINA. A genus of Jfollusca, found
in America and the West Indies. Some in-
habit the sea, but others are terrestrial, cither
feeding upon trees or subsisting on the vege-
table jjroductlons of the fields and gardens.

,

The head of the animal is furnished with a
j

proboscis and two tcntacula, with eyes at ;

the base on tubercles ; foot short. The sltoll
''

is of a flattened shaiie, mouth semicircular, |

closed by a horny operculum, which is formed j

of concentric layers, and permanently at-
]

tached to the foot ; outer lip thickened and
reflected, inner lip spread over the body-
whorl, terminating in a point. There arc ,

a great many siwcics.
|

HELICONIDvE. A family of Lepidop-
j

tcrous insects ; in which the wings varj' in .

shape, but arc often very long and narrow, '

and the discoidal cell of the hind wings is
;

always closed ; the antenna! are slightly :

clavalc (
the palpi arc short, and wide apart



at the base, the second joint being generally
clothed witli hairs directed upwards at its

extremity. The caterpillars are cylindrical,
and either spinose or fimiished with several

I

pairs of long fleshy appendages ; and the
chiysalides are often ornamented with bril-

liaiit golden spots. The species belonging
to this family are entirely exotic, of a mode-
rately large size, and of very varied colours.
In some of the species the wings are quite
denuded of scales and in many they are but
slightly covered. One of the species, Euploea
iDatuxis) hamata, is said to be so abundant
in New Holland, that it occasionally dark-
ens the air from the clouds of them. By
many authors this and the allied genera are
placed in the separate family VanaUloe. We
must refer our readers to jlr. Doubleday’s
elaborate letter-press to his work on the
Diurnal Depidoptera, so beautifully illus-

trated by Mr. Hewitson.

' HELICTIS. A genus of carnivorous
Quadrupeds allied to the Skunks, of which
there ore at least two species, one found in
China,where it was discovered by Mr. Reeves,
the other in Nepal, whence it was sent by
Mr. Hodgson.

• HELIORNIS. A genus of Birds found in
South America. [See Fixfoot.]

HELIX : HELICID.1E. The general name
of a large and most extensively diffused class

of Molluscous animals with a shelly covering.
It is equally adapted to the hottest and the
coldest climates, the most cultivated and the
most barren situations. In the Cuvicrian
system this is the type of a family of ter-

restrial and air-breathing Gasteropods. The
common Garden Snail of this country, and
the Edible Snail of France and Italy, are
well-known examples of this family ; but in
tropical climates more striking ones are to

be found. The work of Dr. Pfeiffer is the
latest and the most elaborate on this group.
In the works of Wood, Sowerby, Reeve and
others, a great number of species are figured.
An inspection of the coses containing them
in the British Museum will show how varied
their forms are, and how beautifully coloured
arc many of the species. There are some
brought from the Philippine Islands Mr.
Cuming, which when wetted lose their co-
lour, but regain it when dry. This is owing
to the nature of the epidermis. [See Sxail.J

HELMET-SHELL. (Cassis.) A family
of shells, of which there are several species,
mostly found on tropical shores, but some

fl iTI.V F r OH KI T . — (CA8M iq I.K'’ ' A I A
)

arc also met with In the Mediterranean.
They arc inhabited liy molluscous auinials,
some of srliicli grow to a very large size, re-

quiring of course a corrcspoiiiling magnitude
of shell. They live at some distance from

the shore, on the sand, into which they oc-
casionally burrow, so as to hide themselves.
The back of the Helmet-shell is convex, and
the under part flat : the mouth is long and
narrow : the lip is strongly serrated, and
rises into a high thick border or ledge on the
back ; and the pillar is generally strongly
toothed, and beset with small asperities.

The shells of the Oassis rufa and other spe-
cies are beautifully sculptured by Italian
artists in imitation of antique cameos, the
different layers of colouring matter resem-
bling the onyx and otlier precious stones
formerly used for this purpose.
Upon this subject some interesting par-

ticulars were detailed by Mr. J. E. Gray, at
a meeting of the Society of Arts, held April
21. 1847. He observed that numerous at-
tempts have been made to substitute various
materials, such as porcelain and glass, for
the ancient cameos ; but their great in-
feriority has caused them to be neglected.
The best and now most used substitutes are
shells ; several kinds of wliich afford the
necessary diflTerence of colour, and at the
same time are soft enough to be worked
with ease and hard enough to resist wear.
The shells used are those of the flesh-eating
univalves, which are peculiar as being formed
of three layers of calcareous matters, each
layer being a perpendicular lamina placed
side by side. The cameo cutter selects those
shells which have the tliree layers comjiosed
of different colours, as they afford him the
means of relieving his work

; but the kinds
now employed, and which experience has
taught him are best for his purpose, are the
Bull’s Mouth {Cassia rufa) from the Indian
Seas, the Black Helmet {Cassis Madagaa-
r.ariensis), a West Indian shell, the Horned
Helmet ( Cassis comuta), from Madagascar,
and the Queen Conch {Strombus gigas), a na-
tive of the West Indies. The two first are
the best shells. After detailing the pecu-
liarities of these shells, Mr. Gray proceeded
to ^ive an account of the progress of the art,

which was confined to Rome for upwards of
forty years, and to Italy until the last twenty
years, at which period an Italian commenced
the making of them in Paris ; and now
about three hundred persons arc employed
in this branch of trade in that city, 'i’he

number of shells used annually thirty years
ago was about three hundred, the whole of
which were sent from England ; the value
of each shell in Rome being !10s. To show
the increase of this trade, the number of
shells used in France lost year was nearly os

follows :

Bull’s Mouth - 80,000
Black Ilolinct - 8,000

Horned Helmet WlO
Queen Conch - 1,200

Is. M. jEO.IOO
r,s. 1,800
2s. (id. 00
Is. 2jf/. 700

100/4X) shells. Value 8,900

The average value of the large cameos made
In I’arls is about six francs each, giving a
sterling value of .’12,1km)/., and the value oftho
small cameos Is about H.IMKI/., giving a total
value of the cameos iiroduced in Paris for



the last year of 40,00(K., while in England
not more than six persons are employed in
this trade. Athencmm, May 1. 1847.

HELOPID.®. A family of insects be-
longing to the order Colcoptera, division He-
tcromera, in which the antenna; are inserted
near the eyes, and the terminal joint is

always the longest, covered at the base by

the margin of the head, filiform, or slightly
tliickened at the tip, elytra not soldered
together ;

maxillary palpi, with the last

joint largest, hatchet-shaped ; eyes gene-
rally Iddney-shaped. The larvaa generally
filiform, mth smooth shining bodies and
very short feet. They are found in old
wood, while tlie perfect insects are frequently
found upon flowers, or below the bark of
trees. This family consists of several genera,
most of which are exotic. Mr. Paget, of
Yarmouth, in his Natural History of that
town, mentions that the larva of the common
Helops violaceus injured the wood of a
window-frame very mueli, in wliich several

of these inseets had taken up their abode.

II EM E R O B IH S : HEMEROBIID^.
I

RACE-WING ELIES. A genus and family
of inseets belonging to the order Newroptera

;

remarkable for the exceeding brilliancy of
the eyes in most of the species, and for the

I/SOE-WINO PUT (HUMEnORIUS.)

delicate structure and varied eolours of their

long reticulated wings; so that, although of

small size, they are very conspicuous. They
deposit their eggs upon plants, attaching

them at the extremity of along slender foot-

stalk, tlie base of wliich is fastened to the

leaf : thus fl.xed in small clusters, they have
tlic appearance of minute fungi. The larva:

of these insects arc extremely ravenous ; and,

as they feed on the Aphides, or plant-lice, are

liiglily beneficial. During tlie summer tliey

arrive at their full growtii in about fifteen

days ; tlicy tlien spin a silken cocoon, in

which tiicy enter as inactive pupa:, and there

remain during the winter.

IIEMIDACTYLUS. A genus of Lizards

belonging to the Gecko family, in wliieh

the tail is depressed, angular above, with
cross rows of spines, the toes being free.

The species are found in various parts of the
world, and will be found described in Mr.
Gray’s Catalogue of Reptiles ; one species
seems to be common on the shores of the
Mediterranean.

HEMIPODIUS. A genus of Gallinaceous
Birds allied to the Quails, of which there arc :

very many species in Africa and Asia clilefly.
I

Colonel Sykes has described many of the
East India species. We must refer to Gray’s i

and Mitchell’s Genera of Birds for a list of '

the species and figures of the form, and limit :

ourselves to the notice of a species figured
^

in the work of Mr. Gould, where it is called
the SwiFT-FLYixo Hemjpode. This bird
inhabits New South Wales, and is the
“ Little Quail ” of the colonists. The
male is little more than half the size of
the female. It breeds in September and
Oetober : the nest is slightly constructed of
grasses, placed in a shallow depression of the
ground, under the shelter of a small tuft of
grass : eggs four in munber. The Hemi- :

podius lies so close os to be nearly trodden
on before it will rise, and, when flushed, flics

off with such rapidity as to make it very
difficult to shoot.

HEMIPTERA. An order of Insects cha-
racterized by having a homy beak for suc-
tion ; four wings, whereof the uppermost
are generally thick at the base, with thinner
extremities, which lie flat, and cross each
other on the top of the back, or are of uni-
form thickness, tliroughout, and slope at the
sides like a roof. Transformation partial.

Lar\’a: and pupa: nearly like the adult in-
sect, but wanting wings.— The various
kinds of field and house bugs give out a
strong and disagreeable smell. • Many of
them (some PentatomidcB and Lygaddce,
Cimicidee, Reduviadee, Hydromttridee, Xe-
pulce, and Notonectidee) live entirely on the
juices of animals, and by tliis means destroy
great numbers of noxious insects ; some are

of much serrice in the arts, affording us the
costly cochineal, scarlet grain, lac, and
manna ; but the benefits derived from these

are more than counterbalanced by the in-
juries committed l)y the domestic kinds, and
by the numerous tribes of plant-bugs, locusts

or cicadse, tree- hoppers, plant-lice, bark
lice, meal}' bugs, and the like, that suck the
juices of plants, and require the greatest
care and watchfulness on our part to keep
them in check. Tlie works of Burmcister,
Amyot, and Servilla, Meyer, Hatton and
others may be referred to for the species,

whicli are very numerous, and often most
beautifully coloured, the colour and odour
being by no means in harmony.

HEN. Tlie general name of the female
among the feathered tribes, but more espe-

cially applied to the female of the gallina-

ceous kind.

HEN-ILVRRIER. (Circus cyancus.) This

bird is a species of hawk ; about eighteen

inches in length, and three feet in extent

from tlie tips of the wings extended. 'The

bill is lilack, and covered at tlie liasc with
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long bristly feathers ; cere, irides, and edges
of the eyelids, yellow : the upper parts of
the plumage bluish gray, mixed with light
tinges of rusty ; the breast and under-coverts
of the wings white, the former streaked with
reddish brown, and the latter marked with
bars of the same : the wings and tail are a
bluish-gray, variegated with black 5 and the
legs are long, slender, and yellow. The
Hen-Harrier feeds on birds and reptiles ; it

flies low, skimming along the surface of the
ground in search of prey, and is extremely
destmetive to young poultry and the fea-
thered game. It m^es its nest on the
ground, and lays four eggs of a reddish

I colour, with a few white spots.

i HEPATHS. A beautiful genus of Crus-
tacea found in South America, and so named
from its liver-eoloured marking. The genus
is allied to Calappa, and belongs to the same
family.

HEPI.t\XrD.®. A family of Lepidopter-
ous insects, in the section Hetekocera
(corresponding with the first group of La-
treille’s >'octurxa). It is distinguished by
ha>-ing the antenna: very short and filiform,
never feathered to the tip ; the spiral tongue
either very short or obsolete

; and the
palpi also generally obsolete ; the wings
elongated, and deflexed in repose ; the ab-
domen also elongated, its extremity being
attenuated into a long ovipositor, capable of
being withdrawn, or introduced into the
crevices of the bark of trees, &c. The cater-
pillars are sixteen-footed fleshy grubs ; and
feed npon the roots of vegetables or the
wood of standing trees : when full grown,
they construct a cocoon of the refuse of what
they have been feeding ujion. The chrysalis
is armed with transverse rows of flne rcflexed
spines on the abdominal segments, which
assist the insect whilst making its efforts to
emerge from its confinement and assume the
perfect state. The llepialidcB arc called
Siri/ts, from the rapidity of their flight,

which takes place during the twilight. Some
of the species arc very remarkable, particu-
larly Hepiai.l-.s ViREst'EXS, a large spe-
cies from New Zealand, described by Mr.
Houbleday. The caterpillar of this is very
frequently attached by a fungus

i which en-
tirely converts it into a vegetable substance,
the fructification and its |icdiccl projecting
considerably. This fungus is the .Spha-ria
/bVierlsi of Hooker {S. eruciin/mofMulsant.)
Among the most striking llepialido: of this
country arc J/fpialut Jlumuli, or the Ghost
Moth, and Cotmu lignijKrda, or tlie Goat
Moth [which seej.

HEPIOLUS. [Sec Guost-motii.]

HER.MIT CRAB. Tlic name given to
different species of the family /’rifpirula',

I which occupy empty shells, in which they

I

protect their soft and otherwise easily injured
tails. [Hec CiiAii : Taouiiu.s.]

HERON, (yfrr/c/7.) Though birds of the

I

crane, the stork, and the Heron kind, have

\

a strong affinity to each other, the Heron
may lie distinguished by its smaller size, its

longer bill, and particularly by the middle

claw on each foot, which is serrated, for the
better seizing and securing its slippery prey.
Herons reside on the banks of lakes and
rivers, or in marshy places : their food con-
sists of fishes and their fry, frogs, and field

mice, as well as all sorts of insects, snails,

and worms. They build in large societies

in the same place
;
and when they fly, their

neck is contracted and folded over their
back, and their legs are extended.

The Common Heron (Ardea cinerea) is

remarkably light in proportion to its bulk,
scarcely weigliing three pounds and a half,

though its length is upwards of three feet,

and its extended breadth above five. The
bill is six inches long, straight, pointed, and
strong ; the upper mandible is of a ycllowdsh
horn colour, the under one yellow : the fore-
head, neck, middle of the belly, edge of the
wing, and the thighs, are of a pnre wliite; the
occiput, the sides ofthe breast,and those of the
body, of a deep black : the fore part of the
necic is adorned with large longitudinal spots

j

of black and gray ; the back and wings are
I

blue gray. A bare greenish skin is extended
from the beak beyond the eyes, the irides of
which are yellow, giving them a fierce and
piercing aspect. The back part of the head
is ornamented with several elongated narrow
black feathers, the two middle of which are
upwards ofeight inches in length ; the whole
forming an elegant pendent crest

; the fea-
thers of the scapulars are also elongated,
and fall over the back in fine disunited
plumes. The tail is composed of tw'elve short
cinereous feathers

;
the legs are of a dirty

green colour, long, and bare above the knees;
and the inner edge of the middle claw is

finely serrated. The female is destitute of
j

the long crest of the male, having only a
short plume of dusky feathers

; and in
general her plumage is gray : the same re-
marks are also nearly ajiplicable to the
young birds. In the breeding season they
congregate in large societies, and, like the
rooks, build their nests on trees, with sticks,

lined with dried grass, wool, and other warm
materials. The female lays from four to
six eggs, of a pale greenish blue colour.
This bird commits great devastation in

ponds and shallow waters. As a proof of its

appetite, it is asserted by M'illoughby and
others, that a single Heron will destroy fifty

small roach and dace, one day with another.
Though it generally takes its prey by wad-
ing into the water, and waiting patiently
for its approach, it frequently also catches
it whilst on the wing ; but this is only in

shallow waters, where it is able to dart with
more certainty than in the deep

;
for in this

case, though the fish docs at the first sight
of its enemy descend, yet the bird, with its

long beak and legs, instantly iilns It to the
bottom, and there seizes it securely. In
general, the Heron Is seen taking his gloomy
stand by the side of a lake, ns If meditating
mischief, motionless, and gorged with plun-
der. His usual attitude on such occasions is

that of sinking his lung neck between his
shoulders, and keeping his head turned on
one side, as if viewing the water more
Intently. When the call of hunger returns,

f
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the toil of an hour or two is sufficient to fill

his capacious stomach ; and he retires long
before night to his lodging in some wood,
which lie quits early in the ensuing morning,
in order to pursue his usual occupation.
But in cold and stormy seasons, when his
prey is no longer within his reach— the fish
then abiding in the deep as their warmest
situation, and frogs, lizards, and other
reptiles, also seldom venturing from their
retreats during the continuance of such
weather— the Heron is obliged to practise
abstinence, and to feed on such weeds as the
margin of the lake affords : hence he feels
the ills both of hunger and repletion, and
notwithstanding the amazing quantity he
devours, he is always lean and emaciated.
While on this subject, it may, however, be
well to attend to what Mr. Waterton has
written : “ I attribute the bad character
(says he) which the Heron has with us, for
destroying fish, more to erroneous ideas,
than to any well-authenticated proofs that
it commits extensive depredations on our
store-ponds. Under this impression, which
certainly hitherto has not been to my dis-
advantage, I encourage this poor persecuted
wader to come and take shelter here

; and
I am glad to see it build its nest in the trees
which overhang the water, though carp, and
tench, and many other sorts of fish are there
in abundance. Close attention to its habits
has convinced me that I have not done
wrongly. Let us bear in mind that the He-
ron can neither swim nor dive ; wherefore
the range of its depredations on the finny
tribe must necessarily be very circumscribed.
In the shallow water only can it surprise the
fish ; and, even there, when we see it standing
motionless, and suppose it to be intent on
striking some delicious perch or passing
tench, it is just as likely that it has waded
into the pond to have a better opportunity
of transfixing a water-rat lurking at the
mouth of its hole, or of gobbling down some
unfortunate frog which had taken refuge on
the rush-grown margin of the pool. The
water-rat may appear a large morsel to be
swallowed whole ; but so great are the ex-
pansive powers of the Heron’s throat, that
it can gulp dotvn one of these animals with-
out much apparent difficulty. As the ordi-

nary food of this bird consists of reptiles,

quadrupeds, and fish, and as the Herons can
only catch the fish when they come into

shallow water, I tliink we may fairly con-
sider this wader not very injurious to our
property ;

especially when we reflect for a
moment on the prodigious fecundity of fish.”

In its olirial journics the Heron soars to

a great height, and its harsh cry while on
the wing frequently attracts the car. In
flying, it draws the head between the shoul-

ders, and the legs, stretched out, seem, like

the longer tails of some birds, to serve os a
rudder. The motion of their wings is heavy
and flagging, and yet they proceed at a very

considerable rate. In England, Heron-
hawking was formerly a favourite diversion

among the nobility and gentry of the king-
dom, at whose tables this bird was a favour-

ite dish, not less esteemed than pheasants
and peacocks. It was ranked among the

iUatural ^i^tavv

;

royal game, and protected as such by the
;

laws
; and a penalty of twenty shillings was

(

incurred by any person who took or destroyed !

its eggs— Dr. Latham says, *• In England,
and the milder climates, this species of Heron
is stationary ; migratory in the colder, ac- I

cording to the season ; and is rarely seen far
north : inhabits Africa and Asia in general, '

the Cape of Good Hope, Calcutta, and other
parts of India

j and is found in America i

from Carolina to New York.”

The Agami Herox. (Ardea Agamu) By !

general consent, as it were, this bird is at- !

lowed to be the most beautiful of the genus,
j

It is a native of Surinam, and is rather
|

more than two feet and a half in length : :

its beak is about six inches long, and dusky, I

with the base of the under mandible pale ; I

the crown, the crest, and the Irind part of
the neck are bluish gray ; the upper parts
of the body, the wings, and the tail, are a
fine glossy green ; the quills are black ; the
sides of the neck bright rufous, with an ele-
gant white and rufous line, boimded by
black down the central part : the breast is

clothed with long, loose, dark feathers
; those

on the back of the neck black, with a white
streak down the middle of each shaft : the ,

under parts of the body are deep rufous ; i

and the tail is brown.

The Great Herox. (Ardca HerodiAit.)
This species inhabits North America, and is

one of the largest of the genus, measuring
upwards of five feet in length : the beak is

eight inches long, and of a brown colour, (

inclining to yellow on the sides : on the
back of the head is a long-feathered crest

:

ORKAT HERON.—(AKOEA U K P.OUIAP,''

the space between the beak and eye is naked, ’

and of a pale yellow : all the upper parts of ,

the body, with the belly, tail, and legs, are

brown ; the quills black j the neck, brea.'t,
j

and tliighs rufous, l.ike the rest of this .



renus, the Great Heron frequents the bor-
ders of lakes and rivers, and feeds on reptiles

and small fishes.

The Great IVinTE Herox. (Herodtas al-

ba.') This bird’s plumage is wholly white ; it

may therefore be easily known from the com-
mon Heron : it is also rather smaller, the tail

and legs are longer, and it has no crest. Its

character and manner of living are the same,
and it is found in the same countries, though
the species is far less numerous, and it is

rarely seen in Great Britain. It is found
on the shores of the Caspian and Black Seas,
the lakes of Great Tartary, and sometimes
even much farther north : it is also met with
in various parts of Africa and America.

The Little Egret Hekox {Jlerodias gar-
zetta) is one of the most elegant as well as
one of the smallest of the Heron tribe. The
beak is black, the naked space round the
ej’es greenish, the legs dusky, and the feet
black. Its colour is of the purest white, and

!

it is adorned with soft, silky, flowing plumes
]

on the head, breast, and shoulders, which
i

give the bird a beauty quite peculiar to itself.

These delicately-formed feathers are six or i

eight inches in length, with slender shafts, -

twisted and bent down towards their tips

:

they were formerly used to decorate the :

helmets of warriors, but they now embellish ,

the turbans of Turks and Persians, or are
j

applied to the more consistent purpose of
;

ornamenting the head-dresses of European i

ladies. The Little Egret is only about
eighteen inches in length, and seldom ex-

j

ceeds a pound and a half in weight. These
birds are said to have once been plentiful in
this country, but they are now nearly ex- '

tinct here ; they are, however, abundant in :

the south of Europe, and are found in almost
I

every temperate and warm climate. Like
the Common Heron, they perch and build
on trees, and live on the same kinds of food.

The Night Herox. {S’gcticorax griseus.)
This species, which with its congeners is

placed b^ modem naturalists in a separate
genus (^ycticorax), is by no means numer-
ous, though widely dispersed over Europe, !

Asia, and America. It is about twenty inches
in length : the bill is slightly arched, strong,
and black, inclining to yellow at the base :

from the beak round the eyes the skin is
j

bare and of a greenish colour : over each eye
i

is a white line ; a block patch, glossed with ’

green, covers the crown of tlie head and the
nape of the neck, from which three long
narrow white feathers, tipped with brown,
hang loose and waving. The hinder jiart of
the neck, coverts of the wings, the sides, and
toil, arc ash gray

; throat white i fore part
of the neck, breast, and lielly, yellowish
white or buff ; the back black ) legs grecidsh
yellow. The plumage pf the female is con-
siderably less bright and distinct j and she
has none of the delicate plumes which flow
from tlic heail of the male. She loys three
or four white eggs. The Night Heron fre-
quents the sca-sliorcs, rivers, and inland
niarshes, and lives upon insects, slugs, rep-
tiles, anil fish. It remains concealed during
tiic day, aud does not roam abruail until tlic

approach of night, when its harsh and dis-
agreeable cry is painfully distinguishable.
It builds its nest on trees and on rocky cUft's.

There are numerous other species and
varieties of the Heron, differing in their size

and plumage, but nearly all having the same
habits, and being characterized by simi-
lar features with those we have described.
Among the most important are the Purple-
crested Heron (.Ardea purpurea), common
in the western parts of Asia and the north
of Europe ; the Violet Heron {Ardea leuco-
cephala ) of the East Indies

j
the Cocoi

Heron (.Ardea cocoi), a large species, native
of Brazil ; the Little White Heron (Ardea
./Eguiiioctialis), a native of Carolina and
some other ports of North America

; besides
the Blue, the Brown, the Black, the Ash-
coloured Heron, &c.
In Mr. Edwards’s narrative of a “ Voyage

up the Amazon,” one cannot but be struck
with the multitudes of large birds which al-
most everywhere met the eye of the voyager ;

not the least numerous or Important among
them being various species of Herons. “ Up-
on the trees,” says he, “ were perched birds
of every variety, which flew before our ad-
vance at short distances in constantly in-
creasing numbers, or, curving, passed directly
over us ; in either case affording marks too
tempting to be neglected. Upon some top-
most limb the great blue Heron, elsewhere
shyest of the shy, sat curiously gazing at
oinr approach. Near him, but lower down,
herons white ns driven snow— some tall and
majestic as river naiads, others small and
the pictures of grace— were quietly dozing
after their morning’s meal. Multitudes of
night herons, or tacorcs, with a loud quack,
flew startled by ; and now and then, but
rarely, a boat-bill with his long-plumed
crest would scud before us. The snake-bird
peered out his Ion" neck to discover the
cause of the general commotion ; the cor-
morant dove, from the dry stick where he
had slept away the last hour, into the water
below, swimming with head scarcely visible
above the surface, and a ready eye to a
treacherous shot. Ducks rose hurriedly, and
whistled away j curassows flew timidly to
the deeper wood 5 and fearless hawks, of
many varieties, looked boldly on the danger.”

HERRING. (Cltipea Narengm.) This
Malacoptcrygious fish, which frequents our
coasts in ouch numbers, and furnishes a large
class of persons with an important article of
food, is from ten to twelve Inches In length.
It Is principally distinguished hy the bril-

liant silvery colour of Us body, the advauce-

UI-’HIIINO i.opes nAniNonn,)

ment of the lower Jaw beyond the upper, and
by tlic numlier of rays in the anal fin, which
are generally found to amount to sixteen ;

the tjack and sides aic green, varied with



blue ; the eyes are large
; the mouth without

visible teeth ; the openings of the gill-covers
very layge ; the scales moderate in size, oval,
and thin ; the lateral line not very distinctly
visible ; the belly carinated, but not serrated :

the fins rather small than large for the size
of the fish ; and the tail considerably forked.

It has long been asserted, and generally
believed, that Herrings are found in the
greatest abundance in the high northern
latitudes ; and that the prodigious shoals
which at certain seasons fill our seas, are
making their migratory excursions from
those icy regions. But this “ great fact ” in
natural history has not only been called in
question of late, but the migration of the
Herring from one latitude to another has
been denied by men of liigh scientific at-
tainments who have given the subject great
attention, and who assert that the Herring,
having passed the winter and spring months
in the deep recesses of the ocean, follows the
dictates of nature, and at the proper season
approaches the shallower water near the
coasts to deposit its spawn. We shall there-
fore lay the statements, pro and con, before
our readers
Mr. Pennant, in his British Zoology, says,

“ The great winter rendezvous of the Herring
is within the arctic circle : there they con-
tinue many months, in order to recruit
themselves after the fatigue of spawning,
the seas within that space swarming with
small Crustacea in a far greater degree than
in our warmer latitudes.” He then thus
proceeds : “ This mighty army begins to

put itself in motion in the spring : we dis-

tinguish this vast body by that name, for
the word Herring is derived from the Ger-
man, Heer, an army, to exiJress their mun-
bers. They begin to appear oif the Shetland
isles in April and May : these are only fore-
runners of the grand shoal wliich comes in
June, and their appearance is marked by
certain signs, by the numbers of birds, such
as gannets and others, which follow to prey
on them : but when tlie main body ap-

i proaches, its breadth and depth is sucli as to

j

alter tlie very appearance of the ocean. It
is divided into distinct columns of five or six

I

miles in length and three or four in breadth,
I and they drive the water before them with a

;

kind of rippling : sometimes they sink for
i the space of ten or fifteen minutes

;
then

rise again to the surface, and in bright

n eathcr reflect a variety of splendid colours,

like a field of the most precious gems, in

which, or rather in a much more valuable
light, should this stupendous gift of Provi-

dence be considered by the inhabitants of

the British isles. The first check this army
meets in its march soutliward, is from tlie

Shetland isles, wliich divide it into two
I)arts i one wing takes to the east, the otlier

to the western shores of Great Britain, and
fill every bay and creek with their numbers :

otliers pass on towards Yarmouth, the great

and ancient mart of Herrings : they then
pass through the British Channel, and after

tliat in a manner disappear : those which
take to the west, after otfering themselves to

the IIel)rides, where tlie great stationary
fishery is, proceed towards the north of Ire-

land, where they meet with a second inter-
ruption, and are obliged to make a second
division : the one takes to the western side,

and is scarce perceived, being soon lost in
the immensity of the Atlantic ; but the
other, which posses into the Irish sea, re-
joices and feeds the inhabitants of the coasts
that border it. These brigades, as we may
call them, which are thus separated from the ^

greater columns, are often capricious in their
\

movements, and do not show on invariable
attachment to their haunts.”
The foregoing account, so well detailed by

Pennant, was imtil lately, as we have before
remarked, the generally received opinion

;

but it is now supposed that the Herring, like
the Mackerel, is in reality at no very great
distance during the winter months from the
shores which it most frequents at the com-
mencement of the spawning season ; and
this is thought a sufficient explanation of
the glittering myriads which at particular
seasons illumine the surface of the ocean for ,

miles together. As a proof of this. Dr. Bloch
'

observes that Herrings are in reality found
at almost all seasons of the year about some
of the European coasts, and that the north-
ern voyages, supposed by Pennant tind

others, are impracticable in the short period
assigned by naturalists ; the fish, in its

swiftest progress, being utterly Incapable of
moving at so rapid a rate as this migration !

necessarily supposes. I

But the subject has been more amply dis-
|

cussed by Mr. Yarrell, who brings forward so

many valid and well-supported objections
to the theory of the Herring’s migration from i|

the arctic seas, that we shall take the liberty
|

of extracting them from liis excellent work.
‘

“ To show that this supposed migration to
''

and from high northern latitudes does not ;

exist, it is only necessary to state, that the
Herring has never been noticed, that I am
aware, as abounding in the Arctic Ocean :

it has not been observed in any number in

the proper icy seas j nor have our whale-
fishers or arctic V03'agers taken any parti-

cular notice of them. There is no fishery i

for them of any consequence either in

Greenland or Iceland. On the southern
|

coast of Greenland the Herring is a rare
j

fish ; and oulj' a small variety of it, accord- i

ing to Crantz, is found on the northern
,

sJiorc. This small varietj- or species was
found by Sir John Franklin, on the shore of
the Polar basin, on his second joiimej’.

|

‘ That the Herring is, to a certain degree, a
j

migratory fish,’ saj s Dr. M’Culloch, ‘ maj'
be true ; but even a much more limited mi- !

gration is far from demonstrable. It is at

any rate perfectlj’ certain that there is no
j

such progress along the cast and west coasts
|

from a central point.’ There can be no
doubt that tlie Herring inhabits the deep
water all round our coast, and oul.v ap-

Iiroaches the shores for the purjiose of deiK>-

I

siting its sj)awn within the immediate
I
influence of the two principal agents in vi-

j

vifleation — increased tcmj>erature and o.v.v-

I

gen i and ns soon ns that essential oi>erotion

IS cft'ected, the shoals that haunt our coast

disappear : but individuals are to l>c found.

I
and many arc caught, throughout the J’car.
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So far are they from being minatory to us
from the North only, that Herrings visit the
west coast of the county of Cork in August,
which is earlier than those which come down
the Irish Channel arrive, and long before

I they make their appearance at other places
much farther north. ‘ In former times, the

I

fishery on the east coast did not commence

I

till that on the west had terminated. It is

! remarkable also that the eastern fishery has
. become so abundant os quite to have ob-
i scured the western.* And Dr. McCulloch,
from other examples, confirms a statement

• previously made, that the fishery has com-
< menced soonest on the southern part of the

I

shore ; and what is also remarkable, that

I

fur some years past it has become later every
year. The Herring is in truth a most capri-

j
cious fish, seldom remaining in one place ;

;
and there is scarcely a fishing station round

' the British islands that has not experienced
ill the visits of this fish the greatest varia-
tions both as to time and quantity, without

I

any accountable reason.**
! ilerrings are full of roe in the end ofJune,
' and continue in perfection till the beginning
of >^inter, when they deposit their spawn.
The young Herrings begin to approach the
shores in July and August, and are then
from half an inch to two inches long. The
Herring was unknown to the ancients, being

- rarely, if ever, found within the Mediterra-
nean. The Dutch are said to have engaged
in the fishery in 11G4. The invention of
pickling or salting Herrings is acribed to one

:
Benkels, or Benkelson, of Biervliet, near
Sluys, who died in 1397. The empercr

. Charles V. visited his grave, and ordered a
i magnificent tomb to be erected to his me-
mory. Since tliis early period the Dutch

!
have uniformly maintained their ascendancy

,

in the Herring fishery ; but, owing to the
! Reformation, and the relaxed observance of
;

Lent in Roman Catholic countries, the de-
mand for Herrings upon the Continent is

now far less than in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. The mode of fishing for
Herrings is by drift-nets, very similar to
those employed in the pilchard fisheries

:

the fishing is carried on only in the ni^ht

;

the most favourable time being when it is

.
quite dark, and the surface of the water is

rutHcd by a breeze.
Though there arc some other species of

Herrings, none (jf them are of the same com-
mercial imjiortancc 08 the Common Herring,
nlrcarly described, which so abundantly visits
our shores ; a slight notice of one of them,
therefore, is all that will be necessary.

I/KAfii*.s Hkhuixo. (Clupf.a Lcachii.)
“Tlie Herrinj^,** soys Mr. Yorrell, “ which I
now refer to, is found heavy with roe at the
end of January, which it does not deposit
till the mi<idle of Kebriiary. Its length is

not more than seven inches and u lialf, and
its depth near two inches. It is known that
Dr. lycach hod often stated that our coast

1 pnxluccd a second si>ccics of Herring; but
> I am not aware that any notice of it has
ever api>earcd in print. In order, however,
to identify the name of that distingnisiicd

t naturalist with a fish of wiiicli lie was pro-
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bably the first observer, I proposed for it the
name of Clupca Xeac/iiV.’* The flesh of this
species is said to differ from that of the
Common Herring in flavour, and to be much
more mild.

HESPERIID^. A family of Lepidop-
terous insects, corresponding with the Plehcii

Urbicoli of Linnaeus, and in many respects
approacliing to the Moths. The six feet are
of uniform size in both sexes, the hind
tibicc having a pair of spurs at tlie apex, and
another pair near the middle of the limb

;

the antennae are wide apart at the base, and
are often terminated in a very strong hook

;

the maxillae are very long
;
and the lower

wings are generally horizontal during re-

pose. All the known caterpillars belonging
to this family are cylindrical writhout spines,
with the anterior segments narrowed, and
the head very large : they roll up leaves, in
which they construct a slight silken cocoon,
wherein the chrysalis form is assumed

;
this

is entire, without angular prominences, and
attached by the tail as well as girt round
the middle.
These Butterflies have a peculiar, short,

jerking kind of flight, which has obtained
for them the name of Skippers. The species

EiaqrFi'.i A [PA.virair.A] svr.vANnH, is.

are of comparatively small size, and of ob-
scure colours, but some are ornamented writh
bright transparent spots, and otlicrs have

riR'^P . tiA [FAMrilll.A] MYIA’ANDS, F.

the hind wings furnished with long tails.

They have a robust body
;
and frequently

settle on flowers, leaves, and branches.
There area few British species, descriptions
of which will be found in the works of Ste-
phens and Humphreys. The ** Genera of
Diurnal Lepidoptcra ’* of Doubleday and
Hewitson will be found to contain nuicli
information on this fiimilv, which in foreign
countries abounds in species and genera.

HESSIAN FLY. (Cccitiomj/ia destructor.)
This far-famed fly, as well os the “ wheat-
fly, which are common both to Europe and
America, are siaiill gnats or midges, ami
belong to the family called Cccidojityiada;,
or gall-gnats. The insects of this family arc
very numerous, and most of them, in the
maggot state, live In galls or unnatural cn-

£ R
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largcmeiits of the stems, leaves, and buds of
plants, caused by the punctures of the winged
insects in laying their eggs. The Hessian
fly, wheat-fly, and some others differ from
the naajority in not producing such altera-
tions in jflants. The proboscis of these in-
sects is very short, and does not contain tlie

piercing bristles found in the long proboscis
of the biting gnats and mosquitoes. Their
antennas are long, composed of many little

bead-like joints, wliich are larger in the
males than in the females

;
and each joint

is surrounded with short hairs. Their eyes
are kidney-shaped. Their legs are rather
long and very slender. Their wings have
only two, three, or four veins in them, and
are fringed with little hairs around the
edges

j when not in use, they are generally
carried flat on the back. The hind body of
the female often ends with a retractile, coni-
cal tube, wherewith they deposit their eggs.
Theiryoung are little footless maggots, taper-
ing at each end, and generally of a deep yel-
low or orange colour. They live on the juices
of plants, and undergo their transformations
cither in these plants or in the ground.
The Hessian fly obtained its common name

from a supposition that it was imported into
England from Germany, and taken to North
Aineiica in some straw, by the Hessian
troops under the command of Sir W. Howe,
in the war of the Kevolution. This sup-
position, however, has been thought to be
erroneous, because the early inquiries made
to discover the Hessian fly in Germany were
unsuccessful. Dr. Thaddeus Harris brings
together, with much industry, a large amount
of information from various sources relative
to its economy, its habits, and transforma-
tions i aud from liis statement we shall en-
deavour to lay the principal facts before our
readers. The head and thorax of this fly are
black. The hind body is tawny, and co-
vered with fine grayish hairs. The wings
are blackish, but are more or less tinged
with yellow at the base, where also they
are very narrow ; they arc fringed with short
hairs, and are rounded at the end. The
body measures about one-tenth of an inch
in length, and the wings expand one quarter
of an inch or more. Two broods or gene-
rations are brought to maturity in the com^e
of a year, and the flies appear in the spring

and autumn. It has frequently been as-

serted that the flies lay their eggs ou the

grains in the ear; but whether this be true or

not, it is certain that they do lay their eggs on
the young plants, and long before the grain

is ripe. The egg is about the fiftieth of an
inch long, and four thousandths of an inch

in diameter, cylindrical, translucent, and of

a pale red colour. The maggots, when they

first come out of the shells, are of a pale red

colour. I'orthwith they crawl down the leaf,

and work their way between it and the main
stalk, passing downwards till they come to a

joint, just above which they remain, a little

below the surface of the ground, with the

head towards the root of the plant. Having
thus fixed themselves upon the stalk, they
become stationary, and never move from
the place till their transformations arc com-

! plctcd. Tliey do not cat the stalk, neither

do they penetrate within it, as some persons
,

have supposed, but they lie lengthwise upon
its surface, covered by the lower part of the
leaves, and are nourished wholly by the
sap, which they appear to take by suction.

.

They soon lose their reddish colour, turn 1

pale, and will be found to be clouded with
whitish spots

; and through their transparent
'

skins a greenish stripe may be seen in the
middle of their bodies. As they increase in
size, and grow plump and firm, they become
imbedded in the side of the stem, by the
pressure of their bodies upon the growing
plant

;
but when two or three are fixed in

this manner around the stem, they weaken
and impoverish the plant, and cause it to
falldown, or to wither and die. Thej^ usually
come to their full size in five or six weeks,

'

and then measure about three-twentieths of
an inch in length. Their skin now gradually
hardens, becomes brownish, and soon changes
to a bright chestnut colour. This change
usually happens about the first of December,
when the insect may be said to enter on the
pupa state, for after this time it takes no '

more nourisliment. The brown and leathery
skin, within which the maggot has changed

;

to a pupa or chrysalis, is long, egg-shaped, ;

. smooth, and marked with eleven transverse
i

lines, and measures one-eighth of an inch in 1

length. In this form it has been commonly 1

likened to a flax-seed. It appears, then,
from the remarks of the most careful ob- ,

servers that the maggots of the Hessian fly i

do not cast off their skins in order to become
I

pupas, wherein they difier from the larvae of
,

most other gnats, and agree with those of 4

common flies ; neither do they spin cocoons,
[

as some of the Cecidomyians are supposed to 1

do. Inclosed within the dried skin of the i

larva, which thus becomes a kind of cocoon
or shell for the pupa, it remains throughout

'

the winter, safely lodged in its bed on the side
!

of the stem, near the root of the plant ; and
!

protected from the cold by the dead leaves,
j

Very soon after the flies come forth in the
spring, they are prepared to lay their eggs
on the leaves ofthe wheat sown in the autumn
before, and also on the spring-sown wheat,
that begins, at this time, to appear above
the surface of the grouud. They continue
to come forth and lay their eggs for the
space of three weeks, after wliich they en-
tirely disappear from the fields. The mag- I

gots, hatched from thc.se eggs, pass along
j

the stems of the wheat, nearly to the roots, i

become stationary, aud turn to pupa: in

June and July. In this state they arc found
at the time of han-cst, and, when the grain

|

is gathered, they remain in the stubble in the
fields. To this there are, however, a few

:

exceptions ; for a few of the insects do not !

pass so far down the side of the stems as to

be out of the way of the sickle when the
grain is reaped, and consequently will be
gathered and carried away with the straw ;

and from this circumstance it is possible that

they might have been imported in straw from
a foreign country. In the winged state, these

flics, or more properly gnats, are very actiia,

and, though very small and seemingly
feeble, arc able to fly to a considerable dis-

tance in search of fields of j’oung grain.
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i The best modes of preyenting the ravages
of the Hessian fly are thus stated by Mr.
ilerriek, in the ‘ American Journal of

;

Science,’ vol. 41. “ The stouter varieties of
’ wheat ouvht always to be chosen, and the

i

land should be kept in good condition. If
full wheat is sown late, some of the eggs will
be avoided, but risk of winter killing the
plants will be incurred. If cattle are per-
mitted to graze the wheat fields during the
fall, they will devour many of the eggs. A
large number of the pupa; may be destroyed
by biuning the wheat stubble immediately

, after harvest, and then ploughing and har-
: rowing the land. This method will un-
doubtedly do much good. As the Hessian

’ fly also lays its eggs, to some extent, on rye

;

and barley, these crops should be treated in
I a similar manner.” It is found that luxu-

I

riant crops more often escape injury than
i those that are thin and light. Steeping the
' grain and rolling it in plaster or lime tends

I

to promote a rapid and \igorons growth, and
will therefore prove beneficial. Sowing the

I

fields with wo^ ashes, in the proportion of
i two bushels to an acre, in the autumn, and
again in the first and last weeks in April,
and os late in the month of May as the sower

;

can pass over the wheat without injury to

1 it, has been found useful. Favourable re-
ports have been made upon the practice of

j
allowing sheep to feed off the crop late in

' the autumn, and it has also been rccom-
I . mended to turn them into the fields again in

the spring, in order to retard the growth of
the plant till after the fly has disappeared.
Too much cannot be said in favour of a
judicious management of the soil, feeding
off the crop by cattle in the autumn, and

,
burning the stubble after harvest ; a proper

I

and general attention to which will ma-
terially lessen the evils arising from the
depreciations of this noxious insect.

i HETEROCERA. The second general

;

section of the Lepidoptcra, corresponding
with the Linnsean genera Sphinx and Pha-
Icma. It derives its name from the diversi-
fied formation of the antenna;, which are
never terminated by a club, like those of the
butterflies, but arc generally setaceous, fili-

form, or fusiform, those of the males being
moreover often furnished with lateral ap-
pendages, forming branches. The cater-
pillars arc much varied, but the pupa: arc
generally of a conical form, and are ordina-
rily enchased in a cocoon, the ciuiesccnt state
being often undergone in the ground. Mo-
dern entomologists have found much difii-
ciilty in defining the various groups which
compose the Creptucularia and Noclurna,

' and our space precludes us from entering at
large upon any subject where much un-
certainty exists ; nor, indeed, is it essential
that we should clo so. Mr. W’estwood ol>-
serves, that “ Urania, Castnia, Agarista,

• Bphinx, yEgeria, and Anthrcx:cra arc groups
of ct|ual value among themselves : anil on
account of the peculiar conformation of their
antenna;, they were united into one group
by I.innaius, who, it is well known, con-
sidered this character os of the highest lin-

:
portance. Take, for instance, the three

of ^ntmatclf ii2aturc. sis

English groups. Sphinx, iEgeria, and An-
throcera, and we find the first isolated : the
second, in its fenestrated wings, approaches
some of the Sphingida;, but its metamor-
phoses arc totally different, resembling those
of Cossus ; whilst Antluocera, on the other
hand, is, in its preparatory states, a Bombyx,
and in its final one probably intermediate
between Maeroglossa and Pyralis

; .^ilgcria,

nevertheless, is not farther removed from
Spliinx than is Castnia or Urania, nor than
Hepialus or Eithosia are from Attacus, in
the tribe of Bombycida;. Geometra, Tortrix,
Noetua, &c., in their extended state, arc
groups admirably defined, and yet it is im-
possible to look at Euclldia, Acosmetla,Nola,
or Platypteryx, without perceiving either
that we must extend the limits of our fami-
lies, so as to admit these anomalous groups,
or create a far greater number of families
than has hitherto been done.” * * * “ With
regard to the primary groups of the Iletero-
cera, I candidly admit that I am not able to
offer a satisfactory clnssiflcation, although
it seems unquestionable that Sphinx (or the
Hawk- moths), Bombyx (or the feather-
homed full-bodies), Noetua (or the thread-
horned full-bodies), Geometra (or the loop-
ers) Pyralis, Tortrix, and Tinea, are.asLin-
na;us considered them, amongst the primary
types.”

HETEROCERIDiE. A family of Coleop-
terous insects, of small size and subaqnatic
habits : body depressed ; legs broad, com-
pressed, and serrated ; the thorax much nar-
row'er than the elytra ; the jaws robust

;

and the antennse short. These insects bur-
row in the mud of the banks of ponds or
stagnant water, out of which they make
their escape when the earth is shaken or
stamped upon, and again as quickly bury
themselves in the mud. Their bodies are
clothed with a fine silky pubescence, whereby
the action of the water upon them is pre-
vented. They walk but slowly i yet they
are sometimes observed in the hot sunshine
to raise their wings, fly off, and again alight,
with all the agility of the tiger-beetles.
There is every reason to suppose them to bo
carnivorous.

HETEROMERA. A section of the Co-
Icojitera, comprehending those beetles which
have five joints in the tarsus of the first and
second pairs of legs, and only four joints in

the tarsus of the third pair. This division
includes several extensive groups, the ma-
jority of the species of which feed upon vege-
table substances : some are gaily coloured,
and such are generally found in flowers

5

others, wliich frequent dark and damp places,

arc uniformly black : whilst those which in-
habit the sandy deserts of tropical regions
arc of various obscure shades of gray or
brown.

HETEROPODA. An order of kiollus-
cous animals, closely allied to the Gatlero-
potiit, but dUtinguislicd from them ami all
others by the structure and position of the
fbtit, wlifch is coinjiresseil, so a.s to constitute
a vertical muscular paddle, or lln. Thu gills
are external, and form plume-like tufts,

E i: 2
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situated at the hinder part of the back : the
body is gelatinous and transparent ; and the
mouth is furnished with a kind of muscular
tube or proboscis, and a rough tongue. In
their general form and structure they corre-
spond very closely with those of the Cari-
naria, which has a tliin shell, in form not
unlike that of the Argonaut. They all in-
habit either the tropical seas, or those of
moderately warm climates. The best known
genera are Carinaria, Atlanta, and Firola.
Figures of the shells and animals of all these
will be found in the admirably useful work
of Mrs. Gray, “Figures of MoUusca.”

IIETEROPTERA. The name given to
a section of the order of insects called He-
MifTEKA, distinguished by the anterior wings
being tough at their bases and membra-
nous only towards their points. By far the
greater number of them feed upon the
juices of plants ; some, however, prey upon
smaller insects, and others suck the juices

of larger animals. They chiefly inhabit
tropical regions, and are mostly ornamented
with beautiful colours and markings, which

RED-L EGGED PLANT BDG.
(PENTATOMA BDFIPFS.)

often vie with the most splendid of the

Beetle tribe : those, however, whose habits

are aqxiatic, are of a black or obscure co-

lour. Most of the terrestrial species emit
a powerful odour when suddenly alarmed or

touched ; this is occasionally of an agree-

able nature, but more commonly (as in the

case of the Bug— Cimex lectiilarius) dis^st-
ingly offensive. As an example we give a
cut of the Penlatoma rufipes, a common spe-

cies in this country. [Sec Homoptera.]

HIMANTOPUS, or LONG-LEGGED
PLOVER. A genus of Grallatorial birds,

distinguished by the great length of their

legs ;
from which circumstance they arc

sometimes called Stilt-Birds.

One species is occasionally f(jund in this

country ;
the Long-Leooed Pi.ovjsr, (7/t-

mantopvs Candidas, or Charadrius Ilimanto-

pus ofLinnams.) White has recorded its

appearance in the neighbourhood of his

favourite Selboume ; and we believe our

readers will be better pleased with the ac-

count so graphically pourtrayed by him in

a letter to Pennant, than by any other de-

scription we perchance miglit olTcr. “ In the

lost week of last month (April, 1799), live of

these most rare birds, toonneommon to have

obtained an English name, but known to

naturalists by the terms llimantopnSy LonjKSy

and Charadrius llimantopuSy'ww shot upon

the verge of Frinsham pond, a large lake

belonging to the Bishop of Winchester, and
lying between Wolmcr forest and the town

iSatural ;

of Famham, in the county of Surrey. The
pond-keeper says there were three brace in

the flock ; but that after be had satisfled his
curiosity, he suffered the sixth to remain un-
molested. One of these specimens I pro-
cured, and found the length of the legs to be
so extraordinary, that, at first sight, one
might have supposed the shanks had been
fastened on to impose on the credulity of the
beholder: they were legs in caricatura ; and
had we seen such proportions on a Chinese
or Japan screen, we should have made large
allowance for the fancy of the draughtsman.
These birds are of the Plover family, and
might with propriety be called Stilt Plovers.
Brisson, under that idea, gives them the ap-
propriate name of Vechasse. My sjiecimen,

when drawn and stuffed with pepper,
weighed only four ounces and a quarter,
though the naked part of the thigh mea-
sured three inches and a half. Hence we
may safely assert that these birds exhibit,

weight for inches, incomparably the greatest
length of legs of any known bird. Thejfa-
mingo, for instance, is one of the most long-
legged birds, and yet it bears no manner of
proportion to the Himantopus; for a cock
flamingo weighs at an average about four
pounds avoirdupois : and his legs and thighs
measure usually about twenty inches. But
four pounds are fifteen times and a fraction

more than four ounces and one quarter ; and
if four ounces and a quarter have eight inches
of legs, four poimds must have one hundred
and twenty Inches and a fraction of legs,

viz. somewhat more than ten feet, such a
monstrous proportion as the world neven^
saw I If you should try the experiment in

still larger birds, the disparity would still

increase. It must be matter of great curio-

sity to see the Stilt Plover move ; to obsc^e
how it can wield such a length of lever with
such feeble muscles as the thighs seem to l)e

furnished with. At best one should expect
it to be but a bad walker ; but what adds to

the wonder is, that it has no back toe. Now
without that steady prop to support its steps,

it must be liable in speculation to peri)etual

vacillations, and seldom able to preser,-e the

true centre of grarity. The old name of

Ilimantopus is taken from Pliny ; and, by an
awkward metaphor, implies that the legs

arc ns slender and pliant as if cut out of a
thong of leather. Neither Willoughby nor
Ray, in all their curious researches, either

at home or abroad, ever saw this bird. Jfr.

Pennant never met with it in all Great
Britain, but observed it often in the cabinets

of the curious at Pnris. Hassclquist says

that it migrates to Egypt in the autumn ;

and a most accurate obsciver of nature has

assured me that he has found it on the banks
of the streams in Andalusia. Our writers

record it to have been found twice in Great
Britain. From all these relations it plainly

appears that the Long-legged Plovers arc

birds of South Europe, and rarely visit our

island ; and when they do, are wanderers
and stragglers, and impelled to make so

distant a northern excursion from motives

and accidents for which we arc not able to

account. One thing may fairly be deduced,

that these birds come over to us from the
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Continent, since nobody can suppose that a

;

species not noticed once in an age, and of
! such a remarkable make, can constantly
breed unobserved in this kingdom,

j

Mr. Gould obserres, in his ‘ Birds of Eu-
! rope,’ “ The Long-legged Plover, as its con-
formation would lead us to conclude, is a
bird whose most congenial habitat is mo-
rasses and the low flat shores oflakes, rivers,

and seas. Hence in the eastern portions of
Europe, where it is said to arrive from Asia
in small flocks, it takes up its abode along
the lakes and among the vast morasses of
Himgary and Russia, where, according to
M. 'Temminck, it rears its progeny, and
where it fearlessly wades in search of its

food, without much chance of being carried
out of its depth ; but should such an occur-
rence happen, or the waves drift it out from
the shore, it possesses, like many of the true
Wading Birds, the power of swimming with
the greatest ease and lightness : in fact, in
whatever point of view we consider the
Long-legged Plover, we find it adapted in
the best possible manner for its habits and
modes of life. Few birds exceed it in the
powers of flight ; its wings far exceed the
tail, and it passes through the air with asto-

nishing rapidity. When on firm ground, it

appears as if tottering on long and awkward
stilts, but firm ground is not its congenial
habitat.”

I

An allied species (/T. nigricoTlis) is de-
scribed by Wilson, in his American Omitho-

;

logy, under the same name as the European,

\

but it is distinct. In ‘ Gould's Birds of Aus-
i

tralia ’ three species are figured and de-
I scribed ; two from Australia, the }l. leucoce-

phabtn and Cladorhynchitspectoralis, and one
from New Zealand, the 11. Novae Zealandice,

! so that this genus and group of Long-legged

I

birds is very widely distributed.

j

HIND. The female of the Red Deer or

;
Stag. [See Deer.]

j

HINTTLIA. A genus of Reptiles closely
allied to the officinal Scincus, most of the

: species ofwhich appear to lie natives of Au-
' stralia ; a few si>ecie8 are natives of the East.
Descriptions of all the species will be found
in Mr. Gray’s Catalogue of the Reptiles in
the British Museum.

IIIPPA : HIPPID.iE. A genus and fa-
' mlly of Anomurous Decapod Crustacea, the
i species of which seem to be fond of working
. in the sand. One species, the II. talpoidn, ia

called sand-bug in North America. To this
family belong A Ibunea, Jiemipa, and Coamo-
nntiia. Which with Jlij>pa form very striking
and beautiful exotic genera.

HIPPARCHIA, or SATTRU9. A genus
of Diurnal lycpidoptera, the species of which
arc for the most part brown or obscure. In

' temperate regions and in mountainous dis-
I tricts generally they arc numerous j some

I

being found In lyapland (Chiotiohrui), and
' others on elevated ground within the tropics.

In this country arc several siiecics, some of
which are specified beneath j the other
British species are rccortlcfl in the works of
Stephens, Curtis, and Humphreys j while a
new species to this country, found lately In

Perthshire, is figured and described in “ The
Zoologist.” We must again refer for in-
formation to Donbleday and Hewitson’s
Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera. The Bri-
tish species wc restrict our attention to, are

—

The HirpAROinA Gaeathea, or Marbled
White Butterfly. This pretty Butterfly
is of a yellowish wliite colour chequered with
black, which produces a pleasing effect. In

KABBLEO WHITE BOTTERFLT.
(UTPPAnCHIA GALATHEA.)

some species the black prevails j in others the
yellowish-white : the female is larger than the
male. It is found abundantly near London,
and in most parts of England, chiefly fre-

quenting moist meadows, where it appears in

Jime and July. The caterpillar feeds on gross,

ONOEB SIDE OF UAHUI.ED WBITE BDTTEn
FLY.—(HIPPARCHIA OALATHBIA.)

particularly the rhletinipratense

;

isyellow-
ish-grecn, and strikingly resembles that of
some of the moths, and, like most if not all

the species of the genus, feeds at night. Our
figures, derived from the admirable work of

r ATF.RPIT.T.AR AI7T) CnnTnAI.lS OF MARniFI?
WlIIl'B IIOTTXBFLT. -(n. OALATItFA.)

llqbncr, show the upper and under slde.s of
the perfect insect, with the caterpillar and
the chrysalis.

F. K a
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The Hivpahchia Semble, or Graylijto
Butterfly. This large, curiously marked
species is by no means nncommon on heaths
and hiliy places, where the caterpillar feeds
most probably on grass, forming a cocoon in
the earth, according to a French writer. This
latter circumstance is very curious if true,
and unique amongst British Butterflies ; in-
deed there is only one Butterfly we have
heard of, belonging to the genus Zcgris,
which makes a cocoon, although further re-
searches may prove it to be not peculiar to

OR&YLING BDTTKRI-LT. nPrUa DNUER
SIi’B.—(eiPCARCHl.V 8FM11I.F'.)

one or two Butterflies. This species, as well

as others of the genus, help to enliven the

dullest heaths ; and the pedestrian, even

I

though no entomologist, cannot fail to be
struck vdth these brown butterflies and their

more gay but smaller comrades, the Blties or

Polyommati. Our figure represents the upper
and under sides of this species, and will

show, better than any description, its mark-
ings and peculiarities.

The Hipparcuia Paothilus, or Golden
Eye. This species of Butterfly, which
makes its appearance in June, and again

in September, on every grassy heath and
common in the kingdom, ha^ wings of a

pale tawny above ; the anterior with the

margins dusky, and an ocellus near the tip ;

the posterior nearly resembling them, with

an obsolete ocellus near the anal angle : be-

neatli, the anterior wings are cinereous at the

base and tip, witli a rather large ocellus at

the tip, wliltc pupil, and tvliitish edge : the

posterior wings are greenish-brown at the

base, with an irregular pale band in tlie

middle, in wliich are several minute in-

distinct ocelli i
the margin greenish-brown.

The body is deep fulvous i
tlie antennas

tawny, witli wliitish annulations. Tlie co-

lour of the female is scarcely so deep as that

iaatural ;

of the male, nor are the wings so distinctly
edged with dusky above. The Caterjiillar

has a green hue, and is marked with white
dorsal lines : it appears to prefer the dog’s-
tail grass to other food. Chrysalis green.

The Hipparcuia Hyperanthus, or
Ringlet Butterfly. Of this species of
Butterfly there are many varieties, and
some of them are scarce ; for the most part,

however, it is abundant in damp grassy
woods and lanes, particularly in the north
of Britain. The anterior wings above are
plain brown, frequently with one or more
black faintly ocellated spots ; with three
ocelli beneath towards the hinder margin

:

the posterior wings are also brown above,
with two or more obsolete ocelli : beneath,
with two approximating ocelli behind the
middle of the anterior margin, and three
parallel with the liinder margin : all the
wings are paler beneath, and edged with a
whitish fringe. The body is fuscous, paler
beneath : the antennie brown and lightly
annulated. Caterpillar gray or dusky, with
a black line behind ; it subsists chiefly on the
meadow grass, and resides at its roots : the
chrysalis is bright brown, obscurely streaked.

The Hipparcuia Janira, or Meadow
Brown Butterfly. We know of none
among the tribe of papilionaceous insects

that is more common than this species

;

not a meadow or lane in Britain being
scarcely to be seen in the month of July
where it is wholly absent. The wings are
of a dull dark brown or nearly black, tlie

male usually having on the surface of the
anterior pair near the tip a black ocellus

with a white pupil ; beneath fulvous, with
the hinder margin grayish-brown : posterior

wings beneath tawny-brown, with two or

three dusky spots. Female generally with
a large irregular tawny orange blotch on
the anterior wings above, in which, as in the

male, is an ocellus. In some specimens there

is a deep black patch on the disc of the an-
terior wings ; while in others irregular and
undefined white blotches occiu on various

parts of the wings. The Caterpillar, which
is green, with a white lateral line, and
thickly covered with hair, feeds on meadow
grass : tlie Chrysalis is yellowish-green, with
dusky streaks on the head and wing-cases.
Knapp, speaking of it in his very interest-

ing Journal of a Naturalist, where he de-
scribes the common occurrences of nature as

observed near a village in the west of Eng-
land, says, “ Amid the tribes of insects par-
ticularly influenced by seasons, there arc a
few which appear little affected by common
events ; the brown meadow butterfly, so

well known to every one, I have never
missed in any year : and in those damp and
cheerless summers when even the white
cabbage butterfly is scarcely to be found,

this creature may be seen in every transient

learn, drying its wings, and tripping from
ower to flower with animation and life,

nearly the sole possessor of the field and its

sweets. Dry and exhausting ns the summer
may be, yet this dusky butterfly is uninjured

iiy it, and we sec it in jiroAisiou hovering

about the sapless foliage.”
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The Hiri’AKCHiA iEoERiA, or Speckled
AVood Bctteufly. This species seems -to

be pretty generally diffused throughout the

1 United Kingdom ; and several broods make
I

their appearance- between the beginning of
April and the end of August. Anterior

j wings brown on both surfaces, with a num-
j

ber of yellowish spots, and an ocellus to-

1
;

wards the tip : posterior wings above brown,

[

a-ith a series of yellowish spots, of which the

i
three inner ones are ocellated, having a white

SPECKLED WOOD BUTTERFLY. UPPER AND
UBDSB SIDE.— (HIFPARCHIA .EQERIA.)

pupil with a black iris, and surrounded by a
yellowish circle ; beneath they are brownish,
with irregular angulated brown bands ; the
hinder margin purplish, with a series ofwhite

:
dots : the cUia are yellowish and brown : the

body brown above, pale beneath ; the antennte

;
brownish. The female is generally more
spotted than the male, and the spots are

larger. Caterpillar green, with white lon-

gitudinal lines ; it feeds on couch grass.

Chrysalis green, and short.

IIIPPOCAArPUS. A genus of Lopho-
branchiate fish of a highly singular appear-
ance, which has obtained the English name
of the Sea-horse Pipe-fish. The best kuowu
species is the Syngnathus Hippocampus of
Linnxus, or Hippocampus Jirevirostris of
Cuvier. Its general length is from six to

^ ten inches s body much compressed, short,

and deep ; the whole length of the body and
tail divided by longitudinal and transverse

ridges, with tubercular iioints at the angles

of Intersection i snout slender i
neck con-

tracting suddenly beyond the head ; and the
tail long, quadrangular, and terminating in
a naked or Unless tip. When swimming
about, the Hippocampus maintains a vertical
position j but the tail is ready to grasp what-
ever it meets in the w-ater, and when fixed,
the animal darts at its prey with great dex-
terity. In its dry or contracted state the
fancied resemblance from wliich tlus fish

takes its name is far more apparent than
when alive. It is a native of the Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic seas.

HIPPOLTTE. A genus of long-tailed
Crustacea allied to the Shrimps, several spe-
cies of which are found on our coasts. The
British Museum contains these : descriptions
and figures of them all are given in the
works of Dr. Leach and of Prof. Bell on the
British Crustacea.

HXPPONYX. A genus of Molluscous
animals, of which there are numerous spe-
cies, though until lately only known in a
fossil state. The shell is obliquely cap-
shaped ; iuequivalve, sub-equilateral, and
destitute of ligament and hinge teeth ; lower
valve attached, sub-orbicular, with a mus-
cular impression, composed of two lunulate
portions, meeting at one extremity, and pre-
senting the form of a horse-shoe ; upper
valve conical, with the apex inclined back-
wards, and the muscular impression mar-
ginal. These animals are generally sup-
ported on a solid shelly plate, but not always,
the same object being gained when a suitable
place of attachment can be found by their
adliering to other shells.

HIPPOPOTAMUS, or RIVER-HORSE.
Tills gigantic inhabitant of the African
rivers is as formidable as the Rhinoceros,
and in bulk inferior only to the Elephant,
but its limbs are so short that its belly al-
most touches the ground. Its form is in the
highest degree uncouth

; the body being

niPPOPOTAUOH.—(H, AMPUimOS.)

extremely bulky, fat, and round ; the legs

very sliort and clumsy
j
the head immensely

large ; the mouth prodigiously wide, and
the teeth of vast strength and size, the in-
cisors and canines of the lower jaw being
long, and curved forwards : these canines,
or tusks, sometimes measure more than two
feet in length, and weigh upwards of six

liounds each. Those in the upper jaw are
much smaller ; and the front teeth arc of a
moilcrate size. The lips are very thick and
broad, and arc licsct, here and there, with
scattered tufts of short bristles : the nostrils
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are rather small, and open on the top of the
muzzle : the eyes, which are very small, are
situated high in the head : the ears are
small, slightly pointed, and lined with short
soft hair. The tail is short, thick, and spa-
ringly covered with hair. The feet are

BUEl-KTON OV THE BIPPOPOTA.M 8.

large, and have four toes, terminated in
separate hoofs. When just emerged from
the water, the Hippopotamus appears of a
palish brown, or mouse-colour, with a bluish
cast on the upper parts i and the belly is

flesh-coloured, the skin appearing through
the hair : but when perfectly dry, the ani-
mal’s general colour is an obscure brown.
In the interior of Africa, where the rivers

run tlirough countries overshadowed by large
forests, the Hippopotamus walks about at

the bottom of the stream, raising its head at
Intervals above the surface, for the purpose
of respiration. By night it quits its watery
residence in search of its food, wWch consists

of the herbage tliat grows near the banks of
the rivers, and the surrounding pastures. It

is not confined to rivers, however ; for it also

tenants the inland lakes, and is sometimes
seen even in the sea, though it will not drink
salt water, prey on fish, or live on any kind
of animal food. Its voice is described as a
peculiar kind of interrupted roar, between
that of a bull and the braying of an ele-

phant. When on laud it moves in a some-
what slow and awkward manner, but if

pursued, can run with considerable speed,
and directly plunging into the water sinks
to the bottom, and pursues its progress be-
neath. It is extremely cautious of making
its appearance by day, in places much fre-

quented by mankind i but is fearless in

rivers which run through unfrequented re-

gions ! where it is occasionally seen to rush

out of the water with' sudden impetuosity,

trampling down every thing in its way. At
such times it is of course highly dangerous ;

and it sometimes also shows great fury when
only sliglitly provoked : but it is naturally

of a harmless disposition j
not attacking

other animals, but merely committing havoc
in plantations of maize, rice, sugar-canes,

&c., and destroying trees, by loosening the

roots with its vast and powerful teeth.

The Hippopotamus sleeps in the small

reedy islets which are here and there found
in the rivers it frequents. In such spots it

also brings fortli its young ;
having only one

at a birth, which it nurses with great care.

These animals are occasionally shot, or har-

pooned i but they are saiil to be most suc-

cessfully taken by i)itfals, i>reparcd for them

iSatural ;

near the rivers. Their flesh is reckoned
good by the Africans, and the fat is said to
be a fine kind of lard. But it is chiefly on
account of their tusks and teeth that this

animal is killed ; their hardness being su-
perior to that of ivory, while they are at the
same time less liable to turn yellow. The -

skin, from its great thickness and strengtl^
when dried, is formed into shields, and is

said to be bullet-proof ; the living animal, I

indeed, if shot at anywhere but on the head
:

or belly, is scarcely vulnerable ; nor is this

wonderful when we consider that the hide
is two inches deep or more on the back and
sides. The flesh of this animal is eaten by
the inhabitants of South Africa, and, as i

would appear from the reports of travellers,

with more than usual gtisto when it is in a
half putrid state. The Hippopotamus has
usually been considered as the Behemoth of

'

Scripture : where it is poetically described as

drinking up a river, and ha'ving bones as
strong as brass. The fullest account of the
Hippopotamus and its habits, is given by
Dr. Andrew Smith in his lately published
Zoology of South Africa.

j

HEPPOPUS. A genus of Conchifera, of
'

which there is but one known recent species,

the Hippopus maculatus (or Bear’s-paw
|

Clam) from the Indian Ocean. This shell :

is to be seen in most collections, and few
|

are found to concentrate so many beauties ;

’

the delicate whiteness of the interior, the t

imdulating edge, the radiating fluted co- I

lumns, and the richness of the variegated
colouring are such as to entitle it to the

,

admiration of every one. It is cquivalve,
; 4

regular, and inequilateral ; valves closed ;
I

'

trausverse ;
ligament external ; shell im-

;

bricated with numerous tubercles. It is not
j

nearly so large os the Tridaciia, but the ani-

mal is similar to it. [See Tkidacna.]

HERUDO. [See Leech.]

HERIJNDO : HIKXJIfDINEDJE. A genus
and family of Pissirostral or wide-gaping
birds of the Cmderian system, embracing the
Swallow tribe. Our British species are oc-

casional visitors, and the heralds of summer ;

but at the approocli of winter they resort

chiefly, os is supposed, to Africa. [Sec
Swallow.]

HISPEDzE. A family of Coleopterous
insects popularly kno'wn in the United States

as “ little leaf-beetles.” The upper side of
these beetles is generally rough, as the gene-
rical name implies. The larva: burrow under
the skin of the leaves of plants, and eat the
pulpy substance within, so that the skin, over
and under the place of its operations, turns
bro-BTi and dries, and has somewhat of a
blistered appearance, and witliin these blis-

tered spots the larva: or grubs, the pupa:, or

the beetles may often be found. The eggs

of these insects arc little rough blackish
grains, and arc glued to the upper side of

the leaves, sometimes singly, and sometimes
in clusters of four or five together. The
grubs arc about one-fifth of an inch in

length, when fullj* grown. The Ixxly is

oblong, flattened, rather broader Ixiforc than

behind, soft, and of a whitish colour, except
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the head and the top of the first ring, which
! arc brown, and of a horny consistence. The
pupa state lasts only about a week, soon

I
after which the beetles come out of their
burrows.
The leaves of the apple-tree in North Ame-

rica are inhabited, according to Dr. Harris,
I by some of these little mining insects, which,
in the beetle state, are probably the Uispa

! rosea, or rosy Hispa. They are of a deep
I
tawny or reddish-yellow colomr above,

I marked with little deep red lines and spots.

The head is small, the antennas are short,

I
and of a black colour ; the thorax is nar-

:
row before and wide behind, rough above,

' striped with deep red on each side ; the
wing-covers taken together form an oblong

I square ; there are three smooth longitudinal

I

lines or ribs on each of them, spotted with
I

blood red, and the spaces between these lines
arc deeply punctured in double rows ; the
under side of the body is black, and the legs
arc short and reddish. They measure about
one-fifth of an inch in length. These beetles
may be found on the leaves of the apple-tree
during the latter part of May and the be-
ginning of June. A small species is found
in this country (If. teslacea).

HISTER : niSTEREDiE ; or MUHC
BEETLES. A genus and family of Coleop-
tera, which, from the power they possess of

!
contracting their limbs and counterfeiting
death, evidently derive their name from the
Latin word Ilistrio, a stage mimic. The
beetles belonging to this group are dlstin-

j
guished by the very hard consistence of the

I

Body, which is generally of an oblong-quad-
rate form, and of a highly polished surface.
The antennss are short, elbowed, and ter-

minated by a large and solid club ; the
mandibles very robust, homy, and exserted ;

the maxilla: elongated and bilobed ; the la-
: bium bipartite and setose ; the palpi filiform

;

' the legs more or less dentate, the two i>os-

;

tenor i>airs being inserted widely apart

;

and the elytra generally short and truncate.

I

These insects seldom exceed a third of an
I

inch in length ; their colours are generally
i
black and sliining

; some few have the elytra
ornamented with blood- coloured or pale buff
spots, or exhibit metallic tints. They creep
slowly, but fly well. They feed upon decay-
ing vegetable and animal matter, and are

KIUIC niXTLE.— (UISTEtt qUADRINOTSTOB .)

found very abundantly in the spring In the
dung of horses and cows ; some siKtcics,

whose flattened Ixxlics are admirably adapted
to their mode of life, reside beneath the
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bark of trees ; while some of the more mi-
nute species are constantly found as resi-
dents in ants’ nests. The larv.-e are linear,
depressed, nearly smooth, of a soft consist-
ence, and white colour ; and feed upon the
same substance as the perfect insect.

HOBBY. (Falco subbuteo.) A bird of
the long-W'inged Hawk kind, formerly used
in the humbler walks of falconry, chiefly for
larks and other small birds, which were
caught in a singular manner : when the
Hawk was cast off, the larks, keeping close
to the ground through fear, became an easy
prey to the fowler, who drew a net over
them. The Hobby is about twelve inches
in length ; has a prominent and crooked
bill ; the orbits of the eyes are yellow, and
over each eye is a light-coloured streak.
The crown of the head, the back, and the
coverts of the wings, are bluish black ; the
hinder part of the neck is marked with two
pale yellow spots ; and each cheek with a
large black spot pointing downwards. The
breast and belly are pale, marked with
dusky streaks

;
vungs brown ; the two mid-

dle tail feathers deep dove colour, the others
barred with rusty, and tipped with white ;

the legs and feet are yellow. The female is

considerably larger than the male ; the spots
on her breast are more conspicuous

; and
her legs are greenish. She builds in high
trees ; and lays three or four bluish wliite

eggs, irregularly spotted w-ith grey and olive:
but the Hobby is a bird of passage j and
though it breeds here, it migrates from this
country in October.

HOG. (Sus.) As all the varieties of this
useful quadruped are derived from the Wild
Boar, we shall proceed to describe that
animal before we speak of the domestic
species ; merely premising that the genus
Sus is in some points of an ambiguous nature,
appearing to form at once a link between
the cloven-footed, the whole-hoofed, and
the digitated quadrapeds.
The Wild Boar is a native of almost all

the temperate parts both of Euroi)0 and
Asia. In times of 3’ore it was not an unfre-
quent inhabitant of our own woods and
forests i where it served as a beast of chase,
as it still does in India, os well os in some
parts of Continental Europe j

presenting
not only the most interesting and exciting
sport to the hunters, but at the same time one
of the most dangerous in which they can be
engaged. This fierce and powerful animal is

armed with long, curved, and sharp tusks,
capable of inflicting the most severe and fatal

wounds 1 but as he advances iii age (after he
has passed his flfth year), he becomes less

dangerous, on account of the growth of
these formidable tusks, which turn up so
considerably as often to im|)cdc rather than
assist his Intcnlions of wounding with them.
We learn from Biiffon, that wild Boars follow
their common parent until they have passed
their third year, never wandering alone till

they have acquired sulllcicnt strength to
resist the attacks of the wolf. “ These
animals," says he, “ when they have young,
form a kind of flocks, and it is ii|)on this
alone that their safety dcixmds. When at-
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tacked, the largest and strongest front the
enemy, and by pressing all round against
the weaker, foree them into the centre.
Domestic Hogs are also observed to defend
themselves in the same manner. The Wild
Boar is hunted with dogs, or killed by sur-
prise during the night, when the moon
sMnes. As he dies slowly, leaves a strong
odour behind him, and defends himself
against the dogs, and often wounds them
dangerously, fine hunting-dogs are unne-
cessary ; and they would have their nose
spoiled and acquire a habit of moving slowly
by hunting him. Jlastiffs, with very little

training, are sufficient. Tire oldest Boars,
wliieh are known by the track of their feet,

sliould alone be hunted : a young Boar of
three years old is difficult to be attacked 5

because he runs very far without stopping j

but the old Boars do not run far, allow the
dogs to come near, and often stop to repel
them. During the day the Boar commonly
keeps in his soil, which is in the most se-

questered part of the woods, and comes out
by night in quest of food ; and in summer,
when the grain is ripe, it is easy to surprise

him among the cultivated fields, which he
frequents every night.”

[
The Wild Boar is in general more gaunt

and bony, the muscular strength much
greater, and the temper far more savage,
tlian the domestic Hog. It is of a dark
brindled gray colour, or blackish ; but when

' only a j ear or two old, is of a dull yellowish

;
brown cast ;

and when quite young, is

marked by alternate dusky and pale longi-

; tudinal bands along the sides. Between the

i bristles, next the skin, is a finer or softer

liair, of a woolly or curly nature. The snout
is somewhat longer in proportion than that

' of the domestic species ;
but the principal

differeuce is in the length of the tusks.

WIL'D BOaU— (SDS 80ROFA.)

Though ordinarily timid and inoffensive,

it is found that the females show the most

I

determined courage when their young arc

' attacked, and defend them with all imagin-

! able fierceness. If two Boars chance to meet

i

in the early part of the year, at which time

I

the male seeks the female, the most furious

encounters ensue. By a forest law of Wil-

I

liam I. (A. n. 1087), it was ordained that any
who were found guilty of killing the Stag,

the Iloebuck, or the Wild Boar, should
have their eyes put out I

The Common, or Uomkstic IIoo (,Su.i

sci-ofa) differs from the wild animal princi-

iJatural ;

pally in having smaller tusks and larger
ears, which are also somewhat pendent and
of a more pointed form. In colour, os well
as size, it varies very considerably, but the
prevailing cast is a dull yellowish white,
marked or spotted irregularly W'ith black,
sometimes perfectly plain or unspotted,
sometimes rufous, and sometimes totally

black. Of all quadrupeds the Hog is the

most gross in liis manners, and has therefore

been generally regarded as the very personi-
fication of impurity. The Jews were strictly

enjoined not to eat its flesh ; and the Ma-
hometans agree in this respect with the
Mosaic prohibition. In most parts ofEurope,
however, it constitutes a very material part

of the food of mankind. And we may do
well to reflect, while we decry the filthy

habits of this animat, that from our own
sensations we are often apt to form a partial

judgment, and overlook that wise decree of

Providence which adapts every part of crea-

tion to its respective inhabitants. The Hog
is an animal of a remarkably prolific nature ;

and, os they bring forth from ten to fifteen,

and sometimes twenty, at a litter, they
would soon become very numerous, were
they not diminished for the support of man.
Their flesh, saysLinnams,is wholesome food

for persons of athletic constitutions, or those

rvho habituate themselves to much exercise,

but improper for such os lead sedentary

lives. It is, however, an article of general

consumption, and one which is of great im-
portance to a naval and commercial nation,

as it takes salt better than any other flesh,

and consequently is capable of being longer

preserved.
The Jews and Mahometans not only ab-

stain from the j7csA ofswine from a religious

principle, but even consider themselves de-

filed by touching it. The Chinese, on the

contrary, are so excessively fond of ix)rk,that
many, owing to this partiality alone, ns it is

said, have been prevented from conversion to

JIahometanism. The fat of swine differs,

in its situation, from that of almost every
other quadruped, ns it fonnsa thick, distinct,

and continued layer betwixt the flesh and
the skin. Lard, which is chiefly obtained
from the fat membranes of the nlKlomon, is

applicable to various uses, both culinary and
medicinal ; and when good, is white and
moderately liard. The skin, when properly

dressed, is used for the scats of saddles ; it is

also employed by various artificers.

Great attention has been paid in this

country to the improvement of the various

I

breeds j and by judicious crosses much has

been effected both os to quality and size.



Some counties in the south-western divi-

sion of England are considered famons for

their breed of Hogs ; those of Hampshire,
Sussex, Wilts, and Berks being foremost j

but since the pains that have of late years
been taken by breeders of stock generally
throughout the country, and the impetus
given to their exertions by the various
agricultural associations, we may fairly pre-
sume that all manifest the some praiseworthy
solicitude in endeavouring to excel in this

as in every other branch of nual economy.
But this part of the subject, perhaps, does
not properly fall within our province ; for
it has been said, that where art begins, the
history of nature ought to end. We shall
therefore not notice the different qualities
which distinguish one breed from another,
but conclude with Mr. Bell’s remarks on a
well-known variety of the Porcine genus—
the Chinese Hog. “ The introduction of the
Chinese Hog has effected an astonishing
change in the native breeds, wherever they
have t)een crossed by it. This very remark-
able variety deserves particular mention,
not merely as a source of great improvement
in an important branch of stock, but also as
connected with a zoological question of
great interest. M. Frederic Cuvier believes
that it is derived from a wild stock specifically
distinct from the Wild Boar ; and could this

be proved, it would go far to settle the long
disputed and difficult question of specific

distinctions, as connected with the produc-
tion of infertile progeny : for in that cose, as

the breed between the Chinese and the
Common Hog is perfectly fertile, the argu-
ment tor specific distinction founded upon
that circumstance at once falls to the ground.
On the other hand, however, those who
contend that the production of fertile young
is a proof of specific identity in the parents,

I

would of course hold that the supposition of

^

the celebrated naturalist is erroneous upon
i
this very ground. The Cliincsc Hog is of
small size, sliort and thick ; the belly deep,
and wlien fat, nearly reaching the ground ;

the legs short and fine ; the head very short,
and the neck thick. Its influence on the
different breeds witli which it has inter-
mixed, has l>een greatly to improve them
in the delicacy of the flesh ; but while the
pork of the Chinese cross is certainly excel-
lent, some of our own breeds are still es-
teemed 08 yielding by far tlie best bacon
and hams.”

HOO, ETHIOPIAN. ( P/meoc/icerus
jKlIiiojiiciiJi.

)

This animal Is distinguished
from the common Hog hy a pair of large,
flat, Mmicircular lobes under the eyes ; the
snout is also much broader, anrl is very
strong and callous ; the cars arc large, and
slightly pointed ; the tusks in the lower
jaw arc rather small, but those in the upper
are large, sharp, and much curved : they
have no fore-teeth, their place Ireiiig snp-

f

ilicd by very hard gums : immediately 1)C-

ow the eyes the skin Is loose and wrinkled,
and on each side the comers of the mouth is

a callous protulicrancc. The IXMly Is strong,
and the fiml>s muscular ; the tail is rather
flat, and thinly covered with scattered hairs i

the colour of the whole animal, a dusky
brown. It is a native of the hotter parts
of Africa, residing principally in subterra-
neous recesses, wliich it digs with its nose
and hoofs. When attacked or pursued, it

rushes on its adversary like the Boar, and
shows great fierceness.

HOG-LOUSE. [See Oniscus.]

HOLIBUT, or HAI.IBUT. (Plcuronectes

!lippogloss^lS.) This fish not only exceeds in

size all the flounder genus, but ranks as one
of the largest of fishes ;

sometimes attaining
a length of six or seven feet, and a weight of
300 or 400 lbs. It is a native of the Northern
and Mediterranean seas, and appears to ar-

rive at its greatest size in the former. It is

considered os the most voracious of its tribe ;

preying on a variety of other fishes and Crus-

tacea. The colour of the Holibut is deep
brown above, and white beneath ; the body
being quite smooth, and the scales mode-
rately small. Its flesh is coarse and dry,

but it admits of being salted ; and it con-
stitutes no inconsiderable part of the food of
the Greenlanders, who cut it into thin slips,

and dry it in the sun. In the London
markets this fish is usually cut into large

pieces when exposed for sole.

HOLOTHUKIA. A genus of marine
Kadiata, the distinguishing characters of
which are, that the body is of an elongated
form, defended by a coriaceous integument

;

open at both ends, and perforated by nu-
merous small canals, through which suckers
are protruded. At the anterior extremity
is the mouth, furnished with many retrac-

tile tentacula, and at the opposite end is the
aperture of the cloaca.
The IJolothurice of the European seas are

neither numerous nor brilliantly coloured
;

but in more tropical seas, where coral reefs

rise within a moderate distance of the sur-
face, as in the Bed Sea, and the seas to the
north and cast of Australia, they are ex-
ceedingly numerous, and many of them
splendidly coloured ; so that, together with
other Kadiata of this and other orders, they
make the sea-bottom, when seen by the
light of an almost vertical sun, os gay as a
tropical garden. Tlie Holothurius resemble
cucumbers i and various Actinia:, when
their tentacula arc expanded, have os gay
an appearance ns the flowers of almost uny
plants. Many of this species are esculent,
and of a very gelatinous nature. M'hen
properly prepared, the Chinese are exceed-
ingly fund of them os a principal ingredient

pATAnt-E TnarAKo.— (nonornoniA edui.is.)

in restorative soups. The Malays catch nn<l
dry them in great quantities for the Chi-
nese markets, where they fetch a high price,
and arc called Tri’jiuiig.

We Icarii from n pniier hy Mr. C. W.
Tench, read Iwforc the Koval Tolytechulc
Institution of Cornwall, that a 8|>ccics of
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Ilolothuria, called the “ Nigger ” or “ Cotton
Spinner” by the Cornish fishermen, is very
common in deep water off the Deadman, and
is held by them in great detestation, from
its throwing out what they call “cotton,”
and from its slimy nature, and also because
where the “ Niggers ” are numerous and get
into the crab-pots, it is very rarely that
either crabs or lobsters are caught. Their
appearance, when closed up, very much re-
sembles a small cucumber, the back being
dark — almost black at times — and the
under part light yellowish green, which,
with the thorn-like appendages on the back,
make the appearance more complete. On
being handled, they stain the hand light
green. The head is furnished with twenty
tentacula, which surround the mouth

; the
opening is tolerably large, and can be much
expanded ; and it is amusing to watch the
motions of the tentacula acting as feeders.

If the tentacula are viewed from the upper
part tliey are club-shaped on the top, this

club being placed on a footstalk an inch in
length, which is retractile, and is invariably
of a lighter eolour than the top. When seen
from the under side, they appear like the
umbels of the elder, and are beautifully
branched and tipped much in the manner of

the elder flowers. They can completely
close in their tentacula, which they do on
being disturbed ; and they use them at

times as organs of locomotion. Outside the
tentacula is a border of spines like processes

on a skin, wliich reaches a short way uj) the
tentacula, and serves os a covering when
these are withdrawn. These spines very
much resemble the thorns of the brier ; the

back and sides are covered with similar

ones, but not in rows. The under side is

furnished with feelers in very great num-
bers : these feelers they stretch out to a
great length, and attach themselves firmly
by them : so much so, that in trying to de-
tach them the feelers have been frequently
left behind. Each feeler has a small round
calcareous plate at the tip, which, under
the microscope, shows that it is composed of
innumerable plates, an object ofgreat beauty;
these plates effervesce with acid, and so do
the plates of the mouth and tips of the pro-

cesses. When the softer parts of the feelers

are cut transversely, they are composed of

fine tubes, and when magnified have very
much the ai>pcarance of some of the corals.

The animal is covered with a dark slimy
mucilaginous skin, which peels off freely

;

underneath this it is light gray, and has a

reticulated appearance. They are of va-

rious sizes and lengths, often nearly a foot

in length, and thick in proportion ; they

sometimes draw themselves almost mto a

ball, at others are much inflated in the

centre. At times they lie motionless, but
generally they are in motion. These ani-

mals arc enveloped in a film so tenacious

that it is a difficult matter to rub them to

pieces in the water ; on exposure to air they
lose their tenacity and crumble to pieces.

This species of Ilolothuria is extremely ir-

ritable, and on being touched or disturbed,

throws out a bunch of white taper threads,

about an inch in length and one-eighth in

thickness ; these soon become attenuated,
either by the agitation of the water or the
coming into contact with something, and
are drawn into very long threads of great
tenacity ; they stick to every thing they
touch, and from these the animals are called
“ cotton spinners ” by the fishermen. This
small bunch is drawn into a large mass of
threads, so small that the finest sewing-
eotton is not equal to it, and is no doubt
one of the means of defence pro\dded for its

preservation.

HOMARUS. A genus of long-tailed Crus-
tacea, containing the Lobster [which see].

EOMOPTERA. An order of insects, dis-

tinguished by their possessing two pairs of
wings, usually composed of a firm membrane,
and not covered by scales ; and by having
the anterior pair of the same substance
tluoughout, and roof-like when folded. The
mouth is adapted for suction, the tongue
being channelled, and surrounded by lancet-
like organs, with which the tissues of plants
are pierced. All the insects of this group
subsist on vegetable juices ; and among them
there are many which do an incredible
amoimt ofdamage to the garden crops. This
order may be divided into three sections

:

in the first, Trimera, the tarsi have three
joints ; in the second, Dimera, they have
two ; and in the third, Monomcra, they have
but one joint.

HONEY-GUIDE. iCuculus Indicator—
Sparm.) The birds to which this name is

given inhabit various parts of Africa, and
are closely allied to the Cuckoo tribe, but
differ from them in hatching their own eggs.

They are celebrated for their eurious habit
of guiding the natives to the nests of wild
bees, enticing them to the spot by flitting

before them, and reiterating a peculiar cry.

They have a solid, conical, and arched beak ;

small head ; body long and straight ; toes

strong and short ; and wings reaching to the
middle of the tail. The feathers are short,

hard, and pressed close to the body ; and
the skin is so thick and tough os to protect
them effectually from. the stings of bees, un-
less the enraged Insects attack their eyes.
The nest of tliis Honey-guide is comiiosed of
slender fllaments of bark woven together in

the form of a bottle, the neck and opening
hanging downwards ; and it is said to be
constructed in the hollow of trees, which the
bird climbs like a woodjicckcr. The general
colour is an olive-green, brownish on the
upper parts, and inclining to vellow liencath.

One species is described as being about seven
inches in length ; and another os ten inches :

they are called, rcsiiectivcly, the Little and
Great Honey-guide (Indicator minor and
Indicator major),

HONEY-SUCKER, and HONEY-
EATER. (Anthocha-raaaA Mftivora.) The
Honey-suckers arc a family of Ilirds, closely

allied to the Humming-birds (Trochilida),

and peculiar to New Holland and the neigh-
bouring islands. The chief difference con-
sists in their bill and legs being stronger,

and tlicir powers of flight less conspicuous.

Besides the juices of flowers, and the insects
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obtained ^nth them, many of these birds

i

feed on berries ; and one species is said to

:
pick holes in the bark of trees, and to extract

' insects from them by means of its long

ATTSTRAtlsN HOKSYZATER.
(aELlt^BAUA AD5JlRAr.A314.yA.)

tongue, very much after the manner of the
WcKKlpecker. The truly national work of

Mr. Gould, “The Birds of Australia,” con-
tains figures and descriptions of many spe-

cies. Our figure is derived from liis work.
[See Axtiiocu.eka : Mklipiiaga.]

HOOKTIP [ilOTHS]. A name given
by col lectors to Moths of the genera Drepana
and Platypteryx.

HOOPOE. iUpupa.^ A genus of birds

bearing a close relationship to certain forms
of tiie CotvuUb or Crow family. The bill is

used in the same manner, and for the same
purposes, as in the Ilomhills ; namely, for

seizing insects, &c., squeezing them to death,

and throwing them with a jerk into the

throat. The tongue is short, and destitute

of tiie power of extension.

The CoMifOX or Europeax Hoopoe ( Upu-
pa ep^ypB) is an elegant bird, inhabiting the
warmer and temperate parts of the old Con-
tinent, and migrating occasionally^ to the
BritUh islands. It is about the size of a
thrush, but is easily distinguished from it

by its head being ornamented with a hand-
wiine crest, composed of cinnamon-coloured

I feathers ofuneoual lengths, having a white
iKir and black tips, which it can expand and
d<‘prcAS at pleasure. Its bill is also much

I

longer and more slender, and its feet much
j
shorter. The colour of tlic head, neck, ami

' bo<ly if* pale ferruginous, darkest on the back
! and shoulders : the wings and tail are black,

i
the former crr>sscd by five white bars, the lat-

I
ter crossed In the middle by a white crescent.

1

The noofK)C feeds on variou.s grubs, worms,

I
&c. \ hence it follows tl»e retreat of the

; Nile In Kgypt, whose ntiglibouring plains
swarm witli insect life ; and it also frequents

I ploughed lands and pasture grounds, like

the crows. It it more abundant on the con-
tinent of Europe than in Britain ; but its

sojourn in temperate climates is but short,

its arrival from warmer regions being late
in the year, and its departure early. This
migration, however, is not universal, since
it is observed that gieat numbers of these

HOOPOE. — (orUPA EPOP3.)

birds are constantly found about the towns
and villages of Egypt, becoming very fa-
miliar with man, and building their nests in
the immediate vicinity of his habitations.
The flight of the Hoopoe is rather slow and
undulating ;

and it seldom perches on trees.

The name of the bird seems to be derived
from its continually uttering, in soft and
rapid tones, a peculiar sound, resembling
Aoqp, hoop., hoop.

HOPEOPTERUS. A genus of birds allied
to the Plovers ; so named from tlie bony
spine or projection on the shoulder of the
wing. There are several species, of which
the longest known is the Spur-winged
Plover of Africa (//. Spinosus).

HOPPING DICK. The local name given
to a species of Thrush i^Merula hucogcnya\
common in Jamaica, whose lively and fa-
miliar manners, as well as his sable plumage,
and clear, rich, and mellow song, greatly
resemble the English Blackbird. “ The fo-
rests skirting tlic mountain are his favourite
haunt. If he frequents the open slopes and
crests of the hills, he glides from tree to tree,

just above the surface of the grass. If ho
rises above the lower branches of the pi-
mento, or Into some of the loftier shrubs, it

is to visit the 'iWancUkis^ or parasitical wild
pines, to drink from within tlic heart-leaves
at those reservoirs of collected dews, which
arc the only resource of the birds in these
high mountains. His dark sooty iilumugo,
hi.s brilliant orange bill, and his habit, when
surprised or disturi>c(l, ofescaping by running
or flying low, and sounding all the while
his alarm scream till he gets away into the
thicket, completely identify him with the
European Blackbird.”— Gomc.

HOKIADiE. Tills family of ColeoptcrouB
insects is of very small extent, but the spe-
cies are comparatively large, handsomely
coloured, ami principally confined to tro-
pical countries. The lar\'a of one of the
Miecics illoria mnculota), an inhabitant of
South America and tiie West Indies, is said

r r
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I

to destroy the larva of a species of wild car-
I penter bee (.Xylocopa teredo'), which makes
its cells and dexrosits its eggs in the trunks of

01SSITB3 TEHTACEA.

trees. Our figure represents the Cissites tcsta-

cea, from the East Indies. It is distinguished
from Haria by the head being narrower than
the thorax, and the posterior femora much
thickened.

HORNBILIj. (Suceros.) This family of
Conirostral birds is remarkable for the very
large size of the beak, and for an extraor-
dinary protuberance with which this is sur-

mounted. They are both carnivorous and
frugivorous, feeding not only on various
berries, fruits, and other vegetable matter,
but also on the smaller kinds of animals, as

mice and small birds, as well as on insects

and any putrid animal substance. Their
large bills are of much less real than appa-
rent strength, and they vary considerably in

appearance during the different periods of
their age, the upper process or excrescence
not exhibiting its geiiuiue form till the full

growth of the bird. When cut across, it is

found to consist of a very loose bony sub-
stance i its interior being traversed in every
direction by osseous fibres, the interspaces
being quite hollow : all the bones. Indeed,
of this remarkable bird being more per-
meated by air than in any other species.

They inhabit the warm parts of Asia and
Africa ; and in their general habits they
seem to bear a considerable resemblance to

the Crows. The larger species are very
difficult of approach ;

and they perch on
the branches of high trees, where their vision

can command an extensive range. They
may be said to hold the same rank in the

old continent that the Toucans do in Ame-
rica ; not only from the enormous size of

the bill, but also from their habit of swal-

lowing their food whole, throwing it up into

the air, and catching it as it falls. There
arc many species ; but two will suffice for

our description.

The Riiixoceros IIotiNDii.L. (Jiuccros

Jihinoceros.) This bird is about the size,

tliough rather n)ore slender, than a hen
turkey : its colour black, except the lower

part of the belly and tip of the tail, which
arc white : the bill is about ten inches in

length, slightly curved, sliarp-pointcd, irre-

gularly serrated on the edges, and furnished

at the base of the upper mandible with an
immense appendage in the form of a reverted

ilatural Wstanj

;

horn : a longitudinal block line divides this
process, the part above it being of a bright
red, the part below yellow, and the base of

RHIUOCEROS HORNBlI.T..
(BU0ER03 RHlNOOEROa.)

it black ; the bill itself is black at the base,

tinged with bright red, and the remainder is

yellow : the legs are short, strong, and of a
pale yellow colour.

The Undulated Hor>'bill. (_Bucerns

undulatits.) The beak of this species is more
proportioned to the size of the bird, and the
colours have more variety and elegance than
in any other of the tribe. The length of the
bird IS about thirty inches, exclusive of the
bill, which is only five. The plumage is

black, with a strong gloss of blue, and a
large patch of red-brown between the shoul-
ders : the chin, the orbits of the eyes, and
the space between them and the npper man-
dible, are covered by a bluish bore ikin ; the

bill is a pale yellow, tinged with brown

;

and is moderately curved and sharp-pointed.

HORNED OWE. [See Owl.]

HORNET. iVespa crabro.) This insect

is of the Wasp kind, but much more for-

midable, and very considerably larger. It

has four wings, the first pair being by far

the largest, and with these it flies with great
velocity. The head is oblong, and yellowish!
the eyes are ])romincnt and scmilnnatcd :

and between them there are two falciform
antennas. The body is united to the shoul-
ders by a slender filament i the middle of
the fore part is of a dark brown hue, marked
with a deep yellow belt ; and the hinder
part is wholly of that colour, except that it

is variegated with eight brown spots. The
Hornet, like the Wasp, is extremely vora-

cious, and preys on almost any kind of fresh

animal substances which it can obtain, tu

well as on honey, fndt, &c. Its sting is

greatly to be dreaded, and is often productive
of very serious consc<iucnccs. The Hornet’s
nest is generally built in the cavity of some
decayed tree, or immediately lx;ncath its

roots i
and not unfrcqucntly in timber yards

and other similar situations. It is of a

smaller size than that of the Wasp, and of a

somewhat globular form, with the mouths
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of the cells downwards, which in a great
measure preserves them from the rain. In
*• The Zoologist,” p. 162. T. Smith, Esq.,
Curator of the Entomological Society, thus
writes :

— “ A few years ago, os I was walk-
ing by the side of Virginia Water, by moon-

;

light, I heard a loud booming noise, evidently
' caused by some insect darting rapidly by.

I was for some time at a loss to conceive
what this could be ; at last I succeeded in

;
knocking one down, when I found it was a
hornet. By watching the flight of others, I
soon discovered the tree containing their
nest : they were carrying on their labours

;

by the light of the moon, apparently quite

[

as busily as if it had been open day.” [See

i
VESriD^E.]

I
This brief notice of the Hornet leads us to

extract from the “ Journal of a Naturalist ”

i some interesting remarks relative to this in-

:
sect :

— “ Every-day events manifest to very
superficial observation, that no created being,
from the monster of the ocean, ‘ that makes
the deep boil like a pot of ointment,’ to the
insect that feebly creeps on the ground, exists

free from the persecutions or annoyance of
another. Some may be subject to fewer
injuries than others, but none are wholly
exempt : the strong assail by power, and
become assaulted themselves by the minute or
weak. This year(1826) the Hornet abounded
with us in unusual numbers, and afibrded
constant evidence of its power and voracity
that could not have been exceeded any

! ravenous beast. In our gardens the impe-
rious murmur of four or five of them at a
time might be frequently heard about our
fruit-trees. They would occasionally ex-
tract the sweet liquor from the gage, or other
rich plums ; but the prime object of their
visit was to seize the wasps that frequented
the same places. This they not only did
when the creature was feeding on the fruit,

but would hawk after them when on the
wing ; capture them with a facility to which
their heavy flight seemed unequal ; bear

: them to some neighbouring plant, and there
feed on the insect, which seemed perfectly
overpowered by the might of the Hornet.
The first operation was to snip off the head,

; then to cut away the lower part by the
waist ; and, when near, we could hear them
shearing away the outer coat from the body,
and crushing it with their strong mandibles ;

, sometimes devouring it, but generally only
I sucking the juices it contained. Their avi-
' dity for this sort of food is very manifest,

I

when the grape ripens on the wall : lieing

I commonly the only remaining fruit, the
wasp abounds there ; the Hornets flock to
the prey, and we may see them in constant
progress, licaring their victims from the
hunches. The wasp itself seizes the house-
fly i but this seems rather the display of

I

wanton power than for food, as it bears the
fly aliout with it for a length of time, and
drops it unconsumed. The fly, in its turn,
is conducive, after its manner, to the death
of many an animal. We know not any in-
sect that destroys the Hornet ; but its iHiwer
and being are terminated by some very ef-

fective agent, ns in particular years It is

almost unknown.” To the foregoing the

author appends the following note :— “ The
Hornet is a very pugnacious animal. They
will fight desperately with each other at
times, when they meet in pursuit of prey,
biting each other’s body, and trying to get
their mandibles under the head of their op-
ponent, to snip it off. I one day confined,
under a glass, two of these creatures which
had been fighting. One had evidently the
mastery j but both had been so injured in
the contest, that they soon died ; and it is

most probable that they fall victims to each
other’s voracity in the cold damp season
that usually terminates the autumn of our
year.”

HORNET [SPHINX]. A name given by
collectors to Hawk-moths of the genus Tro-
chilium.

HORSE. iEquus cahaXlus,') This most
useful and beautiful quadruped demands,
perhaps, a more extended notice than the
ordinary limits of this work may seem to
afford ! but we trust we have not omitted
any material point, zoological or historical,

that is essential to a complete description of
an animal, whose services to mankind are
everywhere deemed invaluable, and whose
poble nature universally excites man’s ad-
miration. It has been well observed, that
had not custom dignified the Lion with the
title of “ king of beasts,” reason could no-
where confer that honour more deservedly
than on the Horse. His courage, strength,
fleetness, his symmetrical form, and gran-
deur of deportment, are unalloyed by any
quality injurious to other creatures, or cal-

culated to create the aversion of man j whose
orders he implicitly obeys, whose severest
tasks he undertakes with a cheerful alacrity,
and whose pleasures ho contributes to with
animation and delight. Nor is this all : for,

when called to bear our warriors to the battle-
field, nothing can excel his resolute fierce-

ness, his courageous ardour I In the poetical
language of the Sacred Writings, “ His neck
is clothed with thunder. The glory of his
nostrils is terrible. He paweth the valley,
and rcjoiceth in his strength. He goeth on
to meet the armed men. He moeketh at
danger, and is not affrighted ; neither turneth
he back from the sword.” (Job, xxxix.)
What region the Horse originally inha-

bited, or to what nation we are indebted for
his first subjugation, arc questions far too
remote for liistory to resolve. That this

animal is of Eastern origin, and that the
Egy|)tians were the first to reduce it to obe-
dience, and train it to the various purposes
of civilized life, appears highly probable
from various passages in the Bible, though
no direct testimony of such a fact is to be
gathered from that source. The first men-
tion of the Horse occurs during the wise
administration of Joseph in Egypt, who, wo
are told, gave the famishing inhabitants
bread “ in exchange for horses j” and also
when the body of the imtriarch Jacob was
removed from Egypt to Canaan for burial,
we rend that “there went up with him both
chariots and horsemen.” 'The period when
the 1 lorsc is thus indicated as a beast botii of
draught and burden, is 165(1 years before tlio
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birth of Christ ; which is a date anterior to
any that profane history affords on the
snbject.
The generic characteristics of the Horse

are a broad undivided hoof ; six cutting-
teeth or nippers in each jaw ;

two very small
tusks or canines

;
grinders with a flat crown,

presenting, when worn, different figures,
formed by the enamelled plates of the inte-
rior ; stomach small and simple, intestines
very large. Wild Horses exist in many
countries ; but Arabia produces the most
beautiful breed, and also the most generous,
swift, courageous, and persevering. They
occur, though not in great numbers, even in
the deserts of that country, and the natives
make use of every stratagem to take tliem.
They select the most promising for breeding,
and, instead of crossing the breed, the utmost
care is taken to keejj it entire. In other
coimtries it is found necessary to change the
races, otherwise, it is said, the Horses would
soon degenerate

;
but in Arabia the same

blood has passed down through a long suc-
cession, without any diminution either of
beauty or strength. A general belief has
hence arisen, and been long maintained,
that to Arabia are we indebted for the primi-
tive breed of this noble animal, and for its

subjugation to man’s use. This opinion,
however, has been combated by Mr. Bell (in

his History of British Quadrupeds) in the
following terms :

“ The long acknowledged
superiority of the Horses of Arabia is no
proof that they were indigenous to that arid
country in a wild state ; for there is great
reason to conclude that it was only at a
comparatively late period that they were
employed by that people. Whilst Solomon
was receiving from Arabia treasures of
various kinds, it was from Egypt only that
his Horses were brought: and so liighly

were they valued by this magnificent and
luxurious king, that notwithstanding the
Divine prohibition, ‘ that the king shall not
multiply Horses to himself, nor cause his

people to retm-n into Egypt, to the end that
he sliould multiply Horses,' it is stated that
he had no less than forty thousand stalls of
Horses for his chariots, and twelve thousand
horsemen. There appears great probability,

therefore, in the opinion that Egypt or its

neighbourhood is its original country ; and
still more, that tins extraordinary people
first rendered it subservient to man, and
subsequently distributed it to other coun-

tries.”

It does not appear, then, that n clue can

be obtained to determine, witli any degree

of precision, in what country the Horse first

roamed at large, or where he first submitted

to the yoke of man. Those w'hich at present

exist in a wild state seem to have been de-

rived from such as had been once domesti-

cated. In the Pampas or plains of South

America, on the banks of the river La Plata,

there are immense troops of wild horses,

which are descended from those of Anda-
lusia, originally carried thither by the

Spanish conquerors : and we learn from the

accounts given by various travellers, that

they not only associate together in herds or

troops of several thousands, but that on the

appearance of any danger, tliey evidently
put tliemselves under the direction of a
leader, in order the more eflectually to
resist tlie enemy’s attack. Large herds are
sometimes seen in the sofithem parts of
Siberia, in the deserts of the Mongul terri-

tory, and among the Kalhas to the north-
west of China. Moldavia also abounds with
them. At the Cape of Good Hope there are
numbers of wild Horses, but they are small
and vicious. They are likewise found in
other parts of AlVica, but the savages there
seem ignorant of their value, and also of the
methods of taming them.
In Brande’s Dictionary of Science, 1-c. it

is remarked, that “ wild Horses appear to be
free from nearly all those diseases to wliich
the domestic breed ore prone. They are
generally of a pale or grayish-brown colour,
with brown mane and tail, a wliitish muzzle
changing to black about the mouth. They
are less than the domestic breed

;
with a

larger head j longer legs ; larger ears, with
the apices sub-reflected ; the forehead is

i

more convex above the eyes ; the hoofs are
contracted and sub-cylindrical ; mane sub-
erect, less lax than in the domestic horse :

the coat, in winter, looser and sub-undu-
lated along the back ; the tail not very large.

They recognize the presence of man at a
great distance when he approaches them to
windward, and fly from him with wonderful
speed ; they prefer sunny slopes, and avoid
forests and steep places. They do not wan-
der beyond the fiftieth degree of north
latitude. Wild stallions attracted by do-
mestic mares are often taken and killed.

The first change which domestication works
upon the form of the wild Horse is to

|

increase the bulk of his trunk as compared
with his head and limbs. This change is

beautifully exemplified in the Arabian,
which we must regard as an early, if not
first remove from Ins wild neighbours of
the more northern deserts, and which the
Bedouin still hunts for the sake of their

flesh. The head is not only proportionally
smaller, but is remarkable for the breadth
and squareness of the forehead, the shortness
and fineness of the muzzle, the prominence
and brilliance of the eye, and the smallness
of the cars. The hody is still somewhat light,

and narrow at the forepart; but the shoulder
is superior in its formation to that in any
other breed. The Arabian seldom stands
more than fourteen hands two inches. The
‘Barb,’ so called from its native country.
Barbary, is somewhat smaller than its near
ally the Arabian; it seldom exceeds fourteen
hands and an inch ; the shoulders arc flat,

the chest round, the legs rather long, and
the head small and very hcautiful. The
Barb is remarkable for its fine and graceful

action ; but though it is sui>erior to the Ara-
bian in its general form, it has not its untir-

|

ing sjtirit or its sjxtcd. Onr most valuable
English varieties of the Horse ante from the

introduction of, and interbreeding with, the

Barb and Arabian.”
The Horse is naturally an herbivorous

animal, and is more scrupulous in the choice

of his food than most other domestic quad-

rupeds ;
in the meadow rejecting several
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I

plants which the ox devours with pleasure.
Ilis thin and muscular lips, his firm and I

I

compressed mouth, and his sharp incisor
I teeth, ore admirably adapted to seize and to

I

crop the gross ; and when, free from man's
!
control, he can follow his own propensities,

;

we all know that grass is his chosen food

:

yet, in order that he may subsist (as in his
present state of domestication he neeessarily
must) on aliment of a much harder kind,

I he is enabled, by the peculiar structure of
some of the bones of his face, so to move his

!
jaws as to comminute and grind down his

j

“com,”—Of the various modes of judging
! of a Horse’s age, the best is from a careful
: inspection of the teeth. Five days after
birth, the four teeth in front, called nippers,
begin to shoot ; these are cast off at the age
of two years and a half, but arc soon re-
newed ; and in the following year two above
and two below, namely one on each side of
the nippers, are also thrown off ; at four
years and a half other four next those last
placed fall out, and are succeeded by other
four, which grow much more slowly. From
these last four comer teeth it is that the ani-
mal's age is distinguished, for they are some-
what hollowed in the middle, and have a
black mark in the cavities. At five years
old these teeth scarcely rise above the gums;
at six, their hollow pits begin to fill up, and
turn to a brown spot ; and before eight years
the mark generally disappears. A Horse’s
age is also indicated by the canine teeth or
tusks, for those in the under jaw generally
shoot at three years and a half, and the two
in the upper at four ; till six they continue
sharp at the points ; but at ten they appear
long and blunted. There are, however,

,

many circumstances which render a decision
as to the age of the Horse very difficult after
tiie marks are effaced from the lower inci-
sors ; and it should be observed, that Horses
which are always kept in the stable have
the mark much sooner worn out than those
that arc at grass ; to say nothing of the

I

various artful tricks resorted to by dealers
, and jockeys to deceive the inexperienced

I

and unwary.
I The Horse has three natural paces, namely,
; walking, trotting, and galloping. In the
first, he moves off with one of his fore feet,

I which is immediately followed by the hind
: icg of the oiiposite side ; and so with the
other fore and hind leg. His trot differs
foim his walk, not only in its greater velo-
city, biitaiso in this, that he always moves
the two opposite legs together. The gallop
is a scries of leaps, and it is fnie and regular,

I
wlien the horse lifts his two feet on one side

; at the same time, and follows with those on
the other side. These three natural paces

I

may lie converted into artificial paces by art
,
and skill. Hut os this is a part of the science

I

of horsemanship, it is not necessary to lie

more than adverted to in this piece : we
1

shall therefore merely observe, that the trot

1

Is the pace which enables all f|tiadnipcds to

I
balance and support themselves with case

I and firmness ; and it is therefore the most

j

proper for ensuring a free determined motion
‘ to the Horse.
I All old writer, Camcrarliis, says, a perfect

Horse should have the breast broad, the liips

round, and the mane long, the countenance
fierce like a lion, a nose like a sheep, the
head, legs, and skin of a deer, the throat and
neck of a wolf, and the ear and tail of a fox.

This is as graphic as it is concise
;
but to be

serviceable it is much too general : we there-
fore turn to the pages of the Penny Cyclo-
paidia for fuller particulars as to the proper
conformation of the Horse. “ The head
should not be disproportionally large, and
should be well set on; i. e. the lower jaw-
bones should be sufficiently far apart to
enable the head to form that angle with the
neck which gives free motion and a graceful
carriage to it, and prevents its bearing too
heavy on the hand. The eye should be
large and a little prominent, and the eyelid
fine and thin. The ear should be small and
erect, and quick in motion. The lop-eor
indicates dulness or stubbornness ; and
when it is habitually laid too for back upon
the neck, there is too frequently a disposition
to mischief. The nostril in every breed
should be somewhat expanded : it can hardly
be too much so in the Racer, the Hunter, the
Roadster, and the Coach-horse, for this ani-
mal breathes only through the nostril, and
would be dangerously distressed when much
speed is required of him, if the nostril could
not dilate to admit and to return the air. The
neck should be long rather than short. It
then enables the animal to graze with more
case, and to throw liis weight more forward,
whether he is in harness or galloping at the
top of his speed. It should be muscular at
its base, and gradually become fine as it ap-
proaches the head. The withers should be
somewhat high in every Horse, except per-
haps that of heavy draught, and it docs not
harm him, for there is larger surface for the
attachment of the muscles of the back, and
they act at greater mechanical advantage.
A slanting direction of the shoulder gives
also much mechanical advantage, as well as
an easy and pleasant action, and a greater
degree of safety. It must not liowcvcr e.xist

in any considerable degree in the Horse of
draught, and particularly of heavy draught.
The chest must be capacious, fur it contains
the heart and tlie lungs, the organs on which
the speed and endurance of the I lorse depend.
Cajiacity of chest is indispensable in every
Horse, but the form of the chest admits of
variation. In the waggon-horse the circular
chest may be admitted, bccniise he seldom
goes at any great sjiceii, and there is com-
paratively little variation in the quantity of
air rctiuircd ; but in other Horses the varia-

tion is often fearful. The quantity of air

expended in the gallop is many times that
required in hard work. Here we must have
depth of chest, not only ns giving more room
for the insertion of the muscles on the action
of which the cxiintislon of the chest depends,
but a conformation of the chest which admits
of that expansion. That wliich is somewhat
straight may be cosily bent into a circle when
greater capacity is required

; that which is

already circular adiiiits of no expansion.
A few words more are all that our limits
jicrmlt 118 to add, and they coiitaiu almost
all that is necessary oii the coiiforinalion of
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the Horse. The loins should he broad, the
quarters long, the thighs muscular, and the
hocks well bent and well under the Horse.”
Some peculiarity of breed distinguishes the

Horses of most civilized countries ; or, rather,
there is some particular breed for which one
country is more celebrated than others.
Thus there is the Spanish Genette, a small
but fleet and beautiful variety, which is

generally ranked next to the Barb : their
heads are rather large, their manes thick,
their ears long and well pointed, their
shoulders somewhat heavy, their chests full

and large, and their legs clean and handsome.
They move with great ease, and carry them-
selves very gracefully. They are usually
of a black or dark bay colour ; and some of
them, particularly such as come from the
province of Andalusia, are said to possess, in
a superior degree, high courage, docility, and
other estimable qualities—France produces
a motley breed ; adapted rather for the pur-
poses of war than of the chase, and generally
considered as heavy-shouldered. But great
attention has of late years been paid to the
improvement of them by crosses with the
best bred English varieties ; a remark, by
the by, which may in a great measure be
applied to the breed of Horses elsewhere
throughout the continent. And we may
safely assert, that whatever could be gained
from long experience and careful assiduity,
whatever wealth could procure, or skill etfect,

in order to arrive at perfection in the various
breeds, and in the proper training, of this

noble animal, has been fully attained in
England.

It is impossible to say at what early period
the Horse was first considered an object of
interest in Britain j

but we know that when
our rude and warlike ancestors had to

contend with the Boman invaders, they de-
pended much on their cavalry and war-
chariots, which tliey managed with great
skill and dexterity. We likewise know that
the Saxons paid great attention to the Horse,
and tooK considerable pains to Improve the
natural breed. King Athelstan obtained
several German running-horses from Hugh
Capet of France ; and William the Con-
queror, with his Norman followers, intro-

duced the Spanish horse, in whose veins ran
the blood of the swift-footed Barb. When
the Crusaders returned from the Holy Land,
they brought with them many a noble
Eastern steed ;

and from that time a greater

admixture of Arabian blood with the Horses
of Europe was a natural consequence. It

must however be apparent, when we re-

member with what a heavy load of armour
both horseman and horse were encumbered,
that our mail-clad warriors must necessarily

have required horses of prodigious strength,

and that fleetness was of far less consequence
to them than weight and mettle. King John,
wiio appears to have devoted much attention

to the breed of Horses, imported a hundred
choice staliious of the Flanders kind ;

to

which act may probably be traced the foun-
dation of that character for size, strength,

and vigour, which English horses, whether
for draught or war, have since maintained.
Subsequent raonarciis also evinced a strong

desire for keeping up, undimiuished, a race
!

of Horses which, in a national point of view,
,

had become so valuable, and their exporta-
j

tion was accordingly forbidden. At tlie

period to which we have been alluding, the
;

breeds of Horses most in repute for superior
weight and strength were those of Flanders
and Normandy. In conrse of time, the cum-
brous armour, the battle-axe and shield,
were laid aside 5 and when tire sword and
carbine, with the lighter dresses of our ca-
valry, were introduced, speed and elegance
were deemed of more account than size and
power. At length the sports of the field en-
gaged the attention and became the amuse-
ment of kings and princes ; the nobility of
the land vied with each other in keejiing the
choicest studs, the English Hunter was un-
matched for ardour iu the chase, combined
with the most persevering endurance ; and
the English Kace-horse distanced all com- .

Tlie Kace-horse. “ tniether or not the
blood of our finest Racers be pure Eastern,
or a mixture of the Arabian or Barb with
the best of our English stock.” Mr. Bell ob-
serves, ” can scarcely, with all the accuracy

]

of our turf genealogy, be positively oscer-
|

tained : but it is undoubted that the most .

celebrated Horses that this countrj’ has es’er

produced are traceable from son to sire back
to some or other of the well-known Arabian,
Barbary, or Turkish stallions which have at
ditt'erent times been imported. The imiwr-
tauce of the influence of the sire in breeding
Horses is in no point more clearly proved
than by the fact that the progeny of the
most celebrated Horses have generally sus-
tained the reputation of their sires. Thus
the descendants of Eclipse numbered no less

than three hundred and sixty-four winners.”
“ The Racer is jjenerally distinguished by his

beautiful Arabian liead i his fine and fincly-
set-on neck ; his oblique lengthened shoul-
ders ; well-bent hinder legs ; Yiis ample mus-
cular quarters ; his flat legs, rather short
from the knee downwards ; and his long
elastic pastern. From this perfect symme-
try, however, many celebrated Race-horses
have shown remarkable deviations ; and yet

they have not failed to enter into the excita-

tion and enjoyment of the sport, straining

every muscle, and evincing indescribable
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energy in their cndcaTOurs to outstrip their
competitors.

The Hr-NTEit. It is generally allowed
that this fine animal, whose spirit is only
equalled by his endurance of fatigue, and
whose speed is on a par with his beautiful
form, presents a happy combination of those

THS HONTEB.

1 qualities which give swiftness to the racer,
vigour to the charger, and muscular power

i to the draught-horse. “ The first property
' of a good hunter is, that he should be light

,
in hand. For this purpose his head must be

j

small ; Ids neck thin, especially beneath
;

' his crest firm and arched ; and his jaws
wide. The head will then be well set on.

I
It will form a pleasant angle with the neck,

1 which gives a light and pleasant mouth.”
I

The compact and serviceable Roadster,
i “ a hunter in miniature,” ns a perfect spe-
' cimen of this truly valuable animal has been
called ; the splendid Careiaoe Horse, with

co^cb-Hor^. :-r;.

his arched crest and high action ; the power-
;

ful Drat Horse, whose united strength
;
and size fderived from the Suffolk Punch

I and the Flanders breed) arc nticquallcd
g

:
the round-chestod and long-backed Sukkoi.k

j

Perch Horse ; and the patient Cart
i Horse,— have each their peculiar merits,
and require careful attention to the breed

I
and management. Wo have also some

I
amaller varieties, excellent in their kind :

I

as the useful Oai.iajwat g the diminutive
I and hardy SgtETLARD Port g and the sturdy

j

rough Pony bred in the New Forest. Hut

I

our limits have long warned us to bring this
article to a close : we therefore beg to refer

' onr readers to the various works which are
exclusively devoted to“ the Horse ” for what-
ever further iigformation may be required g
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and conclude by tritely remarking, that ac-
cording to the degree of cultivation bestowed
on them. Horses improve or degenerate ;

their qualities of sagacity and docility alone
remaining iuiierent.

cr.yi>ESDAI-E CABT-HOBSE.

A curious point, and one of great interest
in the investigation of zoological relations,
which may be properly introduced in this

place, is
— “ that the characters of the male

parent of the mother’s first progeny show
themselves in her subsequent offspring by
other males, however different those males
may be in form and colour. Mr. Bell ob-
serves that this truth has been illustrated by
him when treating on the Dog and on the
Hog, and he adds that it receives a remark-
able and Interesting confirmation from the
case of a mare belonging to the Earl of
Morton, to which he had before alluded. In
that case the marc was young, and after
producing the female hybrid by the Quagga,
had first a filly, and afterwards a colt, by a
fine black Arabian Horse. They both re-
sembled the Quagga in the dark line along
the back, the stripes across the forehead,
and the bars across the legs : in the filly

the mane was short and stiff, like that of
the Quagga

g
in the colt it was long, but so

stiff ns to arch upwards and hang clear of
the sides of the neck g in other respects they
were nearly pure Arabian. This and other
such cases should not be forgotten by breed-
ers of animals, who are anxious about the
Iicrfection of their stock, and should make
them iiarticularly careful as to the male
influence which first makes its impression
on the female.
The mode of catching and taming wild

horses in South America is so well described
by Mr. Darwin, in his “Researches,” and
shows so strikingly what mastery over the
brute creation man can attain, that we trust

it will be considered nn appropriate nilden-

dum to the foregoing. “A troop of wild
young horses is driven into the corral, or
large enclosure of stakes, and tlio door is

shut. Wc will suppose that one man alone
has to catcli and mount a horse, which as
yet hud never felt bridle or saddle. I con-
ceive, exceggt by a Gaiicho, suoli a feat would
be utterly impracticable. The Gagicho picks
out a full-grown colt g and ns the beast
rusiics round the circus, he throws liis lazo
so as to catch both the front legs. Instantly
the horse rolls over with a heavy 8iiock,nnd,
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whilst struggling on the ground, the Gaucho,
holding the lazo tight, makes a circle, so as
to catch one of the hind legs, just beneath
the fetlock, and draws it close to the two
front. He then hitches the lazo, so that
the three legs are bound together. Then
sitting on the horse’s neck, he fixes a strong
bridle, mthout a bit, to the lower jaw. This
he does by passing a narrow thong through
tlie eye-holes, at the end of the reins, and
several times round both jaw and tongue.
The two front legs are now tied closely to-

gether, with a strong leathern thong, fast-

ened by a slip-knot. The lazo, which bound
the three together, being then loosed, the
horse rises with difficulty. The Gaucho
now holding fast the bridle fixed to the
lower jaw, leads the horse outside the
corral. If a second man is present (other-

wise the trouble is much greater) he holds

the animal’s head, whilst the first puts on
the horsecloths and saddle, and girths the
whole together. During this operation, the
horse, from dread and astonishment at thus
being bound round the waist, tlrrows him-
self, over and over again, on the ground,
and, till beaten, is unwilling to rise. At
last, when the saddling is finished, the poor
animal can hardly breathe from fear, and is

white with foam and sweat. The man now
prepares to mount, by pressing heavily on
the stirrup, so that the horse may not lose

its balance )
and at the moment he throws

his leg over the animal’s back he pulls the
slip-knot, and the beast is free. Some “ do-
midors ” (horse-subduers) pull the knot
while the animal is lying on the ground,
and, standing over the saddle, allow it to

rise beneath them. The horse, wild with
dread, gives a few most violent bounds, and
then starts off at full gallop : when quite

exhausted, the man, by patience, brings liim

back to the corral, where, reeking hot, and
scarcely alive, the poor beast is let free.

Those animals which wull not gallop away,
but obstinately throw themselves on the
ground, are by far the most troublesome.
This process is tremendously severe, but in

two or three trials the hoi-se is tamed. It is

not, however, for some weeks that the ani-

mal is ridden with the iron bit and solid

ring ;
for it must learn to associate the will

of its rider with the feel of the rein, before the

most powerful bridle can be of any service.”

HORSE-GUARD. This name, we arc

informed by Mr. Doubleday, is applied in

the United States to Hymenopterous insects

of the genus Moncdula^ from their habit of

capturing Gadflies iTahani).

HOUND. There are several species of

Dogs which come under this appellation, as

the Foxhound, Greyhound, Bloodliound, &c.

which will be found in their projicr alpha-

betical order in this volume. Hounds may
be distinguished into such as discover and
pursue the game by sight ; and those which
find and pursue it by tlic excellence of their

scent.

HOUND-FISH. The name applied some-
times to different species of the Shark family.

LSec Doo-fisii.]

nOWDET. CStrix aluco.') A bird of the
Owl kind, so called from its mournful, howl-
ing voice. It measures eighteen inches in
length : the head, back, wings, and tail, are
cinereous, with black and white spots ; the
head is large, round, and full-feathered

;

and the wings reach to the extremity of the
tail.

HUMBLE-BEE. (Botti&us.) Of the
villose or hairy bees popularly called Hum-
ble-bees, there are several species. One of
the largest and most common is the Apis
lapidarius of Linnieus, so named from the
circumstance of its nest being generally
situated in stony or gravelly places. This
species is entirely of a deep black colour, ex-
cept the end of the abdomen, which is red
or orange-colom-ed, more or less deep in dif-

ferent individuals. The female is of large
size, measuring nearly an inch in length ;

the male is considerably smaller, and the
labouring bee is still smaller than the male.
Humble-bees are the only tribe besides

the hive-bees that in this part of the world
construct nests by the united labour of the
society. Their habitations are sometimes
excavated at a considerable depth in the
ground, andsometimes built upon its surface,

beneath stones, &c. The societies consist,

in some species, of about fifty or sixty indi-

viduals ;
in others of ns many as two or

three hundred. They contain males, fe-

males, and workers or neuters. The females
alone survive the winter ; and they employ
the first fine days in spring to commence
their nests, wdiich they very quickly exca-
vate, and supply with a mixture of honey
and pollen for the noiu-ishment of the first

brood, which consists exclusively of workers.

These, after having undergone their trans-

formations, assist in the construction of new
cells, the collection of the food, and the rear-

ing of the larvae. In autumn the males and
females are produced ; and at the com-
mencement of winter all but the larger

females die , these remain in a sort of cliam-

ber distinct from the rest, but, as it would
appear, without any supply of food. It

should be observed that though the Humble-
bees collect honey as well as the common
ones, it is neither so fine nor so goorl : nor is

their wax so clean, or so capable of fusion.

HUMBLE-BEE FLY. A name some-
times given to a genus of dipterous insects, or

two-winged flies, comprehending various

species of different sizes, but all agreeing in

the great resemblance they bear, at first

sight, to the Humble-bees of the smaller or

middle-sized kinds ; but on examination, it

will appear that they arc destitute of trunks,

and have but one pair of wings. Nature has

assigned for the laiwas of some of the siiccics

a very singular habitation—the intestines of

horses, or under the thick skins of oxen. In

the latter cose, the worm hatched from the

egg of its parent fly, deposited there, forms a

tumour which furnishes it with fowl and
lodging, and in the middle there is an ajicr-

turc for tlic purpose of respiration. Some,

liowcver, feed on vegetable substances, and

one species in particular shows a strong pre-

dilection for the bulbous roots of flowers.
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I HUMMING-BIRD. iTrochitus.) The
birds included in the family of Trochilidce,
or Humming-birds, are at once the most
diminutive and the most brilliantly coloured
of the whole feathered race. Their vivacity,
swiftness, and singular appearance, unite in
rendering them the admiration of mankind j

I

while their colours are so radiant that we
can only compare their peculiar splendour
with the brilliancy of polished metals and
the superior lustre of the ruby, the sapphire,
or the emerald. This is their general cha-
racter ; but there are some species whose
plumage is comparatively obscure, exhibit-
ing only a golden-green tinge, diffused over
the brown or purplish colour of the back
and wings. In size they vary from that of
a wren to a humble-liee ; the muscles of
their wings are very strong, and their plu-
mage dense and compact ; they are almost
ever in motion; and the velocity with which
they dart through the air, and the rapidly-
vibrating motion of their wings, are quite
inconceivable. These lovely gems of ani-
mated nature are peculiar to America, and
almost exclusively tropical : some siiecies,

however, migrate into the temperate regions
on either side of the equator during the
warm season ; and stragglers have occasion-
ally been met with even in cold situations.

They are characterized by a long and ex-
tremely slender bill, inclosing an extensile
and retractile tongue, which is divided into
two filaments from the middle to the tip, hy
which they extract the nectar and the small
insects which may lurk in the recesses of
flowers. Their feet are very small, their
wings long and narrow ; the mechanism of
their whole form being, in fact, like that of
the Swift, formed for rapid and powerful
flight. When hovering before a flower, they
seem suspended in the air, rather than sus-
tained by the vigorous movement of their
pinions ; and it is to the constant murmur
or buzzing sound, caused by the rapid vibra-
tion of them, that these beautiful little crea-
tures derive their name. How greatly they
mnst add to the richness of a Transatlantic
landscape, when fluttering from flower to
flower in the morning sunlicams I

“ Wherever a creeping vine opens its fra-
grant clusters, or wherever a tree- flower
blooms, may these little things be seen. In
the garden or in the woods, over the water,
every where they are darting about ;

of all

sizes, from one that might easily lie mistaken
for a different variety of bird, to the tiny
Hermit ( T. rufigitster), whose body is not
half the size of the bees buzzing about the
same sweets. Sometimes they arc seen
chasing each other in sport with a raiddlty
of flight and intricacy of path the eye is

puzzled to follow. Again circling round
. and round, they rise high in mid air, then
' dart off like liglit to some distant attraction.
' Perched upon a little limb, they smooth their
I plumes and seem to delight in their dazzling

!
hues 1 then starting off leisurely, they skim

I along, stopping capriciously to kiss the co-

;
quetting flowerets. Often two meet In mid

I air and furiously fight, their crests and the

j

feathers upon their throats all erected and
blazing, and altogether pictures of the most

violent rage. Several times we saw them
battling with large black bees, who frequent
the same flowers, and may be supposed often
to interfere provokingly. Like lightning
our little heroes would come down, but the
coat of siiining mail would ward their
furious strokes. Again and again w'ould
they renew the attack, until their anger had
expended itself by its own fury, or until
the apathetic bee, once roused, had put
forth powers that drove the invader from
the field.”— Edwards's Voyage up the

Amazon.
The Humming-birds are generally divided

into two classes— those with curved bills,

and those whose bills are straight. We
shall endeavour to give a description of the
most remarkable species ; reserving some of
them for insertion under the article Trochi-
lidce. Their nests are very beautifully con-
structed, being usually composed of vegeta-
ble down, such as that of the cotton-plant
or silk-cotton tree ; and being covered on
the outside with bits of lichen, leaves, moss,
&c. Sometimes they are suspended from
the extremities of twigs of the orange, the
pomegranate, or the citron-tree ; and some-
times from a house, provided they can find
convenient twigs for the purpose : for it is

to be observed, that although these birds are
most numerous in the dense forests, where
the tvild blossoms almost rue with themselves
in splendour, they are also seen in the gar-
dens of cultivated districts, and do not
appear at all disinclined to the society of
Man, though it is very diflicult to keep them
in a state of domestication. The Humming-
bird is very irascible, two males scarcely
ever meeting without a contest ensuing

:

they will also attack birds of a much larger
size, as wrens or king-birds, and they some-
times even have contests for a flower with the
humble-bee.

ToPAZ-rnnoATEP Humminq-dirp. (7Vo-
chilits pella.) Both in size and colours this
species is decidedlj' superior to any others of
the curve-billed kind. Its body is ns large
ns that of n wren

; and from the tip of the
bill to the end of the two long-tailed fea-
thers, it measures from eight to ten inches.
The upper part of the head and neck arc of
a glossy black, the back and smaller wing-
coverts being of a fine deep orange-purple
colour : the throat and part of the neck is

of the most splendid topaz yellow, changing
from the lustre of polished gold to deep
emerald green, according to the sitiintions

in which it is viewed : the topaz-coloured
plumage Is separated from the breast and
sides of the neck by a black line, beneath
which the whole breast and sides are of a
deep but shining imrple rose-colour : the
wings arc of a purplish brown

; the rump of
a bright gross-green ; and the tail orangc-
piiriile, except the two middle feathers, which
ore purple-brown, of a narrow shape, and
pointed at the tips, and exceed the rest in
length hy about four inches. The bill is

moderately long, curved, and black
; the

legs arc also black. The female Is far less
brilliant than the male, being of a dark
cop))cry-grccn colour, with dusky wings, and
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the two middle feathers of tlie tail no longer
than the rest. This species is said to be
priueipally found in Surinam and Guiana,
where it frequents the banks of rivers and
brooks, tlie surface of which they skim after
the manner of swallows.

Fork-tailed Huioiing-bird. (^TrocM-
lusforjkatus.) This species is cliiefly notice-
able for the shining beauty of its tail-fea-

thers, which appear of a brilliant blue, green,
or golden colour, according to the lights in
which they are seen, and form a very long
and broad tail in proportion to the body of
the bird : the crown of the head is blue, and
a shining golden lustre pervades the rest of
the plumage, but it is trifling in comparison
willi the beauty of the tail : the legs, feet,

and claws are black.

B.tR-TAILED HtminiTG-BIRD. (_Trr)chilus

sparganurus.) This elegant bird is nearly
eight indies long : its colour is green-gold,
but not very bright, except on the tliroat,

where it is rich and brilliant : the tail Is

long and strongly forked, and the feathers

are velvet-black, each being crossed by a
broad golden crimson bar, and rounded at

the end: bill and legs black. Native of
Peru.

nARLEQUiN Huiimiug-bird. {Trockiltis

multicolor.) A highly elegant species, re-

markable for the variety of its colours. Its

length is about four inches j the bill long,

slightly bent, and of a pale yellow liue : the

crown of the head, thioat, neck, breast, upper
part of the back, rump, and wing-coverts,

fine gilded grass-green : the whole upper
part of the neck, ultramarine blue, divided
from the green of the back by a narrow black
bar j

the wings and tail light brown ; belly

and vent-feathers red ;
wings long in pro-

portion to the bird
;

tail rounded at the

tip.

Crested HuMMiiro-BUtD. (_Trochilus cris-

tatus.) This bird is a native of the West
Indies : the bill is slender, sharp-pointed,
incurvated, and blackish ; the top of the

head, from the bill to the hinder part, which
terminates in a crest, is partly green and
partly blue, and shines with a most brilliant

metallic lustre : the plumage on the upper
part of the body and wings is dark green

intermixed with gold colour ; the breast and
belly arc of a dingy grey ; the tail is a bluish-

black, glossy on the upper surface ;
and the

legs and feet, whicli ore very small, are

blackish.

Savphire and Emerald Humming-bird.
(Trochilus bicolor.) The two brilliant colours

with which this bird is invested, not only

merit the title of the gems by which they are

called, but possess a vivid metallic splendour

not exhibited by the gems themselves. The
sapphire colour covers the liead niul throat,

beyond which it blends with the lucid golden

emerald colour of the breast, belly, and back

:

the wings are brown ;
the tail glossy bluish-

black i and the liclly white : the upper man-
dible is black, the lower whitish. Native of

South America and the West Indies.

Ruby-throated Humming-bird. (TVo-
chihis colubris.) This beautiful species is

about three inches and a half in length from
the tip of the bill to that of the tail : the bill

is black ; the crown, upper part of the neck,
back, aud coverts of the wings are of a most
resplendent and variable green and gold
colour ; the cliin and throat rival the ruby
in brilliancy, changing, according to the
light, either into a burnished gold colour,

or a deep brown tint : the breast and belly
are white

;
the wings and tail purplish-

brown, but the two middle tail-feathers

green. It is a native of, and continues in

the southern parts of the American conti-
nent during the whole year, but appears in
North America only in summer. It breeds
in Florida, Carolina, and some of the West
India islands ; and is even seen in Canada.
In that entertaining book, “ The Canadian
Naturalist,” this bird and its habits are thus
noticed in one of the “ Conversations — i

“ C. Ha 1 there is what I have long wished i

to see, a Humming-bird sucking the flowers.

There are two of them : let us take a closer

view of them.

—

F. No, no : stay where you
are, and remain quite still, and talk in a
low voice i for on the slightest alarm, and
their brilliant little eyes are glancing in every
direction, they shoot off with the straightness

and speed of an arrow. See how they hover
on the wing, in front of the blossoms, quite

K. AMERIOAN HOiSMlNO-Binn.
tTBOCHILUa COL1SR13.)

stationary, while their long tongue is in-

serted, but their wings vibrating so rapidly
as to be only visible as an indistinct cloud
on each side C. One of them has suddcnlv
vanished, but I did not sec him fly, though
I was watching him.— F. He hiui gone only
about a yard : you may see him stationary
again to the right of where he was licforc.

Tlicse starts arc so sudden and so rapid, that

they arc often lost to the sight

—

C. How
very little and how very beautiful 1 the body
glitters in the sun with green and gold, and
the throat is just like a glowing coal of fire.

Now they rest on a twig
;
one of them I

perceive lias not the brilliant throat of the

other F. That is the female ; in other

respects her plumage is like that of the

male. It is the Kuny-throated Humming-
bird (.Trocliilns colibrif), and is scattered
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over the whole of this continent, at least to

!
the latitude of 57 degrees north.”

!
Least IIuiimixg-bird. (.Trochilus mini-

. mua.) Tliis is tlie smallest of the whole
feathered tribe ; being about an inch and a
quarter in length, and weigliing only about
twenty grains : the general colour on the

npiier parts is green gold ; the quill and tail

feathers glossy violet-brown, and the exterior

j
tail-feathers edged and tipped with white ;

‘ the under parts of the body are of a dull

I

wliite ; and the legs and feet black. Native
of several parts of South America, and of

,
some of the West India islands.

TheLOXO-TAILED HUMMIXO-BIRI) (2Vo-
I chilus pvlytmia) is called by Mr. Gosse “ the

!
gem of American ornithology ;

” its slender
form, velvet erest, emerald bosom, and

;
lengthened tail-plumes, rendering it one of
the most elegant even of this most brilliant

family. The length of the male is ten inches
and a quarter ; wings expanded, six and
three-eighths, and longest tail-feather seven
inches and a half. Irides black ; beak coral
red, the tip black ; feet purplish-brown, soles

paler. Crown, hind head, and nape deep

r,OH(i TAir.RD n )v,M7Mo-ntnn ; UAur,
( I .iOcnir.rja rot.rTsi'^N.)

velvety-black, very slightly glossed t back,

rump, wing, and tail-coverts, rich golden

green i wings piiridish-black i tall deep

black, with bluish gloss, the uropygials, and

the outer edges of the others, glossed tvith I

golden green, varying in intensity. The tail

is slightly forked, the feathers regularly gra-
duating from the uropygials outwards, save
that the outmost but one is exceedingly
lengthened. Throat, breast, and belly, gor-
geous emerald-green,extending to the tliighs

;

vent and under tail-eoverts, purpled black.
The plumage of the hind head long and
loose, descending in two lateral tufts upon
the nape, which are to some extent erectile.

The whole upper plumage of the female,
from the hind head, is rich golden green

;

tail blue blaek, the exterior two feathers on
each side broadly tipped with white : uro-
pygials golden-green. Wings as in the male.
Under parts white, the feathers having round
tips of metallic green on the sides of the
neck, and being mingled with green ones on
the sides of the body.

“ The Long-tail is a permanent resident
in Jamaica, and is not uncommonly seen at
all seasons and in all situations. It loves to
frequent the margins of woods and road-
sides, where it sucks the blossoms of the
trees, occasionally descending, however, to
the low shrubs. There is one locality where
it is abundant, the summit of that range of
mountains just behind Blucfields, and known
as the Blueflelds Bidge. Behind the peaks
which are visible from the sea, at an eleva-
tion of about half a mile, there runs through
the dense woods a narrow path, just pass-
able for a horse, overrun wdth beautiful
ferns of many graceful forms, and always
damp and cool. No habitation occurs within
several miles, and no cultivation, save the
isolated provision grounds of the negroes,
which are teeming with enormous arums,
and these are hidden from view far up in
the thick woods. The refreshing coolness
of this road, its unbroken solitude, combined
with the peculiarity and luxuriance of the
vegetation, made it one of my favourite re-
sorts. Not a tree, from the thickness of
one’s wrist up to the giant magnitude of the
hoary llgs and cotton trees, but is clothed
with fantastic parasites ; begonias with
waxen flowers, and ferns with hirsatc stems,
climb up the trunks ; enormous bromclias
spring from the greater forks, and fringe the
horizontal limbs i various orchideai witli
matted roots and grotesque blossoms droop
from every bough, and long liancs, like the
cordage of a ship, depend ft-om the loftiest

branches, or stretch from tree to tree. Ele-
gant trcc-fcms and towering palms arc nu-
merous ; here and there the wild plantain
or hcliconia waves its long flag-like leaves
from amidst the humbler bushes, and in the
most obscure corners over some decaying
log, nods the noble spike of a magnifleent
limodorum. Nothing is flaunting or showy

|

all is solemn and subdued ; but all is ex-
quisitely licautifiil. Now and then the car
is startled by the long-drawn measured
notes, most richly sweet, of the Solitaire,
itself mysteriously unseen, like the hymn of
praise of an angel. It is so in keeping with

I tlic solitude, and with the scene, that we arc
unconsciously arrested to admire and listen.
The smaller wood consists largely of the
plant called Glass-eye berry, a Scrophula-



rious shrub, the blossoms of which, though
presenting little beauty in form or liue, are
pre-eminently attractive to the Long-tailed
Humming-bird. These bushes are at no
part of the year out of blossom, the scarlet
berries appearing at all seasons on the same
stalk as the flowers. And here at any time
one may with tolerable certainty calculate on
finding these very lovely birds. But it is in
Slarch, April, and May that they abound :

I suppose I have sometimes seen not fewer
than a hundred come successively to rifle

the blossoms within the space of half as
many yards in the course of a forenoon.
They are, however, in no respect gregarious ;

though three or four may be at one moment
hovering round the blossoms of the same
bush, there is no association ; each is go-
verned by his individual preference, and
each attends to his own affairs.”
“ The Humming-birds in Jamaica do not

confine themselves to any particular season
for nidification. In almost every month of
the year I have eitlier found, or had brought
to me, the nests of Polytmus in occupation.
Still, as far as my experience goes, they are
most numerous in June ; while Mr. Hill
considers January as the most normal period.
It is not improbable that two broods are
reared in a season. In the latter part of
February, a friend showed me a nest of
this species in a singular situation, but which
I afterwards found to be quite in accordance
with its usual habits : it was composed
wholly of moss, and suspended to one of the
fibres, not thicker than whipcord, belong-
ing to the root of a tree, and contained two
eggs. Mr. Gosse goes on describing, in his

peculiarly pleasant manner, his further
operations in endeavouring to become ac-
quainted with every particular respecting
the nidification and general habits of this

interesting species. We select one example.
“ On the 12th of November, we took, in
Blueftelds morass, the nest of a Polytmus,
containing two eggs, one of which had the
chick considerably advanced, the other was
freshly laid. The nest was placed on a
hanging twig of a black-mangrove tree, the
twig passing perpendicularly through the
side, and out at the bottom. It is now be-
fore me. It is a very compact cup, one inch
and three quarters deep without, and one
inch deep within

;
the sides nl)out a quarter

of an inch thick, the inner margin a little

over-arching, so as to narrow the opening :

the total diameter at top, one incli and a
half; one Inch in the clear. It is mainly
composed of silk cotton verj’ closely pressed,

mixed with the still more glossy cotton of

an asclepias, particularly round the edge ;

the seed remaining attached to some of the

filaments. On tlie outside the whole struc-

ture is quite covered with spider’s web,
crossed and recrossed in every direction, and
made to adhere by some viscous substance,

evidently a))plied after the web was i)laccd,

lirobably saliva, l.iltlc bits of pale green
lichen, and fragments of thin laminated
Irnrk. are stuck here and there on the outside,

by means of the webs having been passed

over them. The eggs are long-oval, pure
white, save that, when fresh, the contents

produce a reddish tinge, from the tliinness of
the shell.”

FEMAT-E LONG-TATI.En SDSditlNG-BlRD

.

AND NEST.

“ All the Humming-birds have more or
less the habit when in flight of pausing in

the air, and throwing the body and tail into
rapid and odd contortions ; this seems to be
most the case with JIango, but perhaps is

more observable in Polytmus from the effect

that such motions have on the beautiful long
feathers of the tail. That the object of these
quick turns is the capture of insects I am
sure, having watched one thus engaged pretty
close to me ; I drew up and observed it

carefullj', and distinctly saw the minute flies

in the air, which it pursued and caught, and
heard repeatedly the snapping of the beak. !

My presence scarcely disturbed it. if at all.

* * » When I left England, I had laid

myself out for the attempt to bring these

radiant creatures alive to this country : and
after a little acquaintance with the Jamaican

;

species, Polytmus seemed, from its beauty, ^

its abundance, its size, its docility, and its

mountain habitat, to be the species at once
most likely to succeed, and most worthy of
the effort. Aly expectations were disap-
pointed : yet as the efforts themselves made
me more familiar with their habits, the

reader, I trust, will pardon some prolixity

of detail in the narration of these attempts.”
[We have alreadj' so fully availed ourselves

of Mr. Gossc's labours, that we beg to refer,

j

for further information, to the work itself

;

! and we take the opiiortunity of assuring
him, at the same time, that his readers will

be far more inclined to applaud than to con-

demn what he is pleased to call his “ pro-

I
lixity.” We have personally derived both

;
pleasure and instruction from its i>erusal

:

\

and we trust that many who consult our
I volume will be induced, fVom the extracts

they liave seen, to become jiossesscd of “ The
Birds of Jamaica;” for a more dclightfhl

j
specimen of descriptive ornithology never
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came from the pen of a naturalist, thoroughly
‘ imbued with his subject, and perfectly coin-
' petent to impart his knowledge to the world

I

in the most enticing form.]

I

flUUON. {Perea nigricans.') An Acan-
;

thopterygian fish belonging to the family
! Percidee^ known to the English settlers on
;
the borders of Lake Huron by the name of

I

^ Block Bass’*— the word bass being almost
sjmonymous with perch. Cuvier, indeed,
observes, that the Huron would possess all

the characters of the Perch if it were not
devoid of denticulations on the bones of the
head and shoulder, aud particularly on the
preoperculum. It haunts deep holes at the
mouths of rivers or edges of banks, and rea-
dily takes a hook baited w'ith a small fish,

or a piece of white rug trailed after a boat,
os in fishing for mackerel. The flesh is firm,
white, and well-flavoured ; and it is, ac-
cordingly, in high estimation os an article

of food.

HYjENA. a well-known genus of digi-
tigrade and carnivorous quadrupeds, distin-
guished by having no tuberculous teeth or
small teeth behind the carnivorous, which,
from their pecuiiar conformation, aided by
the enormous strength of their jaws, are
adapted for crushing the hardest substances.
The skull of the llyiena is short, and rc-

a^irjT.L OZ nT^'SA.

markable for its solidity ? the muzzle also
is short ; and the temporal muscles, which
raise the lower jaw, together with those of
the neck, arc very fully developed. The

;
tongue is rough, the eyes arc i>rojccting,

.
and the cars arc large. Tlie neck, chest,

;

and shoulders are extremely powerful ? but
the hind-quarters arc low, and the hind-legs
seem comparatively feeble. It has four toes
on each foot, furnished with blunt, stout,
unrctractile claws. Hcncath the tail is a
glandulous pouch, analogous to that of the
CivetH, but nut secreting a similar odorous
substance.
The common or STnii'KD IIv.KffA {Tfynma

vidgftrU) is a native of Asiatic Turkey, Syria,
Abyssinia, &o. It is of a brownish gray co-
lour, marked by several transverse dark
brown bands on the body, which arc more
numerous os well ns of a dcc|>er colour on
the legs : from the neck along the upper
part of the back runs a strong bristly mane ;

the nose Is block ; the ears are rather long,
harp-pointed, ami nearly naked

; the tall

is short rather than long, and very full of

hair. Many absurd notions respecting the
IlyfEiia w’cre entertained by the ancients—
its annual change of sex, its imitation of the
human voice, its power of charming or fas-
cinating shepherds, &c., subjects which at

STIUrEP HT^NA.—(HV^EVA VULGARIS.)

the present day scarcely deserve to be men-
tioned. HyiEiias generally inhabit caverns
and rocky places, prowling about at night
to feed on the remains of dead animals, or
whatever living prey they can seize ; but
they seldom attack man, except in self-de-
fence. As carrion-feeders they seem destined
to fill up an important station in the eco-
nomy of nature, by cleansing the earth of
the dccayinj? carcasses of the larger beasts,
w'hose remains might otherwise infect the at-
mosphere with pestilential efliuvia. Though
not gregarious from auy social principle,
they sometimes assemble in troops, and fol-

low the movements of an armv in order to
feast on the bodies of those who perish on
the field of battle : nay, it is asserted— nor
is it inconsistent with their insatiable vo-
racity and the peculiar strength of their
claws— that they have been often known to
tear newly-buried corpses out of their graves.
The aspect of the Hycena seems to indicate

a gloominess and malignity of disposition,
with which its manners in a state of cap-
tivity appear in general to correspond :

savttgencss and intractability mark its every
look and movement ; and it is said that its

courage is equal to its rai)acity. It was for-
merly supposed, aud universally believed,
that the Hyiena W’as untameable

; but that
it is possible, how'cver difficult it uiay be, to
tame it, there now exists not the shadow of
a doubt. A remarkable peculiaritv in this
animal is, that when he is first obliged to
run, he always appears lame for a consider-
able distance, and that, in some cases, to
such a degree ns to induce a belief that one
of his legs is broken ; but after running for
some time, this halting disappears, and he
proceeds on his course very swiftly. Mr.
Bruce, the persevering and entertaining
Abyssinian traveller, says, “I do not think
there is any one that has hitherto written of
thi.s aiiiinal wlio ever saw the thousandth
part of them that I have. They were a
plague in Abyssinia in every situation, both
HI the city and in tlic field, and, 1 think,
8uri)nB:icd the sheep In number. Qondar was

j

full of them from the time it iurnc<l dark
till the dawn of day, seeking the dillcrent

i

pieces of slaughtered carcasses whlcli this
I cruel and unclean people expose In the streets

I

wltliout burial, ami wlio firmly believe tliat
these animals arc Falaslm from the nelgh-

j

bouring mountains, transrormed by magic,

o a
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;

and come down to eat human flesh in the
dark in safety.” “One niglit in Maitsha,
being very intent on observation, I heard
soraetliing pass behind me towards the bed,
bnt npon looking round could perceive no-
thing. Having finished wliat I was then
about, I went out of my tent, intending di-
rectly to return, which I immediateljr did,
when I perceived large blue eyes glaring at
me in the dark. I called upon my servant
with a light, and there was the Hyiena
standing nigh the head of the bed, with two
or three large bunches of candles in his
mouth. To have fired at him I was in
danger of breaking my quadrant or other
furniture, and he seemed, by keeping the
candles steadily in his mouth, to wish for

no other prey at that time. As his mouth
was full, and he had no claws to tear with,
I was not afraid of him, but with a pike
struck him as near the heart as I could
judge. It was not till then he showed any
sign of fierceness ; but, upon feeling his
wound, he let drop the candles, and endea-
voured to run up the shaft of the spear to
arrive at me. so that, in self-defence, I was
obliged to draw a pistol from my girdle and
shoot him, and nearly at the same time my
servant cleft liis skull with a battle-axe. In
a word, the Hyiena was the plague of our
lives, tlie terror of our night-walks, the de-
struction of our mules and asses, which above
all others are his favourite food.”

The Spotted HviBirA hears a consider-
able resemblance to the former species, but
is marked with numerous round blackish-
hrown spots instead of stripes, and the mane
is mucli less. Its habits are simiiar to the
Striped Hyoena, and it comnaits equal ravages

SPOTTED HTSsna.

—

orocuta.)

amongst the cattle of the districts in which

it resides. Tins species inhabits many parts
' of Africa, but is numerous round the Cape

1 of Good Hope, where it is mucli dreaded.

It rarely, however, moves abroad during the

I
day, but passes that period in a state of re-

pose, either in holes in the grouiid, or in

I retired situations densely covered with bush.

Till lately, it seems, Hycenas were m the

liabit of paying nightly visits to the streets

of Cape Town, and were regarded as very

useful in carrying away the animal refuse i

but partly from better regulations now exist-

ing in the town, and partly from the num-
ber ofthese animals liaving greatly decreased,

this no longer oceurs. In the interior of

Southern Africa the ravages of tliis beast
I

are still frightful, and it is no uncommon
thing to find that they have entered the hut
of a native in the night, and devoured or
dreadfully mangled some of the younger
branches of the family. And yet, notwith-
standing this ferocity, the Spotted Hyaena is

sometimes domiciliated in the houses of the
peasantry, among whom, we are told, “ he
is preferred to the dog himself for attach-
ment to his master, for general sagacity, and
even, it is said, for his qualifications for the
chase.”
Another species {JSycena vSlosa) is men-

tioned by Cuvier, as differing from the pre-
ceding by having stripes on the legs, the rest
of the body being of a dark grayish-brown.
It inhabits the south ofAfrica, and is known
there under the name of the seashore wolf.

HY.®NA-DOG. A name given to the
AVild Dog of the settlers at the Cape. It is

smaller and more slender than either the
Hyiena or the Wolf. In its general osteo-
logieal structure it agrees with the dogs, and
it has no mane ; but the head resembles the
Hyaena’s, and it has only four toes to each
foot. Its colour is a reddish-brown, with
patches of black and white intermixed : nose
and muzzle black, with a strong black line

passing from them up the centre of the fore-

head to between the ears. It is fierce, swift,

and active ; is very destructive to animals
which are less fleet and powerful than
itself i and commits great havoc on sheep.
It is the Hyaena venatica of Dr. Burchell’s
Travels, and the Lycaon venaticus of Mr.
Gray.

HYADEA. A genns of Molluscous ani-
mals belonging to the class Pteropoda, and
distinguished by their wing-shaped organs
of locomotion. They are found in the At-
lantic and Mediterranean, and the shell is

known in this country by the trivial name
of Venus’ Chariot. It is globose, glassy, and
transparent, witli a triangular opening at

the upper part wliere the dorsal portion ad-
vances beyond the ventral, which is vaulted :

dorsal more flat ; lower extremity triden-

date. The head of the animal is very in-

distinct, and it has no eyes.

HYDATINA, or HYDATIDS. A term
denoting several species of parasitic animal-
cules, or cyst-like productions, found_ in the

bodies of men and animals, and which are

possessed of extraordinary powers of repro-

duction.

HYDRA. The name given to a genus of

minute polypi found in stagnant pools of
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water, where numbers are often seen clus-
' tering upon aquatic plants, &c. These ani-
mals present us with the simplest kind of

: structure which has yet been ascertained.

I
The Hydra consists simply of a fleshy tube,

;

open at both extremities, and the aperture
I of the tube serring as a month, which is

' situate in the more dilated end, and this

!
mouth is provided at its margin with a
single row of tentacula, or long flexible

;
arms, which diverge from each other like

I

the spokes of a wheel. Xiooking to this ani-

i

mnl, we may suppose that nature has formed
: it to prove that animal life may be carried

on without the aid of the complicated ma-
chinery wliich she has given to the higher
orders of creation. The Hydra viridis, or
Green Polype, has the power of fixing itself

in an erect position by the foot, and if it

wishes to change place, it slowly bends till

its head touches the plane on which it is

moving, and adheres to it by the mouth, or
one or two of its tcntacula ; the foot is then
detached, and by a curve of the bodjr placed
close to the head, where it is o^ain fixed,
preparatory to a new step, which it performs
by a repetition of the same movements.
When in search of prey, the Hydra permits
its arms to float loosely through the water

;

by which means it succeeds in obtaining a
supply of food ; for if, in their active course,
any of the minute Crustacea and aquatic
worms should but touch one of the tentocula,
it is immediately seized, other anns are soon
coiled round it, and the unfortunate victim
is speedily conveyed to the mouth.
With regard to the powers of rcprorluctlon

possessed by these simple animals, it is to be
observed that, when mature and well sup-
plied with food, minute gemmules or buds
are seen to become developed from the com-
mon substance of the Ixsly : these gemmee
apiiear at first like delicate gelatinous tu-
bercles upon the exterior of the parent
polype ! but, as they increase in size, they
gradually assume a similar form, niid be-
come perforated at tbeir unattached ex-
tremity. During the first period of the for-

mation of these sprouts, they are evidently

continuous with the general substanee from
wlilch they arise

j but, at length, when the
young is fully formed and ripe for indepen-
dent existence, the point of union between
the two becomes more and more slender,
until a slight effort on the part of cither is

sufficient to detach them, and the process is

completed.
But among the many remarkable features

in the history of the Hydra, that wliich ap-
ears the most so, is its capability of repro-
ucing the whole structure from separate

portions of it. New tcntacula will replace
any which have been accidentally lost or
removed. If the body is divided transversely,
each segment will become a new animal

;

the upper one closing the aperture at its

base, and the lower one speedily developing
tcntacula around the newly-formed mouth.
If divided longitudinally, each half will, in
a very short space of time, begin to ply its

tentacula
;

nay, if cut transversely into
several segments, each will in time become
a perfect animal.— Trembly was the first

man who gave a detailed account of this
curious polype. [See Polvpi.]

HYHRACHNA. A genus of aquatic in-
sects closley allied to the Acaridoi [which
see]. One of the largest and by far the most
elegant of the genus is the Ilydrachna gco-
graphica, so named from the fancied map-
like distribution of its variegations. Its
shape is globular, and its colour a polished
black, ornamented with red spots, which in
a certain light have a kind of gilded lustre.

The legs of tliis insect, as in the rest of the
genus, are hairy ; it swims with great ce-
lerity, and appears in almost constant mo-
tion. The eggs of the Hydrachna are small
and round : the young, when first excluded,
arc furnished with six legs only ; but they
acquire two more legs after the first or
second change of their skin.

HYDROBRANCHIATA. The first sec-
tion

.
of the order Gasteropoda, containing

Mollusca which breathe water only.

HYDROCANTHARI, or WATER
BEETLES. The name of a great group of
Coleoptcra, containing Dytiscua, Cwymbctes,
and numerous other genera.

HYDROCIKERUS. [See CArvnARA.]

HYDROMETRIDiE. A family of in-
sects, some species of which may be met
with in almost every pond or stream, skim-
ming along the surface, and turning about
with the greatest rapidity. The body is

boat-shaped, the hind feet serving ns a
rudder, while the two middle feet brush
along the surface of the water, and give the
re(iuTred motion : the under side of the body
is clothed with a thick coating of fine hairs,

evidently intended to lucvent the insect
from coming in contact with the water.

IIYIIROI’IIILUS. A remarkable genus
of aquatic insects, differing from that of l)y-
tlscus only in the structure of the nntennee,
which, instead of being setnecous, are sliort,

and furnished with n elavated nml perfo-
liatcd lip or knob. One large species, com-
tnoii in our ponds and ditches, is an inch

O G
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and a lialf long, oval, and of a deep brown
colour, highly polished. The eggs are laid
in a sort of cocoon, spun by the female, and
coated with a gummy matter that is imper-
vious to the water on which it floats. The
larvas are observed to prey on the smaller
kinds of water-snails, tadpoles, &c., and ap-
pear very voracious

; and they remain about
two years before they change into pupa: or
chrysalides. When the larva is arrived at

HTDBopmnns pioeob.

its full growth, it secretes itself in the bank
of the water it inhabits, and liaving formed
a convenient cell, lies dormant for some
time ; after which it divests itself of its skin,
and appears in the form of a chrysalis

; in
this state it remains some time longer, when
it again releases Itself of its exuvias, appears
in its complete or beetle form, and as soon
as the elytra or wing-cases acquire a suffi-

cient degree of strength and colour ; it

comes forth from its retreat, and commits
itself in its new form to its native element.
It is a curious circumstance that some of the
species ofHydi-ophilidce found in this country
exceed in size those from tropical climates ;

many of the species are, however, very mi-
nute. [See Dytiscus.]

HYDROPHIS, or WATER-SNAKE.
This genus of reptiles is very common in
certain parts of the Indian Seas, where it

feeds on fishes, and is considered excessively
venomous. They have the back part of the
body and tail very much compressed and

WATER BNAXll.—(HTnnOFniS.)

iQtitural W^tary

;

raised vertically, wliich, imparting to them i

the power of swimming, renders them
I

aquatic animals. They have a range of ;

scales a little broader than the rest under
the belly ; the head small, not bulged, oh-

j

tuse, and covered with large plates. Several !

species are found in the salt water of Bengal, ^

and others in the Indian Ocean.

HTDRUS. A species of small aquatic i

serpents, having the extremity of their tails
|

enlarged, and very much compressed ; which I

conformation gives them greater facility in
j

moving through the water. They inhabit
i

the intertropical parts of Asia, and the
neighbouring islands, and in some situations I

are very abundant.

HYEA. A genus of Batrachian reptiles, .

known as Tree Frogs, and generically dif- ,

ferring from the common Frogs in no re-
j

spect
,
excepting that the extremity of each i

of their toes is widened and rounded into a i

sort of viscous palette, which enables them :

to adhere to the surfaces of bodies, and to
climb trees, to which last they resort during
the summer, in pursuit of insects ; but they .

deposit their eggs in water, and penetrate
into the mud in winter, like other Frogs.

The Tree Froo (.Hyla arborea) exceeds
all other European species in the beauty '

of its colours, the elegance of its form, and
the agility of its movements ; while its size
is smaller than any of the tribe. It is a
native of France, Germany, Ital^, and many
other countries of Europe, but is not found

;

in the British islands. During the summer i

months its principal residence is on the upper
;

parts of trees, where it wanders among the i

foliage in quest of insects, which it catches •

with extreme celerity, either stealing softly
,

towards its prey, or springing upon.it with a
;

sudden leap ; and it is often seen suspending
;

itself by its feet to the under parts of the
leaves, to enjoy their shade. Its colour on

I

the upper parts is green, more or less bright
: j

the abdomen is whitish, and marked by i

numerous granules : on each side of the
body is a dark violet-coloured streak, tinged !

underneath with yellow, separating the green i

of the upper parts from the white colour of •

the lower. The body is short, plump, and
|

smooth : the hind legs are very long and
]

slender ; the fore feet have fonr and the
hind feet five toes, all of which arc termi-
nated by round, flat, and dilated tips, the
under surface of which, licing soft and glu-
tinous, enables the animal to hang with
perfect security from the leaves of trees, &c. t

it can also adhere to any substance by its

abdomen, which is covered with small glan-
dular granules, by merely pressing itself '

against it. Though the Tree Frog inhabits

the woods during the summer months, yet

on the approach of winter it retires to the

waters, and there submerging itself in the

soft mud, or concealing itself beneath the

banks, remains in a state of torpidity, and
again emerges in the spring, at which period

it deposits its spawn in the water, like the

rest, in small clustered masses. The mala
at this period inflates its throat in a sur-

prising manner, and croaks in so loud and
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! eharp a key os to be heard at an immense
distance. During their residence among the
trees they are observed to be particularly
noisy on the approach of rain.

i

IIYLOBATES. [See Ape, Long-armed.]

i HYMENOPTER.4. An order of insects,
' distinguished by four naked membranous
: wings, and comprehending many interesting

i groups ; as Bees, Wasps, Ants, Ichneumon-
;

flies, &c. The anterior wings are usually
j

much larger than the posterior ; and the
I nerrures, or hard framework on which tlie

membrane of the wing is extended, are but
few. The mouth is furnished with man-
dibles and maxillsE, and the abdomen is

terminated either by an ovipositor or a sting.
The larva: of some of these insects greatly re-
semble those of the order Lepidoptera (,J3ut-

terflics and Moths 1, but differ in the number
of their legs, &c. Most hymenopterous insects
when in the perfect state are constantly re-

,

sorting to flowers, either for the purpose of

I

gathering honey, or of preying upon the less

!
powerful species of their own class. Hy-

' mcnopterous insects love the light of the
sun ; they take wing only during the day-
time, remaining at rest in the night, and in
dull and wet weather ; and it must be ad-
mitted that they excel all other insects in

j

the number and variety of their instincts,
which are wonderfully displayed in the
methods employed by them in providing not
merely for their own welfare, but for the
comfort and future wants of their offspring.
In the adult state these insects live chiefly

on the honey and pollen of flowers, and tlie

juices of fruits. The larv® of the Saw-flies
\TenthredinidcB\ under the form of false
caterpillars and slugs, are leaf-enters, and
are oftentimes productive of much injury
to plants. The larvae of the Xiphudriadee,

;
and of the Ilom-tails ( Uroceriche), are borers
and wood-eaters, and consequently injurious
to the plants inhabited by them. Pines and
firs suffer most from their attacks. Some of
the warty excrescences on the leaves and
stems of plants, such os oak-apples, gall-
nuts, and the like, arise from the punctures
of four-winged gall-flies (DiplolepkUdai'j,
and the irritation produced by their larva;,

i which reside in these swellings. The injury
caused by them is, comparatively, of very
little importance, while, on the other hand,

I we are greatly indebted to tlicse insects for
the gall-nuts that arc extensively used in

! colouring, and in medicine, end form the
1
chief ingredient in ink. We may, therefore,
write down these insects among the bcncfac-

;
tors of the human race. Immense numbers
of caterpillars and other noxious insects are

1 preyed upon by internal enemies, the larva:
of the ichneumon-files {^Evaniivhr,^ Ichncti-

I

mmidtp., anti ChidciiliiUp,'), which live upon
1
the fat of their victims, ond Anally destroy

I

them. Some of these ichneumon-flics '/c/i-
nr.nmimft nvidorum'i arc extremely small,
ami confine their attacks to the eggs of other
insects, which they puncture, and the llltlc

I
creatures prtKliiccd from the latter find a

]

sufficient quantity of fotal to supply all their

;
wants within the larger eggs they occupy.
The ruby-tolls(C7irgsWi</«;;, and the cuckoo-

|

bees (IIplfBus, Sphecodes, Nomada, Mclccta,
Epeolus, Ccelioxys, and SteJis), lay their eggs
in the provisioned nests of other insects,
whose young are robbed of their food by the
earlier hatched intruders, and are conse-
quently starved to death. The wood-wasps
(_Crabronidce'), and nuqjerous kinds of sand-
wasps CLaixadce, JBembicidce, Sphegidee, Pom-
pilidce, and Scoliadce), mud-wasps (Pelopeus'),
the stinging velvet-ants (Mutilladce), and
the solitary wasps ( Odynerm and Eumenes),
are predaceous in their habits, and provision
their nests with other insects, whicli serve
for food to their young. The food of ants
consists of animal and vegetable juices ; and
though these industrious little animals
sometimes prove troublesome by their fond-
ness for sweets, yet, as they seize and destroy
many insects also, their occasional trespasses
may well be forgiven. Even the proverbially
irritable paper-making wasps and hornets
iPolistes and Vespa) are not without their
use in the economy of nature ; for tliey feed
their tender offspring not only with vege-
table juices, but with the soft parts of other
insects, great numbers of which they seize
and destroy for this purpose. The solitary
and social bees (Amlreriadce and Apidee) live
wholly on the honey and pollen of flowers,
and feed their young with a mixture of the
same, called bee-bread. Various kinds of
bees are domesticated for the sake of their
stores of wax and honeyi and arc thus made
to contribute directly to the comfort and
convenience of man, in return for the care
and attention aflbrdcd them. Honey and
wax arc also obtained from several species
of wild bees {Melipona, Trigona, and Tetra-
gona), essentially different from the domes-
ticated kinds. While bees and other hy-
menopterous insects seek only the grati-
fication of their own Inclinations, in their
frequent visits to flowers, tlicy carry on their
bodies the yellow dust or pollen from one
blossom to anotlier, and scatter it over the
parts prepared to receive and be fertilized
by it, whereby they render an important
service to vegetation.

IIYRAX. A curious genus of small rab-
bit-like animals, inhabiting rocky andmo:in-
tainons districts in Africa and Syria. The
best known species are the Cape Hyrax,

ROOX nAUPlT.- (:1YHA CA1MCS8I8.)

which inhabits Southern Africa
; and the

Syrian llyrax, wliicli is common to Syria,
Aral)ia, and Abyssinia—Tlie Cape Hvha.\
(Jlyrax Cnpensit) resides in the liollows of
rocks, Icaidng witli great agility from
crag to crag, though its walking or
general pace is by no means quick. In size

a O 3
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and colour it greatly resembles the rabbits :

it is of a thick form, with short limbs, the
hinder being the longest, and it is destitute
of a tail. The head is rather small ; the
ears short and rounded

; the eyes large and
black ; the fore feet have each four soft
pulpy toes, with flattish, rounded nails ; the
hind feet have only three, the inner one of

SKOr.r. AND PA.RT OF SK.Er>3TON OF HTRAX.

which is furnished with a sharp crooked claw.
Both this and the Syrian Hyrax live in
families, and take up their abode in caves
or crevices in the sides of rocks. They sub-
sist on grain, fruit, roots, the young shoots
of slrrubs, herbs, and grass: they are easily
tamed, and are lively, active, docile, and
cleanly when domesticated. Although the
external appearance and the habits of the
Hyrax appear to point it out as being a
rodent quadruped, Cuvier says that its os-

teological structure shows it to belong to the

Fachydermata, and that, notwithstanding
the smallness of its proportions, it must be
regarded as intermediate between the Rhi-
noceros and the Tapir. The Syrian species

is doubtless “ the Coney ” of the Scriptures.

HYSTRIX. [See Pokoupinb.]

IBEX. A quadruped of the Goat kind,
several distinct species of which are said to

exist among the mountain ranges of Europe,
Asia, and J^rica, most of them rcsembliiig

each other in structure and habits. Those
best known arc the luit.x Cai’Iea, and the

Ibex iEoAGr.c.s, or Caucasian Ibex : they
are each much larger and stronger than the
common domestic Goat ; and to the one or
the other of these, that animal is believed to
owe its origin. The Ibex Capra inhabits the
Carpathian and Pyrenean mountains, va-
rious parts of the Alps, &c. Its colour is

a deep hoary brown ; the under parts of the
body and insides of the limbs being ofa much
paler or whitish hue : its body is thick, short,
and strong j it has a small head ; large eyes ;

strong legs ; very short hoofs ; and a short
tail. The horns, which are extremely large
and long, and of a deep brown colour, are
marked on the upper surface with protu-
berant transverse knots or half circles : the
hair is harsh ; and the male is furnished
with a beard. The female is smaller than
the male, with smaller horns in proportion,
much less boldly knotted. These animals
usually resort to the most precipitous heights
of lofty mountains, where they assemble in
small flocks, sometimes consisting of ten or
fifteen individuals. They are remarkably
swift, and display amazing agiiity and dex-
terity in leaping. They are objects of the
chase, but the danger attendant on the pur-
suit of them is great indeed ; for not only
are strength, address, and activity necessary
to the hunter when following the Ibex from
one precipice to another, or in tracking him
among difficult passes

;
but, when close

pressed, he will sometimes turn on his pur-
suer with impetuous rapidity, and hurl him
down the most frightful declivity. The fore

legs being considerably shorter than the
hinder, enables these animals to ascend with
more facility than to descend, and hence,
when pursued, they always attempt to gain
the summits of the mountains. The season
for hunting them is during August and Sep-
tember, when they are usually in good con-
dition. The voice of the Ibex is a sharp,

short wliistle, not unlike that of the chamois,
but of shorter duration ; sometimes, and
especially when irritated, they make a snort-

ing noise. Tlie female has seldom more
than one yoimg one at a time ; to this she
pays great attention, defending it witli

courage and obstinacy.

The Caucasiax Ibex (Ibex ^gayrtis) is

considerably larger than the Common Goat,
and in form bears considerable resemblance
to the animals of the cervine genus. It in-

Iiabits the loftiest rocky points about Moimt
Caucasus. Its general colour is a brownish-
gray above, and white beneath : the forehead
IS nearly black: and a black striiH! is con-
tinued down the back ; the horns, which are

very large, and bend far backwards, arc

smooth, black, sharply ridged near the top,

and hollowed on their exterior side, but ha\'«

no appearance of either knots or rings ; they
are about three feet long, close at the base,

about a foot apart in the middle, and eight

or nine inches at the tips. The male has a

large brownish l)card: the female has neither

liorns nor beard.
One of the handsomest of these animals is

the Jeulaii Ibk.x, an inhabitant of the

Himalaya Alountains. Its head is finely

formed, full of beauty and expression: it has
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no beard ; and its horns are remarkably
;
massiye at the base. It lives solitarily or in

i
small herds; and though bold and pugna-

^

cious, it is easily tamed.

j

IBIS. A genus of birds which in their

general habits and conformation closely ap-
proach the Storks : they chiefly inhabit warm
countries, but, except in very cold regions,

I

S&ORSD IDtS .—(ibis RELIOIOpA.1

they arc to be found in nil parts of the world.
Generic characters :— beak arched, long,
slender,thick at the base, and quandrangular,
rounded at the tip, which is obtuse ; nostrils
linear, extending from the root to the tip of
the beak, and dividing it into three portions,
of which the upper is the broadest, and flat-

tened : head and throat bare ; legs long, and
four-toed, the front webbed at their base os
far as the first joint, the hind toe very long,
all provided with claws. They frequent the
borders of rivers and lakes, feeding on insects,
worms, moiiusca, and occasionally on vege-
table matter. They perform powerful and
elevated flights, extending tlieir neck and
legs, and uttering a hoarse croak.

The Glosst Ibis (/bis/afcinc/iiis) is nearly
two feet in length. In the adult bird, the
neck, breast, top of the bock, and all the
inferior parts ofthe boily, arc of a briglit red
chestnut ; the wing-coverts, quills, tail-fea-
thers, and the rest of the back, of a dusky

f

:reen, glossed with bronze and purple ; but
t varies much in its plumage at different ages.
This species builds in Asia, and is found on
the streams and lakes, in flocks of thirty or
forty. They migrate pcrodically to Egypt

;

and in their passage they are numerous in
Poland, Hungary, Turkey, and the Grecian
Archipelago. They occasionally visit the
banks of the Danube, Switzerland, and, more
rarely, England and Holland.

The White Ibis t/bu reUffiona} orrives in
Egypt about the time that the inundation
of Inc Nile commences, its numbers in-
creasing or diminishing with the increase or

diminution of the waters : and it migrates
about the end of June, at which time it is

first noticed in Ethiopia. This species does
not collect in large flights, more than eight
or ten seldom being seen together. They

8KEI.ET0N OF WHITE IBIS.

arc about the size of a fowl ; the head and
ucck bare ; the body white ; the primaries
of the wings tipped with shining, ashy
black, among which the white forms oblique
notches; the secondaries bright black, glossed
witli green and violet ; the quill feathers of
the tail white. This and the above described
were the two species of birds adored by the
ancient Egyptians, who used to rear them
in their temples, and after death embalm
them. Their mummies arc found to this

day in numbers, in the vast catacombs of
ancient Mempliis.

:mB, AB REPREBEKTEn OH EOTPrlAH MONU-
UEHTB, WITU BEOTIOH OF ITB BEOLI..
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“ T]iis,” says Cuvier, “ is the most cele-
brated species : it was reared in the temples
of ancient Egypt, with veneration which ap-
proached to worship ; and it was embalmed
after its death, as some said, because it de-
voured the serpents which would otherwise
iiave become dangerous to the country

:

according to others, because there was a
resemblance between its plumage and some
of the phases of the moon : finally, ac-
cording to other some, because its advent
announced the rising of the Nile. For a
long time it was thought that this Ibis of
tile Egyptians was the Tantalus of Africa:
we now know it belongs to the genus of
which we are treating. It is as large as a
hen, with white plumage, except tlie end of
the wing-feathers, which is black ; the last

coverts iiave their barbs elongated, loose,

black, with violet reflections, and thus co-

vering the end of the wings and tail. The
bill and the feet are black, as well as all the
naked part of the head and neck : this part

is covered in youth, at least on its upper
surface, with small blackish feathers. The
species is found throughout the extent of

Africa.”

The Scarlet Ibis (.Ibis rx>bra) is a very
splendid bird, and is found in the hottest

parts of America in large flocks. They fly

rapidly, but rarely, except at morning and
evening, in search of food. The plumage is

'scarlet; beak naked; part of the cheeks,

legs, and feet, pale red. Before the Scarlet

Ibis reaches its full age, its plumage varies

considerably.—Other species are found in

India, Madagascar, the Cape of Good Hope,
and Mexico.

ICHNEUMON. (Herpestes.') An animal
bearing a very close resemblance to the

weasel tribe both in form and habits. From
the snout to the root of the tail it is about
eighteen inches long : it has a long, agile

body, short limbs, semi-plantigrade feet,

small glowing eyes, and a pointed nose. It

glides towards its prey with a snake-like

movement, and then darts suddenly upon
it. These animals feed upon birds, reptiles,

lonNEDMON,—(HEnPESTSS lOUNKDMON.)

rats, mice, &c. Their disposition is ns san-

guinary ns their habits arc predatory ; but

thougli the destruction they cause among
the poultry is very annoying, it is well com-
pensated by the incessant war tiicv wage
against reptiles, the eggs of which they de-

vour with the greatest avidity. The most

celebrated species inhaliits ^Egypt and the

adjacent countries, where it is called “ Pha-
raoh’s rat.” It is larger than a cat, but

formed like a weasel ; it is of a gray colour,

and has n long tail, terminated by a black

tuft. This species was ranked by the ancient
Egyptians among their numerous divinities
on account, it is supposed, of the benefits it

confers on man by the destruction of croco-
diles, whose eggs it digs out of the sand, and
sucks. It is also a natural enemy of the
whole serpent race, and so exceedingly ex-
pert in seizing them by the neck, as to avoid
any injury to itself. The Ichneumon is

easily domesticated, seeming to form an
attachment to its place of residence ; and it

is not unfrequently kept tame both in India
and Egypt, for the purpose of clearing the 1

houses of mice and rats. Ichrreumons are
sometimes seen to squat on their haimches,

;

and feed themselves with their fore paws,
like the squirrel. When they sleep, they
bring their head and tail under their belly,

and appear like a round ball. In a wild
state they generally reside along the banks
of rivers ; and they swim and dive like the
otter, being able to continue under water
for a great length of time.

j

ICHNEUMONIHiE, or ICHNEUMON-
FLIES. A family of hymenopterous in-
sects, the genera and species of which are
very numerous, and their manners ex-
tremely diversified, but all agreeing in this

i

characteristic— that they deposit their eggs
in the bodies of other living insects, and
generally in those of caterpillars. The.

females have a sharp and strong abdominal
tube, or ovipositor, which is used to insert

their eggs into the bodies of Caterpillars

tliat live beneath the bark, or in the cre-

vices of wood ; this is generally long, and
callable of piercing almost any substance ;

while such as have a short ovipositor, place

their eggs in or upon those cateriullars to

which they have cosy access. These eggs
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are in a few days hatched, and the young
larvte, which resemble minute white mag-
gots, subsist on the juices of tlieir victim,

! but without absolutely destroying it ; in
fact, the animal they infest may continue
to exist for some time, thus affording them
a continued supply of nutriment ; but w'hen
the Ichneumons are ready to undergo their
last metamorphosis, they pierce the skin,
and each spinning itself up in a small oval
silken case, changes into chrysalis, the whole
number forming a group on the shrivelled
body of the caterpillar ; and, after a certain
period, they emerge in the state of complete
Ichneumons. One of the most familiar ex-
amples of this process is afforded by the
caterpillar of the common white or cabbage
butterfly, which in autumn may be fre-
quently observed to creep up some wall or
other convenient surface, in order to under-
go its own change into chrysalis ; but in
the space of a day or two a numerous tribe
of small maggots will be seen to emerge
from it, and immediately proceed to envelope
themselves in distinct yeliow silken cases ;

the whole forming a group around the cater-
pillar. The perfect Ichneumons feed solely
upon the juices of flowers, and fly about with
considerable ^llt^ in search of their food,
or of proper situations for the deposition of
their eggs.

: These carnivorous insects are of various

j

sizes ; some are so small, that the Ajihis, or

I

plant-louse, serves as a cradle for their young

;

I

others a^ain, from their size and strengt*’,
are formidable even to the spider, destroying

I

them with their powerful stings : someplace

I

their eggs within the aurelia of a nascent
I
insect ; others deposit them within the nest,
which the wasp has curiously contrived for
her young ; and, as both are produced at the

' sam« time, the offspring of the Ichneumon
; not only devour the young wasps, but the

,

whole supply of larvin which the parent had
carefully provided for their support. The
best knowTi, and perhaps the most formidn-

' ble of this genus, is the common Ichneumon
. with four wings like the bee ; a long slender
I black body ; and a three-forked tail, con-
I sisting of bristles, of which the two exterior

I

are black, and the central one is red. But
I
when we reail that “ probably more than

I

3000 species exist in Europe alone, and the
;
number peculiar to other parts of the globe

1
may fairly be reckoned ns at least equal,”
it would seem to be of little use to attempt
to give more than this general description :

I

we shall therefore conclude by remarking,
that however terrible to other insect tribes

I

the Ichneumon-flies may be, their destruction
;
of countless myriads, wliich would otherwise
be left to banquet on the fruits of the earth,
must be of the most essential service to man-
kind.

ICIITKYIAETU.S. A sub-genus of the
Falcon family of birds, so named from their
living principally on flsh. From the account
given in Mr. Gould's work, some members of

j

the genus would seem to partake of the habits
of the vulture family ; among these is the

loiTHTIAETLS EeUCOOA.STEK, of tVlIITK-
BKLi.ixn Sea Eamle. This is a fearless
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and familiar bird, found throughout the
w'hole of South Australia. It is distin-

guished by its never plunging beneath the
surface of the water, but living on dead
cetacea, flsh, &c., left on the shore by the
tide. In Bass’s Straits it subsists principally
on Petrels and Penguins, which are easily
captured. On the main land it builds a
large flat nest on a fork of the loftiest trees,

on islands, on the flat surface of a large
stone, and sometimes on the twigs and
branches of barilla, a low shrub. One nest
was observed on a tree 200 feet high and
41 feet round, where it probably had its nest
for several years.

ICHTHYOSAIIRUS, or FISH-LIZARD.
A genus of extinct marine animals which
combined the characters of saurian reptiles

and Ashes, with some peculiar to cetaceous
mammalia. Tliis extraordinary creature,
whose fossil remains discover its anatomical
conformation, has been the subject of much
learned investigation ; and the anatomy and
animal economy of it are in a manner esta-
blished. Some of the largest exceeded thirty
feet in length ; and, from their structure, it

is easy to conceive that they must have been
very formidable enemies to the other in-
habitants of the deep. The spinal column
was formed like that of a fish, the vertebrae

lOHTHTOSAnnUS OOMMDNia.

being concave on both surfaces, and the
arches which enclosed the spinal chord al-
ways remained distinct from the bodies as
in reptiles i hence the body must have had
great flexibility ; but the progression of these
animals through the water was chiefly by
means of the anterior and posterior extre-
mities (of which there were four), formed
very much upon the plan of the feet or pad-
dles of the whale. The general form of the
head w'as not unlike that of the porpoise

;

and it had an elongated and pointed muzzle,
the mouth being armed with numerous cro-
codile-likc tectli i and its body terminated
in a long and powerful tail. From the ab-
sence of any remains of scales or plates, it

may l>c concluded that the skin was naked,
like that of the whales and their allies

; and
that It was an air-breathing animal, coming
to the surface of the water occasionally, no
doubt exists. From the remains of crushed
and partially-digcslcd fish bones and scales
which are found with their bones, it appears
that the Ichthyosauri principally preyed
upon fishes. Dr. Buckland states that the fos-
sil remains of these animals abound along the
whole extent of the Has formation, from tlic
coasts of Dorset, through Somerset and I,ci-
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cestershirc, to the coast of Yorksliire. The
lias of Germany and Trance also contains
them.
Mr. Pearce found, tvithin a specimen of

the Ichthyosaurus, what lie thinks may liave
been an embryo ; and although the Ichthyo-
saurus. by analogy, might have been sup-
posed to be oviparous in its generation, yet
Dr. Buckland and Professor Owen think
there is no reason wli^ it should not have
been viviparous ; and from the evidence of
Mr. Pearce’s specimen it appears fair to sup-
pose that tliey really were so. The collec-
tion of remains of Ichthyosauri in the Bri-
tish Museum is very perfect and great ; and
with the allied Plesiosauri forms quite a
feature in the room devoted to their exhi-
bition.

ICTERIA, or CHATTERING FLY-
CATCHER. ilcteria viridis.) This bird
abounds in most parts of North America
during the summer months, and is remark-
able both for its coloming and its habits.

It is about six inches in leugtli : nearly tlie

whole of the upper parts of its body are of a
rich deep olive green, the tips of the wings
excepted, which are of a dusky brown : the
tliroat, breast, and sides of the body arc of a
briglit yeliow ;

the belly and vent white ; the
forehead pale asli

;
from the nostrils a line of

white extends to tlie upper part of the eyes,

which it nearly surrounds
\
another white

spot is situated at the base of the under man-
dible : beak strong and black ; legs and feet

Iiale blue. It has the faculty of mimicking
almost any noise that it hears, wliich it will

repeat during the whole night if the weather
be fine. Its favourite residence is in close

liazel or bramble thickets, and its nest is

composed of dry leaves with layers of grape
vine bark, lined with fibrous roots and dry
grass. The female lays four flcsh-colom-ed

eggs, sprinkled with brotvn and dull red
spots.

IGHANA. A genus of Reptiles of which
there are several species

; the genus includ-
ing several of large dimeusions, common
in the tropical parts of America, some of
which feed on vegetalile substances, and
are esteemed delicious food ; wliile there are
others which appear to be omnivorous.
They are thus characterized by Cuvier

;

lOOANA.—(l. TUBH ROULATA.l

body and tail covered with small imbricated
scales : the ridge of the back garnished with
a row of 8|)ines, or rather of elevated, com-
prcsseil, and pointed scales

j
under the throat i

a depressed and deiicnding dewlap, the edge i

of wliich is attached to a cartilaginous
|

i^atural W^tavD

;

appendage of the hyoid bone. Their toiglis
j

are provided witli a similar arrangement of I

porous tubercles with the true lizards, and
their head is covered with scaly plates. .

Each jaw is furnished with a row of com-
pressed triangular teeth, having their cutting

,

edges serrated : there are also two small
|

rows on the posterior part of the palate,
i

They live for the most part on trees, but
,

sometimes take to the water, and swim
with ease. They attain a great size, licing

sometimes found five feet in length, though
they are much more often from two to three:

their upper parts are bluish-green, and some-
times slate colour ; the under parts yellow-
ish-green

;
in general, on the sides of the

body are brown stripes or zigzags edged with
yellow i and the tail is surrounded with
large brown or yellow rings. The Common
Iguanas (^Iguana lubercutata) are eagerly
sought, especially in the spring, being es-

teemed a great delicacy. They are caught
by means of a noose attached to the end of
a stick : for the animal, though formidable
in appearance, is timid and defenceless. It

is very active ; but when it has taken refuge
in a tree, it appears to depend on the secu-

rity of its situation, and never offers to stir

unless roused ; hence it is easily taken.
The female deposits her eggs, which are

about the size of a pigeon’s egg, in the sand,

where they are left to be hatched by the
genial warmth of the sun.

IGUANTD.®. The family of Saurians,

or lizard-like reptiles, of which the animal
just described is the type, and of which there

are several sub-genera: descriptions of which
are given in Mr. Gray’s elaborate work, the
Catalogue of Lizards in the British Museum.
[See Lizard.]

IGUANODON. The name given to an
extinct gigantic reptile, closely resembling
the Iguana in osseous structure, whose re-

mains were discovered by Dr. Mantel! in

the wealden formation of the South of
England, in the localities of Purbcck, the

Isle of Wight, and Maidstone. From its

dentition there seems to be no doubt that

it was herbivorous ;
the form of the teeth,

considered with relation to the demands
made by the habits of the animal, being well
adapted for cropping tough vegetable food,

such as the Clathraria and similar plants

which are found buried with the Iguanodon.
From the proportions which the bones of

the Iguanodon bear to those of the Iguana,
tills extinct monster is calculated to have
been 70 feet in length from the snout to the

end of the tail
j
the length of the tail alone

.52} feet, and the circumference of the body
14} feet. The thigh bone of the full-sized

Iguanodon is twenty times the size of that

of tlie Iguana ;
and on the snout of this pro-

digious reptile was a short but strong horn :

its wliole appearance, indeed, must have
realized the wildest poetical fictions of the

dragons of old. In the British Sluseum are

contained all the specimens of Iguanmlon
obtained by Dr. Mantcll :

and a comparison

1
of the teeth and Ikuics, with those of its

I

recent comparatively Lilliputian analogue,

is a most interesting and curious study.
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j IXCA. A genus of Lamellicom Beetles,

by many authors placed among the Goliath

;

beetles, but whose situation iu the system,

I

according to more modem views, is nearer
Trichius. They are natives of South Ame-

!
rica. The species figured here is Inca Weberi.

I It is of a violet black ; the thorax edged
\ with white ; three-banded, the outer bands
I

connected with the white edge of the thorax:
the elytra have a reddish tinge, spotted with

WSBKR'3 INCA PBS IT-S".—([NCA WEBERlO

small palish marks. It is a native of South
America : and the accompanying figure

wiii show its form and appearance. [See
Goliath.]

INDICATOR. [See IIosEY-oniDE.]

INDRI. The name of a quadraped be-
longing to the family Lemuridee. It is a
native of Madagascar, and from its fine long
hair is called Indria lanioer.

TXFEROBRANCniATA. An order of
molluscous animals (Gasteropods), charac-
terized by the position of the gills, which
are situated beneath the jiroduced margin of
the mantle. They arc incapable of swim-
ming, and are therefore confined to the sea-
shore, where they subsist upon sca-wceds
and other ariuatic plants.

INFUSORIA. A term applied by na-
turalists to the numerous minute animals
found in water, which arc commonly called
animalcules. Had the microscope never
licen invented, the existence of myriads of
living creatures wliosc forms aud properties
arc now in some measure revealed to us,
would have liecn wholly unknown. Ehrcn-
berg, who by means of a most powerful mi-
croscope, was enabled to describe species
which arc not larger than from one-thou-
sandth to two-thousandth of a line in dia-
meter, infers, that a single drop of water
may hold 500 millions of these animalculu!.
By what arithmetical power, then, shall the
numtiers that swarm In every stagnant pool
or lake be calculated ? “ All true Infusoria,

”

says he, “even the smallest monads, arc
organized animal bodies (none consisting of

a homogeneous jelly), and distinctly pro-
vided with at least a mouth and internal
nutritive apparatus.” They are found
equally abundant as fossils. The Norwegian
earth, called Bcargmehl, or Mountain meal,
is principally composed of fossil animalcules.
Professor Bailey tells us that the town of
Charleston, in the United States, is built
upon a bed of animalculse several hundred
feet in thickness, every cubic inch of which
is filled with myriads of perfectly preserved
microscopic shells. He says also, that these
polythalamia, or many-chambered shells, to
whose labour South Carolina owes so large a
portion of her territory, are still at work, iu
countless thousands, upon her coasts, filling
up harbours, forming shoals, and depositing
their shells to record the present state of the
sea-shore, ns their predecessors, now en-
tombed beneath Charleston, have done with
regard to ancient oceans. The most liighiy
organized Infusoria are called by Cuvier
liotifera [which see].

The immense importance of the Infusoria
in the scale of animal existence is cliiefly

seen by those who visit the Arctic and Ant-
arctic seas. Although remotely supporting
the higher animals, yet the want of them
would be materially felt. This is well stated
by Capt. Sir James Clark Ross, who, in
speaking of a small fish found by him in the
South Seas, and described by Dr. Sir John
Richardson, under the name of Noiothenia
phocce, says, “ They occupy the place of the
Merlangus polaris and Ophidium Parryii, of
the Arctic seas, the latter of which they
much resemble ; like them, they conceal
themselves from the persecutions of their
enemies in the small cracks and cavities of
the pack lee, and may be seen when driven
from shelter by the ships striking and pass-
ing over their protecting pieces of ice. The
seals and petrels are their chief enemies,
whilst they, in their turn, live upon the
smaller Cancri and Liniacince. Thus we be-
hold in these regions, where the vegetable
kingdom, which constitutes the support of
animal life in milder climates, has no repre-
sentative, a chain of animal existences,
maintained by each preying upon that next
below it in the order of created beings, and
all eventually nourished and sustained by
the minute infusorial nnimalculm which we
found filling the ocean with an Inconceivable
multitude of the minutest forms of orgauic
life.”

—

Antarctic Voyage, vol. ii. p. 101.

INSECTS. {Tmecta.'i A class of inver-
tebrate animals, to which the term inaccta
has been applied, in reference to the in-
sected, or divided, apiiearauce of the body,
which is not only composed of a continuous
scries of segments, articulating with each
other, but is also often divided or cut into
three very marked portions, to which the
names head, thorax, and abdomen have liccn
applied. There is no class of the animal
kingdom which has been the subject of more
numerous and various attempts at classillca-
tluu than that of Insects : nor is it at all
surprising i since It is pre-eminent in regard
to the number of distinct species which it
includes, and unsurpassed by any, save the
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Infusory Animalcules, in rejjard to the num-
ber of individuals nt aiiy time existing on
the earth’s surface, which belong to the
numerous and diversified races compre-
hended in it. In ordinary phraseology, an
Insect may be defined as a little animal
without bones or cartilages ; furnished with
a trunk, or else a mouth opening lengthwise;
and with eyes destitute of coverings. This
definition will comprehend the whole class
of Insects, either with or without wings

;

either in their caterpillar or butterfly state ;

either produced in the ordinary method of
generation, or from an animal cut into
several parts, and each part reproducing a
perfect animal. Hence it will appear, that
in this class of nature there are numerous
distinctions, and that no general description
will serve for all : so various are the appe-
tites, manners, and modes of propagation,
that every species requires its distinct history.
Though so far inferior in point of magni-
tude, Insects, it must he confessed, surpass
in variety of structure and singularity of
appearance all the larger branches of the
animal world. The general characters by
which they are distinguished from other
animals are these :—First, they are furnished
with several feet : secondly, the muscles are
affixed to the internal surface of the skin,

which, though hard, sometimes preserves a
certain degree of flexibility : thirdly, they
breathe, not like the generality of larger
animals, by lungs or gills, but by spiracles

or breatliing holes, distributed in a scries or
rowon each side the whole length ofthe abdo-
men, and communicating with two long air-

pipes within their bodies, and a number of
smaller ones, to carry the air to every part.

The head is furnished with a pair of antenna;,

or horns, which are extremely various in

the different tribes, and which, by their

differences of structure, form a leading cha-
racter in the institution of the genera into
which Insects are distributed.

Insects have a very small brain, and in-
stead of a spinal marrow, a kind of knotted
cord, extending from the brain to the hinder
extremity ; and numerous small whitish
threads, which are the nerves, spread from
the brain and knots, in various directions.

The heart is a long tube, lying under the

skin of tlie bock, having little holes on each
side for the admission of the juices of the

body, which are prevented from escaping
again by valves or clappers, formed to close

the holes within. Moreover, this tubular

heart is divided into several charnbers, by
transverse partitions, in each of wdiich there

is a hole shut by a valve, which allows the

blood to flow only from the hinder to the

fore part of the heart, and prevents it from
passing in the contrary direction.

The ancients entertained an idea that In-

sects were destitute of jlood i hence they
called them animalia arsatigm'nea

:

but now
they are well known to be so far from blood-

less animals, that in many of them the cir-

culation itself of the blood is clearly and dis-

tinctly perceived. The blood of Insects

differs from that of the larger animals chiefly

in colour, since in most insects it wants
redness, being generally of a clear or watery

aspect, and sometimes of a 3,-ellowish hue.
‘

The circulation of tlie blood is particularly i

conspicuous in Spiders, and in some species of
Cimex or bug, especially the Cimex lectu- :

larius; it is to be observed, however, tliat it

does not circulate in proper arteries and
veins ; but is driven from the fore part of
the heart into the head, and thence escapes
into the body, where it is mingled with the
nutritive juices that filter tlirough the sides
of the intestines, and the mingled fluid pene-
trates the crevices among the flesh and other
internal parts, flowing along the sides of the
air-pipes, whereby it receives from the air
that influence which renders it fitted to
nourish the frame and maintain life.

The first state in wliich the generality of
Insects appear is that of an egg ; some few,
however, are viviparous. From the egg is

hatched the Insect in its Larva state ; the
;

Larvse or Caterpillars of Insects differing

materially from each other, according to the
'

different tribes to which they belong. There
\

are some Insects, however, which undergo
;

no change of shape, but are hatched from the
j

egg complete in all their parts, and undergo
|

no farther alteration than that of casting
their skin from time to time, tiil at length
they acquire the complete resemblance of
the parent animal.
Most insects, in the course of their lives,

are subject to very great changes of form,
,

attended by equally remarkable changes in
|

their habits and propensities. These changes,
|

transformations, or metamorphoses, as they I

are called, might cause the same insect, at
j

,

different ages, to be mistaken for as many
;

"I

different animals. For example, a cater- i

pillar, after feeding upon leaves till it is fully i

grown, retires into some place of conceal-
ment, casts off its caterpillar-skin, and pre-

|

sents itself in an entirely different form, one
i

wherein it has neither the power of moHng
i

about, nor of taking food ; in fact, in this, its
j

second or chrysalis state, the insect seems to

be a lifeless oblong oval or conical body,
I

without a distinct head, or movable limbs ;

after resting awhile, an inward struggle
'

begins, the chrysalis-skin bursts oi>en, and i

from the rent issues a butterfly, or a moth,
|

whose small and flabby wings soon extend i

and harden, and become fitted to bear away
the insect in search of the honeyed juice of
flowers and other liquids that suffice for its

nourishment.
In the different tribes of Insects the Pupa

or Chrysalis differs almost as much as the
Larva. In most of the Beetle tribe it is fur-
idslied with short legs : in the Butterfly tribe

it is perfectly destitute of all appearance of
legs, and has no other motion than a mere
writhing when touched : in the Locust trilre

it differs very little from the perfect Insect,
except in not ha^ing the wings complete

:

and in most of the Fly trilie it is ircrfectly

oval, without any apparent motion, or dis-

tinction of parts. The Pupre of the Bee tribe,

and other Insects of a similar cast, arc less

shapeless than those of Flics, exhibiting the
faint appearance of the limbs : while those
of the Libellulaj or Dragon-flies arc loco-
motive, as in the Locust tribe, but differ most
widely from the apiMjarnncc of the complete
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Insect, and may be numbered among the
most singular in the whole class of Insects,

yrom the Pupa or Chrysalis at length emerges
the Insect in its complete or ultimate form,

' from which it can never change, nor can it

receive any further increase of growth.
lienee there are three periods in the life of

an insect, more or less distinctly marked by
corrcsiwndine changes in the form, power,
and habits. In the first, or period ofinfancy,
an insect is technically called a ?an;a, a
word signifying a mask, because therein its

future form’ is more or less masked or con-
cealed. This name is not only applied to
grubs, caterpillars, and maggots, and to other

;
insects that undergo a complete transforma-

’ tion, but also to young and wingless grass-
! hoppers, and bugs, and indeed to all young
! insects before the wings begin to appear.
' In this first period, which is generally much
! the longest, insects are always wingless, pass
most of their time jn eating, grow rapidly,
and usually cast off their skins repeatedly.
The second period, wherein those Insects that
undergo a partial transformation, retain their
activity and their appetitesforfood, continue
to §row. and acquire the rudiments of wings,
while others, at this age, entirely lose their
larva form, take no food, and remain at rest

in a deathlike sleep,— is called the pupa
state, from a slight resemblance that some of
the latter present to an infant trussed in
bandages, os was the fashion among the
Konians. The pupae from caterpillars, how-
ever, are more commonly called chrysaUds,
because some of them, as the name implies,
are gilt or adorned with golden spots ; and
gru&, after their first transformation, are
often named nymphs; the reason for which
is not very obvious. At the end of the second
period Insects again shed their skins, and
come forth fully grown, and (with few ex-
ceptionsj provided with wings. They thus
enter upon their lost or adult state, wherein
thev no longer in^ircasc in size, and during
sv hich they provide for a continuation oftheir
kind. Tills pcricKl usually lasts only a short
time, for most Insects die immediately after
their eggs are laid. Bees, wasps, and ants,
however which live in society, and labour
together for the common good of their com-
munities, continue much longer in the adult
state.

Insects possess some particular parts which
arc not to be found in any of the larger
animals : among these arc the antennee before
mentioned, which arc those processes or
jointed Inxlies situated on each side the head.
They dificr extremely in the difierent trilies

of insects, and are found to constitute one of
the most convenient parts to fix iii>on in the
distribution of Insects into genera and
siiecics. It is therefore nccesjiary slightly to
enumerate wjinc of them :

—

Anti'nnn sr/ocm,
or setaceous antenna; bristle-shaped, or
growing fine ami sharp at Us tennination ;

anti'nnn Jili/tmnis^ or thread-shaped, being of
equal »l/e throughout: antenna moniliformis^
or monlliform : each joint iK'ing globular, or
nearly so : antenna r/oivi/o, club-shaped ;

having a knob at the top, ns in the major
part of Butterflies: au/mna fissihs^or fissile;

one which is split or divided at the tip into
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several lamellro or flat separations : antenna
pectinatay or pectinated

;
one which is divided

along each side into numerous processes in
such a manner as to resemble the teeth of a
comb : antenna harbatay or bearded ; one
wdiich is slightly feathered, either on one or
both sides, with fine lateral fibres or hairs :

antenna perfoliatay perfoliate ; the joints of
a flattened and circular shape, with the stem
or bodv ofthe antenna passing through them,
as iu the leaves of some plants, in which the
stem seems to pass through them. Another
part peculiar to Insects consists in a pair or
two of short jointed processes proceeding
from the mouth : these are termed pdlpiy or
feelers, which in some Insects are very con-
spicuous, but not in all. The mouth in
Insects is generally situated at the lower part
of the front, and varies much in structure in
the difterent orders. In some it is furnished
with very strong jaws, often notched or
serrated on the inner side into tlie appearance
ofteeth, and which always meet horizontally

;

in others the mouth consists of a tube or
instrument for suction, either simple, or
guarded bj^ various kinds of appendages.
The eyes m Insects are commonly situated
on each side of the head, and are two in
number

; but in some Insects, as in Spiders,
there are six or eight. In most of the Insect
tribes the eyes may be considered as com-
pound, the cornea presenting when viewed
with a microscope the appearance of an in-
finite number of separate convexities, like so
many real convex lenses. There are also
on the heads of many Insects three small,
smooth, lucid globules resembling so many
separate cj'es, placed on the top of the head,
between or above the lateral ones : these
Linntcus distinguishes by the title of sfem-
mata ; they are also called ocelli. The body
in the major part of Insects is divided into
the thorax or upper part, and the abdomen
or lower part. In many of the Beetle tribe

the bock of the thorax is distinguished by
a small triangular piece or division, situ-

ated at its lower part, between the junc-
ture of the wing-sheaths: this triangular
part is called scutellunxy or the escutcheon.
The under part of the thorax is called the
breast, or and in this the sternum is

frequently distinguishable. The abdomen
is marked into transverse sections, and the
last joint terminates in the tail. The wing-
sheaths or shelly coverings, in the Beetle trilK:

and some others, are termed elytra.— The
name of the orders into wiiieh Insects arc
divided, os Colcopteray llymennpteray T)ip~

teroy NeuroptcrUy 3c.y have reference chieny
to the number ana nature of their wings ;

but as the definitions will be found under
their respeotive names, w'o need not here
repeat them.
In the Introductory Letter to “Kirby and

Spence’s Kntoinologv,” llic beauties of the
Insect world arc thus graphically pour-
trayed :

— “Insects, indeed, appear to have
been Nature’s favotirlte productions, in
which, to manifest her power and skill, she
lias combined and connentrnted almost nil

that Is either l>enntiful and grncelnl. In-
teresting and alluring, or curious and sin-
gular, in every other class and order of her

II II
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children. To these her valued miniatures
she has given the most delicate touch and
highest finish of her pencil. Numbers she
has armed with glittering mail, which re-

flects a lustre like that of burnished metals ;

in others she lights up the dazzling radiance
of polished gems : some she has decked with
what looks like liquid drops, or plates of
gold and silver

;
or with scales or pile, wliich

mimic the colour and emit the ray of the
same precious metals. Some exhibit a rude
exterior, like stones in their native state ;

while otliers represent their smooth and
sliining face after they have been submitted
to the tool of the polisher : others, again,
like so many pigmy Atlases bearing on
their backs a microcosm, by the rugged and
various elevations and depressions of their

tuberculated crust, present to the eye of the
beholder no unapt Imitation of the unequal
surface of the earth, now horrid with mis-
shapen rocks, ridges, and precipices—now
swelling into hills and mountains, and now
sinking into valleys, glens, and caves j

while
not a few are covered with brancMng spines,

which fancy may form into a forest of
trees. . . . The sight indeed of a well-stored
cabinet of Insects will bring before every
beholder not conversant with them, forms
in endless variety, which before he would
not have thought it possible could exist in

nature, resembling nothing that the other
departments of the animal kingdom ex-
hibit, and exceeding even the wildest fic-

tions of the most fertile imagination.”
Before we close this article, we beg leave

to quote from Mr. Newman’s work on “ The
History of Insects,” the following brief but
admirable summary :— “ The sejises of in-

sects are, properly speaking, seven : love,

touch, taste, smell, hearing, sight, and the
commanding and governing sense, called
volition, mind, thought, or instinct. Love
is that sense which ensures obedience to the
great command, ‘ Increase and multipl}' :

’

its gratification seems the great object of an
insect’s life, after having arrived at matu-
rity : its seat is in the organs of generation.
Touch is a most invaluable sense to insects ;

they have two antennas and four feelers

attached to the mouth, which appear pro-
vided purposely for the exercise of this

sense : the tarsi are also employed to ascer-

tain qualities by touch
;
but the other parts

of the body appear insensible to feeling,

either as regards the ascertaining of qua-
lities or the sensation of pain. Taste is un-
doubtedly possessed by insects in an eminent
degree ;

and they seem to have the same
preferences for animal or vegetable food

which are evinced by vertebrated animals.

Smell appears to be the sense by which in-

sects are led to discover strongly-scented

substances at a great distance, where it is

quite impossible that sight should aid them ;

its seat, however, is wholly unknown. Hear-
ing seems also to be possessed by insects, or

to what purpose would the merry cricket

sing his evening song, if there were none of

his kind to listen to and admire it ? The
seat of this sense is also wholly unknown.
Sight is a sense of which we have abundant
evidence ;

it is seated in two large compound

eyes, often occupying nearly the whole
head, and also occasionally in three minute
simple eyes, situated in a triangle on the
crown of the head. The mind of insects is

more wonderful than our own : it has
neither speculation, retention, judgment,
nor power ; it is, in fact, an existence which
comes perfect from the Creator : the new-
born bee is perfectly mistress of architee-
ture ; she is heaven-instructed : the mind is

not only the ruling sense, but is a distinct
immaterial element.”

INSECTIVOKA. The fourth Order of
of Mammiferous animals, comprising the
Shrews, Hedgehogs, Moles, &c. As the name
denotes, they subsist principally on insects,
worms, &c. In general they lead a noe-
turnal and subterranean life ; and in cold
countries most of them pass the winter in a
torpid state. Their legs are short, and in
running they place the entire sole of the
foot upon the ground. There is great va-
riety in the front teeth of the animals be-
longing to this Order ; in some the canine
teeth are longer than the incisors, while in
others the canines are very small or entirely
wanting. The Order is naturally divided
into those with simple fore legs, and those
in wliich the fore legs are peculiarly fitted

for digging. The first division eomprises
the Hedgehogs, the Tenrecs or Madagascar
Hedgehogs (which have the muzzle, very
long, and have not the power of rolling
themselves into a ball), the Shrews, and the
Desmans iSorex moschatus), a curious tribe
of aquatic animals, with webbed feet, and
the nose so much prolonged as to look liker
a proboscis. The second division comprises
the Moles, the Shining or Cape Sloles (the
only quadrupeds whose fur has a metallic
gloss), the Radiated Moles, and the Scalops
or Shrew Mole of the United States. [See
Mole : Hedgehog : Shuew, &c.

INSESSORES. The name given by Jfr.

Vigors to a most extensive order of Perching
Birds ; in which are comprehended all those
tribes which live habitually among trees,

with the exception of the birds of prey and
the climbing birds. In all the true Inses- I

serial Birds, the toes are three before and
;

one behind. The adaptation of the foot of i

this order to grasping or perching is evident
,

from the situation of the hinder toe j which
is invariably placed on the same level with

!

those in front ; and by which they are dis-
tinguished from the Gallinaceous and
Wading Birds. The toes are slender, flex-
ible, and of moderate length, with long,
slender, and slightly cuned claws ; of which
the foot of the Canary affords a very good
cxam|)lc. The birds of this order arc ge-
nerally on the wing ; and we acconiinglv
find that, in proportion os the legs arc small
and weak, the wings arc highly developed.
The male is nearly always larger than the
female, and is more distinguished for the
brilliancy of his plumage. The Pcrchers
live in pairs, and construct their nests, usu-
ally in trees, bushes, &c., with great art.

This order is divided, by the form of the

beak, into four subordinate groiqis ; namely— 1. Conirostres, or conical-billed bird* i

'
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the greater part of which are omnivorous,
though some are exclusively granivorous,
2. JJentirostres, or tooth-billed birds ; wliich
are characterized by a tooth or notch near
the extremity of the upper mandible : these
feed on insects, small birds, &c. 3. Tenui-
rostret, or slender-billed birds : these have a

;! long slender bill, adapted for sucking up
vegetable juices, &c. j and to this group be-
long also many whose principal food consists

of insects. 4. Fissirostres, or gaping-billed
birds ; in which the beak is very much flat-

tened, in order to afford them greater facilitjr

for capturing insects when on the wing, as is

seen in the swallow and others of that kind.

INTESTIN^VI.IA. The name given to
those invertebrate animals, or worms, which
are known to inhabit the intestinal canal.
They have been divided into five orders ;

viz. 1. Nematoidea {Bound-worms) ; 2.

Acanlhncephdla (Hooked-worms) ; 3. Tre-
matoda (Fluke-worms) ; 4. Cestoidea (Tape-
worms) j 5. Cystica (Hydatids).

i
IRIDINA. A genus of Conchifera, con-

sisting of one species only, the Iridina exotica,

which is found in the Nile, and in manjr
other rivers of warm climates. The shell is

' equivalve and inequilateral ; teeth very
small and numerous ; inside very iridescent

: and of a red cast ; ligament external ; the
' hinge lamina crenulated in its whole length.
' It is used by the natives of Egypt as spoons
in measuring oil, butter, and diUerent kinds
of provisions.

!
ISOCARDIA. A genus of Conchifera, the

I

shells ofwhich are remarkable for the beauti-

,
ful curvature of the diverging umbones.

I
ISOPOD A. The name of an order of

aquatic Crustacea, many of which are para-
' sitic upon other animals, very frequently

I

upon larger Crustacea.

I

lULUS, or JXJI^IJS. The Julidce are a
' family of Myriapnda, very nearly allied to
. the Centipedes (Scolopcndrm) ; but their
body, instead of being flattened, ns in that
genus, is nearly cylindrical. Each of the

. numerous segments of the body is furnished
witli two pair of feet or legs, which arc
scarcely large or strong enough to support
its weight ; so that the animal, instead of
appearing to walk, seems to have a sort of
undulatory motion, like a serpent or worm.
They roll themselves up in a spiral form

i

and the firmness of the rings of the body
. enables them to resist considerable pressure.
The eyes of the lulidm arc composed of nu-

OIOANIIO VIT.MPaDE.- (JUT.US UAXIMUS.)

! merous hexagonal convexities, as in the

I

greater part of the insect trilies ; and the
I mouth resembles that of the larvoi of many
! insects by being furnished with a pair of
, denticulated jaws ! by means of which they
are enabled to divide with facility the por-

tions of decaying vegetable matter on which

they usually feed. Some are found under
stones, others in the earth, and some inhabit
nuts. The most common species is tlie

Ildus sabulosus, about au inch and a quarter
in length : its colour is a polished brownish
black, with whitish legs : it is oviparous,
and the young, when first hatched, have
only three pair of legs, which are situated
near the head ; the remainder being gra-
dually acquired till the number is complete,
which usually amounts to a hundred and
twenty on each side. In its young or grow-
ing state, it is of a pale colour, with a dark
red spot on each side of every segment ; and
in this state it may sometimes be found in

the soft mould of hollow trees— The largest

species known is the lulus Indus, or lulus
maximus, which in its conformation re-
sembles the species above described, but is

from six to seven inches long. This Is found
in South America and the warmer parts of

Asia, inhabiting woods and other retired
places. The lulidce have no poisonous or-
gans, and are perfectly innoxious to man

:

indeed, by their consuming vegetable sub-
stances that are in a state of decomposition,
they may be considered beneficial. Mr. New-
port, F.R.S., has made them and the Scolo-
pendridm a special object of study, and has
published tlie results in the Llnnaian Tran-
sactions. In the British Museum there is

a very extensive collection of these interest-

ing Myriapoda. [See Cuiloonatiia.]

JABIRXJ. A large aquatic bird, allied to

the stork, three species of wliich are known,
respectively inhabiting America, Western
Africa, and Australasia. It is the Mycteria
of Linnieus. It is somewhat larger than the
swan ; the head is large

;
the neck thick

j

IJ 11 2
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;

and the bill is long, conical, smooth, and
pointed. The body is entirely white ; the
head and neck arc very bare of fcatliers, and
covered with a tliick black skin

j
and the

tail is broad and short : the legs, whieh are
more than two feet long, are thick and scaly ;

and the bill and feet are black. Our figure
represents a gigantic species from the west
coast of Africa, the Mycteria Senegalensis,
on the shore of which it must form a strik-

ing feature. In the enormous size of the
beak this species resembles tlie Adjutant of
India, and like that bird, we suppose tliis

species to be somewhat of a carrion eater.

JACAMAR. iGalbula.) The birds be-
longing to this genus, of which there are but
a few known species, are very much allied

to the Kingfishers, except that their feet are
quite different, and they inhabit moist woods;
whereas the Kingfishers are only found on
or near the banks of rivers. Their plumage
has a metallic lustre, which it is extremely
difificult to imitate.

The Green Jacamar (Oalbula viridis) is

a splendid bird, about the size of a lark
;

its prevailing colour on the upper parts of
the body being a most brilliant, changeable
green, glossed with copper and gold. The
beak is about two inches in length, black,

slightly incurved, and sharp-pointed : the
legs, which are short and weak, are a green-
ish yellow ; and the claws black. Its breast

and belly are of a dusky yellow hue, and
the chin white. The tail is wedge-shaped ;

the two middle feathers very long, and the

outer ones much shorter. The habits of this

OREEN jacamar.—(OAt/BDI.A vip.inis.)

bird are very solitary ; it resorts to the

thickest parts of the woods, where it can
obtain plenty of insects, and is seldom seen

in comj>any with another. Its flight is short

and quick ; and it is said to have an agree-

able note.

The Paradise J.acamar (Galbula para-
disea) is a less solitary bird than tlie others

of this genus ; being found in pairs, and fre-

quenting the more open parts of tlie woods.

It is nearly a foot in length : beak two and
a half inches long, black, pointed, square,

and compressed on the sides : head of a dull

violet green ; throat, fore part of the neck,

and under wing-coverts white ;
the rest of

the plumage green, varying in shades and
glosses according to the lights in which it is

viewed : the two middle tail-feathers six

inches long, and the outer one only an inch :

legs block. Native of Surinam and Cayenne.

JACANA. A genus of wading birds, dU-
\

tinguished by the extraordinary length of .

their toes and their spine-like claws, espe- .

daily that of the hinder toe. The}’ are very
|

light birds ; and the wide surface over which
j

their toes extend, enables them the more !

easily to procure their food, consisting of .

worms, small fishes, and insects, by walking '

on the leaves of aquatic plants which float
'

on the water. Various species of the Jacana,
'

which in contour and habit resemble our
moor-hen, are spread over the tropical re-

|

gions both of the Old and New World.

The CoMsioN Jacana iParra Jacana) is
|

about ten inches long, the beak being up- !

wards of one inch, and orange-coloured : the
head, throat, ueck, breast, and under parts
are black ; the bock, wing-coverts, and sca-
pulars bright chestnut ; spur on the wing
yellow, and the bend of the wing varied with
black : the quills olive-yellow, tipped and
partly edged with dusky ; tail rounded,
chestnut tipped with black ; legs greenish
ash. These birds inhabit Brazil, Surinam,
and other parts of South America and the
West Indies : they are very shy and noisy,
and their note is very shrill.

The Indian Jacana (Parra Indica) is a
shy bird, frequenting stagnant lakes, and
building its nest upon floating materials,
among weeds, near the banks. It has a yel-
low beak, with the base of its upper xhan-
dible dusky blue ; and near the gape a red
spot : over the eye is a white streak, which
reaches some distance down the side of the
neck: the head, neck, and upper parts of‘

the body ore deep blue-black ; the back and
wiugs are ashy-brown : legs dirty yellowish-
brown.

The Bronzed Jacana (Parra oenea) is a
highly elegant species inhabiting Brazil.

The prevailing colour of the boily is block,

brilliantly glossed with blue and violet re-

flections : its head and neck are of a brilliant

bronzed-green colonr : behind the eye is a

white streak : the quills are black ; the
wing-coverts dull yellow ;

and the rump and
tail ore blood-red.

JACCHUS, or MARMOZET. A genus of
Monkeys, of a small size, with short muzzle,
flesh-coloured face, and round head. The
five fingers are anned with claws, except the
thumbs of the posterior extremities, which
have nails : fur very soft ; tail full and hand-
some. Length of body about eight inches ;

tail eleven. General colour olive-gray: head
and shoulders nearly black ; the tail and
lower part of the back are annulated with
pale gray ; and two tufts of pale hair grow
round the cars. They are squirrel-like in

their habits, and omnivorous ; feeding on
roots, seeds, fruits, insects, snails, and young
birds. Native of Guyana and Brazil.

JACK. [See Tike.]

JACKAL. (Cam's attrevs.) This animal
in its appearance somewhat resembles the

fox, while its habits arc more like those of

the wolf. It is a native of India, Persia and
various other of the warmer parts of Asia, os

also of Barbary, and the interior of South
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I

Africa. Its size is about that of a fox, but
I longer in the legs ; its colour a light orange-
I
yellow or yellowish gray above, and whitish
below, with dark shades about the back : the

jACKAi i,cAm3 Aoasas.)

tail hangs straight, is rather bushy, and ge-

j

nerally black at the tip : the ears are very
1 ruddy, and the muzzle pointed. The voice
of the Jackal is described as peculiarly hi-

deous, consisting of an indistinct bark and a
piteous howl. It resides in woods, holes, and
rocky places ; and preys indiscriminately

I

- on all the weaker animals, committing ra-

vages among flocks, in the poultry-yard,
I &c., though it seldom ventures abroad till

II nightfall. Jackals frequently go in great

! I
troops to hunt their prey, and by their dread •

' ful yellings alarm and put to flight deer, an-

;

telopcs, and other timid quadrupeds ; while
! the Lion, instinctively attending to the cla-

j

mour, is said to follow till the Jackals have
hunted down the prey, and, having satiated

himself on the spoil, leaves only the scanty
! remains to the famished hunters. Hence
I the Jackal has been popularly called “the
i lion's provider.” Some say that the Jackal
; has a natural propensity to follow mankind,
i instead of flying from him, like the Wolf
i
and the Fox : also that the whelp is readily

' tamed, and, when grown up, assumes all the
habits of the domestic Dog : nay, it is well

I known that the Jackal interbreeds with the
i common dog ; its period of gestation is the
same, and the hybrid progeny is fertile. AVe
should, however, observe, that between the
Jackal and the Dog there exists such an

i
irrcconcilcahlc antipathy, that they never

{j
meet without a combat.

JACKDAW, or DAW. (Corvus monc-
dula.) A well-known English bird, consi-
derably less than the Ro<jk, being about

. thirteen inches in length, and twenty-eight
in breorlth. The bill and legs are block ;

j

the claws strong and hooked; eyes white ;

I the hinder part of the head and neck is sil-

very gray ; the rest of the plumage is of a
,
fine glossy blue-black above, beneath dusky.

I

Jockilaws frequent church steeples, old

j
. towers, and ruins, in flocks, where they build

!; their neats : the female lays flve or six eggs,

i: paler and smaller tlian those of the crow.

I

They arc easily tamed, and may lie taught,

J

like the magpie, &c., to imitate human ar-
: ticiilation : the^ have also the mischievous
jl faculty of stealing and hiding money, spoons,

1; or other glittering and metallic substances.
' They feed on insects, grain, fruit, small pieces
' of flesh, eggs, &c. They remain In tills coun-
1; try during the whole year ; but in France,
' Germany, and other parts of the Continent,

»j they are migratory. From an article, headed
i) “ llabitsof the Jackdaw," in Mr. Watertou's

Essays, we glean the following observations :

“ Though the Jackdaw makes use of the
same kind of materials for building as those
wliich arc found in the nest of the rook

;

though it is, to all appearance, quite as hardy
a bird ; and though it passes the night, ex-
posed to the chilling cold and rains of winter,
on the leafless branches , of the lofty elm

;

still, when the period for incubation arrives,

it bids farewell to those exposed heights,

where the rook remains to hatch its young,
and betakes itself to the shelter which is

afforded in the holes of steeples, towers, and
trees. Perhaps there is no instance in the
annals of ornithology wliich tells of the
Jackdaw ever building its nest in the open
air. Wishing to try whether these two con-
geners could not be induced to continue the
year throughout in that bond of society

which, I had observed, was only broken
during incubation, I made a commodious
cavity in an aged elm, just at theplace where
it had lost a mighty limb, some forty years
ago, in a tremendous gale of wind which
laid prostrate some of the flnest trees in this

part of Yorkshire. At the approach of breed-
ing-time, a pair of Jackdaws took possession
of it, and reared their young in shelter ;

while the rooks performed a similar duty on
the top of the same tree, exposed to all the
rigours of an English spring. This success
induced me to appropriate other conveniences
for the Incubation of the Jackdaw ; and I
have now the satisfaction to see an uninter-
rupted fellowship exist, the year throughout,
between the Jackdaw and the Rook.”

JAGtTAR, or OUNCE. (Felis onca.)A fierce

and destructive animal of the feline kind,
partaking of the qualities and habits of the
Tiger : it is a native of the hotter parts of
South America, and from its being the most
formidable quadruped there, is sometimes
called the tiger or panther of the New World.
It is 03 large as a wolf, and lives solely on
prey. Its ground colour is a pale brownish
yellow, variegated on the upper parts of the

JAOOa!'..- (l-t-l.O! ''H*-,*..)

body with streaks and irregular oblong spots

of black 1 the top of the back being marked
with long uninterrupted stripes, and the
sides with rows of regular open marks : the
thighs and legs are marked with full black
Bjiots 1 the breast and licliy arc whitish

; the
tail not so long as the body ; the iqipcr port
Irregularly marked with large black spots,
the Tower with smaller ones. It swims and
climbs with ease : and preys not only on the
larger domestic quadrupeds, and on smaller

II II 3



that are wild, but also on birds, fish, tortoises,
turtles’ eggs, &c. It must, however, be very
hard pressed before it will attaek man.

JANTHINA. A Molluseous animal, be-
longing to the Pecthiibranchiata. The shell
has some resemblanee to our land snails,

but the aperture is angular at its lower part
and at its outer side, where, however, the
angle formed by the union of the upper and
lower halves of the outer lip is much rounded
in most of the siieeies ;

the columella straight

and elongated, the inner lip turned back
over it. The animal has no operculum, but
carries under its foot a vesicular organ, like

a congeries of foam-bubbles, of solid con-
sistence, that prevents creeping, but serves
as a buoy to support it at the surface of the
water. The head is a cylindrical proboscis ;

and is terminated ^vith a mouth cleft ver-
tically, and armed with little curved spines :

on each side of it is a forked tentaculum.
The shells are of a ^dolet colour ; and when
the animal is irritated it pours forth an
excretion of deeper blue to tinge the sea
around it.

The method in which this animal fills

its float,” says Capt. Grey, “ is curious : it

throws it back, and gradually lifts the lip Of
the valve out of water, until the valve stands
vertical ; it then closes the valve tightly
round a globule of air, around which it

folds, by means of the most complex and
delicate machinery. The valve is then bent
over until it touches the edge of the float

nearest the head, and when it is in this po-
sition, the portion of it which is inflated
with air looks like a bladder, the air gra-
dually is expelled into the float, and as this

process takes place the bladder in the valve
diminishes, aud the valve becomes by de-
grees like a lip pushed forwards until it lies

flat on the float : the valve is composed of
two portions, a cup and a lip. The time
occupied from first removing the valve from
the float, until the inflation, and the expul-
sion of air into the float being completed,

so that the valve begins to move again, is

sixty-one seconds, from the mean of several

experiments. These animals have also the

power of compressing the valve into a hol-

low tube, which they elevate above the

water like a funnel, and draw down air

through it. The colouring matter which
they emit has no stinging, electric, or dele-

terious properties whatever, that I could
(liscoveri I found that when this colouring

matter was mixed with water, it became of

a deep blue. In those which I caught in

Nov. 1887, I may have been deceived, and

the colouring matter might also possibly
have been scarlet directly it was emitted,

i

It is diflflcult to conceive what use this liquid
can be to the fish against its foes, yet it

'

certainlj' uses it as a means of defence. To
one of these shells, the fish in which was ;

alive and well, we found attached a number
;

of barnacles, some of which were of large
size.”— Narrative of Expedition in South
Australia.

JAY. (Oarruius glandarius.') The Jay is
'

the most elegant bird of the Conine genus
|

in Britain, and is about thirteen inches in
length. Its general colour is a light purplish
buff, paler on the under parts ; the wings
black, witli a large white spot in the middle:
its bill and tail are black

;
the former

notched on each side near the tip, and the
latter rather rounded at the end : the fea-
thers on the forehead are white, streaked
with black, and form a tuft which it can
erect or depress at pleasure : the greater
wing-coverts are elegantly barred with
black, fine pale blue, and white alternately ;

the leaser wing-coverts bay
j
the belly and

JAT.—(OARRULCS OLASUA RIUS.l

vent almost white : the greater quills are
black, with light edges ; the bases of some
of them white ; lesser quills black j those
next the body chestnut : legs of a dirty flesh

colour. The Jay is very common in tliis

country, and is found in most of the tem-
perate parts of Europe, frequenting woods,
and feeding on ocoms, beech-mast, berries,

and fruits of various kinds, insects, and
sometimes young birds in tlie absence of
the old ones. The Jays are distinguislied os
well for the beautiful arrangement of their
colours, os for their harsh, grating voice, and
petulant, restless disposition. In confine-
ment, however, it loses the beauty of its plu-
mage, and becomes of a dull or brownish
tinge. When an owl or other bird of prey
appears in the woods, they utter piercing
cries, and assemble in great numbers to at-

tack the common enemy : the same thing
takes place when they sec a sportsman, whom
they often frustrate by their vociferous
noise. Like their kindred, the magpie and
jackdaw, they can be taught a variety of
words and sounds, particularly those of a
harsh and grating character, as that of a

saw, &c. They sometimes assemble in great

numbers in the si>ring, and seem to hold a

conference, (as Bewick says) probably for
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the purpose of pairing and of fixing upon
tlie districts they are to occupy ; and the
noise made on these occasions may be aptly
compared to that of a distant meeting of dis-

orderly drunken persons. The Jay builds in
woods, and makes an artless nest, composed
of sticks, fibres, and slender twigs ; lays five

or six eggs, ash-gray, mixed with green and
I
faintly spotted with brown.

; In the ‘Journal of a Naturalist ’ we find,
' in reference to the love of offspring, as being
particularly manifested in birds, the follow-
ing remarks on the Jay. “This bird is al-

ways extremely timid and cautious, when its

j
own interest or safety is solely concerned ;

I
but no sooner does its hungry brood clamour

' for supply, than it loses all this wary cha-
racter, and it becomes a bold and impudent
thief. At this period it will visit our gardens,
which it rarely approaches at other times,
plunder them of every raspbei^, cherry, or
bean, that it can obtain, and will not cease

1
from rapine as long as any of the brood or
the crop remains. We see all the nestlings
approach, and, settling near some meditated
scene of plunder, quietly await a summons
to commence. A parent bird from some
tree surveys the ground, then de-scends upon
the cherry, or into the rows, immediately
announces a discovery by a low but parti-
cular call, and all the family flock into the
banquet, which having finished by repeated
visits, the old birds return to the woods, with
all their chattering cliildren, and become
the same wild cautious creatures they were
before.”

The Bute Jay. (,Garndits cristatiis.) This
elegant species is a native of North America,
considerably smaller than the European Jay,
with a tall much longer in proportion : the
hea<l is handsomely crested, with loose silky
plumes ; bill black ; legs brown : the whole
bird is of a fine blue colour on the upper
parts, with the wings and tail marked by
numerous block bars ; neck encircled with a

nr,o* i»T. ( .ARa-t.ns c'iibtatob.)

black collar ; under parts blossom-colour,
with a slight cast of blue ; tail tipi>ed with

j

white ; legs, feet, and thighs of a dusky

I
brown. Its note is less discordant than the

European Jay
; but its manners are very

similar. It is said to be a great destroyer of
maize or Indian corn, often assembling in
large flocks to devour it.

Mr. Gosse, in his ‘ Canadian Naturalist,'
thus speaks of this bird, in his observations
made during the month of December. “ The
Blue Jay continues as numerous and as noisy
as ever. His harsh screaming voice may be
heard above that of all the other feathered
inhabitants of our groves, all the year
through. A beautiful bird he is, with his
bright violet, white, and sky-blue coat, long
tail, and pointed crest ; and by his airs and
grimaces he appears to have no mean idea
of his own personal attractions, and probably
he may think his voice as charming as his
plumage, as he so continually gives us the
benefit of his music. He appears to tyran-
nize over his brethren occasionally. I once
saw, in the south, a Blue Jay in close and
hot pursuit of a summer Red-bird {.Tanagi'a
oestiva), and Wilson records a parallel inci-
dent. He has other notes, besides his com-
mon loud squall, some of which are difficult

to recognize. In the clearing, the parties of
these birds, for they are hardly numerous
enough to be called flocks, generally fly high,
and alight about the summits of lofty trees ;

but in the woods, particularly in spring,
they as frequently choose a lower altitude.

They are wary, and rather difficult of ap-
proach.

JELLY-FISH. Under the heads “ Acale-
pha,” “ BerPe,” and “ Medusa,” will be found
various information applicable to the present
article, the popular name of “ Jelly-fishes ”

being very generally used (by the unscienti-
fic) to denote the different marine substances
forming that branch of the class Ratuata
which is comprised in the order Acalepha.
Extreme delicacy of structure is common to

the whole group
; most of them have no

hard support whatever, and the animals
when removed from their natural element
wholly lose their form ; but there are a few
species which have a very thin cartilaginous
covering, and these retain a semblance of the
animal ns it appeared when alive. We
find that in every climate the ocean swarms
with inflnite multitudes of animals, which,
from their minuteness and transparency,
would bo almost imiicrceptiblc, were it not
for the phosphorescent properties of some of
them being rendered evident on the slightest

agitation. All, however, arc not equally mi-
nute : some grow to a large size, and their

forms are perfectly well known to the casual
observers of marine substances which lie on
every beach. Most of these are highly phos-
phorescent ; and in trojilcal regions, more
particularly, where they exist in the greatest
abundance, the jinth of a vessel is marked
by a brilliant line of glowing light, and the
whole surface of the ocean often displays a
beautiful luminosity. Even on our own
coasts a similar effect is very ft-equcntly ob-
served, though the luminous npi>carance is

vastly less brilliant.

In ‘ I’atterson's Introduction to Zoology'
we find the following practical observationst— “ Our admiration for the various fuuc*
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tlons performed by the Acalephoe is much
increased when we refleet upon the extremely
small quantity of solid matter which enters
into their composition. This fact admits of
easy illustration, both in the Beroes and in
the Medusae. On one occasion, we took a
dead Cydippe, and placing it on a piece of
glass, exposed it to the sun. As the moisture
evaporated, the different parts appeared as
if confusedly painted on the glass

j
and when

it was become perfectly dry, a touch re-
moved the only vestiges of what had been so
lately a graceful and animated being. With
regard to the Medusa;, we may mention an
anecdote which we learned from an eminent
zoologist, now a professor in one of the En-
glish universities [Prof. E. Eorbes, we be-
lieve]. He had, a few years ago, been de-
livering some zoological lectures in a seaport
toivn in Scotland, in the course of which he
had reverted to some of the most remarkable
points in the economy of the Acaleph®.
After the lecture, a farmer who had been
present came fonvard, and inquired if he
had understood him correctly, as having
stated that the Medusa; contained so little

of solid material that they might be regarded
as little else than a mass of animated sea-
water ? On being answered in the afHrma-
tive, he remarked, that it would have saved
him many a pound had he known that
sooner, for he had been in the habit of em-
ploying his men and horses in carting away
large quantities of jelly-fish from the shore,
and using them as manure on his farm, and
he now believed they could have been of
little more real use than an equal weight of
sea-water. Assuming that so much as one
ton weight of Meduase recently thrown on
the beach had been carted away in one load,
it will be found that, according to the ex-
periments of Professor Owen, the entire
quantity of solid material would be only
about four pounds of avoirdupois weight, an
amount of solid material which, if com-
pressed, the farmer might, with ease, have
carried home in one of his coat pockets.”

JERBOA. {Dipus.') This singular genus
of rodent quadrupeds may be considered os

an intermediate link between the Squirrel
and the Rat, but agreeing with the latter

rather than the former ; while the enormous
development of its hind legs and tail cause

it to bear considerable resemblance in form
to the Kangaroo. One species is a native of

of Egypt, Syria, &c. ; and was knovni to

the ancients under the name of Dipus,

(two-footed), which is still its scientific

appellation. The most common species is

the Dipus sagitta. It isTif a pale yellowish

fawn colour on the upper parts, and white

beneath ; the length of the body is about
;

eight inches, and of the tail ten, being

terminated by a tuft of black hair, the tip
'

of which is white, but the rest short and
^

rough. The head is short ; the cars thin, :

broad, upright, and rounded i the eyes large,

round, and dark coloured; the fore legs about

an inch long, with five toes to each foot, the
\

inner toe' very small, but furnished with a

sharp, crooked claw, like the rest : the hind

logs are extremely long, thin, sparingly co-
,

vered with short hair, and very much re-
semble those of a bird : the hind feet have
three toes on each, the middle of which is

somewhat larger than the rest, and all are

JERBOA.—(dIPOS SAGITTA.)

furnished with sharp and strong claws : there
is also a very small spur or back toe, with
its corresponding claw. On each side the
nose are several long hairs or whiskers ; and
the cutting teeth are- sharp and strong, re-
sembling those of a rat. In its attitudes and
manner of progression this animal much re-
sembles a bird ; generally standing, like the
Kangaroo, on its hind feet, and leaping with
much celerity, and to a great distance. It
principally uses the fore legs in feeding,
putting to his mouth the ears qf com, and
various other vegetable substances on which
it feeds.

The Jerboas inhabit dry, hard, and clayey
ground, in which they make their burrows.
These are of considerable length, and run
obliquely and winding ; at about half a yonl
below the surface of the ground, they ter-

minate in large excavations or nests ; they
are usually provided but with one opening,
though the animals are provident enough to
make another passage, to within a short dis-

tance from the surface, through which they
rapidly penetrate in case of necessity. They
keep within their holes during the day,
sleeping rolled up, with their head between
their thighs : at sunset they come out, and
remain abroad till morning. From the ra-
pidity with which they take their leaps (of
six or seven feet at a time), it is nearly im-
possible to overtake them. In leaping, they
carry their tails stretched out ; but in stand-
ing or walking, they can-}' them in a curved
form, the lower curve touching the ground.
In their wild state these animals are very
fond of bulbous roots; but, when confined,
they will feed on raw meat. They arc tamed
without much ditficulty, but require to be
kept warm.
There are some other species ofthe Jerboa ;

by far the largest of which is the Cai'e Jer-
boa, a native of the mountainous country to

the north of the Cape of Good Iloiic. Its

length from the nose to the tail is fourteen
inches, and the tail itself somewhat more.
The head is broad, the muzzle sharp, and
the upper jaw longer than the lower : the
ears are large, the whiskers long and black,

and the tail is extremely full of hair. It is

an auiuial of great strength and activity,

and will spring to the distance of twenty or

thirty feet at once. When eating, it sits up-
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' right in tlie manner of a squirrel ,• and it

: burrows in the ground, like the smaller kind
of Jerboas, with great ease and expedition j

having five very strong and long claws on
each of its fore feet : those on its hind feet

are short, and four in number. [See Hn-
LAJITS-l

JERFAI.CON. [See Falcon.]

JOHN CROW VTOLTURE. The local

name in Jamaica for the Turkey Buzzard.
[See Turkey Buzzard.]

JOHN DORY. [See Dory.]

JTJMNOS. A singular genus of Coleoptera
belonging to the family Ceioniadae, one spe-

, cies of which, described by Jlr. W. W.
1 Saunders, is still very rare in collections ;

i
this is the J. Htickeri

;

it is of a brilliant

1 green with large yellow marks on the elytra,

and the male has long fore legs. It is a
native of Northern India.

JUMPING HARE. [See Helamts.]

JUNGLE FO^VX. (Megapodius tumu-
lus.) Mr. Gould, in his able and elegant
work on the “ Birds of Australia,” presents

his readers with a most interesting account
of the nidification and general habits of this

bird, which in size is about that of a common
Fowl. Its mode of constructing its mound-
like nest, and its manner of depositing the
eggs, &c., very much resemble those described
under Taleoalla [which see]. “ The
Jungle-fowl,” we learn, “is almost exclu-
clusively confined to the dense thickets im-
mediately adjacent to the sea-beach : it ap-
pears never to go far inland, exeept along
the banks of ereeks. It is always met with
in pairs or quite solitary, and feeds on the
ground, its food eonsisting of roots which its

powerful claws enable it to scratch up with
the utmost facility, and also of seeds, berries,

and insects, particularly the larger species

of Coleoptera. It is at all times a veiy dif-

ficult bird to procure ; for although the
rustling noise produced by its stiff pinions
when flying away be frequently heard, the
bird itself is seldom to be seen. Its flight is

heavy and unsustained in the extreme ; when
first disturbed it invariably flics to a tree,

and on alighting stretches out its head and
neck in a straight line with its body, re-

maining in this position as stationary and
motionless as the branch upon which it

is perched ; if, however, it becomes fairly
alarmed, it takes a horizontal but laborious
flight for about a hundred yards, with its

legs hanging down as if broken. I did not
myself detect any note or cry, but from the
natives’ description and imitation of it, it

much resembles the clucking of the domestic
fowl, ending with a scream like that of the
peacock.” The head and crest of this bird
IS of a very deep cinnamon brown

;
back of

the neck and all the under surface very dark
gray ; back and wings cinnamon brown

;

tipi>cr and under tall coverts dark chestnut
brown ;

tail blackish brown
i bill reddish

brown, with yellow edges i tarsi and feet

bright orange. It appears that on Mr. Gil-
bert's arrival at Port Essington his attention
was attracted to numerous great mounds of

earth which were pointed out to him by
some of the residents as being the tumuli of
the aborigines. The natives, on the other
hand, assured him that they were formed
by the Jungle-fowl for the purpose of hatch-
ing its eggs : and so it afterwards proved.
One of these mounds is described as fifteen

feet high, and sixty in circumference at the
base, and so enveloped in thickly foliaged
trees os to preclude the possibility of the
sun’s rays reaching any part of it.

KAHAU. The Proboscis Monkey. [See
Monkeys.]

KAXAPO. A New Zealand parrot. [See
Strioops.]

KALONG. The name given to several
species of Fox-bats (^Pteropidee), [See
Pteropus.]

KANGAROO. {Macropus.) This extra-
ordinary animal is peculiar to Australasia,
and belongs to the marsupial order of quad-
rupeds ; but it receives its scientific name
from the enormous length of the hind feet,

which is the distinguishing characteristic in
all the animals included in the family Ma-
cropopidoe, or Kangaroo tribe. But before
we proceed to describe the form and habits
of this singular quadruped, we shall mention
the circumstances (as detailed by Dr. Shaw)
attending its first discovery. This was in
1770, when the celebrated navigator Captain
Cook was stationed for a short time on that
part of the coast of New Holland which is

now called New South Wales. On Friday,
June 22, says Captain Cook, a party who
were engaged in shooting pigeons for the
use (. f the sick of the sliip, saw an animal
which they described to be as large as a
greyhound, of a slender make, and ex-
tremely swift. The following day the same
kind of animal was again seen by a great
many other people. On the 24th it was
seen by Captain Cook himself, who, walking
at a little distance from the shore, observed
a quadnipcd, which he thought bore some
resemblance to a greyhound, and was of a
light mouse-colour, with a long tail, and
which he should have taken for a kind of
wild dog, had not its extraordinary manner
of leaping, instead of running, convinced
him of the contrary. Mr. Banks also ob-
tained a view of it, and immediately con-
eludcd it to be an animal perfectly new and
nndescrilicd. Some time after, this gentle-
man, accompanied by a small party, had an
opportunity of chasing two with his grey-
hound, which the Kangaroo, by its bound-
ing leaps over the high gross, soon out-
stripped. It was not long, however, before
one was shot ; and the scientific associates
in this expedition of discovery were then
fiillv gratified.

Tlie upper parts of the Kangaroo are
small, while the lowcf ore remarkably largo
in proportion ; yet its general appearance
is decidedly iiicturcsqiie. The head bears
some resemblance to that of a deer, and the
visage is mild and placid : the curs are mo-
derately large, rather pointed, and upright

j

the eyes lorge, and the mouth rather small
i

the neck thin and finely proportioned
i the

'
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fore legs extremely short, with the feet
divided into five toes, each furnished with
a short and somewhat hooked claw ; the
hinder feet, on the contrary, are provided
with only four toes, the middle one of which
is long, of great strength, and terminated
by a large and powerful hoof-like nail or
claw : so that the head and upper parts
seem strangely disproportioned to the pos-
terior parts of the animal, which are robust
and powerfui. The tail, which is very iong,
is extremely thick at the base, gradually
tapering, and appears to act ns a supple-
mental limb, when the animal assumes its

erect or sitting posture. When feeding, it

is seen in a crouching position, resting on its

fore paws, as well as on the hinder extre-
mities, whilst it browses on the herbage ;

and in tliis attitude it hops gently along,
deriving some assistance from its taii. On
the least alarm, however, it raises itself on
its hind legs, and bounds away to a distance
with great rapidity. The leap is of very
great length

;
and is accomplished by the

muscular action of the taii, almost as much
as by that of the limbs. They use their
tails and hinder feet also as weapons of de-
fence : for when pursued and overtaken by
dogs, they turn, and seizing them with their
tore feet, strike them with their hinder ones,
sometimes causing death by a single blow.
The under side of the hind foot has a cal-
lous sole along its whole length ; and its

great length is chiefly given by the elonga-
tion of the metatarsal bones. Kangaroos
have no canine teeth : their incisors are six
in the upper jaw, and but two in the lower;
the former short, and the latter long : the
molars, which are separated from the in-

cisors by a iarge vacant space, are ten in
number in each jaw. They are exclusively
herbivorous in their diet, feeding chiefly on
grass : and they associate in small herds,
under the guidance of the older males. The
ventral pouch, or receptacle for the young,
witli which the female Kangaroo is fur-
nished, is indeed a most curious provision
of nature. Being situated just below her
breasts, there the young ones sit to suck ;

and even when they are old enough to leave
the pouch, for exercise or amusement, they
immediately seek refuge in it on the least

alarm.
The number of species which are now

known are very considerable : they vary in

size, from that of a rat to the Great Kan-
garoo, the male of which has been known to

measure nearly eight feet from the nose to

the tip of the tail, and to weigh 220 lbs. ;

but in form and habits they bear a strong

resemblance to caclr otlier. The young are

produced in an extremely imperfect state,

and are even disproportionately small ; not
exceeding an inch in iength. These ani-

mals are easily tamed ;
and when in a state

of domestication, tlicy arc harmless and
timid. Their flesh is eaten in Australia,

and is said to be nutritious. Some persons

arc loud in their commendations of it

;

Colonel Tight, indeed, goes so far as to re-

commend all who arc fond of ox-tail soup
(and they are not a few), to take a trip to

South Australia, and cat Kangaroo-tail

soup
;
wliich, he says, if made with the skill

that soups in England are, would as far
surpass the ox as turtle does the French
putage.

Mr. Gould’s great work on the Kangaroo
Family is a most noble contribution to
Natural History : in it all the species are
figured and described with the hand of a
master. We must also refer to the work
of Air. Waterhouse, who has devoted a thick
octavo volume to their history. Both these
works are indispensable to those who would
desire to study this important family.

KERAIES. {Cocetts ilicis.') An insect pro-
duced in the excrescences of a small oak, the
Quercus coccifera, and found in many parts
of Asia and the South of Europe. The body
of this insect is full of reddish juice, and
when dead, and transformed into an appa-
rent grain or berry, it is used for the pur-
pose of dyeing a brilliant red colour. They
were long taken for the seeds of the tree on
wliich they live, and hence called grains of
Kermes. Kermes is now nearly superseded
by the use of cochineal, but though much
inferior in brilliancy to the scarlet cloths
dyed with real Alexican cochineal, they re-
tain the colour better, and are less liable to
stain. This is said to have been the cele-
brated Phoenician dye. [See Cochineal.]

KESTREL. (Falco Tinnunculus.) A,
beautiful bird of the Hawk kind, known also
as the Stannel Hawk, and Windhover. The
male is about fourteen inches in length, and
in breadth two feet three inches. Its colours,
at first sight, distinguish it from all other
hawks : the crown of the head, and the
greater part of the tail, are of a fine light
gray hue ; and on the lower part of the latter
there is a broad black bar, succeeded by
white tips. The back and coverts of the
wings bright cinnamon brown, spotted with
black

; quill feathers dusky, with light
edges

;
inside of the wings white, beautifully

spotted with brown on the under coverts,
and barred on all the quills with pale ash.
The whole under side of the bird is of a
pale rust colour, streaked and spottctl with
black. The bill blue ; cere and eyelids yel-
low ; legs yellow ; claws black. The co-
lours of the female are less vivid than those
of the male : the back and wing-coverts
are rusty brown, and elegantly marked
with numerous undulated bars of black

;

the breast, belly, and thighs are of a pale
reddish buff, with dusky streaks pointing
downwards ; and the tail is marked by a
pretty broad dork ash -coloured bar near the
end.

Tito Kestrel is widely diffused throughout
Europe, and is by no means rare in the more
temperate parts ofNorth America. It breeds
in the hollows of decayed trees, and in the
holes of rocks, towers, and ruined buildings ;

and lays four or five pale reddish eggs. It

feeds on small birds, field mice, reptiles, and
insects : after securing its prey, it plucks the
feathers ver^ dexterously from birds, but
swallows mice entire, and discharges the
hair, in the form of round balls, from its

mouth. This bird, when in quest of food,

“ glides softly through the air, at a mode-
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rate height, now poised in the breeze on
lluttering pinion, now resting in the void
apparently without motion ; till, at last,

,

down he comes, like a falling stone, upon
I
the unconscious prey below.” That discem-

; ing friend of the feathered tribes, Mr. Wa-

terton, whose words we have just quoted,
thus apostrophizes in this bird's favour :

" Did the niu-seryman, the farmer, and the
country gentleman, know the value of the
Windhover’s services, they would vie with
each other in offering him a safe retreat,

lie may be said to live almost entirely on
mice ; and mice, you know, are not the
friends of man ; for they bring desolation to

the bee-hive, destruction to the pea-bed, and
spoliation to the corn-stack. Add to tliis,

they are extremely Injurious to the planter
of trees.” Again, “ I prize the services of the
Windhover Hawk, which are manifest by
the quantity of mice he destroys ; and I do

]
all in my power to put this pretty bird on a

.
good footing witli the gamekeepers and
sportsmen of our neighbourhood. Were this

! bird properly protected, it would repay our
; kindness with interest ; and we sliould then
, have the Windhover by day, and the owls
by night, to thin the swarms of mice which
overrun the land.” ‘‘ The Windhover,” he
further observes, “ is a social bird, and, un-
like most other hawks, it seems fond of
taking up its abode near the haunts of men.
What lieartfelt pleasure I often experience
in watching the evolutions of this handsome

,
little falcon I and with wliat content 1 sec

; the crow and tlie magpie forming their own
: neats ; as I know that, on tlie return of an-

i

other spring, these very nests will afford

shelter to the Windhover 1 Were I to allow
I the crow and the magpie to be i>crsecuted,
’ there would be no chance for tlie Wind-
I

hover to rear its progeny here i for Nature
has not taught this bird the art of making
its nest in a tree. IIow astonishing, and

,
how diversified, arc the habits of birds! The

:
Windhover is never known to make use of

:
a nest until it has lieen abandoned for good
and all by the riglitfiil owner ; whilst, on
the contrary, the cuckoo lays her egg in

: one of which the original framer still retains
! possession.”

I KING-BIRD. A name given to the Ty-
rant Flycatcher. (J/utcicapa Tyrunmui.)
[See TritAXT Flycatchek.]

KING-FISH. [See Oi’Aii.]

KI.NGFISIIER. (Alcedo.j A rather nu-
merous genus of birds, and widely diffused

in warm climates, although there is but one
s|iecies occurring in Knropc. They arc, in

general, birds of an inelegant sliniic, tlie head
being large In |>roi>ortion to the size of the
Issly, and the legs and feet very small ; but
they arc of singular brilliancy of plumage,
in which blue, green, and orange arc the
prevailing colours. They arc distinguished

by having a long, straight, strung, and acute
Idll I

wings rather short j tsHly thick and
compact ! head large and elongated i plumage
thick anrl glossy. In some of the larger

siiecies, however, the colours arc more ob-

scure, cxliibiting a mixture of brown, black.

and white, variously modified in the different
birds. In their manners they all seem to
agree

;
frequenting the banks of rivers, &c.,

where, perched on a branch of a tree, or other
projecting object, they wiil remain motion-
less for hours, watching till some fish comes
under its station, when the bird dives per-
pendicularly down into the water, and brings
up its prey with its feet, carries it to land,
kills it by repeated strokes of the bill, and
immediately swallows it : afterwards casting
up the scales and other indigestible parts, in
pellets, like birds of prey.

The Common or Eukopean Kinqf:sher.
(Alcedo ispida.) This retired and solitary

bird, which is only to be found near rivers,

brooks, or stagnant waters, subsisting en-
tirely on the smaller kinds of fish, is only
seven inches in length, and eleven in breadth:
its bill is nearly two inches long, the upper
mandible being black, and rather red at the
base (

tlie under one, as well as the inside of
the mouth, orange-coloured : the throat is

white : the crown ofthe head is a deep shining
green, with numerous transverse bright blue
streaks : the shoulders and whole wings dark
green, but the edges of the quill feathers are
glossed with pale blue, and the shoulders
marked by numerous small blue spots. The
middle of the back, the rump, and coverts of
the tail are of a most resplendent azure :

the tail is very short, and of a deep rich
blue colour j and the wliole under port of
the body is of a bright orange : legs red

;

claws black. The female commonly deposits

her eggs (which are from five to eight in
number, and perfectly white! in a hole in

the river’s banks, which has probably been
made by the mole or the water-rat. If tlie

nest be robbed, the bird returns and lays in

the same situation. “ I have liad,” says
Reaumur, “ one of these females brought
me, taken from her nest about three leagues
from my house. After admiring the beauty
of her colours, I permitted her to fly

;
when

the fond creature w-as instantly seen to repair

to the nest where she had just before been
made a captive : there joining the male, she
again began to lay, though it was for the
third time, and the season was very far ad-
vanced. At each time she liad seven eggs.”

In this country the Kingfisher begins to lay
early in the season, and excludes her first

brood about the beginning of Ajiril. The
fidelity of the male exceeds that of the

turtle : he brings the female large suiiplies

of fish during the season of incubation : and
she, contrary to most other birds, is always
plump and fat at that time. The male,
who on otiicr occasions always makes a twit-

tering noise, now enters the nest with all.

the sTlciicc and circumspection imaginable.
The young arc hatched at the cxiilration of

twenty days ; but they do not acquire the
beauty of their plumage till after the first

moulting season. This bird is usually seen
flying rapidly near the surface of the stream

i

and the velocity with which it maintains its

flight, considering the shortness of its wings,
is really surprising.
The ancients attributed to the Kingfisher

innumerable habits and prui>crtics equally
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I

improbable. They supposed that it built

I

its nest upon the ocean ; but as this floating
cradle would be likely to be destroyed by
storms, they endowed the bird with powers
to lull the raging of the waves during the
period of incubation : hence those tranquil
days near the solstice were termed halcyon
days ; and that the feathered voyager might
want no accomplishment, they attributed to
it the charm of song. They also kept the
dead body of the bird as a safeguard against
thunder, and as a relic by which the peace
of families would be preserved. But it is

not to the fanciful genius of the ancients
alone that this bird is indebted for wonderful
attributes. The Tartars and Ostiaks preserve
the skin about their persons as an amulet
against every ill ; and they consider that the
feathers have magic influence, when properly
used, in securing a female’s love : nor are
such superstitions entirely confined to bar-
barous nations ; for there are persons, it is

said, who believe that if the body of a King-
fisher be suspended by a thread, its breast,

by some magnetic influence, will invariably
turn to the north.
We shall now endeavour to point out, in

the briefest manner possible, some of the
other most important species The Giant
Kingfisher. (Dacclo gigantea.) This is the
largest species known, measuring eighteen
inches from the tip of the bill to the end of
the tail : the colour of the plumage chiefly

composed of olive-brown and a pale blue-
green. Native of Australia Pied King-
fisher. (Alcedo rudis.) Size of the song-

• thrush. The plumage chiefly party-coloured
of black and white. Native of various parts

of Asia and Africa Smvrna Kingfisher.
iAlcedo Smyrnensis). Size of the missel-
thrush. A most brilliantly coloured bird

;

the bright blue of the wings yielding in lustre
to none of the feathered tribes. Native of
the hotter parts of both Africa and Asia.

—

Sacred Kingfisher. {Alcedo sacra.) Crown
of the head and upper parts blue-green

; the
throat white ; the under parts pale ferrugi-
nous, passing upwards like a collar round
the neck. Native of the South Sea Islands.
— Crested Kingfisher. (Alcedo cristala.)

A singularly brilliant and elegant species.

The crown of the head covered with long
blue-green feathers, barred with black, form
a crest ; the back, wings, and tail are of an
exceeding fine ultramarine blue ; the breast,

belly, thighs, and covert-feathers under the

tail are of a bright orange-colour; and the legs

scarlet. Native of Madagascar. The next
species demands a more lengthened notice.

The American or Belted Kingfisher.
(Alcedo alcyon.) This species is dislin-

-guished by being of a bluish slate-colour,

with a ferruginous band on the brenst; having
a large collar of pure white round the neck ;

and an elevated crest on the head : legs

extremely short. It inhabits all parts of the

North American continent, and is the only
species of its tribe found within the United
States. “ Like the love-lorn swains, ofwhom
poets tell us," says Wilson, “ he delights in

murmuring streams and falling waters ;
not,

however, merely that they may soothe Ids

ear, but for a gratification somewhat more
1

substantial. Amidst the roar ofthe cataract,
or over the foam of a torrent, he sits perched
upon an overhanging bough, glancing his
piercing eye in every direction below for Ids
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scaly prey, which, with a sudden circular
plunge, he sweeps from their native element,
and swallows in an instant. His voice, which
is not unlike the twirling of a watchman's
rattle, is naturally loud, harsh, and, sudden ;

but is softened by the sound of the brawling
streams and cascades among which he gene-
rally rambles. He courses along the windings
of the brook or river, at a small height above
the surface, sometimes suspending himself

|

by the rapid action of his wings, like certain^
species of hawks, ready to pounce on the fry
below ;

now and then settling on an old
dead overhanging limb to recouuoitre.

^
Mill-

dams are particularly visited by this fea-

thered fisher ; and the sound of his pipe is as

well knoum to the miller, as the rattling of
his own hopper. Rapid streams, with high
peri)cndicular banks, particularly if they be 1

of a hard clayey or sandy nature, are also

favourite places of resort for this bird ; not
only because in such places the small fish

are more exposed to vdew, but because those

steep and dry banks arc the chosen situations

for his nest. Into these he digs with bill and
claws horizontally, sometimes to the extent
of four or five feet, at the distance of a foot

or two from the surface. The few materials
he takes in are not always placed at the ex-
tremity of the hole, that he and his mate
may have room to turn with convenience.
The eggs arc five, pure white, and the first

brood usually comes out about the beginning
of June, and sometimes sooner, according to

the part of the country where they reside.

They arc very tenacious of their haunts,
breeding for several successi\x years in the
same hole, and do not readily forsake it,

even though it be visited.”

It is this species that Mr. Gossc, in lus
“ Birds of Jamaica,” thus prettily descriocs :

— “ Where the mangrove or the sca-grajie 1

stretches its branches down to the water's
edge, stopping the way along the yellow
beach, the Kingfisher delights to resort, sit-

ting on a projecting twig; here he waits
patiently for tlic ai>proach of some small



fisli, on which he rtrops perpendicularly, and
having seized it in his powerful beak, emerges

,
from the wave, and returns to his former
station to swallow it. It is a verj’ shy and
recluse bird ; I have found scarcely any more
diflicult of approach : the posts ofobservation
which he chooses are mostly such as com-
mand a wide view ; and it was very wary ;

. long bcfoie the gunner can creep within
sliot, the bird takes alarm, and darts away

[

to a distant tree. Often ns it sits watching,
and sometimes at the moment of flying, it

,
utters a loud rattling chiirr." “ The form of

' the body of this bird, in conjunction with
: the head and beak, is wedge-shaped, the tip
of the latter being the point. This form is

admirably suited for its sudden and im-
petuous plunges upon its fisliy prey : as the

' powerful texture, great size, sharp point, and
cutting edges of the beak, arc for holding it.

The feathers of the throat and breast are of
the closest texture, and lie on each other
like scales, preventing the access of any

; water .to the body, while, ftora tlieir glossy,
satiny surface, the water is thrown olf in-
stantly on emersion, as from the plumage of
a duck. The feet again, though small, arc
muscular, the tarsus very short, the toes

! nnited into a broad, flat palm, and tlic claws
' unu.sually strong, short, and sharp. When
one remembers that the Kingfisher digs his
own cave out of the clayey or gravelly cliffs

to the depth of several feet, we shall see the
use of his strong and broad feet, os we may
see it also in the Mole.”

Mr. Waterton, in his ‘ Essays,’ has fur-
nished some interesting notes on the habits
of the Kingfisher, with a selection from wliich
we will conclude tlie article : “ Modern or-
nitliologists,” says this gentleman, “ have
thought fit to remove the Kingfisher from
the laud birds, and assign it a place amongst
the water-fowl. To me the change appears
a had one ; and I could wish to see it brought
back again to the original situation in which
our ancestors liad placed it : for there seems
to be nothing in its external formation which
can warrant this arbitrary transposition.
The plumage of the Kiimfisher is precisely
that of the land bird, and, of course, some
parts of tlie skin are bare of feathers

; while
the whole body is deprived of that thick
coat of down so remarkable in those birds
which are classed under the denomination
of water-fowl. Its feet arc not webbed, its

breast-bone is formed like that of land birds ;

and its legs are ill calculated to enable it

to walk into the water. Thus wo sec that
it can neither swim with the duck, nor dive
with the merganser, nor wade with the heron.
Its act of immersion in the water is qidtc
momentary, and bears no similarity to the
Immersion of those water-fowl which can
pursue their prey under the surface, ami
[>crscvcrc for a certain length of time, tiii

they lay hold of it. Still the mode of taking
it) forsl is similar to that of the gulls, which
first sec the fish, and then plunge into the

j
deep to obtain it ; but this bird dilfcrs from

i
the gull in every other habit.” “ If the

I

Kingflsiicr is to Ihj considered a water-bird
.
merely because it draws its sustenance from

the water, then our modem innovators ought
to consider the osprey in the same light

:

and even the barn owl might give them a
hint that she feels inclined to seek a new
acquaintance

; for I myself have seen her
plunge into the water, bring out a fish, and
convey it to her nest. Indeed, the swallow,
with a still better grace, might ask permission
to form a new division, distant both from
land and water-birds, and call it ethereal

;

because it procures the whole of its sustenance
from insects in the circumambient air.” “ I
love to take my stand behind a large tree,

and watch the Kingfisher as he hovers over
the water, and at last plunges into it, with
a velocity like that of an arrow from a bow.
How we are lost in astonishment wdieu we
reflect that instinct forces this little bird to
seek its sustenance underneath the water

;

and that it can emerge from it in perfect
safety

; though it possesses none of the fa-
culties (save that of plunging) which have
been so liberally granted to most other birds
which frequent the deep I I sometimes fancy
that it is all over with it, when I see it plunge
into a pond,which I know to be well stocked
with ravenous pike ; still it invariably re-
turns uninjured, and prepares to take another
dip.” “ There are people who imagine that
the brilliancy of the i>lumage of birds has
some connection with a tropical sun. Here,
how'cver, in our own native bird, we have
an instance that the glowing sun of the
tropics is not required to produce a splendid
plumage. The hottest parts of Asia and of
Africa do not present us with an azure more
rich and lovely than that which adorns the
back of this charming little bird ; wdiile
throughout the whole of America, from Hud-
son’s Bay to Tierra del Fuego, there has not
been discovered a Kingfisher with colours
half so rich or beautiful. Asia, Africa, and
America offer to the naturalist a vast abun-
dance of different species of the Kingfisher.
Europe presents only one ; but that one is

like a gem of the finest lustre.”

KINKAJOU. (Ccrcoleptcs.) A genus of
Plantigrade Carnivora allied to the Coati-
mondis. It has a very long tail, which is pre-
hensile at the end : the muzzle is short, the

KIUKAJOr:.—tCEHOOLKPrXB OAUorvonvoT.us )

tongue slender and extensile ; with two
pointed muiars before, and three tubercular
ones behind. One species only is known,
iCcrcolcptea caudivolvulus.') [See I’OTTO.]

KITK. (/-'nrcomili/itg.) This well-known
hiril may be distinguished from all the rest
of the hawk kind by its forked tail. Its
length Is a little more than two ibet, and its
breadth live : the bill is two inches long,
very much curved at the end, and of horn

^ ^Daijulaf ©iettnuary of '|[ntmatrlr iQaturp. 361
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colour : the feathers on the head and neck
are long and narrow, of a hoary colour,
streaked with brown

; legs yellow
j
claws

black. It is almost perpetually on the
wing ; and appears to repose on the bosom
of the air without making the least effort to
support itself, so easy and elegant is its

KTTE.—(FAt.OO MILVOS.)

motion there. It is, however, intent on its

prey beneath ; and as the young cliicken,
ducks, goslings, &c. suffer by the Kite’s de-
predations, it is proscribed by the universal
voice of every rural district. Were it not
for this, its appearance would be welcomed
as the harbinger of clear skies and fine
weather ; for it is in such that it makes its

principal excursions. It breeds in large
forests, or wooded hilly countries ; and lays
two or three eggs, of a whitish colour, spotted
with pale yellow, and of a roundish form. In
the breeding season it will at times approach
near the outskirts of villages, seeking ma-
terials for its nest ; but in general it avoids
the haunts of man. The nest is usually in
the fork of a thick tree, where it is concealed
by the branches : the external part is formed
of twigs, thickly matted together ; and the
interior is lined with wogl, or some other
soft and warm substance. The young re-
main a long time in the nest, and are ex-
tremely voracious in their appetite ; so that

I

to provide them with food requires consider-
able labour, and greatly heightens the parent
bird’s audacity.
There was a time when the Kite appears

to have been of as much service in London,
ns the Vulture still is in some of the crowded
cities of the East s for we rend that in the
reign of Henry VI 11. the British metropolis
swarmed with Kites, attracted thither by
the various kinds of offal thrown into the
streets, and that these birds fearlessly de-
scended, and fearlessly performed the sca-

venger's office in the midst of the i>coplc, it

being forbidden to kill them. When such
a fact ns this is brought before our eyes, the
“street nuisances” of the present day appear
like n comparative luxury i and we arc apt
to think that “ metropolitan improvements ”

must have since gone on at such a rate that
there can no longer be any room for them.

The AIississiPPi Kite. (Elamu Mis-
siasippicmis.l 'the celebrated American

;

ornithologist, Wilson, thus introduces this
species : “ In my perambulations I fre- i

qucntly remarked this hawk sailing about
\

in easy circles, and at a considerable height '

in the air, generally in company with the -

turkey buzzards, whose manner of flight it
;

so exactly imitates as to seem the same
species, only in minature, or seen at a more
immense height. Why these two birds,

,

whose food and maimers, in other respects,
are so different, should so frequently asso- '

eiate together in air, I am at a loss to com- '

prehend. We cannot for a moment suppose i

them mutually deceived by the similarity
of each other’s flight : the keenness of their
vision forbids all suspicion of this kind,

i

They may perhaps be engaged, at such times,
in mere amusement, as they are observed

!

to soar to great heights previous to a storm ;

or, what is more probable, they may both be
in iiursult of their respective food. One,
that he may reconnoitre a vast extent of

;

surface below, and trace the tainted at-
;

mosphere to his favourite carrion
; the other,

in search of those large beetles, or coleop-
terous insects, that are known often to wing
the higher regions of the air ; and which, in
the tliree individuals of this species of hawk
which I examined by dissection, were the
only substances found in their stomachs.

|

For several miles, as I passed near Bayo '

Manchak, the trees were swarming with a
j

kind of cicada, or locust, that made a deaf-
|

ening noise
;
and here I observed numbera

of the hawk now before us sweeping about
among the trees like swallows, evidently
in pursuit of these locusts

;
so that insects,

it would appear, are the principal food of
this species. Yet when we contemplate the
beak and talons of this bird, both so sharp and
powerful, it is difficult to believe that they
were not intended by nature for some more
formidable prey than licetles, locusts, or
grasshoppers ; and I doubt not but mice,
lizards, snakes, and small birds, furnish him
with an occasional repast.

“ This hawk, which proved to be a male,
though wounded and precipitated fVom a

j

vast height, exhibited, in his distress, symp-
|

toms of great strength, and an almost un-
conquerable spirit. I no sooner approached
to pick liim up than he instantly gave battle,
striking rapidly with his claws, wheeling
round and round ns he lay partly on his
rump ; and defending himself with great
vigilance and dexterity

;
while his dark red

eve sparkled with rage. Nowithstanding
all my caution in seizing him to carry him
home, he struck his hind claw into my' hand
with such force ns to penetrate into the
bone. The Mississipi.i Kite measures fourteen
inches in length, and three feet in extent.
The head and neck of a hoary white ; the
lower parts a whitish ash ;

bill, cere, lores,

and narrow line round the eye, black ; back,
rump, scapulars, and wing-coverts, dark
blackish ash ; wings very long and pointed ;

the primaries arc black, marked down each
side of the shaft with reddish sorrel : all the
upper plumage at the roots is white ; the
scapulars arc also spotted with white ; tail
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slightly forked, and, as well as the rump,
jet black : legs vermillion, tinged with
orange, and becoming blackish towards the
toes ; claws black ; iris of the eye dark red;
pupil, black. The long pointed wings and
forked taii point out the affinity of this
bird to that.family or subdivison of the falco
genus, distinguished by the name of Kites,
wliich saii without flapiiing the wings, and
cat from their talons as they glide along.”

KITTEK [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus Cerura.

KIWI. A remarkable and curious bird
of New Zealand, which we have described
under ArxERrx, (.Apteryx Australis) or
Wingless Emu. “ These birds,” tlie Rev.
W. Yatc observes, “ hide themselves during
the day ; and come out of their retreats,
which are generally small holes in the earth,
or under stones, at night, to seek for their
food. They run very fast, and are only to
be caught by dogs, by torch-light, which
they sometimes kick and bruise severely.
They are highly prized, when taken, which
is very rarely, by the natives ; and their skins
are kept till a sufficient number are col-
lected to make into a garment. I have only
seen one garment made of skins of this bird,
daring my si.x years and a half residence in
New Zealand : and no consideration would
induce the man to whom it belonged to part
with it.” The flesh is black, sinewy, tough,
and tasteless, [Sec AtTEKV.x.J

KNOTHORN [^lOTHSl. A name given
by coilectors to Motlis of the genus Phycita.

KOKAKO. The name given by the na-
tives of New Zealand to a corvine bird,

1
cailcd, by some, the New Zcaiand Crow.

. [Sec Gi.aucopis Ci.veuea.]

I
.
KOODOO, or STRIPED ANTELOPE.

: (Anltlope slrepsiceros.) This magnificent ani-
mal has no rival among the Antelope genus
for size and height, or for bold and widely
spreading homsi It is eight feet in length

z-.... on arniFFn AMTi’i.orp:.
( AM . It oi'fc B rnr.FHt'-i.: . -M.)

and four feet in height at the shoulder ; with
ponderous horns beautiful ly twisted, having
a prominent spiral ridge running obliquely
from the base to the point, and extending to
the length of about four feet. The colour of
the back and sides is a light brown, witli a
narrow white band along the spine, and
several similar stripes descending obliquely
down the sides and hips ; thebelly and under
parts being of a pale hue. The head is large,

the ears broad, and the limbs thick and
robust; yet, notwithstanding its heavy make,
it takes long bounding leaps tvith surprising
agility. It inhabits the woody parts of Caf-
fraria, along the banks of the rivers ; and
when pursued takes to the water.

KUKXJPA. A beautiful species of Wood-
pigeon known by this name in New Zealand,
where it is very plentiful. It is described
by the Rev. W. Yate as “ much larger than
the largest wild or tame pigeons in England,
and has a plumage unrivalled among the
extensive family of doves for splendour and
variety

:
green, purple, and gold are, how-

ever, tile prevailing colours. It is a heavy-
flying bird, which makes it an easy prey to
the hawks, with which the woods abound.
They are easily killed with a spear or a
musket ; and if two birds are found upon
the same tree, they are either so sluggish or
stupid as not to fly when one is either killed
or wounded. They feed upon the berries of
the Miro

;

are most delicious eating ; and
are in season from January to June. Tlie
natives destroy vast numbers of these birds,

and value them much, on account of both
the quantity and tlie quality of their flesh.

LABRIIS : LABRIDA3. A genus and
family of Acanthopterygious fishes, the spe-
cies of which are very numerous in tropical
seas ; and even on our own shores they are
abundant. The Labridcc family (AVrasses
or Rock-fish, as they are also called) are
chiefly remarkable for their thick flesliy lips,

their large and strong conical teetli, their
oblong scaly body, and their brilliant co-
lours. They are further generically distin-
guished by a single dorsal fin, extending
nearly the whole length of the back, part of
the rays spinous, and behind tlie point ofeach
spinous ray a short membranous filament.
[See WitASSE,]

LACERTA : LACERTID.E. A genus
and family of reptiles. [See Lizaiid.]

LACKEY [AtOTl IS]. A name given by
collectors to species of Moths of the genus
Ctisiocam2>a.

LADY-BIRD. The popular name given
to a well-known genus of coleopterous iii-

TiADT-nino ANn i.Anv*.
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sects, wliich are sometimes seen, in vast
numbers, in hop plantations, &c., where they
are of infinite service in destroying tlie

various species of Aphides, wliich are so pre-

I
judicial to certain plants and fruit-trees.

I

[See COCCINELLA.]

j

I/iEMODIPODA. The name of an order
of marine Crustaceans, with sessile eyes, and
in which the posterior extremity of the body
exhibits no distinct branchial. The body is

almost linear or filiform, and with the head
:
consists of eight or nine segments, with some
small tubercle-like appendages at its pos-
terior and inferior extremity : the limbs arc

i terminated by a strong hook. The females
carry their ova beneath the second and tliird

segments of the body in a pouch formed of
approximated scales. The Cyamus Ceti, or
Whale louse, is an example of this order.

I.AGOMYS. A genus of Rodent Quad-
rupeds, separated from the Hares. The
Alpine Laqomts {Lagomys Alpinus) has
sometimes been confounded with the Vary-
ing Hare, in consequence of the latterhaving
also obtained the name of A Ipine ; but is a
far smaller animal, scarce exceeding a
Guinea-pig (Cavia copayha) in size, and
measuring only nine inches in length j

while
it has a long head, and the ears are short,

broad, and rounded. It is a native of the
Altaic mountains, extending even ns far as

Kamtschatka ; inhabiting woody tracts

amidst rocks and cataracts, and forming
burrows beneath the rocks, or lodging in

their fissures. In fair weather they seldom
leave their holes in the day-time ; but when
the weather is dull they are seen running
about among the rocks, and frequently ut-

tering a sort of whistle or chirping bird-like

sound. During the autiunn they prepare
for their winter support, by collecting a
plentiful assortment of the finest herbs and
grasses ; which, after drj^ing in the sun, they
dispose into heaps of various sizes, according
to the number of animals employed in form-
ing them : these are easily distinguishable

even through the deep snow, being often

several feet in height and breadth. These
little hayricks, raised by their industrious

labours, are often found of great service to

the adventurous sable-hunters, whose horses

would perish were it not for the supplies

wliich they thus occasionally discover. For
this reason the Alpine Hare has a name
among every Siberian and Tartar nation

where it is found : a ciroumstanco which
marks its importance to society ;

for few

animals, so diminutive, are noticed in those

I

regions, unless possessed of some valuable

; or attractive qualities.

The OoOTONA llAitB. (Lagomys Ogotonn.)

This little animal, whose lengtli is only six

inches, inhabits the vast deserts of Mongolia,

and the frontiers of Chinese Tartary, living

in sandy plains or on rocky mountains. It

sometimes burrows under the soil, or con-

ceals itself under heaps of stones, and forms

a soft nest at no great depth from the sur-

face. Before the approach of winter these

animals collect large riuanlitics of herbs,

I

with which they fill tlicir holes; and, di-

rected by the same instinct as the Alpine
Dagomys, they also form hemispherical ricks

of hay, about a foot high, for their support :

during the inclement season. The colour of i

the Ogotona Hare is a pale brown above, i

and white beneath : on the nose is a ycl-
j

lowish spot, which colour is seen on the out- !

sides of the limbs and the space atout the
|

rump. Hawks, magpies, and owls indiscri-

minately prey on them ; but their most
|

formidable enemies arc the cat, the fitchet,

and the ermine.

The Calling Hap.e iLagomys pusUlus)
extremely resembles the Ogotona Hare, just

described, but is rather smaller. The hei^
is long, and covered with fur to the very tip

of the nose ; the ears are large and rounded

;

and the legs very short. The whole body is

covered with very soft, long, smootli f^,
of a brownish lead colour, with the hairs

tipped with black ; but on the sides a yel-

lowish tinge prevails. It is an inhabitant
of the south-east parts of Russia, and is an
animal of so solitary a nature, that it is very
rarely to be seen even in places it most fre-

quents. It commonly chooses its residence

OALr.lNO HARE.—(LAOOalTS PnSIT.T.OS )

in some dry gentle declhdty, where the turf

is firm and covered with bushes : it there

forms an obliquely descending burrow, the

entrance of which is scarcely more than two
Inches in diameter ;

and so numerous and
intricate are the avenues which lead to their i

retreats, that they would with great difii-

culty be discovered, did not their voice be-

tray them. This voice resembles the piping
of a quail, but is so loud that it may be heard
at a surprising distance, particularly ns

there is nothing in the structure of its or-

gans which can account for so imwerful a
tone. These little animals are of an ex-
tremely gentle disposition, and easily tamed. I

Their pace is a kind of leaping motion, but
not very quick, nor do they run well, on

;

account of the shortness of their legs. ;

DAGOPUS. [See Ptahmioan.]

HAGOSTOMUS. A genus of Rodent
Jlninmalia, in which the fore feet are fur-

nished with four toes, the hinder with three
j

onlv, ns in the Cavies, all of them armed
;

with stout claws adapted for digging. The
cars arc of moderate size, and the tail com-
paratively short. Their three anterior mo-
lars of the upper jaw consist each of two
double layers, and the last of three. The
only known species (Lagivtomtis trichndac-

tylus) is about the size of a Hare, and in-

habits Chili and Brazil : its general colour



is grayish ; tire fur of two sorts, one entirely

white", and the other, which is coarser, black,

except at the base j the under parts white.

Its motions are quick, and resemble those of
a Kabbit ; and it seeks its food by night,

I

L4G0ST0MO3 . 18CACCIA.

subsisting wholly on vegetables ; inhabits
the level country j and is not esteemed as
food. It has very generally obtained the
name of Viscaclui

;

and it has also been
figured in Griffith’s edition of Cuvier’s
liegne Animal uuder the name of the Diana
Jfarmot.

T>AGRriD/E. A family of small Coleop-
terous insects, found in woods and hedges,
and upon plants, counterfeiting death when
alarmed, like the Cantharidas. The head
anti thorax are narrow ; the elvtra soft and
fle.xible : and the antennae filiform. Their
bodies arc soft, and although they creep but
awkwardly, they are active on the wing.
The larviB are found in the winter, under
dead oak leaves, upon which they feed :

when disturbed, they roll themselves up,
with the head bent towards the tail

;
and

they assume the pupa state without forming
any cocoon. The species are few in number,
but widely dispersed.

LAJIB. The young of the Sueep.

I.AMBRITS. A genus of short-tailed
Crustacea, most of the species of which are
tropical : many of them have very long
fore-legs, and arc curiously covered with
knobs and spines.
The Enrunome afpern is the only member

of this group found in the British seas.

L.VMELLIBRAN'CIIIATA. An order of
acephalous 'headless) molluscs, in bivalve
shells ; all the species being aquatic. In
these the mouth is not situated uiioii a pro-
minent part of the body, nor assisted in its

choice of fuoil by organs of special sensation
in its neighlxiurhosKl ; but the entrance to

the stomach is buried between the folds of
the mantle. The shell of these animals is

composed of particles of carbonate of lime,
exuded from the surface of the mantle, and
contained in the cavities of cells, or lictween
layers of membrane ; and a constant relation

Is preserved between the size of the animal
and that of Its shell. The valves arc con-
nected together in various ways. In the
first place, they are jointed by a hinge i which
is sometimes formed by the locking of a con-
tinuous ridge on one valve into a groove in

the other, and sometimes by little projections

which fit into corresponding hollows in the

opposite valve. Near the hinge is fixed thn

ligament

;

which is composed of an elastic
animal substance, and answers the purpose
of binding the valves together, and at the
same time keeping them a little apart, which
may be regarded ns their natural position.

The Lamellibranchiata have usually more
power of motion than the other Acephala ;

but they do not in general attain any great
size. They are distributed over the whole
globe, principally frequenting the shores or
shallows ;

but the largest kinds are only
found in warm latitudes.

LAMEH/ICORNES. The name by which
an extensive section of Coleoptera tribe is

distinguished. With respect to the size of
the body, and the variety of forms exliibitod
in the head and thorax, it is one of the most
beautiful of the coleopterous order

; while
those species which in their perfect state
live upon fresh vegetable substances display
metallic colours of great brilliancy : the
majority, however, are of an uniform black
or brown colour. All have wings ; and they
crawl but slowly on the ground. They feed
on manure and other decomposed sub-
stances

;
but some species subsist on the

roots of vegetables, and in their larva state
do great injury to the cultivator. The an-
tenme are always short ; they usually con-
sist of nine or teu joints, and are terminated
in a club, generally composed of the three
lost, which are lamellar, and are either
arranged like a fan, a comb, or the leaves
of a book. The larva! have the body long,
nearly semi-c.yliudricnl, soft, often trans-
versely wrinkled, whitish-coloured, twelve-
jointed, with the head scaly, armed with
strong jaws and six scaly feet. A general
idea of their form may be obtainedfrom that
of the grub which produces the common
Cockchafer. Some species do not change to
pupa! until they have passed three or four
years os larva: ; they form for themselves in
their retreats, with the earth or the debris
of the materials they have gnawed, a cocoon
of an ovoid form, or in the shape of an elon-
gated ball, of which the particles are fastened
together with a glutinous secretion.

I-AMELLIPEDES. The terra applied to
the third section of the order Conchifera
Dimyaria, containing Bivalves, with the foot
ofthe animal broad and thin ; os in the genus
Cardiacca, Sec.

T/AMPREY. iPetromyzon mariniis.) This
fish has a long and slender body, nearly cy-
lindrical, resembling an cel ; and its skin,

which has no scales, is covered with a glu-
tinous mucus. The Marine or Sea Eamproy
sometimes grows to a very large size (three
feet in length) j

the British specimens, how-
ever, are generally for inferior in magnitude.
The usual colour of the Eamprey is a dull
brownish olive, clouded with yellowish-white
variegations ; the bock darker than the other
parts, and the abdomen paler : the fins are
tinged with dull orange, and the tail with
blue. The mouth is of a round form, re-
sembling that of a leech, and, like it, pos-

j

sesscs the power of sucking and adhering
I to stones or other substances with extra-

I
ordinary tenacity. The tongue, which tuoves

I I .3

I
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;

to and fro like a piston, and whicli is the
principal instrument in the act of suction,
is furnished with two longitudinal rows of
small tcetli, and the mouth is lined with
several circular rows. On the top of the
head is a smail orifice or spout-hole, through
which is discharged the superfluous water
taken in at the mouth and gills ; and on
each side the neck is a row of seven equi-
distant spiracles, or breathing-holes. In re-
ference to this respiratory apparatus Jlr.
Owen has remarked, that “ when the Larry-
prey is firmly attached, as is commonly the
case, to foreign bodies, by means of its suc-
torial mouth, it is obvious that no water can
jiass by that aperture from the pharynx to
the gills i it is therefore alternately received
and expelled by the external apertures.”
The first dorsal tin, which is rather shallow,
with a rounded outline, commences towards
the lower part of the back ; the second is

nearly of the same extent, but with a sub-
triangular outline : the tail is short, and
slightly roimded.
The Lamprey usually quits the sea in the

spring for the purpose of spawning, and after

an absence of a few months returns to its

original marine element. When in motion
this fish is observed to swim with consider-
able vigour and rapidity, but it is more com-
monly seen attached by the mouth to some
large stone or other substance, the body
hanging at rest, or obeying the motion of
the current, so strong is its power of suction.

Its general habits seem pretty much to re-

semble those of the eel ;
and, like the eel, it

is remarkably tenacious of life. The Lam-
prey, though its ancient repute no longer
remains, is still considered as a delicacy at

certain seasons of the year ; and the potted
Lampreys and Lamperns of Worcester are
in high estimation

;
those taken in the Severn

being preferred to all others. During cold
weather, this fish conceals itself in the cre-

vices of rocks
; and it is a usual expedient

with anglers to form pits extending to the
water-side in the vicinity of its haunts ; into
these a little blood is thrown, to induce the
Lamprey to come forth, when it is readily
taken.

Thp Rivrsn LAiirREV, or LAiirEnir. (fe-
tromyzonfluviatilin.) This well-known spe-

cies inhabits fresh waters, and is common in

the Tliamcs, the Severn, the Dee, the Tweed,
&c. It is from twelve to fifteen inches in

length ; has a rounded head, a slender cy-

lindrical body for about two-thirds of Its

length, and then compressed to the end of

i.AMPnF.r,— (puTnotiTZON Fr.oviATH.is.)

the tall. “ Formerly,” says Mr. Yarrcl. “ the

i Lampern was considered a fish of consider-

nblc importance. It was taken in gr<iit

quantities in the Thames from Battersea
Reach to Taplow Mills, and was sold to lire

'

Dutch as bait for tlie Turbot, COd, and other
fisheries. Four hundred thousand have been
sold in one season for this purpose, at the
rate of forty shillings per thousaud. From
five pounds to eight pounds a thousand have
been given ; but a comparative scarcity of
late years, and consequent increase in price,

has obliged the line fishermen to adojit otlier

substances for bait. Formerly the Thames
alone supplied from one million to twelve
hundred thousand Lampenis annually.
They are very tenacious of life, and the
Dutch fishermen managed to keep them
alive at sea for many weeks.” Great quan-
tities are also taken in the rivers of Ger-
many : after being fried, they are packed in
barrels by layers, between each of which is

a layer of bay leaves and spices, sprinkled
over with vinegar ; and in tliis state they
are sent to other countries. This species
spawns in April and May. It feeds on in-
sects, worms, &e., and is a prolific fish

There are a few more species, of a smaller
size i but in all the main characteristics they

^

correspond with the foregoing.

LAMPYRIDrE. A family of Coleopterous
insects, having for its type the genus Lam-
pyris. The LampyrvdcE are distinguished
by hatdng five joints to all the tarsi ; flexible

elytra ; and the body usually elongated and
somewhat depressed ; by the thorax project-
ing more or less over the head ; small man-
dibles, terminated by n sharp point ; the
penultimate joint of the tarsi always bilo^

bate
;
the terminal claws simple ; and the

antennaj approximated at the base. In some
species the females arc apterous, and in

others fiirnished only with short elytra.

They are voracious in their habits ; preying
[

in the larva state upon the bodies of snails,

and not upon plants. The species arc, for
!

the most part, exotic, and arc often oma- ;

mented with red or yellow and black colours, i

Scarcely any exceed an inch in length.
;

When alarmed, they fold their antenna: and
legs against the body, and remain motion-
less, 08 though dead ; many, also, at such

;

times, bend their abdomen downwards. The
three most important genera are Lj/ciix,

Omalisus, and Dictyoptcra. [See Glow-
•WOKM.]

LANNER. (Falco lan/iariiis.) A bird
j

of the long-winged Hawk kind, rather less
|

than the buzzard. It breeds in France, :

where it continues the whole year, is very I

docile, and seems well adapted to all the
purposes of hawking. It is also met with in

Ireland, and is thus described by Pennant

:

The ear is a palish blue ; the crown of the
head, brown and yellow clay-colour ; aliove

each eye a broad white line posses to the
hind part of the head ; and beneath each a
black mark points downwards. The throat
is white ; the breast is tinged with dull

yellow, and marked with brown spots point-

ing downwards ; the thighs an<l vent arc

spotted in a similar manner ; the back and
coverts of the wings arc a deep brown, edged
with a paler tinge i the quill-feathers arc

dusky ; the inner webs arc marked with
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oval rust-coloured spots ; and the tail is

spotted iu the same maimer as the wings.

LA2sTERN-FLY. (.FiiJgora lantem-
aria.) This insect is curious both on ac-
count of its size and its singular properties.

It is nearly three inches and a half in length
from the tip of the front to that of the tail,

and about five inches and a half broad with
its wings expanded : the body is of a length-
ened oval shape, sub-cylindric, and divided
into several rin^s or segments ; while the
head is distinguished by a singular prolon-
gation, which sometimes equals the rest of
the body in size. In tliis projection the lumi-
nous property of the Lantern-fly is said to
exist ; but the luminosity of this insect— of
which there are several species— is doubted
by most naturalists ; who say, that if it

really exists, it is only at particular seasons.
It is therefore but right that we should give
our authority:—Madame Meriau, in her
work on the Insects of Surinam, says, “ The
Indians once brought me, before I knew
that they shone by night, a number of these
I.antem-flics, which I shut up iu a large
wooden box. In the night they made such

I-AI.-rrKK ILT. -(foloorv lantfrkap.ia.)

a noise that I awoke in a fright, and ordered
a light to lie brought ; not knowing from
whence the noise proceeded. As soon os we
found that it came from the box, we opened
it ! but were still much more alarmed, and
let it fall to the ground in a fright, at seeing
a flame of fire come out of it ;

and as many
I

animals os came out, so many flames of fire

appeared. When we found this to be the
case, we recovered from our fright, and again
collected the insects, highly admiring their
splendid apiiearnncc.”
The ground-colour is an elegant yellow,

with a strong tinge of green, and marked
with numerous bright brown striiics and
s[iots ; the wings are very large, and tlic

]i)wer pair are decorated with a large cye-
sha|icd spot on the middle of each, the iris

or bonier of the spot being red, and the
centre half red and half semitransparent
white ; the head or lantern is pale yellow,
with longitudinal red striiics. This bcauti-

I fill insect is a native of several parts of
. South America. [See FfpooitA.]

The Fiilr/rirn candrlaria, a native of
I
China, is a much smaller siiccics; measuring

' nfsiiit two inches in length, and two inclies

and a half in breailth. Tlic body is oval,

I

nc'l the head prorliiccil into a long liom-

\

so.ijicd priKicss : the colours arc very elegant;

;

the head niid horn being of a fine rcildish

brown, and covered with numerous white
specks : the thorax is of a deep yellow, and
the body black above, but deep yellow be-
neath : the wings are oval

;
the upper pair

blackish, with numerous green reticulations, 1

dividing the whole surface into innumerable
squares, and farther decorated by several
yellow spots : the under wings are orange-
coloured, with broad black tips.

LAP-DOG. The little pets of the draw-
ing-room and boudoir who bear the enviable
appellation of Ladies' Lap-dogs, and who
for years past have been growing “ small by
degrees and beautifully less,” belong to that
race of Dogs which have been described as

“timid, fond, and affectionate— the most
grateful for kindness, the most patient under
ill-treatment;”— of course W'e mean the
Spaniels ; and, therefore, under that word
will the Lap-dog’s zoological character be
found. Nature originally, without doubt,
had some baud in the production of these
highly-favoured diminutives ; but her em-
pire over them has long been usurped_by
Fancy and Fashion, who have agreed— tliat

the ears of these companions of female love-
liness should be remarkably long and i'ltll,

and the hair (of the ears more especially)
plentiful and beautifully waved ; that
“ liver-colour-and-white,” though its pre-
tensions to beauty are but moderate, is not
to be despised; that “black-and-white” is

entitled to our particular regard ; but that
the dear little “ black-and-tan ” variety is

vastly to be preferred to either ; while it is

absolute treason to honour any with the
title of “King Charles’s breed” which do
not possess certain indubitable signs of royal
descent, as a black-roofed mouth, &c. There
is also a variety of the Spaniel, generally of
a white colour, and the hair of which is ex-
tremely long : it is called the Maltese dog,
and is said to be one of the most elegant of
the Lap-dog tribe.

LAPPET [MOTII]. A name given by
collectors to species of Moths, of tlie genera
Gastropacha and Eutricha.

LAPWING orPEEWIT. (.Vanellus ciis-

tatus.) This bird, which is about the size of
a pigeon, belongs to the snipe and plover
tribe. It is found in this country in large
flocks, except during the pairing season,
when it seiiaratcs for the purposes of incuba-
tion. It builds a slight inartificial nest on
the ground, and lays four eggs of an olive

cast spotted with black. The Lapwing’s
bill is black ; the crown of the head and the
crest arc of a shining black ; the cheeks and
sides of the neck, white : the throat and fore-

part of the neck arc black ; the hind part, a
mixture of red, white, and cinereous. The
back and scapulars arc of a glossy green co-
lour. the latter variegated with purple : the
small wing-coverts are ofa rcsplemlcut black
blue and green hue ; the ^treater quill-fea-
thers arc black ; and the breast and belly
are while. The vent and coverts of the tall

are orange-coloured ; the tall is black and
white ; ttiid the legs arc red. The young
birds run about very soon after they arc
hatched. During this period the old ones
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are very assiduous in their attention to their
'

charge : on the approach of any person, they
flutter round his head with great inquietude, '

and if he persists in advancing they wili cn-
j

deavour to draw liim away, hy running aiong
the ground as if lame, and thereby inviting 1

pursuit. It subsists chiefly on worms and
the animalcul® of the sea-shore. These
birds are very lively and active, being almost
continually in motion, sporting and frolick-

ing in the air, in all directions, or springing
and bounding from spot to spot with great
agility.

“Far from her nest, the lapwing cries
‘ away.' ’’

—

Shaks.

In the month of October they are in good
condition for the table, and their eggs are

considered a delicacy. [See Tehutbko.]

LARFD.®. Birds of the Gull tribe, all of

which are oceanic in their habits, and distin-

guished for great powers of flight. [See Gull
aud Lestkis.]

BARK. (Alauda.) There are many spe-

cies of this bird, aud their great characteristic

distinction from other birds consists in^tlie

extreme elongation in an almost straight

line of their hinder claws ; by this formation

the prehensile faculty is nearly destroyed,

and consequently, tvith the exception of a

few species with shorter claws, they are^ in-

capable of perching upon trees. The bill is

straight, slender, bending a little towards
the end, and sharp-pointed : the toes are all

divided to their origin, the nostrils are co-

' vered with feathers, and the tongue is bifld.

These are the only birds that sing during

flight ; and there is something very delightful

in listening to their melodious strains when
the performers are soaring aloft, beyond the

reach of human ken. From the situation of

their nests they are greatly exposed to the

attacks of predaceous animals of the weasel

kind, which destroy great numbers of the

eggs and young. The species which first

claims our notice is

The Sicr-LARK. (Alaiu/a arvetisis.') This

delightful songster, the most harmonious of

the whole family, is universally diffused

throughout Europe, and is everywhere ex-

tremely prolific. It is about seven inches m

length : bill dusky, the base of the under
mandible yellowish : the feathers cn the top :

of the head are dusky, edged with rufous
brown ; they are rather elongated, and may
be set up ns a crest : the plumi^c on the
upper part of the body is reddish-brown,
with the middie darkest, and the ed^es rather
paie : the upper part of the breast is yellow,
spotted with black ; and the lower part of
the body is a pale yellow. Tlie tail is dusky
brown ; legs dusky ; claws dusky ; the hind i

one being very long, straiglit, and strong.

The male is of a deeper colour, and larger
than the female ; and is further distinguished
hj^ having the hind claw longer. The spe-
cies is subject, however, to considerable va-
riety ; and has even been found of a pure
wliite colour. The Sky-lark commences his

song early in the spring, continuing it during
the whole summer, and is one of the few
birds that chant whilst on the wing. When
it first rises from the earth, its notes are
feeble and interrupted ; as it ascends, how-
ever, they gradually swell to their full tone,

and long after the bird has reached a height ;

where it is lost to the eye, it still continues '

to charm the ear with its melody. It mounts i

almost perpendicularly, and by successive
j

springs, and descends in an oblique direction, I

unless when threatened with danger, when
j

it drops like a stone. The female forms her
nest on the ground, beneath some turf, which

j

serves at once to hide aud shelter it ; some- i

times in corn-fields ; and, at others, in va-

rious sorts of pasturage. She lays four or ^

five dirty white eggs, blotched and spotted .

with brown s and she generally produces S

two broods in a year. These prolific birds I

!

are granivorous : they are most abundant in

the more open and highest cultivated situa- i

tions abounding in com, being but seldom i

seen in extensive moors at a distance from
arable land. In winter they assemble in '

vast fiocks, grow very fat, and are taken in

great numbers for the table.

The Woon-LAitK (Alaiida arborca")

greatly resembles the Sky-lark, though it is

much smaller, and the colours are less dis-

tinct. The feathers on the crown and iqiper

Iiarts of the body are marked with dusky
spots edged with light reddish brorvn : from
the beak over the eye is a narrow yellowish
white band surrounding the crown of the

head J the feathers over the cars ore brown,
beneath which is another light band : quills

dusky ; neck and breast yellowish white,

tinged with brown, and marked with dusky
spots : tail short ; the four outer feathers on
each side black, with dirty white tips ; tail-

coverts very long and brorvn : legs yellowish
flesh-colour : hind claws long, and slightly

bent. It is generally found near the Ixmicrs

of woods, perches on trees, and sings during
the night, so ns sometimes to lie mistaken
for the nightingale. When kept in n_ cage,

near one of the latter birds, it often strives to

excel it, and, if not speedily removed, will

fall a victim to emulation. This species can

be cosily distinguished from the Sky-lark

during flight, ns it does not mount in the air

in a perpendicular manner, and continue

hovering ami singing in the same simt liUe
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that bird ; but will often rise to a great
height, and keep flying in large irregular

;

circles, singing the whole time with little

I

intermission, sometimes for an hour together.

WOOD-I.ARK.—(s.i.AaDS AnnonaA.)

i Its song, though not so loud ns that of the
Sky-lark, is more melodious, and may some-
times be heard in fine weather even in the
depth of winter. This bird feeds on grain,

: seeds, and insects : its nest is placed under
' a tuft of high grass or furze, or in a low
bush ; and is made of dry grass, lined with
finer grass and hair. The female lays four
or five eggs, of a dusky colour, interspersed

:
with deep brown spots, and, like the former

i
species, often raises two broods in the year.

I It is a general inhabitant of Europe, but not

I

so plentiful as the Sky-lark. It is more
I
abundant in Devonshire than in any other

;
part of England. These birds get very fat
after harvest, and ore taken in great num-
bers.

The Crested Iy,VRK (Alaiula cristata)H
distinguished from other species by the
feathers on the crown of the head being
much elongated and forming a crest, which
is darker than the rest of the plumage. The

I

back is ash-coloured, spotted with brown ;

the breast and belly yellowish white i and
the throat is beautifully spotted. The tail

is rather short ; the two outer feathers, with
their exterior edges, white, tinged with red.
The song of this bird is fine, but not equal

j
to the Skylark : its al'rial excursions arc
likewise shorter. Though found in many

r

iarts of Europe, frequenting the banka of
akes and rivers, it docs nut appear to be
known in England.

The Tit-i.ark. (_Anth>a prateruis.) This
bird, which by the older writers was classed
with the larks, belongs to a different genus
and family ; but may lie dcscrilxid here.
It is of an elegant and slender shaiie, five
inches and a half in length, and nine in
breadth. The bill is black | the back and
hca<l are of a greenish brown colour, spotted
with block ; the throat and lower part of
the belly are white i the breast Is yellow,
sjHittcd with black) the tail is dusky j and

i the feet arc of a pale yellow colour. In
many parts of England this is a very com-
mon bird ; and is met with in marshes,
barren moors, nnd mountainous heaths : its

nest, made of dry gross and stalks of plants,
iiiieil with fine grass and horse-hair, is placed
on the ground amongst furze and lung gross.
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The eggs are gencralljf six in number, but
vary considerably in size and colour : and i

the Cuckoo is said to deposit its eggs among
|

them. During the period of incubation the
male sits upon an adjoining tree, and pours
forth its short but pleasing song ; it like-

wise sings in the air, increasing its song as

it descends to the branch on wliich it is

going to perch.

The Field Lark. (Anthiis aarcstis.') This
bird greatly resembles the Titlark

;
but it

may be readily distinguished from it, by the
bill being much broader at the base, and the
legs being yellowish-brown instead of dusky.
It is a solitary species, never associating in

flocks, nor seen ou the moors nnd downs,
where the Titlark is most abundant. The
nest of this species is placed only amongst
high grass in the most cultivated parts,

where there are plenty of trees. Its eggs,

of wliich there are fom-, are of a dirty bluish
white, blotched and spotted with purplish
brown. Its flight is very peculiar, mounting
up in a fluttering manner, and after some
time descending to a neighbouring tree with
motionless wiug and expanded tail, and
then alighting on the ground, warbling
during its descent. It is chiefly found in

the western and south-western counties of
'

England.
|

There are other species enumerated by
ornithologists ; as the ADiadow Lark, a

j

species common in many parts of Italy :

the Sucre Lark, known ns an inhabitant
i

both of Europe and America, nnd very
abundant in the latter continent : the
Browk Lark ; the Kock Lark, found at
the Cape of Good tlope : the Marsh Lark,
native of Germany : the Siderian Lark :

the Red Lark : the Black Lark, &c.

LAERIDiE. Afnmilyof Ilymenoptcrous
insects, small in extent, and the species of
which it is composed are but of moderate
size. They are distinguished by the labrum
being entirely or partially concealed, and
the mandibles deeply notched on the inner
side near the base. They are ordinarily
found in sandy situations, nnd are fossorial

in their habits. One species, the beautiful
and rare iJiimlus jnctus, is remarkable for the
convoluted antennas of the males ; and the
exotic genus I'aUirus is not less distinguished
by the constricted segments of its abdomen.

LATIIAMUS. A genus of Pnrrakcets
found in Australia ; as an example we may
mention

LATIIAMUS DISCOLOR, termed by the
colonists of Van Diemen’s Land the “ Swift
Farrnkeet.” During September and the four
following months this migratory species is

abundant in the gum forests, and very com-
mon in the shrubberies and gardens at 1 lobart
Town) small flights of them coiUimially
flying up and down the streets and over the
houses. They gather a flue clear honey from
the fresh-blown flowers of the liucntypH
(especially K.gihbomK), which daily expand.
They are quite fearless, nnd allow the Inhn-
bitants to pass within n few feet of their
heads. Their eggs arc laid in holes in the

'

loftiest and most inaccessible trees. For I
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other species see Mr. Gould’s Birds of Aus-
tralia.

LEAF-CUTTING BEES. [See Meoa-
CHII.E.]

LEECH. CHirudo.') A genus of suctorial
animals, or red-blooded worms, of aquatic
habits, provided with a sucker at both ends
of the body : the greater part are inhabit-
ants of fresh water

; some, however, are
only found in the sea ; wliile others live in
moist situations near stagnant water, pur-
suing earth-worms, &c. Many of them accu-
mulate their eggs into cocoons, enveloped by
a fibrous excretion, at first sight so closely re-
sembling sponge in structure as to have been
once mistaken by a distinguished naturalist
for a new genus of that family. The species
which principally deserves our attention is

I.KEOQES.

—

(Htaono MEDICINAI-Is.l

the common Leech (the Hirudo medicinalis

of Iniinajus). This species, which is usually
about the length of the middle finger, bears

a considerable resemblance to the earth-

worm in its general structure, but differs as

to the conformation of its mouth and di-

gestive apparatus. Its skin is composed of

from ninety to a hundred or more soft rings,

by means of which it acquires its agility,

and swims in the water. It has a small

head ; a black skin, edged with a yellow

line on each side, and some yellowish spots

on the back ; and the bell.y, which is of a

reddish colour, is marked with pale yellow

spots. But the most remarkable part is the

mouth, which is situated in the middle of

the cavity of the anterior sucker i and three

little cartilaginous bodies, or jaws, are seen

to be disposed around it, iu such a manner
that the three edges form three radii of a

circle. Each of these has two rows of mi-

nute teeth at its edge, so that it resembles a

its base in a bed of muscle, by the action of
'

which it is worked, in such a manner as to
cut into the skin, — a sawing movement
being given to each piece separately. It is ^

in this manner that the tri-radiate'form of
!

the leech-bite is occasioned ; each ray being !

a separate little saw, this apparatus enabling i

the leech to penetrate the skin without
causing a dangerous wound. The lacerated
character of the wound is very favourable to
the flow of blood ; which is further promoted
by the vacuum created by the action of the
sucker. The alimentary canal consists of
an msophagus, a long stomach, with ctecal
sacs, and an intestine. The operation of

'

digestion is extremely slow, notwithstanding
the rapid and excessive manner in wliich

’

the Leech fills its stomach ; a single meal '

of blood will suffice for many months ; nay,
more than a year will sometimes elapse, '

before the blood has passed through the ali-
|

mentary canal in the ordinary manner, '

during all which period so much of the
blood os remains undigested in the stomach i

continues in a fluid state. This accounts
[

for the reluctance of the Leech, after being
used to abstract blood, to repeat the opera-

j

tion ; it not only being gorged at the time,
but provided with a sufficient supply for so

;

much longer. Indeed, the true medicinal
Leech does not seem to take any solid ali-

ment, but subsists on the fluids of frogs, fish,

&c. Leeches are furnished with eight or
j

ten simple eyes, which may be detected
|

with a magnifying glass os a semi-circular
row of black points, situated above the
mouth upon the sucking srrrface of the oral
disc ; and to these visual specks it is sup-
posed they are indebted for whatever sight

they possess.

Leeches derive their principal interest

from the use that is made of them as a re-

medial agent ; but it should be observed
that there are only two species so employed,
and these are principally derived from the
South of France, Sweden, Poland, and
Hungary. It is common for the leech-
dealers to drive horses and cows into the
ponds, that the Leeches may fatten and pro-
pagate more abundantly by sucking their

blood. Children are also employed to catch
them by the hand ; and grown persons wade
into the shallow waters in the spring of the
year, and catch the Leeches that adhere to

their naked legs. In summer, when they
have retired to deeper waters, a sort of raft

is constructed of twigs and rushes, by which
a few are entangled. They arc also taken
by laying baits of liver, to which the Leeches
resort, and are then caught ; but this last

method is thought to make them sickly. A
Leech may be known to be in good health

;

if it be active in the water, and plump when '

taken out. The most certain method of
i

Inducing Ijcechcs to bite, is to cleanse the
skin thoroughly ; and they should l>e ex-

posed to the air for a short time previous to

their api>licntion, ns by this means they will

bite more freely. If they are voracious, they
may l>e applied to the part by licing held
lightly in the fingers, or they may lie placed

iu a leech-glass, which is a preferable mode.
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They should not be disturbed whilst suck-
ing, nor the patient be exposed to too great
warmth, or tliey will fall olT ; this they
should always be permitted to do of their
own accord. When the Leech has dropped
off, it should be seized by the tail, and drawn
between the finger and thumb, so ns to cause it

to disgorge most of the blood; or this may be
effected by putting it in a week solution of
common salt. It should then be placed in
many successive fresh waters, and if not
injured, it may be used again at a future
time.
“ The increasing scarcity of Leeches, ” as

is remarked by Mr. Broderip, “ renders their
preservation and propagation objects of pri-

mary importance. The death of a vast
number of Leeches is occasioned by errors
in the method of keeping them. Though
aquatic animals, it is not enough that they
be supplied with water They breathe by
their entire surface, and are accustomed to
change their skins every four or five days.
Their'body is covered, like that of all ani-
mals and plants which inhabit the water, by
a shiny or mucilaginous fluid, which not
only enables them to glide through the water,
but keeps an ai’rial stratum in close contact
with their respiring surface. Miien present
in a limited degree, this mucous secretion is

highly serviceable to them ; in excess it is de-
structive. It is impossible for them to dimi-
nish it when it has accumulated, or to denude
themselves entirely of their old skin, in
water only. They must have some resisting
body to creep over or through in order to
accomplish this object.” The most effectual
method of preserving them appears to be
that recommended by Fee ; which is as
follows : — “ Into a marble or stone trough a
layer of seven inches of a mixture of moss,
turf, and charcoal of wood is to be put, and
some small pebbles placed above it ; at one
extremity of the trough, and midway be-
tween the bottom and the top, place a thin
plate of marble pierced with numerous small
holes, upon which there should rest a stratum
of moss, or portions ofthe equisetum palustre,
or horse-tail, firmly compressed by a stratum
of pebbles. The trough to be replenished
with water only so high that the moss and
pebbles should lie but slightly moistened.
A cloth is to lie kept over the mouth of the
trough. Tills is imitating os near as pos-
sible their natural condition, and the char-
coal not only aids in keeping the water
sweet, but appears to prevent the Leeches
being attacked by parasitic animals, to which
they are very liable. The water should lie

cbangeil alKint once a week, and more fre-
quently in warm weather.” To judge of
the vast numbers of I.s;cchcs that arc re-
quired for medical uses, and of the great
importance it is to ascertain the liest method
of preserving them, it is only necessary to
state, that four only of the principal dealers
in London import between seven and eight
millions annually I

The HopsK-LEKfii. (Wnifh tnnuuinuan,
Linn.) The tssly of this species is depressed;
anil in the iKittom of the mouth there are
certain sharp tubercles. The mouth and

tail are slender ; the body is pretty thick ;

the belly is of a yellowish green colour, and
the back is dusky. It is very common in
shallow pools and stagnant waters.

The Mechanical Leech, {llirudn geo-
vietra, Linn.) This species is found ad-
hering to the trout and some other fishes
after the spawning season. Its motions are
performed bji a particular expansion of the
head and tail, as if measuring like a com-
pass ; and hence it receives its name. The
body is greenish, spotted with white ; and
both ends are dilatable and equally tena-
cious.

The TciBEUCULATEn Leech. (Ponto-
bdella muricata . ) A marine species, which
adheres strongly to fish, and leaves a black
impression on the place. The body, which
is taper and rounded at the greater extre-
mity, is furnished with two small horns,
strongly annulated, and tuberculated on the
rings

; and the tall is dilatable.

LEIPOA. A genus of Gallinaceous birds,
the only known species of which is

Leipoa Ocellata. The “ Native Phea-
sant ” of the colonists of Western Australia

;

which in its habits is very like the domestic
fowl. It deposits its eggs in a mound of
sand, about three feet high, the inside being
lined with layers of dried leaves, grasses, &c.

OOELLATBD LEIPOA.—(L. OCELLATA.)

The bird never sits on the eggs, but leaves
them to be hatched by the heat of the sun’s
rays. The natives are very fond of the eggs,
and rob the mounds twice or thrice in a
season. These mounds resemble ant-hills ;

and, indeed, ants often abound in them.
Cai>tain Grey observes that the nests are at
least nine feet in diameter and three feet
high. By the natives this bird is named
Ngowoo.

LEMMING. (Georychus lemmus.") There
are several species of this animal, varying in
size and colour according to the regions they
inhabit. They arc found in Norway, Lap-
land, Siberia, and the northern parts of
America ; those of Norway being nearly the
size of a water rat, and of a tawny colour,
variegated with black, tlic sides of the head
and the under parts being white; while
tliose of Lapland and Siberia arc scarcely
larger than a field mouse, and much less
distinctiv marked. The head of the Lem-
ming is large, short, thick, and well furred

;

the eves and ears small ; the body thick
;

and the limbs short and stout, especially the
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fore legs : they have five toes on eacli foot,

and the claws on the fore feet are strong,
compressed, and rather crooked : the tail is

very short, thick, cylindrical, and covered
with strong hairs, disposed like those of a

nKMMrNG.—(OEORYOHUS I-EMMTIS.)

pencil at the tip. They subsist entirely on
vegetable food. They form shallow bur-
rows, in summer time, under the ground,
and in winter make long passages under the
snow in search of food. The most extra-
ordinary characteristic of these animals is

their migrations, which tiiey undertake at

irregular epochs— upon an avei-age about
once in ten years : these migrations are sup-
posed to arise from an unusual multiplica-
tion of the animals in the mountainous parts

they inhabit, together with a deficiency of

food ! and, perhaps, a kind of instinctive

prescience of the severity of the approaching
ivinter. They descend from the mountains
in incredible numbers, and assemble in the
plains

;
and then, as it were with one con-

sent, they march on in a direct course, no
obstacle deterring them, and nothing seem-
ing to make them turn aside. If they are

disturbed while swimming over a lake or

river, they will not recede, but swim on,

and soon re-assume their former order.

They chiefly move at night, or early in the

morning ;
so completely devouring the her-

bage as they pass, that the ground has the

appearance of having been burnt. Exposed
as they are to every attack from owls,

hawks, weasels, &c., and so many being de-

stroyed in attempting to cross rivers and
lakes, the diminution of their numbers is

very great ; so that comparatively very few
return to their native haunts. AVhen en-
raged, they raise themselves on their hind
feet, and utter a barking sound. They breed
several times in the year, producing five or

six at a birth. Formerly, so gross was the

superstition of the common people of Nor-
way, and so great their terror at these de-

vastating marches, that they believed the

Lemmings fell frorji the clouds ;
and they

were actually exorcised by the clergy.

The Hudson’s Bay Lemming is of an ash

colour, with a tinge of tawny on the back,

having a dusky stripe along its middle, and
a pale line on each side. The hair is very

fine, soft, and long. It is known that they

migrate like the foregoing species. It occurs

in Labrador, and all parts of Northern Ame-
rica bordering on the Polar Sen. It has the

character of being very inoffensive, and so

easily tamed that, when caught,Jt will be-

come not only reconciled to its situation m
a day or two, but show a fondness for the

caresses of its master.

LEMUR. A genus of Qundrumanous ani-

mals which approximate to the Monkey
tribe in having opposable thumbs on both

|2<ihtral ;

pairs of extremities, and to the ordinary
quadruped in their elongated iKimtcd head
and sharp projecting muzzle : they are also
void of that miscliievous and petulant dis-

'

position which so much distinguishes the
monkey tribe

; and at the same time they
differ from them in their dentition. They
are all natives of Madagascar and of some i

of the smaller islands in its neighbourhood. !

The general form of the body is slender and
elongated ;

the head shaped somewhat like
that of a fox ; and the eyes large, as in the
generality of nocturnal animals. A long
curved claw on the first fingers of the hind
feet distinguishes them from all other quad-
rumana. Their hind iegs are much longer
than their anterior limbs, and for the most
part they are excellent leapers. Gentle
and harmless as these animals in general arc,

they will defend themselves with great re-

soiution when attacked. In their natural
haunts they associate in troops ; but they

^

are seldom seen abroad in the day-time, .

always as much as possible secluding them-
selves from the light. The}' subsist on fruit, :

insects, and small birds. Their fur is usually
very fiue and silky ; and the tail long and
bushy : there are some species, however,
which are wholly destitute of a tail, and .

others where that member is merely ru-
;

dimentary. [See Lori: for theF7yi«piCTiiir,
!

see Galeopithecus.] i

LEO. The classical appellation for the
'

Lion. [See Lion.]

LEOPARD. (.Felisleopardus.) A grace-,;

ful and active animal belonging to the feline*'

tribe, but so like the Panther as to be fre-

quently taken for it by the mere casual
observer. The principal difference is in size ;

the Leopard being considerably the smaller
,

|

of the two, and of a paler yellow colour

;

while the ocelli or rounded marks on the
,]

Panther are larger, and more distinctly
j

;

formed. Both animals are widely diffused
;

through the tropical regions of the Old
|

World ; being natives of Africa, Persia, Chi-
na, India, and man}’ of the Indian islands.

The general length of the Leopard, from i

nose to tail, is four feet ; and of the tail, two
and a half; and so great is its flexibility of

body, that it is able to take surprising leaps, !

to swim, climb trees, or crawl like a snal.e i

iqion the ground, with nearly equal facility.
|

\Vhcn pursued, they often take refuge m
|

trees, and occasionally spring upon tlicir
|

prey from the branches. In speaking of tbo i

Leopard, Mr. Swainson obserros. “ Altliough

the names of Leopard and Panther have
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been long fttiiiiliar in common language, and
have eonveyed the Idea of two distinct spe-
cies, yet it is perfectly clear that no scientific
writer of the last generation either described,
or in<iced appeared to know, in what respects
the animals ditfered. It seems that numerous
specimens of what are called the Leopard
arc in the Zoological Gardens, and one has

:
been figured in the book so entitled ; but
Mr. Bennett has not made the slightest at-
tempt to investigate the subject, or to throw
any light upon this difficult question. In

;

this dilemma we shall therefore repose on
the opinions ofMajor Hamilton Smith, whose
long experience and accuracy of observation
are well known, and whose authority in
this department of nature deservedly ranks
above that of any other naturalist of this
country. The Leopard, as defined by Major
Smith, when compared with the Jaguar and
Panther ofnaturalists, is uniformly of a paler
yellowish colour, rather smaller, and the
dots rose formed, or consisting ofseveral dots
partially united into a circular figure in
some instances, and into a quadrangular,
triangular, or other less determinate forms :

there are also several single Isolated black
spots, which more especially occur on the

' outside of the limbs.” Mr. Swainson then
proceeds to say, “ Our own opinion of the
specific dissimilarity between the Leopard

,

and the Panther, judging from what has
been written on tlie subject, is in perfect
unison with that of >tajor Smith ; while the
following remark of that observing natu-
ralist, incidentally inserted in his account of
the Panther of antiquity, seems to us almost
conclusive :

—
‘ The open spots which mark

all the Panthers have the inner surface of
the annuli or rings more fulvous (in other
words darker) than the general colour of the
sides ; but in the Leopard no such dis-
tinction appears, nor is there room, ns the
small and more congregated dots are too
sm.all to admit it.’ In truth, if there is any
reliance to be placed in the most accurate
figures hitherto published, the small spots
of the Leopard and the large ones of the
Panther must strike even a casual observer,
and lead him to believe that the two animals
were called bv different names.” Like most
feline animals. Leopards are fierce and ra-
pacious ; and, it is remarked, that though
they are ever devouring, they always apjiear
lean and emaciated. They are taken in
pitfalls, corvered over with slight hurdles, on
which a bait of flesh Is placed. Their skins
are very valuable.

The IIirxTixo Lkopard, or CiiKKT.tu.
(fJuKparilnJubata.) This species exhibits in its

form and habits a mixture of the feline and
canine tribes ; so much so, indeed, os to have
induced some naturalists to designate it as a
distinct genus under the name of Ct/naituriiK,
or OurjHirilii. “ Intermediate in size and

: shape lictwecn the Ijcopard and the hound,

j

(observes Mr. Bennett, in the '/bicer J/snope-
rif.) he is slenderer in his liody, more elevated

\

on his legs, and less flattened on the fore
part of his head than the former, while he
is deficient In the peculiarly graceful form,
both of head and body, which characterizes

the latter. His tail is entirely that of a cat

:

and liis limbs, although more elongated
than in any other species of that group, seem

HONTINO LEOPARU.— (GCEPARXIA JUBATA.)

to be better fitted for strong muscular ex-
ertion than for active and long-continued
speed.” 'Though the Hunting Leopard pos-
sesses much of the sagacity and fidelity of
the dog, its anatomical structure and general
habits are undoubtedly feline. The general
ground-colour is a bright yellowish brown
above, lighter on the sides, and nearly white
beneath ; marked with numerous small black
spots on the back, sides, and limbs j and
which are continued along the tall, so closely
set as to appear like rings; the tip of the tail

is white, ns is also the whole of its under
surface, with the exception of the rings just
mentioned. The ears are short and rounded,
marked with a broad black spot at the base,
the tip and inside being whitish. The upper
part of the head is of a deeper tinge than
the rest ; from each eye is a blackish line
running down to the comers of the mouth,
and the extremity of the nose, like that of a
dog, is black. The fur docs not possess that
sleekness which distinguishes the feline race
in general, but has a peculiar kind of crisp-

ness ; and there is very little appearance of
a mane, except that the hair is somewhat
longer and more crisp along the back of the
neck.
This useful and docile species, which it is

believed might be reduced to a state of per-
fect domestication, inhabits the greater part
both of Asia and Africa. In India and
Persia, where they are employed in the
chase, they are carried, chained and hood-
winked, to the field in low cars. When the
hunters come within view of a herd of ante-
lopes, the Leopard is liberated, and the
game is jiointcd out to him : ho docs not,

however, immediately do,sh forward in jnir-

suit, but steals along cautiously till he has
nearly approached the herd unseen, M-hcn
with a few rapid and vigorous bounds he
darts on the timid game, and strangles It

almost instantaneously. Should he, how-
ever, fail in his first cflbrts and miss his
prey, ho attempts no pursuit, but returns to
the'call of his master, evidently disaiipoiiited,

and generally almost breathless.

LEPAHOOAS'TEU. A genus of small
Malacoptcrygloiis fishes, wliich have the
power of nttiiching themselves to rocks and

|

other hard substances, by means of the di^c,
whereby they are cnalilcd to remain and
find their food in situations where every

u It
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other species of fish would be swept away by
the current of the water. They have large
pectorals reaching to the under side of the
body

;
head broad and depressed ; snout

curved and protractile , body without scales;
gills with little opening, and four or five rays :

they have no air-bladder, but they swim
briskly—In the Rev. David Landsborough's
‘ Excnrsions to Arran,’ the little two-spotted
sncker-fish, iZepadogaster Mmaculatus),
whose fry he found on opening a scallop,
furnishes him with a subject which he treats
in a very pleasant and edifying manner

:

“ How wonderfully the Dord teaches the
feeblest of his creatures to provide for their
own safety and that of their offspring !

What a charming nursery this little sucker-
fish selects for itself 1 It is rather nice in its

choice. It is not an old, weather-beaten
scallop that it takes possession of, but one
that is fresh without, and smooth and pure
within. After it has entered, it certainly
has some way of gluing the valves together,
for it is not without difficulty that they can
be torn asunder. Neither is it imprisoned,
though the apartment is thus shut against
intruders ; for, closely as the valves cohere,
there are some little apertures about the ears
of the shell through which it can make its

exit with its numerous family, or by which
such little creatures as they feed on may, in
their simplicity, enter.”

DEPAS. A genus of Cirrhipedous animals,
of which the Barnacle iLcpas anatifera) is a
specimen. They adhere in clusters to rocks,

shells, floating wood, and other extraneous
marine substances, and, being incapable of
changing place, are supposed to be true
hermaphrodites. The word Lepas, in the
Linnasan system, contains all the Cirrhipeds,

or Multivalves. It was formerly applied to

Limpets or Patella : in short, the ancient
definition, “Concha petras adhaerens,”
would apply to any shells attached to rocks.

Much may be expected from the researches
of Mr. Charles Darwin, E. R. S., into their

history. He is at present engaged in a minute
investigation of all the species of Cirrhipeds,
anatomically and zoologically. [See B.U.A-
KUS.]

LEPIDOPTERA. An order of four-

winged insects, containing some ofthe largest

and most beautiful in nature, and compre •

bending all those usually ranked as Butter-

flies, Moths, and Si)hinxcs. The wings,

wliich vary in size, figure, and position, are

covered with a multitude of minute scales,

which when rubbed ajipear like powder or

farinaceous dust ;
the nervurcs of the wings

being aisposed chiefly in a longitudinal

direction. The antennao are composed of

numerous minute joints, and are generally

distinct. They are also furnished with a

proboscis, composed of two sub-cj’lindrical

tubes, between which there is an interme-

diate one, or sucker ;
and by means of it

they arc enabled to extract the nectar from

flowers, that being the only aliment on

wliich they sub.sist. The head, thorax, and
abdomen are always more or less covered

with hair.

In the Linnaian system, tliis order is com-
posed of three genera : 1. Papilio tButter-
flies) ; which in the Cuvierian system is

represented by the Diuma: 2. Spitittx (the
Hawk Moths)

;
viz. the Crepuscularia of

Cuvier, which mostly fly in the morning or
evening twilight : 3. Phalcena (or Moths) ;

called by Cuvier tlie Noctxirna, or those
which in general fly only during the night.
Some of these are domestic pests, and devour
cloth, wool, fura, feathers, wax, lard, flour,

and the like ; but by far the greatest num-
:

ber live wholly on vegetable food, certain 1

kinds being exclusively leaf-eaters, while
others attack the buds, fruits, seeds, bark,
pith, stems, and roots of plants. The larvie

of Lepidopterous insects are well known by
the name of Catapillars. [See Buxteijflt
and Catekpii,i.ar.] I

So great is the number of insects belonging
to this order, that Dr. Burraeister supposes
them to amount to nearly one sixth of the

'

whole of the insect tribes. The imago state

is characterized by several peculiarities not
occurring in any of the other orders. “ The
body is compact, and densely clothed with
hairs or scales : the head is free, not being
received into a frontal prothoracic cavity,

but attached by a narrow ligament ; it is

furnished at the sides with a pair of large

granulated eyes, and its hinder part often
\vith a pair of ocelli, which are generally
hidden by the thick covering of hairs or
scales : the antenna: are inserted on the

,

upper part of the head, and are generally
;

long and multiarticulate, very variable in

form, and often very complicated in the4

males ; the mouth, at first sight, appears to

consist of a long and delicate spirally con-
voluted organ, wliich, when examined, is

'

found to consist of two pieces, each of which i

is sometimes provided with a small jointed
'

appendage or palpus at its hose.
_
This very

j

slender proboscis (or antlia as it is called by ;

Kirby and Spence) is employed to pump up
]

the nectar of flowers, upon which alone it
|

subsists, into the mouth and stomach of the

insect, and which, from its jieculiar con-
struction, is admirably adapted for pene-
trating to the deptlis of the narrowest blos-

soms. When at rest, it is coiled up, and
defended by two large and compressed palpi,

composed of three joints inserted upon a
fleshy piece, soldered to the front of the
head.” * • » * “ Tlie thorax is robust and
compact, the prothoracic portion minute,
owing to the fore-legs performing no supple-
mental functions, whilst the mesothorax, to

which is attached the anterior pair of large

wings, is greatly enlarged, the metathorax
being again reduced in size. The prothorax
bears uixin its upper side a pair of organs,

especially characteristic of the onler, name-
ly, a pair of scales covered with hair quite

distinct from the wing-covers (tcgula;), which
Kirby and Spence call patagia or tipiwts,

but which have been overlooked by all other

authors except Chabricr.who first discovered

them.” • » » * “ The wings arc attached

to the lateral andsui^crior parts of themeso-
aiul meta-thorax, and arc always present, I

cxcc|)t in a few si>cciea. of which the females

alone ore apterous, or have the wings rcduw'd
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to small and useless appendages : these wings
are of large size, and are not folded up ; the
two flue layers of membrane of which the
wings are composed, like the upper and
lower surface of a leaf, are kept expanded
by a number of longitudinal corneous veins,
or nerves, as they have been called.” * * * *
*• The wings in this order offer another pecu-
liarity, since, instead of being naked and
transparent, they are clothed uith a double
layer of minute scaies, somewhat resembling
those of Ashes. These scales, upon which

. the beauty of these insects so entirely de-
' pends, are easily detached in the form of a
fine dust, and, when examined under the
microscope, are exceedingly variable in their
form, but generally more or less wedge-
shaped, or oval ; sometimes toothed or
notched at the broadest end, and having a

:
slender point at the base, by which they are

. attached upon the membranous surface of
the wing, which, when denuded, presents
the appearance of numerous minute impres-
sions arranged in lines, in which the base
of the’ scales are planted, being laid upon
each other like the tiles on the roof of a
house. The number of these scales is very
great, there being more than 400,000 on the
wings of the silkworm moth, according to

Leuwenhoeck : in some species, however, the
wings are partially, or even entirely, de-

i nuded of scales ; and in others, small patches
only are thus denuded, as in the great Atlas
Moth. In many species, these scales exhibit
the most brilliant metallic tints, so that in
the bright light of the sun it is almost im-
possible to look upon them.” • * * “ The

I

variations in the colours and markings of

I

the wings are almost as numerous as the
'

,
species themselves : the sexes also often

' dilfer materially from each other j still some
1

1

general principles are evident in the distri-

;

bution of these colours and markings. Thus
i the PimticE and Pieridcs arc almost uniformly
white : Coliia and its allies yellow ; the
Pritillaries rich brown, spotted with black
and with silvery spots on the under side ;

Jlipinrchia and its allies ornamented with
. eye-like marks : the Lycenoe copper-co-
: loured ; the Polyommati flue blue, with

I

small eyes on the under side : the ZyyatuB
I with red under wings ; the NocIuuUb with
' an ear-like mark in the middle of the fore
: wings ! the Oeomr.triilee with waved carpet-
like marks.”—We are indebted for the pre-
vious extracts to Mr. Westwood's excellent

,

“ Introduction tf> the Classification of In-
sects.” We must refer our readers, who

' wish to study the subject more particularly,
: to the works of I>r. Boisduval, Messrs.
Poubleday and llcwitson, and others. The

I

recently ptiblishcd Iflsts of British Species,
' drawn up with so much study and care by
I Mr. Henry lyoubleday of Kpping, arc in-
' dispensable to ail who study the British

I

species ; as the British authors, up to his
time have been apt to multiply species, and

!
occasionally to misaiiply the names, from

I
the want of authentic specimens to compare
with their species. More particular infor-

mation will bo found under the different

species of I.epidoptera described in the course
of the work.

LEPIDOSIREN. A genus placed by
some authors among the Fish, by others
among the Amphibia ; of late it has been
the subject of many learned papers, abroad
and at home; the best known species is named
Lepiclosiren anncctem, and is a native of
Africa.
Dr. Melville differs from Professor Owen

with regard to the position of this remarkable
genus in the Animal Kingdom, as he regards
it as a true Amphibian. He rests its cha-
racter on the absence of the super-occipital
bone, the presence of the large epi- and basi-

cranial bones, tlie non-development of the
maxillary and intermaxillary bones ; and
especially the enormous magnitude of the
Wernerian bones, which become subservient
to mastication, and anchylosed to the ex-
panded terygoids ; on the nostril being
doubled ; on the existence of external cuta-
neous gills during the adult condition, which
did not occur iu any fish ; and on the co-
existence of external and internal gills, with
lungs : in other words, on its exhibiting the
different modes of circulation, respiration,

&c., in the produce— second stage of the
larva of the frog and Amphiuma, or Meno-
poma, and other characters.
One species (about a foot long) inhabits the

upper part of the river Gambia ; and another
(between two and three feet in length) is a
native of the large rivers of South America.
In its respiratory apparatus, it bears the
closest correspondence with the Perenni-
branchiate Batrachia ; but in many other
points of its internal structure, it more re-
sembles certain species of fishes. The African
species is said to pass nine months out of the
twelve in a state of torpidity

;
burying it-

self in the mud during the dry season, and
again reviving when the souices of the river
are swollen by the rains.

EEPIDOSTEUS. A genus of fishes with
verv bony polished scales, one species of
which is found in the United States. Many
allied genera are found in a fossil state.

j

LEPISMA. A Linnman genus of Apte-
|

rous insects ; distinguished by an elongated i

body, covered with small scales, frequently
silvery and brilliant. They have six feet,

j

run with great velocity, and some of them
i

by means of their caudal appendage are ‘

enabled to leap. The antennro arc setaceous,
and usually very long. Several Bpcclcs hide
beneath stones i others conceal themselves
in the crocks of old window-frames and
under damp boards, &c.

K It 3
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|

LEPTIDiE. A subfamily of Dipterous
insects, distiuguisbecl by tlie proboseis being
short and membranous ; tlie lips terminal
and thick

;
and the abdomen usually with

five distinet segments.

LEPTOCEPHAETTS, or ANGLESEA
MORRIS. A Malucopterygious fish, cha-
racterized by a very small and short head,
and a remarkably eompressed body. It is

common in the seas of hot climates. One
specimen of it was taken on the coast of
Anglesea by a gentleman named Morris,
and is deseribed by Pennant ; but since that
time many others have been found on our
coasts. It is four inches long

;
head very

small ; the eyes large ; lower jaw slender ;

numerous small teeth in each jaw
;
the body

compressed sideways
;
extremely thin, and

almost transparent : the bones forming the
vertebrEB have no spinous processes what-
ever

;
the dorsal and abdominal margins,

as well as the lateral line, exhibit a series of
small black specks ; and its general opal-
like hue and graceful motions give it a very
pleasing appearance. It is usually found
among sea-weed.

LEPTOCONCIIXJS. A genus ofMollusca,
found in the Red Sea, where it is imbedded
in calcareous masses of Polyperia. The
head of the animal is ftmiished with a pro-

boscis ; two tentacula, with eyes in the
middle j foot of moderate size, and no oper-
culum. The shell is of a dirty-white colour,

subglobular, delicate, fragile, and translu-

cent ; spire low ;
aperture large, and fur-

rowed externally.

LEPTOPHINA. The name given to a
subfamily ofserpents belonging to the family
ColubrUioe. They are characterized by a
long and very slender body, slightly de-

pressed : the head elongated, and narrowed
before ; and a very long, slender, and acutely
pointed tail. “ The whole of the serpents
composing these genera live,” Mr. Bell ob-
serves, “ in woods, entwining themselves
amongst the branches of trees, and gliding

with great rapidity and elegance from one
to another. Their habits, combined with
the graceful slenderness of their form, the
beautiful metallic reflection from the surface

in some species, and the bright and change-

: able hues in others, place them among the

, most interesting of the serpent tribe. Their
1 food consists of large insects, young birds,

! &c., which the extraordinary size of the

1

head, tlie width of the gape, and the great

i dilatability of the neck and body, enable

1 them to swallow, notwithstanding the small

size of these parts in a state of rest.” They
I arc perfectly harmless ;

and it is even said

that children arc in the habit of taming and
playing with some of the species, twining

them round their necks and arms, and that

the snakes airpear pleased at being thus ca-

ressed.

LEPTOPTIEUS. A genus ofGrnllatori al

birds, containing tlie well known Ai^niant

of India [which see].

l.EPTURIDrE. The third family of

Eongicorn beetles, comprising such as have

the eyes rounded, or very slightly emargi-
'

natc i the antennai of moderate length, in- •

serted before the eyes ; the head is inclined
downwards, and narrowed into a neck at its

union tvith the thorax, which is conical or
trapezoid, and narrower in front than the
head ; the mandibles are acute at the tips ; I

the elytra are narrowed to the tips, so as to :

give tire terminal part of the body the ap- 1

pearance of an elongated but reversed tri-
‘

angle. These insects are of moderate size,

active, and generally gaily coloured, being
often ornamented with yellow markings ;

they are found either upon umbelliferous
flowers in the hot sunshine, or on the trunks
of trees, where they usually reside in their
previous states. ;

One of the largest and finest of these
beetles is a North American species, the IJes-

mocerua palliatus, which appears on the
flowers and leaves of the common elder
towards the end ofJune and until the middle
of July. It is of a deep violet or Prussian
blue colour, sometimes glossed tvith green,
and nearly one half of the fore part of the
wing-covers is orange-yellow, suggesting the
idea of a short cloak of this colour tlirown
over the shoulders, which the namepoWiatas, ;

that is, cloaked, was designed to express. The '

head is narrow ; the thorax is narrow before
|

and wnde behind, and has a little sharp pro-
i

jecting point on each side of the base. The
larvaj live in the lower part of the sterfts of

|

the elder, and devour the pith, as Dr. Harris
informs us. In this country are many spe- i

cies, some ofwhich are rather large and hand-
some. They are described in the works of <

Mr. Stephens.

EEPUS. [See Hare.]

EERNiEAD.®. A group oC parasitic

Crustacea ; one species of which infests the
Sun-fish iOrtJiogariscus). The fish and
its parasite are thus described in Capt. Grey’s
Travels in Australia :

“ We caught also a

fish (Orthogariscus), which the seamen called

a devil-fish. The length of it was six feet

two inches ; breadth from fin to fin, three
feet six inches ;

length from tip of nose to

pectoral fin, two feet ; thickness through the
breast, one foot six inches. This fish was
infested about its nose with a kind of parasite
ticrnca), having two long thin toils. The
sailors stated that these animals frequently
cause large sores about the nose of the fish,

and that when suffering from this, it will

allow the sea birds to sit on it, and peck
away at the aft'ected part. The habit of the
fish is to sw'im during calms, with one of the
hind fins out of water, and it is then har-
pooned from a l)ont. I have m3’self seen
petrels perched upon them ; and dirccll.v one
of these fish was hoisted on board, the sailors

looked for the parasites and found them.
They were an inch long, and covered with a

transparent shell marked with gray sixits

and lines i
the hind part of the bodj’, near

the tail, being darker than the fore part, as

if the intestines were seated there. These
little creatures adhered strongl.v to anj- sub-

stance that they were laid on, and cause<l

an irritating feeling to the skin, if placed on

it i
they swam with great rai’iditj’ when put
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into sea water, and in their movements in
swimming mucli resembled a tadpole ; tiieir

toils were merely long transparent fibres.”

ANIHOaOMi SSIITHII.

Onr figure represents a species, Anthosoma
iS'miMii, which derives its generic name from
its body resembling the blossom of a flower.
It is a parasite found on the south coast of
England, and was first described by Dr.
Leach.

LESTRIS. A genus of Palmipede birds,
distinguished from the true Gulls by their
membranous nostrils being larger and open-
ing nearer to the point and edge of the beak;
the tail also is pointed. The females are
larger than the males, which is the reverse
of what is observable in the genus Larus

;

and Urey lay but two eggs, of a dark colour.

Lestris Parasiticcs ; the Aiicxic Gull.
This species is common in the northern parts
of Europe, Asia, and America. Numbers of
them frequent the Hebrides in the breeding
season ; and they are also to be seen in the
Orkneys, and on the coast of Yorkshire.
They make their nest of moss, on the dry
grassy tufts in boggy places, and lay two
eggs of an ash colour, spotted with black.
The length of the Arctic Gull is twenty-one
inches • the bill is dusky, pretty much
hooked at the end, but the straight part is

covered with a sort of cere : the nostrils are
narrow, and placed near the end. In the
male the crown of the licad is black ; the
back, wings, and tail are dusky ; and the
whole under side of the body is white : the
legs are small, scaly, and block. Tlie female
is entirely brown. They are ravenous and
ferocious to such a degree, that they pursue
other gulls of a less vigorous and determined
nature, whenever they observe them to have
a prize worth contending for, and compel
them to drop or disgorge tlieir prey ; which
the pursuer usualiy catclies as it falls. Mr.
Fisher, in his Journal of 'a Voyage to the
Arctic regions, in II. M. SS. llecia and
Griper ( 1S20), gives the following information
on this subject : “ Several Arctic Gulls were
seen to-day for tlie first time. This bird is

commonly called by our Greenland seamen
the Boatswain, and sometimes Dirty Allen,
a name somewhat analogous to that wliich
it is characterized by the Danes, viz. Stroudt-
joger, or Dun^-bird. All these names have
nail their origin from a mistaken notion
thot these birds lived on the excrements of
the lesser gulls, which, on being pursued,
either from fear, or to relieve themselves
from the iiersecutlon of fierce cncmics,voidcd
something to satiate the voracious appetites
of their pursuers, and by that means escape
from further molestation. The fallacy of
this opinion is now, however, pretty gene-
rally known. That the Arctic Gulls do
pursue those of their own genus which the^
can master fpnrticularly the Kittiwakes) is

an incontestable fact i but the object oftheir

pursuit is not the excrement, but the prey
that the pursued is at that time possessed of,

and which at length they are forced to drop,
to secure their own safety ; which they effect

during the time that their enemy is em-
ployed picking it up, although that is done
in a very short period, for they manage the
business with such dexterity, that the object
dropped is generally caught before it reaches
the water.”

Lestris Cataractes ; the Skua Gull.
This is the most formidable of all the Gull
kind, preying not only on fishes, but also on
the smaller kinds of water-fowl, and, as some
assert, even on young lambs. It is a stout
bird, two feet in length, and between four
and five from tip to tip of the extended
wings. The bill is dark, strong, much
hooked, sharp at the tip, and covered to
the nostrils with a kind of cere. The whole
upper plumage is of a deep broim, edged
with a dull rust colour

;
the under parts

being considerably lighter : the tail is wliite
at the root, the shafts are of the same colour,
and the webs of deep brown : the legs and
toes are covered with coarse black scales ;

and the claws are strong and hooked. This
fierce species is met with in the high lati-

tudes of both hemispheres, where they are
much more common than in the warm or
temperate parts of the globe. They are un-
commonly courageous in defence of their
young, and attack, with eaglc-like courage
and ferocity, any animal that dares to dis-
turb them ; nay, those persons who are
about to rob their nests, aware of the recep-
tion they are likely to meet with, hold a
knife or other sharp instrument over their
heads, upon which the enraged bird rushes,
to its own destruction. By many people
their feathers are preferred to those of the
goose ; and in some parts they are kilted in
great numbers merely for the sake of them.

LEUCISCUS. A genus of Malacoptery-
gious fishes, of the genus Cyprinidm. It
contains many species, cliiefly distinguished
from others of the Carp tribe by the com-
parative shortness of the dorsal and anal
fins, and a deficiency of barbules about the
mouth. [For examples of this genus, see
Bleak : Chub : Dace : Roach, &c.]

LEUCOPIIASIA ; called by HUbner Lep-
toria. A genus of Butterflies distinguished
from the other “ Whiter ” by the narrow
ciongated wrings, rounded at the end. There
are few species in this genus ; we iiarticular-
Izc the British

Ledcoimiasia SiNAi'is ; or Wood VfiiiTK
BuTTERKi.r. In certain woods and copses
this insect is to be met with at the cud of

WOOD wniiE noTTanrtT,
(i.soooruABiA BinAi’ia.)

K K .'J
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May and beginning of August. Its Tv-ings
above are milk-white, with a dusky rounded
spot at the tip of the anterior, and the base
sprinkled with dusky ; beneatli, the tip and
base are yellowish tipped with green : the
posterior wings are faintly tinged with yellow
and sprinkled with dusky clouds : body cine-
reous above, white beneath ; antennoe white,
with black rings. In the female the wings
are more rounded. Caterpillar green, with
a deep yellow lateral line : it feeds on the
lot IIS corniculatus. The Chrysalis is fusiform

;

greenish with a yellow streak on the sides,
and white spots on the stigmata.

LEUCOSIADiE. A family of Decapod
I
Crustacea, containing many fine round por-
cellane exotic crabs ; the genus Ebalia of
the British seas belongs to this family.

LEVERET. The young of the Hare
during the first year of its age.

LIBELLULA : LIBELLULIDjE. A
genus and family of Neuropterous inseets ;

the distinguishing characters of wlilch are :

that the mouth is furnished with jaws ; that
the antennfB are shorter than the thorax

;

that the wings are extended
; and that the

tail is terminated by a kind of forceps. [See
DitAGON-Fuy : Petaluka.]

LICMETIS. A genus of Scansorial birds
found in New Holland : it contains the
Licmetis Nasicos, or Loxg-billed Cock-
atoo. This species of the Fsittaddce or
Parrot tribe, like the common Cacatua
yalcrita, assembles in large flocks and spends

I

much of its time on the ground, where it

grubs up the roots of orcliids and other
bulbous plants, upon which it mainly sub-
sists. It not uufreeiuently makes inroads to
the newly-sown fields of com, where its at-
tacks are most destructive. In confinement
they appear dull and morose, and show a
very irritable temper. The general plumage
is white, washed with pale brimstone-yellow
on the under surface of the wing, and with
bright brimstone-yellow on the under sur-
face of the tail ; line across the forehead and
lores scarlet

;
the feathers of the head, neck,

and breast are also scarlet at the base, show-
ing through the wliite, particularly on the
breast ; irides light brown ; bill wliite j

naked skin round the eye greenish blue ;

legs and feet dull olive gray. The sexes
are alike in size and colour. The female de-
posits two white eggs on a layer of rotten

wood at the bottom of holes in the larger gum
trees.

LIMA. A genus of Conehifera, inhabiting

a longitudinal shell, almost always white,
nearly equivalve, obliquely fan-shaped, and
slightly eared

;
valves gaping near the bosses,

which are distant i hinge with a triangular
disc between the nmbones, divided in the
centre by a triangular ligamentary pit, with-
out teeth. The animal makes use of the

valves ofhis shell as natatory organs, work-
ing them like fins or paddles, and by this

means proceeding at a rapid rate through
the water. Two or three species arc found
on our coasts, and fossil species occurring in

lias, inferior oolite, &c.

LIMACINA. A genus of Mollusca be-
longing to the order Fteropoda. It inhabits
the northern seas ; and is said to be devoured
by whales in vast quantities. The shell is

LIMACINA ATlCTrCA,

thin, fragile, papyraceous, spiral, and ob-
liquely convolute ; spiral side rather pro-
minent, the other side umbilicated ; aperture
large. The body of the animal is long ; and

'

it can retire completely into its shell.

LIMAX : LLMACIN.a3. A genus and
family of voracious naked Molluscs, com-

|

monly called Slugs. In most of the terres-
|

trial species of this order there is a prominent
j

head, with four retractile tentacula ; and at
|

the end of the longest pair the eyes are situ-
;

ated. The figure of the Liinax is oblong,
approacliing to cylindric. On the back there
is a kind of sliield or disc, formed by the
mantle; and this shield covers the pulmonary

j

sac, the orifice of which is on the right side.
]

They are diffused throughout all climates,
j

particular species being restricted to each ;

and they are every where regarded as inve-

terate destroyers of garden produce. [See

,

Slug.]

LIMENITIS. A genus of Butterflies, one
species of which is found in this country.

Limenitis Camilla ; or Hoketsuckle
Buttekfly. Tliis somewhat rare species,

i

which on the Continent is known m Sybillo,
j

is noted for the graceful elegance with which
|

it floats along with outstretched wing. Its '

general colour is a dark brown, spotted
|

with black, the anterior wings having a
curved central wliite band, intersected with i

black veins, a grayish crescent and three or
j

four small white dots ; the posterior wings
ore very similar, but the white band in the

BONKTSUOKT.K llOTTrarl 7.

(l.IAilENiria .:AMILLA.)

centre is oblique and straight ; between the
fascia and the margin is a double parallel 1

series of obscure black spots : liencath, the
j

anterior wings arc brown, clouded with ful-
[

vous, and there are several white siHits : the

posterior wings at the base arc a mixture of ^

tawny-orange and bluish-gray, with several
,

black zig-zag lines and dots ; then brownish
|
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orange, a white band, a double series of
black spots, and a few white dots. The
b^y is dusky black above, white beneath ;

antenna: black above, tawny beneath and at

LIUENiriS OAini,I.A—UNDER SIDE.

I

tlie tip. Caterpillar green, with the head
I and legs reddish : it feeds on the various
species of honeysuckle : the chrvsalis is

!
green spotted with gold, forked in front.

The Honeysuckle Butterfly appears to de-
light in settling on the blossoms of the
bramble.

LXMOSA. A genus of Wading Birds, fre-
quenting marshes and the sea-sliore. Tliey
ore charaeterized by a long straight beak,
slightly bent at tlic extremity ; and by the

I

external toes, which are long and slender,
I lieing palmated at the base. [See God-
wit.]

!
I.LMPET. (Patella.) A genus of marine

' Molluscous animals ; the distinguishing
i
characters of which are : that the shell is

: univalve, of a gibbous shaiie, almost conical,
' always fixed to a rock or some hard body ;

! and having its apex sometimes sharp-pointed,

;

at others obtuse ; straight, or crooked ;

' whole, or perforated : these variations oc-
casioning so many specific distinctions.
Tlie means by wliich tlic Limpet affixes

MilPET AMD snvi.r..— (PATELI-A I.OOUnRIB.)

itielf to a rock were first clearly explained
by Reaumur. The shell approaclies to a
conic figure ; the base of which is occni>led

I
by a large muscle, which alone contains

I

nearly as much flesh as the whole body of
the fish : this muscle is not confined within

I

the shell, but assists the creature in its iiro-

grcsslvo motion, or in fixing Itself at plea-
sure. When in a quiescent state, which is

1 1

commonly the case. It applies this muscle
I

every way round to the surface of some
|i stone, and so firmly attaches itself to it that

I
it is not cosily separated even with the os-

'i sistance of a knife. It is said that crows
i

and other birds which endeavour to detach
them for food, are sometimes caught by the
points of their bills, and are held there until
drowned by the advancing tide.

The Common Limpet (P. vulgaris), which
is very numerous on the British coasts, has
rough prominent stria:, with edges sharply
crenated ; and the vertex is near the centre.

Another species, frequent on the Cornish
coast, is called the Transparent Limpet ; it

has a pellucid shell, longitudinally marked,
with rows ofrich blue spots ; and the vertex is

placed near one of the edges. But the most
beautiful varieties are found on the shores of
the Oriental seas and the coasts of the Me-
diterranean. Limpets are herbivorous, feed-
ing upon sea-weeds, which they reduce with
their long riband-shaped tongues.
Many and very opposite opinions have

been given to account for the extraordinary
tenacity with which this animal adheres to
the rock : that wliich to us appears the most
feasible, ascribes the true cause to a viscous
juice emitted from the muscle of which we
have spoken, which, though imperceptible
to the eye, is nevertheless capable of pro-
ducing these surprising cflFects. This, it is

observed, may be perceived by the touch

;

for if the finger be applied to the place im-
mediately after the removal of the Limpet
from a stone, the tenacity of this juice will
be extremely strong ; but if any wet touches
the stone after the removal of the fish, no
viscosity will be perceptible, the whole sub-
stance of the glue being instantly dissolved, !

and its effects totally lost. Water, therefore,
is a sufficient solvent for this glue ; but the
close adhesion of the outer rim of the great
circular muscle prevents the external water
from acting on it, otherwise it must always
be destroyed as soon as discharged. How-
ever, the under surface of the body of the ^

animal is entirely covered with small tuber-
cles, containing water, wliich the creature
discharges whenever inclined to liberate

j

itself, and the whole cement immediately
dissolves before it.

LIMULUS, or KING-CRAB. A genus
of large Crustacea, belonging to the group
XyphosuraoT SworeUtails, sometimes attain-
ing the length of two feet. The Limnli are of
a very singular form and sti-ucture : their
bodies arc divided into two parts ; of which
the anterior, covered by a large semicircular
shield, bears the eyes, the antenna:, and six
pairs of legs, which surround the mouth, and
are used both for walking and for mastica-
tion ; whilst another shield of a somewhat
triangular shape covers the posterior portion
of the body, which supports five pairs of
swimming legs, and terminates in u long
pointed process. The Limuli arc confined
to the shores of tropical Asia, the Asiatic
Archipelago, and tro|)ical America. Tlic
best known species comes from the Molucca
islands : hence they are sometimes termed
Mi'lucca crabs. Their habits do not aiipciir
to lie very well understood : it seems, how-
ever, that they prefer the neighbourhood of
sandy shores i and it is said that, in order
to avoid the violent heat of the sun, which
becomes fatal to their existence, they bury



tliemselves in the sand. The long horny
process is used by some of the Malays as a

anro-CRAB.— (cimdlus moi dcoaros.)

point for their arrows ; the wounds it makes
being dangerous, like those made hy tlis

jagged spines of certain fishes.

TING. iGadus molva.) This is a valu-
able fish of the Gadidce family, or Cod tribe.

The body is very long and slender, usually
from three to foiu: feet ; the head is flat ;

the teeth in the upper jaw are numerous and
very small, while those in the lower are few,
long, and sharp ;

and the lower jaw is

LINO.—fOABUS MOI.VA.)

shorter than the upper, with a single barbule

at its extremity : lateral line straight ;

scales small i two dorsal fins ofequal height j

one short near the head
;
the other long,

reaching nearly to the tail, which is rounded
at the end. The colour of this fish varies,

being sometimes of an olive hue on the sides

and back, and sometimes cinereous : the

belly is white, as are also the ventral fins,

and the dorsal and anal are edged with

white : the tail is marked near the end with

a transverse black bar, and tipped with

white. The Ting is an inhabitant of the

Northern seas, and forms in many places a

considerable article of commerce. Targe

quantities are taken among the 'Western

Islands, in the Orkneys, on the Tforkshire

and Coniish coasts, and, generally speaking,

all round the Irish coast. They spawn in

June, depositing their eggs in the soft oozy

ground at the mouths of rivers ;
at which

period the males separate from the females.

While the Ting continues in season, its liver

is very white, and abounds with a fine-

flavoured oil ;
but no sooner does it cease to

be In season, than its liver becomes red,

and destitute of oil. The same, indeed,

happens to the Cod and some other fishes.

in a certain degree, but not so remarkably
as in the Ting. Besides a certain portion
which are consumed fresh, considerable
quantities are cured for exportation. The
young are called drizzles

TINGUTA. A genus of Conchifera, found
in the Philippine Islands, &c., and consti-
tuting a singular anomaly, as being the only
bivalve shell that is pedunculated. The
animal has two long ciliated arms, which
are curled up during repose. Shell thin,
either homy or calcareous, equivalve, equi-
lateral, peaked at the apex, and generally
open at the base. There are several recent
species found in the Moluccas, and some
fossils in sandy indurated marl, limestone,
&c. Lingida anatina is so named from its

resemblance to a duck’s bill.

TINNET. iFringilla linota.) The Brown
or Gray Tinnet is a well-known song-bird,
being common in every part of Europe. Its
length is about five inches and a half, in-
cluding the bill and tail : the bill is bluish
gray ; the neck, back, and upper parts of
the head, dark reddish brown, the edges of
the feathers being pale ; under parts dirty
reddish wliite

;
breast deeper than the rest,

sides streaked with brown ; quills dusky,
edged with white j the tail, which is a little

forked, is of a brown colour, edged with
white, except the two middle feathers, which
are bordered with a dull red : legs short
and brown. The female is marked on the
breast with streaks of brown ; her wings
have less of white ; and her colours are in

general less bright. The Tinnet usually

T.IUNKT.

—

(FRTKOirXA LINOTA.)

builds in some thick bush or hedge, preferring

the white-thorn and furze ; the outside is

composed of moss, dry grass, and roots ;

and the inside of fine soft wool and hair.

The female lays four or five eggs, which
are white, spotted with blue, and irregularly

spotted with brown at the larger end. The
young are hatched towards the end of April

or beginning of May. The song of the

Tinnet is lively and sweetly varied ;
its

manners are gentle, and its disposition is

docile. When confined with other binls it

easily adopts their song, and when taken

young it may be readily taught to modulate

its voice to any sound to which it is accus-

tomed. But those persons who have paid
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1

most attention to the natural note of this

bird must be well aware that its native strains
are more delightful than any in which it

is capable of being instructed. Linnets,
says Bewick, are frequently seen in flocks
during the winter ; and their assembling
with other kinds of small birds is the sure
presage of a coming storm. They may be
caught in clap-nets during the smnmer
months ; but flight-birds are most plentiful
about the beginning of October. They feed
on various seeds, and are particularly fond
of linseed ; from which circumstance, it is

said, they derive their name.
In alluding to the domestic attachments

of some species of birds, the Journal of a
A'aturalist thus speaks of the Linnet : “ This
songster is no solitary visitor of our dwellings:
it delights and lives in society, frequenting
open commons and gorsy fields, w'here
several pairs, without the least rivalry or
contention, will build their nests and rear
their offspring in the same neighbourhood,
twittering and warbling all the day long.
This duty over, the families unite, and
form large associations, feeding and moving
in company, as one united household ;

and, resorting to the head of some sunny tree,

they will pass hours in the enjoyment of the
warmth, chattering with each other in a low
and gentle note ; and they will thus regu-
larly assemble during any occasional bright
gleam throughout all the winter season,

—

‘ and still their voice is song,’ which, heard
at some little distance, forms a very pleasing
concert, innocent and joyous. The Linnet
is the cleanliest of birds, delighting to dabble
in the water, and dress its plumage in every
little rill that runs by. The extent of voice
in a single bird is not remarkable, being
more pleasing than powerful

;
yet a large

field of furze, in a mild stmny April morn-
ing, animated with the actions and cheering
music of these harmless little creatures,
united with the bright glow and odour of
this early blossom, is not visited without
gratification and pleasure.”

LIOX. IFelis leo.) Tliis most noble ns
well as most formidable of all carnivorous
animals is chiefly distinguished by the pre-
sence of a full flowing mane in the male,
and by a tufted tail and the disappearance
of the feline markings in lioth sexes before
they arrive at maturity. The Lion is prin-
cipally an inhabitant of the interior wilds of
Africa, hut is also found, though for less

plentifully, in the hotter regions of Asia.

( 31 IS I.' ':)

It is in Africa, however, that he reigns su-
preme among the weaker quadrupeds, and
exerts his power to the greatest extent. A
Lion of the largest size has been found to
measure about eight feet from the nose to
the tail, and the tail itself about four feet

:

the general colour is n pale tawny, still paler
or more inclining to white beneath : the
head is very large, the ears rounded, the face
covered with short or close hair ; the upper
part of the head, the neck, and shoulders
coated with long shaggy hair, forming a
pendent mane ; on the body the hair is short
and smooth ; and the tail is terminated by
a tuft ofblackish hair. The Lioness is smaller
than the Lion, has no mane, and is of a
whiter cast beneath. During the day the
Lion usually slumbers in his retreat ; and as
night sets in, he rouses from his lair, and
begins his prowl. Being of the cat tribe, his
eyes are incapable of bearing a strong light

;

the night is therefore his proper time for
action.
Much has been written respecting a sharp

prickle, or corneous process, concealed in the
tuft of hair at the extremity of the Lion’s
tail, with which he was said to lash liimself
when angry, or to arouse his dormant rage,
Homer, Lucan, and Pliny had so described
him : but though they appeared to have no
doubt of his lashing his sides with that object,

they did not advert to tliis peculiarity of
caudal structure. Didymus Alexandrinus,

BXOIX OF LIOK.

a commentator on the ‘ Iliad,’ however,
having found a black homy prickle among
the hair of the tail, immcdiatcy conjectured
that he had ascertained the true cause of the
stimulus when the animal flourishes that
member in defiance of his enemies. The
subject afterwards remained unnoticed for
centuries, till at length Blmncnbach verified
the fact of its existence, although he did not
admit that it could produce tlio effect attri-

buted to it by the ancient scholiast. Ho
remarked, indeed, that the tail was termi-
nated by a homy prickle, surrounded at Us
base by an annular fold of the skin, and so
burled in the tuft of hair that its use for the
purpose stated could only be imaginary.
Since that lime it has been clearly proved,
by the cxaininatlon of Lions, both living
and dead, that there Is occasionally present
at the extreme tip of the tail, a homy prickle,
scarcely three-eighths of an inch in length,
which Is altogctlicr unconnected with the



caudal vertebra:, and easily detached from
the skin ; what its real use may be is purely
conjectural, but that the animal is furnished
with it in order to incite him to anger cannot
for a moment be entertained. We should
here observe, that in one of the bos reUe,fs
discovered, through the laudable zeal of Six

FOOT OF LrOU, niSSEOTED, TO SHOW THE
MOBCXES WHICH MOVE THE nETnAOTlUE

orAwa.

Stratford Canning,in the excavations ofNim-
roud (the supposed site of the ancient city of
Nineveh), and now in the British Museum, an
<p:aggerated representation of this “ prickle ”

is very apparent. From this it is certain
that the fact of its existence was perfectly
established in the time of the Assyrians, or
it would not have been prominently intro-
duced in the figure of the sculptured Lion

.

When in quest of prey his roaring re-
sembles the sound of distant thunder, and,
being re-echoed by the rocks and mountains,
appals and puts to flight every animal within
hearing. In general, however, he waits in
ambush, or creeps insidiously towards his
victim

; and then, springing on it with a I

tremendous bound, he seizes it with his
powerful claws. His strength is prodigious :

a single stroke of his paw, it is affirmed, is

sufficient to break the back of a horse j and
his strength is such as to enable him to
carry off a buffalo or antelope, with as much
apparent ease as a cat carries off a rat. The
Lion is supposed to be destitute of a fine
scent, and to hunt by the eye alone : he ^vill

devour as much at one time as will servo
him for two or three days ; and, when sa-
tiated with food, he is said to retire to his
den, which he seldom quits, except for the
purpose of prowling about for his prey. His
teeth are so strong, that he breaks the bones
with perfect ease, and often swallows them
together with the flesh : his tongue, as in

other feline animals, is furnished with re-

versed prickles, but they are so large and
strong in the Lion as to be capable of lace-
rating the skin : the muscles which raise the
jaw are of enormous size ; and those which
support the head, as well as the ligametitum
nuc/ice which runs along the spinous pro-
cesses of the vertebra: to the occiput, arc very
highly developed. The Lioness is said to

go with young five months, and to produce
but one brood in the year : the young arc
generally from two to four in number, which
the parent nurses with great assiduity, and

attends in their first excursions for prey ; and
it is remarked that in a state of captivity
she usually becomes very savage as soon os
she becomes a mother.
From the writings of ancient historians it

appears very clear that Lions were at one
time found in Europe, but they has-e long
since totally disappeared. They are also no
longer seen in Egypt, Palestine, or Syria,
where they once were evidently far from
imcommon

j
and, as Cuvier remarks, even

in Asia generally, with the exception of
some countries between India and Persia,
and some districts of Arabia, they have be-
come comparatively rare. Nor is this to be
wondered at, when we reflect on the con-
stantly increasing numbers of the human
race, the superior advantages given to man
by the arts of civilization, and, above all,

the destruction which is caused by using
fire-arms against them, instead of the spear
and the arrow. “ His true coimtry,” as Mr.
Bennett observes, “ is Africa, in the vast and
untrodden wilds of which, from the immense
deserts of the north to the trackless forests of
the south, he reigns supreme and uncon-
trolled. In the sandy deserts of Arabia, in
some of the wild districts of Persia, and in
the vast jungles of Hindostan, he still main-
tains a precarious footing ; but from the
classic soil of Greece, as well as from the
whole of Asia Minor, both ofwhich were once
exposed to Ids ravages, he has been utterly
dislodged and extirpated.” How different
was it in the time of the Romans I Struck
with the magnificent appearance of these
animals, they imported them in vast numbers
from Africa, for their public spectacles.
Quintus ScsBvola, according to Pliny, was
the first in Rome who exliibited a combat of
Lions

i but Sylla the dictator, duriug his
prsotorship, exhibited a hundred Lions i after
him, Pompey the Great produced no less than
six hundred in the grand circus ; and Cicsar
the dictator four hundred. Mark Antony
appeared in the streets of Rome in a chariot
drawn by these noble animals, accompanied
by his mistress Cytheris, an actress from the
theatre : a sight, says Pliny, that surpassed
in enormity even all the calamities of the
times.

“ The general prey of the African Lion,”
Jtr. Broderip observes, “ consists of the larger
herbivorous quadrupeds, very few of which
it is unable to master ; and it is a severe
scourge to the farmer, who is consequently
ever on the look-out for Lions, and generally
a most imperturbable and unerring shot.
Tliough mortal accidents frequently liappen
in these huntings, the cool sportsman seblom
fails of using his rifle with effect, l.ions
when roused, it seems, walk off quietly at
first, and if no cover is near, and they are
not pursued, they gradually mend their pace
to a trot, till ihej' hai-e reached a good
distance, and then they bound away. Their
demeanour upon these occasions has been
descrilied to us by cyc-witncsscs to lie of a
carcleas description, ns if they did not want
a fraj’, but, if pressed, were ready to fight it

out. If they are jiursued closely, they turn
and couch, generally with their faces to the
adversary ; then the ncn'cs of the siiortsmnn
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I

are tried. If he is collected and master of
his croft, the well-directed rifle ends tlie scene

I

at once ; but if, in the flutter of the moment,
I

the vital parts arc missed, or the ball passes
by, leaving the Lion unhurt, the infuriated
beast frequently charges on his enemies,
dealing destruction around him. This, how-
ever, is not always the case

;
and a steady

nnshrinking deportment has, in more in-
stances than one, saved the Ufe of the
hunter.”
The distinctions which some naturalists

have pointed out ns existing between the
African and Asiatic Lions have been alto-

gether denied by Bufibn, with whom Cuvier
appears to coincide. On the other hand,

' modem writers, who hove lately paid great
' attention to the subject, state that the
i African Lion is larger, has a more regular

;

and graceful form, is generally of a darker

I

colour, and has a less extensive mane. The
’ African varieties ore, 1. The Barbai~y Lion,
which is described os having a deep yellow-
ish brown fur and a full flowing mane : 2.

The Senegal Lion, the fur of which is’ of a
brighter yellow tint, and the mane thinner :

3. The Cape Lioti, of which there ore two
I varieties, one brown, the other yellowish ;

the former being the most powerful and
' ferocious. The Asiatic varieties are generally

distinguished as the Bengal Lion

;

the Per-
sian or Arabian Lion; and the Maneless
Lion of Guzerat ; the last of which appears
to be limited to a comparatively small dis-

trict. There is also the Buma, or American
Lion; a description of which will be found
in its proper alphabetical position : but that
animal, it should be observed, is destitute of
several of the distinguishing characters of
the tme Lion, and is not entitled to the ap-
pellation.
We would willingly, if space permitted,

insert some of the stirring narratives which
;

recent travellers have given of Oriental
! Lion hunts : our readers must, however, be

I

content with a brief notice, which we copy
I from the excellent publication lost quoted

:

I

— “The habits of the Asiatic Lions do not
differ much from those of Africa, excepting
that the former, from the state of the
country, frequent the jungles. In India the
elephant is generally employed in the chase
which is even now conducted with more
mmp and circumstance than in Africa.
The grand Asiatic huntings of former times,
those of Genghis Khan for instance, will
occur to many of our readers. The ac-
counts of most Asiatic modern sportsmen

f

;ivc a most courageous bearing to the Lions
n those encounters. One of these states
that the Lions in India, instead of running
away when pursued through a jungle, seldom

i take to cover as a refuge at all. On tlic

approach of their enemies, tliey spring out
to meet them open-mouthed in the plain.
They are thus easily shot ; l>ut if tliey are
missed or only slightly wounded, tliey arc
most formidable adversaries. They are even

I said to have sprung on the heads of the
. largest elephants, and to have fairly pulled
I them to the ground, riders and all.”

The mane and tuft on the tail of a Lion
1 are nut fully developed till the animal is

six or seven years old ; and the natural
period of a Lion’s life is generally supposed
to be about twenty-two years ; but instances
are on record which show they have some-
times attained the “ age of man.”

LION-LIZARD. The name applied by
Catesby in his Natural History of Carolina
to the Basilisk (Basiliscus Americanus.')

LITHODOMUS. A Molluscous animal
inhabiting a bivalve shell, oblong, almost
equally rounded at both ends, and the sum-
mits very near the anterior. They at first

suspend themselves to stones, like the com-
mon Mussels, but then they perforate them,

and bury themselves in the excavations,
whence they cannot issue. Cuvier says, that
when young, the Lithodomus suspends itself

to rocks by a byssus, but, as it grows, it

pierces a hole, and introduces itself, forming
a cavity which thenceforward it never leaves:
indeed, after a short time, as it merely en-
larges the interior, without making the en-
trance any wider, its increasing bulk renders
it unable to quit its cell, and in such cases
the byssus dies away.

LITIIOPHAGIDjE. a family ofthe order
Concliifera Dimyaria, consisting of tere-
brating bivalves, gaping anteriorly, and
having no accessory valves.

LITHOTRYA. a genus of Molluscous
animals, allied to the family of Pedunculated
Cirriiiedes, inhabiting an Irregularly shaped
pyramidal shell, consisting of eight unequal
pieces j having at the base an irregularly
cap-shaped appendage, like the inverted
shell of a Patella, and to wliich tlie lower
part of tlie peduncle is affixed. The genus
derives its name from tlie power possessed
by tlie animal of making dwelling holes in
stones or pieces of rock.

LITTORINA. a ^enus of Mollusca
found on the sca-shorcs in alt parts of the
world, feeding upon sea-weed. They in-
habit a turbinated, thick shell, consisting of
few wliorls ; spire acuminated

; columella
rallicr flattened ; operculum, liorny, spiral,

with rapidly increasing volutions. Tlie
common Periwinkle is a specimen of this
genus.

LIZARD. ILncerta.) A group of Reptiles,
wliich not only differ from every other class
of animals, but tliey also vary widely from
each other. Witli respect to size, the ranksof
no class of beings arc so opposite: con trust tlie

gi(janlic and ferocious Crocodile with tlie iii-

oflcnsivc Chameleon : or the monstrous Sau-
rian reptiles, wliose fossil remains excite the
wonder of all beholders, with tile liarinless
little Lizard of our walls and copses I They
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vary too In colour greatly, and they differ

considerably in form. But the principal
distinction between the Lizard speeies arises

from the manner of bringing forth their
young. Some are rdviparous ; others emit
their spawn like Ashes. The Crocodile, the
Iguana, and all the larger kinds, produce
eggs, wiiich are hatched by the vivifying
heat of the sun : the animals that issue from
them are complete on leaving their shells,

and their Arst efforts to run are in order to

procure subsistence in their native element.
The viviparous kinds, in which are all the
Salamanders, are produced from the bodies
of the females perfect and active, and un-
dergo no future change : but those which
are bred in the water, and, as is generally
supposed, from spawn, suffer a very con-
siderable change in their form j being gene-
rated with external skins or coverings,

which sometimes enclose their feet, and give

them a serpentine appearance. To these

adscititious skins Ans are suiieradded above
and below their tails, which assist the ani-

mals in swimming ; but when the false skins

drop off, these likewise disappear ; and then
the Lizards, with their four feet, are com-
pletely formed, and exchange the water for

the land. The most important of all these

will be found described in other parts of

tills volume ; and we shall therefore have to

consider in this place those only which are

denominated Laccriidoe^ or True Lizards,

which are bright-eyed, active, slender little

animals, adorned with brilliant colours, and
whose aspect and manners have nothing re-

pulsive about them.

The GiiEKW Lizard. {Lac&rta agilis.)

This elegant species, which is found in all

the warmer parts of Europe, and seems
pretty generally diffused throughout the Old
Continent, is from ten to Afteen inches^ in

length
;
exhibiting a rich and varied mix-

ture of darker and lighter green, interspersed

with spots and marks of yellow, brown, &c.

The head is green, covered with large an-
gular scales

;
the rest of the upper parts

witli very small ovate ones : the tail, wliieh

is commonly much longer than the body,
is marked into very numerous scaly rings

j

OREIIN niZAF.n. — (r.iOEUTA Aoriis )

and the under part of the animal, both on

the body and limbs, is of a pale blue-green

cast : beneath the throat is a kind of collar,

formed by a row of scales much larger than

the rest s the abdomen and under surface of

the limbs is likewise covered with scales

:

the tongue is moderately long, broad ut

the base, bifid towards the tip, and covered

on its broad part with numerous rows ol

minute sharp i)apilhc pointing backwards.

and thus the better enabling the animal to

retain and swallow its prey, winch consists

clueAy of insects, small worms, &c. The
Green Lizard is found in various situations,

in gardens, about warm walls, buildings, &c.
It is extremely active, pursuing its insect

prey with great celerity, and readily es-

caping from pursuit when disturbed If
taken, however, it soon becomes familiar,

and to a certain degree may even be tamed ;

for which reason it is regarded with favour
in many countries. It ajipears to run into

many varieties both as to size and colour,

but in all these states the particular charac-
teristics of the species are easily ascertained.

The Variegated Xizard. CTeivs te-

guixin.) The colour of tills large speeies is

highly beautiful, consisting of an elegant

variegation of brown, blackish, and purple
spots, on a pale bluish-white, and, in some
parts, yellowish ground. The head is co-

vered, as in the Green Lizard, with large

scales or plates ; the body with small scales,

so disposed as to mark the sides into nu-
merous tapering annuli or strias ; and the

tail, which is very long, is surrounded by
extremely numerous rings of small square

scales, and tapers to a slender point. The
head is rather longer and more tapering than
that of the Green Lizard : the tongue is

broad, Aat, long, forked at the tip, and cu-

riously striated on each side. Native of

South America.

The Viviparous Lizard. (Zootoca vivi-

para.) As its name imports, this reptile

is produced alive. It frequents thicketsi

heaths, and sunny banks ; and several ore

often seen in such situations basking in the

summer sun, and watching for their insect

prey. They burrow in the ground, and
retreat to their hiding-places on the slightest

alarm. The average length of this species is

about six inches.

We have specified three species of this

group, ami others will be found scattered

throughout this work. Lizards are so nu-
merous in genera and species that we must
refer our readers who are desirous of making
further acquaintance with them to the ela-

borate and admirable descriptive Catalogue

of Lizards in the British Museum, by J. E.
Gray, E. R. S.,a goodly volume of nearly

300 pages.

LIMNORIA. A genus of Isopodous Crus-

tacea, in wliich the Yicad is as broad os the

first segment of the body, and the eyes gra-

iisinuu* T*nBrRAvo.
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nulateil. The only known species (i. tere,-

bntits) is like a small wood-louse in general
appearance. It is of an ash-colour, with
black eyes : it was first discovered by Mr.

;

Stevenson, the builder of the Bell Rock
Lighthouse, who found it exceedingly de-

:

structive to the wood-work necessary in lay-

!
ing the foundations of that useful structure,
which it perforated in every direction. It

;

is found in other parts of the British and
Irish coasts, and has even attracted notice

;

in France by its perforating ravages into

i
wooden piles, piers, jetties, and other struc-

! tures embedded in the sea. The small

;

line by the side of the figure denotes the
natural size of this Lilliputian but destruc-

' tivc Isopode. [See CiLEi.umt.]

! LITnOSITD.®. This family of Hetero-
' cerous Lepidoptcra is of small extent, and
the species arc weak and inactive : the body

;
is slender ; the antennas are slender and se-

I taceous ; the mouth considerably developed,

: the maxilla: being long and spiral, and the
labial, palpi of moderate size, and three-
jointed ! the thorax is not crested ; and the

' wings are comparatively of delicate struo-
' ture, and elongated. The brilliant colours
of some of these insects would seem to in-

dicate that they flew by day ; but the con-
trary is the case, and their flight is short and
feeble. The larva: are cylindrical, often

somewhat hairy, with six pectoral, eight

ventral, and two anal feet : tliey arc solitary

in their habits, and never reside either in a
case or in a general tent-like web. There
are several exotic species of this family which
are very splendid. The species of the genus

- LiOiosia found in this country are very
; sombre in colour.

LLAMA, or GUAXACO. (,AucJienia gla-
ma.) This animal bears a strong resem-
blance to the Camel in form and structure,
but is much inferior in size. It is a native
of South America, and is particularly plen-
tiful in Peru, where it inhabits, in a wild

state, the highest and coldest parts of moun-
tains, feeding in numerous herds, and flying
with great rapidity at the sight of man.
The ancient Peruvians, however, completely
sulKlucd and domesticated it os a l>east of
hurtlicn, anil to them it answered the same
purposes as tlie camel and dromedary of
the old continent. Tlie general size of tlie

Llama is nearly that of a stag, or about four
feet and a half in height, and six feet in
length : the neck is very long, and habitually
upright i the head is small ; the ej’cs large
and brilliant ;

the lips tliick ; and tlie cars
long and movable : the haunches are slightly

elevated ; and on the breast is a bunch which
constantly exudes a yellowish oily matter.
Its general colour is a light brown, the under
parts being wliitish ; and sometimes it is

said to be varied or patched with darker and
lighter shades on different parts, and to have
a black stripe running down the back. The
tail is about five inches long, small, straight,

and slightly curved downwards. The hoofs
are divided, and terminated by small horiiy
appendages, rounded above, and on either
side somewhat curved. It has no upper
cutting teeth. In the ^vild animal the hair
is long and shaggy ; in the domesticated
smoother and closer. It requires no care or
expense with respect to attendance or pro-
vision for its sustenance ; it is satisfied with
vegetables, requiring neither corn nor hay ;

and it even exceeds the camel in its absti-

nence and endurance of thirst. The voice
of the Llama resembles the shrill neighing
of the horse. It is naturally patient and
enduring ; but when angry or attacked, it

strikes with its feet, and ej ects from its mouth
a quantity of saliva, which is said to be of
so caustic a nature as to inflame the skin
and produce slight eruptions. When the
Spaniards invaded South America, it was
kept in immense numbers for the purposes
of traffic, and also for food ; its skin, also,

was prepared as leather, and its wool spun
and manufactured into cloth. Immense
numbers were constantly employed in the
transport of ore from the mines ; the ordi-
nary load of each Llama was about 100 lbs.,

and its rate of travelling with this burthen
over rugged mountain passes was from twelve
to fifteen miles a day. At the present time,
however, the horse, the ass, and especially
the mule, which have been introduced from
Europe, have very generally superseded the
Llama as beasts of burthen ; whilst the in-
troduction of the sheep, the goat, and the
ox, has rendered it less necessary os affording
either food, leather, or wool. The fleece of
the Ouanaco, the name usually given to the
taiUl I.lama, is longer than that of the do-
mesticated animal, and is in much request
for the manufacture of many woollen cloths
of a delicate texture.

LOACH, or LOCIIE. (Cobitia barbatula.)
A small fish, often found secreted under
stones in small, shallow, clear streams, and
which swims rapidly away when disturbed

i.oAfMt. (oomri.s UAUnATnT.A.)

by moving the stone. It seldom exceeds
four inches In length i has six harbules about
the mouth j feeds on worms and aquatic in-

i'

i';
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sects
i
and the flesh is accounted excellent.

The head, back, and sides are clouded and
spotted with brown on a yellowish white
ground

; the flns spotted with dark bro^vu
;

and the belly and under surface white.

TjOBIVANELLUS. a genus of Birds
allied to the Lapwings, of which we may
particularize the Lobivaneli.us Lobatus,
or Wattled Pewit. This is an attractive
and showy bird, of the Plover kind, common
in most parts of New South Wales, and when
unmolested approaching sufficiently close to
the dwellings of the settlers to permit its

habits, &c. to be minutely observed. In some
districts, however, it has been much per-
secuted, and has become so shy and distrust-
ful as to obtain the name of the Alarm Bird,
from its rising high in the air and screaming
at the approach of everjf intruder. It is

distinguished by a beautiful primrose-co-
loured wattle, with which the colouring of
the bill and the bold eye closely assimilate

;

the head, back of the neck, and sides of the
chest, are black ; back, wing-coverts, and
scapularies, dark grayish-brorvn ; primaries
black j tail white, crossed near the extremity
by a broad band of black ; tarsi purplish red ;

scales black ; spur yellow. The colours of
the plumage are strongly contrasted ; and,
taken altogether, it is one of the most beau-
tiful of the Plovers yet discovered. “ While
on the wing,” Mr. Gould observes, “ it has
much of the carriage of the common Eu-
ropean Pewit C Vanellus cristatiis), but a de-
cided difference is observable in its mode of
running, and in its more bold and attractive
manners.”

LOBSTER, lllomarus vulgaris'). Acrus-
taccous animal, belonging to the sub-order
Macroura, or long-tailed Decapods (but
constituting a species of Cancer, or crab, in
the Linnaian system). Lobsters are found
in great plenty about many of the European
shores ; their general habitation being in
the clearest waters, about the foot of such
rocks as impend over the sea. The colour
of this animal alive is a fine bluish black,
beautifully variegated with paler spots and
clouds : it has a smooth thorax ; a short
serrated snout

;
very long antennse, and

between them two shorter bifid ones. The
claws and fangs arc large, the greater being
tuberculated, and the lesser serrated on their

interior edges : it has four pair of legs ; the

tail has six joints j
and the caudal fin is

rounded. The two great claws of tlie Lobster
constitute its instruments of provision and
defence : they open like a pair of nippers,

possess great strength, are notched like a
saw, and take a firm hold. Besides^ these

powerful members, which may be considered
as arms, the Lobster has eight legs and a
tail ; the latter, expanded laterally, being a
very powerful instrument for motion in

water. Between the two claws is placed the

head, very small, and furnished with eyes,

which are projectile or retractile at pleasure.

The mouth, like that of an insect, opens
longitudinally, and is furnished with two
teeth for the comminution of its food j

and
between them there is a fleshy substance
shaped like a tongue. The intestines consist

of one long canal
j and the spiiiul inarruw

I is lodged in the breast-bone. The ovary,
1
or place where the spaum is first produced,
is situated backward towards the tail, where
a red substance is always found, composed
of a number of small spawns, too minute ibr
exclusion : from this receptacle proceed two
canals, which open on each side of the junc-
tures of the shell, towards the belly j and
through these passages the small round
particles, destined for the future young,
descend to be excluded, and arranged under
the tail. No sooner do the j oung quit the
parent Lobster than they seek refuge in the
minute crevices of the rocks and other secure
apertures

; and in a few weeks they acquire
hard, firm shells, which furnish them both
with defensive and offensive armour. >

Like the crabs, they change their shelly
'

covering annually
; pre^dous to which pro-

cess they appear sick, languid, and restless ;

no longer laboriously harrowing up the sand,
or hunting for their prey, but lying torpid
and motionless, as if in anxious expectation
of their approaching fate. They acquire
the new shell in about three or four days,
during which time, being perfectly defence-
less, they become the prey, not only of fish,

but also of such of their own species as are
not in the same condition. It is difficult to
conceive how they are able to draw the
muscles of their claws out of their hard
covering ; but persons who have paid par-
ticular attention to the subject say, that
during the pining state of the animal, before
casting its shell, the limb becomes contracted
to such a degree as to be capable of being a

withdrawn through the joints and narrow '

passage near the body. Like all other crus-
'

taceous animals, they only increase in size
whilst in a soft state ; and on comparing the ,

dimensions of the old shell with that of the
new, the latter is frequently found to be
one-third larger— an amazing addition in
such a short interval, and which cannot be !

explained on any known principle of animal j

vegetation.
These animals are very sensible to the I

shock communicated to the fluid in which
;

they live, by the firing of cannon ; and the ;

circumstance of Lobsters losing their claws
from this cause, or from thunder-claps, is I

well authenticated. The restoration ofclaws
i

lost thus, or from their fVequeut combats
with each other, in which the vanquished
party generally leaves one of his limbs in
his adversary’s grasp, may be readily ob-
sen'ed, as the new limb seldom, if ever,
attains the size of the former one. In the
water they arc very rapid in their motions,
and, when suddenly alarmed, can spring to

a great distance. They effect their retreat
in a rock with surprising dexterity, throwing
themselves into a passage barely sufficient

for their bodies to pass. Lobsters begin to

breed in the spring, and continue breeding
during part of the summer. In the months
of July and August the young may l>e ob-
served in great uumlicrs in the little pools

left by the tide among the rocks. In some
places Lobsters arc caught with the band :

but they are generally taken by means of

pots or traps, constructed of osier twigs, and
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baited with garbage
; they are then at-

hielied to a cord thrown into the sea, and
their stations marked by means of buoys.
Lobsters are esteemed a very rich and
nourishing aliment ; and they are generally
in tlieir best season from the middle of

I

October till the beginning of May. There
: are several varieties j with some differences
in the claws, the size, and tlie places of re-

sort, but few in the habits or conformations.

LOBSTER MOTH. [See Staueopus.]

LOCUSTS. (Locustidee.') These noxious
insects, whose numbers and voracity consti-

I tute one of the severest pests of the hotter
‘ regions of the globe, are classed with the
Grasshoppers by Linnajus, under the genus

!
Cryllus; but more modem entomologists

: liave applied the term Sanatoria to them,

j

on account of the power of leaping which
' the species possess ; and in this instance, as

I

in many others where the scientific names
j

of genera and subgenera fof insects in par-

I

ticular) differ, some unavoidable confusion
, exists. They have coloured elytra, and
large wings, disposed when at rest in straight
folds, covered by the long narrow wing-
cases, and frequently exhibiting blue, green,
or red colours : the anteuntn are short ; the

I

feet have only tlirce joints ; and the hind
I
legs ore long, strong, and formed for leap-

: ing.
The most celebrated species is the Mioea-

! TOKV Locust ( Gri/Hus mipratoriiis), which,

;
of all the animals cai>able of injuring man-

' kind, seem to possess the most dreadful
. powers of destruction. In Syria, Egypt, and
’ almost all the south of Asia, these insects
make their appearance in legions, and carry

1. ; wl'ti' - roBIOS )

desolation with them, in a few hours changing
the most fertile provinces into barren dc-
sorts, and darkening the air by their num-
liers. This foruiiiloble l/ocust is generally
of a brownish colour, varied with pole red,

i

and the le^s are of a bluish cost. Happily
I for mankind, this awful visitation Is not

!
frequently repeated

;
for tlicy are often not

j;
only the precursors of famine, but, when

i- they die, the putrefaction which arises from
’ tlioli inconceivable number is so great, that

it is justly regarded as the cause of some of i

those desolating pestilences which almost
j

depopulate whole districts of country. Mr. i

Barrow, in his “ Travels,” states, that in the
j

southern parts of Africa the whole surface
j

of the ground might literally be said to be
|

covered with them for an area of nearly 2000
square miles. When driven into the sea
by a north-west wind, they formed upon the
shore for fifty miles a bank tliree or four
feet liigh, and when the wind was south-
east the stench was so powerful as to be
smelt at the distance of 150 miles : the air,

in short, became poisoned by their fetid ex-
halations. Mr. Darwin, in his “ Researches,”^
has the following graphical description of
a swarm of Locusts, closely resembling the
species (Gryllus miffratorius) which he saw
in South America, in 1835. It was at the
passage of the Cordilleras, near the village
and river of Luxan. “ Shortly before we
arrived at this place, we observed to the
southward a ragged cloud of a dark reddish-
brown colour. For some time, we had no
doubt but that it was thick smoke pro-
ceeding from some great fire on the plains.

Soon afterwards we found it was a jiest of
locusts. The Insects overtook us, as they
were travelling northward, by the aid of
a light breeze, at the rate, I should sup-
pose, of ten or fifteen miles an hour. The
main body filled the air from a height of
twenty feet, to that, as it appeared, of two
or tliree thousand above the ground. The
noise of their approach was that of a strong
breeze passing through the rigging of a ship.

The sky seen through the advanced guard
appeared like a mezzotinto engraving, but
the main body was impervious to sight

;

they were not, however, so thick but that
tliey could escape from a stick moved back-
ward and forward. When they alighted
they were more numerous than the leaves
in a field, and changed the green into a red-
dish colour : the swarm having once alighted,
the individuals flew from side to side in any
direction. Of course this swarm cannot even
be compared to those of the Eastern worid,
yet it was sufficient to make the well-known
descriptions of their ravages more intel-
ligible.”

But to recount the various devastations
which these famished insects have at differ-

ent times occasioned, would be endless.
They have several times visited Poland and
the south of Europe in amazing numbers ;

and instances have been known of their
reaching our own coasts i happily for us,

however, tlie cold and humidity of the cli-

mate arc by no means favourable to their
production.
One of the largest Locusts known is the

GryUiis cristutus of Linmeus, a highly licau-
tiful species ; being of a briglit red, with
the body annulatcd with black, and the legs
varied witli yellow : the upper wings marked
alternately with dark and pale green

; the
lower with transverse wavy streaks : its

length is about four inches ; and the ex-
panse of wings wlicn fully extended about
seven and a half. These, witli otlicr largo
kinds, arc made use of in somciiarts ol tlio

world os an article of food
j and sold, both

I. L 2
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fresh and snUed, in the markets of some
parts of the Levant. Hnsselquist, alluding
to the passage in the New Testament in
which John the Baptist is said to have fed
on Locusts and wild honey, thus expresses
himself :

“ They who deny insects to have
hceu the food of this holy man, urge that
this insect is an unaccustomary and unna-
tural food ; hut they would soon be con-
vinced to the contrary, if they would travel
liither, to Egypt, Arabia, or Syria, and take
a meal with the Arabs. Boasted Locusts
are at this time eaten by the Arabs, at the
proper season, wlicn they can procure them ;

so that in all probability tills dish had been
used in the time of St. John.” He further
says, that when corn is scarce the Arabians
grind the Locusts in handmills, or pound
them in stone mortars, and bake them as
bread i

that he has frequently seen Locusts
used by the Arabians, even when there was
no scarcity of corn ; but then they stew them
with butter, and make them into a kind of
fricasce, the flavour of which is b3’ no means
disagreeable. J>ater travellers have fully
confirmed these remarks. We may accord-
ingly see the folly of that dispute among
Divines about the nature of St. Joim’s food

I in the wilderness — some maintaining that

I

the word in the original text means the
fruit of a certain tree ; others that a species
of bird is intended, &c. ; while those who
adhered to the literal meaning were the
only ones wlio were both consistent and
ortliodox.
To give a description of the various species

of Locusts, would extend this article to an
unreasonable length, and at the same time
alford but little of useful information : it

may be necessary, however, to show how the
three large groups or genera may be dis-

tinguished from each other :— Acrydium.
(Spine-breasted Locusts. 1 The thorax and
wing-covers of ordinary dimensions ; a pro-
jecting spine in the middle of the breast j

and a little projecting cushion between the
nails of all the feet. 2. Locusta. (Locusts
proper.) The thorax, and usually the wing-
covers also, of ordinary dimensions ; no pro-
jecting spine in the middle of the breasts ;

cushions between the nails of the feet. 3.

Tetrix. ( Grouse Locust. ) The thorax
greatly prolonged, tapering to a point behind
and covering the whole of the back to the
extremity of the abdomen ; wing-covers
exceedingly minute, consisting only of a
little scale on each side of the body ;

fore-

part of the breast forming a projection like

a cravat or stuck, to receive the lower part

of the head : no spine in the middle of the

breast j no cushions between the nails.

“ In the South of France,” says Dr. Thad-
deus Harris, “ the people make a business,

at certain seasons of the year, of collecting

Locusts and their eggs, the latter being
turned out of the ground in little masses

cemented and covered with a sort of gum in

which they are enveloped by the insects.

Rewards are offered and paid for their col-

lection, half a franc being given for a kilo-

gramme (about 2 lb. 3}oz. avoirdupois) of

the insects, and a quarter of a franc for the

same weight of their eggs. At this rale

twenty thousand francs were paid in Mar-
seilles, and twcntj'-flve thousand in Arles,
in the year 1613 ; in 1C24, five thousand five

hundred and fortj'-two, and in 182.1, six
thousand two hundred francs were paid in
Marseilles. It is stated that an active boy
can collect from six to seven kilogrammes
(or from 13 lb. 3oz. to 151b. 7 oz.) of eggs in
one day. The Locusts are taken by means
of a piece of stout cloth, carried by four per-
sons, two of whom draw it rapidly along, so

that the edge may sweep over the surface of
the soil, and the two others hold up the cloth
behind at an angle of forty-five degrees.
Tills eontrivance seems to operate somewhat
like a horse-rake, in gathering the insects

into winrows or heaps, from which they are
speedily transferred to large sacks. A some-
what similar plan has been successfully tried

in this country (United States of America),
as appears by an account published in the
“ New England Farmer.” It is there stated
that, in July, 1826, Sir. Arnold Thompson,
of Epsom, New llampshire, caught, in one
evening, between the hours of eight and
twelve, in his own and his neighbour s grain-
fields, five bushels and three pecks of grass-

hoppers, or more properly locusts. His mode
of catching them was by attaching two
sheets together, and fastening them to a pole,

wliich was used os the front part of the drag-

The pole extended beyond the width of the
sheets, so as to admit persons at both sides

to draw it forward. At the sides of the drag,

braces extended from the pole to raise the
back part considerably from the ground, so

that the grasshoppers could not escape.

After running the drag about a dozen rods
with rapidity, the braces were taken out,

and the sheets doubled over ; the insects

were then swept from each end towards the

centre ofthe sheet, where was leftan ojiening

to tlie mouth of a bag wliich held about half

a bushel ; when deposited and tied up, the
drag was again opened and read}' to proceed.

When this bag was filled so as to become
burthensome, (their weight is about the
same as that of the same measure of com,)
the bag was opened into a larger one, and
the grasshoppers received into a new deposit.

The drag can be used only in the evening,
when the grasshoppers are perched on the
top of the grain. His manner of dcstro}ing
them was by dipping the large bags into a
kettle of boiling water. When boiled, they
had a reddish appearance, and made a fine

feast for the farmer’s hogs.”

LONGICORNES;or LONGICOKN
BEETI,ES. The name given to a tribe of
coleopterous insects, or beetles, which arc
readily distinguished by the great length of

the antenna:, and by the first three joints of

the tarsi being furnished with a brush. The
Inrvtc mostly reside in the interior of trees,

or under the bark ; and arc cither whollv
destitute of feet, or have them ver}’ small.

Both in their larva and perfect state, but
particularly in the former, they do mueli

injury to vegetation. Some Of the tropical

species are brilliantly coloured i and Fomc
arc remarkable for exhaling an agreeable

musky odour.
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Mr. Westwood observes : “ From the habits

of these insects, in burrowing into tlie very
heart of solid timber, there can be no doubt
tliat the marvellous accounts which we con-
stantly meet with in the journals of the
discovery of insects, in cutting up logs of
wood (especially foreign timber), relate to

the larvae, or perfect states, of these insects
j

and it is owing to the same circumstance
that our English catalogues have been
swelled by the Introduction of numerous
species, which have, indeed, been captinred
alive in tills country, but which have no
legitimate claim to be regarded as natives,

haWng been entirely produced from larv»
imported in timber from abroad. * * *
From the large size of many of these larva;,

and the long period during which they re-
main in that state, it may easily be con-
ceived that they do much damage to trees,

boring very deeply, and cutting channels
into them. A few species appear to subsist

in the larva state upon the roots of plants.

Another peculiarity resulting from their

lignivorous habits is exhibited in their geo-
graphical distribution ; the tropical and
thickly wooded districts of South America
possessing a far greater number of species

(and these, too, of the largest size) than are

to be found in corresponding latitudes in

Africa ; the speedy decay of vegetable mat-
ter requiring the presence of great quan-
tities of sucTi insects. In India but very
few gigantic species of Longicomes are to be
found.^'

LOJiGIPEITMES. Cuvier’s name for a
family of aquatic birds, whose wiugs are re-

markably long, their powers of flight pro-
portionally great, and their habits entirely
marine. The beak is hooked at the top, and
the hind toe is wanting. The Albatross
furnishes an example.

I/)XGIROSTRES. The name given by
Cuvier to a tribe of wading birds, divided
into families and genera, and distinguished
principally by the length and tenuity of
tlieir bills.

EOPIIIAD.^. A tribe of spiny- finned
fishes, distinguished by the bones of the
carpus being so elongated os to form a sort

j
of arm, by which the pectoral fins are sup-

' ported. The Loiihius piscatorius, or Angler,
Is the type of tlus family.

LOPIIIUS. [See A.>roLEn.]

LOPIIOBRANCIHI. An order ofosseous
fishes, distinguished by the structure of
their gills, which are in the form of small
round tufts, disposed in pairs, and arranged
along the branchial arches. They are also
further distinguished by having their body
covered with shields or small plates, which
often give it an anguiar form. [See Pii-E-
rt.sii.]

EOPirOPHORUS, orl.MPF.YAN PHEA-
SANT i in India also called Mo.vaui,. A
genus of gallinaceous birds, belonging to the
Pheasant tribe, having the head surmounted
by an egret, the feathers in the male being
very much elongated. The tail is large and
flat, the tail-coverts short ; the male is of the

most brilliant coloured plumage. The cir-

cumference of the eye and tlie cheeks are
destitute of feathers : the upper mandible
overhanging the under one very much, a
structure which is very important to tliis

bird, as it enables it to root up bulbs, upon
wliich it chiefly feeds. The best known spe-
cies, wliich was named after Sir Elijah Impey
by i)r. Latham (X. Impeyanus or r^ulgens),
seems to be common in the Himalaya moun-
tains ; and a pair, in May, 1847, were brought
alive to this country. The crest and the
greater part of the plumage of the back in
the male is composed of the most beautiful
and rcsiilendent colours, reflecting various
hues 'of gold, copper, sapphire, and emerald.
The tail is of a reddish chestnut 5 the rump
wliite. The female and young are brown,
varied with gray and tawny yellow. It is

to be hoped that tliis fine species may be do-
miciled in this country. It can easily be
brought down to the plains of India, but,

from the great heat, it seldom long suridves.

LORIS. (.Lons or Stenops.) A genus of

Quadrumanous animals, allied to the Le-
murs. They have a short muzzle, slender

Snow-PAOED LEM DR.
(LORIS TARDIORADD8 .)

body, no tail, large approximating eyes, and
rough tongue. Two species only are known,
both of which are natives of the East Indies,
the SnoRT-LiMBED Loris (Lemur tardigra-
dus), and the Slender Loris (Lemur graci-
lis): the latter is remarkable for the dispro-
portionate length of its limbs, and especially
of its fore-arms. They are nocturnal and
arboreal in their habits ; they subsist on
insects, occasionally on small birds or quad-
rupeds, and have an excessively slow gait.

During the day they sleep clinging to a
branch : at night they prowl among the
forest boughs in quest of food. Nothing can
escape the scrutiny of their large glaring
orbs, or the tenacity of their grasp ; and
when they have marked their victim, they
cautiously and noiselessly approach it till

it is within their reach.
“The genus Loris," Mr. Bennett ohserves,

in his ' Gardens and Mmiagcric of the Zoolo-
gical Society,' “forms part of that division
of the Quaurumanoiis order which is essen-
tially distinguished by an unequal number
or irregular disposition of the Incisor teeth
in the two jaws j terminal nostrils with si-

nuous openings t and a long subulate or
sickle-shaped claw upon the fore-finger of
the hinder hands, nil the rest of the nails
being flat and rounded like those of tlie

L L S



greater part of the monkeys and of man.
The Loris differs from the other genera of
this family in having four incisors in the
upper jaw, placed in pairs with a vacant
space between, and six in the lower, directed
obliciuely forwards

;
canines of moderate

L'

SLENOER r.ORI8 AND PART OF SKUTr.
(I.ORIS GRA0U.I8.)

size i twelve molars above and ten below ;

a short rounded head, and little or no tail.

* * Ss * In addition to these primary cha-
racters, the Loris are distinguislied by large

prominent eyes, placed in front of the head
and at no great distance from each other

;

short ears, scarcely rising through the hair

with which they are invested, a rough
tongue ;

nostrils projecting beyond the

mouth and surrounded by a naked muzzle ;

and thumbs widely separated from the fin-

gers, both on the fore and hinder hands.”
Little is known of the habits of the Loris

in a state of nature ; but the following de-

scription of one in confinement is from the

pen of Sir W. Jones :
“ In his manners lie

was for the most part gentle, except in the

cold season, when his temper seemed wholly
changed : and his Creator, who made him
BO sensible of cold, to which he must often

have been exposed even in his native forests,

gave him, probably for that reason, his thick

fur, wliich we rarely see on animals in these

tropical climates : to me, who not only con-

stantly fed him, but bathed him twice a week
in water accommodated to the seasons, and
whom he clearly distinguished from others,

he was at all times grateful ; but when I

disturbed him in winter, he was usually in-

dignant, and seemed to reproach me with

the uneasiness wliich he felt, though no pos-

sible precautions had been omitted to keep

liim in a projier degree of warmth. » * « *

From half an hour after sunrise to half an

hour before sunset he slept without inter-

mission, rolled up like a hedgehog ;
and, ns

soon as he awoke, he began to prepare him-
self for the labours of Ins approaching day.

licking and dressing himself like a cat, an

operation which the flexibility of his neck

and limbs enabled him to perform very eom-
plctcly : he was then ready for a slight

breakfast, after which he commonly took a
short nap ; but when the sun was quite set,

he recovered all his vivacity. Ilis ordinary
food was the sweet fruit of this country ;

plantains always, and mangoes during the
season ; but he refused peaches, and was not
fond of mulberries, or even of guaiavos :

milk he lapped eagerly, but was contented
with plain water. In general he was not
voracious, but never appeared satiated with
grasshoppers, and passed the whole night,
while the hot season lasted, in prowling for
them.

LORY. A name given to several birds
of the Parrot tribe, from their frequently
repeating the word. They are remarkable
for their brilliant colonrs, dense soft plumage,
and comparatively feeble beaks. They arc

Bl.ACK-CAPPEO 1Z)RT.
(EORID8 FEIEIPPINENSIS.)

very active and gay, even in captivity. They
are fonnd for the most part in the Jloluccos,
and are held in great estimation in some
parts of the East. Many of the species are
very docile and familiar. Thq following
are of great beauty.

The Collared Lory, (ioniis domi-
cella.') This species is about the size of a
common pigeon ; general colour of the body
scarlet ; the wings grass green, with the
ridge of the shoulders blue, and the tops of
the quill feathers rather dusky : across the
breast is a moderately broad yellow bar,
sometimes waved or intermixed with a
portion of red ;

thighs violet-blue ; crown of
the head violet-black ; bill deep yellow ;

under coverts of the wings violet-blue
; and

the under surface of the tail inclining to

pnrplc. It is lively, gay, and remarkable
for its distinctness of utterance.

Ckrasi Lory. {Loriiis pomdi/s.) Size

of the preceding ; colour scarlet, with deep
grass-green wings and thighs : shoulder tips

yellow : tips of the wings inclining to violet-

brown : tail generally of the same scarlet

colour with the rest of the plumage for about
half its length, the remainder blue, but the

two middle tail-feathers of a green hue.
jj

Scarlet Lory. (Lorius ctprideatus.)

The head, neck, body, and coverts of the
|

tail are of a shining scarlet hue, except the
|

feathers on the lower pait of the neck lie-
j

hind, which are lippotl with yellow. The
,

greater quills of the wings arc a dark green,
^

|
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1

and those which faU over them are a lighter
' green. The upper part of the tail is of a
' bright blue colour, the central feathers being
i
slightly tinted with green. The crown of

;

the head is red ; and the legs and feet ore

;
of a blue-black.

! R.uau Loky. (Zorius rajah.") The co-
lour of this splendid bird is a vivid scarlet,

with the wings entirely golden yellow : on
the top of the head is a broad spot of the
same colour, and across the breast a broad
bar : the thighs are yellow ; the bill yellow-
ish white ; and the legs blackish.

: Ki.vc Lory. (Aprosmictus seaxmlatus.)
The habitat of this shou-y and noble species
is New South Wales, where it is said to be
almost wholly confined to the brushes, os it

there finds a plentiful supply of seeds, fruit,

and berries
; but we find in Mr. Gould’s

description, that “ when the Indian com is

becoming ripe it leaves its umbrageous abode
and sallies forth in large flocks, which commit
great devastation on the ripening grain.”
The sexes differ very considerably in the
colouring of the plumage : the male has the
head, neck, and all the under surface scarlet;
back and wings green, the inner webs of the

1
primaries and secondaries being black ;

alon^ the scapularics a broad line of pale
verdigris green ; the rump and upper tail-

coverts rich deep blue ; tail black ; bill

scarlet ; legs nearly brown. The female
has the head and all the upper surface green;

,
throat and chest green tinged with red ; ab-
domen and under tail-coverts scarlet ; rump
dull blue : two centre tail feathers green ;

the remainder green, passing into bluish
black ; and with a rose coloured spot at the

; extremity of the under surface Another
species, the Red-wixof.d Rory (Ai>roxmU lus

,

eruthrojAerus), is said by Mr. Gould to have
i
much of the character of the King Lory,
licing morose, indocile, shy, and wary ; and
is os exclusively an inhabitant of the in-
terior of Australia os its near ally the King

! Lory is a denizen of the thick bruslies which
1

extend along the coast. He further tells his
readers, that the extensive belts of Acacia
penduin which stretch over and diversify the
arid plains of the great Australian basin,
arc tenanted with thousands of this bird,

,

lie.iidcs numerous other species, roaming
ntwut cither in small companies of six or
eight, or in flocks of a much greater number.
It is beyond the power of my pen (says Mr.
Gould) to dcscrilx! or give a just idea of the
extreme licauty of the appearance of the
Itcd-wingcd I/ory when seen among tlic

silvery branches of the acacia, particularly
when the flocks comprise a large numlicr of
adult males, the gorgeous scarlet of whose
shoulders offers so striking a contrast to the
surrounding objects.

I.OTTI.V. .\ genus of .Mollusca, closely
resembling Patella ; but the shells arc
generally rather flatter, and have the ajicx
placed s-jincwhat nearer the posterior
margin.

I/)USE. (I’idiriihit.') A genus of para-
sitic aptcra, most disagreenblc and unseemly
to us, from the idea that invariably accoin-

panies their presence— viz. that they are
seldom prevalent where cleanliness is not
wholly neglected. They aie characterized
by having six feet formed for walking, a
mouth furnished with a proboscis, antennal
as long as the thorax, and the abdomen
depressed, and formed of several segments.
'They undergo no metamorpliosis, they are
very prolific, and their generations succeed
each other very rapidly. The number of
species is very considerable ; for not only
are the human race, but many animals also,

subject to the intrusive visits of its pecu-
liar parasite.
The Pediculus humamis, or common louse,

is distinguished by its pale and livid colour,
and lobated, oval abdomen. It is produced
from a small oval egg, popularly called a
nit, fastened or agglutinated by its smaller
end to the hair on which it is deposited.
From this egg proceeds the insect, complete
in all its parts, and differing only from the
parent animal in its smaller size. When
examined by the microscope the principal
appearances are as follow : the trunk or
proboscis, which is generally concealed in
its sheath or tube, is of a very sharp fonn,
and is furnished, towards its upper part,

with a few reversed aculei or prickles : the
eyes are large, smooth, and black ; the
stomach and intestines, which possess the
greater part of the abdominal cavity, afford
an extremely distinct and curious view of
the peristaltic motion ; while the ramifica-
tions of the tracheso or respiratory tubes ap-
pear dispersed throughout various parts of
the animal : the legs are short, and termi-
nated by a sharp-pointed double claw ; and
the insect is everywhere covered by a strong
granulated skin. It would be ns nnnecessai'y
ns disgusting to dwell on the habits of this
insect, or on the dreadful and loathsome
disease by which, in ancient times, the human
race was visited ; and from wliicli Herod,
Antiochus, Callisthenes, Sylla, and many
others, are said to have iierished. Those
who would study the liistory, scientific and
popular, of the.se parasites, must take ad-
vantage of Mr. Denny’s elaborate work : the
number of species found on Birds, &c., in
this and other countries, is very great.

LOVE-BIRD. (I’sittacula.) The name
given to a beautiful and diminutive group of
birds belonging to the 1‘sillacidic. They
are distinguished by the tail being slightly
graduated : they arc found in both eonti-
nents

; and arc remarkable for having no
furcula.

LOXIA. A gemisof Conirostral passerine
birds, remarkable on account of the iicenliar
conformation of the bill, which is compressed,
and the two mandibles so strongly curved,
that their points cross each other. [Sec
Citossmi.i,.]

liUCANID/E. [Rtao Bkkti.k.s. ] An
important family of Coleopterous insects,
comiirisiiig some of very large dimensions.
The LucniihUc arc distinguished by having
the antenna! terminated by a .large club, 1

com|)osed of several of the apicai iotiits : bv 1

the legs being robu.st, the anterior tibia- being
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generally dilated and toothed ; hy the males
ofmany species having singular liorns afiixed
to the head and thorax ; and by the great
size of the mandibles. T)ie larva; are large
fleshy grubs, having the extremity of the

STAG BKETI.F, — (_r.U0AnD8 CEBVU8.)

body curved towards the breast, so tliat it

is not able to creep upon a flat surface, but
compelled to lie on its side. Both in their

larva and perfect states these insects are
herbivorous, their habits, however, varying
in the different families, according to their

several structures. The family is of mode-
rate extent, and but sparingly scattered over
tlie globe Amongst the exotic genera, the
beautiful Australian genus Lamprima is dis-

tinguished by its splendid metallic colomring,

the remarkable porrected and villose man-
dibles, and the large plate which arms the
extremity of the anterior tibia; of the males.
— Another most remarkable genus is Chia-
sognathus, in which the mandibles are longer
than the body, rather slender, bent down
towards the tip, where they are suddenly re-

flexed ;
they are also furnished on the under

side at the base with a long horn : the colours

of this genus are exceedingly splendid and
metallic.
The beetles of this family fly abroad during

the night, and frequently enter houses at

that time, somewhat to the alarm of the oc-

cupants ! but they are not venomous, and
never attempt to bite without provocation.

They pass the day on the trunks of trees,

and live upon the sap, for procuring which
the brushes of their jaws and lip seem to be

designed. They are said also occasionally

to bite and seize caterpillars and other soft-

bodied insects, for the purpose of sucking out

their juices. They lay their eggs in crevices

of the bark of trees, especially near the roots,

where they may sometimes be seen thus em-
ployed. The grubs of the large kinds are

said to be six years in coming to their growth,

living all this time in the trunks and roots

of trees, boring into the solid wood, and re-

ducing it to a substance resembling very

coarse sawdust j and the Injury thus caused
by them is sometimes very considerable.

When they have arrived at their full size,

they enclose themselves in egg-shaped pods,

]J3atural ;

composed of gnawed particles of wood and
bark stuck together and lined with a kind of
glue : within these pods they are transformed
to pupiE, of a yellowish white colour, having
the body and all the limbs of the future
beetle encased in a whitish film, which being
tlirown off in due time, the insects appear in
the beetle form, burst the walls of their pri-
son, crawl through the passages the larvse

had gnawed, and come forth on the outside
of the trees. Our figure represents the Lu-

nnoAsns ibex.

canns Ibex, a very common Brazilian sjie-

cies i but we may rather refer to the common
Stag-beetle (Lneanus cervus), a highly cha-
racteristic species of the group, which is seen
flying about in the evening, in the middle of
summer, especially roimd the oaks, upon the
wood of which the larva feeds ; remaining
in that state for several years, before under-
going its final transformation.

LUCERNABIA. A genus of Polypi be-
longing to the Sadiata. They affix them-
selves by a slender peduncle to sea-weeds
and other substances. The upper part ex-
pands like an inverted parasol, and is siu:-

i.ocEnNAniA AumenLA

rounded by numerous tcntaculn ; and Ixs-

tween these are eight cffica, proceeding from
the stomach, and containing a red granulated
matter. L. auricula, here figured, has the

border octoj;onal, with a bundle of tcntacula

in each division.

BUCIXA. A genus of bivalve SioIIusca,

comprising many species, both recent and
fossii, and very universally diffiised. The
slicll is nearly round, inequilateral, and ra-

diatcly striated i bosses small and piiintcd ;

the outer surface sculptured, the interior
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!
often punctured with small holes ; cardinal

and lateral teeth distinct, but variable in
' number. The foot of the animal is long and
: cylindrical.

LUMBRICTJS. A genus of worms in the
Tiniixan system, of which the common
Eartli-worm is the type. They generally
live beneath the surface of the ground, either
perforating the dry soil, or burying them-
selves in mud, where many of them lead a
semi-aquatic life. [See E.vkth-worm.]

LXJ3CP-FISII. {,Cudoptenis lumpns.) A
Malacopterygious fish, deriving its name
from the clumsiness of its form : its height
being about half its length, and its thickness
about half its height. The names Lnur-
SuCKER and Cock Taddi.e are also given to

it. These fish are very remarkable for the
manner in wliich their ventral fins are ar-

ranged. They are united by a membrane
so as to form a kind of oval and concave disc;

by means ofwhich they are enabled to adhere
with great force to any stdrstance to which
they apply themselves. Tliis, the largest of
the genus, sometimes weighs seven pounds.
The back Is arched and sharp, of a blackish
colour, variegated with brown

;
the body is

LOMP-8UCJ£.2tt. — (OTCLOFTEaUS I.01IP38.)

covered over with sharp, black tubercles ; and
on each side there are three rows of large
^ny scales, and another on the back. The
great resort of this species is on the Northern
seas, almut the coast of Greenland : it is also

caught In many parts of the British seas,

during the spring season ; when it approaches
the shore for the purpose of depositing its

spawn. In the Northern seas great numbers
of them arc devoured by the seals, who swal-
low all but the skins, quantities of which,
thus emptied, arc seen floating about in the
spring months ; and it is said that the spots
where the seals carry on their depredations
can be readily distinguished by the smooth-
ness of the water. Its power of adhesion is

truly wonderful. Pennant says, “ that on
placing a fish of this species, just caught.
Into a pail of water, It fixed itself so firmly
to the iKrttom, that on taking it by the tail,

the whole pail by that means was lifted,

though it held some gallons, and that with-
out removing the fish from its hold.” The
colours of the I.iimp-flsh, when in the highest
I)Crfection, combine various shades of blue,
purple, and rich orange

; and in the month
of March it may Ik: frequently seen In the
shops of Ixmdon fishmongers, suspended by

I
the middle of the back, its singular form and

: brilliant colours being sure to attract the

I

attention of the public. The fltdi Is soft

: and insipid : but tlic Greenlanders gladly
avail themselves of tlic arrival of the species.
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LURCHER. A species of Dog whose prin-
cipal use is to assist the poacher in Ids ne-
farious and demoralizing nocturnal trade.
It is supposed to be descended from the Shep-
herd’s Dog and the Greyhound, exhibiting
the stout, rough, homely character of the
former, combined with the long muzzle and
limbs of the latter. It is not so tall as the
Greyhound ; its hair is rough and wiry

; the
ears are half erect ; and the tail is short and
pendent. None of the canine species evince
more sagacity, or serve their masters with
more fidelity. M’Tiether it be required to

drive partridges into the net, to run dorvu
a hare, to seize a fallow-deer, or to start a
rabbit, the Lurcher pursues his object in
silence, and with so much skill os to render
almost useless to the owner of liim any other
description of sporting dog.

LUTRARIA. A genus of Conchifera,
found in the sand at the mouth of rivers in
temperate climates. Foot of the animal
sharp, oval, and long. The shell is inequi-
lateral, oblong or ovate, gaping at both ex-
tremities ; hinge with^wo cardinal teeth in
one valve, and .a triangular pit ; no lateral
teeth

;
in which respect it dififers from the

genus Mactra, wliich it otherwise much re-
sembles.

LTCiENA. A genus of Butterflies closely
allied to Pnhjommatus. Referring the stu-
dent to the work of Messrs. Doublcday and
Hewitson, we here restrict ourselves to the
notice of two British species.

The LYC.ENA Dispar, or Large Copper
Butterfly. It is generally remarked that
this splendid insect is chiefly confined to the
fenny counties of Cambridge and Hunting-
don, and the neighbouring ones of Suffolk
and Norfolk. The ujipcr surface of the
wings of the male are a brilliant copper
colour, with an obscure row of spots towards
the tij) ; the costal and posterior margins,
and a patch at the base, black ; the posterior,
with a slender oblong discoidal lino, and the
margins block

; beneath, the anterior wings
are pale fulvous orange, with ten distinct
ocelli, with a large black pupil and slender
white iris : posterior wings bluish, with an
elongate discoidal streak, and numerous
rather obsolete ocelli, with a black pupil and
pale blue iris : the hinder margin is deep
orange, except where it unites with the
anterior, margined internally and externally
with a scries of black spots. In the female
the anterior wings above are divested of tlie

gloss BO conspicuous in the male, and have
nine or ten block spots, two or three of which
are placed near the base of the costal margin,
the rest in an arcuated bund near the tip :

the posterior wings are dusky brown, with
the nervurcs and a denticulated hinder band
coppcr-coloured. The occllntcd spots vary
considerably in both sexes. Caterpillar
liright green, and somewhat hairy, with in-
nuinerablc white dots : it feeds uiion a kind
of dock. The chrysalis is at first green ;

afterwards [lolc ash, with a dark dorsal line,
anti two abbreviated white ones on each side.

The Lvc.e.va I’liL.EAS, or Smai.i, Coi-pek
Buttkru.y. One very part of our island, as
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well as on the adjacent continent, this pretty
Butterfly is tolerably abundant on commons,
roadsides, pastures, and heaths. The an-

SMAIilj COPPER BDTTERFLT.
(OTO.E1IA. PHESSAB.)

terior wings above are of a brilliant copper
colour, with the posterior margin and eiglit

discoidal spots black
;
the hinder wings are

brownish black, with a copper band on the

UNT)ER SIDE OP X,YC.®NA PHLSA8.

hinder margin, which is externally den-
ticulated, and lias a black line and some
dots on the disc : beneath, the colour is paler
and not glossy, and there are ten distinct

black spots on the disc ; the posterior wings
are drab-coloured, tinged with copper, and

OATERPiniAR AND OHRTSAI.IS OP IL. PHnSAS.

sprinkled with numerous blackish dots : the

cilia are rose-coloured at the tip, and black

at the base : the body is black with tawny
hairs above ;

the antennal black, annulated

with white. Caterpillar green, with a yellow

dorsal stripe. It is observed to feed much
on the sorrel. Air. Knapp, in his attractive

work, the ‘ Journal ofa Naturalist,’ speaking

I

of this pretty little butterfly, says, “ We shall
' see these diminutive creatures, whenever

they come near each other, dart into action,

1

and continue biifleting one another about

I till one retires from the contest; when the

victor returns in triumph to the station he

had left. Should the enemy again advance,

the combat is again renewed ; but should a

cloud obscure the sun, or a breeze chill the
air, their ardour becomes abated, aud con-
tention ceases. The papilio pMceas enjoye a
combat even with its kindred. Two of them 1

are seldom disturbed, when basking on a i

knot of asters in September, without mutual :

strife ensuing.”

BYCj3<!NlID.ai;. Afamilyof lepidoptcrous
|

insects, comprising several distinct groups
:

of small, but beautiful Butterflies, including
Folyommati, or the Blues ;

Lyccenw, or the
Coppers ; and Theclce, or the Hair-streaks. ,

The majority of these have at least the anal
angle, if not the entire under surface of the
wing, ornamented with eye-like sjrots of
various colours. The flight of these insects

is feeble and slow. The caterpillars have a
great resemblance to wood-lice ; and the
chrysalis is short, obtuse at each end, and
girt round the middle as well as attached by
the tail. “ They have hitherto been ob-
served to feed only upon the leaves of dif-

ferent trees and plants in the larva state ;

but a beautiful Indian species iThecla Iso-

crates') resides within the fruit of the pome-
granate, several being found within one fruit,

in which, after consuming the interior, they
assume the pupa state, having first eaten as

many holes as there are insects through the
rind of the fruit, and carefully attached its

footstalk to the branch, by a coating of silk,

in order to prevent its falling.”

—

Westivood.

LYMEXYI/ON : LYMEXTBONTD.^E.
A genus and family of Serricom Beetles ;

having the antennoe simple and sub-moni-
liform, and the thorax nearly cylindrical.

They are nearly allied to the Elateridce

and Bupresiidte. From the latter, however,
the insects of this small group are distin-

guished by having the head broad before,

narrowed behind, and not sunk
,
into the

thorax ; they have not the breast-spine of

the Elaters, and their legs are close together, '

and not separated from each other by a
|

broad breast-bone, as in the Buprestians ; i

and the hip-joints are long, and not sunk
;

into the breast. In the principal insects of

this family the antennm are short, and from
the third joint, flattened, widened, and saw-
toothed on the inside ; and the jaw-fcelcrs

of the males have a singular fringed piece ^

attached to them. The body is long, narrow, i

nearly cylindrical, and not so firm and hard j

as in the Elaters. The feet are five-jointed,

long, and slender. The larva: of Lymexylon
aud Ifylcccetus are very odd-looking, long,

and slender grubs. The head is small : the

first ring is very much hunched ; and on the

top of the last ring there is a fleshy ap-
,

pendage, resembling a leaf in Lymcxyloiu,

and like a straight horn in llyJecccUts. They
have six short legs near the head. These

f

Tubs inhabit oak-trees, and make long cy-

indrical burrows in the solid wood. The
gcncrical name Jlyiccwtus means a sleeper

in the woods, or one who makes his bed in

the forest. One species of these insects (/.(/-

mexylon navale) is very common in the oak

forests of the north of Europe, but rare m
England. Its larva is very long. At one

time it multiplied to such an extent in the

dock-yards ot Toulon, tliat the injuries it



committed in the wood-works were very se-

rious. It is recorded that liinnieus was ouce

j

consulted by the King of Sweden upon the

I

cause ofthe decay and destruction ofthe ship-
I timber in the royal dock-yards, and having

(LTMEVSLON NAVAI.E )

traced it to the depredations of insects, and
ascertained Uie history of the depredations,
by directing the timber to be sunk under
water during the season when these insects

made their appearance in the winged-state,
and were busied in laying their eggs, he
effectually secured it from future attacks.

LYMKrE.\. A genus of Mollusca, inha-
biting a thin, oval or oblong shell ; and
having two triangular tentacula, with eyes
at the base ; foot oval and thin. Like the

Physfc, which they much resemble in ap-
pearance, they are abundantly found in our
rivers and i>onds, particularly the latter.

They feed on aquatic plants, to the under
side of the leaves of which they otlhcrc, and
come to the surface of the water fur air t the
number of their eggs is very great, and they
arc deposited on stones, stems of vegetables,
&c., in long masses enveloped in a glairy
substance.

LY>'X. (/-Wis tynx.'i The name given
to certain species of feline animals, which
differ slightly from others of the cat tribe,

in having the ears tufted with hair. In the
greater elevation of the IkmIv at the haunches,
and in having a shorter tall. They arc less

courageous than the other felines, and show
a sullen and suspicious disposition : tlicy

live upon small quadrupeds and birds, pur-

suing the iatter to the tops of trees ; and

some of tliem also resort to the water, to feed
on fislies. With some slight varieties as to
size and colour, the Lynx appears to be
foxmd in all the colder regions of Europe,
Asia, and America, residing in thick woods,
and preying on hares, deer, birds, and al-

most every kind of defenceless animal. Its

average length is about tliree feet. In colour
the Lynx varies, but is generally of a pale
gray, with a slight reddish tinge : the back
and whole upper parts are obscurely spotted
with small dusky or blackish marks ; the
throat, breast, and belly are white ; the tail

wliite, with a black tip ; and the ears tipped
with pencils of long block hair. Its eyes are
brilliant and penetrating, its aspect mild,
and its general air sprightly and agreeable.
Though possessing nothing in common with
the wolf but a kind of howl, it is often mis-
taken for that animal when heard at a dis-

tance. The female produces two or three
young at a birth, and carefully secretes them
in the recesses of the woods. The Lynx is

clothed with a very tliick soft fur ;
and the

colder the climate, the more valuable it ge-
nerally is : tliose skins wliich approach to a
pale or whitish colour, and on which the spots
are most distinct, are the most valued. The
skin of the Canada Lynx forms a consider-
able article in the fur trade

; the Hudson’s
Bay Company alone annually importing
from seven to nine thousand skins. Tlie fur
is close and fine on the back, longer and
paler on the belly. When blown aside it

sliows on the middle of the back a dark
liver-brown colour from tlie roots to near
the tip, but on the sides it is for the greatest
part of its length of a pale yellowish brown,
being merely a little darker near the roots.

LYRE-BIRD OF AUSTRAIHA. (,Me-

nura superba.) Among tlie many curious and
beautiful genera and species of the feathered
tribes which Mr. Gould has delineated and
described in his elegant work, ‘ The Birds
of Australia,’ no one seems to deserve more
attention than the Lyre-bird

;
for, inde-

pendently of its remarkable form, and the
opposite opinions entertained by ornitho-
logists as to the situation it should occupy
in the natural system j

“ and although,” as
Mr. Gould observes, “ more than fifty years
have now elapsed since the bird was first

discovered, little or no information has been
hitherto published respecting its economy
and habits.” After paying considerable at-

tention to the subject, while in Australia,
this gentleman is decidedly of opinion tliat

it has not, as has been generally considered,
tlie moat remote relationship to the Oalli-
iiacecE, but that it forms, with certain Ame-
rican genera, a family of the Inscssorial
order. “ Notwltlistamllng the great size of
Memira, and tlie extraordinary form of its

tail, in almost every other point it presents
a striking resemblance to its minute con-
geners ; like tlicm, it possesses tlic bristles at
the base of the bill, but to a less extent, the
same unusual mass of loose, flowing, liair-

like feathers on the back and rump, the
same extraordinary power of running, and
the like feebleness of flight.” The great
stroiigliold of tlic I.yre-blrd is the colony of

1
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New South Wales : it inhabits equally the
I
brushes on the coast, and those that clothe

i
the sides of the mountains in the interior,

i

“ Of all the birds I have ever met with,”
says Mr. Gould, “ the Mehura is by far the

;
most shy and difScult to procure. While

IJaturtil ;

bands ; the margin of the inner web and
tips black ; bare space round the eye of a
dark lead colour ; legs and feet black. Tlie
female is destitute of this singularlj' formed
tail, and in having the bare space round the
eye less extensive.

I.YTTA. [See CAXTn.tBiPES.]

MACATTCO. A genus ’of quadrumanoue
animals nearly approaching the Monkey
tribe. [See Lemur.]

MACAW. These magnificent birds be-
long to the Psittacidee, or Parrot tribe, and
are distinguished by having their cheeks
destitute of feathers, and their tail-feathers

nniB BIRD.— (MENURA SUPERBA.)

among the brushes I have been surrounded

by these birds, pouring forth their loud and
liquid calls, for days together, without being

able to get a sight of them ;
and it was only

by the most determined perseverance and
extreme caution that I was enabled to elfect

this desirable object.” The Lyre-bird is

constantly engaged in traversing the brush
from one end to tlie other, from mountain-
top to the bottom of the gullies wliose steep

and rugged sides present no obstacle to its

long legs ana powerful muscular thighs.

When running quickly through the bush
they carry the tail horizontally, that being

tlie only position in which it could be borne

at such times.
Besides its loud full call, which may be

hoard at a great distance, it has an inward

and varied song, the lower notes of wliioh

can only be heard when you have stealthily

approached to within a few j;ards of the bird

wliile it is singing. Its habits appear to be

solitary, seldom more than n pair being seen

together. It constructs a large nest, formed

on the outside of sticks and twigs, like that

of 0. inagpic, and lined with the inner bark

of trees and fibrous roots. The eggs arc two

in number, of a light colour, freckled with

spots of red. The general colour of tlie plu-

mage is brown ; the secondary wing-feathers

nearest the body, and the outer webs of the

remainder, rich rufous brown upper tail-

coverts tinged with rufous ;
chin and front

,

of the throat rufous, all the under surface
{

brownish ash-colour ? upper surface of the

tail blackish brown ;
under surface silvery

gray, becoming very dark on the external
,

web of the outer feather ; the inner webs i

fine rufous, crossed by numerous transparent
(

P.BD A>ID TEL-row MACAW.
(MACnOOEBOas ARACANOa.)

long. They are all natives of the tropical
j

regions of South America ; and abound in •

the swampy grounds which are covered withal
palm-trees, the fruit of which they are par- 'I

ticularly fond of. They generally appear '

in pairs, and are always observed to perch
on the summits of trees, or on the highest

branch. During the dav they wander to the

•BrUE MACAW.
(MACBOOBROaS HYAClUTmS’OS.)

distance of about a league from their favour-

ite spot or home, but always return in the

evening. Thev build their nests in the

hollow of decayed trees ; and lay twice in

the year, generally two eggs at a time. The
male and female share alternately in the

labour of incubation, &c. When young they
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are easily tamed, and soon grow familiar
' with persons they are accustomed to see :

but, like all the Parrot trilje, they show an
' aversion to strangers. They ore particularly
I fond of fruits, but in a domesticated state

I

they will feed on almost every article, more
! especially sugar, bread, and fruits. Like

j

other Parrots, they use their claws with great
' dexterity, though in climbing they always
begin by taking hold with their bill in the
first instance, using their feet only as a

' second point of their motion. They may
be taught to speak, but their articulation is

hoarse and unpleasant. Rarely, however,
are those which are brought to Europe
known to articulate more than a word or
two, and their general voice is a loud and
piercing scream. We have figured a lovely
Brazilian species called, from its fine hya-
ejnthine plumage, the Mackocercus Hya-
ci.NTUixus. It is not so common in aviaries
as the other species.

The Scarlet Macaw. ( Macrocerciis
macao.y This bird is allowed to be the most
splendid with regard to colour, as well as
one of the largest of all the Psittacidai.

From the tip of the bill to tlie extremity
of the tail some of them measure tliirty-

six inches. The arch of the upper man-
dible, from the forehead to the point of
the bill, is nearly three inches ; the upper
mandible is whitish, the lower black or
dusky. The nostrils are placed in the
upi>er part of the bill, just within the fea-
thers. The sides of the head arc destitute
of feathers, and covered with a whitish,
wrinkled skin : the head, neck, breast, belly,
.thighs, upper part of the back, and lesser

covert-feathers of the wings, are of a very
fine bright red or scarlet colour ; the quill-
feathers of the wings are externally of a
fine blue, and on their under sides of a
faint red : the first feathers next above the

J

quills are a bright yellow, some of the fea-

;
thers being tipped with green ; the blue
quills which fall next the back are tinged
with green ; and the hinder part of the thigh
has some green intermixed with the red.
The lower belly and covert-feathers under

I the tail, as also the lower part of the bock
I and coverts on the upper side of the tail,

j

are of a very fine blue colour : the tail-

i

feathers gradually shorten tow'ards the sides;

I some of the longest or middle-feathers arc
I wholly red ; the shorter, or side-feathers,

I

are partly red and partly blue ; the legs and
feet are covered with dusky scales ; and the

I
toes arc disposed two forwards and two

{

backwarils, as in others of the parrot tribe,

I

all armed with strong claws. This noble
bird, which occasionally varies in some

I
degree in point of size and colours, was

' Justly considered at its first introduction into
Kuru|>e os a present fit fur royaity, and was

,
one of the principal ornaments in the halls

of palaces.

I

Bu;k axd Yki.ia)w Macaw. (Macroccr
\

(iraraunit.) This species is less common
! than the Scarlet Macaw, and but little in-

ferior in point >;f size. The bill is arched
and of a block colour ; tlie nostrils arc

placed at the liosc of tlie upper mandible, in

a v/hitc bare skin, which extends all round
the eyes, this skin being variegated with
fine lines of small black feathers : imme-
diately under the bill is a large black spot,
which encompasses part of the bare wMte
space on the sides of the head ; the feathers
on the top of the head are green, gradually
becoming blue on the neck : the upper side
of the neck, the back, and upper sides of
the wings and tail are of an exceeding fine
blue colour, the lesser wing-coverts and the
rump being a little tinged with green, and
the tail and upper sides of the quill-feathers
with purple : all the blue feathers of the
back, wrings, and tail are of a reddish yellow
on their under sides : the fore part of the
neck, the breast, belly, thighs, and covert-
feathers under the tail, are of a fine yellow
orange-colour, except the hinder parts of
the thighs, where there is a little blue in-
termixed : the covert-feathers withinside
the wings are yellow, which appears out-
w'ardly on th^ ridge or joint in the upper
part of the wing : the legs and feet are nearly
black.

Braziliax Green Macaw. (Macrocerciis
sever^is.") This bird is about the size of a
tame pigeon : the colour is a fine green ;

the bund of the shoulders and whole under
side of both w'ings and tail red : quill-fea-
thers and some of the larger coverts fine
blue ! tail green above, but growing blue at
the tips ; the two middle feathers blue
throughout tlicir whole length on the outer
edges : bill black, with flesh-coloured cere :

dark featliers round the bill : legs blaek,
with a feathery red zone round the bottom
of the thighs. It is said to ho common in
Brazil, apiiearing in Innumerable flocks,

a?id committing great devastation among
the coffee plantations, by devouring the ripe
berries.

MACKEREL. {Scomber scomber.) This
well-known fish is one of the most beautiful
as regards the brilliancy of its colours, and
at the same time one of the most useful as
regards the food of man, among the inhabit-
ants of the watery element. It is a native

MAOKUnKL. — (SCOMBEn SCOMDER.)

of the European and American seas, gene-
rally appearing at stated seasons, in vast
shoals, round particular coasts. Tlie pe-
rlo<llcal appearance of tlicse large slioals
was formerly imimted to its migration from
north to south : hut many facts arc opposed
to tills idea

; and tliero is ahundant reason
to lielievc that it inhuliits tlie deeper parts
of tlie seas around our island tlirougli the
wliulc year, and that its periodical appear-
ance on our coasts, in such vast numlicrs, is

solely due to Its seeking tlie sliore, for llic

purpose of depositing its spawn. Tlie ohscr-

M u
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;

vations on this subject, which were made
when speaking of the Herring, are equally
applicable here ; and, to the able zoologist
(Mr. Yarrcll) whom on that occasion we
quoted, we are now further indebted for the
following sensible arguments in support of
this theory. He says, “ It does not appear
to have been sufficiently considered, that,
inhabiting a medium which varied but little
either in its temperature or productions,
locally, fishes are removed beyond the in-
fluence of the two principal causes which
make a temporary change of situation ne-
cessary. Independently of the difficulty of
tracing the course pursued through so vast an
expanse of water, the order of the appear-
ance of the fish at different places on the
shores of the temperate and southern parts
of Europe is the reverse of that which, ac-
cording to their theory, ought to have hap-
pened. It is kno-wn that this fish is now
taken, even on some parts of our own coast,
in every month of the year. It is probable
that the Mackerel inhabits almost the whole
of the Eiuopean seas : and the law of nature
which obliges them and many others to visit
the shallower water of the shores at a par-
ticular season, appears to be one of tliose
wise and bountiful provisions of the Creator,
by which not only is the species perpetuated
with the greatest certainty, but a large por-
tion of the parent animals are thus brought
within the reach of man

;
who, but for the

action of this law, would be deprived of
many of those species most valuable to him
as food. For the Mackerel dispersed over
tlie immense surface of the deep, no effective
fishery could be carried on : but, approach-
ing the shore as they do from all directions,
and rordng along the coast collected in im-
mense shoals, millions are caught, which yet
form but a very small portion compared
with the myriads that escape.”
The usual length of the Mackerel is about

fourteen inches, or varying from twelve to
sixteen : but in the northern seas it is occa-
sionaliy found of greater size. Its colour on
the upper parts, as far as the lateral line, is

a rich, deep blue, accompanied by a varying
tingeofgreen, and marked by numerous black
transverse streaks, whicli in the male are
nearly straight, but in the female beautifully
undulated : the j aws, gill-covers, and abdo-
men are of a bright silvery hue, with a slight

varying cast of gold-green along the sides.

The scales are small, oval, and transparent ;

the pinnules or spurious fins are small, and
five in number both above and below : the
nose is pointed

;
tlie under jaw the longest

;

the teeth are alike in both jaws, curving
slightly inward ; and the tail is crescent-

shaped. Beautiful as are the colours of the
Mackerel when alive, no sooner is it caught
than its lustre begins to disappear. It is a
voracious feeder, and its growth is rapid

;

but it is not the largest fish that are accounted
the best for the talile. Those taken in May
or June are considered superior in flavour

to such as arc caugiit either in the si)ring

or autumn. There are various modes of fish-

ing for Mackerel
j
but the way in wliich

the greatest numbers are taken is by drift-

nets.

macro UKA. The name of a very ex-
tensive group of crustaeous animals, (other-
wise called Eong-tailed Decapods), including

:

Lobsters, Prawns, Shrimps, &c. At the end i

of the tail is a sort of fin, expanded laterally,
|

which serves, by its vertical strokes, to pro-
!

pel the animals througli the water.

AIACTRA : MACTRAD.^. A genus and I

family of Molluscous animals of the order
ConchiferaDimyaria. Shell oval, transverse,
with thin cardinal and lateral teeth ; valves
slightly inequilateral, and gaping a little on

j

each side
j bosses protuberant. Animal, foot

j

sharp, oval, and long. The Mactne live in
the sand, and are universally dif^sed. The .

genus includes many rare and beautiful
species ; though the shells exhibit rather a i

diversity of form, they are generally more !

or less triangular. !

MADREPHYLLL^A. Tire name given '

to an extensive group of Zoophytes, forming
|

part of the Madeepokes. [See next Art.'}

MADREPORE. A submarine substance, !

resembling coral, and consisting of carbonate
of lime ^vith some animal matter. It is of a
white colour, wrinkled on the surface, and
full of cavities or cells, inhabited by a small I

animal, which discharges a liquid from
which the stony substance is formed. “Those
beautiful rocky masses,” observes Mr. Rymer '

Jones, “ for such they appear to the vulgar

MADUEPORA ABRATAUOXnES

eye, called Madrepores, which, branching
into countless varieties of arborescent forms,
are abundantly met with in the ocean, and
so frequently ornament the cabinets of the
curious, are merely fabrics constructed by
compound Polyps, and owe their growth to
the accumulation of earthy particles de-
posited within a fleshy substance tliat is

nourished by countless Polyps, more or less

resembling Hydros, diffused over all its ex-
ternal surface. • » * Every one of the
branchy stems of the Madrepore is seen,
upon a cursory survey, to be covered witlt

multitudes of minute pits or depressions,
although tltese, from the smallness of their
size, are scarcely visible to an inattentive
observer. Examined with a magnifi'ing
glass, however, each of these multitudinous
orifices is found to l>c a cell of l>eautiftd con-
struction, equally remarkable for the mathe-
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,

matical regularity with which it is formed
and the exquisite fineness of the materials

i
composing it. » « « Let us endeavour to

' picture to oiurselves an extent of the bed of
' the ocean, spacious as these realms that we
inhabit, carpeted with living plants ; every
blade of grass and every flower instinct with
life, and all the vast expanse busily engaged
in deriving from the surrounding water ma-
terials for subsistence : let us consider that
from age to age, the wide-spread scene is

building up, by constant precipitation from
the sea, a rocky territory, co-extensive with
itself, and then we shall perceive that, in the
course of time, even these almost unknown
members ofthe animal creation may perform
achievements at which the bolded mind is

startled when it comes to survey what they
have accomplished.”

MAGELXJS. Agenus ofMollusca, inhabit-
ing a thick, tubular, irrregularly contorted
shell ! spire short, consisting of three or four

; whorls ; aperture longer than wide, without
any notch, but an angle at the base. When

,
in a young state,” observes Miss Catlow,

,

“ this curious shell presents all the character
' of a regular spiral univalVe. Tills animal

UAOILOS AUTiqOOS.

establishes itself in the excavations of^fa-
drepores ; and as the coral increases around
it, the Mogilus is obliged, in order to have
its aperture on a level with the surrounding
surface, or near it, to construct n tube, the
growth of the coral determining its length.
As this tube goes on increasing, the animal

. abandons the spiral for the tubular part of
' the shell i and in the operation it leaves be-
hind no partitions, but secretes a compact

;
calcareous matter, a-hich reaches to the very
summit of the spiral part ; so that in an old

i
specimen the posterior part of the shell pre-

I

sents a solid moss. Une species only. Magi-
I /us antivuus, is known. The colour is white,
’ more or less pure.”

I

MAGOT. Tlie Barbary Ape. iPitJiccus
: InHus.) [See Ai’E.]

I JfAOPIE. (Pina cauilnta.) A crafty and
familiar bird of the corvine family, whose
plumage of black and white, green and

purple, witli the rich and gilded variegations
of its tail, may be safely pronounced beauti-
ful ; yet its propensity for miscliief, its

noise, and its restless and quarrelsome dis-
position, render it every where an unwel-
come intruder. In length it is about eighteen
inches ; its bill is strong and black ; eyes
hazel ; head, neck, back^, breast, and tail-

coverts deep black, forming a flne contrast
with the snowy whiteness of the under parts
and scapulars. The plumage is in general
glossed with green, purple, and blue, which
catch the eye in different lights, and arc
particularly resplendent on the tail, which
is very long, and rather wedge-shaped: vent,
under tail-coverts, thighs, and legs black :

on the throat and part of the neck the
feathers are mixed with others, resembling
strong whitish hairs. It feeds both on animal
and vegetable substances ; and when satisfied

with its present meal, it will hide the re-
mainder of its provision for a future occasion.
It builds its nest of sticks and clay, with
great art and sagacity ; defending it on all

sides with sharp thorny twigs, leaving only
a hole for entrance, and furnishing the inside
with a lining of fibrous roots and other soft

materials. The female lays seven or eight
eggs, pale green, spotted with black. The
Magpie may easily be tamed and taught to
pronounce words and short sentences, but

MAOPIE. —(FIOA OAOOATA.)

its tones are too shrill and sharp to 1)C a
perfect imitation of the human voice. Like
other birds of its kind, it is addicted to steal-
ing and hoarding. It will occasionally
plunder the nests of some other birds, and
even carry off whole broods of stray duck-
lings when its young demand more food
than is easily obtained : but it Iios its good
qualities also ; fur it frees our pastures of an
incredible number of grubs and slugs, and
often performs a friendly oflicc for sheep
and oxen, by getting on their backs and
freeing them from troublesome vermin.
Magpies may be said to be social, though
not actually gregarious.

MALACODEIIMAT A. A section of Pen-
tamcrous Colcoptera: for a familiar cxamjrlc
of which wo must refer to the Glow-worm
(Lampi/rit), and .Soldier-beetle (Tclephorux).
The aiitcnnn) difl'er in the two sexes. The
accompanying figure represents the female
of the Litmjiroccra LtUrcillii, also called

u H a
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Ilomaltsus grandis, a native of Brazil. The
pectinated figure on the one side shows the

T.AMPBOOEB4, LATHE ILT.IT.

antenna; of the male ; the other figure re-

presenting the leg, with its five-jointed or

peutamerous tarsus.

MAI^LEUS, or HAlfMER-HEADED
OYSTER. i3[alletts vulgaris). A genus al-

lied to Ostrea, chiefly remarkable for its sin-

gular form ; the two sides of the hinge being
extended so as to resemble in some measure
the head of a hammer, wliile the valves,

elongated nearly at right angles to these,

MALLEnS VUI.OARIS

represent the handle. It inhabits the Indian
archipelago, attaching itself by a byssus to

submarine rocks. The shape of the shells

are so very various, that scarcely two of a
species can be found alike ;

externally their

appearance is very rude and irregular, but
tlie interior is extremely beautiful, being
lined with the most brilliant mother-of-
pearl ;

hence, as they are rather rare also,

they generally obtain a good price.

MAIiURUS. A genus of Passerine birds,

abundantly dispersed throughout New South
Wales, containing several species, one of

which,

Maluros Cyaneits, named by the colo-

nists the Superb Warbler, Blub Wren,
&c., is the oldest known species of the whole
of the lovely group forming the genus i and
its favourite haunts are localities of a wild

and sterile character, thinly covered with

low scrubby brushwood, near the borders of

rivers and ravines. Tlie male in summer
has the crown of the head, car-coverts, and
a lunar-shaped mark on the upper part of

the back liglit metallic blue ; lores, line over

the eye, occiput, scapularics, back, rump,
and upper tail-coverts velvety black j throat

and chest bluish black ; tail deep blue, in-

distinctly barred with a darker hue, and
finely tipped with white ; wings brown i

under surface bufly white, tinged with blue
on the flanks ; bill black ; feet brown. The
female has the lores and a circle surrounding
the eye reddish brown ; wings and tail

brown ; under surface brownish white ; bill
;

reddish brown ; feet pale brown.
jThe Malurus Cyaneus is of a very wander-
|

ing disposition, but seldom travels far beyond :

the district in which it was bred. During
the winter they associate in small flocks

;

but as spring advances they separate into
pairs, the male undergoing a most surprising
change of plumage, which for a few months

;

is as resplendent as it is i>ossible to conceive
: |

indeed, its whole character and nature
appear also to have received a new Impulse ;

the little creature now displaying great
vivacity, proudly showing off its gorgeous
attire, and pouring out its animated song
almost unceasingly, until the female has
completed her task of incubation. In the
winter no bird can be more tame and fami-
liar, seeming to court, rather than shun, the
presence of man. Its mode of progression is

a succession of bounding hops, performed
with great rapidity, its short and rounded
wing incapacitating it for protracted flight.

Two, if not tluree, broods are reared in a
season ; and, independently of her own
young, the female is the foster-parent of
the Bronze Cuckoo, a single egg of which
species is frequently found deposited in her
dome-shaped nest, which has a small hole
at the side for an entrance, and is usually

|

placed near the ground, in a secluded bush,
tuft of grass, or under the shelter of a bank.
The song is a hurried strain, somewhat re-s

sembliug that of the European Wren.

MAAOIALIA. That class which is placed
at the head of the Animal Kingdom, because
it is composed of the beings whose faculties

are the most numerous, whose structure is

the most perfect, whose movements are the
j

most various, and whose intelligence is the
j

most developed. The term is derived from
;

mammae [ftreoste], and the class contains all
|

those animals wliich suckle their young by
|

means of breasts. Most mammiferous ani-

mals are formed for walking ; a few, how-
|

ever, can sustain themselves in the air ; aiid *

a limited number are destined to live in the •

water. From Man, who, from his most I

perfect organization, stands at the head of i

tlie system, to Whales and otlicr cetaceous
I

;

animals, wliich are classed at the end of
|

Mammalia, the skeleton is formed upon the i

same general principles, and its parts arc !

only altered and modified to suit the station !

which the animal is destined to fill. All
|

ktaminalia arc viviparous ; the foetus derives

its nourishment direct from tlie blood of the

mother, and, after birth, she supports it, for

a longer or shorter time, by her milk, a

nutritious liquid secreted by particular

glands, called mammary. Sometimes the

young arc bom with their eyes 0|>en, and

can Immediately run aliout, and procure

their own food ; but many come into the

world with their eyes closed, and in a state

of utter helplessness.
Ijiniiaius was the first to bring under

review the whole animal, vegetable, and

I
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' mineral kingdoms, wherein he described and
named every natural object which had been
discovered up to his time, and introduced
into his writings a language fitted to supply
all the wants of the age : and not long after

his death, Gmelin e^ted a new edition of

;
the “ Systema Naturte,” a-ith additions up
to that date (.1788). Various scientific men
subsequently attempted to Improve the
arrangement of Linnosus ; and at length
appeared the “ Regne Animai,” by Cuvier,
who, having shown that there are “ immu-
table laws prescribed to living beings,” di-
vides his class Mammalia into the following
orders:— 1. Bimaxa ; with two hands, of

, which Man is the only species. He has
i three kinds of teeth— 2. Quadrumaxa ;

I
animals with four hands, and having three

! kinds of teeth: Monkeys, &c 3. Carxa-
KiA. These have th^ kinds of teeth,
which are more or less of a carnivorous cha-
racter. Thumb of the anterior extremities

,

never opposable to the other fingers or toes.

It is divided into three families :— Cheirop-

I

tera, or bats ; Iraectivora, or such animals
' as feed much on insects, as the Hedgehog, &c. i

' Carnivora, animals which subsist on ttesh ;

I

Cats, &c 4. Marsupialia ; animals pro-
vided with a pouch for the protection of
their young after birth, as the Kangaroo, &c.— 5. Kode.vtia, or Gnawers ; animals with
two large incisors in each jaw, separated

; from the molars by a void space. The
molars in most genera with flat or rigglcd
crowns, and in others blunt tubercles: Hares,
Squirrels, &c 6. Edextata ; generally
destitute of teeth, some genera with molars
only ; their toes varying in number, and
provided with large hoof-like nails : Ant-
eaters, &c

—

7. Pachydermata, or thick-
skinned animais ; it includes all the hoofed
quadrupeds, except the ruminants : Horses,
i£C 8. Rcmixaxtia ;

animals which ru-
minate or chew the cud, with cloven feet,

' and provided with four stomachs : Deer, &o.— 9. Cetacea ; Whales and their conge-
ners.
The essential characters of the Mammalia

are taken from the number and structure of
their teeth, and the construction of their
hands and feet : on the perfection of the
organs of touch the expertness of the animal

‘ depends ; and from their dental formula
may, in a great measure, l>e deduced the
nature of their food and digestive functions.
Idving for the most part on the earth's sur-
face, the Mammalia arc exposed to the

I
transitions of heat and cold : hence the

i
iHslies of most of them are covered with a

I
coating of hair, varying in thickness. As

' their habitation approaches the northern
regions, it is more dense, and thinner to-
wards the equator. And it is to be observed,
that the cetai'rous animals which inhabit
the sea are totally divested of hair.
The Mammalia arc, of all animals, those

which approach the nearest to Man, in re-
gard to their intellectual powers

; yet in this
respect they present the greatest differences
amongst themselves. Tlds the reader will
of>serve, os he turns to the various articles

in this volume, where the Instincts and
habits of each species arc described.
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MAMJ'fOTH, (Eiephas primogenius.) A
term empioyed to designate an extinct spe-
cies of elephant, the fossil remains of which
have been at various times discovered em- '

bedded in the uewer tertiary deposits both
|

in Europe and Asia. A 'great quantity of
|

fossil ivory is obtained from Siberia ; and
even whole carcasses, covered witli flesh and
skin, preserved by tlie eternal frost of those
regions, have been found in tlie northern
parts of that country. It is not to be con-
founded with the Mastodon, a gigantic fossil

animal of North America. :

Some authors derive the name “ Mam-
moth” from the word Behemoth, used in the
book of Job to designate an immensely large
animal, or from Mehemoth, an Arab term
applied to elephants of extraordinary size ; i

while others are of opinion that it is merely ,

an adoption of the word Mamniouih, given
by the Siberians to a huge animal, which
they (in order to account for the quantity of
Mammoth-horns, or fossil ivory) pretend
lived underground in the manner of moles,
and could not bear the light of day. This
story is in a manner corroborated by the
Chinese account of a subterranean animal,
which in their great work on Natural His-
tory is thus described : “ The animal called
tien-schu, tyn-schu, or yn-schu (signif^'ing

the mouse that conceals itself), lives entirely
in subterranean caverns ; in form it re-

;

sembles a mouse, but is equal to an ox or a
buffalo in size. It has no tail, and is of a
dark colour ; it is exceedingly strong, and
digs caverns in which it lives, in rocky and

'

woody places.” It is the universal opinion
!

througliout Siberia, that Mammoths have
j

been found with the flesh quite fresh and '

filled with blood ; this, although an ex-
|

aggeration, is founded on the fact tliat entire
;

bodies have been discovered, preserved in
;

ice, with the flesh comparatively in a state
;

of freshness. The best authenticated in-
[

stance of this was that of tlic Mammoth
i

brought to St. Petersburg by Mr. Adams, and '

first recorded in Oct. 1807 in the ‘Journal i

du Nord.’ The account is related in ‘ The
|

Zoologist ’ os follows : —
“In 1799 a Tungusian fisherman observed, !

in a bank on the ^lore of the Frozen Ocean,
at the mouth of the river Lena, a shapeless
moss, almost enveloped in ice, and he was
quite unable to make out what it could be.

The year following, a larger portion of tills

mass became visible, hut the fisherman was
still unable to ascertain its nature. Towards
the end of the following summer one of the

|

tusks and an entire side of the animal were
|

exposed. It was not, however, until the
fifth year from its discovery, when the ice

having melted sooner than usual, that the
enormous animal became entirely detached i

from the bank or cliff in which it was first
I

observed, and came thundering down on to
i

a sand-bank below. In the month of March, i

18<M, the fisherman extracted the tusks,
which were 0 feet 0 Inches long, and together
weighed .IfiO lbs., and sold them at Jakutsk
for fifty nililcs. Two years afterwards Mr.
Adams visited the animal, and found it

much mutilated. The jnkoutes residing in
the neighbourhood had cut away the flesh to

mm3



feed their dogs
;
wild beasts, especially white

bears, foxes, &c., had also eaten a great
quantity of it. Kevertheless, the skeleton
was entire, with the exception of a fore leg

;

the other bones being still held together by
ligaments and portions of skin. The head
was covered with dried skin

; one of the
cars was entire, and furnished with a tuft of
hairs : the pupil of the eye was still to be
distinguished

; the brain was in the skull,
but somewhat dried

; the lower lip had been
gnawed by animals, the upper one was en-
tirely gone, and the teeth consequently ex-
posed i the neck was furnished with a long
mane ; the skin was covered with long hair
and a reddish wool s the portion of skin
still remaining was so heavy, tliat ten men
could scarcely carry it : according to Mr.
Adams, more than tliirty pounds weight of
hair and wool was collected from the wet
sand into whicli it had been trodden by the
white bears while devouring the flesh. Mr.
Adams took the greatest pains in collecting
what remained of tliis unique specimen of
an ancient creation, and procured the tusks
from Jakutsk. The Emperor of Russia pur-
chased the skeleton, which is now in the
Museum of the Academy of St. Petersburg.
The height of the creature is about nine feet,

and its extreme length to the tip of the tail

about sixteen feet. Portions of tire skin and
hair were presented to most of the conti-
nental museums, as well as to the College
of Surgeons in London.”

“ The Mammoth seems a link connecting
the past and the present worlds— a being
whose body has outlived its destination.
All the arguments which have been used to
prove that tlie eartli has undergone some great
convulsion since this huge animal was en-
dowed with life, appear perfectly untenable.
In the first place, it is evident tliat its life be-
came a sacrifice to a sudden snow-storm, by
which it was overtaken! overwhelmed, and
suffocated. Tlie suddenness of the storm
might have been accidental ; the winter
might have set in earlier, it might have been
more severe than usual : but the animal was
well adapted for such winters ; its long,
warm, and shaggy coat proclaim it a de-
nizen of arctic countries, and is admirably
adapted to exclude the severest cold : such
a clothing would have been intolerable

in tropical regions, where elephants now
abound. We learn from Bishop Heber that

in some of the colder afid mountainous dis-

tricts of northern India, hairy clepliants

still exist, thus sliowing tliat tliis clothing is

provided as an especial protection against

tlie climate ; and at tlie same time leading

to tlie obvious conclusion, that the well-clad

Mammotli, like the Polar Bear, was tlie des-

tined denizen of still severer climes. Nature
ever adapts lier creatures to tlie circumstances
under which slie has chosen to place tliem.”

Dr. Falconer and Major Cautlcy found
numerous species of fossil elcpliants in the

Sewalik Hills, whicli arc described in tlieir

lieaiitifully illustrated work, and arc now in

the British Museum.

MAN. Linnoms was the first who ven-
tured to class Man in a scientific system with

the rest of animated nature ; nor did he
wholly escape censure for degrading the
dignity of the human race by such an ap-
proximation : but whether considered as the
head of the animal creation, and a yiart of
it

; or as a sole genus and sole species, dis-
tinct from others, and lord of all ; it is not

j

merely correct, but absolutely necessary, to
' define Man— if viewed solely in a physical
light, and setting aside his divine reason,
and his immortal nature— as a being pro-

i

vlded with two hands, designed for prehen-
sion, and having fingers protected by fiat

nails
; with two feet, destined for walking ;

with a single stomach ; and with three kinds
of teeth,— incisive, canine, and molar. His
position is upright, his food both vegetable
and animal, his body naked.
Man is the only animal truly hitnanous and

biped. His w'hole body is modified for the
vertical position. His feet furnish him with
a larger base than those of other mamma-
lians ; the muscles which retain the foot and
thigh in the state of extension are more vi-

gorous, whence results the swelling of the
calf and buttock ; the flexors of the leg are
attached higher up, which permits of com-
plete extension of the knee, and renders the
calf more apparent. The pelvis is larger,
which separates the thighs and feet, and
gives to the trunk that pyramidal form fa-

,

vourable to equilibrium : the necks of the
'

thigh-bones form an angle with the body of
the bone, wiiich increases still more the se-

paration of the feet, and augments the basis
,

of the body. And the head, in tliis vertical
]

position, is in equilibrium with the trunk,
because its articulation is exactly under the

i

middle of its mass. Man thus preserves the
:

entile use of his hands for the arts, while .

his organs of sense are most favourably si-

tuated for observation. His two' eyes are
directed forwards ; which produces more
unity in the result of his vision, and con-
centrates his attention more closely on objects

of this kind. He has a particular pre-emi-
nence in his organ of voice : of all mamma-
lians, he can alone articulate sounds. Hence
results his most invaluable mode of com-
munication ; for of all the signs which can
be conveniently employed for the transmis-
sion of ideas, variations of sound are those
which can be perceived at the greatest dis-

tance, and in the most various directions
simultaneously.
The ordinary produce of the human spe-

cies is but one child at a birth ; the period
of gestation, nine months. The foetus grows
more r^idly os it approaches the time of
birth. The infant, on the contraiy, increases
always more and more slowly. It has reached
upwards of a fourth of its height when bom i

attains the half of it at two years and a half i

and the three-fourths at nine or ten years.

B3' the eighteenth year the growth almo.«t

entirely ceases. Man rarclj’ exceeds six feet,

and seldom remains under five. Woman is

ordinarily some inches shorter. Scarcely
has the body attained its full growth in

height, before it commences to increase in

bulk j fat accumulates in the cellular tissue.

Tlie diflerent vessels liecomc gradually ob-

structed i the solids become rigid : dccrcpi-
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tude and decay follow in their turn ; and
most of the species, either from disease, ac-
cidents, or merely old age, perish ere they
are “ threescore years and ten.” Occasion-
ally one lives upwards of a hundred years ;

but long before that patriarchal age is

reach*, d, the survivor needs no monitor to
tell him that “ all is labour and sorrow.”

It has been made a subject of dispute,
whether there is more than one species in
the human race ; but it is merely a dispute
of words ; and if the term species is used in
its common scientific sense. It cannot be
denied that there is but one species. There
arc, however, certain and constant differences
of stature, physiognomy, colour, nature of
the hair, or form of the skull, which have
given rise to subdivisions of this species.
Blumenbach reduces these varieties to five :—
The first variety, usually called the Cau-

casian, from its supposed origin in the Cau-
casus, occupies the central parts of the old
continent, namelv, AYestem Asia, Eastern
and Jiorthem Africa, Uindostan, and Eu-
rope. Its characters are the colour of the
skin, more or less white or brown ; the checks
tinged with red ; long hair, either brown or
light ; the head almost spherical ; the face
oval and narrow ; the features moderately
marked, the nose slightly arched ; the mouth
small ; the front teeth placed perpendi-
cularly in the jaws ; the chin full and round.
The regularity of 'the features of such a
countenance, which is that of the European,
causes it to be generally considered (by them
at least) as the most agreeable 2 Tlie

,
second variety has been called the Jiastern
variety. The colour in this race is yellow ;

the hair black, stiff, straight, and rather
thin ; the head almost square ; the face large,

1
flat, and depressed ; the features indistinctly

' marked; the nose small and flat ; the cheeks

1

round and prominent ; the cliin pointed
;

;

the eyes small. This variety comprises the

1

Asiatics to the east of the Ganges and of
.Mount Beloor, except the .Malays 3. The

1 American variety resembles that last de-

;

scribed in several points. Its prlncii)al cha-
racters are the copper colour ; stiff, thin,
straight black hair ; low forehead

; eyes
’ sunk; the nose somewhat i)rojecting ; check
bones prominent ; the face large. This va-
riety comprises all the Americans except tlic

Esquimaux.^ There arc several branches,
however, wliich differ considerably.— •!. Tlic

,
fourth variety is called by IBumcnbach the

i Malay, and (lescrit)cd as of a tawny colour ;

1

the hair lilack, soft, thick, and curled ; the
forehcail a little projecting ; tlic nose thick,
wide, and flattened; tlie. mouth large; tlic

upjicr jaw projecting. This variety com-
prclicnds the islanders of the Pacific Ocean,

t

— The remaining variety Is tlic Neyro.
Its cliaractcrs are : colour black ; hair black
and woolly ; head narrow ; fbrchcad con-
vex and arched ; check-lmnes projecting

;

nose large, and almost confounded with the
upper jaw ; the upjicr front teeth obliquely
placed ; the lips thick ; the chin drawn in ;

the legs crooked. This race Is found In

Western and Southern Africa, and the great
islands of the Pacific, generally in the In-

terior. There arc very great (liffcrcnccs in

the tribes included in this variety : the Negro,
with the complexion of jet, and wool ; the
Caffre, with a copper complexion, and long
hair ; the sooty Papous, or New Gulneamen ;

the native of Van Diemen's Band, &c.
“ Within each of these varieties are included
numerous smaller divisions, wliich are cer-
tainly, though less prominently, distinct in
their features. The varieties of national
appearance between the Scotch, English,
French, and Germans, for example, are in
general distinguishable, though it would be
difficult to define their differences. Similar
subdivisions of character exist among all the
varieties, and so fill up the Intervals between
the extreme specimens of each as to form a
regular and nearly perfect series, of which
the Esquimaux and Negro might occupy the
extremities, and the European the middle
place, between the broad and high features
of the one, and the narrow, elongated, and
depressed skull and face of the other.”
Those writers who have gone deeply into

the subject, and attempted to account for all

the causes which have contributed to the
diversity of the human species, have gene-
rally been led into a more discursive field

than they had anticipated ; while the re-
sult, perhaps, has been both inconclusive and
unsatisfactory. In such a compendium as
this, where brevity is scarcely.less essential
than precision, we are constantly warned
not to exceed our limits. We shall therefore
not pretend to describe minutely the ana-
tomical structure of Man, neither shall we
attempt to follow him from his entrance into
life to his mortal exit ; but shall endeavour
to lay before the reader such of our “ glean-
ings ” as we conceive will best illustrate the
subject, without extending the article to an
unwarrantable length.

If Man be compared with the other classes
of animated nature, we shall find that ho
possesses most of those advantages united,
which the rest only partially enjoy. In-
finitely superior to all others in the mental
powers, he is also superior to them in the
aptness and proportion of his form. Ho
would indeed be one of the most wretched
beings on earth, if, with a sentient mind, he
was so constructed ns to be incaimble of
obeying its impulses. In the lectures of Pro-
fessor Green, this subject has been handled
with philosophical acuteness and masterly
power. He says, “ In a comparison of the
frame and capabilities of Man with those of
the inferior animals, if we take the human
frame ns the ideal standard of form, it will
be found that all others present many de-
clensions from the idea by exaggeration or
defect ; and it will be found from tills sur-
vey that Man is unquestionably endowed
with that structure, the perfection of which
is revealed in such a balanced relation of the
parts to a whole ns may best fit it for a licing
exercising intelligent choice, and destined
for moral frcetloni. It is not, therefore, an
absolute perfection of the constituents singly,
but the proportional development of all, and
their harmonious constitution to One, for
which we contend;— a constitution which
implies in a far higher degree than in any
other animal a balanced relation of the living
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;

powers and faculties, and which requires,
therefore, in Man pre-eminently, the endow-
ment of rational will as necessary for the
control and adjustment of the balance. Man
has not the quick hearing of the timid herbi-
vorous animals

; but it was not intended that
he should catch the sound of distant danger,
and be governed by his fears : he has not
the piercing sight of the eagle, nor the keen
scent of the beast of prey ; but neither was
Man intended to be the fellow of the tiger,

or a denizen of the forest. Hence the de-
parture from the perfect proportion of Man
which we observe in the inferior animals
may be regarded as deformities by exagge-
ration or defect, dependent upon a preponder-
ance of a part that necessitates a particular
use, or the absence of a part that deprives
the animal of a power, and in both instances
alike abrogates that freedom for which pro-
vision is made in the balanced relation of
the constituents of the human fabric, which
permits the free choice of means, and the
adaptation to any purpose determined by
an intelligent free-will. Dilate the head,
and you have a symptom of disease ; pro-
trude the jaws, you have a voracious animal ;

lengthen the ears, timidity is expressed j let

the nose project, and the animal is governed
by its scent ; enlarge the belly, and you are
reminded of the animal appetites : long arms
may lit him for an inhabitant of the trees,

and a fit companion for the ape ; and pre-
dominant length of legs are infallibly asso-
sociated with the habits of the wading or
leaping animals. In all, regarding Man’s
form with reference to his destination ns the
ideal standard, the means become ends ; de-
formity prevails, and becomes the badge of
unintelligent slavery to the mere animal
nature.”

“ In the contemplation of the human ske-
leton, its most striking characteristic, and
that which contradistinguishes it from the
bony fabric of all other animals, is its adap-
tation to the erect position ;

an attribute
not only peculiar to Man, but without which
his structure could not correspond with his

spiritual endowments, since it is at once the
need and symbol of a being raised above the

servile condition of the mere animal nature.
Thus the skull is poised with a slight pre-

ponderance anteriorly, at the top of the

vertebral column ; and.a plumb-line dropped
from the point of its support falls through
the centre of gravity between the feet, which
present the base of support to the whole
towering fabric. We remark, however, that

the supporting parts do not range with this

line. The spine is bent like an italic S : it

recedes at the chest, in order to give room
to its cavity ; and at the same time is har-

moniously inflected forwards at the loins

and neck, in order to facilitate its balance

over the points of support : and it cannot be

doubted that these curves contribute to the

capability of bending and changing the

position of the trunk, without endangering
the loss of balance. But the balasice of the

body Is also greatly aided by the breadth of

the human pelvis, which, supplying a broad
base of support, permits the inclinations of

the trunk without the necessity of altering

the position of the lower limbs. The lateral .

breadth of the pelvis, however, throws the
heads of the tlugh-bones, upon which the
weight of the body is transmitted, to some
distance on each side of the line that falls

through the centre of gravity : and in order
to provide a compensating adjustment, the •

tliigh-bones are placed obliquely, inclining
towards each other ; so that in the upright
posture with the feet together they touch
at the knees, and the weight is then received

i

upon the heads of the leg-bones or tibuE,

which stand perpendicularly under the cen-
tre of gravity : and these again are planted
upon the arch of the foot or instep, on which
the whole weight of the body securely rests.

Then, in order to secure in the foot the
requisite firmness in standing, we find that i

it is articulated with the leg at right angles,
|

so that both the heel and toes touch the
ground; and the joint is placed nearer the
posterior than the anterior part of the foot,

so as to increase the base of support in that
direction towards which the body tends
most to fall : besides which, the weight is

here received on the inner side of the foot,

where it is most arched, thereby offering not
only the advantage of a strong support, but
one which is highly elastic, yielding without
injury in alighting upon the feet, and acting
as a spring in progression. Thus the ma-

,

jestic column of the human form is raised
|

and built up upon its pedestal ; and the
living pillar, readily maintaining its equi-

,

poise, bears aloft its capital, whilst the upper
limbs are left fee to adlibitive motion.
Thus the place of the head, as the corporeal 1

representative of that wliich perceives and
wills

;
the disposition of the senses therein as

|

the media of intelligence, and of the organs
of speech as the interpreters of thought ;

and the arrangement of the upper Umbs as

the instruments of volition, no longer sub-
servient to mere animal needs, all impress
us with the conviction that even the skele- i

ton cannot be intelligible to us without ad-
j

mitting that the human bodily feme was
designed for the instrument and dwelling of
a being contradistinguished from, and ele-

vated above, all other animals.” !

It has been well argued by a popular
]

writer of the present day, that, “destitute
of either projecting teeth or strong claws, 1

covered neither with hard scales nor with
|

bristles, nor with a thick hide, and surpassed
i

in speed by many of his more powerful
j

antagonists, Man’s condition would seem
most pitiable, and inferior to that of any

|

other animal ;
for on all the rest of those

to whom she has denied the weapons of
^

attack. Nature has bestowed the means either i

of defence, or of concealment, or of flight.

But Man, by his superior reason, has sub-

dued all other animals. His intellect can

scarcely suggest the mechanism which his

hands cannot feme ;
and he has made for

j

liimsclf arms more powcrftil and destructive
j

than any other creature wields ; he has

clothed liimsclf in armour and built walls I

of defence with which he can defy the i

attacks of any but his fellow-men. Naturally
|

unarmed, hian has conquered the whole '

armed creation : some he has drii'cn from
j
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their abodes, and almost exterminated

;

others he has forced to share his labour j

and others he uses for his food, his clothing,
or his pleasure. The only other part of the
human structure which it is now necessary
to notice is the brain, whose size in propor-
tion to the rest of the nervous system far
surpasses that of any other animal. This
may be at once seen by observing the pro-
portion which the cranium, or rather the
cavity containing the brain, and the face,

bear to each other. In many cases also it

ma^ be estimated by what is called the
facial angle of Camiier, which is found by
drawing a line from the most prominent
part of the forehead to that of the upper
jaw-bone, and observe the angle which it

forms with another line drawn through the
meatus atu'.itorius cxternus to the base of the
nose, or (the head being held in a vertical
position) with a horizontal line. In Man
the facial angle is in the average of Euro-
peans 80° ; m some children it is a right
angle, but in some negroes is not more than

In the adult chimpanzee (which ap-
proaches in this respect nearest to Man) the
facial angle is only 3.5°, and in the orang or
satyr 30°. In other animals it is still less,

except when it is increased by the promi-
nence of large frontal sinuses, or by the
comparative shortness of the jaws. In
regard to its structure the human brain
exceeds all other in development of its

cerebral hemispheres, in the number and
development of parts, in the depth and
number of its convolutions, and in the quan-
tity of its medullary matter in proportion
to the cortical.

“ In the economy of the human body there
are peculiarities not less marked than those
in its structure. Perhaps the most charac-
teristic is the ability which Man enjoys of
living on almost any part of the globe, and
of thriving alike in either extreme of natural
temiierature. Thus the Greenlanders and
E.'iquimaux have reached between 70° and
WP of north latitude, while the negro of
Africa and the red man of America live

under the equator. But even Europeans,
accustomed to a temperate climate, can bear
either of these extremes of cold and heat, ns
has been sufllcicntly proved by tlie nume-
rous instances in which tliose who iiave gone
on the Arctic ex[>editions have been obliged
to winter in high northern latitudes; and,
on the other hand, by the slight degree in
which Euro|iean settlers in the hottest parts
of Africa arc influenced by the temiierature.

“ In adaptation with his ability to inhabit
almost every climate, Man can subsist on
tlie most varied foo<l. In the nortlicrn re-

gions, where the earth is covered through
i tlie greater part of tlie year with snow, and
!
vegetables of any kind can lie procured only

I

in the smallest quantity, the Esquimaux and
I

Samoidcs subsist ns well on animal food
alone aa the European docs on the most
carefully mixed diet : and on the other
hand, the inhabitant of the torriil zone is

not more inconvenienced by Ids daily suli..

sistence on the cocoa-nut, banana, yoin,

rice, and other farinaceous and acid vegeta-
bles. In the temiierate climates, wlicre ani-

mal and vegetable food can be procured with
equal facility, Man is truly omnivorous ;

towards the poles animal food or fish be-
comes more exclusively his diet ; and to-
wards the equator his food is chiefly com-
posed of vegetables : and there is no doubt
tliat in each case that food which is most
universally adopted is that which is best
adapted for the health of the inhabitants.

“ There is not a proof in the whole history
of animals that any species or individual has
ever made an advance towards an improve-
ment, or an alteration in its condition

:

whether solitary or living in herds, the habits
of all remain the same ; all of the same
species appear endowed with the same fa-

culties and dispositions, and each is in mental
power the same throughout his life. Con-
trast with these the progress of Man. In Ids
origin weak, naked, and defenceless, he has
not only obtained dominion over all the
animate creation, but the very elements are
made to serve Ids purpose. Of the earth
he has built his houses, and constructed
weapons and the implements of art ; he uses
the wind to carry him in ships, and to prepare
his food ; and when the wind will not suit
him, he employs fire and water to replace or
to resist it. By artificial light he has pre-
vented the inconveniences of darkness ; he
has stopped and made rivers, and has forced
deserts, marshes, and forests alike to bear
his food ; he has marked out and measured
the course of the celestial bodies, till he has
discovered from them the size and form of
the earth that he himself inliabits.”

With regard to the proportions of the
human figure, we have no exact knowledge ;

for the beauty of the best statues is better
conceived by observing than by measuring
them. Those of antiquity, which were at
first copied after the human form, are now
become the models of it

;
nor is there one

Man found wliose person approaches to those
inimitable performances that have thus, in
one figure, united the perfections of numbers.
It is sufficient to say that, from being at first

models, they are now become originals ; and
are used to correct deviations in that form
from whence they are taken. We must
not, however, pretend to give the propor-
tions of the human body os taken from these,
there being nothing more arbitrary. Some,
for instance, who have studied after models,
divide the liody into ten times the length of
the face, and otiicrs into eight. Some even
pretend to assert tluit there is a similitude
of proportion in dilfercnt parts of tlie body :

tiius, that the head is the length of the face ;

the tliumb the length of the nose ; the space
between the eyes tlie breadth of an eye ; the
breadth of the thigh, where thickest, double
that of the thickest part of tlic leg, and
treble the smallest ; that tlie arms when
extended arc equal to the length of the figure;
and that the legs and thighs are half the
length of the body. All this, however, is

extremely arbitrary ; and the excellence of
a shape, or the beauty of a statue, results
from the attitude and position of the whole,
ratlicr tlian from any determined measure-
ments, begun without experience, and snno-
tioiied by caprice. It may in general bo
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remarked, that the proportions alter in every
age, and are obviously different in the two
sexes. In Women the shoulders are narrower,
and the neck is proportionally longer, than
in Men ; the hips are also considerably
larger, and the thighs shorter. These pro-
portions, however, vary greatly at different
stages of life : in infancy the upper parts of
the body are much larger than ,the lower j

and the legs and thighs do not nearly eon-
stitute half the height of the whole figure.
In proportion as the ehild inereases in age,
the inferior parts lengthen, so that the body
is not equally divided till it arrives at its

full stature.

There is a striking difference in the size
of Men. Those are said to be tall who mea-
sure from five feet eight to six feet in height;
the middle stature is from five feet five to
five feet eight ; and such as fall short of
these proportions are said to be of a diminu-
tive size. It should be observed, however,
that the same person is always taller in the
morning than on going to bed at night

;

there being sometimes the difference of an
inch. The reason of this is obvious. Be-
tween all the joints of the baek-bone a
glutinous liquor, styled synovia, is deposited,
which serves, like oil in a machine, to give
the parts an easy play on each other : this
lubrieating liquor, or synovia, according to
anatomists, is poured in during the season
of repose, and is consumed by exercise and
employment ; so that after hard labour
scarcely any of it remains, but the joints
grow stiff, and their motion is painful and
uneasy. Hence, therefore, the body di-
minishes in stature : for this moisture being
drained away from between the numerous
joints of the back-bone, they lie close on
each other, and their entire length is thus
very sensibly diminished

;
but sleep, by re-

storing the fluid, again swells the spaces
between the vertebrae, and the whole is ex-
tended to its former dimensions.
A comparison between the strength of Men

and other animals may be estimated by
various modes. First, by the weight they
are able to carry. It is affirmed that the
porters of Constantinople carry burdens
of nine hundred pounds weight : and Des-
guliers tells us that, by means of a certain

harness, by which every part of a Man’s
body was proportionably loaded, the person
he employed in tliis experiment was able to

support in an erect posture, a weight not
less than two thousand pounds. A horse,

about seven times our bulk, would be tlius

able to raise a weight of fourteen thousand
pounds, if his strength were in the same pro-

portion. But the fact is, a horse cannot
carry on his back above two or three hundred
weight ;

while a Man can support two thou-

sand pounds. But if we reflect for a moment,
the reason of this will be apparent : a load on
a Man’s shoulders is placed to the greatest ad-
vantage ; while, on the contrary, on the back
ofa horse it is placed to the greatest disadvan-
tage. Suppose a Mon to be standing ns upright
as possible under this before mentioned enor-
mous weight; then all the bones may be com-
pared to pillars supporting a building, and his

muscles will have very little employment in

this dangerous duty : however, they are not
absolutely inactive ; as Man, let him stand
ever so upright, will have some bending in
different parts of his body. The muscles
therefore give the bones a partial assistance,
and that with the greatest possible ad-
vantage. The greatest force of a horse, and
of other quadrapeds, is exerted when the
load is placed in such a position that the
column of the bones can be properly applied,
which is lengthwise. When, therefore, we
estimate the comparative strength of a horse,
we must not regard what he can carry, but
what he can draw : and in this case his
amazing superiority over Man is easily dis-
covered ; for one horse can draw a load
which ten Men would be unable to move.
Among the ancients, strength was a qua-

lity of much greater use than at present

;

as, in time of war, the same Man who had
strength enough to carry the heaviest armour,
had also ability sufficient to strike the most
fatal blow. In this case, his strength was
at once his protection and his power. We
should not, therefore, be surprised when we
rend of one Man whose i>ersonal prowess
rendered him terrible in war, and irresistible,

though we may fairly make allowances for
its being greatly exaggerated by fiattery, or
magnified by terror. And, in an age of
ignorance, which is ever an age of wonder,
mankind, having no just idea of the human
powers, were pleased rather to represent
what they wished than what they knew ;

and exalted human strength, to fill up the
whole sphere of their limited conceptions.
Great strength is an accidental endowment

;

two or three persons in a country may
possess it, and these may institute a claim
to heroism ; but prodigious strength is not
hereditary, like family honoms ; and when
we contemplate the splendid characters of
Homer’s heroes, who are all represented as

the descendants of heroes, we may well be-

lieve that they ore more indebted to their

princely titles, than to their bodily strength
and indomitable vigour, for their splen-

did attributes and their herculean achieve-
ments.
There are indeed, in later ages, some in-

stances of amazing strength, which cannot
be questioned ; but in these Nature is found
to pursue her ordinary course. These strong
men have originated from the lowest ranks,
and gradually risen into notice as their ad-
ventitious superiority had more opportunities
of being displaj'ed. Among tliis numl)er
may be ranked the Roman tribune who ob-
tained the name of the second Achilles, and
who is said to have killed, with his own
hand, at different times, three hundred of

the enemy ;
and, when insidiously attacked

by twenty-five of his own countrymen,
though past his sixtieth year, to have killed

fourteen of them before lie himself was slain.

Of this number, too, was Jfilo, who, when
he stood upright, could not be moved from
his place. I’lin3' also mentions one named
Athenatus, who walked across the stoOT at

Rome loa<lcd with a breast-plate which
weighed five hundred po;mds, and buskins

of the same weight. But of all the prx^igics

of strength recorded in authentic hish>r.v.
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Maximinius, the Roman emperor, may be
reckoned the chief. Whatever we are told
of him is well attested : his character was
too exalted not to be perfectly known ; and
that very strength for which he was cele-

brated, at last procured him no less a reward
than the empire of the world. Maximinius
was upwards ofnine feet high, and one of the
best-proportioned men in the whole empire.
He was a Thracian by birth ; and, from
being a simple herdsman, rose, through the
several gradations of office, till he became
Emperor of Rome. The ^st opportunity
which offered of exerting his strength, was
in the presence of a numerous assembly of
citizens in the theatre, where he overthrew
twelve of the strongest men in wrestling,
and outstripped two ol the fleetest horses in

,

running, on the same day. He could draw
, a loaded chariot, which two strong horses
were unable to move ; and could break the
jaw of a horse with one blow of his fist, and

I

his thigh with a kick. In war he was always
! engaged in the foremost ranks, where he d&-

I played feats of activity that could only be
equalled by his success j and happy had it

been for him and his people, if, from being
formidable to his enemies, he had not become

i
still more so to his subjects. He reigned

: for some time at enmity with all the world ;

' all mankind wishing for his death, yet none
' daring to strike the blow; and, as ifFortune
i had resolved that through life he should
' continue unconquerable, he was killed at

j

last by his own subjects while asleep.

I

In more modem times we have several in-

stances of bodily strength, and not a few of

j

amazing swiftness ; but these merely cor-
' porcal perfections are now considered as of
small advantage, cither in peace or war.
The invention of gunpowder in some mea-
sure levelled all flesh to one standard, and
wrought a total change in martial education
through ali parts of the world. In pence
also, the discovery of new machines almost
every day, and the application of the strength

!
of irrational animals to the purposes of life,

and, above all, the wondrous uses of the
steam-engine, have rendered human strength
ofless value. The boast ofcorporeal strength
is therefore consigned to barbarous nations,

I where, from the deficiency of art, its value is

still felt ; but in more civilized countries,
its proud pre-eminence has fallen in a ratio
commensurate with the progress of art, and

I

the advancement of intellectual superiority.

I

But Man, though invested with superior
powers, and possessed of more numerous
privileges, with respect to his necessities

! seems to be inferior to the meanest animals.
!
Hature has introduced him into life with a
greater variety of wants and infirmities than

I
the rest of her creatures, unarmed in the
midst of enemies. Among the many tiiou-
sand imaginary wants peculiar to Man, he
has two in common with all other animals,
which nevertheless he feels in a greater de-
gree than they ; these are the want of sleep,

and hunger. The latter is a more destructive
foe to mankind than watchfulness : but,
though fatal without its proper antidote, it

may always lie removed by foo<l
; and to

acquire this. Men have lieen known to en-

counter certain death. Hunger, however,
terrible as it is in its approaches, is said to be
not proportionately so in its duration ; for
the pain occasioned by famine decreases as
the strength fails, and a total insensibility
at length comes to the relief of the wretched
sufferer. It is, however, incontestably cer-

tain that Man is less able to support hunger
than any other animal : nor is he better
qualified to bear a state of watchfulness.
Sleep, Indeed, seems much more necessary
to him than to any other creature ; as, when
awake, he may be said to exhaust a greater
proportion of the nervous fluid, and con-
sequently to stand in need of an adequate
supply. Other animals, when most awake,
are but little removed from a state of slum-
ber : their inert faculties, imprisoned in

matter, and rather exerted by impulse than
deliberation, require sleep more as a cessa-

tion from motion than from thought. But
with respect to Man it is far otherivise ; his

ideas, fatigued with their various excursions,
demand a cessation, not less than the body
from toil. Fortunately for mankind, sleep
generally arrives in time to relieve the mental
powers, as well as the bodily frame : bnt it

is often in vain that all light is excluded,
all noise removed, and warmth and softness

conspire, as it were, to invite sleep ; the
restless and active mind still retains its for-

mer vigilance ; and reason, that wishes to

resign the reins, is obliged, in spite of herself,

to maintain them. In this disagreeable
state, the mind ranges from thought to

thought, willing to lose the distinctness of
perception, by increasing the multitude of
images. At last, when sleep makes nearer
approaches, every object of the imagination
begins to blend with that which lies next to
it

;
a part of their distinction fades away

;

and ensuing sleep fashions out dreams for
the remainder.
In sleep the whole nervous frame is re-

laxed. while the heart and lungs seem more
forcibly exerted. This fuller circulation pro-
duces also a tension of the muscles : it may
be considered as a kind of exercise, con-
tinued through the whole frame

; and by
this the perspiration becomes more copious,
though the appetite for food is entirely
removed. Too much sleep dulls the ap-
prehension, weakens the memory, and un-
fits the body for supporting fatigue : too
little sleep, on the contrary, emaciates the
frame, produces melancholy, and wastes the
constitution. A life of study, it is well
known, unfits the body for receiving this

grateful refreshment ; and the approaches
of sleep arc averted by intense reflection :

when, therefore, it comes at last, its con-
tinuance should not bo hastily interrupted.
Sleep is, indeed, by some pronounced to be
a very agreeable period of Man’s existence,
in consequence of the pleasurable dreams
which sometimes attend it. This, however,
is rather fanciful than just

; the pleasure
which dreams are capable of conveying
seldom reaching to our waking pitch of fe-
licity ! the mind often, in the midst of its

visionary satisfactions, demands of itself,

whether it docs not owe them to an illusion ?

and not unfrcquently awakes with the reply.
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But it is seldom, except in coses of the
highest delight or the deepest distress, that
the mind has power thus to disengage itself
from the empire of fancy : in the common
course of its operations, it submits to those
numerous fantastic images which succeed
each other, and which, like many of our
waking thoughts, are generally forgotten.
There are others on whom dreams appear to
have a very different effect; and who, without
seeming to remember their impressions the
succeeding morning, have yet evidenced, by
their actions during sleep, that they were very
powerfully impelled by their dominion

; per-
forming many of the ordinary duties to which
they have been accustomed wdien awake ;

and, with a ridiculous industry, completing
by night wliat they had failed to accomplish
by day. Numerous instances might indeed
be cited to show that the imagination is

equally active by night as by day, and that
it often involuntarily intrudes where it is

least commanded or desired. ^V^^ile awake,
and in health, this busy principle cannot
much deceive us : it may raise a thousand
phantoms before us, build schemes of hap-
piness, or shudder at ideal misery ; but the
senses are all alive and sound to evince its

falsity. Our eyes show us that the prospect
is not present : our hearing and our touch
depose against its reality ; and our taste

and smelling are equally vigilant in de-
tecting the imposition. Beason, therefore,

at once determines on the cause ; and the
fleeting intruder. Imagination, is restrained
or banished from the mind. But it is other-
wise in sieep : the senses being as much as

possible at rest, having lost their peculiar
functions, the imagination is then left to

riot at large, and to lead the understanding
captive. Every incursive idea then becomes
a reaiity ; and the mind, being destitute of
every power that can correct the illusion,

receives them for truths.
But we fear we have trespassed too long

on tliis part of our subject ; we therefore
hasten from the consideration of what may
be thought ideal and imaginary, to that
which is actual and manifest. Every object

in nature has its improvement and decay.

The human form no sooner arrives at ma-
turity, than it instantly begins to decline.

The waste is at first insensible, and fre-

quently several 3'ears revolve before we per-

ceive any considerable alteration : but w'C

ought to feel the weight of our years better

tlian tlieir number can be estimated by
strangers ;

and as those are seldom deceived

who judge of our age by external signs, we
might be more sensible of the truth, were we
more attentive to our feelings, and did not

suffer ourselves to be deceived by vanitj' and
fallacious Iropes. When the body has ac-

quired its full stature, and is extended to

its just dimensions, it begins to increase in

tliickness ; and this augmentation is the

first step towards a decay, being merely an
addition of superfluous matter, which in-

flates the bo<ly, and loads it with an useless

weight : this matter, wliich is denominated
i fnt, about the age of thirty-five or forty,

j

begins to cover the muscles and interrui)t

j

tlioir activity : every action then requires u

greater exertion to perform it ; and the in-
crease of size is at the expense of case, ac- 1

tivity, and strength. The bones also be-
come every day more solid. In the embryo
they are almost os soft as the muscles and
the flesh ; by degrees they harden and ac-
quire their natural vigour ; but the circula-
tion is still carried on through them ; and
how hard soever the bones may seem, the
blood holds its current through them, as ‘

through all other parts of the body. Like
the softer parts, they are furnished, through
all their substance, witli their proper canals,
although in the different stages of existence
they are of very different capacities. In
infancy they are capacious, and the blood
flows through the bones with almost the
same facility os through the other channels.
In manhood their size is greatly diminished ; ;

the vessels are almost imperceptible, and the
circulation tlirough them is proportionably !

slow. But in the decline of life, the blood
|

which meanders through the bones no longer i

contributing to their growth, of necessity
|

tends to increase their rigidity. In pro- 1

portion as we advance in j’ears, the bones, 1

the cartilages, the membranes, the flesh,
i

the skin, and every fibre of the bod3^, be-
come more solid, hard, and dry : every part

j

shrinks, every motion becomes more slow ;

the circulation of the fluids is performed with
|

less freedom ;
perspiration diminishes ; the i

secretions alter ; the digestion becomes slow'
j

and laborious ; and the juices no longer
I

serving to convey their accustomed nutri-
\

ment, those parts may be said to live no
j

longer when the circulation ceases. Thus
l

the body dies by little and little ; all its !

functions are weakened by degrees ; life is
i

driven from one part of the frame to another ;

universal rigidity jirevails ; and death at

last closes the scene. IVlien the natural
stamina are good, life may perhaps be pro-
longed for a few 3’cars, b3' moderating the
passions, by temperance, and by abstemious-
ness : but no human art can prolong the i

period of life to any considerable extent. i

It is apparent, indeed, that the duration of i

life has no absolute dependence either on !

manners, customs, or the qualities of par-
|

ticular food : much, it is true, is to be ns- ,

cribed to the qualit3’ of the air ; but wc may 1

rel3' upon it that, if luxury and intern- 1

perance be excepted, nothing can alter those
'

laws of mechanism which regulate the num-
ber of our years.
Well ma3’ it be said, that JIan is n com-

pound being— the link between spiritual

and animal existence ; partaking of both
their natures, but haviiij? also something
peculiar to himself, llis intellectual facul-

ties prove his alliance to a superior class of
\

beings : his sensual appetites and passions

show his affinity to the brute creation.

We cannot close this article without re-

ferring to Dr. Prichard’s admirable Rc-
scarclics into the Ph3’sicnl Histor3' of Man,
— a work wliicli, although we have not here

quoted it, wc recommend to the attention of

onr readers ns one which discusses a most

important subject with consummate abilit3'.

MANAKIN. [Sec Pard-vlotus.]



MANATUS. A genus of herbivorous
marine animals, familiarly called Sea Cows,
and usuallyassociated with the order Cetacea.
The body of the Manatus is of an oblong

THS ilAUATEE. — (UiNATOa AUSTRAI-IS.)

shape, terminated by a lengthened oval fin :

it generally measures six or seven feet in
length, but sometimes grows to an enormous
size ; and its paddles or fins exhibit rudi-

i
ments of nails, by the aid of which the un-
wieldy animal drags its body along on the
shore, to browse on the herbage that grows
on and near the banks of the great rivers to
which it resorts. The skin of the Manatus
is of a blackish colour, very tough and hard,
and full of inequalities, like the bark of an
oak ; and on it are sprinkled a few bristly
hairs, about an inch in length. The eyes
are exceedingly small in proportion to the
size of the animal. It has no external ears,
but only two orifices, scarcely large enough
to admit a quill j the tongue is pointed, and
extremely small ; the mouth is destitute of
teeth, but furnished with two solid white
bones, extending the entire length of both

SaOLl. A»D PART OP 8XKI.ITON OF THE
UAVATIS.

jaws, which serve instead of grinders ; the
lips are double ; and near the junction of
the two jaws the mouth is full of white
tubular bristles, answering the same puriwsc
as the laminiB in whales, to prevent the food
from issuing out with the water. The lips
arc also thick-set with bristles, serving, in-
stead of teeth, to cut the strong rfxits of I he
marine plants, which, floating ashore, point
out the vicinity of these animals.

MANDRIIAj. The great blue-faced Ba-
boon. [See Baboos.]

MANOO-FISff. [See Poi.T.vEMtig.]

MANIS ; PANGOLIN ( or SCALY ANT-
KATEB. Tlie Linnman genus Mnnin con-
sists of certain singular animals, known alsu

by the name of Pangolins and Scaly Ant-
eaters

; and are limited to the warmest parts
of Asia and Africa. They resemble the Myr-

SOAPT ANT-EATER.
(MASIS OHASaiCAUDATA.

mecophaga, or Hairy Ant-eaters, in having
a very long extensible tongue, furnished
with a glutinous mucus for securing their
insect food, and in being destitute of teeth ;

but diftering wholly from them in the body,
limbs, and tail being covered with a panoply
of large, imbricated scales, overlapping each
other, after the manner of lacertine reptiles

j

and also in being able to roll themselves up
when in danger, by which their trenchant
scales become erect, and present a defensive
armour sufiicient to repel the assaults of the
most ferocious of their enemies. They are
quite harmless in their nature, entirely sub-
sist on ants, termites, &c., and differ from
the true Ant-eaters of South America in
little else than in being provided with tliis

scaly integument. They are remarkable for
the strength and number of their caudal
vertebral ; and in a general view of the ani-
mal kingdom, they may be considered as
having the appearance of forming a kind of
link between the proper viviparous quadru-
peds and the Lizards.

The Loxo-tailed Maxis. (Manis tetra-
dactyla.) This species is generally upwards
of two feet in length, and the tail is more
than twice as long as the body : the head is

small, the snout narrow ; the whole body,
except the under part, covered with broad
but sharp-pointed scales, which are striated
throughout their whole length. The legs
are very short ; scaled like the bodjy ; and
on caeh of the feet are four claws, those on
the fore feet being stronger than those on
the hind. The eolour of the whole animal
is an uniform deep brown, with a cast of
yellow, and a glossy surface. It is a native
of Africa.

The SiiouT-TAii.ED Maxis. {Jlfanis pen-
ladactyla.') In this species the head is small
as in the former, but the tail is much thicker
and shorter, being not so lung os the body,
wide at the base, gradually tapering, but
terminating very obtusely. The feet are
furnished with five toes each, those on the
fore feet, except the exterior one, which is

very small, being extremely strong. The
scales dlll'er in shape from those of the pre-
ceding, being much larger and wider in pro-
portion to the body and tall : they arc also
much harder, and so impenetrable wlicn the
animal rolls itself up, that when the tiger,
panther, nr hyoma attempts to force It, the
Manis remains perfectly secure, and the as-
sailant siiflcrs for his temerity. The Manis
chiefly inhabits the most obscure parts of

X X
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the forest, and digs itself a retreat in the
cleft of some rock, where it brings forth its

young. It is a native of India, in many
parts of which it is called the Bajjerkeit.

MANTICORA. [See Cicindelid^.]

MANTIS: MANTIDiE. A genus and
family of Orthopterous insects, whose singu-
lar appearance, and the grotesque forms they
usually assume when lying in wait for their
prey, have not only attracted great attention,

but have given rise to the most superstitious

notions among the vulgar. The Mantulce
are characterized by having a narrow and
elongated body ; the anterior legs of enor-
mous length ; short palpi, terminating in a
point

i
the tarsi five-jointed, and tiie wings

plaited longitudinally Tliese insects fre-

quent trees and plants ; and the forms and
colours of their wings and bodies are so like

the leaves and twigs which surround them
as to give them remarkable power to elude
observation.

The Pbaying Mantis {Mantis religi-

osa) is of a beautiful green colour, nearly
three inches in length, of a slender shape,
and in its general sitting posture holds
up the two fore-legs, slightly bent, in an
attitude resembling that of a person when
at prayer

j
in which position it will some-

PRAYING MANTIS, =— (MANTIS RELIQIOSA.)

times remain motionless for several hours.

It is termed by the French pric-Dicu. Its

food consists of flies and other insects, which
it is exceedingly dexterous in catching and
retaining. “The monkish legends tell us
that St. Francis Xavier, seeing a Mantis
moving along in its solemn way, holding up
its two fore-legs as in the act of devotion,

desired it to sing the praises of God ; where-
upon the insect carolled forth a fine can-

ticle 1 {Ins. Arch; p. 63.) Mouffet, also, in-

forms us, that ‘ so divipe a creature is this

esteemed, that if n childe ask the way to

such a place, she will stretch out one of her

feet, and shew liim the right way, and seldom
or never misse. As she resembleth those

diviners in the elevation of her hands, so

also in likenesse of motion ;
for they do not

sport themselves as others do, nor leap, nor

play j but, walking softly, she retains her

modesty, and shews forth a mature kind of

gravity I
’ But this gravity- (.os Mr. West-

wood aptly says) has an object of a very dif-

ferent kind to that of the sorcerer. It is

thus, after exhibiting a wonderful degree of

patience, that, like a cat approaching a

mouse, the Mantis moves almost impercep-
tibly along, and steals towards its pr^,
fearful of putting it to flight. When suffi-

ciently near, the fore leg is extended to its

full length, and the insect seized, bemg im-
mediately secured between the tibia and
femur, where it is held by the numerous
teeth with wliich those parts ore armed."
These insects are of a very voracious and
pugnacious nature ; and when kept with
others of their own sjiecies in a state of cap-
tivity, will fight till one or the other is de-
stroyed in the contest.—Very similar to the
foregoing is the Mantis precaria. It is of
a beautiful green colour, with the thorax

i

ciliated on each side, and the upper wings
each marked in the middle b;f a transparent
spot. This species is held in the highest
veneration by some of the ignorant African
tribes.— But of all the Mantes, perhaps the
most singular in its appearance is the Empusa
gongylo&s, which, from its thin limbs and

|

the grotesque form of its body, especially in

its dried state, seems to resemble the con-
junction of several fragments of withered -

stalks, Ac.
I

MANTISPA : MANTISPID^. A genus I

and family of insects belonging to the order
j

Neuroptera. They appear to be very closely
i

allied to the Hemerobiidee in the general
character of the veins of the wungs. The ;

!

species are but of small size, of dull colours,
;

and widely dispersed throughout the globe,
j

They chiefly reside upon oaks, and the i

structure of the fore legs and mouth seems
to indicate that their habits are predaceous.

MARECA. A genus of Palmipede birds,

containing the Widgeon {Mareca Penelope),

[which see.]

MARGARITACE.®. An order of Mol-
luBca, containing several interesting genera ;

among which is the Avicula margaril{fera,
j

the shell of wliich produces the most valued '

Pearls, as well as the greatest quantity of
,

Mother-of-Pearl ;
the latter being simply

the nacreous interior of the shell.
_
The pearls

are separate formations of a similar sub-

stance, deposited by the mantle. The l»st
,

!

Pearls are generally produced at the point, I

where the attachment of the adductor muscle ;

causes a roughness in the shell. The gra- :

dual change which takes place in the posi-

tion of tius muscle, in accordance with the

growth of the animal, causes the detach-

ment of the pearl ; and it is generally found
imbedded in the substance of the muscle, by ;

the motion of whose fibres its spherical form :

seems chiefly occasioned. But the formation
]

of Pearls is by no means confined to this -

species ;
for any shell, univalve or bivalve,

with a nacreous interior, may produce
them.

M.tVRGAY. {Felis tigrina.) A species of
|

wild cat, native of Soqth America. It is i

about the size of the common cat j
and is I

very fierce and untamcablc. The ground-
colour is a bright tawny : the face striped

|

downwards with block ; the shoulders and

body marked both with stripes and large

oblong black spots ; small spots on the legs ; ;

the breast, belly, and insides of the limbs,

whitish : long tail, marked with black and

gray. It resides principally on trees, prey-

ing on birds i
and seldom brings forth more

thou two young ones at a birth.
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JIARGUsELLA. A genus of Molluscous
animals, inhabiting an oval, smooth, shining

I shell, often handsomely eoloured i the spire

exceedingly short j the right lip having a
thick margin j

plaits nearly equal in size ;

and no operculum. The head of the animal
is very distinct, with a small proboscis, and
two tcntacula having eyes at the base. It

covers the greater part of the shell with the
mantle, and by continually depositing vi-

treous matter gives it a bright polish, which,
together with the delicately neat arrange-

I

ment of colours in most species, renders

,
them very beautiful.

' MARIRTMA. An appellation given to a

j

Brazilian species of Monkey, furnished with
I a mane, and having a tuft of hair at the end
' of its tail. It is the Jacchtts Rosalia of na-
turalists.

MARMOT. {Arctomys.) A genus of
Rodent animals of which there are several
species. The Marmots in their dentition are
neajly allied to the squirrels, though in their

general form they are very dissimilar to
those active little quadrupeds, and have
been generally classed with the rats. They
have five molar teeth on each side of the
lower jaw ; short legs ; a rather short tail

;

heavy body ; and a short flat head : four
toes on the fore feet, and flve on the hinder.
They live in communities ; have extensive
burrows on the sides of high and cold moun-
tains J and pass the winter in a dormant
state.

- The Alpixb Mabmot (Arctomys Alpinus)
I is about the size of a rabbit ; of a grayish

yeliow coloiu-, approaching to brown to-

wards the head ; and has a short tail. This

MARWOT.— ^ABCTOMT^ AUPINOH.)

' species inhabits the mountains of Europe
(particularly those of the Alps and Pyre-

{

nees), just below the region of perpetual

I

snow ; and feeds on insects, roots, and vcgc-
I tables. They live in large societies ; and
when they are eating, they i>08t a sentinel,
who on the approach of any danger gives a
shrill whistle, when they all retire into their
burrows, whicli are contrived with great art,

and arc well lined with moss and Tiay. In
these retreats they remain in a Virpid state
from the autumn till April. In flue weather
they are seen sporting at>out the neiglibour-
hoo<l of their burrows ; tlicy delight iii bask-
ing in the sunshine, and frequently assume
an upright ixrsturc, sitting on their liind

feet. Itefore they retire to their winter
quarters they arc observed to grow execs-
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sively fat j and, on the contrary, appear
greatly emaciated on first emerging from
them. In a domestic state the Marmot will
eat almost any kind of animal or vegetable
food.
There are many Marmots inhabiting North

America which have been considered as be-
longing to the sob-g,en\xB Spermophilus. The
most celebrated of these is the Pkaibie Doo.
(Arefomys ludoviciamts.) The name of
Prairie Dog has been given to it from a sup-
posed similarity between its warning cry
and the barking of a small dog. They live
in large communities ; their villages, as they
are termed bjr the hunters, sometimes being
many miles in extent. The entrance to
each burrow is at the summit of the mound
of earth thrown up during the progress of
the excavation below. The hole descends
vertically to the depth of one or two feet,

after which it continues in an oblique direc-
tion. Tills Alarmot, like the rest of the spe-
cies, becomes torpid during the winter, and,
to protect itself against the rigour of the
season, stops the month of its hole, and con-
structs a neat globular cell at the bottom of
it, of fine dry grass, so compactly put to-
gether as almost to form a solid mass. In
the “ Travels in North America ” by the
Hon. C. A. Murray, we find an account of
this animal. Speaking of an extensive and
desolate prairie through wliich he was pass-
ing, is the following description of the
“Prairie Dog.” “In this waste there was
not either bird or beast to be seen, except
Prairie Dogs. I do not know how these
little animals obtained tills absurd appella-
tion, as they do not bear the slightest re-
semblance to the canine species, either in
formation or habits. In size they vary ex-
tremely, but in general they are not larger
than a squirrel, and not unlike one in ap-
pearance, except that they want liis bushy
tail ; the head is also somewhat rounder.
They burrow under the light soil, and tlirow
it up round the entrance to their dwelling
like the English rabbit : on tills little mound
tliey generally sit, chirping and chattering
to one another, like two neighbour gossips
in a village. Their number is incredible,
and their cities (for tliey deserve no less a
name) full of activity and bustle. I do not
know what their occupations are ; but I
have seen them constantly running from
one hole to another, although they do not
ever pay any distant visits. They seem on
the approach of danger always to retire

to their own homes : but their great delight
apparently consists in braving it, witli the
usual insolence of cowardice when secure
from punishment ; for, ns you approach,
they wag their little tails, elevate their
heads, and chatter at you like a monkey,
louder and louder the nearer you come : but
no sooner is the hand raised to any missile,
whether gun, arrow, stick, or stone, than
they poi> into the hole with a rapidity only
equalled by that sudden disappearance of
Piiiieh, with which, when a child, I have
liccn so much delighted in the streets and
squares of London.” Their holes seem to
be tenanted also by a siiecics of owls {,'itri.r

cunicularia) j and this apparently discrepant

N N 2
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couple live together united not in the bonds
of matrimony but of friendship.
There are several other American species.

The Quebec Maemot CArctomys empetra),
a solitary animal, whose burrows are almost
perpendicular, and situated in dry spots, at
some distance from the water. The Woon-
CUUCK \A rctomys monax ) ; they make their
burrows in the sides of lulls, which extend
a considerable distance, and terminate in
chambers lined with dry grass, leaves, &c.
They are easily tamed, and are very cleanly.

Besides the foregoing, many species of the
Marmot are found in the north of Europe
and Asia : they swarm in the Ukraine, about
the Boristheues, in the southern desert of
Great Tartary, and in the Alcaic mountains
south of the Irtis. They burrow, and form
magazines of com and nuts ; sit like squir-
rels while they eat ; and generally bring
forth from five to eight young. They are
both herbivorous and carnivorous.

MAKMOZET, or OUISTITIS. {Jacchm.')
A genus of American monkeys distinguished
from the rest by the absence ofthe additional
molar, and by the sharpness and crooked-
ness of their nails. The thumb is not oppo-
sable, being placed in the same line with
the other fingers ; and that of the hind feet

is very short. The tail is large, and tliickly

covered with hair ; but it is not prehensile ;

and in many species it is marked by trans-
verse bars, giving it a very elegant appear-
ance : several are also distinguished by
tufts of hair projecting from the sides of the
head. They are very agile in their move-
ments, and extremely cautious and wary

j

exliibiting a degree of wildness and distrust

even when in confinement. They show
much instinctive sagacity in their search for

insect food.

MARSUPIALIA, or MARSUPIAES. A
singular family of the order Carnivora, in
the class Mammalia; and so called from the
females having a pouch imarsupium), or
temporary abode for the young immediately
after birth, and into which they retreat long
after they can walk, whenever they are ap-
prehensive of danger. Two particular bones,

called the marsupial bones, attached to the

pubis, and placed amidst the abdominal
muscles, support this pouch. Professor Owen
says, “ they assist in producing a compres-
sion of the mammary' gland, necessary for

the alimentation of a ijcculiarly feeble off-

spring, and they defend the abdominal vis-

cera from the pressure of the young as they

increase in size, during their mammary or

marsui)ial existence, and still more when
they return to the pouch for temporary
shelter.” It should moreover bo observed,

that these marsupial bones arc found like-

wise in the male, and even in species where
tlie poucli-formcd fold of skin is scarcely

perceptible. New South Wales abounds in

marsupial animals, but they are found also

in America and the Asiatic islands. [See

Kanoaiioo : Opossum.]

MARTEN. (Mustela/oina.') This elegant

and lively animal, whoso agile and graceful

motions are not excelled by any of the

weasel tribe, resides in woods, and preys
chiefly on birds and small animals. Its

general length from nose to tail is about a
foot and a half, and the tail is ten inches long.

The female breeds in hollow trees, produces
from three to seven young at a time, and has
at least two litters in a year. They are
very destructive to game of every kind, and
to all sorts of domestic i>oultry, eggs, &c. :

they will also feed on rats, mice, and moles ;

are very fond of honey, and wdll sometimes
eat seeds and grain. The Marten is of a
dark tawny colour, with a white throat ; and
the belly is of a dusky brown : the tail is

bushy, and of a darker colour than the other
parts ; the ears are moderately large and
rounded ; muzzle pointed ; and the eyes
bright and lively. It is very wild and un-
tameable if captured when full grown, but
if taken young is susceptible of great do-
cility. It has two sorts of fur ;

the outer,

which is very long, and browTi of different

shades in different parts of the body ; and the
inner, which is extremely soft, short, and of a
light yellowish gray colour.

The Pine Maeten iMustda martes) is an
inhabitant of the woody districts in the
northern parts of America, from the Atlantic

to the Pacific ; it is also found about the
region of Mount Caucasus, as well as in

Sweden, Norway, &c. It very closely re-

sembles the preceding, but may be dis-

tinguished by its smaller size, longer legs,

finer, thicker, and more glossy fur, and from
the throat being marked with a broad yellow
spot. The Pine Marten preys on mice,

rabbits, partridges, &c. It never frequents

FINE ATARTEN.—(ilOSrEr.A MARTES.)

houses, as the common Marten occasionally
docs

;
but confines itself altogether to the

woods and fields. Its fur is far superior in

quality to that of the former species, and
the skins form a great article of commerce.
When this animal is pursued, and its retreat

cut off, it shows its teeth, erects its hair,

arches its back, and hisses like a cat. It

burrows in the ground, carries its young
about six weeks, and brings forth from four

to seven in a litter about the latter end of

April. Both this and the former species

have a kind of musky smell.

Pen.vant’.s Maeten. (MusteJa Cana-
denxin.) This is also a native of the north-

ern parts of America. It is a larger and
stronger animal than the Pine Marten j

li^'cs

in the woods, preferring damp places to dry:

and climbs with facility. It brings forth

once a year, from two to four younp. It is

sought for its skin, of wliicli considerable
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nurabcrs ore every year exported by the
fur traders.

MARTIN. [See StVALLOt»'.]

MASON-BEE. A species of the genus
Osmia, remarkable for eonstructing its nest

! of agglutinated sand, fixing it on the sides

of walls, &c., or availing itselfof some cavity
! or suitable projection for that piupose. This

I

’ species constructs six or eight cells near each
j

. other, though irregularly placed ,• and the
' female, having deposited an egg, with a

supply of honey and pollen in each, covers

I

the whole and fills the spaces between the
cells with the same kind of material she had
used in constructing them ; the whole having
the appearance of a dab of mud, which might

: have been placed there by accident. This
i
viscid mud, or mortar, which is at first soft,

, soon becomes as hard as stone ; and the
: eggs being laid in it, undergo the same
metamorphosis os those of the common bees.
—^yeral species select the deserted shells of

: snails, in the spiral tubes of which they
construct their nests. The bee having found
a shell suitable to her purpose, deposits an
egg, together with a suitable supply of pollen
and honey, at the extremity of the tube ;

the space occupied thereby being not quite
half an inch in length : this space she closes

by a thin partition, which is composed of

;
abraded leaves or moss, repeating the ope-
ration until she has constructed the required
number of shells ; she next closes up the
entrance to the tube, for which purpose she
collects pellets of earth, small pieces of stick,

^ pebbles, &c., which, being mixed with some
liquid secreted by the animal, form a secure
protection to her works. The larva having
consumed the store laid up by the provident
parent, sinns a cocoon of a toughish texture
and of a dark brown colour ; and in due
time the perfect insect makes its appearance.
The genus Oxmia contains many species,

each having a favourite locality for its nest-
building operations, but all of them varying
their economy in accordance with accidental
circumstances. Some of these bees are red,

and others black ; but they are all nearly of
the same size, being about the length of

j

drones, though not so thick. The black
I Moson-bccs have stings

;
but the red, being

I males, have none.

I
I MASON- tvASF. 'Odi/ncrut murarius,

.
fyirii-linus, ^c.) Ilymenoptcrous insects,

1 whose nests may be found in this country
in most sandy banks exposed to the sun,

UAP u w.-p. -•'-US paiuf r ' I'l'-.')

and wlio received the name from the in-

eniiity with which they construct tlieir lia-

itation. An account of this is so i>lcasingly

given by Messrs. Kirby and Spence in their
“ Introduction to Entomology,” that we take
the liberty of extracting it. “This insect
(0. murarius) bores a cylindrical cavity from
two to three inches deep, in hard sand which
its mandibles alone would be scarcely ca-
pable of penetrating, were it not provided
with a slightly glutinous liquor which it

pours out of its mouth, that, like the vinegar
with which Hannibal softened the Alps,
acts upon the cement of the sand, and ren-
ders the separation of the grains easy to the
double pickaxe with which our little pioneer
is furnished. But the most remarkable cir-

cumstance is the mode in which it disposes
of the excavated materials. Instead of
throwing them at random on a heap, it

carefully forms them into little oblong pel-
lets, and arranges them round the entrance
of the hole so as to form a tunnel, which,
when the excavation is completed, is often
not less than two or three inches in length.
For the greater part of its height this tunnel
is upright, but towards the top it bends into
a curve ; always, however, retaining its cy-
lindrical form. The little masses are so
attached to each other in this cylinder as to
leave numerous vacuities between them,
which give it the appearance of filagree-
work. You will readily divine that the
excavated hole is intended for the reception
of an e§g, but for what purpose the external
tunnel is meant is not so apparent. One use,
and perhaps the most important, would seem
to be to prevent the incursions of the artful
Ichneumons, Clirysidoe, &c., which are ever
on the watch to insinuate their parasitic
young into the nests of other insects : it

may render their access to the nest more
dimcult

; they may dread to enter into so
long and dark a defile. I have seen, how-
ever, more than once a Chrysis come out of
these tunnels. That its use is only tempo-
rary is plain from the circumstance that
the insect employs the whole fabric, wlien
its eg§ is laid and store of fruit procured,
in filling up the remaining vacuity of the
hole ; taking down the pellets, which are
very conveniently at hand, and placing them
in it until the entrance is filled.” Speaking
of the care which Mason-wasps take for their
young, the same authors say : “ One species
not only incloses a living caterpillar along
with its eggs in the cell, which it carefully
closes, but at the expiration of a few days,
when the young grub has appeared and has
consumed its provision, re-opens the nest,
incloses a second caterpillar, and a^ain shuts
tlic mouth : and this operation it repeats
until the young one has attained its full
growth.”

MASTIFF. (Cam's molossus.) This
noble and jpowerful variety of the Canine
race is distinguished by n large head and
broad muzzle, very thick pendulous lijis,

moderate sized deiicndent ears, licavy brow,
o strong and well-proportioned body, and
the tail rather full. Like inostof the larger
kinds of dogs, although extremely vigilant
over any thing committed to his charge,
he will not abuse the power with which ho is

,
intrusted, nor call it Into action unless pro-

ir X 3
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yoked by injuries. In tliis he shows a dis-
position the very reverse of that of the Bull-
dog, who seldom waits for aggression, but
savagely and insidiously makes the first

THIBET nOO.

attack. So famous was great Britain for
its Mastitft when the Romans were its

masters, and in such high estimation were
their strength, courage, and sagacity held
by the Roman emperors, that a resident
officer was appointed, for the purpose of
breeding them, and transmitting to the im-
perial city such as he thought capable of
sustaining the combats in the amphitheatre.
Strabo says that the Gauls trained British
mastiffs for war, and used them in their
battles. According to Dr. Gains, three were
a match for a bear, and four for a lion.

A remarkable variety, if not a distinct
species of this animal, is the Thibet Dog.

MASTODON. A genus of extinct quad-
rupeds, the remains of which in a fossil state
show that it was a pachydermatous animal
allied to the elephants. It has received its

name from the conical projections on the
surfaces of the molar teeth. Some of these
were natives of the Old World ; but by for
the largest in size have been found on the
American continent. The skeleton of one,
termed the Mastodon mgantcus, which was
lately exhibited in London, under the
name of the Missouri Leviathan, and is now
in the British Museum, must have con-
siderably exceeded in its dimensions the
largest elephants now existing. In some
parts of North America the fossil remains

! of this stupendous animal are abundant,
particularly in the saline morass popularly
termed the Big-bone Lick, in the nortlieru

part of Kentucky. There are no traces

within the period of tradition or history of
the existence of these animals as a living

genus. Wlien and how they perished, if

ascertained at all, must be revealed by geo-

logical data. It is worthy of remark, that the

skeletons seem to have been unmoved since

the death of the animal ; some, in fact, which
were found near the banks of the great

rivers, appearing in a vertical position, ns if

tliey had sunk down or been imbedded in

the mud.
Among many curious traditions which

were believed by the native Indians concern-
ing this gigantic animal and its destruction,

the following may bo noticed : The Shawnee
Indians lielicvcd that with these stupendous
quadrupeds there existed men of propor-

ilatural IJ^tstary

;

tionate dimensions, and that the Great
Being destroyed both with thunderboits.
Those of Virginia state that as a troop of
these terrible quadrupeds were destroying the
deer, the bisons, and the other animals created
for the use of the Indians, the Great Man
slew them all with his thunder, except the
big Bull, who, nothing daunted, presented his
enormous forehead to the bolts, and shook
them off as they fell, till, being at last
wounded in the side, he fled towards the
great lakes, where he is to this day.

MAY-FLY. [See Ephemera.]

MEADOW BROWN [BUTTERFLY].
A name given by collectors to Butterffies of
the species Hipparchiajanira.

MEAL [MOTH]. The name given to the
Pyralis farinalis.

MEDUSA. The name given to a genus
of marine animals, in the class Acalepha,
which present to the eye, when floating in
their native element, an umbrella-shaiped
disc, from beneath which a mimber of ten-
tacula or filaments depend. In the cen-
tral part of the concave side of this disc is

the stomach, in the middle of which is the
mouth, opening downwards, and surrounded
by four leaf-Uke tentocula. The Medusas
are commonly known by the name of “ sea-
blubber,” “jelly-fish,” &c. They receive
nutriment by means of innumerable mi-
nute pores ; and in their stomachs are foimd
small Crustacea, molluscs, and even fishes.

At certain seasons many of them sting and
inflame the hand that touches them j and
their tentacula seem to possess considerable
muscular power, capable of drawing to-
wards the mouth almost any thing that
comes within their reach. They swim by
muscular contraction of the margins of the
disc. Many of the Medusa: are phospho-
rescent, and give that luminous appearance
to the sea which has been so often described
and variously accounted for. [See Aca-
LEPR.E.]

MEDUSA’S HEAD. A name sometimes
applied to those species of Star-fishes which
have the rays very much branched. [See
Euryale.]

MEGACEPIIALON. The name of a
singular genus of birds allied to the Talcgalla
and Leipoa, and doubtless resembling these
genera in habits. One species (Jf. maleo) is

known ; it is a native of Celebes, but is rare
in collections.

MEGACIHTE. A genus of bees, popu-
larly named icaf-aitters, from their habit of
cutting off pieces of the leaves of the rose,

elm, and other trees, and using them in the
construction of the cases in which they de-
posit the pollen and honey necessary for the
food of the larvoe. There arc several spe-

cies ; but one of them will be amply suffi-

cient for us to describe. Mcgachile II illugh-

bieVa: the Willow Bee. The male is

about half an inch long , colour, black

:

the face densely clothed with bright yellow,
the vertex with pale ferruginous hair : the
antenna; have the apical segment compressed.



and when viewed in front broader than the
rest : the eheeks and under side of the tho-
rax are elothed with an ashy pubescence

;

above with yellow ferruginous hair : the
femora are yellow, with three black stripes

in front : the tibia: are black above, yellow
at their extreme apex : tarsi palmated, and
all the joints fringed with white silvery
hairs. These insects exhibit wonderful me-
chanical ingenuity in the construction of
their pollen-cases ; the same species some-
times choosing trees, posts, or rails in a
decaying state, at other times burrowing in
banks, or in the mortar of old walls, or
availing itself of the interstices from which
the mortar has fallen out. Mr. F. Smith
tells ns that on one occasion he split otf a
large portion of an old willow tree, wliich
was perforated in all directions by the bees,

and in doing so, laid open to view a channel,
about eight inches long, containing seven
cells, constructed of rose-leaves. These he
preserved for some weeks ; at length a male
bee'made its escape, and on examination, it

proved to have quitted the upper cell. The
rest followed in regular succession, three
other males, and three females. Mr. Smith
observes, that he is not acquainted with any
species of this genus which continues its

burrow to the outside of the substance in
which it is constructed, as a means of escape
for its jyoung brood. The Leaf-cutter Bees
are subject to the intrusion of parasites, be-
longing to the genus Caelioxys.
“ The process which one of these bees em-

ploys in cutting the pieces of leaf that com-
pose her nest is worthj' ofattention. Nothing
can be more expeditious : she is not longer
about it than we should be with a pair of
Bcissars. After hovering for some moments
over a rose-bush, as if to reconnoitre the
OTonud, the bee alights upon the leaf she
has selected, usually taking her station upon
its edge, so that the margin posses between
her legs. With her strong mandibles she
cuts without intermission in a curve line so
08 to detach a triangular portion. When
this hangs by the last fibre, lest its wciglit
should carry her to the ground, she balances
her little wings for flight, and the very mo-
ment it parts from the leaf flies off with it

in triumph •, the detached portion remaining
bent between her legs in a direction perpen-
dicular to her body. Thus without rule or
comi»aases do these diminutive creatures
mete out the materials of their work into
portions of an ellipse, into ovals or circles,

accurately accommodating the dimensions
of the several pieces of each figure to each
other. What other architect could carry
impressed upon the tablet of his memory
the entire idea of the edifice which he has to
erect, and, destitute of square and plumb-
line, cut out his materials in their exact
dimensions without making a single mis-
take ? Yet this is what our little lice in-

variably docs. So far are human art and
reason excelled by the teaching of the Al-
mighty.”— Kirby arvl Sjicncc't Kntomology.

.MEGAT.OSAURUS. The name given to

an extinct genus of lirard-like rc|>tiles. of

gigantic size, dlscovcreil in the oolitic slate

of Stouesfield, near Oxford. Some of them
measured from forty to fifty feet in length

;

but no perfect skeleton has been found. The
generic character of this animal is founded
by Dr. Buckland chiefly on the structure of
the teeth, which he describes as presenting
“ a combination of mechanical contrivances
analogous to those w'hich are adopted in the
construction of the knife, the sabre, and the
saw.” These teeth were arranged in a pretty
close series, in sockets, along the alveolar
border of the jaws ; and when it is remem-
bered that, according to the measurement
of the imperfect remains which have been
discovered, the Megalosaurus was about
seventy feet in length, the predaceous powers
of this carnivorous extinct monster must
have been truly apalling.

MEGALOTIS. A genus of Mammalia
allied to the family Canidw. [See Fenkec.]

MnGATHERIXJM. This name has been
given by Cuvier to an extinct genus of gi-

gantic quadrupeds, whose structure bears a
great resemblance to that of the Bradypus
or Sloth family. Several remains of the
Megatherium have been found in South
America : the one described by Cuvier was
in a fossil state, and found a hundred feet

below the surface of a sandy soil, in the vici-

nity of the river La Plata ; other specimens,
how-ever, have since been found on the same
continent, but not in so complete a state.

The skeleton was twelve feet (French) long,
by six feet in height ; the thigh-bones ex-
cessively thick, and the leg-bones still more

8KFI.ZTON OF TB E EG ATnERIDM.

SO in proportion : the fore limbs were longer
than the hind, and there were three enormous
claws on the fore feet, but only a single one
on the hinder. The head was reiativciy small:
in the upperjaw were five teeth on each side,

and in the under jaw four— all molars.
“ As to its place in the system of quadru-
peds,” Cuvier observes, “ it is perfectly
marked by the sole inspection of the ordinary
indicatory characters, that is, the claws and
teeth. These show that it must be classed
in the family of unguiculatcd quadrupeds
destitute of cutting teeth

:
and, in fact, it

has striking relations with these animals in
all parts of its body. The great thickness of
the branches of the lower jaw, surpassing
even that of the elephant, seems to prove
that the vast animal was not content with
leaves, but, like the elc|)hant and rhinoceros,
broke and ground the branches themselves,
its close and flat-crowuied teeth appearing
very proper for that purpose. The position
of the bones of the nose, having some analogy
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witli that of the elephant and tapir, would
induce a suspieion that the animal wore a
trunk, but it must have been very sliort, since
the length of the head and neck together
equals that of the fore legs. However this
be, we find in the absence of canine teetli
and the shortness of the muzzle, suflSclent
characters to constitute a new genus in the
family of the edcntated, which ought to be
placedbetween the Sloth and the Armadillo ;

since to the shape of the head of the former,
it joins the teeth of the latter. It would be
necessary to know particulars of which a
skeleton cannot inform us, such as the nature
of the teguments, the form of the tongue,
the position of the mammae, &c., in order to

determine to which of these it approached
the most. In the" mean time, I thought I

might give it the generic name of Megathe-
rium, and the trivial one of Americanum.
It adds to the numerous facts which apprise

us that the animals of the ancient world
were all different from those we now see on
the earth ; for it is scarcely probable that,

if this animal still existed, so remarkable
a species could have hitherto escaped the

researches of naturalists. It is also a new
and very strong proof of the invariable laws
of the subordination of characters, and the

justness of the consequences thence deduced
for the classification of organized bodies ;

and under both these views it is one of the

most valuable discoveries which have for a
long time been made in Natural History.”
Remains of a similar animal were collected

by Sir Woodbine Parish, in tlie river Salado,

wlilch runs through the flat alluvial plains

to the south of the city of Buenos Ayres. It

was found there after a succession of three

unusually dry seasons, wliich lowered the

waters in an extraordinary degree, end ex-

posed part of the pelvis to view, as it stood

upright in the bottom of the river. This

animal apears to have been larger than the

one described by Cuvier. The thigh bone

was twice the tliickncss of that of the largest

elephant ;
tlie fore foot measured more tlian

a yard in length, and more tl\an twelve

inelies in width, and was terminated by an

enormous claw ; and the upper part ot the

tail was two feet wide. [See the articles Sloth
and MvlodON.]

MEGAPODIUS. A genus of Rasorial

birds ; so called from tlicir large feet, wliicii

serve an important part in their economy.
The eggs of these birds 'are very large ;

we
may mention

The DuPEnm:v's Mkoapopius (Megapo-
diua Duperreyii), which inliabits the um-
brageous forests of New Guinea. In size

it is rather less than the partridge : the
neck is well clothed with feathers ; and a
very thick crest, raised towards the occiput,
covers the head : the wings are concave, an
inch longer than the tail, and terminated in

'

a point ; tail sub-oval, pointed, and very
short : legs grayish, and feathered down to !

the tarsi. The neck, throat, belly, and
lateral parts, are of a gray slate-colour : tlie

|

feathers of the back and the wing-coverts i

are large, and of a ruddy yellowish brown :

rump, upper part of the tail, and vent-fea-
thers ochreous red. The bird is timid, runs
very fast among the bushes, like a partridge
in standing com, and utters a feeble cluck.

The Megapodius TturcLus. [See Jcx-
OLE-FOIVL.]

MELANDR Y 1±)JE. A family of Coleop-
terous insects, specially distinguished by the
large size of the three terminal joints of the
maxillary palpi : the body is generally elon-
gate and sub-cylindric or depressed ; the
mandibles ore short and often bifid at the
tips ; and the tarsal claws ore entire : the
penultimate joint of the tarsi is generally
bilobed in the two anterior pair of legs ; in

those species in which it is entire, the hind
legs are formed for leaping, teing long and
compressed with slender tarsi. These insects

chiefly reside beneath the bark of trees.

JIELEAGRIS. A genus of Rasorial birds,

which contains two species, the Commox
Tobkey cm. gaUopavo) and the still more
splendid Hosdubas Tubkey CM. ocdlata.) t

[See Tubkey.]

5CELIT.3;A. a genus of Butterflies be-

longing to the family Myrnphalidae, and
distinguished by their antenna:, which have
a wide flat club

;
the eyes are naked. There

are several British species, for whichwe must
refer to such works as Stephens, Wood, and
Humphreys and Westwood: we particularize

two.
j

Melttea Selexe, Apbil Fbitillaby, or
;

SiLVEB-spOT Buttebfly. This is a well-

known and beautiful insect, occurring on
I

heaths and in woods throughout the south

and west of England ; two broods being pro-

duced, one in May, and another in August.
The wings above are pale fulvous, spotted

with block, and a marginal series of dusky
spots, bounded by a slender black line : the

ground colour of the posterior wings is ferra-

8lLV*B-SrOT EOTTERFLY.
(SlKI.n: A BFI ENF.)

ginons, with a brighter band at the base,

wliich is iKirdcrcd on each side with a row

of irregular silver and yellow si>ots. amt

having a large black ocellus in the centre,

witli a rufous pupil ; the rest of the wing is

:|



Si ^Ooptilai- ©I'rttonary

varied with ferruginous and yellowish, with
three silvery spots, placed transversely ; on
the inner and anterior margins a striga

Uer iTEA 8EIENE—UNnSn StUE.

composed of block dots, and six silver spots,
edged internally with black : the anterior

:
wings are distinctly varied with black, the

I
hinder margin being strongly tipped with

j

deep brown, and having a distinct row of
I conical black spots. Caterpillar black, with
a clear lateral stripe

;
spines half-yellow.

I The Melit.«a Artemis, Greasy Fritil-
EAKY, or Scabious Butterfly. Tliis Insect

. makes its appearance towards the end of

,
May : it is more local than most of its

kind i rare in the neighbourhood of London,

OHBAST FRITILT.ARV.—(lIELITEA ARTE ilfs.)

but particularly abundant near Brighton ;

occurring plentifully also in various other
parts of the south and west of England, but
being in some jilaces rarely seen. The
wings above are reddish-fulvous, undulated
with black, and spotted with yellow j the
posterior marked with three distinct bands,
the middle one bearing a striga composed of
from four to seven black dots : the under

MEt.rTEA ARl — DNIiER SinE.

surface of the anterior wings is glossjy, with
some ochraccous dashes at the tip : the pos-
terior wings lieneath arc fulvous, with three

i
transverse yellow bands, slightly edged with

' block : between the outer bands is a row
of seven block dots, edged with ochraccous i

and the bosol band is broken and irregular :

the cilia are yellowish : the Ixidy and an-

: tennm dusky. The Caterpillar is black
' above and yellowish licnealh, with a row o(
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white dots down the back and on each side :

head and spines black j legs red-brown. It
feeds on the Scabiosa succisa, plantain, &c.,
and appears in September : about the end
of April it changes to a pale green chrysalis,

spotted with black, and having yellow tuber-
cles at the extremity of the body. In obout
.fifteen days the butterfiy is produced.

MELIPHAGA. A genus of Tenuirostral
birds belonging to the Meliphagidce family,
very many species of which will be found
described in the great work of Mr. Gould on
the Birds of Australia, the country where
they abound

;
of these we may specify

The Meliphaoa NovyE-HoLLANDi.«, or
New Holland Honey-Eater. This is one
of the most abundant and familiar birds in-
habiting the colonies of New South Wales,
Vau Diemen’s Land, and South Australia ;

breeding among slirubs and ftoweriiig plants,
and being common, in fact, on the sandy
districts wherever the Banksias abound.
“ Nor is it the least attractive of the Aus-
tralian Fauna ; the strikingly contrasted
markings of its plumage, and the beautiful
appearance of its golden-cdged wings, when
passing with its quick, devious, and jumping
flight from shrub to shrub, rendering it a
conspicuous and pleasing object.”

—

Gould. It
usually rears two or tliree broods during the
course of the season, which lasts from August
to January. The nest is composed of small
wiry sticks, coarse grasses, and strips of
bark ; the inside lined with the soft woolly
portion of the blossoms of small ground
plants. It lays two, and sometimes three
eggs, of a pale buff colour, spotted with deep
chestnut-brown at the larger end. Its food
principally consists of the juices and pollen
of flowers

; but it also feeds on fruit and
insects.

The Melipiiaoa Sericea, or Wiiite-
CiiEEKED Honey-Eater. This species
appears to be more confined to an eastern
locality in Australia than the one above de-
scribed, found in more open districts, and
less seen in the interior of the country.
When perched on the trees it is a most showy
bird, its white cheek-feathers and contrasted
tints of colouring rendering it very conspi-
cuous. It is readily known from the J/e/t-

phaga NovcE-Uollandice by its white cheeks
and the absence of white tips to the tail-

feathers.

The Melipiiaoa Australasiana, or
Ta.smanian Honey-Eater. This species,

wliich is smaller than either of the preced-
ing, and less brilliantly marked, is abun-
dantly dispersed over every part of Van
Diemen’s Land, preferring such parts of
the forests ns are clothed with a thick brush
of dwarf shrubby trees, growing beneath
the more lofty gums, where numbers of
these birds may be heard pouring forth their
loud, shrill, and liquid notes in quick suc-
cession. It also resorts to the more open
hills, where it Hnds thick beds of the ICjxicris

imin-cAm, whose bright red and while henth-
likc blossoms alVord it an abundant supply
of fo<xl. But, Independently of the honey it

obtains from the tulie of every floret, wliich
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;

it rifles by means of its slender brush-like
tongue, it feeds on various kinds of insects.
The nest is placed on a low shrub near the
ground

j
it is of a circular form, outwardly

constructed of the inner rind of the stringy
bark gum-tree, generally lined with fine
grasses. The male has a black stripe pass-
ing from the base of the bill tlirough the
eye, and a lunar-shaped black mark down
each side of the breast ; a narrow stripe
above the eye and one behind the lunar
marks on the breast white ; all the upper

TASMANIAN HONBY-EATER.
(MELIPHAOA AUSTRALASIANA.)

surface dusky black ; wings blackish brown,
the primaries and secondaries margined ex-
ternally with golden yellow

;
tail feathers

brownish black, fringed with golden yellow
at the base, the two lateral feathers^ having
a long oval spot of white on their inner
webs at the tip ; tliroat and chest white,
flanks and under tail-coverts sooty gray :

bill and feet black. The female is of a
nearly dusky brown above and beneath ;

and has only a faint tinge of the golden
yellow on the wings and tail.

MELIjIFERA. a very extensive and
interesting group of aculeated Hymenoptpa,
comprising the various species of Bees, wliich,

from their peculiar construction and admi-
rable economy, may be considered as the

types of the order. These insects are cha-

racterized by having tKe basal joint of the

posterior tarsi dilated into an oblong or sub-

triangular plate, which is hirsute on the

inside, and provided with instruments for

collecting and carrying pollen ; the jaws are

strong, and varied in the different species

;

the maxilla; and labium are elongated, and
often transformed into a proboscis capable

of being folded up many times beneath the

head. The larva; feed exclusively upon
pollen or honey. Some of the species live in

society, residing in dwellings of such regular

construction, that the beauties of

architecture may be said to rival the skill

of the mechanic, while insect industry, order

and good government may well command
the admiration of mankind, and furnish

them with lessons worthy of their imitation.

It is not necessary, however, to do more in

this place than to refer to the articles on the
various species of Bees, which will 1« found,
at considerable length, arranged according
to their respective alphabetical situations.

MELOE, OIE, or MAY-BEETLE. A
genus ofColeopterous insects belonging to the
Canthxxridce

;

“ now confined,” as Mr. West-
wood informs us, “ to those apterous species,

which have the body large and distended,
with the elytra short, oval, and lapping over
each other at the base of the suture. These
insects crawl slowly along upon the ground,
or amongst low herbage, upon which they
feed, especially relishing the wild butter-
cups ^lianunculus bulbosus and R. aaria).

MAY-BEETILE.—(MELOE PRO80ARABCBD8.)

Mr. 3effreys also found them very abimdant
on Arum maculatum, near Cromlyn Bur-
rows. When alarmed, they emit from the
joints of the legs an oily yellowish liquor,

whence they have obtained the name of Oil
Beetles. In some parts of Spain they are
used instead of the blister-fly, or are mixed
with it. They ore also said by Latreille to

be employed by farriers ; and Hoppe tells us
that they were, when he wrote (1795) in

use as a specific against hydrophobia in

Germany ; and the oil which is expressed
from these insects is used in Sweden with
the greatest success, in the cure of rheuma-
tism, by bathing the affected part. (.Drury’s

Insects.') General Hardwick has also de-
scribed a species of MeloB, found in all parts

of Bengal, Bahor, and Oude, possessing all

the properties of the Spanish blistering-fly.

From the medicinal properties of these in-

sects, Latreille has surmised in his ingenious
memoirs upon the Buprestis of the ancients,
that that noxious animal must have been a
MeloB. JI. Blot, however, contends, on the
contrary, that the MeloB is not serviceable

in medicine. The preparatory states ofthese
insects have been the subject of much con-
troversy. According to Goedart, Linna;us,
Frisch, and De Geer, the females burrow into

the earth, and there deposit a large moss of

yellow eggs, agglutinated together, which
produce minute larva; of a long narrow flat-

tened form, with thirteen jointed bodies, six

short legs, and two long anal seta;. They
are exceedingly active in their movements,
attaching themselves to flics, bees, &c., which
it is said that they suck." Jlr. Newport has

lately proved the accuracy of these state-

ments in most particulars, and in his admi-
rable memoir on the Natural History of the

Oil Beetle, in the twentieth volume of the

Transactions of the Linna;an Society. hM
settled this hitherto much “ vexed question,’

and traced the Mcloc from the egg to the

perfect insect. [Sec Oil Beetle.]
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MELOLONTHID^. A very extensive
and widely distributed group of Coleoptera ;

of which the well-known and destructive
Cockchafer (Melolontha vulgaris') is the type.

[See Cockchafer.]

MELOPSITTACTJS. A sub-genus of the
Parrot family, found in Australia, which
contains

The AIelopsittaccs UrmuLATCS, or

W'ARBLixo Grass-parrakeet. tVc learn

! from Mr. Gould that tliis lovely little bird

is pre-eminent among the numerous mem-
bers of the Parrot family in Australia, both

i

for beauty of plumage and elegance of form :

WARBI-IKO GRASS PARRAKEET.
(SIELOPSITTACOS DNnOI.ATDS.)

it is also remarkable for its sprightly and
animated manners. It is believed to be ge-
nerally dispersed over the central parts of

I
Australia, but so exclusively an inhabitant
of the vast inland plains that it is rarely

seen between the mountain ranges and the
coast. They breed in the hollow spouts of
the large Eucalgpti, and may be seen in

I

flocks of many hundreds feeding upon the

,
gross-seeds that are found in abundance on

' the plains. The nature of their food and
' the excessive heat of these plains compel
them frequently to seek the water ; but be-
fore going to drink, they settle together in

' clusters on the neighbouring trees. Their
flight is remarkably straight and rapid, and
is generally accompanied by a screeching
noise. During the heat of the day when
sitting motionless among the leaves of the
gum-tree, they so closely assimilate in colour
as to be detected with difficulty. The breed-
ing season is at its height in December, and
by the end of the month the young are
generally capable of providing for them-
selves ; they then assemble in vast flights,

preparatory to their great migratory move-
I

ment. The eggs are pure white, in number
i three or four, and are deposited in the holes
: and spouts of the gum-trees witliout any
i nest. They are particularly interestiing as

i

cage-birds i for, indejiendentiy of their

;
highly ornamental appearance, they have a

I most animated and pleasing song
;
besides

i
which, they are continually biiliiig, cooing,
and feeding each otlicrg and their inward
warbling is constantly heard from morning
to night.
The young gain their full livery in about

eight months, the sexes being preeisely alike
in the colouring and marking of their plu-
mage. Forehead and crown straw yellow ;

the remainder of the head, ear-coverts, nape,
upper part of the back, scapularies, and
wing-coverts pale gfeenish yellow, each
feather having a crescent-shaped mark of
blackish brown near the extremity ; wings
brown ; the outer webs of the feathers deep
green, margined with greenish yellow : face
and throat yellow, with a patch of rich blue
on each cheek, below which are three cir-

cular spots of bluish black ; rump, upper
tail-coverts, and all the under surface bright
green ; two centre tail-feathers blue, the re-

mainder green, crossed in the middle bj; an
oblique band of yellow ; irides straw white ;

nostrils bright blue or greenish blue and
brown g legs pale bluish lead colour. In a
state of nature they feed exclusively upon
grass-seeds g but in confinement they thrive
equally well on canary-seed.

MELYRIDiE. A family of Coleopterous
insects, having an oblong or ovate body, soft,

and but slightly convex ; the palpi are short,
filiform, and pointed at the tip g the thorax
rather convex ; and the antenngn moderately
long, serrated, nodose, or pectinated in the
males of some of the species. These insects
are generally of small size, and very gaily
colomed, green and red being most conspi-
cuous. They may be ordinarily found upon
flowers, as they frequent them for the sake
of the insects which they find there to feed
on. Some of the species of the British genus

j

Malachius have the anterior angles of the
thorax and the base of tlie abdomen fur-
nished with several red bladder-like ap-
pendages, which the insect is able to contract
or dilate at will g it may therefore be pro-
vided for the purpose of increasing or de-
creasing its gravity during flight, or be used
as a portion of an apparatus for emitting an
offensive effluvium. The exotic genera are
few, and cxliibit no remarkable features.

MEMBRACIS: MEMBRACIDzE. (Tree-
hoppers.) A genus and family of Hemip-
terous insects, in many respects resembling
the Cicadidoe, but th^ enjoy the faculty of
leaping, which the Cicadas do not. This
faculty docs not, as in the grasshoppers and
other leaping insects, result from ai\ enlarge-
ment of their hindmost tliighs, which do not
differ much in thickness from the others g

but is owing to the length of their hinder
shanks, or to the bristles and spines witli

which these parts arc clotlicd and tipped.
These spines serve to fix the hind legs se-

curely to the surface, and when the insect
suddenly unbends Us legs, its body is

launched forward in the air. Some of them,
when assisted by their wings, will leap to the
distance of five or six feet, wliich is more
tlian two hundred and fifty times tlicir own
length g

in the same proportion, “ a man of
ordlnar-y stature should be able at once to
vault through the air to the distance of a
quarter of a mile.” Some of these “ leaping
harvest-flics ” have the face nearly vcrtlcnf,
and the thorax very large, tapering to a point
behind, covering the whole of the upper side
of the body, and overtopping even the head.
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which is not visible from above. In others
the face siopes do\vnwar<ls towards the breast,
the thorax is of moderate size, and does not
extend much, if at all, beyond the base of
the wing-covers, and docs not conceal the
head when viewed from above.
The habits of some of the “ Tree-hoppers ”

are presumed to be much the same as those
of the musical harvest-flies [See CicadidjK],
for they are found on the limbs of trees,

where they deposit their eggs, only during
the adult state, and probably pass the early
period of their existence in the ground.
Others, however, are known to live and
undergo all their changes on the stems of
plants. Among the former is the American
Two-spotted Tree-hopper, or Membracis bi-

maculata of Fabricius,whichmay be found in
great abundance on the locust-tree {Sobinia
pseudacacia) during the months of Sep-
tember and October. These, as well as other
tree-hoppers, show but little activity when
undisturbed, remaining without motion for
hours together on the limbs of the trees ;

but, on the approach of the fingers, they leap
vigorously, and, spreading their wings at

the same time, fly to another limb and settle

there, in the same position as before. They
never sit across the limbs, but always in the
direction of their length, with the head or
fore part of the body towards the extremity
of the branches. On account of their pecu-
liar form, which is that of a thick cone with
a very oblique direction, their dark colour,
and their fixed posture while perching, they
would readily be mistaken for the thorns of
the tree, a circumstance undoubtedly^ in-

tended for their preservation. This insect

measures about half an inch from the tip of
the horn to the end of the body ; the male
is blackish above, with a long yellow spot

on each side of the back ; the ffemale is osh-
coloured, and without spots. While on the
trees, these insects, though perfectly still,

are not unemployed ; but puncture the bark
with their sharp and slender beaks, and
imbibe the sap for nourishment. The female
also appears to commit her eggs to the pro-
tection of the tree, being furnished with a
piercer beneath the extremity of her body,
with which to make suitable perforations in

the branches. Another species, the White-
lined Tree-hopper {Membracis univittata'),

wliich may be found upon the oak-tree in

the TJ. States during the month of July. It

is about four-tenths of an inch in length ;

the thorax is brown, has a short obtuse

horn extending obliquely upwards from its

fore part, and there is a white line on the

back, extending from the top of the horn to

the hinder extremity. Tree-hoppers are

often surrounded by ants, for the sake of

their castings, and for the sap which oozes

from the pimctures made by the former, of

which the ants arc very fond.

MENOBRANCnUS. A genus ofReptiles

belonging to the Salamander group, distin-

guished from the allied gencra_ by its per-

sistent branchiic ;
the head having two rows

of teeth in the upper and one row in the

lower jaw. There arc four toes to each foot,

the toes being destitute of claws. There arc

iJatural ;

at least two species of this genus found in
North America.

MENURA. [See Lyre-b:rd.]

MEPHITIS. A genus of carnivorous
animals, notorious mr their disagreeable
smell. [See Skunk.]

MERGES. A genus of Palmipede Birds ;

three species of which are found in this

country.

The Merganser, or Goosander. (Jfer-

S
ts mergattser.) These birds are nearly al-

ed to the Duck and Diver tribes. They
are inhabitants of the arctic regions, breed
ing very far north in summer, and migrating
southwards in winter ; in severe seasons oc-
casionally frequenting the lakes and rivers

of Britain, but leaving this country early in
the spring. Their food consists principallj'

of fish, which they take by rapid diving :

crustaceans, mollusca, and insects are also

devoured by them ; but they seem to be in-

capable of digesting vegetable matter of any
kind. The male weighs about four pounds,
and measures in length two feet three inches,

and across the wings three feet two inches.

The bill is three inches long, narrow, and
finely serrated, the tip being armed with a
hooked homy tip : both mandibles are black
on tne upper and under parts, and crimson
on the sides : the head is large, and crowned
with a great quantity of long loose feathers,

which, when erected, form a crest ; these

feathers are of a glossy bottle-green ; the

cheeks and upper part of the neck are a dull

black ; the lower part, breast, belly, vent,

and inner wing-coverts of a fine cream co-

loiu: : the upper part of the back, and the

lower scapulars, are black
j
the lower part

of the back and the tail are ash-coloured,

the latter consisting of eighteen feathers.

The legs and feet are very deep orange-

colour. The flesh of this aquatic bird is

accounted rank and fishy.

The Red-breasted Merganser or

Goosander. {Mergus serrator.) This spe-

cies measures one foot nine inches in Icnrth,

and weighs about two pounds : the bill is

long, hooked at the tip, and toothed at the

edges ; the upper mandible is dork brown,
tinged with green, and edged with red ; the

iower one wholly red : the irides are a pur-
plish red : the head, long pendent crest, and
upper jiart of the neck, are of a glossy violet

black, varying in different lights to a golden-

green ;
the neck and belly wliitc ; the breast

BKD-nRKASTilD MIROANSXn.
(URBOUS SKUKATOU.)
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rusty red, spotted with black on the front,

and bordered on each side with five or six
white feathers, edged with black ; the upper
part of the back glossy black ; the lower,
the rump, and sides being marked with
transverse zigzag lines of brown and gray :

the feathers nearest to the wings are white ;

the greater coverts, some of the secondary
quills, and the scapulars, black and white :

the primary quills are black j some tipped
with white, and others white on the upper
half and black to their points. The tail is

short, its colour brown : the legs and feet of
a deep orange-colour. It is remarked, how-
ever, that these birds, both male and female,
ditfer much in their plumage ; some bciug
whiter, brighter, and more distinctly marked
than others. They are met with in great
flocks at Newfoundland, Hudson’s Bay, &c.

The Hooped Meroanseu. (J/ergus cu-
cullatu.'i.'l Tliis species is peculiar to Ame-
rica, and is usually found along the lakes-
and fresh water rivers rather than near the
sea ; tracing up creeks, and visiting mill-
jKjnds, diving perpetually for their food.
Bike the Red-breasted, they are migratory,
the manners, food, and places of resort of
both being very much alike. On the sca-

I
coast this species is very commonly called
the hainj-head. It is eighteen inches in

. length, and two feet in extent ; bill black-
ish red, narrow, thickly toothed, and fur-
nished with a projecting nail at the ex-

. tremity ; the head is ornamented with a
: large circular crest, which the bird has the
faculty of raising or depressing at pleasure ;

; the fore part of this, as far as the eye, is

I

black, thence to the hind head white, and
elegantly tipped with black ; it is composed

TIOOPKD UET’.OANSan,
(Ur'.oos CDOUPt.ATOB.)

of two separate rows of feathers, radiating
from each side of the head i iridcs golden

|

eye very small i neck black ) part of the
; lesser wlng-covcrta very pale ash, under

I

which the greater wing-coverts and secon-
1
daries form four alternate bars of black and
white I tertials long, black, and streaked
dowm the middle with white i the black on
the back curves handsomely round in two

! points on the breast, which, with the whole
[

lower parts, are pure white i sides, under
1 the wings and flanks, reddish brown, tieau-

tifuUy crossed with parallel lines of black
;

tail pointed; legs and feet, flesh-coloured;
claws, large and stout. The female is rather
less than the male ; the crest is smaller

;

and the plumage in general is less decided
and handsome in its markings. Her nest is

composed of grass, lined with feathers from
the breast ; and she lays six white eggs.

MEBIONES. A genus of Mammalia,
belonging to the order Jiodentia, distin-

guished from Gerbillus, to which they are
closely allied, by their hind feet being much
longer, the tail nearly naked, and the ex-
istence of a small tooth before the superior
molars. There are two species found in

V.EHI1NES -LABnAPOIUnS.

North America; one is the Meriones Cana-
densis, well known to the inhabitants of
Canada for its extreme agility. It closes

itself up in its burrow, and passes the winter,
like many of its congeners, in a state of
lethargy. The Meriones Labradorius, figured
by Sir Jolm Richardson in his ‘ i’auna Bo-
real! Americana,’ is another interesting but
closely allied species.

MERLIN. (Falco msalnn.') The smallest
bird of the Falcon tribe, scarcely exceeding
a Blackbird in size

;
but, though small, not

inferior in courage to any of its more power-
ful congeners. It flies low, and with great

MKni.IW.— (rAT.CO SIHALOIl 1

celerity. Small Iiirds are its natural prey
;

and In the palmy days of falconry it was
used for taking quails and partridges, wliicli
it would strike on tlio head, breast, or neck,
and kill with a single blow. Tlie bill is of

0 o
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a bluish, lead colour ; head ferruginous,
streaked with black ; back and wings of a
dark brown, tinged with bluish ash colour,
streaked down the shafts with black, and
edged with ferruginous spots : quill feathers
dusky, marked with reddish oval spots ; the

I
under coverts of the wings brotvn, beautifully
marked with round white spots : the tail is

five inches long, crossed with alternate bars
of dusky and reddish clay-colotu- : tlie breast
and belly are of a yellowish white, with
oblong brown spots pointing downwards :

the legs yellow. It breeds in woods
;
and

lays from four to six white eggs, mottled
at the end with brown.

MEROPIDiE. The family of lusessorial
buds, of which the Bee-eater (Merops) is the
type. [See Bee-eatee.]

MEBULID.aD. The family of Perchers
of which the Tlurush ilferula) is the type.
[See Thrush.}

MILLEPEDE. [See luLUS.]

MILLER’S THUMB. [See Bullhead.]

MILVUS ; or KITE. A genus of Fal-
conidce, with long wings and generally
forked tail ; it contains the Coiiiioif Kite [see

Kite] and other species
;
of these Mr. Gould

found a square-tailed species in Australia
— the Milvus Isueus, or Square-tailed
Kite. This true species of the Kite tribe

inhabits South and West Australia j and
may at one time be seen soaring liigh above
the trees, and at others hunting over the open
wastes in search of food.

MINNOW. iCyprinus phoodmis.) This
active and elegant little fish, the length of

which seldom exceeds three inches, is com-
monly found, swimming in shoals, in some
gravelly rivulets and trout-streams. The
top of the head and back are of a dusky olive,

mottled, and lighter on the sides
j
tbe belly

white and silvery, with a tinge of yellow,
and sometimes in summer of a bright rosy
red colour ; the scales very small j

the lateral

line straight and of a golden yellow ; and
the tail forked. It bites readily at a small

MINNOW.—(oTPRINOa PHOXINDS.)

red worm ; and we know of no fish that

affords more amusement to the youtliful

angler. When they are in abundance, a

small casting-net may be used with ad-

vantage ; and they make an excellent fry_

;

but the Minnow is principally used as a bait

for pike and large trout.

MINOR [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genera Miana and
Cekena.

MIRAFRA. A genus of Larks found on
the plains and open districts of New South
Waics. The species Miuakra Horskikldh,
which is larger, redder in colour, nud has a

stouter bill than others found in the same
region, is more terrestrial in its habits than
arboreal

; and, when it rises, very commonly
flies merely to a short distance and descends
again : it may often be seen perched upon
the strong blades of grass, and occasionally on
the trees ; it frequently mounts high in the
air after the manner of the well-known Sky
lark of Europe, singing all the time very

j

melodiously, but with a weaker strain titan 1

that favourite bird ; it also occasionally i

utters its pleasing song while perched on the
branches of the trees. The general plumage
is ashy brown, the centre ofthe feathers dark
brotvn, the latter colour predominating on
the head, lower part of the back and ter-

tiaries; wings brown, margined vithrufous;
over the eye a stripe of buff ; chin white ;

under surface pale buff ; throat crossed by a
series of dark brown spots arranged in a
crescentic form ; under surface of the wing
rufous ; bill dark brown at the tip ; feet
fleshy brown.

MITE. By tills name several minute in-
sects, of different species, are known. Some
have six legs, others eight ; each leg being •

furnished with two small claws at the ex-
tremity, surrounded tvith hairs. Many re-

semble the Cheese Mite in structure and ha-
bits ;

others are parasitic, &c. [See Acaeid.*.]

MITRA. A genus of Mollusca, inhabiting
a small and pretty turreted shell ; spire long
and pointed at the end ;

columella with several

oblique thick plates. Tliey exhibit a gieat
variety of patterns ; some are smooth, others
grooved, some are angulated, some coronated: <

and they are variegated with every kind of
hue. They abound in the seas of hot cll-

MITRA VOLPECULA.

mutes, the greater number being found in
the Pacific Ocean, generally in shallow
water, near coral reefs, but sometimes at

|

great depths. It has been asserted that the i

animal is of a poisonous nature, and to
'

wound, with its pointed trunk, tliosc who
touch it

;
but this wants confirmation. The

species are very numerous, both recent and
;

fossil.
I

MOA. The name by which the Dinomis. I

a gigantic fossil bird, is known to the natives :

of New Zealand. [See Dixokxis.] i

MOCHA [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Motlis of the genus Cyclophora.

MOCKING-BIRD. {Mimm polyglotuis.)

This remarkable bird, sometimes called the

Mocking Tlirush, receives its name from it.s

amazing powers of voice, being able to

imitate that of almost every species of ani-

mal, ns well ns many noises that are pro-

duced artificially. But its notes arc not en-

tirely imitative : its own song is bold, full,

and exceedingly varied ; and in confinement
it loses little of its energy. It inhabits most



parts of America, and the West Indies. Its
general colour is cinereous, paler beneath :

but though it cannot vie with most of the
American birds in brilliancy of plumage,
its own sweet and varied notes, no less than
its peculiar faculty of imitation, render it

an especial favourite, and a large price is

often obtained for it. To use the words of

Wilson, “ He whistles for the dog ; Caesar
starts up, wags his tall, and runs to meet his
master. He squeaks out like a hurt chicken

;

and the hen hurries about, with hanging
wings and bristled feathers, clucking to pro-
tect her injured brood. The barking of the
dog, the mewing of the cat, the creaking of
the passing wheelbarrow, follow with great
truth and rapidity. He repeats the tune
taught him by his master, though of con-
siderable Icn^h, fullv and faithfully. He
runs over the quiverings of the canary, or
the clear whistlings of the Virginia nightin-
gale or red-bird, with such superior execution
and effect, that the mortified songsters feel
their own inferiority, and become altogctlicr
silent

; while he seems to triumpli in their
defeat, by redoubling his . exertions.” It
builds its nest in fruit-trees, feeds on berries
and other fruits, and is easily tamed. TIic
female lays from fotu: to five eggs, of an osh-
bluc colour, marked with patches of Iirown j

she incubates fourteen days, and is extremely
jealous of her nest, being very apt to desert
it if much disturbed.
The observant autlior of the ‘ Birds of Ja-

maica' remarks, tliat at this time the old
birds arc watchful and courageous, and that
any winged intruder, though ever so uncon-
scious of evil intent, or ever so large, is driven
away with fearless pertinacity. But the hugs
arc the creatures that give him the most
annoyance. They arc ordinariljy fed upon
the inferior oranges, the fruit being shaken
down to them in the evenings ; hence they
acquire the habit of resorting to the orange
trees, to wait for a lucky windfall. The
Mocking-bird, says he, feeling nettled at the
intrusion, flies down and licgins to peck tlio

hog with all his might :— I’iggy, not under-
itanding the matter, but pleased with the
titillation, gently lies down and turns up his
broad side to enjoy it j the iioor bird gets
into an agony of distress, pecks and pecks
again ; but only increases the enjoyment of

the luxurious intruder, and is at last com-
pelled to give up the effort in despair.

MOLE. (Talpa Europcea.) A quadruped
of the genus Talpa, whose structure ad-
mirably fits it for a subterranean life. It is

from five to six inches in length : the body
is thick and cylindrical ; the head is much
prolonged, especially the muzzle, which
projects far beyond the jaws, and is very
flexible, strong, and tendinous, serving to
convey food to the mouth : it has no external
ears, but the auricular apparatus is highly
developed, and the sense is very acute : its

eyes are so very minute, and concealed by
its fur, that it is a vulgar opinion that it is

deficient in these important organs. The

MOLE.—(tAEPA EUROP.EA.)

head is not distinguished from the body by
any appearance of neck

j the legs ore so
short as scarcely to project perceptibly from
the body ; the fore feet, situated obliquely
outwards, are excessively strong and broad,
and furnished with very large and stout
claws, so as to give the animal the power of
working under the surface with the utmost
rapidity ; the hind feet are small in propor-
tion to the fore feet ; and are calculated for
throwing back with ease the mould from be-
hind, during the animal’s subterranean la-
bours. The rapidity with w'hich the Mole
can make its way tluough a favourable boB
would be quite astonishing, did not its

whole conformation and great muscular
strength account for it. The tail is short
and small : the skin is much thicker and
tougher in proportion than in other quad-
rupeds, and the fur with which it is covered
is close set and soft as the finest velvet. The
food of the Mole consists chiefly of eartli-
worms and the larvas of insects

; but it is not
confined to these ; for during the summer
months it not unfrequently leaves its sub-
terranean retreat, and wanders upon the
surface in quest of prey, such as birds, mice,
frogs, snails, &c. ; and during these nocturnal
excursions, it often meets with a vigilant
and successful enemy in the owl. Moles are
extremely voracious. Wc are told, that if
two are shut up together without food, the
strongest will devour the weakest, even to
the bones : nothing but the skin is left, wliich
they never eat, and which, when one has
killed the other, is always seen to be ripped
up along the lielly. They arc incapable of
long fasting ; if kept ten or twelve hours
without food, it is said they die of starvation.

“ The farmer views the operations of the
Mole as destructive to his eroi>s by exposing
and destroying their roots, or hy overthrow-
ing the plants in the construction of the
mole-hills i his burrows, moreover, become
the haunts and hiding-places of the fleld-

0 0 2
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mouse and other noxious animals. The
Mole is also accused of carrying ofif quan-
tities of young corn to form its nest. Hence
every means are devised to capture and de-
stroy it, and men gain a livelihood exclu-
sively by this occupation. Some naturalists,
however, plead that the injury which it

perpetrates is slight, and that it is more
than counterbalanced by the benefit which
it produces by turning up and lightening the
soil, and especially by its immense destruc-
tion ofearth-worms, and many other noxious
animals which inhabit the superficial laj'cr

of the ground, and occasion great injury to
the roots of grass, corn, and many other
plants. The soundest practical conclusion
lies probably in the mean of these opinions ;

and the enlightened agriculturist, while he
takes prompt measures to prevent the undue
increase of the Mole, would do well to reflect

on the disadvantages which might follow
its total extermination.”

—

Braude's Diet, of
Science.
From a mass of interesting information

relative to the habits of this animal, in Mr.
Bell’s History of British Quadrupeds, we
select the following : — “ Every one is aware
of the fact that the Mole burrows for its

food, that its nest is formed under ground,
that a larger hillock than the rest is raised
for the reception of its young ; but it is net
so generally knoivn that its subterranean
excavations are of the most distinct and de-
terminate character ; that there are perma-
nent passages or high roads for its ordinary
travels from one part of its domain to an-
other ; that into these roads open the exca-
vations in which it follows its daily labour
in search of food ;

that its fortress— the
house in which it resides from the autumn
to the spring— is of a complex and most
ingenious structure, and that this domicile
is always a distinct and even remote build-
ing from that in which the nest is formed.”
After stating that we are principally in-

debted to the researches of Henri le Court, a
French gentleman who devoted many years
to the study of the habits, &c. of the Mole,
he thus proceeds : “ The district or domain
to which an individual Mole confines him-
selfmay be termed its encampment. Within
its limits, or at least in Immediate commu-
nication with the district, all the labours of

the animal are pursued. It consists of the

habitation or fortress, from which extends
the high road by whibh the animal reaches

the opposite extremity of the encampment,
and of various galleries or excavations

opening into this road, which it is continu-

ally extending in search of food, and wliich

constitute, in fact, its hunting-ground. The
fortress is formed under

_
a lar^e hilioek,

wliich is "always raised in a situation of

safety and protection ; cither under a bank,
against the foundation of a wall, at the root

of a tree, or in some similar locality. The
earth, of which the dome covering this

curious habitation is composed, is rendered

exceedingly strong and solid, by being

pressed and beaten by the Mole in forming
it. It contains a circular gallery within

the base, which communicates with a smaller

one above by five nearly cqui-distant pas-

sages
; and the domicile or chamber is placed

within the lower and beneath the upper
circular gallery, to which last it has access
by three similar passages. From the chamber
extends another road, the direction of which
is at first downwards for several inches ; it

then rises again to open into the high road
of the encampment. From the external
circular gallery open about nine other pas-
sages, the orifices of which are never formed
opposite to those which connect the outer
with the inner and upper gallery : these ex-
tend to a greater or less distance, and return,
each taking an irregular semicircular route,
and opening into the high road at various dis-

tances from the fortress. Such is a very hasty
description of this most singular structure ;

and notliing surely can be imagined more
admirably calculated to ensure the security
or the retreat of the Inhabitant than such
an arrangement of internal routes of com-
munication as this. The chamber commu-
nicating beneath directly with the roa^
and above with the upper gallery,— this

with the lower by five passages, and the
latter again with the road by no less than
nine,— exhibit altogether a complication of
architecture, which may rival the more ce-
lebrated erections of the Beaver.” “ The
nest is always distinct, and frequently re-

mote from the fortress, and is usually, but
not always, covered by a liillock ; which,
when it exists, is much larger than an oitii-

|

nary mole-hill. It is formed simply by I

excavating and enlarging the point of in-
|

tcrsection of three or four passages. The
bed of the nest is composed of a mass of !‘

herbage, gross, roots, or leaves : in one which
was examined by Geoffrey and Le Court,
no less than two hundred and four blades of
young wheat were counted. This, however,
can scarcely be considered as an ordinary
occurrence, as they generally prefer dry
and soft substances. The period of gesta-

tion is supposed to be about two months or
upwards : and the young are brought forth

in April,— sometimes earlier, at others later,

according to the season : indeed, young
Moles have been found at all times from the
beginning of April till August, which has
led some persons to believe that ^here are

more than one brood in the year. There
arc generally four or five, sometimes as few
as three, rarely six.”

“ That Moles were intended to be bene-
ficial to mankind,” observes Mr. Jesse,

“there can, I think, be no doubt. I have I

been assured that where old kfolc-hills are

most abundant on sheep postures, the latter !

animal is generally in a healthy state, os it
;

feeds on the wild thyme, and other salu-

brious herbs, which grow on these heaps of
;

earth. Where these have been levelled and
cleared awaj", sheep are not found to thri\"e

as well as they <lid previously. This fact

was confirmed to me by the Ettrick Shep-

herd, who deprecated the practice of re-

moving Molc-hills. On the fine and exten-

sive postures in Leicestershire, where old

Molc-hills are extremely obundaiit, sheep ;

thrive well, and arc generally healthy : and

I have been assured that after the molc-hills

had been destroyed in a park which belonged
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to the Earl of Essex, in Herefordshire, the
deer in it never throve.”
The Rev. C. A. Bury, who has published

some very White-of-Selbome-like notes on
! the “Mammalia of the Isle of Wight,” in
the pages of “ The Zoologist,” observes that

,
“On some lands the drainage is effected

I

wholly or in part by the Moles. So far,

I
then (he says), I think the farmer miglit
spare the Moles to his own advantage, and

i save some shillings, perhaps pounds, to the
mole-catcher. Man is too fond of meddling,

! and often blunders to his own cost. In his
attempts at improvement, he only disturbs

ii the balance of creation. (Jranted that occa-

j
: sionally some species of animal, favoiued by

! I circumstances, cither the scarcity of its ap-
: pointed check (occasioned, perhaps, by the

I
meddling hand of man), or a superabun-

' dance of its natural food, maj; increase be-

I I

yond due bounds, and so require the inter-

position of human force or skill, let that
-

;
force and skill be then exerted ; but I believe
that this would be seldom necessary ; things
would right themselves. They have been

' geuerally found to do so, unless man has
i carried his meddling propensities to the
I extent of utterly extirpating the appointed

j
check ; for it seems to be a law of creation,

that where there is food, there will be pro-
vided that which feeds on it, and that in
just proportion. The Mole is evidently an
appointed check to the undue increase of
the earthworm : it not only devours num-
bers itself, but by its burrowing drives to

: the surface many more, whicli, in their at-

tempt to escape the Mole, fall a prey to the

j

robin and the thrush. The earthworm, un-

j
questionably, has its uses, in drawing vege-

i table substances beneath the surface, and so

the gases that arc released in the process of

! dccom[>osition, and which would otherwise
j ' be tost, are preserved for the nutriment of

I
the growing plant, while the portion de-

I

Toured by the worm is again thrown to the

,
surface in the form best adapted for the

I

nutriment of the plant above ground. But
• worms devour the roots of plants ; and were

there no checks to their increase, vegetation

,

wouid be seriously injured, instead of bene-

, flted, by their existence : so long, however,

I
as they are kept in check by the mole be-

! neath, and the birds above ground, perhaps
I even their destruction of some plants is

I bcnefical in preventing a too crowded herb-
age. Thus, then, all is well arranged by

. Divine Wisdom; but if man stejis in,

i throttles the mole, and shoots or snares the

:
birds, he must, if he carry his interference

' far, produce a disturbance among God’s
works, to his own detriment.”

MODE CRICKET. {Gryllotalpa wl-
, gnrif.') Of all the British Orthojjterous in-
I

I sects, the Mole Cricket is by far the most

; I

curious. It derives its name from the pccu-
j' liar formation of its anterior extremities,

^ and its resemblance in its habits to those of

i
the .Mole. It is about two inches long, and

i
of a broad shape. In making its burrows, it

i cuts through or detaches all the roots of
j

; plants that lie in its way. It Is readily dis-

tinguished by the extraordinary structure
[

of its fore legs, which are excessively strong,
and furnished with very broad feet divided
into several sharp, claw-shaped segments.
The Mole Cricket emerges from its subter-
raneous retreats only by night, when it

creeps about the surface and occasionally

MOLE OKIOEET.
(aRTULOTALPA VULGARIS.)

employs its wings in flight : it is at that
time also that it exercises its chirping call.

It lives entirely on vegetables, devouring
the young roots of grasses, com, and various
esculent plants, and commits great devasta-
tion in gardens.
When the female is fecundated, she forms

a cell of clammy earth, in which she deposits
about a hundred and fifty eggs : this nest,
which is about the size of a common hen’s
egg, is carefulij' closed up on every side, ns
well to defend its contents from the injuries
of the weather, as from the attacks of car-
nivorous beetles ; which, being themselves
underground inhabitants, would certainly,
but for tills precaution, either devour or
destroy them. Nothing, indeed, can exceed
the care and assiduity of the Mole Cricket
in the preservation of its young. AVherever
a nest is situated, fortifications, avenues, and
entrenchments surround it : there are also
numerous winding by-ways which lead to
it ; and a ditch encompasses the whole,
which few Insects are capable of passing.
But the diligence of these little animals docs
not end here : at the approach of winter
they move their nests entirely away, and
sink them deeper in the ground ; so that
the influence of the frost cannot retard the
young brood in their progress to maturity.
When the weather grows milder, they raise
their habitations. &c. in proportion ; till at
last they are brought as near the surface as
possible, without being wholly exposed to

view, in order to receive the genial influence
of the sun ; but should the frost unexpect-
edly return, they again sink them to their
f^ormcr depth.

MODDUSCA, or MODDIT.SCS. Tlic term
npjilicd to that large division or class of
animals which inhabit and form shells.

Tlicir bodies ore soft, and destitute of an ar-

ticulated skeleton or vertebral column : and
instead of the nervous system being de-
veloped In the form of a spinal chord, it is

simply dispersed more or less irregularly in
different parts of the bo<lv. Some species
are terrestrial, and breatlic air ; but the
greater part live entirely In the water, from
which they derive tliclr nutriment, and in
which they breathe by the aid of branchia:,
or certain gill-like appendages. Those

008
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which are terrestrial are seen in our gardens,
pastures, and plantations

; on the trunks and
steins of trees, and in moist and shady
places ; wiiile multitudes of aquatic species
are to be foimd in the seas oftropical and arc-
tic regions, as well as in those which environ
our own islands. Others dwell on tlie
margin of fresh-water lakes and ponds, or
live at the bottom of rapid streams. In
short, tliey may be said to be universally
diffused, and produced in every variety of
form and colour.
The organs of sensation and motion have

not the same uniformity in point of number
and position as in the vertebrate animals ;

and a greater aberration is observable in
the position of the heart and organs of re-
spiration, as well as in the structure of the
latter. The body of the Mollusca is almost
entirely occupied by the organs of nutrition;
and the organs of sensation aud locomotion
are entirely subservient to the supply of
these.

The motions of Molluscous animals con-
sist of different contractions, varying in their
direction, producing inflections and prolon-
gations, together with relaxations of their
several parts, by means of which they creep,
swim, and seize upon such objects as the
formation of these parts are adapted to :

they are, however, incapable of rapid pro-
gress, their limbs not being supported by
articulated and solid levers. The name
they have received designates them as soft
animals ; and tliis they are pre-eminently.
Almost all of them have a peculiar deve-
lopment of the skin, which covers their body
like a mantle, and has received that appel-
lation. This process, however, is sometimes
narrowed in a simple disc, or is tubiform, or
is hollowed into a sac, and in some cases it

is divided and extended in the shape of fins.

There are two distinct kinds of molluscous
animals, namely, ceplialous, or such as are
provided with a head j and acephalous, or
headless. Those which have heads are usually
provided with tentacula, by wliich they feel

their way, and which they have the power
of easily retracing when in danger : some
have also the organs of sight and hearing ;

whilst others, destitute of these, only enjoy
the sense of touch. This they possess in

the organ of motion, to which the name of

foot has been given, and which is a member
of considerable importance. Many move
along the surface of the ground or bottom
of the sea, by means of their foot, which they
thrust forward and fix to some solid object,

and then by a strong muscular contraction

they draw their body to it ; and by a re-

petition of this action the animal continues

to make progressive motion. Others swim,
by using their foot as a fin ;

while others,

again, permanently attach themselves to a
rock or other substance.
Mollusca are again distinguished into

such os are naked, and such os arc testaceous,

viz. furnished with a shelly covering. The
naked Mollusca have a membranous or fleshy

mantle (os before noticed), which, however,
has frequently one or more hard lamincc in

its texture. Shells are formed, like bones,

of a combination of earthy and animal

matter. The former consists entirely of
carbonate oi lime ; the latter is composed of
layers of membrane, alternating with the
mineral matter. The shell is most solid
and massive in those species which lead an
inactive life. The variety of form, surface,
colour, brilliancy, and substance is almost
infinite. They are nearly all calcareous,
although some are simply of a homy con-
sistence ; but in both coses they consist of
matter deposited in layers, or exuded from
the skin under the epidermis, in the same
manner as nails, hairs, horns, scales, &c.
The shelly covering differs according os its

transudation is deposited either in parallel !

lamina! or in close-set vertical filaments.
And it is worthy of observation, that the
Mollusc always appears inclined to adapt its

shell to the form of the body, by reducing
its cavity if necessary, as well as by extend-
ing it.

The Mollusca are, for the most part, ex-
tremely voracious

; and are not particular
in their selection of food. Their digestive

I

!

apparatus is always highly developed ; in
fact, every mode of mastication and degluti-
tion is met with : their stomachs are simple, ^

complicated, and frequently provided with
ja peculiar armature : most species have

salivary glands, and always a liver, but
|

neither pancreas nor mesentery ; and the
|

intestinal tube is often of considerable
length, and much convoluted. The blood !

is either colourless, or tinged with a bluish I

cast ; and circulates, in all Molluscs, in a
j

regular system of arteries and veins, issuing I

;

from a heart, which is either muscular oi4l'

nearly so ; and seems to contain a smaller
! i

proportion of fibrin than that of vertebrate '

i

animals. Several ofthe MoUusca are bisexual .

some produce their young alive, while others
j

ore oviparous : the eggs in some- are covered
by a shelly envelope, and others only by a !

simple viscosity. Some genera of Mollusca
inhabit the sea and fresh waters, while others

|

are entirely terrestrial ; and a few species
|

are amphibious. They feed on all sub-
stances, both animal and vegetable. Many i

of them are taken and used as food for man ; !

others supply nutritious prey for birds and
fishes ; and their shelly coverings are con-
verted into many useful articles of com-
merce. [See CEruALOPODA s Ptekoi-oda

j

Gasteropoda ; nEXEitoponA •, Lamelli-
BRAXCIIIATA ; PaLLIOBRAKCUIATA

; TUXI- .

CATA : also Suells.]
|

MOLOCH. A singular genus of Reptiles, '

established by Mr. Gray, and thus described ;

in the Appendix to Capt. Grey’s Travels in
Australia :

— “ Body depressed, covered with
irregular, unequal, small, granular plates,

each furnished with a more or less prominent
central spine, and with a series of large,

conical, convex, acute spines ; head and
|

limbs covered with similar scales and spines ;

head small, with very large spines over the

eyebrows ; tail with irregular rinw of very
large acute spines ; femoral and subanal
pores none ; teeth small, subequal ; toes .’>•5,

short, covered above and below with keeled
scales : claws long, acute. The external

appearance of this lizard is the most ferocious i
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of any that I know, the horns of the head
and the numerous spines on the body giving
it a most formidable aspect. The scales of
the back are small and unequal ; they gra-

dually increase in size ns they approach the
base of the conical spines, which is sur-

rounded with a ring of larger scales with
longer spines. The large spines are conical,
rather compressed, spinulose below, smooth
and acute at the tip, and are usually fur-

nished with a sharp-toothed ridge on the
front edge, and sometimes on both. These
spines only consist of a homy sheath, placed
on a fleshy process of the exact form and
appearance of the spines they bear. The
scales of the under side of the body are of
the same form as those of the back, and are
furnished with similar but smaller and less

produced spines. The back of the neck of
the two specimens I have seen is furnished
with a large rounded protuberance like a
cherry, covered with large granular spinous
scales, and armed on each side with a large
conical spine ; but I do not know if this is

common to the species, or merely accidental
in these individuals ; at any rate it adds con-
siderably to the singularity of their appear-
ance. I have named this genus, from its

apiiearanee, after Moloch, “ horrid king.”

.MOXAD. The name given to the smallest
creature that exists among the Infusorial
Animalcnlie; a mere atom or point, so small
indeed os sometimes almost to elude micro-
scopical examination

; yet we are told by
thrsie who have devoted great attention to
this braneh of Natural History, that inde-
scril»ably minute as these Monads arc, they
present adtstinct organization, and are capa-
ble of locomotion: and have, moreover, senses
siifflcient for their guidance.

MONITOR. A name given to certain
large Saurian rcptiIes,l:elonging to the I dzard
trils;. They have teeth in tx)th Jaws, but
none on the palate, and the greater num-

ber have the tail laterally compressed, as

more adapted to their aquatic habits. They
are divided into two distinct groups ; (the

tot, or Nilotic Monitors, are known by their

numerons small scales upon the head and
limbs, the belly, and around the tail, which
latter has a keel above, composed of a double
range of projecting scales. The other group
of Monitors has angular plates upon the

MONtTOR OF THE KILF.
(u NiTOB NiroTions.)

head, and great rectangular scales upon the
belly and around the tail. The skin of their
throat is invested with small scales, and
forms two transverse folds. The Monitors
frequent the haunts of Crocodiles and Alli-
gators, and are said to receive the name
from their giving warning, by a whistling
sound, of the approach of those dangerous
reptCes,

MONKEY. iSimiadee.') Under the word
Ape will be found a general as well as a
particular description of the higher Quad-
nimana. Then come the Baboons, which
the reader will find similarly arranged in
alphabetical order. To them succeed the
Monkeys, which, for the most part, are
distinguished by their having cheek-pouches
for the temporary reception of their food,
a long muscular tail, and callosities on each
side of it. The species are very numerous

;

many inhabit India and the Malay Archi-
pelago ; but Africa may be regarded as the
head-quarters of the Monkey tribe : for
there they literally swarm. A great variety
of species are spread over the face of the
country ; each species being said to be re-
stricted to a certain extent of territory, and
violently resisting any intrusion upon it.

The Monkeys being the smallest of the quad-
rumana. are endued with less power fordoing
mischief than the Ape and Baboon : their
ferocity, indeed, appears to diminish with
their size ; and, when taken wild in the
woods, they arc tamed with more facility,

as well as sooner taught to imitate human
actions, than the larger kinds. Most of the
species arc gregarious, associating in large
troops : hut each troop is invariably formed
of the same species.

It has t)een well observed that the Monkey
tribes are in reality the masters of the fo-
rests 1 for their dominion is not disputed
either by the tiger or the lion, since they
easily escape them by their nimblcncss, and
live on the tons of trees beyond their reaeli.
The only animals tliey have to dread are
serpents, who make perpetual war on them.
Some of these serpents are of prodigious size,

and swallow a Monkey with as much cose
as it can swallow a bird. Others are smaller,
but more agile, and go in quest of iMonkcys
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along the branches of trees j and, the more
effectually to secure their prey, watch the
time wlien they are asleep. Thus creatures
that arc the objects of our terror, prey uijou
others that are objects of our disgust.
Monkeys subsist principally on fruits, the

buds of trees, or succulent roots and plants.
They are all fond of sweets, and show a par-
ticular predilection for the pleasant juice of
the palm-tree and the sugar-cane

; but when
it happens that these fail, or that a different
kind of food becomes more agreeable, they
have recourse to insects and worms

; and
sometimes such as inhabit the coasts descend
to the sea-shorcs, where they feast on oysters,
crabs, &c. The crafty and ingenious manner
in wliich they obtain these is thus effected.
Tlie oysters of the tropical climates being
larger than oius, the Monkeys, when they
reach the sea-side, pickup stones, and thrust
them between the opening shells, which
being thus prevented from closing, the cun-
ning animals then eat the fish at their ease.
In order to attract tlie crabs, they put their
tails to the holes in which they have taken
refuge ; and when the crabs have fastened on
the lure, the Monkeys suddenly withdraw
tlieir tails, and thus drag their prey on shore.
The females generally bring forth one at a
time, and sometimes two. They but rarely
breed when brought to Europe ; but such as
do, exliibit great parental affection. Both the
male and female seem indefatigable in nur-
turing, fondling, and caressing their young ;

nor do tliey instruct it with less assiduity ;

often severely correcting it, if stubborn or
disinclined to profit by their example. We
all know that these animals, when domes-
ticated, are highly amusing ; and there are
few persons who have not laughed at their
droll mimicries and capricious feats of ac-
tivity. But it is generally when in company
with other animals of a more simple nature,
whom they appear to delight in tormenting,
that their tricks and superior instincts are
most effectively displayed.
We shall now give a few specimens, be-

ginning with Monkeys that belong to the
Old Continent.

The Spotted or Diana Monket, (Ccr-
copithecus Diana.) This species has a long
white beard

; the upper parts of the body

DIANA MOtJ’.KT.—(OltROOPITnEODS DIANA.)

are of a reddish colour, marked with white
;

specks
j
the belly and cliin arc whitish ; it

has a crescent of white hair on the brow

;

I

and the tail, which is very long, is of the

I

same colour as the body. It is a native of
Congo and Guinea

5
and is one of the most

lively and playful of the whole tribe.

The Green Monkey. {CcrcopiOiecus Sa-
hcEUS.) The prevailing colour of this species
is a fine oUve, a little varied with gray. The
under parts of the animal and the insides of
the limbs are of a liglit silvery gray. The
face is of a swarthy flesh-colour

; the nose
black ; the cheeks furnished with thick and
long pale -yellow hair, falling back on each
side the face, and almost covering the ears,

j

It is- a native of several parts of Africa.

The MotrsTAcnE Monkey. (Cercopithecta
ceplma.) On the cheeks of this Monkey there
are two large tufts of yellow hair, from
w'hich it derives its name. It is about a foot
in length, and the tail a foot and a half.
The face is bare, and of a bluish-black ; the
nose blunt, with a dilated, transverse white
patch immediately below it ; the edges of
both lips and the space round the eyes black;
the ears are round, and tufted with whitish
hair : the hair on the head is yellow mixed
tvith black ; that on the body and limbs is

a mixture of red and ash-colour : the under
part of the body is somew'hat paler than the
upper ; and the feet are black. It is a na-
tive of Western Africa.

The Patas, or Red Monkey. Cercopi-
thecus ruber.) The upper parts of this ani- 4
mal are of a vividly bright bay colour, so as
almost to appear red ; but the under parts
and insides of the limbs are ash-coloured :

the checks are bearded, as is also the chin,
:

with whitish hairs, and across the forehead
runs a black band. The body is about eigh-
teen inches long ; the tail somewhat shorter.

It is a native of Senegal.
;

The Proboscis Monkey. {Rasalis larra-
tiia.) This is tlie most grotesque in appearance
of all the different species : the nose being of
such a length and form, as to present to tlie

mind no other idea than that of caricature.

It is a large species, measuring two feet from
the tip of the nose to the tail, which is more
than two feet lon^. The face is of a brown
colour, marked with blue and red ; the cars
broad, thin, naked, and hid within the hair.

Tlie head is large, and covered witli chest-
,

nut-coloured hair ; the whole body is also
'

of a similar colour, except that on the breast
j

it approaches to orange. It is chiefly found
in Cochin-China and Borneo : and is some-
times seen in large troops. It feeds only on
fruits.

The Fuli.-bottom or Kino Monkey,
j

(^Colobua imlycomus.) This siKcics is distin-

guished by its head and shoulders being
covered with long, coarse, flowing hair, like

a full-bottomed perriwig, and of a dirty

yellow colour mixed with black. Its body, (

arms, and legs arc of a glossy block ;
hands

|

naked, and furnished with no more than
four fingers : on each foot five very long

toes. The tail is very long, and of a siiowv

whiteness, with veri" long hair at the end,
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1

forming a tiift : body and legs very slender j

; and the length of the former is about three
I feet. It is a native of Sierra Leone.

I

The CocniN'cniN'A Monkev, or Done, is

a very large species, distinguished by the
singular variety and brilliancy of its colours.
The face is rather flat, and of a yellowish
bay colour ; and across the forehead runs a

;
narrow dusky band : the sides of the face

]
arc bounded by long yellowish hairs ; round

' the neck is a collar of purplish-brown ; the
upper part of the arms and thighs are black;
and the legs and knees are of a chestnut-
colour. The bock, belly, and sides are of a

,
yellowish gray ; the lower part of the arms

i
and tail are white ; the feet black ; and the
rump (like the jVmerican Monkeys) is covered

I
with hair. In an upright position tlris

I

animal measures three and a half or four
. feet in height, being nearly as large as the
: Barbary ape.

I

i
The Monkeys that follow belong to the

;
American continent, all of which differ from

> those of Asia and .^rica by having neither
cheek-pouches, posterior callosities, nor op-
posable thumbs, and being generally fur-

i nished with prehensile tails ; while the nos-
trils are separated by a broad space in front

;

!
they constitute the family Cebid.e.

I
The PREACHEn Mokket. (.Myettes Beelze-

I

bub.) This animal is about the size of a fox;
I with long, black, glos^ hair ; a round beard

;

beneath the cliin and throat ; black shining
eyes ; short roimd ears ; and a long tail.

It is a native of Brazil and Guiana, inhabit-
ing the woods in great numbers, wliich re-

sound with its dreadful bowlings. It receives
its name from the following circumstance,
the authenticity of which is abundantly
verifled by different writers. It is common
for one of these creatures to ascend a lofty
tree ; while numbers of them assemble on

1
the lower branches : the Monkey who is ele-

i vated above the rest then sets up a howl, so
I loud and shrill that it may be heard at an
I immense distance : after a certain space he

I

stops and gives a signal with his hand, when
I

the whole assembly join in chorus ; but on

i

another signal a sudden silence prevails, and
1 the orator concludes his harangue. The cla-
i mour on such occasions is most astounding

;

and (Usogreeable. This howling facultjf is

accounted for by the peculiar conformation
;

of the os hymdet, or throat bone, which, com-
! .

municating with the larynx, gives great ad-
• ditional resonance to the voice. These bowl-
ings are usually sent forth in the morning,
at sunset, and in the darkness of night ; they
are also heard when the over-clouded sky

^ threatens an approacliiiig storm. [See Mv-
; cetes.]

l!
The Fox-T.vit.ED Moxket. Pithccia Im-

I
ctKfphala.) This animal, which is almiit the

I size of a large cat, has a very singular aspect ;

' the middle of the face lieing block, bare, and
surrounded by white downy hair on tlie

cheeks and forehead, and which, gradiinlly

expanding on the top and sides of the head,

I

forms a very thick and full kind of licard,

which divides under the chin, so os to leave

a bare space there. Its general colour is a
dusky brown : the eyes are large, and the
ears round and flat : the feet and hands are
furnished with sharpish claws ; and the tail

is long and veiy full of hair. It is a native
of South America.

The FouR-FijtGEEED, Or Spider Monkey.
(.Aides paniscus.) A species of Monkey,
distinguished no less by its active, lively,
and tractable disposition, than by the slen-
derness of its body and limbs, and the ab-
sence of thumbs on its fore-paws. Its colour
is uniformly black, except on the face, wliich
is of a dark flesh-colour ; and it has a long
prehensile tail, which more than compen-
sates for the defects of the hand. It inhabits
the woods of South America, associating in
great multitudes, and assailing such travel-
lers as pass through their haunts by throwing
dry and withered sticks at them, and by
numberless sportive and mischievous gam-
bols. In order to pass from one lofty tree
to another, wliose branches are too distant
for a leap, they form a kind of chain, by
hanging down, linked to each other by their
tails ; and swinging in that manner till the
lowermost catches hold of a bough of the
next tree, and draws up the rest.

The Squirrel Monkey. (Callithrixsciu-
reus.) This species, wliich scarcely exceeds
in size the animal whose name it bears, is of a
bright golden yellow colour, wi th orange-yel-
low feet and hands ; the nails of the hands are
flat, and those of the feet resemble claws.
The head is round

; the nose blackish ; the
orbits of the eyes flesh-colour ; and the ears
hairy : under parts whitish : tail very long,
with a black tip. Tlie specimens usually
brought to Europe are ratlier of a yellowish
brown or greenish cast.

MONODON. [See Narwhal.
MONODONTA. a genus of Mollusca,

inhabiting a pyramidal shell ; the lips dis-
united at the upper part, tlie left having a
tooth-like process, from which the name is

derived
;
and it is on account of tliis tooth

MONODONTA PItAUAONIS.

or notch, with wliich the columella termi-
nates, that the genus is divided from 7Yi>chus.
The animal is characterized as— licad dis-
tinct, having two tcntacula, with eyes at the
liasc ) foot snort. Tlicy arc fouml in most
seas, and recent siiccies arc rather numerous.

MONOMYAHI.'V, Tlie name of an order
of Conebuera, consisting of tliosc liivalvo
sliells wliich have but one iirincipal muscu-
lar impression in each valve, and which in-
cludes several wcll-knowu useful Mollusca

;
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;

as the Oyster, Mussel, and Pearl Oyster.
Many of the genera arranged under tills

order attach themselves to rocks, &c.

MONOPTERXJS. A genns of Malacop-
teryglous fishes ; characterized by their
having the gill-openings united, but with a
partition ;

and the dorsal and anal apparent
only from the middle of the tall backwards.
The known species is from the Moluccas ; it

is green above and fawn-coloured below.

MOOR-HEN. [See G.t.i.LiJS'trLE.]

MOOSE-DEER. [See Elk.")

MORDELLID.®. A family of Coleop-
terous insects, distinguished by the peculiar

structure of their body, and their extreme
activity both in flying and leaping. The
body is elevated and arched, with the head
inserted very low ;

the thorax is trapezoid
or semicircular : the elytra either very short

or acuminated at the extremity, as well as

the abdomen : the antennae rather short.

LUNATEU POINT-TATL BEETI.1S.

(MOBDELr.A LUNATA.)

The smaller typical species frequent flowers,

especially those of the white-thom and um-
lelKferce. Some of the species are parasitic

upon other insects. JiipipJioyms paradoxits^

for instance, inhabits in the perfect state the

nests of the common wasp ;
“ whence La-

treille observes, that it has been inferred

that it subsists in that situation in the larva

state, and is probably nourished bj; the

wasps as their own offspring. On arriving

at the perfect state, it emerges from the nest,

and seeks the flowers ; and it is probable

that the female deposits her eggs in the

already formed cells of the wasps, her abdo-

men being well adapted for such purposes,

being long and acuminated.”

—

JFestwood.

MORMOLYCE. A singular genus of Co-

leopterous insects found in Java, one species

of which has been described by M. Hagen-

Imch : our figure gives a very good idea of

its form, which is remarkable for its extreme

flatness, the elongation of the head, and the

very great Icaf-like dilatation of tlic elytra i

it was first found by Kuhl and Van Ilosselt.

Tim larva has only lately been described

and figured. M. Van Ovendyk found the

larva and pupa in the Poluporus fomentarms,

or an allied species of fungus growing on

the trunks and roots of trees : the larva

closely resembles that of Carabus and Ca-

lomma. Naturalists generally place this

curious Carahidoiis insect near the South

American genus Apra.

(MORMOLYOE PHTLLODES.)

MORMYRTJS. A genus of Malacopte-
rygious fishes, nearly allied to the Esocidee
or Pike family. The body is compressed,
oblong, and scaly ; tail thin at the base, but
swelling near the fin ;

skin of the head
naked, covering the operculum and gill-

rays, and leaving no opening for the latter

but a vertical fissure. The gape is small,

the angles being formed by the maxillaries

:

the teeth are small, notched at the extre-

mities, and occupy the intermoxillaries and

BHAUP-KOSED NILE MORM7R08
(MORTIVROS OXTRHTNCHnS.)

lower jaw ; and there arc bands of small

crowded ones on the vomer and tongue.

The stomach is a roundish sac, followed by
a slender Intestine with two caco, almost
always covered with fat ; and the air-

bladder is long, large, and simple. Two
species have a cylindrical muzzle,— the one
having a long dorsal fin, and the other a
short one ; a third has both the snout and
dorsal short ; and in a fourth, the forehead

fonns a protuberance advancing in front of

the mouth. Tlie species here figured is the

sharp-nosed Mormyrus (fif. oxyrhynditis\

which is regarded as one of the best fishes

found in the river Nile.

JIORSE. [See Walrus.]

MOSCniD/E. A family of ruminant
quadrupeds familiarly knoum ns Musk Deer

[which see].

5IOSCHI7S. A genus of Ruminants allied

to the antelopes, most of them being deli-

cately graceful in form. They arc found m
Western Africa, in India, and the

islands. The accompanying figure of the

Moschus Knnchil will give a good idea ot
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the form of this genus, some of which we
have seen alive in tlie gardens of the Zoo-
logical Society. They are very delicate ani-

I

mals. [See Musk.]

I
MOSQUITO. {Culex.) A gnat-like in-

sect common in America and the West
India islands, whose stin^ng qualities are
most annoying. These insects, of which
there are many species, ore furnished with a

L proboscis for piercing the flesh, and at the
i same time forming a kind of siphon through

I

which the blood flows; but that which renders
' the Sfosquito so dangerous os well os trouble-
some is, that the proboscis not only makes
a wound, but injects into it a poison wliich
causes inflammation. Mr. Edwards, in his
* Voyage up the Amazon,* has the follow-
ing notice ofthese troublesome pests : “ Soon

MOS^UirO.— (OCTI.RX MOSQUITO.)

after dark we crossed the mouth of the Xinmi
(Shingu), much to the displeasure of the
Indians, who wished to stoj) upon the lower
fide. And they were very right ; for scarcely
ho/1 we crossed, when we were Iniset by such
swarms of cdrapaiiAs, or mosquitoes, as put
all sleep at defiance. Nets were of no avail,
even If the oppressive heat would have al-
lowed them, for those w'hich could not creep
through the meshes would in some other
way find entrance. In spite of every precau-
tion. Thick breeches they laughed at, and
the cabin seemed the interior of a bec-hivc.
This would not do ; so wc tried the deck {

but fresh swarms continually poured over
us, and all night long wc were foaming with
vexation and rage.*’

MOTACIULA. [See Wagtail.]
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MOTH. (PhaJa^na of Liunajus.) The
name of Moths is given to a numerous and
beautiful divison of Lepidopterous insects,
readily distinguished from Butterflies by
their antcniue tapering to a point, instead of
being terminated by a knob, and by their
being seldom seen on the wing except in the
evening or night. It should also be observed
that the antennae are often feathery, or comb-
shaped ; and that the legs have two spiny
processes or thom-like points at the middle
joints of each.
The diurnal Lepidoptera are all provided

with a tongue for gathering their food ;
but

a great proportion of the Moths are destitute
of that organ, whilst in others it is exceed-
ingly small : a considerable number of them,
therefore, must pass the whole of their
winged state without food. The larvae or
caterpillars from which the various Moths
are produced, exhibit nearly the same va-
riety of appearance as the winged insects
which spring from them. Some are large,
while others are extremely minute ; many
are provided with ten, others twelve or
fourteen feet, and the largest have sixteen.
Some of the caterpillars are smooth, others
are' covered ^vith hairs ; but all of them,
after having several times cast their skin,
spin for themselves the materials of a habi-
tation, in which they are to be transformed
into chrysalids.
All the nocturnal Lepidoptera were in-

cluded in tlie genus Fhal(ena by Linnaeus ;

but since the time of that great naturalist
they have been divided by Cuvier, Lutreille,
and others, into a number of different groups,
the classification of which is too complicated
and embarrassing to be thoroughly explained
in this work. A few of the species arc here
appended as examples of the group. We
may remark that there arc several thousand
species of Moths, varying in size from a line
in breadth to eleven inches, and even more.
The variety ofform and colour is endless. We
limit ourselves to the notice of two or three
species which are notoriotis for their depre-
dations ; readers who wish to see how useful
some members of the group are to mankind,
must consult the articles Silkwokm Moth
and Saturnia, though there is not a Moth
that is not more or less useful in many ways,
to Birds and Bats, if not to us. Referring to
the article Spiiinoid.k for an account of the
IIawk-motiis, and to the article IIeimalus
for a short description of another important
subdivision ; to tlie word Cossus for the
Goat-Motii ; and to other words scattered
over the work,— we begin with noticing the
BoMin'ciD.R, whicli contains the largest
of all the Moths yet known,— the Saturnia

— the extent of whose wings mea-
sures iMjtwccn eight and nine inches. The
ground colour is a fine deep orange-brown,
and in the middle of cadi wing Is a large
snb-triangular transparent spot ; cacli of
these transparent parts is succeeded by a
block border; and across all the wings rnii
lighter and darker bars, exhibiting a very
flue assortment of varying shades : the
upper wings arc slightly curved down-
wards at their tips, and the lower wings are
edged with a liorder of black spots on a
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pale buff-coloured ground : the antenna: are
widely pectinated mth a quadruple series of
fibres, which have a very elegant appearance.
This species, or at least a closely allied one,
is found both in the East and West Indies.

The Ryb-gras3 Motu. (_Pcnt?iop7iora
morio.) This Moth is of amiddling size ; the
male, with extended wings, is nearly an inch
broad, and black. The antennse are strongly
pectinated in two rows : and the head, back,
aud abdomen are black, the latter with yel-
low notches posteriorly. The wings are very
thin, membranous, transparent, and black,
with fringes of the same colour, or sometimes
brownish. The female is distinguished by
a proportionally thick, long abdomen, which
is w'hitish gray, and woolly at its exterior

;

and by small, slender, brownish gray wings,
which are not adapted for flying. The cli-

terpillar is found in April and May, living
on rye-grass CLolium perenne), and many
other plants in meadows : its ground colour
is velvety blaek, yellow at the incisions and
sides, with a black head and small reddish
yellow warts, having ash-gray hairs on them.
The coeoon consists of only a few threads ;

the pupa is yellow, streaked with black
lengthways, blackish brown on the wing-
covers, and beset with whitish gray tufts of
hair. After pairing, the female lays her
eggs at the end of May and beginning of
June, round the stems of the grass, and covers
them with the down from her abdomen, to
secure them from the weather. Two gene-
rations appear in long, warm summers ; but
in general the caterpillar passes the winter
at the roots of the grass. The destruction
of tills caterpillar when in great abundance
is very difficult, as it prefers living in long
grass in the day time, or in the ground.
Breaking up the meadows in autumn ap-
pears to be the best method of destroying
the pupse concealed there ; they will thus be
exposed to the enemies appointed by Nature
herself, such as Ichneumonidce, &c.

The Brown Tail Moth iPorthesia au-
riflua) is remarkable for the ravages which
its caterpillar commits by destroying the
foliage of trees and hedges. The Moth is of
a fine satiny white, except the hinder part of
the body, which is of a deep brown. The
caterpillar is brown and hairy, having a row
of white spots along each side, and two red
spots on the lower part of the back. It is of

a gregarious nature, vast numbers residing

under one common web : they are hatched
early in autumn, and immediately form for

themselves a small web, and begin feedmg
on the foliage of the tree or shrtK) on which
they were placed : they marshal themselves

with great regularity for this purpose in rows,

and at first devour only the upper pellicle

and the green parenchyma of the leaves, and
in the evening retire to their web. In about

three weeks they cast their skin, and proceed

to feed as before, enlarging their web from
time to time, and forming it on all sides os

strong and secure os possible. Here they
remain during the whole winter in a state

of torpidity, till, being enlivened by the

warmth of the returning spring, they issue

from their covering with increased strength.

Jiatural S?i^tnr2 ;

and devour the whole substance of the leaves.
When full grown, which is usually about the
beginning of June, each spins itself a sepa-
rate web, in which it changes to a dark
brown chrysalis, out of which in about a
mouth the Sloth issues. The ravages of these
caterpillars have in some years been so great
as to cause the most serious apprehensions.
In 1782, so numerous were they in many

^

parts of England, and particularly in the ;

neighbourhood of London, that subscriptions
'

were opened and poor people employed to
cut off and collect the webs at one shilling
per bushel j they were then burned, under
the inspection of the parochial officers : and
it is asserted, that in one day, in the pariah
of Clapham alone, eighty bushels were thus
collected aud destroyed.

The larviB of Psyche and other allied
genera of Moths inhabit a cose constructed
by themselves. In some species found in
New Holland and South Africa, these cases
are often beautifully ornamented with
straws, spines, or little bits of wood. It is

an example of this kind that Capt. Sir James
Alexander describes, in his ‘Excursions in
Western Africa,’ under the name of the
Lictor. “ That strange insect, the Lictor, or
bundle of sticks, occurs here (Kaffir-land),
and, with its caterpilloj-like tunic, on which
are stuck the ends of little sticks, all raking
aft like the quills of a porcupine, it may be
seen walking along by projecting its head
and six legs from its cose. In some of these
insects the sticks are irregular, the longest
being near the tail. In others again thera
are tliree sets of regular fasces connected by
a ‘ diartlirodial articulation ;

’ which makes
the ingenuity of this insect the more remark-
able. All the fasces are about the same
length ; but the set about the head are thick;
the middle are less so ; and the tail fasces
taper nearly to a point. This variety is

found suspended to dried rhenostcr bushes.
A tliird species, more delicate than the other
two, feeds on yellow everlasting flowers

;

and has one set of regular fasces about its

body.”

Of the family Noctiud.®, we may specify
the Cabrage Moth. (.jfamestria bras-
gicce.) This Sloth is about an inch and a
half broad, when the wings are extended

;

its head, collar, and back, arc blackish-gray,
intermi.xed with whitish and yellowish hairs.

The back has a thick double crest ; the ab-
domen is dark ash gray, the upper half beset
in the middle with black tufts. The upper
wings are gray, with a mixture of yellow and
white. The anterior border is very light to
beyond the middle, with dark spots ; on the
watered band are two or three yellowish
spots : the cross lines are distinct, the flrst is

rather broad, and the next double the width,
with a dark edge ; the usual middle spots sur-

rounded with white, the kidney-shaped one
in the middle, with a whitish-gray liinulc,

surrounded with a blackish colour ; the usual
conical siwt is dark, and surrounded with
brown. The watered band is extremely li^ht,

and terminates at the white notched line,

marked with a W. At the flrst end of the

above lino is a soflcned-ofT rusty spot. Near
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1
the bortlerof thergrayjyellovish-striped, and

! toothed f^rin^es, is a row of small, black, tri-

angular mai^s. The under wings are light

gray, with dark veins, and central spots ;

! blackish towairls the outer edge. The Moth
i
appears in May and June, sits in the day-

’ time on hedges, the stems of trees, or on the
earth, and only flies at night.

1 The caterpillar is green, more or less co-
i vered with gray or black. It has a dark
! stripe on the back, on which there is a pale
. indistinct line. Above, it is sometimes fur-
nished with dark or pale spots placed length-
wise. At the sides is a dirty yellow stripe,

; which becomes reddish above ; and close
i| above this spot are two white spiracles, sur-

: rounded with black, each in a small black
;
spot. When this caterpillar appears in great
numbers, it does considerable damage to
several vegetables, such as cabbages, lettuces,

&c., by eating out the heart. It appears in
July, August, and September. To look for
and kill them, although troublesome, is the
only sure way of getting rid of them.

The AyTLEK, or Grass "SloTniCerapteryx
graminW) is another species in j urious to mea-

j

dows. This Moth is of a moderate size ; its

• head and back are yellowish browm, the

1
collar almost yellow ; the brown antennas

’ are covered with yellow scales ; and the
• abdomen and the legs are brownish gray, the
latter with darker joints. The upper wings
are usually brownish gray, with a darker
mixture in the middle. The ordinary middle
spots are whitish, yellowish, or bluish ; the
first round, the second half-moon shaped.

;

A strong narrow line runs from the root

1

lengthwise through the middle of the wings
!
into the half-moon spot, which it intersects

;
in such a manner as to give it the appear-
ance of a three-pronged fork, or horn, w'hence
the common English name of the Moth.
The upi)cr border of the w'ings is lighter j

' the fringes brownish yellow. The under

j

wings ore yellowish gray, nearly black to-

! wards the outer border, with yellowish
! fringes. It flies in the latter end of July

1

and beginning of August.— The caterpillar
' is brown or blackish, with five lighter stripes

. along the bock ; the first and lust sections
1 are covered with a hard, smooth scale. Tne
1

stripes meet at the edge of the anus : the
i
abflomen is blackish : the hind feet project

i beyond the anal point. The larvcc arc an
; inch long ; and they undergo their trans-
formation about .Mirlsummer, within a light

! cocoon, under moss, stones, and such like

! Tnaterials, changing into a blackish-brown
!
shining pupa. The food of the caterpillar
consists of all the soft sorts of grasses. It

1 lives at the roots, and eats all the germs.

1

Although it is in existence in autumn. It lies

benuml^d in the earth in winter, and begins
to eat again in the spring: yet the effects of

I its devastations appear chiefly in the l>c-

1

ginning of June, w'hcn it has changed Us
1 skin fbr the last time. This Insect appears
only to be injurious in dry situations, par-
ticularly in mountain postures ; the cater-

pillar has never been met with on low, wet,

and marshy meadows. The only means of

extirpating or diminishing Uiis caterpillar

consists in surrounding the attacked places,
as the ground permits, with shallow ditches,
or by means of a plough with deep furrows,
as broad as possible, and turning pigs into
these places to eat the caterpillars. Crows
are also among the natural enemies of this

insect, and should be encouraged.—For the
information contained in this article we are
indebted to ‘ Kollar’s Treatise on Insects
injurious to Vegetation,’ &c.

The Gamma Moth. iPhisia gamma.')
The ground colour of this beautiful Moth is

light and dark gray mixed with rust colour.
The head and collar arc of a brownish hue,
edged with light gray lines, as well as the
crested back and shoulders : the abdomen
is yellowish gray, with elevated brown tufts

of hair. The upper wings are marbled, and
have a metallic lustre : the inner edge is

wavy, and toothed near the fringes : the
notched cross-lines are silvery : towards the
inner border is situated a silvery or gold-
coloured shining mark, which resembles the
Greek letter Gamma (y). The under wings
are yellowish brown at the base above tlie

fringes, with black bands. The blackish-
brown pupa is enclosed in a white cocoon.—
The caterpillar is green, beset with single
liairs, having only twelve feet, and a browm-
ish green head. On the back are four very
small yellowish or whitish lines : the feet

have a* yellow stripe : the spiracles areblack-
ish green. These caterpillars are found
from spring to autumn in a variety of gene-
rations, and are so plentiful in some years,
that they do great damage to vegetables,
peas, and various sorts of fodder-herl>age.
The only possible means of destroying them
is by shaking them offand hand-picking.

The Red Underwino. iCatocala.') The
anteunse of this handsome Moth resemble
threads : the thorax is crested, and of a
brownish-gray colour, as is the abdomen and
superior wings

;
the latter having double

lines and zig-zag bars crossing them in
several places, and a remarkable spot in the
middle. The under wings are of a fine
scarlet colour, having two broad bands of
black

;
the tongue is spiral ; and all the

wings arc dentated. The caterpillar is about
two inches and a half in length ; feeds on the
willow; and is in colour so like the bark,
as not to be easily seen. About the latter

end of June it changes to a red chrysalis :

and the Moth appears in August ; flies in the
day ; and is very fond ofsettling against barns,
or the sides of such houses as are boarded.

Amongst the family Tinkid.e, so nu-
merous In genera and species, generally of
small size, may be mentioned tne IIo.nky-
coMH Moth. (6’«?/cn« cerceUa.) This
Moth is one of the larger species of the
family of Tincidm; the male being consi-
derably smaller than the female, and the
sexes differing much in size, colour, and In
the form of the upper wings. The caterpil-
lar of this Moth feeds on the wax of the
honcy-bcc, and not uiifrcquently destroys a
hive by the filth and stench winch it occa-
sions. Hence, though it does not destroy
the honey, it is a most formidable enemy to

p p
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apiarians. Male: Antennae, head, and back
clay-yellow j on the back behind the scu-
tellum rises a small blackish-brown tuft of
hait, the point of which is white ; abdomen
yellowish brown. The upper wings are
broad; short, and obtuse ; the fore border
slightly curved, the fringe border lunated,
notched inwardly, the inner border rather
waving, with a small hollow exactly oppo-
site the comer of the inner angle. The
colour is dusty ash gray. From the base to

the middle there is a white slender band, on
which are scattered single, dark brown mi-
nute spots. Upon the fore-border, and along
the fringe-border, are lines in the same di-

rection, proceeding from a spotted band,
which is angularly bent, and faint. The
inner border is light yellowish for a consi-

derable breadth, from the base to the inner
angle, with many purplish-brown, short,

elevated, wool-like lines in the same direc-

tion ; so that when the wings are closed

above, an apparently furrowed surface will

be formed. The fringes are jagged, brown
and white at the points, and surrounded in-

wardly with a darker hair-like line. The
under wings are light ash gray, and some-
times brorvnish gray, with lighter fringes

edged with white, and a yellowish line for

their inner boundary. The female is not
only much larger than the male, but distin-

guished from him by a darker rusty brown
head and back. The abdomen is thick and
club-shaped, furnishedwith a brownish gray
ovipositor, and the feet of the same colour.

The upper wings are darker, obtuse, straight,

almost rectangular, and a trace of the faint

spotted band is rarely perceptible. The
under wings are much lighter, white, but
with a dark gray dusty border, and darker
veins of the same colour, as far as the white
fringes, which are surroimdcd with a yel-

lowish colour.
The caterpillar is cylindrically spindle-

shaped, when fully grown from ten to twelve
lines long, and two lines thick, dirty white,

with scarcely visible brown single tubercles,

emitting slender hairs. The head is chest-

nut brown, the back of the following seg-

ment rather darker, divided lengthwise by
a whitish line, which line is sometimes con-
tinued indistinctly along the bock : the belly

and sixteen feet are bone-coloured. It pre-

pares for itself, immediately on issuing from
the egg, a web, or covered passage, with

thick, strong threads, in which it lodges by
day safe from the attacks of tire bees, and
only seeks its food, which consists of wax,

at night, when the bees arc at rest. At first,

these caterpillars only live in the lower

cells, but when they arc bigger they ascend

higher, lengthening their passage os they

proceed ;
so that when there arc many of

them, in a hive, it is entirely filled with these

webs. The bees which arc entangled in

them and cannot get away, die. Three

hundred caterpillars have been found m a

hive. They attain their full size within

three weeks, and arc then ready for entering

the pupa state. When this is the case, they

make for themselves a much firmer and en-

tirely closed web, cither in the above-named
passages, or in a concealed corner of the

iflaturat iji^tani;

hive. In this web the caterpillar lives from
j

ten to twenty-eight days unchanged, but is ,

finally transformed into a brown pupa, out
of which the moth appears in fourteen days.
Those which become pupse in autumn lie

the whole winter in that state. There are
two generations of them in a year. The
moth of the first generation appears in spring,
and that of the second in the beginning of
July. The female laj-s her eggs at night,
in the cracks of the lower part of the hive,
from which the j'oung caterpillars find their
way to the honeycomb.
There is but one sure method of clearing

the bee-hives of this moth, and this consists
|

in looking for and destroying the lanai and I

pupte. If the hives are examined only once
a week for this purpose, any traces of covered
passages will easily be perceived, and must
be immediately removed, and destroyed with
the caterpillars in them. The comers of
the hive must also be closely examined, in
case of cocoons being there, which must also
be destroyed. A lighted candle is also re-
commended to be held before the hole of the
bee-hive, that the moth, flying out to the
light, may be burnt. But this is labour in
vain, for the female does not leave the hive
till she has laid her eggs ; and it is only
supernumerary males that perish in the
flame Kollar.

The Clothes-Moth. (.Tinea vestianella.')

As soon as the caterpillar quits the egg, it be-
gins to form a nest. For this purpose, having
spun a thin coating of silk round its body,
it cuts filaments of wool or fur close to tljc

thread of the cloth, and applies the pieces

to the outside of its case ; which covering it

never leaves except in coses of urgent ne-
cessity. When it wishes to feed, it puts out
its head at either end of the case, os may be
most convenient. When inclined to cliange
its position, it protrudes its head and about
half its body, and thus moves forward, drag-
ging its case by fixing its hinder legs firmly
in it : and when, from its increase in size,

the cose becomes too small, it makes an
addition to it at each end. This oi>eration
can be readily traced by transferring it from
cloth of one colour to another, when each
addition will be conspicuous from the differ-

ence of colour. After changing into a chry-
salis in April, or May, it remains quiescent
for about three weeks, when a small noc-
turnal Moth, of a silvery gray colour, comes
forth. It is said that 'Moths never attack
nnwashed wool— that is, wool as it comes
from the sheep's back, before any cleansing
process has l)ccn employed that will deprive
it of its natural oil or smell. It is therefore
recommended to be placed in laj’crs between
clothes, or kept in small jiarcels in the cor-
ners of shelves or drawers. The most im-
portant, by far, of all the sijcdcs is the Silk-

worm Moth. [See Silkwohsi. See also

Auctia : STAUiiOfi’s : Cossus : IlKriAi.t s,

Sm Such of our readers as may wish for

further information respecting the genera
and species of this most extensive class of
insects, are referred to the works of Stephens,
Curtis, Wood, Humphreys, and Westwood's
British kloths j also to Mr. Henry Double-



day’s (ofKpping) admirable List of British
Lepidoptera.

i MOTMOT. IMotmotus, or Prionites Bra-
' eUiensis.) A curious and handsome bird,
inhabiting many parts of South America.
Its back is of a dark rich green colour,
and it has a long wedge shaped toil, two
feathers of wlilch extend some inches beyond
tlie others. The shafts of these are stripped

I
of their webs near the extremities, giving
the bird a very singular appearance. One
would suppose that these birds trimmed

,

their feathers thus themselves, for many are
found with quills perfect, and others partly
denuded. The Motmots are generally in

I

pairs in the deep woods, and are easily re-

;
cognized by their note, mot-mot, slowly re-

;

pcated. There are several species of ilot-
mots : the edge of the beak in these birds is

1 serrated both in the upper and lower man-
:
dibles.

MOUFFLON. iOvis Jficsmon.') An ani-
- mal of the sheep kind, called also the Mos-
Mox, inhabiting the mountainous parts of
Corsica, Sardinia, Greece, &c., and which,
though by nature extremely wild, retains
all the characteristic marks of the primitive
race. The general size of the Moufflon is

that of a small fallow deer ; but, though
covered with hair, it bears a stronger resem-
blance to the ram than to any other animal,
both in regard to its horns, which sometimes
grow to a vast size, as well os in its general
conformation. The muzzle and the inside

I

of the ears are of a whitish hue, tinged with
yellow ; but the other parts of the face are

I

of a brownish gray. The body is covered

I

with hair instead of wool : in which parti-

I

cular consists its chief difference from the
' general as[icct of the sheep : the upper part
,
of it is brown, but the under part and the
insides of the limbs arc whitish. In summer
its hair is close, like that of a deer j in

. winter it becomes rough, wavy, and a little

curled, concealing at its roots a fine while
woolly down. About the neck and shoulders

1 Moorrr on. — (ovTB itosMON.)

as well as under the throat, the hair Is con-
siderably longer than elsewhere,

i
From spring to nntiimii the Moufflons

feed in the little rallies among the upiier
' regions of the mountains, on the young
f

ihmts of the Alpine ^limits, and arc said to

!
grow very fat. As winter aiiprooclics, they

descend lower, and eat grass and other ve-
getables. The whole form of this animal
seems better calculated for agility and
strength than that of the common sheep ;

but still it is very timid, and, when closely
pursued, docs not run in a directly progres-
sive course, but obliquely, from side to side,

in the manner of other sheep ; ascending
the rocky moimtains ivith great agility, and,
like the wild goat, going over the narrowest
and most dangerous passes with perfect
safety. Their chace is dangerous and diffi-

cult ; and they are so wdld as to be seldom
taken until shot by the hunters, who lie in
wait for them among the mountains. The
female is less than the male, and her horns
never grow to the same magnitude as in the
ram. These have sometimes been found to
measure, in their convolutions, above two
ells in length : with these they often main-
tain very furious battles among their owm
kind

; and sometimes they are broken iu
the conflict. The young, when first bom,
are covered with a soft, gray, curling fleece,

which gradually changes into hair towards
the end of summer. Such is the sheep in
its wild state ; by no means that seemingly
helpless animal which we view it under the
shepherd’s care ; but iu the highest degree
active and vigorous.

MOUSE. (Ifiis.) A genus of Rodent
quadrupeds, including not only what are
usually termed Mice, but also the Bats.
[The latter will be found under the letter R.]

The CoitMON Mouse. (Mus musculus.~)
This little animal is a general inhabitant of
almost every country in the world ; for
though it is said to be not a native of Ame-
rica, but taken there by European settlers,
it is now found in every part of that conti-
nent. There are several varieties, distin-
guished by their colour ; but the fur is

usually of o brownish ash-colour above, and
light beneath

; the tail not quite so long as
the body; and the ears about half the length
of the head. As Mr. Bell observes, “ there
are few animals more generally associated
with mankind, or whose very existence
appears to be more essentially dependent
upon human arts and human civilization,
than tills pretty, but annoying little pest.
Domestic in its habits, nourished by almost
every article of human food, and obtaining
effectual shelter in the secret recesses of the
habitations which human art has raised, it

has accompanied man in all his adventures
fur colonization, and identified itself with
every new territorial occupation of our
race.” All its actions appear to bo regulated
by fear and necessity. It seldom leaves its

hole hut when impelled thereto by the want
of food i and then, unlike the rat, who tra-
vels from one house to another, it seldom
quits the spot where it has once taken up its

resilience. The Mouse makes a nest not
unlike that of a bird, and brings forth several
times in a year, generally having from six
to ten at a litter j when first bom, mice are
naked and helpless, but in about fifteen
(lays they are able to shift for themselves.
No animal has more enemies than the Mouse,
and few arc so incapable of resistance. Cats,

r r 2
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Bnalces, hawks, owls, weasels, and rats are
their incessant destroyers

;
and but for their

amazing fecundity, the extirpation of the
whole race would seem to be a natural con-
sequence. The Mouse is capable of being
tamed, and will sometimes show considerable
attachment to its keeper: the albino^ or white
variety, which may be perpetuated by breed-
ing, and is frequently kept as a pet, is par-
ticularly BO.

The HanVEST Mouse. (,Mus messorius.')

This is the smallest, and one of the prettiest,

of all quadrupeds that exist in Britain.
The upper part of the body is of an iron
colour, the lower being white ; a straight
line runs along the sides, dividing the co-
lours ; and the tail is somewhat hairy : the
length of the body, from the nose to the tail,

is two inches and a half; and that of the
tail is about two inches. These little ani-
mals never enter houses, but during the har-
vest are carried into ricks and barns with
the sheaves ; and tltere they live and mul-
tiply. They build a curious nest amidst
the straws of standing corn, and sometimes
in thistles. In the winter months they ap-
pear to retire to burrows, where they hyber-
nate ; but their grand rendezvous seems to

be in corn-ricks. They are very common in

Hampshire, Wiltshire, and some of the
neighbouring counties ; yet they almost es-

caped the notice of naturalists till the ap-
pearance of White’s History of Selbome,
where its ingenious author thus describes

the nest, &c. " They breed as many as eight

at a litter, in a little round nest composed
of the blades of grass or wheat. One of these

nests I procured this autumn (17G7), most
artificially platted, and composed of the

blades of wheat ;
perfectly round, and about

the size of a cricket ball
;
with the aperture

so ingeniously closed, that there was no dis-

covering to what part it belonged. It was
so compact and well filled, that it would
roll across the table without being discom-
posed, though it contained eight little mice
that were naked and blind. As this nest
was perfectly full, how could the dam come
at her litter respectively, so as to administer
a teat to each ? Perhaps she opens different

places for that purpose, adjusting them again
when the business is over ; but she could not
possibly be contained herself in the ball

with her young, which moreover would be

daily increasing in bulk. This wonderful
procrcant cradle, an elegant instance of the

effects of instinct, was found in a wheat field,

suspended in the head of a thistle.”

The Lono-tailed Field-Mouse, or

Wood-Mouse. (_Mus sylvaticus.) This spe-

cies is found in fields and gardens, widely

diffuseil throughout Europe, and is every-

where considered among the minor pests of

the farmer and gardener. The head is long,

the muzzle tapering ; the eyes arc black,

large, and prominent ; the cars large, and
of an oblong oval shape ;

and the legs long.

From the tip of the nose to the end of the

body is about four inches and a half ; and
the length of the tail four inches : the head,

bock, and sides ore of a yellowish brown
hue, mixed with some dusky hairs j

a ycl-

iBattiral |[?tston)

;

lowish gray patch on the breast ; belly i

white ; and the tail slightly covered with
shon, hair. These animals retire to holes

'

among brushwood, and under the tmnks of
trees, where they form large magazines of
grain, acorns, nuts, &c., for their winter

j

provision ; but the injury done to the farmer
consists less in the quantity the Field Mice
collect, than by the hogs rooting up the
ground in their search after their hoards.
The nests which they provide for their young
are generally very near the surface of the
heart, and frequently in thick tufts of grass. I

The Baebary Mouse. (Ifus barharm.) I

This African species is intermediate in size I

between the common Rat and common i

Mouse. It is of a darkish brown colour,
j

with five or six longitudinal stripes on each
side, about half as wide as the intervening
spaces, and becoming more indistinct to-

B-ABBART MOO SX. —(MOB BABBABUS.)

wards the under parts, which are nearly
white. Mr. Bennett obsen-es, that on the
fore feet only three of the toes are at first

visible ; and that this circumstance, men-
|

tioned in the specific character given by
i

Linnajus, has led many subsequent naturM-
ists to doubt whether the Barbary Moiise I

really belonged to the genus Mus. Linmeus
|

himself, however, states, that rudiments of a '

thumb, and also of a fifth toe, were obscrv-
j

able on a closer inspection ; which fact sub-
|

sequent examination of living specimens
j

has fully confirmed. I

Amongst the Mice, though it belongs to
j

a distinct genus, is generally placed the
!

Rustic Mouse, or Field Vole. {Arvicola
|

agrestis.) This species, like the common
I

Field Mouse, inhabits corn-fields and fre- i

quents granaries, but is chiefly confined to

the northern parts of Euroiw, os the tempe- i

rate tracts of Russia, Siberia, Jfec., where in I

particular seasons it appears in great multi-
|

tudes, and devours great quantities of grain.
It has a sharp nose, an oblong head, and small I

ears lined with f\ir ; the colour of the body i

and head are ferruginous, with a dusky line •

alon^ the back ; the belly and limbs are
whitish; above each hind foot there is a dusky i

circle ; the body is somewhat less than that of
[

theFicld Mouse ; and the tail is only half the
length of the body. It burrows at a small !

distance from the surface, each retreat having ’

a long gallery, with a chamber at the end,
in which the winter food is deposited.

j

MTTGFL : MUGILID-E. A genus and
family of Acanthoptcrygious fishes, distin-
guished by a nearly cylindrical form, large
scales, and two distinct dorsals ; the head is i

protected hy large scales or polygonal plates ;

the snout is very short, and the orifice of the
mouth is transverse. The siieeics arc found
not only in the European seas, the North
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: Atlantic, but ranging through the African

;

Atlantic to the Cape of Good Hope. They
i enter bays and the mouths of rivers in large

i
shoals, and have tlie habit of leaping high
out of the water. [See Mullet.;!

!
JfXrLE. A hybrid animal between the

: horse and the ass, differing in size, strength,

;
and beauty, according to the predominance

: of its parental species ; those between a male
ass and a mare being far superior to the pro-
geny of a she-oss with a horse. In moun-

. taiuous countries Mules are liighly service-
able ; no beast of burden being cither so
sure-footed, or so capable ofenduring fatigue;
but in beauty of form they fall very short of
that noble quadruped the Horse : the Mule
having a large, clumsy head, long erect ears,

. a short mane, and a thin tail. In Spain, Por-
tugal, Italy, the East, and in South America,
this animal is much valued for the saddle,
and for drawing carriages. Savoy produces
very large ones, but the finest are bred in
Spain.. They are sometimes fifteen or six-

teen hands high, thick set, and capable of
travelling, for months together, with sLx or
eight hundred weight on their backs. It
has been thought that they arc altogether

,

incapable of producing their kind ; but some
i few instances have occurred in which fe-

male Mules have had foals, and in which
the male has impregnated females, both of

I

the horse and ass species. Such instances
- ore, however, very rare.

|- MUIXET. The name given to two ge-

!
nera of Acanthojiterygious fishes, viz. the

i gray Mullets (Mugil), and the red Mullets

I

(J/uHui). Tlie former are distinguished by
a nearly cylindrical body covered with large
scales ; six hranehiostegous ra.vs ; head
somewhat depressed, the scales large ; the
muzzle short ; an angular rise in the middle

uaoiL OKruALoa.

of the lower jaw which fits into a corre-
sponding hollow in the upper ; and very

;

minute teeth.

The Orat Mullkt. iMuyil enpilo.') This
is a common inliabitant of tlie Mediterra-
nean and Northern seas, where it is chiclly
fouiiil frequenting the shallow water near
the shores ; nor is it by any means uncom-
mon on our own western and southern
Coasts. Its general length is from twelve to

I
fifteen inches ; its colour bluish-gray, darker
on the imek, and silvery underneath : the
sides are marked with several dusky stripes ;

and the fins have a tinge of bluish-white :

the head Is rather large, iKiinIcd in front,

and somewhat Hnttcnetl at the top ; cheeks

I

and ois rcnlum silvery white ; the motith
mall, and the tongue rough i the first dorsal

fin, wliioh is situated on the middle of the
back, consists of four very strong rays ; the
second dorsal fin, placed opposite the anal,
has only soft rays ; and the tail is consider-
ably forked. In the spring and early
summer months this fish, like the salmon,
ascends rivers to a considerable distance,
and when preparing for these expeditions is

observed in shoals near the surface of the
water ; but they ore so extremely wary and
active, that when surrounded by a net, the
whole shoal frequently escapes by leaping
over it. They rise freely at the flies used
for trout, and when hooked, require great
care in the management of them, as they
are strong in the water, and plunge vio-
lently. They are fond of rooting in the
sand or soft mud in search of food, leaving
ample evidence of their having been so em-
ployed, in the round holes made by them in
the operation.

The Thick-lipped Gray Mullet. (J/u-
gil cJieto,) This species is distinguished from
the foregoing chiefly by its large and fleshy
lips, the edges of wliich are ciliated, and
through their thickness the teeth penetrate
like so many hairs. Body solid ; scales

large ; tail broad and concave : colour of
the head and back greenish ; all besides sil-

very, with six or seven parallel lines along
the sides, of the same colour os the back.
This species is common on many parts of
the Devonshire coast in the autumn, and is

also occasionally seen in larger shoals on
the east coast of Scotland.

The Short Gray Mullet. {MugU curias.)

This is a smaller and less well-known species

than either of the prceeding : the body is

also deeper in proportion ; the liead wider,
more triangular and pointed ; the eye larger
in proportion ; and the fin-rays longer, par-
ticularly those of the tall. In colour it nearly
resembles the species first described.

The A.MERICAX MuLLEt. (Mugil albula.)

A fish greatly allied to the common Mullet,
but of a more slender form : mouth small
and toothless ; tall large and forked. It

Inhabits the American sens, and is abundant
about the Bahama Islands. Its flesh is con-
sidered excellent.

Fish of the genus ifuUus are distinguished
by the oblique form of their head ; by two
long appendages under the chin, and large

scales on the head and body, which are easily

detached ; the body obloug, and generally
of a red or yellow colour ; and the eyes
situated very close to each other.

The Plain Bed Mullet. (ifuIJus bar-
batus.) This fish is caught in tlie Mcrlitcr-

ranenn ; and its usual length is about six

inches. The Head is remarkable for its almost
vertical profile : the body is pretty thick:
tlie back is rather flat ; and from the heiul

to the tail the fish gradually diminishes in
thickness. In Colour and general appearance
It very much resembles the species just do-
scrllied : the scales are thin and easily sepa-
rated, and when nibbed off, tbc skin itself

appears of a brighter red. It is generally
considered as a very delicate fish ; and is

celebrated for having been the fosliioiiuble

P ! 8
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object of Roman luxury, and for wliich such
enormous sums were paid ; though it is pro-
bable that the high estimation in whicli it
was held by those ancient epicures was more

RED MunnKT.—(wui-nua barbatds.)

owing to its elegant appearance than to its

real merit as a food. To such a pitch, indeed,
was their “ refinement in luxury *’ carried,
that before the fish was dressed,it was brought
alive into the apartment in a glass vessel, in
order that the guests might enjoy the pleasure
of contemplating the beautiful changes of its

evanescent colours during its expiring ago-
nies; immediately after wliich it w'os prepared
for the repast.

MUNTJAK. ( Cervus munijac.') An ani-
mal of the Deer tribe, about one-fifth larger
than the Roebuck, being about two feet two
inches high at the shoulders head large ; ears
rather large ; eyes large, with lachrymal
sinuses ; tail sliort and flattened : general
colour reddish-brown above

;
belly and front

of the thighs pure wliite. The male has
large canines in the upper jaw ; the female
has none, nor has she horns. The Cervus
Muntjak is a native of Java ; and is described
by those who are fully acquainted with its

character as possessing a great portion of
craftiness, combined with much indolence.
It has a strong scent, and is easily tracked
by dogs. When pursued, it does not go off,

like the stag, in any accidental direction

:

its flight indeed is very swift at first, but it

soon relaxes, and, taking a circular course,
returns to the spot from which itwas starred.
After several circular returns, if the pursuit
be continued, the Muntjak thrusts its head
into a thicket, and in this situation remains
^ed and motionless, as in a place of security,

and regardless of the approach of tlie sports-

men. If it remains unobserved, it is still

unwilling to quit its haunts: and experienced
hunters, acquainted with its natural dispo-

sition, after an unsuccessful pursuit, return

the following day, and in many coses find

the object of their previous chase in the same
spot. The native dogs, vulprly denominated
pariahs, are regularly trained to the sport

:

and rqanyof them are extremely ardent and
courageous in the pursuit. The male animal
possesses a great snare of courage, and when
the dogs are at bay with him. with his tusks

he makes a most vigorous defence ;
and many

dogs are wounded in the attack. But al-

though possessed of great courage, the life of

the Muntjak is not tenacious, and the sports-

man, on arriving at the spot^enerally dis-

patches It with smull shot. The natives of

the most distant districts arc in the hnlnt of

bringing their !)est dogs to the capitals, on

occasion of their Jiali-yearly attendance, to
|

fSatural

perform the feudal services to the sovereigns,
when tlieir sports afford an occasional amuse-
ment to the European inhabitants. Other
modes of chase are also employe 1 by the
natives ofrank. One in particular is common
in the western parts of the island. A district
is surrounded by a line of hunters, and the
Muntjak is driven in towards a central spot

:

forty or fifty animals are in this manner
often obtained at a single pursuit. Many of
the hunters are mounted, and the horses are
trained to the chase. The sportsman en-
deavours to overtake the animal, and to kill
it by a stroke with a sword. The inhabitants
of Pugar and Blambaugen, two provinces at
the eastern extremity of Java, possessing a
small population, but abounding in extensive
plains and acclivities, which afford an ample
range and abundant pasture, are particularly
skilled in this sport. The best horses are
trained for it : the sportsman, without a
saddle, mounts on the naked back, and
carries on the pursuit with a frantic im-
petuosity, at the risk of his limbs and neck.
In Banka a less arduous,hut more destructive
method is employed to take this animal : a
long rope of rattan is suspended, at a proper
height above the ground, between two trees ;

numerous nooses, of the same material, hang
from this, in a close and continued series, i

and the Muntjak, driven towards it, pursued I

by dogs and blinded by fear, does not per-
j

ceive the slender rattan, and thrusting his i

head into a noose, is strangled on the spot. '

The Muntjak is impatient of confinement,
and requires a considerable range to live
comfortably : it is cleanly in its habits, ani
delicate in its choice of food. The flesh, it is

said, affords an excellent venison, which is :

often found on the tables of Europeans. We
|

are indebted to Dr. Horsfield’s admirable
;

Zoological Researches in Java for the fore-
|

going particulars.
|

MURACNID.3E. By this term is a genus
|

of fishes of the Eel tribe known. They are
di.stinguished by their long, slender, snake-
like bodies, covered with a thick and soft
skin, and having the scales verj’ minute,
deeply imbedded, and often scarcelj' percep-
tible. The gill-oi)cning is small, and situ-
ated far back ; by which the branchim are
more protected, and the fish enabled to live
a considerable time out of water.

MUREX. A genus of ilollusca, contain-
ing numerous species, many of them re-
markable for the form and beautiful colour-
ing of the shells, particularly those which
come from the seas of tropical climates. The
shell is oblong ; spire short, with three or
more longitudinal, continuous, branched,
spinosc, or fringed varices ; channel gene-
rally long, and sometimes closed : inner lip

smooth i mouth round and small ; oper-
culum horny. The head of the inclosed-

animal has too long tcntncula ftimishcd
with eyes, foot round, and generally short.

The general character of the genus may
be seen in the accompanying figure. The
Mure,x tenuispina, or Venns's Comb, is

entirely Itoset with long sharp spines, which
the animal has the power of dissolving

and replacing by a smooth and even surface,



;

whcne^r it finds it necessary, in enlarging
its shell, to remove them. Others also

MOKES HAOBTEI.T.UM.

have their distinguishing peculiarities, such
as the Kosebud Mures, rrlth its pink-tipped
fringes ; the Ducal Mures, the Royal Mures,
&c. ; and are much sought after by collectors.

MURIDiE. (Jfus, a mouse.) The name
of an estciisive group of Rodent animals
(of the Linnaran order Glires), consisting of
i/ice. Rats, and other animals allied to them;
which, though none of them attain to any
considerable size, become worthy of serious

notice from their prodigious multiplication,
and the destructive influence they exert over
vegetation and the products of the husband-
man's toil. They are distinguished by their

long, round, scaly tails, and by the presence
of only three molars in each jaw. [See
Mouse : Rat.]

j

MUSCICAPID^. A family of insectivo-
rous birds which take their prey os they fly.

There are a multitude of species, diffused
over every quarter of the globe, which, al-

though differing in many points of generic
distinction, may be all known by their es-

sential characteristics—a notched, depressed,
and angular bill, with strong hairs sur-
rounding the base. [See Flv-catcheb:
Rhii’iduea : Tony.]

. MUSCTD.®. A most extensive family
of Dipterous insects, distinguished by having

‘ a proboscis distinct, short, thick, membra-
:
naceous, terminated by two large labial lobes,

and entirely retractile within the oral cavity:
the antennse are triarticulate ; the body is

I
short and robust ; the legs and wings are

I

of moderate length ; and the nerves extend
;
to the posterior extremity of the wings.
The largest known species (ifuaca ffrosaa)

' is nearly os large as a Humble-bee. It is

black, very bristly, with" the head buff, eyes
brown, and base of the wings reddish. It
makes a loud buzzing, settles upon flowers
in woods, and often upon cow-dung, on
which its larva resides: the body of the larva
is yellowish, shining, conical, with a single

;
hook, and two fleshy horns at its anterior
extremity: the other being terminated by a
circular plate, upon which arc two spiracles,
each placed upon a reticular lolie, elevated
in the middle : the segment after the head
is also furnished on each side with a spiracle.— Muten vmnitorin, the common Meat-fly,
has the forehead fulvous, the thorax block
and oMomen blue, with black marks It
possesses a remarkably flue sense of smelling,
and makes a loud buzzing noise, when It

enters our houses in order to deposit its eggs
oil meat. When ready to assume the pupa
state, it quits its fooil and descends into the
earth, or cl-a: undergoes Its change in some
dry and retired situatiou. — The species of

Musca domestica, the small common house-
fly, are found more especially in houses,
settling upon and sipping at almost every
article of food. Their larva is elongated,
slightly attenuated in front, with a small
head ; and the terminal segment bearing a
pair of spiracles, entire, and without any
radiating points Amongst the exotic
species of this family many exhibit remark -

able variations of structure ; as the splendid
RutiluB from New Holland ; the Indian
genus CcJi/phus, and others.
Vincent Kollar, in his “ Treatise on In-

sects,” observes, that “ the species oftrue flies

(.MusauJee) deserve to be mentioned as par-
ticularly troublesome guests in our houses.
Although their bites do not cause pain, still

it is extremely disagreeable to feel them
crawling over our faces, particularly when
we are in a state of repose. But they may
even be dangerous, particularly in their
larva state. The larva! or maggots feed upon
animal as well as vegetable matter, parti-
cularly when it begins to decay. Open
wounds, when they begin to supimrate, at-

tract flies, and they deposit their eggs in
them. In a very short time the maggots
are hatched, and increase, by their sucking,
the malignity and pain of the wound. They
will even deposit their eggs on sound parts
if they happen to be smeared with matter
fit for the nourishment of their progeny.”
And he gives instances of cases in which
much pain and suffering were occasioned by
the eggs of flies having been thus introduced
into the cars and nostrils of females.

MUSK, or MUSK -DEER. (Muschvs vios-

chiferiis.) These animals, which give name
to the well-known perfume, inhabit the great
extent of elevated country which occupies a
large part of central Asia, and are princi-
pally found in Thibet, Nepaul, Tonquin,
and the districts adjacent to the north of

MOSK.—(MOSOHnS MOSOHirEKUB.)

India and China. Their favourite haunts
arc the tops of mountains covered with pines,
where they roam in places most difficult of
access, resembling in their manners the Cha-
mois and other mountaiii quadrupeds. In
size ami general appearance the Musk-deer
is not very unlike a small roebuck, the length
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of thebody being about three feet four inches.
The upper jaw is considerably longer than
the lower, and is furnished on each side with
a curved tusk, about two inches long, the
inner edges of which are quite sharp. The
general colour of the body is a kind of deep
iron-gray : the ears are erect, about two
inches long, of a deep brown colour exter-
nally, and pale yellow within ; the hoofs
long, and much divided

; and the tail ex-
tremely short. These animals are hunted
for the sake of theU- musk

; which is con-
tained in an oval receptacle, or small glandu-
lar pouch, situate at the hinder part of the
abdomen, and peculiar to the male. The
unctuous secretion contained in this recep-
tacle is of the most powerful and penetrating
nature ; but from the ease witli which it

can be adulterated, very little of it reaches
Europe in a pure state. The follicle con-
taining the musk is covered with short brown
hair, and is more or less full according to
the age, health, &c. of the animal : the musk,
when dry, is of a dark reddish brown colour

;

has a bitterish sub-acrid taste j and a fra-
grant smell, agreeable at a distance, but so
strong and pungent as to be highly unplea-
sant wlien quite near. It is held in high
estimation as a medicine among oriental
nations.

The Javanbsb Mesrr Deer. {MoncTms
Javanicus.) This animal is rather larger
than a full-sized hare : body heavy

; limbs
very delicate : head arched and long

;
eyes

JAVANESE MUSK DEER.
(M08CH0S JAVANIOUa.)

large, but not express!ve* Its general colour
is brown mixed with gray or yellowish re-

flections, the yellow ijredominating along
the back and tail, on the legs, the neck, and
head.
There are other Musk-deer, which are

very small, and to which the general term
of Chevrotains is given : they are inhabitants

of Java, Sumatra, Ceylon, and Southern
India

;
and are adapted to a forest ratlier

tlian a mountain life. Tlicy arc timid and
wild in their native haunts, but gentle and
mild in captivity, and particularly elegant

in tlieir appearance and movements.

MUSK OX. iOvibos moscliatus.') This
animal, which by some naturalists bos been
considered as intermediate between the sheep

ntid ox, inhabits the more northern parts of

America, where the country is mostly rocky
and barren, cxccj)t on tlie hanks of the larger

rivers. Wlien they are fat the flesh is wcll-

flavonred, l>Ut smells strongly of musk.
Tlicy herd together in flocks of twenty or

tliirty. The Musk Ox is about the height

of a deer, but of much stouter projiortions.
The horns are very broad at the base, cover-
ing the forehead and crown of the liead

;

and curving downwards between the eve
and ear, until about the level of the mouth,
when they turn upwards. The head is large

24DSK OS.—(OVIBOS ilOSCHATUS.)

and broad, and the nose very obtuse : the
ears are short, and not very conspicuous.
The hair of the body is in general brown :

on the neck and between the shoulders it is

long, matted, and somewhat curled ; and
tills bushy state of the hair on those ports

,

causes the animal to appear humped. On i

the back and hips the hair is also long, but
j

lies even and smooth ; and on the shoulders,
i

thighs, and sides, it is so long as to hang
down below the middle of the leg. The tail ,

is so short as to he concealed in the fur. 1

Beneath the long hair, on all parts of the4l

ammal, is a fine kind of soft ash-coloured
j

wool, which, if it could be procured in suffi-
,

cient quantity, would be highly useful to
the manufacturer. The legs of the Musk

;

Ox are short and thick, and funiislied with •

narrow hoofs, resembling those of the Moose- I

The female is smaller than the male, and
has also smaller horns, whose bases do not
meet. Her general colour is black, except
that tlie legs are whitish, and between the
horns there is a bed of white hair intermixed
with rust colour : an elevated ridge or mane
of dusky hair runs along the back, and on
the middle of the back is an oblong patch
or bed of wliite hair, shorter than the rest,

and which has been termed the saddle.
The Musk Ox runs nimbly, and climbs hills .

and rocks with great case. When pursued
;

by the hunter, thej^ seek for snfbty by instant
|

flight ; but the bulls arc sometimes dan-
gerously irascible when closcl}* pressed.

Perhaps the only specimen now in Europe
is tliat preserved in the noble collection at

tiic British Museum. This individual was
brought by Capt. Parry from Melville Island.

MUSK-RAT, called in Canada, where it

abounds, the MUSQUASH. {Fiber zibethi-

CMS.) Tliis animal is about the size of a
small rabbit, and of a reddish-brown colour ;

its feet arc partly webbed ; and its tail some-
what flattened. It has four very strong
cutting teeth, of wliich those in the lower
jaw arc nearly an inch long : the fur on the

whole body is soft and glossy and beneath
is a fine fur or tliick down, ns in the beaver.

It has alsosimilar instincts and dis|>osiUons ;



I

I
living in a social state in the winter, in cu-

' riously constructed huts, built near the edge
i of some lake or river. These huts are about
:
two feet and a half or three feet in diameter,
plastered with great neatness in the inside,

and covered externally with a kind ofbasket-
work, of rushes, &c., carefully interlaced to-

gether so as to form a compact and secure
guard, impermeable by water. The entrance
to them is under water, for the purpose of
procuring food, which consists entirely of
roots and vegetables. In summer these

:
creatures wander about in pairs, feeding vo-
raciously on herbs and roots : at this season
they become extremely fat, and are much

' sought after, partly for their flesh, but ehiefly
: for their skins, whicli ore valuable. Their
odour resembles that of musk ; and the skin,

i when taken from the body, still retains the

,
scent. This musky odour is owing to a

I
whitish fluid deposited in certain glands

j

near the origin of the tail. The fur is used
in hat-making.
Dr. Richardson states that the Musquashes

vaiy considerably in size, and that though
they have a strong musky smell, particularly
the males, in spring, their flesh is eaten by
the Indians, who prize it for a time when
it is fat, but soon tire of it. They generally
have three litters in a year, and from three
to seven in a litter. Great numbers ere de-
stroyed by the inundations which cover the
low grounds where they haunt, and in severe
winters they are almost cxtiriiated from
some localities by the freezing of the swamps

I inhabited by them. Famine in such cases

prompts them to destroy each other ; and
they are subject to some disease which oc-
casionally proves fatal to vast numbers.

;
The principal seasons for taking the JIus-

i quash are, the autumn, before th; snow falls,

and the spring, after it has disappeared, but

I
while the ice is still entire. In the winter

,

time the depth of snow prevents the houses

I

and breathing-holes from being seen. One
;
of the flrst operations of the hunter is to

' stop all the holes with the exception of one,
at which he stations himself to spear the
animals that have escaped being speared
through the walls of their houses, and come
hither to breathe. In the summer the Mus-

I quash burrow s in the banks of the lakes,
making branched canals many yards in

I

extent ; and forming its nest in a chamber
i
at the extremity, in which the young are-

' brought forth. When its house is attacked

I

in the autumn, it retreats to these passages,
‘

I but in the spring they are frozen up. It is,

; I

a watchful but not a very shy animal. It

I
will approach very near a Ixiat or canoe, but
dives instantly on perceiving the flash of a

i ^n. It may be frequently seen sitting on the

I

shore of small muddy islands in a rounded

I

form, and not easily tube distinguished from
a piece of esrth, until, on the approach of
danger, it suddenly plunges into tlie water.
There are several varieties of this animal.

MUSLIN [MOTHS]. A name applied by
collectors to Afoths of the genera I’lychc,

I’ent/iop/iora, Nudaria, Sic.

: MUSOPHAOA: MUSOPHAOIDzE i

or PLANTAIN-EATERS. A genus of

441

Scansorial birds, evidently allied to the
Insessorial or Perchers. The base of the
bill is enormously dilated, so as to spread
like a casque or helmet over the fore part
of the head as far os the crown, where its

thickened sides form a semicircle. Nostrils
oval, open, placed nearer to the tip than to
the eyes, and pierced in the substance of the
bill. The species Musnphaga violacea here
figured is a very magnificent bird. Bill rich
yellow, passing into crimson ; orbits naked,
and, like the compact velvety feathers of
the crown, glossy crimson

j a white stripe

PLANTAIN-ZATEB.
(MUSOPHAOA VIOLACEA.)

beginning below the eye and extending above
the ear ; secondary and part of tlie primary
quills carmine, margined and lipped with
blackish violet, wliich is the general colour
of the plumage, changing into a very deep
green on the under parts, which is very rich
on the tail ; legs strong and black

; gape
wide. The Gold Coast and Senegal, in
Africa, are its localities.

MUSSEL, (ifylilus.') A genus of Mol-
luscous animals, the characters of which are,
that the shell is bivalve, of an oblong tri-

angular form, terminating in a point, and
having its two extremities equal. The head
of the animal is in the acute angle. The
CoM.MO.v Salt-watkh Mussei. (Mutilusedu-
lis) is distinguished by a strong shell, slightly
incurvated on one side, and angulatcd on the
other ; the end near the hinge being pointed,
and the other rounded. Mussels imound on
the rocks of our own coasts, to which they are
fixed by their byssus. From the circum-
stance of their being always found attached
to rocks, stones, or to the shells ofeach other,
they have been supposed by many to be in-
capable of progressive motion i but although
they have no tendency to change of place,

they seem possessed of a certain degree of
locomotive power i and their manner of
exerting it has been examined and well ex-
plained by Reaumur. He discovered that
their mode of progrcs.sion consisted in thrust-
ing their tongue-like foot out of the shell,
curving It, hooking it to some adjacent body,
and thus drawing themselves forward to the
point of attachment.
Although Mussels commonly afford a sup-

ply of wholesome food, they sometimes (in
spring) acquire very poisonous properties

;

3 J3ictt0imrj) of SiiimatrlJ iSaturE.
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;

and many persons have been suddenly at-
tacked with violent symptoms after eating
them. It frequently happens, indeed, with
some constitutions, after i)artaking of certain
kinds of shell-fish, that intolerable itchiugs
all over the body take place, accompanied
by great restlessness and agitation, and fol-

lowed by cutaneous eruptions.

MXJSTELA: MTJSTELID^. A genus
and family of carnivorous Mammalia, dis-
tinguished by the length and slenderness
of their bodies. The characters of this genus
are : six cutting-teeth in each jaw, the upper
being erect, acute, and separate ;

the lower
more obtuse

; the tongue smooth. [See
Weasel.]

MUTELLIDiE. A family of Hymenop-
terous insects, generally found in hot sandy
situations, and bearing considerable resem-
blance to other sand-wasps. They are soli-

tary in their habits : the males occasionally
frequent fiowers ; but the females are always
found on the ground, and they run with
great quickness, secreting themselves, on the
approach of danger, amongst grass and under
stones. The antenna: are filiform or seta-

ceous, the first and third joints being elon-
gated 5 the labrum is transverse and ciliated;

tlie mandibles notched ; and the body often
very much clothed with hair. Tlie females
are destitute of wings and ocelli, but they
are provided with a powerful sting.

MYA. A genus of Molluscous animals,
inclosed in a bivalve shell. The Mya: are

to be found both in the ocean and in rivers :

the marine kinds generally burrow in the

sand, and those which inhabit rivers are ge-

nerally found in the mud. They are of

considerable importance, in consequence of

the shell sometimes producing a quantity of

pearls ; and the shell is well known by the

name of the Tearl Mussel. One end of this

shell gapes considerably, and at the aperture

the thick epidermis is lengthened out into a
tube, which can be withdrawn by the ani-

mal at pleasure. It is found on the shores

of the European, Asiatic, and African seas ;

and in several places it is used as food ; it is

also devoured by various aquatic birds. Ac-
cording to Camden, Sir John Hawkins had
a patent for fishing for it in the river Irt,

in Cumberland. There was also a great

fishery for pearls in the river Tay, which
extended from Perth to Eoch Tay ;

and it

is said tliat the pearls sent from tlicnce, from

the year 17fil to 17G4, were worth 10,0001.

At the present day it is not uncommon to

find pearls in these shells which bring from

11. to 21.

MYCETES. A genus of Qiiadrumana
inhabiting the American continent, and po-

pularly called Jfowlwtj Monkeys. They arc

distinguished by a pyramidal liead, the upi)Cr

jaw of wliich descends much below the cra-

nium, wliile the branches of the lower one

ascend very liigh, for the purpose of lodging

a bony drum, formed by a vesicular inflation

of the Iiyoid bone, which communicates with

tlieir larynx, and imparts to their voice pro-

digious volume and a most frightllil sound.

Hence the appellation bestowed on them.

They are shaggy animals, about the size of i

a fox, of different shades of brown or black-
ish ; the females carry their young upon
their shoulders, and some of them are dif-

• ferently coloured from the males : these

aowT.ruQ MOKKEV.—(UVCETE8 rmsisos.)

are of a social disposition and grave deport-
ment ; and most of them have thick beards.
They utter their hideous yells and howling
by night ; and subsist on fruits and foliage.

MYCETOPHILID^. A subfamily of
Dipterous insects, of small and active habits.

Tlicy are found in damp situations, amongst
various plants ; and many of the species

'

enter our houses, and are found on the
j

windows. They are capable of leaping by
means of their hind legs ; and are distin*

|

guished by ha\’ing two or three unequal- i

sized ocelli ; eyes generally round ; head '

not rostrated ; the antenna: slender, and
j

never fasciculated.
|

MYCTERIA. A genus of" Grallatorial
;

Birds allied to the Storks, of which there are ;

several species : the best known is the M.
Americana, or common Jabiru. [See Ja-
mnu.]

JIYLABRIS. A genus ofYesicatory Bee-
tles iCantharida:'), The head is large,

broad, and rounded behind ; the thorax
nearly orbicular ; and the elytra slightly

inclined at the sides. Tliey have long ou-

xivr.Annis oicHonn.

tcnniu, with eleven distinct joints in both
,

sexes. This genus abounds in sjiceies, Africa,

and Asia being the chief countries where
tlicy arc found. J/y/abrisctcAorii, thcsiieeies

here figured, inhabits the south of Euroiic
;

^
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! and its vesicatory properties are as powerful
I : as the Cantharis of the shops, with which it

is said to he mixed in Italy.

! imODON. A gigantic animal, which
has long since become extinct, but of whose

I

former existence there can be no doubt ; In-

I

asmuch as a magnificent skeleton of it has
' been discovered, and is now in the Museum
. of the Royal College of Surgeons, London.

I I The teeth of the Mylodon arc eighteen in

;; number, five on each side above and four
: below : they are simple, long, fangless, of
uniform substance and nearly straight, with
the exception of the first tooth in the upper
jaw, which is slightly curved. From its

dentition, therefore, and the peculiar con-
formation of the jaws, it is concluded that it

fed on the leaves or slender terminal twigs
of trees, in this respect resembling the giraffe,

the elephant, and the sloth. The extra-
ordinary stature of the giraffe raises its

mouth with ease to its food ; the trunk of
' the elephant conveys the food to its mouth

;

’ and the comparatively light weight of the
i sloth enables him to run along the under

! side of the boughs till he has reached a com-
i modious feeding-place : but the Mylodon and
his congeners had short and massive necks,
and were as bulky as the Rhinoceros

j so
that it is apparently Impossible they could
obtain theirfood in the same manner as either
of the animals we have mentioned. In his
analysis of the osteological structure of the
Mylodon, Professor Owen, after alluding to
its very perfect clavicles, which have been
alternately received as evidence of the bur-
rowing and climbing hypothesis, does not
admit them to be necessarily essential to
those qualities, since the bear and the badger,
the one a climbing and the other a burrow-
ing animal, are perfectly destitute of them :

but from a comparison of the hand of the
Mylodon with that of certain ant-eaters, he

i infers that it was an instrument employed
in digging or removing the earth. The great
bulk of the posterior extremities, and the
corresponding excess of muscular power, as
shown by the spinal crest of the sacrum, he

:
regards as farther evidence against the

I climbing theory j while he believes that the
I enormous tail formed a tripod with the hind
1
legs, which could well support the weight of

{ the animal, and leave the anterior limbs at
' liberty. “ If the foregoing physiulogicai in-

i
terpretation of the osseous frame-work of the
gigantic extinct sloths be the true one,"
says Mr. Owen, “ they may be supposed to

; hare commenced the process of prostrating

I

the chosen tree by scratching away the soil

I

from the roots; forwiiich office we find in
' the .Myloslon the mfxlcrn scnnsorial fore-feet
I of the sloth modified after the type of that
of the partially fossorial ant-eater. The
compressed or subcompressed form of the
claws, which detracts from their jiower as
burrowing instruments, adds to their fit-

ness for penetrating the interspaces of roots,

and for exposing and lilterating them from
the attached soil. This o|>eration having
been duly cflected by the alternate action of

the fore-feet, aided probably by the nngni-
ciilalc digits of the hind feet, the long and

curved fore-claws, which are habitually
flexed and fettered in the movements of ex-
tension, would next be applied to the op-
posite sides of the loosened trunk of the tree

:

and now the Mylodon would derive the full
advantage of those modifleations of its fore-
feet by which it resembles the Bradypus ;

the correspondence in the structure of the
prehensile instruments of the existing and
extinct sloths, extending as far as was com-
patible with the different degrees of resist-
ance to be overcome. In the small climbing
sloth the claws are long and slender, having
only to bear the weight of the animal’s ligiit

body, which is approximated by the action
of the muscles towards the grasped branch,
ns to a fixed point. The stouter proportions
of the prehensile hooks of the Mylodon
accord with the harder task of overcoming
the resistance of the part seized and bringing
it down to the body. For the long and
slender branchial and anti-branchial bones
of the climbing sloth we find substituted in
its gigantic predecessor a humerus, radius,
and ulna ofmore robust proportions, of such
proportions, indeed, in tlie Mylodon rdbustus
as are unequalled in any other known ex-
isting or extinct animal. The tree being
thus partly undermined and firmly grappled
with, the muscles of the trunk, the pelvis,
and hind limbs, animated by the nervous
influenee of the unusually large spinal
chord, would combine their forces with those
of the anterior members in the efforts at
prostration. And now let us picture to our-
selves the massive frame of the Megatherium,
convulsed with the mighty wrestling, every
vibrating fibre reacting upon its bony attach-
ment with a force which the sharp and
strong crests and apophyses loudly bespeak :—extraordinary must have been the strength
and proportions of that tree, which, rocked
to and fro, to right and left, in such an em-
brace, could long withstand the efforts of its

ponderous assailant.”

MYOCHAMA. A genus of Mollnsca, of
which only one species is known (the jlf.

anomioidcs of New South Walesl, described
by Mr. Sowerby as— “ inequivalve, irregu-
lar, attached, sub-equilateral ; attached valve
flat, with two marginal, diverging teeth, and
one end of a little testaceous appendage fixed
between them by a horny curtilage ; free
valve convex, with umbo incurved, and two
very minute diverging teeth, between which
the other end of the testaceous appendage
is placed ; external surface of both valves
conforming to the grooves or undulations of
the shell to whicli the specimen is attaciied

;

muscular impressions two in each valve

;

pallcnl impression with a short sinus."

MYOXUS. [Sec Doiimouse.]

MYRAPETRA. A genus of Ilymcnop-
tera, which constructs a singular nest. [See
Wasp.]

MYRIAPODA. The name given to the
lowest class of articulated animals

; In-
cluded by some naturalists among the in-
sects, and bearing considerable nIHnity to
them i but differing from that large class in
tile absence of wings, and in the body being
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;

composed of i\n extensive scries of segments,
eneli provi(ied with ii piiir of legs. [See
lULUs: Ckntipkdk : CiiiLoroDA : Cmi.OG-
KATHA ! SCOLOI’KNDRA.]

MYRMECOmUS. A genus of marsupial
animals whioli feed on ants. Mj/rmccobius
fa-icitiliis, the only known species, is a native
of Australia : it is formed like a squirrel,
and is of the size of a rat : Inis tlfty-two
teeth i and is marked on the lower iiart of
the hack with white bands on a reddish
ground tint.

MYRMECOrilAGA. The name of a
genus of edentate quadrupeds. [See Ant-

j

KATKI!.]

MYRMELEON; MYRMEEEONID.E.
A genus and family of Ncuropterons insects,
one siiccies of which, the Mi/rmclfim formi-
calto, or A.nt-uon, has been described under
its well-known English name.

I

MYSIS, or OPOSSUSI SHRIMP. (.1/ysts

vuigtin'a.) This curious little Crustacean
bears, in its general form, a strong resem-
blance to the ordinary Shrimps i it is, how-
ever, distinguished from the true Dccapodn
by the external position of its branchiie, Jtc.

In regard to the number of the feet, it liolds

an intermediate place between the llccaiiods
and ordinary Stomapods. Each of the legs
has a natural appendage, so much developed
ns to make the limb appear bitid : and thus,
including the i'eet-jaws, which also possess
similar aiiiiendages, the Oiiossum Shrimp
may bo said to have thirty-two legs. The

OPOSSUM snniMP.—(MTSlS VOr.OARlS.)

common name of this Crnstncenn is dcri\-ed

from the peculiar conformation which
enables it to afford n special protection to

the eggs. Attached to tlie inner division of
each of the posterior legs the female has n
large concave scale : and thus a pouch is

formed, which is capable of considerable ex-
tension. Here the eggs are received when
they quit the ovarium, and here the young
remain till their form is Rtlly developed

;

when the parent opens the valves of the

)ionch, and liberates the whole brood at once.

These are the chief Crustacea which inhabit

the Arctic Ocean in such amazing numbers
ns to constitute the princi|ial 1\hk1 of the

Whnlelione \Yhalc, and to suinairt the pro-

digious shoals of Salmon which resort thither

in the months of July and August.

MYTIE.VCE/E. An onler of Mollnscn,

of which the common Muatcl furnishes nn
example.

MYTIEUS. [Sec Mosskl.]

MYZ.\NTI1.V. A genus of Australian
birds, iK'longing to the family MrliiJiitgitbr. i

One species Is the J/. (r'ami/n, orOAiiiiui.ors
|

lio.vKY Eatek, called the Miner by the co-
lonists in Van Diemen's Land : it moves
about in small docks of from four to ten in
number. Mr. Gould tells us that it is very
restless and inquisitive if its haunts tie in •

truded upon i "no sooner docs the hunter
come within the precincts of its abode than
the whole tribe assemble round him and
licrform the most grotesque actions, spread-
ing out their wings and tail, hanging from
tile branches, and keeping up all the time

AtrSTRAI.IAN
(MVZANVBA MXnAMOPBRTS.)

one incessant babbling note :
" by following

up the intruder in this way, “ they become
very troublesome and annoying, awaking
ns they do the suspicions of the other animals
of which you are in pursuit." It feeds
among the branches of the Eucalypti, from ,

the pollen of the dowers of which it obtains
I

abundance of genial food ; but it also prejy
|

with avidity on insects. Its nest is cu|?-
j

shaped, and very neatly built of due twigs
and coarse grass, and lined with feathers, I

and it is about tlie size of that of the com-
mon Thrush (Tiiitliis musiciis\ Another
pretty vellow-olivc siiecies peculiar to New
South \Vales is the .-Vusthaliax Bell-bird
(.Mgatnthii iiie7nii<ipArj/.<), dgnred in our cut
from Mr. Gould’s line work. The note of
this is peculiar, and from it the colonists

have given the siiecics the name of JJell-bir<i;

the sound having been com]iarcd, and justly,

to the sound of distant shecp-liclls : niid

when this is poured forth from a hundred
throats it proiluces n most singular cftect.

The Bell-bird of Domernrn is ijuite another
bird. [Sec Cami’aneko (/*rorm'<w cartntcu-
7«t(i1.] By some naturalists the generic name
given to these binls is Mnnoi^ina. Other
si>ecies will la.' found tigured in the great
work of Jir. Gould.

N.MDES. (Aoi's.) These are small semi-
aquntlc worms, of the order TcrricoUr, closely
allied to the Earthworms, but having the

elongated bodv, and the rings lc,ss marked.
They live in liolcs which they [icrforatc in

mud' at the liottom of water, and from which
they protrude the anterior portion of the

body, incessantly moving it. Some have
black iHiints upon the head, which have been
regunleil ns eyes. Many siiccies exist in our
fiesli waters t and their repixHiiictive ixiwer

is not less astonishing than that of the Hydra
or I’olypns. Some lini'c verv long bristles t

others n long protrnsile trunk i and several

have small tentacles at the hind cxtrcmily.
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NAKOO. One of the native names of the
Narrovr-bcaked Crocodile of India. ((?tt-

tna/£s gangcticiis.)

NARWHAL, {yfonodonmonoceros.^ This
extraordinary marine animal, which is also

known under the name of the Sea XJnicorx,
belongs to the Cefacea, but differs from every
other kind of Whale by having no teeth,

properly so called^ and in being armed with
a formidable horn, projecting directly for-

ward from the upper jaw, in a straight line

with the body. This horn is from six to

ten feet long, spirally striated throughout
its whole length, and tapering to a point

:

it is harder and whiter than ivory, for which
article it was at one time not only substi-
tuted, but w'as also in high repute for its

supposed medicinal powers. The Narwhal
is generally from twenty to thirty feet in
length from the mouth to the tail ; some-
times much more ; and it is occasionally,
though not very often, found wnth two of
these horns, or tusks, sometimes of equal
length, and sometimes very unequal. The
head of this animal is short, and convex
above ; the mouth small ; the spiracle or
breathing-hole duplicated within

; the tongue
long ; the pectoral fins small ; the back fin-

less, convex, and rather wide ; becoming gra-
dually accuminated towards the tail, which,
as in other Whales, is horizontal. The skin
is darkly marbled on the back, lighter on
the sides, and nearly white on the belly ; it

is quite smooth, and there is a considerable
depth of oil or blubber beneath. The Nar-
whal chiefly inhabits the arctic seas ; and
its food is said to consist of the smaller kinds
of flat-fish, medusae, and other marine ani-
mals. It is taken by means of the harx)oon ;

and its flesh is eaten by the Greenlanders.
Although both swift and strong, as well as
being armed with such a prodigious weapon,
the Narwhal is one of the most peaceable
inhabitants of the ocean.
We have the authority of Mr. Bell for

stating that in the general form of the body,
in thj obtuse and rounded head, its small
gape, its flnicss back, and in the form and
structure of the cranium— the Narwhal ap-
proaches very near to the Beluga. Of its

tooth or /(torn, this gentleman thus speaks :

” To what extent the ascribed power of the
tooth may be true, wc have but little means
of ascertaining \ but there is the structural
evidence of its form, and its extraordinary
development, to indicate that there must be
some especial use for so long and sharp and
powerful a weapon ; ami really there seems
no reasonable ground for assigning to it any
other object than that formerly attributed
to it by the ignorant,— namely, tliat of de-
fence. In this rcsf>cct, it forms. Indeed, on
additional instance to nmnerous others, of
gregarious animals, to the mules of which
atone liclongs such a development of the
teeth or the horns as shall constitute them
the natural defenders of the herd. The ele-

phant, the wild Iwar, and even the horse,

offer examples of the former, and tlie ante-
lopes and deer of the latter ; and there can
be no doubt that the restriction of this weapon
to the males in the Narwhal has a similar

object.” ” It would be a strange anomaly
were the apparent singleness of this weapon
real ; but the truth is, that botli the teeth
are invariably formed in the jaw, not only
of the male, but of the female also— but
that in ordinary cases one only, and this in
the former sex, is fully developed, the other
remaining in a rudimentary condition, as is

the case with both in the female.”

NASALIS. A genus of monkeys, con-
taining the curious Bornean long-nosed Mon-
key. [See Proboscis Monkey.]

NASSA. A genus of Mollusca, inhabiting
a small globular or oval shell, according to

the spire, which in some is short, and in
others long ; mouth oblong, notched ; inner
lip thickened, and spread out, occasionally
very large ; right lip often wrinkled

;
oper-

culum horny. By some authors tliis genus
is united to Buccinum^ on account of the
little tooth like projection terminating the
columella. The head of the animal is large,
the proboscis short, or altogether wanting

;

two tentacula, with eyes in the middle ? foot
very large. They abound in the South of
Europe, and some are occasionally seen on
our own coasts. They may sometimes be
seen feeding on the .3/acfra, which they effect

by piercing the shell with their proboscis,
and extracting the contents through the small
round aperture which by this means they
have formed.

NASITA. A genus of Plantigrade quad-
rupeds, distinguished by the elongation and
upward curve of the snout, which the ani-
mals belonging to this genus have the power
of turning about, and uprooting the earth,
when in search of worms, &c. [See Coati-
MONDI.]

NATATORES. The name given to an
Order of birds, viz. those which are weh~
footed^ and otherwise adapted for an aquatic
life. This order includes five families

; the
Anatidce^ or Ducks ; the ColymbUhey or
Divers; the Alcidasy or Auks; the Laridcey
or Gulls

;
and the Pelicani/IcEy or Pelicans.

The form and size of the wings, and the
powers of flight, vary greatly in the different
tribes of this order

; but thev arc all most
easily distinguishable from the rest of the
feathered race on account of the peculiar
structure and position of their feet ; the toes
being invariably connected together by a
membrane, and the legs i>laccd behind the
equilibrium of the body, so os to be more
emcient inslrumenta for its propulsion in
the water. The body is also covered with
a thick coat of down beneath the feathers ;

and the plumage is oiled hy a secretion of
certain glands near the tall, so that the
water runs off without scarcely wetting tlio

surface. Their food consists chiefly of fish,

mollusca, and Insects. They live much more
upon the water than on land ; and they re-
sort to the shore chiefly for the purjioBC of
building their nests and rearing their young.

NATICA. A genus of Mollusca, the shell
of wJiich is globose, thick, and generally
smooth ; spire short, pointed, and with few
volutions ; outer lip thin

; inner Up and
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inside smooth ; operculum shelly in some
species, horny in others ; epidermis thin,
light, and transparent. The head of the

NiTIOA PUOMBEA.

animal is very large, having two tentacula
witir eyes at the base ; foot large and thin.

Tiie straight, callous, smootli edge of the
eolumella serves to distinguish this genus
from Nerita, Helix, &c. Tliere are very
many recent marine species, and not a few
fossil.

NATRTX. A genus of Oohibridce, a family
of snakes destitute of poison-fangs ; ofwhich
our common harmless snake (Coluber natrix)
is a type. [See Snake.]

NATTER-JACK. (_Bvfo calamita.) The
English name of a species of Toad, of a
lightish yellow colour, inclining to brown,
and clouded with dull olive ;

but its most
distinguishing mark is a bright yellow line

running down the middle of the back. It

never leaps, nor does it crawl with the slow
pace of a toad, but its motion is more like

running. They are found in considerable
numbers near stagnant pools and ditches,

where they congregate for the purpose of

breeding ; and their hoarse voices are heard
at a great distance.

NATJETINUS. A genus of Lizards, con-
taining four or more generally green coloured
species, natives of New Zealand. They ore

allied to the Geckos.

NATJTILITES. The name given to nu-
merous chambered shells existing in a fossil

state, nearly resembling the Nautilus, above
described, and which are found in almost
all marine strata, from the oldest limestones
and sandstones of the Silurian system, down
to those overlying the chalk.

NAUTILUS. {Nautaua Pompilius.') The
Pearl Nautilus, so named from the nacreous

lining of its shell, belongs to a genus of Te~

trabranchiate Ccphalopods; but though the

shell of this animal is well known, Ireing

found in the seas of most tropical latitudes,

the most vacue and incorrect ideas were,

until lately, formed of its living inhabitant

:

NAUTlI.Oa AND BBOllON OF SUEl.f.'.

we believe, indeed, it was only in 1829 that

this animal was known with any certainU’,

one having been caught alive by Mr. G.

Bennett, near the New Hebrides Islands j

which, preserved in spirits, is now in the
museum of the College of Surgeons. The
Nautilus is very rarely met with in the
living state, owing to its being an inhabitant
of the open sea, and possessing the power of
sinking at the slightest alarm. Externally
the shell presents nothing remarkable, being
a flattened spiral ; but on examining its

interior, we find it divided into chambers,
by a large number of transverse partitions
of shelly matter ; sometimes as many as
thirty or forty separate chambers or divi-

sions, each communicating with the rest by
a small tubular hole near the centre. The
opening or mouth of the shell therefore
presents a large but shallow concavity,
pierced with a central or nearljf central hole;
while beyond it lie all the divisions adverted
to. The outer chamber is by far the latest,
and to this the body of the animal is re-
stricted ; but it maintains a connection with
the rest by means of a membranous tube,
called the siphuncle, which passes tlirough
the centre of each partition, and thus pene-
trates even to the innermost and smallest
chamber. These animals are furnished with
numerous tentacula, short, slender, and un-
provided with suckers. They usually re-
main at the bottom of the water, and are
able to creep along rather quickly, support-
ing themselves upon their tentacula, with
the head downwards, and the shell raised

above. After stormy weather, ns it becomes
more calm, they may be seen, in great
numbers, floating upon the surface of the
v'aves, with the head put out, and the t^n-
tacula resting upon the water, the shell at
tlie same time being undermost : they re-

main, however, but a short time sailing in

this manner, as they have the power of easily

returning to their situation at the bottom of
the sea, by merely drawing in their ten-
tacula and upsetting the shell.

NAVICELLA. A genus of fluviatile

Mollusca, inhabiting the clear riversof India,
the Isle of France, &c. The shell is trans-

versely oval ; dorsal surface convex i with
the apex straight and bent down to the edge,
not spiral s

operculum testaceous, flat, sub-
quadrate, with a lateral articulation ; the
shell, indeed, altogether much resembling a
PateUa. The animal is distinguished by a
large head, having two tentacula, the eyes
placed on the summit of two small protul>c-
ranccs at their base ; foot large : they creep
well on the rocks, and do not continue fixed
to one spot.

NAXIA. A genus of short-tailed De-
capod Crustacea, containing some singtilar

spine-fronted species of Crabs, found in the
Eastern Seas.

NEBALIA. A genus of singular Crtts-

tacca belonging to the Entomostraca, order
Phpllopoda, and containing two or more in-

tcrcs'ing British sj)ecics.

NECROPHAGA. The appellation given

by Latreille to an extensive jfroup of Cole-

oi)terou8 insects, highly scmceabic in re-

moving the decaying remains of animal
matter and such kinds of impurities. Ac-
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cording to Mr. AVestwood’s definition, they
are “ chiefly distinguished by having the
antennae gradually or suddenly tliickened
at the tips ; the mandibles generally robust
and exserted ; the maxilla: with the outer
lobe large, but not palpiform nor articu-
lated ; the maxillary palpi with the basal
joint often small ; the body often oval or
oblong, with the prostemum not anteriorly
produced ; the elytra sometimes shorter than
the abdomen : the legs formed for running,
and not contractile.” Though the Nccro-
phaga in general subsist on the decaying
remains of animal matter, some of the spe-
cies feed upon decaying fungi and other
vegetable remains

; while in others are to
be traced vestiges of those predaceous habits
which characterize another group of beetles.
[See next Mrt.]

NECROPHORUS; or SEXTON-
BEETEES. A genus of Coleoptera belong-
ing to the preceding group, and containing
several species found in Europe and North
America principally; though some arc found
also on the mountains of South America and
Asia. Til* habits of all the species are be-
lieved to Ih similar to the example referred
to beneath. Our figure represents the Ae-
cruphonis vespillo, perhaps the first species
on which observations were made. It has

THE BKXTON OR BORTISO BRETLE.
(:<EOROF£IOBOB VEBFII.I.O.)

the elytra red, and banded with black.
From Mr. Newman’s interesting History of
Insects we extract, os a good summary
of the habits of the genus, his account of
the habits of the Gkk.vt Bl,\ck Se.xton
Beetle (iVecrofihorus germanus). — “It is

atwut an inch in length, of a black colour,
and so fetid that the hands smeil for hours
after handling it ; and if it crawl on woollen
clothes which arc not washed, the smell con-
tinues for several days. The Sexton Beetle
lays its eggs in the Ixalicsof putrefying dead
animals, which, when practicable, it hurics
In the ground. In Russia, where the poor
people arc buried but a few inches Iielow the
surfare of the ground, the Sexton Beetles
avail themselves of the bodies for this pur-
pose, and the graves arc pierced with their
holes in every direction ; at evening, hun-
dreds of these liectics may lie seen in the
church-yard.s, cither buzzing over recent
graves, or emerging from them. The Sex-
ton Ilcetle in this country seldom finds so
convenient a provision fur him, and he is

under the necessity of taking much more
trouble ; he sometimes avails himself ofdead

do^s and horses, but these are too great
rarities to be his constant resort

;
the usual

objects of his search are dead mice, rats,

birds, frogs, and moles ; of these a bird is

most commonly obtained. In the neigh-
bourhood of towns, every kind of garbage
that is thrown out attracts these beetles as
soon as it begins to smell, and it is not un-
usual to see them settling in our streets,

enticed by the grateful odour of such sub-
stances. The Sexton Beetles hunt in couples,
male and female ; and where six or eight
are found in a large animal, they are almost
sure to be males and females, in equal num-
bers

; they hunt by scent only, the chase
being mostly performed when no other sense
would be very available, viz. in the night.
When they have found a bird, great comfort
is expressed by the male, who wheels round
and round above it, iike a vulture over the
putrefying carcass of some giant of the forest,— the female settles on it nt once, without
this testimonial of satisfaction ; the male at
last settles also, and a savoury and ample
meal is made before the great work is begun.
After the beetles have appeased the calls of
hunger, the bird is abandoned for a while ;

they' both leave it to explore the earth in
the neighbourhood, and ascertain whether
there is a place suitaiile for interment : if on
a ploughed field there is no difficulty

; but
if on grass, or among stones, much labour is

required to draw it to a more suitable place.
The operation of burying is performed al-
most entirely by the male beetle, the female
mostly hiding herself in the body of the bird
about to be buried, or sitting quietly upon
it, and allowing herself to be buried with
it : the male begins by digging a furrow all
round the bird, at the distance of about half
an inch, turning the earth outside ; his head
is the only tool used in this operation ; it is

held sloping outwards, and is exceedingly
powerful. After the first furrow is com-
pleted, another is made within it, and the
earth is thrown into the first furrow ; then
a tliird furrow is made, and this is completely
under the bird, so tliat the beetle whilst
working at it is out of sight : now, the ope-
ration can only be traced by the heaving of
the earth, which soon forms a little rampart
round the bird : os the eartii is moved from
beneath, and the surrounding rampart in-
creases in height, the bird sinks. After in-
cessant labour for about tlirce hours the
beetle emerges, crawls ujion the bird, and
takes a survey of his work. If the female
is on the bird, she is driven away by tlic

male, who does not choose to be intruded on
during the important business. The male
beetle then remains for about an hour jicr-

fectly still ; he then dismounts, dives again
into the grave, and pulls the bird down by
the feathers for half an liour ; its own weight
appears to sink it but very little. At lost,

after two or three hours’ more labour, the
beetle comes up, again gets on tlie bird, and
again takes a survey, and then drojis down as
though dea<l, or fallen suddenly fast asleep.
When sufficiently rested, ho rouses himself,
trends the bird firmly into its grave, pulls it

by the feathers tills way and tliat way, and
having settled it to his mind, begins to shovel

Q q H
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;

in the earth j this is done in a very short
time, by means of his broad head. He goes
behind the rampart of earth, and pushes it

into the grave with amazing strengtli and
dexterity j the head being bent directly
downward at first, and then the nose ele-

vated with a kind of jerk, which sends the
earth forwards. After the grave is thus
filled up, the earth is trodden in, and under-
goes another keen scrutiny all round, the
bird being completely hidden ; the beetle

then makes a hole in the still loose earth,
and having buried the bird and his own
bride, next buries himself. The female
having laid her eggs in the carcass of the
bird, in number proportioned to its size, and
the pair having eaten as much of the savoury
viand as they please, they make their w’ay
out, and fiy away.” The eggs are quickly
hatched, and when the grubs become perfect

insects, they make holes in the ground, and
come forth.

NECTARINIADiE. A family of Pas-
serine birds, comprising the Honey-suckers,
all of which are foreign. They are distin-

guished by a beak of medium length, arched,

pointed, and compressed ; but they neither

use the tail, nor climb. Some of the smaller
species have a very vivid plumage. They
are natives of Africa and Asia for the most
part.

NEGRO-FLY. iPsila roscE.) This Hemip-
terous insect, wliich is sometimes called

the Carrot-fly, in its perfect state is slightly

haired, shining black, rather of a metallic

green. The head is reddish yellow, antennee

and palpi with black tips. Legs light yellow

;

balancers white ;
and wings clear like glass.

It is found tliroughout the summer. The
larva lives in the carrot.where it eats passages;

it is found particularly near the extremity
of the main root. The carrots die off by
degrees, as they cannot draw sufficient nou-
rishment from the fibrous roots. When
carrots have been attacked by this insect,

they lose their sweet taste, and become
rusty, so called from the rusty colour as-

sumed by the passages of the mt^gots. The
larva of the Negro-fly is cylindrical, pointed
anteriorly, like parchment, shining, smooth,
bare, pale yellow ; the anal joint is rounded,
having posteriorly above two black, rather

elevated spiracular plates, the^latter having
a sharp point at the end. Leaving the carrot,

the larva is transformed in the earth into a

small light brown, obliquely impressed, little

oval mass ;
the short, roundish head end of

which is obliquely truncated, and ratber

hollowed out above. At the anal end, the

two spiracular plates of the larva form two
small tail points. The only way to diminish

their numbers is to pull up the^ sickly in-

fested carrots, which are distinguishable by
their yellow outer leaves, and early wither-

ing ; and to destroy the insects contained in

them before they change into pupoa.

NEMATtTRA. A genus of Mollusca be-

longing to the family Turbinacca. The shell

is thin and nearly oval, somewhat com-
pressed from buck to front ;

spire acute, con-

sisting of few rounded whorls, the last being

large, but contracted near the ajierture ;

operculum spiral, homy, with few volutions.

NEMEOBIXJS. A genus of Diurnal
Lepidoptera, which contains one British si>e-

cies, the Nemeobius Lucixa ; or Duke of
Buegukdy Butteiifly. This small indige-
nous species is somewhat local in its haunts,
though not by any means rare. The upper
surface of all the wings is obscure brown, ir-

regularly spotted with fulvous, disposed
transversely, the base of the wings being im-
maculate, and a central black dot being sur-

rounded by an outer row of spots : the anterior
;

nUEE OF BURGONUT BUTTERFI.T
(UESIEOBIOS nCClSA.)

wings beneath are paler than the upper sur-

face, ivith two ranges of fuscous spots towards
the tip : the posterior wings l>encath are deep
fulvous, with two rows of white spots, and a
marginal striga of black dots : the cilia on
both upper and lower surfaces are white,
interrupted with fuscous : the antennse and
upper part of the body dusky. The Cater-

|

pillar is said to feed on grasses ; but neither

this nor its chrysalis appears to be well
known.

NEOMORPHA. A genus ofbirds allied to

Epimachus, of which the only known species

is Neomorpua Gonncii, a native of New
Zealand, which, according to Dr. Dictfen-
bach, is confined to the hills near Fort
Nicdiolson, whence the feathers of the tail

are in great request among the natives, who
send them to all parts of the island. The
straight and stout-beaked bird is regarded
ns the male ; the slender curved-billed as

the female. The natives entice them by a
shrill and long-continued whistle. Their
food consists of seeds and insects. James
Pomarc, the New Zealand boy who a«^m-
panied Mr. Angus, had a tail of this bird in

his hair. The plumage is deep black ; the

tip of the tail white ; the beak horn-coloured ;

wattle rich orange.

NEPHROPS. A genus of long-tailed

Crustacea allied to the lobster, and contain-

ing a species (A. iVortoofnciis), occasionally

brought to the Loudon markets.
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KEREIDE^. A family of Dorsibran-
chiatc Anellidce, of which the genus Nereis
is the type. They hrfve an even number of
tentacula attached to the sides of the base of
the head, two other biarticulated ones a
little more forward, and between tliese two
simple ones. Tlieir branchite consist of little

laminx, traversed by a network of vessels j

each foot is furnished with two tubercles,
two bundles of bristles, and a cirrhus above
and beneath. A great number of species
inhabit our coasts.

One species, the Nereis prolifera, exhibits,
a singular peculiarity in its mode of propa-
gation, merely by spontaneous division, the
hind part of the body being gradually trans-
formed into an additional animal, the head
and tentacular cirrhi being already deve-
loped. [See Dokslbkaxchiata.]

KERIMEA. A genus of Mollusca, family
Canalifera, only found in a fossil state, and
not resembled by any other. It is oblong,
turreted, and consists of numerous whorls ;

aperture with a strong fold on the columella,
one on the outer lip, and one on the inner
lip at the edge of the body whorl.

JTERITACEA.orNERITIDvE. A family
of the first order of Trachelipoda, containing
the genera Navicella, ^atlca, Nerita, and
Iferitina. The shells constituting this family
are cliiefly distinguished by the smallness
and flatness of the spire, which appears placed
on one side ; the mouth is generally semi-
circular, being half closed by a flat partition,
which forms the left lip.

IvERITA. A genus of marine Mollusca,
inhabiting the Eastern and American seas,

the West Indies, Moluccas, &c. The shell
is tliick, smooth or ribbed, semiglobose

;

spire short, consisting of few volutions ; aper-
ture large, semicircular ; inner lip flattened,
and frefiuently toothed, as well as the outer,
the operculum homy, covered with shelly
lamintc. One species (Nerita pelodonta) is

called the Bleeding Tooth, from the red ap-
pearance of the teeth on the inner lip. The
head of the animal is furnished with two
pointed tentacula having eyes at the base ;

foot large. There are about thirty species
recent, and ten fossil.

NERITINA. A genus offresh-water Mol-
lusca. found in the East and West Indies,
the Isle of France, &c. The shells arc pret-
tily marked, and are considered sufficiently
handsome to be often worn as ornaments by
the Indians. The shell is thin, semi-globose,
obliquely oval, smooth, and rather flat in
front ; spire somewhat depressed, and con-
sisting of few rapidly increasing whorls

;

aperture semicircular
; columellar lip broad,

flat, its inner edge straight, denticulated ;

right lip destitute of teeth j animal, head
large, having two tentacula, with eyes at the
base ; foot short. Many of the species are
covered with an epidermis ; and some of the
genus are found in the rivers of England
adhering to stones.

NESTOR. A genus of the Parrot family,
containing the Nkstou I’KonuCTU.s, or
Piiii.ii- Ist.A.vn I’AitttOT. It appears that

this species of the genus Nestor has a very
limited habitat, the entire race, as Mr. Gould
was credibly informed, being confined to

Philip Island, whose whole circumference is

not more than five miles in extent. In con-
sequence, therefore, of the war of extermina-
tion that has been carried on against it since

the settlement of Norfolk Island, it would
seem that the time is not far distant, when,
like the Dodo, its skin and bones will be-
come the only mementos of its existence. It

is found among the rocks and upon the
loftiest trees of the island ;

is easily taken ;

and, like the rest of the Psittacidee, bears
captivity remarkably well. In its wild state

it feeds upon the blossoms of the wMte-wood
tree, or white Hibiscus, sucking the honey of
the flowers. A knowledge of this circum-
stance induced Mr. Gould “ to examine the
tongue of the bird, which presented n very
peculiar structure, not, like that of the true
honey-feeding Parrakeets (the Trichoglossi),

furnished with a brush-like termination, but
with a narrow horny scoop on the under
side, which, together with the extremity of
the tongue, resembled the end of aflngerwith
the nail beneath instead of above ; this pe-
culiarity in the structure of the organ is

doubtless indicative of a corresponding pe-
culiarity in the nature of the food upon
which the bird subsists.” The general colour
of the plumage is brown above, the head and
back of the neck tinged with gray ; cheeks
yellow, tinged with red ; throat and chest
yellow !

tail feathers banded at the base with
orange-yellow and brown ; rump, belly, and
under tail-coverts deep red : bill and feet

dark olive-brown.
Notwithstanding what we have stated

above, on the authority of Mr. Gould, as to
the habitat of this bird being confined to
Philip Island, we believe that the Kaka of
New Zealand, described by the Rev. W. Yate,
is the identical species. He says, “ This bird
feeds upon all kinds of fruit, berries, and
farinaceous roots. It bites holes in trees, in
which it makes its nest ; laying four, and
sometimes five, eggs, perfectly white. Gene-
rally, three of these birds are found together
in the same hole, one male and 'twofcmalesj
and during the season of incubation, the
nests, though separated, are so close together,
that either of tlie mother-birds can sit upon
the eggs, feed their neighbour’s young, and
cover them with one of her wings, without
leaving her own nest, or neglecting Iicr own
offspring.” It is much larger than any other
New Zealand Parrot ; but possessing all their
mischievous qualities, and capable of learn-
ing to imitate the human voice to an asto-
nishing degree s but wlicn ranging at large
in the woods, its cry is harsh and disagreeable
in the extreme.

NETTAPUS. A genus ofweb-footed birds,
allied to the Bcmacle Geese, but of small
size ;

it contains the Cohomandkt, Thai.
(N. Coromandcliatws), a well-known native
of India, and the Madaoascaii Tkai. (N.
uuritiis), a native of Africa : we may par-
ticularly refer to thcNKTTAi’UsPi'i.ciiKM.ua,
or Bkautifi'i, Pki.mv Goosk. The male of
this small and elegant species of the gentii

Q Q 3
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;

Nettapus hag the head brownish-green, in-
distinctly barred with light brown ; beneath
the eye an oval spot of white

; neck, back,
and wings, deep glossy green

; primaries
black

; outer webs of the secondaries snow
white

: feathers of the chest, sides, and back
of the neck white, with a number of greenish
black circles one within the other, so nume-
rous that the white is nearly lost ; flanks
similarly marked, but bolder

;
tail black,

glossed with green ; abdomen white ; under
tail-coverts black ; bill dark greenish gray j

legs and feet blackish brown. The female
differs from the male in being destitute of
the white spot beneath the eye ; in having
the crown, occiput, and a stripe down tlie

back of the neck dark browm ; in having the
chin and upper part of the throat white,
speckled with brown. Mr. Gould, to whose
‘ Birds of Australia ’ we are indebted for the
description, says that it is an extremely shy
species, and at the slightest movement of
anything near it, dives and remains under
water a long time. His specimens were shot
at Port Essington.

NETTLE [BUTTERFLY:. A name
given by collectors to Butterflies of the spe-
cies Vanessa urticce,

NETTLETAP [MOTHS]. A name given
by collectors to Moths of the genus Simcethis.

NEUROPTERA. [Dragon-flies, Lace-
winged Flies ; May-flies, Ant-lion, Day-fly,
White Ants, &c.] One of the Orders into
which the class Tnsecta is divided. The
Neuroptera are distinguished by having four
wings, each pair being membranous and
transparent ; the nervures forming a very
beautiful and minute network, subdividing
and uniting again, so as to divide the whole
surface into a great number of minute cells.

The antennsB are in general setaceous ; the
mouth is usually furnished with mandibles
and maxilloe ; and the abdomen is unpro-
vided with a sting. The larvte have six
legs, and are very active. Some insects of
this order merely pass through a semi-meta-
morphosis; others a complete one. Although
the posterior wings are usually as large as
the anterior, they are occasionally much
smaller, aud may even be altogether want-
ing. The Dragon-fly and May-fly are fami-
liar examples of this order The White
Ants, Wood-lice, and Wood-ticks (Tcrmitidce
and Psocuke), the latter including also the
Anohium or Death-watch, are almost the
only noxious insects in this order, and even
these do not injure living plants. The Dra-
gon-flies (.Libellulidce) prey upon gnats and
mosquitos ; and their larva! and pupa!, ns

well as those of the Day-flies (EpJtemeridce),
and those of some of the May-flies, called
Caddis-worms (Phri/gancidai), all of which
live in the water, devour aquatic insects.

The predaceous habits of the Ant-lion are
so well-known as to be almost proverbial.

The Lace-winged flics (Ilemerobiida:), in

the larva state, live wholly on plant-lice,

great numbers of which they destroy ; and
the Scorpion-flics ( Panorpulae) are also pre-
daceous insects. The particular history of

several of the more interesting members of

this class is given in separate articles under
some of the above names.

NEWFOUNDLAND DOG. This noble
species of the canine race is justly entitled
to the peculiar regard of man. For faithful
attachment to his master, great strength,

1

sagacity, and perseverance; for good temper, I

patience, and quiet fondness to all who ‘

belong to the household; as well as for being
|

the fearless protector of whatever may be
entrusted to his vigilant care, the genuine
Newfoundland Dog has no superior. In his

native country he serves to convey light
loads of wood or provision, on sledges, over
many a rugged track ; nor is he a con-
temptible assistant to the aquatic sportsman,
either there or here, in rescuing his birds
from the water. With so many excellent
qualities, we may well excuse him if he
sometimes shows impatience of restraint at
being kept chained up, or if, apparently
unprovoked, he should bite the hand that
has been accustomed to caress him. There
are several varieties of the Newfoundland
species, differing in size, and in the character
and colour of the fur. In general the muzzle
is broad, the head raised, and the carriage

'

majestic : the colour is black and wliite, the
latter generally predominating ; the hair
waved or curly ; the tail thick, bushy, and
the end of it curled upwards. There is also
a smaller kind, at present very common, not
much larger than a Water Spaniel ; the
hair of which is almost wholly black, and
whose general appearance is much less noble
than the one we have described.

NEWT. There are several species of
these small reptiles, the greater part of them
aquatic. The principal one is called the
Gke.vt W.\ter-Newt (Triton imlustrisX
When full grown this species measures about
six inches in length, and is greatly allied to
the Salamander in its general appearance.
Its colour on the upper parts is an extremely
dark brown ; the sides being marked with
numerous small whitish specks ; and the
under i;arts are of a bright orange-colour,
variegated with large and irregular patches
of black. The tail is of a flattened form,
with thin edges, and pointed at the ex-
tremity : on each side the tail, in the male,
is a silvery-white broad band or stripe,

tinged with" blue. The eyes arc of a bright
gold-colour ;

the head rather small ; the
limbs short ; the forc-fcct divided into four,

and the hind into flve toes, all destitute of
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I claws. It frequents shady places and stag-
nant waters ; lives principally on insects j

and is perfectly innoxious.

The CoMMOX Water-Newt (,7Viton

aquaticus) is much smaller than the preced-

!
iiig, being only about three inches and a

! half in length. The dorsal crest of this ani-
mal is remarkably transparent, so that when

: viewed with a lens of even moderately mag-
,
nifying power, it exhibits very distinctly

[

the ramifications of the blood-vessels dis-

persed through it ; but if examined by the
, microscope, u shows, in the most distinct

and beautiful manner, the rapid circulation
of the blood, the particles of wliich, in this

animal, as well as in the rest of the Amphi-
bia, are of an oval form, not round, as in

I tlie Mammalia. The general colour is not

I

very different from that of the preceding ;

varying, however, sometimes in the course

! of the same day, according to the tempera-
ture of the weather, &c. The Water-Newt
breeds in the early part of the spring, depo-
siting small clusters of spawn, from which
are soon hatched the larvas or young, which,
for a considerable period, are furnished with
a triple pair of ramified branchial fins or
processes on each side the neck. These
parts, after having served their temporary
purpose of assisting the respiration of the
animal during its growing state, are gra-
dually obliterated. The Water-Newts fre-

;

quently cast their skins ; and are remark-
able for a high degree of reproductive power.

NIGGEK. A name given by the Cornish
fishermen to a species of Ilolothuria. It is

sometimes also called “ Cotton Spinner.”
[See Holothcbia.] The word Nigger is also

i a local name for the larva of the Saw-fly,
iTenthredo) so destructive to the turnip crop.

NIGHT-HAtVTC. {ChordeUea Virginia-
nus.) This beautiful Passerine bird, belong-

j

ing to the family Caprimulgidce, is eight
I
inches and a half long, the expanded wings
being twenty inches. It appears in Jamaica
about the beginning of April, and is sup-
posed by Mr. P. II. Gosse to winter in
Central America. This gentleman informs

,

hi.« readers, in his valuable and interesting
work, entitled ‘ The Birds of Jamaica,’ that
the manners and voice of this species are so

‘ superior as to force themselves upon our at-
; tention. “ About an hour before the sun
;

sets,” he observes, we hear a loud, abruiit,
: and rapid repetition of four or five syllables

j

In the air aljovc our heads, resembling the
I
sounds, piramidig, or gC me a bit, or perhaps
still more, wittnvHtawit. On looking up we
see some two or three birds, exceedingly like
swallows in figure and flight, but considerably
larger, with a conspicuous white spot on each
wing. * « » Bike tlicm the Piramidig is

pursuing flying insects
; and tliougli tlie prey,

from its great height, and probably Us mi-
nute size, is invisible from the earth, we may
very often oliserve that it is captured, by a
sudden arresting of the career, and by tlie

swift zigzag dodgings, or almost stationary
fiiitterings that ensue. « « * It is when the
afternoon rains of the season have descended
plentifully, that these birds arc moat iiumc-
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rous and most vociferous
; and they con-

tinue to fly till the twilight is beginning to
fade into darkness. After this, they appear
for the most part to retire, and the strange
and startling voices, that before were sound-
ing all around and above us, are roiely heard
by the most attentive listening. Early in
the morning, before the gray dawn has peeped
over the mountain, I have heard great num-
bers of these birds flying low, and hawking
to and fro. Their cries were uttered in rapid
succession, and resounded from all parts of
the air, though it ivas too dark to distinguish
even such as were apparently in near proxi-
mity. Now and again, the hollow booming
sound, like blowing into the bunghole of a
barrel, produced at the moment of perpen-
dicular descent, as described by Wilson, fell

on my car.”
Whither the Piramidig retires after its

Uviiight evolutions are performed, or where
it dwells by day, Mr. Gosse says he has little

evidence. He remarks that “ these birds are
usuallysolitary

, except inasmuch tliat several
hawking over the same circumscribed region,
must often come into close proximity ; but
this seems, in general, neither sought nor
avoided ; each swoops on its own course,
regardless of its momentary neighbour.
Yet the tender passion sets aside even the
most recluse solitariness in any animal ; and
to this I attribute it that now and then I
have seen one Pirimadig following anotlier
in close and pertinacious pursuit, ever and
anon uttering its singular cry, and evidently
desiring to come into contact with, but not
to strike or hurt its coy companion. I would
not assert from hence that the nuptials of
tills species are performed uiion the wing,
because the premises are too slight to decide
so important a fact ; but it is known that it

is so with the European Swift, a bird whose
manners greatly resemble those of our Night
Hawk.”
In some parts of Jamaica this bird bears

the appellation of “ Turtle-dove ;
” but

more often, and with more propriety, that
of “ Mosquito-hawk.” In one which Mr.
Gosse shot in its evening career, and after-
wards dissected, the stomach was stuffed with
an amazing number of insects, consisting
chiefly of small beetles of the genus Jiostri-
chus, of which alone there were about two
hundred.

NIGHTINGALE, (rtiitomela lusciitia.)

Whether poets have contrilnited most to the
popular celebrity of the Nightingale, or the
osjiirants to poetic fame have been most
indebted to this delightful songster for
affording them an incxiiaustible theme for
their laudations, is not exactly within the
province of natural history to determine :

we will therefore not trespass on a subject
so jiuzzling and profound, but at once pro-
ceed to describe tills “ tenant of the grove,”
whicli Milton apostrophised ns

’• Sweet bird, tliat shiinn’st the noise of folly,
Most niusicnl, most melancholy I

”

Tliougli so universally esteemed for its
vocal powers, the Niglitlngalc cannot lioost
of the variety or the rlclincss of its plumage.
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It IS about six inches in length : the upper
part of its body is of a rusty brown, tinged
with olive

; the under parts pale ash-colour,
almost wliite at the throat and belly : the
bill is brown, yellow on the edges at the
base i eyes hazel

;
legs pale brown. It is

NIOHTINOiLE.—(PHII.OMEI.A tUSOINlA.)

common in the southern counties of Eng-
land, but never visits the northern parts of
the island, and is but seldom seen so far west
as Devon and Cornwall . Montague informs
us that it is said to be found only as far north
as Yorkshire, and certainly not farther west
than the eastern borders of Devonshire

j

although they are plentiful both in Somerset-
shire and Dorsetshire. “ Why (he adds) they
should not be fouud in all the wooded parts
of Devonshire and Cornwall, which appear
equally calculated for their residence, both
from the mildness of the air and variety of
ground, is beyond the naturalist’s penetra-
tion. 'The bounds prescribed to all animals,
and even plants, is a curious and important
fact in the great works of nature. It has
been observed, that the Nightingale may
possibly not be found in any part but where
cowslips grow plentifully ; certainly, with
respect to Devon and Cornwall this coinci-
dence is just.” It is a bird of passage,
appearing in this country, and the rest of
Europe, about the beginning of April, and
returning, as it is supposed, to the dis-
tant regions of Asia, by the end of the sum-
mer. They neither appear to winter on the
European continent, nor to stay in Africa

;

but are at all times seen in India, Persia,
China, and Japan, where they are even more
esteemed for their song, and sell for liigher

prices, than here.

Mr. Gould (in his ‘Birds of Europe’) re-

marks that the Nightingale appears to be
confined to particular districts; remarking
that Devonshire appears to be its limit

westward, and Doncaster in Yorkshire in a
northern direction, few if any authenticated
instances being on record of its occurrence
beyond that town, which is the more sin-

gular as Nightingales are common in Sweden
and other countries situated farther north
than England. “ Our own observation,”
continues Mr. Gould, “ respecting the mi-
grations of the Nightingale, is, that after

leaving our island it proceeds to the opposite

shores of the Continent, and gradually
makes its way southward, until it arrives in

Africa, which is its ultimate resting-place
during our winter months. Wc have our-

' selves received specimens killed in the
northern districts of Africa, but have never
obtained any from the central or southern
parts of that portion of the globe

; it would
appear, therefore, that its distribution over
that vast continent is comparatively limited-
In no part of Europe is it more abundant
than in Spain and Italy ; from whence,
however, equally as fi-om our own, it re-
gularly migrates on the approach of winter.
These birds are solitary in their habits,

never associating in flocks, like most of the
smaller birds. They make their nest in the
lower part of a thick bush or hedge, where it
is well sheltered and secure ; and the female
lays four or five eggs, of a greenish brown
colour. The nest is composed of dry grass,
moss, and leaves, and lined with hair, down,
and other soft substances. M'hilst the busi-
ness of incubation is performed by the female,
her mate, at no great distance, entertains
her with his delightful melody : as soon,
however, as the young are hatched, he leaves
off singing, and joins her in the care of pro-
viding for them. A second and sometimes a
third hatch takes place ; and in hot coimtries
they are said to have four. The note of the
Nightingale is soft, various, and interrupted

; jfrequently pausing, but more pleasing than
'

the warbling of any other bird ; the more so
'

because it is heard at a time when all the
rest are silent— when every melodious sound ;

is heard to advantage, and has a powerful
j

effect on the imagination. Its food consists
principally of insects, small worms, eggs of
ants, and sometimes berries of various kinds.

It has been frequently remarked that the;
Nightingale is not only famous among the

'

modems for its singing, but almost every
one of the ancients who undertook to de-
scribe the beauties of nature, has contributed
to raise its reputation. “ The Nightingale,”
says Pliny, “ that for fifteen day^ and nights,
hid in the thickest shades, continues her
note without intermission, deserves our at-
tention and wonder. How surprising that
so great a voice can reside in so small a
body 1 such perseverance in so minute an
animal I With what a musical propriety
are the sounds it produces modulated 1 The
note at one time drawn out with a long
breath, now stealing off into a different ca-
dence, now interrupted by a break, then
changing into a new note by an unexpected
transition ; now seeming to renew the same
strain, then deceiving expectation I She
sometimes seems to murmur within herself;
full, deep, sharp, swift, drawling, trembling

;now at the top, the middle, and the bottom
of the scale 1 In short, in that little bill
seems to reside all the melody which man
has vainly laboured to bring from a variety
of musical instruments. Some even seem
to be possessed of a different song from the
rest, and contend with each other with great
ardour. The bird overcome is then seen
only to discontinue its song with its life.”
Prom Pliny's description, wc should be led
to believe tliis bird possessed of a persevering
strain

; but, though it is in fact so with the
Nightingale in Italy, yet in our hedges in
England the little songstress is by no means
so liberal of her music. It is true that for
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j

weeks together, if undisturbed, Nightingales
. will sit on the same tree, begin their song
in the evening, and, with short inteiTuptions,

I

continue it throughout the night. It is

therefore by no means wonderful that their

sweet notes and unceasing perseverance in

I

pouring forth such a volume of rich melody,
I when all else is hushed in the silence of
I night, should have been the theme for poets

! in all ages to descant on ; but that the phi-

I

losophic Gessner should gravely relate a long
' story respecting this bird’s oratorical talents,

and describe the conversation which a friend
of his heard between two of them while pass-
ing a sleepless night at an inn in Ratisbun,
is not only too much for human credibility,

but almost too much for human patience.
! tVe conclude with a passage from Sturm :

“ When we listen to the brilliant sounds of
I that voice, we are apt to conclude that the
bird must be large, that the throat must
have great strength ; and the inimitable
charm of her melodious notes makes us pre-
sume-she surpasses all others in the beauty

;

of her form. But it would be to no purpose
to seek these advantages in the Nightingale :

‘ it is a bird of poor appearance, whose colour,

form, and the whole of its exterior, is void
of anything attractive or majestic. Nature
has, however, compensated for its plainness,

by giving it a voice irresistibly charming.
' Listen to its fine long quivering notes : what
variety, sweetness, and brilliancy in them I

;

When she begins her song, she seems to

study and compose beforehand the melo-
dious notes she wishes to be heard. She

' begins softly : tlien the notes swell gra-
' dually, till they run with the rapidity of a

!
torrent : she goes from serious to gay, fVom

I simple notes to the wildest warblings ; from

I

the lightest turns and shakes to languishing
sighs; and has, throughout the whole, the
art to please the nicest ear. This bird may

I
give rise to many useful and edifying re-

, flections ; for example, we learn this truth

j

from it, that homeliness of body is some-

i

times united with very estimable qualities,

and does not exclude beauty from the soul.

When we hear the skilful harmony of tlie

Nightingale, does it not naturally lead us
to the Creator, from whom she has this

talent ? What wisdom must there be in the
formation of this bird, to make it capable of

j

giving utterance to such sounds I Lungs so
I
delicate as those of the Nightingale, the

I

motions of which are so violent, must be
easily wounded, if they had not the singular
advantage of being fastened to the back-
bone by a number of little sinews. The
orifice of the windpipe is very large, and
that is certainly what most contributes to

the variety of those sounds, which, in charm-
ing the ear, fill the soul with sweet and
pious joy. Is it possible not to trace a divine
wisdom and providence in this ? and will

I not even the song of the Nightingale lead us
to glorify the Author of all nature ? Lovely
songstress I I will not leave thee till I have
learned from thee the art of praising my
Creator and thine. O imur, with thy song,
gratitude and joy into the hearts of the many

I

insensible mortals who contemplate the beau-
ties of the creation with inditfereuce."

NIGHT-JAR. [See Goatsucker.]

NOCTILUCA. A minute genus of Aca-
leplws, often seen on our own coasts, which
in size and appearance much resembles a
grain of boiled sago, or a little granule of
jelly with a long stalk, the stalk appearing
to be a trunk or sucking-tube. The lumi-
nous property of these minute Acaleijhte
always appears to become more vivid when
the animals are alarmed or stimulated in any
way : hence the curling of the waves, and
their ripple on the shore, the movement of a
boat, or the stroke of the oars, is marked by
lines of increased brilliancy. Nay, if the
hands be dipped in the water thus phos-
phorescent, and then rubbed together, they
will be covered with luminous spots, oc-
casioned by these delicately-formed little

animals, the bodies of which are often so
transparent, that they can scarcely be distin-

guished from the water, except when dis-

playing their phosphorescence. When we
consider that the whole surface of the ocean,
as far os the eye can reach, is sometimes seen
to exhibit a uniform luminosity, and it is

ascertained to be due to these otherwise
almost invisible atoms, the vast amount of
organic life that ordinarily escapes our notice
must strike the most inattentive observer of
the works of Nature with astonishment and
admiration.

NOCTUID.®. An extensive family of
Lepidopterous insects, corresponding wdth
the Linnasan section Phalosna Noctua. The
body is robust, and clothed with scales ; the
antennte almost always simple, or but rarely
pectinated or ciliated in the males

; the tho-
rax stout, and often crested ; and the mouth
well developed, the maxillae being greatly
elongated. The wings are of moderate size,

with strong nervirres, and ear-shaped spots
on the disc of the anterior pair

;
and when in

repose the wings are ordinarily deflexed at
the sides of the body. The larvae, for the
most part, are naked, with sixteen feet ; aud
they in general undergo their transforma-
tions underground in cocoons, often formed
of particles of earth mixed in with the silk.

The typical groups of this family, as their
name imports, fly only by night, and repose
during the day in the crevices Of the bark of
trees, old walls, palings, &c. : there are other.s,

however, which fly also during the afternoon
and at twilight. The generality of these
insects appear in very sombre colours

; but
in some species, more accustomed to be
abroad in the day time, the wings, especially
the posterior ones, are occasionally more
gaudy : this is the cose with the Catocnice or
Scarlet Underwing Moths ; whilst the I’ltm'ce

arc bedecked with spots and jaatches of silver
or gold. There is a considerable diversity
In the form of the wings

;
in general the an-

terior ones arc clongntc-triangnlar, and the
posterior somewhat triangular-orbicnlate

;

and it is further to be observed that the an-
terior wings arc mostly adorned with two
stigmata, one round or nearly so, and the
other rciiiform. The larva; are usually soli-
tary ; and they neither reside In a web, nor
arc they subcutaneous.
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NOCTURNA ; or NOCTURNAL LEPI-
DOPTERA. [See Motus.]

NODDY. A bird of the Tern genus (Sterna
stolida),we\l known to seamen for the stu-
pidity with which it throws itself on vessels,

and allows itself to be taken. [See Boobv.]

NOTACANTHA. The name of a family
of Dipterous insects, mostly small and gaily
coloured. Some of the larvie are completely
aquatic ; and respire like tlie larvae of the
Gnats, by extending their tails to the surface,
tile spiracle or breathing-pore being in that
situation.

NOTONECTA : NOTONECTID^. A
genus aud family of aquatic insects. [See
Boat-fly.]

NOTOXIDiE. A family of Coleopterous
insects, of small extent, and composed of
species minute in size. The majority of
them are found upon the ground, aud at the
roots of grass in sandy situations ; some fre-

quent flowers, and others evidently prefer
the ueighourliood of decayed vegetable
matter. They are active in their motions,
and fly well. In the genus Notoxns the front
of the thorax is produced into a long horn
extending over the head.

NUCEFRAGA. A genus of birds. [See
Nutcracker.]

NUCULA. A genus of Conchifera, found
in the Baltic and Mediterranean, the Indian
seas, the English Channel, &c. These shells

are small, and vary in shape, but are gene-
rally pearly inside ; they are equivalve, in-

equilateral, and covered with a green or
dark brown epidermis ; hinge linear ;

bosses
contiguous and curved •, teeth small, nume-
rous, and prominent, with a large one in the
middle ; muscular impresssons two, simple.
The row of teeth on each side of the umbones,
and the ligamentary pit in the centre of the
hinge, are the distinguishing characteristics

of this genus. Foot of the animal, large but
thin. They are chiefly found on the sand

j

and mud, eitlier on tlie open coast or at the

I

mouth of rivers. The species are both recent
I and fossil.

I
NUDIBRANCHIATA. A numerous

I Order of marine molluscous animals, which,

I

being adapted to breathe water at any depths,

I are often found at a great distance from
1 land. Some of them attain consideral)le

size. Tlie work of Messrs. Alder and Han-
cock on tlie British species, published by the

Ray Society, gives iigurcs and descriptions

of all the species. [See Doris.]

NUMENIUS. A genus of Grallatorial

birds, containing the well-known Curlew
and WiiLMBREL [which see].

NUMIDA. A genus of Rosorial birds,

containing the well-known Guinea-fowl or

Pintado (Numida melcagrin'), and five other

species, like it, natives of Africa.

NUMIDIAN CRANE. [See Demoi-
selle.]

NUMMULITES. Small round fossil shells,

which in various parts of the world arc found

i^atural W^tav}}

;

in immense numbers, and which receive
their name from their external resemblance

j

to battered coins. They are orbicular, con-
volute, and show no trace of spire exter-

|

nally ; whorls contiguous, and not apparent; i

cells numerous and small
;
partitions trans-

|

verse, and not perforated. Some are very
minute, and scarcely any are more tha an
inch in diameter. It is eaid that they are in

NUMMULINA DISOOIDAXIS.

some places accumulated in such vast masses
as to form eutire mountains, and that
many buildings have been constructed of
limestone crowded with them. The pyra-
mids of Egypt, for example, are built of
stone composed of the Kummulina discoid-

i

alis, aud perhaps other species.

NUTCRACKER. (Nucifraga caryoca-
tactes.) An Insessorlal bird, resembling in its

manners and habits both the Jay and the
IVoodpecker. It is about the size of a Jack-
daw; its wings, when closed, measuring near
seven inches. The nostrils are covered with

,

whitish feathers, which point forwards ; the
plumage of the head, neck, and body is of
a dark brown hue, a little inclining to red ;

and the feathers on the lower side of the
head and neck have each a triangular white
spot at their tips : the wings are black, with
triangular white spots on the lesser coverts ;

the tail is composed of blaek feathers, tipped
with white ; and the legs, feet, and claws
are black. It feeds on nuts, berries, and
insects ; climbing the trees and tapping the
bark with its bill to get at the larva; beneath.
It lays five or six yellowish-white eggs.

NUTHATCH. (Silta Europcea.) AScan-
sorial bird which frequents woods, and, like
the Woodpecker, moves up and down the
trunks of trees with great facility, in search of
food. It is near six inches in length ; bill

strong ; black above, beneath almost white ;

and the eyes hazel. A black stroke passes
over each eye, from the bill, extending down
the siiic of the neck ; all the upi>cr part of

j

the body is a fine blue §ray ; breast ami
|

belly of a pale orange , sides marked with
j

streaks of chestnut
;
quilts dusky ; tail short, I

the two middlemost gray, and the three
i

outermost feathers spotted with white ; Icct

pale yellow ; claws large, sharp, and much
bent, the back claw very strong. The
female lavs her eggs, which are white with
a few pale brown spots, in holes of trees, i

frequently in those which have been deserted
j

by the Woodiicckcr ; and when driven from
her nest, on being disturlied. hisses like a

snake. ThcNiithatch, like the Woodi>cckcrs,
runs with facility upon aud about the trunks
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and branches of trees ; but the tail, which is

sliort and rounded, is of no assistance to the
bird in its progress. Unlike the Wood-
pecker, however, the Nuthatch runs with the
head downwards ns well as upwards, and
indeed the former position of the head ap-
pears to be the favourite one ; it gene.'ally
alights on a branch with the head in a down-

- NUTHATCH.- (SITTA EUBOPiA .)

ward position, and sleeps in that posture.

I
The Nuthatch feeds on caterpillars, beetles,

' and various kinds of insects : it also eats
nuts, of which it lays up considerable
hoards in the holes of trees. Its mode of
listening the nut in a chink, perforating the
shell, and extracting the kernel, is as inge-
nious as it is amusing to witness ; when dis-

turtwd at its work, it very readily removes
the nut, and flies away with it. These birds

are found in all cold and temperate climates.
The courage and perseverance of the Nut-

hatch, when made captive, are notorious.
It is related in the ilagazlne of Natural
History, that one of these birds had been
winged by a sportsman, and was put into a
small cage made of oak and wire. During
a night and da^, the period of his confliie-

ment, his tapping labour was incessant, and
at the end of that time the wood-work of
his prison was pierced and worn like worm-
eaten timber. His impatience of his situa-
tion was excessive ; his efforts to escape
were unceasing, and displayed a degree of
shrewd intelligence perfectly surprising. He
was fierce and fearlessly familiar, and vo-
raciously devoured the food placed before
him. His hammering is described os having
been pccuiiarly laborious, for he did not
peck as otiier birds do, but taking a firm
grasp with his great feet, he turned upon
them as upon a pivot, striking with his

I

whole weight, and thus assuming with his

;

body the appearance of the head of a
hammer in motion. But all Ills energy was
fruitless ; his liberation was beyond his own
power to effect i and the unfortunate bird

‘ expired at the close of the second day under
the combined effects of his vexation and
assiduity.

NUT-WEKVTT.. [See Weevh,.]

NYCTFBIUS. A genus of birds belonging
to the CaprimulifvJui family.

NYCTICOHAX. A genus of the Heron
triliegcontaining the Niuiit Hf.ko.xs. [See
IlKRU.X.J
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NYLGHAU, or White-footed Ante-
lope. (Antilupe [Poi-tax] picta.') This ani-
mal, which inhabits various parts of India, is

oneofthe largest and finest Antelopes known.
Its face is long and narrow ; its horns are
black, round, pointed, and slightlycurved for-
wards, though only about seven inches long

;

the ears broad and fringed with white hairs ;

the neck deep and compressed ; along the
top of the neck runs a slight mane of black
hair, which is continued to some distance
down the back ; and on the breast is a iong
hanging tuft of a similar colour. The
general colour of the Nylghau is a fine dark
gray or slaty blue on the upper parts, and
white underneath. The female resembles
the male in general appearance, but is con-
siderably smaller, of a pale brown colour,
and has no horns. There is a large wliite

NTLOHAD.—(aNIILOPE [PORTAX] PIOTA.)

spot on the throat, and a smaller one on
each check ; and the pastern joints are
marked in front with one, and behind with
two white spots or bars. The native haunts
of this powerful animal arc the dense forests

of India. It is said that in the days of
Aurengzebc tlicy abounded between Delhi
and Lahore, and formed one of the objects
of the cliase with that mighty monarch
during his journey to Coshmire ; his army
of hunters inclosing them within a limited
space by means of nets. The king and his

omrahs, attended by their iiuntsincn, then
entered, and, somewhat after the manner of
a modern battu, dispatched them with their
arrows, spears, &c.

NYMI’HALIDyD. The third family of
Lepiijoptera. They are distinguished by the
rudimental structure of the fore legs, which
arc thickly covered with hair i the labial
palpi arc propnrtionably longer ; the wings
more robust ; the posterior grooved to receive
the abdomen ; and the discoidal cell cither
open, or closed by a slender nerve. The
caterpillars are variable in form j and tlic

chrysalis is simply suspended by the tall.

Among the species belonging to tliis family
arc many of the most beautifully varied in
their markings and colours. Tlic well-known
species licariiig the English names of the
I’cacock, Painted Lady, Camberwell Beauty,
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and Red Admiral, are included in it ; also
the Fritillariea (so called from the spotted
flower of that name), the under side of whose
wings is delicately ornamented with pearl
or silvery spots. Others, belonging to the
genus Morplio, which comprises also some
of the largest known Butterflies, have the
upper surface of the wings adorned with the
most splendid silvery blue ; wliile others, as

the males ofApatura /!-fs,or Purple Emperor,
present the eye with a changeable gloss of
intense purple. The numerous species form-
ing the genus Ilipparchia are of feeble con-
struction in the imago state, and cannot
bear comparison with those before mentioned,
which are the most robust and active of le-

pidopterous insects. The species of this

family are extremely liable to sport into
varieties, which is especially tlie case with
the Ilipparchice

;

the caterpillars of which,
it is to be observed, confine themselves to

' tlie different grasses, and feed only in the
night. The caterpillars of Vanessa are armed
with long and rough spines, arranged in
transverse whorls upon the segments, except
the first. Those of the Fritillaries are simi-
larly armed, but have two long spines on
the neck.

NYROCA. A genus of Ducks, containing
the PooiiAKD (Y. ferina\ and Canvas-
backed Ddck (Y. valisnerixx), [See Duck
and Pochard.]

OCELOT. {Felis pardaUs.') An animal
of the feline tribe, less than the Ounce, but
its skin is more beautifully variegated. The
ground colour of the male is a bright reddish
tawny above, and nearly w'hite on the lower
part of the sides, breast, limbs, and belly.

Several large, long, broad stripes, of a deeper

OCELOT.—(felts PAHIIALIS.)

tinge, and edged with black, are variously

dis])osed over the upper parts of the body; the

head i« streaked and spotted with black, and
the limbs and belly are beautifully marked
with numerous small round spots ; the tail

is spotted or marked with patches also. The
colours of tlie female are less vivid, and more
inclining to ash-colotir. Tiic Ocelot inhabits

the hotter parts of South America; is ex-

tremely ferocious ;
and preys upon various

kinds of game.

OCTOCERA. The first family of the or-

der Crpptodibranchuiia of Blainville, in the

elasB Molluscs, containing the ^enus Octo-

pus,— a species of which being found in the

Jiatural igts’tarp ;

Argonauta, or Paper Sailor, has given rise
,

to the long-continued controversy as to wlie-
j

ther it is really the constructor of the shell, or
'

whether it is a mere pirate, which, having i

destroyed the true animal of the Argonaut,
\

has possessed itself of the habitation.^’
j

OCTODON. A genus of small Rodent
Jfammalia, inhabiting Cliili. They have
large ears, and a long and tufted tail, and
are somewhat allied to the Chinchilla group.
The only known species is the Octodon Cu-
mingii, which is often seen traversing the
branches of low underwood. In size and
shape this species generally resembles tbe
Water Rat, with which, indeed, it appears
to be connected systematically. “ These
animals,” Mr. Bennett observes, “ burrow in
the ground, but always under brushwood
fences or low thickets. They are so abun-
dant in the neighbourhood of Valparaiso,
that in the high road between that place
and St. Jago more than a hundred may fre-

quently be seen at one time in search of
food. Sometimes, but not often, they are
observed on the lower branches of the shrubs,
and on those which form the fences. They
fly at the least alarm, and in running carry
their tufted tails like a bent bow.” Mr. Ben-
nett adds that two living specimens brought
by Mr. Cuming from Chili, were placed by
liim, in 1831, in the menagerie of the Zoo-
logical Society : one of them escaped,' but
the other was alive when Mr. B. wrote (Dec.

1835), and was as active and lively as it was
on its first arrival. They were rather shy,

and not very playful. 'They leaped readily, I

and without any exertion, from the floor of
their cage to a narrow perch placed at the
height of nearly a fool, and there remained
seated at their ease. They lived on vege-
table food.

OCTOPODA. The name of a tribe of Di-
branchiate Cephalopoda, with eight feet or

tentacular appendages.

OCTOPUS . The common Octopus or Poulp
is the Polypus of ancient naturalists. It has
eight arms, each of which is six times the
length of its body, and furnished with 120
pairs of suckers. Every sucker is composed
of a circular adhesive disc, which has a thick
fleshy circumference, and presents a number
of lines radiating towards the circular orifice

of an inner cavity. In this cavity is a move-
able circular piston, which in its operation
forms an air-pump of the most precise and
beautiful construction. When a fish becomes
infolded within the tenacious grasp of its

arms, resistance is vain ; for with such tena-
city do the suckers ailherc, that they inaj'bc
sooner wrenched olf than unfixcil. Some of

these Octopi measure four feet between the

ends of the arms ; and it is said that much
larger ones arc sometimes met with in the

warmer regions of the globe. It has liMii

justly remarked that “ there is something
strange and uncouth in the aspect of this

creature ; its long flexible arms moving and
curling in all directions ; and its large eyes,

wliich stare with fixed gaze, rendering it

really repulsive.”
"

Mr. Adams, in his Natural History of tlie



countries visited by H. M. S. Satnarang,
says, “ Octopi, of enormous size, are occa-
sionally met with among the islands of the
Jleia-co-shima group. I measured one, which
two men were bearing on their shoulders
across a pole, and found each brachium
rather more than two feet long, giving the
creature the power of e.vploring a space of
about twelve feet, without moving, taking
the mouth for a central point, and the ends
of the arms for the periphery.” “ On moon-
light nights among these islands, I have
frequently observed the Sepice and Octopi in

I ^

full predatory activity, and have had con-

I

' siderable trouble and difficulty in securing
them ; so great is their restless vivacity at

I this time, and so vigorous their endeavours
to escape. They dart from side to side of
the pools, or fix themselves so tenaciously to
the surface of the stones, by means of their
tucker-like acetabula that it requires great
force and strength to detach them. Even
when removed, and thrown upon the sand,

j

they progress rapidly, in a sidelong shuffiing
manner, throwing about their long arms,
ejecting their ink-like fluid in sudden vio-
lent jets, and staring about with their bi",

shining eyes (which at night appear lumi-
. nous like a cat’s), in a very grotesque and
I
hideous manner.”

I

OCYPODA. A genus of Brachyurous
Crustaceans, inhabiting the sea-shores of
warm climates in both hemispheres. They
derive their name from the rapidity of their

' motions ; those who have observed these

iVtiniOAII SAND OIIAB.
i (OCTPODA ARKNAKIA.)

animals in their native haunts declaring that
they run so fast that a man can hardly over-
take them. They form holes for themselves
in the sand immediately above the level of
the wash of the sea, and in these they reside
during the summer, but they pass the winter
ir, a state of hybernation. There are several
siiecies, diflering but little from each other ;

the one here figured is Ocypodn arenaria, or
8axi>-Crab : length about two inches; colour
yellowish. In the summer their general time
of quitting the burrow to seek their food is

the night ; but towards the end of Octolicr
they retire inland tohylicrnatc in the earth;
and when they have found a suitable i>locc.

they dig a hole like that which they had
;
ocenpied on the edge of the sea, enter it,

;
and close up the entrance so thoroughly that
no trace of it can be seen. There they remain

^ till the warm weather brings them forth,

! when their instinct again teaches them to

! repair to their marine residences.
I - - _

CEDEMERLDA3. A family ofColeopterous
insects, of a moderate size, and generally of
lively colours. In the perfect state they
frequent flowers and hedges : they fly with
agility, but walk slow : they are, however,
enabled to retain firm hold upon the leaves
and stems ofplants, by means of their dilated
tarsi. The body is long and narrow, with the
elytra broader than the head and thorax; the
antennas moderately long and filiform : the
head elongated in front, and inserted deeply
in the thorax, without any distinct neck.

OilDICNEinJS. A genus of Grallatorial
birds, having the tip of the bill inflated both
above aud beneath ; the groove of the nostrils
half the length of the beak : legs reticulated,
with a short membrane at the base of the
three toes. Mr. Gould, in his ‘ Birds of
Europe,’ considers the genus as connecting
the Bustards and Plovers, and observes that
while the normal or typical groups are
abundant in species, the aberrant forms,
which appear to be created for the purpose
of filling up the intervening chasms, are
restricted for the most part to a limited
number of species : thus, while the Bustards
and Plovers comprise a vast multitude of
species, the genus Qidicnemus contains at
most but five or six, and these confined en-
tirely to the Eastern hemisphere. Their
English name is derived from the usual
habitat being arid and stony districts, where
they pick up slugs and insects. [See Stone
CUKLEW.]

(ESTRUS. A family of Dipterous insects,
or flies, whose larva: are known by the name
of bots. The perfect insects resemble large
meat-flies in form, are verj’ hairy, and have
these hairs coloured in rings, like Humble-
bees ; but the duration of their lives is so
short in this condition that they are seldom
seen. They deposit their eggs on the body
of various herbivorous quadrupeds ; each
species almost invariably confining its at-
tacks to a certain species of animal. The
egg is, in some cases, deposited by the parent
in situations where the larva may burrow
into the flesh, where it finds its nutriment in
the inflammatory tumours it occasions. In
other instances, the eggs or larva;, deposited
upon s^ots which the animal is in the habit
of licking, are taken up by the tongue, con-
veyed to the mouth, and thus pass into the
stomach. And the species which inhabits
the Sheep, are found in the frontal sinuses of
the skull. Hence they are called cutaneous,
gastric, or cervical, according to the locality

in which they arc bred. \Vhen full grown
tlicy quit the body, and fall to the ground ;

liencath the surface of which they undergo
their transformations. [See Gadfly.]

CETIIRA. The name of a genus of Crus-
tacea whose general organization nearly
approaches that of the Crabs. They are
from two to three inches in length, and the
wliole surface of the body Is extremely
rugged. The species (Ethra scruposa is a
native of the Indian Archipelago.

OIDKMIA. A genus of Wading Birds,
containing the Scoter Duck and others. [See
Duck : Scoteii.]

11 B
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;

OIL BEETLE. A genus of
Coleopterous insects, belonging to the tribe
of Vesicatory Beetles, whose economy until
lately has remained one of the most difficult

unsolved problems in the natural history of
the Articulata. At a meeting of the Lin-
nsean Society of London, Nov. 18. 1845, the
history, development, and general economy
of this insect, formed the subject of a memoir
by G. Newport, Esq., F. B.. S., and is reported
in their ‘ Proceedings.’ The writer observes
that many naturalists, more particularly
Goedart, Frisch, and De Geer, have well de-
scribed the perfect insect, and have even
given detailed observations on the oviposi-
tion of the female and the early stage of the
larva, but they have invariably failed to

carry their inquiries further, and have been
quite unacquainted with the adult larva and
the nymph, as well as with the early stage
of the imago. This deficiency in our know-
ledge of the history of these common insects

is to be attributed principally to the ano-
malous habits of the insect in its earliest

stages, and to the little credit that has been
given to the statements of former observers.

Mr. Newport commenced his observations
on the habits of MeloS about fifteen years
ago ; but although he succeeded at that time
in rearing the larva from the egg, as had
been done by Goedart and De Geer, and soon
afterwards obtained the full-grown larva,

the nymph, and the imago, before it left its

cell, he has never been able to obtain the
larva in a stage intermediate between its

earliest and its full-grown condition. The
species on wliich Mr. Newport made his in-

vestigations are MeloS violaccus, MeloS pro-
scaraboeus, and MeloS cicatricosus, all which
he procured at Bichborough, near Sandwich,
in Kent. The first two of these species come
forth about the middle of March, and the

latter from ten days to a fortnight later in

the season. They feed chiefly on the but-
tercup (Ranunculus acris), and one species,

3f. cicatricosus, also on the dandelion.
When the MeloSs first appear they are

feeble, and liave the body very small and
contracted. In the course of a few days they
become more active and are increased in

size. They expose themselves much to the

sun, and pair in the middle and warmest
part of the day. On the 8th of April, 18.30,

the author first observed a female preparing

to deposit her eggs, and he has since had
numerous opportunities of observing her

thus occupied. She excavates a burrow, to

the depth of about two inches, beneath the

roots of grass, in a dry soil exposed to the

sun, usually at the side of a foot-path. Into

this burrow she passes her body backwards,

and liaving deposited a large packet of yel-

low-coloured cylindrical eggs, she closes up
the burrow with earth and begins again to

feed. Each female deposits eggs from three

to four times during the season, at intervals

of from one to two or three weeks. The
greatest number arc deposited at the first

laying. In order to ascertain the number
deposited at the first laying by MeloS pro-

scaraberuSyMr. Newport removed the ovaries

from a specimen that had recently been im-
pregnated, and having divided one ovary

into pieces, counted the number of eggs in
each under the microscope, and found that
one ovary contained 2109 eggs ready for de-
position ; so that the two ovaries contained
the astonishing number of 4218 mature eggs,
besides an almost equal number in the course
of formation.
The larva of MdoS, as it comes from the

egg, is a j’ellow, slender, active little hexa-
pod, scarcely one-twelfth of an inch in
length. It attaches itself with great readi-
ness to bees and flies, and clings so securely
to them, that the insects are not able to re-
move it from their bodies, ns was noticed in
several experiments. These facts confirm
the observations of Gcedart and De Geer,
who first bred the larva from eggs de^sited
by MeloS. The structure of the larva is next
described, and compared with that of the
Rediculus apis of Linnieus, os found on Hy-
menopterous insects, and the two are shown
to be identical in every particular. The
MdoS larva is also compared with the Pedi-
culus Mditlce of Mr. Kirby, with which also
it agrees exactly in form and general struc-
ture, but differs in coloiu, that of the latter

insect being always black, while the larva
ofMdoS is yellow. From this circumstance
the author concludes that Mr. Kirby’s insect

is the larva of another genus of the same
family.
The habits of the larva of MdoS are then

investigated, and the efiects produced' on it

by exposure to light are minutely detailed.

When light was totally excluded, the larva:

remained perfectly quiet for several days j

but the instant light was admitted they wer^
in motion, travelling rapidly in a direction
towards it. The experiments were made by
enclosing larva: in a phial, which was in-

verted and turned in opposite directions.

When the phial was placed perpendicularly
they invariably ascended to the top, and
when placed in a horizontal direction they
always ran to that end which was nearest

the light, even when the stopiier around
which they had been lying was removed to

allow of their escape. This influence of

light Mr. Newport conceives may be that
which induces them to ascend the yellow
flowers of the dandelion and buttercup pre-
paratory to their attaching themselves to

bees that alight on the flowers to collect

pollen, and which then carry them into their

nests. This seems to be the object of their

attacking the bees, to be carried to the nest,

where they are to reside as parasites, and
subsist on the food stored up for the bee-
larva, and not to prey on the bcc itself.

The full-grown larva oiMdoS cicalriccuuis

is then described, and also the nymph and
the imago. The author had found the in -eet

in tliose stages in the nests of Antho/diora
retusa; but he had not succeeded in his

attempts to rear the young larva of .V. ii'o-

laccus and M. proscarolxvus in the nests

of that insect. He concludes, therefore,

that these species inliabit the nests of some
other bees. In the stage between the very

young and the full-grown pcrioil thc^larva

IS believed to lie active and retain it.ssiv

scaly feet, and to feed on the food prepared

for the young lice. In its full-grown state
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the legs of the larva arc reduced to six short
tubercles. The insect is then very fat, in-
animate, and of an orange-yellow colour,
has ten pair of spiracles, and greatly resem-
bles the full-grown ll^menopterous larva,

j

It remains but a short time in this condition
before it changes to a nymph, and soon
afterwards to an imago, m which form it

I

passes the winter in a state of hybernation,
; and comes forth in the spring.

In the course of this paper, while detailing

;

the influence of light on the larva of Melotf,
' Mr. Newport stated that he had been led by
! these and other facts, which showed the
great influence of light on the instincts of
the young animal, “ to regard li§ht as the
primary source of all vital and instinctive
power, the degrees and variations of which
may, perhaps, be referred to raodifleations

: of this influence on the special organization
of each animal body.” This view had sug-
gested itself to him in connection with the
discovery recently made by Mr. Faraday of
the analogy of light with magnetism and
electricity, and the close relation previously
shown by Matteucci to exist between eiec-
tricity and nervous power, on which not only
all the vital actions, but also the instinctive
faculties, seem to dei>end.

I

In another paper, read on the 19th of
Januaiy, 1847, in which this subject is re-

;

sumed by Mr. Newport, he entered on an ex-
' amination of the habits of the entire group
;

of insects allied to Meloi", and showed that
I
the whole of them in their larva state bear a

I
general resemblance to the larva Melol', not
only in their organization, but also in their

I

habits ; and that the more closely the larva:
of diSerent genera approach in structure, the
more nearly also are they allied in instinct
and economy. This accordance between
structure and instinct he regards as universal
throughout nature, and os particularly
marked in the yirticulata

:

and he believes
that, by carefully comparing our observa-
tions on the natural history of animals with

I their peculiarities of structure, and these on

j

the other hand with their instincts, what
I
might otherwise remain useless and isolated

‘ facts, may be rendered truly important to

I

science, “ as data on which a correct know-

I

ledge of the laws of creation and life may be

I

established.” In this way, he states, “ na-
tural history may be mode to occupy its

I
proper position os an important branch of
useful knowledge, and mainly help to de-
monstrate the connection which subsists be-
tween structure and function, and function
and the habits of animals.” In pursuing
this view, he showed that the organization
and instinct of the larva Melonc\osc\y agree.
At the moment of birth, when the larva is

destined to attach itself parositically to the
//l/menoptera which alight on flowers to
collect pollen, and which arc to convey it to
their nests, its organs of vision arc largely
developed, and those of locomotion arc cTou-
gnted, powerful, and constructed like ,thoso
of the parasitic Anojitura; and it is ex-

' tremcly active and sensitive of light. But
' when, at the period of full growth. It is found
1 in the cell of A nthoplwra, it is a fattened,

; yellow-coloured, almost motionless larva.

with its legs atrophied and reduced to mere
pedal tubercles previous to a further change
in their structure when the larva passes to
the state of nymph.

It was further observed, that the limbs of
this beetle, although strong,are unguiculated,
like those of the Anoplura, and fitted for
clinging rather than for regular progression

;

and its mandibles, retaining the jointed
pediform structure of the corresponding
organs in the carnivorous Chilopoda, ore
fitted for piercing soft structures, rather than
for triturating or for incising their food.
This fact, overlooked by the author in liis

former memoir, now induced him to believe
that the young Melon pierces and preys on
the bee larva rather than that it subsists on
its food.

OLIVA. A genus of Mollusca, common
in the seas of warm climates. The species
are very numerous ; some of the shells being
large, and omamepted with a great variety
of rich markings and brilliant colours. The
animal has a small head, terminated by a
proboscis i two teutacula enlarged at the
base, and having the eyes situated in the
middle ; foot very large, as is also the mantle.
The shell is oblong, cylindrical, smooth,
and shining ;

spire short, with sutures ^s-

OLIVA I8PIDDXA.

tinctly grooved ; aperture narrow and long,
and notched at both extremities ; outer lip
generally thick ; columelia obliquely stri-
ated i operculum homy and small in some
species, in others not existing. They are
brought principally from Asia, but some are
also met with on the coasts of Africa and
America.

ONCIIIDIITM. A genus of Mollusca, be-
longing to the Aqpatic Pulmonea (a class
remarkable for their coming frequently to
the surface to breathe, and which in conse-
(j^uence can only inhabit waters of incon-
siderable depth). The Onchidiwtn has a
large fleshy buckler-shaped mantle, which
overlaps the foot on every side, and even
covers the head when this is contracted.
It has two long retractile tcntacula, and
over the mouth a veil, sinuated, or formed
of two triangular comiiresscd lolics. The
anus and air-passage arc under the hinder
margin of the mantle, where, a little dcctier,
is also the pulmonary sac. Destitute of
jaws, they have a muscular gizzard, suc-
ceeded by two membranous stomachs. Se-
veral species inhabit the coasts of the sea,
but always in such a situation that they arc
uncovered at ebb tide, when they obtain tlic
air necessary to respiration.
We have the following account of a species

of Onchidium in Air. Arthur Adams’s ‘Notes
on the Natural History of the Countries
visited during the Voyage of II. M. S. Sama-
raiig !

’ ‘‘Among molluscous animals, the
Uiicliidium of Singapore offers a curious in-

n n 2
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Btance of what may be termed an Arboreal
Slug. It Is a limaciform animal, which is

found crawling among the foliage of the
trees in the woods, and appearing more par-
ticularly after heavy showers. During the
heat of the day it collapses its broad, flat-

tened body, and retires under the shade of
large leaves, where it remains apparently in
a half torpid condition. It leaves no shiny
trail behind, when it crawls, as the Umax
and snail do. It is of a chestnut brown
colour, minutely tuberculated, with nume-
rous small, dark, scattered spots, and with
the raised.middle line of a pale brown ; the
eyes are terminal on the long superior pair
of tentacles.”

ONISCIA. A genus of Molluaca, littoral

in its habits, and occupying an oblong, sub-
ovate, and slightly turbinated shell ; spire

short, base rather pointed
;
aperture elon-

gated, terminating anteriorly in a short,

scarcely recurved canal j outer lip thickened,
denticulated within ; inner lip expanded and
granulated : outside ribbed.

ONISCID.®. There are several species of
Crustacea, of the order Isopoda, thus desig-

nated. some ofwhich are terrestrial, and some
aquatic. The type of the group, Lygia
oceanica, is about an inch long, of a gray

OHANULATED HOO-LOUSE.
(POaCELr.IO oaANDLATnS.)

colour, with two large yellow patches on the

back. It is very common on the coast,

clinging to the rocks and to the parapets of

maritime erections. When it is attempted
to be seized it immediately folds up its legs,

and drops. — The terrestrial Oniscus fre-

quents dark and concealed places, such as

cellars, caves, holes in walls, under stones,

&c. They feed upon decaying vegetables

and animal matter, and only come forth

from their retreat in wet and moist weather.

They are popularly known by the name of

Wood-lice and Slaters.

ONTHOPHAGlfS. A genus of Lamclli-

com Beetles living amongst dung. There
are very many species.

ONYCHOBHYNCUS, or KING TODY.
[Sec Tody.]

OPAH, or KING-FISH. {Lampris bma.)

This large and beautiful flsh, though a na-

tive of the Eastcni seas, has sometimes,

though very rarely, been met with on our

own coasts. It is about four feet and a half

in lengtii, and weighs from 140 to 150 lbs. :

the body is of an oval form j
the mouth

small, without teeth ;
tongue thick, with

rough papilla) pointing backwards. The
dorsal, pectoral, and ventral fins very long,

and falciform j
and the shape of the tail

lunate. The colours of the Opah are par-

ticularly rich and showy ; the back and
sides are green, reflecting both purple and
gold in different lights, and passing into
yellowish green below. Above and beneath

OPAH, OB KIHO-Pise.—(UAMPRia UUSIA.)

the lateral line are numerous round, yel-
lowish-white spots ; and all the fins are
bright Vermillion. Tills fish is held sacred
by the Japanese, who regard it as the pecu-
liar emblem of happiness.

OPEN-BILD. (Anastomus.') A genus of
Wadiug Birds, allied to the Storks and Ja-

;

birus. The mandibles of their beak come in
contact only at the base and tips, leaidng a
wide interval between their edges, at the
medial portion ; the fibres of the homy sub-
stance of the bill in this part appearing as if

worn away. One species {Anastomus osci-

tans) is whitish, with black tail-feathers^:

PONDIOHSBBT OPEM-BlLr..
(AUA3T0M03 03CITAB3.)

another (A . lamclliger) is of a shining black,

and remarkable for the stem of each of its
,

feathers terminating in a narrow homy disc,
j

,

which passes beyond the vane. They are
|

i

natives of India. 1

'

OPHISAITRUS. A snake met with in the
J

Southern United States ;
about eighteen

inches in length, and of a yellowish green

colour, with black simts on the upper part : i

the head is very small, and the tail is longer
|

than the body. So great is its fragility. I

that, according to Catesbj'. a small blow with
j

a stick will cause the liody to separate, nrt
|
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only at the place struck, but at two or three
' other places ; the muscles being articulated

,

in a singular manner, quite through to the

j

vertebne. Hence this reptile has obtained
the name of the Glass Snake.

\

OPHIDIA. The name given to an order
of Reptiles which includes the Serpent

I

tribes. The species beionging to this order

I

may be naturally grouped in three sec-

i tions :— 1. Harmless Snakes;

—

2. Venom-
ous Snakes;— 3. Water Snakes. TheHarm-

I

less Snakes are divided into two families,

I

the Colubritla; and the Boidve

:

many of them
: being very large, and possessed of enormous
!
muscular strength. The Section of 'Venom-

I

ous Snakes also contains two families,— the
Crotalieke, or Rattle-snakes, and the Fi-
peridae, or Vipers. The Water Snakes belong
to the family Hydridce. and are character-

I ized by the compressed form of their bodies,

! and by the vertical flattening of the tail,

! which enables them to swim with facility.

: [See Sekpe.nts : Sxaces : Boa Cosstiuo-
TOK : Rattle-Ssakt! : Viper, &c.

OPHIDIL'^I. There are three or four
I species of fish bearing this name ; all small
and anguiliform. One, called the Bearded
Opuidium, is about eight or ten inches in
length, and has two long bifid cirri or bar-
bules beneath the chin. It is found in the
Mediterranean sen, and is in great plenty in

the Adriatic. It feeds upon small crabs

and fishes, but the flesh is considered rather

coarse. The Beardless Opuidium is only

, about three inches long ;
the head is very

obtuse, and the body is ensiform, considei-
: ably compressed towards the tail.

! OPHIOP8. A genus of Lizards, princi-

pally distinguished by the absence of eye-
lids. Ophiips elegans, a species found in

Smyrna, is of an olive colour above : two
yellowish lines extend along each side of
the trunk ; each of these lines separates two
rows of black spots, which are small and

: very distinct when the reptile is young, but
;
more or less dilated and confused in adults ;

they ore white beneath.

' OPIIIURA. Lamarck’s name for a genus
of Star-fishes.
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terior compressed molars, and four sharply
tuberculated back molars, the superior of
which are triangular, the inferior oblong :

so that, with the four canines, they have in
all fifty teeth, a nuiriber greater than has as

yet been obseiwed in any other quadruped,
except the newly-discovered Myrmecobius.
The limbs are short ; the feet piantigrade ;

and the toes, which are five on each foot,

armed with sharp, strong, curved ciaws,
except the inner toe or thumb on the hinder
feet, w'hich is opposable and destitute of a
nail. The tail is scaly and naked, except
at its base ; and is usually more or less pre-
hensile. In some of the smaller species
the pouch is almost entirely wanting, being
indicated only by a slight fold of skin

;
and

in these the young adliere to the motlier by
entwining their little prehensile tails around
hers, clinging to the fur of her back.
When, on the discovery of the Western

Continent, tliis singular genus first became
knowu, this hitherto unheard-of contrivance
of nature for the protection and preservation
of the young justly excited the admiration
of naturalists ; nor can any one, indeed,
who for the first time witnesses this mar-
supial wonder, withhold the expressions or
conceal the signs of his astonishment.

The ViRoixiAX Opossum IDidelphis Vir-
ffiniana), being one of the largest and most
robust of the genus, and at the same time
common in many parts of the southern
states of North America, we sliall take it ns
the best species to describe. This animal is

about the size of a cat, but appears thicker
owing to the length and upright growth of

the fur. It has a iong sharpened face, and
very wide mouth, armed with numerous

VIRGINIAN OPOflSOM
(DIDELPHIS VIROINIANA.)

OPOSSUM. (Didelphis.) The name of a
family of marsupial quadrupeds (ofthe genus

: iJiilelphiB), peculiar to the American conti-
nent ; and of which about twenty species are

' known
; some of them being scarcely larger

OPOSSUM.—(DiDF.r.pn; 8 '• .norivora.)

than a mouse. They ore characterized by
the number of the incisor teeth,— whicli

are ten above and eight below ; three an-

sharp teeth ; the ears are thin, naked, round,
and blackish, edged witli a border of wliite :

the legs are short : the feet armed with short
claws, but the interior toes of the hind feet

are flat and rounded. The whole liair is of
a wool-like softness, short on tlic face and
body, but long on the legs ; and the general
colour is a light gray. The tail is thick and
black for upwards of three inches at the
base, and is covered with small scales. The
Opossum is a nocturnal and timid animal,
residing in the day-time in tlie hollows of
trees, or among tlic branches, and prowling
at iilglit in search of its food, wliich consists
of insects, eggs, birds, small reptiles, &c., os
also fruits and roots ; sometimes even in-
vading tlie precincts of the farm-house, and
killing tlio poultry. Its movements on the
ground are slow and awkward

; but it climbs
trees wltli great facility, and uses its pre-
hensile tail with great cilcct in suspending

R l: 3
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itself from the branches. When alarmed or
irritated, it emits a most disgusting odour.
In captivity it is slothful, and becomes in-
ordinately fat, eating both animal and ve-
getable food with voracity. The flesh re-
sembles in flavom- that of a young pig. The
wool, especially of those killc4 during the
winter, is very long and fine, and might be
advantageously employed in many manu-
factures.
The places in which the Opossum is usu-

ally found are thick woods, where they
generally dwell in the hollow of decayed
trees. They are usually hunted in the au-
tumn, after the first frosts. Instead of
taking to flight as soon as they perceive the
approach of danger, they lie close to the
branch on which they were clinging

;
and

when they are discovered, the hunters take
them by shaking the branch violently, when
they fall to the ground : if, however, the
hunter is unaccompanied by dogs, they
either steal quietly away, or assume a death-
like position, in which they will persevere
even if taken up and handled. The female
has ten to fifteen young, and she conceals
herself in a thick nest of dry grass, in some
obscure retreat. When first born, the young
are in a very undeveloped state, being
minute, blind, naked, and shapeless ; but
they are always found adhering to the teats

of the mother, protected by her pouch.
There they remain for fifty days, until they
have attained the sire of a mouse, at which
period their eyes are opened, and their bodies
are covered with hair. They may now bo
seen occasionally venturing from their

hiding-place, but return to it on the least

appearance of danger : nor do they abso-
lutely withdraw from the care of the parent
for a long time after ; for when they no
longer resort to her pouch for protection, it

is said that they jump on her back, and
twine their tails securely in hers, so that
she may carry them out of the reach of
danger.

ORANGE-TIP [Butterflie.s]. A name
applied by insect collectors to Butterflies of
the genus Mancipium.

ORANG-OUTANG. {Simia Satynis.')

Wonderful are the accounts wliich some of
the earlier travellers have related of this

quadrumanous animal, — the far-famed
“ Wild Man of the Woods,”— his size, swift-

ness, address, and .ferocity. Persons, how-
ever, who have viewed these creatures only

in a state of captivity have been particularly

struck with their patient and docile dispo-

sitions, and their comparative helplessness :

but the fact is, that the specimens seen in

Europe have all been very young ; and it is

well-known that in their adult state, when
their muscular power is more fully deve-

loped, thSir disposition alters, and they

become as dangerously mischievous as they

arc then formidable.
The Orang-Outang is a native of the most

unfrequented forests in the interior ofSuma-
tra, Borneo, Malacca, &c. ;

living chiefly on
fruits, but occasionally eating eggs, insects,

and reptiles. In early youth it is remark-
able for its rotundity of cranium and height

iiJatural ;

of forehead ; but these outward marks of
superior mental power disappear as the ani-
mal advances in age. They have arms so
long that the tops of the fingers can touch
the ground when they stand upright ; the
body is covered with coarse redrlish hair

;

on the head, shoulders, and back it is thick,
but on the fore parts of the body rather thin

j

the neck is short and thick ; the voice has a
peculiarly shrill and hollow tone ; the lips

are thin and protuberant, the ears small, the
nose particularly flat, and the face has a
bluish cast.

OS4.NG-OUTANO..— (SIMIi BATTBDB.)

One of the most authentic accounts of this

animal in its wild state, and which at the
same time conveys a good idea of its power-
ful frame and arboreal habits, is given by
Dr. Clarke Abel, in the ‘Asiatic Researches^
who describes the capture of an Orang*
Outang on the north-west coast of Sumatra.
He was discovered by the company of a mer-
chant’s ship at a place called Ramboon ; and
on the approach of the boat's crew he came
down from a tree, and made fdr a clump at

some distance, “ walking erect with a wad-
dling gait, but sometimes accelerating his

motion \vith his hands, and occasionally
impelling himself forward by the bough of
a tree. On being driven to a small clump,
he gained by one spring a very lofty branch,
and bounded from one branch to another
with the swiftness of a common monkey, his

progress being as rapid as that of a swift
horse. After receiving five balls his exer-
tions relaxed, and, reclining exhausted
against a branch, he vomited a qiiantity of
blood. The ammunition of the hunters
bcin^ by this time exhausted, they were
obliged to fell the tree in order to obtain
him. But wiiat was their surprise, to sec him,
as the tree was falling, effect his retreat

to another, with seemingly xindiminishcd
vigour I In fact, they were forced to ctit

down all the trees before they could force

him to combat his enemies on the ground,
and when finally overpowered by numbers,
and nearly in a dying state, he seized a si>ear

made of a supple wood, which would have
withstood the strength of the stoutest man,
and broke it like a reed. It was stated by
those who aided in his death, that the hu-

man-like expression of his countenance, and
ilia piteous manner of placing his hands over

his wounds, tUstressed their feelings so as



almost to make them question the nature
of the act they were committing. He was
seven feet high, with a broad expanded
chest, and narrow waist. His chin was
fringed with a beard that curled neatly on
each side, and formed an ornamental rather
than a frightful appendage to his visage.

His arms were long even in proportion to

his height, but his legs were much shorter.

Upon the whole he was a wonderful beast to

behold, and there was more about him to

excite amazement than fear. His hair was
smooth and glossy, and his whole appear-
ance showed him to be in the full vigour of

youth and strength.”

ORBICULA. A genus ofConchifera,found
in large masses on the coasts of Peru and
Chili, and also in the Northern seas. The
shells of these bivalves are homy, sub-orbi-

cular, rather compressed, the upper valve
patelliform, the lower flat. In tlic centre of
the latter b a small oval depression, with an
oblique Assure in it for the passage of a
tendoiv ; four muscular impressions in each
valve ; no hinge. The animal lias two short

ciliated arms.

ORGTIA, or VAPOXJRER MOTH. The
genus Orgyia comprises those species ofJloths
which fly by day, with a vapouring kind of
motion (whence their English name), which
have unwieldy partners, furnished with
slight rudiments of wings, and therefore in-

capable of flight. The male of the common

VAIOORZB UOTB —MALI:.
(OnOTIA ANTiqOA.)

species of this genus (0. «nf«7Ka), which we
have here selected, varies from one inch and
a sixth to one inch and a half in the expanse
of the fore wings, which are of a red brown,
with dusky clouds and two undulated strigas,

TWO 0ATaRPir.t,ARS, AUD TU K AMSOST
wiHai.zsn FxuAt.E or tub

VAPOeaXH UOTU.

the second of which terminates in a kldney-
shaiied white spot near tlic nnal angle of
tlie fore wings, and with a [lalc clay coloured,
cresccnt-sliaped, discuidul spot. The hind

wings are dark orange-brown. The female
is dull ash-coloured, with the rudiments of
wings very pale. The caterpillar is very
handsome, being spotted witli red, and with
four tliick whitish tufts of hair on the back,
and with long pencils of clavate hairs on the
sides of the head, at the sides of the body,
and over the tail. The ground colour of the
body of the male is darker than in the fe-

male, which is varied with pale yellow^ and
gray. They feed on a great variety of trees,

and are found throughout the summer. The
Moth appears in the autumn, and is seen
flying during the day-time, even in the
streets of London.

ORIOLE. A name applied to birds of dif-

ferent groups,— the European Oriole being
allied to the Thrushes, the American Oriole
to the Starlings. The first species we describe

GOT DEN ORIOr,E.

—

(ORIOLOS GALBDT.A.)

is the Golden Oriole (.Oriolus gdlliula),

or, as it is sometimes called, the Golden
Turusii, is during the summer months an
inhabitant of many of the temperate and
warmer parts of Europe, though its presence
in this country is very rare. It is about the
size of a blackbird, but its bill is larger,
arched, and slightly notched at the tip. Its
colour is a very fine bright golden yellow,
except the wings and tail, which are black ;

but the quill feathers and some of the larger
coverts are tipped with yellow, the latter
forming a small yellow spot on the edge of
the wing : all the tail feathers, exeept the
two middle ones, are tipped with yellow ;

the bill is brownish-rcil, and between the
bill and eye is a black striiie i the legs are
brown. The female differs widely from the
male in colour : where he is yellow, she is ,

of a dull olive green ; her wing-coverts, se- I

condary quills, and upper parts of the tail i

feathers, jiartakc of the same colour, but are
much darker

;
the quills and lower ends of

the tail feathers are dusky, and, os well as
;

the former, are all tipped, more or less, with '

pale dull yellow. This bird is ofa migratory
nature, and is supposed to spend the winter
in Asia and Africa, and to pass the summer i

in Europe. When about to construct its

nest, the Golden Oriole selects the forked
extremity of some slender branch (usually
in the lower part of a high tree), and wreath-
ing the two forks round with straws, grosses,
or other vegetable fibres proper for the pur-
pose, at length connects the two ends in
order to form the verge of the nest s then
continuing the straws from the one side to
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the other, giving the whole a proper depth,
and crossing and interweaving them as the
work proceeds, forms the concavity or basket,
which is afterwards thickened with the stems
of tlie liner grasses, intermixed with mosses
and lichens, and lined with feathers and still

liner materials. It usually lays four or five

eggs, which are of a dull white colour,
speckled with black.

The name Oriole, as we have said, is also

applied to birds allied to the Starlings, to

which naturalists have applied the names of
Icterus and Ayelaius. Nearly all the birds

which belong to this numerous and beautiful
genus are natives of the American continent.

Some of the species are gregarious, others
solitary in their habits ; but all are of a
noisy and restless disposition, and feed on
various kinds of fruit, grain, and insects.

They are remarkable for the structure of

then' nest, which in some species hangs from
the branch to which it is attached, and in

others is sewed or fastened with peculiar art

beneath the surface of some very large leaf.

The bill of this genus is straight, conical,

and very sharp-pointed ;
mandibles of equal

length
;
nostrils small, placed at the base of

the bill, and partly covered j tongue divided

at the end ; toes three forward and one
backward ; the middle joined near the base

to the outermost one.

The B.tLTiMOKE Okiole ^Icterus Balti-

more) takes its name (according to Catesby)

from its colours, which are black and orange,

being those of the arms or livery of Lord
Baltimore, formerly proprletnryofMaryland.
This bird is seven inches in length ; bill

almost straight, strong, tapering to a sharp

point, black, and sometimes lead-coloured,

above, the lower maudible light blue towards

the base. Head, throat, upper part of the

back and wings, black ;
lower part of the

back, rump, and whole under parts, a bright

orange, deepening into Vermillion on the

breast ;
the black on the shoulders is also

divided by a band of orange ;
exterior edges

of the greater wing-coverts, as well as the

baTjTimore nian.—(inTicaus nAUTiMOiuc.)

edges of the secondaries, and part of those

of the primaries, white ; the tail feathers

under the coverts, orange ; the two midille

ones, from thence to the tips, are black,

the next five, on each side, black near the

coverts, and orange towards the extremities,

so disposed, that when the tail is expanded,

and the coverts removed, the black ajipcnrs

jSatural '^Mtaxn ;

in the form of a pyramid, supported on an
arch of orange. Tail slightly forked, the
exterior feather on each side a quarter of an
inch shorter tlian the others : legs and feet
light blue, or lead colour : iris of the eye
hazel.
Almost the whole genus of Orioles build

pensile nests. In Wilson’s American Orni-
thology we read, that “ so solicitous is the
Baltimore to procure proper materials for
his nest, that, in the season of building,
the women in the country are under the
necessity of narrowly watching their thread
that may chance to be out bleaching, and the
farmer to secure his young grafts ; as the
Baltimore, finding tiie former, and the strings
which secure the latter, so well adapted for
his purpose, frequently carries off both ; or,

should the one be over heavy, and the other
too firmly tied, he will tug at them a con-
siderable time before he gives up the attempt.
Skeins of silk and hanks of thread have
been often found, after the leaves were fallen,

hanging round the Baltimore's nest ; but so

woven up, and entangled, os to be entirely
irreclaimable. Before the introduction of
Europeans, no such material could have been
obtained here ; but, with the sagacity of a
good architect, he has improved this circum-

;

stance to his advantage
;
and the strongest

;

and best materials are uniformly found in

those parts by which the whole is supported.
Their princijial food consists of caterpillars,

beetles, and bugs, particularly of one of a

brilliant glossy green, fragments of which I ,

have almost always found in their stomach,
and sometimes these only. The song of thaj i

Baltimore is a clear mellow whistle, repeated I

at short intervals as he gleans among the I

branches. There is in it a certain wild
plaintiveness and naXveti extremely inter-

esting. It is not uttered with .the rapidity

of the ferruginous thrush iTurdvs rufus),

and some other eminent songsters ; but with
the pleasiug tranquillity of a careless plough-

boy, whistling merely for liis own amuse-
ment. When alarmed by an approach to

his nest, or any such circumstance, he makes
a kind of rapid chirruping, very different

from his usual note. This, however, is al-

ways succeeded by those mellow tones which
seem so congenial to his nature.
“ The Baltimore inhabits North America,

from Canada to Mexico, and is even found
as far south ns Brazil. Since the streets of

our cities have been planted with that beau-
tiful and stately tree, the Lombardy poplar,

these birds are our constant visitors during
tlic early part of summer ; and, amid the

noise and tumult of coaches, drays, wheel-
barrows, and the din of the multitude, they

are heard chanting “ their native wood-notes
wild i

” sometimes, too, within a few yards

of an oyster-man, who stands bellowing,

with the lungs of a Stentor, under the shade

of the same tree ;
so much will habit recon-

cile even birds to the roar of the city, and

to sounds and noises, that, in other circum-

stances, would put a whole grove of them to

flight. These birds arc several years in re-

ceiving their complete plumage. Sometimes

the whole tail of a male iudividual in spring

is yellow, sometimes only the two middle



feathers are black, and frequently the black

I
on the back is skirted witli orange, and the

;
tail tipped with the same colour. Three

: years, I have reason to believe, are necessary
: to fix the full tint of the plumage, and then
the male bird appears as already described.

. The chief difference between tlxe male and
female Baltimore Oriole is the superior
brightness of the orange colour of the former
to that of the latter. The black on the
head, upper part of the back and throat of
the female, is intermixed with dull orange ;

whereas, in the male, those parts are of a
deep sluning black ; the tail of the female
also wants the greater part of the black, and
the whole lower parts are of a much duskier

' orange.**

The RED-wiyoED Starlixo iAgelaius
phoeniceits)— the Stumus predatorius of
Wilson— is thus described by that observant
and industrious ornithologist :— “ This no-
torious and celebrated com-thief, the long
reputed plunderer and pest of our honest
and la^rious farmers, now presents himself
before us, with his female copartner in
iniquity, to receive the character due for

their very active and distinguished services.

In investigating the nature of these, I shall
endeavour to render strict historical justice

to this noted pair ; adhering to the honest
injunction of the poet,

I Nothing extenuate,
; Nor set down aught in malice.

Let the reader divest himself equally of
prejudice, and we shall be at no loss to as-

certain accurately their true character.
“The Red-winged Starlings, though ge-

nerally migratory in the states north of
Maryland, are found during winter in im-
mense flocks, sometimes associated with the
purple grakles, and often by themselves,

nen-wiwoKD siARniNO.
(aOXT.AXOS PBRKlcr?U6.)

along the whole lower parts of Virginia,
both Carolinas, Georgia, and Ix)ui8iana, par-
ticularly near the sea coast, and in the vici-

nity of large rice and corn fields. In the
months of January and February, while
passing through the fonner of these countries,
I was frequently entertained with the aerial
evolutions of these great IxKlies of Starlings.

Sometimes they appeared driving al>out like

an enormous black cloud carried bcfoie the
wind, varying its shape every moment.
Sometimes suddenly rising from the fields

around me with a noise like thunder } while
the glittering of innumerable wings of the
brightest Vermillion amid the black cloud
they formed, produced on tliese occasions a

very striking and splendid effect. Then
descending like a torrent, and covering the
branches of some detached grove, or clump
of trees, the whole congregated multitude
commenced one general concert or chorus»
that 1 have plainly distinguished at the dis-
tance of more than two miles ; and, when
listened to at the intermediate space of about
a quarter of a mile, with a slight breeze of
wind to swell and soften the flow of its

cadences, was to me grand, and even sublime.
The whole season of winter, that, with most
birds, is passed in struggling to sustain life

in silent melancholy, is, witli the Red-wings,
one continued carnival. The profuse glean-
ings of the old rice, com, and buckwheat
fields, supply them with abundant food, at
once ready and nutritious

;
and the inter-

mediate time is spent either in aerial ma-
noeuvres, or in grand vocal performances, as
if solicitous to supply the absence of all the
tuneful summer tribes, and to cheer the
dejected face of nature with their whole
combined powers of harmony.

“ About the 20th of Marcli, or earlier, if

the season be open, they begin to enter
Pennsylvania in numerous, though small
parties. These migrating flocks are usually
obsen’ed from daybreak to eight or nine in
the morning, passing to the north, chattering
to each other as they fly along ; and, in spite

of all our antipathy, their well-known notes
and appearance, after the long and dreary
solitude of winter, inspire cheerful and
pleasing ideas of returning spring, warmth,
and verdure. Selecting their old haunts,
every meadow is soon enlivened by their
presence. They continue in small parties
to frequent the low borders of creeks, swamps,
and ponds, till about the middle of April,
when they separate in pairs to breed

; and,
about the last week in April or first in May,
begin to construct their nest. The place
chosen for this is generally within the pre-
cincts of a marsh or swamp, meadow, or
other like watery situation,— the spot, usu-
ally a thicket of alder bushes, at the height
of six or seven feet from the ground

; some-
times in a detached bush, in a meadow of
higli grass ; often in a tussock of rushes or
coarse rank grass ; and not unfrcqucntly on
tlie ground : in all which situations, I have
repeatedly found them. When in a bush,
they are generally composed outwardly of
wet rushes, picked from the swamp, and
long tough grass in large quantity, aud well
lined with very fine bent. The rushes,
forming the exterior, arc generally extended
to several of the adjoining twigs, round
which they arc repeatedly and securely
twisted ; a precaution absolutely necessary

I for its preservation, on account of the flex-

I

iblc nature of the bushes in which it is

I placed. The same caution is observed when
a tussock is chosen, by fastening the tops
together, and intertwining the materials of
which the nest Is fonned with the stalks of
rushes around. When placed on the ground,
less care and fewer materials being neces-
sary, the nest is much simpler and slighter
than before. The female lays five eggs, of
a very pale light blue, marked with faint
tinges of light purple and long straggling
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lines and dashes of black. It is not un-
common to find several nests in the same
thicket, within a few feet of each other.

“ During the time the female is sitting,
and still more particularly after the young
are hatched, the male, like most other birds
that build in low situations, exhibits the
most violent symptoms of apprehension and
alarm on the approach of any person to its
near neighbourhood. Like the lapwing of
Europe, he flies to meet the intruder, hovers
at a short height over-head, uttering loud
notes of distress ; and, while in this situa-
tion, displays to great advantage the rich
glowing scarlet of his wings, heightened by
the jetty black of his general plumage. As
the danger increases, his cries become more
shrill and incessant, and his motions rapid
and restless

; the whole meadow is alarmed,
and a collected crowd of his fellows hover
around, and mingle their notes of alarm and
agitation mth his. When the young are
taken away, or destroyed, he continues for
several days near the place, restless and de-
jected, and generally recommences building
soon after, in the same meadow. Towards the
beginning or middle of August, the young
birds begin to fly in flocks, and at that age
nearly resemble the female, with the excep-
tion of some reddish or orange, that marks
the shoulders of the males, and which in-
creases in space and brilliancy as winter
approaches. It has been frequently re-
marked, that, at this time, the young birds
cliiefly associate by themselves, there being
sometimes not more than two or three old
males observed in a flock of many thousands.
These, from the superior blackness and rich
red of their plumage, are very conspicuous.

Before the beginning of September, these
flocks have become numerous and formi-
dable ; and the young ears of maize, or
Indian com, being then in their soft, succu-
lent, milky state, present a temptation that
cannot be resisted. Reinforced by nume-
rous and daily flocks from all parts of the
interior, they pour down on the low countries
in prodigious multitudes. Here they are
seen, like vast clouds, wheeling and driving
over the meadows and devoted corn fields,

darkening the air with their numbers. Then
commences the work of destruction on the
corn, the husks of which, though composed
of numerous envelopments of closely wr.apt

leaves, are soon completely or partially torn

off; while from all quarters myriads con-
tinue to pour down like a tempest, blacken-

ing half an acre at a time ; and, if not dis-

turbed, repeat their depredations till little

remains but the cob and the shrivelled skins

of the grain ; what little is left of the tender

ear, being exposed to the rains and weather,

is generally much injured. All the attacks

and havoc made at this time among them
with the gun, and by the hawks,— several

species of which arc their constant attend-

ants,— has little cllect on the remainder.

When tlie hawks make a sweep among them,
they suddenly ojicn on all sides, but rarely

in time to disappoint them of their victims ;

and, though repeatedly fired at, with mortal
effect, they only remove from one field to an
adjoining one, or to another quarter of the

same enclosure. From dawn to nearly sun-
set, this open and daring devastation is car-
ried on, under the eye of the proprietor

;

and a farmer, who has any considerable ‘

extent of corn, would require half-a-dozen ;

men at least, with guns, to guard it ; and
even then, all their vigilance and activity
would not prevent a good tithe of it from
becoming the prey of the blackbirds. The
Indians, who usually plant their com in
one general field, keep the whole young bo3’s
of the village all day patrolling round and
among it

; and each being furnished with
bow and arrows, with which the}' are very
expert, they generally contrive to destroy
great numbers of them.
“It must, however, be observed, that this

scene of pillage is principally carried on in
the low countries, not far from the sea-coast,
or near the extensive flats that border our
large rivers

; and is also cliiefly confined to
the months of August and September. After
this period, the corn having acquired its

hard shelly coat, and the seeds of the reeds
or wild oats, with a profusion of other plants,
that abound along the river shores, being
now ripe, and in great abundance, they
present a new and more extensive field for
these marauding multitudes. The reeds also
supply them with convenient roosting places,
being often in almost unapproachable mo-
rasses

; and thither they repair every even-
ing from all quarters of the country. In
some places, however, when the reeds become
dry, advantage is taken of this circumstance, .

to destroy these birds, by a party secretly,
approaching the place, under cover of a dark'
night, setting fire to the reeds in several I

places at once, which, being soon enveloped I

in one general flame, the nproor among the
blackbirds becomes universal ; and, by the
light of the conflagration, they are shot
down in vast numbers while hovering and
screaming over the place. Sometimes straw
is used for the same purpose, being preriously
strewed near the reeds and alder bushes,

j

where they are known to roost, which being
instantly set on fire, the consternation and
havoc is prodigious ; and the party return
by day to pick up the slaughtered game.
About the first of November, they begin to
move off towards the south ; though, near
the sea coast, in the states of New Jersey '

and Delaware, they continue long after that
period. '

“ Such arc the general manners and cha-
racter of the Red-winged Starling ; but there
remain some facts to be mentioned, no less

authentic, and well deserving the considera-
tion of its enemies, more especially, of those
whose detestation of this species would stop
at nothing short of total extirpation.

|

“ It has been already stated, that they
arrive in Pennsylvania late in Jlarch. Their
general food at'this season, as well ns during .

the early part of summer (for the crows and '

purple graklcs arc the jirincipal (tests in

(danting timcl, consists of grub-worms, ca-

terpillars, and various other larva;, the
silent, but deadly enemies of all vegetation,

and whose secret and insidious attacks arc

more to Ik: dreaded by the husbandman than
the combined forces of the whole feathered
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tribes together. For these vermin, the
Starlings searcli with great diligence ; in the
ground, at the roots of plants, in orchards,
and meadows, as well as among buds, leaves,

and blossoms : and, from their known vo-
racity, the multitudes of these insects which
they" destroy must be immense. Let me
illustrate this by a sliort computation : if

we suppose each bird, on an average, to

devour fifty of these larvae in a day (a very
moderate allowance), a single pair, in four
months, the usual time such food is sought
after, will consume upwards of twelve thou-
sand. It is believed, that not less than a
million pair of these birds are distributed

"X>ver the whole extent of the United States
in summer ; whose food, being nearly the
same, would swell the amount of vermin
destroyed to twelve thousand millions. But
the number of young birds may be fairly

estimated at double that of their parents ;

and, as these are constantly fed on larvse,

for at least three weeks, making only the
same allowance for them as fur the old ones,

their share would amount to four thousand
two hundred millions ; making a grand total

of sixteen thousand two hundred millions of
noxious insects destroyed in the space of
four months by this single species ! The
combined ravages of such a hideous host of
vermin would be sufficient to spread famine
and desolation over a wide extent of the
richest and best cultivated country on earth.
All this, it may be said, is mere supposition.
It is, however, supposition founded on known
and acknowledged facts. I have never dis-

sected any of these birds in spring without
receiving the most striking and satisfactory

proofs of these facts ; and though, in a
matter of this kind, it is impossible to as-

certain precisely the amount of the benefits

derived by agriculture from this and many
other species of our birds, yet, in the present
case, I cannot resist the belief, that the ser-

vices of this species, in spring, are far more
Important aad beneficial than the value of
all that portion of com which a careful and
actis-e farmer permits himself to lose b^ it.

“ The Red-winged .Starling is nine inches
long, and fourteen inches in extent ; the
general colour is a glossy block, with the
exception of the whole lesser wing-coverts,
the first, or lower row of which is of a reddish
cream colour, the rest a rich and splendid
scarlet ; legs and bill, glossy brownish black ;

irides, hazel ; bill, cylindrical above, com-
pressed at the sides, straight, running con-
siderably up the forehead, where it is pro-
minent, rounding and fiattish towards the
tip, though sharp-pointed ; tongue, nearly
os long as the bill, tapering andlaccratcd at

' the end i tail, rounded, the two middle
' feathers also somewhat shorter than those
iinmcdiatcly adjoining.

“ The female is seven inches and a quarter
In length, and twelve inches in extent

;

chin, a pale reddish cream i from the nostril

over the eye, and from the lower mandible,
run two stripes of the same, speckled with

I black 1 from the posterior angle of the eye
1 backwards, a streak of brownisli black covers
I the auriculors j throat, and whole lower

j parts, thickly streaked with black and white.

the latter inclining to cream on the breast

;

whole plumage above, black, each feather
bordered with pale brown, white, or bay,
giving the bird a very mottled appearance ;

lesser coverts, the same
;

bill and legs as in
the male.”
We observe that Mr. Darwin, in his ‘ Re-

searches,’ speaking of the various birds which
abound on the undulating grassy plains of
Maldonado, says, “ Several species of the
genus Cassicus, allied to our Starlings in

habits and structure, and of Tyrant Fly-
catchers, and a Mocking-bird, from their

numbers, give a character to the ornithology.
Some of the Cassici are very beautiful, black
and yellow' being the prevailing colours ; but
Orioltis rvber offers an exception, in having
its head, shoulders, and thighs of the most
splendid scarlet. This bird differs from its

congeners in being solitary. It frequents
marshes j and, seated on the summit of a
low bush, with its mouth wide open, utters

a plaintive agreeable cry, which can be heard

]

at a long distance.”

I

ORNITHOBHTOCHUS, or DUCK-
BILLED PLATYPUS. iOrmOiorhi/nchus.')
pin-aclovnts.) This extraordinary animal,

1 which almost appears to be a link between
the aquatic birds and the mammalia, is pe-
culiar to New Holland and Van Diemen’s
Land. When the first specimen was sent

to this country, the abnormal character of

I>OOK-BII.I,XI> MOLI.nJOOMO.
(OBNITHOaHTNOnOS PARADOXUS.)

Its beak excited the suspicion of naturalists
that some trick had been attempted to be
played off upon them j nor was it until one
or two more arrived, that they were disposed
to believe it was a bona fide appendage to
tlie animal’s body. The Ornithorhynchus is

about twenty inches long, having a long and
flattened body like that of the Utter, covered
with a thick soft fur, moderately dark brown
above, and whitish beneath. The muzzle is

elongated, enlarged, and flattened, resem-
bling the beak of a duck, like which, its

edges arc armed with transversal plates. The
teeth are situate in the back part of the
mouth, two on each side, with flat tops and no
roots. The feet are furnished with a mem-
brane uniting the toes, and in the anterior
feet extending beyond the nails. The tail

is flat and obtuse. From the form of this
animal it is fitted to reside in the water ;

and it must feed on soft food, ns the structure
of the beak will not enable it to grasp any
thing firmly. The central portion of the
mandibles Is a bony continuation from tlie

skull, and anteriorly and laterally a carti-
laginous substance, jicrfcctly movable, ex-
tends some little distance from the bony
portion. Feet five-toed and webla'd. In
the fore feet the web extends a short distance
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beyond the claws, is loose, and falls back
when the animal burrows : claws strong,
blunt, the two lateral shorter than the three
middle ones. Hind feet short, narrow, turned
backwards, and, when the animal is at rest,

somewhat resembling a hn. The male Or-
nithorhyncus is armed Avith a spur on each
hind leg, having a canal in it similar to that
in the poison-fang of venomous serpents,
and, like this, also furnished with a gland at
the base, secreting a fluid : hence it has been
thought likely, though there is no evidence
of the fact, that wounds produced by them
would be dangerous. They have no ex-
ternal ear, and their eyes are very small,
but brilliant. The motions of the mandibles
in this animal, when seeking its food in the
mud and water, are the same as those of a
duck when feeding in similar situations.

Their burrows are excavated in the bonks
of the streams they inhabit, and are of very
curious construction. The entrance is situ-

ated near the water’s edge, on a steep part
of the bank, and is concealed amongst the
herbage. The young are produced in a very
imperfect state, and are very unlike the full-

grown animal. The skin is entirely desti-

tute of fur
;
the eyes are not formed, and

their place is merely indicated by the pre-
sence of a few wrinkles on the skin. The
margin of the bill is at that time soft, and
tlie tongue advances to its front edge ; so

that the young animal can obtain nourish-
ment by sucking, which was at first thought
impossible. The mammary gland is very
simple in structure, and is divided into a
large number of separate lobes. The Orni-
thorhyncus, when asleep, rolls itself up like

a hedgehog, or curls itself like a dog, keep-
ing its back warm by bringing over it the
flattened tail. It dresses its fur, combing it

with its feet, and pecking at it with its beak ;

and seems to take great delight in keeping
it smooth and clean.
In confdusion, we cannot but join in the

remark of Dr. Shaw, who w'as the first to

describe it. “ Of all the ^fammalia yet
known it seems the most extraordinary in
its conformation ; exhibiting the perfect re-

semblance of the beak of a duck engrafted
on the head of a quadruped.”

ORTHOCERAS. A genus of fossil shells,

found in strata mostly below the carbo-
niferous or mountain limestone. These
shells are straight, with septa regularly con-
cave towards the aperture, perforated by a
nearly cylindrical siphunclc near the centre

of the disc.

ORTHOPTERA. An order of insects,

distinguished by the following characters :

The body generally less firm in texture than
the Cohopteray and covered by soft semi-
membranous elytra furnished with ncrviires.

The superior wdngs often overlap horizon-
tally, as in the Cockroaches, but in many
^ecies they meet at an angle, os in the

Urosshoppers and Eocusts. The legs of some
are formed for running, others for leaping.

The antennoe are usually filiform, and sorne-

times extremely long and slender, in which
cose they are composed of innumerable mi-
nute joints. The parts of the mouth are well

^natural ;

developed, and approach in structure those of !

the order Colcoptera. The Orthoptera under- I

go a semi-metamorphosis, of which all the
mutations are reduced to the growth and de-

;

velopraent of the elytra and wings that are
always visible in a rudimental state in the
nymph. All the insects of this order, without
exception, are terrestrial, even in the first two ,

states of their existence. Some are camivo-
|

rous, or omnivorous, but the greater part feed
j

on living plants. The Order comprises nume-
\

rous well-known insects, often of large size
and splendid colours ; such as Grasshoppers,
Locusts, &c. : nay, some of the largest known
insects belong to it ; a few species attaining
the length of eight or nine inches. Compa-
ratively few are found in temperate regions;
the tropics claiming the largest and most
splendidly coloured among them. All the
insects belonging to this order, except the
Mantidoe, which prey on other insects, are
destructive to vegetation, or injurious to our
household possessions.

ORTOLAN. iEmheriza hortvlana.) This
bird, so much esteemed for the delicacy of
its flesh, is a native of the southern parts of
Europe, and a summer visitor also of the
central and northern parts. It is a species

'

of EiHiigillidce, rather more than six inches i

in length, and to a cursory obsen-er might i

be easily mistaken for the yellow-hammer.
It is yellow on the throat and around the
eyes ;

the brCiOst and belly are a reddish
bay ; the rump red ; and the upper part of
the body brown, varied with black : bill and
feet inclining to flesh-colour. No bird what- I

ORTOr.AN — (HMBERIZA nORTDT.Air A.)

ever has been so highly celebrated in the
annals of gastronomy as the Ortolan, whe-
ther we consider the practices resorted to at

the present day to fit them for the tables of !

the wealthy, or refer to the enormous iiriccs .

paid for them by the epicures of ancient

Rome. The manner in wliich they arc arti-

ficially brought to the highest degree of i>er-

fcction, in Italy and the south of France, is

by confining them in a room from which the

rays of the sun arc excluded, and which is

lighted by lamps kept constantly burning.

There the birds are kept plcnlifull v supplied

with millet seed and other food of the most

nutritive kind, till they become mere lumps
of fat ; in which state they are regarded a*
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mo6t delicious, although so rich as soon to
satiate the appetite of even a professed gour-
mand. A great traffic was formerly carried
on from the island of Cyprus in these birds.

They are caught in vast numbers there, and
pickled in casks, each containing from three
to four hundred, prepared with spice and
vinegar. In some years the number of casks

! exported has amounted to 400, or, upon an
average, 14,000 of tliese highly-prized mor-

! sets.— The Ortolan frequents bushy places,

but sometimes makes its nest on the ground
in corn-fields j and lays four or five dull

,

white or grayish eggs, speckled and spotted

!
with black.

! ORTYGOSIETRA. A genus of Gralla-
torial birds, containing the Common Ckake
[which see].

ORTYX. A genus of Gallinaceous birds,

which may be regarded ns the Partridges

j
imd Quails of America, but differing from
those of the Eastern hemisphere in some
striking features. They have a shorter and
stouter beak, more convex above j and some
have remarkable recurved top-knots. They
I>ercli on branches, and when disturbed, even

,

on trees.

I
Mr. Gould has published a beautifully il-

lustrated monog*aph of them. Our first

: figure represents the finely crested and grace-
fully shaped and coloured Californian Quail,
which, as the name implies, is a native of
California : our second represents a species
which has been long known and described as
the Amehican Qvail, or PAHTi:inoE,a3 it is

termed ( Ortyx Viryiiianwi), and is found from
New England to Honduras. It is about nine
Inches in length ; the bill is black ; eye dark
hazel i crown, neck, and upper part of the
breast, red brown. ; sides of the neck spotted

,
with white and block on a reddish brown
ground i line over the eye, down the neck,
and whole chin pure white, bordered by a
band of black, which descends and fonns a
crescent on the throat ; the bock, scapulars,
and lesser coverts, red brown, mixed with
ash, and minutely marked with block |

wings plain and dusky ; lower part of the
breast and belly whitish, marked with block
arrow-heads i tail ash, spotted with yellow
brown. Notwithstanding there is some re-

semblance in form and general appearance
between the Quails of the two continents,
they differ very widely in their habits. Iii-

I

stead of being a bird of passage, scarcely any
of the feathered tribe appear to have such
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strong local attachments as the American
Quail. The female constructs her simple
nest, in May, generally at the foot of a thick
tuft of grass, that shelters and conceals it

;

and lays from fifteen to twenty eggs, which

are perfectly white. Wilson is of opinion
that the common idea, that Quails occasion-
ally lay in each other’s nests, is correct.

About the beginning of September the young
birds nearly attain their full growth, and

I

associate iii flocks or coveys of various sizes ; 1

at wliich time also their untiring persecution
j

by sportsmen and trappers begins. During
,

the end of the summer and the beginning
of the autumn, the note of the male is every-
where heard ; and by the commencement of
October they enter on what is termed their
running season, when they are to be met
with in swamps and thickets, instead of the
open fields. They are particularly fond of
buck-wheat and Indian corn ; but grain of
all kinds, seeds, and insects, supply them
with food. Like the rest of the gallinaceous
tribe, they fly with a loud whirring sound,
occasioned by the shortness of their wings
and the rapidity with which they move
them. During the winter they often suffer
severely from the inclemency of the weather
and whole coveys are found frozen in spots
where they had endeavoured to shelter
themselves.

ORYCTEROPUS, or AARD-VARK.
iOryctcropun Capemis.) This insectivorous
animal partakes of the nature both of tlie

Ant-eater and the Armadillo ; agreeing with
the former in its general habits, but, although
entirely destitute of scaly armour, more re-

sembling the latter os to its anatomical
structure. The skin is thick, coarse, and
covered with stiff hair ; the limbs short,

thick, and very muscular. It is of a deep
gray colour, tinged with reddish brown on
the siiles, ami blackish legs : the fore-feet

have each four stout toes, armed with large
solid nails, the hind ones five ; and the nails
or claws on all the feet are remarkably
strong. This aniinnl is very common in
some parts of South Africa, and has received
the name of Aard-vnrk [earth hog] from the
Dutch colonists at the Capo of Good Hope,
from its habit of burrowing (wliieh its taper
head and powerful claws are ndniirably
adapted for), as well as from its fancied

8 s
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resemblance to a small ehort-legged pig,

which at first siglit it conyeys a tolerable

notion of. When full grown the Aard-vark
measures about live feet from the tip of the

ORVOTEROPUa 0APENSI3.

snout to the end of the tail, the latter being
nearly half the length of the body. By
means of its long glutinous tongue it feeds
principally on ants, which, after it has ef-
fected an entrance into their dome-like ha-
bitations, it literally devours by thousands ;

and as these insects in tropical climates are
not only very large, but of afat and unctuous
nature, and found in immense abundance,
the animal is generally in good condition.
The flesh is allowed to be wholesome and
palatable food, and the hind quarters espe-
cially, when cured as hams, are much es-

teemed.

ORYX ; or EGYPTIAN ANTELOPE.
(_Oryx gazella.) Tlie size of the Egyptian
Antelope, or Pasan, is somewhat superior to

that of a deer, and it is more easily dis-

tinguished than many others In this ex-
tensive race ; the horns aflbrding a character
perfectly clear and constant, being three feet

long, nearly straight, annulated half way
up, and gradually tapering to the point.

Tlie head is white, with triangular patches
of black on the forehead and under the eyes

:

the neck and upper part of the body are of a
pale bluish gray

;
the belly and insides of

the limbs are wliite ; and a dark stripe runs
along the back to the tail, which much re-

sembles that of a horse. The hoofs and horns
are black : the hair under the throat, along
the ridge of the back, and over the shoulders,

is long and rough. It inhabits different parts

of Africa, and is met with also in Persia,

India, and Arabia. It is resolute and dan-
gerous when hard pressed, its long sharp

horns being used with amazing energy and
address.

OSPHRANTER. A genus of Kangaroos
figured in Sir. Gould’s fine work. One spe-

cies, 0 . Antilopinus, or Red Wallaroo, is

from Port Essington. Capt. Chambers in-

formed Sir. Gould, tliat, when hard pressed,

this rol)u8t-formed animal becomes exceed-

ingly fierce and bold, and while among the

rocks and at bay, a most dangerous antago-

nist, one of his finest dogs being tumbled
over a precipice and killed by an old male.

The female is much smaller than the male,

the former being but five feet six inches from

tiic snout to the end of the tail
j
while the

latter is at least seven feet three inches.

OSPREY. (PandionhaliaUus.') This is one

of the most numerous of all the large birds

of i)rcy , and is found scattered over the whole

of Europe. Its haunts are on the sea-shore,
and on the borders of rivers and lakes : its

principal food is fish, upon which it darts
with great rapidity and undeviating aim.
It is nearly two feet in length : bill black,
eye yellow ; the head is small and flat, the

,

crown white, marked with oblong dusky
spots ; the cheeks, and all the under parts of

j

the body, are white, slightly spotted with i

brown on the breast ; from the comer of each
I

eye a streak of dark brown extends down
the side of the neck towards the wing ; the
upper part of the body is brown 5 the legs

are very short, thick, strong, and of a pale ,

blue colour, and the claws black : the outer'
toe is larger than the inner one, and easily

turns backwards, by which means this bird

can more easily secure its slippery prey.

The Osprey builds its nest upon the ground,
among reeds, and lays three or four eggs, of

an elliptical form, rather less than those of

a hen.
,

OSTEOLEPIS, or BONY-SCALE FISH.
|An ichthyolite of very singular structure,

discovered by Air. Hugh Miller, and de-

scribed by him in his work, entitled ‘ The
Old Red Sandstone,’ &c. We shall give the
account of it in his own words : “ We are
accustomed to see vertebrated animals with
the bone uncovered in one part only,— that

part the teeth,— and with the rest of the
j

skeleton wrapped up in flesh and skin.

Among the reptiles wc find a few exceptions ;

but a creature with a skull as naked as its

teeth,— the bone being merely covered, as in
|

these, by a hard shining enamel, and with
j

toes also of bare enamelled bone,— would be

deemed an anomaly in creation. And yet

such was the condition of the OsteoJepis and 1

many of its contemporaries. The enamelled
|

teeth were placed in jaws which presented
|

outside a surface as naked and as finely ena-

melled ns their own. The entire head was
covered witli enamelled osseous plates, Air-

nished inside like other liones, ns shown by :

their cellular constmetion, with their nou-

rishing blood-ve.ssels, and perhaps their oil,

and which rested apparently on the cnrtila-

inous box, which must have enclosed the

rain, and connected it with the vertebral
^
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column. I cannot better illustrate the pe-
' cuUar condition of the fins of this ichthyo-

lite, than by the webbed foot of a water-fowl.
The web or membrane in all the aquatic birds

with which we are acquainted, not only con-
nects, but also covers the toes. The web or
membrane in the fins of existing fishes ac-

complishes a similar purpose ; it both con-
nects and covers the supporting bones or
rays. Imagine, however, a webbed foot in

: which the toes— connected but not covered
I — present, as in skeletons, an upper and
under surface of naked bone ; and a very
correct idea may be formed from such a foot,

of the condition of fin which obtained among
at least one-halfthe ichthyolites ofthe Lower
Old Ked Sandstone. The supporting bones
or rays seem to have been connected laterally

by the membrane, but on both sides they
presented bony and finely-enamelled sur-

faces. In this singular class of fish, all was
bone without, and all was cartilage within

;

andt '.e bone in every instance, whether in
the form of jaws or of plates, of scales or of
rays, presented nn external surface of ena-
mel.” “ The Oeteolepis was cased from head
to tail in complete armour. The head had
its plaited mail, the body its scaly mail, the
fins their mail of parallel and jointed bars ;

the entire suit glittered with enamel ; and
every plate, bar, and scale was dotted with
microscopic points. Every ray had its double
or treble punctulatcd group

; the markings
lie as thickly in proportion to the fields they
cover, as the circular perforations in a lac®
veil ; and the eflfect, viewed tlirough the
glass, is one of lightness and beauty.”

OSTRACEA : OSTREA. [See Otstek.]

OSTRACION. A singular genus of fishes,

distinguished from all others by the bony
crust or covering in which they are en-
veloped, and the species differing also from
each other by certain peculiarities of form.
They are termed Ostrocions or Trunk fishes.

The head and body are covered with plates
: of bone, so united os to form an inflexible

cuirass : leaving only the tail, fins, mouth,
and a small portion of the gill-opening, ca-
pable of motion,— all of which movable
parts pass through openings of the armadillo-
like defensive coat of mail. The vertebroe
are also compactly fixed together. There
are no ventral fins, and the dorsal and anal
are small and placed far bock. There is

little flesh ; but the liver is large, and abounds
in oil. The surface is often armed with
spines. Mearly all the species arc natives
of the Indian and American seas ; and some
are considered excellent fish for the table.

None arc known in the British seas.

OSTRICH. (Strulhio.) The Ostrich and
its allies, belonging to the order Cursores,
are distinguished by having their wings but
little developed ; and accordingly, instead
of being denizens of the air, they may tw
considered os exclusively terrestrial. They
have wings, it is tnie, admirably otlapted to

assist them in running ; but they are totally

Incapable, by their m'jst energetic action, of
raising the birds from the ground. Nor is

it only in the absence of i>crfcct wings, but

in the character of the plumage, that the
want of adaptation of these birds to flight in
the air is manifested : for the barbs of the
feathers have so little adhesion to each other,
that the air can pass readily between them.
It may indeed be said, that while the Ostrich
has the general outline and properties of a
bird, it still retains manyof the traits of a
quadruped, and appears to fill up the chasm
in nature which separates one class of beings
from another. No bird, however, is more
justly celebrated, not only from the beauty
and value of its plumage, but also from its

great size and peculiar habits.

The Afkican or True Ostrich (.Struthio

camelus} is from seven to eight feet high from
the top of its head to the ground : much of
this, however, is made up by the great length
of its neck. Its head is small, and both it

and the neck are destitute of feathers, having
only a few scattered hairs. The feathers
on the body of the male bird are black ; but
on the female dusky ; those of the wings and
tail are white, sometimes marked with black;
and on each of the wings are two spurs, about
an inch long. The thighs are naked, and
the legs hard and scaly. It has two very

osTruon.—(srnnTnio oaMEins.)

large toes, of unequal size ; the largest,

which is on the inside, is seven inches long,

including the claw ;
the other, about four

inches, is destitute of a claw. It inhabits

the sandy desetts of Arabia and Africa, in
large flocks ; everywhere avoiding the pre-
sence of Man, but not disliking the society

of other animals. The wings are furnished
with loose and flexible plumes. The elegance
of these feathers, arising from their slender
stems and the disunited barbs, has occasioned
them to bo prized in all ages ; and ns they
still constitute a valuable article of com-
merce, there is no chance of the Ostrich being
allowed to remain undisturlicd, even In the
desolate regions which he inhabits. TIu)
hunting of this bird is extremely laborious,
ns he is far swifter than the fleetest horse.
The mode adoided by the Arabians and
Moors is to continue the pursuit os long as

S S 2
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possible, when the chase is taken up by
another on a fresh horse, till the bird is

worn down ; which is the more readily done,
as the Ostrich, instead of pursuing a straight
course, runs in a circuitous direction. The
European sportsman, we are told, after riding
so that the bird shall pass within shot, dis-
mounts and brings it down with tlie rifle.

In Sir James Alexander’s Travels we read
that the Kafiirs nimbly pursue the fleet and
powerful Ostrich, and enclose him ; wlien he
makes a rush at a part of the circle, kicking
out furiously, and clearing all before him, if

not mortally and speedily assegaied.
The Ostrich has a capacious crop, strong

gizzard, and voluminous intestines ; feeds
voraciously on grain, grass, &c., and so ob-
tuse is its taste that it will swallow pieces of
leather, metal, wood, or any hard substances.
In this it is probably guided by the same
instinct that leads the fowl to swallow
gravel : for they are probably of use in as-
sisting the action of the gizzard in the
reduction of the food. Dr. Shaw asserts that
he saw one at Oran that swallowed, without
any seeming inconvenience, several leaden
bullets, as tliey were thrown upon the floor,

scorching hot from the mould. The female
lays from ten to twelve eggs in a hole in
the sand ; and, although she does not incu-
bate them continually, no bird has a stronger
affection for its offspring, or watclies its nest
with more assiduity. Contrary to the ge-
neral opinion, she always broods over her
eggs at night, only leaving them during the
hottest part of the day. In procuring the

eggs from the nest, the natives are very
careful not to touch any with their hands,
as the parent birds are sure to discover it on
their return, and not only desist from lay-

ing any more in the same place, but trample
to pieces all those that have been left

;

therefore a long stick is always used to push
them out of the nest. The eggs, which
weigh about three jpounds each, are said to

be a great delicacy, and are prepared for the
table in various ways. Ostriches are poly-
gamous birds ; one male being generally
seen with two or three females, and some-
times with more. In a tame state thgy are

tractable and familiar towards persons whom
they know, but are often fierce towards
strangers, whom they will attempt to push
down by running furiously upon them ; and
on succeeding in this effort, they not only

peck at their fallen foe with their beak, but

strike at him with their feet with the utmost
violence. AVhen thus engaged, Ihej make a

fierce hissing noise, and have their throats

inflated and mouths opcn. but at other times

they have a kind of cackling voice.

The species Bhca Ama^atu), which by
some is called the American Ostrich, in-

habits various parts of South America to the

southward of the equator, but is principally

found on the great plains in Buenos Ayres
and the adjoining states. It differs essen-

tially, howcvcr,'from the true Ostrich, having

three toes instead of two ; is much smaller i

and is of a uniform gray colour, except on
the back, which has a brown tint. The back
and rump arc furnished with long feathers,

but not of the same rich and costly kind as

those of the former species. It is capable of
great speed, and its running is accomimnied

j

with a singular motion of its wings ; each
|

being alternately raised and outstretched,
i

and then idepressed. It is taken by being
chased on horseback, and catching it with
the lasso, or by means of balls connected by '

a strip of hide, and thrown in such a way as
to entangle its legs.

In describing the habits of this bird .Mr.
Darwin tells us that “ When several horse-
men appear in a semicircle, it becomes con-
founded, and does not know which way to
escape. They generally prefer running
against the wind

; yet at the first start they
expand their wings, and, like a vessel, make
all sail. On one fine hot day I saw several
Ostriches enter a bed of tall rushes, where
they squatted concealed, till quite closely
approached. It is not generally known that
Ostriches readily take to the water. Mr.
King informs me that at the bay of San
Bias, and at Port Valdes in Patagonia, he
saw these birds swimming several times from
island to island. They ran into the water
both when driven down to a point, and like-

;

wise of their own accord when not fright-
ened : the distance crossed was about 200
yards. When swimming, very little of their

i

bodies appear above water, and their neck*
ore extended a little forward : their progress
is slow. On two occasions, I saw some

,

Ostriches swimming across the Cruz river,
;

where its course was about 400 yards wide,
and the stream rapid.

|“The inhabitants who live in the country
readily distinguish, even at a distance, the^

;

cock bird from the hen. The former is

larger and darker-coloured, and has a bigger
head. The Ostrich, I believe the cock, emits
a singular deep-toned hissing note. When
first I heard it, standing in the midst of
some sand-hillocks, I thought it was made
by some wild beast, for it is a sound that one
cannot tell whence it comes, or from how far

distant. When we were at Baliia Blanca in
the montlis of September and October, the
eggs, in extraordinary numbers, were found
all over the country. They either lie scat-

tered single, in which case they are never
hatched, and are called by the Spaniards
huachos; or they arc collected together into
a shallow excavation, which forms the nest.

|

Out of the four nests which I saw, three •

contained twenty-two eggs each, and the
fourth twenty-seven. In one day’s hunting

i

on horseback sixty-four eggs were found ; ,

forty-four of these were in two nests, and
the remaining twenty scattered huachos. .

The Gauchos unanimously affirm, an<l there
is no reason to doubt their statement, that
the male bird alone hatches the eggs, and
for some time afterwards accompanies the
young. The cock when on the nest lies

very close i I have myself almost ridden
over one. It is asserted that at such times
they are occasionally fierce, and even dan-
gerous, and that they have been known to

attack a man on horseback, trying to kick

and leap on him. The Gauchos unani-
mously affirm that several families lay in

one nest. I have been positively told, that

four or five hen birds have been seen to go. :

I

ll
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in the middle of the day, one after the other,

to the same nest. I may add, also, that it is

believed in Africa, that two females lay in
one nest.”

: At a meeting 'of the Zoological Society of

!
London (Feb. 23. 1847) the Earl of Derby

: took an opportunity of noticing some of. the
' differences which appear to characterize the
Struthious tribe in their breeding, and which

' he believed were not generally known.
Having shown that the Emu is strictly mo-
nogamous, he observed that the '.Bheas, on
the contrary, are clearly polygamous ; and

' with them the male not only selects the
I place for and forms the nest, but actually
collects together in it the eggs (which are
frequently laid at random about the enclo-
sure), and roll them along by inserting his
beak between the egg and the groimd, as a
boy would roll a cricket-ball along by the
aid of a long stick with a hooked end to it.

He does this in order that he may incubate
them ; and it has been observed that he
shows.no signs of anger when the females
approach the nest.

OTTD..E. The name given to a family of
birds ( the Bustards'). Those which are pe-
cnliar to the Eastern Hemisphere and to Aus-
tralia, have the long neck and legs, stout
body, and strong limbs of the Ostrich. [For

i the European species, see Bcstabd.]

' OTIOX. A genus of Pedunculated Cirri-

' pedes, found on the Indian const, commsnly
attached to buildings covered by the sea.

i The body is sub-quadrate, supported on a

I

fleshy pedicie with a gaping aperture and
two posterior auricular tub^ ; five small

i testaceous valves, adhering near the sides of
, the aperture.

OTOLITH17S. A sub-^enus of fishes be-
longing to the family Scitmidce, inhaliiting
the Indian Ocean and Atlantic coasts of
America. The Otolithus regalis, or Sque-
TAOce, is commonlv from a foot to fifteen
inches tong, but it often grows much larger.
The head and back are brown, with fre-
quently a tinge of greenish ; faintly silvery
with dusky SMcks above the lateral line,
which gradually disappear on the sides ; and
the under part is wholly of a clear white.
The eyes are large and pale yellow. There
ore two strong canine teeth in the upper
jaw, which is also armed with a single row
of very small pointed teeth ; and the under
jaw IS furnished with a row of small
teeth which is doubled anteriorly. The two
dorsals are well separated, and the second,
as well as the caudal and anal, is in a great
part covered with small scales. Dr. Mitchell,
describing this species, observes that it is “ a
fish of a gooflly appearance, wholesome and
well-tasted, though rather soft. He is taken
both by the line and scan, and Is brought
to the New York market In great numl^rs
during the summer months. He is called
uieak-Jish, as some say, becanse he docs not
pull very hard after he is hooked i or, as
others allege, because lat>ouring men, who
are fed upon him. are weak by reason of the
deficient nourishment in that kind of forul.

Certain peculiar noises under water, of a

low rumbling or drumming kind, are ascribed
by the fishermen to the Squetague. Whether
the sound came from these fishes or not, it

is certain, that during their season, only,
they may be heard from the bottom of the
water, in places frequented by the weak-
fish, and not elsewhere. The swimming-
bladder is convertible into good glue. I
have eaten as fine blanc-mange made from
it as from the isinglass of the sturgeon.”

OTTER. (Lutra vulgaris.) This aquatic
quadruped is about two feet iong from the
nose to the insertion of the tail, which is
fifteen inches more ; its body is elongated
and much flattened ; the tail is flat and
broad ; the legs are short and strong, but so
loosely artieulated as to turn in every diree-
tion while swimming ; the feet broad, and
the toes conneeted by a complete web : its
structure is consequently well adapted for
an aquatic life : and it feeds almost entirely
on fish. It swims and dives with great
readiness, and with peculiar ease and ele-
gance of movement. Its teeth are sharp and
strong, and the tubercles of the molars very
pointed, a modification necessary to secure
the prehension and speedy destruction of
their agile and slippery prey. It has a
black nose and long whiskers j the eyes are

SsnLI. or OTTKB.

very small, and placed nearer the nose than
in most other animals ; the upper jaw is

longer and broader than the lower
j the ears

small and erect
;
and the skin is protected

by a compact fur, wliich consists of two
kinds of hair, the longer and stiffer shining
hairs, which arc grayish at the base and
a rich brown at the point, contcaling an
extremely fine and soft fur of a light gray
colour, brown at the tip : the under parts of
the body, inner parts of the limbs, and the
cheeks, are of a brownish-gray throughout.
The Otter can be domesticated, though,

from its ferocious disposition, this is a task of
much difficulty. In order to do it effectually,
BO that the animal might be trained to catch
fish or assist in fishing, it is recommended
that they should bo procured ns young ns
possible, and be first fed with small fish and
water. Then bread and milk is to l>e alter-
nated with the fish, and the proportion of the
former gradually increased till they are led
to live entirely on bread and milk. They
are then taught to fetch and carry, ns dogs
are trained, and when they are brought to
do this well, a leather fish stufl’cd with wool
is employed os the thing to he fetched : they
are afterwards exercised with a dead fish,
and chastised if they attempt to tear it.

Flimily they arc sent into the water after

8 s 8



otters generally bring forth their
young under hollow banks, on a bed of
rushes, flags, or such weeds as the place
affords in greatest quantities. They are
always found at the edge of the water

j
and

when under the protection of the dana, she
teaches them instantly to plunge into the
deep, and escape from their pursuers among
the mshes or weeds that fringe the stream ;

and, except in the absence of the parent, they
are not to be easily taken. When the Otter,
in its wild state, has taken a flsh, it carries
it on shore, and devours the head and upper
parts, rejecting the remainder. The female
produces four or five young in the spring of
the year.
There are numerous instances on record of

their being tamed and educated ; one of
which we copy, as peculiarly interesting,
from the Journal of the late Bishop Hcber :

“ We passed,” says this exemplary prelate,
“ to my surprise, a row of no less than nine
or ten large and very beautiful Otters, [we
presume, of the species Lutra nair, F. Cuv.]
tethered with straw collars and long strings

to bamboo stakes on the banks (of the Matta
Colly). Some were swimming about at the
full extent of their strings, or lying half in
and half out of the water ; others were rolling
themselves in the sun on the sandy bank,
uttering a shrill, whistling noise, as if in
play. I was told that most of the fishermen
in this neighbourhood kept one or more of
these animals, who were almost as tame as
dogs, and of great use in fishing : sometimes
driving the shoals into the nets, sometimes
bringing out the larger flsh with their teeth.

I was much pleased and interested with the
sight. It has always been a fancy of mine
that the poor creatures whom we waste and
persecute to death, for no cause but the gra-
tification of our cruelty, might by reasonable
treatment be made the sources of abundant
amusement and advantage to us.”
In the older annals of sporting in this

country. Otter-hunting holds no inconsider-
able place

; and it is even still practised oc-
casionally with dogs especially trained for
the sport. “ When the Otter is found,” says
Mr. Bell (//ist. of Brit. Quad.y, “ the scene
becomes exceedingly animated. He instantly
takes the water and dives, remaining a long
time underneath it, and rising at a consider-

able distance from the place at which he
dived. Then the anxious watch that is kept
for his rising to ‘ vent,’ the steady purpose
with which the dogs follow and bait him as

he swims, the attempts of the cunning beast

to drown his assailants by diving whilst they
have fastened on him, the bayiug of the

hounds, the cries of the hunters, and the

fierce and dogged resolution with which the

poor hopeless quarry holds his pursuers at

bay, inflicting severc,somctimes fatal wounds,
and holding on with unflincliing pertinacity

even to the last, must altogether form a
scene as animated and exciting as the veriest

epicure in hunting could desire.”
The following interesting paper on the

Breeding of the Otter in confinement in the
Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, in 1840 ;

by .Tames Hunt, Head Keeper ; was read at
a meeting of the Society, March 28. 1847 :—

“ The female Otter was presented to the
Society by Lady Rolle on the 4th ofFebruary,
1840, being apparently at that time about
three months old. She remained without
a male till the 11th of March, 1840, when a
large male was presented to the Society by
the Rev. P. M. Brunwin, ofBraintree, Essex,
in whose possession it had been for some
months, and had been kept in a cellar. His
weight when first taken was twenty-one
pounds, but he was not above half that
weight when he arrived at the Gardens,
having wasted mueh in confinement, and
become very weak in the loins, from which
he soon recovered after his arrival. About
a month after his arrival there was a con-
tinual chattering between him and the female
during the night, which lasted for four or
five nights ; but they did not appear to be
quarrelling. Notliing further was observed
in their manners or in the appearance of
the female to make me think she was with
young, until the morning of the 13th of
August, when the keeper that has the charge
of tliem went to give them a fresh bed, which
he does once a week ; while in the act of
pulling out the old bed he observed two
young ones, apparently five or six days old,
and about the size of a full-grown rat : he
immediately put back the bed, nith the
young on it, and left them. On the 21st the
mother removed them to the second sleep-
ing-den, at the other end of their enclosure,
and several times after she was observed to
remove them from one end of the house to
the other, by pushing them before her on a
little straw: her object in removing them^
appeared to be to let them have a dry bed

:

on the 9th of September they were first seen
out of the house ; they did not go into the
water, but crawled about, and appeared very
feeble.

“Gn the 26th of September they were first

seen to eat fish, and follow the mother into
the water : they did not dive into the water
like the mother, but went into it like a dog,
with their head above water, and it was not
until the middle of October that the}' were
observed to plunge into the water like the
old ones. On the 22nd of December the
water was let out of the pond for the purpose
of cleaning it, wliicli is done once a week :

the animals were shut up in their sleeping-
den, but they let themselves out when the
pond was but half full of water, and tlie

young ones got into it and were not able to
get out without assistance ; after they had
been in the M-ater some minutes the mother
appeared very anxious to get them out, and
made several attemps to reach them from
the side of the pond where she was standing;
but this she was not able to do, ns they were
not witliin her reach. After making several
attempts in this manner without success, she
plunged into the water to them, and began
to play with one of them for a short time,
and put her head close to its cars, as if she
was making it understand what she meant

;

the next moment she made a spring out of

the pond, with the young one holding on by
the fur at the root of the tail with its teeth :

having safely landed it, she got the other out

in the same manner : this she did several



times during a quarter of an hour, as the
young ones kept going into the water as fast

as she got them out. Sometimes the young
held on by the fur at her sides, at others by
that at the tail. As soon as there was suffi-

cient water for her to reach them from the
side of the pond, she took hold of them by
the ears with her mouth, and drew them out
of the pond, and led them round the pond
close to the fence, and kept chattering to
them, as if she was telling them not to go mto
the pond again."

The Ajiericajt or Ca:tat>a Otteu {Lutra
lataxina') resembles the European species,

but is considerably larger. Both have a
habit peculiar to these animals : this is

sliding or climbing to the top of a ridge of
snow in winter, or a sloping moist bank in
summer, where, lying on the belly, with the
fore legs bent backwards, they give them-
selves an impulse with the hind legs that
enables them to glide swiftly down the
eminence. This sport they continue for a
long time. The colour of the whole body,
except the chin and tliroat, which are a
dusky white, is a glossy brown. Many are
caught for the sake of their skins, which are
very dense and fine, and are much esteemed.
The common mode of taking them is by
sinking a steel trap near the mouth of their
burrow.

The S£A-OrxER(EnAyc?ra lutria) is a much
larger species than the preceding, and pre-
sents such modifications of its palmatcd feet,

and of its teeth, os to form the type of a
distinct sub-genus (Enhydra), which con-
nects the Otter with the Seal. It weighs
from seventy to eighty pounds. Its colour
when in full season is perfectly black ; at

other times of a dark brown. It has six
incisors in the upper, and four in the lower
jaw j the grinders being broad, and well
adapted fur breaking cnistaceoiis animals.
It runs very swiftly, and swims with extreme
celerity, either on its bock, sides, or some-
times as if upright in the water. The hind
feet resemble those of a seal, and have a
membrane skirting the outside of the ex-
terior toe, like that of a goose. It Is exclu-
sively found between the forty-ninth and
sixtieth degrees north latitude, on the north-
western coasts of North America, and the

i

shores of Kamtschatka and the adjoining
islands. It is caught by placing a net among
the sea-weed, or by chasing it in boats. The
female brings forth but one at a birth, and
is extremely sedulous in her attention to
her offspring, playing with and fondling it

in various ways. The Sea-Otter haunts sea-
woshcil rocks, lives mostly in the water, and
approximates to the seals more than to the
Otters in its habits. The flesh of the young
Sea-Otters is said to be very delicate food,
not unlike lamb. The Komtschatdalcs, on
wiiose coasts these animals are chiefly killed,

exchange the skins with the Kussians for

those of the fox and sable, and the Kiissiaii

merchants sell them principally to tlie

Chinese, with whom they arc In great re-

quest. and who pay for them at tlie rate of
from seventy to a hundred soubics each.
This great price, and the great distance from

where they are obtained, are the obvious
reasons why so few are seen in the European
market. Sir George Simpson tells us that
since 1814 the Russians have sent to market
from California the enormous number of
80,000 Sea-Otters, besides a large supply of
Fur Seals.

OUNCE. [See JAGUAit.]

OUZEL, or RING OUZEL. (.Turdus
torguatm.') This bird is somewhat larger
than the Blackbird, ivhich it much resembles
in its general habits. Its general colour is

dull black ; each feather margined with ash

RINO OCZEL.—(TURDOS TORQOATUS.)

gray ; the bill is dusky
; comers of the

mouth and inside yellow ; eyes hazel ; and
the legs dusky brown. The breast of the
male is distinguished by a crescent of pure
white, which almost surrounds the neck :

on the female this crescent is much less con-
spicuous, and in some birds it is wholly
wanting. Ring Ouzels arc found in various
parts of this kingdom, chiefly in the wilder
and more mountainous districts. The female
builds her nest in the same manner and in
the same situations as the Blackbird, and
lays four or five eggs of the same colour.
Their food consists of insects and berries.

The Water Ouzel, or Dipper, {Cinchta
a/ptalicua), is a bird of a very retired nature,
resorting to small brooks and rivulets which
flow rapidly among stones and fragments of
rocks in hilly countries. There it may be
seen perched on the top of a stone in the
midst of a torrent, in a continual dipping
motion, whilst watching for its food, which
consists of small fishes and insects. The
Rev. George Gordon mentions tliat in some
of the rivers of the north of Scotland it is

very partial to and destroys the spawn of the
Sea Trout (,?«toio ti-ulfn), from wliich it most
probably has obtained its no enviable place
in tlie following ancient distich :

** The fiordon, the guile, and the watrr-craw
Are the three worst Ills that tlie Moray ever saw.*’

The Gordona liclng one ofthe Iligliland clans,
famed for their incursions in former times |

and the yuile being a weed, very destructive
in coni-flclds. 'rfic upper parts of the head
and neck arc deepish rusty brown i the back,
rump, scapulars, wing-coverts, belly, and



tail are black
; but each feather on these

parts is distinctly edged with hoary gray.
The breast, fore part of the neck, and throat
are of a snowy wliite, and the black and

WATER OOZED, OR DIPPER.
(OINODDS AaOA'CIOOS.)

white on the belly are separated by a rusty
brown. The legs are short and strong

; the
claws curved ; and the toes are distinctly
parted, without any membrane between to
join them. It forms its nest in the holes of
banks ; and lays five eggs of a whitish colour,
slightly tinged with red. “ The most sin-

gular trait in its character,” observes Bewick,
I

“ is that of its possessing the power of walk-

[

ing, in quest of its pres',on tke pebbly bottom
1
of a river, and with the same ease as on dry

I land.” Upon this “ trait ” we find Mr. Wa-
I

terton thus commenting : “ This is the bird
whose supposed sub-aquatic pranks have set

the laws of gravity at defiance, by breaking
through the general mandate which has or-
dained that things lighter than water shall
rise towards its surface, and that things that
are heavier shall sink beneath it.” “ If the
Water-Ouzel, which is specificallsr lighter
than water, can manage, by some inherent
power, to walk on the ground at the bottom
of a rivulet, then there is great reason to
hope that we, who are heavier than air, may,
any day, rise up into it, unassisted by artifi-

cial apparatus, such as wings, gas, steam, or
broom-staff.”

OVIS. [See Shbbp.]

OVULA. A genus ofMollusca, Inhabiting
the Indian and Chinese seas. Shell oblong,
with elongated aperture, the ends of which
in some species are so much lengthened as to

make it fusiform or ' spindle-shaped ; outer

I

lip crenulated, inner lip smooth. The aui-

I

mal is furnished with two tentacula, having
^es at the base on small projections, like the

Cyprosa
|
mantle and foot large ! the former

however, having only one lobe.

OWU. (Striffidee.) It is a common remark,
that Owls may be considered as a kind of
nocturnal hawks, differing, as Linnams has
observed, from those birds in the same man-
ner as Moths differ from Butterflies; the one
being chiefly nocturnal, and the otlrer di-

urnal. They are distinguished by having
n large head ;

great projecting eyes directed
forwards, and surrounded with a circle or
disc of loose and delicate feathers, covering
tile base of the beak and the opening of the

ear ; a strong hooked bill ; crooked claws ;

and a downy plumage, generally spotted or
barred with different shades of brown or
yellow. The feet are chiefly remarkable for
the power possessed by the external toe, of
being turned either backwards or forwards.
Unable to bear the brighter light of the sun,
the Owl retires to some lonely retreat, where
it passes the day in silence and obscurity ;

but at the approach of evening, when all
nature is desirous of repose, and the smaller
animals, which are its principal food, are
seeking their nestling places, the Owl comes
forth from its lurking holes in quest of prey.
Its eyes are admirably adapted for this
purpose, being so formed as to distinguish
objects with greater facility in the dusk than
in broad daylight. Its flight is low and
silent during its nocturnal excursions, and
when it rests, it is then only known by the
frightful and reiterated cries with -which it
interrupts the silence of night. If forced
from his retreat during the day, his flight is
broken and interrupted, and he is sometimes
attended by numbers of small birds, who,
seeing his embarrassment, pursue him with
incessant cries, tormenting lum with their
movements ; while the Owl remains jierched
upon the branch of a tree, and regajtis the
assembled group with aU the appearance of
mockery and affectation. There are some
species of Owls, however, able to fly, and see
distinctly in open day. And we mayremark
fimther, that although the Strigidee are daz-
zled by too refulgent a light, they do not, as
some have imagined, see best in the darkest
nighls. Their vision, generally speaking, is

clearest in the dusk of the evening, at the
dawning of the morning, or by moonlight,

I

when they are not incommoded either by I

too much or too little light : their faculty of
nocturnal vision differing considerably, how-
ever, in different species ; some seeing with
exquisite acuteness in the gloom of night,
while others invariably roam abroad at early
mom or in the shades of evening. Their
hearing is very acute, and their plumage
soft and loose, enabling them to fly without
noise, and thus to come on their prey in an
unexpected manner. They feed on small
birds, mice, bats, and moths, swallowing
them entire, and casting up the indigestible
parts in the form of small balls. They breed
in fissures of rocks, in old buildings, or in
holes of trees, the female laying from two
to six eggs ; and they are found in every
part of the globe.
Mr. Hewitson, in his ‘ Illustrations of the

Eggs of Birds,’ remarks that there is a strong
and perfect similarity amongst the eggs of
the different species of Owls which we could
scarcely expect to find in the eggs of birds
which differ from each other so much in their
mode of breeding. The eggs of those species
wliich are deposited in the hollows of old
trees, and deserted ruins, and those which
are found on the bare sod, and exposed to

the broad light of day and the pelting storm,
are alike without colour.
The Owl family is very numerous, and

may be subdirided into tlie three follow-
ing groups:— 1. The Tjipical Owls (who.«c

adaptation to nocturnal habits is most com-
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: plcte, and who during the day, with their

eyes half shut, present a great appearanee
of gravitj’) have a large external ear, and
large and complete discs around the eyes.

2. The Horned Owls, in which the external
car is smaller, but the discs around the eyes
still large ; and in which the head is fur-

: nished with two feathery tufts, resembling
horns. 3. The Hawk Owls, in which the
external ear is very small, the facial discs

I

are wanting, and the feathery tufts absent.

The Bakx Owl. (.Strix flammea.) The
i
Common Wliite, Bam, or Screech Owl is so

I well-known an inhabitant of this country,
that every village is acquainted with its

history. It is also spread through the tem-
perate and warmer regions of Europe, but

BAP.M OWL. — (aXBIX FLAJiMEs.)

is not found in the higher latitudes. It is a

!
most beautiful species, though, from the fre-

i qucncy of its appearance, but little attended

:
to. The Bam Owl is about fourteen inches

I

in length. The head and upper parts of

I

the body are of a fine pale orange-colour,
slightly marked by small scattered chestnut-

I

coloured spots : the feathers of the upper

I
parts of the back and the wing-coverts are
ray towards their tips, finely sprinkled with
lackish transverse si>eckB ; while down the

shaft of each rans a short series of alternate
black and white oblong spots : the face is

white, but the mff elegantly edged by a
rufous verge intemiixcd with white : the

i
quill- feathers barred with pale brown, and

;
the tail slightly crossed by brownish freckles,

i

The whole under parts arc white, sometimes

I

marked by a few small dusky spots. Occa-
sionally in this species the under parts are

I

yellowish. The legs arc feathered or plumed
I

to the toes, which are covered with fine hair.
It conceals itself by day in deep recesses
among ivy-clod mins, in antique church
towers, ill tlic hollow of old trees, in barns,
hay-lofts, and other out-houses. Towards
twilight it quits its perch, and takes a re-

gular circuit round the fields, skimming
along the ground in quest of field mice, rats,

moles, shrews, and large insects. During
the time the young arc in the nest, the male
and female alternately sally out and beat
the fields with the regularity of a spaniel.

As soon os they have seized their prey they
return with it In their claws | but as it is

necessary to shift it Into their bill, they al-

ways alight fur that purpose on the roof,

befire they attempt to enter their nest.

Mr. Waterton (to whose intelligent re-

marks we are so much indebted, and who
never fails to put the services of the fea-

thered tribes In their proper light) tells his
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readers that “ if this useful bird caught its

food by day, instead of hunting for it by
night, mankind would have ocular demon-
stration of its utility in thinning the country
of mice ; and it would be protected, and
encouraged, everywhere. It would be with
us what the Ibis was with the Egyptians.
When it has young, it will bring a mouse to

the nest every twelve or fifteen minutes.
But, in order to have a proper idea of the
enormous quantity of mice which this bird
destroys, we must examine the pellets which
it ejects from its stomach in the place of its

retreat. Every pellet contains from four to

seven skeletons of mice. In sixteen months
from the time that the apartment of the
owl on the old gateway was cleaned out,
there has been a deposit of above a bushel of
pellets. . . . When fanners complain that
the Bam Owl destroys the eggs of their
pigeons, they lay the saddle on the wrong
horse. They ought to put it on the rat.

Formerly I could get very few young pigeons
till the rats were excluded efiectually from
the dovecot. Since that took place, it has
produced a great abundance every year,
though the Bam Owls frequent it, and are
encouraged all around it. The Bam Owl
merely resorts to it for repose and conceal-
ment. If it were really an enemy to tire

dovecot, we should see the pigeons in com-
motion as soon as it begins its evening Sight;
but the pigeons heed it not : whereas, if the
sparrow-hawk or hobby should make its

appearance, the whole community would be
up at once ; proof sufficient that the Bam
Owl is not looked upon us a bad, or even a
suspicious, character by the inhabitants of
the dovecot.”
Many other species, more or less resembling

the Bam Owl, arc found in different parts of
the temperate regions of the globe.

The Tawny Owl. (.Syrnium aluco.) This
bird is about the size of the Barn Owl. Its

hill is white
;
its eyes dark blue : the ra-

diated feathers round the eyes are white,
finely streaked with brown ; the head, neck,
back, wing-coverts and scapulars are tawny
brown, finely dotted with dark brown and
black : on the wing- coverts and scapulars
arc several large wliite spots, regularly
placed, so os to form three rows ; the quill-

feathers arc marked with alternate bars of
light and dark brown ; the breast and liclly

are pale yellow, with narrow dark streaks

pointing downwards, and crossed with simi-

lar ones : the legs are feathered down to the
toes ; the claws large, much hooked, and
white This is the Owl that hoots by night,

and sharply gives out the repeated cry of
tec-whit, particularly in cold frosty nights.
When these birds arc slightly disturbed amid
their slumbers in the vast and solitary woods,
they will utter an inward tremulous hooting
of too-who, the subdued and gloomy shivering
of which is jicciillarly horrific.

There are some lovers of nature, it seems,
who are of a different opinion | or Mr.
Ilcwltson would not thus express himself i

“ This is the Owl from which issues forth
that loud melancholy sound at night, whicii,
however much it may bo ossucrated with
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;

goblins in the minds of others, is extremely
agreeable to the ear that is fond of nature's
sylvan sounds.” The same writer tells us
that “ the Tawny Owl usually lays its eggs
in a hollow tree, sometimes in the holes of
rocks, and oceasionally in the deserted nest
of some other bird

; they are round, large,
bright, and glossy, from three to five in
number, and are deposited at irregular in-
tervals, the first being sat upon as soon as
laid : the young of the same nest differ in
conseq^uence very considerably in their size.”

The Ghkat Horned Owl. {Bubo Vir-
ginianus.) The Great Horned or Eagle Owl
is but little inferior in size to the Golden
Eagle ; and is very destructive to young
fawns, hares, rabbits, rats, moles, reptiles,

partridges, grouse, and other game. It is

found in the mountainous parts of Central
Europe, and in almost every quarter of the
United States ; frequenting deep forest glens,
and making its nest in the fissures of rocks,
ruined castles, &c. ;

but in Britain it has
been very rarely seen. “ Along the moun-
tainous shores of the Olilo, and amidst tire

deep forests of Indiana,” says Wilson, “ this

ghostly watchman has frequently warned
me of the approach of morning, and amused
me with liis singular exclamations, some-
times sweeping do\vn and around my fire,

uttering a loud and sudden Waugh 0!
Waugh 0! sufficient to have alarmed a
whole garrison. He has other nocturnal
solos, no less melodious, one of which very
strikingly resembles the half-suppressed
screams of a person suffocating, or throttled,

and cannot fail of being exceedingly enter-

taining to a lonely benighted traveller, in

the midst ofan Indian wilderness I” “ There

GREAT HORNED OWL.—tBUBO VIRGINIANOB.)

is sometliing in the character of the Owl so

recluse, solitary, and mysterious, something

so discordant in the tones of its voice, licard

only amid the silence and gloom of night,

and in the most lonely and sequestered

situations, as to have strongly impressed the

minds of mankind in general witli sensa-

tions of awe and nblioircncc of the whole

tribe. Tlie poets have indulged freely in

tiiis general prejudice ; and in tlieir descrip-

tions and delineations of midnight storms

and gloomy scenes of nature, tlie Owl is

generally introduced to heighten the horror

of the picture. Ignorance and superstition,

in nil ages and in all countries, listen to tlie

voice of the Owl, and even contemplate its

pliysiognomy, with feelings of dis^st and a
kind of fearful awe.” “Nothing is a more
effectual cure for superstition than a know-
ledge of the general laws and productions of
nature ; nor more forcibly leads our re-
flections to the first, great, self-existent Cause
of all, to whom our reverential awe is then
humbly devoted, and not to any of his de-
pendent creatures. With all the gloomy
habits and ungracious tones of the 0»d, there
is nothing in this bird supernatural or mys-
terious, or more than that of a simple bird
of prey, formed for feeding by night, like
many other animals, and of reposing by day.
The harshness of its voice, occasioned by the
width and capacity of its throat, may be in-

tended by Heaven os an alarm and warning
to the birds and animals on which it preys
to secure Itself from danger. The voices of
all carnivorous birds and animals are also

observed to be harsh and hideous, probably
for this very purpose.” Its general colour
is ferruginous, varied with larger and smaller
spots and markings of brown, black, and
gray ; together with innumerable minute
specks. The larger wing and tail-feathers

are obscurely varied by dusky transverse

bars : the bill is block ; the eyes very large,

and of a golden-orange colour : the legs are

short and strong, thickly clothed down to

the very claws with fine downy plumes ; and
the claws are extremely large, strong, and
black. It rarely lays more than two eggs,

which are larger and rounder than those of
|

a hen, and of a reddish-brown colour, with
,

darker blotches and variegations. f '

The Great Snout Owl. (Sumia nyctea.) -

Tliis is one of the most beautiful of all the '

species, on account of its snowy whiteness ;

and in size it nearly equals the Eagle Owl,

which it aiso resembles in its general habits

It is one of the hardiest of aU birds, and is

OWL.—(80RN1A NTCTKA.)

found in verj’ high northern latitudes of both

the Old and New World ;
obtaining its food

and rearing its young among rocky inoun-

tains and islands, in spite of ali the

tudes of temperature and season. The bill

is hooked, like a hawk’s, with stiff fcatl^rs

like hairs round its base, reflected forward i

and briglit yeilow iridcs. The head, whole

body, wings, and toil, are of a pure white :
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on the top of the head are numerous small
brown spots ; the upper part of the back is

marked with transverse lines ofdusky brown

;

a few dusky spots are on the covert-feathers

of the wings ; but withinside they are purely
white ; and the lower part of the back is

spotless : the middle feathers of the tail have
a few spots on each side the shafts of the
feathers : the legs and feet are covered with
white feathers ; and the claws are long,

strong, black, and sharp pointed. The
: Snowy Owl, it is supposed, used to breed on
some of the Shetland Islands, but is now a
very rare visitor to any part of the British
Islands.

^ The BtntnowLtro Owl. (A them cunicula-
ria.) This singular species is widely spread
through the American continent, and is pe-
culiar to it. It inhabits the burrows of the
marmot, viscacha, and other small rodent
animals ,• and when these do not present
themselves, it makes excavations for itself.

This is a small bird, its length not exceeding
ten inches.

OX : OXEN. The general designation for

the different species and varieties of the
ruminant quadrupeds belonging to the genus
Boe ; generically distinguished by having
smooth hollow horns, directed sideways, and
their curving upwards or forwards in a
semilunar form

;
body thick and heavy ;

tail long, terminated by a tuft of hair ; and
four inguinal mammae. The male of this

genus is called a Bull ; the female, a Cow ;

' and the young, a Calf. The name of Ox is

:
given to the castrated male, and he is called
an Ox-calf01 Bull-calf until he is a twelve-

I month old ; a Steer until he is four years

;

old, and after that an Ox or Bullock.
Truly does Mr. Bell, in his ‘ History of

j

British Quadrupeds,’ say, “ Of all the ani-
! mats which have been reduced into the im-
mediate serviee of man, the Ox is without
exception that to which he is most indebted
for the variety and extent of its means of
usefulness. If the qualities of the Dog are
of a higher and more intellectual character,
and bring it into closer communication with
man as a social being ; and if the Horse, as

a beast of burden and of draught, serve more
' to his immediate personal assistance ; the
Ox surpasses these and all others in the

I

devotion of its powers while living, and the
appropriation of every part of the body
when dead, to the wants, the comforts, and

I
the luxuries of his owner.” “This universal
utility of the animal,” he adds, “ appears to

have been very soon detected, and we find
consequently that its domestication consti-

tuted one of the earliest triumphs of human
authority over the natural Instincts and
habits of the brute creation. That this event
took place before the Flood, and induced
even then that propensity to a pastoral life

which has ever been characteristic of man
in his less cultivated state, wherever the cli-

mate was such as to encourage or permit it,

we have the Sacreii Writings to attest ; for

we are told that Juhal, the son of Lamcch,
was the father or ancestor ‘of such ns live

in tents, and of such as have cattle.’ From
the time when the family of Noah Issued

from the Ark, m every quarter of the earth
which Ids varied and multitudinous descend-
ants have cultivated, the Ox has been reared
as the most useful and important aid to the
necessities of mankind. In Egypt it was
the object of worship ; and after the Israel-
ites had left that scat of idolatry, when they
themselves were disposed to lapse into that
high and rebellious offence against the Ma-
jesty ofHeaven, it was in the form of a golden
calf that they modelled the object of their
absurd and impious rites.”

It has been the general opinion that the
domestic races of our cattle are originally
sprung from the Bos bubalus, the Indian and
European Buffalo ; but some treat of them
as arising from the aurochs or wild cattle of
Germany and Poland. Baron Cuvier, how-
ever, differs from both these suppositions,
and considers our present cattle identical
with a species no longer existing in a wild
state, but which has, by the exertions of
man, as in the instance of the camel and
dromedary, been for ages entirely subjected
to his power. The remains of this animal
have been found in a fossil state, and it is

upon the comparison of these remains with
the skeleton ofthe aurochs, the buffalo, and
our domestic races, that Cuvier founded his
opinion.

The CoitMOX O.v (Bos taunts') has a flat

forehead, longer than it is broad, and round
horns placed at the two extremities of a pro-
jecting line which separates the front from
the occiput : the horns, however, differ so
much in their form and direction in the
numerous varieties which domestication has
produced in this species, that no specific
character can be based upon them. The
colours of these animals are extremely va-
riable, being reddish, white, gray, brown,
black, &c. From what species the present
useful and valuable domesticated breeds owe
their origin, it would be very difficult to de-
termine

; but it is cert.ain that their utility
was well known to mankind in the very in-
fancy of society, and tliat tliey still form the
basis of the wealth of many countries, where
the people subsist and flourish in proportion
to the cultivation of their lands and the
number of their cattle. Throughout a great
part of the world, tlie flesh of the Ox is the
principal article of animal food ; while from
the milk of the Cow, of itself an almost in-
dispensable part of our diet, arc manufac-
tured cheese and butter, ’riiere is, indeed,
scarcely any part of tliis animal that is not
useful to mankind : the skin, the honis, the
bones, tile blood, the hair,— nay, the very
refuse of all these,— each and all have tlicir

separate uses. Tliough at tlie present day,
in this country, the Ox is less used for the
purposes of agricultural labour than it was
formerly, in many parts of the world tlie

practice still remains i and wherever it pre-
vails to any extent, its excellence is uni-
versally felt and acknowledged. The period
of gestation of the Cow is nine months j and
the young, like tliat of tlie horse, is very
perfect and vigorous soon after blrtli, though
it needs the care of the mother for a con-
siderable time. It attains its llill vigour in
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KTLCE OS.

and traverse with great ease the boggy
’ ground whicli abounds In these parts. They
are said to derive their name of KyJoe osen
from tlie Islanders having to eross the kyles

:
or ferries on theirway to the market. Thou-
sands of these are annually driven to market,

' and the ferries have frequently very strong

[

eurrents through wliich the animals are

I

made to swim.

1

The varieties produeed by domestication

and climate are almost innumerable : but

i the principal kinds in tliis country are thus

described by Mr. Youatt. “The breeds of

cattle, as they are now found in Great Britain,

are almost as various as the soil of the dif-

ferent districts, or the fancies of the breeders.

They liave, however, been very conveniently

classed according to the comparative size of

LONO-HOnisBD BULL.

the horns : the long horns originally, so far

as our country is concerned, from Lanca-
sliirc, much improved by Mr. Bakcwcll of

I.,cicc8tcr8hire, and established through the

greater part of the midland counties ;
— the

short horns, originally from East York, im-

proved in Durham, mostly cultivated in the
northern counties and in Lincolnsliire, and
many of them found in every imrt of the
kingdom, where the farmer attends much

BHOHT'HOnKUn BDUn

to his dairy, or a large supply of milk is

wanted ;
— and the middle horns, not de-

rived from a mixture of the two preceding,
but a distinct and valuable and beautiful

i

breed, inhabiting principally the north of '

ALDKRNKT OOW.

found on the southern coast, and, in smaller

numbers, in gentlemen’s parks and i)lcasurc-

f

[rounds every where i while the polled or

lornless cattle prevail in Suffolk and Nor-

folk, and in Galloway, whence they were

first derived. These," liowevcr, have been

intermingled in every possible way. Tluy
are founu pure only in their native districts,

or on the estates of some opulent and spi-

rited Individuals. Each county has its own

three years, and the term of its natural life

is about fourteen.
The climate as well as the pasture of Great

Britain is excellently adapted to the mode-
rate nature of these animals ; and the ver-
dure and fertility of our plains are perfectly
suited to their manner of feeding j

for, being
destitute of the superior fore-teeth, they
love to graze in high and rich pastures ; nor
do they seem to be very choice as to the
quality of their food, provided they have
always an abimdant supply of herbage. For
this reason, in our English pastures, where
the grass is rather high and flourishing, than
succulent and nutritious, the Cow thrives
admirably ; and there is no part of Europe
in which this animal grows larger, jdelds

more milk, or fattens sooner.

In the Islands and nighlands of Scotland
the breed of Oxen is very small, and the
majority of them black. They are very light.

BHORT-HOBNKP COW.’

Devon, the east of Sussex, Herefordshire,
Gloucestershire ; and of diminished bulk,
and with somewhat different character, the
cattle of the Scottish and Welsh mountains.
The Alderney, with her crumpled horn, is



mongrel breed, often difBcult to be described,

j
and not always to be traced,— neglected
enough, yet suited to the soil and to the
climate ; and, among little farmers, main-
taining their station, and advantageously
maintaining it, in spite of attempts at sup-
posed improvements by the intermixture or
substitution of foreign varieties.”
“ It does not appear,” says Mr. Bell, “ that

any very decided steps were taken towards
the improvement of the English breeds of
cattle until within the last half century, or
rather more. They were, it is true, bred in
great numbers to supply the profuse hospi-
tality of the ancient nobility ; bnt there is

no reason to believe that any particnlar care
was taken to procure the best breeds, or to
increase their size by a porticirlar mode of
feeding. The establishment of prizes has
led, perhaps, as much as the real advantage
of the pursuit, to that great interest which
has of late years been taken in the breed-
ing and fattening of cattle. The result has
been the establishment of nnmerous distinct

i breeds, of which some are particularly ad-

j

vantogcous for particular districts.”—That
the encouragement given to agricultural

I

pursuits in general by associations expressly

I

devoted to that object has been attended
' with many beneficial results, cannot be
i denied ; but as regards the fattening of
cattle for public exhibition, we consider that
it has been carried to a most ridiculous
excess. It is, however, no part of our duty
to describe the fat beauties which are exlii-

bited at monster cattle-shows ; nor are we
disposed to eulogise those patriots who think
they are entitled to the gratitude of their
country, for spending their time and money
in heaping up mountains of fat on the car-

I
cases of animals which, in our humble
opinion, are quite os likely to die of repletion
as they are to grace the shops of aristocratic
butchers.
Volumes have been written on the different

breeds of cattle, but this is not the place for
discussing the comparative merits of long-
homed and short-homed bulls, or whether
the milk of Alderney cows be superior to
that supplied in the dairies of Somersetshire,
Cheshire, or Ayreshire ; and os for the
“ vexed question ” of the size of the carcase,
or the smallness of the bone, of the rival

: breeds, and the relative qualities of the hide,
we must leave our readers to consult the
many well-known elaborate works on these
subjects. Our purpose in this book being
mure zoological than economical, let us pass
to a short notice of a variety or species of Ox
which is believed to be nearly in its pri-
mitive state.

The wild cattle which anciently inhabited
the Great Caledonian Forest (the Bos Hcoticus
of 'omc authors) are now restricted to a few
individuals preserved by noblemen at Chil-
linghain Park, Cadzowe, near Hamilton
Ice. A specimen of a bull from the first

mentioned of these places is preserved in the
British .Museum, to which it was presented
by the Earl of Tankcrville. This variety is

thus described by I.eslic : — Their colour is

invariably i]f a creamy white, muzzle black:
the whole of the Inside of the ear, and altout

one-third of the outside, from the tips down-
wards, red ; horns white with black tips,

very fine and bent upwards
i some of the

bulls have a thin upright mane, about an
inch and a half or two inches long. At the
first appearance of any person they set off in
full gallop, and at the distance of two or
three hundred yards make a wheel round,
and come boldly up again, tossing their heads
in a menacing manner : on a sudden they
make a full stop, at the distance of forty or
fifty yards, looking wildly at the object of
their surprise

;
but upon the least motion

being made, they all again turn round and
fly off with equal speed, but not to the same
distance ,• forming a shorter circle, and again
returning with a bolder and more threaten-
ing aspect than before, they approach much

vriLU BOLL OF THIS COOHTRV.

nearer, probably witliin thirty yards, when
they make another stand, and again fly off

;

this they do several times, shortening their
distance, and advancing nearer, till they
come within ten yards ; when most people
think it prudent to leave them, not choosing
to provoke them further

; for there is little

doubt but, in two or three turns more, they
would make an attack."

WILD oow.

We might make elaborate extracts from a
paper read before the British Association by
Mr. Hindmarsh (in 18.38), in which a good
account is given of specimens preserved by
the Earl of Tankcrville, in his park at Clill-

lingham : but it woulil occupy too much of
our space to do so. We therefore refer our
readers to the second volume of the Annals
of Natural History, in which arc some notes
from Lord Tankcrville himself i and wo
agree in his conclusion, that the same species
of wild cattle prevalent in Scotland had ex-
tended to the northern districts of England

j

that in proportion as population and culture
advanced, they became here, os in Scotland,
the subjects of almost universal slaughter •,

and that a few of tliose that cscajicd had
found sanctuary in tlic great wood at Cldl-

T T
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linghain (as well as in some other ancient
forests), where they escaped the fury of their
destroyers. The only other tenable hypo-
thesis is, that after the enclosure of the park
at Chillingham, they had been brought from
Scotland and located there as a relic of the
ancient Caledonian cattle

; but the absence
of all tradition and record upon the subject,
and^ the circumstance of a similar breed
having been found in places far removed
from the Borders, render this supposition less
probable than the former.

The Cape Ox, or Cape Buffalo. {Bos
IBuhalm'] Coffer.) This species of the Bo-
vine genus is superior in size to the largest
English Ox, is very strong and muscular, and
has a most fierce and malevolent aspect. It
inhabits the interior parts ofAfrica, north of
the Cape of Good Hope, where these ani-
mals are found in large herds. Its colour is a
deep cinereous brown : the hair on the body
is rather short, but that on the head and
breast very long, coarse, and black, hanging
down the dewlap, like that of a Bison : from
the hind part of the head to the middle of
the back is also a loose black mane : the tail

is nearly naked at the root, the remainder
being covered with long loose hair. The
horns are black, and extremely broad at
their base : they are transversely wrinkled
above, and are very large and long, spread-
ing far over the head towards the eyes, then
growing taper, and bending down on each
side of the neck ; the ends inclining back-
wards and upwards : the space between the
tips is sometimes five feet. The ears are a
foot long, and half-pendulous. These power-
ful animals are described as sometimes rush-
ing suddenly on the African traveller, goring
and trampling both man and horse under
foot. The skin is excessively strong, and
is, on this account, in high estimation with
the colonists at the Cape, for its superior
excellence in making harness, &c.

The Grunting 0.x. {Bos {PoepTiapis'] grun-
niens.) Respecting the size of this animal
(which is also called the Horse-tailed Ox, or
Yack) there is mnch dispute, some travellers
describing it as smaller than the domestic
breeds of Oxen, while others contend that it

is much larger ; but from the accounts of
Russian naturalists, it appears probable that
there are two varieties, differing materially
in size, but in other respects corresponding.
It has a short head, broad nose, and large

cars : the horns are short, slender, round,
upright, sharp-pointed, and bent inwards.
The whole body is covered with long hair,

and is entirely black, except the front, ridge

of the back, and tail, which are white. One
peculiarity belongs to this species, which is,

that instead of lowing, like others of the
genus, they utter a sound resembling the
grunting of a hog. In Tliibet and other parts

of central Asia, where they exist in a wild
state, they are very dangerous, fighting, des-
perately when attacked; and though they are
susceptible of domestication, they always re-

tain some of their natural ferocity. The tails

of these animals are very valuable : they
form the standards designating the rank of
superior officers in the Turkish army ; they

are extensively used in India as brushes to
drive away insects ; and the Chinese adorn
their caps with them.

The Jungle Ox, or Gvall {Bosfrontalis)
resembles the domestic Ox in most of its

characters, but has horns flattened from be-
fore backwards, and no angular ridges. They
are directed laterally, and more or less up-
ward, but not backward. It is a domestic
race in the mountain districts of the north-
east of India, and although it has been sus-
pected by some persons to be derived from
the intermixtiue of the Btiffalo with the
common species, is quite a distinct species
from either. [See Bison : Buffalo : Uaus.]

OX-BIRD. [See Sandebling.]

OX-PECKER. [See Buphaga.]

OXYIOPHUS. A genus of Cuckoos ; the
best known species of which is the OxyJophus
glandarius. [See Cuckoo.]

|

OYSTER. {Ostrea edujis.) A well-known
edible Mollusc, the shell of which is formed
of two unequal valves, connected together .

by a hinge of the simplest character. Ex-
ternally the shell has a coarse and dirty

,

appearance ; each shell being composed of
a great number of laminae irregularly closed
down on each other. In some species it

'

is smooth ; in others striated, tuberous, or
prickly ; the lower shell being always the
deepest. The animal itself is also of very
simple structure : no vestige of a foot can
be seen ; and the ligament which unites the ,

valves is of small size. On separating the 1

valves, four rows of gills, or what is called '

the heard, are observed at a little distance
from the fringed edge of the mantle. The
abductor muscle is situated at about the
centre of the body, near which the heart is :

to be distinguished ; and the mouth may be
seen beneath a kind of hood, formed by the
union of the two edges of tlie mantle near
the hinge. JIany curious discussions have
arisen as to whether Oysters possessed the
faculty of locomotion. It is well known
that, in general, they are firmly attached to

stones, or to each other ; and it has been
stated, and generally believed, that they arc
not endowed with any powers of changing
their position. TJiis much, indeed, is certain,

that it is one of the most inanimate of the
Mollusca ; remaining fixed upon some sub-
marine substance, enjoying only the nourish-
ment brought it by the wave's, and giving
scarcely a sign of life, except the opening
and shutting of its valves. In the British
Museum there is a large specimen of a crab,

to the back and claws of which a number
of good-sized oj-sters have attached them-
selves. From the observations and experi-
ments of naturalists, it appears, however,
they can move from place to place by sud-

denly closing their shells, and thus ejecting

the water contained between them with
sufficient force to throw themselves back-
ward, or in a lateral direction.
The principal breeding time of the common

Oyster is in April or May, when their spawn
is usually cost : this appears at first like little

spots of grease, wliich fasten upon rocks,



i stones, or other hard substances that happen
to be near. Very commonly they adhere to

adult shells ; and thus are formed the large
masses termed oyster-banks. In about a

;
year and a half they attain a size fit for the

I

table ; and they are taken by dredging, and
stored in pits formed for the purpose, fur-

nished with sluices, through which at spring
: tides the water is suffered to flow. In these
receptacles they acquire a green tinge, which

I

arises from the confervce, and other marine
. vegetable matter, on which they feed. The
I

powers of multiplication which Oysters pos-

i

sess are so wonderful, that the banks or beds
which they form occupy portions of the sea,

I

in shallow parts, extending for miles ; and

j

in some places (particularly along the allu-

;

vial shores of Georgia, in North America)
!
walls of living Oysters literally counteract

I the otherwise resistless force of the tide.

Oysters are particularly plentiful on the
British coasts, and form a most important
article of commerce. The breeding and fat-

tening of them for the London market forms
a considerable branch of business, which is

principally carried on in Essex and Kent

;

but exclusive of the Oysters bred there, vast

numbers are found on the coasts of Hants
and Dorset ; and they are also exceedingly
abundant in the Jersey fishery, employing
in it, during the season, about 1500 men, 1000
women and children, and 250 boats.

From the spawning time till about the end
of July, the Oysters are said to be sick, but
by the end of August they become perfectly

recovered. Our Oyster fisheries are regulated
by a court of admiralty; and after the month
of May it is felony to carry away the cultch,

(which means any substance the Oysters
adhere to), and otherwise punishable to take
any Oyster between whose shells, when
closed, a shilling wiil rattle.

Oysters form the basis of manj^ culina^
preparations, but are much more digestible in

their raw state than after any mode of cook-
ing them, as this process in a great measure
deprives them of the nourishing animal jelly

which forms so large a portion of their sub-
stance. The shell of the Oj;stcr is composed
of carbonate of lime and animal matter, and
was, at one time, supposed to possess peculiar
medical properties ; but anaiysis has shown
that the oniy advantage of these animal
carbonates of lime over those from the mine-
ral kingdom arises from their containing no
admixture of any metallic substance.
The Oyster is a very entertaining object

to those whf) are fond of microscopic inves-
tigation. In the clear liquid around the
animal, many minute, round, living nni-
malcuics have been found, wliose boilies being
conjoined, form spherical figures with tails,

not changing their place otherwise tlian by
sinking to the bottom, being heavier tlian

the fluid ; these have been frequently seen
separating, and coming together again. In
other Oysters, animalcules of the same kind
were found not conjoined, but swimming by
one another, where they seemed in a more
perfect state, and were judged by Lewenhoek
to he the animalcules in the rot or melt of
the Oyster.
All bivalves which adhere by the shell are

covered at their birth with a mucilaginous
liquid which attaches them to the surface of
any object on which they rest. The animal
strengthens this first adliesion in the same
manner that it increases the size of its shell.

At the mouths of several American, African,
and Indian rivers, great quantities of Oysters
are found attached to the roots of trees, and
even to their branches, where they are so situ-

ated as to be covered by the tide. Mrs. Lee, in
her ‘ Stories of Strange Lands,’ says, “ The
flavour of the tree-oyster is delicious ; they
are small, and cover the lower branches of
the mangroves. Two or three of these
branches form an ample luncheon, and in
the river Gaboon we had a daily supply.”

OYSTEB-CATCHER. (Hcematopus.') A
wading bird which resides on the sea shore,
where it feeds on marine animals. Its feet ore
strong and muscular ; and it both runs and
flies swiftly. In the British species iHcema-
topus ostralegus) the head, neck, upper part of
the breast, back, wings, and tip of the tail,

are of a deep black ; the rump, base of the

j

tail, a transverse stripe on the wings, and the
I
whole of the under parts of the body, of a

i pure white : the beak and circle round the
;
eyes of a bright orange ; the irides crimson

;

i and the feet red. Oyster-catchers abound on
the western coasts of England : feeding on

I

limpets and oysters ; and from their dex-
! terity in procuring the latter their name is

j

derived. It does not construct any nest

;

but deposits its eggs on tlie bare ground,
’ above high-water mark : they are from two
to four in number, of an olivaceous brown,
blotched with black. During the period of
incubation the male is very watchful, and
upon the least alarm utters a loud scream
and flies off, as does also the female, after
running some distance from the place where
the eggs are deposited. If taken young they
may be easily reared, and will frequent the
ponds and ditches during the day, keeping
in company with domestic poultry. They
are abimdant throughout all the coasts of
Europe, and other species occur on many of
those of Asia and America.

PAGA. iCcelogenys.) A genus of Rodent
animals, allied In many points to the Capy-
baros and Agoutis, but presenting also con-
siderable differences, particularly in the
complex structure of tlic molar teeth. They
inhabit the woods of Soutli America, and are
generally found in the vicinity of water.

PAnA.-(OCEt.OOKNT8 SODNIGEH.)

concealing themselves in burrows so near
the surface that tlic foot of tli« pedestrian
often liruaks tlirougli. Tlicre are generally
three openings to a burrow, wliich the animal
takes care to cover witli dry leaves and

T T 3
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branches. They are of a thick and clumsy
foj-m, and, when full grown, measure about
two feet in length from the tip of the nose to
the extremity of the body, and about one
foot in height, the hinder limbs being mucli
longer (but considerably bent) than the an-
terior ones. The claws are conical, thick
and strong, and proper for digging. Their
eyes are large, prominent, and of a brownish
hue

i their ears are nearly naked, and their
whiskers rigid. They swim and dixe re-
markably well i and, although heavy and
corpulent, they run and jump with activity.
Their cry resembles the grunting of a young
pig. The food of the Paca consists of fruits

and tender plants, which it seeks in the
night, seldom quitting its burrow in the day.
Its flesh is said to be very savoury, and forms
a staple article of food in many parts of
South America. The mode of taking these
animals is by closing two of the apertures of
their burrows, and digging up the third ;

and it often happens that they show a very
determined resistance, biting their pursuers
very severely . When undisturbed, the Paca
often sits up and cleans its head and whiskers
wdth its two fore paws, .wlrich it moistens
with its saliva like a cat. It is readily tamed,
very cleanly, and shows a quiet and con-
tented disposition in captivity. The fur is

composed of silky hairs, very short, thin,

and stiff ; of a blackish-brown on all the
upper parts of the body, excepting four rows
of parallel spots, from the shoulders to the
rump, which, viewed in some situations,

appear to form an almost uninterrupted
line.

PACHTDERMATA. An order of Mam-
miferous Quadrupeds distinguished by the
thickness of tlieir skins, including various
animals that in other respects are by no
means closely allied ; as, for instance, the
Elephant, the Horse, and the Hog. The
order is, however, subdivided into— 1. The
Frohosculea ; or those possessing a prolonged
snout or proboscis, and having five toes on
each foot, included in a very Arm homy
skin j as the Elephant, and certain extinct
gigantic species. 2. The Pachydcrmata
ordinaria

;

in which the feet have four,

three, or two toes on each foot. Among
these are the Bliinoceros, Hippopotamus,
Tapir, Wild Boar, &c. 3. The SoUdunffula;

or quadmpeds with only one apparent toe

and a single hoof to each foot, although be-

neath the skin, on each side of tlieir meta-
carpus and metatarsus, there are bony points

or processes which represent two lateral toes;

as the Horse and its congeners.

Mr. Darwin has many excellent remarks
on the extinct Pachydcrmata, which, he saj's,

appear formerly to have had a range over

the world, like that which deer and antelopes

now hold. “If Buffon had known of these gi-

gantic Armadillocs, Llamas, great Rodents,

and lost Pachydcrmata, he would have said

with a greater semblance of truth, that the

1

creative force in America had lost Us vigour,

rather than that it had never possessed such
powers. It is impossible to reflect without
the deepest astonishment, on the changed
state of tliis continent. Formerly it must

have swarmed with great monsters, like the
southern parts of Africa, but now we find
only the tapir, guanaco, armadillo, and ca-
pabyra

;
mere pigmies compared to the an-

tecedent races. The greater number, if not
all, of these extinct quadmpeds lived at a
very recent period ; and many ofthem were
contemporaries of the existing molluscs. :

Since their loss, no very great physical
changes can have taken place in the nature of
the country. Wliat then has exterminated
so many living creatures ? In the Pampas,
the great sepulclire of snch remains, there
are no signs of violence, but, on the contrary,
of the most quiet and scarcely sensible
changes.” “ That large animals require a
luxuriant vegetation, has been a general as-
sumption, which has passed from one work
to another. I do not hesitate, however, to
say that it is completely false ; and that it has
vitiated the reasoning of geologists, on some
points of great interest in the ancient history
of the world. The prejudice has probably
been derived from India, and the Indian
islands, where troops of elephants, noble

j

forests, and impenetrable jungles are asso-
|

dated together in every account. If, on the
other hand, we refer to any work of travels
through the southern parts ofAfrica, we shall
find allusions in almost every page either to
the desert character of the country, or to
the numbers of large animals inhabiting it.

.... Dr. Andrew Smith, who, at the he£l of
his adventurons party, has so lately succeeded
in passing the Tropic of Capricorn, informs
me that, taking into consideration the whole
of the southern part of Africa, there can be
no doubt of its being a sterile country. On
the southern and south-eastern coasts there
are some fine forests; but with these excep-
tions, the traveller may pass, for days to-
gether, through open plains, covered by a
poor and scanty vegetation. It is diflicult to

convey any accurate ideas of degrees of com-
parative fertility ; but it may be safely said,

that the amount of vegetation supported at

one time by Great Britain, exceeds, perhaps,
even tenfold, the quantity on an equal area,

in the interior parts of southern Africa."
After remarking on the improbable effects

wlxich have been attributed to the variation
of climate and food, the introduction of
enemies, or the increased numbers of other
species, to account for the succession of races,

he observes, in conclusion, “ We see that
whole series of animals, whidi have been
created with peculiar kinds of organization,
are confined to certain areas ; and we can
hardly suppose these structures arc only
adaptations to peculiarities of climate or

country ; for otherwise, animals belonging
to a distinct type, and introduced by man,
would not succeed so admirably, even to

the extermination of aborigines. On such
grounds it does not seem a necessary con-

clusion, that the extinction of species, more
than their creation, should e.xclusivcly

depend on the nature (altered by physical

changes) of their country. All that at pre-

sent can be said with certainty, is, that as

with the individual, so with the speciM,

the hour of life has run its course, and is

s]>cnt.
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PACIIYrTrLA ; or Whale Bied. A
genus of web-footed birds, allied to the
Petrels, but distinguished from them by
having the nostrils separate, and the beak
widened at the base, the edges of it furnished
in the inside with fine, pointed, vertical
lamince. There are two species ot tliis genus,
which occur frequently in the seas of the
Southern hemisphere. They are often called
Blue Petrels, from their ashy-gray colour
above, while the under parts are white.
The Pachyptila vitiata is very numerous in
ertain parts. Capt. George Grey tells us
that “ tlieir flight much resembles that of a
snipe. The name by which they are known
M the sailors is the Whale Bird : they
appear to take their food upon the wing

;

for I have never seen them sit upon tlie

.rater even for a single second, although
I have observed them frequently and at all

hours ; but night and day they htury on
with the same restless, rapid flight, some-
times going in large flocks. I never heard
them utter any cry or sound.”

PAGTJRTTS : PAGUKrD.®. A genus and
family of anomourous Crustacea ; called also
Soldier and Hermit Crabs. They are very
peculiar as to both their conformation and
their habits. The tail, or post abdomen, is

of large size, but its envelope is little else

than a membranous bag, entirely destitute

of the usual hardness of the Crustaceous in-

tegument, and presenting no division into
segments. The thorax itself is not very
firm ; and it is only on the claws, which are
of large size, that we find the true calcareous
envelope. For the protection of their soft

tails, the Pa'/un'dcc resort to various artificial

methods. Alany of them seek univalve
shells, in which they take up their abodes ;

attaching themselves to their interior by a
sucker with which the tail is furnished at
its extremity, and also holding by its six
false legs which it bears at its hinder por-
tion. When they are feeding or walking,
the head and thorax project beyond the
mouth of the shell ; but when they are

I alarmed they draw themselves in, closing

j

the mouth with one of the claws, which is

I much larger than the other, and holding to

the interior so firmly, that they will rather
be tom asunder than quit their attachment.
As they increase in size, they are obliged to
change their habitation for a more commo-
dious one 1 and the way in which they ac-
complish this is very amusing. They may
be frequently observed crawling slowly along

. the line of empty shells, &c., left by the last
I wave ! and ns if unwilling to part with their

i old domicile till a new one has been obtained,
I they slip their tails out of the old house into
I the new one, again betaking themselves to
' the former, ir the latter is not found suitable.

I- In this manner they not unfrcqucntly try

a large number of shells before they find one
' to their liking. If it happens that two
' hermit-crabs stop ticforc the same shell, a
: dispute arises, and the weakest yields to the

strongest. Tnere arc several species of va-

rious sizes, some of which may lie found on
our own coasts, but the greater [lart tielong

I

to tropical shores. For the most part they

feed upon dead fish, but it does not appear
that they are very nice in their food, ns all

kinds of garbage that may be thrown on
the shore are devoured by them.
Sloane, in describing the species which is

most common in Jamaica, thus writes:—
“ Tills small lobster or crab diifers in very
little from the European soldier or hermit-
crab. It hath two large forked claws like

those of an ordinary lobster, one of which
is bigger than the other, both rounded, more
tumid, less prickly, and of a paler red than
that of Europe. They fit themselves with
any shell they find empty, whether it be
of the land or sea, and eover themselves al-

most over in it, carrying it on their backs
wherever they go, like a snail. It is not
possible to believe how quick the land-crabs
and this crab will run, upon the least ap-
pearance of danger. Till they are turned
up, nothing appears but a dead shell, the
mouth of which lies undermost, out of which
some little part of the crab appears after it

is taken up.”. The species we have figured
as an example is the Cenobila Uiopenes, which
is thus described by Catesby :— “ They crawl
very fast with their shell ou their back ; and
at the approach of danger draw themselves
within the shell

;
and thrusting out the

DIOOKNE8 HV:aMIT OBAB.
(OUMOBITA BIOOXNES.)

larger claw in a defensive posture, will pinch
very hard whatever molests them. They
frequent most those parts of the sea-shores
which are covered with trees and shrub,
producing various wild fruits on which they
subsist i though I have seen them feed on
the fragments of fish and other animal sub-
stances cast on shore. They being roasted
in the shell arc esteemed delicate.” A great
resemblance exists among all the Fayuri.,

not only in their organization, but in their

habits
;
and the species arc very numerous.

PAIyAHOTIIEBIUM. A genus of extinct
Pachydermatous animals, discovered ( in
comiiany with Aiioplotherium) in the gyp-
sum bells of Paris \ and of which discovery
Cuvier thus speaks. “ I found myself, os if

placed In a charnel-house, surrounded by
mutilated fragments of many hundred ske-
letons of more than twenty kinds of animals
piled confusedly around me : the task as-
signed to me was to restore them all to their
original iioslllon. At the voice of Compa-
rative Anatomy, every bone anil fragment

T T 3
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;

of bone resumed its place. I cannot find
words to express the pleasure I experienced
in seeing, when I discovered one character,
how all the consequences which I predicted
from it were successively confirmed. The
feet accorded with the characters announced

SKELETON OF PALSOTHE RltlM fllKSTORBD.)

by the teeth ; the teeth were in harmony
with those previously indicated by the feet.

The bones of the legs and thighs, and every
connecting portion of the extremities, were
found to be joined together, precisely as I
had arranged them before my conjectures
were verified by the discovery of the parts

entire. Each species was, in fact, recon-
structed from a single unit of its component
elements.” Simitar deposits have also been
found in the corresponding strata in the
Isle of Wight. That these deposits were
formed by the agency of fresh water, or that

the bones which were found there were the
relics of animals which, like the Rhinoceros
and Tapir of the present day, frequented
the borders of lakes and large rivers, hy
whose waters they were occasionally in-

gulphed, there can be little doubt. The
Paloiotheria were characterized by having
twenty-eight complex molar teeth, four ca-

nines, and twelve incisors, four in each jaw.

PATiEMONID.®. A family of Long-
tailed Crustaceans, of which the Prawn
iPalcemori) is the tyi>e. There are several

species i among them some are extremely
small, and their habits curious. As an ex-
ample of this family we figure the beautifully

SlKNOeUB aiSl'lLUS.

marked SrRxoros msi’inos, found in the

Eastern seas ; when alive this species, as

seen by Air. Arthur Adams, is most delicatclv

marked with red and blue colours, which
may be loookcd for in vain in the dried spe-

cimens. Many species of J’aUvmonida: arc

excellent to eat; of wliich wo may specify

the Prawn. In Ealm's Travels in America,
we find a species of minute shrimp (Palce-
mon fuel) and a small crab (Cancer mi-
nutus) thus spoken of: — “ Of the latter I
collected eight, of the former three, all of
which I put in a glass with water ; the
little shrimp moved as swift as an arrow
round the gloss, but sometimes its motion
was slow, and sometimes it stood stUl on
one side, or at the bottom of the glass.

If one of the little erabs approached, it was
seized by its fore paws, kLled, and sucked

;

for which reason they were careful ^o avoid
their fate. It was quite of the shape of
a shrimp ; in swimming it moved always
on one side, the sides and the tail moving
alternately. It was capable of putting its ;

fore paws entirely into its mouth : its an- ;

teun.'E were in continual motion. Having
left these little shrimps together with the
crabs during night, I found in the morning
all the crabs killed and eaten bythe shrimps.” ,

PALAMEDEA. The AnAtma of the Bra-
;

zilians. A genus ofaquatic Grallatorial birds
inhabiting the marshy or inundated places in
SouthAmerica, somewhat resembling a crane,
and as large os a swan. The head is small in ,

proportion to the body ; and the bill, which is

block, not two inches long : but the most i

distinguishing peculiarity of this bird is a i

long pointed horn which grows from the i

fore-part of the head, and is surrounded by i

small block and white feathers. In the front ‘

edge of each wing also are two straight tri-
'

angular spurs, about an inch long. Its claws
are long and sharp, and united at the base

i

by a membrane. Its toil is about eight :

inches long ;
and its wings, when folded, i

reach more than half the length of the tail.
|

The head and neck are of a greenish-brown
colour, and covered with very soft feathers ; ;

the breast, belly, and thighs are of a silvery i

white ; and the back is black, except the I

upper part, which is brown with yellow
I

spots. Its food consists of grain and aquatic

herbs : and it has a loud and wild cry.
j

PALINURL'S. A genus of long-tailed
Crustacea, containing many of the largest
species. It is popularly known ns the Sea-
crawfish, or Spiny Lobster ; and is distin-

guished bythe very large size of its lateral

antennse, which are beset, like the body,
with sharp points. The legs are all single-

^

fingered ; not even the first pair being fur- i

nisned with pincers. The Palimirus miignris
|

frequents deep waters, especially off rocky
shores ; and is common in such situations off

the British coasts, especially in the south, and
on the like coasts of France. They not
tinfrequcntly weigh ten or twelve pounds
each, and are in general use when in season
os an article of food. There are many other
fine species iu the tVest Indies and Indian
ocean.

PALLIOBRANCHIATA. The name of

an order of Acephalous Mollu.scs ; very li-

mited, both ns to the number of the existing

species it includes, and the small number of

these wliich seem to be di.stributed through
the ocean. It includes those in which the

gills arc situated on the iutcmnl surface of
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I

: the lobes of the mantle. They arc usually
furnished with numerous vibratory fila-

ments ; and are attached, in some way or
I other, to solid bodies.

;

I

PALMER-'WORlf. An appellation given
; to larvjE of very different species and genera
j' of Col;optera. [See Caiandra.]

j

PALOLO. A genus of A nnelides appa-
' rcntly allied to Arenicola. By the ‘ Pro-
! ccedings of the Zoological Society’ (March 9.

j ;
1847), we learn that numerous specimens of

!
this Sea Worm were presented to the British

,
Museum by the Rev. J. B. Stair, of the Lon-

: don Missionary Society, and which has been

ji
described by J. E. Gray, Esq. as follows :—

: : Body cylindrical, separated into equal joints,

\

each joint with a small tuft of three or four

I

spicula on the middle of each side. Head,
!

? Last joint ending in a couple of ten-
tacles. Eggs globular.

I Most of the specimens, unfortnnately, were
I
broken into short pieces, and Mr. Gray was

i
unable to discover any specimen with a head.

I
PaloJo viridis, n. s. Green, with a row of

round black spots down the middle of the
dorsal ? surface ; one spot on the middle of
each joint. Habitat. Navigator Islands.
The following is Mr. Stair’s account :—

“ Palolo is the native name for a species of
Sea Worm which is found in some parts of
Samoa (the Navigator Islands) in the South
Pacific Ocean. They come regularly in the
months of October and November, during
portions of two days in each month, viz. the
day before and the day on which the moon
is in her last quarter. They appear in much
greater numbers on the second than on the

' first day of their rising, and arc only ob-
served for two or three hours in the early

' part of each morning of their appearance.
' At the first dawn of day they may be felt

by the hand swimming on the surface of the

1
water ; and as the day advances their num-
bers increase, so that by the time the sun

!
has risen, thousands may be observed in a

;

very small space, sporting merrily during
’ their short visit to the surface of the ocean.
'

On the second day they appear at the same
' time and in a similar manner, but in such
' countless myriads that the surface of the

!

ocean is covered with them for a consider-

i

able extent. On each day, after sporting

I

for an hour or two, they disappear until the
I next season, and not one is ever observed
.
during the intervening time. Sometimes,
when plentiful at one island in one month,
scarcely any are observed the next •, but
they always appear with great regularity at

! the times mentioned, and these arc the only

I

times at which they arc observed throughout
the whole year. They arc found only in

certain parts of the islands, generally near
I
the openings of the reefs on iMirtions of the
const on which much fresh water is found ;

I

but this is not always the case.

I

“ In size they may be compared to a very
:
fine straw, and are of various colours and

! lengths, green, hrown, white, and speckled,

;
and in appearance and mode of swimming

I

resemble very small snakes. They are ex-
ceedingly brittle, and if broken into many

I

pieces, each piece swims off as though it were

an entire worm. No particular direction
appeared to be taken by them in swimming.
I observed carefully to see whether they
came from sea-ward or rose from the reef,

and feel assured they come from the latter

place. The natives are exceedingly fond of
them, and calculate with great exactness
the time of their appearance, which is looked
forward to with great interest. The worms
are caught in small baskets, beautifully
made, and when taken on shore are tied up
in leaves in small bundles, and baked. Great
quantities are eaten undressed, hut either
dressed or undressed are esteemed a great
delicacy. Such is the desire to eat Palolo
by all classes, that immediately the fishing
parties reach the shore, messengers are dis-
patched in ali directions with large quan-
tities to parts of the island on wMch none
appear.”

PALTTDINA. A genus of fluviatile Mol-
lusca, very widely diffused in rivers and
ponds, and occasionally found in salt
marshes, but not in the sea. The shell is

cone-shaped, varying in form from oval to
globose, and having the whorls rounded

;

aperture roundish, angulated above
;
mar-

gins of the inner and outer lip united ; oper-
culum homy ; shell covered by a greenish
epidermis. The head of the animal is fur-
nished with a proboscis, and two tentacula,
having eyes at the base ; foot somew'hat
triangular. The Paludinaj are viviparous.

PAMPHILA. A genus of diurnal Lepi-
doptera ; two species of which are here-
imder described.

Pamphila Stlvaxtjs ; or Clouded Skip-
per Butterfly. This well-known insect is

commonly found on the borders of woods
and in woody lanes, about the end of May
and in July. The wings above are a bright
fulvous, with the hinder margin and the
nervures browm, the margin itself marked
with a strong black line : the anterior wings
faintly spotted with fulvous : the posterior
tawny ash-colour ; beneath fulvous, with the
tip of the anterior wings slightly tipped with
greenish, and a black patch at the base j

posterior wings obscure greenish, faintly spot-
ted with yellowish-white, with a very slender
marginal line : cilia fulvous. The male has
a black line on the disc of the superior
wings, and the nervures and marginal streak
arc broader and of a deeper black than in the
female ; in which sex the spots are more
distinct on both surfaces of the wings.

Pampiula Paniscus! orCnEQUERED But-
terfly, A somewhat scarce and very local
species, which makes its aiipearanco about
the emi of May. Its wings above arc black
brown, spotted with tawny : anterior with a
central blotch, followed by an intcmipted
band, intersected with black veins, with two

I smaller posterior spots, and nmarginal band

I

of tawny dots : posterior wings with three dis-
coidal spots, and a row of dots, all tawny

|

j

fringe of the same colour, btit black at the :

I

base : liencath the anterior wings arc yel- I

j

lowish, with three discoidal spots, anil four
[

I

or five smaller posterior ones
: posterior

!

J
wings yellowish-brown, with seven larger
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spots, and five smaller and paler on the
hinder margin, where there is also a pale
yellowish streak. ICaterpillar dark brown
on the back, sides paler, with two yellow
longitudinal stripes j black head, and an
orange-coloured ring round the neck. It
feeds on the Great plantain {Plantago
major).

PAhlDA. (_Ailurus.) See Ailueps.

PANDORA. A well-known genus of Con-
chiferous Mollusca, foimd in the sandy
shores of Eimope at a considerable depth ;

also in the Persian Gulf and Pacific Ocean.
Shell regular, inequivalve, the upper one
flat, and the lower convex

;
an obtuse, ob-

long tooth in one valve, and a receptacle

for it in the other ;
ligament internal. The

foot of the animal is large and triangular.

The shells are small, and pearly inside.

PANGOLIN. [SeeMANis.]

PANOPEA. A genus of Concluferous
Molluscs, belonging to the SoUnidce family ;

found in the Mediterranean and Australia.

The shell is large and handsome ; equivalve,
transverse, and gaping at both extremities ;

one conical tooth in each valve, and a thick
callosity on the side ; two oval muscular
impressions, and one deep palleal impres-
sion.

PANORPIDiE. A family of insects be-

longing to the order Neuroptera

;

distin-

guished by the front of the head (wliich is

vertical) being produced into an elongated
slender deflexed rostrum ; the eyes promi-
nent and semiglobose i

the antennss long,

slender, and multi-articulate ; the body
moderately long and slender ; the maxiUte
bilobed at the extremity, membranous, and
pilose ;

the wings of moderate and equal
size, numerously reticulated, the posterior

not bdlng folded when at rest ; the legs long
and slender ; and the torsi five-jointed,

simple, with two tibial spurs, and denticu-
lated ungues, and a large pulvillus. The
type of this family is the Panorpa communis,
an abundant species, ordinarily known as

the Scorpio tr-FLY [which see].

panther. iFelis Pardus.) A feline

quadruped, measuring about six feet and a

half from nose to tail, which is itself about

three feet long. Its colour is a bright tawny-
yellow, thickly markeii all over the upper
parts of the body, shoulders, and thighs, with

roundish black spots, disposed into circles

consisting of four or five separate spots ; and
there is commonly, but not always, a central

spot in each circle ; in which, os well as in

its superior size and deeper colour, the

Panther differs from the Leopard. On the

face and legs the spots are single, and along

the top of the back is a row ot oblong spots,

which are still longer as they approucli the

tail. Tlie breast and belly are wliite ; the

former marked with transverse dusky stripes;

the latter and the tail with large irregular

black spots. The Pantlier is principally

found in Africa, and is to that country what
the Tiger is to Asia, but is less to be dreaded,

inasmuch as it prefers the flesh of brutes to

that of human beings. The manner it seizes

iilatural ;

its prey— lurking near the sides of woods,
&c., and darting forward with a sudden

|

spring— resembles that of the Tiger. These
animals and the Leopardwere the Font and '

Pardi of the ancients. The Romans drew '

immense numbers from the deserts of Africa
;

for their public spectacles. Scaurus exhibited
at one time a hundred and fifty Panthers ;

Pomiiey the Great, four hundred and ten ;

and Augustus, four hundred and twenty.
It is one of the most untamable of the feline

tribe, always retaining its fierce aspect and
perpetual muttering growl. The female is

pregnant nine weeks, and the young are
bom blind, continuing so for about nine
days.

PAPILIO: PAPILIONID.®. A genus
and family of Lepidopterous insects, com-
prising numerous and distinct species of the

;

diurnal tribes : it is distinguished by the per-
fectly ambulatory stracture of the fore legs ;

the ungues distinct and simple, or bifid ;

antennas having a distinct club, but never
hooked at the tips ; the hinder wings entire,

and the discoldal cell of the hind wing closed;

the body small, slender, and compressed

;

and the proboscis short, or moderately long.

This family comprises two very distinct

sub-families, namely, the Papiliokid.e and
PiERiD^.

I

In the PAPII.IONID.E the anal edge of the
hind wings is concave or folded ; the palpi
are very short ; the club of the antenna:
forms an elongated mass ; the ungues are

^
,

entire and simple ; the wings are broad, < *(

with the discoidal cell always closed ; the '

abdomen free. The caterpillars are slow,

cylindrical, thickened, never villose nor ;

hairy, with two retractile tentacles placed
on the neck, in the shape of a fork, arising

'

from a common tubercle, and which Uie
insect throws out when alarmed, emitting

,

at the same time a disagreeable odour. The '

species of Papilionidae are for the most part
'

tropical ; but one has been found in Eng-
|

land, P. machaon. Many of the species
j

have the hind wings produced into a pair
of tails, whence they have obtained the

j

name of Swallow-tails. From the beauty
'

of their colours and large size, these insects

were by Linnoous styled Equites. Their
flight is rapid.

The sub-family Pikrid.e, comprising t’lC

Danii candidi of Linnscus, is distinguished
from the preceding by the hind wings form-
ing a groove for the reception ofthe abdomen

;

the palpi are porrected, with distinct joints
;

the minute labrum and mandibles are per-

ceived above the base of the spiral inaxillse ;

the fore legs are long and perfect, without
the dilated spine ; the ungues are bifld, often

with a long pulvillus and a narrow hirsute

appendage on each side. The caterpillars

are finely pubescent and attenuated at each
end, without any nuchal tentacle ; the chry-
salides angular, slightly compressed, and
terminated in a point at each extremity,
sometimes assuming tlie appearance of a
cun'cd canoe. These insects, which include

our common well-known white garden but-

terflies, are not equal, cither in size or beauty.
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to the preceding sub-family ; white, orange,
and brimstone being their prevailing tints.

The last-named are, however, occasionally
very destructive, the larvss feeding for the
most part upon the cabbages and other vege-
table produce of om gardens Such of our
readers as wish to have additional informa-
tion on the Butterflies must consult Double-
day and Hewitson’s Genera of Dimnal De-
pidoptera, where they will find much valu-
able information and accurate description,
accompanied with most admirable coloured
figures of the principal forms ; it is a book
quite indispensable to any one who wishes
to study the subject ; in our popular sketch
any great detail would be misplaced. [See
Lepldopteea : Butterfly.]

Papilio Machaox, or Swallow-tail
Butterfly. This very elegant and con-
spicuous Butterfly is of all our indigenous
species the largest ; the female, which, as
usual, exceeds the male in size, frequently
measuring in expanse of wing considerably
more'than three inches. The general colour
of the wings is black, powdered with yellow,
and relieved by bold yellow markings.

BWATI.OW-^Air.Xn nOTTXRFT.T.
(PATM 1 MACHAON.)

The basal half of the hinder wings is also
yellow ; and from the posterior margin of
them an acute “ tail ” projects, which may
be fancifully compared to the outer tail-

feathers of the swallow— hence its name :

at each inner comer is an ocellated spot of
red, with an anterior crescent of light blue ;

the whole nearly surrounded by a ring of
black. The body is yellow, with two lines

OATERPILLAR OT BWA LLOW TAIT.ID
DomnrLT.

beneath, and the back black
; the antennas

and legs black. Though this species does
not appear on the wing in our island till the
beginning of June, and is rarely seen at all

in the northern counties, it is by no means
rare in the south and west of England. It
is common in several parts of France and
Italy, and abundant in Syria and Egypt.
It flies with rapidity, and is difficult to catch.
The caterpillar is smooth, green, with velvety
black rings : the organ with which it is

armed on the top of the neck is red ; and it

secretes an acrid liquor, which emits an un-
pleasant smell. It feeds solitarily on um-
belliferous plants ; and about July it changes
to the chrysalis, which is greenish, with a
longitudinal black band on each side.

PARADISEIDiE, or BIRDS OF PARA-
DISE. The genus Paradisea, distinguished
in most species by a peculiar union of splen-
doin- and elegance, appears to be confined to
the regions of Papua or New Guinea, and
the small isles in the immediate vicinity

;

extending only a few degrees on each side
the Equator. For a long time the most
absurd fables and traditions were current
respecting these magnificent specimens of

j

the feathered tribes : namely, that they passed
their whoie existence in sailing in the air,

the dew of heaven being their only food ;

that they were destitute of legs ; that they
never took rest except by suspending them-
selves from the branches of trees by the
shafts of the two elongated feathers which
form a characteristic of this beautiful race,
and that they never touched the earth till

the moment of their death. From such a
tissue of absurdity and error the world has,
however, long been free ; and time has dis-

covered that these birds have not only legs,

but that they are both large and strong.
Birds of Paradise, which are allowed to

exceed all others in the beauty, variety, and
peculiar construction of their plumage, as-
sociate in large flocks in the delightful aro-
matic woods and groves of their native is-

lands ; and the inhabitants themselves, not
insensible to their charms, give them the
name of God’s Birds. From the rapidity
of their flight, as well as tlieir being con-
tinually oil the wing in pursuit of insects,

their usual prey, they are sometimes called
the swallows of Ternate. However, ns the
country where they breed is visited with
tempestuous seasons, these birds are seldom
seen at such times i and it is supposed that
they then migrate to countries where their

food is to be found in greater abundance •,

1

for, like swallows, they have their stated
[

periods of return. There are several species
|

of this beautiful group i but as it would bo
impossible to convey a perfect idea of the
originals, unless wc could represent their
virid and ever-changing tints, descriptions
of two or three will suffice.

The Great EMERAi.n Paradise Bird.
(Pnrttilisea apoila.) The general length of
this most elegant bird, from the tip of the
hill to the end of the long slde-fcathors, is

about two feet, but to the end of the real tail

about twelve inches, the size of the bird being
that of a thrush. The bill is slightly bent.
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;

and of a greenish colour ; the base being
surrounded, for the distance of half an inch,
with close-set, velvet-like black plumes, with
a varying lustre of gold-green : the head,
together with the back part of the neck, is

of a pale gold-colour, the throat and fore
part of the neck of the richest changeable
gold-green : the whole remainder of the
plumage on the body and tail is of a fine

deep chestnut, except on the breast, which
is of a deep purple colour. From the upper

GREAT BIRU OF PARAmSB.
CPARADiaEA APODA.)

part of each side of the body, beneath the
wings, springs a vast assemblage of ex-
tremely long, loose, broad floating plumes, of
the most delicate texture and appearance ;

in some specimens of a bright deep yellow,
in others of a paler hue, but most of them
marked by a few longitudinal dark red spots

:

and from the middle of the rump spring a
pair of naked shafts, considerably exceeding
in length even the long loose plumes of the
sides. This bird is a native of the Molucca
Islands and the islands around New Guinea,
particularly in the Island of Aroo. Latham
mentions that a specimen was once brought
alive to England, and it is occasionally

brought to Macao in China.
The chiefs of the countries where they are

found use them in their turbans j
and in

many parts of tlie East, as well as in this

country, parts of the birds are used by the

fair sex as ornaments in their head-dress.

The Roval or Kwo Paradisk Bird. (Pa-
radisea Rcffia.) This is supposed to be the

smallest of all the Birds of Paradise, measur-
ing only five inches and a half in length,

without reckoning tlie two tail fcathers,which

are about six inches long. The colour of tliis

bird on the upper parts is a most intense and
beautiful red or purplish chestnut •, the bill

of a brownish yellow ; the base, ns well os

the fore part of the head, being surrounded
witli velvet-like plumes : the throat and
upper part of the breast are of a deep pur-

ple red, and across the lower part of the

breast runs a broad gold-green zone, sepa-
rated from the red above by a line of yellow:
from the green zone or crescent downwards,
the body and under wing-coverts are white :

XING BIRD OF PARA^DISE— MALB. *

(PARADISEA [OICINNUBTJS] REGIA.)

beneath the wings, on each side the body, is

a set of feathers of a dusky bro^wn colour,
with tips of the richest golden-green, each
tip separated from the brown by a bounding
line of white. The quill feathers are of a
bright orange-brown beneath j and from

KING BIRD OF PARADISE—FEUALS.
the upper part of the rump, over the middle
of the toil, extend two very long naked
shafts, each terminating, in the most beau-
tiful manner, in a moderately broad gold-
green web, rising from one side only of the
shaft, and forming a flat spiral of nearly two
convolutions. The legs are moderately stout,

and of a yellowish brown colour. This spe-
cies is called the King-bird by the Dutch,
and said not to associate with other birds of
the genus, but to be of a solitary nature,
feeding on berries, particularly such as arc
of a red colour j seldom, if c^ver, settling on
lofty trees, but frequenting shrubs and
bushes. M. Lesson found it alive near
Dorey harbour in New Guinea, and his slight

observations confirm what we have quoted
above from a Dutch author.

The Gold-breasted Bird of Paradise.
(Paradisea [i'arofia] scx-sctacca.) This
beautiful deep block species is a native of

New Guinea and Waigiou, and is well named
by the French Sifilet, from the six slender

feathers, three on each side ofthe head, which
wont webs, except at the end, where they
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penuUimrite Joint of the torsi is hordiy bi-
lobed. Idke most of tlio members of tliis

family, in tlie Inrvn state they Ited upon
timber. There ore several speeies found in
both Nortli and Soutli America.

PARDALOTtTS. A genus of Australian
birds, which in aflinity of manners and
general appearance seem to be allied to llie

Titmice and Wrens. Wo give a figure of i

tile Spotted Manakin, ns cnaractcristic of
j

the genus, and, as an example, may nllndo
to the PAiti)Ai,OTU3 Affinis, or Stuh’kd-
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' spread into an oval. The breast has a rich
gilded changeable green gorget, which is very
brilliant. Our figure, which is copied from
the work of Lesson, will show the form and

OOLO- BRHAoTEn Binu OF FAUADISB—U A ELK*

(PAKAOISSA [.-aHOIIa] BEX SETACEA.)

general appearance of such specimens as are
preserved in museums. The female, which
is also figured here, wants the six long-
shafted feathers and the gorgeous breast of

OOr.D-BREASTXD BIBU OP PAnACISS—FEAlAt,®-

the male, but instead, the feathers on the
' neck and side and under parts of tlie body
are of a very light brown colour, transversely
marked with rather wide deep brown bars.
It is to be hoped that in a short time this,

as well ns the other superb Faradiseio, will
be found alive in our aviaries and Zoological
Gardens.

The SfPERB Paradise Bird. Paraditea
\_liOjih<rrhina\ tuperha.) According to Mr.
Forster, this magnificent native of that or-
nithological parojllse the island of New Gui-
nea, is brought down to Saiawat by the
inhabitants, in the shape of skins dried in

the smoke, and deprived of the legs and
wings. M. Treason obtained his specimens
at iJorey, and from his figure the cut which

= accompanies this is copied. Nothing but a
Humming-bird can exceed in splendour of

' colour some parts of the breast of tills bird j

the closely imbricated feathers on the throat

,

and breast arc of a bronzed green, with iri-

' desceiice and corruscations of violet. Tlie

crest at the base of the beak, the long fea-
thers on the side of the neck, looking like

a second pair of wings, and the brilliant

SUPERB BIRO OP PARADISE—MAl.E.
(PARADISEA [I.OPHORHINa] BUPEKBA.)

deeply-notched projecting green shield on
its breast, are indicated in the figure ; no
description can give an adequate idea of the
splendour of this or any other Bird of Para-
dise : we must refer our readers to the cases
in the British Museum, or to other collec-
tions wliich contain these “ children of the
sun.”

PARANBRA, A genus of Longicom
beetles belonging to the Prionidee family,
the species of which, as yet, have only been
found in America. Their form and general
appearance will be better indicated to our
readers by the accompanying figure than by
any description. We may only observe that
the body is parallelopiped and very glossy;
that the antennss are simple, somewhat
moniliform.and rather short ; that the ligula
has the form of a short transverse segment
of a circle, not lobed in front

;
and that the
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HEADED Manakin. This bird inhabits Van
Diemen’s Laud, and is the commonest of
the island j wherever, indeed, the gum and
wattle trees are, there may the bird be found,
creeping about in the most easy and elegant
manner, examining the upper and under
sides of leaves for insects. It is fouud in

SPOTTED MANAKTN.
^PAaDAI.OTOa PDNOTAinS.)

the gardens and shrubberies even in towns ;

where its sprightly action, and piping though
monotonous note, are thought pleasing. It
breeds in September and four following
months, and has two or three broods in a
year. The nest is of a round domed shape,
like that of a Wren, with a small hole for

an entrance : it is outwardly composed of
grasses, and warmly lined with feathers.

PARJIOPHORUS, or DUCK’S BILL
LIMPET. A genus of Mollusca, found in
New Holland and New Zealand ; the shell

of which is oblong, slightly depressed, and
convex on the outside ; the interior exhibit-
ing very strong muscular impressions, wliich
in some species are marked with a blood
red colour. 'The head of the animal is

rather indistinct, with two tentacula, having
eyes at the base j foot very large.

PARNASSIUS. A very beautiful genus
of Butterflies found on mountains in Europe
and Asia, and lately ascertained by the most

APOLLO B0TTEIULT.
(PARNASalOa APOLLO.)

profound Lepidopterist of this country, Mr.
Edw. Doubleday, to be indigenous to North
America, on the"Rocky Mountains. Tlic best

known species, which is here flgured, is the

Apoilo Butterfly (i'nrrinssiiM Apollo), found
in Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. It is

white, with various block' markings s and
tlicsc colours, with the l>eautiful crimson
spots on the wings and the elegant siiape of
tills pretty species, combine to make a most
pleasing object to look at. The species lias

been reported to be found lin Scotland, but
the statement docs not rest on good autho-
rity.

PAROQUET, or PARRAKEET. (Palce-
ornis.) A distinctive appellation for a group
of birds belonging to the Paittacidee, or
Parrot tribe, which are smaller than the
common Parrots, and have longer tails.

There are numerous species ; some, distin-
guished by a very long pointed tail and
collar-like mark round the neck, which in-
habit the Asiatic continent and islands ;

and others, natives of Australia, whieh are
distinguished by their eolours being gorge-
ously variegated, and peculiarly mottled on
the back ; by their tail-feathers net being
pointed ; and by their being furnished with
elongated tarsi, adapted for running on the
ground. [See Pezopoeds : Plaxyceecus.]

The Ring Paeoqdet. (,PalcEomis Alex-
andri.) This beautiful species, no less re-
markable for its symmetrical form and grace-
ful movements, than for its docility and imi-
tative powers, is supposed to have been the
first bird of the parrot kind known to the
ancient Greeks and Romans, having been
brought from the island of Ceylon, after the
Indian expeditions of Alexander the Great.
They afterwards obtained other species from
Africa The size of the Alexandrine or Ring
Paroquet is that of a common pigeon ; its

general length about fifteen inches, and its

colour an elegant bright green above, paler or
yellower beneatli ;

across each shoulder, on
the smaller coverts, is a lengthened purplish-

j

red patcli or spot ; and from the base of the

nOSE-niNOKD parrakeit.
(PaJ.AIOKSIB TORaOAIOS.)

lower mandible, on each side, proceeds a

moderately broad black band or striiic,

whicli, after descending a little way, passes

backwards so as almost to encircle the neck,

growing very narrow as it approaches the

back part, wliich is marked by a red collar,

near half an inch wide, but narrowing os it

posses forwards immediately beneath tlie

black one, almost reaching the front of the

neck : the back part of the head, towards
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the commencement of the red collar, has
a slight bluish tinge, and the edges of the
tail-feathers are often of a similar cast : the
bill is of a bright orange-red ; the legs ash-
coloured ; and the under surface of the tail,

which is strongly and regularly cuneated,
is of a yellowish hue.

The Gb.\ss Pabrakeet. [See Edphe-
MIA.]

1

1

PARRA. A genus of Grallatorial birds,
‘

I the species ofwhich have very long toes,which
' enable them to support themselves on aqua-

tic plants. They are often named JACanas,
and are found chiefly in the warm parts of
America, Africa, and Asia. We may par-
ticularize Paura Gallinacea, a species in-
habiting Australia, one of the most typical
members of this genus ; its hind toe and claw
being so largely developed os to expressly
adapt it for traversing those floating leaves
and herbage that merelyrise to the level of the

I

water. . Mr. Gould thus describes it :—Back
I

of the head, line down the back of the n eck,
tips of the shoulders, under siu^ace of the
wing, flanks, and a broad band crossing the

. chest and abdomen, deep bluish-block
; chin

and throat white ; orbits, ear-coverts, sides
of the neck and breast, pale glossy orange,
the white and the orange gradually blending
into each other; back and scapularies bronzy

I

olive-green, becoming nearly black at the
base of the neck and on the rump

; wing-
.

coverts olive-brown ; the remainder of the
wing and tail greenish black ; vent and
under tail-coverts buffy white ; irides light
sulphur yellow ; eyelash light ash-gray ; bill

greenish-gray ot tlie extreme tip, then black
to near the nostrils ; the basal portion of the
upper mandible and the helmet aurora-red

;

base of the lower mandible light primrose-
yellow; fore-part of the tibia red, with a
mixture in patches of yellow and greenish-
gray ; hinder part of the tibia, tarsi, and
toes dark greenish-gpijr. Their powers of
diving and of remaining under water are
very great indeed, but their powers of flight
are inconsiderable. At the slightest alarm
they dive down at once or take to flight.

PARROTS. (Paittacidee.') Tlie Parrot
family is a verpr numerous and splendid one ;

and is subdivided, chiefly according to the
form of the bill and tali, into several groups ;

as the .Macaws, Cockatoo, Lories, Paroquets,
lie., which are each inserted in their alpha-
betical order. Under the word PsiTTACm.E
will be found a few general observations
relating to the distingmshing characters of
the genus. Ice—The True, Parrota^ wliich we
are now to consider, have the upper mandi-

^

hic toothed, and longer than it is high ; and
the tall Is short, or even and rounded at tlio

end. They unite great beauty with great
• docility 1 and tliclr faculty of imitating the
!
human voice is superior to that of any other

' bird. The luxuriant tracts of the torrid zone
seem to be the favourite residence of these
riclily-plumagcd trilics : they arc not, how-
ever, eon flnecT to that zone, os Btiflon ima-

?

:ined, but are found in latitudes as far os
brty or forty-five degrees on cacli side tlie

equator. The tongue is flcsliy, obtuse, and
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entire : their feet are formed for climbing,
in which they assist themselves with their
bill: they feed on the seeds and fruits of
various plants ; and often attain to a very
great age.

The Grey Parrot. {Psittacus erithacus.)
This species is remarkable for its loquacity,
docility, and distinctness of articulation

;

and appears to have been one of the earliest

imported species from Africa, in many parts
of which it is common. It is about the size

of a small pigeon, and in length about twelve
inches. Its coiour is an elegant ash-gray,
deeper on the upper parts, and more inclin-
ing to white beneath ; the whole, though of
a sober colour, having a very elegant appear-
ance, from the deeper and lighter undula-
tions formed by the edges of the feathers, as
well as from a kind of efflorescence resem-
bling fine powder, which, in a healthy state,

is perpetually diffused over the plumage.
The whole tail is of the brightest crimson ;

the temples or orbits of the eyes bare and
white ; the bill black, and the legs cinereous.
It is extremely long-lived ; there arc well-
recorded instances of their having attained
the age of seventy years ; and some authors
speak positively of individuals living to the
age of 100. The surprising facility with
which they repeat sentences has been often
noticed ; sometimes too ludicrously apposite,
we should imagine, to obtain perfect cre-

dence. It was one of this species to which
the memorable anecdote, first related by
Gesner, and often referred to by succeeding
writers, refers : “A Parrot belonging to King
Henry VIII., who then resided at West-
minster, in his palace by the river Thames,
had picked up many words from hearing the
passengers talk as they happened to take
water. One day, sporting on its perch, the
poor bird fell into the river ; and then very
seasonably remembering the words it had
often heard some, whether in danger or in
jest, use, cried out amain, ‘ A boat I a boat I

twenty pound for a boat I
’ A waterman,

who liappencd to be near, hearing the cry,
made to the place where tlie Parrot was
floating, and knowing to whom it belonged,
restored it to its royal master, in the full

expectation, as the bird was a great favourite,
of receiving tlie promised reward. The king,
however, preferred appealing to the Parrot
himself to determine tlic sum, which being
consented to by the boatman, the bird im-
mediately cried out, ‘Give the knave a
groat 1

’

"

The Brazilian Green Parrot. (Psilla-
cua /Iraxilienaia.) Tills beautiftil bird is

rather larger than the Common Gray Parrot.
Its plumage is fine grass-green, rather paler
Ixineath ; tlie feathers edged witli purplish-
brown : the front, all round tlie base of the
hill. Is bright red ; tlic cheeks deep blue, and
tlic top of the liead yellow : the edge of the
wing, at some distance beyond tlieshouldcrs.
Is red ; all tlic wing-coverts and the shorter
quill fcatiicrs decji or dusky blue i the out-
side feather on cacli side tlic tail deep blue,
tipped with yellow ; the next feather red,
with a similar yellow tip, and all the rcinain-

O U
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ing ones green with yellow tips : the bill

pale, and the legs and feet dusky.

The Amazon Parrot. (Psittacus Ama-
zoniiis.') There are several varieties found
on each side of a great extent of the river
Amazon to whom the general appellation
of Amazonian Parrots is given. Their usual
length is about fourteen inches

;
the bills

varying in colour : the irides yellow or
orange ; and the plumage bright green, with
the feathers marked by dusky or blackish
margins ; the tops or edges of the shoulders,
and a conspicuous patch on the middle of
the wings, bright red ; the red wing patch is

usually bounded by shades of blue, green,
and yellow, whieh colours are only com-
pletely visible in the expanded state of the
wings: the tail-feathers are green, but appear
red beneath the base when expanded. A
bright blue band generally reaches from eye
to eye, beyond whieh the feathers of the
erown, cheeks, and throat are of a jonquil

yellow : the legs and feet are either dusky
or of a pale grayish brown. The species we
have selected for deseription corresponds in

its main features with what we have above
stated ;

and, that the general colour of the

plumage is a bright and beautiful green,

deepest on the back and wings, and lighter

beneath, a yellowish garter encireling -the

bottom of the thighs. The smallest of the

wing-coverts, forming the ridge of the shoul-

ders, are of a splendid red eolour ;
the larger

wing-feathers are externally of a deep blue

with a cast of violet ; the middle ones of the

same colour at their tips, but red on their

outward edges. The tail is deep green above,

and yellowish beneath, and has some red on
the upper part of each feather, which, how-
ever, is not seen when the tail is elosed : the

bill is dark brown, and the legs light gray.

The Amazon Parrot abounds in Guiana and
Surinam, where it causes great injury to the

plantations. It builds in the midst of im-
penetrable forests, the female laying four

white eggs in the hollow of a tree.

Carolina Parrot. iPsittacus Caroli-

nensis.) The only speeies found native in

the United States is the Carolina or Illinois

Parrot, which is resident from the Gulf of

Mexico to the neighbourhood of Lake Mi-
chigan, and on the east of the Alleghanies

to Maryland. Their favourite food is the

seeds of the cockle-bhr, which grows in great

abundance along the shores of the Mississippi

and the Ohio ;
where they are seen in large

flocks, screaming round the salt-licks. They
are very sociable in their dispositions, ex-

tremely fond of each other, and showing the

greatest grief for the loss of their companions.

The plumage is very beautiful, the general

colour being a bright yellowish silky green,

with light blue reflections.
.

Wilson’s American Ornithology furnishes

us with the following particulars of this

bird : “ In descending the river Ohio, by

myself, in the month of February, I met
with the first flock of paroniiets, at tlie

mouth of the Little Sioto. I had been in-

formed, by an old and respectable inhabitant

of Marietta, that they were sometimes,

though rarely* flccn there. I observed flocks

iJJitturaT ;

of them, afterwards, at the mouth of the
Great and Little Miami, and in the neigh-
bourhood of numerous creeks that discharge
themselves into the Ohio. At Big Bone lick,

thirty miles above the mouth of Kentucky
river, I saw them in great numbers. They

CAROLINA PARROT.
(PSITTACOS CAROLTNENSIS.)

came screaming through the woods in the
morning, about an hour after sunrise, to
drink the salt water, of which they, as well

,

as the pigeons, are remarkably fond. When
j

they alighted on the ground, it appeared at .

a distance as if covered with a carpet of the
J

richest green, orange, and yellow: they after- ]

wards settled, in one body, on a neighbouring
|

tree, which stood detached from any other,

covering almost every twig of it, and the sun,

shining strongly on their gay and glossy

plumage, produced a very beautiful and
splendid appearance. Here I had an oppor-
tunity of observing some very particular

traits of their character : having shot down
a number, some ofwliich were only wounded,
the whole flock swept repeatedly around
their prostrate companions, and again settled

j

on a low tree, within twenty yards of the

spot where I stood. At each successive dis-
|

charge, though showers of them fell, yet
the affection of the survivors seemed rather

to increase ;
for, after a few circuits around

the place, they again alighted near me,
looking down on their slaughtered com-
panions with such manifest symptoms of
sympathy and concern, os entirely disarmed
me. I could not but take notice of the re •

markable contrast between their elegant

manner of flight, and their lame cravling
I

gait among the branches. They fly very
much like the wild pigeon, in close cornpact

bodies, and with great rapidity, making a 1

loud and outrageous screaming, not unlike

that of the red-headed woodpecker. Their ;

flight is sometimes in a direct line ; but most
|

usually eircuitous, making a great variety
:

of elegant and eo^’ serpentine meanders, ns .

if for pleasure. They arc particularly at-
[

tached to the large sycamores, in the hollow

of the trunks and branches of which they

gcncrnlly roost, thirty or forty, and some-

times more, entering at the same hole. Hero
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I

they cling close to the sides of the tree,
! liolding fast by the claws and also by the

I

bills. They appear to be fond of sleep, and
often retire to their holes during the day.

I probably to take their regular siesta. They
: are extremely sociable with and fond of each
other, often scratching each other’s heads
and necks, and always, at night, nestling as

I close as possible to each other, preferring, at
I that time, a perpendicular position, sup-
I ported by their bill and claws. In the fall,

: when their favourite cockle-burs are ripe,

they swarm along the coast, or high grounds
of the Mississippi, above New Orleans, for a
great extent. At such times, they are killed
and eaten by many of the inhabitants

;

though, I confess, I think their flesh very
indifferent. I have several times dined on
it from necessity, in the woods : but found

, it merely passable, with all the sauce of a
keen appetite to recommend it.

'

i
“ The Carolina or Illinois parrot (for it

; has been described under both these appel-

I
lations) is thirteen inches long, and twenty-

! one in extent ; forehead and cheeks, orange
red ; beyond this, for an inch and a half,

I down and round the neck, a rich and pure

I
yellow ; shoulder and bend of the wing, also

j
: edged with rich orange red. The general

! colour of the rest of the plumage is a bright
I yellowish silky green, with light blue re-

! flections, lightest and most diluted with
yellow below

;
greater wing-coverts and

roots of the primaries, yellow, slightly tinged
with green ;

interior webs of the primaries,
deep dusky purple, almost black, exterior
ones, bluish green ; tail, long, cuneiform,
consisting of twelve feathers, the exterior
one only half the length, the others in-
creasing to the middle ones, which are
streaked along the middle with light blue j

! shafts of all the larger feathers, and of most
' part of the green plumage, black

j
knees and

I

vent, orange yellow ; feet, a pale whitish

,
flesh colour

;
claws, black ; bill, white, or

slightly tinged with pale cream ; iris of the
eye, hazel : round the eye is a small space

; ;

without feathers, covered with a whitish

t
skin ; nostrils placed in an elevated mem-

I hrane at the base of the bill, and covered
I

' with feathers ; chin, wholly bare of feathers,

i

but concealed by those descending on each

[

side ; from each side of the palate hangs a
' lolje or skin of a blackish colour ; tongue,
: thick and fleshy ; inside of the upper man-
dible near the point, grooved exactly like a

^ flic, that it may hold with more security.
The female differs very little in her colours

j

and markings from the male. After cx-

j

amining numerous specimens, the following
I appear to he the principal differences. The

yellow on the neck of the female docs not
descend quite so far i the Interior vanes of
the primaries are brownish, instearl of black,
and the orange red fin the bend and edges
of the wing is considerably narrower ; in

other rcsiieets, the colours and markings are
nearly the same.”

PARROT-FI9IT. (.S’c/inu.) This fish ob-
tains its name from the peculiar hooked con-
formation of its mouth, or the brillancy of
its colours, or perhaps from both. It has
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large, convex, rounded jaws, covered with
hard, scale-like teeth, which succeed each
other from the rear to the front in such a
manner, that the bases of the newest form a
cutting edge. It is about a foot long ; the
colour is greenish, variegated near the head
with yellow ;

the flns are blue, and the scales
are very large. Numerous species of this
genus inhabit tropical seas, some of them
being remarkably brilliant

;
but they are

mostly noticeable for the immense strength of
their jaws and teeth enabling them to browse
without difficulty on the newest layers of the
stony corals, digesting the animal matter
therein contained, and setting free the car-
bonate of lime in a chalky state. The flesh
of the Parrot-fish is firm and well-tasted.

PARTHENOPE. A remarkable genus
of short-tailed Crustacea, the rugosities on
the back of the best kno^vn species of which
give the crab the appearance of a piece of
rock eroded by the sea ; tliis species is the
P. horrida, and is found in the Indian
ocean.

PARTRIDGE. iPerdix cineretis.') This
well-known bird is about thirteen inches in
length. The general colour of its plumage
is brown and ash, beautifully mixed with
black, and each feather streaked down the
middle with buff: the upper port of the
neck is transversely varied with dusky gray,
and a tinge of red : the sides of the head are
tawny ; under each^feye is a small saffron-
coloured spot, which has a granulated ap-
pearance, and between the eye and the ear
a naked skin of bright scarlet, which is not
very conspicuous but in old birds : the under
part of the neck and breast are bluish gray,
marked with transverse black lines, and

OOUWPN PARTRTDOR
CINERIUS.)

sprinkled with small reddish spots : on the
lower part of tlic breast is a rich gorget of
deep clicstnut, in form of a horse-shoe : the
tail is short and drooping ; the legs are
rccnish white, and furnislicd with a small
nob behinil. The female lias no crescent

on the breast i and her eolours in general
are not so distinct and bright as tliosc of the
male. Partridges pair early in the spring :

O U 2
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;

the female lays from fourteen to eighteen or
twenty eggs, of a greenish colour, making
her nest of withered leaves and grass upon
the ground. The young birds run as soon
as hatched, frequently encumbered with part
of the shell. The affection of the Partridge
for her young is peculiarly strong ; and she
is greatly assisted by her mate in the care of
rearing them : they lead them out in com-
mon, call them together, gather for them
their proper food, and assist in finding it by
scratching the ground— at first furnishing
them with the larvas of ants, on which they
principally feed while very young. It is no
imusual thing to introduce Partridges’ eggs
under the domestic hen, who watches and
rears them as her own ;

in which case the
young birds require to be fed with ants’ eggs,

which are their favourite food, and without
which it is almost impossible to bring them
up. Care should be taken to supply them

' well with fresh water : it is also recommended
to give them a mixture of wood-lice .and

earwigs : and occasionally fresh curds, mixed
with lettuce, cliickweed, or groundsel. They
likewise eat insects, and when full grown,
all kinds of grain and young plants.
Whenever a dog or other formidable ani-

mal approaches the nest of a Partridge, the
hen practises every art to allure him from
the site : she keeps at a little distance before
him, feigning to be incapable of flight, and
just hopping up and falling down before him,
but never advancing to such a distance as to

discourage her pursuer : at length, having
successfully misled him, she at once takes
wing and disappears. The danger being over,

aird the dog withdrawn, she returns and
finds her scattered brood, who immediately
assemble at her call, and follow her. Corn
fields are the places that Partridges most
delight in, especially wliile the com is grow-

;
ing

;
for that is a safe retreat, where they

' remain undisturbed, and under which they

j

usually breed. They frequent the same fields

!

after the com is cut down, but with a dif-

1

ferent intent ; for they then feed on such
! corn as has dropped from the cars ; and find

i
a sufficient shelter under cover of the stalks,

especially in wheat stubble. When the
winter comes on, and the stubble fields are

either trodden down or ploughed up, they
then retire to the upland meadows, where
tliey lodge in tlie high grass and among
mshes : they also sometimes resort to the

low coppice-woods, especially if they are con-

tiguous to com lands. The eggs of these

birds are frequently destroyed by weasels,

foxes, &c., but still they are in general suf-

ficiently numerous to furnish the sportsrnan

with employment enough in the “ shooting

season.” The sexual ardour of the male has

been the theme of many writers on natural

history; and there are instances out of num-
ber in which the parental solicitude of^the

female has justly called forth their eulogistic

admiration. Partridges are found throughout
nearly the whole of Kuropc, and nowhere
in greater plenty than in this island, the

north of Prance, Holland, and Germany.

The Red-leooep PAnxmonE. (.Penlix

rufus.) A very beautiful and delicate bird.

common in Barbary, and sometimes seen in
various parts of Europe. It is somewhat
less than the common Partridge : the bill is

of a fine scarlet colour ; the top of the head
is a bright chestnut, becoming more dusky
as it reaches the back part, and forming a
ring round the neck, beautifully varied with
small white spots. The sides of the head
and throat are of a light bluish ash-colour,
which gradually changes on the breast to a

R&E-nFQQEn FARTRraOE.
(PERDIX RUFUS.)

faint rose-colour : the belly, thighs, and
tail-coverts are light brown ; the upper side

of the neck, back, and wings are of a dark- '

ish hue ; the prime 'quills of the wings are I

tipped with a light yellowish brown colour ; !

and the scapulars are a bright blue, bordered ,

with a dark red. The sides are covered i

with beautiful feathers, transversely va-
riegated ; the tips are orange, within which

|

there are bars of black, succeeded by others
of white ; the rump is osh-coloured ; the4
middle feathers of the tail are rather darker, '

and transversely barred ; the side feathers

of the tail are ash colour towards their roots,
|

and their upper parts of a dirty orange. The
legs and feet are red ; and the claws are !

brown.— In South America the name of
j

Partridge is applied to species of the genus 1

Tinamus [which seej.
|

The Partridge Broxzewixo. [See
Geophats.]

PARUS. A genus of Conirostral passerine
birds ; characterized by a conical beak,
straight, and rather slender, with few hairs

at its base, and a strong hind toe, armed
with a long hooked claw. They are active

little birds, continually flitting from spray
to spray, suspending themselves in all sorts

of attitudes, rendiug apart the seeds on which
they feed, devouring insects, &c. They build I

their nests in the holes of trees, and store up i

provisions of grain. [See Toxitit.]

PASAN. A species of Egyptian Antelo;)e.

PASSENGER PIGEON. (Columlxi [Kc-

topisten'] migratoria.) This species alionnds in
J

America most prolifically; but their numlicrs !

can scarcely be conceived without seeing the

account given of them by the graphic pen of

Wilson, the celebrated American omitholo-
^

gist. The Paasengcr Pigeon is of a bluish- i

slate-colour, white underneath ; wings long, I

and acuminated ; the throat, breast, and ;

sides vinaceous ; tail, of twelve feathers, the
i

two middle ones black, the lateral ones

whitish ; bill black ; iris bright orange-red
; |
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the naked orbit purplish-red. The female
is paler, and her breast of a cinereous brown.
These birds visit the states in prodigious

;

numbers, but are more abundant in the
Western States, where they breed, and which
abound in beech mast, their favourite food.

“The roosting-places are always in the
woods, and sometimes occupy a large extent
of forest. When they have frequented one
of those places for some time, the appearance
it exhibits is surprising. The ground is

covered to the depth of several inches with
• their dung ; all the tender grass and tmder-
I wood destroyed ; the surface strewed with

I
large limbs of trees, broken down by the

:
weight of the birds collecting one above ano-
ther; and the trees themselves, for thousands

,

of acres, killed as completely as if girdled
: with an axe. The marks of their desolation
' remain for many years on the spot ; and
I
numerous places could be pointed out where,

: for several years after, scarcely a single
vegetable made its appearance. \Vlien these

I roosts are ftrst discovered, the inhabitants,
from considerable distances, visit them in

' the night with guns, clubs, long poles, pots
I of sulphur, and various other engines of dc-

j

struction. In a few hours they fill many
sacks, and load horses with them. By the

I
Indians, a pigeon-roost or breeding-place is

' considered an important source of national
I profit and dependence for that season, and
' all their active ingenuity is exercised on the
I occasion. In the western countries, viz. the

I
states of Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana, these
are generally in back woods, and often ex-
tend in nearly a straight line across the
country for a great way. Not far from Shel-
byville, in the state of Kentucky, about five
years ago, there was one of these breeding-
jlaces, whlcli stretched through the woods
n nearly a north and south direction, was
several miles in breadth, and was said to
be upwards of forty miles in extent. In this
tract almost every tree was furnished with
nests wherever the l)ranches could accom-
mo<late them. The Pigeons made their first

appearance there about the 10th of April,
and left it altogether with their young before
the 2oth of May. As soon os the young were

* The reader would naturally Infer from this,

that the P,Tsseuger Pigeon hatches a single young
one only at a time; but Mr. Audulmn oljservos,

that the bird lays trvo eggs of a pure white, and

fully grown, and before they left the nests,
numerous parties of the inhabitants, from
all parts of the adjacent country, came with
waggons, axes, beds, cooking utensils, many
of them accompanied by the greater part of
their families, and encamped for several
days at this immense nursery. Several of
them informed me that the noise was so
great as to terrify their horses, and that it

was difficult for one person to hear another
speak without bawling in his ear. The
ground was strewed with broken limbs of
trees, eggs, and young squab pigeons, which
had been precipitated from above, and on
which herds of Hogs were fattening. Hawks,
Buzzards, and Eagles were sailing about in
great numbers, and seizing the squabs from
the nest at pleasme, while, from twenty feet
upwards to the top of the trees, the view
through the woods presented a perpetual
tumult of crowding and fluttering Pigeons,
their wings roaring like thunder, mingled
with the frequent crash of falling timber ;

for now the axe-men were at work, cutting
down those trees that seemed to be most
crowded with nests, and contrived to fell
them in such a manner, that in their descent
they might bring down several others ; by
which means the falling of one large tree
sometimes produced 200 squabs, little inferior
in size to the old ones, and almost one heap
of fat. On some single trees, upwards of 100
nests were found, each containing one squab
only ; a circumstance in the history of this
bird not generally known to naturalists. *
It was dangerous to walk under these flying
and fluttering millions, from the frequent
fall of large branches, broken down by the
weight of the multitudes above, and which,
in their descent, often destroyed numbers of
the birds themselves ; while the clothes of
those engaged in traversing the woods were
completely covered with the excrements of
Pigeons.

“ These circumstances were related to me
by many of the most respectable part of the
community in that quarter, and were con-
firmed in part by what I myself witnessed.
I passed for several miles through this same
breeding-place, where every tree was spotted
with nests, tlie remains of tliose above de-
scribed. In many instances I counted up-
wards of ninety nests on a single tree ; but
the Pigeons had abandoned this place for
another, sixty or eighty miles off, towards
Green Kiver, where they were said at that
time to bo equally numerous. From the
great numbers tliat were constantly passing
over our heads, to or from that quarter, I
had no doubt of the truth of this statement.
The most had been chiefly consumed in
Kentucky ; and the Pigeons, every morning
a little before sunrise, set out for the Indiana
territory, tlio nearest j)art of whicli was about
sixty miles distant. Many of these returned
before ten o'clock, and the great body gene-
rally appeared on their return a little after
noon. 1 had left the public road to visit the

tnit as Is the case with the rest of the genus, each
hrnod generallr consists of a male and a female.
Kverjr other part of Wilson’s account he con-
firms.

U O 8
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remains of the breeding-place near Shelby-
villc, and was traversing the woods with my
gun, on my way to Frankfort, when, about
ten o’clock, the Pigeons which I had observed
flying the greater part of the morning north-
erly, began to return in such immense num •

bers as I had never before witnessed. Coming
to an opening by the side of a creek called
the Benson, where I had a more uninter-
rupted view, I was astonished at their ap-
liearance: they were flying with great steadi-

ness and rapi^ty, at a height beyond gun-
shot, in several strata deep, and so close
together that, could shot have reached them,
one discharge could not have failed of bring-
ing down several Individuals. From right

to left, as far as the eye coiild reach, the
breadth of this vast procession extended,
seeming every where equally crowded. Cu-
rious to determine how long this appearance
would continue, I took out my watch to note
the time, and sat down to observe them. It

was then half-past one ; I sat for more than
an hour, but instead of a diminution of this

prodigious procession, it seemed rather to

increase both in numbers and rapidity ; and,
anxious to reach Frankfort before night, I
rose and went on. About four o’clock in the

afternoon, I crossed Kentucky river, at the

town of Frankfort, at which time the living

torrent above my head seemed as numerous
and os extensive as ever. Long after this I

observed them in large bodies, all moving
in the same south-east direction, till after

six o’clock in the evening. The great breadth
of front which this mighty multitude pre-

served would seem to intimate a correspond-

ing breadth of their breeding-place, wliich,

by several gentlemen who had lately passed

through part of it, was stated to me at several

miles.’’

Having endeavoured to make a rough cal-

culation of the numbers composing tliis moss,

he believes that, at the lowest estimate, there

were 2,230,272,000 Pigeons ; that they ex-
tended full 2JO miles in length ; and allow-
ing each bird to consume half a pint of food
daily, it would amount to 17,424,000 bushels

per day I

PASSERIN.®, or PASSERINE BIRDS.
The name of a most extensive and varied

order of birds, which feed on insects, fruit,

or groin, according to the slenderness or

strength of their beak. They have all short

and slender legs, with three toes before and
one behind ;

the two external toes being

united by a very short membrane : all the

toes are slender, flexible, and moderately

elongated, with long, pointed, and slightly

curved claws. [See Insessoubs.]

PATELLA. [See Liotbt.]

PAUSSIDiE. A family of Coleopterous

insects, the various species ofwhich are small

in size, vajfying from a quarter to half an

inch in length ; but containing amongst

them some of most remarkable form. Tlie

body is of a firm consistence, and of an ob-

long, quadrate, subdepressed form, narrowed
in front ;

the head small, and generally

narrowed behind into a neck
;
the antennas,

which arc the most singular parts of these

insects, are of a very large size, composed of
two or more joints, of a very irregular con-
struction i the elytra are broader than the

GT.OBF' HORNED A NT- D EETI .E.

(,P^0 sua 8PH£:tOCERDa.)

rest of the body ; the legs short, strong, and
compressed. These extraordinary insects

appear almost exclusively to inhabit the Old
World ; but lately a species has been de-
scribed which was found by Mr. Miers, the
eminent traveller and botanist, in South
America. They are rare, and little is known
of their habits ; but they are believed to be
nocturnal, and are said to crepitate like the
Bombardier Beetles (^Srachinidee), while re-

cent dissections have shoRm that in other
respects they are not very distantly removed
from that tribe. They are found about the
nests of ants ;

and those who are desirous

of studying the many curious species of these

insects must consult the monographs ofthem
given by Mr. Westwood in the Linnssan
Transactions, in the Arcana EntomologicaA
and in the Transactions ofthe Entomological
Society of London.

PAVON!A. A genus of Zoophytes, con-
taining many foliated species of great beauty;
specimens of which may be seen in the fine

collection at the British Jlusemn. Om figure

TAVONTA LACTOCA WITH POI.TrEa IN
NATDRAI. FCSITION.

represents a portion of a specimen of the
J

I’ctvonia lacluca, or Lcttiire Coral, m which
,

the Zoophyte os Well ns the Polypidom arc

exhibited. It is copied fVom one of the

finely illustrated recently published French
works.

PEACOCK. (Pare.) A genus ofsplendid

Gallinaceous birds, of which but two species

are recorded, viz. the Common Peacock and
|
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the Javanese Peacock. The Common" Pea-
cock iPavo cristatus) is universally well
known; and, as Buifon truly says, “ its match-
less plumage seems to eombine all that de-
lights the eye in the soft and delicate tints
of the finest flowers, all that dazzles it in
the sparkling lustre of the gems, and all that
astonishes it in the grand display of the

rainbow.” Though long naturalized in Eu-
rope, it is of Eastern origin, occurring in the
greatest profusion in the neighbourhood of
the Ganges, and in the extensive plains of
India, the kingdom of Siam, &c. As early
as the days of Solomon they were imported
into Judea by the fleets which that monarch
equipped on the Red Sea. From India they
were brought into Greece about the time of
Alexander ; and towards the decline of the
Roman republic they were introduced into
Rome, and were esteemed as one of the
choicest luxuries of the table. They are
still found wild in many parts of Asia and
Africa, hut more particularly in the fertile
plains of India, where they attain a great
size, and exhibit colours which seem to vie
with the glittering gems and precious stones
prorluced in those luxurious regions. Of the
exact period when it was introduced into
England we have no authentic record ; but
we learn from good authority that it long
formed one of the dishes in the second course
of every great feast ; l>eing usually baked
in a pie, made in the form of the bird, with
the head raised above the crust, the beak
richly gilt, and the tail expanded. In tho
days of chivalry it was common for the
knights to make their vows of enterprise at

a solemn feast, on the presentation to each
knight, in turn, of a roasted peacock in a
golden dish.

The ordinary length of the Peacock, from

the tip of the bill to that of the tail, is about
four feet. Its finely-shaped head is adorned
w"ith a tuft, consisting of twenty-four fea-
thers, whose slender shafts are furnished
with webs only at the ends, painted with
the most exquisite green, edged with gold :

the head, tlu-oat, neck, and breast are of a
deep blue, glossed with green and gold ; the
back of the same, tinged with bronze ; the
scapulars and smaller wing-coverts, reddish
cream colour, variegated with black ; the
middle coverts deep blue, glossed with green
and gold ; and the belly and vent are dusky,
with a greenish hue. The tail, which is of
a gray-brown, is hidden beneath that which
constitutes the distinguishing character of
this beautiful bird— its magnificent tram,
which rises above it, and, when expanded,
forms a superb fan of the most resplendent
hues : the shafts are white, and are furnished
from their origin, nearly to the end, with di-
vided irridescent barbs ; at the extremity of
these feathers the barbs unite, and form a flat

extended vane, decorated with what is called
“ the eye.” This is a brilliant spot, or circlet,

enamelled with the most enchanting colours ;

yellow, gilded with various shades
;
green,

running into blue and bright violet, varying
according to its different positions

; the whole
receiving additional lustre from the colour
of the centre, which is a fine velvet black.
“ When pleased or delisted, and in the
eight of his females, the Peacock erects his
train, and displays the majesty of liis beauty :

all his movements are full of dignity ; his
head and neck bend nobly back, his pace is

slow and solemn, and he frequently turns
slowly and gracefully round, ns if to catch
the sunbeams in every direction and produce
new colours of inconceivable richness. ”—
These gorgeous plumes, however, whose ver-
satile hues he has so often displayed with
all the pride of conscious superiority, ore
shed every year ; and then, os if sensible of
hb loss, he seeks the most obscure retreats
to conceal himself, till the returning spring
restores him to his accustomed beauty. The
cry of the Peacock, especially on a sumrrier
evening and at night, is often repeated, and
his loud and discordant screams are gene-
rally considered as the sure prognostic of
bad weather. The legs are gray-brown, those
of the male being fiirnished with a strong
spur ; and tho feet arc clumsy in the ex-
treme.
The female (called the Pca-hcnl is rather

less than the male ; and her train is not only
very short, but destitute of those dazzling
colours by which he is distinguished : her
whole plumage, in fact, partakes of a light
brown or cinereous hue. She seldom lays
more than four or five eggs at a time, and
always chooses some sequestered or secret
spot, where she can conceal tlicm from tho
male, who Is apt to break them. The eggs
are white and spotted ; and slic sits from
twenty-five to thirty days, according to tho
temperature of tho climate or the warmth
of tfie season. The young birds do not ac-
quire their perfect brilliancy till the third
year. Occasionally the Peacock has tho
whole of the plumage of a pure white colour,
the eyes of tho train not excepted, but they
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i«a,v K' traiwl by a lUrtVtvut untltilation of
shade inH'i\ ihat i>art. Therv is alsv> a varle-
ftaitvi or i»ix<.\l biYOti, K-tweeu tl>e ivmmou
ami the white variety ; in wltieh every tm>-
mwtion of cv'iottr l>etwe'eii the two is at dif-

tl'rent times observed. Ss'metimes tixe femaie
assumes the plmua^' of the maie, whieh is

saixl to take olaiv only alter she Itas tioue
iayiuj: : but luslam-es of this, we Iwlieve,

are verv rare.—Tl\e Veaixvk formerly itnu-eii

the tables of the mavuates of Ute h»ud, and
was serveel tip with the feathers of the week
and tail preserviai s its liesit, however, is fhr
le.ss delicious thau lltal of the turkey, aud
it now rarely a|'i>ears mt the festive Kauvl.
lu sire atui nrv'iHwtious tlte tw o siaa'icsare

nearly similar, but the crest of f'uivJxiivrm-
cas is much loujter thau tliat of }'. erishiftss,

ami the featliers of whieli it is evuuiHvsexl are
regularly Ixarbeti ttvuu the I'a.'W' uv'wanls iu

the adtil't hirvl, ami of et^ual bieadtlt through-
out. Head aud erest luterehaugeahlv bltie

aud green. A itaked svaiee on the cheeks,
lucludiug the eves attd ears, is coloured of a

light yellow behind, aud blui.sli-green to-

wanls' its fore jmrt. The feathers of the

neck ami breast, whieh are brwad. short,

rouudevi. and imbricated like the scales of a

tish, are at their Ixase of the same hriiiiant

hue as the head, and have a breutd, lighter,

somewhat metallic margin: those of lire back

have still more of Ih* metallK' lustre. The
wiug-cvvverts have a deeiwr tinge of blue.

The' tail-feathers and their erwerts t the tram')

are of a splendixl mctaiiic brvrwu, changing

into green : their barbs \-ery long, liHrse, and

siikv ; and the latter are almost all ternn-
I naterl hr ocellated .'iwits similar to those

which inark the train of the cemunou siwtes.

and of nearly the same siae. Inke it, alAx,

they are of a bcautitul lUvp purple iu the

centre, which is surn^uncle^l bv a haiul of

green, becoming narrow Itehind, but widen-

ing in fVont and tilling up a kind of notch

that occurs in the blue : then conics a broad

brownish band : and lastly, a narrow Idaek

ring, eilged with chestnut, all lieaiitinilly

iridescent. Bill of a grayish honi-colour :

iris deep harel. la'gs strvmg. naked, reticu-

lated. duskv black.
The beauty of the Teacoek’s plumage w as

a theme of adniirativui iu the remotest times :

and the bird was simghl after as capable of
adding splendour to the magnitierner of
Sidomon. The chief display i>f this beauty
arises fWun that arrangement of long aud
gorgeous feathers which spring ftom the
s|iace lielweeu the region Iwhind the wings
and the origin of the tall : but the use of
this to the bird itself has been a subjcvd of
doubt. At first -sight it ,«?cnis to Iw noliciter
than a liixiiriatice of nature, and an cnciim-
brani'c rattier than a I'cnefit. The action
bv which their sidendoiir is outspread has
also Iweti deemed an absimi manifestation
of pride. But men are imiwrfK't iiilerprelen

of the actions of animals : and a cloacr exa-
mination of the habits of this birvl atbuds a
ditl'erent exidanation.

VK.VCtH'K [BITTKRFI.T’. A name
given by insect collectors to Butterflies of
the si>ecies I'lmtss,! /o.

TKART, [Ml'THS]. A name given by
colleetors to Moths of the genus Jfu>v>rftai.

TE.\RT, OYSTER, (riia-a/n .V.i^irt-
t(rcixi.) A bivalve Mollusc, celebrated for the
valuable nacret'us substance, called nuvfVr-
(vf-iViirf, with which the inside of the shell

is liiievl, but still iiK'te for the little globu-
lar, oval, or jH'ar-shai>evl cvvncretioiis, cabled
jvoWs. which ate sv'melimcs found free and
delacheil within the lobt's of the mantle.
They are thus describcii by an eminent con-
choKvgist :

•" IVarls are small nacreous halls,

that 'iHxxime formevl and hardencvl within
the bvvdv of the aiiiinal : they are fbnnd de-
IHisiteil ni the most fleshy ivarts, particularly

within aud anumd the adductor muscle, and
are said to K' iwcasionevl by the overcharge

.

of tlwvse glands whi>se function it is to secrete
;

the nacrcv’us fluid destined for the internal '

lining of the shell. When the animal is

thus diseased, tills beaiitiftil irridescent fluid

r::j;nt or«T*

is very Irrcgularl.v discharged, being also

deiHvsi'teil uinui the inner siirtace of the sliell

in little excrescences : these are often dc-

tachevi, and fbmi articles of commerce as

IH'arls of iiiferivvr value, the former being

consider^ more precious, both on account

of their rotundity of form and the clearness

and beauty of their complexion.”— A’mx's

Out, b>s.

From an interesting article on Fearls and
Pearl Fisheries, bv Dr. Bairvl rin Chambers's
Miscellany. No, Itir.'k we glean the follow-

iug 1— Siilistances so unlike the comixvsl-

tion of the shells in which they are found

must naturally give ri.se to speculations

suvctiug their origin ; thu» wt* flmi, in
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timCB ere science had determined their real
nature, various amusing hypotheses to ac-
count for their existence. Pliny, the cele-
brated Roman naturalist, gravely tells us
that the oyster which produces pearls does
so from feeding upon heavenly dew. Our
own early writers entertained the same

i notion ; and Boethius, speaking of the pearl-
mussel of the Scottish rivers, remarks, that
‘ these mussels, early in the morning, when
the sky is clear and temperate, open their
mouths a little above the water, and most
greedily swallow the dew of heaven ; and
after the measiu^ and quantity of the dew
which they swallow, they conceive and breed
the pearl. These mussels,’ he continues,
‘ are so exceedingly quick of touch and
hearing, that, however faint the noise that
may be made on the bank beskle them, or
however small the stone that may be thrown
into the water, they sink at once to the
bottom, knowing well in what estimation
the fruit of their womb is to all people.” In
the East, the belief is equally common that
these precious gems are

' Rain from Ihe .sky.

Which turns into pearls as it falls in the sea.’

But, alas for poesy and romance 1 the sci-

ence of chemistry— which has, with its

sledge-hammer of matter-of-fact, converted
the all-glorious diamond into vulgar char-
coal— has also pronounced the precious
pearl to.be composed of ‘concentric layers
of membrane and carbonate of lime 1

’ Ad-
mitting its composition, the question still

remains as to the cause of a substance so
dissimilar in apjicarance to the shell in
which it exists, and why it should be pre-
sent in some shells, and absent in others.
“ In all cases, it appears that the ultimate

cause of the animal’s forming this beautiful
substance is to get rid of a source of irrita-
tion. Sometimes this happens to be a grain
of sand, or some such small foreign body,
which has insinuated itself between the
maptle of the oyster and the shell, and
which, proving a great annoyance, the ani-
mal covers with a smooth coot of membrane,
over which it spreads o layer of nacre. At
other times, it is caused by some enemy of
the inhabitant of the shell perforating it
from the outside to get within reach of its
prey. With a plug of this same matter, the
oyster immediately fills up the opening
made, and shutting out the intruder, balks
it of its nefarious design. In both these
cases, we find the pearl usually adhering to
the internal surface of the shell. The best,
however, ond the most valuable specimens,
are generally found in the body itself of the
animal j and the source of Irritation here is I

proved, according to the olMcrvations of Sir
i

Everard Home, who has paid great attention '

;
to tills subject, to lie an ovum or egg of the ‘

i

animal, which, instead of liecoming ripe, i

I
proves alKirtlve, and i? not thrown out by '

the mother along with the others, but re-

! mains behind in the ca[>sulc in which the
: ova are originally contained, 'i'his capsule,
being still supplied with blood-vessels from

I the parent animal, ifi/cn on increasing in

j

size for another year, and then receives a

covering of nacre, the same as the animal
spreads over the internal surface of the shell.

” Sir Everard Home does not appear to
have been aware that Sandius, as long ago
as 1673, communicated the same fact to the
Royal Society of London ; but was led to it

when investigating the mode of breeding of
the fresh-water mussel, by generally finding
in the ovarium round hard bodies, too small
to be noticed by the naked eye, having ex-
actly the appearance of seed-pearls, as they
are called. Sometimes he found these bodies
connected with the surface of the shell, in
contact with the membrane covering it. In
further examining into the structure of
pearls, he ascertained that all split pearls
upon which he could lay his hands uni-
versally possessed a small central cell, which
surprised him by its extreme brightness of
polish ; and in comparing the size of this

cell with that of the ovum when ready to

drop off from its pedicle, he found it sufii-

ciently large to enclose it. He came thus to
the conclusion that these abortive eggs are
the commencement or nuclei of the pearl.

Being once formed, the animal eontlnues to
increase its size by the addition of fresh
coats, adding, it is said, a fresh layer every
year. It is extremely probable, however,
that its presence being still a source of irri-

tation to the creature, the nacral covering is

more rapidly deposited upon the pearl than
upon the shell itself. Those pearls found
in the substance of the animal are generally
round, but occasionally we find them of a
pyramidal form, the pedicle by which the
egg is attached appearin" to have received a
coat of nacre ns well ns itself. People con-
versant with the pearl-fishery assert that
they do not appear till the animal has
reached its fourth year, and that it takes
from seven to nine years for the oyster to
reach maturity.

“ The true pearl is remarkable, ns is well
known, for its beautiful lustre — a lustre
which cannot altogether be given to artificial

ones. According to Sir Everard Home, this
peculiar lustre arises from the central cell,

which is lined with a highly-polished coat
of nacre j and the substance of the pearl
itself being diaphanous, the rays of light
easily pervade it. Previous to Sir Everard’s
theory, it was supposed by opticians that
the peculiar splendour was the effect of
light reflected from the external surface.
They took for granted that pearls were solid
bodies, denied them to be diaphanous, and,
therefore, considering the subject mathema-
tically, they contended that their brilliancy
must be produced by the reflection ftom the
nocral surface. In the Edinburgh Encyclo-
poidia, we are told by Sir David Brewster
that the fine pearly lustre an<l iridescence
of the inside of the pearl-oyster arises
from the circumstance, that we find in all
‘ mother-of-pearl a grooved structure upon
Its surface, resembling very closely the de-
licate texture of the skin at the top of an
Infant’s finger, or the minute corrugations
which are often seen on surfaces covered
with varnish or with oil paint.’ Similar
appearances, wc arc told, are to bo seen
In the structure of pearls. ‘The dlrec-
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tion of the grooves,’ says Sir David, ‘is in
every case at right angles to the line joining
tlie common image and the coloured image

;

hence in irregularly-formed mother-of-pearl,
where the grooves are often circular, and
have every possible direction, the coloured
images appear irregularly scattered round
the ordinary image. In the real pearl these
coloured images are crowded into a small
space round the common image, partly on
account of the spherical form of the pearl j

and the various hues are thus blended into
a white unformed light, which gives to this

substance its high value as an ornament.’
Pearls, however, at least the most valuable,
are not perfectly solid, and are certainly
translucent. In fact, in a split pearl we
find the transparency to be considerable.
‘ Upon talcing a sijlit pearl,’ says SirEverard
Home, ‘ and putting a candle beliind the
cell, the surface of tlie pearl became imme-
diately illuminated ; and upon mounting
one with coloured foil behind the cell, and
by putting a candle behind the foil, the
outer convex surface became universally of
a beautiful pink colour.’ If we take a split

pearl and set it in a ring with the divided
surface outwards, and look at this through a
magnifying glass, this central cell becomes
very conspicuous, and the different layers of
which the pearl is composed are also beauti-
fully displayed. It is the brilliancy above
described that distinguishes the real from
the factitious pearl— a lustre which no art

can altogether give, though often attempted
with considerable success.”
Much valuable information on. the subject

of pearls and pearl fisheries is also given in
Mr. M'Culloch’s Commercial Dictionary, to

which work we are indebted for most of the

following particulars. Pearls should be
chosen round, of a bright translucent silvery

wliitcness, free from stains and rougliness.

Having these qualities, the largest are of
course the most valuable. The larger ones
have frequently the shape of a pear

;
anti

when these are otherwise perfect, they are

in great demand for ear-rings. Pearls were
in the highest possible estimation in ancient
Rome ; but, owing partly to the changes of

manners and fashions, and still more, pro-

bably, from the admirable imitations that

may be obtained at a very low price, they

are now less esteemed, and comparatively

cheap. When the pearls dwindle to the

size of small shot, they are denominated
seed pearls, and are of little value. _One of

the most remarkable pearls of which we
have any authentic account was bought by
Tavernier, at Catifa, in Arabia, a fishery

famous in the days of Pliny, for the enor-

mous sum of 110,0001. 1 It is jicar-shaped,

regular, and without blemish. The diameter

is -03 inch at the largest part, and the length

from two to three inches— Very good imi-

tations of pearls have been made with hol-

low glass globules, the inside of which is

covered with a liquid called pearl essence,

and then filled with white wax : the essence

is composed of the silver-coloured particles

wiiich a<lhcre to the scales of the Bleak (Cp-

nrl/iHS ulburniis),

'I’he Pearl Oyster is fished in various parts

I

of the world, particularly on the west coast
I of Ceylon ; at Tuticoreen, in the province of
Tinnevelly, on the coast of Coromandel

;

at the Bahrein Islands, in the gulf of Persia ;

at the Soloo Islands ; off the coast of Algiers ;

off St. Margarita, or Pearl Islands, in the
West Indies, and other places on the coast
of Colombia

; and in the Bay of Panama,
in the South Sea. Pearls have sometimes
been found on the Scotch coast, and in va-
rious other places. The most extensive pearl
fisheries are those on the several banks not
far distant from the island of Bahrein, on
the west side of the Persian Gulf ; but Pearl
Oysters are found along the whole of the
Arabian Coast. The fishing season is divided
into two portions— the one called the short
and cold, the other the long and hot. In
the cooler weather of the month of Jime,
diving is practised along the coast in shallow
water ; but it is not until the intensely hot
months of July, August, and September, that
the Bahrein banks are much frequented.
The water on them is about seven fathoms
deep, and the divers are much inconvenienced
when it is cold ; indeed, they can do little

when it is not as warm as the air, and it

frequently becomes even more so in the
hottest months of the summer. When they
dive, they compress the nostrils tightly with
a small piece of horn, which keeps the water
out, and stuff their ears with bees’ wax for

the same purpose. They attach a net to

their waists, to contain the oysters ;
and aid

their descent by means of a stone, whicli
they hold by a rope attached to a boat, and
shake it when they wish to be drawn up.

A person usually dives from twelve to fifteen

times a day in favoiuable weather ; but
when otherwise, three or four times only.

They continue under water from a minute
to a minute and a half, or at most two
minutes. The exertion is extremely violent j

and the divers ore mihealthy and short-lived.

PECCARY. (^Dicotyles tqjacu.) Tliis Pa-
chydermatous animal, which at first view
has very much the appearance of a small
Hog, is a native of South America. It is of
a short compact form, thickly covered on the

wniTK iiprn' I’F.ocsnT.

—

(i\ LAntsTUn.1

upper parts of the body with thick and strong
dark-coloured bristles, each marked by vcl-

lowish-white rings ; and round the neck is

generally a whitish band or collar. The
head is rather large ; the snout long i the

cars short and upright ; and the under part

of the body nearly naked. Instead of a tail,
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it has merely a fleshy protuberance ; and at

the lower part of the back is a glandular
orifice, from which exudes a strong-scented
fluid, and which is surrounded by strong
bristles. The Peccary is a gregarious animal,
and in its wild state is flerce and dangerous ;

sometimes attacking the hunters with great
Tigour, and often killing the dogs. It is

useful in destroying several reptiles, particu-
larly the rattle-snake, which it does without
the least dread or inconvenience. It is ca-
pable of being tamed like the hog, lives on
the same kind of food, and has nearly the
same habits and natural inclinations. The
flesh of the Peccary is tolerable food, but, to
prevent an unpleasant flavour, the dorsal
gland must be cut away as soon as the ani-
mal is killed. Our flgure represents what
some of the older naturalists regarded as a
variety of the Tajacu ; but modern writers
have proved its distinctness as a species, and
from its white lips have named it X>icotyles

labiatus. It is also a native of South Ame-
rica.

PECTEN. A Molluscous animal, whose
testaceous covering has a hinge like that of
the Oysters; but they are easily distinguished
from the Ostrea family, by their inequivalve
semicircular shell being almost always re-
gularly marked with ribs, which radiate
from the summit of each valve to the cir-

cumference, and arc furnished with two an-
gular productions called ears, that widen
the sides of the hinge. The animal has a
small oval foot supported on a cylindrical
peduncle, in front of an abdomen in form of
a sac hanging between the branchite. In
some species, known by the strong sinus
under their anterior car, there is a byssus.
The others are not adherent, and can even
swim with considerable velocity, by flapping
their valves together. The mantle is sur-
rounded with two rows of filaments, several

oiBBOns HOALr.op-MnKi.L.
(PEGIKN OinaOHI.H.)

of those of the exterior row being terminated
by a little shining green globule. The mouth
Is garnished with many branched tcntaciila
instead of the four usual labial lamina;. The
Clam-shells are often coloured in a lively

manner, and many species arc remarkable
for the difference in colouring observable In

the two valves. The well-known large s|ic-

cies found on our coasts (the I’lrlrn jiicolxfiis

of authors) is the Scallop or Pilgrim's shell,

worn in front of the hat by those who had

visited the shrine of St. James, in the Holy
Land. There are numerous species, some of
which are found in the British seas.

PECTBNIBRANCHIATA. The name
given by Cuvier to an order of Gasteropods.
It includes almost all the spiral univalve
shells, as well as several which are merely
conical. The animals of this order are so
named from the comb-like form of the gills,

which are usually situated in a cavity behind
the head.

PECTUHCITLUS. A genus of Conchife-
rous Mollusca, found in the Atlantic Ocean,
the Mediterranean Sea, and in the West
Indies, where it lives on the sandy or muddy
coasts, and moves by the aid of its foot, which
is large. The shell is orbicular, equivalve,
sub-equilateral, thick, striated longitudi-
nally

;
and many of the species covered with

a soft downy epidermis : hinge curved, with
a line of teeth diverging on each side, those
in the middle being incompletely formed ;

ligament external. Ho byssus.

PEDICULUS. [See Louse.]

PEDIOHOMXJS. A genus of Gallinaceous
birds, allied to the Partridges and Quails,
which contains the Pedionomos Toiiquatus,
or Collared Plain Wanderer. Tliis is a
small quail-like bird, with lengthened bus-
tard-like legs, admirably suited for running,
and a small hind toe. It is a native of South
Australia, on the desert plains of wliich it is

not uufrequently found.

PEDUM. A singular genus of Conchifera,
only one species of which is known, and that
is found in the Indian seas, at great depths,
and is rare. The shell is hatchet-shaped,
inequivalve, and slightly cared ; attached
by a byssus passing through a sinus in the
lower valve

; hinge toothless, with a tri-

angular area in each valve, scimrating the
umbones ; ligament contained in a groove
running across the area

; bosses unequal and
distant, the lower valve rather convex, with
the sides reflected over the upper. This rare
shell is white, slightly tinged with purple
near the bosses ; and buries itself partially
in madrepores, in crevices of its own boring.

PEEWIT. [See Latwino.]

PEGASUS. A genus of Lophobranchiate
fishes, native of the Indian Seas, and in some
degree allied to the genus Syngnathus. They
have a snout, with the mouth under it, and
movable, like that of a sturgeon, only com-
posed of the same bones ns in other osseous
fishes. The body is armed os in Hippo-
campus, hut their thorax is broad, depressed,
and with the gill openings in the sides. They
have two distinct vciitrals in rear of the
pectorals, which are often large, and have
procured these fishes the name of Pegasus, or
Plying Horses. The dorsal and anal fins are
opposite each other; the abdominal cavity Is

wider and shorter than in Syngiinlhus, and
the intestine has two or three flexures.
The prlnciiml siicclcs, the Drauon PEo.t-

sus (/Vf/foi«s draco) is a small fish, three or
four inches in length, and is remarkable for
the size of its iicctoral fins, which are sup-
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posed to enable it, like the Exoceti and some
other iishes, to support itself for a few mo-
ments in air, while it springs oceasionally
over the surface of the water. The thorax
or superior part of the body is of a broad,
slightly flattened, squarish form, and is

marked both above and beneath by several
radiated shields or bony tubercles of consi-
derable size : from each side the abdomen
springs a lengthened cirrus, which supplies
the place of a ventral fln : from the thorax
the body decreases suddenly in diameter,
and is marked into several divisions or trans-
verse segments ; the tail is small and slightly

rounded ; and the pectoral fins are large, of
a rounded shape, with an indented outline :

the eyes are large and protuberant, and the
snout of a sub-conical form, but with a slight

dilatation towards the tip. The colour of
this fish is whitish, with a cast of pale brown.

The ELYitro Peoasus (.Pegasus volans') is

somewhat smaller than the preceding : snout
much elongated, fiatteued, rounded, and
slightly dilated at the tip ; marked by a
longitudinal channel, and denticulated on
the edges ; on the head a rhomboidal depres-
sion, and behind it two deep sub-pentagonal
cavities : last joints of the body, next the
tail, pointed on each side.

The Swimming Pegasus (Pegasus natans)
is of a much more slender shape than that
of the P. volans: colour yellowish brown.

8W1MMINQ PEGASUS.— (P. NATANS.)

whitish beneath ;
snout slender, slightly

dilated and rounded at the tip : pectoral

fins rounded, and of moderate size ; dorsal

situated on the middle of the back ; tail

small, and slightly rounded : ventral cirri

slender and flexible.

PEKAN, or WOOD-SHOCK. The name
given to a species of Marten (the Maries
(Canadensis) found in North America.

PELECANIDjE. The name given to a

family of Matatorcs or Swimming Birds.

They have the hind toe united with the

others by a single membrane ;
they are ex-

cellent swimmers, often perch on trees, and
have short legs : their beak is long, the edge

of it generally toothed j and the skin of the

throat is more or less extensible, forming a

bag in wliich they keep the fish as they
catch them, to feed their young. They are

a large, voracious, and wandering trilic,

living for the most part on the ocean, flying

with case and swiftness, and never visiting

the land for anj; length of time but at the

season of incubation.

1

PELICAN. (Pelccanus.) This is a genus i

containing several large web-footed species
of birds, residing on rivers, lakes, or along the
sea-coast, and preying on fish. They have a
long,straight, broad, and much depressed bill

;

upper mandibles flattened, terminated by a
|

nail, or very strong hook, the lower formed I

by two bony branches, which are depressed, I

flexible, and united at the tip ; and from
these branches is suspended a naked skin in
form of a pouch ; face and throat naked

;
j

nostrils basal, in the form of narrow longitu-
i

dinal slits , legs short and strong j all the i

four toes connected by a web ; wings of
moderate dimensions. “ The expansive
pouch, whose elasticity is well known to all

who have witnessed the shapes into which it
'

is stretched and formed by the itinerant
i

showmen, will hold a considerable number
of fish, and thus enables the bird to dispose
of the superfluous quantity wliich may be
taken during fishing excursions, either for

its own consumption or for the nourishment
of its young. In feeding the nestlings— and 1

the male is said to supply the wants of the I

female when sitting in the same manner— |

the under mandible is pressed against the
|

neck and breast, to assist the bird in dis- i

gorging the contents of the capacious pouch,
'

and during tliis action the red nail of the •

upper mandible would appear to come in

contact witli the breast, thus laying the ^

foundation, in all probability, for the fable
that the Pelican nourishes her young with

,

her blood, and for the attitude in which the I

Imagination of painters has placed the binh
in books of emblems, &c., with the blooir

:

spirting from the wounds made by the
j

terminating nail of the upper mandible into ;

the gaping mouths of her offspring.”— Brc^
\

derip. Pelicans are gregarious, and fish is

their favourite food : they stbre up their I

prey in their gular pouch, from which it is
.

gradually transferred to the oesophagus, as

the process of digestion goes on ; but when
harassed or pursued, they readily reject the
contents of the stomach, like the Gull tribe.

I

Though remarkable for their voracity, some
j

of the species liave been trained to fish in .

the service of man. The species are widely
|

spread throughout the world, but are not nu-
;

merous. In external appearance tlie sexes
very nearly resemble each other.

The Common Pelican. (Pclecanusonocro-
talus.) The colour of the Pelican is white,

faintly tinged with flesh or light rose colour,

which is brightest in the breeding season

;

gullet with a bright yellow pouch. The first

quill-feathers and spurious wings arc black ;

the bag at the throat is flaccid, membranous,
and capable of great distension ; naked space

round the eyes and at the base of the bill,

where the frontal feathers form a point,

flesh-colour; the upper mandible bluish, with

n crimson line runuiug along the top, reddish

at the base, yellowish at the tip, and the

terminal nail red i iridcs hazel ; feet lirid;

tail short. I^cngth between five and six feet;

expanse of wings twelve or thirteen feet.

The young arc distinguished by the pre-

valence of a.sh-colour in their plumage.

About the middle of September, flocks of
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this siKicies repair to Eg}’pt, in regular bonds,
’ terminating in an obtuse angle. During the
‘ summer mouths they take up their abode
on the borders of the Black Sea and the

l! shores of Greece. In France they are very
ji rare ; in Great Britain unknown. They ge-

nerally take their prey in the morning and
. evening, when the fish are most in motion.

‘ At night the Pelican retires a little way on
I . the sliorc to rest, with its head leaning against

its breast ; and in this attitude it remains
almost motionless, till hunger calls it to

, break off its repose. It then flies from its

rcsting-plufc, and, raising itself thirty or
forty feet above the surface of the sea, turns
ir ; head, with one eye downwards, and con-
tinues on wing till it secs a fish sufilcicntly

near the surface, when it darts down with
astonishing swiftness, seizes it with unerring
certainty, and stores it away in its pouch ; it

then rt-cs again, and continues the same
manecuvres till it has procured a competent
stock. The female feeds her young with fish

that have been macerated for some time in

her jMmeh. The Pelican generally breeds in
marshy and uncultivated places, particularly
n\hiut islands and lakes, making its nest,

which is a foot and a half in diameter, and
pro|M>rlionabiy deep, of sedges and aquatic
plants, and lining it with soft grass. It la3's

two or more white eggs, of equal roundness

j

at the two ends, and which, when persecuted,

I

it sometimes hides in tiie water. Wiicn it

nestles in dry and desert places, it brings
water to its young in its bag, wliich is capable
of containing nearly twenty pints. Pelicans
arc rarely •een farther than twenty miles
from the land. To a certain extent, they

1 ap(H>ar to lx* gregarious.

I
The account widch Capt. Flinders gives of

I
the Pelicans wliich he saw while on his

I voyage of I)i?Cf;vrry at ‘ 7’f.rrn vli/s^ra/js* is

I almost as pathetic as it is descriptive

:

I
** Flocks of the old birds were sitting upon

I the bciudie? nf tlic lagoon, and It appeared

I that the islands were their breeding places:

I
not only fio, btit from tlic miniixT of bones

I : and skeletons there scattered, it should seem

I ’ that they ho^l for ages Ix-en selected for the

I ' closing scene of their exFtcnce. Certainly
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none more likely to be free from disturbance
of every kind could have been chosen, tliau

tlicse islets in a hidden lagoon of an unin-
habited island, situate upon an unknown
coast near the antipodes of Europe : nor can
anything be more consonant to tlie feelings,

if Pelicans have any, than quietly to resign
their breatli, whilst surrounded by tlieir pro-
geny, and in the same spot where they first

drew it.” It was on this passage that Mr.
James bfontgomery founded his beautiful
poem, ‘ The Pelican Island.’
In many places tlie Pelicans are almost

regarded as sacred birds: for instance, a cor-
respondent of tlie Athemeiim, wlieii tra-

velling in Persia, speaks of “ an immense
flock of Pelicans which got up out of the
reeds, and flew across our course, many pass-
ing quite close to the peak of our sail; one of
our Greek servants, Yanni, a Cypriote, drew
his pistol to fire at them : but his arm was
caught by an Arnout, who told him tlie bird
was sacred, Pelioaus having brought water
ill their bili-pouches to Ali after a battle,

when he lay on the desert i'aiiit with extreme
tliirst and toil.”

PELIDNOTA. A genus of Lamellicom
Beetles of an elongated shape, somcwliat
related to the Cockchafer. It contains many
Brazilian species, some of them with bril-

liant metallic green and copper reflections.

In this genus we may specify, from Dr.Har-
ris’s work, tlie common North American
species.

The Pelidxota Punctata, or Stotted
Pelidnota. a largo beetle, arranged
among the RutcUdis, wliicli is found on tlic

cultivated and wild grape-vine, sometimes
in great alumdance, during tlie moutlis of
July and August. It is of an oblong oval
shape, and aliout an incli long. Tlie wing-
covers are tile-coloured, or dull browiiisli

yellow, with three distinct black spots on
each ; the tliorax is darker, and slightly
bronzed, with a black dot on eacli side

;
tlie

body bcncatli, and the legs, arc of a deep
bronzed green colour. Tlieao beetles fly by
day ; but may also be seen at the same time
on the leaves of the grape, wlileh arc their
onl^ food. They sometimes jirove very in-
jurious to Iho vine. The only method of
destroying them is to pick them off by hand,
and crush them under foot. The larvui live

lu rotten wood.

PELOPEUS,orDiuT-DAUDER.[SceWASi'.]

PENELOPE, or GUAN. (Penelope criata-

ta.) Tills bird resembles, both lii appearance
nnd manners, the Curassows, and seems, like
them, to be enpablc, wltli projier care and
attention, of iHiing added to our stock of
domesticated poultry. In a wild slate they
inlniblt Guiana and Brazil, and are said to
furnish an excellent dish fur the table. They
arc about tliirty inches in length, the tail
being about tlilrtecn. Upper parts dusky
black or bronze, glossed witli green and olive i

fore p.art of neck and breast spotted with
wlilte i liclly and legs, lower part of the liack,
and under tail-coverts, reddisli. Cliccks
naked, and of a pnrpio violet colour. Bill

X X
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;

dusky. On the head a thick tufted crest,

wliieli the bird can raise or depress at plea-
sure. Naked part of tlie throat scarlet, with
an extensile fold of depending skin. Their
food consists principally of seeds and fruits.

aQAir.— (PEUEnufs dkistata.)

which they search for and eat upon the
ground ; but they build their nests and perch
on trees. TIic females lay from two to five

eggs. From the shortness of tlielr wings
their fliglit is low and heavy. Their note
is so extremely loud, that when any number
are collected near the same spot, they make
the woods resound with their clamorous

PENGUIN, or PINGUIN. (Sp7teniscus ap-
tenodytes.) The name of a remarkable group
of aquatic birds, exclusively found in the

Antarctic seas, and deriving their name from
tlieir pinguidity, or excessive fatness. Their
feet are placed so far back, that the body is

quite upright when the bird is standing on
tile ground, for which purpose the tarsus is

enlarged like the sole of the foot of a quad-
ruped. The wings are very small, and lose

altogether the power of raising tlie bodj' in

the air, being covered with short, rigid, scale-

like feathers, disposed in regular order, in-

stead of having their surface extended by
prolonged feathers. While in the water,
which is their natural element, they move
with great alertness and rapidity ; but on
the land their motions are slow and awkward,
and, from the form of their wings, they can-
not fly. The female lays from one to three

eggs, forming a rude excavation or burrow
in the sand, instead of a nest, and it is only
during the period of incubation that thej’ are

to be found on shore. The largest species is

the Guhat MAOE'nLANicPEKOuiN iSpheim-
cus JfagcUunicits), which, although not more
than two feet in length, is sometimes so bulky
as to weigh from thirty to forty pounds.

The Kino Penguin (,-1 ptenodytes Palacho-

nica), as described by Mr. G. Bennett, who
saw a colony of these birds which covered an
extent of thirty or forty acres, “ arc arranged,

when on shore, in as compact a manner and
in as regular ranks as a regiment of soldiers,

and arc classed with the greatest order, the

young birds being in one situation, the

moulting birds in another, the sitting hens

in a third, tiie clean birds in a fourth, &c.;

and so strictly do birds in similar condition

cungregate, tfiat should a bird that is moult-

ing intrude itself among those which arc

clean, it is immediately ejected from them.
The females hatch the eggs by keeping them

close between their thighs; and ifapproached
during the time of incubation, move away,
carrying their eggs with them. At this time
the male bird goes to sea and collects foodfor
the female, which becomes very fat. After the
young are hatched, both parents go to sea,

and bring home food for it ; it soon becomes
so fat as scarcely to be able to walk, the old
birds getting very thin. They sit quite up-
right in their roosting-places, and walk in
the erect position until they arrive at the
beach, wdien they throw themselves on their
breasts, in order to encounter the very heavy
sea met with at their landing-place.” Two
species have been confounded under this

name : the species of Forster is named by
Mr. G. K. Gray Aptenodytes Forsteri, while
Pennant’s, which would seem the species
described by Mr. Bennet, is called by Mr.
Gray Aptenodytes PennantiL
Of the habits of another sjiecies, called

the Jackass Penguin {Eudyptes demersa),
Mr. Darwin gives the following account

:

“ One day, having placed myself between a
Penguin and the water, I was much amused
by watching its habits. It was a brave bird :

and, till reaching the sea, it regularly fought
and drove me backwards. Nothing less than
heavy blows would have stopped him ; every
inch gained he firmly kept, standing close

before me, erect and determined. MTien
thus opposed, he continually rolled his head
from side to side, in a very odd manner, as

if the power of vision only laj' in the anterior
and basal part of each. This bird is com-
monly called the Jackass Penguin, from ijts

habit, while on shore, of throwing its heim
backwards, and making a loud strange noise,

very like the braying of that animal ; but
while at sea and undisturbed, its note is very
deep and solemn, and is often heard in the
night-time. In diving,' its little plumeless
wings are used as fins ; but on the land, as

front legs. When crawling (it may be said

on four legs) through the tussocks, or on the
side of agrassj’ clitf, it moved so very quickly
that it might readily have been mistaken for

a quadruped. M'hen at sea, and fishing, it

comes to the surface, for the purpose of
breathing, with such a spring, and dives
again so instantaneously, that 1 defy any'

one at first sight to be sure that it is not a fish

leaping for sjiort.”

We are told by Sir James Clark Ross, in

his 'Voyage of Discovery in the Southern and
Antarctic Regions, that when he was per-

forming the ceremony of taking possession
of the newly-discovcrcd lands, since called

Victoria Laud, in the name of Her Majesty,
he was surrounded by Pciigiiins in countless
multitudes. These are his words :

“ Pos-
session Island is situated in lat. Il'^.'ki’, and
long. 71° 7'E., composed entirely of igneous
rocks, and only accessible on its western
side. We saw not the smallest appearance
of vegetation, but inconceivable myriads of

Penguins completely and densely covered

the whole surface of the island, along llic

ledges of the precipites, and even to the

summits of the hills, attacking us vigorously

as we waded through their ranks, and peck-

ing at us with thtur sharp beaks, disputing

possession ;
which, together with their loud
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coarse notes, and the insupportable stench
from the deep bed of guano, which had been
forming for ages, and which may at some
period be valuable to the agriculturists of

i our Australasian colonies, made us glad to

get away again, after having loaded our
boats with geological specimens and pen-
guins.” The A uks, Jiazor-bills, and Pnffi7ts

[which see] are birds of the northern hemi-
sphere, and belong to the genus A Ica.

We must refer our readers to Mr. G. R.
Gray’s account of the Penguins in the
Zoology of the Voyage of H.M. Ships Erebus
and Terror. The galleries of the British
Museum contain a very fine collection of
these singular birds.

PEIiTACRINUS. A genus of Padiata,
which contains many curious species ; most
of them are found in a fossil state. As the
name implies, the numerous joints of which
they are composed are flve-angled ; hence
they arc sometimes called “Five-angled
Lily-shaped animals.” Mr. Thompson
found a living species iPmitacrinita Euro-
jKxua) in the Cove of Cork and elsewhere on

PORTION or TB* PENTACRISOS BBIAHaOS.
(rossii. )

the Irish coast ; De Blainville has formed
this into a distinct genus, which he calls

Phi/tocrimu. This species is said to be fixed
by its stem to marine bodies only in early
life, and becomes afterwards detached, form-
ing a perfect Comatula, which moves freely

about.

PENTALA.SMIS. A genus of Peduncu-
lated Cirripedes. [See A.vatifa.]

PENTAMERA. A family of carnivorous
beetles! some terrestrial, others aquatic.

They have five joints to the tarsi of all the
legs ; hence the name.

PERAMELES, or PURSED BANDI-
COOT. A genus of Marsupial animals, of

which several species are found in Australia.

PERCH. (Perea fliwintiJia.') This well-

known fish is to be found in clear rivers and
lakes throughout nearly the whole of the

temperate parts of Euroi>c i and In England
there is scarcely one of either in which it is

not common. Its general size varies from
ten to eighteen inches in length, and its

weight from one to three pounds. Occasion-
ally it is much larger. The body of the
Perch is compressed, and Us height is about

COMMON PERCH.—(PEROA Fr.DVlATIX.I8.)

one-third of its length
; the upper part is a

rich olive brown, passing into golden yellow-
ish white below ; and the sides have usually
five or six dark transverse bauds : the first

dorsal fin is a pale violet-brown, marked at
the back ofthe spiny part byone large and one
small black spot; the second dorsal and pecto-
ral fins pale brown

;
ventral, anal, and caudal

fins, bright Vermillion ; the irides golden
yellow. The Perch usually spawns in the
early part of the spring

; is of a gregarious
disposition, and is fond of frequenting deep
holes in rivers which flow with a gentle
current : it is extremely voracious

; bites
eagerly at a bait ; and is very tenacious of
life. Its flesh is firm and delicate.

PERCHING BIRDS. [See Insessobes.]

PERCIDJE. A family of Acanthoptery-
gious fishes ; of which the Perch furnishes
an example.

PERDICIDzE. The name given to a fa-
mily of birds which includes the Partridges,
Quails, Francolins, &c. [See Pabtuidoe.]

PEREGRINE FALCON. [SeeFALCOx.]

PERISTERA. A genus of the family
Cohimbidie, containing the Partridge Pigeon
( I’erUtcra montnna), and the Whitc-bellicd
Pigeon (Peristera jamaicensis) and many
other species.

Pebisteba II1.STBIOMCA, or IIarlequin
Bbo.nzewixo. a fine Pigeon found on the
Mokai, a river falling into the Namoi, in
Australia. Mr. Gould saw two or three im-
mense flocks, and supposes it must be a bird
belonging to the interior of Australia : its

wings are long, and it has great power of
flight. [See PiOEOx.]

PERIWINKLE. (Turlio Utfnreiis.) A
well-known species of Mollnsca, more ex-
tensively used as food than any of the other
testaceous univalves. This shell is easily
gathered, ns it is found on nil our rocks
which are left uncovered by the ebbing of
the tide. Children are principally employed
in the fishery, and they arc sold by measure.
They are in general used after being plainly
Ixdlcd, and are consumed in great ((uantities
by tlie pour inhabitants on the coast.

PERLIUzE. A family of Nenropterous
insects, cumjirising a few species of moderate
size i distinguished by the large size of the
posterior pair of wings; the body oblong.

X X 2
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;

I

I

depressed, and of etinal breadth througlioiit;
the protliorax large, flat, and quadrate j the
eyes prominent and globose, and between
them three ocelli in a triangle

; the man-
dibles small, flat, and membranous ; and
the antenn® nearly as long as the body, and
mnlti-articulate. The insects belonging to
tliis family frequent damp marshy situa-
tions, and the borders of lakes and rivers,

resting upon stones, palings, and plants
growing close to the water’s edge ; they are
sluggish in their movements, and the larger
species are esteemed an excellent bait for
trout. In their preparatory states they
reside in the water, the larv® being naked,
not enclosed in a case, and in general form
resembling the imago, except in wanting
wings. These insects have been studied
much in this country by Mr. Newman, and
abroad bj' 5t. Piutet of Geneva ; the latter

has published their history with much
detail.

PERN, or HONEY-BUZZARD. (Perms
apivorus.') Tliis is one of the most elegant of
the British birds of prey, or rather of such
migratory species as become occasional visit-

ants here. It is a trifle longer than the com-
mon Buzzard, and rather more slender : the

bill is black, the iridcs yellow, the crown of

the head is ash-coloured, and the cheeks are

covered with small feathers. The neck, back,
scapulars, and covert feathers of the wings,

are of a deep brown; the breast and_ belly

are white, marked with dusky spots pointing
dowmwards ; the tail is long, of a dull brown
colour, and marked Avith three broad dusky
bars, between each of which there are two or

three of the same colour, but narrower : the

legs are short, strong, and thick ; and the

claws are large and black. The Honey
Buzzard generally lays two eggs, blotched

over w'ith a fainter and a deeper red : it

builds its nest on small twigs, which it covers

w'ith wooi. It feeds on bees, wasps, &c.

In an interesting article on the changes
wlrich take place in the plumage of tliis bird,

communicated by W. R. Fisher, Esq., of

Great Yarmouth, to the “Zoologist,” the

writer says, “ As the Honey Buzzard has,

I believe, never, except in the instance re-

corded by White of Selboume, in the year

1780, been satisfactorily ascertained to have

bred in this country, British ornithologists

are deprived of this means of w'atcliing the

changes by which it ultimately assumes the

adult dress. For even if it were possible to

procure the eggs or jmung from those coun-

tries of the East to which this species is said

to be indigenous, the process would be so

tedious and expensive, that few naturahsU

would be willing to undertake it ;
and the dif-

ficulty of rearing young birds, and the many
casualties towliich they are subject during Bie

process of moulting, arc well known. ftix

fspccimcns n.r0 delineated ; and the grada-

tions from a dark clove brown in the plumage

of one, to the almost pure white (except of

the wings and tail) in another, arc ^ily re-

markable : but that these striking differences

are partly' to be attributed to certain peri-

odical changes, and jiartly arising from the

difference of age and sex, there can lie

no doubt. Four of the birds there figured
;

were taken in the county of Norfolk in the
month of September, 18H. It is an error,

however, to imagine that the Honey-buzzard
!

does not breed in this country, or that it so
rarely happens as to render it necessary for

j

naturalists to refer to so distant a date as the
year 1780 : several recent instances of its ni-
dification in different parts of this country
could easily be given ; the usual season for
it being about the beginning of June. The
nests are chiefly composed of sticks and !

twigs, and made very shallow, except just
j

where the eggs are deposited : and the situa-
tion chosen for the nest is generally on one
of the largest branches of an oak. i

PERNA. A genus of Conchiferous Mol-
|

lusca, the shell of which is sub-equi valve, i

irregular, compressed, and foliaceous ; hinge ;

straight and broad, diiidcd into parallel ;

grooves ; bosses small ; margins very brittle. ,

They are mostly from India, the Cape Verde
j

Islands, &c., and generally found adlicring to ^

rocks deep in the sea ; considerable clusters

being frequently found attached firmly to

each other by the byssus. The genus is

chiefly distinguished by the straightness,

number, and regularity of the grooves in the
!

hinge and the sinus, for the passage of the .

byssus. Its shape recals to mind that of a
,

gammon of bacon : hence the name.
1

PETAXOCERA. A tribe of Coleopterous
'

insects, comprising those which have an-
]

tenn® terminated by a foliated mass. Tim
j

mandibles are very variable in their stma-
j

ture, corresponding with the habits of the
j

various groups ; and the head and thorax ;

of the males are armed with strange horns !

; or protuberances, of which it is diflicult to I

conceive the uses. The body is generally
|

more or less oval and convex, the legs robust, I

and the anterior tibi® dentated on the
|

outside. In many of the insects, especially

; those which feed upon leaves, the internal
^

edge of the mandibles is formed into a broad i

homy plate, with v'arious transverse chan-
j

nels, well formed for masticating. These
i

,

insects subsist on vegetable substances, some !

I

while in a state of decay, and others uiKin i

;
fresh leaves and flowers, their larv® devour-

j

ing the roots of grass, &c., and often doing

j

much damage. The head of the larva is

!
generally large and homy, convex in front, '

'• with the top cun'ed ; the mandibles are

strong, flat on the anterior surface, concave
on the posterior ; the lc"s arc robust, with

1 four joints, terminated by a strong hook.

Some of these Inrv® arc several years in at-

taining their full size ; they then form, in

situations where they reside, an oval cocoon,

composed of earth, excrements, and morsels

of gnawed wood, &c. agglutinated together.

The pup® arc of the ordinary form : Imt i

the sheaths of the lower wings arc rather
|

longer than those of the elytra. As exam- ,

pies of this tribe we may cite the C<u'Kfif.t-

KF.Ii, StAD-BEETLK, RoSK-IiKKTI.l:, SlAIll-

IlyEUS, &C.

PETAEUR.V. A genus of gigantic Dra-

gon-flies, fotmd in New Holland and New
Zealand; a closely allied siwcics of whichj
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seems at one time to hare lived in this

country, although now alone known by
fossil remains, figured by ^£r. Strickland,
under the name of (Eshna liassinn. There
are two species known— the Petalura gi~

gantta of New Holland, and the Petalura
Carovei of New Zealand ; both of which
may be at once known by the largely de-
veloped appendages at the end of the ab-
domen. The accompanying figure, copied

CAROVB‘3 l>HAGON-rL7.
(PBTALUaA OAROVKI )

from the Zoology of H. M. SS. Erebus
and Terror, w'Ul give a tolerably accurate
idea of the form of this curious genus of
Neuroptera. The name, we may remark,
was ^ven to it in compliment to the author
of ‘ The Story without an End,’ in which
a Dragon-fiy is made to act an important
part.

PETAURUS. The Flying Phalanger :

a Marsupial animal which bears the same
relationship to the true Phalanger, as tlie

flying squirrel docs to the ordinary squirrel.
By means of the skin which is extended
between the fore and hind limbs, the animal
can partially sustain itself in the air ; and
its aerial evolutions, when favoured bv the
shades of evening, are considered peculiarly
graceful. It Is destitute of the prehensile
tail of the true Phalangers.

PETREL. {ThalaMulroma.') A genus of
celebrated oceanic birds.

The Stohmt Pktkkl, so well known and
much dreaded by sailors os the harbingers
of' a storm,—and to whom the soubriquet of
Mother Carey’s Chicken has been given,

—

are the least of all the web f^ted birds,
being only about six inches In length. The
bill fs half an inch long, hooked at the tip ;

the nostrils tubular. The upper parts of
the plumage arc block, sleek, and glossed
with bluish reflections t the brow, cheeks,
and under parts, sooty brown ; the rumi»,
and some feathers on the sides of the tail,

white : legs slender, black, and scarcely an
inch and three quarters in length, from the
knee joint to the end of the toes. In tlic

length of its wings, and the swiftness of its

flight, it resembles the Chimney Swallow.
It is met with on every part of the ocean,
diving, or swimming over the surface of the
heavy rolling waves of the most tempestuous

sea, quite at ease, and in security
; and yet

it seems to foresee and fear the coming storm
before the seaman can discover any appear-
ance of its approach

;
flocking together, and

making a clamorous piercing cry, as if to
warn the mariner of his danger. They feed
on small marine animals and seeds of sea-
weeds, and appear very fond of fat or grease,
for which, and for the animals put in motion,
they will follow in the wake of ships for
great distances. They breed in the fissures

of rocks, and the female lays two eggs. They
fly rapidly, and generally close to the water;
and, when in pursuit of food, they suspend
themselves by extending their wings, and
appear to run on the surface of the water.
There are four species, which are so closely
allied as to be ofteu confounded. C. Buo-
napartes who paid much attention to this

genus of oceanic birds, designates them as
follows : — Thalassklroma Wilsonii (Stormy
Petrel)

; deep sooty black ;
tail even ; wings

reaching a little beyond its tip ; tube of the
nostrils recurved ; tarsus one and a half
inch long 7’ Le.achii (Forked-tailed Pe-
trel)

;
bro^vnish black ; tail forked

; wdngs

jfOKE.-i Air.jiu i^ffruEr..

(THALASBIDROM A LEAOHII.)

not reaching beyond the tip ; tube of the
nostrils straight ; tarsus one inch long. Our
figure represents tliis species: it is copied
from the great work of Audubon * The Birds
of America.’ —T. pehtgica ; sooty black ;

tail even ; wings reaching a little beyond it

;

tube of the nostrils almost straight : tarsus

sevcu-elgliths of an inch long.

—

T. oceanica

;

brownish black ; tail slightly emarginatc ;

wings rcacliing more tlian an inch beyond
it ; tube of the nostrils recurved ; tarsus
nearly one and three-fourtlis of an inch long.— ** Whisking wdth the celeritv of un arrow
through the deep valleys of the abyss, and
darling awiiy over the Ibarning crest ofsome
mountain wave, they attcml the lahotiring
bark in all her perilous course. When tlie

storm subsides tlicy retire to rest, and arc no
more seen.” [For Sooty Petrel, see Puffi-
prus.]

PETRICOI/A. A genus of Conchifern,
found in various parts of the world, In rocks,
corals, &e., hut most nhundant in America.
They are delicate, white, and radiated

; and

X X 0
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contain a tongue-shaped mollusc, the foot
of which is small. The shell is cquivalve,
inc([uilateral, transverse, and variously ob-

;

long
;
anterior side rounded, posterior side

more or less attenuated, slightly gaping
j

hinge with two cardinal teeth in each valve,
and two muscular impressions in each j

liga-
ment external.

PETROGALE. A well characterized
genus of the Kangaroo family, first described
by Mr. Gray. The species frequent rocky

' mountains, preferring in some instances

!

those tliat are most precipitous. The Brush-
1
tailed Rock Wallaby (P. penicilJata) has a

1

harshish long fur, of a dusky brown hue,
1
tinged with red and grey : a white streak

1

passes down the middle of the throat
;
the

1 tail is black, very long, and furnished with

I

long hairs which form a brush. The length

I

of the male is about three feet and a half,

i It is a strictly gregarious species, assembling
1 in such numbers (Mr. Gould informs us) as
' to form well-beaten paths along the sides of

I

the mountains : their agility is very great,
i leaping from rock to rock, and, like the

1 chamois or goat, alighting on perilously

i

narrow ledges— a habit which protects them
1
from the aborigines and the native Austra-
lian dog. The species is strictly nocturnal

1
in its habits. It occasionally ascends trees,

not using the tail as a help. We are assured
by Mr. Gould that the flesh is excellent. Cap-
tain Grey, in his Travels in South Australia,

i has described the habits of one of these, and
I
as they are believed to be all somewhat si-

j

milar, we cannot do better than quote him.
1 He is speaking of the species called the
: Short-eared Rock Kangaroo (P. brachiotis),

\

which is found in North-western Australia.

1

He says, “ This graceful little animal is ex-
' cessively wild and shy in its habits, fre-

1

quenting in the day-time the highest and
' most inaccessible rocks, and only descending

1

into the valleys to feed early in the morning

1

and late in the evening. When disturbed
in the day-time, among the roughest and

j

most preeipitous rocks, it bounds along from
; one to the other with the greatest apparent
facility, and is so watchful and wary in its

;

habits that it is by no means easy to get a

j
shot at it. One very surprising thing is,

i how it can support the temperature to which

1
it is exposed in the situations it always

1 frequents amongst the burning sandstone
' rocks, the mercury there during the heat of

the day being frequently 13Gf. I have never

seen these animals in the plains or lowdands,

and believe that they frequent mountains
alone.”

1

PETROICA. A genus of interesting Pas-

serine birds, found in Australia, of which
Mr. Gould has described several species.

The Pethoica Multicolor, or ScARLip-

!
niiKASTKi) Robin. This elegant species is a

I native of New Holland and all the small

1

islands lying off the southern coast, the low

! bushes and woods skirting the open plains

1

and sterile districts being its favourite places

of resort. We learn from Mr. Gould, that,
' like our own Redbreast, the familiarity with

which this beautiful Robin enters the gar-

dens and dwellings, necessarily makes it a ;

•great favourite ;
“ its attractiveness is more-

I

over much enhanced by its more gay attire, '

the strong contrasts of scarlet, jet-black, and
wliite rendering it one of the most beautiful
to behold of any of the birds of Australia ;

”
;

but its song and call-note, though resembling
the European bird, are much more feeble. 1

The head, throat, and upper surface of the 1

male are black ; forehead snowy-white ; a
longitudinal and two oblique bands of white
on the wdngs

; breast and upper part of the
belly scarlet ; lower part of the belly white;
bill and feet black. The breast of the female

j

is strongly tinged with red, but the chief
part of her plumage is brown. The nest,

wliich is compactly made and securel3’placed, 1

is composed of dried grasses, narrow strips of !

bark, mosses and lichens, all bound firmly 1

together with cobwebs and the finest fibres
|

of vegetables, and lined with feathers, wool, i

or soft hair. The eggs are generally three
;

or four in number ;
greenish-wlute, slightly

tinged with flesh colour, and rather minutely i

freckled all over with olive-brown. Two or 1

three broods are generally reared in the year,
the period of nidification commencing in
August and ending in February

. j

The Petroica Suterciliosa, or 'VThite-
i

EYEBROWED RoBiN. This species was dis-
;

covered in the neighbourhood of the Bur- ;

dekin Lakes, by Mr. Gilbert, while in com-
|

pany with Dr. Leichardt, during his adven-
,

turous expedition from iloreton Bay to Port ‘

Essington ; and it is thus noticed in ti'at

gentleman's journal :— “ Maj' l4th. Hi a
;

ramble with my gun I shot a new bird, the
actions of which assimilate to those of the i

Petroicie and the EopsaltrUc

;

like the former, 1

it carries its tail very erect, but is more re-
|

tiring in its habits than those birds ; on :

the other hand, its notes resemble those of
|

the latter. It inhabits the dense jungle-
;

like vegetation growing beneath the shade
of the fig-trees on the banks of the Burde-
kin.” Over the ej-e is a long white stripe,

I

and the throat, abdomen, under surface of
,

the shoulder, and the bases of the jirimaries
|

and secondaries ore white ; lores, ear-coverts,

wing-coverts, and the iiriinaries and second-
aries, for some distance beyond the white,
deep black ; all the upper surface, wings,

;

and tail, sootj’ brown ; all but the two central
tail-feathers largelj' tipped with white ; bill

and feet black.
Another siiecics, the Petroica Erytiiro-

OASTHA, or Norfolk Island Robin, to

which locality it is bidicvcd to lie sirictlj-
;

confined, is thus described :— The male has
,

the forehead silvery white -, a small patch

on the wings near the shoulder, under wing-
coverts, the flanks and under tail-coverts

white ;
chest and abdomen very rich scarlet

;

the remainder of the plumage dcc|) black ;

bill black ; feet brown. The female has the

crown of the head, all the upper surface,

wings, and tail reddish brown ; throat white,

tinged with brown : chest and centre of the

abdomen washed with scarlet ; lower I'art of

the abdomen and under tail-coverts white ;

flanks brown : bill blackish brown ; feet ycl-

lowi.sh brown.
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!
The other species are Petroica Goodenovii,

! or Red-capped Robin ; Petroica phcenicca,
. or Flame-breasted Robin ; Petroica bicolor,
• or Pied-Robin ; and Pe<roica/«sca, or Dusky
i
Robin :— all closely assimilating in manners

:
and economy to the one above described, but

I

differing from that and each other in specific

;

characteristics.

I PEZOPORUS, or GROtTND PARRA-
KEETS. A genus of the family Psittacidee;
so called from their terrestrial habits. To
this genus belongs the tieautiful green and
black-marked Kew Uolland Parrot— the
Pr.zoroni s Founosi'.s, to which Mr. Gould,
the historiographer of the Birds of Australia,
thus alludes in his large and noble work :

“Unlike some of the African members of its

family, who are inelegant in form and slow
and ungraceful in their actions, the P. /or-
wosiM is as active and graceful as can be well
imagined i and although in its colouring it

cannot vie with some of its more gaudily
attired brethren, it possesses a style of plu-
mage and diversity of markings far from un-
pleasing. Having very frequently encoun-
tered it in a state of nature, I am enabled
to state that in its action it differs from
every other known species of its race, as it

does also in its habits and economy, which I
shall now attempt to describe. Whether the
power of perching is entirely denied to it

or not I am uncertain, but I never saw it

fly into a tree, nor could I ever force it to
take shelter on the branches. It usually

I

frequents either sandy sterile districts
i covered with tufts of rank grass and herbage,
:
or low swampy flats abounding with rushes

^

and the other kinds of vegetation peculiar

I

to such situations. It is generally observed
either singly or in pairs, Imt from its very

,
recluse habits, and great powers of mnnin",
it is seldom or ever seen until it is flushed,
and then only for a short time, as it soon
pitches again and runs off to a place of
seclusion, often under the covert of the
yrass-tree ( Xarthorrhaea), which abounds

1 in the districts it frequents.” » * » It flies

near the ground with great rapidity, fre-

. quently making several zigzag turns in the
!
short distance of a Iiundred yards, beyond

I wliich it seldom passes without again rcst-

I

in^ on the ground. Its flesh is excellent,

j
l>eing much more delicate in flavour than
that of tiie snipe, and equalling, if not sur-
passing. that of the quail. Its white eggs
arc dejiosited on the ground. It is a native
of South Australia, and is found also in
Van Diemen's Land.

PHACOCIlGlRirS. A genus of Pacliy-
dermata allied to Swine, and from the pro-

i jeeting appendages about the head called

I

Warty Uogn. 'Incy arc natives of Africa.

j
Plf/ETON. A genus of web-footed birds.

[See Tnovit: Biitn.]

I'liALACROCORAX. A genus of Pal-
mi[iede birds ; for the characters and varhms
species of which sec the article Coumouaxt.
In a<ldUinn to what Is there given, we think
that the following extract, aithough long, is

snlflciently interesting to warrant the In-

troduction of it here : It is token from Mr.

Robert Fortune’s “Three Years’ Wander-
ings in the Northern Provinces of China —

“ The most singular of all the methods of
catching fish in China is that of training
and employing a large species of cormorant
for this purpose, generally called the fish-

ing-cormorant. These ore certainly wonder-
ful birds. I have frequently met with them
on the canals and lakes in the interior, and,
had I not seen with my own eyes their ex-
traordinary docility, I should have had
great difficulty in bringing my mind to be-
lieve what authors have said about them.
The first time I saw them was on a canal a
few miles from Ning-po. I was then on my
way to a celebrated temple in that quarter,
where I intended to remain for some time,
in order to make collections of objects of
natural history in the neighbourhood. When
the birds came in sight I immediately made
my boatmen take m our sail, and we re-

mained stationary for some time to observe
their proceedings. There were two small
boats, containing one man and about ten or
twelve birds in each. The birds w'ere stand-
ing perched on the sides of the little boat,
and apparently had just arrived at the fish-

ing-ground, and were about to commence
operations. They were now ordeied out of
the boats by their masters ; and so well :

trained were they, that they went on tlio
]

water immediately, scattered themselves
over the canal, and began to look for fish.

They have a beautiful sea-green eye, and,
quick as lightning, they see and dive upon
the finny tribe, which, once caught in the
sharp-notched bill of tlie bird, never by any
possibility can escape. The cormorant now
rises to the surface with the fish in its bill,

and the moment he is seen by the Cliinamau
he is called bock to the boat. As docile ns a
dog, he swims after his master, and allows
himself to be pulled into the san-paii, where
he disgorges his prey, and again resumes his
labours. And what is more wonderful still,

if one of the cormorants gets hold of a fish

of large size, so large that he would have
some difficulty in taking it to the boat, some
of the others, seeing his dilemma, hasten to
his assistance, and with their efforts united
capture the animal and haul him off to the
boat. Sometimes a bird seemed to get lazy
or playful, and swam about without at-

tending to his business ; and then the
Chinaman, with a long bamboo, which he
also used for propelling the boat, struck the
water near where the bird was, without,
however, hurting him, calling out to him at
the same time m an angry tone. Imme-
diately, like the truant schoolboy who neg-
lects his lessons and is found out, the cor-
morant gives up his i)lay and resumes his
Inlxuirs. A small string is put round the
neck of the bird, to prevent him from swal-
lowing the fish which ho catches

j and great
care is taken that this string is placed and
fastened so that it will not slip farther down
upon his neck and choke him, which other-
wise it would be very opt to do.

“ Since I first saw these birds on the Ning-
po Canal, I have had oiipoi tunities ofinspect-
ing them and their oi)eratiniis in many other
parts of China, more piirliculai ly in the
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country between the towns of Hang-chow-
foo and Shang-hae. I also saw great num-
bers of them on the river Min, near Foo-
chow-foo. I was most anxious to get some
living specimens, that I might take them
home to England. Having great difficulty
in inducing the Chinese to part witli them,
or, indeed, to speak at all on the subject,
when I met them in the country, owing to
our place of meeting being generally in
those parts of the interior where the English
are never seen, I applied to her Majesty’s
consul at Shang-hae (Captain Balfour), who
very kindly sent one of the Chinese con-
nected witli the consulate into the countiw,
and procured two pairs for me. The diln-
culty now was to provide food for them on
the voyage from Shang-hae to Hong-Kong.
We procured a large q^uantity of live eels,

this being a iirincipal part of their food, and
put them into a jar of mud and fresh water.
These they eat in a most voracious manner,
swallowing them whole, and, in many in-
stances, vomiting them afterwards. If one
bird was unlucky enough to vomit his eel,

he was fortunate indeed if ho caught it

again, for another, as voracious as liimself,

would instantly seize it, and swallow it in a
moment. Often they would fight stoutly
for the fish, and then it either became the
property of one, or, as often happened, their
sharp bills divided the prey, and each ran
off and devoured the half which fell to his
share. During the passage down we en-
countered a heavy gale at sea ; and as
the vessel was one of those small clipper
schooners, she pitched and rolled very much,
shipping seas from bow to stern, which set

everything on her decks swimming. I put
my head out of the cabin door when the gale
was at its height, and the first thing I saw
was the cormorants devouring the eels,

which were floating all over the decks. I
then knew that the jar must have been
turned over or smashed to pieces, and that
of course all the eels wliich escaped the bills

of the cormorants were now swimming in
the ocean. After this I was obliged to feed
them upon anything on board which I could
find ; but when I arrived at Hong-Koug
they were not in very good condition : two
of them died soon after : and as there was
no hope of taking the others home alive, I

was obliged to kill them and preserve their

skins.
“ The Chinaman from whom I bought

these birds has a large establishment for

fishing and breeding the birds about thirty

or forty miles from Shanghac, and between
that town and Chapoo. They sell at a high
price even amongst the Chinese themselves ;

I believe from six to eight dollars per pair,

1

that is, from thirty shillings to forty shillings.

! As I was anxious to learn something of their

1

food and habits, Mr. Medhurst, junior, the
interpreter to the British consulate at Shang-

1 hue, kindly undertook to put some questions

1

to the man who brought them, and sent me
the following notes connected with this sub-
ject :— ‘The fish-catching birds cat small
fish, yellow cels, and pulse-jelly. At 5 r. .\i.

every day each bird will cat six taels (eight
ounces) of cels or fish, and a catty of pulse-

jelly. They lay eggs after three years, and
i

in the fourth or fifth month. Hens are used
to incubate the eggs. When about to lay, 1

their faces turn red, and then a good hen !

must be prepared. The date must be clearly
,

written upon the shells of the eggs laid, and
they will hatch in less than twenty-five
days. When hatched, take the young and !

put them upon cotton, spread upon some
,warm water, and feed them with eel’s blood

for five days. After five days they can be
fed with cel’s flesh chopped fine, and great
care must be taken in watcliing them.
\S^hen fishing, a straw tie must be put upon
their necks, to prevent them from swallow-
ing the fish when they catch them. In the
eighth or ninth month of the year they will

i

daily descend into the water at ten o’clock
in the mornmg, and catch fish until five in i

the afternoon, when they will come on shore. 1

They will continue to go on in tliis way 1

until the third month, after which time
they cannot fish until the eighth month :

comes round again. The male is easily
'

known from the female, it being generally a
larger bird, and in having a darker and
more glossy feather, but more particularly
in tlie size of the head, the head of the male
being large, and that of the female small.’ 1

Such are the habits of tliis extraordinary i

bird. As the months named in the note
’

just quoted refer to the Chinese calendar, it

follows that these birds do not fish in the
;

|

summer months, but commence in autumn,
! ,

about October, and end about May— periods !

agreeing nearly with the eighth and tliiith
!

mouth of the Cliinese year.” [See CoK-
j

JIORAXT.]

The Spotted Cohmok.vxt. {Phalacro-
I

corax puiictatuf.) This beautiful siiecies 1

of Cormorant is a native of New Zealand, 1

where it is said to be abundant, although it

is extremely rare in ornithological collec-
tions. It builds among rocks, and also on
trep which grow near the water. It is de-
scribed in Mr. Gouid’s splendid “ Birds of
Australia” as follows :— “Vertical and oc-
cipital crest, crown of the head and throat
sooty black ; back of the neck, lower part of
the back, and rump glossy green ; a white
stripe commencing above the eye passes
down each side of the neck to the flanks ;

iower part of the neck, chest, and abdomen,
beautiful leaden gray ; under tail-coverts
and tail black ; mantle, scapularics, and
wings brotvnish ash, all the feathers cxccitt
the secondaries and primaries having a
small spot of black at their tip

j
from the

throat, sides, and back of the neck and
thighs, arise numerous plume-like white 1

feathers of a soft loose texture ; those on the i

sides and back of the neck ore very nume-
rous, but on the other parts they arc few
and thinly scattered.”

rilAL/ENA, [Sec Mom.]

PII.VE.\NGER. (Phalanffuita.) A genus
of Jiarsupial animals, di.stinguishcd by hav-
ing the second and third toes of the hind '

feet united ns far ns the last phalanx in a i

common cutaneous sheath. The P/inInn-
|

pi'.sht Ctivicri may be taken ns an example.
|
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There are several species of Phalangera in
Australia, belonging to the genera I’liatayi-

l/ista, Drumicia, and Hepoona. They are

nOVO'EARBD PHALAKOER.
(PHAOANOISTA oovieki.)

!
particularly organized for living in trees.

' In Jlr. Gould’s works on the Quadrupeds of

. Australia, descriptions and figures of all the

: species will be found.

PIIAIjAXGID.a:. The name of a family
of Arachnitla:, called llarvcst-mcn, or Shep-

! herd-Spiders. They have two thread-like

i palpi, terminated by a small hook ; the legs

are long and slender, the tarsi eonsisting

of more than fifty joints. The majority of

them live upon the ground, upon plants, or

at the roots of trees, end are very active :

others, less agile, hide themselves between
stones, in muss, &c.

PIIALAROPE. (Phalaropus.) A genus
of birds, belonging to the Cutierian family
Lemgirostres. They live in small flocks on
the sea-coasts, and feed on aquatic and mol-
luscous animals. They fly well, and swim ex-
pertly, resisting the heaviest waves, but never
dive. They inhabit far north, migrating
in the autumn and winter to the temperate
regions ofboth continents. The female builds
on the shore among the gross, laying from
four to six eggs. Both sexes incubate, and
atteml on the young, which leave the nest,

run about, and swim soon after they are
hatched. Their flesh is oily and unpa-
latable.

PIIASCOLARCTOS, or KOAEA. (P/ias-
colrirctos cinereus.) A Marsu]>ial animal,
closely allied to the Phalangcrs. It is

stoutly mode, has robust limbs and powerful
claws, but is entirely destitute of tail. It

1 lives chiefly on fruits, and its habits are
i arboreal : os It passes along the branches of

i

trees, it suspends itself by its clows, after the

I

manner of a Sloth. It oiso visits tlie ground,
however ; burrows with facility ; and there
remains in a dormant state during the eoid

1
season. The fore feet of this animal have

i
,
each five toes, of which two arc opposed to

i
I

the other three j a zoological fact worthy of

j

note, as it is the only instance among Mam-
I

malia : In the hind feet this power docs not
<! exist. When the young one leaves the pouch,

jj
it cling' tti the beck of the parent for some

1)
time. In New South Wales, where they arc

jl common, they are often called “ Monkeys,”
I
and siimetimei " Bears.” We extract a short

j

Oiicoiint of them which apiiearcd in the
i Saturday .Magazine fur Dei!, .'ll. Ig.'Vt, and
! a'as written by one who has shot them, and
! also kept them in a state of confinement

for some time. “ They have four hands,
having naked palms, which are armed with
crooked pointed nails, exceedingly sharp,
and rather long. They are covered with
fur of a bluish-gay colour, very thick, and
extremely soft. It is darker on the back,
and paler under the throat and belly, but
slightly tinged with a reddish-brown about
the rump. The nose is somewhat elongated,
and appears as if it was tipped with black
leather. The cars are almost concealed in
the thickness of the fur, but have inwardly
long whitish hairs. The eyes are round and
dark, sometimes expressive and interesting.
The mouth is small, and they have no tail.

Their countenance altogether is by no means
disagreeable, but harmless-looking and pi-
tiful. They seemed formed for climbing
trees, but they are rather slow in motion,
and but moderately active. Like many
other animals of the colony, they are drowsy
and stupid by day, but become more ani-
mated at night, and when disturbed they
make a melancholy cry, exciting pity. They
feed upon the tops of trees, selecting the
blossoms and young shoots ; and they are
also said to cat some particular kinds of
bark. When full-grown, they appear about
the size of a small Chinese pig. They are
certainly formed dift'eren lly from every other
species of the quadruinana, and it is probable
they possess dififerent enjoyments. They
are very inoffensive and gentle in manners,
if not Irritated. The first I ever saw of
these animals was caught in a particular
manner by a native ; and as we witnessed his
manoeuvres with considerable curiosity, it

may afford some interest to relate the anec-
dote.

“ We were ascending very early in the
morning Mount Tourang, one of the trigo-
nometrical stations in Argyle, when the
native perceived a very large monkey in
the net of ascending a tree : he caught it, and
bcin^ desirous of preserving the animal, we
tied It with some silk kerchiefs to the trunk
of a small tree, intending to take it to the
camp on our return. About sunset we were
descending the mountain, and did not forget
the prisoner ; but, lo 1 on arriving at the spot,
the creature was gone. The native shook his
head, whistled, and commenced examining
the neighbouring trees, when presently he
espied the animal perched upon the top of
a high tree, quite at home. “ Me catch the
rascal directly,” said the black, and pro-
ceeded first to cut a thin pole about ten
feet in length. lie next tore a long strip of
ropy bark, which he fastened to one end of
the pole, in the form of a loop or noose 5 after
which he commenced climbing.thc tree in
good spirits, and confident of success. The
animal, on observing the approach of his
enemy, ascended higher and higher till he
reached the very extremity of the leafy bough
on the top of the tree : while the native,
mounting ns high as he could safely go,
could but scarcely reach him with his pole.
For a long time he tried to get the noose
over the head of the monkey, and several
times, when the native imagined he had suc-
ceeded, the monkey, nt work with his fore-
hand, would repeatedly tear it off and dis-
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engage himself. The poor animal, as he
looked down upon his perplexing adversary,
looked truly piteous and ridiculous, aud we
began to think that tlie black would fail in
his attempt.

“ The native, however, growing impatient
and angry, ascended a step higher, tili tlie

very tree bent with his weight. He tried
again, and having succeeded in slipping the
noose over the monkey’s head, immediately
twisted the pole so as to tighten the cord.
“ Me got liim rascal,” he exclaimed, as he
looked downward to see tlie best way of
descending. “ Come along, you rascal, come
come, come 1

” he cried, tugging away at the
monkey, who seemed unwilling to quit his
post. Down they came by degrees, the
black cautiously managing his prisoner,
every now and! then making faces at him
and teasing him, with great apparent de-
light and satisfaction to himself. We could
not but observe the cautious manner in
which he appeared at times to treat the
monkey , but tliis caution we soon perceived
was very necessary, lor when they had
descended to where the tree divided into
two branches, the black endeavoured to make
the animal pass him, so that he might have
better command over him. In so doing the
monkey made a spiteful catch or spring at
the native, but which he cleverly avoided
by shifting himself to the other branch with
great dexterity. At length, however, both
the man aud the monkey arrived nearly to
the bottom of the tree, when the latter, being
lowermost, jumped unon the ground, got
loose, and having crawled to the nearest tree,

commenced ascending again. We seized him
by the rump, thoughtless of danger, but soon
thought it advisable to quit our hold, when
the native, now enraged, sprung to his toma-
hawk, and threw it with such force at the
unlucky monkey as to knock him clean off

the tree. We took the animal to the camp,
where it was soon despatched, as we thought,
from its pitiful cries, that it was suffering
torture from the blow of the tomahawk.”

PHASCOLOMYS. [See Wombat.]

PHASIANELLA. A genus of Mollusca
found in South America, India, New Hol-
land, the Mediterranean, &c. The head of
tlie animal has two long and round tenta-

cula, with eyes on two footstalks
j
foot ob-

long. The shell is smooth, oval, variegated;
aperture entire, oval ; outer lip thin ; inner
lip tliin, spread over a portion of the body

PHABIANEI.LA BDLlMOmES,

whorl
;
columella smooth, rather thickened

towards the base ;
operculum horny, spiral

within. The shells composing this genus
are richly marked with lines and waves of
various and delicate colours.

PHASIANIDzE. The name of a family
of Gallinaceous birds, of which the genus .

Fhasianus is the type. [See Pilkasa.xt.]
j

PHASMIDJE, or SPECTRE INSECTS.
|

A family of Orthopterous insects, allied to
^

the Manticla:, peculiar to warm climates, ;

and remarkable for their very close re-
semblance to the objects in the midst of
which they live. Some of them are destitute i

of wings, and have the appearance of dead i

twigs ; their legs being extended, and the
absence of all motion for a considerable time,
favouring the deception : others appear like
leaves, &c. Their larva: differ but little from
the perfect 'insects, except in their colours,
and the absence of Avings ; and there are
several species in which these are never de-
veloped. It not unfrequently happens that
they lose a limb by violence ; and this is

reproduced, provided the complete growth
of the animal has not been attained. A
species found in the Navigators’ Islands,
aud described by the late Mr. Williams in
his admirable ‘ Missionary Enterprises ’ —
destroys the top of the Cocoa-nut tree, and
has been named P. cocophaga from this

circumstance. We must refer our readers
to the works of Mr. G. R. Gray and of JI.

De Haan on this singular group of Insects ;

we may remark that their eggs are solitary

and not enclosed in a case, and that they
often resemble small beans or other seeds.

[See PuruLiuM.]

PHEASANT. iPhasiamts cnlchiaif.') This
beautiful Gallinaccousbird derives its origin
from Eastern climes, and is said to have
been first imported into Europe from the
banks of the Phosis, a river of Colchis, in

Asia Minor (as its name imports) ; but it

has now become so thoroughly naturalized
in this country, and indeed in most others

where the temperature is not too low for

its constitution, and where ordinary care is

taken for its preservation, that both here
and in many parts of the south of Europe

I

it is well known and highly appreciated,
j

Of all birds, except, perhaps, the Peacock,
the Pheasant has the most beautiful and
finely variegated plumage. In size the male

j

may be compared with the domestic Cock.
'

The ii-ides arc yellow : round the ej es is a
naked skin, of a l>cnutiful scarlet, with small
black specks ; and under each eye is a small
patch of short feathers, of a dark glossy
purple colour: the upper parts of the head
and neck are of a deep purple, with green
and bl;ie reflections ; the lower parts of the
neck and breast arc of reddish chestnut,

edged with black, under which upiwars a
transverse golden streak; the whole bod}’,

indeed, uniting the finest tints of golden
yellow and green with the richest ruby and
purple, set off with spots of glossy black.

The legs, feet, and toes arc horn-coloured.
The tail, which is very long and regularly
wedge-shaped, partakes of the beautiful c.:-

louring alKivc dcscrilicd : and the whole biril

has an air of great elegance. This brilliant
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!
plumage is, however, denied to the female,

^ though she is by no means uncomely in form
1 or colour. The natural home of the Pheasant

is in the woods, which he leaves at the close
of day, to perambulate the corn-fields and
pastures, accompanied by his females, in

' search of food. When young, however, they
principally subsist on insects, and are ex-
ceedingly fond of ants’ eggs. The female
constructs her nest, of leaves, in some retired
spot ; and lays from ten to twenty eggs ;

but in a state of captivity she seldom pro-
1 duces above ten. In the wild state she

hatches her brood with patience, vigilance,
and courage ; but when kept tame, she be-
comes BO very remiss in her duty, that a

. common hen is generally made her sub-
i stitute. TJie males and females only asso-
ciate together in the first spring months.
When disturbed, they make a wdiirring noise,
like the Partridge, and, from being a lar»e
mark and flying slowly, they are readily
brought down by the sportsman. There are
several varieties, produced by climate and
domestication, among which are the follow-
ing :—The marked with a
few small block spots on the neck, and rufous
ones on the shoulders ; the Pied Pheasant^
the tail feathers of which are black edged
with white, and the upper part of the body
reddish brown and white ; the Variegated
Pheasant^ which is white and rufous ; and
the Ringed Pheasant^ which has a white
collar. Foxes and Polecats destroy many
Pheasants ; and as these arc commonly fe*

males engaged in incubation, the tendency
to diminution of the race from this cause is

increased : but the chief loss of the Pheasant-
breeder is caused by tlie mortality of the
youn^ birds, about the time of changing their
nestling feathers, produced by a convulsive
attempt to gasp the air, or expel the worms,
(a peculiar species of Entozoon) that have
occasioned a disease known by the name of
** the gapes.” In their wild state Pheasants
feed upon all kinds of grain and herbage,
like the rest of the gallinaceous tribes.

From their size, their lieauty, and the dc-
licocy of their flesh, they arc every where
consfdered by the sportsman as excellent
game ; and there is, accordingly, no bird
u|:K>n which sucli pains liavc iKCn taken in
it-j propagation in parks and preserves.
Arnon^ the various pleasing and edifying

observations to be found in Mr. Waterton’s
* Edooys,’ there are some on the liabits of
the Pheasant, and tintimatcly connected
with the subject) on that mostcxciting topic,
the game lawn. The following arc extracts.
“ IJy the laws of England, the Plicasant is

considered game ; and the sportsman Is under
the n(- ‘-?4lty of taking out a licence from
government, in order to qualify himself to
thrxit it. When wc consider the habits of
thi-i bird, wc arc apt to doubt tiic propriety
of placing it under th;j denomination of/cree
rio/urd, and 1 am one of those who think it

would i)C a better plan to put it on the same
f>>otlng with the bam-door fowl, by making
it privote property ; tliat is, by considering
it the property of the jierson in whose field

or w(x^ it may i>e found. The Pheasant is

ft more than half-retained bird. Wldle the

Hare and the Partridge wander in wildest
freedom through the land, heedless of the
fostering eare of man, the bird in question
will come to us, at all hours of the day, to be
fed. It will even sometimes associate with
the poultry on the form ; and, where it is

not disturbed, it will roost in trees close to

our habitations. Its produce with the barn-
door fowl is unprolifle, and seems to have
nothing to recommend it to our notice ou
the score of brilliancy of plumage, or of fine-
ness of shape. The Pheasant crows at all

seasons, on retiring to roost. It repeats the
call often during the night, and again at
early dawn; and frequently in the day-time,
on the appearance of an enemy, or at the
report of a gun, or during a thunder-storm.
I am of opinion that it does not pair. The
female lays from seven to eighteen eggs

;

but in general the nest contains about twelve.
“ Notwithstanding the proximity of the

Plieasant to the nature of the bam-door fowl,
still it has that within it which baffles every
attempt on our part to render its domestica-
tion complete. Wliat I allude to is, a most
singular innate timidity, which never fails

to show Itself on the sudden and abrupt ap-
pearance of an object. I spent some months
in trying to overcome this timorous pro-
pensity in the Pheasant, but I failed com-
pletely in the attempt. The young birds,

which had been hatched under a domestic
hen, soon became very tame, and would even
receive food from the liand, when it was
offered cautiously to them. They would fly

up to the window, and would feed in com-
pany with the common poultry. But if any
body approaclicd tliem unawares, off they
went to tlie nearest cover with surprising
velocity. Tliey remained in it till all was
quiet, and tlien returned with tlieir usual
confidence. Two of them lost their lives in
the water by the unexpected appearance of
a pointer, while tlie barn-door fowls seemed
scarcely to notice the presence of the in-
truder. The rest took finally to the woods
at the commencement of the lireeding season.
This particular kind of timidity, which does
not appear in our domestic fowls, seems to
me to oppose tlie only, though at tlie same
time au insurmountable, bar to our final
triumph over the Plieasant. After attentive
observation, I can perceive notliing else in
tlie liabits of the bird, to serve as a clue by
wliich we may be enabled to trace the cause
of failure in the many attempts wliicli have
been made to invite it to breed in our yards,
and retire to rest witli tlie barn-door fowl
and turkey.

“ Though a preserve of Pheasants is an
impoimlar thing, still I am satisfied in iny
own mind that tlie bird eaiiiiot e.xist in this
country without one ; at tlie same time, I
am aware tliat a preserve may lie overdone.
Tims, wlicn Pliciumnts are reserved for a
day of slaugliter, under the appcilutioii of
a hnltu, tlie regular siiiiply of tlie market is

endangered, the diversion lias tlie appearaiiec
of cruelty, and no good end seems to be
answered. It exposes tlie preservers of
Plicasants in general to the animadversions
of an angry lucss, wliieli arc grceilily read,
and long rcmemliercd, by tliose wliosc situa-
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I

tion iu life precludes them from joining in

I

the supposed diversion. However ardently
I
I may wish to protect the Pheasant in an
omithological point of view,— I say orni-

,
thological, for its flesh I heed not,— still, I

j

am fully aware that the danger to be in-
curred and the odium to be borne are mighty

! objections. We read, that the ancients sa-
' crificed a cock to iEsculapius : perhaps the
day is at no great distance when it will be

I

considered an indispensable act of prudence
for the country gentleman to oifer up his

J

last hecatomb of Pheasants at the shrine of

i

public opinion.
“ To the illegal possession of the Pheasant

[

alone may be traced the sanguinary noc-
turnal conflicts between the poachers and
those who are appointed to watch for its

safety. The poacher is well aware that he
cannot procure Pheasants without the aid
of a gun i and he knows, at the same time,
that the report of that gun will betray lum,
and bring up the watchers, against whom
he would have no chance single-handed.
Wherefore, in order that he may come off
victorious. Ire musters an overwhelming force
of tinkers, cobblers, masons, smiths, and la-

bourers, armed with bludgeons, and, perhaps,
here and there a rusty gun. Taking the
precaution to get welt primed with beer, off

they go, fully bent on having every thing
their own way. The Pheasants fall ; the
watchers come up ; oaths and curses are
poured out, and a desperate fray commences.
Here are furnished, work important for the
nearest magistrate, profit to his clerk, ex-
pense to the county, and practice for Mr.
Ketch.* Let it be also observed, that the
unlawful capture of the Hare and the Par-
tridge (which are really ferae natur&) does
not produce similar work of mischief. These
are taken with nets and snares. The fewer
poachers employed, the more certain is their

success. A number of men would only do
harm, and mar the plan of capture. So
silently is this mode of poaching carried on,
that the owner of the soil is not aware of the
loss he is about to sustain in the plunder of
his game. When his Hares and Partridges
are actually on their way to the dealer’s

shop, he, ‘ good easy man,’ may fancy that
tliey are merely on a visit to his neighbour’s
manor, or that the Pox and the Polecat may
have made free with them. Not so willi

regard to the capture of the Pheasant. The
mansion is sometimes beset; guns are fired

close to the windows ;
females arc frightened

into hysterics ; and, if the o^yucr sallies

forth to meet the marauders, his recei)tion

is often the most untoward aud disagreeable

that can well be imagined.
“ Pheasants would certainly be delightful

ornaments to the lawn of the country gentle-

man, were it not for tlie annoying idea, that

any niglit, from November to Ma.v, he runs

the risk of getting a broken head, if he ven-
tures out to disturb the sport of those who
have assembled to destroy them. There
must be something radically wrong in the

• This wsR written before the abrop.rtion of

citpiliil luniihtneni for this olfi'me — nml others

miicli more lieinous — Ijeeame the law of the land.

game laws. How or when these laws arc to
be amended, is an affair of the legislature.
The ornithologist can do no more than point
out the grievance which they inflict upon
society, and hope that there will soon be a
change in them for the better. But to the
point. Pood and a quiet retreat are the two
best offers that man can make to the fea-
thered race, to induce them to take up
their abode on his domain ; and they are
absolutely necessary to the successful pro-
pagation of the Pheasant. This bird has
a capacious stomach, and requires much
nutriment

; wliile its timidity soon causes
it to abandon those places which arc di.r-

I

turbed. It is fond of acorns, beech mast,

I

the berries of the hawthorn, the seeds of

,

the wild rose, and the tubers of the Jeru-
!

Salem artichoke. As long as these, and

j

the com dropped in the harvest, can be

I

procured, the Pheasant will do very well.

;
In the spring it finds abundance of nou-

' rishment iu the sprouting leaves of young
:
clover ; but, from the commencement of the
new year till the vernal period, their wild
food affords a very scanty supply ; and the

I

bird will be exposed to all the evils of the
vagrant net, unless you can contrive to keep
it at home by an artificial supply of food.
Boiled potatoes (which the Pheasant prefers
much to those iu the raw state) and iK-ans
are, perhaps, the two most nourishing.things

. that can be offered in the depth of wintel".
‘ Beans, in the end, are cheaper than all the
smaller kinds of grain ; because the little

birds, which usually swarm at the place

I

where Pheasants are fed, cannot swallow
them ; and, if you conceal the beans under

1 yew or holly bushes, or under tlie lower

j
branches of the spruce fii‘ tree, they will be

;
out of the way of the rooks and ring-doves,

i About two roods of the thdusand -headed
1
cabbage are a most valuable acquisition to

the Pheasant preseiwe. Yo<i sow a few
ounces of seed in April, and transplant the
young plants, two feet asunder, in the month
of June. By the time that the harvest is all

in, these cabbages will afford a most excel-
lent aliment to the Pheasants, and are par-
ticularly serviceable when the ground is

deeply covered with snow. I often think
that Pheasants are unintentionally destroyed
by farmers during the nutuinnal seed-time.
They have a custom of steciiing the wheat
in arsenic water. This must be injurious
to birds which pick up the com remaining
on the surface of the mould. I sometimes
find Pheasants, at this period, dead in the
plantations, and now and then take them
up, weak and languid, and quite unable to

fly.”

IVe must now briefly describe some of the

rarer species, viz. the Gou'k.n Piin.ss.i.vT

(Phiiaiamif pirt ini'), a native of China, re-

markable for the beauty of its jilumage : tbc

prevailing colours arc red, yellow, and bine,

and it i.s distingnished by a cre.st upon tbc

head, which can I'.e raised at i)leasiire. The
iris, l)ill, and legs are yellow. The tail is

longer and more richly tinted than that of

the European species : and from nla'vc it

arise a number of loin;, straight featbep', of

a scarlet hue, mixed with yellow. Cuvier is



of opinion that tlie descriptiou given by
Pliny of the PJicenbL iu meant for tliis bird.
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Anotlier fine species found in Cliina is tlie

Silver Piieasaxt (I’hasianus 711/cthemcrus).

This is of n silvery wliitc colour, with very
delicate black lines on each feather aud

BILVFU PUtAAntli.
(PBASIAMOS NVOHTHEUEBUS.)

black abdomen But the most splendid of
all is the so-called Auous Piieasaxt (.Argus
giganleus). This species, which is os large ns
a turkey, is an inhabitant of the mountains
of Sumatra, and of some other of the Indian
islands. The male has a very long tail

j

the feathers of the wings are large and long ;

and both are thickly covered with occllate
pots. [See Auous.]

PUEASANT CUCKOO. (Cenlrnpua.) A
genus of Scansorial birds belonging to the
Cuckoo family.

PIIU/ETAEUUS. A genus of Grosbeaks,
remarkable for building tueir nests in society.
[Sec CltOSUEAK.]

PIIOCiEN'A. A sub-genus of Dolphins,
distinguished by the absence of tlie beak-like
prolongation of the jaws. [See Poiipoise.]

PIIOCLD/E. The name of the family of
carnivorous and ampliibioiis .Mammalia, of
which the Seal (I'hor.u) is the type.

PIKENICoFi'ERUS. The generic name
of the /'Vominpo [winch see]. Tlic term is

also applied to other birds which have red
wings, os tiie Itomhgcilla phasnicoptera^

PIIOUADOMYA. A genus of Conchl-
ferous iMollusca, one species only of which
(/'. cniulula) Is known to lie in existence at
ihe present time, and that is from the island
of Tortola, where It is frciincntly found
after hurricanes ; but tlicre arc several fossil

; siiecics occurring in rucks of tlie oolitic series.

I

The shell is thin, cqulvalvc,ventricoso, elon-
gated, and gaping, transpurent, while or

yellowish, hinge having a long narrow hollow
or pit ; ligament external

;
bosses worn by

being placed near each other ; muscular
impressions two in each valve, rather In-
distinct. Professor Owen has given a de-
scription of the animal of this curious genus.

PHOLAS : PIIOUADES. A genus and
family of Conchifei ous Mollusca, protected
by a testaceous bivalve shell ;

and it is worthy
of notice that the Pholas is the only testa-

ceous mollusca which has the proiierty of
evolvin" a phosphorescent light. This qua-
lity in the Pholas was first observed by Pliny,
and has since been confirmed by Reaumur.
Pliny says that the whole substance of the
auiinal is charged with a fluid that has the

PHOLAS STHIATA.

property of emitting a phosphorescent light

;

and that it will illuminate any substance
which it touches. Dr. Priestley' says, “ This
fish illuminates the mouth of the person who
eats it : and it is remarkable, that, contrary
to the nature of other fish, which give ligiit

when they tend to putrescence, this is more
luminous the fresher it is : when dried, its

light will revive on being moistened cither
with salt water or fresh

j brandy, however,
immediately extinguishes it.”

The geographical distribution of the Pho-
lades is very wide, and their liabit of boring
hard substances, such as indurated mud or
clay, wood, and stone, renders them, ns well
as other terebrating testaccans, an oiiject of
anxious interest to those who construct snli-

marine works. The species arc numerous,
and some ate very abundant on our own
coasts. “ Of these,’’ says Mr. G. B. Sowerby,
“ Plinlns crispnUi, Ddctytus, camihta, aud
jxirvn, arc the most common t several others
are described by Turton, In his ‘British
Bivalves,' of which we are quite convinced
the Iitme.ltiilu is only the young of I’. i>n-
piirane.it: we arc not ncqnnintcii with his
P. luliercuhila. Much confusion niipcars to
prevail In regard to several very distinct
sjiccics.” \Vc refer onr renders to the newly
published work of Messrs. Forbes and Hanley
on the British Midlusca and their shells, in
which these points and many others are
dwelt oil and settled.
The Pholas has a delicate, milky white,

rather transparent shell, covered sometimes
with a thin epidermis, oval, elongated. In-



equilateral, gaping posteriorly, and espe-
cially at the antero-inferior part ; umbones
hidden by a callosity ; hinge toothless

; n
flat, recurved, spoon-shaped process enlarged
at its extremity, elevating itself within each
valve below the umbo ; muscular impres-
sions very distant, the posterior one large,
oblong, elongated, always very visible, the
anterior one small and rounded, both more
or less approximated to the edge of the shell,
and joined by a pallial impression, which is

long, narrow, and deeply excavated back-
wards. The animal is thick and somewhat
elongated : mantle reflected on the dorsal
part

; anterior aperture rather small ; foot
short, oblong, and flattened

i
siphons often

elongated and united into a single, very ex-
tensible, and dilatable tube ; mouth small,
with very small labial appendages; branchite
narrow, unequal, and greatly elongated
Some interesting specimens of fossil Pho-
lades are found in Italy and Prance, but
they are rare.

PnOKXTS : PHORIDjE. A genus and
family of Molluscous animals which have
generally been placed with the Troclii; but
Mr. Gray, in his systematic arrangement of
the genera of Mollusca published in the
Synopsis to the British Museum (1840),
formed for this genus a peculiar family
under the name of Phoridee; having ob-
served that the animal, though a Phyto-
phagous mollusc, had the annular operculum
of the zoophagoits division. These animals
are small for the size of the mouth of the
shell, and have much the general appear-
ance of the animal of Strombus; but their
eyes are sessile. The foot is small, and
divided into two parts, the front rather ex-
panded, the hind part small and tapering.
In colour they are dull opaque white ; the
proboscis pinkish, and the eyes black. They
crawl like a tortoise by lifting and throwing
forward the shell with the long tapering
tentacles stretched out. the proboscis bent
down, and tlie operculum trailing behind.
They are numerous in the Javan and China
seas, preferring deep water, and a bottom
composed of detritus of dead shells and sand
mixed with mud.
The most noted species of this family of

turbinated Gasteropoda is the Pitouus Ao-
oi.UTiNAXS, or the CAnniisR Shell. The
shell is thick and conical ; ordinarily na-
creous

;
the spire sometimes lowered, and at

others rather lofty and pointed at the sum-
mit I trenchant or curinated on its circum-

OARHIEU SHULL.
(pnoaos AOOLOT1NAN8.)

fercncc ;
aperture transversely depressed,

angular or sub-angular ;
edge of the outer

lip disunited from the inner at the top; inner
lip curved, rather oblique at the base ; the
columella bent, twisted, and often projecting
in front ; operculum generally homy, thin,
and spiral, with numerous narrow whorls.
Phorus opplutinaTis, figured below, is remark-
able for the singular habit of accumulating,
during its formation, different substances,
as stones, corals, small shells, &e., whieh ad- I

here to its shell. From this circumstanee it
|

has received the name of the Carrier Shell.
1

Some of the foreign species are peculiarly l

distinguished by their bright colouring, but
those which are common on our own coasts

are not. The animal has a distinct head,
with two tentacula, and eyes at the base

;

foot short and round.

PHOSPHODES. A genus of birds allied

to the Honey-eaters, of wliich one species is

recorded by Mr. Gould : it is

The PnospnoDES Crepitaxs, or Coach-
whip Bird. Like the Menura and Wattled
Talegalla, this bird, which is abundant in

many parts of New South Wales, frequents
the dense brushes so common on the Aus-
tralian continent, threading its way with
the utmost ease tlu-ough the matted foliage

|

and thick climbing plants which it meets '

with in its arboreal retreats. It is a shy
|

and recluse bird ; but its loud full note,

ending sharply like the cracking of a whip,
|

rever^rating through the woods, indicates
j

the locality where it is to be found. It
j

is extremely animated and sprightly in all !

its actions, raising its crest and spreading

its tail in the most elegant manner. This
is most observable in the spring, when the

males may be often seen chasing each other,
j

while they occasionally stop to pour out
;

their full tide of song ; but iudejicndently of
\

the Coach-whip Bird’s shrill whistle, it pos-
|

sesses a low inward song of considerable i

melody. The male has the head, car-
(

covers, chin, and breast, black ; a large

patch of white on each side of the neck, all

the upper surface, wings, flanks, and base of

the tail-feathers olive-green ; the remaining
portion of the tail-feathers black, the three

lateral feathers on each side tipped with
white ;

under surface olive-brown, some of

tlie feathers on the centre of the abdomen
j

tipped with white, and forming a eonsi>i- li

cuous irregular patch : bill, inside and out,

base of the tongue, black ; feet reibiisli

brown. The sexes are much alike in colour,

the plumage of the female being more ob-

scure, and her size rather less than that of

the male. The food consists of various

kinds of coleopterous and other insects.

PIIRYGANEA : PlIRYO ANEIDzE. A
genus and family of Trichoptcrous insects,

comprising the well-known Caddice-flics, or

Water Moths of the angler ; their larvio Iwing

called cad-bait, and residing in portable

tubes, composed of various extraneous mate-

rials. The type of the family (Phrgganea

gramlisX in its jicrfcct state, has a Ixxly m
a leathery consistence, and thickly clothed

with hair ; the head small, with prominent

scmiglobular eyes, and three ocelli, xhe

antennal arc often much longer than tno
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!
body, slender, setaceous, and multi-artieu-

' late ; the mouth consists of an elongated
i upper lip ; the prothorax forms a very short

I
collar ; and the mesa- and meta-thorax are

i
dilated into an oval or orbicular mass. The

i anterior wings are elongated and lanceolate
i in the females, but rather more obtuse in the
males ; deflexed at the sides of the body
during repose, and are furnished with nu-
merous brancliing veins ; the posterior pair
are shorter, but considerably broader, than
the anterior, and arc folded when at rest.

The larvae ordinarily live in cylindrical
cases, open at each end, some composed of
fine sand, and others formed of bits of stick
and various other light materials, which
they attach to it by the assistance of silken
threads spun from the mouth in the same

! manner as caterpillars. ITere the larva re-

[

mains, exposing only its head and three
'

anterior segments of the body, and which
on the slightest alarm it suddenly withdraws.
The food of the larva in some species con-

I

sists of minute aquatic larva!, but the greater
. number arc purely herbivorous.
' *• When the periorl for assuming the pupa
state is arrived, the larva:, which reside in

movable cases, fasten them to some fixed
substance beneath the water, and close the
two extremities with an open-work fence,

which varies in form in the different species,

and which, by admitting a current of
water, permits the respiration of the pupa

j

indeed, Reaumur states, that he actually
saw this grate-work in alternate motion from
convex to concave, as the water passed out
and in. Within this retreat they then be-
come inactive pupse, in which they bear a
considerable resemblance to the imago, ex-
cept that the antennic, paliii, win», and
legs are shorter, enclosed in separate shenths,
and arranged upon the breast ; the antenna:,
in the species which have those organs,
greatly exceeding the length of the body j

being extended lieyond the alalomen, with
the extremities curled ui).” • » » " The
perfect insects arc of small or moderate size,

seldom resching a couple of inches in the
• expanse of the wings. They arc very active,

running with agility, with a kind of gliding

motion, not unlike that of certain Tipulldn:,

. and other insects with long tibial spurs ; but
their flight is awkward, except In some of

the smaller species, wliich assemble in troops,

I and fly over the surface of the water towards
sunset : tliey frequent damp, marshy situ-

ations. From the weak structure of the
mouth, it is evident they can live but a very
short time in the perfect state, taking no
nourishment, and only anxious to continue
tlieir species. Their colours are obscure,
being ordinarily brown or gray ; when
handled, they emit a very disagreeable odour.
A very few exotie species are ornamented
with spots and markings. Few only have
been brought from extra-European coun-
tries.”

—

Westwood.

PITRYNISeXJS. A genus of Batrachian
Reptiles, containing the Phrynisem nigri-
cans, which is the toad so graphically de
scribed by Mr. Darwin, who noticed it at
Bahia Blarca- “Amongst the Batrachian
reptiles,” he remarks, “I found only one
little Toad, which was most singular from
its colour. If we imagine, first, that it

had been steeped in the blackest ink, and
then when dry, allowed to crawl over a
board freshly painted with the biiglitcst
Vermillion, so as to colour the soles of its

feet and parts of its stomach, a good idea of
its appearance will be gained. If it is an
unnamed species, surely it ought to be called
diabolicus, for it is a fit Toad to preach in the

BAHIA TOAD.
(PBBYNlSOne KIOHIOAN8.)

car of Eve. Instead of being nocturnal in

its habits, as other Toads are, and living in
damp and obscure recesses, it crawls during
the heat of the day about the dry sand-hil-
locks and arid plains, where not a single
drop of water can be foimd. It must ncces-

UMUXH BIDB OF nAHIA TOAD.

sarily depend on the dew for its moisture
i

and this prolmbly Is ab.'Drbcd by the skin,
fur it is known that these reptiles possess
rcat powers of cutaneous absorption. At

. laldonado I found one In a situation nearly
as dry ns at Bahia Blaiicn, and tlilnklng to

give It a great treat, carried it to a pool of
water

|
not only was the little animal unable

T T 2
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to swim, but, I tbink, without help would
soon have been drowned.”

PHYLLIDEA: PHYLLIDlDiE. A
genus and family of Mollusca, generally
found adhering to rocks, buildings washed
by the sea, or other marine objects ; and
wliieh, though of a dull colour outside, are
often very beautiful in the interior. Some
of the species differ from all other univalves,
in being composed of movable pieces at the
back, formed to facilitate the motion of the
animal. Some are particularly simple in
form, the slip,pe being no more than that of
a conical cup or deep dish ; others are boat-
shaped

;
and, when fixed, so fast do they

retain their situation, by exhausting the air
beneath their bodies, that it is very difficult

to force the animal from its position without
breaking the shell.

PIIYLLItfM. A genus of insects belong-
ing to the family Phasmictoe, and popularly

j

known as Walking -leaves

;

some of which
have wing-covers so closely resembling the

;
leaves of plants, that the insects are easily
mistaken for the vegetable productions
around them. They are for the most part
natives of the East Indies, Australia, and
South America. G. R. Gray Esq., of the
British Museum, in a communication to
‘ The Zoologist,’ observes that “ in the time
ofEinnmus only one species was knorvn as
the Mantis siccifolium, which is figured by
Biisel. And it was the general opinion of
authors long after that great man's time,
that there existed but one species of these
remarkable insects, until Stoll gave many
figures of them, one of which he considered
to differ in some points, and gave to it the
name of Phasma chlorophylUum. The ge-
neral opinion having been thus broken in

WAr.K.INO I.EAF-INSEOT. AND EGO.
(PHYntilUM SICOIFOLIUM.)

upon, other spceic.i have since been added
[five of them are described in the notice to

which we refer]. * « * These extraordina-

rily formed insects were, at one time, sup-

posed to partake both of insect ami vegetable

life
;
and not only has the perfect insect

such similarity to portions of vegetables, but

even their eggs might at first sight be mis-
taken for the deeply ribbed fruits of various
umbelliferous plants.” The species
bilobatum is thus described by Mr. Gray :—

,

Abdomen narrow at the base, enlarging on
;

each side to the middle of the third segment,
.

and then gradually decreasing to the end of
the fifth

;
the outer margins of the sixth and

;

seventh are lobed, with the remaining seg-
;

ments suddenly lessened to the tip. Femora
^

of the fore legs dilated ; the inner dilation i

has the margin inwardly entire and out-
wardly much dentated, the outer dilation
oval and entire. Length of body two inches
nine lines. Inhabits the PhUijjpine is-

lands.

PHYLLOSOMA, or GLASS CRAB. A
'

striking genus of Crustacea, belonging to
the order Stumapoda. Our figure will illus-

trate, better than any description we might
give, the form and general character of tliis

genus. There are many species, found for

the most part in the tropical parts of the
Atlantic and Indian oceans : they are liighly
transparent. Captain Grey, who had many
opportunities of observing them, in speak-
ing of one, says, “ When it was taken out of
the water, it stood upright on its legs, and
crawled a little like a large beetle, but soon
died. In the water it swam with the Icg.s, •

the large joint of which appeared to be
feathered. It was not thicker than the thin-

,

nest wafer ; the back was marked with
curved lines ; and it shrank instantly when
touched. The siwcics have a homy feel to
the touch, are destitute of smell, and look

j

like a transparent scale when they lie in
your hand.”

|

PIIYSA. A genus of fresh-water Mollusca l

occupying a small oval or oblong, smooth,
thin shell, generally sinistral or reversed

;

and no operculum. The animal has two
long tcntacnla, with eyes at the base : foot

i

longs mantle large, so as to cover part of the ;

shell, and verj' transparent. These ani-
j

mals are mo.st frequently found on the under
side of the leaves of aquatic plants: they

|

have a very singular way of adhering to the
j

surface of the water with the shell down-
|

wards, and crawl in that direction with ns ]

lunch apparent ease as on a solid surface,

and they will occasionally let themselves
down gradually by a tluxind,

PI1YS.\LI.\. A genus of Aenlcphn, re-

markable for its size, the brilliancy of its

lines, and the severe burning pain iirodnccd !
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by its contact. [See Pobtugoese JLvjt-of-
WAH.]

PICIDiE. The name piren to a family
of Scansorial birds. [See Woodpecker.]

nCniAGO. The C?ilamifphorus trun-
catus [which sec].

I

PIERIS. A genus of diurnal Lcpidoptera

1
which, amongst numerous exotic species,

I

contains our native Piekis CuATiEGi, the
Black-veixed White or Hawthorn But-

i TERFLY. Tliis is an elegant insect : both
; surfaces of the win"s are white, with black
; nenrures ; above, the anterior wings are

!
! margined on their outer edge with irregular
1 dusky spots, transparent and triangular :

j

the posterior ones are similarly bordered on
their outer edges, but the nervures are less

expanded on the disc ; beneath, the anterior

wings resemble the upper surfaces, but the

BLAOK-VEINBD WHITB BOTTERFLY.
(PISRIS ORAT.SOI,]

nervures are more dilated 5
the posterior

ones, on the contrary, have the nervures
much stronger on the upper surface, and
very thickly irrorated with dusky : in both
sexes the wings are very transparent, the
female more especially. During tlie earlier

perio<ls of its existence the caterpillar lives

beneath a silken web : it is at first black,

PIERIS OBAT£OI — DNDXR SIDE.

but is afterwards furnished with short yellow
and white hairs, and is marked with tlircc

biack longitudinal lines : it feeds on the
whitethorn. The chrysalis is either yellow

! or white, with small black stripes and spots.

In about three weeks the perfect insect

makes its appearance. It is by no means

I

scarce, hut perioilical in its visits rather than
generally abounding.

PIGEON. As tlie Iling-Dove, Stock-Dove,
‘ and Turtle-Dove will lie found described

under those wonls respectively, we *11011 de-
: vote thi.s article almost cxcfu«ivcly to tlie

I
tame or domesticated Pigeons, tlic tenants ol

the dove-cot. These are the willing attend-
antson man, and depend on his bounty, sel-

dom leaving the dwellings provided for them,
and only roaming abroad to seek amusement,
or to procme subsistence ; but when, as
Bewick observes, we consider the lightness
of their bodies, the great strength of their
wing, and the amazing rapidity of their
flight, it is a matter of wonder that they
should submit even to a partial domestica-
tion, or occupy those tenements fitted up
for the purpose of breeding and rearing their

young. Pigeons occur in every climate, and
although they thrive best in warm countries,
yet with care they succeed also in very
northern latitudes. Their manners are
gentle and lively ; they are fond of society,
and have always been held emblematic of
peace and innocence ; they are faitliful to
their mates, whom they solicit with the
softest cooings, the tendcrest caresses, and
the most graceful movements. The exterior
form of the Pigeon is elegant : the bill is

weak, straight, slender, somewhat curved at
the point, and has a soft protuberance at the
base, in which the nostrils are placed : the
legs are short and red, and the toes divided
to the origin. They moult once, and the
sexes do not differ in plumage.

It would be as fruitless as unnecessary to
attempt to describe all the varieties of the
tame Pigeon ; for human art has so much
altered the colour and figure of this bird,
that pigeon-fanciers, by pairing a male and
female of different sorts, can, as they express
it, “ breed them to a feather.” Hence we
have the various names of Carriers, Tum-
blers, Jacobins, Croppers, Pouters, Runts,
Turbits, Shakers, Fantails, Owls, Nuns, &c.,
all birds that at first may have accidentally
varied from the Stock-dove, and, by liaving
these varieties still improved by pairing,
food, and climate, the different kinds have
been propagated. The Dove-house Pigeon
breeds every month

;
but wlien the weather

is severe, and the fields are covered with
snow, it must be supplied with food : at
otlier times it may be left to itself, and gene-
rally repays the owner for his protection.
The Pigeon lays two white eggs, wliich jiro-

duce young ones of different sexes. When
the eggs are laid, the female sits fifteen days,
exclusive of the tiiree days she is employed
in laying, and is relieved at intervals by the
male

j
the female performing her share of

the duty by night, and tlie mule during the
day. When hatched, the young only require
warmtli for the first tlirec days ; a task
wliich the female takes entirely upon herself,

and never leaves tlicm except for a few
minutes to take a little food. After this

they are fed for about ten days, at first with
a milky eccretion prepared from the glan-
dular coat of the crop, and regurgitated

i

and afterwards with wdiat the old ones liavo
picked up in tlie fields, and kept treasured
In their crops. This way of supplying the
young witli food from the crop, in birds of
the Pigeon kind, differs from all otlicrs.

Tlicy have tlie largest crops, for their size,

of any birds j and they have the power of
j

distending tlie cruji witli air in such a man-
ner, tliat, in one siieeics In particular, (llie

Y T 3
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Croppers), the bird’s breast appears larger
than its body. The numerous glands, as-
sisted by air, and the heat of the bird’s body,
are the necessary apparatus for secreting
the milky fluid before mentioned : but as the

j

food is macerated, that also swells, and be-
comes considerably dilated.

Though the constancy of the Turtle-dove
!

is proverbial, the Pigeon of the dove-house is

1

not so faithful, and having become subject
1 to man, puts on Incontinence among its

other domestic qualities. T^vo males are
! often seen quarrelling for the same mistress;

j

and Avhen the female encourages the free-
doms of a new gallant, her old companion
shows visible marks of iris disi)leasure, quits
her company, or if he approach, it is only to
chastise her. Many instances have been
known where two males, being dissatisfied

with their respective mates, have thought fit

to make an exchange, and have lived in peace

j

and friendship with the new objects of their
' choice. The dove-cot Pigeons, like the rest

of the genus, retire to their roost at a very
early hour

;
but they leave it unusually

late in the morning ; and though they will
perch on trees in the day-time, nothing -will

induce them to roost there at night. They
are greatly attached to the cot of their choice

;

so much so, that they are scarcely to be driven
from it but by fire-arms. Pigeons have sharp
sight, and are quick of hearing

;
and when

pursued by a hawk they show that the3' can
fly with great velocity. It is their nature
to congregate together, to bill in courtship,

and to utter a plaintive note.

The CAKitTEii Pigeon. Of all the varieties,

the most remarkable for its attachment to

its native place is the C.AimiEn Pigeon, or
Messengee I so called from its being used
to cOnvey letters from one place to another.
These birds are ratber larger than most of

the common-sized Pigeons ; their feathers

lie very close and even, and their necks are

long and straight ; so that when they stand
upright on their legs, they show more gen-
tility of shape than most other Pigeons,
From the lower part of the head to the
middle of the lower chap there grows out a
w'hite, naked, fungous flesh, wliioh is called

the wattle, and is generally mot by two small
protuberances of the same luxuriant flesh,

rising on each side of the under chap. The
eyes are surrounded with the same sort of

corrugated flesh ; and the circle round the

black pupil of their eyes is commonly of a
red brick-dust colour, though more esteemed
when it is of a brilliant red. When the

luxuriant flesh round the c.vc is tliick and
broad, it is considered that the Carrier wil,

be a good breeder, and rear very fine young
ones. Extraordinary attention was formerly

paid to the training of these Pigeons. An
actual post system, in which Pigeons were
the messengers, was established by the Sultan

Noureddin Mahmoud, who died in 1174;

which flying post iasted till 12,IS, when
Bagdad fell into the hands of the .Mongols,

and was destroyed by them. At present

they are kept only by a few wealthy indivi-

duals in the Fast, much lime and attention

being rciiuired to train them properly'. As

soon as the young are fledged, a cock and a
hen bird are made as tame as jiossible, and
accustomed to each other’s society. 'Tlicy
are then sent, in an uncovered cage, to the
place whither they are usually to carry mes-
sages. If one of them should be lost, or
carried away, after having been well treated
for some time, it will certainly return to its

mate. A smali letter is written on the finest

kind of thin paper ; then placed lengthwise
under one wing, and closely fastened with a
pin ( the point being turned from the body)
to a feather. The custom, however, was not
altogether confined to the East ; nor is it

obsolete ; for although we no longer hear of
Pigeons conveying tidings of distress from a
besieged town, or of i>roraised deliverance
from an army advancing to its relief, we
know that they are frequently employed
with effect in “stock-jobbing transactions,''
or in enabling an adept in the mysteries of
betting to pocket a few “cool hundreds,"
whether it be from his friend on the turf or a
fellow-patron of the more ignoble “ ring.”
Nay, we imagine they are not even now
likely to be wholly superseded,— wonderful
as are the powers of steam and locomotion —
if it be true, ns stated, that a Carrier Pigeon
will perform the distance of forty miles in
half an hour I

Having dwelt so fully on the qualities of
this serviceable Pigeon, it may be proper to

give some instructions for its education. “ In
order to train a Pigeon for tins purpose.’’
says our authority. “ take a strong, full-

fledged young Carrier, and convey it in a
basket or bag about half a mile from home,
and there turn it loose ;

hat'ing repeated this

two or three times, then take it two, four,

eight, ten, or twenty miles, and so on till they
will return from the remote parts of the
kingdom. For if they be not practised when
y'oung, the best of tliein will flybut insecurely,
and stand achance of being lost. Be careful
that the Pigeon intended to be rent with the
letter is kept in the dark, and without food,

for about eight hours before it is let loose,

[rather a long abstinence, it would seem, but
“ use is second nature,’’] when it will imine-

|

diately rise to a great height, and turning
i

round, as is their custom, will continue on '

the wing till it lias reached its home.” By'
I

what chart it is guided in its unerring flight

is among the wonders of instinctive reason-
ing' 1

The Tt'Mni.EP.. These birds, whieli arc of
'

various colours, receive their name from their :

extraordinary' motions in flying, frequently'
j

turning themselves in the air, and proceeding
|

with an undulating and irregular motion.
;

They will also frequently rise to sueh an
j

amazing height in the air ns to be almost 1

imperceptible to the keenest cy'e. Tiiey all '

keep quite olosc together while flyiny, and in

fair weather they' will continue their aerial

evolutions for many hours nt a time.
|

The Jacobin, or Jack. This kind has a

range of inverted feathers on the back part

of the head, which turns towards the neck,

like the cap or cowl of a monk : thus de-

riving their name from the religious of that

order, who wear cowls.
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The Cropper. The body of this variety
! is thick, short, and clumsy

;
as are also the

legs, which are feathered down to the feet :

tliey have a large pouch or bag hanging
under their beak, which they can inflate with
w ind or depress at pleasure : their crop
hangs low, but is very large j and they are
so loose-feathered on their thighs, as to be
styled flag-thighcd.

I
The Xcx. The head of this bird is almost

covered with a veil of feathers, whence its

name. Its body is chiefly white ; its head,
tail, and the six flight-feathers of its wings
should be entirely red, yellow, or black ;

I that is, when its head is red, the tail and
;
flight-feathers should be red ; and when its

head is yellow or black, the tail and flight-
: feathers should invariably correspond with
i it.

i
The E.vlp-pate, or 'WniTE-CROWNED

;

PioEox. {CoUimba leucorephala.) We de-
rive our information respecting this and the
succeeding species from Mr. Gossc’s ‘Birds

' of Jamaica.' The author tells us that “ this
' fine dove is common in almost all situations,
i but chiefly aifccts the groves of pimento,
;
which generally adorn the mountain pens.
The sweet aromatic berries afford him abun-
dant and delicious food during the pimento
season ; the umbrageous trees afford him a
concealment suited to his shy and suspicious
character i and on them his mate prefers to
build her rude platform-nest, and rear her
tender progeny. Wary exceedingly, the

j

Bald-pate, from his seat among the topmost

I

twigs, discerns the gunner, himself unseen,
I and intimates his vicinity only by the rnsh-

i

ing of his strong wings, os he shoots off to
' some distant part of tlie grove. In the

I

breeding season, however, when alarmed
I from the nesting tree, he does not fly far,

and soon returns ; so that the sportsman, b-y

I concealing himself, and watching the bird's
' return, may liring him down. When the
pimento is out of season, he seeks other

i
food ; the berries of the sweet-wood, the
larger ones of the bread-nut, and bum-wood,
of the bastard cedar, and the fig, and the
little ruddy clusters of the fiddle-wood, at-
tract him. He feeds early in the morning,
and late in the afternoon ; large numbers
resort to a single tree (though not strictly

gregarious), and when this is observed, the
1 sportsman, by going thither before dawn,
and lying in wait, may shoot them one by
one, as they arrive. In September and

I
Octolicr they are in fine condition, often
exceedingly fat and juicy, and of exquisite
flavour. In .March the clammy-cherry dis-

plays its showy scarlet racemes, to which
the Bald-pates flrs:k." “ I.atc in the year
they resort to the saline morasses, to feed on
the seeds of the block mangrove, which I

have re|icatedly found in the craw j I have
even seen one descend to the ground beneath
a mangrove, doubtless in search of the fallen

seeds. In general, however, the Bald-pate
is an arboreal pige<m, his visits to the earth
being very rare. He often feeds at a dis-

tance from home i so that it is a common
thing to nliscrve, just before nightfall,

straggling parties of two or three, or iinli-

vidnals, rushing along with arrowy swiftness
in a straight line to some distant wood. The
Bald-pate is a noble bird ; plump, yet of a
graceful form ; the iridescent scale-like

feathers of his neck, with their black
borders, arc very striking : he is staid and
sedate in manners, when sitting, and there
is something of supercilious sternness in his

countenance, w’hich, combined with his

snow-white head, always reminds me, strange
as the comparison may appear, of the grand
Bald Eagle. His coo is Sary-coat-blue, ut-
tered with much energy, the second syllable

short and suddenly elevated, the last a little

protracted and descending. Incubation
takes place chiefly in the months of June
and July. The nest is merely a very slight

platform of dry twigs, rudely attached, on
which two eggs are laid. They are of de-
licate wlriteness, in form very regularly oval,

and in dimensions an inch and a half by
one-tentli. The length of the Bald-pate is

sixteen inches, expanse twenty-three inches
and a half. Hides cream-white

;
eyelids

purplish flesh-colour.

The TV'hite-beli.ied Pioeon (Feristera
Jarnaicensis) is chiefly confined to the upland
districts ; where its loud and plaintive cooing
makes the woods resound. It is one of
those species which habitually live on the
ground : in unfrequented woods, as well
those which are open as those which are
choked with underwood, the AVhite-belly
walks about singly or in pairs, picking up
various seeds. Its flesh is generally es-

teemed ; it is white, juicy, and well-fla-
voured, without being liable to bitterness.
“If flushed, it betakes itself to a low tree
not far off, whence, if unmolested, it is soon
down again. Often, when seen in the woods,
it runs a few yard.s, and then rises to flj', but
ns if trusting less to its powers of flight than
to those of running, alights again imme-
diately, and runs swiftly oft’ among the
bushes. It has no regular roosting-phice,
often spending the night on a stone, or a log,
or a low bush that happens to be near the
spot where it was feeding at nightfall. This
is not the case with the other Doves. The
aspect and air of the White-belly are unlike
those of its kindred. Its round head, the
prevalence of light hues, and its heijjht upon
the legs, contribute to this peculiarity. Es-
sentially a ground-pigeon, its length of
tarsus enables it to run with ease and ce-
lerity i perhaps more rapidly than any other
of the family.” It is nearly thirteen inches
in length, and nineteen in expanse ; feet

crimson : beak biack : forehead i)ure white,
beooming slate blue on crown ; hind-head
delicate gray-blue t neck reddish-brown,
changing to amethyst, the lowest feathers
brilliant green and purple. Back, wing-
coverts, and urojtygials dusky-brown, with
slight reflexions. Wing-quills deep brown,
the outer edge narrowly white, the basal
Iiart of inner webs chestnut s true tail-
feathers blue-gray, with white tips. Under
parts pure white, tinged with flesh-colour
on breast : inner surface of wings chestnut.
Eyelids bluish, the edges and angles dark
lake. The White-belly usually builds in
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rather a low situation ; the nest consisting
of a few loose sticks, with some leaves in the
centre : the eggs are white.

PIKE. iJSsox.) A genus of Malacoptery-
gious fishes, of the family Esocidoe. These
fish are distinguished by having only one
dorsal fin near the tail; along slender body,
compressed laterally ; and the lower jaw
projecting beyond the upper. They are ex-
tremely voracious and destructive, and their
digestive powers are as remarkable as their
voracity.

The Common Pike {Esox lucius) is found
in the fresli waters of most parts of Europe.
The body is elongated, and the surface co-
vered with small scales. When in season,
it is beautifully marked with a mixture of
green and bright yellow spots, passing into
white on the abdomen

;
when out of season,

however, these colours become dull. Pikes
grow to a large size, occasionally attaining
a weight of thirty or forty pounds

;
and are

taken in great numbers ns an article of food;
their flesh being wliite, firm, and weli tasted.

They are strong, fierce, active, and particu-
larly bold ; swim rapidly, and occasionally
dart along with inconceivable velocity.

PIKK.—tESOX noaiDs.)

They are caught either in what are called
crown nets, or by the hook ; when the latter

mode is used, the line must be very strong,

and the hook fastened with wire. The bait

generally used is a small fish. They attain

a great longevity : Pennant speaks of one
that was ninety years old

;
but Gesner re-

lates that, in the year 1497, a Pike was taken
at Ilalibrun in Suabia, with a brazen ring
attached to it, on which were these words in
Greek characters : “ I am the fish which
was first of all put into this lake by the
hands of the Governor of the Universe,
Frederick the Second, the 5th of October,
1230.” This fish was tliercfore two hundred
and sixty-seven years old, and was said to

have weighed three hundred and fifty

pounds 1 The skeleton, nineteen feet in

length, was long preserved at Manheim as

a great curiosity in Natural History. Seve-
ral instances have, indeed, occurred in the
lakes of Scotland where Pike of seventy or

eighty pounds each have been caught ; but
nothing like the patriarchal age of the Ila-

librun Pike was ever heard of elsewhere.

Kapid growth requires to be sustained by a
corresponding proportion of food ; and there

can be no fear of a Pike starving while any
thing eatable is in the way. Mr. Jesse men-
tions, that eight Pike, of about five pounds
weight each, consumed nearly 800 gudgeons
in three weeks ; and that one of these de-

voured five roach, each about four inches

long, witliin a quarter of an hour. The Pike
not only makes sail havoc among other fish;

but, in default of a sufHcicnt quantity, it

will devour frogs, water rats, field mice.

small aquatic birds, and other animals,
whether alive or dead. In short, so great is

its rapacity, that it has been known to con-
tend with the Otter for his prey.

The Sea Pike. [See Gakfesh.]

PIUCHARD. iClupea pildiardus.) This
fish, which resembles the Herring, not only
in general appearance but in its habits, is

about nine inches in length, and of a some -
I

what less compressed and rounder form than
the Herring ; the scales considerably larger.
The head is rather flat, and the mouth is

destitute of teeth ; the back is of a bluish
cast, the helly and sides are silvery, and the
upper angle of each of the gills is marked
with a large black spot. They feed on mi-

,

nute Crustacea and other marine insects
found at the bottom of the water. These
fish annually appear on the English coast,
and are taken in immense quantities ; the

1

same reason having until late years been

PILOHABH.—(OLOPEA PIIAJHAKDDS.)

universally assigned for such vast shoals of
|

Pilchards appearing periodically, as for the I

Herrings, namely, their presumed migration I

from the Arctic regions to warmer latitudes J
for the purpose of spawning. This theory, 4

however, is now, with sufllcient reason,
abandoned ; and it is established, almost
beyond a doubt, that they inhabit our own
seas, merely forsaking the deep waters and
coming towards the shore to deposit their
spawn ; thus fulfilling a great law of nature
in the propagation of their species, and at
the same time providing multitudes of
human beings with food. On this head we
have already spoken in the articles Herri.vo
and Mackerel, to which we beg to refer.

And we shall now avail ourselves of Mr.
M'Culloch’s account of the Pilchard Jkhcry,
which has evidently been obtained from the
most authentic sources.

“ It is carried on along the coasts of Corn-
wall and Devon, from the Bolt Head in the
latter, round hv the Laud’s End to Padstow
and Bossiiiey in the former. Its principal
seats are St. Ives, Mount’s Bay, and Meva-
gissey. The fish usually make their appear-
ance in vast shoals in the early part of July,
and disappear about the middle of October ;

but they sometimes reappear in large num-
bers in November and December. They
are taken cither by scans or by drift-nets,

but principally, perhaps, by the former. A.

scan is a net, varying from 200 to300 fathoms
in length, and from 10 to 14} ditto in depth,
having cork buoys on one edge and lead
weights on the other. Three boats arc at-

tached to each scan, viz., a boat {sean-boal),
of about 15 tons burden, for carrying the
scan ; another (.follower), of about the same
size, to assist in mooring it ; and a smaller
boat (Itirkrr), for general purpo.ses. The
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number of hands employed in these three
boats varies from 18 to 18, but may be taken,
at an average, at about 16. When the shoals

!
of fish come so near the shore that the water

I
is about the depth of the sean, it is employed
to encircle them ; the fishermen being di-

I

rccted to proper places for casting or shooting
' the nets by persons (huers) stationed for that

I

purpose on the cliffs and in the boats. The
practice is to row the boat with the sean on

I
board gently round the shoal ; and the seen
being, at the same time, thrown gradually

I

into the water, assumes, by means of its buoys
! and weights, a vertical position, its loaded
’ edge being at the bottom, and the other
!
floating on the surface. Its two ends are

: then fastened together
; and, being brought

i into a convenient situation, it is moored by
i small anchors or grapnels j sometimes, how-
i ever, one or two smaller scans are employed
! to assist in securing the fish. At low water,
1 the enclosed fish are taken out by a tuck net,

and carried to the shore. A single sean has
; been known to enclose at once as many os
! 4.2CKJ hogsheads (1,200 tons) of fish I But
;
this was the greatest quantity ever taken,

! and it is but seldom that os many ns 1,200
hogsheads are caught at a time. The “take,”
in fact, depends upon so many accidental
circumstances, that while one sean may

;

catch and cure in a season from 1,000 to

i

2.000 hogsheads, others in the neiglibourhood

I

may not get a single fish. In some places
' the tides are so strong as to break the scans,
and set the fisli at liberty. When tlie quan-
tity enclosed is large, it requires several days
to take them out, as they must not be re-

moved in greater numbers than tliose who
salt them can conveniently manage.

1
^

“As soon as the fish are brought on shore,

I

they are carried to cellars or warehouses,
where they are piled in large heaps, having

: a sufficient quantity of salt interspersed bc-
tween the layers. Having remained in tliis

state for about .85 days, they are, after being
;l carefully washed and cleaned, packed in

i

'

I

hogsheads, each containing, at an average,
^ about 2,600 fish : they are then subject to a
pressure sufficient to extract the oil, of which

ji each hi^shead yields, provided the fish be
' caught in summer, about three gallons ; but

those that are taken late in the season do
not yield above half this quantity. This oil

usuallpr sells for from 12 to 15 per cent, under
the price of brown seal oil. The broken and
refuse fish and salt arc sold to the farmers,
and are used os manure with excellent effect.

The skimmings which float on the water in

{

which the Pilchards arc washed are callcil

(Ireye, and arc chiefly sold ns grease for ma-
chinery. The scan fishery employs about
1,VX) hands regularly throughout the season,
and a vest niimticr more when any consi-
derable shoals arc inclosed. Four fifths of
the person-: employed on shore in the salting,
curing, packing. Sic. of the fish, arc women.'*
—Cnmnierciftl hirthiiari/ i^vthcre further sta-
tistics may lie seen).

To the foregoing account we may add, that
the Cornish I’llchard Fisheries prorluce, upon
an average, 601)00,(100 per annum, or 21,000
hogsheads of Pilchards ; and that the season
of 1845 produced 100,000/)00.

Pilchards frequent both the French and
Spanish coasts, but not in very considerable I

numbers, or with much regularity : the coast !

of Cornwall seems to be their native home ;

for there they are found tlirough all the
seasons of the year.

PFLOT-FISH. {Naucrates ductor.) This
fish is in size and shape like the mackerel,
and may be immediately recognized by cer-
tain conspicuous bands which surround its

body. Its general colour is a silvery grayish
blue, darkest on the back ; five dark blue
transverse bands pass round the body, and
both on the head and tail are slight indica-
tions of another band. The head is small,
the under jaw rather the longer, and the
nose rounded ; the scales are small and oval

j

the ventral fins are attached to the abdomen

PII.OT Visa.—(NiUORATES HUOTOE..)

by a membrane through one-third of their
length ; the pectoral fins are clouded with

I

white and blue, the ventriils nearly black,

j

The Pilot-fish will frequently attend a ship
during its course at sea for weeks or even I

months together ; and there are many cu-
|

rious stories told respecting its habits, in I

occasionally directing a Shark where to find
a good meal, and also in warning him when
to avoid a dangerous bait. We shall, how-
ever, leave the relation of such wonders to
others ; and be content with observing that
the Pilot-fish is frequently found in com-
pany with the Shark, and is well rewarded
for his attendance in being able to snatch
up the morsels which are overlooked by his
companion.

PILUMNUS. A genus of short-tailed
Decapod Crustacea : so called from most
of the species being more or less covered with
long hairs : one species (P. hivtcllus') is found
on the British coasts,

PIMELIIDA3. An extensive family of
Coleopterous insects, which, although little

known in this country, arc abundant in
Southern and Eastern Europe, and in the

deserts of Africa ; they are fond of salt and
saiiily situations, and consciincntly I'rcqncnt
the shores of the sea, particularly the Me-
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diterranean. They are distinguished by
liaving the elytra soidered together ; the
wings rndimental or obsolete ; the palpi fili-

form
;
the mandibles bifid at the tips ; and

the maxillai concealed by the mentum, which
is very large, and not narrowed at the base.
Their colours are black or obscure ; they are
exceedingly sluggish, and on being alarmed
they emit a disagreeably fetid fluid.

PIMEI.ODTJS. A genus of malacoptery-
gious abdominal fishes, separated by La-
cepede from the genus Silurus of Linnosus :

by modern Ichthyologists again this genus is

subdivided. The head
is depressed ; there are
two dorsal fins, the se-

cond adipose. There are
very many species of this

group, found chiefly in
South America, the Nile,
and some of the Eastern
rivers. We figure a small
species discovered by M.
Humboldt in the king-
dom of Quito, where it

lives in streams, and is

only occasionally eaten
by the very poorest of the
Indians. This species
has two cirri on the head;
it is of an olive colour,
sprinkled with small
black spots, and is about
four inches long ; but the
striking fact whence it

derives its specific name,
(P. Cyclopum^U its being

piMKiiOD n 3 found sometimes in thou-

OTOLOPOM sands, ejected from the
crater or the apertures

on the sides of volcanoes. The inhabit-

I ants know them well, and call them pre-

\

nadillas. They are believed to abound in

! subterraneous lakes, and only to be found

:
by accident in the streams. On emerging

^

from the crater they are found so little

I
changed, that they can always be recognized:
a proof that the heat of the water thrown up
from the volcano can have little eifect on
them : this may in part be owing to the

mucilage with which they arc covered.

PINE MjVBTEN. [Sec Mautej.'.]

PINION [MOTHS]. A name applied by
collectors to difiereut species of Moths, of

the genus Cosmia.

PINNA. A genus of Mollusca, called also

the Wing-shell, which in many respects ap-

proaches the Mussels. It has two equal

wedge-shaped valves, united by a^ ligament

along one of their sides ; and attains a very

considerable size, sometimes bein^ nearly

three feet long. The animal fixes itself, by
its bi/ssus, which is remarkably long and
silky, to submarine rocks and other bodies ;

where it lives in a vertical position, the point

of tlic shell being undermost, and the base

or edge above. Sometimes large quantities

of tliem are even found attached to a sandy
bottom at the depth of a few fathoms. They
arc common in some parts of tlic Mediter-

ranean
1 and are not merely sought os food

by the inhabitants on the coasts, but they
gather the byssus, of wliich a stuff may lie

formed that is remarkable for its warmth and
suppleness. The filaments are extremely

PISNA ANG08TANA.

fine and strong, and the colour, which is a
reddish-brown, never fades. The finest bys-
sus of the ancients was fabricated from these
filaments ;

and in Sicily they are still some- i

times manufactured into gloves and other
articles of dress, though, it must be confessed, i

more as an object of curiosity than for use. I

PINNIPEDES. A group of Decapodous
Crustacea, met with at a distance from the
coasts. They are characterized by having
the liind pair of legs terminated by a flat-

;

tened plate for swimming. The most notice-
able of these swimming or shuttle-crabs, as
they ore termed, are the exotic species com- :

posing the genus Matuta, which have the i

carapax nearly circular, and armed on each !

side with a strong spine, and with the. four
posterior pairs of legs terminated by a di- '

lated plate for swimming. Some of the
.

smaller species, found on our own coasts,
]

are exceedingly abundant, and furnish the,
lower orders in London and elsewhere with**:

an article of food.

PINNOTHERES, or OYSTER CRAB.
A genus of Decapod Crustaceans, of very
small size (some of them called Pea-crabs), I

which reside, during a portion of the year at
!

least, inside various bivalve shells, such as

PEA-ORAH,—(PINNOrHKRES VETXRDil.)

mussels, &c. The carapace of the females
is Buborbiculnr, very thin and soft ;

whilst
that of tlie males is firmer and nearly glo-

bular, and rather pointed in front ; the Tegs
are of moderate length, and the claws of the
ordinary form ; the tail of the female is very
ample, and covers the whole of the under
side of the body. The ancients believed that

the Pea-crab lived uiwn the best terms with
the inhabitant of the shell in which it was
found ; and that they not only warned them
of danger, but went abroad to cater for them.

PINTAII- DUCK. iDafila acuta.) This
is an elegantly formed, long-bodied Duck,
the neck longer and more slender than most
others. It is a shy and cautious bird, feeding

ill the mud flats and shallow freshwater

marshes, but rarely resides on the sea coast.



BUBlNiM TOAD.—(PIPA SURINAMPNSIS.)

now thoroughly ascertained that the female
Pipa deposits her eggs or spawn at the brink
of some stagnant water

;
and that the male

collects or amasses the heap of ova, and de-
posits them with great care on tlie back of
the female, where, after impregnation, they
are pressed into the cellules, which are at

that period open for their reception, and
afterwards close over them ; tlius retaining
them till the period of their second birth

;

which happens in somewhat less than three
months, when they emerge from the back of
tlic parent in tlieir complete state. During
tlie time of their concealment, liowever, they
undergo the usual change of the rest of this

genus, being first hatched from the egg in the
form of a Tadpole

;
and gradually acquire

their complete shape, some time before their

exclusion. This species inhabits the obscure
nooks of houses in Cayenne and Surinam,
and has a granulated back, with three lon-
gitudinal ranges of larger granules.

PIPE-FISH. (Sungnathus.) There are

several species of this genus, the distinguish-

ing cliaracters of whicli are, that the bodjj is

greatly elongated, slender, and covered with
a scries of indurated plates, arranged in

parallel lines ; that the nose is long and
tubular ; that the gills arc arranged in small
round tufts along the branchial arches ; and
that there arc no ventral fins.

PlPB-risn.—(aVNONATHUB.)

The Gkkat I’lrK-nsii (Simmiathwi aois)
is one of the most common species found on
our coasts, sometimes among sea-weed at
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They inhabit the whole northern parts of
Europe, Asia, and America. Great flocks
of them are sometimes spread along the isles

and shores of Scotland and Ireland, as well
as on the interior lakes of both those coun-
tries. The male Pintail Duck is twenty-six
inches in length, and two feet ten inches in
e.xtent : the bill is a dusky lead colour

;
head

and half of the neck pale brown, each side

of the neck marked with a band of purple
violet, bordering the white ; liiiid part of
the upper half of the neck black, bordered
on each side by a stripe of white, which
spreads over the lower part of the neck be-
fore ; sides of the breast and upper part
of the back white, thickly and elegantly
marked with transverse undulating lines of

' black, here and there tinged with pale buff

;

throat and middle of the belly wliitish ;

flanks finely pencilled with waving lines ;

vent white ; under tail- coverts black ; lesser

wing-coverts brown ash •, greater wing-co-
verts black, tipped with orange ; below which

the Common Toad. It is one of those ani-
mals which, at first view, every one pro-
nounces deformed and hideous ; the general
uncouthness of its sliape being often aggra-
vated by a phenomenon unexampled in the
rest of the animal world, namely, the young
in various stages of exclusion, proceeding
from cells dispersed over the back ot the
parent. It was for a long time supposed that
the ova of this extraordinary reptile were pro-
duced in the dorsal cells, without having been
first excluded in the form of spawn ; but it is

PINTAII. DOCK.—(DAnUA ACUTA.)

is the speculum of rich golden green, bor-
dered below with a band of block, and another
of white ; primaries dusky brown ; tertials
long, block, edged vith white, and tinged

j
with rust ; rump and tail-coverts pale a-sli,

I
centred with dark brown ; tail greatly

I
pilnted, the two middle tapering feathers
being full five inches longer than the otiicrs,

! !
and black

; the rest brown ash, edged with
white i legs, a pale lead colour. The female

I has the crown of a dork brown colour ; back,
: and root of the neck above, block, each fca-
I ther elegantly waved with broad lines of
i
brownish white, these wavings becoming

I

rufous on the scapulars ; but the general
plumage is a dull brownish white, speckled
with dark brown.

I

PIPA. A genus of Datrochian reptiles,
' close IV allied to the common Toad, but dis-
tinguished by the bo<ly l)eing horizontally

: flattened, the head large and triangular,
tongue wanting, tympanum concealed bc-

' neath the skin, the eyes small, placed near
the margin of the upper jaw. The best

' known species Is the 8i;kina.m Toad, Pipa
8uri.va.mkissIS (the /Info pi'ini of Linnscus).
This species considerably exceeds in size
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;

low water, and at other times in deep water.
It is usually seen of tlie lengtli of twelve or
fifteen inches, but is soinetiiues found, espe-
cially in the northern sens, measuring from
two to three feet. Its form is extremely
slender, gradually tapering towards the ex-
tremity i of a palish brown colour, varied
tlirougliout its whole length with broad al-
ternate zones of a deeper hue, slightly varie-
gated : the lamina! witli whicli the joints of
the body are covered, appear to be finely ra-
diated from tlie centre by numerous streaks:
tlie dorsal fin is thin, shallow, and small, the
pectorals are small and slightly rounded

;

and the tail is of a corresponding shape and
size. In spring, the ova of this genus are
found lying in a longitudinal division at the
lower part of the abdomen j

and from these
are hatched the young, completely formed.

The Little PiPE-Pisn (.Syngnathus ophi-
dian) is about five or six inches long, slender,
nearly cylindi-ical, and tapering off to a
point. It wants both th.e pectoral and caudal
fins ; and is covered with a smooth skin,
whereas the other kinds are covered with a
sort of crust. They are either olive green,
or tinged with ycllowish-broivn.

But by far the most extraordinary speeies
is the Foli.vted Pipe-fish iSy7ir/ruithus fo-
liatus). In its general shape it is greatly
allied to the Hippocamptis, but is consider-
ably longer : its great singularity, however,
consists in certain large leaf-shaped appen-

: dages with which the back, tail, and ab-
1 domen are furnished ; these appendages are

i

situated on very strong, rough, square spines

1

or processes, and, were it not for the regu-
larity of their respective proportions, might

i

be mistaken for the leaves of some kind of
1 fucus adhering to the spines. The colour of
the whole animal is a dusky olive, thickly

!
sprinkled on all parts, except on these ap-

i
pendages, with small, round, whitish specks,

' and accompanied by a kind of metallic gloss

\

on the abdomen : the fins are soft, tender,
and transparent. This remarkable species

is a native of the Indian seas.

PIPING CROW. (Barita tibicen.) A
striking bird, by some placed among the
Shrikes, by others among the Crows. As the
crow in tlie fable was proved unable to sing

or chant, and as our present bird is decidedly
most musical, his talents would remove him
from that despised

'

group, even if his cha-
racters were not somewhat different. It is a
common species in New South Wales, whence
it is not iinfrequently brought alive to this

country. The visitors to the Zoological Gar-
dens in the Regent’s Park cannot have failed

to be amused with his peculiar musical pipe,

as well as his pleasant look : black is the most

I

prevalent colour of his plumage ; the hinder
‘ imrt of the neck, and the t«i) of the back,

and the base of the wung-coverts are while,

tinged with grayish blue : by some authors
this genus is named Crncticua—For another
species see Cnow-Siiuiiti:.

PIPIT. (Atilhus.) The Pipits are birds

very much resembling the Larks, both in

regard to their generally having a long hind
claw and in the colour of their plumage.

The Tree Pifit (AnUius arhoreus), a ml-
!

gratory species, and very sweet songster, is

of common occurrence ill Britain. This bird
generally rises singing from the ground,
and after attaining a certain height, de-

;

soends and rests on the summit of a tree ;

'

from which it again rises and descends
singing to the ground. Its colour is a
streaked olive-broivn above, paler under- '

neath, with longitudinal dark spots on the
breast, and two pale transversal bands on i

each wing. The Cosimox Pipit (Anthus '

l>ratensis) is extremely common throughout !

Europe, inhabiting mountain moors, and
\

lowland heaths and marshes. It is a more
slender bird than the preceding. The
Shore Pipit CAnthtis aquaticus) abounds on
the sea coast, and is very rarely met with
inland. It is larger and darker coloured,
and is a superior songster to the last named.

PIPRA. A genus of Dentirostral birds,
'

comprehending the different speeies of Jfa-
,

nakins. They are for the most part natives
[

of the warmer regions of America, and noted
'

for the brilliancy of their colours. Thej'
have a compressed bill, higher than broad,
emargiiiate, with great nasal fossie. Their
tail and limbs are short ; and their general
proportions occasioned them to be long re-

garded as allied to the Tits. They frequent
woods, are very active, and their flight is

short, but quick. i

In Mr. Edwards's narrative of a ‘ Voyage
up the Amazon,’ he says, the Manakins, in
their different varieties, form a beautiful
family, the most numerous of any, and cur^
responding much in their habits to our i

W arblers. “ They are tinj- things, gene-
|

rally having black bodies, and heads of
i

yellow, red, white, and other colours. Like '

perpetual motion per.sonifledj they move
about the branches and low shrubs, always
piping their sharp notes ; and, unless upon

:

a feeding-tree, almost defying shot.”

PITHECIA. The name given to a genus
of South American Jloukcys. [See Mox-
ICEV.]

PLACITNA. A genus of Conchiferons
Moilusea, family Ostracea. The shell is

compressed, thin, equivalve, and nearly equi-
lateral ; planorbicular, fibrous, foliaccous,

and nearly transparent : hinge flat. The
most noted species is the I'lacinin jilacrntia, i

or Chinese Window Oyster, which is used for ;

windows, lanthoms, &c.. in China, os horn
;

is used here. The valves, when closed, arc

so thin ns to appear to touch ; the animal is
j

consequently exceedingly flat. The Chinese
;

also use the jiowdcr of this shell for silver in
j

their water-colour drawings.
|

PLACUNANOMIA. A genus of Con-
j

chiferong ^folhisca ; the bhcll whidi is

thin, smooth, incquivalvo, iilaited round the

edge ; nttaohod by a bony substance im<?sing

through a liK-uirc in the lower valve. It

partakes, aa its name denotes, of the cha-

racters both of ]*Uiruna and Auomui

:

the

iiinge resembling the former, and the o|»cn-

ing in the lower valve for the l^ab^ago of the

tendon being like the latter.
|
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j

PLAICE. (Pleiironectes pjatessa.) This
well-known species of Pleuronectidce, or
Platflsb, is easily distingnished from others
of the genus by its shape and colours, being
very broiul and flat, and of a fine pale brown
above, marked both on the body and fins by
numerous moderately large orange-coloured
spots : while the whole of the under part is

perfectly white : behind the left eye is a
row of six tulKjrcIes, reaciiing as far as the
commencement of the lateral line ; the
mouth is ratiier small, the lower jaw longer
than the upper, and both furnished with a
row of small teeth. When near the ground
they swim slowly and horizontally ; but if

suddenly disturbed, they sometimes change

PT.4TCE.— {PI-EaBOKKOTKS PI.&TXaS*.)

the horizontal to the vertical position, dart-
ing along with meteor-like rapidity, and
then again quickly resuming their inactive
habits at the bottom of the water. Plaice
feed on small fish and young Crustacea, and
have sometimes been taken on our coasts
weighing fifteen pounds, but a fish one-half
that weight is considered very large. The
finest kind, called Diamond Plaice, are
caught on the Sussex coast. These fish are
in consi.icrable esteem as food, though by
no means equal to the Turbot and Sole.
Those of a moderate size arc reckoned the
best eating.

PL.VN.VXIS. A genus of Mollusca, re-
sembling the Phtitiaitellce, very abundantly
found in India, South America, and the Isle
of France. The shell is small and oval, the
a, lire consisting of few whorls ; outer lip
thickencil and denticulated within ; ojier-
culum thin and horny, with a terminal
nucleus.

PL.lNfPKXXES. The name given to a
triljc of Xeuropteroiis insects, comprehend-
ing those in which the interior pair of wings
alm( st equal the superior ones, and are
simply folded underneath at their anterior
margin. The antenna) arc multi-articulate,
and much longer than the head

;
the max-

illary palpi are shorter than the head, and
are com|>OK-d of four or five joints. The
Ant-Lions (ifurmp.leon) and Termites are
examples of this tribe.

PLAXOKIIIS. A genus of snails, chiefly
inhabiting (loiids or the banks of rivers, and
deriving tlielr name from tlic form of the
shell, wnicli is that of a flattened orli, oeca-
sioned liy the vcdiitions being coilcil on the
same plane. Many of the species arc com-
mon in Great Britain i and fossil species arc

found in the freshwater strata of the Isle of
AVight, and in the neighbourhood of Paris.

WEST INDIA PDANORBIS.
(P. OITADAtiODPKNSlS.)

PLANTIGRADA. (Lat. planta, the sole

of the foot ;
graclior, I march.) The name

of a tribe of carnivorous Mammalia, which
apply the whole or part of the sole of the
foot to the ground in walking, &c. The
Gears, Racoons, Badgers, &c. are examples
of Plantigrade Carnivora.

PLANT-LICE. [See Arms.]

PL.ATESSA. A sub-genus of the P7cu-
roncclicliK, or flat-fish family, comiirising the
Flounders, Plaice, &c.

PLATYCERCUS. A genus of the Parrot
tribe, which derives its name from its fine

wide tail : there are many species, most of
which are natives of Australia. As an ex-
ample, we may cite the Pnnnantiax or
Blue-ciieekei) Parrakeet iPlatycercus
Pennantii). This beautiful Parakeet is very
generally dispcr^ed over New South Wales,
us true habitat, and is chiefly found on the
ranges of grassy hills and brushes. Although
much variation exists between the plumage
of these birds in youth and maturity, the
colouring of the sexes when fully adult is

alike. “ The head, neck, all the under sur-
face, the rump and upper tail-coverts, are of
a rich deep crimson-red ; the feathers of
the back and scapularies black, broadly mar-
gined with Hell crimson-red ; theeheeksand
shoulders cerulean blue

;
the greater wing-

coverts pale blue ; the primaries and secon-
daries black, with the basal half of their
external webs margined with deep blue ;

the two centre tail-feathers green, passing
into blue on their margins and at the tip

;

the remainder black on the Inner webs for

three-fourths of their length ; deep lilue for

nearly the same length on their outer wch.s,

and largely tipped on both webs with pale
blue, which becomes still paler to the tips of
the feathers i bill honi-colour ; Irides very
dark brown i feet blackish brown.” It
breeds In the holes of the large gum-trees

i

the months of .Scptemlier, October, and No-
vember constituting tlie lirceding season.
It makes no nest, but deposits from four to

seven wliitc eggs on tlie rotten wood at the
bottom of tbc hole. In disposition this
species is tame and familiar) few can ex-
ceed it in interest or beauty ; and conse-
quently it is one of the commonest living
Parakeets sent from Australia to this
country. Tlie plumage of the young birds

7. 7.
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during the first autumn is a nearly uniform
green, wliich is gradually ehanging to a

i party-coloured livery of scarlet, blue, and
green, till it assumes the rich and well-
defined colours of the adult.

PLATYPUS. [See ORNiTnoEiiYN<5us.]

PLATYRRHLNI. The name given to a
!
division of the Quadrumann, comprehending
all the large species of Monkey-like animals

. belonging to the New World. They are
cliaracterized by having thirty-six grinders
(being four more than the others)

; the tail,

in general, long ; and in some species pre-
hensile ! no cheek-pouches

i
posteriors hairy

and ndthout callosities ;
nostrils opening on

the sides of the nose, and not underneath.
[See Monkey.]

PLECTOGNATHI. The name of an
order of fishes, in some measure connecting
the osseous with the cartilaginous kinds

;

comprehending those which have the jaws
formed by the maxillary bones being anchy-
losed to the sides of the intermaxillaries.

PLESIOSAURUS. The name of a genus
of extinct marine Saurians, of gigantic di-

mensions, which may he thns described :

the head short, somewhat oblong, and obtuse;
the neck extremely long, consisting of about
thirty-three vertebra: ; body elongated ; tail

short
;
nostrils small ;

teeth numerous, lodged
in small alveoli ; ribs composed of two parts,

the one vertebral and the other ventral, the
vertebral column consisting of about ninety
joints.—That in the earlier periods of animal
existence reptiles were created of much
greater dimensions, and were far more nu-
merous in proportion, than at present, seems
evident from the discovery and examination
of the organic remains which from time to

time have come under the observation of
men of science ; and there is scarcely any
one more entitled to our notice, on account
of its extraordinary form than the Plesio-

saurus. Its neck is five times the length of
its head ; the trunk of the body four times
the length of tlie head ; and tlie tail tliree

times
;
while the head itself is only a thir-

tietli part of the whole body, prom the

whole physiology of the animal, Sir. Cony-
beare says, that it was aquatic is evident

from the form of its paddles ; that it was
marine, is almost equally so, from the

remains with which it is universally as-

sociated ; that it may have occasionally

visited the shore, the resemblance of its

extremities to those of the Turtle may
lead us to conjecture ;

its motion, however,
must Iiave been very awkward on land : its

long neck must have impeded its progress

through the water, presenting a striking

contrast to the organization which so ad-

mirably fits the Ichthyosaurus to cut through
the waves. May it not, therefore, be con-

eluded, (since, in addition to these circum-
stances, its respiration must have required

frequent access of air,) that it swam upon or

near the surface ;
arching back its long neck

like the swan, and occasionally darting it

down at the fish which happened to float

within its reach. It may perhaps have lurked
In sJioal water along the coast, concealed

among the sea-weed, and, raising its nostrils
j

to a level with the surface from a consider-
able depth, may have found a secure retreat
from the assaults of dangerous enemies

;

while the length and flexibility of its neck
may have compensated for the want of

,

strength in its jaws, and its incapacity for i

swift motion through the water by the sud-
denness and agility of the attack which they
enabled it to make on every animal fitted !

for its prey. The remains of the Plesio- <

sauri occur in the formations from the mus-
chel-chalk to the chalk inclusive ; but are
most common in the lias and Kimmeridge
clay beds. They were discovered in Eng-
land, and have since been found in France
and Germany. 1

“ It is of the Plesiosaurus,” says Dr. Buck-
land, “ that Cuvier asserts the structure to
have been the most hetcrocUte, and its eha- 1

racters altogether the most monstrous that
have been yet found amid the mins of a
former world. To the head of a lizard it

united the teeth of a crocodile ; a neck of
enormous length, resembling the body of a

'

serpent ; a trunk and tail ha-ving the pro-
portions of an ordinary quadraped, the ribs

;

of a chameleon, and the paddles of a whale.
|

Such are the strange combinations of form
;

and structure in the Plesiosauri— a genus,
!

the remains of which, after interment for
]

thousands of years amidst the wreck of mil-
)

lions of extinct inhabitants of the ancient ;

earth, are at length recalled to light by the
|

researches of the geologist, and submitted to :

our examination in nearly as perfect a state ’

as the bones of species that are now existing i

upon the earth." The finest collection of
j

remains of the Plcsiosaums is in the British

Museum. [See Icutuyosaukus.]

PLEUROBRANCHUS. A genus of ma-
rine Mollusca, having a very light thin in-

ternal shell ; nearly flat, and obliquely oval;

slightly convex towards the spiral apex. It

is found in the Indian seas and the Jlcditcr- ;

rauean.
|

PLEURONECTID.®. The name of a
|

family of MalacojJterygious fishes, commonlj’ 1

knovvm by the npiKlIation of Flat-Jisli. They 1

arc distinguished not only from all other
{;

Fishes, but even from all other vertebrated
animals, by several peculiarities of structure.
Their body is extremely compressed, or flat- 1

tened at the sides. Both eyes are on one :

side, and this side always remains npi)cr-

most when the animal is swimming. The
upper side is in general deeplj' coloured, .

while the other side is whitish. The two
sides of the mouth arc not equal, and the

|

pectoral fins are rarcljr so. The btaly is de-

pressed, and elevated m the direction of the

spinous i)roccsscs ; the dorsal extends along <

the whole back ; the anal occupies the lower
,

edge of the body, and the venirals arc sonic- '
^

times united with it. They have six gill-
i

rays ; the alidominal cavity is small, but ci-
j

tends in a eavitv imbedded in the flcdi on
;

the two sides of‘the tail, for the purpose of

containing some of the viscera : they h*'"®

no air-bladder, and they seldom rise farfrom

the bottom ; but when disturbed, they will

raise themselves into a vertical iiositioii. lO

j
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as to show tl\eir white sides, and they then
dart along witli great rapidity ; but they
soon return to tlieir usual posture, and glide

along with a sort of undulating motion near

,
the bottom. They are found along the shores

1 of almost all countries ; and arc, generally

;
speaking, wholesome and agreeable food.

The Sole, Plaice, Turbot, Flounder, &c. arc

examples of I'leuronectidce.

PLEUROTOMA. A genus of Mollusca
found in the eastern and tropical seas, and
comprising many species, both recent and
fossil. The shell is turreted or fusiform

;

PUKUROTOVIA BABY! ONIOA.

]

generally ribbed or striated transversely ;

aperture oval, terminating anteriorly in an
elongated canal ;

outer lip thin, with a fissure

near its union with the spire : operculum
small and homy. The S|)ccic8 Pleurotoma
gracilis is finind on the British shores. Our
figure sliows the shell and tlic mouth of
another species, the Pleurotoma Babylonica,
from which the carnivorous mollusc pro-
trudes.

' PX/ICATL'LA. A genus of Conchlferous
Mollusca, found both in a recent and fossil

state. The shell is irregularly ovate, in-

i
cquivalvc, attached by a small part of the

i surface of one valve; sides strongly and
;
transversely grtwvcd ; one valve more convex

\

than the other ; hinge with two cardinal

:
teeth in each valve and the cartilage placed

' between them.

PLOTIJS. A genus of swimming birds,

I
belonging to the /WecaniVhe. Mr. Qouldhas

' described the species P/.oti;s NoVyK-IIoi,-

1
i.A.vin.K os follows:— “Male: An arrow-
head-shai>ed mark of white on the throat

;

a broad stripe of the same colour commences
at the base of the mandibles, extends for

about four inches down the sides of the neck,
and terminates in a p>jint ; head, neck, and
all the upper surface of the Ijody grecnisii

black, stained with brown and with a patch
of deei> rusty red In the centre of the under
side of the throat ; tinder surface deep glossy
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greenish black
;

wings and tail shining
black ; all the coverts with a broad stripe of
dull white, occupying nearljf the whole of
the outer and a part of the inner web, and
terminating in a point

;
scapularies lanceo-

late in form, with a similar shaped mark
of white down the centre, and with black
shafts, the scapular nearest the body being
nearly as large as the secondaries, and having
the outer web crimped and the inner web
with a broad stripe of dull white close to the
stem ; the secondaries nearest the body with
a similar white stripe on tlie outer web, close

to the stem ; centre tail-fentliers strongly
and the lateral ones slightly crimped ; orbits

naked, fleshy, protuberant, and of a yellow-
ish olive, mottled over with bromi specks ;

irides of tliree colours, the ring nearest the
pupil being dull orange-buff ; to this suc-
ceeds another of marbled buff and brown,
and to this an outer one of orange-buff

;

naked skin at the base of the lower man-
dible wrinkled and yellow ; upper mandible
olive, under mandible dull yellow, both be-
coming brighter at the base ; feet yellowish
fleslt-colour, becoming brown on the upper
part of the outer toes Female

:

Upper sur-
face blackish brown, each feather margined
witli grayish white ;

under surface, buffy
wliite. In other respects similar to the male.
Total length, 36 inches ;

bill, 4 ;
wing, 13J ;

tail, 9 : tarsi, 2. Inhabits the rivers of the
whole of the southern coast of Australia.
[For habits of Plotus, see Darter.]

PLOVER. A genus of birds, in many
respects allied to the Wader tribes, but ge-
nerally partaking of the nature of land birds,

and therefore more properly classed with
them. Many, as Bewick remarks, breed
upon our loftiest mountains, and thou^Ii
they are sometimes seen feeding upon the
sea shores, yet they are no more water birds,

on that account, than many of our small
birds whicli repair thither for the same pur-
pose. They arc gregarious, and are gene-
rally seen in meadows or on the sea shore,

in search of food, wliich they procure by
stirring the earth or mud with their feet,

and thus inviting worms and aqualio insects

to tile surface. They are gcnerically dis-

tinguished by a large full eye ; the bill is

straight, short, and rather swollen towards
llie tip : tile head large ;

legs naked above
tile knee ; and most of the species are without
tlie hind toe.

The Rixfi Plover IChararlriiis liiaticula,

Linn.) is very nbundanl on the sea-coasts of
Great Britain. Its plumage is grayish-brown
above, wliitc bcncatli, with a black or dark
brown collar on the lower part of the neck,
very broad anteriorly ; tlie licad marked
with black and white, and the beak yellow,
tipped witli black ; orange-coloured legs.

It generally breeds on heaths not far from
the const Aiiollicr British species is the
Kentish Plover { LVi. Canliamis), less

deeply coloured, with longer and black legs,

and a rufous occiput. It is almost always
to be seen ns a frequenter of shiiiglc-bcachcs.

(ioLiiEN Plover, (.('hnrarlriiie 2>luriali«.)

The lengtii of this bird is about ten iiiclics.

z /.
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On all the upper parts of the plumage the
feathers are indented on the edge witli
bright yellow spots upon a dark brown
ground

j
the front of the neck and the breast

are the same, but much paler ; the belly is

almost white ; tlie quills are dusky
; the tail

:
is marked with dusky and yellow indentings
and bars ; the legs are black

;
and the bill is

dusky. The Golden Plover is common in
this country and all the northern parts of
Europe ; it is also very numerous in various
parts of America, migrating from one place
to another according to the seasons. It
breeds on higli and iieathy mountains

i and
the female lays four eggs of a pale olive
colour, variegated with irregular umber-
brown blotches. The young, when excluded,
are covered with a beautiful particoloured
down of bright yellow and brown ; they quit
the nest as soon as hatclted, and follow their

parents till able to supply and support them-
selves, which is in the course of a month or
five weeks. The old birds display great
anxiety in protecting their young brood,
using various stratagems to divert the at-

tention of the enemy. When aware of an
intruder near, the female invariably runs to

some distance from her nest before she takes
wing, a manceuvre tending to conceal its

true situation ; and the discovery of it is

rendered still more difficult by the colour
and markings of the eggs assimilating so

closely to that of the ground and surround-
ing herbage. The usual call-note of the
Plover is a plaintive monotonous whistle, by
imitating which it may frequently be enticed
within a very short distance. In the breed-
ing season a more varied call is used, during
which it flies at a great elevation, and con-
tinues soaring round for a considerable time.

Towards the end of August the Plover leaves

the moors, and descending to the cultivated

vales, gets fat by picking up the larvat and
worms in the newly-sown wheat fields

;

but as the winter draws on it moves to the
coast, where it remains until the approach
of spring. In autumn the flesh of the Plover
is scarcely inferior to the woodcock ; but it

was more esteemed formerly than at present.

The “Plover’s eggs ’’ frequentljj seen at the

tables of the opulent and luxurious, are not
those of the Golden Plover, but of the Lap-
wing. Plovers fly in small flocks, and make
a shrill whistling noise, by an imitation of

which they are s.ometimes enticed within

gun-shot. When merely wounded they run
so fast that they often escape. While tend-

ing the brood, the old birdsemploy a number
of stratagems to divert the attention of any
one approaching them. Like the Lapwing,
they feign lameness, tumble over ns if unable

to fly i and then, after running for some
distance, they take wing and perform many
yrations in the air before they again alight,

carccly any difference is observable be-

tween the male and the female. In young
birds the plumage inclines more to gray, and
the yellow spots are not very distinguish-

able.
There are several other species of Plovers,

some of which arc peculiar to Amcric.a, and
others common to both continents. [Sec

Dottkiiei. t Lai-wino, &c.]

PLUME [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to different species of Motlis, of the
genus Alucila.

PLUSIA. [See Mom : Gamma Moth.]

PLYCTOLOPHUS. A genus of birds
belonging to the Psittacidee.

j

The Leadbeater’.s Cock.vtoo.
tolophiis or Cacatua Leadhtatei-u) Of all

the Cockatoos yet discovered, this species is

at once the most beautiful and elegant of
the genus. Its general plumage is white

;

the forehead, front and sides of the neck,
centre of the under surface of the wing,
middle of the abdomen, and the basal por-
tion of the inner webs of the tail-feathers
tinged with rose colour, becoming of a rich
salmon-colour under the wing ; feathers of
the occipital crest crimson at the base, with

,

a yellow spot in the centre and white at
the tip ; bill light horn -colour ; feet dark
brown. It enjoys a wide range over the

;

southern portion of the Australian conti-
!

nent i it never approaches very near t/ie ;

sea, but evinces a decided preference for •

the belts of lofty gums and scrubs clothing
the sides of the rivers of the interior of the

,

country. Pew birds tenimore to enliven the .

monotonous hues of the Australian forests

than this beautiful species, whose “ pink-
coloured wings and glowing crest," says Sir

T. Mitchell, “ might have embellished the
air of a more voluptuous region.” Two
examples, in the possession of the Earl of
Derby, appear to bear confinement equally
as well as any of their congeners : in th^r
disposition tliey are not so sprightly and
animated, but they are less noisy. iGoultCs
Birds ofAustralia.)

PHEUMORA. A genus of Orthopterous
insects, remarkable for the Waim-«p api>car-

ance of their abdomen, which seems to re-

semble an inflated balloon. The Dutch at I

the Cape of Good Hope, where some of the
;

species are common, call them Bios oj>, from ;

rNFOMOUA vAnioi.Afiis
;

their swollen appearance. The noise they
jj

make is very great. The species arc of

delicate ^reen or rose tints, some of them
spotted with silver.

''

PODARGUS. A genus of insectivorous ;

birds, natives of Australia, whose habits arc
^

strictly nocturnal. During the day the Po-
j



DAROi’S Ill'MERALis sleeps SO soundly on
the dead branch of a tree that it is almost
impossible to arouse it ; and Mr. Gould re-

marks that he has frequently shot one with-
out disturbing the mate close by. It does
not appear to take its prey on the wing, but
creeps about the trees in search of it. It

has tlie power of shifting the outer toe back-
wards ; and the wing is short and concave.
The nest is flat, carelessly interwoven, and
placed in the fork of a branch. The female
generally lays two eggs, which are white,
and the male assists in incubation.
Another species, the Podarous Cuvieri,

which is readily distinguished from the pre-
ceding by the bill being much less robust,
and the bird itself smaller in size and alto-

gether more slender, is almost exclusively
found in Van Diemen’s Land. Like the
other members of the genus, it feeds princi-

pally upon coleopterous and other insects,

and is nocturnal in its habits. It displays
considerable alertness in the capture of its

food but never flies by day, its whole
diurnal existence being passed in a sitting

posture across a dead &anch, perfectly mo-
tionless ; and it is not easily to be roused,
so os to take wing, either by the discharge
of a gun or any other noise. “ Like the
owl,” says Mr. Gould, “ it is considered by
some a bird of ill omen, principally from the
extraordinary sound of its hoarse, unearthly
cry, which resembles the words more-pork
(the name given to it by the colonists) ; it

not only aiiproaches the immediate vicinity

of the houses, but emits this sound while
perched in their verandahs and on the
buildings themselves ; and it is often to

be seen perched on the tombstones of the
churchyard.” Conoiderable variation ap-
pears to ocenr In the colour of the plumage ;

the prevailing tints in some being a dull ashy
gray, while in others they are a rich chest-
nut-brown i but altogether it may be cha-
racterized os striped and minutely freckled
with grayish white and dark brown. Tlic
nest is rather neatly formed and flat ; and
the female lays two white eggs.

PODl'RA. The Podurio are small insects

which, in general, are found in damp places,

under stones, on the bark of trees, &c.
When disturlicd, they suddenly spring to a
small distance by the help of a long iorked
process, or tail, which is bent forwards be-
neath the abdomen i and it is by the sudden
extension of it that the leap is produced.

,
Hence these insects arc commonly known
under the name of Spring-tails. One of the

i most common of this genus is the P<^ura
' rir/’utiicn of Linnscus, a minute black insect

I

occasionally seen in vast numbers, iiartlcu-

t
larly near the brinks of ponds, and sorne-

i
times even on the surface of the water itself.

I- POE-BIRD. ( I’rosthemailera cincinnu-

j

tn.j This elegant species of the family of

I
the Honey-eaters is about the size of a
bliM'kbird, and is a native of New Zealand,
and of some of the scattered Islands in

I
the South .Sea. The general colour is a

) glrr 4_v greenish black, with strong varying

!
gioAses of green accompanying the general

I pliimagc of the back and wings ; the rump a

rich deep blue ;
and the larger wing-coverts

white, forming a bar of white across the
wings. The feathers of the neck are of a
loose silky texture, rather long, and curving
slightly ujjwards at the tips ; but the prin-
cipal mark of distinction in this elegant
bird is a moderately large and lengthened
pendent tuft of broad white feathers curving
upwards at the tips, and situated on each
side the neck : the bill is black and slightly
cim-ed ; and the legs arc black. This bird
is greatly valued by the natives of the
Southern islands ; its glossy plumage often
contributing to the ornaments of the fea-
thered mantles worn by their chiefs. As a
song-bird also it has considerable merit

;

and it is said that as a delicious food it is

one of the greatest luxuries afforded by the
woods ofNew Zealand.
[For further interesting particulars from

the pages of the Rev. Mr. Yate, an accurate
observer, who resided long in New Zealand,
see Prostiusmadera.]

POEPHAGOMYS. A genus of Rodent
animals found in South America. They
have narrow incisors ; the auditory couch

— - .

poarUAGOuvs ateu.

small, but distinct ; and claws adapted for
burrowing. The only well-ascertained spe-
cies is Phoephagotuys ater, which is a native
of Chili. It has also been described under
the name Spalacopus.

POEPIIILA. A genus of Passerine
Birds, belonging to the Finch family, and
deriving their name from their fondness
for grass-seeds, on which they feed. We
may specify, from Mr. Gould’s Birds of Aus-
tralia,

The Poepiiila Leucotis, or White-
eared Grass Finch. It is a native of
Australia, and has a band crossing the fore-

head, lores, throat, and a large patch on
each flank, deep velvety black ; ear-coverts,

a narrow line beneath the black of the
throat, and a space surrounding the black

{

latch on the flanks, white -, crown of the
lead deep reddish chestnut i all the iipiicr

surface and wings deep cinnamon-brown ;

chest and abdomen i.alo vinous brown i upper
and under tuil-coverts white, the former
margined externally with deep black ; tall

black I iridcs dark brown i feet red ; bill yel-
lowish horn-colour. Like the other members
of the gends, it inhabits the open spots of
country, and feeds on grass-seeds.

POINTER. (Cam’s /amiHarif avicularie.)

The Pointers arc a breed of valualilc sporting
dogs. They are used in finding feathered
game of various sorts, partridges, iihcasanls.
See. When they scent their game, they sud-
denly stoji, and remain niutiunlcssasastatnc,

z .t 3



until the sportsman comes near enough, and
is prepared to take his sliot ; he then gives
tlie word, and tlie Dog immediately springs
tlie game; So admirably have these Dogs been
trained, that their acquired propensities seem
almost as inherent ns a natural instinct, and
appear to be transmitted from parent to pro-
geny: at least, they now require but very little

hrculdno to stand at any kind of game. Their
scent and sight are equally acute. In all pro-
bability Spain is the native country of this
valuable Dog, which is found there and also
in France with very slight difference of
form ! but the English breed is much to
be preferred, for good temper, beauty of ap-
pearance, docility, patience, and activity.
“ Those Pointers,” says Joluison, in his
Shooter’s Companion, “ which I have seen
direct from Sjiain, are heavy and clumsily
formed

;
those from Portugal are somewhat

lighter
; while the French breed is remark-

able for a wide furrow whicli runs between
the nostrils, and give to the animal’s coun-
tenance a very grotesque appen ranee. They
are all thick and heavy, with large chubby
heads, long pendent ears, and short smooth
hair ; they arc often ill-tempered and snap-
pish, and, in fact, are good for little in this

country till they have been crossed with the
more generous blood of these islands. Yet
the conjunction of the Setter and Pointer is

by no means advisable. Excellent Pointers
have been produced by the Foxhound and
the Spaniard. In crossing with the Spanish
Pointer, the deep-flewed Hound is to be
preferred, and from judicious crossing ex-
cellent Pointers are to be met with in most
parts of England. They differ from the
Setter, as, when they have approached- suffi-

j

ciently near the game, they stand erect,
;

whereas the true-bred Setter will cither sit 1

upiou his haunChos, or lie close to the ground,
[

generally the latter. Pointers often suffer

much from sore feet. I have generally found !

white-footed Dogs much more tender in I

this respect than those whose feet are of a '

dark colour. Pointers are sometimes used
;

with bells round their necks in cover-shoot-
i

ing. When the Dog sets, the ringing ceases,
'

and the shooter proceeds to the spot. Pointers
are very susceptible of cducationj and not

'

BO apt to forget their lessons as the Setter ; !

and their speed, strength, and persevering
|

spirit, enable them to continue the chase for

a length of time almost incredible.” “ I
have heard my father, a man of close ob-

j

servatioti, and an enthusiastic sportsman,”
|

observes Sir. Bell, “ offer the opinion that ;

the stand of the Pointer and the crouching
|

of the Setter are but the natural start of
j

surprise or interest, which all dogs give when
j

coming suddenly upon the scent or sight of I

their natural ))rcy ; modified of course by
cultivation, and by transmission through

]

many generations, each, by education, im-
proving upon the cnpabilitie.s of the former.”

POLECAT, FITCIIET WEASEL, or
FOUiMAUT. (Miiatcla puinriiia.) This
atiimnl is known by each of the names here !

given, but most frequently b.v the first. It
[

is one of the most remarkable European i

species of the ^Vcascl tribe, and is found in
|

most parts of Europe, as well as in some of
the Asiatic regions. Its colour is a deep
blackish-brown, with a tawny cast sliglilly

intermixed : the cars are edged with while,
and the space round the muzzle is also
whitish. It is about seventeen inches in
length, exclusive of the tail, wliich is about
six inches. In its habitsit greatly resembles
the other Weasels ; it preys indiscrimatcly
on the smaller animals, is very destructive to

poultry, and most inimical to rabbits, wliich
it destroys like the ferret, by sucking their
blood, instead of immediately tearing them
to pieces, so that, it is said, a single Polecat
is often sufficient to clear a whole warren ;

and twenty rabbits have been found dead,
which one Polecat had destroyed, and that
by a wound which was hardly perceptible.
It steals into bams, pigeon-houses, Jtc., where
it occasionally makes great havoc, biting
off the heads of fowls and pigeons, and then

4 ,

1#
POX.EO.\T.—(MOSTEI.A POTORICS.)

earrymg them away to its retreat. It isalffl

a great lover ofmilk, and often robs the dairy.
During the summer, however, it principally
frequents rabbit-warrens, or the hollow
trunks of trees, &c;, and prowls about in

quest of j’oung birds, rats, and field-mice.
Sometimes it forsakes the field, the wood,
and poultry-yard, to roam by the rivulet’s

side, and indulge in its propensity for fish.

The Polecat is a strong and active creature,

and will spring Avith great vigour and celerity

when preiiaring to attack its prey, or to
escape from pursuit ; at which time it arches
its back considerably to assist its effort. It

is of a smell proverbially fetid, being fur-
nished, like several others of the Weasel
tribe, with a pouch or follicle beneath the
tail, which secretes a thickish fluid of a i>c-

culiarly strong and offensive odour. Tire
fur of the body is of two sorts ; the shorter
being woolly, of a pale yellowi.sh or fulvous
colour ; the longer, shining, and of a rich

black or brownish black ; which, though far

less valuable than cither that of the Sable or

the Sfarten, is still much esteemed ; and
numbers of the skins arc annually imported
here from the north of Europe, under the

name of A’i/cA. The spring is the sca.'on in

which the Polecat breeds, generally produc-

ing three or four at a birth, which the parent

is said to suckle but a short time, accustoming
them early to suck the blood of the animals
which she brings to them, ns well os egg*,

&c. The Polecat has been known to breed

with the Ferret ; invy, it is a-sserted to be a

practice with warreners, in order to improve
the breed of the latter, to procure n mixed
breed from time to time, which arc of a co-
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lour between the Ferret and the Polecat, or

;
of a dingy ycllowiih- brown.

! POLLACK. (_Gadiis pollachius.) This
fisli, sometimes called the Whiting Pollack,

1 is common on many of tlie rocky coasts of
^ this island ; and during summer large shoals
of them arc seen sporting on the surface of
the water, ready to bite at any bait that may

, be thrown to them. Tlic under jaw is longer

:
tlian the niii)er ; the head and body rise

!
pretty high ; and the lateral line is incur-

;

vated, rising towards the middle of the back,
tlieu sinking, and running straight to the
tail, which is broad and of a brownish co-
lour : the back is dusky, inclining to green :

the siilcs are marked with yellow streaks ;

and the tail is slightly forked. Fine speci-

mens ofthe Pollack are taken at Scarborough,
whore it has the name of Leet. It is also
caught at Hastings, Weymouth, and on the
Devonshire coast, and bought by the inex-
perienced as Whiting. Hand-line fishing

for Pollacks, Mackerel, &c. is called whijfhig.

1 POLYBOllUS. A genus of rapacious
birds which frequent the cxtratropical parts

of South America, and in their habits (ac-

cording to Mr. Darwin) well supply the
place of our carrion-crows, magpies, and
ravens ; a tribe of birds not known there.

The reader will observe that we have fre-

quently availed ourselves of valuable zoo-
logical information contained in that gentle-

' man's ‘ Journal of Researches ;
’ and in this

1 instance we are largely indebted to the same
: source for the following graphic ornitho-
logical observations, which we have only
slightly abridged.

“ To begin with the PuJ'jborun lirazilicmis.
: This is a common bird, and has a wide gco-

;

graphical range ; it is most numerous on the
'

grassy savannahs of La Plata (where it goes
by the name of Carrancha), and is for from

'

uiifrcquent throughout the sterile plains of

j

Patagonia. The Carranchas, together with

I

the Pulybona Chimango, constantly attend
;
in numtiers the estancios and slaughtering-

1 houses. If an animal dies on the plain the
Oallinazo commences the feast, and then the

1
two Caracaros pick the bones clean. Tliesc

I
birds, although thus commonly feeding
together, are far from being friends. When
the Carrancha is quietly seated on the branch
of a tree, or on the ground, the Chimango
often continues for a lung time flying back-

I

wards anrl forwards, up and down, in a semi-
circle, trying each time, at the bottom of

1

the curve, to strike its larger relative. The
1

Carrancha takes little notice, except by bob-
i
bing Its head. Although the Carranchas

! frequently assemble in numbers, they arc

1

not gregarious : for in desert places they
' may be seen solitary, or more commonly by
!
pairs. Hc.'<ldcs the carrion of large animals,
these birds frequent the borders of streams

' and sea benches, to idek up whatever the
1 waters may cast on shore." » * » « *‘ A
!
person will discover the AVcrop/iopoi/s Iialdts

!
of the Carrancha, by walking out on one of

i

the desolate plains, and there lying down to

sleep. When he awakes, he will sec, on each

1
surrounding hillock, one of these birds i}a-

l^lciitly watching him with an evil eye. It

is a feature in the landscape of these coun-
tries, which will be recognized by every one
who has wandered over them. If a party
goes out hunting rvith dogs and horses, it will

be accompanied during the day by several of
these attendants. After feeding, the un-
covered craw protrudes j at such times, and
indeed generally, the Carrancha is an in-
active, tame, and cowardly bird. Its flight

is heavy and slow, like that of an English
rook. It seldom soars ; but I have twice
seen one at a great height gliding tlirough
the air with much ease. It runs (in contra-
distinction to hopping), but not quite so

quickly as some of its congeners. At times
the Carrancha is noisy, but is not generally
so : its cry is loud, very harsh, and peculiar,
and may be likened to the sound of the
Spanish guttural p, followed by a rough
double r r. Perhaps the Gauchos, from this
cause, have called it Carrancha. Molina,
who says it is called Charu in Chile, states,

that when uttering this cry, it elevates its

head higher and higher, till at last, with its

beak wide open, the crown almost touches
the lower part of the back. This fact, which
has been doubted, is quite true. I have seen
them several times with their heads back-
wards in a completely inverted position.

The Carrancha builds a large coarse nest,
either in a iow cliff, or in a busli or lofty tree, i

To these observations I may add, on the high
j

authority of Azara, that the Carrancha feeds
on worms, shells, slugs, grasshoppers, and
frogs ; that it destroys young lambs by tear-

ing the umbilical cord
;
and that it pursues

the Gallinazo, till that bird is compelled to
j

vomit up the carrion it may have recently
gorged. Lastly, Azarn states that several

j

Carranchas, five or six together, will unite in
j

chase of large birds, such as herons. All
!

these facts show that it Is a bird of very ver-
|

satile habits and considerable ingenuity.
1

“ The Polybovim Chimango is considerably ;

smaller than tlie last species. It is common
;

on both sides of the continent, but does not
'

appear to extend so far northward as the
|

last species. We have already remarked i

that it feeds on carrion, in common with the
|

Carrancha. It is generally the last bird
jwhich leaves the skeleton

;
and may often

be seen within the ribs of a cow or horse,
like a bird in a cage. The Chimango often 1

frequents the sea-coast and the borders of
\

lakes and swamps, where it picks up small
|

fish. It is truly omuivoroiis, and will eat
j

even bread, when thrown out of a house 1

with other offal. They are more active than
I

the Carranchas, but their flight is heavy
:

j

they arc very lame ; not gregarious ; and
frequently utter a gentle, shrill scream.
“The I’olyborus Kov(k Xclanili(c is ex-

|

ceedingly numerous over the whole of the '

Falkland Islands. In many respects these
|

hawks resemble in their habits tlie Car- '

ranchas. They live on the flesh of dead
|

animals and on marine productions. They
j

arc extraordinarily tame and fearless, and
1

haunt the neighbourhooii of houses for offal,
j

If a hunting parly kills an niiimnl, a
number soon collect, and patiently await,

;

standing on the ground on all sides. After
j

eating, llieir uncovered eraws are largely
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;

I

protruded, giving them a disgusting appear-

I

ance. They readily attack wounded birds :

;
a cormorant in this state having taken to

i
the shore, was immediately seized on by

;

several, and its death hastened by their
! blows. The Beagle was at the Falklands
only during the summer, but the officers of
the Adventure, who were there in the winter,
mention many extraordinary iustanees of
the boldness and rapacity of these birds.
They actually pounced on a dog that was
lying fast asleep close by one of the party ;

and the sportsmen had difficulty iu prevent-
ing the wounded geese from being seized
before their eyes. It is said that several

I
together (in this respect resembling the
Carranchas) wait at the mouth of a rabbit-
hole, and together seize on the animal when
it comes out. They were eonstantly flying
on board the vessel when in the harbour

;

and it was necessary to keep a good look
out to prevent the leather being tom from
the rigging, and the meat or game from the
stern. These birds are very mischievous
and inquisitive ; they will pick up almost
anything from the ground ; a large black
glazed hat Avas earned nearly a mile, as was
a pair of the heavy balls used iu catehing
cattle. Mr. Usborne experienced during the
survey a more severe loss, iu their stealing a
small Kater’s eompass in a red morocco
leather case, which was never recovered.
These birds are, moreover, quarrelsome, and
very passionate

;
tearing up the grass with

their bills from rage. They are not truly
gregarious ; do not soar ; their flight is heavy
and clumsy ; on the ground they run with
extreme quickness, very much like phea-
sants. They are noisy, uttering several
harsh cries ; one of which is like that of the
Englisli rook ; hence the sealers always so

call them. It is a curious circurastancc
that, when crying out, they throw their
heads upwards and backwards, after the
same manner as the Carrancha. They build
on the rocky cliffs of the sea-coast, but only
in the small islets, and not in the two main
islands. This is a singular precaution iu so

tame and fearless a bird. The sealers say
that the flesh of these birds, when cooked, is

quite white, and very good eating.”

POLYGASTRICA. The name given by
Ehrenberg to the most minute and simple
kinds of Infusorial ‘Animalculte that exist.

They occur in all parts of the world, and
differ according to diversity of climate,

region, kind of water, &c. ; atid though they
arc invisible to the naked eye, they are all

endowed with an organization characteristic

of the animal kingdom ; most of them having
a distinct mouth, and internal car-ities for

the reception of food ;
and they enjoy the

most extensive powers of reproduction.

They are not confined to infusions of or-

ganized matter ;
they are found in the

stagnant waters around our cities ; in the

waters of rivers, harbours, and lakes ; and
even, it is believed, in every fluid drop of

the ocean. Their forms are extremely va-

rious : some appear composed of a mass of

,

gelatinous matter that may assume alinost

any shape ;
others seem to umlcrgo various

forms according as they are differently si-

tuated
;

while other species remain un-
|

changed, their soft bodies being enclosed in
|

a delicate but firm integument, strengthened
by an envelope formed of siliceous matter,
and termed the sheath. Jlost of the Poly-
gastrica have the power of freely moiing
through their native element : but others at- i

tach themselves to a solid base, like Po^'pes.
|

In almost all, we find the body furnished 1

more or less abundantly with cilia, usually
,

disposed around the mouth, towards which
they produce a vortex of fluid, that brings

j

a supply of alimentary particles. But it is ;

necessary to state, that, notwithstanding '

this subject has occupied the attention of
many learned naturalists, and many extra-
ordinary discoveries have been made of late
years, the nature of the organization and

,

life of these Animalcules is still involved in
great mystery ; and the question is infinitely

,

too comprehensive for us to attempt to enter
into any of the details upon which the va-
rious scientific opinions have been formed.

J

POEYNEMirS, or MANGO-FISII. A
group of Abdominal Fishes, chiefly confined
to the warmer latitudes ; and distinguished
by the rays of the pectoral fiins being ex-
tended into long filaments, which hang
loosely on each side of the body, giving it

a singular and beautiful appearance. The
fishes of this genus are usually very brilliant

|

in their colours ; and are reckoned very de-
|

licious ns articles of food. The general form
of the body somewhat resembles that of the,

:

Perch. '

“ Considerable interest is attached to the
Polyncmi on account of some recent dis-

coveries, which tend to show that they pro- I

duce isinglass in considerable abundance,
j

The attention of the members of the Zoo-
logical Society (says Mr. Brodcrip) was first

directed to this subject by Dr. Cantor. ‘ In
the December number (1838) of Parbury’s
Oriental Herald, says this naturalist, * ap- :

pears a letter on the Suleah fish of Bengal,
i

and the isinglass it aftbrds :
' this fish, says

the anonymous writer,* when at its full size,
i

attains about four feet in length, and is
[

squaliforin, resembling the Shark species in
appearance, but exhibiting a more delicate
structure. The meat of this fish is exceed-
ingly coarse, and is converted by the nati^s, i

when salted and spiced, into ** burtah,” a
piquant relish, well known at the breakfast

;

tables of Bengal. The bladder of the Suleah
may be considered the most valuable jiart of

it ;
'this, when exposed to the sun, and suf-

|

fered to dry, becomes purely pclhicid. and
so hard, that it will repel the edge of a sharp

knife when applied to it. These bladders

vary in weight from half a iKHind to three

quarters of a pound avoirdupois when per-

fectly dry. This fish abounds in Channel
Creek, otf Saugor, and in the mouths of

all the rivers which intersect the Sunderbuns,
and arc exceedingly plentiful in certain

seasons.
“ The discovery of isinglass as a product

of India was so important, that Dr. Cantor
determined to investigate the subject, and
to ascertain, if i)OSsible, what the Suleah

\

- - - - I
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might be j when, quite unexpectedly, he
received a letter from Mr. M'Clelland, in
which that naturalist stated that he had
e.xamincd this fish, and found it to be the
Pohjnemus Sele of Hamilton’s ‘Fishes of the
Gauges ; ' he moreover discovered that an

: iudiridual of that species weighing two
i
pounds would yield sixty- five grains of pure

' isinglass, an article wliich in India sells at
1 si.xteen rupees (1/. 12s.) per pound. Think-
1 ing it highly probable that other species of

1

Pohjtiemus besides the P. Sele will yield
1 isinglass. Dr. Cantor proceeds to give a short
account of those species which came under
his observation wliile attached as surgeon to
the Honourable Company's Survey of the
sea-face of the Gangetic delta.

“ ‘ The species best known,’ says the author,
‘ is the Poli/nemm Risua of Hamilton (.Pol.

1

longifilis, Curier ; the Tcpsee, or Mango-
;

FISH, of the Anglo-Indians): this inhabits

1

the Bay of Bengal and the estuaries of the
' Ganges, but enters the mouths of the rivers
' even higher up than Calcutta during the
breeding season (April and May), when the
fish is considered in its highest perfection,

^

and is generally sought as a great delicacy.
‘ This species is the smallest, for its length

1

seldom exceeds eight or nine inches, and
;

one and a half or two inches in depth.’ It
is remarkable for the great length of fila-

ments, or free rays, of the iiectoral fins, these
being about twice the length of the body,

1 aud seven in number on each side.”

j

In Dr. Shaw’s Zoology is a curious and in-

I
teresting account (taken from Bruce’s Tra-

j

vcls) of a species called Polynemus Kiloticus.

1

“ This, according to Mr. Bruce, who describes

;

and figures it in the appendix to his Travels,
is a large species, and may vie, both for the

' elegance of its form and its taste, with any
1
fish inhabiting the rivers running either into

1 the Mediterranean or the Ocean. The spe-
cimen from which Mr. Bruce’s figure was

' taken weighed thirty-two pounds, but it is

said often to arrive at the weight of seventy
pounds or more. It is an inhabitant of the
river Nile, where it is by no means uncorh-

I

mon, 08 far up the river as Sycne and the
!
first cataract : the whole body is covered
with scales of a brillant silver colour, so as
to resemble spangles lying clo.se together ;

and there is no variety of tinge on the fish,

except a shade of red on the end of the nose,
ahich is fat and fleshy.
“ We are informed by Mr. Bruce, that in

1
order to take this fish the Egyptian peasants

1 prepare a pretty large mass or cake, consist-
' Ing of oil, clay, flour, honey, and straw,
kneading it with their feet till it is well in-

. corpornted : they then take two handfuls of
dates, and break them into pieces alxiut the

i size of the point of a finger, and stick them
in ditferent parts of the mass, into the heart
of wliich they put seven or eight hooks with
dates up<in them, and a string of strong
whiiicord to each : this moss of |)aste is then
conveyed by the fisherman or shepherd into
the stream, the man sitting for this purpose
on a blown-np goat-skin. When arrived at
the middle, he drops tlic mass in the deepest
part of tlic stream, and cantionsly bidding

^
the ends of each of tlio strings sla’i’k, so ns

not to pull the dates and hooks out of the
middle of the composition, he makes to shore
again, a little below the spot where he has
sunk the mass, aud separating the cuds of
the strings, ties each of them, without strain-
ing, to a palm-branch fastened on the shore,
to the end of which is fastened a small bell

He then goes and feeds his cattle, or digs his
trenches, or lies doivn to sleep : in the mean
time the cake beginning to dissolve, the
small pieces of date fall off, and, flowing
down the stream, are eagerly seized on by
the fishes as they pass ; they rush up the
stream, picking up the floating pieces as
they go, till at length they arrive at the cake
itself, and voraciously falling to work at the
dates which are buried in it, each fish in
swallowing a date, swallows also the hook
in it, and fteling himself fast, makes off as
speedily as possible : the consequence is, that
in endeavouring to escape from the line by
which he is held, he pulls the palm-branch
to which it is fastened, and thus gives notice
of his capture by ringing the bell. The
fisherman runs, and having secured the fish

puts a strong iron ring through his j aw, tics

a few yards of cord to it, and again commits
him to the water, fastening the cord well to
the shore. This is practised in order to
preserve the fish ready for sale, since fish in
general, when dead, will not keep long in
these regions. It is rarely that on those oc-
casions a single hook is found empty.”
There are several other species found in

the Indian, African, and American seas,
bearing a tolerably near resemblance to the
Mango-fish before described.

|

POLYODONTA. A name applied by
i

Lamarck and De Blainville to the Ark-
j

shells, &.C. of collectors, comprehending the
forms collected by Liniiaius under the genus
Area. The word signifies “ many-tootlied;”
and the family is defined by T.amarck : —
“ cardinal teeth small, numerous, entering,
and disposed in each valve in either a
straight, a curved, or a broken line.”

POLYOMMATUS. A genus of diurnal
Lepidoptera, so called from many of the

j

species having numerous eye-like marks
on the under side. There are many British
species.

PoLYOMMATU.s Anous ; or Lead Bm-r
Butteiifly. The male of this insect has
the wings above deep blue, tinged with lilac,

the hinder margin liroail and black, tlie

costa wliite
; beneath grayish-blue : an-

terior wings with a central ocellus, behind
which is a bent scries of six ocelli; and
the hinder margin with a doulile band

1

of lilack spots : posterior wings with three !

ocelli at tlic base placed obliquely
i a tri-

angular discoidal spot, with a large black
!

dot in the centre j behind this a waved scries !

of ocelli, and a band of orange tawny, con- '

taining several brilliant silvery blue spots
on a black ground, and bordered internally
with a series of black crescents, and exter-

'

nally with whitish : the outer margin of all
the wings black

; cilia white. The female !

is brown above, the disc sometimes bright
:

bine, with or without a marginal tawnv '

band ; licneath grayish, with the ocelli larger ^
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;

and more distinct than in the male, and a
dentated wliite band traversing all the
\vingg, between the ocelli, and the fulvoua
band : cilia brown. Caterpillar green, hairy,
with whitish tubercles ; a reddish-brown
dorsal line, edged with white, another on
the sides, and some oblique stripes of the
same ; head and true legs brown : it feeds
on common food and saintfoin. Chrysalis
at first green, afterwards brown.

PonvoMJiATus Arion ; or Akiok But-
terfly. Tliis insect is considered one of
great rarity, and is usually found on com-
mons and pastures early in July. Wings
above brown, with a blue disc, or blue with
a brown margin posteriorly ;

anterior with
a central transverse black spot, behind which
is an undulated row of black bars, disposed
longitudinally ; the posterior wings have
some obsolete ocelli towards the hinder
margin : beneath, dusky ash-colour ; the
anterior wings with about eight ocelli, form-
ing an undulated band near the liinder

margin, all with a black pupil and wliite

ARION BUTTERFLY.—(POLYOMMATU8 ARION.)

iris : on the hinder margin are two rows of

black wedge-shaped spots, with a pale dot
attached to each ; the cilia white, with brown
bars beneath : the posterior wings with the

base blue-green, and having an angulated
row of four ocellated dots, followed by a
transverse discoidal crescent, and then by

P. ARION.— UNDER SIDE.

an interrupted angulated and waved band,

consisting of eight ocelli, the inner but one

being frequently double ; beyond this, on
the margin, are two rows of lunulatcd dots :

’ cilia as in tlie anterior wings. Body duskj',

with bluish hairs above, hoary beneath

;

antennoo black, annulatcd with white. It

is occasionally cauglit in the vicinities of

Dover, Wincliestcr, and Bath.

POLYOMMATUS ArTA.YER.VES J Or SCOTCH
Argus Butterfly. This unassuming
species of the papilionaceous tribe was
until lately supposed to lie peculiar to

Scotland
i
but it is no longer so, as instances

are given of its having been met with both
in the north and west of England. It fre-

quents meadows and grassy places, like its

congeners, and makes its appearance first

in June, and again in August. The wings
above are in both sexes black brown, with a
discoidal white spot on tlie anterior, and
sometimes on the posterior ; they have also
an orange-coloured bund ; fringe white,
brown at the base : beneath, tlie anterior
wings have a central white spot, between
wliich and tlie posterior margin are five

similar spots, followed by a broad orange-
coloured band, terminating externally in a
white spot with a black pupil, and interiorly
in a series of black and white crescents : on
the margin of the posterior wings this band
is continued ; there is a large white blotch
on its interior edge, and between it and the
base of the wing are several scattered white
spots. Like its congeners, however, it is

subject to considerable variations.

POLYOMMATUS CORYDON ; Or ClIALK HiLL
Blue Butterfly. In aU chalky dis-

tricts tliis pretty butterfly abounds, espe-
cially on the downs, and under the cliffi,

near Dover ; in various parts of the Isle of
Wight, on the beds of chalk round Win-
chester ; and in many other simil^ situa-

tions. The wrings above are of a rich pale
silvery-blue, with the hinder margin and
nervures dusky, and cilia white : the pos-

terior wings wfith five sub-oceUated spots in

the hinder margin : beneath, the anterior

wings are wliitisli, ocellated, and usually
with two or three spots towards the base ofl

the wing : beyond the undulated band of
ocelli is an interrupted brown streak, be-

tween which and the hinder margin is a
series of sub-ocellated dots, with a whitish

circle : posterior wings cinereous, greenish-

blue at the base, with four ocellated spots
j

at the base, and eight forming an angulated
band behind the middle : the pupils black,

with a white iris ; in the centre of the wing,

between the bands, is a white sub-triangular

spot
;
and on the hinder margin is a senes of

ocellated black spots, with a white iris,

marked internally with orange ; which series

is connected by a pure wliite oblong patch to

the external ocellated band : cilia white. In
the female, the fulvous-orange spots on the

hinder margin of all the wings are more
distinct than in the male, and tlie cilia arc

browner,

POLYO.MMATUS AUOXIS ;
OrCLTFOEX BlUE

Butterfly. This truly lieautifhl insect

is extremely local, but still very plenti-

ful on all tlie Sussex downs and Kentish

CLIFDFN ni.DE BOTTERri.V—M ALE.

troLvousiAToe adonis.)
j
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I coast. The male is of a most lovely azure
or silvery blue, varying in lustre ; now
taking a tinge of green, and now of lilac,

aceonling to the light in which it is presented

;

to the eye ; the liinder margin of all the
> wings marked with a slender black line.

F. ADONIS — PVMaDK.

the eilia white, interrupted by brown : be-
neath, the anterior wings are whitish, with

: spots distinctly cccllatcd ; the margin with
;
the

,
fulvous ocelli of a deep hue, and the

ground colour deep. The female is of a
deep brown, with a block discoidal spot, the

in number
j
between which and the outer

margin oi'e a row of dusky lunules, edged
with fulvous, and a series of dusky spots on
a whitish ground ; the extreme margin is

F. ALEXIS — UNDER SIDE.

black : the posterior wings are usually bluish
at the base, with four ocelli placed obliquely
towards the inner margin ; the disc has a
triangular white spot, with black centre,
beliind which is a waved series of eight or
nine ocelli, externally bordered with a ful-
vous patch, the extreme edge of which is

black : and a white blotch connects the

F, ADONIS — UNDER SIDE

disc frequently bluish ; the hinder margin
i
of the ixMterior wings with a slightly ocel-

I

lated fulvous streak ; and the colour beneath

j

much darker than the male, and the ocelli

! more distinct. Caterpillar green, with dorsal

j
rows of fulvous spots : it feeds on clover.

• Chrysalis green, or brown.

j

Poi.roiiM.ATfs Alexi.s ; or Ale.xi.s But-
,
TERFLV. This, the commonest of our blue
bnttcrilies, is seen disporting itself by the
sides of grassy lanes, in meadows, and in

.
marshy places, wherever we go. Two broods
make their appearance, the nrst in May, the
lost in August. Male, above of a bright
lilac blue, with the costa of the anterior

a:.F.XIB BnilERPI.T.
(POLTOUUATUB At.EZIB.)

wings w'hite, and a slender marginal black
. line to all the wings ; the fringe usually
white: the anterior wings have two ocelli

i
placed transversely towards the hose of the

I
wing, then an ovate central spot with a

I

transverse black streak, followed by a regu-
1 larly curved transverse series of ocelli, seven

P. ALEXIS — OATERFILDAR AND CHRYSALIS.

fulvous band with the waved series of ocelli.
Female, above brown, with the disc more or
iess blue : beneath, all the wings are deep
ash-colour or drab, with all the ocelli very
distinct and large. Caterpillar briglit green,
slightly hairy, with a dark dorsal line, and
triangular yellow spots : it feeds upon the
wild strawberry, and grasses. Chrysalis
dark brown.

POLYPI: POLFPIAUTA. The animals
belonging to this extensive and remarkable
class po-BCSs an organization so low in the
scale of being (by which we mean, that tlio

distinctive characters of animal life are so
slightiy developed), that there is very con-
siderable dilBculty in distinguishing many
of them from the cryptogamic families of
the vegetable kingdom ; and, accordingly,
we find in the works of the older botaiiists
that the Xoophytes, generally, were arranged
with the Sca-wceds and Mosses : nor was
any idea entertained of their posscs.slng a
different character. That such should have
been the case can excite the wonder of no
person who merely regards the apparent
itructurc of these pfnnt-Tlke animals. They
see that a bulb is formed, which shoots uo
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into a stem, and sends off branches ; that
there is also a root is evident, which, how-
ever, we now know is merely the organ of
attacliment, affording no nourishment to the
animal. Most of the Polypi form compound
animals, attached to one another by lateral
appendages, or by tlieir posterior extremity,
participating in a common life, while at the
same time they enjoy their individual and in-
dependent existence. In reference to tlie dif-

ferent views which have been entertained on
this once questionable subject, Mr. Broderip
makes the following just observation: “ Bor-
rowing from Aristotle and Pliny the term
Polyxms, by them applied to a ccphalapod,
the systematic naturalists who followed
LinnoBus collected under this title many
really animalized masses in the form of
plants, and after abundant examinations by
Ellis and others, of tlie membranous, hornj:',

or stony ‘ fulcra,’ bases, or axes, wliich remain
after desiccation or decay of the softer parts,

generally agreed in opinion that to all these
plant-like bodies were associated active
living animals like the Hydrai described by
Trembley. As in a tree the flowering and
reproductive organs manifest more active
and varied functions than the general mass
of bark and wood which serves to unite
them in one common life, so in these Zoo-
phyta the little Polypi expanding from their

cells for food, light, or aKration, and shrink-
ing back upon the agitation of the water, or

withdrawal of tlie liglit, seemed like so

many animal flowers, which might be stu-

died apart from the Polypiaria which they
adorned. They were in fact studied apart,

and unfortunately attention was more di-

rected to the wonderful permanent fabric,

or ‘ Polypidom,’ as I-amouroux calls it, than
to the Polypi themselves. Hence the im-
perfection of all the schemes of classification

for this portion of the Zoophytic division of
the animal kingdom, and many of the er-

roneous generalizations and hypotheses re-

garding the lower forms of animal life.”

POEYPTERUS. This is a fish, which is

usually about cighteeu inches in length, and
partakes in some degree both of the osseous
and cartilaginous kinds, btit seems most
nearly allied to those species of the genus
J<Jsox which are furnished with large, strong,

and bony scales. Its shape is elongated and
nearly cylindrical

:
.its iicad is defended by

large bony pieces or plates, and the body
covered with large and strong scales, very
closely afllxed to the skin : the pectoral fins

are placed immediately beyond the licad •, the

ventral at a vast distance beyond it, the abdo-
men in this fish beingofa veryunusual length;

the anal flu is seated very near the tail

;

and the tail is of a rounded or ovate form.

At a small distance beyond the head, along

the whole length of the back, runs a con-

tinued scries of small dorsal flns, varying in

ditferent individuals from sixteen to eighteen:

each of these flns is of an ovate shape, up-
right, or but very slightly inclining back-
wards, and is furnished with a very strong

spine at its base, while the remaining jiart

consists of four or five soft and branched rays,

connected by their united membrane. Tlie

jjaatural ;

lateral line runs nearly straight from the
gill-covers to tlie tail : the eyes are small
aud round ; the mouth of moderate width ;

a row of small and sharp teeth in each jaw ;

and the upper lip furnished with a pair of
small and short tcntncula at its tip. This
fish inhabits the depths of the Nile, remain-
ing among the soft mud, wliieh it is thought
to quit only at particular seasons, and is

sometimes taken in the fishermen's nets at

the time of the river's decrease. Its colour
is sea-green, paler or whitish on the abdomen,
which is marked by some irregular black
spots. It is called by the Egyptians Bichir,

aud is said to be one of the best of the
Nilotie fishes for the table.

POLYTHALiVMIA. The name given
by Elirenberg to minute calcareous-shelled
many-charabered Mollusca, both recent and
fossil. They are also called Foramcnifera
by H’Orbigny. [See IxtusoRi.i.]

POMI''RET. (StromaUus.') A genus of :

Acanthopteryglous fishes, having the same
compressed form as the Dory (Ze«s), and the
some smooth epidermis ; but the muzzle is

;

blunt, and not retractile. It has a single
j

dorsal, and a few concealed spines anteriorly,

but no ventrals. The vertical fins are thick-

POhiFRET.— (STROMXTEUS XIQBR.)

ened as in the scaly-finned fishes ; the gullet

has a number of spines attached to the
membrane. They are found in the Medi-
terranean, the Indian Ocean, and Pacific.

Some of the species differ considerably in

form. The one here represented is the
Black Pomfret (^Stromateiis nii/cr).

POMOTIS. A genus of fi.-h, bcloncing to
the Fercidte family. The Xorthem Pomo-
tis (Pomolis riilgai'is) fiequents the shel-
tered inlets of Eake Huron and the jionds in

that vicinity, concealing itself, in the sum-
mer time, beneath the broad leaves of the
nuphar and water-lily, where it may be
readily taken with a hook baited with a
small fish or worm. The form of this fish

is a broad oval, the anterior apex rather

acute, and formed by the lower jaw, which
projects slightly beyond the upper one. It

is about eight or nine inches long ; the Ixviy

is much compressed ; the scales adhere firmly

to the skin and arc rather large : the head is

small, and the opposing surfaces of both

mandibles are covered with small tMth
crowded closely together. The braiichios-

tegous rays arc considcrablj’ cuned : and
the caudal fin 1s slightly sinuatcd at the

extremity with rounded lobes. Its principal

food is small crustacca.
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PONGO. A quadrumonous animal, being
a species of the Orang-Outang, found in
Borneo ; cliaracterized by the extraordinary
size of its canine and incisor teeth, and by
its black hair being relieved with hair of a
dark red colour. [See Oraxo-Ootxno.]

PONTIA. A genus of diurnal Lepidop-
tera, containing numerous species, a few of
which are British. Some of the exotie species
have the under side beautifully marked with
red and yellow. Among the British species
we may mention the common White Butter-
fly

PoxTiA Brassic^, or Cabbage But-
terfly. This common and destructive
insect makes its appearance in our gardens
about the middle of May, and lays its eggs
on the under side of cabbage leaves. Both
sexes have the upper surface of all the
wings white, with the tip of the anterior
wings above block, the patch ou its inner
edge being indented, and the extreme tip
being -slightly irrorated with white : be-
neath, the under surface of the anterior
wings is yellowish, the base slightly irrorated

CABBAOE BOTISRFLT.—(P. aRASBIO.S.)

with dusky, and two transverse spots adorn-
ing the disc. The posterior wings are pale
yellowish, rather sprinkled with dusky. The
body and antennx are black above and white
beneath. There are, however, several va-
rieties of this Butterfly

;
slightly diifering

CAT»:BPtI.LiR AND OHRTaALIS 0» THE OAB-
BA')E BUTTERFLY.—(POHIIA BRASBtOS.)

from each other. The Caterpillar Is bluish-

green, with three yellow longitudinal lines,

one on the back, the others on the sitlcs ;

between these are several tubercular spots,

each bearing a small hair i the tail is block.

They are hatched in a few days, ond con-
tinue to feed together till the end of .June :

when they have found a convenient plocc to

attach themselves, they fasten their tall by
a web, and carry a strong thrcod of silk

round the up[)cr part of their Iwdy i after

hanging a few hours the chrysalis (which is

greenish, spotted with black, with three
yellow stripes) is perfectly formed ; and in
abont six days the butterfly appears. The eggs
laid by the second brood produce caterpil-
lars which feed during the remainder of the
summer, and remain in the pupa state during
the winter, to be hatched in the succeeding
spring. So prolific is this destructive species,

that were it not for the ichneumon fly, which
deposits her eggs within the body of the
caterpillar, and in the larva state continues
to prey on its vitals, the ravages of this insect

would be of the most serious consequence
to our vegetable productions.

PoNTiA (A nthocharis ) Cardamixes ;

Orange-tip, or Wood Lady Butterfly..
This beautiful species is commonly seen du-
ring the month of May, whether we walk
in the garden or stroll through the green
lanes. The upper surface of all the wings in
both sexes is white, with the base dusky ; in
the male the anterior wing is marked with a
small black lunule,from which a deep fulvous
spot extends to the tip 5 the tip itself being
black or dusky: the posterior wings have a
few dusky spots on the edge: beneath, anterior
wings white, with a white lunule in the
centre, the costa marked with a few black
dots, and the tip varied with a greenish
yellow : the posterior wings in both sexes
are alike beneath ; they are white, prettily

marbled with green and yellow. The body
is black above and white beneath ; autennse
white, annulated with light brown. The
caterpillar is green, with a longitudinal
stripe placed above the legs ; it feeds on the
Cardamine wipatiens, Brassica campestris,

&c. The Chrysalis is either green or brown,
with a fulvous spot on the wing-cases in the
male ; the middle is swollen and conical,
with the extremities much produced and
fusiform.

PORCELLANA. A genus of Anomurous
Crustacea, in general form resembling that
of the Brachyttra, and distinguished by a
fan-like caudal fin. The carapace is sub-
orbicular and depressed above. The pincers

FLAT-CLAWED PORCELAIN CRAB.
(POROELI.ANA PI ATTOBELEB.)

are strong, and little or not at all dentated :

the three succeeding pairs of feet arc nearly
cylindrical, and terminated by a conical
tarsus. The species here figured, I’nrccUana
Ijiatyc/ielcs, is found on the coasts of England
and France, and is about seven Hues long,
and of a brownish colour,

PORCELLIO. A genus of Isopoda, dis-
tinguished from the Onisci (true Wood-lice)
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by the number of joints of their lateral an-
teimaj, which are only seven. They are

PORCKr.LlO OKAKOr.ATUS.

found under stones, old logs of wood, &c.
Their food consists of decayed vegetable and
animal substances ; they move slowly when
in danger

; and they seldom come forth from
!

their retreats except in damp weather.

I

PORCUPINE. {U;/stHx.) A genus of
Rodent quadrupeds, characterized l>y having

j

the clavicles imperfect, two incisor teeth in
I each jaw, and four molars, both above and
: below, on each side : these have flat crowns,
surrounded by a line of enamel, which enters
into both edges, and appears to divide the
tooth into two portions ; the muzzle is thick
and truncated ; the lip divided ; the tongue
furnished with spiny scales ; the ears short
and rounded ; the fore feet furnished with
four toes ; and the hind ones with five, all

armed with thick nails. Many of them live

in burrows, and have much the habits of
rabbits ; but their grunting voice, joined to
their large and truneated muzzle, has caused
them to be compared to the hog. The sin-

gular appearance of this animal, so different
from that of the generality of quadrupeds,
must in the earliest ages have attracted the
attention of even the most incurious ; the
variegated spines or quills with which it is

covered naturally suggesting the idea of a
fierce and formidable animal : it is, however, i

of a harmless nature, and the quills are i

merely defensive weapons, which, when dis-
i

turbed or attacked, the animal erects, and

I

thus endeavours to repel his adversary.

I

The Co.MJiOK PoncupiXE {Hystrix crista-
' ia) is a native of Africa, India, and the In-
' dian islands ; and is also found in some of

j

the warmer parts of Europe. When full

grown, it measures about two feet in length,
' independent of the tail, which is five or six

!

inches. The upper parts of the animal are

i

covered with long, hard, and sharp quills ;

i
those towards the middle and hind part of

' the body being longer than the rest, very

COMMON POHCOl'INtt.—(HY3TB1X OBISTATA.)

sharp-pointed, and measuring from ten to

twelve or fifteen inches in length : they are

variegated with several alternate black and
wliite rings

;
and their root, or point of at-

iUatural ?gt^tory

;

tachment, is small. In their usual position
tliey lie nearly flat upon the body, with their
points directed backwards : but when the
animal is excited, they are capable of being
raised. The head, belly, and legs are covered
with strong dusky bristles, intermixed with
softer hairs ; and on the top of the head the
hair is very long, and curved backwards.
The Common Porcupine, though known from '

the earliest ages, lias given rise to numberless
fables, among which that most commonly
received is, that it possesses the power of
dafting its quills with great violence to a
considerable distance when irritated or pur-
sued. Perhaps in shaking the general skin
of its body, like other quadrupeds, it may
sometimes cast off a few of its loose quills to
some distance, and thus slightly w’ound any
animal that may happen to stand in itia

way : and this may have given rise to the
popular idea of its darting them at pleasure
against its enemies. In Bewick’s Qnadru-

I peds, the subject is thus mentioned : “ Upon
the smallest irritation it raises its quills, and
shakes them with great violence, directing
them to that quarter from w’hence it is in
danger of being attacked, and striking at
the object of its resentment with its quills

at the same time. We have observed, on an
occasion of this sort, at a time when the
animal was moulting or casting its quills,

that they would fly out to the distance of
a few yards, with such force as to l>end the
points of tljem against the board where the3’^

struck ; and it is not improbable that a cir-

cumstance of this kind ma3' have given rise^

to an opinion of its power to use them in a
more effectual manner.” The use of this

armature does not appear even now to be
w'cll understood : the most probable sup-
position, however, is, that it is merely for

defence, as, like the hedgehog, it has the
power of rolling itself up in a ball, and thus
presenting a phalanx of spears on eveiy’ side,

that renders the attack of most animals
fruitless. The Porcupine feeds principally

on roots, fruit, bark, and other vegetable
substances: it inhabits holes or subterraneous j

retreats, which it is said to form into several
j

compartments or divisions, leading only a :

single hole or entrance. It seldom leaves !

its burrow during the day, but makes its
;

excursions for food by night. It is a solitnrj'
j

animal, and becomes torpid during winter. -

The female produces two young at a birth. !

The Canada. Porcitpixe. dor-
\

sata.) This is a very unsightly and sluggish
|

animal, approaching somewhat to the form i

of a Beaver, and principally’ found in the ^

Northern States of the Union and in Canada. ;

It is not provided with the long quills so
\

remarkable in the common siiccics. its arma-
ture consisting of short, sharp spines, almost

concealed by the hair with which they are

intermingled. It is about two feet long, and
is remarkable for the length and fulness of I

its fur, which is soft, of a dusky* brown colour,

and intermixed with longer and coarser

hairs witii whitish tips : the head is short,

the nose blunt, the ears small and rounded,

the teeth very strong ; the limbs short : the

fect armed with strong, crooked claws.
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Small and insignificant as their spines may
appear, j’et they are capable of seriously in-
juring dogs and otlier animals that incau-

I

tiously attempt to seize the Porcupine. This
, animal makes its retreat amongst the roots

I of an old tree, and when not occupied in

: search of fruit, roots, and otlier vegetables,

I

is said to pass most of its time in sleeping.

I
The Prehensile Porcupine (Hystrix

I

prehensilis) is found in Brazil and other parts

I

of South America ; wliere it inhabits woods,

I
and occasionally clings to the branches of

j

the trees by its tail, in the manner of some

I

of the Opossum and Monkey tribes. Its

general length is about a foot, and the tail

about eighteen inches. The whole animal,
except on the belly and insides of the limbs,
is covered with short, strong, and very sharp
spines, of which the longest measure three
iuches, and are white with black tips. The
colour of the hair with which the under
parts are covered is a dusky brown. The
head is small ; the nose extremely blunt

;

the teeth very large and strong ; and the
ears short and rounded : the feet have four
toes each, with strong claws, and a tubercle
in place of a fifth toe : the tail is covered
with spines for about a third part of its

length ; the remainder being naked, and
strongly prehensile.

PORIFERA. The name given to the
lowest of the ciasses of organized beings in
tlie Animal Kingdom, including the marine
and fresh-water Sponges ; in which the
absence of characteristic structure does not
extend to external form alone, but is equally
remarkable in the internal arrangement of
the parts of which these beings are composed;
They possess nothing, in fact, beyond the
very simplest apparatus for reproduction .

nothing distinctly characteristic ofan animal
nature ; the only ohviouf vital action which
can be observed in their ordinary state being
a ra()id movement of fluid through their
channels. [See SfO.NOE.]

PORPOISE. (Phoccena vu/gang.') Of all

Cetaceous animals, this may be considered
the most common ; being found in almost
all the European seas, and on the American
coasts. In its general shape it so greatly
resembles the Dolphin (Detp/iinus aelphig)
os to be frequently confounded with it ; but
may be readily distinguislied by its shorter
snout, thicker head, and smaller size. It
rarely exceeds the length of six feet ; is of a
thick form on tlie fore parts, and gradually
tapers towards the tail, which is horizontal
and crcsceiit-shapcd, like that of other
Cetacea. Its colour is a bluish black nr a

very dark brown alKJve, and nearly white
underneath. The back fin, situated rather
nearer the tail than the head, is somewhat of
a triangular sha|>e, ami placed nearly up-
right. The spiracle or spout-hole is upon
the crown of the head, of a semilunar form,
and divided internally by a cartilaginous

membrane : the mouth is of moderate width;
the teeth small, sharp, and numerous. The
whole Iwdy Is covered with a coat of fat,

nearly an inch in thickness, beneath which
the flesh appears red and muscular, rcsem-
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bling that of the hog. The Porpoise feeds on
small fish, such as the Herring and Mackerel,
of which they destroy great numbers : they
root about the shores with their snout in
quest of food, like hogs, and are believed to
act in concert when in pursuit of their prey,
urging them from one bay or estuary to ano-
ther, deterring them from the shallow water,
and driving them towards each other’s

ambush, with all the art of a well-trained
dog. Before a storm, they may be seen gam-
boling and tumbling about (ns it is termed)
in the ocean, and they are occasionally ob-
served to congregate together iu large num-
bers. Their flesh was formerly considered
a great delicacy ; but is now seldom eaten.
The term Porpoige, Porpegse, or Porpus, is

said to be derived from the Italian Porcopescc,
or hog-fish, from the supposed resemblance
of its projecting snout to that of the Hog.

PORTUGUESE MAN-OF-WAR. (PA?/-
galia atlantica.) The name given by early
English voyagers to a species of Phygalia,
belonging to the group of Hydrostatic Acn-
leplice. It is an inhabitant of the sens of
warm climates, but a shoal of them are
sometimes driven into our bays, particularly
on the south-west const ; aud it has been
very probably mistaken for Argonauta Argo,
the Paper Nautilus, by those who have de-
clared that they have seen fleets of the latter
sailing. Tliesc Acalephie are characterized
by the presence of one or more large air-

sacs, by which great buoyancy is given to

them ; and it would appear that they have
considerable power over these organs. The
species we are now describing possesses a

ponToonEBX iiaw-ov-WAn.
(raTSALIA ATLAUTIOA.)

single large air-sac, beneath which the di-
gestive apparatus is disposed ; and the sac
is surmounted b-y a sort of crest, which pos-
sesses considerable muscular power, and is

eievated entirely abow the water, when the
animal is Moating nt the surface. The air-
sac is provided with two oriflecs, one nt eacli
extremity, through both of which air is forced
out when the bag is compressed by the hand;
each of these orifices is provided witli a little

circular muscle, which usually keeps them
closed, but which allows of their dilatation
during the continuance of the outward flow

R A 2
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;

of air. By ntral\s of this orirau. it apiv.irs,
they either t'orev ovit the air, or eoutpivss it

into a inueli smaller ivmi>ass, when they

j

wish to sink i ami distend tl\e sae wiven they
I
desire to rise. Wnn the under side of the

' air-S)\e there is a mass of short tiask-shaiHHl
1 apiH'nda^'s hanginj; dv'wn, whieh are ter-

I n\inate»l hy snekers, with an orilli'e in each.
I ^Vh^lst the lower snrfaee of the air-sac is
'

not itself aK'W six inehes fh»n one ei\d to
: the other, the tentaenla sv'inetimes hanj!

,
down like tlshing lines, to an extent of tlflix'n

:
or sixteen feet. Tltey generstlly iH>ssess an

;

active stinging jw'wer, and are alsv' very
' ev'ntraetile. av that they aix' aide to draw np
the prey whieh they have att.ackevl. It

wx'nhl seem that the' short snekers are at-

taehesl to the lanlies of animals thus on-
traptHHl ; and that the deri\-es its

nonrishiiH'nt hy imhiluitg their jniees

through the iHwes of these nnmervnis cirrhi.

IV K T I' N 1 11

.

1:. or VIX-VOOTHD
CB.MIS, A family of Brach.vnrons Ih-ns-

taeea imvstly found in the seas of warm cli-

mates, and vulgarly called f'mkf/iNj;

They are in getteral remarkahle for the
tlatness and great tnutsversed extent of Uteir

carapace, whieh in breadth is more than
double its length. Their general form uiws
not orvlinarily ditVer mneh fK'in that of the
greater ivvrt of the Caneerians. The last

pair of legs is flat and iwor-like : a structnre

which enables these eralw to swim with great

case : henee smne of the sjavies are found
at a great distance fh'in land. Svnne of
the.se are fotmd on onr owi\ cvvasts, one of

whieh. the small cv'inmon CraK is hawkevl
atxnit lamdon, and eaten hy the jarorer

cla-sses ; but the ime here flgurevl is the

f.ajsi eWhnrriii, whieh inhabits the coasts of

Bnuiil : it is about three inches in length s

of a yellow colour, with numerous whitish

siasts.

IVRZ.VXA. A genus of birvls belonging

to the family Rallkhr

:

by most authors it is

ineliided iu'thc genus iVfj,vM-’uefni, the tyi»e

of whieh is our Common Ck vkk (O . (-re.rX

To it belongs the Si'otteo It.u.i.iNfLK ft).

A'rciiaik a sjaa'ies whieh is not very eotutnon

in Britain ; on the npiaw side it is of an
oliix'-brviwn cxilour, with dusky streaks and
white siaits ; beneath, it is of an ashy-oli\e.

w ith white sia'ts. Mr. fioiild describes a flue

sia'cies in his .Australian Birds. This is

the Tokhn a ((Vfyy.l Ki.i MiNE v, or SiaiT-

TEi> Watkk-i'K IKK. This IJrallatorial bird

inhabits various |<arts of Australia ; and, like

its Kiuvia'an ally , .’.’o?): s jv-; 1 of l.in-

nteiisl tVvNiiienls iiiomvs s, reesl-besls, and the
iieiglilauirluaal of rivers clothed with deiiK
herVage 1 but the uniform gray tint of its

breast and under .siirfa,v. and itsMuallersise,
ate eharaelers by whieh it is readily distiu-
gnisluHl I'roiii it. The whole of the mnwr
siirfai'c is of an olive Cx'lour, w ith a broad
strii>e of blackish brown down the isentre,

and two oval simts ot white. Kmndesl alKOc
and below with black on the margin of each
well of every feather : primaries and ssnmii-

daries brown ; tail dark brown, marginevl
with lighter bix'wii, and w ith an indiratioii

of white siMts on the extreme idge ; face,

thtxiat, chest, and upi>er ixart of the alKlomen
dark slati>-gray : lower part of the alalomen
and flanks grayisli-blaek. cros.-sd bv nartv'W
irregular Imrs of white i under tail coverts
while 1 bill orange-reel at the l>a-se, and elark

olive-green for the remaiiuler of its length ;

tcet dark edive'-gteeu.

PflTfX^. f .Vye'/ihiHS ,/<TmiiKYM,eis.1 This
bird is a native of Jamaica, ami lielongs to

the Cxprimuti/iilir family. It is sixteen
inches long, ami in exiainse freuii the tip of
eae'h wing thirty-threx' iiiehe's and a half.

Vlumaee^ im'ttled with black, brown, gray,
and wnite i the while prevailing on the
terliarie's, tertiary-coeert.saml .si'apulars,thc

black iiiHiii the priniarie's and their cOierts ;

the tail-feathers barreel lrans\x'rse-ly with
black on a gra,v grv'imd, ami delicately niot-

tlexl ! tail breiad, ex'ry slightly roundeil :

inner surl'aee of the wings black. Biaittoji

with while'. On each side of the thnv«t is a
black slre'ak ; a bay tint prevails on the
breast i and seuiie of the feathers there have
breiad terminal S[Hits of black. Vndcr luirts

jiale gray : but every feather, of the whole
pliinutge is markenl w ith a blae'k siriiiedown :

the eentre. The K'ak is black : the tongue
sagittiform, slender towards the tip, re- .

verleil Ivarlis along the eslge.s. 1 rides oraiige-

coloiireil or brilliant straw-colour. Feet
whitish, and scurtV.
" The Totoo is not unfret^nently seen in

the evening, taking its station soi'n after
sunset oil some dead tree or feiiec-iHisl , or
floating by on noiseless wing, like an owl,
whieh the common iKX'ple siipiwxsc it to l>e.

Its plumage has the soft, puflv, iinwebl>esl
character whieh marks that of the owls, and

'

which prevents the imiMiel of its wings ii|xui

the air from being audible, notwithstanding
the iw'wer and length of those' organa. Xow
and then it is seen by day : but it is half
coneealeil in the biishv foliage of some thick
tree, whieh it can with dittieulty be indueol
to quit, distrustful of its iH'wers by day. As

|

it sits in the fading tw ilight, it ever and
anon utters a loud and hoarse Ao-A,x’, and
sometimes the same syllables are heard, in

a much lower tone, as if proceeding fivm
the depth of the throat. • « « If I may
imlge of the habits of the BotiX) (obsenes
>lr. Itossei (Voni what little 1 hare obserieJ

of it when at lilx'rty, and fyoiii the manners
of my captive siweiiiien. I presume that,

notwithstanding the iH'werfnl wings, it flies

but little ; blit that, sitting on some isost of

observation, it watches there till some ere-
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puscular beetle wings by, on which it sallies

out, and having captured it with its cavern-
ous and viscid mouth, returns immediately
to its station. Mr. Swaiuson appears to

consider that the stiff bristles with which
many Caprimulyidce are armed have a
manifest relation to the size and power of
their prey, beetles and large moths, while

' these appendages are not needed in the
swallows, their prey consisting of ' little soft

insects.’ But here is a species, whose prey
is the hardest and most rigid beetles, of large
size, and often set with formidable horns,
— which has no true rictal bristles at all.

« « • I have seen that which serves this

bird for a nest: it is simply a round flat

mat, about five inches wide, and little more
than one thick, composed of the fibrous

plant called Old Man's Beard (TUlatuhsia
usneoules.) It was found on the ground on
a spot whence the Potoo bird had just risen.

This bird is a permanent inhabitant of
Jamaica ; it is common in the lowlands of the
south side, and probably is generally dis-

tributed in the island : it is found also in
Brazil.”—Gosse’s Birds ofJamaica.

POTOROO. [See Kasgahoo Rat.]

POTTO. iCercoleptes caiidivolvus.) A
singular quadruped of South America, re-
sembling the Lemurs somewhat in its struc-

I
ture and aspect, but closely allied to the

;
CoATiMOXDi (A'osua), and, like it, con-

i sequently belonging to the order Carnivora.
: It has short round ears ; short nose

;
a

i tongue of great length ; a large prehensile

I
tail ; and eats like a squirrel, holding the

I

food in its hands. It is a noctumal ani-
‘ mal : climbs like a Lemur, with agilitj'

;

and is said to be n great destroyer of wild
1 bees’ nests. In captivity it is very mild,
and climbs about the chairs, &c. in a room,
if suflfered to go at large. [See KiitKAJOU.]

I

POUNDSTONE [also called QuoiT-
’ STo.VK.] A local name, in Oxfordshire and
the adjacent counties, for a fossil found in

^ the Oolite, belonging to the Sea-eggs or
Echinultz. The dairy-women in these coiin-

:
ties frequently use them as pound weights :

I
hence the name.

I PRAIRIE DOG. iArctomys Zudovicia.^
nus .) [See Marmot.]

i PRATINCOLE. (Glareola.) A genus of
! birds allied to the Plovers. They are cha-
, racterized by a short, hard, convex bill,

;
curved for upwards of half its length, and
compressed towards the point : legs feathered

I
nearly to the knee j toes, three before and

I

one behind ; claws long, and drawn to a fine
point ; wings very large, the first quiil-fcu-

;

thcr the longest i tail more or less forked.
lAingth upwards of nine inches. In Mr.

I Gould's * Birds of Europe,’ he observes that

!
tlie genus Olarcoln appears to be strictly con-

I fined to the Old World, no Transatlantic ex-

I

ample having ever been discovered. It may
be said to be truly a native of the eastern

I
provinces of Europe on the Asiatic borders,

I
and especially Hungary, where wide tracts

of morass and flat lands, alHjunding In lakes
. both fresli and saline, and traversed by

mighty rivers, aftbrd it food and security.
It is also abundant in Western Tartary. In
England it is only an occasional visitor, but
in Germany, France, and Italy, it is a bird
of periodical occurrence. “With the long
wings and forked tail of the swallow,” says
Mr. Gould, “ the Pratincole possesses that
rapidity and power of flight for which the
bird is so remarkable. It takes its food,
which consists of insects, and especially such
os frequent marshes and the borders of rivers,

while on the wing, darting along in the chase
with the rapidity of an arrow

;
nor is it less

distinguishable for celerity on the ground,
and often catches its prey as it nimbly runs
along. This elegant and graceful bird in-
cubates in the concealment afforded by reeds,
osiers, and tall herbage, laying three or four
white eggs.” A few months ago we had the
pleasure of seeing specimens of this curious
bird, brought alive to the Zoological Gardens
by Mr. Fraser. They seemed to be moping
and unhappy.

PRAWN. iPaiaemon serratus.) A crusta-
ceous animal; a speeies ofil/acrowra,orLong-
tailed Decapod, well known, and esteemed
as an agreeable artiele of food. The species
ordinarily sold in the fish-shops is the Pa-
Icemon serratus. It is generally about three
inches long, and of a pale red colour, which
is brightest in the antenna:, and especially in
the swimmeret of the tail. Its frontal spine
extends beyond the peduuele of the middle
antennse : it is curved upwards at the tip,

with seven or eight spines above, and five

beneath. They are taken on many parts of
the British coasts, but are by no means so
abundant as Shrimps. Some of the exotic
species acquire a very large size. [See Sji.-

LAtMOXIDAi.]

PRION. A genus of oceanic birds, belong-
ing to the Procellaridce or Petrel kind.
They are distinguished by a strong, stout,
and wide bill, very much depressed, the
upper mandible convex on the sides, ter-

minated by a compressed hook ; the edges
furnished internally with cartilaginous la-

B IOAD-BI1.I.BD PBTKXI..— (PRION VITTATUS.)

mcllm ; nostrils opening by two distinct
orifices, and disposed in tlic form of a short
tut)C. No hind too, but in place of it a very
small claw. In a letter addressed by blr.
Gould to the Zoological Society, dated Van
Diemen’s I,aml, May 10. 18.S1), several in-
teresting particulars are detailed relative to
oceanic birds observed by liiin on his voyage.

8 A 8
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Mr, Gould crossed the equator on the 7th
of July, having been more than twenty
days within the tropics, part of which time
tlie vessel lay becalmed. On the 23rd July
(laf. 31° Kf S., long. 24° W.) they were
surrounded by the feathered race. Inde-
pendently of an abundance of Cape Petrels,

two other species and three kinds of Alba-
trosses were observed. A few days after this,

they commenced running down their longi-
tude, and from that time until they reached
the shores of Van Diemen’s Land, several
species of Prucdlaridce accompanied the
ship. Mr. Gould found the Australian seas
inhabited by their peculiar Storm Petrels
CPhalassidroma), fourdistinct speciesofwhich
he had already observed since leaving the
Cape. “ From the westerly winds which
prevail in the southern hemisphere,” adds
Mr. Gould, “ between the latitudes 35° and
65°, I am induced to believe that a perpetual
migration is carried on by several members
of the oceanic family continually passing
from west to east, and circumnavigating
this portion of the globe. This remark
more particularly refers to the Albatrosses,
Prions, and other large kinds of Petrels ; the
same individuals of several of these species

having been observed to follow our ship for

some thousands of miles. Until I had ascer-

tained that they were nocturnal, it was a
matter of surprise to me how the birds which
were seen around the vessel at nightfall were
to be observed crossing our «'ake at day-
break on the following morning, the ship
having frequently run a distance of nearly a
hundred miles during the night.”

PBIONODON. A genus of quadrupeds,
of which the type described by Dr. Horsfield
is P. gracilis, a native of Java, partaking of

the structural character both of the Felidae

and Mvstelidce; though in its general eco-

nomy and habits it resembles the former
only. It has a long, annulated, and cylin-
drical tail ; light brown body, with four ver3'

wide dorsal bands and two narrow anal
bands ; 'two'broad ‘lateral stria;, the narrow
•cervical stria;, the numerous humeral and
femoral spots, and the seven caudal rings,

very deep brown. Air. B. H. Hodgson has
lately described other species of this genus
from India.

PRIONUS : PRIONIDiE. A genus and
family of Longicorn Coleoptcra. These
insects only fly in the evening or during the

night, and always settle upon trees. They
are known by the follorving characters : —
Eyes emarginate ; head not narrowed 1)C-

hind into a neck ; mandibles very large

;

palpi moderately long ;
labium small ; the

antenna: inserted between the base of the

mandibles and the eyes j and the thorax
generally square or transverse, and denti-

culated at the sides. The perfect insects

are generally of dark colours, and arc usu-
ally found on the trunks of trees : they
are very inactive during the day, but take

flight in the twilight. Several curious spe-

cies are found in South America and in

India i but not many inhabit Europe. The
transformations of Priomis coriarius are

thus described :—The larva, a broad, flattish.

white grub, with the body gradually nar-
rowed towards the posterior extremity, and
divided into a head of moderate size, thirteen
segments and an anal lobe ; the mandibles
are very powerful, but small and triangular,
and are emploj'ed in gnawing the wood.

8TAO-HORN BEETI.E
(PRIONDS OERVICORNIS,)

upon which the insect feeds. When frill

fed, it forms a large cocoon, chiefly com-4
posed of chips of gnawed wood, wherein it

passes its pupa state ; the antennse at that
time lying along the sides of the body, over
the elytra : before the larva undergoes its

change to a pupa, it instinctively bores a hole
close to the outer surface of the tree, in

order that the escape of the perfect insect

may be the more readily effected. The genus
|

comprises a very great number of species,

which, from the variety in the form and size

of their mandibles, antennas, thorax, and
abdomen, are divisible into many smaller
subgenera. Some (chiefly exotic species)

have the body elongated, kraight, with the
thorax much shorter than the abdomen, and
greatly curved at the sides, and the mandi-
bles of large size in the males. Otlscrs have
the body not so oblong, somewhat depressed
in front, and with moderate-sized mandibles
in both sexes, and the antenna; strongly
serrated in the males. The one here floured
is the Priomis cervicomis ; the larva; live in

the wood of the Gossampinus tree, and are

eaten by the natives of South America.
The largest of the tribe is also a native of
South America ; it is called Titamis gi-

ganteus, and well merits the name.

PRIVET HAWK AIOTH. [Sec SrniN.x
Lioustki.]

PROBOSCIDEzE, or PROBOSCIDI-A.NS. i

A term applied to those Pachydermatous I

animals which arc distinguished asi>osscssing
|

a prolonged prehensile snout or proboscis,

and having five toes on each foot, included
|

in a very firm, horny skin j ns the Elephant.
|
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PROBOSCIS MONKEY. [See Mon-
keys.]

PROCELLARIA. [See Petrel.]

PROCNTAS. A genus of Brazilian birds
remarkable for the enormous width of their
mouths, which enables them to swallow tlie

large tropical berries, on which, as Mr.
Swainson says, they wholly subsist, and not
on insects, as Cuvier asserts. Although, he
adds, they perfectly resemble the swallows
in the construction of their bills, their wings
are not formed for rapid flight ; and their

feet are much stronger, and calculated for

searching among branches for their food, in
which situations Mr. Swainson frequently
saw them.

PROCTOTRUPIDiE. A family of Hy-
menopterous insects, consisting of numerous
minute species, distinguished by having the
wings entirely destitute of, or with but very
few, veins ; and the body being extremely
long and slender. Their colours are gene-
rally' black, varied with brown: some fre-

quent aquatic plants, whilst others are found
in hot sandy situations, and the greater part
run and fly with great agility. They are
parasitic ; hnd some are so extremely small
as to be visible only to the naked eye when
creeping up the glass of windows opposed to
the light.

PROMEROPS. A genns of birds, many
of which arc remarkable for the beauty of
their plumage, and its singular arrangement.
They have an extensible tongue ; and feed
uimn insects, soft fruits, and the saccharine
juices of plants.

The SiTERB PROsrEROPS (Promerops su-
perbti) is four feet in length from the tip of
the bill to the end of the tail ; the tail being
extremely long in proportion to the body,
which is delicate and slender. In this re-
spect it resembles the Birds of Paradise,
which are inhabitants of the same region

;

os it also does in the metallic lustre of its

plumage. The feathers of the head, neck,
and under part of the body, are of a glitter-

ing green, and soft as the finest velvet. The
back is of a purple or violet hue j the wings,
which also possess a velvety texture, appear
blue, violet, or block, according to the light
in which they are held ; and the brilliancy
of the tail and wing-coverts may well be
likened to polished steel. On each side the
lower part of the body beneath the wings is

a thick and moderately long group of loose-
webbed, pendent, brownish fcatliers ; in
which, os well os in some other points, it

may be likened to the Paraditece. The legs
are of mo<lcrate length, strong, and black.
Native of New Guinea.

The Ran-BiLLEn Promerops. (P. cr;/-

throrhirnchu*.) This elegant species, which
is a native of Africa, is about fifteen inches
in length. Its general colour is black, with
varying glosses of red, violet, and golden
green : the red cost predominates on the
bead, the green on the wing-coverts, and the
violet on the back and tail : the latter is

very long and ciiiicated, the outside feathers
measuring about three inches long, and the
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rest gradually lengthening to the two middle-
most, which measure about eight inches : all

the tail-feathers, except the two middle
ones, are marked near the tip by an oval
white spot on each side the web ; the first six
quill-feathers of the wings have also a white
spot on the inner web near the tip : the bill

is rather long, slender, moderately curved,
and of a red or orange colour, as are likewise
the legs, which are rather disproportionately
short.

PROMINENT [MOTHS]. A name ap-
plied by collectors to diiferent species of
Jloths, of the genera Notodonia, Leiocampa,
Ptilodontis, and Lophopteryx.

PRONGBUCK, or Prono-horned Ante-
lope. (Antilocapra furcifera.) A species of
Antelope, Inhabiting the extensive plains of
the centre and west of North America in
vast herds. It is about four feet four inches
long, and three feet high ; the whole form
of the animal being peculiarly graceful and
elegant. The horns rise perpendicularly
from the front of the skull, and are perfectly
straiglit till within two or three inches of
the tips, w’hen they curve suddenly inwards
in the form of a hook : the horns below the

PEONOBOOX.—(ANT1I00APB4 POEOIFEBA.''

prong are like the antler of a deer, but above
they arc round, black, and polished. The
cars are long and pointed, the eves large and
animated, the tail short and bushy. The
hair, w'hich in the summer season has the
ordinary texture and appearance of other
Antelopes, l>ecomc8 os the winter approaches
long and tubular, and so inelastic that when
ressed it crushes like a dry reed : on the
cad, cars, and legs the fur is close and

smooth, but down the back of the neck it
is six inches in length, and forms a mane.
The general colour is pale fawn, the under
parts being white ; a broad disc of white
surrounds the tail

g and there are two trans-
verse white bands on the throat. Hike some
other species, it migrates from north to
south, according to the season, but is never
found to lulinblt forests or closely-wooded
districts. It is an active and vigorous ani-
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mal, though less enduring in its speed than
most other Antelopes.

PROPITHECUS. A genus of quadrupeds
allied to the Lemurs, but distinguished from
them by its shorter muzzle and its rounded
ears, as well as by the marked disproportion
in length between its hinder and anterior
extremities, the greater length of its hands,
and the shortness of its anterior thumb.
Fropithecus diadema : Length of body and
head, twenty-one inches ; tail, seventeen
inches. Face nearly naked. Above the
eyes, the long, silky, waved hairs which
cover the body commence by a band of yel-

lowisli white crossing the front and passing

beneath the ears to the throat ; the back of

the head and neck clothed with black hair,

which is freely intermingled with white on
the shoulders and sides, the white gradually
increasing towards the posterior portion of

tlie body : the under surface white through-
out.

PROSCOPIA. A genus of Locusts pecu-
liar to South America ; which have a mem-
branous pellet between the terminal hooks
of the tarsi, the antennse filiform, and the
posterior legs long and approximated to the

intermediate pair, which are remote from
the anterior pair. [See Locust.]

PROSTHEMADERA. A genus of birds

belonging to the family of the Honey-eaters.
It contains the PoB-Bino (_Prosthemadera
cincinnata), a Passerine bird of New Zealand,
the native name of which is Tui. It is thus

described by the Rev. W. Yate, a missionary

POE BIRD.—(PROSTHEMADERi CINCINNATA.')

there, belonging to the Church Missionary

Society. “ This remarkable bird," says the

writer, “ from the versatility of its talents

for imitation, has, by some, been called ‘ the

Mocking-bird and, from its peculiar plu-

mage, has by others been denominated ‘ the

Parson Bird.’ It is so restless in its dispo-

sition, as to seem incapable of remaining in

one situation, or unemployed, for a single

moment. There is not a note of any bird

of the woods but what It exactly imitates i

and when confined in a cage, it learns with

great cose and correctness to speak long

sentences. It imitates dogs, cats, turkeys,

geese, and, in fact, every sound which is re-

peated a few times in its hearing. Its size

is that of the thrush j and its plumage a

beautiful glossy black, with a few very tine

Natural ;

white hairy feather: scattered about the head
and breast, a few stronger ones about the
nostrils, and two small clusters of long white
feathers hanging down from the neck upon
the breast, resembling a pair of clerical

bands. Its eye is penetrating, and its voiee
peculiarly mellow. Its general food is flies

and small insects, which it is very expert in

catching ; supplying Itself in a very short .

time with great abundance. It also feeds
upon the berries of various plants, and will

not reject earthworms. This bird seems to

associate with every other warbler of the
wood ; and, next to the ground-lark, is found
in the greatest number of all the birds of
New Zealand. It is delicious eating. It

seems to be of a tender constitution, short-
lived, and not able to bear the extremes of

.

either heat or cold.”
j

PROTELES, or Aard-wolf. tProteles
'

Lalandii:) A carnivorous animal, about the
size of a full-grown fox, inhabiting the
southern parts of Africa. Tlie genus Pro-
teles, of which, as far as is at present known,
this is the only species, resembles both the
Civets and Hyaenas ; the teeth and pointed

j

head resembling the former, while its striped I

fur, and the stiff bristly hair which runs along i

the neck and back, give it the appearance of
!

the latter. The body is covered with coarse
\

woolly fur, the general colour being a yel-
|

lowish gray, radiated with transverse stnires

of dusky black ; and the tail is short and
;

bushy, 'it has five toes on the fore-feet, but
;

only four on the hinder ones ; the claws on
all being large and strong. It burrows like i

a fox, and, like that predatory animal, it

ventures abroad at night only in search of

its food, which consists chiefly of carrion and
the smaller kinds of vermiu.

PROTEUS. A very singular amphi-
bious reptile, peculiar to certain subterra-

nean waters, or underground lakes, of the

Tyrol. It is very eel-like in its appear-

ance and movements, but has four short

limbs. The waters in which it dwells are

sometimes dried up ; and W'hen this happens,

it buries itself in the mud. They retain

their external gills through life, the lun^s

not being developed sufficiently to maintain
respiration by themselves. It is particularly

found in the great Cave of Adelsberg, and

(PROTEDS ANODIN08.)

is known to the inhabitants of the country

Bela Riba, while' the Germans call it I)Vi.«s

pish. A live specimen was exhibited at the

Linusean Society in June, 1847. by a gentle-

man who had it in his possession for eighteen

months. The water in which it resides is

strongly impregnated with carbonate of lime:

but the party was not aware on what it fed.

The name Pkotei’S is also given to an

infusorial aiiimalculc (.Amoeba defflncns)
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! which Is often met with in some vegetable
infusions ; and, under the microscope, ap-
pears to consist of a mass of gray-looking
jelly, a film that can change its form at

will, and assume every diversity of outline.

Sometimes, as is stated by Mr. Kymer Jones,
you will find it shrunk up into a gelatinous
boll, then shooting out rays in all directions,

which appear like limbs, or moulding itself

' into any form adapted to the shape of ani-

: malcules it may choose to swallow for its

! food.

PSEUDOTETRAJCERA. The third
general section of the Coleoptera, comprising
those beetles which have the tarsi apparently

1

four-jointed, although in reality consisting
1 of five joints, the fourth being so exceedingly

1

minute as to have escaped the notice of the
tarsal systematists, who gave to these in-

sects the sectional name of Tetramera. Tlie

!
whole of them feed upon vegetable matter,

i and are found in their perfect state upon

1

flowers, leaves, or the bark of trees : the
' larvbe are fleshy grubs. Latreille divides

this section into seven groups or families—
the Rhyncophora (Curculio) j Xylophaga
(Scolytns, See ) ; Platysoma (Cucujus) ;

Longicomes (Cerambyx) ; Eupoda (Crio-

cercs) ; Cyclica (Chrysomela) j end Clavi-
palpi (Erotylidaj).

PSITIIYRUS. A genus of Ilymenop-
tcrous insects belonging to the family Apidm.

. 1,'ntil lately the insects of this genus were
confounded with the Humble-bees (Bomtms),
which in many respects they nearly resemble,
but differ widely from them in others ; viz.

they make no nests of their own, neither
do they collect food for their young, but,
like the cuckoo among birds, they deposit
their eggs in the nests of others, and leave
their young to be hatched and reared by
them. They may be distinguished also from

1 the Bomhi by the structure of their hinder
legs, the tibia being narrower and covered

i

throughont with hair.

P.SITTACID./E. The name of a tribe

of Scansorial Birds, of which the Parrot
is the type. They arc characterized by

1 their short, hard beaks, which^re generally
highly arched, and surrounded at the base
by a naked skin, in which arc the orifices

of the nostrils. They are natives of tropical
and the warmer temperate regions ; and
they subsist fur the most part upon fruits,

seeds, honey. Sec. Parrots, Macaws, Cock-
atoos, Sec., arc included in this numerous
family. [See Pakbots, &c.]

PHOCIDyE. A family of minute Ncurop-
terous insects, which fre<|uent the trunks of
trees, paiings, old walls, moss-covcie<l stones,

old lxx)ks, &c. for the purpose of feeding,
either upon the still more minute animalcuho
which inhabit those situations, or upon the
decaying vegetable matter to Ijc there met
with. The eyes arc semiglobosc, lateral,

and prominent ; the occill arc three in

number, and placed triangularly Ixttwccn the
eyes ; the antenna; are slender and setaceous;
the bo<ly is gilibosc, ovate, and short ; the
meso- and meta-thorax larger and deeply
impressed ; the wings arc hyaline, deficxed,

with conspicuous veins, the anterior larger
than the posterior, and often variegated and
coloured ; legs long and slender. These
insects are remarkably active, and when
approached they quickly endeavour to hide
themselves by running to some obscure place.

Towards the end of summer the perfect

insects sometimes appear in great numbers.
The larva differs from the imago in being
apterous, while the pupa has rudimental
wings.

PSOPHODES. A genus of birds belong-
ing to the family Melipliagldce

;

it contains
the PsoPHODES Crepitans, or Coach-whip
Bird. This is a shy and recluse bird,

peculiar to South Australia, and renowned
for the singularity of its note, wliich is loud
and full, ending sharply like the cracking
of a whip— whence its name. It rarely
exposes itself to view, but keeps in the
midst of the densest foliage and among the
thickest climbing plants, through which it

threads its way with the utmost ease. Its
actions are always animated and sprightly,
but particularly so in the spring, when the
males may often be seen chasing each other,
while they make the brushes ring with their
clear and voluble song, or rather whistle.
The male has the head, ear-coverts, cliin,

and breast black ; on each side of the neck
is a large patch of white ; all the upper
surface, wings, flanks, and base of the tail-

feathers olive-green : the remaining portion
ofthe tail-feathers black,the three lateral fea-
thers on each side tipped with white ; under
surface olive brown ;

bill black
;
feet reddish-

brown. The female may be distinguished
by her more obscure plumage and smaller
size. The food consists of various kinds of
insects, mostly obtained from the ground
by scratching up the leaves and turning over
the small stones. Besides its peculiar shrill

song, an idea of which it would he diificult

to convey in words, it possesses a low in-
ward song of considerable melody.

PSYLLA : PSYLLIDiE. A genus and
family of Homopterous insects, similar in
their general habit, as well as in their
saltatorial powers and deflexed wings, with
some of the Cicadee. They subsist in all

their states upon plants, and have received
spcciflc names from the various trees and
vegetables which they frequent. Their
larvBj have the body very flat, the head
broad, and the abdomen rounded behind

;

the pupa: are distinguished by having four
large and broad scales on the back, which
are the rudimental wings. Many species

in the preparatory stoges are covered with
a white cottony secretion, and their excre-
ment forms threads or masses of a gummy
sucrcous nature. Some siiecies also, by
puncturing vegetables, in order to suck the
sap, produce gall-like monstrosities, es-
pecially upon the leaves and buds. Two
species, J’tyUa jyyri and Chermes ninli, are
very injurious In orchards, the former to the
young shoots and leaves of the pear, and the
latter to the apple.

PTARMIGAN. {Lngnpus nmfi/s.l This
bird, which is also called White Grouse, is
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about fifteen inches long, or nearly the size
of the Red Grouse. Tlie bill is black

;
orbits

bright red ; the upper parts of the body pale
brown or ash, mottled with small dusky
spots and bars

j
the head and neck w'itli

broad bars of black, rust-colour, and white :

the under parts are white, as are also the
wings, excepting the shafts of the quills,
which are black. In winter this plumage is

changed to a pure white, except that in the
male there is a black line between the bill

and the eye. The tail consists of sixteen
feathers ; the two middle ones ash-coloured
in summer, and white in winter ; the next
two are slightly marked with white near
the ends, the rest are wholly black ; and
tlie feathers incumbent on the tail, and
nearly covering it, are white. The Ptar-

migan, or White Grouse, is fond of lofty

situations, and is found in most of the

northern parts of Europe, even as far as

Greenland : in this country it is only to be
met with on the summits of some of our
liigliest hills, chiefly in the Highlands of

Scotland, in the Hebrides and Orkneys, and
sometimes, but rarely, on tlie lofty hills of
Cumberland and Wales. The female lays

eiglit or ten eggs, which are white, spotted

with brown : she makes no nest, but deposits

them on the ground. These birds fly in

small flocks, and feed on the wild produc-
tions of the hills : their flesh is dark-coloured,

and has somewhat the flavour of the hare.

PTERICIITHYS, or WINGED FISH.
A fossil genus of fish found in the Old Red
Sandstone by Mr. Hugh Miller, and de-

scribed by him in his interesting geological

work. “ Imagine,” says he, “ tlie figure of

a man rudely drawn in black on a gray

ground, the Iiead cut off by the shoulders,

the arms spread at full, as in the attitude of

swimming, the body ratlier long than other-

wise, and narrowing from the chest down-
wards : one of the legs cut away at the hip

joint, and the other, os if to preserve the

balance, placed directly under the centre of

the figure, which it seems to support. Such,

at a first glance, is the appearance of the

fossil. Tlie body was of very considerable

depth, perhaps little less deep proportionally

from back to breast tlian the body of the

tortoises tlic under part was flat, the upper

rose towards the centre into a roof like
ridge, and both under and upper were co-
vered with a strong armour of bony plates,
which, resembling more the plates of the
tortoise than those of the crustacean, re-
ceived their accessions of growth at the '

edges or sutures. The plates on the under
side are divided by two lines of suture, which
run, the one longitudinally through the
centre of the body, the other transversely,
also through the centre of it ; and they cut
one another at right angles, were there not
a lozenge-shaped plate inserted at the point
where they would otherwise meet. There
are thus five plates at the lower or belly

|

part of the animal. They are all thickly :

tuberculated outside with wart-like promi- I

nences ; the inner present appearances in- i

dicative of a bony structure. The plates on :

the upper side are more numerous and more
difficult to describe, just as it would be diffi-

cult to describe the forms of the various
stones which compose the ribbed and pointed
roof of a Gothic cathedral, the arched ridge
or hump of the back requiring, in a some-
what similar way, a peculiar form and ar-

rangement of plates. The apex of the ridge
is covered by a strong hexagonal plate, fitted

upon it like a cap or helmet, and which
nearly corresponds in place to the flat cen-
tral part of the under side. There runs '

around it a border of variously-formed
.

plates, that diminish in size and increase in
:

number towards the head, and which are
'

separated, like the pieces of a dissected map,
;

by deep sutures. They all present the tu-
,

berculated surface. The eyes are placed in

front, on a prominence much lower than the

roof'Iike ridge of the back ; the mouth seems
to have opened, as in many fishes, in the

edge of the creature’s snout, where a line

running along the back would bisect a line

running along the belly ; but this part is less

perfectly shown by my specimens than any
other. The two arms or paddles are placed

so far forward as to give the body a dispro-

portionate and decai)itated appearance.
From tlie shoulder to the elbow, if I may
employ the terms, there is a swelling mus-
cular appearance, as in the human arm ;

the part below is flattened so us to resemble
the blade of an oar, and it terminates in a
strong sharp point. The tail— the one leg on

j

wliich, as exhibited in one of my specimens,
tlie creature seems to stand— is of consider-

able length, more than equal to a third of the
entire figure, and of an angular form, the

base representing the part attached to the

body, and the apex its termination. It was
covered with small tuberculated rhomlioidal

j

plates, like scales s and where the internal
:

structure is shown, there are appearances of

a vertebrated bone, with rib-like processes

standing out at a sharp angle.” The spe- >

cics has been named by Agpsiz, P. MUhri,
in honour of the accomidished author of

,

“ Tlie Old Red Sandstone.”
j

PTEROCERAS. A genus of Molliisrous
,

animals, inhahiting the Indian Ocean. The
head is furiiislied with a proboscis and two
tcntacula, whicli arc short i the eyes are

,

situated on foot-stalks longer tlian the ten-



tacula : foot small. The shell is oblong ;

. spire small j mouth terminated by a rather

I
long canal; right lip dilated into several

claws, and having a sinus near the canal

;

nivn-'s OI.AW.—(PTEBOCERA8 sooRrio.)

operculum homy. The appearance these
shells present at various periods is strikingly
ditferent. When the animal is young the
shell has no claws ; but they gradually make
their appearance, at first in the form of short
and Open canals, which by degrees assume
the length and curve of the adult and com-
pleted shell, and ultimately are closed up
with shelly matter and become solidified.

The number of claws varies in different spe-

cies : in some they are straight and smooth ;

in others they are numerous, but small

;

whilst many have these appendages very
much curved. Some of them exhibit the
most beautiful colours on their internal
surface. Our cut represents Pferoceros Scor-

pio: the Devil's Claw.

PTERODACTYLXJS. The name given
to a genus of extinct Reptiles, which are
supposed from their structure to have occu-
pied that share in tlie economy of nature
which is at present assigned to the Bats and
Insectivorous Birds. From the size and
form of the posterior extremities, the Ptero-
dactylus seems to have heen able to walk
and perch upon them, after tlie manner of
birds ; and by using lx>th its anterior and
posterior limbs, it could probably walk and
climb on rocks and cliffs, like Bats and
Lizards. They have been found in the lias

and oolite formations, greatly varying in
size, and generally mingled with the re-
mains of Dragon-flies, Beetles, and other
insects.

It appears that the opinions of philo-
sophers with regard to the true nature of
this extinct animal were various and con-
tradictory, until the reasonings of the great
French Naturalist solved tills zoological
puzzle. “ Behold,” says Cuvier, “ after
having built, as it were, the animal before
our eyes, an animal which, in its osteol^y,
from its teeth to the end of its claws, offers

all the characters of the Saurians ; nor can
we doubt that those characters existed in
its integuments and soft parts— in its scales,

its circulation. Us general organs. But it

was at the same time an animal provided
with the means of flight,— which, when sta-

tionary, could not have mailc much use of
its anterior extremities, even if it did not
keep them always folded, as birds keep their
wings,— whicli neverlhclc;i might use its

i small anterior fingers to siisiiend itself from
the branches of trees, but w'hen at rest must

have been ordinarily on its hind feet, like

the birds again ; and, also like them, must
have carried its neck sub-erect and curved
backwards, so that its enormous head should
not interrupt its equilibrium.” Dr. Buck-
land, whose attention has been especially
directed to the examination of extinct ani-
mals, dwells at considerable length on the
presumed habits and character of the Ptero-
dactylus ;

and exclaims," Thus, likeMilton’s
fiend, all-qualified for all services and all

elements, the creature was a fit companion
for the kindred reptiles that swarmed in the
seas or crawled on the shores of a turbulent
planet. With flocks of such-like creatures

flying in the air, and shoals of no less mon-
strous Ichthyosauri and Plesiosauri swar m-
ing in the ocean, and gigantic crocodiles

and tortoises crawling on the shores of the
primeval lakes and rivers, air, sea, and land
must have been strangely tenanted in these
early periods of our infant world.”

PTEROGLOSSUS. [See AirACAEi.]

PTEROMYS, or FLYING SQUIRREL.
[See SQUiiruEL.]

PTERONARCYS. A genus of Neurop-
tera first described by Mr. Newman. It is

allied IoPerla ; the finest species, Pferonar-
cys regalis, is a native of Canada and other
more nortlrem parts of North America.
Mr. Bamstorr, a gentleman belonging to the
Hudson’s Bay Company’s service, and who
has paid much attention to Natural History,
especially to that part of it which regards
insects, rhentious in his notes that the spe-
cies of this genus shun light, concealing
themselves during the day under stones in
damp places, and appear on the wing at

,

nightfall, when the air is charged with
moisture But the most remarkable fact

j

connected with tliis insect is the discovery
by Mr. Newport, of persistent branchiae in

I
the perfect state ; in the larva, and, it is

;
believed, in the pupa state, the insect lives

;
constantly in the water ; and in ordinary

! states of the atmospliere, such branchioe
would be no longer necessary, but in this
case their contiiiiuinee would seem a peculiar
provision of Nature suited to the damp at-
mosphere in which it lives,— Mr. Newport
observing, that “the function of branchial,
or aquatic organs, is equally well performed
in the open air as in water, so long os the air

is charged wltli a sufficiency of fluid to pre-
serve these organs in a healtliy state.” We
eagerly look for an elaborate memoir on this
anomalous occurrence from the pen of our
most talented comparative anatomist in the
field of articulated animals.

^th,

I PTEROPODA. The name of a class of
' klolluscous animals, particularly distln-
' giiishcd by the possession of a pair of fin-
llke organs, or wings, consisting of a natatory
expansion of the mantle on each side of the
neck, by the aid of which they are rapidly
proiiellcd through the water. Some of them
liave a shelly covering

; others arc unpro-
vided with such a protection ; but wherever
it cxi:.ts, it seldom covers more than the
posterior half of tlie body, and is extremely

I

light and delicate. Tlie head of these ani-
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mals is generally prominent, possessing eyes
and sensory tentacula ; and their internal
organization is of a very complex nature.
These animals abound in the seas of warm
climates ; to which, however, the species are
not restricted

; for some of them, as CHo
Voi'ealis, are so numerous in the Arctic Seas,
as at certain seasons to furnish whales with
their ordinary food. Mr. Arthur Adams
calls these little active and energetic mol-
luscs “ the very butterflies of the deep ;

”

“ insatiate and greedy, they are ever on the
move, spinning, diving, and whirling in
every direction.” They are stated to be aU
hermaphrodites.

PTEROPTOCHOS. [See Barking Bird
and CuEUCAN.]

PTEROPUS: PTEROPID^. A genus
and family of Mammalia, belonging to the
Cheiroptera, and distinguished as Frugiver-
ous Bats. The species are very numerous

j

they produce early
; and the sexes are sepa-

rately gregarious. They are found in the
south of Asia, the Indian Archipelago,
Japan, Madagascar, and Australia. The
Kalono, orFox Bat. {Pteropus Javanicus.)
This species, which is a native of Java, mea-
sures in the spread of the wings about five

feet. They congregate in companies, and,
selecting a large tree for their resort, suspend
themselves by the claws of their hind limbs
to the naked branches, affording to the
stranger a very singular spectacle : in short,

to a person unaccustomed to their habits,

they might be readily mistaken for fruit of
a large size suspended from the branches.
They thus pass the greater portion of the
day in sleep ;

but soon after sunset they
gradually quit their hold, and pursue their

nocturnal flight in quest of food. They
direct their course, says Dr. Horsfield, by an
unerring instinct, to the forests, villages,

and plantations, occasioning incalculable
mischief, attacking and devouring indiscri-

minately every kind of fruit, from the
abundant and useful cocoa-nut, which sur-

rounds the dwelling of the meanest pea-
santry, to the rare and most delicate pro-
ductions which are cultivated with care by
princes and chiefs of distinction. The flight

of the Kalong is slow and steady, pursued
in a straight line, and capable of long con-
tinuance.

PTFLINOPITS. A genus of beautiful

birds belonging to the Cohtmiidee family,

some species of which are natives of Aus-
tralia, and otliers distributed over the Indian

and Polynesian islands. The one we are

about to describe has been named by Mr.
Gould, in compliment to Mr. Swoiuson, the

celebrated naturalist.

Ptilinopds Swainsonti, or Swainson’s
Fruit-Pioeon. This bird has by many
autliors been considered as identical with
or as a mere variety of the Columba purpu-
ratn

;

but Mr. Gould was convinced, by com-
paring them, that tliey possessed characters

Buflicicntly different to constitute a distinct

genus. The forehead and crown deep crim-
Bon-red, surrounded cxccjit in front with a
ring of light yellow ;

back of the neck

iSatural ?§t£ftary

;

grayish green ; all the upper surface bright :

green tinged with yellow, the green becom-
ing deep blue towards the extremities of the
tertiaries, which are broadly margined with
yellow

; tail-feathers deep green, tipi>cd
with rich yellow ; throat greenish gray

;

breast green, each feather forked at the end,
and with a triangular silvery-gray spot at
each point ;

flanks and abdomen green,
with a large patch of orange-red in the
centre of the latter ;

under tail-coverts
orange-yellow ; thighs green ; bill greenish
black ; feet olive brown. The sexes are so

nearly alike as to render them scarcely dis-

tinguishable.

PTILOCERCUS. A genus of mammalia
allied to Tupaia, and remarkable for its tail

being fringed on each side, at the end, like a
quill. This remarkable genus was described
in February, 1848, by Mr. Gray, in a paper
read at the Zoological Society. Tlie only
species, Ptii.ocercus Lowii, was brought by
Mr. Low from Borneo. As that gentleman
has lately returned to Borneo, we may ex-
pect from him shortly, an account of the
habits of this very curious animal.

PTILOGONYS. A genus of Passerine
birds, the best known species of which is

Ptiloqokys Armillatds, found in Hayti,
.Tamaica, &c., and there called the Solitoire ;

remarkable for its singularly clear, slow,

and melodious notes. It is eight inches in
length, and its wings e.xpanded rather less

than a foot : the upper part of the plumage
is blue-gray ; wing-quills black isith gray4
edges, the bases of the interior primaries
white ;

breast asby-gray, paler beneath ;

tail black ; vent and under tail-coverts rusty
orange : bill black ; feet bright fulvous,

claws black. The following- description,

which is taken from Mr. Gosse’s charming
work, conveys a lively idea of this sweet
vocalist. “ As soon os the first indications

of day-light are perceived, even while the

mists hang over the forests, these minstrels

are heard pouring forth their wild notes in

a concert of many voices, sweet and length-

ened like those of the harmonica or musical
glasses. It is the sweetest, the most solemn,
and most unearthly of all the woodland
singing I have ever heard. The lofty lo-

cality, the cloud-capt heights, to which alone
the eagle soars in other countries,— so dif-

ferent from ordinary singing-birds in gardens
and cultivated fields,— combine with ^c
solemnity of the music to excite something
like devotional associations. The notes arc

uttered slowly and distinctly, with a

strangely-measured exactness. Though it

is seldom that the bird is seen, it can scarcely

be said to be solitary, since it rarely sings

alone, but in harmony or concert with some
half-dozen otliers chanting in the same glen.

Occasionally it strikes out into such an ad-

ventitious combination of notes, as to form

a perfect tunc. The time of enunciating a

single note, is that of the scmi-hrcvc. The
quaver is executed with the most perfect

trill. It reganls the major and minor ca-

dences, and observes the harmonj’ ofcounter-

point, with all the preciseness ol a perfect

musician. Its melodies, from the length
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and distinctness of each note, are more
hymns than songs. Though the concert of
singers will keep to the same melody for an
hour, each little coterie of birds chants a
different song, and the traveller by no acci-
dent ever hears the same tune. « « *. Its
plumage being blue passing into violet, it

has hence obtained the name of Bishop. It
is so sweet-throated, so flexible in its tones,
and so soft in its warblings, that those who
once hear it become somewhat measured in
their praises of the Nightingale. The notes
of its song are lengthened out like those of
a miserere. Whilst it sings it does not seem
to draw breath ; but it rests a double time
before it recommences, and tins alternation

'

j

of singing and resting will be continued for
two hours.” The foregoing account Mr.

,

Oosse derived from his ornithological friend
Mr. Hill ; and, after he had proved their
general correctness by auricular observation,
he hazards the very probable conjecture,

j

that •' these true melodies are peculiar to the

i

nuptial season, and indicate that the period

I

of incubation is either begun or near.” In
I the specimens which he dissected he found
I
no insects ; they were evidently baccivorous,

;

their stomachs being full of the green berries

i of the pimento.

PTILONORHYNCHUS. [See Satin-
Boweb-bird.

PTILORIS PARADISEUS. [See Rifle
Bikd.]

PTILOTIS. A genus of birds found in
Australia. Among the species particularised
by Mr. Gould, we may allude to the Ptilo-
Tis Orxatcs, a bird of Western Austra-

I lia. It is found among gum trees, searching

I

for insects, pollen, and saccharine juices.

I

It has a loud, ringing, and not unpleasing

I

sonnd, constantly poured forth. Its nest,

i

which is neat, small, open, and cup-shaped,
is generally suspended from a horizontal
forked branch

;
and is composed of fine

vegetable fibres and grasses matted together,
with spiders’ webs, and sometimes wool.

Ptilotis Plcmulus. This bird, which
is also an inhabitant of Western Australia,
is distinguished by its note— ioud and shrill,

like the sportsman's pea-whistle, continued
without intermission for a great length of
time.

PTINID.^;. A family of Coleopterous in-
sects, comprising a rather extensive group,
which, though small in size, are of very de-
structive habits. The boily is of an oval or
fulxiylindric form, generally short and ob-
tuse at each end i head small ; antenna)
long, and flliform or serrated s mandibles
small

;
palpi short ; tarsi five-jointed, and

occasionally very broad. When touched,
I
they counterfeit death by withdrawing their
he^ and antenna), and contracting their
legs. Some species are found in old Mouses,
rotten palings, stumps of decayed trees, &c.,
wliich their InrvtB perforate in every direc-
tion ; others feed upon collections of dried
plants, skins of insects, &c. ; wliilst others
attack our household furniture, books, &c. ;

in short, there arc some which will devour

almost any substance they come in contact
with, whether it be ship-biscuit or Cayenne
pepper, old woollen clothes or rliubarb, tlie

wheat deposited in our granaries, or the
timbers witli which they are constructed.
That alarming insect, Andbium tesselatum,
or the Death-watch, is the largest British
species belonging to the family s and to it

we refer our readers for further particulars.

PTINDS. A genus ofColeoptera belonging
to the family Ptinidee. The body of these
Insects is of rather solid consistence, some-
times ovoid or oval, and sometimes cylin-
drical, but generally short, and rounded at
each end : the head is almost orbicular, and
received in the thorax, whicli is swollen, or
hood-shaped ; the antenme of some are fili-

form, or become gradually slender to the

PTINUS FUB.

tip, while others terminate in three joints,

abruptly thicker and longer than the pre-
ceding joints ; the mandibles are short,
thick, and toothed. All tliese insects are of
small size

;
and their colours are always

obscure, and but sliglitly variegated. JPtinus

fur, the species here figured, has the antenme
Inserted below the eyes, and the body is

oblong. They frequent houses, and espe-
cially granaries. Their larva) devour dried
plants, and the prepared dry skins of ani-
mals. The antenna) of the males are longer
tlian those of the females, and in many spe-
cies the latter ore wingless.

PUFFIN. {Fratercula A rctica.') The
Puffin belongs to the sub-genus Pratercida;
and is about twelve inches long. It has a
very large singular looking bill, which has
the appearance of a sheath slipped over both
mandibles ; it is curved towards the point,
compressed vertically, and transversely fur-
rowed on the sides ; the chin and checks are
white, bordered with gray, the latter much
uffed up with feathers, which make the
cad look large ond round. The crown of

the head and upper part of the plumage are
black, and a collar of the same colour en-
circles the neck : the under parts arc white.-

and the legs are orange. The Tuflln can fly

with great rapidity when once upon the
wing. In tempestuous weather ft takes
shelter In the holes of caverns and rocks, or
in those made by tlie rabbit on the beach,
where it sits dozing, in snug security, till

the return of calm weather i for they arc
unable to brave the storm. They live clilcfly
upon small crustaceans, sea-weed, &c., ns it

is said
( but It is evident, from the structure

3 B
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and great strength of their bill, that they are
able to crush and pluck out other kinds of
shell-fish. The female deposits her single
whitish-coloured egg in a hole dug out and
formed in the ground, by her mate and her-
self, or in one ready made by the rabbits,

COMMON POBtlN.—(B'KATiLHOOI.A AROTIOA.)

which they easily dislodge. Puffins are met
with on almost all the rocky cliffs on the
coasts of Great Britain and Ireland, and on
many of the surrounding islands, in immense
numbers. They are gregarious and migra-
tory. They hatch their young early in
July ; from which time till about the middle
of August they are employed in nurturing
and rearing their brood : which being done,
the whole company leaves the breeding-
place, and pursues its route to other regions,

more suited to their future exigencies.

PUFFINXrS. A genus of web-footed birds

allied to the Petrels. The nostrils have se-

parate openings, and the end of the lower
mandible is bent downwards.
Our British species, which is called the

Manks Pktrel, and sometimes the Sufau-
WATEit or ScRABE iPifffinus anglorum), has
the wings longer than the tail ; it is of a
black colour above, and is white beneath,
the sides of the neck being freckled with
black and white. It arrives at its breeding
places in March, and generally leaves in

August. They breed on the Isle of Man in

rabbit-holes, in the Scilly Islands, and in

different jiarts of Scotland. The young are

fat, and sought after by the inhabitants, who
salt them and cat them with potatoes and
cabbage : the feathers also are collected.

Another closely allied and widely distributed

species is

The Sooty Petrel {Pvffiims major) is

mentioned byono of our voyagers os frequent-

ing some of the tufted, grassy parts of the

South Sea islands in astonishing numbers.
It is known that these birds make burrows in

I

the ground, like rabbitsj that they lay one or

two enormous eggs in these holes, and bring
I up their young there. In the evening they
i come in from sea, having their stomachs filled

i with a gelatinous substance gathered from
the waves; and tliis they eject into the throats

, of their offspring, or retain for their own
nourishment, according to circumstances.

A little after sunset, the air at Preservation

Island used to bo darkened with tlicir
^

numbers
; and it was generally an hour be-

fore their squabblings ceased, and every one
had found its own retreat. These birds are
about the size of a pigeon, and when skinned
and dried in smoke we thought them pas-

^

sable food. Any quantity could be pro-
;

cured, by sending people on shore in the i

evening. The sole process was to thrust in
'

the arm up to the shoulder, and seize them '

briskly ; but there was some danger of
j

grasping a snake at the bottom of the burrow, !

instead of a Petrel.
Capt. Sir James Clark Boss, in his Voyage

&c. to the Antarctic Regions, observes that
when in lat. 47° 17' S. loug. 58° 50' E. “ we
were accompanied on our course by many

;

of the great Albatross, and the large dark
;

Petrel, and still more numerously by the
;

speckled Cape Pigeon (Paption capensis) and
Stormy Petrel, oftwo or three different kinds.
These birds added a degree of cheerfulness
to our solitary wanderings, wliich contrasted
strongly with the dreary and unvarying still-

ness of the tropical region, where not a sea-
bird is to be seen, except onl3’ in the Weinity
of its few scattered islets, which is the more '

remarkable where the ocean abounds so plen-
tifully -HTith creatures fit for their food. [See .

Tualassidroma.]

PUG [MOTHS]. A name applied by
collectors to various species of Moths of the
genus jEupit/iecia.

PULEX. [See Flea.]

PUTiJIOGRADA. [See Acalepha.]
^

PUXiMONARIA. The name of an order
of the Arachnida, or Spiders, having small
foot-like palpi, not terminating in pincers ;

and the Pedipalpi, or Scorpions and their

allies, having very large palpi, which termi-
nate in pincers. [See Aracu.nida.]

PULMONEA ; or PULMONATA. The
name of an order of Gasteropodous Molluscs, '

comprehending those wliich breathe air, to

which the blood is exposed while circulating
through a vascular network which lines the
internal surface of the bronchial cavity.

Although the greater part of the Molluscs
of this order live on land, some are aquatic j

but these are obliged to come occasionally
to the surface to breathe. They all feed
upon vegetables, and many of them do so

exclusively j but some are extremely vora-
cious. Those without a shell, commonly
known as Slugs, constitute the famil.v Lima-

j

cirux. Those which have a shell, viz. the

Snails and their allies, constitute tlie family
Ilclicince.

PUMA. (FeU.i concolor.) This animal,
which is the largest of the feline species

found in America, and has sometimes been

termed the American Lion, is about five

feet from nose to tail ; the tail itself mea-
suring somewhat more than two feet and a

half. The Puma is of a brownish red colour,

with smalt patches of rather a deeper tint,

wliich arc only observable in certain lights,

and disappear entirely as the animal ad-

vances in age : the breast, bellj', and insides

of the thighs arc of a reddish-ash colour |

the lower jaw and throat entirely white i



and the tail of a dusky ferruginotis tinge,

with a black tip. When at a mature age,
however, its general colour is a silvery

fawn. The Puma was formerly found in

most parts of the American continent, and
is still numerous in South America ; but

PnSlA.—(FEL,1» COJJCOLOB.)

the advance of population in the north has
rendered it scarce. It is a savage and de-
structive animal, possessing all tlie watchful
caution of the cat kind ; and although it

generally confines its attacks to the smaller
' quadrupeds, it will sometimes attack those
' of large size and strength. When domesti-
cated, (os it is occasionally,) its manners
closely resemble those of the common cat,

i showing its fondness at being caressed by
;
the same kind of gentle purring. It can

; climb trees with great facility, and will
' watch the opportunity of springing on such
animals os happen to pass beneath. In the

;
day-time, however, it is seldom seen, the
night being the time it selects for commit-
ting its depredations. It is asserted that
the Puma always kills its prey by springing

,

on the shoulders, and then drawing back
: the head with one of its paws, until the ver-

I

tebrse break.

! PtTNDIB. The local name in Oxford-
shire and the adjacent counties for an oolite

fossil belonging to the genus Terebratula.

PUPA. A genus of Mollusca, which de-
rive their name from the resemblance of the

POPA OVA.

shell in shape to the pupa or chrysalis of an
Insect. The shell is cylindrical ; spire long.
Animal like the Helix.

PURPI-K EMPEROR [BUTTFREEY].
A name given by insect collectors to Butter-
flies of the species Apalura frit.

PURPLE CRACKLE. [Sec Quiscalos.]

PURPURA. A genus of Mollusca, found
most abundantly in the seas of wann cli-

mates, where the shells attain a very large

size. They are thick and oval, either smooth
or tuberculatcd i spire short. A few species

are met with in Europe, chiefly found on or

near the sea shores. It was from the Pur-
pura palula, as is supposed, that the Roman

purple dye was obtained. There are very
many recent species, and a few fossil.

PUSS MOTH. [See Cbrura Vinola.]

PYCNOGONXTM. A genus of Crustacea
belonging to the group Podosomata, and
forming as it were a connecting link with
the A ? ac/mK7a or Spiders,with which some
naturalists used to class them. There are
several genera belonging to the same group,
all of which are marine. These animals
conceal themselves among sea-weeds and

i

corallines, and under stones ; and they are !

not unfrequently dredged in deep water.
Their motions are very slow, so that their

prey must be either dead animal matter or

PYCNOOOBOM I.TTTOBAI.E.

living animals as sluggish as themselves.
They are said to live chiefly on the animals
of bivalve shells, and on minute insects and
worms. The species here figured, P, littm-ale,

is not uncommon on our coasts ; b.v Linnaius
it was believed to be parasitic on whales.
The female. Dr. Johnston informs us, carries

her innumerable ova, enveloped in a broad
square gelatinous membrane or apron, under
the body between the legs, where they are
attached in front to a pair of filiform jointed
organs. M. Kroyer has lately published in-
teresting descriptions and figures of the me-
tamorphoses of this and the allied genera.
They would seem to be softer and larger-

bodied proportionally than in the perfect
state, in which it is represented in the above
figure.

PYRALIDiE. A family of Lepidopterous
insects, moderate in extent, belonging to the
general section IIetkrocera. The species
arc of a small size, having a slender and
elongated body : the aiitennai are simple, or
but slightly ciliated in the malesj the labrum
and mandibles small i the labial palpi often
greatly elongated and porrcctcd, but occa-
sionally recurved

;
the head is sometimes

furnished with a pair' of ocelli i and the
thorax never crested. The wings arc of
moderate size, and generally jdaced in a tri-

angular form during repose, the anterior
ones being slightly angnlnted at the tip :

the legs are ordinarily very long, especially
the fore pair, the coxso of which arc nearly
ns long ns the tiliin;, thereby indicating the
great activity of movement so frequently
exhibited by these insects. Owing to the
fore legs of some of the species being orna-
mented with fascicles of hairs cn]>nblc of
expansion, they have received the name of
"fan-footed" moths. The caterpillars arc,
in general, long and slightly hairy. For

8 D 3
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the most part they have only three, but
sometimes four pairs of ventral feet.

The ^enus Hypena and its allies are the
largest in the family ; the species are found
in hedges, and amongst low herbage ; the
larva! are well distinguished by having only
three pairs of ventral feet ;

and the chrysalis
is enclosed in a slight cocoon in a leaf rolled
up by the larva. The species of Pyrausta (P.
purpuralis) are gaily coloured insects, which
frequent hedges, and revel in the sunshine,
hovering over grassy spots, but Immediately
settling as soon as the sun is overclouded

j

whilst those of Hydrocampa and its allies

frequent aquatic plants, upon which the
larvae feed.

PYRAIJS. A genus ofPyralidous Moths,
one species only of which deserves notice, as

its caterpillar sometimes greatly injures
several ditferent sorts of vegetables. This is

the Caebaok-Garden- Pebble Moth
iPyralis forjicalis). The head, back, and
upper wings of the Moth are hazel brown,
and brownish gold j

the antennae light

brown ; the abdomen and under wings
whitish. On the upper wings are two dis-

tinct and two faint deep rusty brown stripes.

The under wings have a brownish-yellow
curved line, towards the outer edge. Breadth,
one inch. The first brood flies in May, and
the second in August. The caterpillar is

found in May and June, and the second
generation in September and October. It

has a light brown head, and a yellowish

green body, with blackish stripes running
lengthwise, and blackish dots, having fine

white lines between, and white incisions and
spiracles. Its length is about eight lines.

When these caterpillars are numerous, they
do important damage to the cabbage tribe

and horse-radish. There is scarcely any
other means of destroying them, than that

ofshaking them off, and burying them imme-
diately.

PYRAMIDEIiLA. A genus of Mollusca,
witli pretty little spiral shells, found in the

Indian and American seas ; and of which
there are both recent and fossil species. The
shell is pyramidal, smooth, and polished

;

spire long, pointed, and composed of nume-
rous whorls ;

outer lip somewhat expanded;
columella tortuous, with several folds.

PYROCHROIDA?. A family of small

Coleopterous insects, found in the spring and
early part of the summer. The^ front part

of tlie body is narrow and flat, with the neck

distinct, and the tliorax sub-orbicular : they

are generally gaily coloured and active in

their fliglit ; they frequent leaves and flowers,

but tlic larvoe are found under the bark of

trees and in rotten wood. The only British

genus is Pyrochroa, distinguished by its pure

red colour.

PYROMELANA. A genus of Grosbeaks,

distinguished by the fine red and biack

colour of the plumage. [See Grosbeak.]

PYROSOMA. The name given to certain

compound Ascidians, remarkable for their

brilliant phosplioric luminosity : they arc

marine.

PYRUIjA. A common and numerous
genus of Mollusca, chiefly found in the In-
dian Ocean and Red Sea. The shell is large
and pear or fig-shaped ; the spire short, and
sometimes flattened

;
aperture wide, termi-

nating in a long, open canal ; outer lip thin;

columella smooth ; operculum horny. In the

rvROLA nous.

British Museum is a specimen of a Pyrula
;

bezoar that appears to have grown with
perfect regularity until the formation of its

last half whorl, whicli is thrown considerably
more than half an inch out of its proper
position by a group of barnacles. These
shells had probably attached themselves to

|

the back of the Pyrula at an earlier stage, ,

and as the latter had Increased in size at

length filled the place that should have been
occupied by the inner lip, which, on meeting
with this interruption, diverged from its

course, and was tlHOwn over the barnacles.
'

Had the shell not been taken until a later

period, there can be little doubt that the

animal would have at length destroyed the

barnacles, and completely hidden thern from
view, although it would appear that it had
not the power to remove them by absorption

while they retained their vitality.

PYTHON. A name given to the great

constricting serpents of the Old World. The
size to which the Pythons grow is fully equal
to that attained by the Boce, if it does not
exceed it : some have been seen upwards of

thirty feet long ;
and their strength is pro-

portionate to their gigantic size. Indeed, a

good idea of tliese reptiles may be gatliered

from the article Boa [which see]. At the

same time it may not be amiss to give the

reader an example of the Python’s nature,

ns related by Mr. A. Adams, of H.M.S.
Samarang, while in the Philippine Archi-

pelago (March, 1844) :
“ While lying in the

truly delightful bay at this place [Manilla],

a trifling incident occurred, showing the

extreme vivacity, and rapidity of movement,
in the larger serpents, even in those of the

Bon tribe, especially when, first captured.

Tlicy arc, indeed, then very different from

those apathetic listless monsters one sees

coiled up in blankets, at Zoological Gardens

and in menageries. Sir Edward Belcher

had n very beautiful specimen of the Python

Schneidcri presented to him, about twelve

feet long, and having one day given it a

chicken, the reptile, as usual, compressed it

nearly to dentil, within the muscular folds

of its body, when one of the bystanders.
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;
more tender-hearted than the rest, begged

I the life of the fowl. I had no sooner, liow-
! ever, introduced my arm with that benevo-
lent intention, than throwing back its licad,

and unwinding its body from its prey, ‘ the

j

spiriti'd, sly snake,' as Milton would liave

I termed it, darted at my hand with the great-

I
est velocity, and held me fast with its teeth,

I by the ball of the thumb, nor was it without
I some trouble that 1 was able to extricate
myself, owing to the fact that the long,

I

sharp, curved teeth of a serpent all point

;
backwards. Some time after this event the

i death-warrant of the poor reptile was sealed,

I
and I appointed myself his executioner.”

QtTADRUMANA. The name of an order
' of .Mammalia, characterized by the four
; limbs being each terminated by a Aand; ns

I the Ape, Baboon, &c. The term Quad-

j

rumana, or four-handed, does not, how-
I
ever, correctly apply to all the animals thus

i
designated ; the thumb on the hands, or

I

fore extremities, being wholly or in part

I
wanting in the monkeys of the Western He-

i misphere. There are very marked dif-
' ferences among toe tribes of this order, as to

!
the degree in whi ..i they approach Man in

!
their general conformation; some of them

I
bearing a strong resemblance to him in

I structure, aspect, and gait ; whilst others
' are but little removed from the ordinary
Mammalia. In their food and habits of

;

life, also, there is great variety. Some live
i solitarily or in pairs ; but the larger pro-
portion congregate together : some dwell on

1
the ground or inhabit rocky heights, while

j

others are altogether arboreal, and spend
!
their lives among the branchy foliage of the

I

forest. The three families or tribes which
I this order includes ore thus distinguished

:

1. SiMiAD.c, Monkeys of the Old World; 2.

Ckbid.e, Monkeys of the Mew World; and 3.

! the Lemur tribe. But the reader
is referred to the words, Ape, Ouano-
Oltasg, Baboox, Mo.vkey, &c., for further
information applicable to the particular

; species.

I
QUADRUPEDS. In this familiar term

! is comprehended a large and most important
class of terrestrial animals ;

whose essential
' characters are— that their bodies arc co-

i

vered with hair ; that they have four feet ;

;
that the females arc viviparous, or bring

;

forth their young alive ; and that they
I suckle them.
I Although the word Quadruped is not used,
I in a strict zooiogical sense, as indicative of a
particular group of animals, yet a few ob-
servations under this head, though trite,

appear to be not wholly uncailed fo'". Widely

I

(lifTcrent from each other os many of the
! genera arc, no one can fall to notice how
!

admirably ailaptcd they all arc by Nature
to fill their respective stations. Some have
limbs formed to support a vast unwieldy
frame, and possess neither flexibility nor
Ijcauty. The Elephant and the Rhinoceros
have legs resembling pillars ; they are not

i
destined to pursue other animals for their

! support ; and, conscious of their own su-

perior strcngtii. there arc none whicli they

i
study to avoid. Deer, Hares, and other

animals whose safety depends on flight, have
slender legs, and are so formed as to escape
from their pursuers by superior swiftness.
Beasts of prey have their feet armed with
sharp and powerful claws ; while, on the
contrary, animals of peaceful habits gene-
rally have hoofs. It is also ordained that
those animals which are large and formida-
ble produce but few at a time, while such as
are small are extremely prolific : were it

otherwise, many of the former would perish
for want of food, and life would be indulged
without the necessary means of subsistence.
Besides, did the Elephant or the Rhinoceros,
the Tiger or the Lion, possess the same de-
gree of fecundity with tire Rabbit, all the
arts of Man would be unequal to the contest

;

and he who now styles himself “ lord of the
creation,” would soon become its most abject
siave.

QUAGGA. (Asi7ius Quagga.') This ani-

mal is an inhabitant of the southern parts of
Afriea, and bears a great resemblance to the
Zebra. It is less, however, than the Zebra,
with the hinder parts higher, and the ears
shorter. The head, neck, mane, and shoulders
are blackish brown, banded with white ; the
ground colour gradually becoming paler, and
the bands less distinct and diffused, ns we
proceed along the back towards the rump,
which is grayish ; the hind parts being rather
spotted than striped. The dorsal line is

black, margined on each side with a white

,«u«OaA.—(ASItoOS QUAOOA.)

line : belly, tail, and legs whitish ; ears with
two irregular black bands and white tip.

Tire Quagga is n social animal, living in
large troops, is much more tractable than
the Zebra, and is said to be occasionally used
at the Cape of Good Hope for domestic pur-
poses. Notwithstanding this mildness of
character when domesticated, it is exceed-
ingly fearless in its native plains, and is

even said to be more thair a match for the
llyajnn, fighting desperately Iroth with its

hoofs and teeth. Though it inhabits tire

same parts of Africa, it never associates with
the Zebra. The Quagga has received a va-
riety of names fVom authors ; thus Pennant
terms it the Quacha, Masson the Opeagha,
and Spnrrman the Quagga; a name, Mr.
Gray observes, derived fVom Its voice, which
resembles the barking of a dog.

QUAIL. (Cotiirnix vulgaris.^ This bird
greatly resembles the Partridge, but is

8 B 8
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smaller, has a more delicate beak, and no
spur on the legs. It is about seven inches
and a halfin length. Bill dusky, eyes hazel

:

the feathers of the head, neck, and back are
a mixture of brown, ash, and black ; the
hinder part of the neck and crown of the
head are divided by a long pale yellow line ;

the chin and throat are white, bounded by a
black crescent, which is deepest in front

;

the breast is of a yellowish-red, spotted with
black ; the scapular feathers are marked by
a light yellowish streak down the middle of
each j quills lightish brown, with small rust-
coloured bands on the exterior edges of the
feathers ; the breast is pale rusty, spotted
with black, and streaked with pale yellow ;

the tail barred like the wings
;
belly and

thighs yellowish white ; legs pale brown.
The female's plumage is less vivid, and the
wing-coverts are barred with yellowish
white. She lays from eight to a dozen eggs,
of a yellowish colour, with dusky spots and
blotches.

Quails are very generally diffused through-
out Asia, Africa, and the southern parts of
Europe, but are more rare in northern and
temperate climates. In the British islands
they are never abundant. They are mi-
gratory, and are seen in immense flocks
flying across the Mediterranean, from Europe
to the shores of Africa, in the autumn, and
returning again in the spring, frequently
alighting in their passage on the intervening
islands. Such prodigious numbers have ap-
peared on the western coasts of the kingdom
of Naples, that a hundred thousand have
been taken in a day within the space of four
or five miles. From these circumstances
(observes Bewick) it appears highly probable
that the Quails which supplied the Israelites

with food, during their journey through tlie

wilderness, were driven thither on their pas-
sage to the north, by a wind from the south-
west, sweeping over Ethiopia and Egypt
towards the shores of the Red Sea. Quails
are said to be very indolent birds j they
usually sleep through great part of the day,
concealed among the high grass, lying on
their sides, with tlieir legs extended, and
should a dog approach, he must absolutely
run in upon them before they are flushed.

Tlie males are birds of great courage, and
their quarrels frequently terminate in mu-
tual destruction. Quail-fighting was prac-

tised by the Greeks and Romans ; and we
are informed that Agustus punished a prefect

of Egypt with death, for bringing to his

table one of these birds wlrich had acquired
celebrity by its victories ! The Chinese are

much addicted to the sport

;

and it is said

to be also a common practice in some parts

of Italy.

Tlie Chinese Quail (Coturnix excalfac-

toria) is an elegant little species, measuring
only four inches in length. The male has
a triangular deep black spot on the throat

:

from the base of the beak extends a white
whisker, surrounded by black ;

below which
is a pure white gorget, bordered with black :

the forehead, breast, and sides arc of a lead

colour, the latter marked with black bands :

the middle of the belly, the thighs, and the

abdomen are red chestnut ; the upper parts
of the body and the tail-coverts are a gray-
ish-brown, varied with black spots ; and
most of the feathers have whitish shafts : the
wings are gray-brown, the greater coverts

lead colour, and the whole tipped and fringed
with chestnut : the beak is black ; the ftet

and the claws are yellow. In the female,
the cheeks, the forehead, and a stripe above
the eyes, are of a bright red ; the tlixoat

pure white ; the feathers of the head are
;

dusky, tipped with gray ;
and a narrow

j

longitudinal band extends over the middle .

of the crown from the forehead. The pin- ;

mage of the back and rump is red, with
|

black spots, and longitudinal reddish-white
,

dashes : the scapulars and wing-coverts are .

gray-brown, marked with delicate black
undulated lines, and many black spots on

|

their inner webs ; the breast, sides, thighs, i

and abdomen, are bright gray, striped trans-

versely with black ; the wings gray-brown ;

the beak brown ; and the legs yellow. This
bird is abundant in the Slanilla and Philip-
pine Islands, and in China it is amazingly
numerous. There they are kept in cages,

for the singular purpose of warming the
hands of their owners in winter : they also

rear them for the puniose of fighting.

Several other species, in appearance and
habits not greatly differing from thecommon
Quail, are known ; as the New Holland

!

Quail {Coturnix Australis')

;

the White-
j

throated Quail iCotumix torquata), &c.
|

QUERQUEDULA, or TEAL. A genua
\

of web-footed birds, containing the Common**
Teal (_Querquedula crecca), the Gakganev
( Q. circia), and other species. (See Duck :

Teal.]

QUISCALUS. A genus of birds allied

to the Starlings, and indigenous to Ame-
rica. Of these we may particularly describe

the Quiscalus Versicolor, or Purple
(Jrackle. We are told by Wilson that

this “noted depredator” is well known to

every careful farmer of the northern and
middle states. About the 20th of March (he
says) the Purple Grackles visit Pennsylvania
from the south, fly in loose flocks, frequent
swamps and meadows and follow in the
furrows after the plough ; their food at this

season consisting of worms, grubs, and catcr-

PORIi-K ORAOKLK.
(QUISOALOS VaRSIOOLOR.)

pillars, of which they destroy prodigious

numbers, ns if to recompense the husband-
man beforehand for the havoc they intend

to make among his crops of Ir.ilian com.
Towards evening they retire to the nearest

cedars and pine trees to roost, making a

continued chattering ns they fly along. On
the tallest of these trees they generally build
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their nests in company, about the beginning
or middle of April ; sometimes ten or fifteen

!
nests being on the same tree. One of these
nests, taken from a high pine tree, is now
before me. It measures full five inches in
diameter within, and four in depth ; is com-
posed outwardly of mud, mixed with long
stalks and roots ofa knotty kind of grass, and
lined with fine bent and horse hair. The
eggs are five, of a bluish olive colour, marked
with large spots and straggling streaks of

.
black and dark brown, also with others of a

' fainter tinge. They rarely produce more
than one brood in a season. The trees where

: these birds build are often at no great dis-
tance from the farm-house, and overlook
the plantations. From thence they issue

I

in all directions, and with as much confi-

I
dence, to make their depredations among the
surrounding fields, ns if the whole were in-
tended for their use alone. Their chief

1 attention, however, is directed to the Indian
. com in all its progressive stages. As soon
as the infant blade of this grain begins to

I make its appearance above ground, the
I
Crackles hail the welcome signal with

i screams of peculiar satisfaction, and, without

;

waiting for a formal invitation from the
‘ proprietor, descend on the fields and begin to
pull up and regale themselves on the seed,
scattering the green blades around. While
thus eagerly employed, the vengeance of the

’ gun sometimes overtakes them j but these
;
disasters are soon forgotten, and those

who live to get away,
!

Return to steal another day.

About the beginning of August, when the
young cars are in their milky state, they
are attacked with redoubled eagerness by
the Crackles and Redwings, in formidable
and combined bodies. They descend like a
blackening, sweeping temiiest on the com,
dig otf the external covering of twelve or

,

fifteen coats of leaves, os dextrously ns if
done by the hand of man, and, having laid
bare the ear, leave little behind to the farmer
but the cobs, and shrivelled skins, that con-
tained their favourite fare.” About the
middle of November, it appears, they move
off towarrls the south, their winter residences
licing North and South Carolina, Ccorgin,
Ice. “ Here numerous bodies, collecting
together from all quarters of the interior
and northern districts, and darkening the
air with their numliers, sometimes from one

: congregated multitude of many hundred
thousands. A few miles from the banks of

. the Roanoke, on the 20th of January, I met
with one of those prodigious armies of

’ Crackles. They rose from the surrounding
fields with a noise like thunder, and, descend-

' ing on the length of road before me, covered

;

it and the fences completely with block,
: and when they again rose, and, after a few
'

evolutions, descended on the skirts of the

]
high-timbered ww«ls, at that time destitute

' of leaves, they prwluced a most siiif^ular and
! striking effect ; the whole trees for a eon-
I
sldcrable extent, from the top to the lowest
branches, seeming ai if hung in mourning ;

I

their notes and screaming the meanwhile
resembling the distant sound of a great

cataract, but in more musical cadence, swell-
ing and dying away on the ear, according
to the fluctuation of the breeze. In Ken-
tucky, and all along the Mississippi, from its

juncture with the Ohio to the Belize, I
found numbers of these birds, so that the
Purple Crackle may be considered as a very
general inhabitant of the territory of the
United States.” That they are great de-
stroyers of com, there can be no doubt

j but
it must not be forgotten that they are also
particularly destmctlve to almost all the
noxious worms, grubs, and caterpillars, that
infest the fields, which, were they allowed
to multiply unmolested, would soon consume
nine-tenths of all the production of the
cultivator’s labour, and desolate the country
with the miseries of famine. The Purple
Crackle is twelve inches long and eighteen
in extent j on a slight view seems wholly
black, but placed near, in a good light, the
whole head, neck and breast, appear of a
rich glossy steel blue, dark violet, and silky
green ; the wings and other 'parts of the
plumage reflecting these and various other
glosses in a greater or less degree.

RABBIT. iLepws cvniculus.) This ani-
mal belongs to the Leporidee, or Hare tribe,

and is a native of most of the temperate and
warmer parts of the old continent, but is not
found very far north; neither was it originally
a native of Britain, but is said to have been
introduced from Spain. In stmeture the
Rabbit very much resembles the Hare, but
may be readily distinguished from it by its

smaller size, its shorter cars and hind legs,

and the absence of the black tip to the ears.
In its habits it is extremely dffl'ereiit from
that animal ; being unable to outstrip its

enemies in the chase, it seeks its safety and

RABBIT.— (LKP08 0DNI0DLO8.)

finds shelter by burrowing in the ground j

and, instead of leading a solitary life, its

manners are eminently social. The fecun-
dity of Rabbits is truly astonishing : they
will breed seven times in one year, and
perhaps bring forth eight each time ; and,
on a supposition that this happens regularly
for four years, a single pair would in that
time multiply to 1,271,840. We should,
however, add that lalthoiigh this is possible,
such extraordinary fertility is not very pro-
bable. When the time of parturition draws
near, the female forme a separate burrotv,
more Intricate than the ordinary one, and
lines it at the bottom with a part of her own
fur : the young arc born blind, and very
scantily covered with hair

; and for nearly
six weeks she continues to suckle them.
Curing this period the female is seldom
visited by the male

; but ns soon ns the
little progeny are capable of coining abroad.
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he seems anxious to acknowledge and caress
them.
“ In sandy heaths, coveredwith large bushes

of furze,” says Mr. Bell, “ Rabbits often
multiply to a great extent ; as the soil is

easily removed, and the dense furze affords
a secure cover to their retreat, and a whole-
some, ready, and never-failing food ; for
the young tops of the plants are found con-
stantly eaten down, and the bushes present
the appearance of a solid mass, with the
surface even and rounded, as far as the
Babbits can reach them standing on their
hinder icgs. They make extensive inroads,
however, upon com-ficlds and plantations,
in which they do considerable mischief by
devouring the newly-sprung corn, and bark-
ing the young tiees. They generally retire
within their burrows during the day, coming
abroad about twilight to feed The
rapid multiplication of the Rabbit would
soon render it one of the greatest scourges of
our agriculture, were it not, on the one hand,
destroyed by numerous birds and beasts of
prey, and on the other, sought by man as an
article of food, and on account of its fur,
which is used for various purposes. The
supply for this latter object would, however,
be wholly unequal to the demand, were our
furriers dependent upon the produce of our
country only. Hundreds of thousands of
Rabbit-skins are annually imported here
from Germany, and other parts of the north-
ern and middle districts of Europe, where
myriads ofRabbits are bred for this prurpose.”
In its wild state the colour of the Rabbit's

fur is grayish brown, paler or whitish on the
under parts ; its tail black above, and white
beneath ; but wlien domesticated, as every
one knows, it varies greatly in colour

;
being

gray, reddish-brown, or black, more or less

mi.xed with white ; and often perfectly
white. In England, Rabbits are reared
either in warrens or in hutches : the best
situations for the former are sandy hills, on
which the juniper is thickly planted, as the
leaves of this shrub are eagerly eaten by
these animals, and impart a delicate and
aromatic flavour to the flesh. The clean-
liness of hutches should be particularly
attended to ; otherwise their inhabitants
will be sickly, and Rabbit-breeding turn out
a losing speculation. The ingenuity of

Rabbit-fanciers has been shown in the pro-
duction of various tjreeds, chiefly remark-
able for the excessive length of their ears ;

and we occasionally see them exhibited of
such an enormous size and fatness, as to be
well entitled to the appellation of “prize
cattle.” The Half-lop, the Oar-lop, the
Perfect-lop, &c., are names by which these

varieties are distinguished.

RABBIT-FISH. A local name for the
Northern Chimajra, or King of the Herrings.
[See Chimjiiia.]

RACOON. iProcyon lotor.) This Planti-

grade carnivorous animal is a native ofAmc-
rica,and chiefly found in the northern parts of
that continent : it is also met with in some of

the West Indian islands. Its average length
is about two feet from the nose to the tail, and
tlie tail about ten inches. The head some-

what resembles that of the Fox, the forehead i

being broad and the nose sharp, but the ears
are short and slightly rounded : the body is

broad, the back arched, the limbs rather
;

short, and the fore legs shorter than the
hinder. Its colour is grayish-brown, with a

;

dusky line running from the top of the head
jdown the middle of the face, ending below 1

the eyes. The tail is ver3' thickly covered '

with hair, and is annulated with several
black bars, on a yellowish-white ground.

‘

There are, however, several varieties as re-
j

gards colour. In the wild state the Racoon
is savage and sanguinary, committing great
slaughter among both wild and domesticated
birds, as it always destroys a great number
without consuming any part of them except
the head, or the blood which flows from
their wounds ; in this particular resembling
the Polecat. It will also occasionally com- i

mit ravages in plantations of sugar-cane or
of Indian com, especially while the latter is

young : it also feeds on various kinds of
fruit, and is said to devour birds and their
eggs, on which account it has the reputation i

of being destructive to poultry. Tliis ani-
;

mal is a good climber, and the form of its ^

claws enables it to adhere so firmly to a
'

branch of a tree, that it requires no slight
exertion of strength to disengage it. It i

chiefly feeds by night, keeping in its hole
during the day, except in dull weather

:

it has a kind of oblique gait in walking ;

can leap and climb with great ease, and is

very frequently seen on trees. In the do-
mesticated state it is extremely restless and j
inquisitive, examining everything ; will live ^

on bread, milk, fish, eggs, &c. : is particu-
larly fond of sweets of every kind, and has
as great a dislike to acids. Captivity, how-
ever, produces considerable changes in the
habits of the Racoon ; for insttad, as in a
state of nature, of sleeping during the day,
and roaming about at night in search of
food, it will learn to be active during the
day, and to remain quiet at night. In eating,
it commonly sits on its liind legs, and uses
its fore feet like a squirrel. One of its most
marked peculiarities, and on which its spe-
cific name of iotor, or the washer, is founded,
is its habit of plunging its drv- food into
water before eating it. It is extremely ex-
pert in opening oysters, on which, as well
os on crabs and other Crustacea, it frequently
feeds. Although when tamed it is noted for
its active and playful habits, it is capricious,
and not cosily reconciled when oifended.
In its wild state it generally inhabits the
hollows of trees ; but when domesticated, it

shows no particular inclination for warmth.
When inclined to sleep, it rolls itself up into

a kind of ball ; and in this position it sleeps

BO profoundly as not to be easily disturbed.
The female has from two to three young at

a birth ; which usually takes place in May.
The fUr of the Racoon is valuable, particu-
larly in the manufacture of hats, and forms
no inconsiderable article of commerce.

RADIATA. A term given to a subdivision

of the Animal Kingdom which includes all

those animals in which, as in the Star-fish,

Sea Anemone, &c., there is a regular dis-
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position of similar parts around a common
centre. Their organs of motion, when they
have any, arc movable spines attached to

the skin, or flexible papillte, capable of in-
flation. They have no true system of eircu-
lation, and their nervous system is always
obscure, and sometimes cannot be traced.
Some have a mouth and vent, others only
one opening, and others appear to be nou-
rished through pores. Some are of distinct

sexes ; some bise.xual, and some are produced
by buds or division. Many grow in clusters

upon stalks, or Polypidoms— dwellings of
polypi,— which are sometimes leathery or
homy, and sometimes calcareous.

KAIL. iHaUus.') A genus of Wading-
birds, of which there are many species,

i They are distinguished by a very com-
I
pressed form of body, with wings of a
middling length, rounded, and the first quill

shorter than the second, third, or fourth.

I
They seldom fly, but run or swim with ce-

i
lerity : they frequent large ponds or lakes,

the borders of which are well clothed with
1 plants ; and they subsist on vegetables and
;

seeds, os well as on insects, snails, and

j

worms.

I
The Common Eubopeait Water Rail

(RaUus aquaticus) is nearly twelve Inches
long. It has a red beak shaded with brown

: at the Up j iridcs orange
;
throat whitish :

i the sides of the head, neck, breast, and belly
I are of an ashy lead-colour : all the feathers

;
on the upper parts of the body are reddish-

;

brown, with a deep black mark in the centre

;
of each ; the flanks are deep black, trans-

: versely rayed with white bars ; the under
1 tail-coverts are white ; the legs lead-co-
! loured. The young of the year have the
: middle of the belly of a brown-red, and are

I
destitute of the white band on the sides.

I
This bird is not very common in Britain,

, though it is found throughout the country,
and continues with us all the year : it is

said to be very numerous in the northern
countries of Europe, migrating southward
during the severity of winter : it is very
abundant also in Germany, France, and
Holland. It is shy and solitary in its habits,
resorting to low damp situations overgrown
with sedges, reeds, and coarse herbage,
among which it shelters, and is seldom put
to flight unless pressed by the dogs, rather
depending on its legs for safety ; but when
on<» flushed it is easily shut, as it flics in a
heavy and awkward manner, with its legs
hanging down : it runs, however, very fast,

and frequently flits up its tail. Though it

swims, and even dives well occasionally. It

delights most in shallow water, where it can
wade through without swimming. Its nest
is constructed of sedges and coarse gross
amongst the thickest aquatic plants ; and it

lays from six to ten eggs, of a yellowish
colour, spotted with red-brown.

The ViROi.viAW Raie Virgininnia')

very much resembles the European Water
Kail descrilied above i but it is smaller, ami
has none of the slate or lead colour on the
breast. It feeds more on animal and less

on vegetable food than the common and
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more numerous species known as the Clapper I

Rail. During the months of September and
October, when the reeds and wild oats swarm
with the latter, feeding on their nutritious
seeds, there are but few of the Virginian
Rail to be met with. The food of this spe-
eies consists of small snails, worms, and the
larvae of insects, which it extracts from the
mud ; hence the cause of its greater length
of bill, to enable it the more readily to search
its food. In most of its habits, its tliin com-
pressed form of body, its aversion to take
wing, and the dexterity with which it runs
or conceals itself among the grass and sedge,

are exactly similar to those of the common
Rail. The Virginian Rail is migratory,
never wintering in the northern or middle
States. It makes its first appearance in
Pennsylvania early in May, and leaves the
country on the first smart frosts, generally
in November. They frequent those parts of
the salt marshes only where fresh-water
springs rise through the bogs, and in these
places the female usually constructs her
nest. The usual number of eggs is from six

to ten : they are shaped like those of the

AUXRIOAK RAlIj.—(RALI.US VIROINIAUU S.)

domestic hen, and are of a dirty white or
pale cream-colour, sprinkled with specks of
reddish or pale purple, most numerous near
the great end. This species is ten inches in
length : bill, dusky red ; checks and stripe
over the eye, ash ; over the lores and nt the
lower eyelid, white i crown and whole upper
parts, black, streaked with brown, the centre
of each feather being black ;

wing-coverts,
hazel-brown ;

quills, plain deep dusky; chin,
white ;

throat, breast, and belly, orange-
brown ; sides and vent black, tipped with
white 1 Icggs and feet, dull red-brown ; edge
of the bend of the wing, white.

RALLID.1E. A family of birds (the Rails,
Qallinulcs, Water-hens, &c.), chiefly distin-
guished by their long and slender toes, often
with a membranous margin along their
sides ; by means of which, and their gene-
rally compressed bodies, they arc not only
cnafiled to support themselves on the aquatic
herbage which is seen floating on the surface
of the water, but to move with great facility
through high gross, bulrushes, and other
closely-set herbage. Mr. Swainson describes
them “ for the most part ns solitary and
timid birds, hiding themselves at the least
aiiproach of danger, but quitting their semi-
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aquatic retreats in the morning and evening,
to feed in more open spots : tlieir flight, from
the shortness of their wings, is very feeble,
but they run with swiftness ; and by the
peculiarly compressed form of their body,
are able to make their way through dense
masses of reeds and high grass with so much
facility as to escape even after being despe-
rately wounded. The flesh of all tliese birds
is delicate i and from living chiefly upon
aquatic seeds and vegetable alimeiit, they
may be considered as aquatic GalUnacea.”
The Jacanas and Screamers of tropical cli-

mates are often placed in this family i
their

general structure and habits rendering such
an arrangement quite natural.

RAMPHASTIDiE. A family of birds,

found in tropical America, distinguished by
their very large notched bill, and a peculiarly
long feather-like tongue. [See Toucan.]

RANA. [See Fnoo.]

RANELLA. A genus of Mollusca, whose
shells are for the most part covered with
tubercles and granulations, and which, from
the colour and squat shape of some of the
species, have been likened to frogs (rana),
whence their name. The shell is ovate or
oblong, depressed, and thick, with two rows
of varices situated at the distance of half a
whorl from each other, and longitudinally
united, forming a continued ridge on each
side of the sliel 1 . They are mostly from the

Indian seas. A few fossil species occur in

the Iiondon clay.

RAPHIDIA : RAPHIDITD.®. A genus
and family of Neuroptero us insects, which
are of comparatively small size, and of active

habits ; the structure of the head and neck,

powerful jaws, and the elongated coxas of

the legs, as w'ell as the membranous attach-

ment of the segments of the body, Indicating

predaceous habits. They are chiefly foimd
in the neighbourhood of woods and streams i

and from the form of the head and neck,

and the facility with which they turn the

front of the body in different directions, they
have received the English name of Snake-
flies. The wings are moderateiy large,

strongly veined, and of nearly equal size,

the posterior not folded when at rest, when
they are deflexed at tlie sides of the body ;

the maxilliB and labium are distinct, with

short palpi ; the legs are short ; the abdomen
is unarmed ;

the eyes resemble ocelli, and
are situated near the base of tlic antenn®.

The pupa resembles the perfect insect ^in

general form, but is furnished only with

short rudiments of wings, lying at the sides

of the body, and is not inclosed in a cocoon.

RAPTORES. The name given to an

order of Birds— RiVt/s of prey- They are

characterized by a strong, curved, sharp-

edged, and sliarp-pointed beak, suitable for

tearing the flesh of the animats they devour ;

their legs are short and robust; and tlreir

toes, equally vigorous, are furnished with

strong hooked talons, by which they seize

their prey. Considerable strength is also

Indicated by tlie general formation of the

body 1
and their whole appearance bespeaks

JJaturaT ;

a ferocioue cliaracter. Some are distin-

guished by their dense plumage, and by the
lateral direction of their eyes; as the Vul-
tures, Falcons, Eagles, Hawks, Buzzards,
&c. Others are characterized by their loose

plumage, and by the anterior direction of

their full round eyes : these are nocturnal,
and constitute the family of Owls

;
differiog ?

A RAPTORTAI. BIRD.

from the former kinds by their obtwning
their food rather by the stealthiness with
which they approach it, tlian by the vigour

with which they attack it. The Itaptores

always associate in pairs, the same males
and females continuing to live togeth r—4
not pairing anew every season, as is the case

i

with many of the feathered tribe belonging i

to other Orders. They generally build their

nests in the loftiest situations, and are totally

destitute of the power of song^ The young
birds are long dependent upon their parents

for support, which chiefly devolves upon the

female.

RASORES. An Order of Birds (called

also GallbiacecR), Thev have strong feet,

provided with obtuse claws for scratching

up grains, seeds, &c., of which their food :

principally consists. Their ^dics are for
j

the most part bulky, and their legs strong :

but their wings not being of a size projwr-

tionate to their bulk, their powers of flight

are inconsiderable. The beak is usually :

arched, and surrounded at the base with a

soft skin, in which the nostrils are piei-ccd.

They are polygamous, the male taking no •

part in the construction of the nest, or in

the nurture of the young. (Jenerally speak-
;

ing, tnc Birds of this order are easily do-

mesticated ; they multiply with great ra-

pidity ; and as they furnish Man with a

large quantity of wholesome and delicnle
;

food, thev are justly entitled to his cs|>ecial

regard. Most of them fly badly, do not perch

on trees, and seek their food on the ground.

[See Gallixace.k.]

rat. (^Mns dccumanus.'y The Browx
R.\t Is a large, destructive, and very prolific

species of the genus Mus, originally brought

to Europe from Asia, and not. as is commonly
tliough erroneously tmpposed, imported into

tliis country from Norw’ay. But from what-
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ever country it might have originally come,
it is now generally distributed throughout
every quarter of the globe. The length of
the head and body is about ten inches, and
of the tail eight; the head, back, and sides

are of a light brown colour, mixed with
tawny and ash ;

the breast and belly are a
dirty white : the feet are naked, and of a
dull flesh coloiu*, the fore ones being fur-
nished with four toes, and a claw instead of
the fifth Whenever it conveniently can,
the Rat forms its hole very near the edge of
the water, where it chiefly resides during the
summer, feeding on small animals, fish, and
p:rain : it also haunts the corn -fields, where

! It makes burrows, and breeds. When winter

j

approaches, it draws near some farm-house,

1

and burrows in the com, where it consumes
!
much, but wastes more. It destroys rabbits,
poultry, and all sorts of game ; and scarcely
any of the feebler animals can escape its

\
rapacity. “ Its astonishing fecundity,” Mr.

i Bell observes, “its omnivorous habits, the
‘ secresy of its retreats, and the ingenious de-
vices to which it has recourse, either to retain
its existing place of abode, or to migrate to
a more favourable situation, all conduce to
keep up its almost overwhelmiug numbers.
It digs with great facility and vigour, making
its way with rapidity beneath the floors of
our houses, between the stones and bricks of
walls, and often excavating the foundations
of a dwelling to a dangerous extent. There
are many instances o< their fatally under*
mining the most solid ma'?on-work, or bur-
rowing through dams w’hich had for ages
served to confine the waters of rivers and
canals.”

’ Mr. Waterton, to whom in the course of
thi-i volume we have so often been indebted
both for zoological facts and interesting
anecdotes, has given his readers some “ Notes
on the History and Habits of the Brown or
Grey Rat,” which are not the less genuine
for being rather wliimsical. “It is known
to naturalists,” says he, “sometimes by the
name of the Norwegian, sometimes by that
of the Hanoverian, Rat. Though I am not
aware that there are any minutes in the
zoological archives of this country which
p^^int out to us tlie precise time at which
this insatiate and misciiievous little brute
first appeared among us ; still, there is a
trailition current in this part of the country,
that it actually came over in the same ship
which conveyed the new dynasty to these
shores. [By the w'ay, Mr. W., like a true
Jacobite, as he professes himself to be, can
never forgive the new dymjuty^ or forget the
o/d,— but surely neither we nor our readers
have any right to quarrel with him for the
consistency with which he e'*{>oiisc8thc claims
of the Htiiarts, or the heartiness with which
he anathematizes those who upset them

;

' nay, his indication at times apiK'ars to us
!
so honest and original, os to heighten rather
than to detract from his merits as a popular

;

writer. 3 My father,” continues he, “who
. was of the first order of field naturalists, was

j

always positive on this point ; and lie main-
tained firmly, tliat it did accompany the

!
House of Hanover in its emigration from

1

Germany to England. Be this as it may,

it is certain that the stranger Rat has now
punished us severely for more than a century

j

and a quarter. Its rapacity knows no bounds, <

while its increase is prodigious beyond all
;

belief. But the most singular part of its

history is, tliat it has nearly worried every
individual of the original Rat of Great Bri-

!

tain. So scarce have these last-mentioned
animals become, that in all my life I have 1

never seen but one single solitary specimen ;

it was sent, some few years ago, to Nostell
Priory, in a cage, from Bristol ; and I re-

|

ceived an invitation from Mr. Arthur Stride-
i

land, who was on a visit there, to go and see
;

it. Whilst I was looking at the little native i

prisoner in its cage, I could not help ex-
|

claiming— ‘Poor injured Briton 1 hard in-
j

deed has been the fate of thy family I in
]

another generation at farthest it will pro-
bably sink dowm to the dust for ever. Vain

]

would be an attempt to trace the progress of
the stranger Rat through England’s wide
domain, as the old people now' alive can tell

nothing of its coming amongst them. No
;

part of the country is free from its baleful
presence : the fold and the field, the street

and the stable, the ground ami the garret,

all bear undoubted testimony to its ubiquity
and to its forbidding habits. After dining
on carrion in the filtiiiest sink, it will often
manage to sup on the choicest dainties of
the larder, where, like Cclceno of old, * ves-
tigia faeda relinquit.’ We may consider it

^

saddled upon us for ever. Hercules himself,
could he return to earth, w'ould have his
hands full, were he to attempt to drive this 1

harpy buck again to Stymphalus. It w’ere
loss of time to dwell on its fecundity. Let i

any body trace its movements in the cellar,

the dairy, the outhouse, and the barn, and
|

he will be able to form some notion of the
number of hungry mouths which w’e have
to fill. Nine or ten young ones at a time,
twice or thrice during the year, are an enor-

jmous increase, ami must naturally recall to
i

our minds one of the many plagues which
j

formerly desolated the fertile land of Egypt.
!

Ill the summer months it will lake off to '

the fields, and rear its young amongst the ;

w'ceds whicli grow' in the hedgerows ; plun-
|

dcring, for their sujiport, the birds’ nests
with a ferocity scarcely conceivable in so

|

small an animal. Man has invented various
instruments for its destruction ; and what
with these, and with poison, added to the
occasional assistance w’hich he receives from
his auxiliaries, the cat, tlic dog, tlic owl, the
w'casel, the ferret, ami the foumart, he is

enabled, in some degree, to thin its numbers,
and to check its depredations.”

The Black Rat. (JIi/s ratlue.') The Old
English or Black Rat w as, previously to the
introduction of Die Brown Rat.jiistdcscribcd,
a^ numerous ami perhaps as extensively dis-
trihuled as that species has since become ; it

is, however, smaller and weaker j and hence
we may account for Its almost total extinc-
tion by Us more powerful enemy. Its length
from the nose to the tail is about seven inches,
and the tail nearly eight, almost hare, and
covered with numerous rings and scales. Tlie
nose, which is sharp-pointed, is furnished

I
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with long whiskers j the colour of the head,
and the wliole upper part of tlie body, is a
deep iron gray, bordering on black

; the
throat and belly are of a dirty white ; and
the feet and legs are of a dirty pale flesh-

BLA.OK RA.T,—(MUS RA.TTUS. )

colour, almost destitute of hair. The ears
are rounded, long, and naked; the eyes large;
the feet plantigrade, with flve toes on each ;

but the thumb on tire anterior pair is con-
cealed within the skin, except the terminal
joint, with its claw. In its habits it re-
sembles the Brown Rat, both in respect to
its destructive propensities and its amazing
fecundity

;
and in warmer climates, where

there is no winter to interrupt their breed-
ing, or to diminish their supply of food, the
multiplication of this species, as well as of
the Brown Rat, is enormous. Like most of
the genus, it can hold its food in the fore
paws whilst eating, and drinks by lapping.
The Rat is a cleanly animal ; and as it oc-
cupies the greater part of its time in cleaning
itself, its skin is ordinarily kept in excellent
order.

The Water Rat, or AVater Vole (.Ar-
vicola amphibia) belongs to another group of
Jtodentia, but may be as well described
liere. This animal is found in most parts
of Europe ; frequenting the banks of rivers,
ditches, and ponds ; excavating its habita-
tions to a considerable distance, and breed-
ing in the burrows it has thus formed. It

WATER nAT.—(ARVIOOLA AMPHIBIUS.)

is not at all carnivorous, its food consist-
ing entirely of roots, subaquatic plants, and
other vegetable substances ; yet, from its

being confounded with the common Brown
Rat, it is by no means unusual to hear it

asserted that it destroys young dneks, small
fish, frogs, &c. It is an expert swimmer and
diver, instantly seeking the water upon every
alarm, and plunging at once to the bottom ;

where, however, it can remain only for aliout
a minute at a time without coming to the
surface for respiration. Tliis animal is nearly

as large as the Brown Rat, but has a larger
head, a nose more blunt, and smaller ej'es :

its ears are very short, and almost hid in tlie
fur

; and the tip of its tail is whitish : the
cutting teeth are of a deep yellow colour in 1

front, very strong, and much resembling
those of the Beaver. Its head and back are

;

covered with long black hair, and its belly
'

with iron gray. Tail more than half the
length of the body, covered with hairs. Fur
tliick and shining ; of a rich reddish brown,
mixed with gray above, yellowish gray be-
neath. The female produces a brood of five
or six young once (and sometimes twice)
a year.

RATEL. iHaiellus mellivoTms.') The name
given by the Hottentots to an animal of the
weasel-kind which inhabits the country near
the Cape of Good Hope, and is celebrated for
the destruction it makes among the nests of
the wild bee, to the honey of which it is

very partial, and in the discovery of these
nests it is said to be assisted by the actions
and voice of a bird, called the Honey-guide.
It has a blunt black nose ; no external ears,

RATEL.—(RATELLUS MELLIVORDS.)

but a small rim round the orifice ; a rough
tongue ; short legs, and very long claws.
The colour of the forehead, crown, and whole
upper part of the body, is a cinereous gray ;

the eheeks, throat, breast, belly, and limbs
are black ; and a dusky line extends from
each ear to the tail along the sides, beneath
which there is another of gray. It has a
remarkably tough and loose skin, with thick
hair. Its length from the nose to the tail is

forty incl;^, and the tail is twelve.

RATTLESNAKE. (Crotalus horridiis.)
One of the most deadly of poisonous serpents,
sometimes found os thick as a man’s leg, and
six feet in length ; but more usually from
four to five feet long. Till the disco^cry of
the Western Hemisphere the knowledge of
these Serpents was concealed from tlie rest
of the world, and naturalists then first be-
held with amazement a rei>tilc of the most
fatal nature, furnished, as if by a jx;culiar

institution ofProWdence, with an instrument
capable, in general, of warning mankind of
their danger in too near an approach. There
are several species, two of which are well
distinguished, viz. the Cyolaltis horrithis (or

Banded Rattlesnake) of the United States,

and the Crotalus durissus of Guiana. The
former is ofa yellowish brown colour, marked
throughout its whole length with several

transverse and somewhat irregular fascia; of

deep brown, and from the head to some dis-

tance down the neck run two or three longi-

tudinal stripes of the same colour ; the head
is large, flat, and covered with small scales ;

the rest of the upper parts with moderately
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large oval ones, all furnished with a pro-
' minent line down the middle : the under
' parts are of a dingy yellowish brown colour,
marked here and there with numerous dusky
Tariegations and freckles : nt the extremity

' of the tail is situated the rattle, consisting
of several hard, dry, bony processes. It con-
sists, in fact, of a number of hollow, hard,
dry, and semitransparent bones, nearly of
the same size and figure ;

resembling in some
degree the sliape of the human os sacrum

;

for although only the last or terminal one
seems to have a rigid epiphysis joined to it,

yet have every one of them the like ; so that
the tip of every uppermost bone runs within
two of the bones below it ; by which they
have not only a movable coherence, but also
make a more multiplied sound : each bone
hitting against two others at the same time.
The rattle is placed with the broad part
perpendicular to the body, and not hori-
zontal ; and the first joint is fastened to the
last vertebra of the tail by means of a thick
muscle under it, as well os by the membranes
which unite it to the skin: all the remaining

BATTLaSMAX*.—(OBOTAT.na HOBBIDUS.)

Joints are so many extraneous bodies, as it

were, or perfectly unconnected to the tail by
any other means than their curious insertions
into each other. These bony rings increase

I

In number with the age of the animal, and
it is said that it acrpiires an additional one
at each casting of tlic skin.
The habits of the Kattlesnakc arc sluggish;

they move slowly, and only bite when pro-

I

yoked, or for the purpose of killing their
. prey. They have two kinds of teeth, viz.

the smaller, which are seated in each jaw,
and serve to catch and retain their food ;

and secondly, the fangs or poisonous teeth,

which kill the prey, and are placed without
the upper jaw. They feed principally upon

I
birds, siiulrrels, and other small animals,

which it is believed they have the power
of fascinating. Whatever may be the nature
of this power, it is certain that its effects on
the little animals are irresistible. When
the piercing eye of the Rattlesnake is fixed
on them, terror and amazement render them
incapable of escaping ; and, while involun-
tarily keeping their eyes fixed on those of
the reptile, birds have been seen to drop into
its mouth, as if paralyzed, squirrels descend
from their trees, and leverets run into the
jaws of the expecting devourer. They love
to reside in woods and on lofty hills, espe-
cially where the strata is rocky or chalky.
Being slow of motion, they also frequent the
sides of rills, where frogs, &c. resort. They
are generally found during summer in pairs

;

in winter collecting in multitudes, and re-
tiring under ground, beyond the reach of
frost. The Rattlesnake is viviparous, pro-
ducing its young (generally about twelve
in number) in the month of June ; and it is

said to practise the same extraordinary mode
of preserving them from danger which is

attributed to the Viper in Europe, viz., of
receiving them into its mouth, and retaining
them in its stomach till the danger is past,
when they issue forth again uninjured. It is

well known that in the Western States of
North America, where Rattlesnakes are plen-
tiful, the hogs kill and eat them ; nor is their
bite formidable to their swinish enemy, on
whom its venomous fangs seem to produce
no effect. It is owing to this well-known
fact, that families resident in those districts

conceive that hog’s lard must be a kind of
antidote to their poison, and frequently use
it, I believe, successfully, as a remedy
Murray,

The Striped Rattlesnake ( Crotalus du-
7-issus) may be distinguished from the pre-
ceding by the different disposition of its

colours, being of a deep brown above, with
pale yellow streaks, forming a continued
series of large rhombs or lozenges down the
back, the stripes growing less distinct os they
descend on the sides. The neck is marked
by a longitudinal streak on each side, and
the under parts of the body are of a dusky-
yellowish brown, with numerous small dark
spots and patches. It is a native of the
same parts of America os the one already
described ; resembling it also in size and
general proportions, as well os in the fatal
effects of its bite.

There is also the Wood Rattle.sn-ake
(Crotalus dryiniis), which is of a paler colour
than either of those previously mentioned,
and more particularly distinguished by its

having a much longer rattle. And the
OnooND Rattlesnake ( Crotalus miliarius),
a small species, inhabiting the .Southern
and Western States of America. It has but
two or three rattles on the tall, and is much
dreaded, as its small size, and the slight
noise of its rattle, render it more liable to
be overlooked.

RAVEN. (Corvus corax.) Of all the
corvine birds tills is the largest European
species

I
Its general length being about two

feet two indies. The bill is strong and block.

3 0
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covered with hairs or bristles, and the upper
mandible is convex: colour of the whole bird
is black, finely glossed with blue, except on
the belly, which is of a dusky hue. lu times
of ignorance and superstition the Raven was
regarded as a bird of ill omen, announcing,
by its croaking, impending calamities

; and
of such vast importance was it considered,
that the various modulations of its voice
were studiedwith the most careful attention.*
It is proverbially long-lived, and is supposed
sometimes to attain the age of a hundred
years. Its favourite food is carrion, which
it scents at a great distance ; it wilt also de-
stroy rabbits, young ducks, and chickens

;

nay, it has been known to seize on young
lambs, and even sheep when sick and weak,
and pick out their eyes while yet alive

; in
short, the Raven is a most voracious plun-
derer ; and whether his prey be living or
dead he greedily devours it. “ Considered as
a domestic bird, the Raven possesses many
qualities which render him e.xtremely amu-
sing : active, curious, and impudent, he goes
every where

;
pries into every thing

; runs
after dogs : plays tricks with poultry ; and
with great skill and address insinuates him-
self into the favour ofthe cook-maid, sensible
of her ability to reward him for his attach-
ment and attention.” It has often been
taught to pronounce a variety of words

j and,
being a crafty bird, it will frequently pick
up things of value, and carry them to its

hiding place. They build early in the spring,
in trees and the holes of rocks, laying five or
six eggs, of a pale bluish green, spotted with
brown. The female sits about twenty days,
her mate not only providing her with abuu-
tlpnce of food during the time, but relieving
her in turn, and taking her place in the
nest.

Upon the fate of the Raven in modem
times our old and oft-quoted friend thus
feelingly apostrophises:— “ Pity it is that
the Raven, a bird of such note and con-
sequence in times gone by, should be ex-
posed to unrelenting persecution in our
days of professed i)hilanthropy. His noble
aspect, his aPrial evolutions, and his wonder-
ful modulations of voice,

_
all contribute to

render him an ornament to any gentleman’s
park. He can scarcely be styled a bird of
rapine, in the strict sense of the word ; for.

in the few inland parts of this country where
he is still protected, we hear of no very

|

alarming acts of depredation on his part. A
,

stray chicken or so, during the time that he
U obliged to feed his young— a rickety lamb
which would never m:vke mutton— a leveret
started from her seat bv the village mole-
catcher— make up nearly the whole amount
of a Raven's plunder.” Again he says, “ No
bird in the creation e.xhibits finer symmetry
than the Raven. His beautiful proirarlions,

and his glossy plumage , are calculated to

strike the eye of every beholder with ad-

miration. He is by far the largest of the pie
tribe in Europe ; and, according to our
notion of things, no bird can be better pro-
vided with the means of making his wav
through the world ; for his armour is solid,
his spirit unconquerable, and his strength
surprising.”

RAT. (Ham.) A genus of Cartilaginous
fishes, distinguished bv the remarkable
breadth and tliinncss of their disc-shajied
body, the pectoral fins appearing like a con-
tinuation of the sides themselves, being
covered with the common skin : their ravs are
cartilaginous, straight, and furnished 'with
numerous swellings or knots ; the teeth are
very numerous, small, and placed in ranges
over the lips or edges of the mouth ; the eyes i

are furnished with a nictitating membrane or
'

skin, which can at pleasure be drawn over
them like an eyelid ; and at some distance '

above the eyes are situated the nostrils, each i

appearing like a large and somewhat semi-
lunar opening edged with a reticulated skin: 1

behind the eyes are likewise a pair of holes
communicating with the mouth and gills. ;

But the most distinguishing peculiarity of .

the Ray kind is their prickles, which the 1

different species have on different parts of
their bodies : some are armed with spines
both above and below ; others have them on
their upper parts only ; some have their
spines at their tails ; some have triple rows
of them

;
while others have them single : in

some species the spines are com])aratively
soft and feeble ; but in others they are str^g
and piercing : and it is by these spines tnat
the different species are distinguished. They
in general feed on the smaller Crustacea,
testacea, marine insects, and fishes ; lying
concealed during part of the winter among 1

the mud or sand, from which they occasion-
ally emerge. When disturbed, they glide
along m an undulating manner, with a
slight motion of the pectoral fins : and if

attacked, they defend themselves by lashing
violently with the tail, which is often fur-
nished with sharp spines. After these
general observations on the gcnu.s, it will l>e

necessary only to describe a few of the
species.

The Paixted Rav (liain microocellata.') 1

The Painted, or Small-eyed Ray, is described
by Mr. Yarrell os the most beautiful of the

|

British Rays in regard to the distribution of :

its colours. *• The upper surface is a light
gray, with a lighter line running along the
back and middle of the tail, enclosing the
central row of spines. The disc is regularly
and beautifully quartered, first by three
white lines enclosing each other, and passing
from near the eye circularly to near the ex-
tremity of the expansion, the convexity of
the arch Inwards, and consequently the
shorter line nearer the margin ; on the

hinder edge of the d‘sc, formed by the pec-

* “ I am no friend,” olwervcB the author of
The Journal of a Naturallsti “ to the superstition ^

of converting natural transactions, or occasional
;

events, into signs and indications ofcoming things;
.

superstitions are wearing out, and shortly \Nill
j

waste away, and be no more heard of; but, X icar,

Iti their place, dHim, InfiJolitv, impiery, have
started u]i. ihcotrtprinp ct intuitive wmiom : the
first ln’lief arises from we.ikness and i;;noranrc;

the latter disbelief is ingratitude, pride, wicked-*

new."
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I
torals, are two other lines passing from be-
hind the expansion circularly to the neigh-
bourhood ofthe abdominal fins, the convexity
of the arch inwards ; on the more central
part of the disc are a few whitish spots,

those of both sides answering to each other i

I

the extreme ed^e of the disc posterior to its

• greatest expansion, and also the abdominals,
!
as well as the fin-like margin of the tail, are
edged with white.” Lenjith thirty-three
inches ; breadth across the fins twenty-four:
the eyes very small, tliree inches apart, and
five inches and a half from the snout : the
body covered with rough granulations, but
altogether without spines, except a row that
runs along two-thirds of the back, and down
the middle of the tail to the fins ; and an
irregular row of similar hooked spines, ex-
tending along each side of the tail.

The Stixo Rat. {Raiapastinaca.') The
I
shape of this fish is subrhomboidal, but
somewhat approaching to ovate, snout
pointed, and body rather convex : colour
yellowish olive above, and whitish beneath :

;

tail without fin, of considerable length, very
! thick at the base, and gradually taiiering to

I
the extremity, which is very slender : near

I

the middle, on the upper part, it is armed
I with a very long, flattened, and sharp-
pointed bone or spine, finely serrated in a
reversed direction on both sides : with this
the animal is capable of inflicting very
severe wounds on such os incautiously at-

1

tempt to handle it ; and it answers the pur-
1 pose both of an oftensive and defensive wea-
pon. It is annually cost ; and as it fre-
quently happens that the new spine has
arrived at a considerable size before tlie old

I

one has been cast, the fish is occasionally
' found with two, in which state it has aome-
;
times been erroneously considered as a

,

diatinct species. This species, which is

nurnbered among the edible Rays, is an in-

1
habitant of the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and

; Indian qcw. On account of the danger at-

j

tending Tiie wounds inflicted by the spine, it

is usual with tlie fishermen to cut off the
tail os soon as the fish is taken, and in some

• c^nintriea it is illegal to sell it oefore this
has been done. TJie spine was formerly

j|

supposed to contain a moat active poison
;

4 but that notion, like many others in zoology,
i equally erroneous, has long since been cx-

j
pfoded.

1 The general habits of the Sting Ray are
c similar to those of the rest of the genus,
< often lying flat on the soft mnd at tlie bottom

j
of the shores which it frequents, and there

^
seizing its prey by surprise ; wliilc at other

^ tiine^ it pursues it through the depths of the
' ocean.

RAZOR-BILL. (yl /ca torcto.) [See Auk.]

RAZOR-SHEI.L. [Sec Solex.]

RECURVIROSTRA. [See Avoset.]

RED ADMIRAL [BUTTERFLY]. A
I name given by collectors to Butterflies of the
5 ipeciea VanPMa AtalanUi.

RED-BIRD, of SURINAM, {Ampdia
4 carn(/cx.) [See Ciiattkkkii, Rep.]— -
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RED-BIRD of CAROLINA. (Muscicapa
rubra.) This bird is of the size of a Sky-
lark ! the bill is thick, strong, and of a
palish red colour, with a black ring round
tlie base ; on the head is a crest, which it

can raise and depress at pleasure ; and the
whole body is of a fine scarlet colour, except
the back and tail, which are of a dark red.
The hen is brown, with a reddish hue on the
wings, &c. In America this bird is caged
for its song as well as for its beauty.

R E D BR E A ST. (Rubecula familiaris.)
This well-known favourite song-bird, called
also the Robin-Redbreast or simply the
Robin, has a slender and delicate bill

;

large, black, and expressive eyes ; and a
mild familiar aspect : the head and all the
upper parts are brown, tinged with greenish
olive ; the forehead, throat, and breast are of
a fine deep rcddi.sh orange colour ; the belly
and vent duU white

j
and the legs dusky.

KIDBREA8T.—(ROBECDUA FAMILIARIS.)

In spring the Redbreast retires to woods and
thickets, where, with its mate, it prepares

'

for the accommodation of its future family.
The nest, constructed of moss and dried
leaves, intcrmi.xed with hair and lined with
feathers, is placed near the ground, by the
roots of trees, and sometimes in old build-
ings, but always artfully concealed as much
as possible. The female lays from four to
eight eggs, of a dull white, with reddish
spots. During the time of incubation, the
male sits at no great distance, and makes
the woods resound with his enlivening
strains ; while h(! exerts no common watch-
fulness in driving all intruders from his
little settlement. As soon ns the business
of incubation is over, and the young are able
to provide for themselves, he leaves his re-
tirement, and again draws near the habita-
tions of mankind : when the frost grows
severe, and the snow covers the ground, he
approaches the house, taps at the window
with his bill, and solicits an admission,
which is always cheerfully granted.

" Half afraid, he flist

Against the window latsLs; then brisk alights
t)n the warm hearth ; tlien,iinpptiigo'er tlie fioor
Eyes all the sml ing fantily askance,
And perks, and starts, ami wonders where he isi
Till, more familiar grown, tlie table crumbs
Attract hli slender feet.’* Tiiosibok.

Most of the soft-billed birds, such ns the
Nightingale, the Swallow, and the Tllmimsc,
leave us in the winter, when their insect
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food is no longer found in abundance ; but
the Redbreast continues with us the whole
year ; and endeavours to support himself in
the dead of winter by entering those places
from which the inclemency of the season is

artificially expelled, and w'here insects,
themselves attracted by a similar cause, are
the most numerous.
Redbreasts are never seen in flocks, but

always singly ; and when all other birds as-
sociate together, they still retain their soli-

tary habits. As soon as the young birds
have attained their full plumage, they pre-
pare for their departure from woods and
thickets

; but in thus changing their situa-
tion, they do not gather in flocks, but per-
form their journey singly, one after another ;

which, as Bewick has observed, is a singular
circumstance in the history of this bird. It
is worthy of note, also, that social as it is

with the human race, it lives in a state of
continued hostility with its own tribe, and
has acquired a character for petulance and
pugnacity which it well deserves. But
where such universal favour is shown, there
must surely be some cause for it ; and
whether its domestic qualities entitle it to
our regard, or our kindlier sympathies have
been first awakened by a legendary tale of
the nursery, is of little importance, so long
as either the one or the other serves to im-
plant in the youthful breast a single humane
or generous sentiment. “A favourite by
commiseration, the Redbreast seeks an asy-
lum with tis i by supplication and importu-
nity it becomes a partaker of our bounty in
a season of severity and want ; and its

seeming humbleness and necessities obtain
our pity ; but it slights and forgets our
kindnesses the moment it can provide for

itself, and is away to its wmods and its shades.
Yet it has some little coaxing ways, and
such fearless confidence, that it wins our
regard ; and its late autumnal song, in
evening’s dusky hour, as a monologue, is

pleasing, and redeems much of its cha-
racter.”’
To one of the poet Wordsworth’s Sonnets,

addressed to a “ Wild Redbreast ” which had
pecked at his lip in the w'oods of Rydal, the
author has appended the following cliarac-

tcristic note :
“ Tlie scene of tire incident

having been a wild wood, it maybe doubted,
as a point of natural history, whether the
bird was aware that his attentions were
bestowed upon a human, or even a liring,

creature. But a Redbreast will perclr upon
the foot of a gardener at work, and alight

on the handle of a spade wlien his hand was
half upon it— this I have seen. And under
my own roof I have witnessed affecting in-

stances of the creature’s friendly visits to

the chambers of sick persons, ns described

in the verses to the Redbreast, vol. i. p. 2.M.

One of these welcome intruders used fre-

quently to roost upon a nail in the wall,

from which a picture had hung, and was
ready, ns morning came, to pipe his song in

the hearing of the invalid, who had long
been confined to her room. These attach-

ments to a particular person, when marked
ami continued, used to be reckoned omi-
nous (

but the superstition is passing away.”

REDBREAST, BLUE. (.Sicilia IVilsoni.)

This bird, W'hich is the Motacilla Sialis
of Linnreus, is migratory, and makes its

appearance in Carolina and Virginia very !

early in the spring, in flocks. It is about .

six inches long ; beak dusky : tbe whole
of the upper parts of its plumage are of

1

a fine blue colour j the throat, fore part of
]

the neck, breast, and sides, rufous ; the
|

belly and under tail-coverts white. The :

female is less brilliant in colour, and has
the upper parts varied with brown. It feeds
on insects ; to procure which it frequents
fields of maize and marshj' places. It has
only a slight plaintive note ; and its nest
is placed in the hole of a tree or wall.

RED DEER. [See Deer.]

RED-POLE, or RED-HEADED WAR-
|BLER. (SyJvicola petechia, OT cestiva.) Tliis '

bird inhabits Pennsylvania, where it makes
\

its first appearance in March, and retires in
]

the autumn. It has a black, slender, sharp- -

pointed bill ; the top of the head is red ; the
upper parts of the body, from the head to
the tail, olive green 5 the wings and tail ,

dusky, with yellow edges : the vmder parts
|

of the plumage are bright yellow, sprinkled
on the breast and belly with red : the legs
dusky. It frequents bushy places, and is a
solitary species.

REDSHANK. (Totamis calidris.) This
is an aquatic bird, about the size of the !

common Plover : the bock is of a grayish or
|

greenish brown colour, spotted with bla^k ;

the neck is gray ; the throat is variegated
with black and white, with a few loose

\

streaks of black ; and the wing-feathers are
a mixture of black, brown, and white. The
bill is long, slender, and shaped like that of
a woodcock, reddish at the base, and blacker

,

lower down, and the legs are of a bright red.
|

This bird breeds in fens and marshes, and is .

generally observed singly, or at most in
'

pairs. AVhen disturbed, it flies round its
'

nest, making a noise like the Lapwing. It
,

lays four eggs, of a whitish colour tinged
with olive, and marked with irregular six)t3

of black.

REED-BUNTING. (Eniberiza schccni-

clus.) [See Buxxixo.]

REGENT BIRD. (SericuUis chrysocc-
phalns.) A very beautiful bird belonging
to the Jfcliphaffida: or Honey-eaters, found
in the eastern portion of Australia, figured
and described by Jlr. Gould, in his cele-

brated work as one of the finest birds of the
Australian Fauna, “ which, when adorned
in its gorgeous livery of golden yellow and
deep velvety black, exhibits an extreme
shyness of disposition, ns if conscious that

its beauty, rendering it a conspicuous object,

might lead to its destruction.” The plu-

mage of the male bird is exceedingly rich

and brilliant, but is not acquired until the

second or third year. It is thus described :

— Head and back of the neck, running in a

rounded point towards the breast, rich bright

gamboge yellow tinged with orange, par-

ticulnrlv on the centre of the forehead 1
the

reinaiuiler of the plumage, with the excep-
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tion of the secondaries and inner webs of all

but the first primary, deep velvety black ;

the secondaries bright gamboge-yellow, with

;

a narrow edging of black along the inner
weba ; the &st primary is entirely black,
the next have the tips and outer webs black— the half of the inner web and that part

.
of the shaft not running through the black

,
tip arc yellow

; as the primaries approach
the secondaries, the yellow of the inner web
extends across the shaft, leaving only n black
edge on the outer web, which gradually
narrows until the tips only of both webs re-

j

main black ; bill yellow ; irides pale yellow
;

! legs and feet black. The plumage of the
female is tptally different, the prevailing

I

colour being a dull browmish white on the

I

head, throat, and breast, with the wings and
tail pale olive-brown : the young males re-

sembling them until they gradually change
to the livery of the adult. Their food con-
sists of ripe fruits, berries, and seeds. A few
specimens of this bird were lately brought
alive -to this country, and were in the pos-
session of Mr. Warwick,

REGtrLTJS. A genus of Passerine birds,
sometimes called Kinglets., and identical
with or closely allied to the Wrens. The
Goldex-crested Wrex (,Ke0ihts cristatits-)

is supposed to be the least of all European
birds ; being less than three inches and a
half in length, and when stripped of its

^

featiiers the body is only about an inch

oonDEX-ORESTan wnax.
(rxoolos cmsfATOs.)

long. The bill is slender and dark ; eyes
hazel ; on the top of its head the feathers

;
are of a bright orange colour, bordered on

! each side with block, which forms an arch

j

above the eyes, and with which it somc-
I

times conceals the crown
, by contracting the

1 muscles of the head ; the upper part of the

I

body is yellowish olive green i all the under
I

parts pale reddish white, tinged with green

j

on the sides j the greater coverts of the w'ings

I

are dusky brown, edged with yellow, and
tipped with white : legs yellowish brown.
The female is distinguished by a pale yellow
crown ! and her wliolc plumage is less than
that of the male. Tills delightful little fairy
bird frequents the largest trees, such ns
oaks, elms, tall pines, and firs, particularly
the first, in which it finds both food and
shelter i in these it builds its nest, which is

suspended like a hammock, from a branch
by a kind of cordage made of the materials
of which the nest is chiefly composed ; it is

of an oblong form, having an aperture on ,

one side, and is made principally of moss, I

lined with the softest down, mixed with
;

slender filaments : the female lays from six
j

to a dozen eggs, scarcely larger than peas, I

which are white, sprinkled with very small
dull-coloured spots. These birds are very i

agile, and are almost continually in motion,
]

fluttering from branch to branch, creeping
on all sides of the trees, clinging to them in
every situation, and often hanging like the
Titmouse. Their food consists chiefly of the
smallest insects, which they find in the ere-

I

vices of the bark of trees, or catch on the
wing ; they also eat the eggs of insects, small
worms, and various sorts of seeds. The song
of the Golden-crested Wren is said to be
very melodious, but weaker than that of the
common Wren ; and it has besides a sharp
shrill cry, somewhat like that of the Grass-
hopper. The species is diffused throughout
Europe ; it stays with us the whole year ;

and is able to bear great extremes of tem-
lierature. There are two other European
species, the R. ignicapillus and if. modestus,
the former of these is occasionally found in
this country. Three closely allied species
are found in North America. These are the
if. Satropa, the species regarded bjf Wilson
as similar to the European if. cristatus, the
if. Cuvieri, and the if. Calendula.

REDSTART. (Ruticilla phtenicui-us.)
This is a beautiful little bird belonging to
the family Sylviadee, rather more than
five inches in length. The bill, legs, and
claws are black ; the forehead is white, ; the
crown of the head, hind part of the neck,
and the back are of a deep blue gray colour;
the cheeks and throat are black ; the breast,
rump, and sides are red ; and the two middle
feathers of the tail are brown ; the belly is

white. The female differs considerably from
the male : her colours are less vivid ; the
top of the head and back are ash gray ; chin
white. The Redstart visits us about the

REDSTABT,—(BOTTOintA PHCKNIOO UtlS.)

middle of April, and takes Us departure at
the end of September or the beginning of
October. Though wild and timorous, ft is

frequently found In the midst of cities,
always choosing the most inaccessible places
for its residence : it likewise builds in the
holes of forest trees, or in high and danger-
ous precipices. Its nest is chiefly composed
of moss, fined with hair and feathers. It it

3 c 8
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distinguished by a peculiar quick shake of
its tail from side to side, when it alights
These birds feed on flies, spiders, ants’ eggs,
soft fruits, berries, &c.

The AMEitiCAir Redstaht (.Setophaga
ruticilla), which belongs to the family Mus-
cicapidcE, is described by Wilson as one of
the most expert flycatchers of its tribe.

He says, “ it is almost perpetually in motions
and will pursue a retreating party of flies

from the tops of the tallest trees, in an al-

most perpendicular, but zig-zag direction,
to the ground, where the clicking of its bill

is distinctly heard ; and I doubt not but it

often secures ten or twelve of these in a
descent of three or four seconds.” ^^^lere-
ever flying insects abound, there this little

bird is sure to be seen. It builds frequently
in low bushes, or on the drooping branches
of tire elm, within a few feet of the ground,
fastening its nest to two twigs ;

outwardly it

is formed of flax, well wound together, and
moistened with its saliva, interspersed here
and there witli pieces of lichen, and lined
with a very soft downy substance. The
female lays five white eggs, sprinkled with
gray and blackish specks. The general
colour of the plumage above is black, wliich
covers the wliole head and neck, and spreads
on the upper parts of the breast in a round-
ing form ;

where, as well as on the head and
neck, it is glossed witli steel blue

;
sides of

the breast below this, black ; the inside of
the wings, and upper half of the W'ing-quills,

are of a fine orange colour ; belly and vent,

white, slightly streaked with pale orange ;

legs blac£ This species has the constant
hal)it of flirting its extended tail from side

to side, as it runs along the branches, occa-
sionally shooting oifafter winged insects. Its

notes are few and feeble, repeated at short
intervals, as it darts among the foliage.

REIN-DEER. (Cervus tarandus.) The
Rein-deer is an inhabitant of the most
northerly regions. In Europe its chief re-

sidence is in Lapland and Norway ; in Asia
it frequents the north coast as far as Kamt-
schatka, and the inland parts as far as

Siberia i
and in America it is common in

RKIN-nKBU,—(0ERVD8 TARAimUB;)

Greenland, but does not extend farther south

than Canada. They have long been domes-
cated, and their appearance and habits have
been minutely described by many travellers

and naturalists, 'i hey arc about four feet six

inches in height. Their horns are remarkablv
long and slender, and they have branched,

recurved, round antlers, the summits ofwhich
are palmatcd. Tire body is of a thick and

square form j and the legs shorter in pro-
portion than those of the stag ; but it should
be observed that the size varies according
to the climate, those in the Arctic remons
being the largest. The colour of the Rein-
deer is brown above and white beneath j

but as it advances in age, it often becomes of
a grayish-white, and sometimes almost en-
tirely wliite : the space about the eyes is

always black : the under part of the neck
is much longer than the rest, and forms a
kind of hanging beard. Both sexes have
horns, but those of the male are much larger
and longer than those of the female. The
hoofs are long, large, and black, as are also
the false or secondary hoofs behind ; and
these latter, while the animal is running,
make by their collision a remarkable clat-
tering soimd, which may be heard at a con-
siderable distance.

It is an observation no less true than trite,

that to the Laplanders this animal is the sub-
stitute for the horse, the eow, and the sheep :

harnessed to the sledge, the Rein-deer bounds
over the frozen lakes and rivers, or the
equally hardened surface of the snow ; of its

milk they make their cheese ; its flesh sup-
plies them with food ; and the skins furnish
them not only with clothing, but with
their tents and bedding. In short, this ani-
mal is deservedly celebrated for its services

|

to the simple and harmless inhabitants of
j

Lapland, who, undisturbed by the sound of
j

war, or the anxieties which commerce brings,
,

lead a kind of pastoral life, even within the ,

frozen limits of the arctic circle, and have
|

no other cares than those of providing for

the rigours of their long winter, and of
rearing and supporting their numerous herds
of Rein-deer, which may be said to consti-

tute almost their whole wealth. Some writers,
'

indeed, have eulogized the great happiness t

of the Laplanders in terms too extravagant
|

for the sober pen of truth, and, quitting de- I

scriptive prose, have indulged in the pleasant
reveries of poetical Action : thus—
Here stands secure, beneath the northern zone,

O sacted Innocence, thy turf-built throne :

’Tis here thou wav’st aloft thy snowy wings.
Far from the pride of courts and pomp of icings.”

But, in fact, if the poor Laplander be
really so happy, it arises from his being
ignorant of the wants of luxury, occasioned
by the sterility of his native land, and his
non-intercourse with highly civilized and
polished nations. Their state of felicity ha.s,

indeed, some serious drawbacks. The winter
may be said to continue nearly nine months,
and is of a rigour unknown in the more
southern regions of the world ; the sun is

invisible for a certain period, and the moon
and stars, with the frequent coruscations

of the aurora borealis, and the reflection

from the snow, constitute the only light

afforded by nature. The short summer, on

the contrary, when once fairly commenced,
is scarcely less oppressive, from the innumer-
able legions of musquitoes, which abound to

such a degree in the marshy districts, as to

oblige the inhabitants, in order to walk
abroad with common comfort, to anoint their

faces with a mixture of tar and milk 1

1
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The chief food of the Rein-deer is a species
of lichen, or moss, which covers large tracts
of the northern regions, and on which these
animals delight to browse. “ Rapland," we
are told, “ is divided into two tracts, called
the alpine and the woodland country. Those
immense mountains, called in Sweden Tjel-
len, divide that country from Norway, ex-
tending towards the White Sea as for as
Russia, and arc frequently more than twelve
miles in breadth. The other, called the
woodland division, lies to the east of this,

and differs from the neighbouring provinces
of Norway by its soil, which is exceedingly
stony and barren, being covered with one
continued tract of wood, of old pine-trees.
This tract has a very singular appearance.
The trees above are covered over with great
quantities of a black hanging lichen, grow-
ing in filaments resembling locks of hair,
while the ground beneath appears like snow,
being totally covered with white lichens.
Between this wood and the Alps lies a region
called the Woodland, or Desert Lapmark,
of thirty or forty miles in breadth, of the
most savage and horrid appearance, consist-

' ting of scattered and uncultivated woods,
i and continued plains of dry barren sand,

I

mixed with vast lakes and mountains.
I When the mosses on part of this desert tract

j

have been burnt, either by lightning or

I

any accidental fire, the barren soil imme-
I

diatcly produces the wliite lichen which
: covers the lower parts of the Alps. The
Rein-deer in summer seek their highest
parts, and there dwell amidst their storms
and snows, not to fly the heat of the lower
regions, but to avoid the gnat anil gad-fly.
In winter these intensely cold mountains,
whose tups reach high into the atmosjihere,
can no longer support them, and they are
obliged to return to the desert and subsist
upon the lichens."

“ To the natives of North America,” to
use the words of a contemporary writer, “ the
Reindeer is only known as a beast of chace,
but it is a most irni>ortant one: there is hardly
a part of the animal which is not made avail-
able to some useful purpose. Clothing made
of the skin is, according to Dr. Richardson,
so impervious to the cold, that, with the ad-
dition of a blanket of the same material,
any one so clothed may bivounck on the
snow with safety in the most intense cold
of an arctic winter's night. The venison,
when in high condition, has several inches
of fat on the haunches, and is said to equal
that of the fallow-deer in our liest English
parks ! the tongue and some of the tripe arc
rei:koncd most delicious morsels. Pem-
mican is formed by pouring one-third part
of melted fat over the pounded meat, and
ineorpirrating them well together. The Es-
quimaux and Greenlanders consider the
stomach or paunch with its contents a great
delicacy ; and Captain James Ross says that
those contents form the only vegetable food
which the natives of Boothia ever taste.

For further particulars, and there arc many
and Interesting, we must refer to Dr. Rf-
ehardson's Fauna Ilorcali-Americana, and
the works of our gallant northern voyagers
generally."
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REMORA, or SUCKING-FISH. (£c7«-
neis.) This fish, which in form bears some re-
semblance to the herring, and is from fifteen
to eighteen inches in length, is the echeneis of
the Greeks, and has been celebrated from re-

mote antiquity for its power of adhesion to
any other animal or inanimate substance: in
short, the most incredible stories are related

REMOax— (E0HINEI3 REMORA.)

by Plinjr and other ancient naturalists with
all possible gravity and good faith ; among
others, that Antony's ship, at the battle of
Actium, was kept motionless by the exer-
tions of the Remora, notwithstanding the
efibrts of several hundred sailors ; and that
the vessel of Caligula was detained between
Astura and Actium by another of these fish
found sticking to the helm, and whose
solitary efforts could not be countervailed by
a crew of four hundred able seamen, till

several of the latter, on examining into the
cause of the detention, perceived the im-
pediment, and detached the Remora from
its hold. The real fact is, that the fins of
this fish are particularly weak, on which
account it attaches itself to various bodies,
and is found not only fastened to ships, but
to whales, sharks, and other fishes ; and
with such extreme tenacity is this hold
maintained, that, unless the effort of separa-
tion be applied in a particular direction, it

is impossible to effect the disunion without
the destruction of the fish itself. In stormy
and boisterous weather, the Remora, like
the lumpfish and some others, will also often
adhere to rocks.
The Remora is principally an inhabitant

of the Mediterranean and Atlantic seas. Its
general colour is an uniform brown

; the
skin smooth and destitute of scales, but
marked with numerous impressed points or
pores : the mouth is large, and furnished
with very numerous small teeth j and the
lower jaw is rather longer than the upper :

the eyes are small, with yellow iridcs : the
lateral line commenees above the pectoral
fins, and from thence, pretty suddenly de-
scending, runs straight in the tail, which is of
a slightly forked, or rather luiiated form.
Another species, the Indian Remoiia (A'c/ie-

neis uevcralegj, which is of a more slender
or lengthened shape, is said to be cmidoyed
by the natives of the coast of Mozambique in
their pursuit of turtles, with great success.
A ring is fastened round the tail of the fish

in such a manner ns to prevent its escape,
and a long cord fastened to the ring. When
the boat has arrived as near os it well can to
a turtle that is sleeping on the surface of the
water, as is the custom of these animals, tlie

boatmen throw the Remora into the sea,
and giving it the proper length of cord, it

soon attaches itself to the breast of the sleep-
ing turtle, and both arc then drawn into the
bout with case. The apparatus by which
this adhesion is accomplished by the Remora
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consists of an oval area on the top of the
head, traversed by numerous partitions, each
of which is fringed at the end by a row of
very numerous perpendicular teeth, or fila-

ments, while the whole oval space is strength-
ened by a longitudinal septum.

REPTILES. {Replilia.') The name given
to a class of cold-blooded vertcbrated ani-
mals, whose movements are usually confined
to crawling and swimming, and whose res-

pir.ation is aerial and incomplete. They
have the heart so constructed that at each
contraction a portion only of the blood
received Ifom the various parts of the system
is sent into the lungs, the remainder of this

lluid returning into the general circulation
without ha^dng passed through the lungs,
and consequently without having been sub-
jected there to respiration. Hence it results

that the action of oxygen upon the blood is

less than in the Mammalia ;
and though

several of them leap and run with celerity

on certain occasions, their habits are gene-
rally sluggish, their digestion excessively
slow, their sensations obtuse, and, in cold or
temperate climates, they pass nearly the
whole winter in a state of lethargy. In their

general form. Reptiles approach Mammalia
nearer than Birds ; but they offer in this

respect many variations, as may be seen by
comparing together, a Tortoise, a Crocodile,

a Serpent, and a Frog. Their head is almost
always small, and their body very much
lengthened out ; some, as Serpents, are en-

tirely destitute of members, or have only
traces of them j

but the greater number of

these animals, the Lizard and Frog for in-

stance, have four limbs, formed so as to serve

for walking or swimming. The skeleton in

this class presents much greater variations

in its structure, than in warm-blooded Ver-
tebrata. All the parts of which it is com-
posed are wanting in one or another group,

excepting the head and the vertebral co-

lumn ; but the bones of which these arc

composed always preserve a great resem-
blance to those of Mammalia and Birds, aud
are easily recognized as being analagous to

them. Their brain, which is proportionally

very small, is not so essentially requisite to

the exercise of their animal and vital facul-

ties as in the Mammalia ; for they continue

to live and to execute voluntary movements
for a considerable time after being deprived

of the brain, and even after the loss of the

head : their muscles also preserve their irri-

tability for a considerable time after being

severed from the body ;
and their heart con-

tinues to pulsate for hours after it has been

torn from the body. Reptiles dive wdth more
facility, and remain longer under water than

either the Mammalia or Birds, the smallness

of the pulmonary vessels permitting them
to suspend the process of respiration, without

arresting the course of the blood. No Rep-

tile hatches its eggs. Some on quitting the

egg have the form and gills of fishes ; and

certain genera retain these organs even after

the development of their lungs. In other

Reptiles which produce eggs, the young is

already formed and considerably advanced

within the egg at the time the parent de-

posits it. Reptiles also present more varied I

forms, characters, and modes of gait, than 1

the other classes of animals ; and it is in
\

their production more especially, that Na-
ture seems to have tried to imagine grotesque
forms, and to have modified in every possible '

way the general plan adopted for all verte-
brated animals, and for the oviparous classes
in particular.
Reptiles are endowed with five senses, but

none of them in great perfection. In those
species which are covered with scales or
plates, the sense of touch is very obtuse

;

and in the species which have a naked skin, I

such as the Frog, it is aiso weak, in conse-
quence of not being adherent to the body,
but envelopes it like a bag. In the Serj>ents
the eyes are immovable, destitute of eyelids,
and covered with a corneous substance ; in
some genera three eyelids are distinguish-
able, while others are destitute of sight.

Their nostrils are small, and they appear to
have a very weak sense of smell. They have
no delicacy of taste, for almost all the species
swallow their food entire j and those in
which the tongue is soft and flexible, this
organ serves chiefly as an instrument for the
seizure of their food. None of them have
true fleshy lips ; and some, such as the Tor-
toises, are provided with a horny bill, like :

that of a parrot; others have teeth of various
forms, which are not, however, formed for

{

mastication, but to assist in holding their i

prey. Various serpents have hollow fangs,

which they can erect at pleasure, when they
open their mouths to bite, and t^se fan^
have apertures, from which they inject into

the wounds made by them an active and
deadiy poison.
From the earliest times the forms and

habits of the reptile world - attracted at-

tention, and appear to have been pretty

well understood. The ancient monuments
of the Egyptians show this ; and numerous
passages in the Old Testament prove that a

similar knowledge existed when the Scrip-

tures were written. Nor must it be forgotten
that among the Organic Remains which the

industry and scicuce of inquiring minds
iiave lately brought to light, none present
forms more wonderful, or proportions more
gigantic, than some of the Fossil Reptilia.

[See ICHTiivosAUitus : Iouasodox : Plk-
SIOSAUKUS.]

RETEPORA. A genus ofthe Polypiferous
corallines which is allied to Kscltara, and
has tile leaf-like expansion pierced like net-

NiPTTTNa’s nory'i.FS.

(RETaponA OKi n iiop-*.!
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work ; our figure will show the appearance
of this genus. The Ispecics represented is

often called Neptune’s Ruffles, and is the
Retepora cellulosa of naturalists. It is some
of the recent species ; there are others found
in a fossil state.

RHEA. [See Ostrich, American.]

I

RHINOCEROS. (Rhinoceros.) This large
and uncouth-looking Pachydermatous genus
inhabits the hotter regions of Asia and
Africa, and, next to the Elepliant, contains

. the most powerful ofquadrupeds. The com-
mon Indian Rhinoceros (R. lenicomis) is

usually about twelve feet long from the tip of
1 1 the nose to the insertion of the tail ; its height
> is about seven feet ; and the circumference

of its body is nearly equal to its length.
The back, instead of rising, as in the Ele-
phant, sinks in considerably ; the head is

, moderately large and long ; the upper lip

:
protrudes considerably, and being extremely

I
pliable, answers the end of a small proboscis

:

' but its most distinguishing mark is tlie pus-

; session of a solid, slightly curved, sharp-
: pointed horn, which rests on a strong arch

INDIAN RBINOCEHOS.
' (rhinoceros UNIOORNIS.)

]

formed by the nasal bones. This hom is

I
sometimes (but not generally) as much as

;
three feet in length, and eigliteen inches in

I

circumference at its base, and is used as a
I mcMt powerful and effective weapon. The
animal is also characterized by having seven
molars on each side above and below, with
only four incisors, and no canine teeth. The

i

ears are moderately large, upright, and
I pointed; the eyes small and half closed,
j' The skin is thick and coarse, with a knotty
' or granulated surface ; and so impenetrable
j

on the body and limbs, os to resist cither
the claws of the lion or the tiger, the sword
or the shot of the hunter. Almut the neck

j

the skin is disposed in several large plaits or

i; folds; another fold passes from the shoul-

j

ders to the fore legs, and another from the
(' hind part of the back to the thighs. The
II tail is slender, flattened at the end, and co-
ll Tcrcd on the sides with very stiff and thick

i block hairs : the ticlly is somewhat pendu-

I

lous ; the leg; very short, strong, and thick ;

! and the feet divided into three large hoofs,

I

all standing forwards. In India the Khino-

I

ceros Icaiis a tranquil indolent life, wallow-
ing on the marshy Ixirders of lakes and
rivers, and occasionally bathing itself in
their waters. Its movements arc usually
slow; and it carries its head low, like the
Hog, ploughing up the ground with its hum,

and making its way by sheer force through
the jungle. It is naturally of a quiet and
inoffensive disposition, but very' furious and
dangerous when provoked or attacked

;

charging with great impetuosity, and tramp-
ling down, or ripping up with its horn, any
animal which opposes it. The bones of the
Rhinoceros, like those of the Elephant, are
often found in a fossil state m various parts
of the world ; and in the year 1772 an entire
Rhinoceros was found buried in the banks
of a Siberian river, in the ancient frozen
soil, with the skin, tendons, and some of
the flesh, in the highest state of preservation.

The Two-iiorned Rhinoceros. (Rhino-
ceros bicornis.) This species is found in
various parts of Africa, and seems to have
been the kind known to the ancient Romans,
and by them exhibited in their public shows
and combats of animals. In size it equals
the common or single-homed species ; and
its habits and manner of feeding are the
same: but it differs greatly in the appearance
of its skin, which, instead of the vast and
regularly marked armour-like folds of the
former, has merely a slight wrinkle across
the shoulders, and on the hinder parts, with

AFRICAN RHINOCEROS.

a few fainter wrinkles on the sides ; so that,
in comparison with the common Rhinoceros,
it appears almost smooth : the skin, however,
is rough or tuberculated : but what con-
stitutes the specific or principal distinction
is, that the nose is furnished with two horns,
one of which is smaller than the other, and
situated higher up ; and that they are fixed
to the nose by a strong apparatus of muscles
and tendons, so that they are loose when
the animal is in a quiescent state, but become
firm and immovable when he is enraged.
His manner of feeding, with some other par-
ticulars, is thus given by Mr. Bruce, the
Abyssinian traveller. He informs us, that,
“ brides the trees capable of most resistance,
there are, in the vast forests within the rains,
trees of a softer consistence, and of a very
succulent quality, which seem to be destined
for his principal food. For the puri>osc of
gaining the highest branches of these, his
upper Tip is capable of being lengthened out
so ns to increase his power of Taying hold
with this in the same manner ns the Elephant
docs with his trunk. With this lip, and the
assistance of his tongue, he pulls down the
ui)I>cr brunches whicli have most leaves, and
these he devours first; having stripped the
tree of Its branches, ho does not tlicrcforo
abandon it, but, iilnciiig his snout ns low In
the trunk ns he finds his horns will enter,
he rips up the body of the tree, and reduces



it to tliin pieces, like so many laths ; and
when he has thus prepared it, he embraces
as much of it as he cun in his monstrous
jaws, and twists it round with as much ease
ns an ox would do a root of celery. When
pursued, and in fear, he possesses an asto-
nishing degree of swiftness, considering his
size, the apparent unwieldiness of his body,
his great weight before, and the shortness of
his legs. He is long, and has a kind of trot,

which, after a few minutes, increases in a
great proportion, and takes in a great dis-
tance ; but this is to be understood with a
degree of moderation. It is not true that in
a plain he beats the horse in swiftness. I
have passed him with ease, and seen many
worse mounted do the same; and though it

is true that a horse can seldom come up with
him, this is owing to his cunning, and not
his swiftness. He makes constantly from
wood to wood, and forces himself into the
thickest part of them. The trees that are
frush, or dry, are broke down, like as with a
cannon shot, and fall behind him and on
his sides in all directions. Others that are
more pliable, greener, or fuller of sap, are
bent back by his weight and the velocity
of his motions. And, after he has passed,
restoring themselves like a green branch to
their natural position, they sweep the in-

cautious pursuer and his horse from the

I

the ground, and dash them in pieces against

I
the surrounding trees. The eyes of the Rhi-
noceros are very small, and he seldom turns
his head, and therefore sees nothing but what
is before him. To this he ow'es his death,
and never escapes if there is so much piain
as to enable the horse to get before Mm.
His pride and fury, then, make liim lay
aside all thoughts of escaping, but by victory
over his enemy. He stands fora moment at

bay, then, at a start, runs forward at the
horse, like the -Nvild boar, whom, in his man-
ner of action, he very much resembles. The
horse easily avoids him, by turning short
aside ; and this is the fatal instant : the
naked man, with the sword, drops from be-
hind tlie principal horseman, and, unseen
by tlie Rhinoceros, who is seeking his enemy,
the horse, he gives him a stroke across the
tendon of tlie heel, which renders him in-

capable of further flight or resistance."

Another siiecies of Riiinoceros, less power-
ful and savage, is found in Java ; of this

we figure the skuil, which will serve also to

illustrate the struetpre of the head ; a third,

which possesses two horns, in Sumatra ; and

SKtrr.t. or p.niNOCH aos J-VANOS.

three species arc said to be known in Africa :

but the most formidable are those we have

described. The skin of the Rhinoceros is an
article in great demand in several countries
of Asia and Africa. It is manufactured into
the best and hardest leather that can be
imagined; and targets and shields are made
of it, that are proof against even the stroke
of a scimitar. When poiished, the skin is

very similar in appearance to tortoise shell.

Their horns are manufactured into drinking
cups, the hilts of swords, and snuff-boxes, by
several oriental nations ; and in the palmy
days of ancient Rome, we are told, the ladies
of fashion used them in their baths, to hold
their essence bottles and oils.

In M. de Blainville's great work on the
Osteography of the Tertebrata;, he admits
five living species as indisputable ; two of
which are African— the black rhinoceros of
the Cape (R. bicomis\ and the white rhino-
ceros of Southern Africa, first distinguished
by Dr. Burchell (i?. sinnis) ; three are
Asiatic— the Rhinoceros of India (R. uni-
cornis), the rhinoceros of Java, with one
horn (R. Javanus), and that of Sumatra,
with two horns (R. Sumatranus). Dr. An-
drew Smith discovered a third species, dis-
tinguished, among other peculiarities, by the
great length of the second horn. TMs is the
lihinoceros Ketloa, described by that distin-
guished naturalist ; a fine specimen of it

exists in the collection of the British Mu-
seum. Some accounts would likewise lead
us to believe in the existence of a rhinoceros
in Afriea with one horn, which would form
another species to be added to the preceding.
Among the fossil rhinoceroses, M. de

Blainville admits but three European spe*
cies as certain. The first is the rhinoceros
with partitioned nostrils (R. tichorhinus).

TMs species, destitute of incisors, had three
toes on each foot, the cranium elongated,
the nostrils separated by a bony partition ;

its nose was jirovidcd with two horns ; its

mol ars approached those of the Rhinoceros
canws; its bones were short and strong,
and its body covered with hair. On this

subject he remarks, that these hairs have
sometimes been erroneously described os
forming a long and thick fur, but at most
they did not exceed three lines in Icngtii.

R. eichorhintis is found in the deposits formed
during the diluvian epoch. It is probable
that it inliabitcd Siberia, and the greater
part of Europe. This is the species which
has been found preserved in the ice of the
North of Asia. The second species is the
rhinoceros with nostrils not partitioned
(R. leptorhinus), which had persistent in-

cisors, but concealed in the gums, three toes

on each foot, two horns, an elongated cra-

nium, and slender bones. This species,

which is not so well characterized as the

preceding, has been found chiefiy in the

superior tertiarics of Italv and the south of

France. M. de Blainviilc likewise refers

the bones found in caverns in the south of

France to R. tichorhimis, while those of the

north and of Belgium contain only the re-

mains of the preceding species. The third

species is the rhinoceros with incisors (R.
incisivits), characterized hy half salient in-

cisors in the two jaws, four toes on the an-
terior feet, flat metatarsi, &c. It would
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appear that the male bore two horns7 and
that the female was d^Hitute of these ap-
pendages. The latter, for this reason, has
been made the type of the genns Acerothe-
rium of M. Kaup. The Jl. incisimis is found
in the middle tertiary formations, and has
been described under many names. In the
Sewalik Hills, in India, Dr. Falconer and
Jlajor Cautley have discovered remains of
other fossil species ; figures of these are given
in their Fauna antiqua Sivalensis

:

ti.o origi-

nals are preserved in the British Museum.
It appears that rhinoceroses have not ex-

isted during the whole commencement of

,

the tertiary epoch, for the eocene formations

^

yield no trace of them. They have appeared,
' for the first time, in the middle or miocene
! period, during which the It. incisii’us has
;
inhabited the greater port of Europe. To-
wards the close of the tertiary epoch this

si>ecies has been replaced by the S. lepto-

[

rhinns, and during the diluvian epoch, it is

the R, tichorhinus which has been the most
< abundant and most widely diffused. In the
* present day rhinoceroses do not exist in
Europe, and are only found in the warmest
countries. AVe find three siiecies in Africa,
one species in Continental Asia, and two in
the Sunda Islands. America and New Hol-
land have not any at present, and do not
appear to have possessed any in the epoch
anterior to our own.

RHIPIDURA. [Sec Fa.vtail.]

RHIZOSTOMA. A genus of Acalephte,
bearing a close external resemblance to the

. Medusa.

! RHOPALOCERA. The first section of the
' Xsepidopteraf in the recent Classification of
Insects, corrc8I>onding with the genus Papilio
(Unn.% and deriving its name from gene-
rally having the antennaj, which are thin
and elongated, terminated by a knob. This
section comprises the well-known tribes of
Butterflies, whose elegant forms and beau-
tiful colours maybe mistaken for, “winged
flowers or flying gems.’* They vary greatly
in size, as well as in the diversity of their

colours : here, in our native fields, w’e have
some species not an inch across the wings,
while in India and South America are to
be seen, fluttering in the sun’s warm rays,
gorgeous specimens nine or ten inches in
expanse. Their flight Is also as varied as
that of the feathered trills, and can os
readily l>c distinguished by the skilful col-
lector. Some skim along the plain with
graceful elegance ; others fly more slowly,
and with an undulating motion ; while
others, again, rise high into the air. and sail

over the topmost branches of the sturdy oak.
The prevalence of particular colours In

certain groups also deserves mention : thus

,
the PolyomnyUi Me chiefly blue \ among the

i pirricUs the colour is either white or orange
tipf)€d with block ; In the llipjmrvhuE^

I dull brown » in bright copjier

I colour ; while the NumphalitUr. hove their

I wings varied with l>cnutifii] eves or spots ;

I

and the Fritillarieg ore fulvous, varied on
,
the under side with pcorly patches. — Wo

^

• might extend this article to an indefinite
1

length were we to attempt to describe the
various habits, the distinctive characters,
and the transformations, &c. of these beau-
tiful insects j but we trust the reader will
excuse ns if we at once refer him, for such
additional information as our space would
allow, to the articles Papilio and Lepidop-
TKRA.

RHY^^CnCEA. A genus of Grallatorial
birds allied to the Snipes, The species
RiiYNcncEA Australis, which is a summer
visitant of New South Wales, in its habits
and disposition partakes both of the true
Snipes and the Sandpipers ; running about,
like the latter, among the rushes or on the
bare ground at the edge of the water. Olive-
green, with narrow bars and marblings of
dark brown, is the prevailing colour ; and a
pale bulf stripe runs from the bill down the
centre of the head to the nape ; breast and
all the under surface white ; legs pale green.
The male is much smaller than the female,
and has the sides, back, andfrontof the neck
much lighter and mingled with patches of
white ; wings more olive, the coverts orna-
mented w’ith numerous large irregular
patches of buff, encircled with a narrow line
of black ; the buff bands on the primaries
richer and more distinct ; the scapularies
speckled with w’hite ; the patch on each side
of the chest dark olive, w'ith large patches of
w’liite surrounded by a line of black. The
plumage of the female, contrary to the gene-
ral rule, is darker, richer, and more distinctly
defined. Mr. Gould saj's tliat on dissection
be observed an anatomical peculiarity of a
very extraordinary nature, the more so as it

exists in the female alone ; namely, the
great elongation of the trachea, whicli passes
down between the skin and the muscles
forming the breast for the whole length of
the body, making four distinct convolutions
before entering the lungs. Tliis was after-
wards examined by Mr. Yarrcll, who states
that the form and position of llie trachea in
the Rhynclicea Avsirdlis is similar to that of
the Semipalmated Goose, figured in the loth
volume of the Trans. Linn. Soc. Tab. 14.

RHYNCIIOPHORA. An extensive group
or subsection of Coleopterous insects, dis-
tinguished by the front of the head being
produced into a long snout or rostrum, at
the extremity of which is the mouth. The
body is oval or rounded ; the antennoe are
inserted nt the sides of the rostrum, and are
short, elbowed, and often terminated in an
oval club; the mandibles arc small but ro-
bust ; tlic pal|)i short and conical ; and the
third tarsal joint deeply bilobed. Tlic ma-
jority of the species are of Biuall or moderate
size

;
but the elytra of some of them are

most brilliantly coloured : they are widely
distributed, but abound chiefly in hot coun-
tries, and all arc herbivorous. The larvno
arc w'hitc and fleshy grubs, with strong and
horny jaws, whereby they are enabled to
gnaw the harder parts of vegetable food, on
W'lii(di they subsist.

These beetles arc often very hurtful to
plants, by boring into tlic leaves, bark, buds,
fruit, and seeds, and feeding upon the soft
substance therein contained. Tliey are dl-
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urnal insects, and love to come out of their
retreats and enjoy the sunshine. Some of
tlrem fly well

; but others have no wings, or
only very short ones, under the wing-cases,
and are therefore unable to fly. They walk
slowly, and being of a timid nature, and
without the means of defence, when alarmed
they turn back their antennas under the
snout, fold up their legs, and fall from the
plants on which they live. The larv£E have
strong and horny jaws, with which they gnaw
those parts of plants w'hich serve for their

food. Some of them bore into and spoil

fruits, grain, and seeds ; some attack the
leaves and stems of plants, causing them to

swell and become cankered ; while others
penetrate into the solid wood, interrupt the
course of the sap, and occasion the branch
above the seat of attack to wither and die.

Most of these grubs are transformed within
the vegetable substances upon which they
have lived ; some, however, when fully grown,
go into the ground, where they are changed
to pupae, and afterwards to beetles. Tills

subsection corresponds with the Linnaean
genera Bruchus, Attelabus, and Curculio.
Some of the most extraordinary species of
Rhyncophorous Insects compose the South
African genus Antliarhinus, in one sex of
which the rostrum is nearly three times ns

long as the body, porrected, and as thin as a
fine needle. In the great work of Schcenherr
on these insects at least 7000 species are de-
scribed or alluded to.

RHYNCHOPS. We learn from Wilson's
American Ornithology, that tliis truly sin-

gular bird was the only species of its tribe

discovered at the time he wrote. Another
species at least, the Jt. orientalis has been
since found in Africa. The species whose
history we here subjoin is the Black Sklm-
JIEB j

or Sheerwater. {Rhynchops nigra.)
It is a bird of passage in the United States,

and makes its first appearance on the
sliores of New Jersey early in May. It re-

sides there, as well as along tlie whole At-
lantic coast, during the summer, and retires

early in September. Its favourite haunts

are low sand bars, raised above the reach

of the summer tides j and also dry flat

sands on the beach in front of the ocean.

Early in June these birds form themselves

into small societies, fifteen or twenty pair

frequently breeding within a few yards of

each other. Tlic nest is a mere hollow formed
in the sand ; and the female lays three eggs,

almost perfectly oval, of a clear white,

marked with large round spots of brownish

black, and intermixed with others of a paler '

dusky hue. The female sits on them only
during the night, or in wet and stormy
weather. Tire young remain for several
weeks before tliej; are able to fly ; are fed

\

with great assiduity by both parents ; and
seem to delight in lying with loosened wings,
flat on the sand, enjoying its invigorating
warmth. They breed but once in the season, i

Tire Sheerwater is formed for skimming,
|

while on wing, the surface of the sea for its
'

food, which consists of small fish, shrimps,
young fry, &c., whose usual haunts are near
the shore, and towards the surface. That
the lower mandible, when dipt into and
cleaving the water, might not retard the
bird’s way, it is thinned and sharpened like
the blade of a knife

; the upper mandible
being, at such times, elevated above water,

;

is curtailed in its length, as being less ne-
cessary, but tapering gradually to a point,
that, on shutting, it may offer less opposition.
To prevent inconvenience from the rustling

j

of the water, the mouth is confined to the
mere opening of the gullet, which, indeed, '

prevents mastication taking place there ; but
the stomach, or gizzard, to which this busi-

:

ness is solely allotted, is of uncommon I

hardness, strength, and muscularity, far
surpassing in these respects any other water
bird with which I am acquainted. To all

|

these is added a vast expansion of wing, to
enable the bird to sailVith sufficient celerity

I

while dipping in the water. The general 1

proportion of the length ofour swiftest hawks I

and swallows, to their breadtli, is as one t^
two ; but in the present case, as there is not
only the resistance of the air, but also that
of the water, to overcome, a still greater
volume of wing is given, the Sheerwater
measuring nineteen inches in length, and
upwards of forty-four in extent. In sliort

(says AVilson), w-hoever has attentively ex-
amined tliis curious apparatus, and observed
the possessor, with his ample wings, long
bending neck, and lower mandible, occa-
sionally dipt into and ploughing the surface,
and the facility with which he procures his
food, cannot but consider it a mere plaj-ful
amusement, when compared with the dasliing
immersions of the tern, the gull, or the fish-
hawk, who, to the supcificial observer, apjicar
so superiorly accommodated.
The voice of the Sheerwater is harsh and

screaming, resembling that of the tern, but
stronger. It flics with a slowly flajiping
flight, dipping occasionally, with stcadv ex-
panded wings and banded neck, its lower
mandible into the sea, and, with open mouth,
receiving its food as it ploughs along the
surface. It is rarely seen swimming on the
water, but frequently rests in large imrtics
on tlie sand bars at low water. The length
and breadth of this bird we before noticed
ns nineteen inches by forty- four ; the length
of tlie lower mandible is four inches nml a
half i of the upper, three inches and a half

;

both of a scarlet red, tinged with orange,
and ending in black ; the lower extremely
thill ; the upper grooved, so as to receive tlie

edge of the lower : the nostril is large and
pervious, placed in a hollow near the base
and edge of the upper mandible, where it



projects greatly over the lower ; upper part
i

of the head, neck, back, and scapulars, deep
black ; wings the same, except the second-
aries, which are white on the inner vanes,
and also tipt with white ; tail forked, the
two middle feathers being about an inch and
a half shorter than the exterior ones, all

black, broadly edged on both sides with
white; tail-coverts, white on the outer side,

black in the middle ; front, passing down
the neck, below the eye, throat, breast, and
w hole lower parts, pure white ; legs and
webbed feet, bright scarlet. The female is

less than the male, but the colours and
markings are very similar. The Sheerwater
is found on various coasts of Asia, as well
as America, residing principally near the
tropics, and migrating into the temperate
regions of the globe for the purpose of rearing
his young. He is rarely or never seen far
out at sea, and must not be mistaken for the
Sheerwater Petrel (a species of Puffimts),
which is met with on every part of the ocean,
skimming along with bended wings.

RIBBOX-FISH. iCepola.) A genus of
Acanthopterygious fishes belonging to the
Titmiadce family. The peculiar characters of
this genus are indicated by the name

; the

i species being distinguished by their Icngth-
I ened bodies, much flattened at the sides,

(
and having very small scales. In this family

; are three tribes ; one having the muzzle

nisDorr nsn,—(cepola rcbksceus.)

elongated, the mouth deeply cleft, with
strong trenchant teeth, and the lower jaw
projecting beyond the upper : the other
tribe comprehending genera which have the
mouth small and little cleft. These occur
in the .Mediterranean, the Indian, the At-
lantic, and the Arctic Hcos ; and some of
them are ten feet in length. A third tribe
has the muzzle short, oud the mouth cleft

obliquely.

RICE-BIRD. (Loxia oryzivora.) This
bird, which is about the size of a Greenfinch,
is a native of Java, and is sometimes called
the Java Sparrow. The bill is extremely
thick, anil of a fine red colour above and
beneath, except towards the point, where
there is a little space of white. The eyes
arc dark, and the iridcs red. The whole
heorl is block, except a white oval spot on
each check : the neck, breast, back, and
coverts of the wings, arc of a fine bluish

ash-colour, the nimp lieing somewhat lighter

than the back ; while the ash-colour on the

j breast changes gradually towards the belly
‘ intq a blossom-colour, terminating in a dirty

white. The greater quill-feathers, as well

as the whole tail, arc black ; the legs and1

feet are of a faint red hue ; and the claws
are of a dingy white. Fiom the general

RirrE-Binn.- ^t.osia oryzix'ora .)

plumage being remarkably smooth and
even, tliis bird derives a peculiar beauty.

RTCE-BUNTING, RICE-BIRD, or BOB-
0-LINK. {Dolichonyx oryzivorus.) The spe-
cific characters of this bird are— tail-feathers
very acute ; adult male, in spring dress,
black, the hind head yellowish white j

scapulars, rump, and tail-coverts, white,
tinged with ash. The Rice-Bunting mi-
grates over the continent of America from
Labrador to Mexico, and over the Great
Antilles, appearing in the southern extre-
mity of the United States about the end of
March. Their food is insects and worms,
and the seeds of the grassy meadows. In
the autumn they sometimes attack the crops
of oats and barley. The song of the male
continues, with little interruption, as loug
as the female is sitting, and is singular and
pleasant ; it consists of a jingling medley of
short, variable notes, confused, rapid, and
continuous. Tlie relish for song and mer-
riment is confined to the male ; but he

n:oK-noHTiKo— matp.
(nOIjJOElONTX 0RT7.1V0K03 )

generally loses his musical talent about the
end of the first week in July, from which
time, or somewhat earlier, his plumage
begins to lose its gay colours, and to assume
tbo humble hue of that of the female. About
the middle of August they enter New York
and Pennsylvania, on their way to the
south. There, along the shores of the largo
rivers lined with fioating Odds of wdld rice,

they find abundant stinsistcncc, grow fat,

an(l their flesh becomes little inferior in
flavour to that of the European Ortolan

; on
which account the Heed or Ulcc-birds, as

8 o
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they are then called, are shot in great num-
bers. When the cool nights in October

RIOU-BONTIN.^ — FELTALU.
(dOI.1CHO.SYX OBTZIVOHn.'*,)

commence, they move still farther south, till

they reach the islands of Cuba and Ja-
maiea.

RIFLE BIRD. (_Ptilnris Paradisevs.^
This magnificent bird which Mr. Gould
considers is without exception the most gor-
geously plumnged one yet discovered in

Australia, is found in the south-eastern
portion of that country, inhabiting the
“ brushes.” The general colour of the male
is a rich velvety black, glossed on the upper
surface with brownish lilac ;

under surface
similar, but all the feathers of the abdomen
and flanks broadly margined with rich
olive-green

;
feathers of the head and throat

small, scale-like, and of a shining metallic
blue-green ; two centre tail-feathers rich
shining metallic green, the remainder deep
black ; bill and feet black. But while the
male is adorned with hues only equalled by
some species of the Trodiilidcz or Humming-
birds, the dress of the female is remarkably
plain and sombre. The Rifle Bird’s powers
of flight are very limited, arising from the
shortness and truncate form of the wing

;

but owing to that structure it ascends the

upright boles of trees precisely after the
manner of the Climacteri, many of whose
habits it possesses.

RING-DOVE. (Columha palumhus.") This
is the largest of all the Figeon tribe, mea-
suring above seventeen inches in length.

Its bill is pale red ; the eyes pale yellow ;

the upper parts of the body bluish ash, deep-
est on the upper parts of the back ; the head
and fore part of the neck, pale ash ^ray ;

the lower part of the neck and breast, vinous

ash ;
the belly, thighs, and vent, dull white.

It receives its name from having a semi-

circular line of white on the hinder part of

the neck, above and beneath which the

feathers are glossy, and of a varying hue
according to the light in which they are

seen : the greater quills arc dusky, and all

of them excepting the outermost, edged
with white : from the point of the wing a

white line extends downwards, passing above
the bastard wing : the tail is ash gray, tipjied

with black : legs red, and partly covered
with feathers

;
claws black. 'The Ring-dove

is very generally diffused throughout Eu-
rope ! and is said to be migratory ; though
it is certain that there are many which re-
main and regularly breed here. They sel-

dom fly singly, but in large flocks ; and they
subsist on grain, acorns, ivy-berries, and I

other wild fruits. Their cooing is louder I

and more plaintive than that of the common '

Pigeon, but is not lieard except in pairing
time, or during fine weather. I

“ The Ring-dove,” as Mr. IVaterton oh-
|

serves, “ lays two snow-white eggs on a nest '

which may be termed a platform of sticks,

so sparingly put together, that the eggs are
easily seen through it by an eye habituated

'

to look for them. On inspecting this ap-
parent commencement or remnant of a nest, I

one is led to surmise, at the first glance, that
;

the yoimg are necessarily exposed to many

HINQ-DOVE.—(COLOMBA FAI.OL1B05.)

a cold and bitter blast during, the spring of
this ever-changing climate. ‘ But God tern-

;

pers the wind,’ said Marla, ‘ to the shorn '

lamb i’ and in the case before us. instinct

teaches the parent bird to sit upon its off-

spring for a longer period after they are
j

hatched than, perhaps, any other of the
feathered tribe. In the mean time, the

i

droppings of the young, which the old birds
|

of some species carefully convey awav, are
|

allowed to remain in the nest of the lling- i

dove. They soon form a kind of plaster,
strong and scentless. This adds consistency

'

to the nest, producing, at the same time, a
|

defence against the cold. The ornithologist.
'

while going his autumnal beats, in quest of
knowledge, on seeing this, will know im-
mediately that the nest has contained young :

sliould this be wanting, he may conclude
that the nest has been abandoned at an early

period. As he will find but very few nests

with this species of plaster in them, he may
conclude, to a certainty, that the Ring-dove
has a host of enemies in this country, and
that it is seldom fortunate enough to rear

its young to that state in which the faculty

of flying saves them from destruction. No
bird in tlie British dominions seems to resort

to so many trees and shrubs for the purpose

of incubation ns the Ring-dove. Not a tree,

from the towering pine to the lowly thorn,

ever comes amiss to it. » » • During the

winter months they arc exceedingly shy and
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I
timorous, seeking for safety in lofty flight,

I the moment they see you approach. They
become quite silent towards the last week
in October, and their notes are leduced to

half their number for some days before they
cease to coo entirely. At this period they
discontinue those graceful risings and sink-
ings in the air, in which they appear to so

much advantage during the whole of the
breeding season. * * * As yet, all attempts
to reclaim this Pigeon have been of no avail.

I should suppose it is not in the power of
man to make it breed within the walls of a
dovecot.”

RINGLET [BUTTERFLY]. A name
given by collectors to tlie species Hipparchia
Jlpperanthua.

RIYULET [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to species of Moths of the genus
Emmdexia.

ROACH. (.Ci/primis rutilus.) This fish

inhabits deep, still, and clear rivers ; is con-
sidered coarse rather than delicate ; and in
general weighs from about a pound to a
pound and a half, though it is occasionally
larger. In shape it is deep, but rather thin ;

the bock much arched ; the scales large and

EOAOH.—(C7PBIND8 RDTII-OS.)

easily deciduous ; and the lateral line is

considerably incurvated towards the abdo-
men. Its general colour is silvery, with a
cost of dull yellow, growing more dusky on
the upper parts : fins red ; dorsal fin rather
small, and situated on the middle of the
back : tail slightly forked. The Roach is

a gregarious fish, always swimming in large
shoals, and feeding on worms and hcrlra.

It generally spawns about the middle of
.May, and is very prolific. Although in no
great esteem in this country, it is considered
in many parts of Europe os an excellent fish

fur the table, its flesh being white and firm.

ROBIN'. The Redbreast [which sec].

Also the name given in America to the
TUrdus miffralorius. Nearly every country
has its “Robin;” colonists assigning the
name to the most familiar Red-breasted bird
which occurs in the land of their adoption.
Thus the Robins of Great Britain, America,
New Holland, or other countries, belong to

very different genera.

ROD ENT I A. Rode.vt or OxAWi.vo
A.vimai.s. This name is given to an Order
of mammiferous quadrupeds, occupying, in

many respects, an intermediate place lie-

tween the purely carnivorous and purely
herbivorous .Mammalia, and so forming the
connecting link between them. Like the
Carnivora, they arc unyuicuUxUul, or fur-

nf iSaturc. 579

nished with claws
; but the chief peculiarity

of this order is seen in the remarkable con-
formation of the teeth. They have two long
chisel-shaped incisors in each jaw, by some
zoologists said to be canines, and a vacant
space between the incisors and the molars,
The conformation of the gnawing teeth is

beautifully adapted to the purpose they have
to fulfil : they are required to have a sharp
edge, in order to make their way through
tough vegetable substances, and they must
at the same time be verjr strong and firm

;

this is effected by the principal substance of
the tooth being composed of very tough
ivory, with a plate of hard enamel in front
only, which latter, wearing most slowly, is

always left as a sharp projecting edge. The
molar teeth, which are separated from the
canines by a wide interval, are composed of
alternate plates of enamel and ivory, which,
wearing unequally, stand up in ridges, and
give them a rasp-like surface. The ridges
are always transverse, or in a direction from
side to side of the head ; and as the lower
jaw has considerable facility of moving
backwards and forwards, it greatly increases
the power of trituration. In the frugivorous
species of the Order, however, the surface
of the molar teeth is raised into rounded
tubercles, os is the case with tlie Squirrel,
for instance ; whilst in those animals which
have any carnivorous tendency, as in the
Rat, they are raised into sharp points, thus
bearing some resemblance to those quadru-
peds which are wholly carnivorous. At the
same time, it should not be forgotten that
there are some animals belonging to the
Order Rodentia, w'hose propensities to devour
almost anything that falls in their way, are
such as to be entitled to the term omnivorous.
The animals composing this order are mostly
of small size

;
some are docile and gentle,

whilst others are savage and imtamesble

;

their instinctive powers are great, but they
possess not much sagacity.' In form tliey may
be said to be disproportionate, the posterior
limbs being generally much larger than the
anterior

; they rather leap than walk ; and
most of them have the habit of sitting upon
their haunches, and of ;ising their fore paws
for the prehension of food, &c. The brain
of the Rodents is, as Cuvier remarks, nearly
smooth and without convolutions ; the orbits
arc not separated from the tem]ioral fossa),

which have but little depth ; the eyes are
entirely directed laterally ; the zygomatic
arches, delicate and curved below, plainly
indicate the weakness of their jaws ; the
anterior limbs have scarcely any rotary mo-
tion, and their two bones are nearly united ;

in short, the inferiority of these animals
shows Itself in the greater part of the details
of their organization. Nevertheless, the ge-
nera which have tlie strongest clavicles enjoy
a certain dexter!^, and use their fore feet
forcarrylng their food to their mouth ; while
others (the squirrels for instance) climb trees
with the utmost facility.

ROEBUCK, nr ROE DEER. (CcmiM
Cnpreolus.) Although there arc very few,
if any, of this light and agile species of the
Deer tribe in England, they are still to bo

3 u 2
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met with in the mountainous parts of Scot-
land, making their couches, like hares,
among the heather. In size they are far
inferior to the Fallow Deer, being only about
two feet four Inches in height, and tliree feet
six inches in length. They are of a reddish
brown colour on the back, the chest and
belly yellowish, and the rump wliite : the
horns are about nine inches long, round, and
divided into three branches. The Roebuck
seems naturally attached to shady thickets
and rising slopes. All its motions are elegant

ROEBUCK,—(GEHVOa CAPREOLDS,)

and easy ; bounding with the utmost faci-

lity, and continuing the course with little

apparent fatigue. In many essential par-
ticulars, tills animal differs from its conge-
ners j not merely in its lightness of figure
and limb, but in its appetites, inclinations,
and general habitudes. Instead of herding
together in large communities, these Deer
live in separate families ; the sire, the dam,
and the young associating together, to the
exclusion of all others. Every other species

of Deer is inconstant in affection ;
but the

Roebuck never forsakes its mate.
The female goes with young about five

months ; when she forms a retreat in the
thickest part of some wood, and generally
produces two at a birth, which she carefully
conceals from the buck. The fawns conti-
nue to follow the dam eight or nine months ;

and, on separating, their horns begin to aji-

pear, simple and without ramification the
first year, as in those of the stag : these they
shed at the end of autumn, and renew them
during the winter ;

differing from the stag

in this particular, the latter shedding his

horns in the spring, and renewing them in

the summer. The Roebuck can easily be
subdued, but never perfectly tamed. No
arts can teach it familiarity with its feeder,

much less to show any attachment to him
;

but it always retains some portion of its na-
tural wildness.

RODDER. iCoracins.) A genus of birds

allied to the Crows and Jays, in general dis-

tinguished by peculiar elegance and splen-

dour of colours. They arc very shy, inha-
biting the thickest and most unfrequented
woods, though, like the crows, they are

frciiucntly seen in newly ploughed fields,

searching for worms and larva:. They are

more wild and untroctable than their con-
geners, and do not appear to possess the

imitative faculty of the Jaj' or Magpie.
These birds, of which there are several spe-
r ies, are found in Asia, Africa, and the hotter
parts of America

j but only one is a native
of Europe. This is

|

The Common or Garrclous Roller.
(Coracias parrula.) This bird is frequently
met with in Italy, France, Spain, and many
other parts of Europe, but is seldom seen in
England. It is about the size of a Jay, and
of an elegant shape. The bill is "black,
straight, and hooked at the point ; the orbits
of the eyes bare, and beyond each eye is a
small bare spot or protuberance. The head,
neck, breast, and under parts are of a light
bluish or sea-green colour

j
the back, and

ROLLER.—(CORAOTAS OARROH.)
;

feathers of the whigs next to it, are of a red-
dish brown j

the shoulders, or smaller wing-
coverts, are of a rich ultra-marine blue

;

the larger coverts bright sea-green ; the
lower part of the smaller wing-feathers
ultra-marine blue, forming a tolerably large
patch of that colour on the middle of the
wing ; the remainder of the wing black ; ;

the back and scapular feathers pale chestnut;
the rump a fine deep blue, as are also the
under parts ; and the tail is of a dull green,
the two outer feathers, which are rather
longer than the rest, being tipped with black.
The legs, which arc short, arc of a dirty

{

yellow hue. Its note is loud and chattering;
j

hence its specific name. !

The Indian Roller. (.Coracias Indica.')

In size this bird is nearly cciual to the
Common Roller, and is remarkable for the
rich and vivid appearance of its colours.

The crown of the head is greenish blue ; the
remainder, with the back, scapulars, neck,

j

and breast, pale ferruginous ; the feathers of ‘

the throat and upi>cr part of the breast each
!

marked by a i)nlcr streak down the shaft :

the belly, thighs, and vent arc sea-green

:

the whole wing is varied with deep and light

blue, so ns to divide it into five alternate

bands ; the deep or predominating eolour
being the richest smalt blue, while the paler

or middle part is a most brilliant blue-green,

changing, according to the direction of the
light, into pnre pale blue, and forming a de-

lightihl contrast with the other. The tail is
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of the same rivid appearance as the wings ;

the base and the tips being deep blue, and
the middle part pale or greenish-blue. In
this species the two exterior tail-fathers do
not project beyond the rest. Tlie bill is

black ; and the legs reddish brown. Native
of many parts of India and tlie Indian
islands.

ROOK. iCorvus frugilegiu,') Both in size

and figure the Book greatly resembles the
Carrion Crow ; their colour is also similar,
the plumage of each being glossed with a
rich purple: the principal distinction between
the two species is found in the bill of the
Book, the base of which is covered with a
rough scabrous skin. These birds are very
sociable, and build close to each other in
trees, frequently in the midst of large and
populous towns. In these aerial abodes they
establish a kind of legal constitution, and
suffer none to fix their domicile among them
but acknowledged natives of the place.
Rookeries are, in consequence, often the
scenes of bitter contests ; the half-built
nests of new comers tom in pieces, and the
unfortunate couple forced to begin anew

;
in some more undistimbcd situation. At the
commencement of spring the Books begin to
build their nests ; and one of them brings
materials, while the other watches the build-
ing, lest it should be plundered by its

brethren. All the old inhabitants, however,
arc already provided with nests ; those
which served them in former years requiring
only a little trimming and dressing to render
them equally comm:^ou8 with new habita-

Boos.— (<;OHVO» ruuotnaooa.)

tions. The young Books Indeed are unpro-
vided, but they do not long remain so. As
soon as the male and female have fixed on
an eligible branch, they liegin to collect
suitable materials ; the outside of the nest
consisting chiefly of sticks, and the inside
usually lined with fibrous roots i the whole
regularly and substantially arranged. It

not unfrequently happens that some of the
old birds take umbriue at the young ones
for making choice of a spot too near the
abo<le of the former ; hostilities ensue, and
a speedy removal is the consequence i but
all opposition ceases whenever the female
begins to lay, and not one of the whole co-

lony will afterwards molest her. They arc

gregarious, and fly in immense flocks morn-

ing and evening to and from their roosting-
places in quest of food.
Books are often accused of feeding on the

com just after it has been sown, and various
methods have been contrived both to kill

and frighten them away ;
but persons who

have paid the most attention to this subject

are of opinion that the advantages derived
from the destruction which they make upon
gmbs, larvse, worms, and noxious insects,

greatly overpay the injury done to the future
harvest, by the small quantity of com they
may destroy in searching after their favour-
ite food. But as mueh has been written on
this oft-disputed question, as well as on the
instincts of Rooks, a few extracts in this

place may not be deemed inappropriate.
“ When the waters retire from meadows

and low lands, where they have remained
any time, a luxurious banquet is provided
for tills cvrvus, in the multitude of worms
which it finds drowned on them. But its

jubilee is the season of the cockchafer (me?o-
lontha vulgaris), when every little copse,
every oak, becomes animated with it and all

its noisy, joyful family, feeding and scram-
bling for the insect food. The power or
faculty, be it by the scent, or by other means
that rooks possess of discovering their food,
is very remarkable. I have often observed
tliem alight on a pasture of uniform verdure,
and exhibiting no sensible appearance of
withering or decay, and immediately com-
mence stocking up the ground. Upon in-
vestigating the object of their operations, I
have found many heads of plantains, the
little autumnal dandelions, and other plants,
drawn out of the ground and scattered about,
their roots having been eaten off by a grub,
leaving only a crown of leaves upon the
surface. This grub beneath, in the earth,
the Rooks had detected in their flight, and
descended to feed on it, first pulling up the
plant which concealed it, and tlien drawing
tlie larviB from tlieir holes. By what inti-

mation this bird had discovered its hidden
food we are at a loss to conjecture : but the
Rook has always been supposed to scent
matters with great discrimination.”

—

Journ.
ofa Naturalist.

“ The Rook entices its young from the
breeding trees os soon as they can flutter to
any other. These young, for a few evenings
after flight, will return with their parents,
and roost where tliey were bred ; but tlicy

soon quit their abode, and remain absent
the whole of the summer months. As soon,
however, os the heat of summer is sub-
dued, and the air of autumn felt, they return
and visit their forsaken habitations, and
some few of them even commence tlie repair
of their shattered nests ; but this meeting is

very differently conducted from that in the
spring ; their voices have now a mellowness
approacliing to musical, witli little mixture
of that harsh and noisy contention, so dis-
tracting at the former season, and seems
more like a grave consultation upon future
procedure ; and os winter approaclies they
depart for some other place. The object of
this meeting is unknown : nor are we aware
that any other bird revisits the nest it lias
once forsaken.”— fhid.
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“ There is no wild bird in England so
completely gregarious as the Rook, or so
regular in its daily movements. The Ring-
doves will assemble in countless multitudes,
the Finches will unite in vast assemblies,
and Waterfowl will flock in thousands to
the protected lake, during the dreary months
of winter : but when the returning sun
spreads joy and consolation over the face of
nature, their congregated numbers are dis-
solved, and the individuals retire in pairs
to propagate their respective species. The
Rook, however, remains in society the year
throughout. In flocks it builds its nest, in
flocks it seeks for food, and in flocks it retires

for food.” ....'* Sometimes these birds
perform an evolution, which is, in tliis part
of the country, usually called the shooting
of the Rooks. Farmers tell you, that tliis

shooting portends a coming wind. He who
pays attention to the flight of birds has, no
doubt, observed this downward movement.
When Rooks have risen to an immense
height in the air, so that, in appearance, they
are scarcely larger than the lark, they sud-
denly descend to the ground, or to the tops
of trees exactly under them. To effect this,

they come headlong down, on pinion a little

raised, but not expanded, in a zig-zag direc-

tion (presenting alternately their back and
breast to you), through the resisting air,

which causes a noise similar to that of a
rushing wind. Tliis is a magnificent and
beautiful sight to the eye of an ornithologist.

It is idle for a moment to suppose that it

portends wind. It is merely the ordinary
descent of the birds to an inviting spot be-
neath them, where, in general, some of their

associates are already assembled, or where
there is food to be procured. When we con-
sider the prodigious height of the Rooks at

tlie time they begin to descend, we con-
clude that they cannot effect their arrival

at a spot perpendicular under them by any
other process so sliort and rapid.” “ Rooks
remain with us the year throughout. If
there were a deficiency of food, this would
not be the case ; for, when birds can no
longer support themselves in the place wliich

they have chosen for their residence, they
leave it, and go in quest of nutriment else-

where. Thus, for want of food, myriads of

wild fowl leave the frozen north, and repair

to milder climates ;
and in this immediate

district, when there is but a scanty sprink-

ling of seeds on the whitethorn bush, our
flocks of Fieldfares and of Redwings bear

no proportion to those in times of a plentiful

Bupplj' of tlieir favourite food. Rut the

number of Rooks never visibly diminishes ;

and on this account we nmy safety conclude

that, one way or other, tliey always find a
Butflciency of food. Now, if we bring, as a
charge against tlicm, their feeding upon the

industry of man, ns, for example, during the

time of a hard frost, or at seed-time, or a
harvest, at which periods they will commit
depredations, if not narrowly watched ;

we
ought, in justice, to put down in their favour

the rest of tlic year, when they feed entirely

upon insects.”— Waterton'a hssayn.

Rut while admitting the truth of many of

the foregoing remarks, in regard to the

meritorious services of Rooks, so ably con-
tended for by their protectors and defenders,
it is impossible to overlook the fact that
they consume an enormous quantity of grain,
thereby occasioning great loss to the hus-
bandman, unless they are watched at certain
seasons with unremitting assiduity. It was
stated at a meeting of Scotch agriculturists,

held no longer ago than April, 1847, that there
were no less than 2003 Rooks’ nests in one
rookery at Newliston, near Edinburgh

;

and that, attracted by so numerous a colony,
it had become a kind of rendezvous for

the species from all parts of the surrounding
country, insomuch that the flocks of Rooks
almost darkened the air. A calculation had
been made, by which it appeared that, al-

lowing their numbers to be 30,(X)0, it would
require 30 bolls (or 180 bushels) of wheat to

furnish them with one meal a day !

RORQUAE. (Balcenoptera.') A genus of
Cetaceous Mammalia, closely allied to the
common Whales, but distinguished by hav-
ing a dorsal fin, vith the throat and under
parts wrinkled with deep longitudinal folds.

ROnqUAI., -IBAI..ENOPTERA BORQUAU.)

which are supposed to be susceptible of greit
dilatation ; the use of wliich in their eco-
nomy is as yet unknown. Two or three spe-

cies are known, but they are rather avoided,
on account of their ferocity, and the small
quantity of oil they produce.

ROSE-BEETLE, or ROSE-FLY. (Cc-
tonia aiirata.'i A well-known Coleopterous
insect ; about an inch long, of a shining
green colour above, coppery red underneath,
with white marks on the elytra. In its

larva state, it frequents rotten timber, and
is often met with underground in ants’ nests,

where it appears to feed upon the bits of

wood of wliich they are comiiosed. In con-

sequence of this the larva of the Rose-beetle
is sometimes called the “king of the ants.”
Having remained about three years in the
larva state, it makes a sort of cocoon of chips

of wood, glued together by an excretion of its

ovm
j
here, in an inactive state, it passes the

winter, and emerges in the following sum-
mer as a perfect insect. In the heat of the

day the Rose-beetle is seen flying from
flower to flower, sucking their honey, but

evidently preferring the rose to all others.

ROSE CHAFER. The name commonly
given in this country to a Coleopterous insect

(Cetonia aurata) found on the rose. [Sec

Cktonia]. In the United States, according

to Dr. Harris, this name is applied to an in-

sect belonging to a different family, whicli

is known as tlie Mncro<lactyln.i siibepinwr'f.

It is about one third of an inch in length j

the body slender, tapering before and lichind,

and is entirely covered with very short and
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close ashen-yellow down j the thorax is long
and narrow ; the legs are slender, and of a
pale red colour ; the joints of the feet are
tii'pcd with black and are very long, which

i
caused Latreille to call the genus Jlacrodac-
ti/ht.-!, that is, long toe or long foot. The
natural history of the Hose Chafer, according
to this very observant and intelligent writer,

shows it to be one of the greatest scourges
with which the gardens and nurseries in the

I

“ States ” are aiBicted,and was for a long time
. invoh'ed in mystery. “ For some time after
I they were first noticed, rose-bugs appeared
to be confined to their favourite, the blossoms
of the rose ; but within thirty years they
have prodigiously increased in number, have
attacked at random various kinds ofplants in

I swarms, and have become notorious for their

j

e.xtensive and deplorable ravages. The grape-
vine in particular, the cherry, plum, and
apple trees, have annually suftered by their

depredations ; many other fruit-trees and
!
shrubs, garden vegetables and com, and even

! the trees of the forest and the gross of the
! fields, have been laid under contribution by
;
these indiscriminate feeders, by whom leaves,

flowers, and fruits are alike consumed. The
unexpected arrival ofthese insects in swarms,
at their first coming, and their sudden dis-

appearance, at the close of their career, are
remarkable facts in their history. They
come forth from the ground during the second

,
week in June, or about the time of the blos-

! soming of the damask rose, and remain from

j

thirty to forty days. At the end of this

j>criod the males become exhausted, fall to

I
the ground, and perish, while the females

1 enter the earth, lay their eggs, return to the
: surface, and, after lingering a few days, die

;
also. The eggs are hatched about twenty

' days after they are laid ; and the young

j

larva: begin to feed on such roots as are
within their reach. They attain their full

j

size in the autumn, being then nearly three

;

quarters of an inch long, and about an eighth

j

of an inch in diameter. They are of a yel-

!
lowish white colour, with a tinge of blue

: towards the hinder extremity, which is thick
and obtuse or rounded. In October they
descend below the reach of frost, and pass
the winter in a torpid state. In the spring
they afiproach towards the surface, and each
one forms for itself a little cell of an oval
shax>e, by turning round a CTcat many times,
so as to compress the earth and render the
inside of the cavity hard and smooth. VVitli-

in this cell the grub is transfonned to a pupa,
during the month of May, by casting oil' its

ak n, which iii pushed downwards in folds
from the heo^l to tlie tail. The piijm has
somewhat the form of the i)crfected l>cctlc ;

hut it is of a vellowish widte colour, and its

short Btump‘likc win^s, its autennte, and iis

IcgB arc folded upon the breast, and its whole
Ixidy is enclosed in a tliin him, that wraps
each part separately. During the month of
June, this filmy skin is rent, the included
iKCtIc withdraws from it its bo<ly and its

limbs, bursts open its earthen cell, and digs

its way to the surface of the ground. Tlius
the various changes, from the egg to the full

development of the perfected l>cctlc, are
completed witliin the space of one year.
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Such being tlie metamorphoses and habits
of these insects, it is evident that we cannot
attack them in the egg, the grub, or the pupa
state ; the enemy, in these stages, is beyond
our reach, and is subject to the control only
of the natural but unkno^vn means appointed
by the Author of Nature to keep the insect

tribes in check. 'When they have issued

from their subterranean retreats, and have
congregated upon our vines, trees, and other
vegetable productions, in the complete en-
joj meut of their propensities, we must unite
our efforts to seize and crush the invaders.

They must indeed he crushed, scalded, or
burned, to deprive them of Ufe, for they are
not affected by any of the applications
usually found destructive to other insects.

Our insect-eating birds undoubtedly devour
many of them, and deserve to he cherished
and protected for their services. They are
also eaten greedily by domesticated fowls

;

and when they become exhausted and fall

to the ground, or when they are about to
lay their eggs, they are destroyed by moles,
insects, and other animals, which lie in wait
to seize them.”

ROSTELLARIA. A genus of Molluscous
animals, inhabiting the seas of hot climates,
or rather the muddy sand on their coasts.
The body is subeylindrieal, marbled with
rich brown on the outer side, and white on
the inner and front side : the trunk is sub-
cylindrical, and annulated with a central
broad line of deep bronze-black : the mar-
gins yellow with a narrow Vermillion line
externally. The eyes are on long cylindri-
cal peduncles, of a deep blue with a black
pupil ! the tentacnla are subulate, elongate,
arising from the peduncle rather below the
eye. The foot is narrow, rather dilated in
front and small beliind : the operculum is

ovate, triangular, annular, semi-transparent,
and homy. lAke the Strombklai, it pro-
cesses by means of its powerful and clastic
foot, which it places under the shell in a
bent position, when suddenly by a muscular
effort it straightens that organ and rolls and
leaps over and over. The shell is oblong,
turreted, and acuminated

;
the spire long,

consisting of numerous whorls.

ROTELLA. A genus of Mollusca, in-
habiting a smooth, sliining, orbicular shell,

with a conical spire, and horny operculum ;

left lip very thick, and spreading over the
under surface so as to form a callosity. The
animal has two very long and pointed ten-
tacula, with eyes at the base ; foot short.

ROTIFERA. The name of a class of
highly organized Infusorial animals, com-
monly called Wheki,-Animai,cui,es {lioti-

fer vulgaris). These wonderfully minute
objects possessing life and motion (some of
them less than the 5(X)th part of an inch in
length I) arc of course wholly invisihlo to
the naked eye, but their structure is beau-
tifully revealed to us by the astonishing
powers of the microscope. Nearly all of them
arc aquatic in their habits | their bodies
are transparent, and consequently their
general structure is to ho easily recognized.
They have usually an elongated form, simi-
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lar on the two sides ; and at the anterior
extremity are one or more rows of vibratile
ciUa, usuaily arranged in a circular manner,
which, when in motion, appear like revolv-
ing wheels (as in the Wheel Animalcule,
which has a circular row of cilia on each
side). The posterior extremity is prolonged
into a tail, possessing three joints, each of
which has a pair of prongs or points. The
cilia are disposed in two circles, forming
what are called the wheels. By the succes-
sive vibration of these, the appearanee of a
continual rotation is produced ; and their
action creates rapid currents in the surround-
ing fluid, by which the supply of food is

obtained. Between the wheels the head is

occasionally protruded, bearing two red
spots, supposed to be eyes ; and on its under
surface there is a projecting tubular spike,
which is believed to act as a syphon for the
introduction of water into the general cavity,
for the purpose of respiration. It is not
within the scope of this work to enter into
further details, curious and interesting as

they are ; indeed, no verbal deseriptiou can
convey an adequate idea of what may be
seen by attending to a good microscopical
exhibition of Infusoria.

RUDD, or RED-EYE. (.Cyprinzis ery-

throphthalmvs.'i This Acanthopterygious fish,

which is from eight to ten inches long, is very
common in many of the lakes and rivers of
the European continent, and is found in the
Thames and various other rivers in the Bri-

tish islands. It has a small head, blunt nose,

and orange-coloured irides; baek arched, and
sloping rather suddenly towards the head and
tail

;
scales large : general colour pale gilded

olive, the back being browner, and the whole
varying when viewed in different positions

in reference to the light : tlie fins more or

less bright red or reddish-brown ; dorsal fin

rather small, and placed beyond the middle
of tlie back : tail forked. It is said to be
a better fish to eat than the Roach, with
whiclr it corresponds in size and weight : its

food consists of worms, mollusca, and in-

sects. It breeds freely, and is very tenacious
of life.

RUEF. (Machetes,') A genus of Wading
birds belonging to the Scotopacidee family.

The Ruflf (Machetes pugnax) is a bird of a
very pugnacious character

;
the female of

which is called the Reeve. It is about a
foot in length ; and is principally distin-

guished by a very remarkable circle of long
featliers round the neck, whence it receives

its name : in some birds these feathers are

black, in others white, yellow, or ferrugi-

nous ; and even in the same bird they fre-

quently differ in colour. It is only the

male, however, that is furnished with this

ajipcndage, which he does not gain till the

second year. These birds are migratorji,

appearing at certain seasons of the year, in

great numbers, in the north of Europe.
They arrive in this country early in the

spring, take up their abode in Uiiicoliishire,

Yorkshire, &c., and disappear about Michael-
mas. Soon after their arrival, the males
Iicgin to hill, as it is termed j that is, to

assemble on some dry bank, near a pool of

i?atural ;

water, in expectation of the females, which
there resort to them. Each male takes pos-
session of a small spot of ground, round
which he runs so often as to make a bare
circular path ; and as soon as a female,
alights, all the males within a certain dis-

tance commence a general fight, placing
their bills to the ground, spreading their i

ruff, and using the same action as the com-
'

mon cock. They are generally taken in
large nets. When fattened, they are dressed
like the Woodcock, without withdrawing

,

the intestines j and when killed at the pro-
|

per season, are reckoned a most delicious
,

treat for an epicure. The pugnacious dis- !

position of these birds is so strong, that when I

they are kept for the purpose of fattening,
their place of confinement is obliged to be
dark, as, the moment any light is admitted,
they attack each other with such fury as to

occasion a great slaughter. The female lays .

four white eggs, marked with large rusty
j

spots, in a tuft of grass, during the first week
in May, and sits on them about a month.

RUMTNANTIA. An order of herbivorous
Mammalia, which not only feed exclusively i

on vegetable matter, but which ruminate, or
‘ chew the cud,’ (thereby meaning, that they
possess the faculty of masticating a second
time their food, which they return into the
mouth after a previous deglutition ;) as

Oxen, Sheep, Deer, Goats, Camels, &c. “ The
stomach of the Ruminants is especially
organized for rumination, consisting of four
distinct cavities, all of which communicaie
with a muscular canal, at the termination
of the oesophagus. Hard, solid, or coarsely
masticated food passes from the beginning
of the muscular canal into .the first cavity

of the stomach, called the rumen, or paunch.
Water is received into the second cavity,

called the reticulum, and almost exclusively

occupies the honeycomb cells of that casity

;

it is gradually mixed with the coarrely
divided food which is undergoing m^tica-
tion in the rumen. I^’Tien this is sufficiently

advanced, a portion of the mass is received

into the muscular canal at the termination
of the cesophagus : it is there moulded into

a ball, and propelled by a rapid and inverted
action of the muscles of the gullet into the
mouth, where it is more perfectly masticated,
mixed with fluid, and again swallowed. It

now passes directly into the third stomach,
called the psaltcrium, from the broad leaf-

like plates of membrane with which it is

occupied j here the superfluous fluid, which
otherwise might have too much diluted the

gastric juice, is absorbed, and the subdivided
cud passes gradually into the fourth or true

digesting stomach, called the aboma-tus."

—

Braude's Diet. The senses of the Buml-
nantia arc extremely acute, and serve to

indicate to them the approach of danger, as

well as to direct them in their choice of

food. Their eyes are placed at the side of

tlie head, so that their range of vision is

?
rcatly extended. The cars also are placed

ar back, and are very movable •, so that

they can be turned to catch sounds in any
direction ; and their sense of smell is par-

ticularly acute. Of nil animals. Ruminants
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! arc the most useful to Han. In the first

I place, they furnish him with nearly all the
animal flesh which he consumes. Some of
them serve him as beasts of burden ; and
others supply him with milk, tallow, liides,

horns, and other products most important
to his comfort, and even to lus subsistence.

I

JIany of them have from the earliest periods
1 been domesticated, and have accompanied
: Man in his gradual diffusion over the globe ;

i

wliile some, as tlie Rein-deer and Camel,

;

are invaluable in certain localities, to which
! they are expressly and admirably adapted.

I

RUSTIC [MOTHSJ A name given by
I

collectors to sjrecies of Cloths, of the genera
Charaas, Rusina, Caradrina, and Segetia.

RUTELIDiE. A group of Coleopterous
insects, in some respects allied to the Melo-
louthidte and Cetoniadse. The body is

shorter, rounder, and more polished than in
the Scarabscido!, and ornamented with bril-

liant colours. The head and tliorax are iden-
tical, and not comuted in either sex ; the
maxilliE are scaly, truncated at the tip, with

I
five or six strong teeth. Tlie mesosteraum is

;

often porrected, the scutcllum large, and the
tarsal claws unequal-sized. With few excep-

I tions, they are confined to the warmer parts

I

of America. Dr. Thaddeus Ilarris has de-
I scribed a well-known American species. He
I

says, “ One of the most common and the
most beautiful of the Tree-beetles of tliis

country is the Areoda lanigera, or woolly
Areoda, sometimes also called the Gold-
SJiiTii-BEETLE. It Is about nine-tenths of
an inch in length, broad oval in shape, of a
lemon-yellow colour above, glittering like
burnislied gold on the top of tlie head and
thorax ; the under side of the body is copper-
coloured, and thickly covered with whitish
wool ; and the legs are brownish-yellow, or
brassy, shaded with green. These fine beetles
begin to appear in Massachusetts about the
middle of .May, and continue generally till

the L’Dth of June. In the morning and even-
ing twilight they come forth from their re-
treats, and fly about with a humming and
rustling sound among the branches of trees,
the tender leaves of which they devour.
Pear-trees are particularly subject to their
attacks, but the elm. hickory, poplar, oak,
and probably also other kinds of trees, are
frequented and injured by them. During
the middle of the day they remain at rest
uiion the trees, clinging to the under sides
of the leaves

j and endeavour to conceal
tlicinsclves by drawing two or three leaves
together, and holding them in this position
with their long unctiuai claws. In some
seasons they occur in iirofusion, and then
may lie otiscrved In great quantities by
shaking the young trees on wtiich they are
loriged in the day-time, ns they do not at-
tempt to fly when thus disturlied, but full at
once to the ground. The Inrvaj of these
insects arc not known ; probably they live
in the ground upon the roots of plants.”

.SA BELLA. A marine animal, Irclonging
to the second order of A nnclidn, which forms
its tube or shell partly by a calcareous cx-

,
udation from its own body, and partly by

grannies of clay or fine mud. The species
are rather large, and their branchial tufts
extremely delicate.

SABLE. {Mustela zibelUna.') Of all the
Weasel tribe this 1s the most celebrated, not
only on account of the riehness of its fur,

but from the horrors of the chace, which is

carried on in the depth of winter among
mountains covered with ice and snow, in
the coldest and most desolate regions into
which man has yet penetrated. The Sable
has long whiskers, rounded ears, large feet,

the soles of which arc covered with fnr,
white claws, and a long bushy tail. The
general colour of the fur is brown, more or
less brilliant, with the lower parts of the
throat and neck grayish. They resemble
the rest of the weasel kind in vivacity and
agility ; in sleeping by daj', and hunting
their prey by night : they usually live in
the depths of the forest, in holes of the earth,
or beneath the roots of trees ; and some-
times, like the marten, they form their nests
in the boughs of trees. The females bring
forth from three to five young at a time,
which they suckle for a mouth or five weeks.
They inhabit all the northern parts of Eu-
rope and Asia ; and as prodigious numbers
are killed in Siberia, their skins form a
very considerable article of commerce with
the Russians.

Sables’ skins are in the highest perfection
betwixt the months of November and .Janu-
ary ; accordingly, at the commencement of
the winter, the Sable hunters assemble in
very considerable companies, and proceed
along the great rivers in boats, taking with
them provisions for three or four months.
When they arrive at their place of ren-
dezvous, the different parties, each under
the direction of a leader, take up their re-
spective quarters, where they form huts of
trees, and bank up the snow round them

:

near these they lay their snares ; and then
advancing farther, they set more, still build-
ing new huts in every quarter, and return-
ing successively to every old one, to visit the
traps, from which they take the game and
akin it. Their snares or traps are generally
a sort of pitfalls, with loose boards placed
over them, baited with fish or flesh : but when
Sables grow scarce, the hunters trace them
to their holes through the new-fallen snow,
place nets at their entrances, and frequently
watch two or three days for the ai>pearance
of the animals. Other modes of taking them
arc also resorted to ; sometimes flrc-nrms are
used, and sometimes cross-bows. When the
nature of the employment, and the intense
cold which the Sable hunters must endure
in the depth of a Siberian winter, are con-
sidered, we think there arc few persons
dwelling in more congenial climes who arc
likely to envy them the sport.

SACCOPHARYNX AMPULLACEUS,
or BOTTLE-FISII. This anguillifbrm fish
belongs to the singular genus Haccophnrynx,
in which the body, capable of being inflated
like a sack or leathern bottle, is terminated
by a very long and slctidcr whlp-likc tall,

edged above and below by the narrow dorsal
and anal which unite at its tip. It is thus
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;

described by Dr. Richardson in his ‘ Fanna
Boreali-Americana :

’— the mouth, armed
with long sharp teeth, is cleft far past the
eyes, wlueh are close to the very short
pointed snout. The gill-openings, having
the form of irregular slits, and large enough
to permit the three branehias to be seen, are
under the very small pectorals. The skin
is soft, slimy, loose, and slightly granular
in appearance. The extensibility^ of the
jaws and tliroat is extraordinary, being even
greater than that exhibited by the serpent
tribe. Only two examples of the genus are
known to have been taken, and, with the
exception of dimensions, they realise many
of the popular accounts of the great Ame-
rican sea-serpenl. They are voracious fish,

with a capacious stomach and short straight

gut. One of the specimens had recently

before its capture swallowed a fish longer
than its own body, and the other had appa-
rently exhausted itself in vain attempts to

gorge a sea-perch thicker than itself. The
individual described by Dr. Harwood (,Sac-

copliarynx ampullaceus), measuring four feet

and a half in length, was captured in the

entrance of Davis’ Strait, by Capt. Sawyer,
of the ship Harmony ; the other (Saccopha-
rynx chordattis'), which was six feet long,

was taken by Capt. Hector Coflin, about
midway between the Labrador coast and
Ireland, in the fifty-second parallel of lati-

tude.

SAGO IN, or SQUIRREL MONKEY.
The little animals belonging to this group
are extremely light, active, and graceful in

their movements, as well as elegant in their

forms. They use their tail as a protection

against cold, to which they are acutely sen-

sitive. Their food chiefly consi^s of insects,

eggs, and smali birds.

SAJOU. A lively and active Monkey, of

the genus Cebus

;

docile, but somewhat ca-

pricious. It has a prehensile tail, though it

is not so delicate an organ of touch as in

some other species. In their native forests

they live in troops ;
feeding on fruits, grain,

eggs, &c. [See Monkeys.]

SAKI. A monkey belonging to the genus
nthecia^ and called the Fox-tailed Monkey.
These animals usually reside in the outskirts

of forests, in small societies of ten or twelve

individuals. Upop the slightest provocation

they display a morose and savage temper ;

and, like the Howlers, they utter loud cries

before sunrise and after sunset.

SALAMANDER. (.Salamandra.) A
genus of reptiles, closely allied to the frog,

but diflering from it in having an elongated

body, a long tail, and four feet of equal

length. They have the general form of

lizards, but have all the characters of Batra-

chians, and have therefore been removed
from the genus Lacerta, where Linnieus had
placed them. The head is flattened ;

the

jaws are armed with numerous small teeth ;

and there are two longitudinal rows on the

palate. The young are bom in the shape of

tadpoles, are provided with gills, and have

their tails vertically compressed. In the

adult state they respire in the same manner

as frogs and tortoises. The terrestrial Sa-
lamanders inhabit the water only during
the tadpole state, or during the time that
they are laying their eggs : they are distin-

guished by a rounded tail. The aquatic
species remain during life in water, and are

enabled to swim with considerable briskness

SAnsMANDER,—(.S AEAMAKDRA MA3DJ.ATA-)

by means of their compressed tails. They ^

possess the most extraordinary powers of
reproducing their parts ; renewing, many
times successively (according to the expe-
riments of Spallanzani), the same meii^
ber after it had been severed, and this
with all its bones, muscles, vessels, &c. An-
other faculty, not less singular, consists (os
shown by D'ifoy) in their recovering after

having been long frozen up in.ice.

|

The Common Salajiander of Europe
QSalamandra vulgaris) is a sluggish, clumsy
reptile, six or eight inches long, of a black-

\

ish colour, with large, irregular, rounded
spots of bright yellow. It is foimd in moist
places, under stones or the roots of trees,

|

near the borders of springs, in deep woods,
|

&c., and passes its life under ground, except
during rains or at night, when it comes out,
but does not wander far from its jilace of

]

residence. It lives on slugs, insects, worms,
&c. ; docs not appear to shun the presence
of man or other animals ; is o\iparous ;

and exudes a mucous and acrid secretion in
great abundance. Among the most absurdly
Ignorant of all popular superstitions, was
that which ascribed to this poor reptile the
power of subsisting in the fire : and how the
idea could ever nave originated appears
truljr wonderful, when all the haunts and
habits of the animal are connected with
cold and moisture. There are a variety of
species found both in North and South
America.

SALLOW [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus Mantbia.

SAI.MO. A genus of Malacoptcrygioiis
fishes, containing many species, most of
which are highly prized ns food j

among
these we may specify the
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I

SALMON. (5a?rao saJai-.) This well-

I

kuown fish, so highly esteemed for its de-

!
licacy of flavour, and so important in a

j

eommereial sense, is one of the largest and
[ most plentiful species of the Salmomdce, or

i
Salmon and Trout tribe, a family of fishes

j
belonging to the Malacopterygii Abdomi-

;

nales. They have the body covered with
I
scales, and are characterized by haying all

;
the rays of the first dorsal fin soft or jointed,

j

and the second dorsal entirely adipose : they
!
are generally very muscular, and possessed

i of great strength ; and they are voracious
, in their habits, feeding rather upon insects

^ and smalt Crustacea than upon other fishes.

! The common Salmon (.Saltno salar) is chiefly

! an inhabitant of the northern temperate

I

regions, where it occurs at difierent periods

both in salt and fresh waters j
quitting the

BAIiMON.—(SALIIO 8AI.AR.)

sea at certain seasons to deposit its spawn in

the gravelly beds of rivers, at a great dis-

tance from their mouths. It grows to the

length of three, four, or five feet, and is usu-
ally about ten or twelve pounds when taken :

but the full-grown Salmon averages a weight
of between twenty and thirty pounds.
Enormous specimens, however, are now and

I

then captured : sometimes weighing forty

i
or fifty pounds ; and it is a fact that, in

I

1821, a Salmon was exhibited in a fish-

monger’s shop in London (Mr. Grove’s of

I

Bond Street), weighing eighty-three pounds.

I

It was a female fish, of extraordinary thick-

I

ness, good colour, and excellent quality.

I

The Ixxly of the Salmon is elongated and

I
compressed ; the colour a dark blue, dotted

,

with black spots on the back ; silvery gray
on the sides with spots, and white with

I
a faint shade of pink below ; the head of

i moderate size, and the upper jaw rather

! the longest. Almost all parts of the mouth
I

are furnished with pointed teeth. The usual
' time at which the Salmon leaves the sea, is
' the autumn j it remains in the rivers during
I the winter ; and returns to the sea after

I

having deposited the spawn, in the spring.
' In ascending rivers there arc scarcely any
I
obstacles which these fish will not surmount

:

I

they will force themselves against the most
rapid streams, and spring with amazing
agility over cataracts of ten or twelve feet

in height. On this account, small co.scades

on the Tweed, the Severn, and other rivers

I

where they resort, are called Salmon-leaps.
If alarmed, they dart away with such velo-

! city that the eye can scarcely follow them.
! They penetrate far into the interior of the

I

continents, and deposit their spawn near the

I

head-waters of the longest rivers ; but licforc

i

dejiositing it, the Salmon makes a furrow
' in the gravelly bed of the river i and its

j

eggs, when deposited in this, are carefully

I

covered up. When the young arc alioiit a

I

foot in length, they descend the rivers, and
take refuge in the ocean. Late in the foi-

lowing spring, or the beginning of summer,
and after the old ones have ascended, the
young again enter the rivers, and are then
about eighteen inches in length. They
again seek the ocean on the return of frosts.

At two years old the Salmon weighs six or

eight pounds, and generally requires five or

si.x years to attain the weight of ten or

twelve.
In Mr. Yarrell’s excellent work on British

Fishes, much information is given, both with
respect to the habits of those which resort

to our rivers and the various modes of taking
them. “ The adult fish having spawned,
being out of condition, and unfit for food,

are considered as unclean fish. They are

usually called Kelts; the male fish is also

called a Kipper, the female a Shedder, or
Baggit. With the floods of the end of winter
and the commencement of spring they de-
scend the river from pool to pool ; and
ultimately gain the sea, where they quickly
recover their condition, to ascend again in

autumn for the same purpose as before ;

but always remaining for a time in the

brackish water of the tide-way before mak-
ing either decided change

;
obtaining, it has

been said, a release from certain parasitic

animals, either external or internal, by each
seasonal change ; those of the salt water
being destroyed by contact with the fresh,

and vice versti.” “ Tiie Salmon fry at first

keep in the slack water by the sides of the

river ; after a time, as they become stronger,

they go more towards the mid-stream ;
and

when the w-ater is increased by rain, they
move gradually down the river. On meet
ing the tide, they remain for two or three
days in that part where the water becomes a
little brackish from the mixture of salt

water, till they are inured to the change,
when they go off to the sea all at once.
There, their growth appears to be very
rapid, and manj^ return to the brackish
water. Increased in size in proportion to the
time they have been absent.” “ It has been
a eonstantly received opinion, that all the
young fish after their first visit to the sea
return to the rivers in which they had been
bred ; and numbers of marked fish are stated
to have been retaken in their native rivers :

but it is equally certain that some have
been taken in other rivers not far off. The
difficulty of supposing that they eould find
and return to the same spot after roving for

miles along the coast remains to be solved.
That they do thus rove for miles is proved
bv the thousands that arc taken in nets
pWeed in the 'hays along the coast.” The
flesh of the Salmon is of a bright orange
colour when raw, redder when stilted, and a
little paler when boiled j ns a food it is rich,
tender, and sweet j it is, however, considered
to be difficult of digestion, and should be
eaten ns early as iiossible after its capture,
it licliig very unwholesome wlien stale. This,
indeed, may be remarked of all the Sal-
monidie. The prlnci|ial Salmon fisheries in
Europe arc in the rivers, or on the sea-coasts
adjoining the mouths of the large rivers of
England, Scotland, and Ireland, The Tweed
is the most famous river for Salmon fishing,
and prodigious quantities are enught there :
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in several other large streams also very con-
siderable quantities are taken ; as the Severn,
the Mersey, the Thames, the Tyne, the
Trent, the Jiedway, &c. A young Salmon
under two pounds in weight is called a
Salmon Peel, and a larger one a Grilse.
In the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh is an account of repeated ob-
servations and experiments by llr. Shaw of
Drumlanrig, clearly proving that the small
Salmonoid tish, called the Parr, is, as many
naturalists had suspected, the young of the
Salmon.
How far the legitimate province of a

writer on zoology may extend, when describ-
ing the habits and instincts of animals, we
are unable exactly to define, or what bounds
are to be prescribed to his fancy (if he hap-
pen to possess any) ; but we would rather
incur the charge of supererogation, justly
founded or not, than forego the strong incli-
nation we feel for the adoption of an appo-
site passage— particularly one so graphic
and spirited as the following description of
the capture of a salmon, from the vigorous
pen of the well-known Christopher North :

—

“ She is a salmon, therefore to be viewed—
she is a salmon, therefore to be won ; but
shy, timid, capricious, headstrong, now
wrathful, and now full of fear : the cruel
artist has hooked her, and in spite of all

her struggling, will bring her to the gasp at
last.”— “ But the salmon has grown sulky,
and must be made to spring to the plunging
stone. There, suddenly instinct with new
passion, she shoots out of the foam like a bar
of silver bullion

;
and relapsing into the

flood is in another moment at the very head of
the waterfall 1 Give her the butt—give her
the butt— or she is gone for ever with the
thunder into ten fathoms deep I Now comes
the trial of your tackle— and when was
Thin ever known to fail at the edge of clitf

or cataract ? Her snout is southwards—
right up to the middle of the hill-born river,

as if she would seek its very source where
she was spawned. She still swims swift and
strong, and the deep, and the line goes
steady. There is yet an hour’s play in her
dorsal fin— danger in the flap of her tail—
and yet may her silver shoulder shatter the
gut against a rock.”— “ What another mad
leap I yet another sullen plunge I* Ha, ha,

my beauty I Methinks we could fain fond
and kiss thy silver side, languidly lying
afloat on the foam, ns if all further resistance

now were vain, and gracefully thou wert
surrendering thyself to death I No— she

trusts to the last trial of her tail— sweetly
workest thou, O reel of reels 1 and on thy
smooth axle spinning sleeps't, even as Milton
describes her, like our own worthy planet.”
— “ The galf I the gaff I Into the eddy she

sails, sick and slow, and almost with a swirl

— whitening as she nears the sand— there

she has it— stuck right in the shoulder —
and lies at last in all the glorious length

and breadth of beaming beauty, fit prey for

giant or demigod angling before the Elood I

”

—Chris. Iforth's liccreations.

With another |)icturcsque morccau, from
the ‘ Days and Nights,' &c. of Mr. Scrope,

we will take our leave of this noble sport-

jflatural ?Jjtstary

;

creating fish. The author is remarking on
the difference between fishing for Salmon in 1

the briny tide and in its favourite rivers, i

and exclaims ; “No, the wild main I trust
'

not. Rather let me wander beside the bunks
j

of the tranquil streams of the warm South,
‘ in the yellow meads of Asphodel,’ when
the young spring comes forth, and all nature
is glad ; or if a wilder mood comes over
me, let me clamber among the steeps of the
North, beneath the shaggy mountains, where
the river comes foaming and raging everlast-
ingly, wedging its way through the secret
glen, whilst the eagle, but dimly seen, cleaves
the winds and the clouds, and the dun deer
gaze from the mosses above. There, amongst

|

gigantic rocks, and the din of mountain
I

torrents, let me do battle with the lusty
Salmon, till I drag him into day, rejoicing
in his bulk, voluminous and vast.”

Salmo Rossti ; or Ross’s Arctic Sal-
mon’. This species was named by Dr. Rich-
ardson in honour of Capt. Sir James Clark

j

Ross, “ whose scientific acquirements and
j

contributions to Natural History ” are
equalled only by the “ professional skill.

SALMO TOSSIr.

exertions, and perseverance ” he exhibit^-d
during his various expeditions of discovery
in the Arctic seas. The Salmo Possii is of a
more slender form than the common Salmon,
with a straighter bock, much less arched
forehead and shoulders, and, slightly larger
head. The remarkable length of the under
jaw, and the truncated snout, give a peculiar
appearance to the fish, and, in conjunction
with the nature of the scales (which are
small, and each surrounded by a distinct
space of smooth skin), and the colour of
the skin, readily characterize the specic.s.

In regard to colour, the back, top of the
head, dorsal and caudal fins, have a hue
intermediate between oil-green and hair-
brown ; the checks are nacry, and the sides
pearl-gray, with a blush of lilac and a
silvery lustre ; near the lateral line are
numerous scattered dots of carmine : and
the colour of the belly varies in different
individuals from faded orange to deep red.— “ The Salmo Possii is so extremely abun-
dant in the sen, near the mouths of the
rivers of Boothia Eelix, at certain scn>ons,

that 3,178 were obtained at one haul of a
small-sized scan. They varied in weight
from two to fourteen pounds, and rather
exceeded, in the aggregate, six tons. In
some the colour of the flesh was of a dark
red, in others it was very pale, the dark ones
being the firmest and best flavoured.” Dr.

R. adds, that the malmn, or goltl of the

Russians, which enters tlic rivers of Knnit-
schatka, agrees with the Salmo Jlns.^ii in its

eoinpnrntively slender cylindrical form,
scarlet spots on the sides, and the colours of

some other parts i but that the habits of the
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two are eridently unlike, if it be true, as is

' asserted, that the malma never congregates
in shoals.

!
Salmo Albus. This fish, which bears

1 the name of Attihawmeg by the native

1

Indians, many of whom mainly subsist upon
1 it, is an inhabitant of all the interior lakes
of America, from Erie to the Arctic Sea. It

Xiongs to the sub-genus Coregomts, family
Salmonidece. The Attihawmeg has some
resemblance to the Herring in the structure
of its jaws and gill-covers, and, like that
fish, it dies speedily when taken out of the
water. It measures about twenty inches in
length ; its usual weight is from two to three
pounds, and when very fat it attains to seven
or eight pounds, and occasionally more ; but
these large fish are confined to particular
localities. The form of the Attihawmeg is

ovate, more or less gibbous before the dorsal
fin, with a slightly-tapering tail inclining
a little upwards. The body is compressed

;

j

the upper surface of the head is smooth and

1

even ; the eyes are large, and situated a little

1

more than a diameter of the orbit from the
tip of the snout, which projects a little from

:
the shut mouth. The jaws and tongue are

i
furnished with a few teeth, which are too

1 minute to be readily seen by the naked eye,

:
and too slender to be very perceptible to the
finger : the palate and vomer are quite
smooth. The scales arc about half an inch
in diameter ; they have a bright pearly
lustre, and are thin and very deciduous. The
caudal fin is forked, and spreads widely.
The colour of the Attihawmeg, in the shade,
is a bluish-gray on the back, lighter on the
sides, and white on the belly ; but when

1

in a full light, it assumes a nacry and iri-

descent pearly lustre.

1
In certain fakes, and in some seasons, this

> fish is loaded with fat, particularly about
; the shoulders, where it produces a hump

;

j

but though it is rich and fat, instead of pro-
' ducing satiety it daily becomes more agree-
; able to the palate ; and it is confidently

1
asserted, that, though deprived of bread and

j

vegetables, one may live wholly upon this

1 fish for months, or even years, without tiring.

After the spawning season its flesh becomes
lean and rather watery, but not unwhole-
some, and it may be improved by being
hung in the open air for a month or six
weeks ; at least it is allowed by the Ichthyo-
phagists of the fur countries to be richer,

firmer, and altogether more agreeable to
their palates. It is a gregarious fish, and
resorts to different parts of a lake according
to the season of the year. Its movements
being in all probability regulated by its

supply of food. In winter the fisheries arc
generally established in deep water, remote
from the shore i after the spawning period,

the full-fishery, as it Is termed, is more pro-
ductive in shallow bays and on banks near
the shore. The Attihawmeg feeds on soft

Insects and small shelly mollnsca ; and it is

worthy of observation that it differs from
the other known Coregoni in the cxtraordl

nary thickness of Its stomach, which has
been thought to Iwar some resemblance to

the gizzard of a fowl.

SAT.MOH TROUT. (.Salmo TitiUa.') This
fish, which in Scotland is called the Sea
Trout, is next in value to the Salmon, and
in its habits exceedingly similar. It has a
large smooth head, of a dusky colour, with
a gloss of blue and green ; the back is of the
same colour, except that it becomes fainter
towards the lateral line : the sides, as far as
the lateral line, are marked with large, ir-

regular-shaped spots of black
;
and the ab-

domen is white. Hike the Salmon, this fish

migrates to and from the sea, and conse-
quently, when it has entered the rivers in
order to deposit its roe, it is occasionally
found in lakes and streams at a great distance
from the sea. They continue in season du-
ring the whole summer; and may be angled
for either in the mornings or evenings.
They are usually from about two to four
pounds weight ; and great quantities are
sent from Scotland to the Uondon market.
The flesh is much esteemed, but it ought to
be dressed as soon as possible.
The ‘ Eordwich Trout ’ of Izaak Walton,

as we are informed by Mr. Yarrell, is the
Salmon Trout

;
“ and its character for af-

fording ‘ rare good meat,’ besides the cir-

cumstance of its being really an excellent
fish, second only to the Salmon, was greatly
enhanced, no doubt, by the opportunity of
eating it very fresh. Eordwich is about two
miles east-north-east of Canterbury. The
stream called the Stour was formerly very
considerable ; it communicates with the sea
opposite the back of the Isle of Sheppy, and
from Eordwich, one branch, going eastward,
again enters the sea at Sandwich. The an-
cient right to the fishery at Eordwich was
enjoyed jointly by two religious establish-
ments : it is now vested in six or seven in-
dividuals, who receive a consideration for
their several interests. It was formerly the
custom to visit the nets at Eordwich every
morning to purchase the fish caught during
the night. I have seen specimens of the
Salmon Trout from the Sandwich river ex-
posed for sale in the fishmongers’ shops at
Ramsgate, during the season for visiting that
watering-place ; and the Salmon Trout is

also occasionally taken in the Medway by
fishermen who work long nets for smelts
during the autumn and winter,” The same
writer wlso says, “ This fish is the White
Trout of Devonshire, Wales, and Ireland ;

it is found in the Severn, in the rivers of
Cornwall, and is plentiful in the Esk and
the Eden, which communicate with the Sol-
way, where it is called Sea Trout.” “ Great
quantities of it are sent to the London
market ; those from Perth, Dundee, Mon-
trose, and Alierdcen appear, from their com-
parative depth of body, to bo better fed,
are higher in colour, and arc considered to
lie finer in flavour than from some other lo-
calities.”

SALPINGIDiE. A family ofColeopterous
insects, small in extent, distinguished liy
Iiaving the head produced In front into a
flattened rostrum

; tlie nntcnnm inscrl(Ml in
front of the eyes ; the body generally oval,
or oblong and depressed. The species arc of
small size, sometimes brightly coloured, and

8 R
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I are found either beneath the bark of trees or
in flowers.

SALTATOEES, or SALTIGRADES. A
tribe of Spiders, so named in consequence of
their legs being fitted rather for leaping than
for running. Many species of this group
construct, amongst leaves, under stones, &c.,
silken nests, open at each end, into which
they retire ; but if menaced with danger,
they make a precipitate retreat. One species
{Salticua scenicus) is very commonly seen in
summer upon walls and windows exposed to
the sun, moving about in short leaps. When
it discovers a small fly or a gnat, it cautiously
approaches till witlun leaping distance, when
it suddenly darts upon it ; not fearing to
take even a perpendicular leap, because it

always at the same time suspends itself by a
thread, which it winds off as it advances.
By this thread it can also suspend itself in
the air, and is enabled to mount up again to
the spot from which it leaped.

SALTATORIA. A section of Orthopte-
rous insects, corresponding with the Linna:an
genus Orylhis, and consisting of all those
species which have the four anterior legs
simple and short, and the two hind legs long,
and formed for leaping. The body is gene-
rally compressed ; the tarsi vary in the
number oftheir joints, as well as the antenna:,
which are also greatly variable in length,
being in some species several times longer
than the body. The males are enabled to
make a peculiar shrill noise, which is pro-
duced in different ways in different groups

;

being in some caused by the friction of the
posterior femora against the wing-covers, ,

and in the others by the friction of the strong I

veins enclosing a talc-like spot at the base of
i

the wing-covers. In general, the females
deposit their eggs by the assistance of a horny
ovipositor, in the earth ; and the species

;

are almost exclusively herbivorous. [See
Crickets and Locusts.]

SANDERLING. (Arenaria vulgaris.) A
small wading bird which frequents many of
our shores, and is a pretty general inhabit- .

ant of the globe. It is about eight inches in !

length. Its autumnal and winter plumage I

difl'ers considerably from that which it as-
|

sumes in spring : the face, throat, nft;k, and
the whole of the under parts of the body,
being of a pure white in winter ;

whereas
in spring the face and top of the head are

marked with large black spots, and the

feathers are bordered with red ; and the

neck, breast, and upper parts of the sides,

are gray-red, with the middle of each feather

spotted with block, and their tips whitish :

the back and scapulars are deep rufous,

with large black spots, and the whole of

the feathers edged and tipped witli white

:

beak, irides, and feet, black. It feeds on
small marine insects j breeds in the north

s

and is sometimes called the Ox-bird.

SANDPIPER. ITotanus.) This name is

applied to different species of wading birds

of the genus Tringa, but properly restricted

to the sub-genus Tolamis. Tlie Sandpipers
chiefly frequent saline marshes and the sea-

shore
; but they arc also found on the banks

of inland lakes and rivers, and even in
damp meadows. They fly in flocks, and
perform periodical migrations in large bodies.
Their food consists of worms, Crustacea, and
small mollusca, and they also occasionally
subsist upon small fish and their fry. They
have the tip of the beak depressed, and the
nasal furrow very long, as in the Godwits,
but the mandibles in general are not longer
than the head ; their toes are not palmated

I

at the base, and the back toe hardly reaches
'

to the ground. Many of the species are I

very widely diffused, and several are found,
more or less regularly, on the British shores. '

The Common Sandpiper. ITotanus hy-

poleucos.) This species, which is less than
eight inches long, visits England in the
spring, and leaves it in the autumn. All
the upper parts of the body are brown,
glossed with an olive hue, and marked with
a blackish ray in the direction of the shafts :

the feathers of the wings and back are trans -

versely streaked with narrow zigzag dusky
bands ; the throat, breast, and under parts
are pure white, the sides of the neck and
breast being varied with streaks of brown : ,

the middle tail feathers are marked with
;

transverse dusky lines, and the outer one on
each side white with brown bars ; legs i

I

greenish ash. The nest of this bird is com-
;
posed of moss and dry leaves, and generally
placed in a hole on a river’s bank ; and the ,

' eggs, usually five in number, are of a red-
I dish-green, with dark spots mostly at the
larger end. IVhen disturbed they make a
clear piping note, by which they ore easily .

recognized. I

There are several species of these birds,
differing but slightly from each other, and
we may remark of them, generally, that

|

their legs are destitute of feathers for some
distance above the knee, and the toes are
short and incapable of grasping ; hence they
do not perch, but frequent the borders of
ponds, rivers, and marshes, especially in the ,

vicinity of the ocean, and are often seen
rapidly coursing along the strand, following
the flux and reflux of the waves. Their

|

wings are long, and their flight powerful.
j

SAND-WASP. (Ammophila.) A genus
j

of Ilymenopterous insects, which, together
j

with several other genera, tbrm a groui> that
from their peculiar habits are termed Fos-

,

sores, or diggers, and commonly known as

sand wasp,

—

(AUUOPnlLA AHENARIA.)

Sand and Wood Wasps. In general the
'

females excavate cells in the ground, or in .

posts, tiinlicrs, &c. ; in which they dei>osit— ]

togctlier with their eggs— various larva: or
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perfect insects, and (in some species) even
spiders, which are destined for the support

of their progeny when hatched. It happens
that the insects composing this store are

sometimes first stung to death s but more
frequently they are only slightly stung, and
finally killed by the larvas when they come
forth from their eggs,— being in this manner
rendered powerless, whilst their bodies are

prevented from decomposing. The antennse

have atx)ut thirteen joints, attenuated ex-

teriorly, and mostly recurved j
mandibles

long, and dentate at the apex ; labium short,

with its ligula short and trilobed ; ocelli

three, distinct ; wings alike in both sexes ;

legs long, spiny ; female armed with a sting.

The Sand-Wasp inhabits sunny banks in

sandy situations, running among grass, &c.

with great activity, and continually vi-

brating its antennse and wings. It feeds on
insects.

SAPAJOIT. A small species of Monkey,
of the genus Cebus. CSee Monkeys.]

SABCIOPHORITS. A genus of Grallato-

rial birds closely allied to the Pewits, which
derive their name from the wattles or fleshy

appendages about the neck. The species

Sabciopkorps Pectoralis, or Black-
breasted Pewit, inhabits South Australia,

Van Diemen’s Land, &c., its favoimte lo-

calities being open sterile downs, thinly co-

vered with vegetation, and occasionally to

be met with on the grassy flats in the neigh-
bourhood of rivers. It trips very quickly
over the ground, much after the manner of

the true Pewits, and when flushed generally

flies off in a straight line, very near the
ground. Crown of the head, line running
from the angle of the mouth beneath the

eye, and down the sides of the neck, and a
broad crescent-shaped band across the breast,

jet-black ; line from the eye to near the

occiput, cWn, throat, flanks, abdomen, upper
and under tall- coverts, white; back light

brown ; primaries brownish black ; scapula-
ries and lower part of the back bronzy brown,
passing into black towards the tip of each
feather, and tipped with white ; tail white,
crossed near the tip by a broad irregular
band of black ;

bill primrose yellow, the tip

hom-colour ; naked parts of the thigh and
knees dark pink ; tarsi and toes blackish
brown, the latter inclining to pink-red.

SARCORAMPnUS, or KING OF THE
VULTURES. This powerful species of the
VuUurulcE family is about two feet and a
half in length, and upwards of five feet

across the expanded wings. The naked
skin of the head and neck is brilliantly

coloured ; the beak reddish, with a shade of

black ; cere bright orange, prolonged be-

tween the nostrils into a comb, loose in tex-

ture, and falling on each side of the bill

when the head Is erect. The back of the

head is covered with a short blackish down,
and the side of the head is purplish black.

A scarlet circle surrounds the eye ; and on
each side behind the eye are several broad
and deep wrinkles, whence rises a thick fold

extcniling obliquely downwards along the

neck : from the bright red upper part of the
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neck the colour gradually lessens in inten-

sity, fading into orange and yellow lower
down. Round the bottom of the neck is a

broad ruff of soft, downy, ash-gray feathers :

the back and tail-coverts bright fawn

;

BINO or THE VOLTDRES.
(SAROORAMRHUS PAPA.)

greater wing-coverts and tail-feathers glossy

black ; legs and claws dusky, or dirty
yellow.
In the central parts of America the Sar-

coramphxis papa is frequently to be seen,

alone or in pairs, perched on the highest
trees ; though it is said that considerable
flocks may be occasionally met with. The
expanse and strength of wing of the King
Vulture enables it to reach a lofty height,
where its piercing sight brings under its

observation a wide tract of country, while
its exquisite sense of smell detects the efflu-

via arising from putrid fish which during
the summer perish in the lakes. The story
that the other vultures stand patiently by
till this, their monarch, has finished liis re-

past, may be accounted for by the superior
strength and courage of this species

; and it

is, in fact, confirmed by the testimony of
many travellers ; among others, by Mr. Ed-
wards, in his ‘ Voyage up the Amazon ;

'

who observes— “If a King Vulture makes
its appearance where a number of the other
species are collected about carrion, the latter

instinctively give way and stand meekly
around while tlieir sovereign leisurely gorges
himself. These birds are not very common
upon the Amazon, and wo never had an
opportunity of shooting them, but several
times we observed them circling in pairs

over the forest. Senhor Henrlqucz informed
us at the Barra that they were not unfro-
quently taken alive, particularly if a putrid
snake, of which they arc fond, be exposed to
them. A noose is arranged to fall over their
heads, and the caught bird is transformed
from a wild marauder into a peaceable
citizen. At Para they are highly valued.
We saw a pair in perfect plumage which
were presented to Mr. Norris, and felt

nothing of the disgust inspired by the otlier

common species. Their bare necks were
beautifully marked with red and black,
orange and yellow, and were surrounded
near the hose by a ruffle of feathers. Their

I
breasts were white, and the general colour

3 E 2
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of the upper parts was a light ashy gray.
Tliese birds were very active, moving about
the yard with a leap rather than a step.”
Tliey are said to make their nests in the
hollows of trees, and to lay two eggs.

SARDINT5. {Clupea sardina.) A fish
closely allied to the Pilchard, though smaller.
It is found in the Mediterranean, and its

flesh is highly esteemed.

SATIN BUWER BIRD. {PtUonorliyn-
clms holosericeus.) Mr. Gould, to whose
splendid work on the ‘ Birds of Australia’
we are so much indebted, observes, that al-
tliough this species has been long known to
ornithologists, and is familiar to the co-
lonists of New South Wales, its habits have
never been brought before the scientific

world ; and he very naturally congratulates
liimself on being the first to place them on
record. One point to which he more par-
ticularly alludes— a point, as he truly says,
“ of no ordinary interest, both to the natu-
ralist and the general admirer of nature—
is the formation of a bower-like structure
by this bird for the purpose of a playing
ground or hall of assembly,— a cireumstance
in its eeonomy whieh adds another to the
many anomalies connected with the fauna
of Australia. ’ It appears to be altogether
granivorous and frugivorous. “ Indepen-
dently of numerous berry-bearing plants
and shrubs, the brushes it inhabits are
studded with enormous fig-trees, some of
tlrem towering to the height of two hundred
feet ; among the lofty branches of these
giants of the forest, the Satin Bower-bird
and several species of Pigeons find in the
small wild fig, with which tlie branches are
loaded, an abundant supply of a favourite
food : this species also commits considerable
depredation on any ripening com near the
localities it frequents.” The extraordinary
bower-like structures above alluded to are
usually placed under the shelter of the
branches of some overhanging tree in the
most retired part of the forest : “ the base
consists of an extensive and rather convex
platform of sticks firmly interwoven, on the
centre of wliicli the bower itself is built

:

this, like the platform on which it is placed
and with which it is interwoven, is formed
of sticks and twigs, but of a more slender

and flexible description, the tips of the twigs

being so arranged as to curve inwards and
nearly meet at the top : in the interior of

the bower the materials arc so placed that

the forks of the twigs are always presented
outwards, by wiiicli arrangement not the

sliglitest obstruction is offered to the pas-

sage of the birds. For what purpose these

curious bowers are made, is not yet, perhaps,
fully understood ; they are certainly not
used as a nest, but as a place of resort for

many individuals of both sexes, wiiicli, when
there assembled, run through and around
tlic bower in a sportive and playful manner,
and that so frequently that it is seldom en-
tirely deserted. The proceedings of tlicse

birds have not been sufliciently watched, to

render it certain whether the mns arc fre-

quented throughout the wliole year or not

;

but it is highly probable that they arc

merely resorted to as a rendezvous, or play-
ing ground, at the pairing time and during
the period of incubation.” In the British
Museum specimens of these Bowers may be
seen.
The whole plumage of the male is of a deep

shining blue-black, closely resembling satin,
i

with the exception of the primary wing- i

feathers, the wing-coverts, and the secon-
daries and tail-feathers, which are of a deep

1

velvety black, tipped with the shining blue-
black lustre ; irides light blue, with a circle I

of red round the pupil ; bill bluish hom,
!

with yellow tip ; legs and feet yellowish •

white. The female has the head and all

the upper surface grayish green ; wings and
tail dark sulphur brown ; under surface
much lighter, and yellowish, each feather
having a crescent-shaped mark of dark
brorvn near the extremity. Besides the loud
liquid call peculiar to the male, both sexes
frequently utter a harsh, unpleasant, gut-
tural note, indicative of surprise or dis-
pleasure.

The Spotted Bowt:r-bird. (Cldamj/-
dera maculata.) The able ornithologist
from whom we derived the information
given in the preceding article, observes, that
this species is as exclusively an inhabitant '

of the interior of the country as the Satin
Bower-bird is of the brushes between the
mountain-ranges and the coast, and is es-
pecially interesting as the constructor of a
bower, even more extraordinary than that !

of the latter. But to describe them fully r^e
must borrow the author's own words:—
“They are considerably longer and more
avenue-like than those of the Satin Bower-
bird, being in many instances three feet in
length. 'They are outwardly .built of twigs,
and beautifully lined with tall grasses, so
disposed that their heads nearly meet : the
decorations are very profuse, and consist of
bivalve shells, crania of small mammalia,
and other bones. Evident and beautiful in-
dications of design are manifest throughout
the whole of the bower and decorations
formed bj^ this species, particularly in the
manner in which the stones are placed
within the bower, apparently to keep the
grasses with which it is lined fi.xed firmly in
their places : these stones diverge fVom the
mouth of the run on each side, so ns to form
little paths, while the immense collection of
decorative materials, bones, shells, &c., arc
placed in a heap before the entrance of the
avenue, this arrangement being the same nt

both ends. ... I frequently found these
structures at a considerable distanee from
the rivers, from the borders of which they
could alone have procured the shells and
small round pebbly stones ; their collection

and transportation must therefore oc a task

of great labour and difficulty. As these

birds feed almost entirely upon seeds and
fruits, tlie shells and bones cannot have
been collected for any other purixisc than
ornament ; besides, it is only those that

have been bleached iierfectly white in the

sun, or sucli os have been roasted by tlie

natives, and bj’ this means whitened, that

attract their attention. 1 ftilly ascertained



that these runs, like those of the Satin
Bower-bird, formed the rendezvous of many
indi'viduals j for, after secreting myself for

a short space of time near one of them, I
killed two males which I had previously
seen running through the avenue.”
The Spotted Bower-bird has the crown of

the head, ear-coverts, and throat, of a rich
brown, each feather surrounded with a nar-
row line of black ; a beautiful band of elon-
gated rose-pink feathers crosses the back of
the neck, forming a broad, fan-like, occi-
pital crest ; all tne upper surface, wings,
and tail, of a deep brown ; every feather of
the back, rump, scapularies, and secon-
daries, tipped with a large round spot of rich
buff ; primaries slightly tipped with white ;

all the tail-feathers terminated with buffy
white ; feathers of the flanks marked with
faint, transverse, zigzag lines of light brown j

bill and feet dusky brown
;
bare skin at the

comer of the mouth thick, prominent, and
of a deep flesh-colour.

SATYRUS. A genus of Diurnal Lepi-
doptera.also called HiPPARCiiiAi it contains
several British species: amongst these is

Satprits Galathea ; or JIarble Bctter-
Ftr. This delicate and rather singular spe-

cies of Butterfly, is known by its yellowish
and black-spotted wings, but though pretty
general, it is so decidedly local and limited
in its particular habitat as to be very rarely
seen at all in many places. The anterior
wings have a series of yellowish dots parallel
with the hinder margin above, and the under
surface nearly similar, with a small ocellus
near the tip : the posterior wings have also
a series of marginal dots or lunules, with a
yellowish broad patch in the centre, and
another at the base. Body black above,
yellowish beneath : antenme black, with
white rings, and tips reddish. Caterpillar
bright green, with obscure lines on the back
and sides : head rather brown. It feeds on
the cat's tail gross. Chrysalis of yellowish
colour. [See Hipparciiia.]

SATJRIA, or 8AURI.<AN'S. The name of
an order of Reptiles, including all those
which, like the Croci^ile and Lizard, arc
covered with scales and have four legs. The
most gigantic and remarkable specimens of
.Saurian reptiles are now extinct, but their
fossil remains, immense in size and wonder-
ful as they appear, aflbrd incontestable evi-
dence of their similarity in structure to the
harmless little Lizard of the present day.
The diversity in the habits of the existing
Saiirlans Is very considerable ; some being
more or less aquatic ; others strictly terres-

trial i while others are essentially arboreal.
The greater part feed on animal substances

;

some of them preferring flesh, and others
attacking small animals; while some arc
entirely Insectivorous, and a few are her-
bivorous. They arc all furnished with teeth,

which are of a simple conical form, and
ailapted rather for securing and tearing
their prey, than for masticating it : their
toes are generally furnished with claws,
and they have all n tail more or less strong,
and generally very thick at the base. A

few species, exceptions to the general cha-
' racter, have only two legs. [The distin-
guishing characteristics of different Sau-
rian Reptiles will be found under the words
Crocodile, Alligator, Chameleoit, Aga-
MA, Lizard, Igdara, Gecko, Plesiosau-
rus, Ichthyosaurus, &c.]

8AW1TSH. {Pristis antiquorum,') A
fish belonging to the family of the Squalidoe,
or Shark tribe ; and which receives its name
from the extension of its snout into a long
flat blade, furnished with a row of sharp
spines, on each side, so as to resemble a large
toothed saw. AVith this formidable weapon
the Sawfish attacks the largest Whales, and

SAWFISH.—(PRISTIS ANTIQUORUM.)

inflicts very severe wounds. It sometimes
attains the length of twelve or even fifteen

feet. The back is ash-coloured, and the
belly white : the head is cordiform, and
flattened, the mouth is placed far below the
end of the snout ; and the lips are rough
and sharp like a file, supplying the place of
teeth. This fish is vei^ widely distributed,

being found in the arctic, antarctic, and tro-

pical seas
;
but it seldom approaches the

shore.

8AW-FLT. [See Tenthredinida!.]

SiVXICAVA. A genus of Conchlferons
Molluscs, (family Litliophagidce)

;

often
found in the hollows of rocks, in cavities on
the backs of oysters, and among the roots of
sea-weed, &c. The foot of the animal is thin
and pointed ;

and in its habits it appears to

resemble the Pholas, mosses of rock being to

be saen on different parts of the coost of
England, which are pierced with innume-
rable small holes, the entrance to the habita-
tions of these animals. The shell is trans-
verse, irregular, generally oblong, and gaping
externally ; teeth and bosses obsolete or
indistinct.

SCALARIA, or WENTLE TRAP. A
genus of Pectinibranchiate Gosteropodous
Alollusca, allied to the Periwinkles (Ihirbo),

but distinguished from them by the turreted
spire being covered with longitudinal, ele-

vated, rather sharp ribs, and the mouth
being encircled by a varix. The finest spe-

SOAC.AHIA FHBTIOBA

cies {ScaJaria pretiosa) was long famous for
the rarity and high prices given for a single
sjiccimen. It is now found to be not an un-
common shell in the Eastern seas. It Is

known by the whorls being separated from
each other.

S E a
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SCALE INSECTS. A name given to
insects belonging to the family CoccidcB,
many species of which live as parasites on
various plants, particularly on hot-house
plants, and do them considerable injury.
They belong to the order Hemiptera, in
which the bugs, plant-lice, and Cicadoe are
included ; although the main characteristic
of the order corresponds only with the males,
as they are winged. The females are shaped
like a scale or shield, convex above, flat or
concave below, provided with six very
delicate feet, which sometimes, chiefly when
the female has grown old, merge into the
substance of the body. Anteriorly, at about
the third part of the length of the insect, is

situated a short or long rostrum on the under
side, which it inserts into the epidermis of
plants, and sucks out their juices. After
pairing, when the eggs begin to develop
themselves, the female dies, and her body
serves as a protection to her posterity, by
covering the eggs till the young are hatched,
when they crawl away. Almost all sorts of
plants suffer from the attacks of some species

or otlier of Scale Insects, but chiefly in warm
weather, and more especially at all times
are those affected which are reared and kept
in liot-houses. The Scale Insects are much
more difficult to destroy than the Apludes

j

as they do not die from the effects of to-

bacco : the best remedy is to brush off the
insects from the twigs and stems, and to

wipe them off with a cloth or sponge from
the leaves of more tender plants; and it is

advisable to cleanse plants in pots at a dis-

tance from the greenhouse, as the insects are

apt to creep up again and renew their de-
predations. The trees mostly infested with
them are the peach and nectarine, the plum
and damson, the wild chestnut and the vine.

[See Coccos.]

SCANSORES. The name of an order of

birds, whose feet are peculiarly adapted for

climbing. It comprehends the families of
Psiltacidee, or Parrots ; Rhamphastidee, Pi-
cidee, or Woodpeckers ; and Cucididce, or
Cuckoos. That which particularly distin-

guishes this order is the power of turning
one of the front toes backwards, so as to

oppose two hind toes to tlie two front ones.

In their food, habits, outward appearance,

and structure, the above-named fnmiiies are

very dissimilar ; and tlierefore no general

statement will be applicable to all of them :

but it will be seen that the form of their

feet, whicli gives tliem great power of pre-

licnsion, and thus enables them to cling

with firmness to their perch, renders walking
more difficult ; and that, as they pass most
of tlieir time in trees, their powers of flight

arc usually moderate.

SCAllAB.iEIDfE. An extensive and im-
portant group of Coleoptcra, including the

numerous dung-feeding I.amellicorns, of

which the majority arc inhabitants of tro-

pical countries : some of these arc among the

most bulky species of beetles, hut such os

our own country produces arc of small size.

“ Prom the great similarity in the structure

of the mouth of all these insects," says Jlr.

Westwood, “ a great uniformity of habits is

evident. But a more remarkable i^culiarity
'

exists in the structure and situation of the
hind legs, which are placed so near the ex- I

tremity of the body, and so far from each
|

other, as to give the insect a most extraordi-
]

nary appearance whilst walking. This pe-
culiar formation is, nevertheless (as Mr. i

McLeay observes), particularly serviceable '

SACRED BEETLE.—(SCARABaUS SACER.)

to its possessors in rolling the balls of ex-
crementitions matter in which they enclose
their eggs

;
whence these insects were named

by the first naturalists Pilularice. These
balls are at first irregular and soft, but, by
degrees, and during tlie process of rolling
along, become rounded and harder : they are
propelled by means of the hind legs ; and
the insects occasionally mount to the top,

when they find a difficulty in urging them
along ;

probably in order to destroy tlie

equilibrium. Sometimes these balls are an
inch and a half or two inches in diameter

;

and in rolling them along the beetles stand
almost upon their heads, with their heads
turned from the balls. These manoeuvres
have for their object the burying of the balls

in holes, which the insects have previously
dug for their reception ; and it is upon the
dung, thus deposited, that the larvae, when
hatched, feed. It does not appear that these

beetles have the instinct to distinguish their

own balls, as they will seize upon those be-
lonmug to another, in case they have lost

their own ; and, indeed, it is said that se-

veral of them occasionally assist in rolling

the same ball. They fly during the hottest

part of the day.”
“ The type of this family is the renowned

‘ Sacred Beetle ' of the Egyptians, of which
so many models, carvings, amulets, &c. arc

discovered, occasionally of a gigantic size, in

sarcophagi, and rolled up in tlie mummies
and relics of that remarkable people, by
whom its appearance in great numbers on
the sandy margins of the Nile, after the

annual rising and falling of the river, to-

gether with its extraordinary motions whilst

rolling along its little globular balls of dung,

were regarded ns mystically representing

tlie motions of the eartli, the sun and pla-

netary bodies. It was also regarded ns

the emblem of fertility : and, even at the

present day, we are informed by Er. Clarke
that it is eaten by the women of Egj'pt.

The various species ofSacred Beetles, wliei'cof

Dcjcan enumerates twenty-six. are distin-

guished by their flattened form, radiated
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clypeus, long hind legs, clothed with hairs,

with the posterior tarsi obliquely inserted ;

head and thorax unarmed, and elytra with
the margins not sinuatcd.”

SCARTJS. A genus of Acanthopterygious
fishes, many species of which ore found in

' the tropical seas. [See Parrot-fish.]

!
SCI.®NIDiE. A family of fishes, ofwhich

! there are several subgenera. The general
i characters are,— the head inflated, and sup-
ported by cavernous bones ; the body com-
pressed and broad ; only one dorsal fin, but

' it is bifid, and so deeply divided at the
. middle that it seems to form two, and the
soft part is much longer than the spinous ;

. the anal short, the pre-operculura toothed,

MAIOBE.-^(SCI£NA AIUILS.)

and the operculum divided into points at its

, extremity ; seven arches in the gills. They
resemble the Perches, except that they have
no teeth in the palate.— The Scicenidee with
less than seven gill-rays, and the lateral line

interrujited, form several genera of small
oval fishes, generally finely coloured, and
distinguished by the armature of their heads.

The Sciaina Aquila, or Maigre, may be given
as an example. It has occasionally been
found on the English coast.

;
.SCEsQUE, or SKINK. {Scincus.') The

name given to a family of lizard-like rep-
tiles, in which there appears to be a gradual
transition from the form of the Lizards to

that of the Serpents. They are all natives

I
of warm climates ; and one species, common

j

in Arabia, Northern Africa, &c., was long
I held in repute on account of its supposed

j
medicinal virtues. They are recognized by

I the shortness of their feet, the non-exten-
,

sihility of the tongue, and the tile-like scales

I
which cover the whole body and tail, pre-

j

icnting almost the appearance of a coat of

I

I

mail.

ii SCIS.HOR-BIT>L. Uihynchops.') A genus
ofpalmipede birds closely allied to the Terns,
but easily distinguished by the singular bill,

J
which is compressed like a knife, and has

i the lower mandible longer than the upper,
and broken off (as it were) at the tip. At

;
least two species arc known ; one of these is

peculiar to the New World (/(. niffra), while

I

the other t ft. orirntalv*} is found in the
Eastern liemlsphere.

In onr article “ Rhynchops.” we gave some
interesting extracts from Wilson's Ornitho-
logy respecting the habits of the species found

‘ in North America. We may here add a short

I

account of the same birds seen in more soiith-

! em latitudes, by Mr. Darwin, and dcscrilied

by that most accurate and Intelligent observer

I

in his '.Journal. ’ lie is in the vicinity of the

Rio Parana, and thus writes :
—“I here saw

a very extraordinary bird, called the Scisaor-

beak (_Rhynchops nigra). It has short legs,

web feet, extremely long pointed wings, and
is of about the size of a tern. The beak is

BCI-SSOa-BlLL,

—

(nevNCHOPS NIGRA.)

flattened laterally, that is, in a plane at

right angles to that of a spoonbill or duck.
It is as flat and elastic as an ivory paper-
cutter, and the lower mandible, differently
from every other bird, is an inch and a half
longer than the upper. I will here detail
all I know of the habits of the Scissor- beak.
It is found both on the east and west coasts,

between lat. 30° and 4.5°, and frequents either
salt or fresh water. The specimen now at
the Zoological Society was shot at a lake
near Maldonado, from which the water had
been nearly drained, and which, in conse-
quence, swarmed with small fry. I there
saw several of these birds, generally in small
flocks, flying backwards and forwards, close
to the surface of the lake. They kept their
bills wide open, and with the lower mandible
half buried In the water. Thus skimming
the surface, they ploughed it in their course :

the water was quite smooth, and it formed
a most curious spectacle to behold a flock,

each bird leaving its narrow wake on the
mirror-like surface. In their flight they
frequently twist about with extreme rapidity,
and so dexterously manage, that with their
projecting lower mandible they plough up
small fish, which are secured by the upper
half of their scissor-Iike bills. This fact I
repeatedly saw, as, like swallows, they con-
tinued to fly backwards and forwards, close
before me. Occasionally when leaving the
surface of the water their flight was wild,
irregular, and rapid i

they then also uttered
loud harsh cries. When these birds are
fishing, the length of the primary feathers
of the wings is seen to be quite necessary, in
order to keep the latter dry. When thus
cmploj’ed, their forms resemble the symbol
by which many artists represent marine
birds. The tail is much used in steering
their irregular course.

“ These birds are common far inland along
the course of the Rio Parana ; it is said they
remain during the whole year, and breed in
the marshes. During the day they rest in
flocks on the grassy jilains, at some distance
from the water. Being at anchor, as I have
said, in one of the deep creeks between the
islands of the Parana, as the evening drew
to a close, one of these Scissor-bcaks snd-
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denly appeared. The water was quite still,

and many little fish were rising. The bird
continued for a long time to skim the sur-
face, flying in its wild and irregular manner
up and down the narrow canal, now dark
with the growing night and the shadows of
the overhanging trees. At Monte Video I
observed tliat some large flocks during the
day remained on the mud-banks at the head
of the harbour, in the same manner as on
the grassy plains near the Parana ; and
every evening they took flight direct to sea-
ward. Prom these facts, I suspect that the
Kliyncops generally fishes by night, at which
time many of the lower animals come most
abundantly to the surface. M. Lesson states
tliat he lias seen these birds opening the
shells of the mactrce, buried in the sand-
banks on the coast of Chile.”

SCISSOR-TAPL. iHIilvulus forficatus.)
“ A bird witli a forked tail, terminated by
two long feathers, and named by the
Spaniards Scissor- tail, is very common near
Buenos Ayres. It belongs to the family ia-
niidce or Butcher-birds. It commonly sits

on a branch of the omhu tree, near the house,
and thence takes a short flight in pursuit of
insects, and returns to the same spot. When
on the wing, it presents in its manner of
flight and general appearance a caricature-
likeness of the Common Swallow. It has
the power in the air of turning very shortly,

and in so doing, opens and shuts its tail

sometimes in a horizontal or lateral, and
sometimes in a vertical direction, just like a
pair of scissors. In structure tliis bird is a
true tyrant-flycatcher, although in its habits
certainly allied to the Swallows.”

—

Darwin.

SCIURIDiE. The name given to the
Squirrel tribe.

SCIURUS. [See Squirrel.]

SCOLIAD.ZE. A family of Hymenopte-
rous insects, distinguished by having the
collar laterally extending to the base of the
wings

;
the legs short and robust, the tibioj

being thick, spinose, or denticulate. The
antenna; arc generally short, tliick, and more
or less serrated : the abdomen is elongate-
ovate, and attached by a short peduncle

:

both sexes are winged ; and the body is often
very hirsute. The greater part of the spe-

cies are exotic, and some are of a very large

size. They abound in the very hottest si-

tuations, and make deep burrows in sand
banks ; and they are said to be particularly
fond of revelling in strong-scented flowers,

such as rue, &c.

SCOLOPACID.®. The name of a nu-
merous family of Wading Birds, the greater
part of which were comprehended by Lin-
nn:us in his genus Scolopax, consisting of the

different species of the Snipe tribe, the Sand-
pipers, Curlews, Godwits, &c. ; all of which
inhabit marshy lands, the borders of lakes,

rivers, and the sea-shore. They arc all more
or less migratory in their habits s breeding
in high latitudes ;

and their powers of flight

are considerable. They arc characterized

by a long, slender, and feeble bill, provided
with a very peculiar distribution of nerves.

which render its exterior sensitive, especially 1

towards the tip, the membrane of which is i

fleshy ; and in many species there is a pecu- I

liar muscle, that enables the bird to separate
the flexible points of tlie mandible, so as to
seize its prey the moment it is felt, while the
bill is still buried in the ground. When it

;

is considered that their food consists of in- !

sects, worms, slugs, &c., which they find in .

the mud or soft earth, it will be seen how
j

admirably adapted the bill we have described
is for the purpose of obtaining it. [See

!

Snipe ; Woodcock ; Sandpiper ; Godwii ;

Ruff ; &c.]

SCOLOPENDRA. A genus cf annulosa
of the class Myriapoda, They inhabit the
southern parts of Europe, and all the tropical
portions of the globe, where they are much
dreaded for their venomous properties : their
mandibles are terminated by a sharp hook,
which is pierced for the transmission of a
venomous fluid. The ScdloperulrcE have the
body long, slender, and depressed, and pro-
tected by coriaceous plates : they run very
fast, and shun the light, living for the most
part under logs of wood and the loose bark
of decayed trees. [See Centipede.]

SCOLYTH).®. A family of Coleopterous
insects, the type of which is named Scolytus
destructor. The body is oblong or cylindric,
convex and rounded above, with the head
globular j and the antennas have the basal
joint elongated, and the terminal joints form
a more or less soiid oval mass. We learn
from Mr. Westwood, that of all the species,
“ the ScoJytus destructor is the most obnoxious
in this country, annually destroying a great
number of elm trees in the neighbourhood
of London j and the injury is gradualiy
spreading into the provinces, owing to the
inattention or ignorance of those whose duty
it is, or ought to be, to adopt decided mea-
sures for stopping the mischief. The parks
and public gardens and walks around Lon-
don have been especially subject to the at-

tacks of these insects. It has, indeed, been
a question whether the insects were the pri-
mary cause of the mischief, or whether the
trees were not previously infected in some
way or other, and thus rendered an agreeable
nidus for the insect. From the recent ob-
servations of Messrs. Audouin and Spence,
it, however, appears evident that, in the first

instance, both the male and female insects

attack the trees for the purpose of obtaining
food, burrowing into the trunk. This brings
the trees into a state of ill health, which Is

adapted for the reception of the eggs and
food of the larva. The female insect then
burrows deeper into the trunk, and there
deposits her eggs ; and the larva;, when
hatched, form cylindrical galleries, diverging

at right angles from the track of the parent,

and parallel to each other ; within which
they also become pupa; ; and so great is the

fecundity of these insects, that their count-
less numbers arc soon sufficient to destroy

the largest tree.” “ The larva; of Scolytus

destructor arc thick, fleshy, curved, apod
grubs, of a whitish colour, the back much
wrinkled, armed with a scaly head and
powerful horny jaws.”

[
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“ The sudden change in the temperature
that generally occurs in the early part of
Jlay, brings out great numbers of insects,

from their winter quarters, to enjoy the
sunshine and the ardent heat which are
congenial to their natures. While a con-
tiuued hum is heard among the branches of

i the trees, from thousands of bees and flies,

!
drawn thither by the fragrance of the burst-
ing buds ; swarms of little beetles of various

,
kinds come forth to try their wings, and.

I SCOI.TTC8 UESTROOTOR AWD LARVA, WITH A
I PIECE OF WOOD TO SHOW THE HAVAOE8

OP THE INSECT.

with an uncertain and heavy flight, launch
into the air. Among these beetles there are
many of a dull red or fox colour, nearly
cylindrical in form, tapering a very little

before, obtusely rounded at both extremities,
and about one quarter of an inch in length.
They are seen slowly creeping upon the
sides of wooden buildings, resting on the
tops of fences, or wheeling about in the air,

and every now and then suddenly alighting
on some tree or wall, or dropping to the
ground. If we go to an old pine-tree, we
may discover from whence they have come,
and what they have been about during the
post period of their lives. Here they will
be found creeping out of thousands of small
round holes which they have mode through
the bark for their escape. Upon raising a
piece of the bark, alreoily loosened by the
undermining of these insects, we And it

pierceil with holes in every direction, and
even the surface of the wood will be seen to
have been gnawed by these little miners.
After enjoying themselves abroad for a
few days, they pair, and begin to loy their

eggs. They gnaw little holes here and there
through the rough bark of the trunk and
limbs, drop their eggs therein, and, after this

labour is flnished, they liccome exhausted
and die. In the autumn the grubs hatched
from these eggs will be found fully grown,

i They devour the soft inner substance of the

I

bark, boring through it In various directions

for this purpose ; and they gnaw a passage
to the surface, for their escajie after they
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have completed their transformations. Their
depredations interrupt the descent of the
sap i the bark becomes loosened from the
wood, and the tree decays.

SCOMBERESOX. A fish, called also the
Mackerel Pike, or Saury Pike, found in the
kfediterranean, and remarkable for its long,
beak-like jaws. They are gregarious Ashes ;

and are followed and preyed upon by Por-
poises, and also by the Tunny and other
large members of the Mackerel family.

SCOMBERID,®. A family ofAcanthop-
terygious fishes, of wliich the genus Sco7nber,
or Mackerel, is the type. They are charac-
terized by having a smooth body covered
with small scales, and a very powerful tail

and caudal fin ; in most of the species the
pectoral fins are long, narrow, and pointed.
This family includes species of the greatest
utility to mankind, in consequence of their
abundance and their wholesomeness as food.
[See Mackerel.]

SCORPA5NA. A genus of Acanthoptery-
gious marine fish, associating in shoals, and
haunting rocky shores. The head is tuber-
culated and compressed laterally, but in
other respects they much resemble a Perch.
The species are popularly termed Hog-fish.

SCORPION. (Scorpio.) A genus of the
class Arachnida, distinguished from other
groups of Spiders by having the abdomen
articulated, and its hinder part, or tail, ter-
minated by a curved spur or sting, beneath
the extremity of wliich are two small ori-
fices, by which a venomous fluid is dis-
charged : the stigmata are eight in number,
and situated along the inferior and lateral
part of the abdomen. Between the thorax
and abdomen there is no distinct division j

and the latter is com-
posed of twelve seg-
ments, six of which
are broad, forming the
posterior part of the
body, whilst the other
six form the tail. The
palpi are very large,

resembling extended
arras, and the terminal
segment assumes the
form of the lobster’s

claw, being in like
manner provided with
pincers. The Scorpio-
nidee inhabit the warm
countries of both he-
mispheres, living on
the ground, hiding
themselves under
stones or other bodies,

BoonnoN. generally amongst
(boobpio afek.) ruins or other dark

and cool jilaccs, and
sometimes taking up their abode in houses.
They run with considerable swiftness,curving
the tail over the back : they can turn it in all

directions, and employ it as a weapon of of-

fence or defence. With their forceps they seize
wood-lice and various other ground insects,

on which they feed, after having pierced
them with their sting t and it is remarkable
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;

that they are particularly fond of the eggs
of spiders and insects. The larger species
of Scorpions, of whose malignity and venorti
so much has been related, are five or six
inches long, but they are confined to tropical
climates ; those of the south of Europe are
very troublesome pests also

j
but their sting,

though painful, is seldom productive of
serious mischief to man. The generality of
this tribe (Scorpio Europoevs) have six eyes ;

but there are some of the most formidable
kind (Scorpio afcr) which have eight. The
female pays great attention to her young ;

carrying them upon her back for several
days, at first not q^uitting her abode ; and
she afterwards takes care of them for the
space of a month, by which time they are
enabled to shift for themselves. Messrs King,
Elirenberg, Koch, and Gervais have described
numerous new species of the family Scorpio-
nidoe.

SCORPION-FLY. (Panorpa.) A winged
insect thus designated on account of the re-

markable conformation of the posterior ex-
tremity of the abdomen in the male, which is

j

turned up like a Scorpion’s sting. The abdo-

,

men of the female is also prolonged into an
ovipositor ; by which she can deposit her eggs
in deep holes or crevices. The Scorpion-flies,

or Panorpidie, are very active, and prey
upon other insects in the perfect state.

' There are two beautiful species of this insect;

the one has silvery wings, variegated with
three transverse streaks of black towards
the ends ; the head is black

;
the breast,

shoulders, and feet are whitish ; and the

rest of the body is black. The tail, which
represents a sting, has five joints, three red

and two black
;
and the extremity of the

tail is forked and reverted. This insect may
be commonly seen frequenting our hedges
and woods.

i SCOTER. (Oidem.ia.'j The Black Diver,

an aquatic bird about the size of the common
Duck ; but the hind toe has a widish mem-
brane, and the beak is liigh at the base and

BLACK aOOTEB.—(OIOKUIA NIGRA.)

suddenly flattened ;
while the body is more

round, and of a deep shining and beautiful

,

black colour. It is very common on the

shores of Lancashire, and some other mari-

time counties. There are at least four species

I
of Scoter-Ducks : the whole of these go to

the sea chiefly in quest of their food, and
one of them (0. pcrfipicillala) has acquired

its English name of Surf-Duck, from being

found for the most part on its edge.

SCREAMER. (Palamedea.) A genus of

Wading Birds, natives of South America.

The chief characteristics are, that the bill is

conical, the upper mandible being hooked
;

|and the feet are cloven, having each four I

toes. They are remarkable for their harsh
jand discordant voices, and for the sharp
i

hard spurs with which^he wings are armed .

at the shoulder-joint. These are very effi-

cient weapons of defence, and enable the
birds to resist the attacks of the snakes
which infest the places they inhabit. One

i

species is also remarkable for having on the
j

top of the head a slender pointed horn, three
or four inches long, which curves gently
forwards, but the use of it does not appear
to be known.

SCULPIN. (Coitus octodecimspinosus.) An
Acanthopterygious fish, of the genus Coitus,
found on the American coasts, and which
has often been confounded with the Euro-
pean Cottus scorpius: it is, however, quite
distinct from it, and considerably larger,

jThe Sculpin abounds on the coasts of the
United States, and is also plentiful at New-
foundland. Sir John Richardson says it is

|

a pity that Cuvier did not retain the original '

specific name (Scorpius Virqinianus) given
by Willoughby, who figured it correctly ; it 1

being preferable to octodecimspinosus, which
may lead to error, their being, in fact, twenty

,

spines on the head. Cottus scorpius has ex-
actly the same number, viz., ten on each
side.

SCIJTIBRANCHIATA. The name given
to an order of Molluscous animals, including
those Gasteropoda which have the gills cot
vered with a shell in the form of a shield.

The Haliotis is a beautiful example [which
see].

SCYDM^NUS : SCYDJLENIDjE. A
genus and family of Coleoptera, belonging
to the Palpatorcs. They are generally of
very minute size, some of the species of
which are found, according to Mr. Double-
day, under planks placed upon hotbeds,
where they prey upon minute Thysanura,
carrying them about in their jaws. Others

SOTDAISNOS TAHSATOS.

arc found under stones and among moss nt

the roots of trees, and also in ants’ ne.sts.

Our figure, copied from Mr. Sturm’s cata-

logue, gives a highly magnified representa-

tion of a species of this interesting family ;

but the nature of this work precludc-s ns

from entering either into generic or sjiecific

characters. We must refer to the works of
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j

Mr. Denny, of I^eeds, and Dr. Schaum, of
Stettin, for descriptions of the various spe-
cies.

SCYLL.^A. A genus of Gasteropodous
Nudibranchiate Mollusca. In this genus the
body is compressed ; the foot narrow and fur-
rowed. to enable it to embrace the stems of
sea-wee^; the mouth forming a small pro-

boscis ; the tentacula compressed, terminating
in a cavity from which a little point, with an
unequal surface, can be protruded ; and upon
the bock are two pairs of membranous crests,

carrying, on their inner aspect, some pencils
of branched filaments. The middle of the
stomach is covered with a fleshy ring, armed
with verjr sharp homy laminoe. The common
species is found on Fucus natans, or gulf-
weed, wherever this appears.

SCYLLARDS: SCYLLARID^.
A genus and family of Maemrous Decapods,
or liong-tailed Crabs. They ore distinguished
by a very wide carapace, and but little ele-
vated ; Its anterior border nearly straight,
and presenting a horizontal prolongation
which advances between the base of the
external ontennin, which are folioceous and

soTt.t&nOH aqoiMoxiAt.18 .

extremely wide. The buccal frame is small
and the jaw-feet are moderate and nearly
nediform. There are several species, differ-

ing considerably from each other. The one
here figured is Sct/llariu Equinoxinlix

;

the
iKxly of which Is very much depressed, and
much narrowed from before backwards. It

Is of a yellowish colour mingled with red,

and about a foot in length ; its locality the

SCTTHROPS or CHANNEL-BILL. A
remarkable genus of Birds, by some natu-
ralists considered as allied to the Horn-bills,
by others to the Toucans, but in reality be-
longing to the family of the Cuckoos. The
Bill has two narrow longitudinal grooves ;

and the space round the eyes and nostrils is

void of feathers. But one species of this

genus is known, the S. Nov.a:-Hoi.LANDi.i;
or Channel-bill. It is a migratory bird
in New South Wales, arriving in October,
and leaving in January

; it is chiefly seen in
the morning and evening, sometimes in small
parties of seven or eight, but more frequently
in pairs. It makes a loud screaming noise
when a hawk is in sight. The tail, which
is nearly as long ns the body, and has most
of the feathers tipped with white with a
black band before the tip, is occasionally
displayed like a fan, and gives the bird a
majestic appearance. Mr. Gould informs
us that it feeds on the larger kinds of Phas-
midcE and Coleoptera; but he could not as-
certain whether the species was parasitic or
not, like the other cuckoos.

SEA-DEVIL. The Lophius Piscatorius.

[See Angler.]

SEA-EAGLE. The Erne : also the name
sometimes given to the Osprey. [See
Eagle.]

SEA-EGG ; SEA-URCHIN. Names
frequently given to different species of the
family Echinidee. We give a representation
of the half of a beautiful species of tliis

KCBIND8 MAUMIT.LATD8.

group, the above figure showing it in its na-
tural state, covered with elegant knobbed
spines, which Mr. Williams, the missionary
to the South Sea Islands, tells us, in his in-
teresting Narrative, are very often used as
slate pencils in those distant islands. The

BOU1MD8 UAMUILLATU8 W1 t U TUB
sriMES UEUOVKD.
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other figure represents the half of the same
animal divested of its spines, to show the
bases of their attachment. [See Echinus
and Eohinodkhmata.]

SEA-HORSE. [See Hippocaiipus.]

SEA-OWL. [See Lump-fish.]

SEA-PIE. One of the names of the Oys-
ter-Catcher iHcematopus ostralegus. [See
Ovster-Catcuer.]

SEA-SERPENT, [or the Kraken.] The
appearance of this fabulous monster is thus
accounted for by Mr. A. Adams : “ In the
Sooloo seas I have often witnessed the phe-
nomenon which first gave origin to the mar-
vellous stpries of the great Sea-serpent,
namely, lines of rolling porpoises, resembling
a long string of buoys, oftentimes extending
seventy, eighty, or a hundred yards. These
constitute the so-named protuberances of
the monster’s back, keep in close single file,

progressing rapidly along the calm surface
of the water, by a succession of leaps or
dcmi-vaults forwards, part only of their
uncouth forms appearing to the eye. At
the same moment of time, I have seen beau-
tifully-banded Water-snakes, of the thick-
ness of a man’s leg, lying extended supinely
along the glassy surface, or diving and sivim-
ming gracefully, with slow undulating la-
teral movements of their vertically-com-
pressed bodies.”

SEA-SNIPE. [See Trujipet-fisu.]

SEA-SWALLOW. A species of Tern
[which see].

SEA-X7NICORN. [See Narwhal.]

SEAL. (PAoca.) The family Phocidae,
or Seal tribe, are, of all four-limbed Mam-
miferous animals, those wliich display the
most complete adaptation to residence in
the water. The Seal (Phoca vitulina) re-
sembles a quadruped in some respects, and
a fish in others. The head is round, and
the nose, which is broad, resembles that of a
dog, with the same look of Intelligence and
mild and expressive physiognomy. It has
large whiskers, oblong nostrils, and great
black sparkling e^cs. It has no external
ears, but a valve exists in the orifices, which
can be closed at will, so as to keep out the
water ;

the nostrils have a similar valve

;

ami the clothing of the body consists of stiff

glossy hairs, very closely set against the
skin. The body is elongated and conical,

gradually tapering from the shoulders to

the tail. The spine is provided with strong
muscles, wliich bend it with considerable
force ! and tliis movement is of great assist-

ance to the propulsion of the body. Al-
though in most of the foregoing particulars

the Seal resembles the quadruped kind, it

greatly differs from alt of them with respect

to its feet ; for, though furnished with the
same number of bones as in quadrupeds,
they are united to the body in such a sin-

gular manner, and so covered witli a mem-
brane, that tiicy would rather resemble fins

than feet, did not the sharp strong claws
with which they are pointed show their pro-

per analogy. The limbs, in fact, are con-

ifJatural W^tarv

;

verted into oars and paddles. The anterior
pair have the arm and fore-arm so short,
that little more than the paw advances from
the body. The hinder limbs are directed
backwards, so as almost to seem like a con-
tinuation of the body ; the thigh and leg
are very short, and the foot is formed on the
same plan as the fore-paw,— the toes being

SKFLETOH OP SEAL.

in contact, however, and the web folded,
when it is not in use as a paddle, but being
spread out when the animal is swimming.
Mlien on land, or on masses of ice, the
movements of the Seal are particularly
awkward, its body being forced onward by

j

the action of the fore-limbs only, and the
wriggling motion of the abdominal muscles ;

they accordingly seldom venture from the
shore, but usually bask on the rocks ; and
when disturbed, plunge immediately to the
bottom of the water.
The Seals live in herds, more or less nume-

rous, along the shores of the sea ; and upon
uninhabited coasts they bring forth imd
suckle their young, and exhibit the most
tender solicitude for their welfare. They
are easily tamed, become strongly attached
to their keepers, recognize them at a dis-
tance, and seem to be endoi^-ed with a very
considerable share of intelligence. The
form of their teeth and jaws shows them to

j

be carnivorous
; and their food consists of

'

fish, crabs, and sea-birds, which they are
enabled to surprise while swimming.

SEAL.—(PHOOA VITULINA.)

Seals swim with great rapidity and case :

and by a peculiar arrangement of their
bloodvessels, nearly similar to that which
exists in the whale tribe, they can remain
under water for a considerable time. Tlicrc
arc many species of these animals ; some arc
found in almost every ijuartcr of the glolie,

but cliiefly in the frigid or temperate re-
gions : and tlicy exist in vast numbers in

the seas round Spitzlicrgen, and on the coasts
of Labrador and Newfoundland. Their
habits are migrator}- and it is known that

at least four species visit the .shores of Bri-

tain. (iiiadrupcds arc in general contented
with their native plains and forests ;

scUom
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wandering far from those situations where
I

they were produced, unless compelled by
necessity or fear ; but Seals frequently shift

I

their places of abode, and are seen in my-
riads directing their course from one con-
tinent to another. On the northern coasts
of Greenland they are observed to retire in
July, and to return again in September.
These animals produce two or three young
at a time ; and they suckle them for six or
seven weeks, generally in the cavernous re-
cesses of rocks ; after which they take to

the sea. The young are remarkably docile :

they recognize and are obedient to the voice
of their dams amidst the nurrierous clamours
of the flock, and mutually assist each other
when in danger or distress. Thus early ac-
customed to subjection, they continue to
live in society, hunt and herd together ;

and have a variety of cries by which they
encourage or pursue, express apprehension
or success. When incited by natural desire,

however, their social spirit seems to forsake
them’ ; they then fight most desperately ;

and the victorious male always keeps n
watchful eye over those females whom his
prowess has secured. In some of the spe-
cies there is a remarkable disproportion in
the sexes ; and some also are far more pug-
nacious than others.

The species to which the foregoing obser-
vations more particularly refer is the Com-
mon Seal (Phoca vitulina), which is from
four to five feet in length. The Greenland
or IIakp Seah/’/ioco GreenJandica) is about
six feet in length, and is remarkable for the
changes ofcolour it undergoes in the course of
its advance towards maturity. The Bearded
Seal (/’Aoca barbata), another northern spe-
cies, is from seven to ten feet long ; and is

distinguished from others by having thicker
and stronger moustaches. The Hooded

. Seal (Slemmaiopxts cristatns') is remarkable
' for a globular sac, susceptible of inflation,

which is situated upon the summit of the
head of the males. It grows to the length
of seven or eight feet, and inhabits the sens

I' about Greenland and Newfoundland. But
I

! by far the largest known species is the Ele-
I

PHA.VT Seal, or Sea-Elepuaxt (Macro-
I

rhinns priibosciileita) ; its length being from
;

twenty to twenty-five or thirty feet, and
its girth at the largest part of the body being

: from fifteen to eighteen feet. It is said that
a full-grown male will yield seventy gallons

!
of oil. These animals inhabit the Antarctic
seas, and are found upon the southern
coasts of Australasia, .Itian Fernandez, and

I the neighbouring parts of South America.
Their voice resembles the lowing of cattle :

and they migrate towards the tropic in
! winter, and return southwards in summer.

I

They are very inert, not easily alarmed,
and make little defence when attacked.
The name of Elephant Seal is given to them

I partly from the large size of their tusk-like
canines, and partly from the faculty which

1
the male i>os»essc# of elongating the upircr

i lip into a kind of proboscis : they arc much
smiglit after, on account of the large (|uan-

I tity of oil they yield ; as well as for the
I skin, which, lieing of great strength and
' t.*ilckness, is much used in harness-making.

—Two more species must be noticed; one
called the Sen-Lion, the other the Sca-Bcnr.
The Sea-Lion (Platyrhynclms leoninus)

grows from the length of from six to ten feet,

and is said to inhabit both the northern and
southern coasts of the Pacific. The colour
is yellowish brown ; and the males have a
large mane upon their necks, which partly
covers their head and shoulders. The nails

of the fore-feet are very small, and in part
wanting. Tlie voice of the males is very
powerful The Sea-Bear {Arctocephahis
ursinus), so named from the fur and shape
of the head, grows to the length of five or
six feet, and has small external cars. The
membrane of the hinder feet is prolonged
into os many lobes as there are toes, and the
fore-feet are placed very far back. The
colour of the fur is brown, and when old
takes a grayish tint. Tiiis species inhabits
the coasts of the North Pacific, and is also
said to be found in the northern hemi-
sphere.
The following information is obtained

from Mr. M'Culloch’s Commercial Diction-
ary :— “Seals are principally hunted for
their oil and skins. When taken in the
spring of the year, when they are fattest,

a full-grown Seal will yield from eight to
twelve gallons of oil, and a small one from
four to five gallons. The oil, when extracted
before putrefaction has commenced, is beau-
tifully transparent, free from smell, and not
unpleasant in its taste. The skin, when
tanned, is extensively employed in the
making of shoes ; and when dressed with
the hair on, serves for the covering of trunks,
&c.” “ To the Esquimaux it is of as much
importance as bread to a European. Its

flesh forms their most usual food ; the fat is

partly dressed for eating, and partly con-
sumed in their lamps ; the liver, wlien fried,

is esteemed, even among sailors, as an agree-
able dish. The skin, which the Esquimaux
dress by processes peculiar to themselves, is

made water-proof. With the hair olf, it is

used ns coverings, instead of planks, for their
boats, and as outer garments for themselves ;

shielded with which, they can invert them-
selves and canoes in the water, without
getting their bodies wet. It serves also for
coverings for their tents, and for various
other jmrposes. The jackets aiid trowsers
made of Seal skins by the Esquimaux are in
great request among the whnle-fishers for

preserving them from oil and wet.” —
(.Scorcsby’a Arctic lieyinns.') “Seals in fine
weather prefer the ice to the water, and vast
herds of them arc frequently found lying on
the field ice ; the places where they are met
with Iwing thence called ‘Seal meadows.’
The Seal hunters endeavour to surprise them
while sleeping, and to intercept their retreat
to the water. They attack them with
muskets and bludgeons, but princliially with
the latter, they being easily deBjiatclicd by
a lilow on the nose. The Seal fishery has
long been prosecuted to a considerable ex-
tent in the northern seas by ships from tlio

Ell>c and the Weser ; but very few shliis
have been sent out for scnliny only from
England, though occasionally some of the
whale ships have taken large quantities of
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Seals. Latterly, however, the Seal fishery
has been prosecuted on a large scale, and
with extraordinary success, by vessels of
from sixty to a hundred and twenty tons
each, having crews of from sixteen to thirty
men, fitted out from the ports of Newfound-
land, Nova Scotia, &c. The business is at-

teudedwdth a good deal of risk, and instances
frequently occur of the vessels being crushed
to pieces by the collision of the fields of
ice.”

Sir George Simpson, who has had so many
excellent opportunities of studying the man-
ners of the North American animals in their

native haunts, speaking of the Fur Seals,

says—“Some twenty or thirty j'ears ago
there was a most wasteful destruction of the
Fur Seal, when young and old, male and
female, were indiscriminately knocked on
the head. This improvidence, as every one
might have expected, proved detrimental in

two ways. The raee was almost extirpated j

i and the market was glutted to such a de-
gree, at the rate, for some time, of 200,000

! skins a year, that the prices did not even
pay the expenses of carriage. The Rus-
sians, however, have now adopted nearly

1 the same plan whieh the Hudson’s Bay
I

Company pursues in recruiting any of its

' exhausted districts, killing only a limited
number of such males as have attained their

full growth— a plan peculiarly applicable

to the Fur Seal, inasmuch as its habits render
the system of husbanding the stock as easy
and certain as that of destroying it. In the
month of May, with something of the regu-

larity of the almanack, the Fur Seals make
their appearanee at the island of St. Paul,

one of the Aleutian group. Each old male
brings a herd of females under its protection,

varying in number according to his size and
strength

;
the weaker brethren are obliged

to content themselves with half a dozen
wives, while some of the sturdier and fiercer

fellows preside over harems that are 200

1

strong. From the date of their arrival in

1

May to that of their departure in October,
1 the whole of them are principally ashore on
the beach. The females go down to the

sea onee or twide a day, wliile the male,
morning, noon, and night, watches his

charge with the utmost jealousy, postponing

even the pleasures of eating, and drinking,

and sleeping, to the duty of keeping his fa-

vourites together. If any young gallant

venture by stealth to approach any senior

chiefs bevy of beauty, he generally atones

for his imprudence with his life, being torn

to pieces by the old fellow ; and such of the

fair ones as may have given the intruders

any encouragement are pretty sure to catch

it in the shaiie of some secondary punish-

ment. The ladies are in the straw about a

fortnight after they arrive at St. Paul’s

;

about two or three weeks afterwards, they

lay the single foundation, being all that is

necessary, of next season’s proceedings i and
the remainder of the sojourn they devote

exclusively to the rearing of their young.

At last the whole band departs, no one
knows whither. The mode of capture is

this ! at tlie proper time, the whole are

driven, like a flock of sheep, to the establish-

ment, which is about a mile distant from
the sea j and there the males of four years,
with the exception of a few that are left to

keep up the breed, are separated from the
rest and killed. In the days of promiscuous
massacre, such of the mothers as have lost

their pups would ever and anon return to

tlie establishment, absolutely liarrowing up
the sympathies of the wives and daughters
of the hunters, accustomed as they were to .

the scene, with their doleful iamentations.”
;— Narrative of a Journey round Oie World

in 1841 and 1842.
|

SEBASTES. iSebastes Norveyica.) The
Northern Sebastes, or Norway Haddock, is

an Acanthopterygious fish, of the family
Cottidee (genus Scorpoena. Linn.) It in-

habits the Icy Sea and Northern Ocean ; is

plentiful on the coast of Norway, and is '

found at Iceland. Greenland, off Newfound-
land, &c. It inhabits the deepest bays of

.

South Greenland, and does not approach the
shore, except when driven thither by tem-

i

pests. Its colour, when quite fresh, is a :

bright carmine, which is paler towards the
|

belly, and mixed with brown on the back j
.

there is likewise a blackish mark on the top
of the gill-cover. It resembles the perch in

|

form, its body being somewhat compressed,
its profile oblong, and the dorsal and ventral

j

curves being slightlj' convex : the mouth is i

oblique, and the lower jaw projects a little.
;

The whole fish is clothed with small rough
scales. Its flesh is dry, but much esteemed

,

by the Greenlanders, who eat its lips raw,
;

and were formerly aceustomed to use ire i

spines as sewing needles.— There are several
j

other species of Sebastes : one at the Cape
]

of Good Hope, which very nearly resembles 1

the above-described ; and another which
j

differs from it in a few characters, and is

more like one found in the Mediterranean
:

j

there are also two or three in the Indian and
|

Polynesian seas ;
several in the sea ofJapan ; i

and one in the sea of Karatschatka iSebastes

variabilis), wliich has the head less armed
than any other species.

SECRETARY. [See Seepext-eater.]

SEDGE-WARBLER, or SEDGE-BIRD ;

sometimes called also the IVillow-Lark.
(Sylvia salicaria.) This is a smaller kind of
Reed-sparrow ;

generally like the Eniberiea
scJioeniculus, frequenting reedy and marshy
places. It is a bird of a slender, elegant

figure : it frequents low, wet grounds ; sit-

ting on the top of some spray, with its wings
dishevelled ;

while it utters a loud and
somewhat discordant song of only two
notes.

SEMNOPITHECHS. A genus of Mon-
keys, bearing many points of resemblance

to the Gibbons. They are, however, readily

distinguished by their having a very long,

slender, and powerfully muscular tail, which
is cylindrical for the greatest portion of its

length, and terminated by a close tuft of

long iinirs. The colour of the adult animal
is intensely black, except the breast, the

abdomen, and the root of the fail, which are

gray. On the crown of the head the black

hairs are tipped with gray : and ns age ad-
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vanccs the latter colour becomes more ex-
tensive, showing itself on the upper parts of
the body ; but the extremities externally,
and the tail, retain their blackness to the
last. The hair is long, soft, and silky. There
are many species, one of the most famous
being the S. EnteUus, a species of Monkey
venerated by the Hindoo. [See Moxkev.]

SEPIA : SEPIADrE. A genus and family
of Cephalopoda belonging to the Cuttlefish

tribe. The best known species is that figured
in our article, the Common or officinal Cuttle-
fish (Sepia officinalis); the little figure at

the side representing, the shell, wliich is often
found cast ashore, and is used in medical
purposes from the pureness of the calcareous

oorma nsa.

—

{sepia opeicinaiis.)

matter of which it is composed. In ancient
times, and in some part of the Levant even
now, as we learn from Forbes and Spratt's

Lycia, the Cuttle-fish of different species

were used as articles of food ; and we know,
from the works of travellers, that in other
parts of the world, when cooked, they arc
esteemed luxuries. Cuttle-fish arc furnished
with a curious receptacle for a fluid, whieli
they use not only os a direct means of an-
noyance, but also for the sake of making
the water turbid, and thus eluding pursuit.

[See CoTTLE-risH : Cepiiai-oi-oda.]

8EP3. The name of a genus of Saurian
reptiles, which have a long scrjicntlform

body, and four very short legs, each termi-
nated by only three toes. They differ from
the Skinks by having the body still more
elongated.

SERICULUS. A genns of birds found
In Australia. [See REOEXT-mni>.]

SERPENTS. (Ophidia.) The general
name of the third order of Reptiles, aceord-
ing to the arrangement of Cuvier. We have
desi-ribcd several of the most remarkable of

these Reptiles in separate articles, [see Boa
CoxsTRiCTOR, Rattlesnake, &c.] Some
observations, however, on their general cha-
racter will in this place be necessary. These
Reptiles are in general easily distinguished
from others by the total absence of external
feet, hardly a vestige of which is discoverable
on the most minute dissection. Their
motion is, notwithstanding, very rapid in
some species, and is accomplished by means
of the sinuosities or folds which they form
with their bodies. When in a state of
repose they usually dispose themselves in
coils, with the head in the centre ; and many
are enabled to spring to a certain distance
by the sudden unfolding of these coils.

Serpents are destitute of movable eyelids,

or distinct tympanums. All have teeth,

but they serve only to retain their food,
and are not adapted to mastication. The
venomous species have the maxillaries very
small and movable, and in tnem are im-
planted two teeth much longer than the
rest, and traversed by a canal for the pur-
pose of transmitting the poison. These
fangs are projected forward in the action of
biting, but at other times ore disposed along
the roof of the mouth, in such a manner as

hardly to be discoverable at first sight. The
jaws of Serpents are united by ligaments so

ns to admit of great extension, which enables
them to swallow animals of much greater
diameter than their own bodies. The tongue
is remarkably extensible, and terminates in

two long cartilaginous points. They have
only one lung. The skin in different genera
is annulated, coriacious, or granulated, or,

most frequently, covered with scales. They
feed on quadrupeds, reptiles, insects, or
worms, and swallow their prey entire. They
do not drink, and the power of digestion is

slow, one meal serving them for weeks, or
even months i but when an opportunity
offers, they take an enormous quantity of
food. The ribs are very numerous, and
surround a great portion of the trunk. The
muscles, even in the smaller species, are
endowed with an astonishing power of con-
striction ; and those species which attain
the enormous dimensions of thirty feet or
more, are enabled to destroy the larger
quadrupeds by involving them m their folds.

The Serpent tribes arc almost universally
regarded with feelings of horror and aver-
sion, which doubtless originate in the veno-
mous qualities of some, and the terrific

strength that characterizes others ; and also
in the insidious manner in which they usu-
ally approach their victims. Natural os these
prejudices arc, it is certain, however, that
by far the greater part arc perfectly harmless.
In northern climates they pass the winter
in a torpid state, and change the epidermis
in the spring. Tlie eggs arc rounded, and
agglutinated in bead-like rows by a mucous
substance, and, in tiio venomous species,
hutch before they arc excluded from the
oviduct, and the young are bom alive. Tlie
females often take care of their young for a
time, and, on the approach of danger, have
been seen to receive the whole family in
their throats, and, when it has passed, to
restore them again to the open air. More

8 K 2
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;

than three hundred species are enumerated,
most of wliicli, including all the gigantic
species, inhabit tropical climates. Soutli
America, in particular, abounds with them.
The venomous species compose about a fifth

of tlie whole number ; and among these are
some whose bite is fatal in a few hours, and
even minutes. [See Snakes.]

SERPENT-EATER. {Gypogcranus.'j A
South African bird of prey, often called the
Secretarj’-bird, or Secretary Ealcon ; agreeing
in its general character and some of its liabits

with the Falconidce, especially those wliicli

prey on reptiles, while it differs from the
Hawks and Owls in having feet incapable of
grasping, and very long legs. Accordingly,
it keeps constantly on the ground, in sandy
and open places, and wages continual war
against reptiles, especially Serpents, which

EBORETAB.Y BIRD.
(QVPOQEKANUS SEBPENTATUn^.J

it pursues on foot. When this bird attacks

a serpent, it covers its breast with one wing
(the wings being armed with spurs on the

elbow-joints,) to protect itself from the bite,

and with the other strikes violent blows,
until it has stunned its prey. It then breaks
the cranium with its beak, and tears the

reptile in pieces, or, if small, swallows it

i entire. In its wild state the Serpent-eater
is shy and difficult of approach ; but it is

:
easily tamed, and is often kept in poultry-

yards by the inhabitants of the Cape of Good
Hope, for the purpose of destroying lizards,

snakes, rats, &c. It soon becomes habituated

to the poultry
;
but if left too long fasting,

it does not scruple to satisfy its hunger with
the young chickens. It runs with great ra-

pidity. Le Vaillant mentions, that having •

killed one of these birds, which he had seen
I

to vanquish a serpent, he found in its crop i

eleven rather large lizards, three serpents of ;

an arm’s length, and eleven small tortoises
j

very entire,— all of which had received the
,

stroke on the head ; as well as a number of

locusts, beetles, and other insects, very little

injured. The colour of this bird in its perfect

plumage is a bluish gray on the head, neck,

breast, back, and wing-coverts ;
the throat

white; abdomen black, streaked with rufous;

thighs black, streaked with brown ; tail

feathers black and gray, tipped with white.

The skin of the throat and neck are capable

of great extension. It builds its nest on high

trees, or dense thickets ; and is not at all

disposed to associate with its fellows. The

name of Secretary was given to it by the
Dutch settlers at the Cape, from a pendent
crest on the back of the head reminding them
of the pen stuck behind the ear, according
to the custom of writing-clerks.

SERPHLA. The name of a genus of
Anellidans inhabiting cylindrical and tor- :

tuous calcareous tubes ;
generally parasitic

;

on testaceous Mollusca. The tubM of the
'

Serpula: are found clustering in masses, at- i|

tached to the surface of stones, shells, or other
j

bodies, which have been immersed for any
j

length of time in the sea : they are usually
;

more or less contorted in form, varying in
this respect according to the position in which
they grow ; but they are always closed at !

one end, which tapers to a point, the wide
end being open to give exit to the head and i

mouth of the inhabitant. The animal wliich
j

forms this shell, and resides in it, has its
j

branchial filaments or gill-tufts all assem-
|

bled round the head ; where they form a :

pair of elegant fan-like appendages. At the i

base of each series there is a fleshy filament,
!

one of which fits to the mouth of the shell,
j

and serves to close it when the animal is

withdra^vn into the tube. The body of the I

animal is composed of a great number of i>

segments ; but these are for the most i)ort

unprovided with any appendages. The
!

largest species of Serpula: are found in tro-

pical regions, where they usually form their

habitations in the midst of corals, lengthen- I

ing their tubes os the coral is built up around
|

them. Their length is sometimes ns much I

as three feet ; and their expanded gill-tiffts !

are of extremely rivid colours, strongly re- I

sembling the most brilliant carnations in !

general aspect. Numerous smaller species
(

are found on our own coasts ; the gills of i

some of them being remarkable for their
|

brilliant hues. !

SERRICORNES. A family of Coleop-
|

terous insects, distinguished by the toothed
]

or serrated form of the antenna:. It includes :

manj' of the Beetle tribe, wliich are distin-
]

guished for the splendour of their colours, i

the largest and most brilliant of which are
i

found chiefly in tropical climates. [See Bu- ij

PKKSTis and Elateb.]
;

j

SERTUDARIA. A genus of compound
j

tubular Polypes ; consisting of those species i

in which the cells arc arranged on two sides |

'

of the stem, either opposite or alternate; of
,

these there are many British species, often i

taken by the ignorant for Sea-weeds. Some '

of these are most beautiful objects, being
finely branded: those indigenous to our coast

are dcscrilicd and figured in Johnston’s admi-
rable ‘ British Zooiihytcs.’

SERVAE. {Felis serx^aV) This fierce and
rapacious animal is a native of India and
Thibet. It resides principally among trees ;

leaping with great agility from one to

another, and pursuing birds. It resembles
the Panther in its spots, but the Lynx in its

size, the robustness of its make, and the short-
|

ness of its tail.
{

SESIA. A genus of lAipidoptcrous insects,

comprising those with the antenna: always |



simple, elongate-fusiform, and often termi-
nated by a smail bundle of scales. Many of
the species resemble Wasps and other Hy-
menopterous and Dipterous insects, and fly

about iu the hottest sunshine.

SETTER. (Canisfamiliaris index.') This
variety of the Dog is little inferior in point
of sagacity to any of the species, and sur-
passed by none in docility or grateful attach-
ment, while its excellent nose and endurance

EUOLI8U aKlTER.

of fatigue in the field render it ofgreat service

to the sportsman. In figure it partakes of
the characters of the Pointer and Spaniel,
the hair having much of the wavy appearance
of the latter, and also the ears. Its general
colour is wliite, with large liver-colourcd
patches.

SHAD. (Ciupca alosa.') This fish resem-
bles the Pilchard in general appearance, but
is much larger, and flatter in proportion.
The colour of the body is bright silver, in-
clining to dusky on the bock, and marked
on each side, at a small distance from the
gills, by four or more rounded black spots i

the scales are rather large : the fins are of a
bluish tinge ; and the tail is forked. It is a
native of the Mediterranean and Northern
seas, and, like the Salmon, ascends rivers, at
particular seasons, for the purpose of de-
positing its spawn. Like the Herring, it dies

almost immediately after being taken out of
the water, and is supposed to feed chiefly on
worms, insects, and young fish. It is found
in greater perfection in the Severn than in
any other British river. The Thames Shad
is comparatively a very coarse fish.— The
Sha<l which frequents American waters is

probably a different species. It usually
weighs four or five pounds, but sometimes
twelve. It is highly esteemed for food, and
is consumed in great quantities in the fresh
state ; great quantities are salted, but they
are then less esteemed than when eaten fresh.

During the season they are an important
source of wealth to the inhabitants of the
borders of the Hudson, Delaware, and Chesa-
peake rivers.

8HARK.S. (Sqnnlidm.') A family of Car-
tilogiiioiis fishes, allied to the Rays, and ceie-

1 bratol for the size and voracity of some of
the species. The form of the body is elon-
gated, and the tall is thick and fleshy. The
mouth is large, generally situated beneath
the snout, and is armed with several rows
of compressed, sharp-edged, and sometimes
serrated teeth ;

these are movable at the
will of the animal, and are usually laid down
and directed boekwanis, but become erect

at the moment he is seizing his prey. The

skin is usually very rough, covered with a
multitude of little osseous tubercles j and
that of some species forms the substance
called shagreen. They devour with indis-
criminating voracity almost every animal
substance, whether living or dead. They
often follow vessels for the sake of picking
up any offal that may be tlirown overboard

;

and, in hot climates especially, man himself
frequently becomes a victim to their rapa-
city. No fish can swim with such velocity
as the Shark, nor is any so constantly en-
gaged in that exercise : he outstrips the
swiftest ships, and plays round them, with-
out exhibiting a symptom of strong exertion
or uneasy apprehension ; and the depreda-
tions he commits on the other inhabitants
of the deep are truly formidable. The eggs
of Sharks are few and large, in comparison
of those of bony fishes ; they are enveloped
in a hard, homy, semi-transparent shell,

terminated at the four angles with long
filaments. Messrs. Muller and Henl^ have
described many new genera and species of
this family.

The White Shark. (Squalus carchaTnas.')
The White Shark, in size and voracity the
most formidable of all the species, is an in-
habitant of most parts of the globe, though
much more frequently seen in the warmer
than in the colder latitudes. It is believed
to reside principally in the depths of the
ocean, rising at intervals in order to pursue
its prey. It sometimes attains the length of
from twenty to thirty feet, and its mouth is

sufficiently wide to enable it to receive the
thigh, or even the body of a man. The head
is ofa depressed shape and broad, terminating
in an obtusely pointed snout ; the margin of
each jaw is furnished with from three to six
rows of strong, flat, triangular, sharp-pointed,
and finely serrated teeth ; the tongue is

broad, thick, and. cartilaginous and the
throat extremely wide j the eyes, ns in most
of the genus, of a bluish or greenish cast.
The pectoral fins are large, strong, broad,
and pointed ; the first dorsal fin falcated
behind, and pointed ; the second is situated
near the origin of the tail, which is slightly
lengthened, and of a bilobate shape. The
general colour is a pale or whitish ash, but
darker on the upper parts. The internal
parts of the Shark present many remarkable
particulars : the brain is small j the throat
is very short, and of a diameter not greatly
inferior to that of the beginning of the sto-
mach, which is of vast size, and dilatable to
a great degree ; the intestinal canal, instead
of forming a mere continued tube, consists
rather of a large series of meshes or divisions,
placed in a spiral direction throughout its

length. During the breeding season, which
takes place at different periods in different
climates, the Sharks are observed to approach
the shores. In order to deposit their young
in the most favourable situations. The
length of the newly-hatched Sliark does not
exceed a few inches.

The BASKijffi Shark. iSclachias maximus.)
This species is scarcely, if at all, inferior in
size to the White Shark. They generally
appear in the Firth of Clyde and among the
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Hebrides in June, in pairs, or in small shoals
of seven or eight

j
and depart again in July.

They are said to have notliing of the fierce

and voracious nature of other Sharks ; but
ore seen sometimes lying q^uietly near the
surface, and at other times leaping with vast
agility several feet out of the water. The
tail is very large, and the upper part of it

remarkable for its extreme length. The
upper part of the body is of a deep leaden
colour, the belly white : on the back the skin
is granulated, like shagreen ; and within the
mouth, towards the throat, is a very short
sort of whalebone. They are virdparous.
They are killed by harpooning, which, owing
to their strength, is often a long and difficult

operation. Wlien killed, they are either

hauled On shore, or, if at a distance from
laud, to the vessel’s side : the liver, which is

the only part of any value, is then taken
out, and melted into oil ; of which a large
fish will yield eight barrels.

The Blue Siiaek. ^Sq^lalus glaucus.) This
fish is of a more slender and elegant shape,

as well as the most beautiful in point of

colour, of all the Sharks. The colour above
is blue-green, beneath white : head rather

large, with the snout very long and pointed ;

and the mouth wide, and placed very far

under : teeth nearly triangular, sharp, and
disposed in three or four rows : eyes large :

the tail deeply bilobate, with the lower lobe

much larger and longer than the upper. It

grows to the length of eight feet, and is an
inhabitant of most parts of the globe. It is

a very voracious and bold fish, and is scarcely

less dreaded by sailors than the Common or

White Shark. It is said principally to prey

on herrings, shads, and tunnies. It frequents

several of the British coasts, particularly

that of Cornwall, during the pilchard season,

when it is extremely troublesome to the

fishermen, by euttiug their lines and nets,

and devouring the fish. It is taken with
large iron hooks prepared for the purpose.

The Fox SuAKK. (SquaUis vuJpes.) The
Fox Shark, or Thresher, is distinguished for

the great development of the upper lobe of the

caudal fin, or tail, into which the vertebral

column is prolonged ;
this being nearly as

long as the entire body, which is plump and
sub-ovate. The first dorsal fin is triangular,

and placed on the.middlc of the back
i
and

the pectoral fins are of considerable size

:

the eyes are large ; the mouth small ; the

teeth triangular, small, and in three rows.

Colour, dusky ash above, and whitish be-

neath. It inhabits the Mediterranean and

other seas, and is occasionally met with on our

own coasts : it grows to the length of twelve

or fourteen feet ;
and is considered os a vo-

racious and artful fish.

The IIammer-iikadet) SitAitK. {Zimpm
vujgnrui.) Of all marine animals this is

perhaps the most deformed. It resembles

tl\c ordinary Sharks in the form of its body,

which is sub-cylindric and rather slender

;

but its head is dilated on each side to a

great extent, in the form of a double-headed

hammer ; the eyes, which arc very large,

being placed at each extremity : mouth be-

neath, as in other Sharks. It is a native of .

the Medite^rranean and Indian seas, where
j

it is scarcely less voracious and formidable
than even the White Shark itself ; attacking

HArarAER-nKAUED SHARE.
(ZYQ.ErTA VULG-ARIB.)

such as are accidentally bathing in its neigh-
bourhood. It is observed about the coasts
of the South Sea islands, and particularly of
Otaheite, where the natives, trusting to their
dexterity in swimming, appear to hold it in
but little dread.

The Picked Siiaek. (GafCus acanthias.)
This species is from three to four feet in

length ; and is readily distinguished by a
I'ery strong bony spine, situated before each
dorsal fin, and connected at its base with

PICKED SHARK.— GALEUS ACAUTHIAS.)

the fin itself: teeth small and sharp, and
disposed in rows along the jaws ; upper lobe

of the tail longer or more projecting than
the lower, which is continued to some dis-

tance beneath. It inhabits the Eurojiean
seas, and is very common about the coasts

of Scotland, where it is taken in order to be
prepared for sale by splitting and diying,

and is then much used ns a food among the

poorer dosses.

SHARK [MOTHS]. A. name given by
eollectors to Jloths of the genus Cucullia.

SHEARS [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus llatlcna.

SlIEATH-BII-E. (Chionh.) A genus of

Shore-birds, or Waders, which have short

toes, nearly as in domestic poultrj', the tarsi

scutcllnted, the beak thick and conical, and
enveloped at the base by a hard substance,

which, it appears, the bird has the power of

raising and depressing. This remarkable

bird approaches very near to the Oystcr-

eatchers in its whole anatomy, and the

affinity is discernible on comparison of their
;

external characters. The species Chiona
j

wliich is from New llollftud, is
|

the size of a large rartridge, and entirely •

white. It frequents the sea shore, and feeds I

on dead animal matter thrown up by the
j

tide.
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SHEilHBlLL- (^GHIONia ALBA.).

SHEEP. (Ovis aries.') A genus of Rumi-
nant quadrupeds, belonging to the class

Mammalia; and differing so slightly in the

; anatomical structure from the Goat, that
i both genera are by some naturalists united.

1

Tlxe principal distinctive characters consist
in the Sheep having no beard ; in the horns
being directed backwards, and then inclin-

'

ing spirally more or less forwards ; in having
a convex forehead

;
and in the existence of

a sac or fossa, situated at the base of the
toes, lined with hair, and furnished with
sebaceous follicles. It is generally Imagined
that the primitive stock may be traced to

the Wild Sheep of Sardinia and Corsica

BLAOX-raCKD RAM.

[see Mouttlov], or to the Argali of Asia

;

but whether either of these ore to be regarded
as the parent stock, or os the descendants of
those which have escaped from the dominion
of man (as some have suggested), is of little

importance ; but this is certain, that al-
though the coat of these wild sheep consists
of coarse, stiff, and long hairs, they possess
the essential character of wool— an imbri-
cated scaly surface — which gives to the
shorter and finer wool of the domestic races
that remarkable felting * property upon
which its |>eculiar utility depends.

It is universally allowed, that, with the
exception of horses, and ixirhaps cattle. Sheep
are by far the most important of all the
domestic animals we liave. They not only
afford a large supply of food, and fuml.ih
one of the principal materials of clothing, in

the manufacture of wliich an immense num-
ber of people are employed

; but it should
be remembered that they can be reared in
situations and upon soils where other animals
could not find sufficient food for their sup-
port, “The dressed skin,” says Mr, Pen-
nant, “ forms different parts of our apparel

;

and is used for covers of books. The en-
trails, properly prepared and twisted, serve

for strings of various musical instruments.
The bones, calcined (like other bones in
general), form materials for tests for the
refiner. The milk is thicker than that of
cows, and consequently yields a greater
quantity of butter and cheese ; and in some
places is so rich, that it will not produce the 1

cheese without a mixture of water to make i

it part from the whey. The dung is a re- 1

markably rich manure
;
insomuch that the

folding of sheep is become too useful a
'

branch of industry for the farmer to neglect,
i

To conclude : whether we consider the ad- !

vantages that result from this animal to

individuals in particular, or to these king-
doms in general, we may, with Columella,
consider this, in one sense, as the first of the i

domestic quadrupeds.”
j

Many persons are accustomed to consider :

the Sheep as the most stupid of all domestic
j

quadrupeds, and as the only one which is

probably incapable of returning to a state of
nature ; that it neither knows how to avoid

j

danger, nor to seek shelter from the changes of
the atmosphere, nor even to procure nourish-
ment, except in abundant pasturage. To a
certain extent this may be true ; hut those
who have witnessed the boldness and agility

with which the Sheep of theWelsh mountains
leap from crag to crag,— or the safety with
wliich others descend the rooky precipices of
the south-western coasts of the Isle of Wight,
to graze on the sweet but scanty herbage
which occasionally sliows itself among the
clialk, and then re-ascend till they reach the
summit, bounding upwards with a sureness
of foot and strength of spring that seem to
rival the goat,— would be disposed to con-
sider tliat tlieir instincts were neither so
obtu.se, nor their return to a state of nature,
under favourable circumstances, by any
means so difficult as they had imagined.

Tile history of the Sheep may be traced
to the remotest antiquity ; for we read that
“ Abel was a keeper of Sheep,” and tliat

“ Abel brought as aii olicring to the Lord tlio

firstlings of his flock, and tlic fat thereof.”
“ There probably is not a species anioiigst

all our domesticated animals,” observes Mr.
Bell, “ which in its historical relations is so

interesting ns tlic Sheep. Its early domesti-
cation, its employment as tlio subject of tho
first sacriticcs, its typical character as an
olfering of atonement, its importance as
forming the prlnci|)nl wealth of tlic early
pntriarclis— its various connection, in short,

** Cloth and wooHpn goo<U arc made from
w<v)l posaea^inff ihi^ property ; t!»c wool Is carded,
^un, and woven, and then, ImHo^ put Into the
rultlnft mill, the prorcM of fe(tinf( takes place.
'I’he strokes of the mill make the fihren conere;
the piece subjected to the operation contract! In

lenKtn and br>.'<id(h, and hs texturr l)ecomes more
compact and uniform. This proce^ is essenti d

to the nnd strength of woollen cloth. But
the long wool of which slufls nnd worsted goods
Are matic in dc))rived of its felting properties.
This is done hy passing the wool througli heated
iron comlw, which takes away the laminin or fea-
thery part of the wool, and approximates It to the
nature of silk and cotion."-^M*Cullocht
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with the political, the religious, and the
domestic customs of those primitive mag-
nates of the Jewish nation, are all of them
subjects forming ample food for deep and
delightful reflection. The relation which
existed between the patriarchal sliepherds
and their flocks was indeed of so intimate,
and even affectionate a nature, as to have
afforded the subject of many of the most
beautiful and touching parables and moral
illustrations in the Sacred Writings. It is

scarcely necessary to refer to the unequalled
appeal of Nathan to David, to the still

higher and prophetic allusion to the character
of the Messiah, or to the sublime illustration
of the beneficence of the “ great Shepherd
of Israel,” in the beautiful and well-known
pastoral psalm. These are subjects which
cannot be discussed here ; but it is impossible
to i>ass them wholly without notice. But
the historical interest attached to this ani-
mal does not stop here. The customs ob-
served in the treatment of then- flocks by
the shepherds of the Eastern nations in the
present day, offer numerous and highly im-
portant coincidences with those incidentally
alluded to or more distinctly described in
the Scriptures.”
The habits of the Sheep in its domestic

state are too well known to render a detailed
account necessary, or to speak of the methods
which have been adopted to improve the
breed. We shall, however, glean from dif-

ferent sources many particulars relating to

them, which are too important to be omitted.
We know that the products of this animal
are the flesh, milk, skin, and especially the
wool, which employs a vast capital in the
manufacture of clothing. The fineness of
the wool is considerably influenced by the
temperature : in a hot climate Sheep yield
a comparatively coarse wool ; in a cold cli-

mate they have a closer but a warmer fleece.

The filaments of wool taken from a healthy
Sheep present a beautiful polished and even
glittering appearance ; wliile that of the
neglected or half starved animal exhibits a
paler hue. “ As for the carcase of the Sheep,
it is comparatively lately that even in Great
Britain it has been regarded in the light that
it deserves. In many foreign countries it

is disliked, or at least rarely eaten. The
Calmucks and Cossacks seldom touch it.

Even in some parts of America there is a
prejudice against it^ It is an object of little

or no value in Spain
;
and, except among

the poorest, it is not there considered fit for

food. Since the British sheep-master has
begun, and judiciously, to look more to the

profit to be derived from the carcase— since

the system of artificial feeding has been
brought to so great perfection, and a far

greater number of sheep can be fed and
perfected on the same number of acres, per-

haps the wool may have somewhat altered

in character. It has grown in length, and
it has increased in bulk of fibre. It has
not deteriorated, but changed. If no longer

fit for the purposes to which it was once
devoted, it has become suited to others.

The increase of the number of fleeces and
the increase of weight in each fleece go far to

compensate for the diminution of price, while

the improvement of the carcase more than '

supplies the deficiency, if in truth there was
any deficiency to supply. It has been proved
by authentic documents, that the number of
sheep in the United Kingdom has been more

i

than trebled in the lost 150 years. How was ‘

this managed ? for it was supposed that no !

more than a given number of Sheep could
be kept on a certain space of ground. The
quantity of ground was rapidly increased,
and much that was formerly deemed un- ‘

worthy of cultivation was rendered produc-
tive •, but more effective than this was the
new system of husbandry that was intro-

’

duced— the artificial or turnip husbandry,
by which a regular supply of food could be i

provided for every season. With this was
connected the attempt to fatten Sheep still

more expeditiously than could be accom-
plished by any former method. This succeed-

i

ing beyond his most sanguine expectations, '

the sheep-master next attempted to increase
the size of the breed. He had not, however,
sufficiently taken into account a consequence
of this. As the carcase increased in size, 1

the wool became longer, heavier, and coarser. 1

The breeder would not see this at first ; but
he soon began to find that the manufacturer

;

would not purchase it, for it could not be !

used for the purposes to which it was formerly
applied. His stock accumulated. It weighed
heavily on his hand. Still he would not
believe that his once favourite and yet valu-
able wool was deteriorated, although he
was compelled to sell it at a diminished

;

price. And what was the consequences
i

Why, that he had nojust reason to complain ; .

for the early maturity of the Sheep, and the
continued value of the wool for many im-

1

portant purposes rendered his profits greater
'

than they were before he had begun to alter

his system.” - Penny Cydopcedia.
The varieties of the Sheep are very nu-

merous, differing in size, the length of their

legs, and the size of their horns : some are
;

covered with hair instead of wool ; others i

have enormous tails ; and others, again, !

pendent ears. The variety most celebrated
|

for the fineness of the wool is the Spanish
Merino, as improved in Germany, where

j

both governments and individuals have paid i

great attention to the improvement of the
woolj and in some parts of that country it

has been brought to such perfection as to
surpass that of any other part of the world.
When we look for the origin of the improve-
ments which have been made in the breed-
ing of this animal, which has become so im-
portant an clement of national wealth, and
the source of so much manufacturing and
commercial industry, we are obliged to go
back to the Bomans. Columella, who lived

under the Emperor Claudius, gives us in-

teresting information on this point. Among
other things, he says that his uncle, who
lived in Boetica (which comprehends the

present prorince of Estremadura), procured

some wild African rams at Cadiz, of a coarse

fleece, but of an admirable colour. He put

them to some fine-woollcd ewes, and, the

male progeny being again put to Tarentinc
ewes, the offspring, with their descendants,

united the colour of the sire with the dam’s
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softness of fleece. Other agriculturists un-
doubtedly imitated him, and thus the purest
white was communited to the black or parti-

coloured native flocks, which, according to
Pliny, were common in Spain. The atten-
tion paid by the ancients to the Sheep was
excessive, and the animat was extremely
tender ; so that we must account for the
transition from the ancient Sheep to the

! Merino, which is a hardy animal, thriving
almost in any climate, by supposing that
other agriculturists imitated Columelia,
and by crossing the breed imparted a
stronger constitution to the fine-fleeced but
delicate Sheep of ancient Italy. Strabo, in-

. deed, describes the beginning of this improve-
: ment as having taken place in the reign of

: Tiberius. l ive rams were at that time sold
at Truditania, part of Boetiea, for a talent,

or about a price which, considering the
value at that period, is immense. When the

, Roman empire was overrun, and almost all

traces of civilization swept away, the Taren-
tine stock in Greece and Italy, being very
tender and requiring the greatest care, be-
came extinct ; but the regenerated stock of
Boetiea— the Merinos— being able to live on
the mountains, survived the conquest of

UEUIKO Rau.

Spain by the Goths and Vandals ; and from
these Merinos are descended those animals
which supply all the manufactories of fine

cloth in Europe. Care was early taken in
Spain that the improved Sheep should not

^ mix with the coarse native Sheep. The
! government soon took this important branch

I
of national industry under its protection,

;

and established particular courts to have

i

jurisdiction over all subjects connected with
Sheep, wool, shepherds, pastures, &c.

It does not appear that in this country the
;_Shcep was an object of much attention prior
: to the invasion of the Romans ; but they es-

: tablished a woollen manufactory at Win-
! Chester, which soon acquired so much cclc-

I

brity that it supplied the finest and most
expensive woollen cloths for the Homan
market, such as were employed for the
festival dresses ofthe patricians. Surrounded
by downs and grazing land, end the valley
In which that ancient city is situated Iwing
plentifully supplied with streams of the

purest water, the site was well chosen ; and
for many centuries, after England had sub-
mitted to less civilized conquerors than the
haughty Homan, it continued to l>e the great
emjiorium of the woollen cloth trade, os

well os fur the raw material.

I
The Spanish breed of Sheep was first in-

I

trixluced into Great Britain in 1787. Some
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individuals of the black and spotted kinds
liad indeed been procured and kept in the
parks of noblemen previously, but without
any regard to the wool ; nor was much in-
terest awakened by the flock imported in
1787. Subsequently, great attention was
paid to the improvement of English wool

;

but it was ascertained that though the fleece

of the Merino did not degenerate in England,
it did not improve ;

and the farmers accord-
ingly found it for their interest to return to

the native breeds, and to give up the Spanish
Sheep. The breed of Sheep that was carried
out to New Holland and Van Diemen’s
Land has succeeded remarkably well ; and
the former promises, at no distant day, to be
one of the prineipal wool-growing countries
in the world.

It appears that a great deterioration in the
quality of British wool has taken place in
the present century. The great object of the
agriculturists has been to increase the weight
of the carease and the quantity of the wool,
and it seems very diflicult, if not impossible,
to accomplish this withoat injuring the fine-

ness of the fleeee. AVe now have to speak
of some of the principal breeds of Sheep of
wliich Great Britain can boast.

The Southdown Sheep takes its name from
an immense tract of downs, formed by a tong
range of chalk hills extending more than
sixty miles in length, through part of the

counties of Sussex, Surrey, and Kent. Its

head is small and hornless ; the face dun,
block, or speckled ;

the ears tolerably wide,

and well covered with wool, as is also the

forehead, and the ^lace between the ears
j

the eyes full and bright, but not prominent

:

the chest wide, deep, and projecting between
the fore-legs : the shoulders on a level with
the back, and not too wide above, but bow-

aOOlUOOWN 8UKBP.

ing outword from the top to the breast : the
back flat from the shoulders to the setting on
of the tail ; the loin broad and flat

; the
rump long and broad i the hips wide i and
the ribs presenting a circular form, like a
barrel : the belly ns straight ns the back ;

the fore legs straight from the breast to the
foot, not landing inward at the knee, and
standing far ai>nrt both before and behind t

the hocKS having a direction outwards, and
the meeting of the thighs being iiarticulnrly
full : the bones fine, but having no appear-
ance of weakness i and the legs of a speckled
dark colour. The wool short, close, curled,
and free from splry, iirojccting hairs, 'riie

Southdown is adapted to almost any situa-
tion in the midland part of England, but
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the northern hilla are occasionally too cold.
It is capable of enduring occasional short
keep and hard stocking equal to any other
Slieep

; and the flesh is finely grained and
of good flavour. The flgure of this Sheep
was formerly inferior to that of many others,
but very great improvement in them has
arisen during the last few years (in the
figure and size of the animal, as well as in
the wool), not from crossing with other
breeds, but from the system of sorting the
flocks. These Sheep occupy the whole of
the upper and under liill-grounds ofSussex;
and they have also succeeded well in all the
southern districts of the kingdom.
The Dorset breed. The Dorset Sheep has

a strong well-formed body and limbs, a
clear wliite fleece, and finely-curved horns ;

altogether presenting to the eye an animal
wliich, whatever its intrinsic merits may be,

must be considered handsome. The face is

long and broad, with a tuft of wool on the
forehead ; the shoulders low, but broad

; the
chest deep ; the loins broad ; and the bone
small. Their chief peculiarity is the for-

wardness of the ewes, which supply the
market with lamb wlien it fetches the highest
price. A very profitable variety is found in
a cross between the Southdown and the
Dorset Sheep ; the carcase being increased,
and the wool rendered more valuable. In
Hampshire, Berkshire, Wiltshire, and So-
mersetshire, the old breeds, for which these
coimties were once famous, have generally
yielded to cross breeds with the Southdown,
or been supplanted by the true Southdowns.
In short, we find the same breed either pure,
or materially improving the breeds of many
other counties, both westward and midland.
The small hardy Sheep, called the Itye-

lands, are still met •with in Herefordshire.
They are small, polled, with white faces, the
wool almost covering the eyes, and the car-
case round and compact : they have a ten-
dency to fatten quickly ; and they are par-
ticularly distinguished by the fineness of
their wool The Cheviot breed, so called
from the Cheviot Hills, in Northumberland,
have no horns, and are mostly white-faced
and white-legged ; the body is long, with
fine, small, clean-boned legs

;
the fleece fine,

short, close, and thick set.— Wales, both
North and South, is celebrated for a small
and valuable breed of Sheep, principally used
for the supply of the London market, where
the Welsh mutton is always in request

—

The Lincolnshire Sheep are of a large size,

and aflbrd a great quantity of wool, owing
to the rich marshes where they graze ; but
their flesh is coarser, leaner, and less finely

flavoured than that of the smaller breeds.

The old Lincolnshire Sheep was, however,
unrivalled in its wool, both as to quality and
quantity ; and since they have been crossed

with the Leicesters, which were always re-

marked for their disposition to fatten well,

the value ofthe carcase has increased, though,

in some measure at the expense of the fleece.

The Cotswold Sheep, so called from the cots

or sheds in which they were housed, formerly

inhabited the counties of Gloucester, Here-

ford, and Worcester. They were a long-

woolled breed, yielding in the 15th century

a description of wool much valued on ac-
count of the fabrics in the construction of
which it was employed.
But of all the various breeds of Sheep, it 1

must be confessed that none have attained
'

such deserved celebrity as the Kew Leicester,
a breed brought to the highest state of per-
fection by the skill and i)erseverance of ID.

I

Bakewell, of Dishley, Leicestersliire,— the
I

eminent agriculturist and improver of live '

stock. It would not be consistent with the
nature of this work (even if our space would

,

permit) to describe the various means he
made use of

; hut his principle was, to select
such kinds of Sheep as liis experience told
him had an aptitude to fatten, and with

I

little bone and offal : he cared not about *

near or distant affinities, but his object was
;

to increase every good point, and get rid of
every bad one. They were not difierent sorts
of Sheep that he selected, but the best of the
breed to which he had been accustomed. He
also introduced the practice of letting some ’

of his rams, which extended the benefit of
his system far and wide : and so great was f

the desire for improvement when the Dishley
or New Leicester breed became known, that
it was calculated that 100,0001. was annually '

spent by the midland farmers in the hiring
of rams. There are few other varieties of
long- woolled Sheep which do not owe much
of their excellence to the new Leicesters, and
even some of the short-woolled flocks are
deeply Indebted to the breed. The deficiency

of the fleece was formerly objected to ; but

it has now not only considerably increased
in length, but improved in fineness and
strength of fibre, and averages between six

and seven pounds the fleece. In short, it has i

been truly said, that it is difficult to select I

any part of the kingdom into which the
I

Leicester and the Southdown Sheep have
j

not penetrated, and where they hare not
materially improved the native breed I

“ Different names are given to the Sheep I

according to its sex and age. The male is -

called a ram or tup. After weaning he is
j

said to be a hog, a hoggett, a tup-hog, or a
;

teg; and if castrated, a xccther hog. After
i

shearing, and when he is probably a year or
|

a year and a half old, he is called a sheor-

hog, or shearling, or dinmont, or tu]>; and
when castrated, a shearing-wether. After a

second shearing, he is a tico-shear ram, or

tup, or u-cther. At the expiration of another

year, he is a three-shear ram, &c.—The fe-

male is a etce or gimmer lamb until weaned ;

and then a gimmer, or cu'e-hog, or teg.
_

After

being shorn she is a shearing ewe or gimmer, i



or sheave or double-toothed ewe; and after
that, a two, or three, or four-sheared ewe or

' sheave. The age of the Sheep is reckoned,
' not from the period of their being dropped,
:
but from the first shearing.
There are several remarkable varieties of

the genus (Ms in different parts of the globe,
! which must here be noticed.

The MAST-noRXED Sheep. (Outs polg-
cerata.) This variety, which is found in
Iceland and the most northern ports of the
Russian dominions, resembles the domestic
breed in the shape of its body and tail, though
it lias three, four, five, or more horns, some-
times placed with great regularity, and some-
times differing in proportion and situation.

This animal is large and formidable in ap-
pearance : but in its nature it is timid and
gentle. The wool, which is long, smooth,
hairy, and very different from that of the
common Sheep, is of a dark brown colour j

and under its exterior coat there is a fine,

short, -and soft kind of wool or fur.

The Bkoad-tailed Sheep. (Oiv's lati-

cauda.', This variety is very common in

Tartary, Arabia, Persia, Barbary, Syria, and
Egypt ; and is principally remarkable for

its 'large heavy tail, often so loaded with a
mass of fat as to weigh from ten to twenty
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pounds j nay, some writers assert that the
tails are occasionally double that weight, a
foot brood, and supported by a small board,
which runs on wheels. The upper part is

covered with wool, but It is bare underneath ,

and the fat or marrow of which it consists is

reckoned a great delicacy.

The Cretax Sheep. (Ovis Strepsiceros.')
This animal is principally found in the island
of Crete, and Is kept in several parts of Eu-
rope for the singularity of its appearance

;

the horns being very large, long, and spiral

:

those of the male are upright •, those of the
,
female at right angles to the hcjid. By
Buffon this variety is termed Wallachion

' Sheep.

ThcFAT-BuvpEn,TAii,t,ESsSiiEEp. These
Sheep are met with in all the deserts of Tar-
tary, from the VVolga to the Irtis and the
Altaic chain of mountains. They have long
legs, a somewhat arched visage, horns in the
male, like those of the domestic Sheep, black

;

hcails, and large pendent ears. The tall Is

! sometimes so enveloped in fat os to be scarcely

I

visible, the parts on each side swelling out
‘ into two naked hemispheres.

The African Sheep. (Ovis Guineensis.') I

The African or Guinea Sheep is a native of
all the tropical climates, both of Africa and
the East. It is large, with rough hairy skin,
short horns, and pendulous ears. Under
its chin there is a kind of dewlap ; and it

has a long mane, which reaches below the
neck. They are stronger, larger, and more
fleet than other Sheep, and therefore better
adapted to a precarious forest life

; but their
flesh is very indifferent food.

SHEEP-TICK. (Hippobosca Ovis.) A
well-known insect, extremely common in
pasture grounds, about the commencement
of summer. The body is very compressed
and smooth, the shape triangular, and the
colour a blackish brown. It Axes its head
in the skin of the animal, and extracts the
blood, leaving a large round tumour. This
singular animal has no wings, nor does it

ever attain them ; yet it evidently belongs,
from the conformation of its body, to the
family Hippoboscidoe, as the bed-bug belongs
to the tribe of the winged bugs. The fore
part of its body is uncommonly small ; the
thick roundish abdomen, however, is pro-
portionally very large, and generally in cir-

cumference about the size of a middling-
sized pea. Its colour is pale red, the ab-
domen lighter, witli an irregular white line
on each side, and a red spot on the back.
The Sheep-tick lays only one egg, whicli is

the nymph or pupa, as in the forest-fly, and
is fastened to the wool of the sheep. At first

it is white, then brown, and finally the per-
fect Insect escapes from it. As a remedy for
this insect, Bock advises that the infested
sheep should be washed with a decoction of
the crushed or bruised leaves of the common
maple. Another method of diminishing or
destroying this troublesome insect is given
in the Farmer’s Magazine for Nov. 1828, by
a farmer in Suffolk. He advises the lambs
to be put into a bath, by which the produc-
tion of the sheep-tick will be prevented.
The best time for this is July or August.
Should it, however, have been neglected,
then it is still time, if the weather permits,
till Christmas. A pound of arsenic is boiled
with a pound of soft soap and a pound of
purified potash, in four gallons of w'atcr.
The arsenic will be iierfectly dissolved by
the other ingredients. As soon as this is tlio

case, the solution is thrown into a bathing
tub sufficiently large to dip a sheep in, and
forty gallons more water added to it. In
order to dip the sheep, its fore legs must bo
held by one man and its hind legs by an-
other, so that the feet are held upwards. A
man must also stand at the tub, to prevent
the head being dipped, so thot no poison
may get into the ears, which would do it an
Injury. This man is provided with a sort
of trcsscl, which he holds under the lamb as
soon as it is withdrawn from the bath. He
then squeezes the fleece with his hands, so
that the greater part of the water sucked up
by the fleece runs again into the tub. In
this way the above-named quantity may
serve to dlj) one hundred moderate-sized
lambs in. The author adds, that the arsenic
has no injurious effects, if carefully used

i
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;

and that one essential advantage of this pro-
ceeding consists in its protecting the lambs
from the siieep bot fly, and consequently
their larvse, if it is done early enough.

SHELDRAKE, or SHIELDRAKE. CTa-
dorna vulpanser.) An elegant species of
Duck, belonging to the genus Tadorna, up-
wards of two feet in length, which frequents
manyparts ofour coast, and remains through-
out the year. The head and neck of the male
IS of a dark green ; lower part of the neck,
coverts of the wings, back, sides, rump, and
base ofthe tall, pure whi te ; the scapulars, ab-
domen, quills, a large band across the belly,
and tips of the tail feathers, deep black. A
large bay-coloured gorget adorns the breast,
and the wing is ornamented with a spot of

eHELnrAKBl.—(TADOIINA VDIjPAKSEa.)

purifle-green. The bill, and the fleshy knob
at its base, deep red. Feet, flesh-colour. It
may often be seen about our largest rivers.

!
Its food consists of small testaceous mol-

; lusca, small fish, small Crustacea, aud marine
plants. The female commonly selects a
rabbit-hole in which to deposit her eggs ;

tliese are ten or twelve in number, and of a
pure white : when there is not the con-
venience of a burrow for nidifleation, she
resorts to tlie fissures and cavities of rocks.

: Sheldrakes are very abundant in Hoiland
’ and on the coasts of France. They may be
domesticated, and are handsome ornaments
in poultry-yards ; but their flesh is rank
and bad.

SHELL. The hard calcareous substance
which either protects the testaceous Mollusca
externaliy, or supports certain species of

j

them internally. It has been truly said,

that he who would know the nature of Shells,

must know first the nature of the animals
of which Shells form a part ; and to this end
we at once refer the reader to the article

Mollusca. Although Shells, properly so

called, which form the habitation of testa-

ceous animals, arc sometimes confounded
with the shelly coverings which protect the
Crustacea (Crabs and their numerous allies),

a very obvious and striking dilTerence exists

between them, as well as between the kinds
of animals which respectively inhabit them.
The Shells of Testacea arc comi)0.scd of car-
bonate of lime, combined with a small por-
tion of gelatinous matter i they are, in ge-
neral, permanent coverings for their inha-

bitants ; and the animal is of a soft substance,
without bones of any kind, and attached to
its domicile by a certain adhesive property.
On tlie other hand, those animals which are
defended by a crustaceous covering cast tlieir
shells, and renew them annually

; while the
animals themselves are of a fibrous texture,
with articulated limbs, and protected, as it
were, by a coat of mail.

Shells are divided into MuUivalvc3, Bi-
vaJves, and Univalves. The first order.
MultiVALVE, is made up of Shells consisting
of more shelly parts or pieces than two.
Every part of a Shell which is connected
with a corresponding part by a cartilage,
ligament, .hinge, or tooth, is called a valve of
such shell.— The second order. Bivalve, is
made up of Shells having two parts or valves,
generally connected by a cartilage or hinge ;

as in the Cockle and Mussel. The hinge is
entirely formed by the inner layer of shell,
and consists of either a simple cardinal pro-
cess, or a serrated edge, or of projections
called teeth, and corresponding cavities into
which they are inserted. To this hinge is

superadded a highly elastic ligament, com-
posed of a number of fibres parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the valves which
they connect ; wliieh is a beautiful con-
trivance for the necessities of the animal

;

for by means of it, while undisturbed, the
valves are kept open, and the animal func-
tions are carried on without effort ; whereas,
if danger be apprehended, or any circum-
stances require it, the adductor muscles con-
tract, overcome the resistance of the hiiue,
and shut the valves close until they may ^>e

opened in safety. The valves of some bi-
valve Shells are fonned exactly alike ; others
arc very diiferent ; one may be smooth, and
the other rough ; one flat, the other convex ;

and one is sometimes shorter than tlie other.
—The Tliird Order, Uxivalve, is mode up
of Shells complete in one piece ; as in the
Periwinkle and the Wlielk : and tliey are
subdivided into Shells with a regular spire,
aud those without a spire. Tlie shells com-
posing this order are far more numerous
than those of the two preceding, botli in
genera and species. The spire Isa prominent
feature of the Univalve ; and upon its being
lengthened or elevated, shortened or de-
pressed, &c., depends much of the generic
and specific definition. Shells increase in
size by the deposition of new layers inter-
nally upon those already fonned. Each
new layer extends more or less beyond the
margins of the la)’er to which it is applied,
so that ns the animal becomes older, its

Shell becomes larger and thicker. The outer
surface is generally covered by a thin layer
of membranous or homy matter named the
epidermis, and the inner surface is often
covered with a layer of a pearly nature.—
It is universally found that the Marine
Shells of warm climates exceed all others in
beauty of colouring, and in taking a fine

polish. Several of the Land Shells also that
are met with in tropical countries arc re-

markable for their bright colours and elegant
forms. River and Land Shells, with very
few exceptions, arc thinner thau those of tlie

sea.
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The following observations, which we
abridge from an article in * Brande’s Dic-
tionary of Science/ &c., are intended to sup-
ply the best additional information we can
give on the subject, consistent with our con-
fined limits.— Shells, instead of consisting,

like bones, of li\ing organized substance
l>ermeatcd by blood-vessels, absorbents, and
nerves, are mere inorganic laminated, con-
cretionary, or crystalline deposits of calca-
reous earth, more or less combined with
albuminous matter : they are also formed
in the skin, and are appendages to the dermal
8>*stem, which in all cases of animals is the
principal seat of variety. In many cases,

therefore, there exists very little correspond-
ence between the structure or even the pre-
sence of a shell and the general character of i

the organization of a mollusc ; and the ab- 1

sence of uniformity between the condition
I

of th6 shell in closely allied species is exem-
|

pUfied in the highest as well as the lowest
classes of the molluscous sub-kingdom.— i

The formation of a shell commences with
j

the exudation of layers of albumen from the t

outer surface of the mantle or skin of the
!

embryo mollusc, which is generally followed
|

by the admixture of rhombic or prismatic I

crystalline particles of the carbonate of lime :

and this flrst-fdrmed shell of the embr3’0 '

conititutes the nucleus of the shell of the
mature mollusc. The nucleus is developed

|

in most coses before the embryo quits the '

egg-coverings ; but it is never coequal with
^

the first formation of the animal ; it is pre- >

ceded by several distinct stages in the deve-
|

lopment of the embr\*o. The subsequent
.

growth of the shell dci>cnds upon the depo-
|

sition of fresh layers to the inner surface
of the circumference of those previously I

formed ; beyond which the new-formed
|

lavers extend in proportions which deter-
mine the figure of the future shell.—In many :

l.'nivalves, the aperture of the shell is entire ;

in others, it is broken by a notch, or per-
forated by one or more Jioles ; or a portion

|

of it is produced into a canal or siphon ; or
it may present a palliul notch opposite to
the siphon. These modifications arc im- i

portant, on account of their relation to cer- *

tain conditions of the respiratory organs :

'

thus the conchologist, in grouping together .

all the spiral univalve shells of which a part
!

of the margin was cither notched or produced
1

into a grooved siphon, w'oiild really indicate
;

a very natural tribe of Mollusca, every spe- 1

cics of which he might lie ossured was aquatic
and marine, and breathed by means of two ^

gills having a jicctinatcd structure, to which
the water is conducted by a fleshy tul>e.

;

Were a like correlation l>ctwcen the shell
.

and its inhabitant to hold ^ood in other fa- !

milics of Mullnsca, the clasuftcation of Shells
would then be a subject of much importance,
and worthy the attention of the seicntillc

iiattiralist : mifortunatel v, the reverse of this

is frequently the case,—True bivalve Shells
are j>cciiiiar to the Acephalous Mollusca {

and their presence is constant, although tliey

are in a few instances too small to cover the
whole of tlic IxKly, and in the sliip-borcrs

{Ttrejlo^ exist only as small instrmnents,
limited to the function of excavating the

burrows inhabited by these IMolluscs. But
all the species in which the bivalve shell is

inadequate to the protection of the whole of
the body derive extrinsic defence by bur-
rowing in sand, stone, or wood ; and they
also commonly line their burrows with a
layer of smooth and compact calcareous
matter, forming a tube.—In all the Lamcl-
libranchiate Bivalves which are free, the
two valves are s^'mmetrical, and the shell is

termed c(7?uVafye; in all those which adhere
by one of their valves to foreign bodies, this

valve is deeper and larger than the unat-
tached valve : such shells are termed ine-

quivalve. If the shell of the common Cockle
(^Cardiitm echde) be examined, each valve
will be seen to be produced into a conical
prominence, bent towards, and nearlj' meet-
ing at, that part by which tlie valves are
joined together. These prominences are
termed the umhones. The apex, or beak of
the umbo, corresponds to the apex of tlie

univalve sliell, and is the point at wliicli

the development of the bivalve commences.
When the apex is directed in the transverse
plane of the shell, and so placed that a bi-

section of the shell in that plane through
the apices shall divide the valve into two
equal parts, the shell is termed cguiYnieraZ;
of this form the common scallop {Pecten) is

an example. When, upon a similar division,

a slight difference is observed in the two
valves, the shell is termed 8ub~cquilateral

;

but where the difference is well marked, it

is an inequilateral bivalve. When the cir-

cumference or margin of one valve fits ex-
actly at every part to that of its fellow, it

is said to be “ regular,” or entire ; but if it

be notched at any part, so as not to come
Into contact with the corresponding part of
the opposite valve, it is “irregular,” oremar-
ginatc. The most iinpoitunt part of the
margin is that which is modified to form tlie

joint or hinge upon which tlie two valves
oi)cn and shut. Tliis part is called the
“cardinal edge,” and generally presents cer-
tain prominences and depressions, the pro-
jections of one valve interlocking with the
depressions of the other. The projections
or “ teeth,” together with the cavities or
“ cardinal pits,” are very regular in their
formation in each genus and species of bi-

valve. What is of more importance is, that
every modification in the structure of the
hinge Is generally found to coincide with
some recognizable and more or less important
difference in the orgnnization of the soft

parts ; so that oonchologists have justly at-
tached great value to tbc characters derivable
from the Iiingc, especially for the imrposo of
generic distinctions. When the teeth arc
situate beneath the apex or centre of the
hinge, they arc called cardinal

;

when they
arc removed from the centre of the hinge,
they are named lateral teeth; when twoonly
arc present, one is culled anterior, the other
posterior ; when there arc tlircc, they are
distinguished re8i)cctlvely as the anterior,
median, and posterior teeth ; but when the
hinge is e<jmpose<i of a great numlwr of teeth,
it is said to be “serial,” as in Area* The
direct medium of union of the two valves Is

a dense fasciculus of clastic albuminous
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fibres, generally of a broim colour, called
the “ligament,” or “ elastic ligament.”

SHEPHERD’S DOG. (Cam's [/amiVi'ans]
domesticus.) This variety of the canine tribe
stands at the head of the class of farm Dogs,
and is said to be preserved in tlie greatest
purity in tlie northern part of Scotland,
where its aid is higlily necessary in managing

;

the numerous herds of Sheep bred in those
extensive wilds. It is distinguished by its

upright ears
;
the hair soft, long, sliaggy, and

somewhat waved
;
and its remarkably bushy

tail slightly pendulous : the same variety is

diffused over most parts of Europe. The Dog
prevents the Sheep from straggling

;
conducts

them from one part of the pasture to another ;

and will not suffer any strange Slieep to mix
with them. In driving a number of well-
trained Sheep to a distance, a well-trained
Dog always confines them to the road, watch-
ing every avenue that leads from it, and
pursuing every straggler ; and at the Shep-
herd’s signal, this faithful assistant will eon-
duct the Sheep to liira from a considerable
distance. “ In temper and disposition,” Mr.
Bell observes, “ the Sheep Dog is calm, serene,
and quiet ; but under a thoughtful and al-

most heavy aspect, there sparkles an expres-
sion of readiness and inquiry in his eye, as
it peers out from under his shaggy brow,
which betokens a spirit always on the alert,

and prepared for instant obedience to the
commands or wishes of his master. He has
not, it is true, the noble port of the New-
foundland Dog, the affectionate fondling of
the Spaniel, nor the fierce attachment which
renders the Mastiff so efficient a guard ; but
he exceeds them all in readiness and extent
of intelligence, combined with a degree of
docility unequalled, perhaps, by any other
animal in existence.”
Numerous well-authenticated instances of

the watchful fidelity, patient care, and in-
stinctive sagacity of the Shepherd’s Dog
might be adduced ; but nothing, perhaps,
more interesting than the account which
Mr. Darwin gives of the Dogs which are
trained to this employment in Banda Ori-
ental, in South America. “ While staying
at tills estancia,” he observes, “I was amused
witli what I saw and heard of the Shepherd
Dogs of the country. When riding, it is a
common thing to meet a large flock of Sheep
guarded by one or two dogs, at the distance
of some miles from any house or man. I

often wondered how so firm a friendship had
been established. 'The method of education
consists in separating the puppy, while very
young, from tlie bitch, and in accustoming it

to its future companion. An ewe is held
three or four times a day for tlie little thing
to suck i and a nest of wool is made for it in

the slieep-pen ; at no time is it allowed to

associate witli other dogs, or with the cliil-

dren of tlie family. The puppy is, moreover,
generally castrated

j
so that, wh»n_ groirn

up, it can scarcely liavc any feelings in com-
mon mth tlie rest of its kind. From this

education it has no wish to leave the flock,

and just ns another dog will defend its

1 master, man, so will these, the sheep. It is

i amusing to observe, when approaching a

flock, how the Dog immediately advances i

barking, and the -Sheep all close in his rear, !

as if round the oldest ram. These Dogs are i

also easily taught to bring home the flock,
at a certain hour in the evening. Their !

most troublesome fault, w'hcn young, is their 1

desire of playing with the Sheep ; for in their 1

sport they sometimes gallop their poor sub-
j

jects most unmercifully. The Shepherd Dog
j

comes to the house every day for some meat,
jand immediately it is given him, he skulks 1

away as if ashamed of himself. On these 1

occasions the house-dogs are very tyrannical,
and the least of them will attack and pursue
the stranger. The minute, however, the
latter has reached the flock, he turns round,
and begins to bark, and then all the house-
dogs take very quickly to their heels. In a
similar manner a whole pack of the hungry
wild dogs will scarcely ever (and I was told

i

by some, never) venture to attack a flock
i

guarded by one of these faithful shepherds.
The whole account appears to me a curious
instance of the pliability of the affections in
the dog race ; and yet, whether wild, or how-
ever educated, with a mutual feeling of re-
spect or fear for those that are fulfilling their

j

instinct of association. For we can under-
;

stand on no principle the wild dogs being i

driven away by the single one with its flock,
j

except that they consider, from some con- !

fused notion, that the one thus associated
|

gains power, as if in company with its own
kind. F. Cuvier has observed, that all ani-
mals that readily enter into domestication,
consider man os a member of their sociojty,

and thus fulfil their instinct of association.
In the above case the Shepherd Dogs rank
the Sheep ns their fellow-brethren ; and the
wild dogs, though knowing that the indi-
vidual Sheep are not Dogs, but are good to

eat, yet partly consent to this view, when
seeing them in a flock with a Shepherd Dog
at their head.”

SHOVELLER. (Shj/nchaspis.) A genus
of aquatic birds, of which there are several
species. They are distinguished from the
rest of the group by the singular form of the
beak, whicli is larger than the duck’s : at

its origin the upper mandible is semicylin-
dric ; it then becomes depressed, and at the
tip is greatly expanded on the side.s, the tip

itself bein§ furnished with a very small in-
curved nail. The lamella: at the edges of
the mandibles are very long and fine s and
those of the opposite mandibles fit into each
other in such a manner that very little food
can escape tlie bird wliile in search of it.

The CoMsiox SiiovEi-i-ER. (Jihi/nchaspis

di/i>eata.') This is a beautiful species : length
'

upwards of eighteen inches : beak broad and
black, but yellowish beneath : the head and
neck deep glossy green ; breast pure white j

belly and sides of a chestnut red ; the back
a blackish brown ; the wing-coverts clear

blue ! scapulars white, and dotted ; the spot

or speculum on the wing deej) green ; the

legs reddish-orange. The female lias a head
of a clear red, marked with small streaks.

This sjiccios inhabits various countries of the

north of Eiiroiic and of America, frequenting
the marshes, lakes, and rivers, and occasion-
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I
ally visiting the sea-coasts. They are not
unfrequeut in France, and are sometimes

: also met with in England, but they are by
no means common. They are of a wild,

i shy, and solitary disposition. The female
: makes her nest on the ground, with withered

I [

grass, and lays ten or twelve riist-coloured

:
I

eggs. Their food consists of worms and the

I ;
larva! of insects.

j;
SHREW. (Sorex araneus.') The Shrew

j

is a small insectivorous animal, covered with

J

short velvety fur, and having much of the

J

general ftirm and aspect of the Mouse. It
, may, however, be easily distinguished from
1 the mouse by its long, taper, cartilaginous
' snout ; the eyes, too, are very minute, and
L almost hidden in the surrounding hairs ; and
’ the ears are round and close. The Shrew is

i
usually of a reddish mouse colour above,

i grayish beneath, and sometimes tinged with

I

yellow. The whole structure of this animal
seems cspeciallv adapted to facilitate his

1 progress under the earth ; though it is to be
i
observed that he is not only able to make

I his wi^ rapidly under ground, but can run
! quite fast when on the surface. The total

;

length, from the point of the snout to the
^ beginning of the tail is under five inches,

i and the tail is one inch long. The Slmcw
i
frequents dry situations, feeding upon in-

;
sects, worm.«![ and grubs, for the pursuit of
which its thiu pointed snout is admirably

i| fitted, either among the closest herbage, or
J under the surface of the soil. The body

snacw.—(soaax Af-.A-NEOn.)

exhales a rank musky odour, which renders
; them distasteful to cats, though they will

readily kill them ; but its flesh does not seem
i to l)e disliked by weasels, hawks, and owls,
i which destroy these little nocturnal insccti-

vora in great numlicrs. They arc common in

j.
hedge-rows, thickets, gardens, &c.; and make

I long superficial burrows in banks, among the
V rwts of trees and brushwood. These animals
; show much of the pugnacity and voracious-
' ness of the .Mole. The female makes a nest
|i of soft herbage, in any hole of a hank, &c.,
5 covcrc'l over at the top, ainl cntereil at the
side ; and she brings forth in the spring from

l| five to seven young ones,

i Among the suiierstitions of olden times

Ij

was one, that the Shrew .Mouse hosl [lower
i| of inflicting serious injury upon cattle by the
i mere contact of its IsMly. That entertaining

J naturalist Gilliert White, in Ids History of
' Heilxime, thus ailudes to it and its supposed
1
remedy. " At the south corner of the plestor,

' or area, near the ciiurch, there stirad, almiit

twenty years ago, a very oid, grotcsiiiic,
|

I poiiard-ash, which fur ages hail been looked i

I

uiMin with no small veneration os a Shrew-
|

ash. Now, a Shrew-ash is an ash whose
twigs or branches, when applied to the limbs
of cattle, will immediately relieve the pains
which a beast suffers from the running of a
Shrew Mouse over the part affected ; for it

is supposed that a Shrew Mouse is of so
baneful and deleterious a nature, that where-
ever it creeps over a beast, be it horse, cow,
or sheep, the suffering animal is afHicted
with cruel anguish, and threatened with the
loss of the use of the limb. Against this

accident, to which they were continually
liable, our provident forefathers always kept
a Shrew-ash at hand, which, when once
medicated, would maintain its virtue for

ever; A Shrew-ash was made thus : into the
body of the tree a hole was bored with an
auger, and a poor devoted Shrew Mouse w'as
thrust in alive, and plugged in, no doubt
with several quaint incantations long since
forgotten I

”

There are two other British species, the
Water Shrew and the Oared Shrew, the
habits of both of which are aquatic, as their
names import. Their burrows are formed in
the banks of rivers, and their food consists of
aquatic insects and larva:, in pursuit of which
they dive with great facility. The Wateh-
SiiKEW (Sorex fodicna) possesses the same
general conformation as the Common Slu-ew
— a body equally slender ; a snout nearly as
thin and pointed

;
and its fur has the same

soft and silky kind of texture. Its feet are
rather broad and formed for swimming,
having a lash of stiff white hairs on the edge
of the toes ; the tail rather slender, com-
pressed at the tip, and fringed with stiff hairs
beneath. The head, back, and flanks, a rich
brownish black ; the under parts nearly
pure white. The author of the “Journal of
a Naturalist ” tluis speaks of these pretty
little animals : “ It is very amusing to ob-
serve the actions of these creatures, all life

and animation in an element they could not
be thought any way calculated for enjoying;
but they swum admirably, frolicking over
the floating leaves of the i)ondweed, and up
the foliage of the flags, which, bending with
their weight, will at times souse them in the
pool, and away they scramble to another,
searching apimrcntly for the insects that
frequent such places, and feeding on drowned
moths and similar insects. They run along
the margin of the water, rooting amid the
leaves and mud with their long noses for
food, like little ducks, with great earnestness
and perseverance. Their power of vision
seems limited ‘to a confined circumference.
The smallness of their eyes, ami the growth
of fur about them, are convenient for the
habits of the animal, but impediments to e.x-

tended vision ; so that, w ith caution, wc can
approach them in theirgambols, and observe
all their actions. The general blackness of
the body, and the triangular spot beneath
the tail, as mentioned by Tennant, afford
the l>est ready distinction of this mouse from

1 the Common Shrew.” " Its swimming," says
Mr. Hell, “is principally effected by the al-
ternate action of its hinder feet, which pro-

I

duces an unequal or wrij^gliiig motion ; it

I

makes its way, however, with great velocity;

\

and os it swims rather supcHicially, with

3 u fi



the belly flattened, the sides as it were spread
out, and tlie taii extended baekwards as a
rudder, it forms a very beautifui and pleasing
object, moving on the ealm surface of a
(luiet brook, or diving, in an instant, after its
food, its black velvety coat becoming beau-
tifully silvered, wdth the innumerable bub-
bles of air that cover it when submerged

;

and on rising again, the fur is observed to be
perfeetly dry, repelling the water as com-
pletely as the feathers of a Water-fowl.”

SHREW AIOLE. {Scalops aqtiaticti-i.)
This little insectivorous quadruped inhabits
a great part of North America, along the
rivers ; and so nearly resembles the European
Mole externally, as to be readily mistaken
for it ; by Pennant it is described as the
“ Brown Mole.” The muzzle is elongated
ns in the Shrews, and their limbs are
adapted for digging into the ground pre-
ciseiy as in the Moles, which they entirely

j

resemble in their mode of life. Their eyes

j

are exceedingly small, and so completely
I concealed by the hair, as to require the
closest attention for their detection. The
auricle is entirely wanting, and the integu-
ment of -the head nearly covers the tube
leading to the internal ear. The feet are
very short, and five-toed ; the fore-feet ter-
minate in a remarkably large hand, of wliich
the fingers are armed with long, flat, and

i linear nails. The liind feet are very delicate,

J

and the toes are provided with small hooked
nails. This

_
animal burrows with great

;

quickness : his soft and polished fur, pre-
venting friction, tends to facilitate his sub-

i terranean march
; which is generally straight

forward, or in gentle curvatures, at a very
little distance from tire surface

; though
i sometimes numerous galleries are formed,
' cornmunieating with each other, tlirough
which he is enabled to travel in various
directions. Shrew Moles are most active in
the morning and at mid-day

;
and it is ob-

served that tlieir daily appearance above
ground at twelve o’clock is truly remarkable.
The Shrew Mole is covered witli a bright
glossy fur, about half an inch in length, and
of a very bright lead colour, very closely set,
and in all parts directed backwards.

SHRIKE. (Lanius.') Tlicre arc many
species of these birds ; and it is in this family
( the lamuffee, or Shrikes) that we find the
largest and most rapacious of the.Dcntirostral
tribe. In their general habits many ofthe La-
niadjE resemble the Raptorial birds ; for they
sit motionless upon their perch, watcliing for
their prey, and then suddenly dart upon it.

They live in families for a few weeks after
' the breeding sea.son

; fljv irregularly and
precipitately, uttering shrill cries ; nestle on
trees or in bushes ; la^ five or six eggs, and
take great care of their young. Some have
the upper mandible arched : those in which
its point is strong and much hooked, and in

: which the notch forms a small tooth on each
side, manifest a degree of courage and cruelty
which has led to their association with the
Birds of Prey by many naturalists. Afany

!
of them have the curious habit of impaling

' the animals they have caught upon a large
thorn

;
and then pulling them to pieces, and

devouiiii" tliem at their leisure. Hence they
have derived the name of Hutcher-birds.
The Shrikes have great power of clutching
with their toes, and always hold their prey
in one foot, resting on the tarsal joint of
that foot, unless when they have fastened
it upon a thorn, when they pull it to pieces
in a contrary direction. They exhibit great
courage in defending themselves and their
nests from more powerful enemies ; and
the parents show great attachment to each
other and to their young.
Of this genus there are three British sjie-

cies, two only of which are commonly met
with ; these are

The Bed-backed Shrike (Lanius col-
lurio), which has derived its English name
from the back, scapulars, and wing-coverts
being of a rusty red colour. This species
arrives in England in May, breeds in the
southern counties, and departs in September.

4

RKD-BAOKED SHBTRE.—(l.ANIUS C01.r.tIRT0.>

Its nest, which is formed of moss and lined
with hair, is placed in hedges. It is con-
siderably smaller and scarcer than tlie next
species.

The Sextinet, Shrike; or Great Gr.ay
Shrike. (,La7nus exciibilor.') This species
is as large as a Thrush. Its bill is black, .;

and furnished with bristles at the base ; the
upper parts of its plumage pale blue ash ;

white underneath : the wings, tail, and a
i

band crossing the eyes, black ; some white i

on the scapulars and tail. It is common all
the year in France, and is known in this

'

country chiefly os a somewhat rare winter '

visitant. “ It is one of our late birds of :

passage, but its arrival is soon made known
to us by its croaking, unmusical voice from !

the summit of some tree. Its nc.st is largo
and ill-concealed ; and during the season of

\

incubation the male bird is particularly
vigilant and uneasy at any apiiroach towards
his sitting mate, though often by his clamor-
ous anxiety he betrays it and her to every
bird-nesting boy. the female, when the
eggs arc hatched, unites her vociferations
with those of the male, and facilitates the
detection of the brooil. Both parents arc
very assiduous in their attentions to their

oflspring, feeding them long after they have
left the nest, for the young apircar to be
heavy, inactive birds, and little able to
caiiturc the winged insects that constitute
their principal food. I could never observe
that this bird destroyed others smaller than
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itself, or ercn fed upon flesh. I have hung up
dead young birds, and even parts of them,
near tlieir nests, but never found tliat they
were touched by tlie Shrike. Yet it appears
that it must be a butcher too, and that the
name “ laniits," bestowed on it by Gesner

I

two hundred and fifty years ago, was not

;
lightly given. My neiglibour’s gamekeeper

' kills it as a bird of prey, and tells me he has
ji known it draw the weak young pheasants

I I

through the bars of the breeding-coops ; and
1 1 others have assured me that they have killed

I them when banqueting on the carcase of
I some little bird they had captured. All

I

small birds have an antipathy to the Shrike,
betray anger, and utter the moan of danger,

]

when it approaches their nests. I have often
heard this signal of distress, and, cautiously
approaching to learn tlie cause, have fre-

quently found that this Butcher-bird occa-
sioned it. They will mob, attack, and drive
it away, as they do the Owl, ns if fully ac-
quainted with its plundering propensities.

: Linnreus attached to it the trivial name
i
“ accubUor” a sentinel ; a very apposite

! appellation, as this bird seldom conceals
itself in a bush, but sits perched upon some
upper spray, or in an open situation, heedful
of danger, or watching its prey.” This spe-
cies of the Shrike tribe fec^ upon mice,
shrews, small birds, frogs, lizards, and large

,
insects. The neat is generally built on trees,

' and is framed of grass-stalks, roots, and moss,
with a lining of down or wool. The eggs,
from five to seven, are grayish white, spotted
on the larger end with light brown and ash.
Wilson, speaking of the American Shrike
(i>inius geptenirionatts'), a species closely
allied to the L. exciibitor, says, “ The cha-

I racter of the Butcher-bird is entitled to
no common degree of respect. His ac-
tivity is visible in all his motions ; his
courage and intrepidity beyond every other
bird of his size (one of his own tribe only
excepted, L. ti/rannus, or King-bird) ; and
in affection fur his young, he is surpassed
by no other. He associates with them in the
latter part of summer, the whole family
hunting in company. He attacks the largest
hawk or eagle in their defence, with a reso-
lution truly astonishing ; so that all of them
rcsirect him, and, on every occasion, decline
the contest. As the snows of winter ap-
proach, he descends from the mountainous
forests, and from the regions of the north, to
the more cultivated parts of the country,
hovering about our hedgerows, orchards, and
meailows, and dlsapi>cars again early in

I

April.”
There arc numerous exotic species with

arcuated beaks, the |>oints of which diminish
by degrees. Other Shrikes have the superior
mandible straight, and abruptly hooked at
the tip. Others again, with a straight and
slender bill, arc remarkable for their crests
of vertical feathers. Some species have the
beak conical and rounded, without any ridge,
somewhat arched towards the tip, with a
very fine point, siightlyemarginatcd on each

. side. Their feet are very short, and the

. wings in particular reach beyond the tail,

,

which renders their flight similar to that of
' a Swallow ; but they have the courage of the

Shrike family, and do not fear to attack even
the Crow. Numerous species inhabit the
coasts and islands of the Indian Ocean,
where they are continually seen on the wing,
flying swiftly in pursuit of insects.

SniHJEP. (.Crangon vulgaris.) A small
crustaceous Decapod, allied to the Lobster
andCrawflsh, which frequents shallow waters
along the sea-coast. It does not exceed two
inches in length, and is of a pale glaucous
green colour, dotted with grey. In shape it

resembles thelarger crustaceajust mentioned,
but it is more elongated in proportion, and
is destitute of the large anterior claws ; and
it is distinguished from the Prawn by the
absence of the long, anterior, serrated spine.
The Shrimp has ten feet ; the tail is as long
as the body, and terminated at the extremity
with scale-like appendages, which unfold
somewhat in tlie manner of a fan. During
life the body is semi-transparent, and so
much resembles sea-water that the animal is

distinguished with difficulty. Its ordinary
motion consists of leaps. It is abundant in
sandy places on the coast ; and besides fur-
nishing nutriment to great numbers of fishes,

aquatic birds, &c., it is in great request for
the table.

Shrimp-catching, or Shrimping, as it is

termed, affords abundant employment on
the flat sandy parts (jf our coast to boys and
women, who wade up to their knees, pushing
a sort of dredge-net at the end of a long pole
before them ; but a more wholesale way of
collecting them is by means of sweep-nets,
dragged over the fisliing ground by men in
boats.

SIAXIDiE. The name given to a small
group of Ncuropterous insects, having very
large anterior wings. They frequent the
neighbourhood of water, and pass their larva
state in that clement. The ordinary species
iSialis lutaria) is of a dull brown colour, and
is a well-known bait with the angler, being
produced in the spring months in great
quantities, and may be found upon walls or
palings near the water. The female attaches
her numerous eggs, with the greatest regu-
larity, to rushes or other aquatic plants.
The larva swims well by the assistance of
several pairs of articulated setose filaments
attached at the sides of the abdominal seg-
ments, When full grown, this larva quits
the water, and burrows into the adjoining
bank, in which it forms a cell, wherein it is

transformed into an inactive jmpa, with the
limbs laid along the breast. The insect as-
sumes its perfect form in its cell.

8IAMANG. ilfginbates tgndaclgius.) The
Biamang is a quadrumanoiis animal, inferior
to the Cliimpanzcc and Orang-Outang lioth
in structure and intelligence ; and belongs
to that division of Apes called Gibbons.

i These animals have long, thick, glossy black
I hair over tlie whole body, but imrticularly
' on the shoulders, back, and limbs i they are

;

distinguished by the possession of small ru-
. dimentary callosities t and tlicy derive their
s|)cciflc appellation of tyntindylus from hav-

;

ing the second and third toes of the lilnd

I

foot united by a narrow membrane the whole

3 o R



length of the first joint. They are slow and
heavy in their gait, but so vigilant as not to

be easily surprised ; when it does happen, ,

however, they are so conscious of their in-
ability to make effectual resistance, that
overwhelmed with fear, they quickly fall

into the hands of their pursuers. They live

in numerous troops, whicli, it is said, are
conducted by vigilant and courageous chiefs,

'

nnd at sunrise and sunset they make the
forests resound with frightful cries, which

'

may be heard at a prodigious distance. From
the accounts given by M. Duvaucel, who
had numerous opportunities of observing the
Siamang, in Sumatra, both in his wild state

and in bondage, we learn that while dwelling i

in his native woods he exhibits an absence
]

of all intellectual faculty, hunger Itself being 1

insuflScient to excite, or divest him of his

natural apathy; and that confinement, how-
ever long, seems to have no effect in modify-
ing his characteristic stupidity and sluggish-
ness ;

ill sliort, he never acquires the fami-
liarity of otlier apes

;
and even his submission

appears to be rather the result of extreme
apatliy, than of any degree of confidence or
alfeetion.

SIBERIAN DOG. This useful variety of
the canine race is distinguislied by having

j

its ears erect, and the hair of its body and
I tail very long ; it is also distinguished for

!
its steadiness, docility, and endurance of

I

fatigue when used for the purpose of draught,

j

In many northern countries these dogs are

j

employed in drawing sledges over the frozen

j

snow, five of them being yoked to each
sledge, two and two, with the fifth in front

as a leader. In general only one person rides

I

in a sledge, who sits sideways, and guides
the animals by reins fastened to their collars

Such is their lleetncss, that they have been
known to perform a journey of 270 miles in

three days and a half, and such their strength
that they will convey a sledge containing
three persons and their luggage sixty miles

I

in a day.

I

SILIQUAlBIA. a molluscous animal,

I

very long and spiral, inliabiting an irregu-
I larly twisted tube, tapering towards one end;

I

the other end open
;

and a longitudinal
1 fissure throughout its wliole lengtli, corre-

sponding with a similar cleft in that part of
tile mantle which cqvcrs the branchial cavity.

Along tlie whole side of this cleft is a
brancliial comb, composed of numerous deli-

cate and tubular-like Icallets. It has a dis-

tinct head, and two small tcntacula, with
eyes at the base. Found in the Sleditcrra-
nean and the Indian Seas.

SILKWOUAl. The Silkwohm Moth
iliombyx mori) is a whitisii moth, with a
broad pale brown bar across cacli of the
upper wings. Tlie larva or cateriiillnr, em-
phatically styled the Silkworm, is of a yel-
lowish gray colour, and, when full grown,
nearly three inciics long : on the tipper part
of the lost joint of the body is a horn-like
process, simiiar to that on several of the
Spltinx Moths. It feeds, ns every one knows,
on the leaves of the wliltc mulberry, or, when
they cannot be obtained, on those of the

black mulberry or lettuce. The Silkworm
remains in its larva state about six weeks,
changing its skin four times during that
period, and, like other caterpiliars, abstain-
ing from food for some time liefore each
change. When full grown it entirely ceases
to feed, and begins to form itself a loose en-
velopment of silken fibres in some convenient
spot which it has chosen for that purpose,
and afterwards proceeds to enwrap itself in
a much closer covering, forming an oval
yellow silken case or ball about the size of a
pigeon’s egg, in which it changes to a chry-
salis, and after lying thus enclosed about
fifteen days, gives birth to the Moth. Tliis,
however, is always carefully prevented when
these insects are reared for the jjurpose of
commerce, the Jloth greatly injuring the
silk of the ball by discharging a quantity of
coloured fluid before it leaves the cell.

The Silkworm, when first hatched, is black,
and does not exceed in length one fourth of
an inch. The desire for food is the first

symptom it exhibits of life, nnd at this period
it is more active than at any other. When
abont eight days have elapsed after its hatch-
ing, its head becomes considerably enlarged,
and it turns sick, refuses food, and remains
in a state of lethargy for about tliree days.
Tills sickness would appear to arise from the
pressure of the animal’s skin, which has
become too tight for the increased bulk of its

body. Indeed, the very great difference in
the size of the worm, from the beginning to
the end of its caterpillar state, is so great,
that nature has furnished it with several
skins, each ol' which it casts in succession.
The body is begirt by twelve rings, wliich
approach to or recede from each other, ac-
eording to its motions : there are nine breath-
ing holes on each side of the body ; seven
eyes on each side of the head ; and two small
orifices below the jaw, through which the
worm ejects its silken filament.
The art of making the filamentous sub-

stance available for the use of man, seems to
have originated with the Chinese, and to
have been discovered at a very early period ;

but although the propagation of the Silk-
worm was confined to that country, the raw
material was purchased and manufactured
by the Persians, Tyrians, Indians, &c. for a
long time before any attempt was made to
establish it in Europe, For many ages silk

bore an enormous price at Rome ;' but aliout
the middle of the sixth century, during the
reign of ,Iustinian, two monks arrived at
Constantinople from India, bringing with
them the white mulberry, and the eggs of
the Silkworm. This, however, is not the
place for pursuing the history of the silk

manufacture, or wc might trace its |>rogress

from the East to Greece, nnd thenee through
Italy, Spain, and France, where the culture
of the iniilherr3--lrec, and the attention paid
to the rearing of Silkworms, still form a moiil

Important feature in the industrial resources
of the country.

“ I was occupied the other daj’,” says Mr.
.Icssc, in his ‘Gleanings,’ “in reflecting on
the benefits accruing to mankind from a

remarkable instinct im)>resscd h.v the great
Creator on that insignilieant insect the .stilk-
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worm. What warmth and comfort does it

: afford to us I How useful, convenient, and
I

elegant, is the clothing we derive from it I

I
But this is not all. Let us, for one moment,

; consider how many thousands of persons are

I
indebted to it for almost their very existence,

j

in consequence of the employment it affords
I to man in nearly every country of the known
;

world. There is, however, another striking
! and interesting peculiarityattending the Silk-

; worm. It is this ; that while the caterpillars
' of all the other tribes of moths and butter-

i flies, when they have arrived at a certain
; state of maturity, show a restless disposition,

. and wander about and hide themselves in a
! variety of places in order to spin their co-

coons, preparatory to their making their

esca[)c as hloths, &c., the Caterpillar of the
Silkworm, on the contrary, is content to

remain stationary in the open tray, or box,
i in which it may be placed. After consuming
i

its Immediate supply of mulberry leaves, it

; waits for a further quantity ; and when the
period arrives for spinning its cocoon, instead

' of showing any migratory disposition, it

I
seems to place itself with confidence under

I
the care of man to provide it with a suitable

' place for its convenience and protection. In
the fly or moth state, the female is quite
incapable of flight ; and the male, although
of a much lighter make, and more active,

can fly but very imperfectly. Tills latter

circumstance insures to us the eggs for the
following season, thus completing the adap-
tation of the insect in its different stages to

the purposes it is destined to fulfil for our
advantage. To my mind this striking pecu-

r liarity in the habits of the Silkworm illus-

trates the care and kindness of the Almighty,
in thus making an apparently insignificant

insect the means of so many important bene-
fits to man."

SILT'RIO/E. A family of Malacoptery-
gions fishes, of which the genus Silm-tm is

the type. They are chiefly distinguished
by the want of true scales, having merely a
naked skin, or large osseous plates. The
species included in tliis group ore mostly

Bll.'inoS OUSMIS,

, river-fish, of considerable size, inhabiting
i warm climates. Many of them have the

i

first ray of the pectoral fin very strong and
bony ; and the fish can, at pleasure, lay it

flat on the IxMly, or keep it fixed In a i>er-

! i>endicuhir direction, in which case it 1)C-

I
corne l a formiilable wca|)on, capable of in-

:
tlicting very severe wounds.

|i The only known Kiiropcan species of the

! SiluritUK is the SluiiL' CIi.a.m.s, a fish of very
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large size, found in the lakes of Switzerland,
the Danube, the Wolga, the Elbe, and other
large rivers in the north of Europe ; as also

in many of the fresh waters of Asia and
Africa. It sometimes grows to the length of
from six to eight feet, and to the weight of
SOOlbs. The head is broad and flat

;
the

body thick and of a lengthened form, with
the abdomen very thick and short ; the
mouth very large and wide, and on each 1

side of the upper lip is a long barbule ; the
‘

jaws are circular, the lower one the longest,
j

and both furnished with numerous small in-

curved teeth. The back is round, of a dark I

green
;
paler below : and the whole body

covered with dark irregulary-formed spots.

Mr. Yarrell observes, that “ the Silurus is

represented as sluggish in its habits, and a
slow swimmer, taking its prey by lying in
wait for it, in a manner somewhat similar to

the Angler (Loj/hms) ; hiding itself in holes
or soft mud, and apparently depending upon
the aceidental approach of fishes or other
animals, of which its long and numerous
barbules may be at the same time the source
of attraction to the victims, and the means
of warning to the devourer. From its own
formidable size, it can have but few enemies
in the fresh water j and from them its dark
colour, in addition to its habit of secreting
itself either in holes or soft mud, would be
a sufficient security. In sin ing tne male and
female may be seen together, about the
middle of the day, near the banks or edges
of the water, but soon return to their usual
retreats. The ova when deposited are green;
and the young are excluded between the
sixteenth and nineteenth days. The flesh of
the Silurus is white, fat, and agreeable to
many persons os food, particularly the part
of the fish near the tail ;

but on account of
its being luscious, soft, and difficult to digest,

it is not recommended to those who have
'

weak stomachs. In the northern countries
of Europe, the flesh is preserved by drying, I

and the fat is used as lard.” I

The Ei.KCTmc.VL SiLunus, or M,M.,vrTE-
Rl'itus, which inhabits the Nile, the Senegal, 1

and .other African rivers, is from ten to fif-

teen inches in length : the head very broad
and depressed

; on the upper lip two cirri,

on the lower fonr ; teeth small and numerous.
It appears to derive the power of giving
electrical shocks from a particular tissue

situated Itctwccn the skin of the sides and
the muscles. It possesses this electric or
galvanic [lOwcr, however, in a much slighter
degree than the Torpeilo.

SILVER-FISH. A well-known small
species of the Carp tribe. [See Goun-i'isii.]

SILVER-LINE [MOT IIS]. A name ap-
plied by collectors to Moths of the genus
IJylophUa [Cm.<)Koi-noK.t].

SILVER-KINGLET [BUTTERFLY]. A
name applied by collectors to Butterflies of
the species llipjmrdmt hero.

SIMIA. The generic name applied by
I.inna!us to all the diflerent species of quad-
rumanouB Mammals, cx&’pt the Lemurs,
They arc divided Into numerous sub-gcucra;
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;

but the term Simia is no longer used, except
by some modern naturalists to the Orang-
outang. [See Ape, Monkey, &c.]

SIMXJXnjM,or SAND-FLY. An extreme-
ly troublesome Dipterous insect, respecting

1 which, in its diiferent stages, Mr. Newman
j

furnishes the following information :—
“ The eggs of the Simulia or Sand -fly appear
to be at present unknown

;
there is, however,

little doubt that, like those of other gnats,
they are deposited on the surface of the
water, and in that situation are hatched by
the warmth of the sun combined with the
moisture of the water. The larva is found
on the stems of water-plants liPhellandrium,
&c.), on those portions which are always
covered by the water. It is long, cylindri-
cal, considerably thickened posteriorly, and
nearly transparent ; its head is distinctly
separated from the body, and is of an oblong
form

; it has four jaws moving horizontally,
each bifid at the tip, and two little horns in
the usual place of antenna:, inserted in the
front of the head, rather towards each side :

each of these is composed of two joints, the
first or basal joint stout, the second or apical
one divided into many rays, which fold back
on the first joint : there are two very small
eyes on each side of the head. The body of
the larva is divided iuto twelve segments,
besides the head ; of these, the second is in-
crassated, and furnished below with a retrac-
tile c(jnical foot j the last segment is very
minute, and furnished with two small pre-
hensile feet : the air-tubes, so very plainly
seen in other aquatic larvfe, are totally

wanting : neither is there the least appear-
ance of spiracles or breatliing-holes in the
sides.
“ The motion of the larva in the water is

tolerably brisk ; but on any object coming
in contact with it, it instantly becomes mo-
tionless, attaches itself by the anterior pre-
hensile foot, and remains for a long time
perfectly still and immovable. When it

moves from one place to another, its progres-
sion is undulating, somewhat like that of a
leech, being performed in this manner:—
the anterior foot is firmly attached to some
object, then the posterior pair of feet are
brought up to it, the back arching up during
the operation ;

the anterior foot then releases

its hold ;
the body is again elongated, the

foot attached further on, and the posterior

ftet again brought up to it. The food of the
larva is uuknown : when full gro^vn, it spins

a little silken sheath, in shape like a watch-
pocket, which is attached to the plant fre-

quented by tire larva, and in this it shortly

changes to a pupa in an upright position :

the case being always open at top, the head
and shoulders of the pupa arc seen project-

ing above it. The pupa much resembles

that of a moth : it is perfectly motionless, of

a brown colour, and exhibits very distinctly

the parts ofthe perfect insect through its skin :

from the back of its head arise, on each side,

four hair-likc appendages ; these arc tubular,

and appear to be designed for brcatliing.

About the Cth of July the little creature

1

bursts from its sbeath ;
the case of the chry-

!
sal is opens in a right line down the back.

and the perfect insect emerges through the
opening, surrounded by a bubble of air, and
slowly begins to unfold its wings under the
water ; finally, its skin being cast, and ma-
turity attained, the imago disengages itself

from its former habitation, and mounts
within its bubble to the surface of the water,
when the bubble bursts, and the creature,
with its new organs, has acquired a new
element. The imago is a small black fly,

with two large transparent wings, which,
when at rest, repose horizontally on its back i

moderately long legs, and short stout an-
tennae : it flies with case, and somewhat
sportively, rising and falling. In this country
it is found in the damp parts of woods, and

j

other similar situations ; but, happily, in
very limited numbers.” — “ The Siniulium
seems to have adopted the world for its

country : no known land appears to be
without it; all temperatures suit it— the
polar snows and the blaze of tropical sands.
Yet all the flies of which travellers complain
as so dreadfully annoying, are not Simulia;—many of our commonest gnats have a
similar taste for blood. Although, from what

!

is related, there can be no doubt that the
i

blood of man is an acceptable food to the
1

Simulia, yet it is remarkable that the great-
est multitudes of these creatures inhabit
those bleak, inhospitable, and almost inac-
cessible regions where the foot of man seldom
treads, and where other warm-blooded ani- ;

mals are scarcely known to exist. It is

clearly ascertained that the female Simuliip
|

alone suck the blood of man ; the males
i

spend their lives among the leaves of trees,
'

or settle on flowers, from which they appear i

to derive nutriment : it is therefore far from !

impossible that, on the failure .of animal, the
females may also have recourse to vegetable
food.”

—

Hist, of Insects. 1

SIPHONAPTERA. A name given by !

Latreille to an order of insects, including
;

those Apterous species wliich have a mouth .

in the form of a siphon,
|

SIPITONABIA. A genus of Mollusca, !

the shell of which greatly resembles the
1

Patella in shape. The animal has no ten-
|

tacula or visible eyes. They are found on
[

the coasts of South America, Australia, and i

in the Mediterranean.
|

SIPnONOBRANCIIIATA. The name
of an order of Gastcroi>odous Mollusca, in-

cluding those in which the branchial cavity i

terminates in a tube or siphon, by which the !

respiratory current of water is received and '

expelled.
j

SIPnONOSTOM.k. An order of Crus-
;

tacea, all of which are parasitic u|K>n Fishes,

aquatic Batrachia, itc., comprehending those

which have a siphon-shaped mouth for sue-

tion.
j

SIPTiNCULUS. The name of a genus of

worms which conceal themselves in the sands

of the sea-shore, and occasionally protrude

their heads from tlie orifice. They arc much
sought after by the fishermen, who use them,
like the Common Lob-worm (.trenicola

I'iscatorum), as baits for their hooks. Some
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certain seasons, in such abundance that they
become objects of popular dread. The larv£E

have six feet, with the posterior extremity
of the body terminated in a point ; they live

in wood, where they spin a cocoon and
undergo their transformations. The Sirex
fiigas has sometimes, tliougli rarely, occuiTed
in this country, and is as large as a Hornet.

SISKIN, or ABERDEVINE. (Carduelis
spinus.) A song-bird, very similar in colour
and general appearance to the green variety
of the canary, though somewhat more duskj'

on the back and head. It is a lively and
persevering songster ; soon becomes familiar

of them attach stony particles to their skin,
by a glutinous exudation, so as to cover it

with a hard crust, resembling that formed by
some Annelida.

SIREN. A genus of remarkable Batra-
chian reptiles, peculiar to the Southern
provinces of the United States. They have
an elongated form, nearly like tliat of eels,

three braneliial tufts on each side ; only one
pair of feet ; a flattened head, and obtuse
muzzle ; eye very small ; the ear concealed;
lower jaw armed with a homy sheath aud
several rows of small teeth ; the upper jaw
toothless ; but numerous small, retroverted
teeth occur on the palatal region. The
anomalous organization of this reptile, and
its apparent relationship with different fa-

milies, rendered it for a long time doubtful
to which it belonged. At length Cuvier
satisfactorily estabUsIied, that the Siren was
a reptile sui generis, wliich never could have
hind feet, and whose bony framework dif-

fered especially from tliat of the Sala-
manders ; that there was no probability that
it ever changed its form or lost its branchioi;
and that the Siren is consequently a trae
ampliibian, which respires at will throughout
its life, either in the water by means of
branchiae, or in the air by means of lungs.
The same naturalist add.s, that it is to the
Salamanders tliat the Sirens approach most
nearly by tlie stmeture of the head, al-

though neither the general form nor the
proportions of the parts have so near a
similarity. The A.xolotl belongs to a closely
allied genus. [See jVxolotp.]

SIREX : SIRICIDiE. A genus and fa-

mily of Ilyraenoptcrous insects, of which the

I

Sirex gigas may be taken as a type. They
' liave the antenna: jointed, and inserted near
;

tlic forehead ; the mandibles toothed inter-
nally; the maxillarj' palpi very small, nearly
conical, and two-jointed, with the extremity

. of the abdomen prolonged into a horn, and
the oviiiositor exserted and formed of three
threads. These insects arc of large size, and

sinix oinss.

generally iniialiit pine forcst.s in cold and
mountainous countries, and produce during

I

tiiglit a buzzing noise like that of the Iliim-

I
ble-bces. In those countries tlicy appear, in

SISKIN OR ABURDEVINE
; MAI.E AND ITEMALE.

(OARDDEI.IS SPINOS.)

when in captivity, and is often paired witli
the canary-bird. It breeds in Sweden,
Norway, tlie nortli of Germany, and some-
times in tlie Highlands of Scotland, visiting
England only in the autumn and winter.
In most jilaccs they arc migratory, but do
not seem to observe regular periods, as tlicy

arc sometimes seen in large, and at other
times in very small numbers. Buffon ob-
serves that these immense flights happen
only once in the course of three or four
years. They conceal their neat with much
art. In some iiarts of the south of England
it is called the Barley-bird, being seen about
tliat seed-time : and in tlie nciglibourhood
of London it is known by the name of the
Aberdevine.

8ITTA. The Linnrean name of a genns
of birds, of wliieh the Nutliatch is the type.
[See Nuthatch.]

SKATE, (,/laia bnfis.) This fish, the
true Skate, In jiroportlon to its bulk, is the
thinnest of any of the Uitiailw as well os the
largest, some being known to weigh near two
hundred pounds. The breadth of the body
is to its length nearly us four to three. The
nose is conical

;
and above the eyes there Is



a set of sharp spines. The whole upper
part is of a dull broivn colour, sometimes
streaked with blaek j the lower part is of a
dusky white, marked with many small black
spots i and the jaws are covered with small
granulated but sharp-pointed teeth. The
tail is of a moderate length, and two fins

near its extremity ; along the top of it there
is one row of spines, and on the edges a few
more are irregulatly dispersed. In the
males of this species the fins are full of
spines. The females are generally called
Maids i and fishermen distingiush the fe-

males of the three species of most frequent
occurrence by the names of Skate Maid,
Thornback kfaid, and Homelyn Maid,

—

frequently calling the old male of the Skate
with his two long appendages the Three-
tailed Skate. It is a very voracious fish,

and commits great havoc among numbers of
the finny tribe and Crustacea. It is found
on the coast of Scotland, among the Orkneys,
in many parts of the Irish coast, and on the
British coasts from Cornwall to Kent.

The Ti.avpkr Skate. (Haia intermedia.)
Tins species is distinguished from Raia batis,

in the upper surface of the body being per-
fectly smooth, without granulations, and of

a dark olive colour spotted with white ; in

the dorsal fins being more remote from each
other, and in the anterior margins of tlie pec-
torals being rather more concave, giving the
snout a sliarper appearance.

SKIPPER. A name commonly applied
to the Mackerel Pike, or Saury Pike (Scom-
beresox saurns). They are gregarious fishes j

and are followed and preyed upon by Por-
poises, and also by the Tunny, and other

large members of tlie Esocidue or Mackerel
family.

SKIPPER [BUTTERFLIES]. A name
applied to several species of Butterflies, of
tlie genera Thymele and Pamphila.

SKUA GULL. [See Gui-l.]

SKUNK. iMcpliitis Americana.) A car-
nivorous animal of the genus Mephitis inha-
biting botli North and South America. It

lias sliort round ears, black cheeks, and a
white stripe extending from the nose to tlie

back. The upper part of the neck and the

w'hole back are wliite, divided at the bottom
by a black line, commencing at the tail, and
passing a little way up the back. The belly

aaosK

—

a-ikiitoana.)

and legs are black ; tlie tail is very full of

longcoarsc bair, generally black, sometimes
tipt with wliitc i and the claws are long,

like those on the fore feet of tlie badger.

This animal is remarkable for the intolera-
ble odour of the secretion from its glandular
pouches, which it has the power of ejecting
on its pursuers, and serves us a most com-
plete means of defence ; the least quantity
of it being enough to produce nausea and
a sense of suffocation. Clothes that are in-
fected with this smell retain it for many
weeks ; and nothing, it is said, will render
them sweet, but burying them for a time
in the fresh earth. As soon as the animals
are dead, the glands from which this vapour
issues are cut away, and the flesh, then un-
tainted, is eaten by the American Indians,
who say the flavour much resembles that of
a young pig. There are several species of
this genus, all of tiiem American. .

SKY-LARK. [See Lark.] !

SLOTH, or AI. iBradypm torquatue.) !

An herbivorous Edentate quadruped, of
most uncouth appearance, treated by Buffon
as one whose existence must be a burthen to

it, from its imperfect formation ; but though
uncouth and apparently disproportioned, it :

is found on examination that the organization I

and habits of the Sloth are as completely
adapted to each other, as are those of any

|

other animal. It is true that the arms or
\

fore legs are nearly twice as long as the
hinder pair

;
and that when it attempts to :

walk on the ground, the action is most awk-
ward and laborious : but when we consider '

that the Sloth is formed to live not on the
ground but in trees, and not on the branches i

j

of trees, like the squirrel, but under them, I

! the complete adaptation of its whole struc- ;

ture to its mode of life becomes apparent.
;

No man had a better opportunity of observ-
j

ing this animal than kir. Waterton, during
j

I

his long residence in the wildsof South Ame-
' rica ; and he, a close observer and just rca-

soner, tlius writes :
“ He moves suspended 1

from the branch, he rests suspended from i

the branch, and he sleeps suspended from the i

branch. Hence his seemingly bungled com-
|

position is at once accounted for ; and in '

lieu of tlie Sloth leading a painful life, and
,

entailing a miserable existence upon its j>ro- i

i geny, it is but fair to conclude that it just
i enjoys life ns much os any other animal, and

!

i
that its extraordinary formation and singular
habits are but further proofs to engage us

to admire the wonderful works of Omni-
potence.” They bring forth and suckle
their young like ordinary quadrupeds s and
tlie young Sloth, from the moment of its

birth, adheres to the body of its parent till it

acquires sufficient size and strength to shift

• for itself. Tlie head of the Sloth is short,

the face small and round, the hair coarse and
shaggy, differing considerably in colour in

different individuals, but resembling, in

general, dry withered gross or moss. Its

powerful claws, and the peculiarly enduring
strength of its long arms, make very efficient

weapons of defence against the large snakes

by whom it is often attacked. It has some-
times been brought to this country ; a speci-

men was in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's
Park, in 184f>.

The following is Dr. Lund's account of tne

Thi!KK-tokd Si.otii ilSradi/piis torquatut),
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which he kept in his house for a considerable
time. “ This animal climbs with remarkable
surencss and aptitude, although, as is well
known, with a degree of slowuess which,
however, may be called rapidity in com-

;

parison with its terrestrial movements. The
;

manner in which it moves is this :— Lying
i on its belly with all its four extremities
' stretched out from its body, it first presses
! one of its hind feet with all its might against

I

the ground, whereby tlie corresponding side

[

of tlie body is a little raised. The fore leg

THna»-TOED SLOTH.
(BBAUYPDS TORilOATOS.)

on the same side thus becomes sufficiently
free for the animal to advance it a trifle for-
ward. It then hooks its powerful claws fast
in the earth, and so drags its body a little

onwards. The same manoeuvre is next re-
peated on the opposite side ; and thus tlie

poor creature progresses in tlie slowest and
most laborious manner possible. But in
proportion as the Sloth's organization unfits
it for terrestrial progression, is it wonder-
fully adapted to climbing trees. Witli its

: long arms it reaches high up, aud clings fast
. to the branches with its strong crooked claws.

;
The inverted position of the soles of its hind

I

feet gives it a jiower of grasping the trunk
of the tree which no other mammal possesses.
So that truly when we see it climbing a tree,

:
we can scarcely believe it to be the same ani-

.
mal that lies so helpless on the ground.

I

Hence we see that the Sloth's organization
;
is entirely adapted for living in trees. Com-

' pared with the slowness of Its motions, it is
i the liest climlier among mammals, while it

is the worst walker ; or rather, it is the only
mammal that can neither walk nor stand.”

I SLOW- WORM. [Sec Bi.i!»I)-wokm.]

SLUG. {Umax.) A naked mollusc, of
the ortler Pulmimea, family Limacitue. 'The
common small gray Slug {Limax cinereus)

! Is too well known os a destniclive pest in
our gardens to need much describing. It

' has a prominent heoil, with four lentacula
;

and at the end of the longer pair the eyes
are situated. These tentocula can be drawn

inwards, by a process resembling the inver-
sion of the finger of a glove. On the back
there is a kind of shield or disc, formed by
tbe mantle, and which covers the pulmonary
sac

;
and the head can be partially cou-

VAR'ROATEI) SLOG,—(l tMAX VARIEQATUS.)

traded or withdrawn beneath it. In the
mouth is an upper jaw only, of a crescent
form, and toothed, which enables it to
devour with voracity herbs and fruits. The
stomach is elongated, simple, and mem-
branous. Its progress on the ground may
easily be traced by the slime which it leaves
in its track.

The Black Slug, whose appearance in
our fields and meadows in the summer sea-
son is considered as an indicatiou of ap-
proaching rain, feeds on the leaves of differ-

ent kinds of plants, and is in all respects
except its size and colour, similar to the
preceding.
Another species, called the Testacella,

(T. Aaliofidea), which feeds largely on earth-
worms, has the respiratory aperture, and the
anus, near the posterior extremity ; where
their mautle, which is very small, is also
placed, and contains a small car-shaped shell
which does not equal one tenth the length of
the body. This animal is abundant in the
south of France, and has been lately intro-
duced into the gardens of this country, where
it is said to be rapidly multiplying.

SMELT. iOsmerus epcrlanus.) A small
but delicious Malacoptcrygiousfish, inhabit-
ing the salt water about the mouths of rivers,

and in its habits resembling the salmon. All
parts of the mouth are armed with long and
pointed teeth, and there are four or five upon
the tongue. The body is long and somewhat
compressed ; the eyes large and round ; and
the under Jaw longest. The European Smelt
is from four to eight inches long ;

the head
and body are semi-transparent, with the
most brilliant tints of green, and silvery :

all the fins pale yellowish white ; the cuds
of the caudal rays tipped with black. The

auai.r. (osuxitoti KranLANoa.)

Smelt inhabits fresh water from August to
May. After spawning in the beginning of
April, they return to the sea. In August
the fry arc found about three inches long,
swimming near the surface in shoals in the
rivers, ascending and descending with the
tide, when the adult fish arc aguiti visiting



the fresli water. The Smelt is generally in
great request from its delicate and pecu-
liar flavour. Its well-known cucumber-like
smeil is very powerful when they are first
taken out of the water. Tliey are taken
both on our eastern and western coasts, and
are abundant in the Thames and Medway.
The AriEKECAir Smept (,Osnicrus viricles-

cens) is considered a difierent species. The
body is long, green on the back, and silvery-
white on the sides. It iiiliabits tire coasts of
New England, and as far as tire Hudson, but
is unknown farther south.

SMEW. {Mergus albeHus.) This is a
web-footed bird, about the size of a Wigeon,
which seldom visits tiiis country except in
very severe winters. It has a bill nearly
two inches long, of a dusky blue, thickest at
tire base, and tapering into a more slender
and narrow shape towards the point. On
eaclr side of the head is an oval-shaped black
patch, glossed witli green ; under side of the
crest black ; the otlrer parts of the head and
neck wliite : the breast, belly, and vent are
also white, excepting a curved l)lack line on

i
each side of the upper part of the breast, and
similar marks on the lower part : the back,
the coverts on tlie ridge of tlie wings, and
tile primary quills are black ; the secondaries
and greater coverts tipped with white ; the
middle coverts and scapulars white

; and tlie

sides, under the ivings to the tail, are varie-
gated and crossed witli dark waved lines.

Tlie legs and feet are of a bluish lead colour.
This species is easily distinguislied from its

congeners by its black and white piebald

nOOUED SMEW. — (Msaoua odooplatcts.)

appearance. Our figure represents a most
beautiful species, the Hooded Smew (Mer-
gii.i ciicullalmX which is common in North
America, but only accidentally found in

Europe. [See Mekoansku.]

SNAIL. Tiic Garden Snail (,JfcJLv asper-

80). n-nd its allies, constituting the family

llclicUIw, are closely allied to the Slugs in

1
organization, and diflcr' from tliem in little

else than in their being inclosed in a siicll,

which is univalve, spiral, sub-pellucid, and
brittle, and has a semilunar aperture. Its

head is furnished with four tcntucula ;
on

the superior pair the eyes arc iilaced ) while

the inferior pair have no visual organs, l»ut
|

seem more exclusively adapted to the jier-
;

ception of tactile impressions. Both the
j

upper and lower tentacula are retractile, and '

can be completely inverted so as to be wiili-

drarvn into the interior of the body. Each
tentacle is a hollow fiexible cylinder. When
partially retracted, the extremity of the or-

gan is drawn inwards, and two c3'lindcrs arc
thus formed, one wltliin the other : if the '

outer cylinder is elongated, os in protruding
I

' the tentacle, it is at tlie expense of the inner
;

]

one
i
and, on the contrary, the inner cylin-

J

I

der, when the organ is retracted, is length- !

ened as the other becomes shorter. Snails
'

lay eggs, and carefully bury them in the i

ground. These eggs are very numerous,
| |

round, semi-transparent, about the size of a i

small pea, and covered with soft sliells : they
j

are also united to each other bj- an imper-
;

ceptible slime. When the Snail leaves tlie
i

egg, it is observed with a very small shell on ;

its back, having only one whorl ; but, in
'

proportion as it grows, the shell increases in i

tlie numberof its spiral turns. Theaddltioii ‘

is always at the mouth, the first centre still i

remaining ; the animal sending furtli from
its body that slime which hardens into a

|

calcareous substance, and is still fosliioncd
|

into similar convolutions. Thus fitted with !

its covering, whicli is light and firm, the
;

Snail finds itself well defended from.cxtemal 1

injury; and it has oiilj- to retire into its
|

fortress to escape impending danger. It de- i

rives its chief subsistence from tlie leaves of
plants and trees, and, altliough verj- vora-

,

clous, is extremely delicate in its chotce.

When in quest of food, it moves forward by
|

means of that broad muscular skin, which
:

is sometimes seen iirojectiiig be.vond the
|

mouth of the shell : this is expanded before,
,

and then contracted with a- kind of undu-
;

lating motion. It is also able to ascend in

a perpendicular direction, and has its pro-
;

gross facilitated by means of that viscous

excretion which it emits whenever it moves.
On this glutinous matter it can proceed
slowly and in safety along a rugged i>ath,

or ascend trees and fences for the puriiose

of feeding ; and it also descends bj- the same
aid, ivithout danger of falling and injuring
its shell. ;

At the approach ofwinter the Snail buries i

itself in the earth, or retires to some hole,

where it continues in a tori>id state during '

the severity of the season : thus it sometimes
lies torpid for six or seven months, till the

j

genial warmth of spring awakens it to a
|

state of activity ; when it quickly makes
|

iatnends for its long abstinence bv feasting
|

on every vegetable substance that falls in its i

wav. Before, however, they commence this
j

inactive state of existence. Snails close the i

mouth of their shells with an cpipliragmn

(or covering, not attached to or forming a

part of the animal), which, stopping it up
entirely, protects it from every external in-

jury : It is composed of a whitish substance

somewhat rc.scnibliii;j plaster. In the centre
]

is an exceedingly minute orifice, coinmtiiii- :

eating with the lungs ; and this minute hole, i

though not large enough to admit a droii of
j

water, is of sullicicnt capacity for the i>as-
j



sage of air. The multiplication of Snails is

at times prodigious ; and it is uniformly ob-
served that a rainy season contributes much
to their increase. It has been asserted, and
on aiiparently good authority, that Snails
have been known to revive after remaining
in torpidity a number of years ; and they
also possess extraordinary powers of repro-
duction, being able to renew almost any
part of the body that has been amputated, or
of the shell that has been broken. This
species of Mollusca is universally diffused :

throughout the continents of Europe, Asia,
and Africa ; in the hottest and coldest eli-

mates ; in the most cultivated as well as in
the most barren situations ; in the forests of

Guiana and Brazil, at the foot of Chimbo-
razo, and even in the great desert of Zahara,
the common Garden Snail will be found.

The Gr.E.tT Vixe S.VAit., or Edible
S.VAiL. illelix pomatia.) This species was
considered by the ancient Romans one of

j

their table lu.xuries, and such great attention
was paid to the mode of feeding them, that
they frequently attained an immense size.

On the shores of the Mcilitcrranean they are
|

still regarded as a valuable article of food, ;

when boiled in the shell, and eaten with
rice : and in some countries, as Switzerland I

and parts of Franee, they form a consider-
able article of commerce. They are fed by

8U&1L.—(HVLTI rOUATIA.)

thousands in places, called escargatoires,
which are made on purpose for them. They
are used, boiled in milk, fur diseases of the
lungs j and are also sent to America from
this country as a delicacy. Some authors
tell us that this species has been introduced
Into this country from abroad ;

while others
suppose it to be indigenous. It is almost
peculiar to chalky and gravelly soils.

Among the members of the family Jlelicidce

one genus deserves especial notice from its

structure. There are only two species known,
Aruuiomn drpretna and AiuitUima glohu-
Irua. “ The peculiarity,” says Mr. Sowerby,
” which distinguishes this genus from all

the other lleliciform Univalves is so extra-
ordinary, that it appears to us to lie de-
serving of particular notice, inasmuch os it

evidences a considerable nltcrntion in the
habit and economy of the animal which pro-
duces it, at the time of its arrival at the last

period of growth, when it forms the reflected
outer lip, and the teeth in the n'lerturc.

Until then, the animal must crawl about
like otlier Snails, with the spire of its siiell

uppermost ; but as soon ns it arrives at ma-
turity, and is about to form its complete
aperture, it takes a reverse position, and
afterwards constantly carries its spire down-

wards.” It is very rare, and is brought from
the East Indies.

SNAKES. Under the words Seiii'ent.s,

Rattlesnake, Boa, IlYDitoriiis, &c., will

be found descriptions of many of the most
formidable among the venomoxis species : we
shall therefore iu this article notice a few of
the CoJiibriclw, all of which are perfectly
innoxious. We commence, then, with the
Common or Ringed Snake (^Coluber nati-ix.')

This species is very common in all parts of
England ; frequenting low moist woods,
damp meadows, and hedgerows in the vici-

nity of water ; feeding upon young birds,

mice, and other small quadrupeds, and li-

zards ; but, in preference to all these, upon
frogs. The Ringed Snake grows to the length
of more than three feet. The head is of an
elegant ovate form, and considerably de-
pressed, the back part broader than the neck.
The teeth are small, curved backwards, as
in all the other innocuous Snakes, arranged
in two series on each side of the jaw both
above and below. Tongue long and flexible,

and bifid to about one third of its length.
The back and sides are covered with small
scales i and the belly with oblong, narrow,
transverse plates. The colour of the back
and sides is dusky or brown ; the upper parts
of the body and head being of a light brown-
ish gray with a green tinge, sometimes ap-
proaching to a dull pale olive : the middle
of the back is marked with two rows of small
black spots, running from head to tail ; and
from them proceed numerous lines of spots
crossing the sides. The plates on the abdo-
men are dusky ; and the scales on the sides
are a bluish white colour, sometimes marbled
with black. On each side of the neck there
is a pale yellow spot

j
and the base ofeach has

a triangular black spot, one angle of which
points downwards. It lays its eggs in dung-
hills and hotbeds, whose heat, aided by that
of the sun, promotes the exclusion of its

young. During the winter these reptiles
resort to the banks of hedges, the hollow
roots of old trees, or some sequestered and
sheltered corner, where they remain, coiled
together, sometimes in considerable numbers,
till, like the other tribes which hybernate, a
warmer season calls them forth to resume
their natural functions.
Mr. Bell remarks, that “ Snakes, like most

other Reptilia, shed their cuticle or outer
skin at greater or less intervals. It is a
mistake to assign a particular period to this

process ; some have stated it to occur once,
some twice in the summer i but I have found
it to depend upon the temperature of the
atmosphere, and on the state of health, and
the more or less frci|uent feeding of the ani-
mal. I have known the skin shed four or
five times during the year. It is always
thrown off by reversing it

i so that the trans-
parent covering of the eyes, and that of the
scales also, arc always found concave in the
cxiivio). Frcviously'to this curious circum-
stance taking iilacc, the whole cuticle be-
comes somewhat opa(|ue, the eyes arc dim,
and the animal is evidently lilind. It also
becomes more or less inactive

i until at
length when the skin is ready to be removed,



being every where detached, and the new
skin perfectly hard underneath, the animal
bursts it at the neck, and creeping through
some dense herbage, or low brushwood, leaves
it attached, and comes forth in far brighter
and clearer colours than before.” At times
a strong fetor proceeds from it j but this
appears to be sexual, or made use of as the
means of annoying its enemies.

The Java Snake. (^Coluher Javaniciis.)
This Snake grows to the length of nine feet,
and is principally seen in the rice fields of
Java. The head is large and flat, and co-
vered with large scaly plates : the mouth is

furnished with double rows of teeth ; but
not being of a poisonous nature, it is destitute
of fangs. From behind the eyes pass two
deep-blue stripes to the upper part of the
neck, where they unite : a third stripe of the
same colour proceeds from the snout to the
occiput, where it divides into two, and sur-
rounds a yellow spot, marked with a few
blue specks. The upper part of the body is

divided, as it were, into squares resembling
a kind of lattice-work, formed by stripes of
bright blue with gold-coloured edges ; the
middle parts of the squares exhibiting
changeable hues of gray, yellow, blue, and
green : each side of the body is also marked
with a row of white spots situated at the
crossings of the blue stripes. It is altogether
a superb species. It devours rats and other
small quadrupeds, birds, &c.

The iEsouLAPiAN Snake. (^Coluber yEs-
culapii.) This is common in most of the
warm parts of Europe, and is nowhere more
frequent than in the neighbourhood ofRome

:

it is therefore not improbable to be the spe-

cies peculiarly consecrated by the ancient
Romans to the benevolent deity whose name
it bears. It is nearly four feet in length, of
a rufous colour on the upper parts, and
marked on each side by a blackish longitu-
dinal band ; the scales on the sides, nearest
the scuta, are white bordered beneath with
black, thus forming a range of small whitish
triangles along each side of the body. In
its general habits it much resembles the Co-
luber natrix or Ringed Snake— The follow-

ing species are all natives of North America.

The Black Snake (.Coluber constrictor)

is found throughout the United States. The
colour is black, inclining to slate colour be-

neath, with the throat and lips white. It

grows to the length of si.x feet ;
the scales

are smooth ; and its motions are rapid

—

The Chain Snake (Coluber octulus)U of a
black and white colour, the black predomi-
nating. The white often forms transverse

lines on the back, which unite on the sides,

tlius forming the semblance of a chain. The
markings are, however, extremely variable i

some being thickly sprinkled all over with
irregularly oval white specks.—The Water
Snake (Coluber sipedon), which is found in

all parts of the United States, is generally

brown on the back, beneath pale, with in-

distinct dark spots ; but the markings vary
exceedingly, and it is often found trans-

versely banded with white. It sometimes
grows to the length of five feet. It frequents

exclusively the borders of streams, and, when
disturbed, often takes refuge in them, and
conceals itself at the bottom The Scarlet
Snake (Coluber coccineus), which is beauti- ‘

fully marked with scarlet, black, and yellow, ’

inhabits the Southern States The Pine
;

Snake. (Coluber melanoleucus.) This species
sometimes attains the length of eight feet

:

the colour whitish, with large blackish spots.
It is common in all the more southern and
western parts of the United States : is of a
gentle disposition, and is sometimes tamed
and kept about houses The Chicke.v :

Snake, or House Snake, (Coluber guttatus)
'

is a beautiful species. The body is elongated, !

somewhat flattened on the back, with smooth
\

scales ; the colour whitish ; a row of large
|

brownish spots, bordered with black, upon 1

the back ; a second series of smaller and
jdarker ones on each side, alternating ndth

the former ; beneath, with small, square,
black specks. The abdominal plates and
sub -caudal scales are very numerous. It
attains a large size, and inhabits all parts of
the United States. Some of the Snakes here
described belong to different subgenera of
Colubridee. We must refer our readers to
the work of Schlegel on Serpents.

SNAKE-FLY. The Snake-flies, or Ita-
phidiadcE, are a group of Neuroptera which
receive their common name from the elon-
gated form of the head and neck, and the
facility with M'hich they move the front of
the body in different directions. They are
mostly to be found in the neighbourho^ of
woods and streams j they are of compara-
tively small size, very active in their motions,
and possess very powerful jaws : they prey
upon other insects inhabiting the same situa-
tions.

SNIPE. (Scolnpax gaVinago.) The com-
mon Snipe is eleven or twelve inches long,
and weighs about four ounces. The bill is

nearly three inches long ; pale brown or
greenish yellow, rather flat and dark at the
tip, and very smooth in the living bird, but
it soon becomes dimpled when the bird is

dead : the head is divided lengthwise by
three reddish or rusty wliitc lines and two of

OOUMON SNllK. — (SOOLOCaX O AI -I-TS AOO, )

black : the chin under the bill is white j
the

neck is a mixture of brown and red : the

breast and abdomen arc white. The scapu-

lars are elegantly striiied lengthwise on one
web, and barred on the other, with black

and yellow : quills dusky, the edge of the

primarie.s, and tips of the secondaries, white,

those next to the back barred with black.
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and pole rufous : the tip of the tail is com-
monly of a pale reddish yellow ; and the
legs pale green. The Snipe frequents marsliy
places and wet meadows, and, in frosty wea-
ther, the edges of rushy hills, where it is

almost constantly digging and nibbling in
the soft mud. Their food consists of worms,

I

insects, slugs, &c., which abound in such
I places. In these retreats, when undisturbed,
! the Snipe walks leisurely, with its head erect,

and at intervals moving its tail. When dis-

I turbed, it usually springs, and takes flight

beyond the reach of the gun, turning nimbly
in a zigzag direction for two or tliree hun-

,

dred paces, and sometimes soaring almost

I'
out of sight.

! .
The Snipe, like the Woodcock, shuns the

! extremes of heat and cold, by keeping upon
' the bleak moors in summer, aud seeking the
i shelter of the valleys in winter. In severe
, frosts and storms of snow, driven by the ex-
I tremity of the weather, they seek the un-

j
frozen boggy places, springy rills, or any open

^
streamlet of water, and there they will some-

‘ times sit till nearly trodden upon before they
will take to flight. Although it is well
known that numbers of Snipes leave Great
Britain in the spring, and return in the
autnmn, yet it is equally well ascertained
that many constantly remain and breed in
various parts of the country ; for their nests
and young ones have been so often found as
to leave no doubt of the fact. The female
makes her nest (which is very inartiflcially

composed of withered grasses and a few fea-
thers) in some retired spot, generally under

; the stump of an alder or willow. The eggs,

I which are large and generally four in number,

I

are pale-yellowish or greenish-white with
I

rather elongated rusty spots at the big end.

I

Sir Humphrey Davy describes the parent
birrls as exceedingly attached to their young,

, and says that if any one approach their nest,

I

they make a loud and drumming noise above
i the head of the intruder, as if to divert his

j
attention. The young birds run off soon

I

after they leave the shell, but they arc at-

I tended by their parents until their bills have

I

acquired a suSicient firmness to enable them
|J to provide for themselves. The Snipe is a
i very fat bird, but its fat does not cloy, and
I

very rarely disagree-s even with the weakest
stomachs. It is much esteemed os a delicious
and well-flavoured dish.

!
The .lACK-S.vire, or JemcocK, (ScoJopnjc

i gnllinula), in its figure and plumage very
i much resembles the Snipe ; but it seldom

exceeds two ounces in weight, or is above
• eight inches and a half in length. The hill

' is lilock at the tip, and light towards the base.

A block streak passes over the head length-

j

wise ! and another of a yellowish colour over
; eai'heye. Tlie neck is white, spotted with
brown and pale red. The scapulars and

I

tcrtials are very long and beautiful ; being
i bordered on theirexterior edgeswith a stripe

of yellow, and the inner webs streaked with
' bright rust colour on a bronze ground, re-

flecting shades of purple and green. The
rump IS glossy violet ; the abdomen and
vent white i the tail dark brown, edged with

'

I

rust colour ; legs dull green. In its general

habits tills bird resembles the common Snipe

:

it feeds upon the same kinds of food, lives

and breeds in the same swamps and marshes,
and conceals itself from the sportsman with
as great circumspection, among the rushes or
tufts of coarse grass. It differs, however, in
this, that it seldom rises from its lurking
place until it is almost trampled upon, and,
when flushed, does not fly to so great a
distance. It seldom abandons for any length
of time the place it has once fixed upon ; and
though roused from it, and fired at re-

peatedly, perhaps, through the day, neither
the noise nor any sense of danger seems to

alarm it j and if we should seek for the little

Judcock on the following morning, in all

likelihood we should find it at its spring
again.

SNOUT [MOTHSJ. A name applied by
collectors to various Moths, of the genera
llypena, Crambus, and Cledeobia,

SNOW-BUNTING. The Emberiza M-
valis. [See Bunting.]

SNOW-GOOSE. [See Goose.]

SOLAN-GOOSE. [See Gannet.]

SOLDIER BEETLE. [See Telepiio-
KUS.]

SOLE. (_P!eurone.ctes solea.) This well-
known and much esteemed fish is most
abundant on the sandy shores all round our
coast, where it keeps close to the bottom,
preying on the smaller testaceous animals,
and the spawn and fry of other fishes. It is

also an inhabitant of the Northern Baltic,

Mediterranean, and American seas. The
form of the body is a long oval, widest at a
short distance behind the head, becoming
gradually narrower and rather pointed

|

towards the tail. It sometimes grows to the

80T.1E.—(PLHCROHEOTKS BOLEA.)

length of two feet, and to the weight of six

or eight pounds : its general size, however,
is much smaller. Its colour is obscure
brown above, and white beneath ; it is co-
vered with small rough scales of an oblong
form, each terminated by numerous spines,

and very strongly fastened to the skin. The
licad is small j the eyes and mouth of mode-
rate size t both jaws furnished with minute
tectli on the midcr or white side of the fish

only : the eyes small. Soles seldom take
any bait, but arc almost entirely taken by
trawling. At Hastings, Brighton, and the
great fishing station at Brixham in Torbay,
and, indeed, nearly all along the southern
and western coast of England, they are taken
in great numbers. Thejf arc also caught on
various parts of tlic Irish coast: and Mr.

3 II 2
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Yarrel asserts, that eighty-six tliousand
bushels of Soles have been received at Bil-
lingsgate market only within twelve months 1

Next to the Turbot this fish is considered as
the most delicate of the genus, and is by
many even prei'erred to the former ; the flesh
being remarkably firm, white, and well-
flavourcd : those of moderate size are in
general most esteemed.
There are several varieties, as the Lemon

Sole, the Variegated Sole, the Zebra Sole,
the Silver Sole, &c., none of which are by
any means so abundant as the common spe-
cies jnst described, nor differing from it in
any very important point. There is also the
SoLEXETTE Or Little Sole (Phuronectcs
lingula'), considerable numbers of which are
taken in the trawl nets off Brixham through-
out tlie whole year

; but from their dimi-
nutive size, they are generally throrvn back
into the sea.

SOLENIDjE. Thename given to a family
ofMollusca, distinguished by the great length
of their respiratory tubes. The Solen, or
Razor-shell, is a well-known example. It
has an elongated shell, the hinge being fur-
nished with distinct teeth, and the ligament
altogether external. The animal burrows
in the sand sometimes to the depth of nearly
two feet), into which it sinks rapidly on the
approach of danger

;
and as it very rarely

quits its hole, its movements are nearly li-

mited to an ascent or descent in it. This it

accomplishes by means of its foot, which it

attenuates into a point when it is about to

bore, and afterwards contracts into a rounded
form, so as to fix it by its enlargement when
it deshes to rise. In places where they

KAZOH-SHKr.X,.—(SOLF.N VAGINA.)

abound, they are sought after as bait for

fish, and are taken in the following manner.
Although the Solen is an inhabitant of salt

water, yet salt in its pure state appears to

have an irritating effect upon the animal :

the fisherman, therefore, having discovered

its retreat, throws into the hole a small
quantity of salt, wliich generally brings tlie

creature to the surface, when he endeavours
to grasp it firmly ; to do which some address

and quickness are required ; but should he
fail, and the animal make good its retreat,

tliere is no other way to capture it than to

dig it out of the sand : for it is cither in-

sensible to the additional irritation, or its

instinct of self-preservation teaches it to

remain beneath. Wlien the tide is low the

burrow of the Solen is often recognized l>y

the little jet of water which tlie animal
tlirows out, when alarmed liy tlie shaking of

the sand occasioned by tlie motion of tlie

fisherman atiove. Some species are common
on tlie English coast ;

others come from
India. America, &c. One of the Indian va-

rieties is rcmarkalilc forits beautiful colour ;

tlie shell under the epidermis being of a
delicate violet, striped witli wliite.

SOLITAIRE. The name given to an
j

extinct species of Dodo : also the name ap-
plied in Jamaica to a species of Thrush.
[See Ptilogoxys.]

SOREX : SORICID^. The name given
'

by Cuvier to a genus and family of noctur-
nal insectivorous quadrupeds, of which the
Slirews or Shrew-mice are the type. [See ,

Shrew.]
j

SOXISLIK. (Spermophilus cilillue.') A
pretty little Rodent quadruped allied to the
ilarmots, but distinguished by having cheek-
pouches in which it stores awa)- seeds and
nuts. It is not uncommon in different parts
of Germany and Russia, and seems to vary

.

considerably in markings. This species and
its congeners lay up, for the winter, seeds,

SOUSI.TK.—fsPERMOPtnLDS CITILLOS.)

acorns, nuts, and beech-mast, which they
carry to tlieir burrows. Pennant informs us
that in the more primitive time.s, when
foreign furs were scarcer than they are now,
the ladies in Bohemia made cloaks of^he
skins of Sousliks ; and they are sometimes
used to line articles of dress even at the
present time. In the Fauna Boreali-Ame-
ricana, Sir John Richardson has described
several species of Spermophjlus from North
America.

SPiVNIEL. (Canis {familiaris'] ancu/a-
rius . ) The nahie given to several varieties or

distinct breeds of tlie canine race, all more or
less elegant ; tlie distinguishing characters
of which are,— that the muzzle is rather
broad ; the ears remarkably long and full ;

the hair plentiful, and beautifully waved,
particularly that of the cars, tail, and hinder
parts of the thighs and legs. The prevailing
colour is liver .and white; sometimes red and
white, or black and white ;

and sometimes
deep brown, or black on the face and breast,

with a tan spot over each eye. England
has been famous for producing dogs of this

sort, particular care having been taken to

preserve the breed in its utmost inirity ; so

that notwithstanding the name Spaniel is

supposed to be derived from Spain, it is

more than probable that the English Spaniel

(the most common and useful breed) is in-

digenous. The fond attachment and timid
submission of the Spaniel are proverbial ;

there arc few persons, indeed, who could not
licar witness to the truth of the following

description given by Mr. Bell :
“ If punished,

it receives the chastisement with submission,

and looks in the face of its oflended master
with an expression of humble sorrow for

having been the cause of his anger ; and the

instant that the punishment is over, it comes
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courting the caresses of the hand that had
inflicted tlie stripes, and asking him again
to be received into favour. At the slightest

look of encouragement, its joy at the recon-
ciliation seems to know no bounds, and is

expressed bj’ the liveliest indications of de-
light, jumping and fawning upon the person
of him who had just before been inflicting

bodily pain and mental distress— eapering
roundhim, and barking loudly with ecstasy.’’

The Sprixgek is a small and elegant breed,
generally red and white, with black nose and
palate. In this elegant variety length of
ears and a small head are essential points.
—The Water Spaxiels, large and small,
differ only from the common Spaniel in the
roughness of their coats, and in uniting the
aquatic propensities of the Newfoundland
Dog with the fine hunting qualities of their
own race The beautiful breed known as

King Charles’s ore highly prized for their

diminutive size, length of ears, &c. [See
Lap-doo.]

SPARROW. The Common or House-
Sparrow (Pyrgita doviestica) the most fa-
miliar representative of the Pinch tribe(P’n‘n-

giUidee) is so constantly seen in the vicinity
of our habitations, even in the midst of popu-
lous cities, that no person can be ignorant of
its appearance or habits: although it must be
admitted that, as seen in smoky towns, it is

difficult to trace that agreeable variety in
the plumage which distinguishes the male
bird os it hops about among the ricks and
mingles with the poultry in the farm-yard.
This bird is nearly six inches in length, and
of a robust form : bill dusky, eyes hazel ;

the top of the head and back part of the
neck ash gray ; the throat, fore port of the
neck, and space round the eyes black ; the
cheeks whitish ; the breast and all the under
parts pale ash ; the bock, scapulars, and
wing-coverts are reddish brown, mixed with
block— the latter tipped with white, forming
a light bar across the wing

;
tail brown,

edged with gray, find rather forked ; legs
pole brown. The jdumage of the female is

plainer and duller than that of the male

;

SPAariOW.—(PTROITA DOMESTtOA.)

beyond each eye there is a line of white, and
she has no black patch on the throat. Spar-
rows arc iKild and crafty

; and their partiality

to the vicinage of man docs not originate

ii from any social affection on their part, but

, j

Ijecaiisc their chief subsistence is there most
( abundantiy to be found. They follow so-

ciety, and live at its expense : granaries,
boms, court-yards, pigeon-houses, and all

places, in short, where grain is scattered,
being their favoiu-ite resorts. Their voracity
is extreme ; they arc inconveniently familiar,
and their incessant and monotonous note is

fatiguing to the ear. But ifBuffon’s estimate
be true that a pair of Sparrows will destroy
about 4000 caterpillars weekly in feeding
their young, there is good reason to suppose
that they sufficiently repay the trivial

damage they may cause either in the garden
or the field. The Sparrow builds under the
eaves of houses, in holes of walls, &c. j the
nest being made of hay, and lined with
feathers. The female lays five or six eggs
of a reddish white, spotted with brown j and
has generally three broods in the year.
The following characteristic obseivations

on the habits of this well-known bird are
from the pen of Mr. Knapp :—“A dispensa-
tion that exists throughout creation is

brought more immediately to our notice by
the domestic habits of this bird. The na-
tural tendency that the Sparrow has to in-
crease, will often enable one pair of birds to
bring up fourteen or more young ones in the
season. They build in i)lnces of perfect
security from the plunder of larger birds and
vermin. Their art and ingenuity in com-
monly attaching their nests beneath that of
the rook, high in the elm, a bird whose habits
are perfectly dissimilar, and with wliich they
have no association whatever, making use of
their structure only for a defence to which
no other bird resorts, manifest their anxiety
and contrivance for the safety of their broods.
With peculiar perseverance and boldness
they forage and provide for themselves and
their offspring ; will filch grain from the
trough of the pig, or contend for its food with
the gigantic turkey ; and, if scared away,
their fears are those of a moment, ns they
quickly return to their plunder

; and they
roost protected from all the injuries of wea-
ther. These circumstances tend greatly to
increase the race, and in some seasons their
numbers in our corn-fields towards autumn
are prodigious ; and did not events coun-
teract the increase of this army ofplunderers,
the larger portion of our bread corn would
be consumed by them. But their reduction
is os rapidly accomplished ns their increase,
their love of association bringing upon them
a destruction, which a contrary habit would
not tempt.” The common Sparrow is found
in all parts of Europe, and almost throughout
the eastern eontinent, supporting equally
well severe cold and extreme heats. America
is, however, free from it : but they have, in its

place, the Cinufi.NO Si-arrow,— a delieatc
bird, almost os familiar, but nowise intrusive.

The Tree Si-aRROw, or Mountain Spar-
row (Pyrgita montana), is somewhat less

than the common Sparrow : the bill is thick
and block ; the crown of the head and hinder
part of the neck chestnut brown i sides of
the head white : throat and auriculars black

i

the greater quills are black, bordered with
rust-colour i the lesser coverts of the wings
of a bright bay colour, spotted with black,
and crossed with two white bars j breast and

a II 1
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under parts dirty white. Just above the
greater coverts there is a row ofblack feathers
edged with white

;
tlie lower part of the back

is of an olive-brown hue ; the tail is reddish-
brown, and even at the end ; legs pale yellow.
This species, though plentiful on the con-
tinent, and even in some of our southern and
eastern counties, is seldom seen in the north
of England. It differs from the House-

;
Sparrow in making its nest in the holes of

i trees far from towns or villages. It feeds on

j

fruits, seeds, and insects. It is a lively,

I

active bird, and, when it alights, has a va-
riety of motions, whirling about, and jerking
its tail upwards and downwards, like the
Wagtail.

The White-throated Sparrow. (Frin-
giUa albicoUis.) Of all the Sparrows known
in North America, Wilson says this species

is the largest as well as the handsomest.
From Connecticut to Savannah he found
these birds numerous, particularly in the
neighbourhood of the Boanoke river, and
among the rice plantations. In summer they
retire to the higher inland parts of the
country, and also farther north, to breed

;

but during their residence in the above-men-
tioned localities, they collect together in
flocks, always preferring the borders of
swampy thickets, creeks, and mill-ponds,
skirted with alder bushes and long rank
weeds, the seeds of which form their prin-
cipal food. The length of the White-throated
Sparrow is six inches and a half, breadth
nine inches ; the upper part of the back and
the lesser w'ing-coverts are beautifully va-
riegated with black, bay, ash, and light

brown ; a stripe of white passes from the
base of the upper mandible to the hind head ;

this is bordered on each side w'ith a stripe of

black ; below this again is another of white
passing over each eye, and deepening into

orange yellow between that and the nostril

;

this is again bordered by a stripe of black
proceeding from the hind part of the eye ;

breast, ash ; chin, belly, and vent, white ;

tail, somewhat wedged ;
legs, flesh-coloured ;

bill, a bluish horn colour ;
eye, hazel. A.II

the parts that arc white in the male are in

the female of a light drab colour.

The IlEDOB-SrARROW CAccentor modu-
laris) is about the size of the Redbreast, and
belongs to the family Sylviadce. The beak

is black, and rather long and slender i
the

head is of a deep brown hue, mixed with

ash-colour ; and the cheeks arc marked with

oblong spots of dirty white : the back and
coverts of the wings arc dusky, edged with

reddish-brown ;
the (inill-feathers and tlie

tail arc also dusky •, the rump brown, tinged

with green ; the throat and breast are of a
dull ash-colour ;

the sides, thighs, and vent

feathers, pale tawny brown ; and the legs

arc of a dull flesh-colour. This bird fre-

quents low hedges, particularly those of

gardens ;
making its nest in some small

bush, where it lays four or flve jiale blue

note, whic.li it begins about the coinmencc-

^ment of tlie first frosty mornings, and con-

tinues till the melody of the returning spring
drowns its voice.

|

The Hedge-Sparrow appears to be a prime
favourite with the entertaining author of
the ‘Journal of a Naturalist,’ who thus
speaks of it. “ Not influenced by season or
caprice to desert us, it lives in our home-
steads and our orchards through all the year,
our most domestic bird. It is nearly the
first bird that forms a nest ; and this being
placed in an almost leafless hedge, with little

art displayed in its concealment, generally
becomes the booty of every prying boy ; and
the blue eggs of the Hedge-Sparrow are al-

ways found in such numbers on his string,

that it is surprising how any of the race are
remaining, especially when we consider the
many casualties to which the old birds are
obnoxious from their tameness, and the
young that are hatched from their situation.

The plumage of this motacilla is remarkably
sober and grave, and all its actions are quiet
and conformable to its appearance. Its song
is short, sweet, and gentie. Sometimes it is

prolonged, but generally the bird perches on
the summit of some bush, utters its brief
modulation, and seeks retirement again. Its

chief habitation is some hedge in the rick-
yard, some cottage-garden, or near society

with man. Unobtrusive, it does not enter
our dweliings like the Redbreast, but picks
minute insects from the edges of drains and
ditches, or morsels from the door of the
poorest dweliing in the viliage. As an ex-

,

ample of a household or domestic bird, none
can be found with better pretensions to s^ch

'

a character than the Hedge-Sparrow.”
j

The Reed-Sparrow. [Sec Bustiko, 1

Reed.]
j

The Solitary Sparrow. (“ Passer soUta- 1

fills.”) This beautiful bird, which seems to be I

a species of Thrush, may be described here.
'

It is a native of the southern parts of Europe.
In shape it resembles the blackbird, but is I

rather smaller : the bill is straight, and of a I

dusky brown colour, the upper mandible I

bending a little downwards at the point ; the
j

eyes dark hazel, and the eyelids yellowish. !

The entire plumage, except the quills and
tail, is blue, darker on the back and lighter

!

on the breast : the feathers on the breast and
abdomen being transversely barred with a i

lighter colour : the quills and tail-feathers
!

are of a dusky brown line, except that there
’

is a small portion of blue on their exterior •

webs. The legs, feet, and claws are black. ;

It feeds on insects, grapes, and other fniit. I

The following pleasing observations rela-

tive to this bird arc given by Mr. Waterton
in his Essays. ‘‘AVould my readers,” says

,

he, “lend a patient car for a short time, they

shall have both the history and the tnie

name of this bird placed in a proper light. I

The royal psaimist, whilst bending down in
,

penitential prayer before his ofiended Maker,
j

exclaims, ‘ 1 have watched, and am become
;

ns a Sparrow all alone upon the house-top.' ,

I have often wondered what bin! this could '

be i knowing, by daily experience, that it

could not actually be the houpo-spnirow j

for the housc-si>arrow is not solitary in its
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habits. I despaired of being able to trace
its character satisfactoriiy, and I should
probably have long remained in ignorance
of it, had I not lisited the southern parts of
Europe. My arrival at Rome let me at once
into the secret. The bird to which the re-
pentant king of Israel compared himself in
the seven penitential psalms is a real thrush
in size, in shape, in habits, and in song ;

with this dilfcrence from the rest of the tribe,

that it is remarkable throughout all the
East for sitting solitary on the habitations

of man. The first time I ever saw this lonely
plaintive songster was in going to hear mass
in the magnificent church of the Jesuits at

Rome. The dawn was just appearing, and
the bird passed over my head, in its transit

from the roof of the palace Odescalchi to the
belfry of the church of the Twelve Apostles,
singing as it flew. I thought it had been
tiie Italian blackbird, with notes somewhat
different from those of our own ; for its song
was partly that of the blackbird, and partly
that of the stormcock, but not so loud as the
last, nor so varied as the flrst. I found out
my mistake in due time ; and, on .seeing

that the bird was the true Solitary Thrush,
I paid particular attention to its habits. It

is indeed a solitary bird, for it never asso-

ciates with any other, and only with its own
mate at breeding time ; and even then it is

often seen quite alone upon tlie house-top,
where it warbles in sweet and plaintive
strains, and continues its song as it moves in

,
easy flight from roof to roof. It lays five

eggs of a very pale blue. They much re-

semble those of our Starling. The bird itself

is blue, with black wings and tail ; the blue

,
of the body becoming lighter when placed

, in different attitudes.”

I SPARROW-HAWK. (Ealco [A ccipiVcr]
' nisus.') This is a bold and spirited bird, but
the most pernicious of the Hawk kind that
inhabits Britain, making great depredations
among pigeons, partridges, and the young of
domestic poultry. The difference of size be-
tween the male and female is very dispro-
portionate i the former measuring about
twelve, and the latter fifteen inches. Indi-
vidnals of this species also vary considerably
in their colours : in some, the back, head,
coverts of the wings, and tail, arc of a deep
bluish-gray, edged with a rusty red. The
quili-fcathers are dusk} , barred with black
on their exterior webs, and spotted with

, white on the lower part of the interior webs.
Oil the tail, which is of a deep ash-colour,
there arc fine broad black bars, and the tip

;

is white. The breast and belly are of a
: cream-colour, with transverse bars at the
base, of a deep brown in some, and orange-

; colour in others ; and the skin at the base of
: the bill, the iridcs, and the legs, arc yellow.
The colours of the female arc different from
those of the male : the head, bock, and
coverts of the wings tieing browner, and the

tail of a brighter dove colour i the waved
lines on the breast more numerous, and the

. breast containing a greater portion of white.
1 She builds her nest In hollow trees, high
rocks, or lofty ruins ; sometimes in the old

i
nest of a crow ; and generally lays four or

five whitish eggs, spotted with red at the

thicker end. Mr. Selby says that it occa-
sionally makes its nest in low trees or thorn-
bushes, that it is flat and shallow, and very
similar to that of the ring-dove, but rather

a pakbow-hawb:.
(FAI.OO [aUOIPIXEBJ NISUS.)

larger, and is composed of tender twigs.
The Sparrow-hawk is found, in considerable
numbers, in various parts of the world, from
Russia to the Cape of Good Hope. This bird
was held in great veneration among the
ancient Egyptians, because it was made the
emblem of their god Osiris. Among the
Greeks it was consecrated to Apollo.

The AMEitiCAW Sparhow-IIawk (Falco
sparverius

)

is a beautifully marked bird, be-
longing to the same subdivison which con-
tains the Kestrel, and appears to reside
principally in the warmer parts of the United
States : they are found also in the West
Indies, south of the Equator. The female
is eleven inches long j the male not quite
ten. The cere and legs are yellow ; the
head bluish ash , crown rufous. The upper
parts arc reddish-bay, striped transversely
with dusky brown

; the lower parts pale
yellowish wliite, marked with longitudinal
spots of brown : the claws black. The nest
is built in a hollow, shattered, or decayed
tree, at a considerable elevation. It lays
four or live eggs, of a light brownish colour,
and spotted with brown. It preys upon
sparrows and other small birds, also mice,
grasshoppers, and lizards ; but it has been
remarked that it will very seldom, if ever,

cat of any thing wliich It has not itself
i

killed.

Another species, called the Collared
!

Sparrow-Hawk, (.Accipitcr torqiialus),
'

which is well known in Van Diemen's Land I

and New South Wales, has all the bold and
daring characteristics of its European all.v.

The head and all the utiper part of ll'ie

plumage is a deep brownish gra}’, the tail

indistinctly barred with deep brown, and on
the back of the neck an obscure collar of
reddish brown i the throat, breast, and
thighs, rufous, crossed by numerous bars of
white i under surface of the wings and tail

gray, barred with brown : irides ami eyelash
yellow j cere green

| bill lead-colour, the
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tip black ; legs yellow, slightly tinged with
green.

SPARXJS. The name given to a genus of
Acanthopterygian fishes in the Linnacan
system, tlie characteristics of which are—
that the gill-openings are scaly ; tlie mouth
is furnished with strong cutting teeth ; the
grinders are obtuse, close set, and covered
with lips

; the branchiostegous membrane
consists of five rays

;
the body is compressed;

the lateral line is curved behind ; and the
pectoral fins are rounded. Tor an example
of this genus, see Gh-tukad.

SPATANGUS, or HEART URCHIN. A
genus of Echinidce, common on many of our
sandy shores. In this species the radiated
form is considerablj' departed from, the shell

being oval instead of round, and often much
prolonged in one direction. Little is known of
the habits of the Spatangi. They are almost
always found buried in the sand, in which
substance they seem to find enough nutri-
ment (composed probably of the minute
animals mingled therewith),their alimentary
canal being tilled with it. As they seem to

be unable to bring their suckers into prox-
imity with the mouth, they must derive their

nourishment from the chance-supplies which
the substances in contact with their mouths
may furnish. Their whole organization is,

certainly, adapted to this mode of existence;

yet it is difficult to conceive how they can
obtain the necessary amoimt of aliment,
with so little power of either locomotion or
prehension.

SPERMACETI WHALE. The common
Cachalot. [See Whale.]

SPHjERIDIADJE. a small group of
Coleopterous insects, very similar in general
structure to the HydrophUidee, but in their

habits very different ; since they frequent
putrescent vegetable matter which has passed
through the bodies of animals, the excrement
of horses and cows being their chief abode,
over which, when recently’ ejected, they may
be seen hovering, and in which they burrow.
The species of Spheeridium are the iargest in

SPHSTHintOM SOOTELLATUM.

the family, not.however, cxcccding-a quarter

of an inch in length ; they are generally of

a shining black colour, with the elytra va-

riegated with large patches of red or dingy
yellow. Seventy species or upwards are

i
believed to occur in this country ;

most of

these belong to the genus Corcyou, the

characters dislinguishiiig which arc most
frequently very obscure and unsatisfactory.

SPIIEGID/E. A family of Hj-mcnop-
tcrous insects, some inhabiting tropical cli-

mates, which are the largest belonging to tlie I

Order, and others noted for their varied and
splendidly metallic colours. The body is

long, with the abdomen often attached to
the thorax by a peduncle ; the collar late-

rally dilated, and extending as far as the
wings ; the antennas long, and filiform or
subsetaceous ; the legs long, and in general
fossorial ; the mandibles are long, curved,
and acute at the tips ; and their sting is

very powerful. They are exceedingly active
and very restless in their motions, and may
often be seen upon sand-banks, &c., run-
ning along with their wings in constant
vibration.

SPHINGID.$;. A family of Lqgidoplera,
]

called by the English name of Hawk-Moths; !

comprising the most robust and powerful
;

insects in the order, and generally distin-
j

guished by their strength of flight and large

size. The antenniE are prismatic, and ter-

minated by a little feather or thread ; the

tongue is often extremely long, in some
species even exceeding the whole body in
length ; the labial palpi are broad and com-
pressed, and closely covered with scales ; the :

labrum and mandibles are minute ; the

body is long, and acute behind ; and the

wings, especially the hinder pair, small.

The caterpillars are naked, cylindrical, and
sixteen-footed ; they are ornamented with
pale oblique stripes upon the sides ofthe body,
and are usually furnished wnth a short horn
on tlie back of the eleventh segment. They
descend into the earth to become pupa:,

which are naked and conical. Various mo-
difications occur in the character of the

imago in this family. The maxillas vary !

considerably in length, exceeding that of the

entire body in Sphinx, but scarcely exceed-

ing that of the head in the Death’s-head
Hawk-moth {Acherontia Atropos), [See
Achekontia], and in Smerinthus not longer

than the labial palpi ; this variation in

length corresponds with the rapidity of flight,

and the habit of the insects of extracting the

nectareous juices of tube-bearing flowers

by means of their elongated tongue. The
,

caterpillars of the typical species are re- ,

markable for the attitude in which they
^

are usually seen, and from which they have
obtained the genuine name of Sphinx, from 1

their supposed resemblance to the figures of

that fabulous creature. Some of them are

also remarkable for the faculty they possess

of elongating and contracting the three an-

terior segments of the body, giving them
somewhat of a proboscis-like appearance :

whence they have been termed Elephant
;

Sphinxes. I

:

Although the Sphinxes in general are
:

only seen on the wing in the twilight hour, i

this is not absolutely the cose with all. Mr.

Knapp, in his ‘ Journal of a Naturalist,’ thus

s])caks of the HrM.MiNO-Biiin Hawk-Motu
]

(^facroglossa stcllatorujn'). “ It frisks abotit
j

all the summer long, and in very fine seasons
j

continues with tis ns late as the second week
|

in October. The vigilance «.nd animation 1
1

of this creature arc surprising, and seem to jl

equal those of its namesake, that splc.idul

meteoric bird of the tropica, ‘ that winged
1

1
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i
thought,’ as some one has called it ; though

i
our plain and dusky insect can boost none

’ of its glorious hues. Our little Spliinx ap-
pears chiefly in the mornings and evenings
of the day, rather avoiding the heat of the
midday sun, possibly roused from its rest

by the scent, that ‘ aromatic soul of flowers ’

which is principally exlialed at these periods;
delighting in the jasmine, marvel of Pern,

.
phlox, and such tubular flowers ; and it will

I
even insert its Ion®, flexible tube into every
petal of the carnation, to extract the honey-
like liquor it contains. Nature seems to

have given this ereature some essential re-
quisites for its safety : its activity, when on
the wing, renders its capture difficult ; and
when it rests it is on a wall, the bark of a
tree, or some dusky body, that assimilates
so nearly to its own colour as to render it

almost invisible, though watched to its set-

tlement. We sometimes see it enter our
rooms, attracted by flowers in the open
windows ; but it seems to be immediately
aware of its danger, disappears in an instant,
and is safe from capture. Wild and fearful
as this creature is by nature, yet continued
gentle treatment will remove much of its

timidity, and render it familiar to our pre-
sence. Perfectly free from any annoyance
as they are when ranging from sweet to
sweet on my borders, and accustomed to a
close inspection of all their operations, I
have frequently touched their wings with
my fingers, while hovering over a flower,
and dipping their long tubes into the corolla
of a geranium : they would retire a little,

confused with such freedoms and interrup-
tions, but, experiencing no harm, they would
return and finish then: meal, unmindful of
such petty annoyances. I have known this

;
creature, like some other insects, coimterfcit

;
death when apprehensive of danger, fall on
its bock, and appear in all respects devoid

;

of life when in a box ; and, os soon as a fit

opportunity arrived, dart away with its usual
celerity.”

In some species the extremity of the ab-
: domen is elongated, and very acute, and in

I
others broader, and furnished on each side

! with a brush. Some, again, have scaleless
' wings (,S«iVi),whence the smaller species have
received the names of Sesia fuciformis and
S. bombylifomtis, in reference to their ana-
logical resemblance to drones or Bvmbylii.
These last mentioned sjiecics, as well as
those with tufted abdomens, fly during the
day, the latter thence obtaining the name
of Humming-bird Hawk-moths ; whereas
the others fly during the twilight, darting
about with the greatest rapidity, or hovering,
hawk-like, in front ofthe flowers, from which
they extract the nectar with the assistance
of their elongated tongue.
As a striking and yet common example of

this family we figure and describe

The Sphi.x.x Inot'STRi, or Privf.t Hawk-
Moth. Among the numerous Moths which
make their apiicarance on fine summer
evenings, we have no one that is more hand-
some, and scarcely one that Is more common,
than the Sphinj' liyinlri. It varies In the

j

I. expansion of its wings from three and a half

to nearly five inches. The fore wings are of
an ashy colour, with the base pale, and
slightly tinted with rose colour, and having
a large dark patch along the inner margin,
extending nearly from the base to the tip ;

while slender black lines run longitudinally
between the veins of the wdngs

;
along the

extremity of this dark patch runs a weaved
ashy and black stripe, and a slender wavy
white line running parallel with the outer
margin. The hind wings are of a pale rosy
colour, with three black bands, two of them
long and broad, running parallel with the
extremity of the wing : the fringe is uni- i

formly grayish-brown. The hind part of
'

the head and the sides of the thorax are of
,

an ashy-white, but the back of the latter is

PnrVET HAWK-MOTH, (SPHINX TIOUSTRI,)

black, posteriorly irrorated with gray : the '

sides of the abdomen are of a rich pink-red
colour, interrupted by black bars, and with ’

a broad dorsal ashy bar, along the middle
I

of which runs a darker line. The under side I

of the body is a light dun colour, with a !

black line down the centre. The Caterjiillar
is green, with the caudal horn black above,
and yellow beneath, and seven oblique stripes

OATERPIt-I.An AND OHUVS.^LTS OF PniVKT
HAWx-uoru,—(spuTNX moosTni.)

on the sides of purple and white : on each
side of the head is a strong black mark, and
tlie spiracles arc otangc. When first hatched
the young Cntcrpillnrs have the tails re-
markably lung, and the bodies very rugose,
but they become smooth at tlie final moult-
ing. Uy the end of August or the middle of
September they are full grown, and become
of a dirty-red colour, when they descend into
the earth, where they change Into a dark

j

brown chrysalis, with the extremitv slightly
bifid, and the tunguc-casc straight. ThcAloth
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appears in the following June and July.
Sometimes, liowever, it will remain two aud
even tliree years in the chrysalis state, and
then become winged as perfectly as if it had
appeared at the ordinary period.

SPIDERS, (jlrachnida.') These well-
known animals, if not among the most
admired, are undoubtedly among the most
Interesting, of the annulose world, from their
habits and mode of life. They differ es-
sentially in their internal structure, from
insects proper ; and their external form is

so peculiar that they are easily recognized.
The body is composed of two pieces only, the
head being united with the thorax ; and the
feet are always eight in number. Their ce-
phalothorax appears as if composed of but a
single segment, and is covered with a sort of
horny buckler, generally oval, to which the
abdomen, consisting of a soft and tumid mass,
is appended. Generally they have eight eyes,
though sometimes only si.x, variously dis-
posed in the different genera, but always
simple. The mandibles terminate in a very
short movable hook, having near its extre-
mity a small aperture, which serves as a

I

passage for the poison. The legs are inserted

j

almost in a circular manner around the
!
cephalothorax ; they are all nearly of the
same form j and each is composed of seven
joints, the last being armed with two hooks.
The pulmonary sacs are placed near the base
of the abdomen, and indicated externally by
a brownish or whitish spot. They are now
divided into groups or families, according to
the arrangement of the mandibles and eyes,
which corresponds very remarkably with
their respective modes of life.

The Spider being formed for a life of ra-
pacity, and incapable of living on any other
than insect food, all its habits are calculated
to deceive and surprise : it spreads toils to

entangle its prey
;

it is endued with patience
to expect its approach j and possesses power
sufficient to destroy it when captured. For
the purpose of constructing its web. Nature
has supplied the Spider with a large quan-
tity of glutinous matter within its body, and
with five papillae, or teats, for spinning it

into thread. This substance is contained in

a little bag, and at first sight resembles soft

glue ; but when more accurately examined,
is found twisted into many coils of an agate
colour ; and, on breaking it, the contents
may easily be extended into threads, from
the tenacity of the substance — not from
those threads being already formed. Tlie

machine by which wire is drawn will fur-

nish us with some idea of the manner in

which this creature forms the threads of its

little net ; the orifices ofthe five teats, through
which the thread is drawn, contracting or

dilating at pleasure. The threads which wo
see, and which appear so fine, are, notwith-
standing, composed of five joined together ;

and these are repeatedly doubled as the work
proceeds. When a house or common Spider
is about to form a web, it first selects some
commodious and secure spot, where insects

ajipcar to be in sufficient abundance. It

then distils a small drop of its glutinous
liquor, whicli is very tenacious ( and, creep-

ing up the wall, and joining its tlircad as it
proceeds, darts itself in a very surprising
manner to the opposite station where the
other end of the web is to be fastened. The
first thread thus spun, drawn tight, and fixed
at each end, the Spider runs on it. to and
fro, still assiduously employed in doubling
and strengthening it, as on its force depends
the strength and stability of the whole. The .

scaffolding being thus completed, the Spider
draw's a number of threads parallel to the
first, in the same manner, and then crosses
them with others

; the adhesive substance
of which they are formed serving to bind

;

them together when newly spun. After this
operation the wary architect doubles and
trebles the thread that borders' its web, by
opening all its papillse at once ; and so se-

,

cures the edges as to prevent the wind from
,

displacing the work. The edges being thus ^

fortified, the retreat is next to be attended
to

;
and this is formed like a funnel, where

the little workman lies concealed. To this
there are two passages or outlets, one above
and the other below, very artfully contrived,
to allow the animal an opportunity ofmaking
excursions at proper seasons, of examining
every corner, and clearing those parts which
become foul or encumbered. It often hap-
pens also, that from the main web there are
several webs extended at some distance on
each side : these may be considered as the
outworks of the fortification, which, when-
ever touched from without, the Spider pre-
pares for attack or self-defence. If the in-
sect impinging happens to be a fly, it springs
forward with great agility ; but if, on the
contrary, some enemy stronger than itself,

it then keeps within its fortress, and never
ventures out till the danger is past.
The Garden Spider (Epeira) appears to

work in a difierent manner. It spins a large
quantity of thread, which, floating in the
air in various directions, happens, from its

glutinous quality, at lost to adhere to some '

object near it— a lofty plant, or the branch
'

of a tree. The Spider is anxious to have
'

one end of the line fixed, liat it may be i

enabled to secure and tighten the other : it
!

accordingly draws the line when thus fixed ; ;

and then, by passing and repassing on it,
|

strengthens the thread in such a manner as
to answer all its intentions. The first cord

'

being thus stretched, the Spider walks along
a part of it, and there fastens another ; and
dropping from thence, affixes the thread to '

some solid body below ; then climbs up
again, and begins a third, which it fastens by

|

a similar contrivance. When three threads
,

arc thus fixed, it forms a figure somewhat i

resembling a square ; and in tl'.is the animal
j

is generally found to reside. It often hap-
]

pens, however, when the young Spider begins
j

spinning, that its weh iHtcomcs too buoyant
; |

and not only the web floats in the air, but i

the spinner also. The struggles of an en-
tangled insect communicate an undidatory
motion to the whole web, which gives notice

to the Spider, who immediately sallies forth,

and, if his victim l>e small, seizes it at once,
and sucks its blood : if, however, it be too
large to he thus di.sposcd of, the Siiider rolls

it with his hinder feet, encircling it with a
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new thread at every turn, until, sometimes,
' the insect is completely coated, and it may

be devoured at pleasure. Some Spiders spin

^
an irregular web, consisting of threads in-

I tersectiiig each other at every angle : others,

,
again, make a horizontaI,closcly-mattcdweb,

I

having a funnel-shaped retreat, into which
they convey their prey : while others make

I

only a retreat by binding a few leaves to-

! getlier, from which they sally forth and seize
' insects which approach them. Some of these

OAaUBH SPIDBR.—(ePKIHS DISDEMS.)

seem to be extremely venomous ; for it is

observed that no insect that has been once
bitten by them, ever recovers, even though
it be many times larger and more powerful
than its adversary. Some are aquatic, and
spin a cup- like web, which answers the pur-
pose of a diving-bell, under which they dis-

engage the air they bring down from the
surface, and pass their lives feeding on
aquatic insects. Some Spiders spin no web,
but take their prey by running

; others by
approaching quietly till within a certain
distance, when they suddenly leap upon their
prey : other Spiders form perpendicular and
cylindrical holes in the ground, into which
they retreat on the api>roach of danger.
The female Spider generally lays nearly a

thousand eggs In a season ; which arc sepa-
rated from each other by a glutinous sub-
stanoe. These eggs arc small or large in
proportion to the size of the animal that
produces them. In some they arc as large

I

as a grain of mustard-seed ; but in others
I they arc too minute to be distinctly visible.

The female never l>egins to lay till she is two
years old ; and her first brood is never so
numerous as when she arrives at full ma-

j
turlty. When the eggs have continued to
dry for an hour or two after exclusion, the
Spider prepares a bag for their reception,
where they remain to be hatched till they
leave the shell. For this purpose she s|iins

a web four or five times stronger than that
intended for the catching of flics. This hag,
when completed, is os thick as paper, smooth
on the inside, but somewhat rough without :

in this the eggs are deposited ; and nothing
can exceed the concern and industry which
the parent manifests in the preservation of
it : by means of the glutinous fluid, it is

stuck to the extremity of her body ; so that,

when thus loaded, she appears as if double.
If the bag should happen by any accident to

be separated from her, all .her assiduity is

employed to fix it a^ain in its former situa-

tion ; and this precious treasure she seldom
abandons but with her life. When the
young are excluded from their shells within
the bag, they remain for some time in their
confinement ; till the female, instinctively
knowing their maturity, bites open their
prison, and sets them at liberty. But her
parental care does not terminate with their

exclusion : she receives them on her back
from time to time ; till having acquired suf-

ficient strength to provide for themselves,
they leave her to return no more, and each
commences a web for itself. The young
ones begin to spin when they are scarcely
large enough to be discerned ; and discover
their propensity to a life of plunder before
Nature has conferred on them strength for

the conquest.
In Mr. Low’s ‘ Sarawak ’ it is said that,

“ the Spiders, so disgusting in their appear-
ance in many other countries, are in Borneo
of quite a different nature, and are the most
beautiful of the insect tribe. They have a
skin of a shell-like texture, furnished with
curious processes, in some long, in others
short, in some few, in others numerous ; but
are found of this description only in thick
woods and shady places. Their colours are
of every hue, brilUant and metallic as the
feathers of the humming-bird, but are, unlike
the bright colours of the beetle, totally de-
pendent on the life of the insect which they
beautify ; so that it is impossible to preserve
them.”
In the ‘ Excursions to Arran,' by the Bev.

David Landsborough, we find an account of
the persevering labours of an Epcira, “ who
had pitched his tent by the way-side,” which,
in our opinion, is sufficiently interesting to
warrant us in extracting nearly the whole of
it. “ The Spider is in kings’ palaces ;

” and
kings and queens too may learn a lesson
from it, and so, surely, may we. Spiders
have not got justice done to them : tlicy are
a much more interesting race than many
suppose. They improve on acquaintance :

the better they are known, the more they
arc admired. At that time a whole colony
of them were encamped by the road-side,
witliin the compass of half a mile. “As lie

was rather a gigantic Spider, his tent, instead
of being on the ground, was elevated, like
the house of a giant of wiiom in eariy life

we tiavc all read. It was built on tlic tops
of the common grass, Jfolctit lanatus, more
than a foot above the ground. Had he built
Ids house on tlie top of one stalk of grass,
the Itouse and its inhabitant might liavc
borne down a single slender stalk. But he I

hail contrived to bring together several lieads
|whose roots stood apart, and, with cordage
;

which he could furnisli at will, Iiad bound '

them firmly together, so that his elevated I

habitation was anchored on all sides. From I
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;

;

whatever airt the wiud blew, it had at once
[

halser and stay. Not only did he bind the
heads togetlier, but he bent, doubled, aud
fastened them down as a thatch roof, under
which his habitation was suspended. As he
was a larger Spider than usual, liis house
was large ; the more capacious apartment,
which I believe was the nursery, being belowj
and the smaller one, which was his obser-
vatory or watch-tower, being above, from
which he could pounce on his prey, or, in
case of hostile attack, could make* his escape
by a postern gate, so as to couceal himself
among the grass.
“During my visit in June last, I was

anxious, as w-e returned from ^Vhiting Bay,
to ascertain whether this interesting colony
of tent-makers was still in a thriving state

;

and not seeing any at first, I began to fear
that a Highland clearance had taken place.
*When I at last discovered a few of them, I
saw that, as there are times of low trade
among our industrious two-footed artizaus
in towns, so are there occasionally hard times
among our six-footed operatives in the
country. The field in which they encamped
had, I suppose, been overstocked. The
stately Holcus had been eaten down ; but
these shifty children of the mist had availed
themselves of the heather— doubling down
the tops of some of the heath-sjrrigs, and
under this thatched canopy forming their
suspension-tabernacles. As yet, however, it

was too early in the season. The house had
only one apartment ; the web of which it

was formed was as yet thin, so that through
it I could see the Spider, which being but
lialf grown, had not yet got in perfection its

fine tiger-like markings. ‘ Go to the ant,
thou sluggard

j
’ go also to the Spider. He

who taught the one taught the other ; and,
learning humility, let both teach thee.
“ I said that kings might learn of the

Spider ; and one of the greatest of our Scot-
tish kings, some five hundred years ago, dis-
dained not to learn ofan Arran Spider in the
very district in which this Sjjider is found.
The tradition still lingers in Arran, that
King’s-cross-point was so named, because
from this point in Arran, King Bobert the
Bruce sailed for Garrick, his own district in
Ayrshire. When he was, by a train of ad-,
verse circumstances, almost driven to despair,
it is said that after a sleepless night, in a
humble cot on this rocky point, he in the
morning observed from his lowly bed a Spider
actively emploj'ed in weaving her silken
web. To make it firm and extensive, she
endeavoured to fasten her filmy threads on a
beam projecting from the roof, but in attempt-
ing to reach this beam she fell down to the
ground. Six times she repeated the attempt
with no better success, but instead of being
discouraged, she made a seventh attempt—
reached the wished-fbr point, fastened her
adhesive cords, and went triumphantly on
with her work. On observing this, the King
sprang up with reviving hopes and fresh rc.»o-

lution. ‘ Shall I,’ said he, ‘ be more cosily

discouraged than this reptile ? Shall she,

in spite of repeated failures, persevere till

crowned with success, though her object is to

enslave and destroy ? and shall I leave any-

thing untried that I may deliver from
thraldom my oppressed subjects ? ' He
hastened to the beach, launched a fishing-
boat, sailed from Kivg's-cruss-point for Ayr-
shire, which he reached in safety— secretly
assembled his liege men in Garrick— made a
bold, aud sudden, and successful attack on i

his own castle of Tumberry, which he took
|

from the vanquished English garrison j
and,

following up this auspicious blow, he ad-
vanced on the side ofvictorj*, till, at Bannock-
burn, he drove the cruel invaders from the
land, and set once more our beloved Scotland .

free.”
|

As we have already seen, the species are
;

very numerous ; some differing widely from
others

; but the space we have already occu- 1

pied compels us to confine ourselves, in the
present instance, to the general description
we have already given of their structure,
habits, &c. One particularity, however, in
the history of Spiders remains to be noticed,
which is their power of flight. This is chiefly
exercised by those of minnte size. It is

principally in the autumnal season that these
diminutive adventurers ascend the air, and
contribute to fill it with that infinity of float-

ing cobwebs which are so peculiarly con-
spicuous at that period of the year. \Ilien
inclined to make these aHrial excursions, the
Spider ascends some slight eminence, as the
top of a wall, or the branch of a tree, and,
turning itself with its head towards the wind,
darts out several threads from its papilla:,

and, rising from its station commits itself to

the gale, and is thus carried far beyond t^ie

height of the loftiest towers. During their
fliglit it is probable that Spiders employ
themselves in catching such minute winged
insects as may happen to occur in their pro-
gress ; and when satisfied with their journey
aud their pre5’, they suffer themselves to fall,

by contracting their limbs, and gradually
disengaging themselves from the thread that
supports them.

“ We read in various works,” says Vincent
KBllar, “ that Spiders often eject a corrosive
poisonous juice, in consequence ofwhich the
joints become inflamed and swelled ; and
even that the crawling of a Spider issuflicient

to cause inflammation in the parts which it

touches. It might perhaps be too rash to
contradict the assertions of many writers,

but I have never found these obser\'ations

adduced by men who have been exclusively
occupied with the study of Spiders, nor have
lever experienced any thing of this kind
myself throughout the many vears in which
I iiave been engaged in studying insects and
spiders. All Spiders arc, however, insects of

prey, and feed on other insects, which they
catch alive, kill, and then suck out their

fluids. For tliis end they are mostly pro-

vided with very strong chclce or mandibles.
These c/iete arc of a horny substance, bent
inwards, hollow, and providcil with an
opening at the top, and are connected with

§
lands, which secrete a corrosive juice. They
ischarge this juice into the captured insects

they have wounded, apparently to kill them
sooner. The same thing happens when they
wound a person who has caught one, and I

gives it pain. Fain will naturally lie the
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consequence of the wound, and the corrosive

juice communicated to it ; tlie wounded part
becoming inflamed, and swelling. The larger

;
the Spider, the warmer the climate or season

i of the year, and the more susceptible the

,
wounded individual, so mueh worse will the

,
etfects be ; and it is therefore no wonder tliat

!
people who would have a fester from a simple

! prick with a needle, should feel more violent
^ effects from the bite of a Spider. Thus the

bite of the Tarantula in southern Italy,

namely Apulia, according to late observa-
tions, is said not to be nearly so dangerous
as it was considered formerly, and the dis-

ease attributed to the bite of the Tarantula

I

is said to be more the consequence of the
climate and manner of life of the people.
It is, however, an indisputable fact that
Spiders defend themselves when they are
I>ersecuted and captured, bite with their

. cAcfce, and drop into the wound a more or
less poisonous juice, although the conse-

i

qucnces are very seldom dangerous.”
i KedSpidki!. There is a small Tick, so com-
;
monly called the Red Spider (,A earns tela-

tiits), that it may be described here. It is

scarcely visible to the naked eye, and does
considerable injury to various plants in warm
dry summers. It is also called the Plant
Mite. Like most of the Arachnidee, it has
eight legs ; its colour changes from yel-
lowish to brown and reddish, and on each
side of the back is a blackish spot. In the
open air it usually attacks kidney-beans.
Among trees, the young limes principally
sufier, and the Mites are found in tliousands

on tlie under side of the leaves These
leaves assume a dirty yellow or brownish
appearance, and in the middle of summer
the trees acquire an autumnal hue. In hot-

houses the Bed Spider feeds during the whole
year, and is a great pest to nurserymen and
gardeners. It spins a sort of web over the
leaves, particularly on the under surface,

and sucks the juice of the plants with its

rostrum, which completely enfeebles and
defoliates them. Vincent KOllar says that
frequently sprinkling the plants with cold
water has been found eflicient as a means of
destroying these insects ; fumigating the
hot-house repeatedly with strong tobacco
smoke also injures them in some degree.
They are most abundant when the plants
are kept too warm in summer ; and as most
hut-house plants thrive well when placed in

the open air in July and August, placing
them out will almost entirely free them from
these insects. When liot-nouse plants are

placed in the open air, the precaution must
be taken of sinking the pots in a warm dung
or tan-bed to keep the roots warm. The
roots being preserved in this way, the plants

will defy the coldest weather they arc ever

likely to be exposed to in summer. For
kidiiey-bcaiis that are trained on sticks in

the open air. It is necessary in autumn and
winter to cleanse the sticks from all loose

rind, as the Mites take up their winter
quarters within it, in whole families, and if

they are not destroyed, proceed from it to

the young plants the ensuing spring. The

I

history of Spiders by the Huron W^nlckenacr
is Uic best that has yet been published.

SPIDER MONKEV. (A teles.) The spe-
cies belonging to this genus of the Quad-
rmnona are called Spider Monkeys, from
their long slender limbs, and sprawling

BLACK ePIDER MONKBT.— (ATELEB ATEB.)

movements. They exhibit some remarkable
resemblances to the human conformation in i

their muscles, and, of all animals, alone
have the biceps of the thigh like that of a
man. They necordingly make little use of
their fore-hands in progression. Their co-

lours are chiefly or wholly black, or fulvous-

gray ;
face black, or flesh-coloured. They

are gentle and confiding, and capable of
much attachment.

SPIRIJXA : SPIRDT.IDiE. A genus and
family of Dibranchiute Cephalopods. Ac-
cording to the judgment of J. E. Gray, Esq,,

of the British Museum, “ there is every reason
to believe that the Spirula is the nearest
recent ally of the Ammonites, so abundant
and so numerous in kinds, found in the dif-

ferent fossiliferous strata,” “ The animal,”
Mr. Gray observes, “has all the general ex-
ternal characters of the cuttle-fish ; that is

SFinOLA ; WITH THE ANIWAI..

to say, it has a large distinct head with eyes
on eacli side, eight short conical arms with
scries of small discs on the inner side, two
long arms with elongated peduncles, and a

I

bag-like mantle with a process in the middle
above, and one on each side of the anal tube
below ; hut it dilfers from the cuttle-fish in
being entirely destitute of any fins, being
rather compressed behind, and showing in
the specimen under examination a part of
the whorls of the shell above and below t but
from the ragged edges of the skin it appears
ns if this shell was covered with a skin when
the animal is alive, and that the exposure of I
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the surface of the shell has only been caused
by the contraction of the animal, and espe-
cially of the skin over tlie shell, from the
animal having been placed in very strong
spirits when caught. * * * The mantle is

free from the body on all sides at its oral
edge, and without any cartilaginous ridges

;

this edge is formed into a point on the centre
of the dorsal aspect, and into two mesial
processes, one situated on each side of the
anal funnel on the ventral side ; the funnel is

quite free from the mantle. The part of the
shell which is exposed is covered with minute
rugosities and indistinct reticulations, some-
what like the surface of a cuttle-fish bone.
“The examination of this animal (con-

tinues Mr. G.) confirms me in the opinion
which I expressed in the ‘ Synopsis of the
British Museum ’ (1840, p. 149.), that the
A mmonites, from their texture and the small
size of the last chamber, are internal shells,

and should be arranged with the Decapodous
Cephalopods, being chiefly distinguished
from the Spirulce by_ the siphon being always
on the dorsal margin of the whorls, and the
septa being foliated on the edge. I am
aware that this opinion is not in conformity
with the ideas of many zoologists and com-
parative anatomists, for Sir. Owen, in the
last arrangement of these animals (Todd,
Ency. Comp. Anat.), though lie places the
Spirulce with the Dibranchiate Cephalopods,
places the Ammonites with Tetrdbranchcata
next to JVautilus, with the following cha-
racter, “ animal unknown, presumed to re-
semble the NmttUus.''

SPONDYLUS. A genus of Slollusca, for

the most part inhabiting a rough and foli-

ated bivalve shell, with spines and plaits ;

tire valves closely united by two strong teeth.

Like the Pectens, the margins of the mantle
of the animal are garnished with two rows
of tentaoula, and in the outer row there are

8PONDyLD9 &UElt.iCA.NU0.

several terminated with coloured tubercles :

in front of tlie abdomen is a broad radiated

disc witli a sliort pedicle, capable of contrac-

tion and elongation ; and from its centre

there hangs a tliread terminated with an
oval mass, the use of which is unknown.
They live at great deptlis in the sea, and
attach tiiemselves to corals, &c. They arc

also frequently found adlicring to anchors,

cannons, and other iron articles that have
been for some time at the bottom of the sea.

Many of tlie species are very beautiful, and

of very vivid colours, such as briglit red,
‘

pink, and yellow, or orange. Some of the
species of Spondylus, as the water-clam
iSpondylus varius), form a series of chambers
by secreting successive layers of nacreous

,

shell at a distance from each other. The
genus is included in the Ostracean family of
the Acephalous Testacea, by Cuvier. The
Spondyli are eaten like Oj-sters ; and the
form of their shells is generally modified by
the surface of the objects on which tliey grow.

;

They are found in the Indian Ocean, the
1

Mediterranean, and on the American coasts.

SPOUGE. tSpongia.) A cellular fibrous
tissue, or reticulated porous substance, found
adhering to rocks, and produced by minute
Polypi, — animals almost imperceptibly
small,— which live in the sea. This tissue
is covered in its recent state with a kind of
thin coat of animal jelly, susceptible of a
slight eontraction or trembling on being
touehed — its only symptom of vitality.
After death this soft gelatinous matter dis-

appears. Every coast, from the Equator to
the highest Polar regions, furnishes some
species of Sponge

i but they exist in much

IPOUOIA OOU1.ATA, WITH ONE OF THE PORES :

ANP TWO SPIOOIi^ ilAGNIFlED.

greater abundance in warm latitudes than
|

in cold, and they attain also a much greater
size. “ There arc certain forms of organiza-
tion,” observes Jlr. Rj'iiier .Tones, “ so closely
allied to both the animal and the vegetable
kingdom, that it is difficult to say precisely
in which they ought to lie included. Such
are the Sponges, which, although by com-
mon consent admitted into the animal series. I

will be found to be excluded, by almost
;

every point of their structure, from all the
definitions of an animal hitherto devised.

What is an animal ? How are we to dis-

tinguish it as contrasted with a mineral or a
vegetable ? The concise axiom of Linnaius
upon this subject is well known,— ‘Stones :

grow ;
vegetables grow and live ;

animals
grow, live, and feel.’ The capability of
feeling, therefore, formed, in the opinion of

,

Linnaius, the great characteristic separating
;

the animal from the vegetable kingdom
;

j

yet, in the class before us, no indication of
:

sensation has been witnessed •, contact, how- :

ever rude, excites no movement or contrac-

tion which might indicate its being iierceived (
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no torture has ever elicited from them an
intimation of suffering ; they have been
pinched with forceps, lacerated in all direc-

'

tiuns, bored with hot irons, and attacked
with tlie most energetic chemical stimuli,

! witliout slirinking or exhibiting the remotest
' appearance of sensibility. On the other
hand, in the vegetable world we liave plants
which apparently feci in this sense of the
word. The sensitive plant, for example,
which droops its leaves upon the slightest

1
touch, would have far greater claims to be

i

considered as being an animal than the

1

sponges, of which we arc speaking.”

1

We have thought proper to introduce the

1

foregoing quotation, there being no point of

;

dispute in natural history which has been

j

more often or more fiercely contested than
the true nature ofsponges. That the animal
and vegetable organizations both terminate
obscurely toward the inorganic structures of
creation, and that in this approach to their
common boundary they touch and melt into
each other at more than one point, must be
evident to all who have given the subject
the slightest consideration

;
and it cannot

be wondered at that in this instance, where
the lines of demarcation are so indistinct,

different rcasoners have come to different

conclusions. Thus we find Dr. Johnston,
who omits them in his work on British Zoo-
phyta, asserting that they have no animal
structure or individual organs, and exhibit
no one function usually supposed to be cha-
racteristic of the animal kingdom. “ Like
vegetables,” he says, “ they ore permanently
fixed ; like vegetables, they are non-irri-
table ; their movements, like those of vege-
tables, are extrinsical and involuntary

;
their

nutriment is elaborated in no appropriated
digestive sac ; and, like cryptogainous vege-
tables or algae, they usually grow and ramify
in forms determined by local circumstances,
and if they present some peculiarities in the

1 mode of the imbibition of their food, and in
1 their secretions, yet even in these they evince
a nearer affinity to plants than to any ani-
mal whatever.”
We all know that the common Sponge is

made up of homy, clastic fibres of great
delicacy, united with each other in every
possible direction, so as to form innume-
rable canals, which traverse its substance in
all directions ; and to this structure it owes
its useful properties, the resiliency of the
fibres composing it making them, after com-
pression, return to their former state. But
it is principally to the observations of Dr.
Grant (which have been confirmed by other
naturalists) that we owe the elucidation of
the real character of the spongy structure,
and of its vital action. The dried sponge Is

only the skeleton of the living animal : in

its original state, before it was withdrawn
from its native clenicnt, every filament of
Us substance was coated over with a thin
film of glairy semifluid matter, composed of
aggregated transparent globules, which was
the living part of the sponge, secreting, as it

extended itself, the homy fibres which are
imbedded in it. When .S(K)iigcs are ex-
amined in their living state and natural
condition, a constant and rapid stream of

water is seen to issue from the larger orifices

or vents. This stream is made apparent by
the movement of the minute particles con-
tained in it, and by the disturbance of those
which may be floating in the surrounding
fluid. On the other hand, it is easily made
apparent that water is as constantly being
imbibed tlurough the minute pores ; and
that, after traversing the smaller cavities of
the spongy structure, it finds its way into
the canals through which it is expelled. No
cause has been assigned for this movement,
nor is it easy to assign any : no cilia have
been discovered ; and the tissues are pos-
sessed of so little contractility, that it is

difficult to suppose the fluid propelled
through the tubes by any mechanical influ-

ence on their part. That the nntrition and
growth of the Sponges depend on the water
wliich enters the pores, and on the minute
substances it holds in solution, appears evi-
dent. And not only does this circulation of
fluid answer the purposes of nutrition, but it

is subservient also to the process of excre-
tion. On watching the currents of water
that issue from the vents, it is observed that
minute flocculent particles arc incessantly
detached and carried out by them. “ The
growth of the Sponge is thus provided for ;

the living gelatinous matter continually ac-
cumulates, and, as it spreads in every direc-
tion, secretes and deposits, in the form pecu-
liar to its species, the fibrous material and
earthy spicula which characterize the ske-
leton.” From this description of the struc-
ture of a Sponge it will be apparent that all

ports of the mass are similarly organized

:

a necessary consequence will be, that each
part is able to carry on, independently of
the rest, those functions needful for exist-
ence. If, therefore, a Sponge be mechani-
cally divided into several pieces, every por- ,

tion becomes a distinct animal.
1

” The multiplication of Sponges, however,”
ns is observed by the author before quoted,
and to whose able work we again refer, “ is

effected in another manner, which is the
ordinary mode of their reproduction, and
forms a very interesting portion of their
history. At certain seasons of the year, if a
living Sponge be cut to pieces, the channels
in its interior are found to have their walls
studded with yellowish gelatinous granules,
developed in the living parenchyma which
lines them ; these granules are the genns or
gcmmules from -wdiich a future race will
spring ; they seem to be formed indifferently
in all i>arts of the mass, sprouting as it were
from the albuminous crust which coats the
skeleton, without the appearance of any
organs approi>riated to their development.
As they increase in size, they arc founrl to
project more and more into the canals which
ramify through the Sponge, and to be j>ro-

vldcd with an apparatus of locomotion of a
description which we shall frequently have
occasion to mention. The gcmmulc assumes
an ovoid form, and a large portion of its

surface twcomes covered with innumcrahio
vibrating hairs or cilia, ns they arc denomi-
nated, which arc of inconceivable minute-
ness, yet individually capable of exercising
rajiid movements, which produce currents
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in the surrounding fluid. As soon, there-
fore, as a gemmule is sufficiently mature, it

becomes detached from the nidus where it

was formed, and whirled along by the is-

suing streams which are expelled through
the fecal orifices of the parent, it escapes
into the water around. Instead, however,
of falling to the bottom, as so apparently
helpless a particle of jelly might be expected
to do, the ceaseless vibration of the cilia
upon its surface propels it rapidly along,
until, being removed to a considerable dis-
tance from its original, it attaches itself to a
proper object, and, losing the locomotive
cilia which it at first possessed, it becomes
fixed and motionless, and developes within
its substance the skeleton peculiar to its

species, exhibiting by degrees the form of
the individual from which it sprung.” The
uses to which the Sponges of commerce are
applied are various and well known. They
are usually prepared before they come to
the market, by being beaten and soaked in

dilute muriatic acid, with a view to blench
them, and to dissolve any adherent portions
of carbonated lime. Dr. George Johnston,
of Berwick-upon-Tweed, has published a
work on the British Sponges, which is illus-

trated with engraved figures of all the spe-
cies. This admirable book is indispensably
necessary to any one who would study the
subject of this interesting and much disputed
class of animals.

SPONGE-CRAB. [See Dromia.]

SPOONBILD. {Platalea.) A genus of
Grallatorial birds, of which the two best

known species are the IlVitte and the lio-

seate Spoonbill; the former appearing to be
a general inhabitant of the Old Continent,
and the latter of the New. In their general
stracture and habits they ore allied to the
Storks and Herons ; but their beak, from
which their name is derived, is long, flat,

and broad throughout its length,' widening
and flattening more particularly at the end,
so as to form a round spatula-like disc.

The White Spoonbill CPlatalea leuco-

roclia) is about two feet six inches in length ;

its beak is eight inches and a half, and dusky,
with several undulated transverse ridges of
black, and the tip of an orange-yellow. The
feathers at the back of the head form a beau-
tiful crest, which is of a yellowish colour.

The whole of the plumage is of a pure white,

except tlie lower part of the neck, which is

yellowish buff : the naked space round the

eyes and on the throat pale yellow ; the

base of the latter part slightly' tinged witii

rufous. The Spoonbill frequents the borders
of rivers and sea-coasts, migrating with the

Herons and Storks
j
but in England it is

now scarcely ever seen. Tlie nest is placed

on a liigh tree near the sca-slde, where the

female lays three or four white eggs, gene-
rally marked with a few pale red spots:

during breeding-time this bird is very cla-

morous. It feeds upon small flsli, frogs,

snails, and aquatic insects : the flesh is high-
coloured when dressed, and is said to have
tlie flavour of a goose. The trachea is cu-
riously formed, having a double flexure, like

WniTK SPOONBILL.
(PLATALEA I.EOOORODIA.)

the figure 8, but the convolutions do not
cross each other, the points of contact being
united by a fine membrane.

;

The Roseate Spoonbill iPlaialea Aja-
i

ja ) is a most elegant species, two feet tliree '

inches in length : the beak, six inches in !

length, and marked all round with a groove
|

parallel to the margin, is of a grayish white,
j

and slightly transparent, showing the rami^
|

cations of its blood-vessels : the forehead and
throat are n aked, and whitish . The plumage
is of a fine rose-colour, deepest on the wings ;

the tail coverts crimson : the legs gray j the
claws dusky. It inhabits Guiana, Mexico,
and other parts of America ; and its habits
are very similar to those of the white species.

Mr. Edwards, in his ‘ Voyage up the Ama-
zon,’ alludes to this species as being very
abundant in tliat wildly magnificent region,
and as excelling (with the scarlet ibis, which
he names with itl all the water-birds in gor-
geousness and delicate colouring. “ The
roseate Spoonbills,” he adds, “ do not migrate,
ns do the ibises, being quite common upon
the whole coast, and sometimes being seen
far up the Amazon in summer. The delicate
roseate of their general colouring, with the
rich lustrous carmine of their shoulders and
breast-tufts, as well as the singular formation
of their bills, render them objects of great !

interest as well as beauty. They are seen I

fishing for shrimps and other small matters
|

along the edges of the water, or in the mud
i

left exposed by the ebbing tide, and, as they
|

eat, grind tlie food in their mandibles moved ,

laterally. As well ns the ibis, they arc ex-
;

cecdingly shy at everjt season except when
breeding. ’They breed in the same places
with the scarlet ibises and wood ibises, and ^

the nests of the three resemble each other
|

in every respect but in size. The eggs of i

tlie Spoonbill arc from three to four, large, I

white, and much spotted witli brown.”
j

SPRAT. (Cluixn This fish is

so much allied to the Herring in all points
j
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!| except in size, ns to be frequently mistaken
:

' for its young : its distinctive characters are,

1

1

however, sufficiently evident on examiua-
!j tion. The cliief ditference consists in the

i

' abdomen, which in the Sprat is more strongly

j!
serrated : the back fin is also placed farther

I

from tlie head than in the Herring, and the
under jaw is longer than the upper : the tail

I

I

is deeply forked ; the scales are large, round,

[ I

and deciduous ; the upper port of the head
' and back dark blue, with green reflections
passing into silvery white on the sides and
belly. In length a full-sized Sprat measures
eLx inches, and nearly an inch and a quarter
in depth. These fish are taken in consider-
able numbers on our coasts, particularly the
southern and western : and though not so
valuable as Herrings, their coming into the
market in immense quantities and at a very
moderate price immediately after the Her-
ring season is over, they prove very useful as a
cheap and agreeable food during the winter
months. Tiie fishing season begins early in

' November ; and in dark, foggy nights, es-
pecially, large shoals are often taken. So
great, indeed, is the supply occasionally, that
many thousand tons are in some seasons sold
to the Kentish hop-growers and farmers for
the express purpose of being used as manure.

SPRINGBOK, or SPRINGBUCK. (,Anti-
Jope Euchore.) Few Antelopes are more
entitled to our notice than the graceful
Springbok, whose name is derived from the
extraordinary perpendicular leaps it makes
when alarmed, or os it scours the plain.

' These animals arc gregarious, and nothing
!
is more remarkable than their habits of mi-

ss -

i
81‘ii.inaBOz.—(sNTiLors xocHonx.)

§
ration. The vast wilds in the interior of
outh Africa, which they inhabit in almost

Incredible multitudes, arc subject to seasons
of such excessive drought that not a green
leaf or a blade of grass Is visible. When this

i scene of barrenness occurs, myriads ofSpri ng-
' bucks make their way towards the fertile

cultivated districts, which they literally in-

undate, to the great dismay of the colonist,

i
who is compelled to drive his flocks and
herds to a distant pasturage while the work
of desolation is going on. They continue in

I the neighlxjurhoiKl of the Cape for two or
I three months ; when the rainy season has

set in they return in troops of many thou-
sands, covering the extensive plains for se-

veral hours In their passage. But their mi-
grations are not made with impunity : lions,

hyajnas, and other beasts of prey make great
havoc in their ranks

;
and the gun of the

colonist is used with unerring aim. Several
English travellers have witnessed and de-
scribed these extraordinary marches, among
whom is Mr. Pringle, who says that he once
passed through one of these migratory hordes,

j

near the Little Fish river, which whitened, i

or rather speckled, the country as far as the
|

eye could reach ; and he estimates the num- '

bers at one time in view, at not less than
|

25,000 or 30,000. The general colour of the
Springbuck is a light yellowish brown ; the
sides and belly divided by a broad baud ot
chestnut, which runs down part of the shoul-
ders : the upper part of the tail is white,
the lower black ; and from the tall some
way up the back is a stripe of white, ex-
pansible at pleasure. When taken young
the Springbuck is easily tamed, and displays
the confident sportiveness of a goat.

SQUALUS : SQUALFDiE. A genus and
family ofcartilaginous voracious fishes. [See
SUARK.]

SQUATINA. [See AxoEL-Fisn.]

SQUILLA; orMANTIS CRABS. A genus
of Crustacea, belonging to the order Sloma-
podn. Its carapace only covers the anterior
half of the thorax ; the hinder being formed
of rings like those of the abdomen. It is

provided with enormous claws, terminating
in a sharp hook ; the last joint furnished
with six sharp projecting spines, and the
preceding joint with tluree, and so hollowed

SPOTTED MANTIS-onSB.
(aqomuA maoulat*.)

os to render this claw a most efficient in-
strument of prehension

; bearing a consider-
able rcscmblanec to the fore legs of the or-
thopterous genus Mantis: hence the more
popular name applied to the species of this
genus. The other foot-jaws, and the three
anterior pairs of thoracic members, share
in this conformation, and servo to liold the
prey against the mouth. The three pos-
terior pairs of legs, which arc attached to the
annulatcd portion of the thorax, are fur-
nished with a brush instead of a hook at their
extremities, and more resemble the aljdomi-
nal swimming-legs. The tail is cxiiandcd
into a broad Hu. Jlv the nature of its confor-
mation we see that this animal is adapted both
for seizing ami holding its prey, ns well as
for swimming, but not at nli for walking.

I 3
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;

SQUIRREL. (Sciurits.) A genus of Ro-
dent mammalia, characterized*by the lower
Incisors being very compressed, and the tail

long and bushy. From this latter member
being turned over its back when the animal
is in a state of rest, the genus has derived its

Bcientiflc name, sciurus (slcia, a shade, and
oura, a tail), of which the English is only
a corruption. The fore feet have four toes,

with atrace of an anterior thumb ; thehinder
feet have five distinct toes : there are four

molars to each jaw, and a very small addi-
tional one in front, which soon falls. The
head is large, the eyes prominent : they are

active animals, ascending trees with facility.

Their beauty aud extreme neatness com-
bined with their light and graceful motions
have made them general favourites.

The Common Squikrkp (_Sciurtis vulgaris')

is completely formed for an arboreal life;

and its tail is extremely long, beautiful,

and spreading. Its general length from
the nose to the tip of the tail is about fifteen

inches. The ears are terminated by long
tufts of hair ; the colour of the head, body,
tail, and legs, is a bright reddish brown ;

the belly and breast are white ; the eyes
large, black, and sparkling

;
the fore feet

strong, sharp, and w'Cll adapted to hold its

food ; the legs short and muscular ; the

toes long ;
and the nails sharp and strong.

The upper Up is cleft
;
the fur short and

silky ;
there are four molar teeth on each

side of the lower jaw, and five in the upper,

the first of which is only a small tubercle ;

and the incisors are two in each jaw. When
on the ground, they move by successive

leaps, with the tail extended and undu-
lating ; when sitting, the tail is. elevated

over their backs like a plume ; but the forest

is their home, and they display wonderful
agility in leaping from bough to bough.
The Squirrel lives upon nuts, acorns, beech-
mast, the bark of young trees, leaf-buds, and
tender shoots. Like the hare and rabbit, it

generally sits on its hinder legs, using its

fore paws to convey its food to the mouth.
It is most provident in laying up its winter

stores, not merely in one place of safety, but

in several holes of trees, in the immediate
neighbourhood of its own retreat

;
and there

vast magazines of nuts and acorns are to bo

found in that dreary season when the trees

are divested both of their fruits and foliage.

The Squirrel’s nest is constructed with great

art, of moss, twigs, and dry leaves, curiously

interlaced, and usually placed cither in the

hollow of a tree, or in the fork between two
branches, where it is well defended from
the weather, and can be least easily dis-

covered. Here, generally in May or June,

the little animal brings forth Its young, the

young family rarely consisting of more than

four or five. The Squirrel never appears in

the open fields, but keeps among the tallest

trees, and avoids as much ns possible the

habitations of men. It is so extremely vi-

gilant, that if the tree in which it resides be

only touched nt the bottom, it instantly

takes the alarm, quits its nest, leaps to nn-

other and another tree, and thus travels on

till it finds itself in perfect security ;
and it

returns to its home by similar arboreal paths,
unattainable by any otherquadruped. Their
agility is such that it is a very difficult thing
to shoot a Squirrel in motion. “ They have
been seen, when hard pressed, and when the

;

distance to the next tree has been beyond
:

their most extravagant leaps, to throw them-
'

selves oif, spreading abroad their limbs so os

to make their body as parachute-like as
possible to break their fall ; and on reacliing
the ground tvithout harm, bound along for
the few intervening paces, and ascend the
tree with a celerity almost too quick for the
eye to follow." The Common Squirrel in-
habits Europe, North America, and the
northern and temperate parts of Asia. In
Sweden and Lapland the colour changes to
gray in the winter season ; in Siberia it is

often seen entirely white ; and even in this

country some slight variation in the colour
is observable ; sometimes, indeed, it is found
with the tail milk-white, all the other parts
being of the usual colour. IVhen in cap-
tivity the Squirrel may be said to be always
in motion.

The Grey SQUiRREL(&tKrus CaroUnensis)
is extremely common in North America,
especially in oak, hickory, and chestnut
forests. Formerly it was so abundant in
many districts as to become a scourge to the
inhabitants. Its colour is usually, a fine

bluish-gray, mixed with a slight tinge of
orange, and the tail is edged with white. It

is a small species, remarkable for its beauty
and activity, and when kept in conflncmwt
is exceedingly playful and mischievous. *'

The Fo.v Squirrel {Sciurus vuJpinus) is

a large species, and inhabits, exclusively, the

pine forests of the Southern States of Ame-
rica. The body is fourteen inches in length,

and the tail sixteen. The colour is gray and
black, or mottled.

The Cat Squirrel {Sciurus cinereus) is

distinguished by the fineness of the texture

of its fur. The length of the body is twelve
inches, and of the tail fourteen : tlie colour

cinereous above, and white beneath : the tail

is less distichous than in the others, and
striped with black. It has four molar teeth

only on each side of the upper jaw.
|

The Red Squirrel, or Hunsox’.s Bit '

Squirrel, (5ci«ras //iKfeomus), is a beautiful

species, inhabiting the pine-forests of Hud- '

son’s Bay and the Northern States of Ame- I

rica. It is marked along the middle of the

back with a ferruginous line from head to

tail ; the sides are paler ; and the belly is of

a pale osh-colour, mottled with black. The
tail, which is neither so long nor so bushy os

;

that of the common kind, is of a ferruginous

colour, barred with black ;
and towards the

!

tip has a broad belt of the same colour. In .

size it is somewhat less than the European :

Squirrel.

The Barrary Squirrel. {Sciurus gclu-

lus.) This is a native of Barbury and other

1

parts of Africa, living usually in palm trees.

It has full black eyes, with white orbits;

1 the head, feet, body, and tail are cinereous,

inclining to red; the sides arc longitudinally
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marked with two white stripes ; the belly is

a’tiite ; and the tail, wliich is busliy, is regu-
larly marked with shades of black. It is

about the size of the common Squirrel.

The Palm Sqctrrel. {Sciurus paZma-
rum.) This species has acquired its name
from its being commonly seen frisking about
palm trees in the East Indies. It princi-
pally feeds on fruit, and is said to be very

PALM S'.i01ttajCL. — (aUlOHDS PALliAROM.)

fond of the palm wine, which is extracted

I

from the cocoa trees. The female lays her
' young in the holes of old walls. This spe-
cies is not unfrcquently brouglit alive to this

country.

The Fl-vstaix Squirrel. {Sciurus bili-

neatus.

)

This pretty species is a native of
Java, and is constantly kept by the Javanese
as a pet. One wh’ch Mr. -Vdams obtained
when visiting that country in the Samarang,
he describes as “ an amusing little animal,
full of frolic, and ns playful as a kitten. He
never carried his tail over his back, like the
greater number of his consimilars, but would
trail it gracefully along the ground. When
angry, he would dilate this ornamental ap-
pendage, and bristle up the hairs, like an
irritated cat. His natural cry was a weak
chirping sound, but when teazed beyond his
powers of endurance, he would make a sharp,
low, and passionate noise. He seemed to

court caresses, and would receive them with
pleasure. His food consisted of baunnos and
cocoorsuts, which he would usually nibble
like a mt. though sometimes he would place
it between his paws. He was a remarkably
cleanly little creature, continually dressing
his fur in the manner of the Felinue. When
he slept, he rolled himself up like the dor-

I

mouse, with his tail encircling his body.
' Always active and blithe, he would somc-
times perform feats of extraordinary agility,

‘ bounding to great distances, and clinging to

every object within his reach.”

8TAO. [Sec Deer, Red.]

8TAO-BEETHE. In the article Lucaxus
we have entered at some length on a de-
scription of the most common genus of the
Staa-hectle. Wc may here refer our readers
to two or three of the most remarkable ge-
nera of exotic LnennUhp.. In Australia wc
find the genus Lamprimn, in which the pre-
valent colouring is inetaliic green ; the
mandibles are snort, and clothed with hairs

on the inside. In New Zealand occurs the

genus Vendrohlax, which at first sight re-

sembles a small species of Dynastes. In

South America wo meet with the genus
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Phohdotus, in which tlie body is covered
with scales. On tlie Island of ChiloB the
truly remarkable genus Chiasoffnatlms occurs,

in the male of which the mandibles are
longer than the body, beut down towards
the tip, where they are reflexed ; on their
under side, at the base, there is a long horn.
Our figure will illustrate the form of this

curious insect better than the longest de-
scription ; that with the long jaws shows the

CUIASOGMATHCa OIIAXTTI

—

MALE.

male, while the figure of the thorax and head
represent those of the female, in wliich the

BKAD AND THORAX 07 FEMALB (o. ORANTII.)

mandibles are very short. Another curious
genus allied Sphenognathus, a native

|

of Columbia. I

STAPIIYETNUS : STAPHYT.INIDiB. I

A genus and family ofColcopterous insects,
j

They have in general the head large and
flat, strong mandibles, an-
tennal short, the thorax as

broad as the abdomen, the
elytra truncate at the tip,

but still covering the wings,
which are of ordinary size.

The species are usually found
under dead leaves, stones,

dung. See. Our figure repre-
sents the fiI IIph 1/1111 Ilf (Ocy-
pitf) oleiif, a largo and cha-
racteristic species of the fa-

mily, which is very common
In tills country, and by many
known fainlliarly as the BTArHTt.iNus
“ Devil’s Coach Horse.” oi.smp.
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Dr. Eriohson, of Berlin, has published, in
one volume, a monograph of all the species
of\his extensive family : Great Britain pos-
sesses many different genera and species of
the group.

STARLING. (Sturrms.) A genus of
Passerine birds, having the beak compressed,
particularly towards the point, which is

blunt and nail-like. Of these, the best
known species is the Common Starling
iSturnus vulgaris), wliich is about the size

of the blackbird : the bill is straight ,
sharp-

pointed, and of a j'ellowish brown ; in old
birds deep yellow : the whole plumage dark,
glossed with green, blue, purple, and copper,
each feather being marked at the end with a
pale yellow spot : the wing-coverts are edged
with yellowish-brown ;

the quill and tail-

feathers dusky, with light edges : the legs

are reddish brown. The Starling is an in-
habitant of almost every climate j and as it

is a familiar bird, and easiiy trained in a
state of captivity, its habits have been
more frequently observed than those of most
other birds. They make an artless nest in
hollow trees, the eaves of old houses, towers,
and cliffs overhanging the sea. In the au-
tumn they fly in vast flocks, and may be
knoivn at a great distance by their whirling
mode of flight. So attached are they to

society, that they not only join those of their
own species, but aiso birds of a different kind,
and are frequently seen in company with
Redwings, Fieldfares, Jackdaws, &c. Their
principal food consists of worms, snails, and
caterpillars ; they also eat various kinds of
grain, seeds, and berries ; are said to be par-
ticularly fond of cherries

;
and are accused

of breaking and sucking the eggs of other
birds. They are very docile in confinement,
and may be easily taught to repeat short
phrases, or whistle tunes, with great exact-

\

ness,— their powers of imitation being con-
; siderable.

STAnmNO.—(sTunnos vdloaris.)

“ The Starling shall always have a friend

in me,” says that genuine defender of the

feathered race, Charles Waterton, Esq. “ I

admire it for its fine shape and lovely plu-

mage i I protect it for its wild and varied
song ;

and I defend it for its innocence.”
“ There is not a bird in all Great Britain

more harmless than the Starling : still it has

to suffer persecution, and is too often doomed
to see its numbers thinned by the hand of

jJUatural l^tstnry

;

wantonness or error. The farmer complains
that it sucks his pigeons’ eggs, and, when
the gunner and his assembled party wish to
try their new percussion cap, the keeper is

ordered to close the holes of entrance into
the dovecot overnight ; and the next morn-
ing three or four dozen of Starlings are cap-
tured to be shot : while the keeper, that slave
ofNimrod, receives thanks, and often a boon,
from the surrounding sportsmen, for having

;

freed the dovecot from such a pest. Alas
!

j

these poor Starlings had merely resorted to
;

it for shelter and protection, and were in no
i

way responsible for the fragments of egg-
j

shells which were strewed upon the floor, i

These fragments were the work of deep-
designing knaves, and not of the harmless
starling. The rat and the weasel were the
real destroyers ; but they had done the deed
of mischief in the dark, unseen and unsus-
pected J while the stranger Starlings were
taken, condemned, and executed, for hai-ing !

been found in a place built for other tenants
of a more profitable description.”
We take leave also to add a few lines re-

,

speeting this bird from the ‘Journal of a Na-
i

turallst.’ “ They vastly delight, in a bright
autumnal morning, to sit basking and preen-
ing themselves on the summit of a tree,

chattering all together in a low song-like
note. There is something singularly curious
and mysterious in the conduct of these birds

previous to their nightly retirement, ' by the
variety and intrieacy of the evolutions they
execute at that time. They will form them-
selves, perhaps, into a triangle, then shoot
into a long, pear-shaped figure, expand lilie

a sheet, wheel into a ball, as Pliny observes,

each individual striving to get into the
centre, &c., with a promptitude more like

parade movements than the actions of birds.

As the breeding season advances, these pro- :

digious flights divide, and finally separate
|

into pairs, and form their summer settle- i

ments J but probably the vast body of them 1

leaves the kingdom.” I

A second species is found in the south of
Europe, and is distinguished from the former

j

by its uniform colour, wanting the wliitish i

spots, and having the feathers longer and
more pointed. This is the Sturnvs unicolor.

STAUROPUS. A genus of nocturnal Le-
pidoptcra, containing the

STAURorrs faoi, or Lobstkr Moth.
This Moth is found in various parts
of the south of England, but is compara- I

tively rare. It varies from two inches and
,

LODsTm-MOru.—(avAunoPDS faoi.)

a quarter to three inchc.s in expanse : its

colour a dull grayish-brown, with the tore-
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• wings varied towards the base and hind
margin with reddisli : the base is pale, suc-

: ceeded by a broad dark bar, with several
i paler patches occupj-ing the middle of the

I

wing, followed by a waved and toothed pale

! stripe. The apical portion of the wing is

^ paler, with a row of small black sub-margi-

;
nal dots, preceded on the costa by a luteous
stripe : the hind wings are brown, with an
angulated pale strii^e running from the outer
margin half-way across the middle of the
wings. The Caterpillar is rusty gray, or

CArERPILLAR OP I.O B3TEK-MOTH,
(STADROPOS FAOl.)

fawn colour : the cocoon is closely woven,
and more resembles silver paper than any
other material. The perfect insect appears

I
in June and July, and the caterpillar in

I
the autumn. It feeds on the hazel, alder,
sloe, &e.

STEEXBOK. (Antilope tragulus.') Few
of the Antelope tribe are more graceful than

: the Steenbok. Its body is well made and
I
compact ; its legs long and slender ; its head

i small and well formed; and its tail scarcely
: perceptible. The length of this animal is

i about tlirec feet six inches, and the height at
' the shoulder under twenty inches. The
;

upper parts of the body ore of a reddish-

j

fawn colour ; the hair on shoulders, back,
I and sides appearing to be tipped with a
;
silvery hue ; the nose and legs are dark

j

brown ; the breast, belly, and inner parts of

I

the limbs white : but what must conspicu-
i
ously marks this species is a black line which

I

posses from the root of each horn backwards,
;
uniting between the ears, and forming an
obtuse angle. The horns are smooth, po-

I

lished, and finely pointed ; the ears very

;

long and broad. It inhabits the stony plains
and rocky hills of South Africa ; is parti-
cularly thy, and runs with remarkable swift-
ness. It is much hunted on account of the

,
delicacy of its flesh, wliich Is esteemed ex-
cellent venison.

j
STELEERIDA. An order of Uadiata, of

which the Attericu, or Star-fish may be
taken as the type. [See Astebias.]

8TEI.EIO. The name of a genus of Sau-
i
rians belonging to the Iguana family. They
are characterized chiefly by having the tail

encircled with rings of large scales tliat arc
otlen spinous.

STERLET. (Aenipenner ruthenuK.') The
smallest species of Sturgeon, being from two
to three feet In length : it Is found in the
Volga and tome other Russian rivers, and is

considered a great delicacy. The caviar

of ^Jatuve. 645

made from this fish is confined almost ex
clusively to the use of the royal table.

STICKLEBACK. (Gasternsteus.') A ge-
nus of Acanthoptcrygious fishes, comprising
several species, which difier principally in

their number of spines, and are named ac-
cordingly. The Turjje-spined Stickle-

THREE-SPINEU STICKLEBACK.
(QABTEROSTEDS AOOLEATUB.)

BACK (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is found in
almost every river, brook, and pond. It
seldom grows to the length of two inches
and a half : the eyes are large ; the belly is

prominent ; the body near the tail is square

;

and the sides are covered with large bony
plates, placed transversely. On the back
there are three sharp spines, capable of ele-

vation or depression at pleasure ; the dorsal
fin is placed near the tail ; the pectoral fins

are broad ; the ventral spine triangular at
the base ; and a small fold of skin forms a
horizontal erest on each side of the tail.

The colour of the back is green : the cheeks,
sides, and belly silvery white

;
but in some

the lower jaw and belly are of a bright
crimson. These fishes arc sometimes so
plentiful in the fens of Lincolnshire and
Cambridgeshire as to be collected and used
for manuring the land in their vicinity.
The males are exceedingly pugnacious, and
they use their spines with such fatal effect,

that one occasionally rips up and kills the
other.

The other species deserving mention is

the FiFTEEif-spiXEi) Stickleback (Gaelc-
rosteus tjnnadiia), which is of a more elon-
gated form than the others, and is common
around our coast, and in the Baltic ; seldom,
however, ascending rivers. Though less

active than its brethren of the fresh water, it

is scarcely less voracious, devouring the fry
of other fishes, crustaceans, &c. It keeps
near rocks and stones covered with sea-
weeds, among which it takes refuge on any
alarm ; but fs very inignacious, and seldom
loses any opportunity that presents itself of
displacing its natural ferocity. It spawns
in spring, and the young, less than half an
inch long, arc seen In considerable numbers
In summer at the margin of the sea.

It has been satisfactorily ascertained that
this species of Stickleback constructs a nest
wherein to deposit its Bjmwn, and guards it

with watchful care till the young fry make
their appearance. In our article " Fishes ”

a eircuinstantial account of this fact, ns given
by Mr. Conch, appears i and in the ‘ Trans-
actions of the Berwickshire Naturalists'
Club’ the fact is further confirmed by Mr.
Duncan and the Rev. Mr. Turnbull. They
say, “These nests arc to be found in spring and
summer, on several parts of our coasts, in
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rocky and weedy pools between tide-marks.
They are about eight inches in length, and
of an elliptical form or pear-shaped, formed
by matting together the branches of some
common fncus, ns, for exampie, the fucm
nodosus, with various conferva;, alvte, the
smaller Florideie, and corallines. These
are all tied together in one confused compact
mass, by means of a thread run tlirough,
and around, and amongst them in every
conceivable direction. The thread is of
great length, as fine ns ordinary silk, tough,
and somewhat elastic ; whitish and formed
of some albuminous secretion. It is evi-

dent that the fish must first deposit its

spawn amid the growing fucus, and after-

wards gather its branches together around
the eggs, weaving and incorporating at

the same time all the rubbish that is lying
or floating around the nucleus. They were
narrowly watched for some w’eeks, and
it was observed that the same fish was
always in attendance upon its own nest.

During the time of hope and expectation,
they become fearless, and will allow them-
selves to be taken up by the hand repeatedly.
There can be no doubt that their object in
remaining near the nest is to guard it against
the attacks of such animals as might feel

inclined to prey upon its contents.

STILIFER. A genus of Molluseous ani-

mals, one of which was discovered by Arthur
Adams, Esq., of H. M. S. Samarang, living

on the body of a starfish (Asicrios) on the

coast of Borneo. It has two elongate subu-
late tentacles, with the eyes sessile near the

outer side of their base, and a small rounded
head. The mantle is entirely enclosed and
covered by the thin shell, and the foot is

narrow, slender, very much produced beyond
the head in front, and scarcely extended at

all behind.

STIPITURUS, or Soft-tailed Fly-
CATCiiEii. iStipiturus malachurits.') Tins
curious species of bird inhabits Australia.

The beak, which is dark brown, is furnished

with strong bristles ; the general colour of
the plumage is ferruginous, but the feathers

of the upper parts of the body and wings
are streaked down the middle with brownish
black : over the eyes, arising at the base of

the beak, is a pale blue streak ;
tliroat and

fore part of the neck of the same blue colour:

the feathers of the rump are soft, long,

and silky
;
win^s short, nearly reaching to

the base of the tail, which is upwards of

four inches long; the shafts very slender

and black, the webs on each side consist-

ing of minute slender hairy black fila-

ments, placed at distances, and distinct from
each other, as in the feathers of the Cas-

sowary. It is fond of marshy places,

abounding with long gross and rushes.

When disturbed, its flight is very short,

and it runs on the ground with great swift-

ness.

STOAT. [Sec Eiimine.]

STILT, or STILT PLOVER. (Ilimnn-

topus.) A genus of wading birds, remark-
able for the extreme length and slenderness

of their legs, and for the peculiar form of the

iliatural ]gWtory

;

bill, which is round, slender, and pointed.
!

Stitts, though not numerous, are found in
every quarter of the globe ; the species which
occasionally visits England and Western
Europe being spread throughout Asia and
Africa— two others being met with in Ame-
rica, and one in Australia. The Euroiiean
species is white, with a black calotte and
mantle, and red legs. They are destitute ofa
hind toe, and their iong legs are so feeble as
to render walking a painful efibrt to them ;

but they fly with great swiftness, and swim
well. They frequent marshes, shallow lakes,
&c. ; and feed upon minute shell-fish, insects,

Crustacea, &c. In constructing their nests,
six or eight pairs of birds unite to build a
platform, by which the nests may be raised
above the middle of the water. [S^ Uimax-

j

TOPUS.]

STOCK-DOVE. iColumba cenaa.') From
]

the Stock-dove, or common Wild Pigeok,
i

most of the beautiful varieties of the Co- '

lumbidee, which in a state of domestication
;

are dependent upon man, derive their origin : i

hence the name Stoct-dove. It is fourteen I

inches in length : the bill is pale red ; the
j

head, neck, and upper part of the back are
of a deep bluish gray, reflected on the sides of !

the neck with glossy green and gold ; breast i

pale reddish purple ; the lower part of the !

back and the rump light gray or ash, as are
also the belly, thighs, and imder tail-coverts;

the primary quill feathers are dusky, edged
with white, the others gray, marked with
two block spots on the exterior webs, forming
two bars across each wing; tail ash-gray,
tipped with black : legs and feet red ; cla^s
black. Such are the colours of a Pigeon in ^

a state of nature ; but the pigeon-fancier's
|

art has been carried so far as to produce an
j

almost endless variety of tints among the '

various domesticated species. . Wild Pigeons

stock-dove.—(OCLOnBA CE:rAS,')

are said to migrate in lar^ flocks into !

England at the approach of winter, from the ;

northern regions, and return in the spring ; :

many of them, however, remain in tliis

country,ouly changing their quarters. They :

buiid in the hollows of decayed trees, and
j

usually have two broods in the year ; but in f

a state of domestication they generally breed

every month ; and although lliey only lay

two eggs at a time, if all were sulfcrcd to live

their increase in a few years would become
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enormous. The male and female perform
the office of incubation by turns, and feed

^ their young by casting up the provisions
which they have treasured up in their capa-
cious crop. At first the young arc served with
food considerably macerated ; but as they
grow older, the parents gradually diminish
the trouble ofpreparing it ; and at length send
forth the young birds to provide for them-
selves. However, when they have plenty of
provisions, it is not uncommon to see young

! ones almost fit for flight, and eggs hatching
' at the same time in the identical nest.

1 STOMAPODA. An order of the class

1

Crustacea, all the species of wliich are ma-
1
rine, and the largest only found in tropical

climates. In many ofthe animals composing

1

this Order the feet approach the mouth. The
1
general form of the body bears considerable

!
resemblance to that of the Crayfish and its

! allies ; the abdomen being much prolonged,

!
the tail-flu much expanded laterally, and

1

the appendages beneath the abdomen being

1

developed aiffi used as fin-feet. As they in-

1

habit the deep parts of the sea, their habits

!
are not well known, but they are supposed

i to be voracious. [See Squill.\, and Opossum
Shrimp.]

STOM.A.TIA. A genus of Mollusca, the
shells of which are auriform, but distin-

guished from iraliotis by being destitute of
the scries of holes ; mouth lar^c, oblong,
interior pearly. They are found in the East
Indian seas, and in those of Australia.

STONUCHAT. (SaxicoJa rubicola.) This
bird, which belongs to the same family as the

Robin Red-breast, is nearly five inches in

length 1 and is chiefly found on wild heaths
and commons, where it feeds on small worms
and all kinds of insects. The bill is black j the

head, neck, and throat black, faintly mixed
with brown; on each side of the neck, imme-
diately above the wings, there is a large white
spot ; the back and wing-coverts are of a fine

velvet block, edged with brown ; the quills

next the body are white at the bottom, form-
ing a'spotof that colour on the wings ; the
breast is a bright bay ; the rump white ; tail

and legs block. This solitary bird builds at the

roots of bushes, or underneath stones, care-
fully concealing the entrance of the nest,

and using a variety of arts to prevent any
one from tracing it to its retreat. It is al-

most continually on the wing, flying from
bush to bush, and resting but for a few
seconds at a time. The sound of its note has
been thought to resemble the clicking of two
stones together, which circumstance has been
given as the origin of its name.

STONE CURLEW. (fF.rlimemus crepi-

tans.) This bird is also called the Whistling
or Norfolk Plover, and belongs to the order

(Iraltatnrrs. It is larger than the Wooilcock,

the expansion of the wings lieing three feet.

It has a straight bill, two inches long, block
towards the base, and yellow at the tip.

Under each of the eyes tlicrc is a bare space,

of a yellowish green : the breast and thighs

are a yellowish white ; the middle of the

back, the head, and the neck arc block,

edged witli a reddish osh-colour ;
on the

quill-feathers there are transverse white
spots ; and some of the wing-feathers, which
are tipped with white, appear beautifully
mottled. The tail is about six inches long,
and variegated like the wings ; the legs are
long and yellowish ; the claws small and
black. This bird has no hind toe, and those
before are united by a small membrane. It

is a native of several English counties, par-
ticularly Norfolk. It is rapid on foot, and
powerful in flight, which it executes in wide
circles ; and it is remarkable for its piercing
shrill note, which it sends forth in the even-
ing. It lays two eggs of a dirty white, marked
with spots and streaks of a deep reddish
colour ; feeds on slugs, worms, and cater-
pillars ; and its flesh, when young, is con-
sidered delicious.

White of Selborne observes in a letter to
Pennant, “ I wonder that the Stone Curlew,
Charadrius Qidicnemus, should be mentioned
by writers as a rare kind : it abounds in all

the campaign parts ofHampshire and Sussex,
and breeds, I think, alt the summer, having
young ones, I know, very late in the autumn.
Already (March 30.) they begin clamouring
in the evening. They cannot, I think, with
any propriety, be called, as they are by Mr.
Ray, ‘ circa aquas versantes ;

’ for with us,

by day at least, they hauut only the most
dry, open, upland fields and sheep-walks,
far removed from water : what they may do
in the night I cannot say. Worms are their
usual food, but they also cat toads and frogs.

It lays its eggs, usually two, never more
than three, on the bare ground, without any
nest, in the field ; so that the countryman,
in stirring his fallows, often destroys them.
The young run immediately from the egg,
like partridges, &c., and are withdrawn to
some flinty field by the dam, where they
skulk among the stones, wliich are their best
security ; for their feathers are so exactly of
the colour of our gray-spotted flints, that the
most exact observer, unless he catches the eye
of the young bird, may be eluded. . . . QSdic-
nemus is a most apt and expressive name for
them, since their legs seem swollen like those
of a gouty man. After harvest I have shot
them before the pointers in turnip-fields.”
This bird appears to be pretty generally dis-
tributed throughout'Europe i in the south of
France and in Italy it is abundant : and in
many parts, as in Britain and Germany,
It la migratory ; but it is seldom met with
in the northern counties of England, and
scarcely ever in Scotland.

STORK. ( Ciconia.) A genus of large
Grallatorial birds. In most countries Storks
arc held in great esteem by the inhabit-
ants, ns they tend to prevent the increase
of noxious vermin by destroying great
numbers, nil the species being extremely
voracious. 'I’hcy reside in marshy places,
where their chief food (rcj)tilcs, worms, and
insects) is found

; and they migrate in large
flocks to immense distances, returning regu-
larly to their former habitations. They have
no voice, but produce a ciattcring with their
biils, by striking the mnndibics togetlicr.
Among the ancients, to kill them was con-
sidered a crime, which, in some places, was
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punished even with death ; and, like the
Ibis, this bird became the object of worship.
Tile Stork is remarkable for its great aftection
towards its young, but more especially for
its attention to its parents in old age.

The White Stork (Ciconia alba) is

upwards of three feet six indies long. The
head, the neck, and tlie whole of the body
are of a pure wliite ; tlic scapulars and wings
black ; the bill, seven inches in length, is of
a fine red colour

; and the legs and bare part

of the thighs are also red. The neck is long
and arched ; and the feathers near the breast
are long and pendulous. The Stork inhabits
various parts of the temperate regions of
the Old Continent, though it rarely visits

England. The nest is made of dry sticks,

twigs, and aquatic plants, sometimes on large
trees, or the summits of high rocky clitt's :

this, however, says Bewick, seldom happens,
for the Stork prefers the neighbourhood of
populous places, where it finds protection
from the inhabitants

; who, for ages, have
regarded both the bird and its nest as sacred,
and commonly place boxes for them on the
tops of the houses wherein to make their
nests

;
to which they return, after the most

distant journeys, and every Stork takes pos-
session of his own box. When these are not
provided for them, they build on the tops of
chimneys, steeples, and lofty ruins. The I

Stork lays from two to four eggs, the size

and colour of those of a goose, and the male
and female sit by turns. They are singularly
attentive to their young, both together never
quitting the nest, but each by turns bringing
provisions for them. Their food consists of
serpents, lizards, frogs, small fish, &c. In
their migrations these birds avoid the ex-
tremes of heat and cold ; never being seen
in summer farther nortli than Russia or

|

Sweden, nor in winter farther south than
Egypt, where it is constantly seen during
that season. Before they take their depar-
ture they assemble in large flocks, making

;

a clattering noise, and appearing to be all
|

bustle and consultation ; but when they arc
actually about to leave, the whole body be-
come silent, and move at once, generally in
the night. The flesh of this bird is very
rank, and not fit for food.

The Black Stork. (Ciconia niffra.) This
species is not so large as the preceding, being
about three feet in length. Its head, neck,
the whole of the upper i>arts of its body,
wings, and tail are dusky, with green and
purple hues ; the under parts of the breast
and belly are pure white ; the beak, the
naked skin about the eyes, and throat, are

i

deep red
;
as also are the legs. The Black !

Stork inhabits many parts of Europe, but is

not so common as the white. It is said to
be a solitary bird, frequenting the most se-
questered places to breed : it builds on trees,
laying two or three eggs, of a dull wliite,
shaded with green, and slightly marked with
brown spots. Like the White Stork, its

flesh is wholly unfit for food.

The AirERiCAX Stork. (Ciconia magru-
ari.) There is little difference in size be-
tween this species and the common White
Stork : the head, neck, back, tail, and all I

the under parts of the body are of a pure
white : the feathers at the base of the neck
are long and pendent j the wings and upper
tail-coverts are dusky, glossed with green ;

a large naked space on the upper part of the
throat, which is capable of dilatation, is of a
fine Vermillion hue, as is also the skin which
surrounds the eyes. The beak is greenish-
yellow : the feet red, and the claws brown.
This bird inhabits various parts of America,
and is said to be good food.

STRATIOJIID.®. A family ofDipterous
insects, which in the perfect state are gene-
rally found, in damp situations, upon flowers,

j

sucking their sweets. They are mostly
|

prettily coloured, and some of the sj)eeies
i

have beautiful metallic tints. The larvas

of some are aquatic, whilst others arc found
under ground, in dung, or the rotten detritus
of wood ; but they all agree in retaining the
larva skin in its original form during their
existence in the pupa state.

STORMY PETREL. [See Petrel.]

STREPSIPTERA. The name given by i

Kirby to an order of insects (consisting only I

of a single family, Sti/Iopiilic) which possess
mdimental elytra in the form of linear and

|

spirally twisted scales. The s|)ccics com- I

posing this order arc all of small size, none I

I
of them reaching a quarter of an inch in I

length. The body is long and narrow ; I

the thorax large and singularly developed ; I

mouth with two slender acute jaws, wide •

' apart, and two biarticulatc palpi ; anterior
wings transformed into a pair of short,
slender, contorted appendages ; posterior
wings very large, folding longitudinally like

a fan. The head is distinct and exposed : it

is transverse, with the cj'es very large, lateral,

i

and prominent, licing placed upon the con-
tracted sides of the head, which gives them
the appearance of being inserted upon short
footstalks. The number of hexagonal facets
is small, and they are singularly separated
from each other by a septum or partition,
which, being elevated alrovc the lenses, gives
the eyes a cellular surface. In IClenciius

tcnuicot'ni.i Mr. Templeton could detect only
about fifteen len.scs in the eyes, which are
quite sessile. The antenna: are of singular
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construction, although consisting of but n
few joints. Mr. Kirby (says Mr. Westwood)
noticed the analogy which existed between
tlie antennse of some of these insects and
many Coleoptera and Hymenoptera which
have brandling or furcate antennie. But it

is to be observed, that, with the exception of
a very few, antenn® thus constructed are
found only amongst male insects ; and hence
it appears not improbable that all the winged
individuals of this order yet discovered are

! males, all exhibiting a complicated structure
in their antenn®. The true wings, which
are very large and membranous, are attached
at tlie anterior lateral angles of the meta-
thorax, and can be folded up longitudinally
at the sides of the body. The legs are mo-
derately long, and rather weak, but the cox®
of the two anterior pairs are elongated, giving
them considerable powers of motion. The
femora are simple ; the tibi® not furnished
with spurs ; and the tarsal joints are fur-
nished beneath with large fleshy cusliions,

without any terminal ungues. These in-
sects, in their early states, are parasitic in
the bodies of various bees and wasps ; the
larva, wlien full-grown, protruding its head

1 between the abdominal segments of these
insects, appearing, at first sight like a small
flattened acanis.

Jfr. Kirby’s account of the discovery of
these insects, and of the burstiug forth of
the imago, is, in Mr. Westwood’s opinion, so
interesting, that he gladly avails himself of
the following extract. After mentioning
that he had repeatedly observed something
upon the abdomen of various Andren®,
wliicli he had at first regarded as a kind of
acarus, he at Icngtii determined to examine
and dcscril® one of them : “ But what was
my astonishment when, upon attempting to
disengage it with a pin, I drew forth from
the boily of the bee a white fleshy larva a
quarter of an inch long, the head of which
1 had mistaken for an acarus. How this
animal receives its nourishment seems a
mystery. Upon examining the head under
a strong magnifier, I could not discover any
mouth or proboscis with wliich it might per-
forate the corneous covering of the ab(lomcn,
and so support itself by suction: on the
under side of the head, at its junction witli
the body, there was a concavity i but I could
observe nothing in this but a uniform un-
broken surface. As the body of the animal
Is inserted in the body of the bee, docs tliat

part receive its nutriment from it by ab-
sorption ? After I had examined one spe-
cimen, I attempted to extract a second ; and
the reader may imagine how greatly my
astonishment was increased when, after I

had drawn it out but a little way, I saw Its

skin burst, and a head as black as Ink, with
large staring eyes and antenn®, consisting
of two branches, break forth, and move itself

briskly from side to side. It looked like a
little imp of darkness just emerging from
the infernal regions. I was impatient to

become liettcr acquainted with so singular
a creature. When it was completely dis-

engaged, and I had secured it from making
! its escape, I set myscif to examine it as ac-

curately as possible ; and 1 found, after a

careful inquiry, that I had not only got a
nondescript, but also an insect of a new
genus, wliose very class [order] seemed du-
bious.”

“ In the perfect state, tliese insects are but
short-lived, delicate creatures. Mr. Dale,
who has been very fortunate in his disco-
veries of this order, thus describes the pro-
ceedings of one which he Caught flying, on
the 7th of May, over a quickset hedge of a
garden. * It looked milk-white on the wing,
with a jet-black body, and totally unlike
any thing else ; it flew with an undulating
or vacillating motion amongst the young
shoots, and I could not catch it till it settled

on one, when it ran up and down, its wings
in motion, and making a considerable buzz
or hum, as loud as a Sesia ;

it twisted about
its rather long tail, and turned it up like a
Staphylinus. I put it under a glass, and
placed it in the sun ;

it became quite furious
in its confinement, and never ceased running
about for two hours. The elytra, or pro-
cesses were kept in quick vibration as well
as the wings ; it buzzed against the sides of
the glass, with its head touching it, and tum-
bled about on its back. By putting two bees
{Andremi labialis) under a glass in the sun,
two Stylops were produced : the bees seemed
uneasy, and went up towards them, but evi-
dently with caution, as if to fight ; and
moving their antennas towards them, re-
treated. I once thought the bee attempted
to seize it ; but the oddest thing was to see

the St3dops get on the body of the bee and
ride about, the latter using every effort to
throw his rider.” These insects appear at
different times of the year, and seem widely
distributed.
To the foregoing we should add, that in

the * Anniversary Address delivered at the
Entomological Society, Feb. 10. 1845, by the
President, G. Newport, Esq., F. B. S..,’ it

was shown, from the discoveries of Dr. Siebold
of Erlangen, that the Strepsiptera undergo
a singular metamorphosis

;
that the males

and females differ from each other, the me-
tamorphosis of the males being complete,
they alone being furnished with wings : the
females, on the contrary, have neither legs,

wings, nor eyes, and greatly resemble larvaa.

These females are viviparous, and never quit
the bodies of the Hymenoptera in which
they live as parasites. The voiing Strep-
siptcra, at the moment that tficy burst tbo
eggs in whicli tliey arc devcloijcd within
the body of the parent, have six legs, and
are furnished with organs of manducation.

STKIGOPS. A remarkable genus of
Scansorial birds belonging to the Parrot fa-
mily, which at first sight has a strong re-
semblance to nn Owl. It was established by
Mr. G. Gray for the reception of a species In
the liritUh Museum, to which he has given
the name of .S'frjf/o/w habro])tilu3. It is of a
greenish colour, mottled and streaked with
black ; and from a letter of Mr. Strange,
read at the Zoological Society, it appears
tliat in New Zealand, whore it Is very rare,

;

it is called A'aAv/;>o, and is nocturnal in its ,

habits: resorting In thedaV-time to burrows '

formed uiulcr the roots of trees, or to largo
1
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masses of rock. It feeds on the roots of the
fern, and on the outer covering of the Phor-
miuvi tenax, or New Zealand flax. The
French Museum lias subsequently obtained
a specimen from Stewart Island, to tlie south
of New Zealand. A figure of it is given in
‘ liTllustration,’ December 4. 1847.

STRIGID/E. The name of the family of
Nocturnal birds of which the Owl iStrix) is

the type. [See Owi-.]

STBOMBUS : STROMBIDiE. A genus
and family of Mollusca, for the most part
found in the seas of tropical countries, in-
habiting large and thick oval shells. The head
of the animal is furnlshedwith a proboscis
and two short tentacula; and the eyes are
situated on a lateral peduncle longer than the
tentacula itself. Spire of the shell mode-
rate ; mouth long, and rather narrow, ter-
minated by a canal more or less long and
recurved

;
right lip dilated in the adult, and

having a small notch or sinus near the
canal ; left lip sometimes thickened ; oper-
culum horny, long, and narrow. In many
species the spire is quite hidden by the ex-
I)ansion of the outer lip. In the Strombus
pif/as, a very large species, which is caught for
the table, pearls are said to be occasionally,
though very rarely, found. Mr. Wood, in

PELKOAN'S-FOOT aHELT.
(STBOMBOS [AFORnHAIS] PEO-PE LKCANl .)

his ‘ Zoography,’ relates that he saw a pink
pearl, weigh.ing twenty-four grains, taken
from the body of one of this species tliat was
caught off the island of Barbadoes. As an
example of this group of shells we have sub-
joined a figure of the Slrmtibiis (Aporrhais)
Pcs-Pelecani, or Pelecan’s-foot shell, which
has received its name from the processes

round the mouth being arranged and con-
nected much as in tlie foot of that well-
known bird. Some of the Strombs are used
to make artificial cameos. [See IIiiLMiiT

Shell.]

STRUTUIO. [See Osteicii.]

STRUTHIOBARI.V. A genus of marine
Mollusca, found in New Holland and New
Zealand. The shells are oval, in shape like

a Puermum, but differ in having a thickened
lip i

the spire is elevated ;
mouth oval, ter-

minated by a very short straight canal ; no
varices j operculum horny : they are both
rare and singular.

STRUTIIIONID/E. The name of a fa-

mily of large birds, incapable of flight,

having mere rudimentary wings, but long

iJJatural 5?ts'tDri)

;

and strong legs j including the Ostrich, the
Cassowary, and other congeneric species.

STURGEON. (Accipenser.) A genus of
large Cartilaginous fish, allied somewhat to
the Shark and Ray, but differing essentially
in structure, as well as in habits. There
are several species.
The C0M.MOX Stvugeos (_Accipensersturio)

is generally about six feet long, but sometimes
attains to the length of eighteen. It inhabits
the Northern, European, and American seas,
migrating during the early summer months
into the larger rivers and lakes, and retum-

OOMMON STUnGKON.—(ACClPENaPR 8TUR10.) I

deposited its spawn. Its form is long and
slender, gradually tapering towards the tail,

and covered throughout the whole length
by five rows of strong, large, bony tubercles,
rounded at the base, and terminated above
by a sharp curved point in a reversed direc-
tion. The body of the Sturgeon is more or

;

less covered with bony plates, arranged in
longitudinal rows

;
and the head is armed

in a similar manner : the snout is long and
,

slender, obtuse at the tip, and furnislicd '

beneath, at some distance from the end, with '

four long worm-shaped cirri : the mmtfh,
placed under the elongated muzzle, is sirmU
and toothless ; and the palatal bones form I

the upper jaw' ; the air-bladder is very large,

and communicates by a wide opening with
the gullet. The pectoral fins are oval, and
middle-sized ; the dorsal small, and situated
very near the tail ; the ventral and anal fins

are also small, and placed nearly opposite I

the dorsal. The tail is lobed or slightly
|

forked, the upper lobe extending far beyond
the lower. The general colour is cinereous
above, with dusky specks, and yellowish-

|

white beneath ; and the tops of the tubercles
are of a similar cast. Though generally
considered as a fish of slow motion, it is

sometimes seen to sw im w ith great rajidity,

and also to spring out of the water with
great force at intervals. It is rarely taken
at any great distance from shore, but fre-

quents such parts of the sea ns are not re-

mote from the estuaries of large rivers. In
North America they appear in great abun-
dance during the early summer months.
The flesh of the Sturgeon is white, delicate,

and firm : it is said to resemble veal, when
roasted ; but it is generally eaten pickled,

and the major part of what we receive in

that state comes cither from the Baltic rivers

or those of North America. It annually
ascends the large rivers in our country, but
not in any quantities, and is occasionally
taken in the salmon-nets. From the roc.

when properly salted and dried, is prei'arcd

the substance known by the name of caviar ;

but a very superior sort is made from a
smaller species, called the Sterlet.

The SUngeon was a fish in high repute
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I
among the Greeks and Romans, and, ac-

' cording to Pliny, was broiiglit to table with

I

much pomp, and ornamented with flowers,
the slaves who carried it being also adorned

! with garlands, and accompanied by music.
' Its flesh has, indeed, been esteemed in all

ages ; but modem nations do not consider it

,

so great a luxury as the ancients. Its fishery,
• however, is an object of importance.

I

The largest species of Sturgeon, called the
IsixoLASS Sturoeox (,Accii>enser huso), is

! chiefly found in tlie Black and Caspian seas,

ascending the tributary streams in immense
multitudes. It frequently attains the length
of twenty or twenty-five feet ; and some
have been taken weighing nearly 3000 lbs.

It enters the rivers in the middle of winter,
while they are still covered with ice, is very

i voracious, and pursues all the smaller fishes,

but feeds likewise on vegetables. The fishery
of this species is vastly important in the

I south of Russia ; upwards of a hundred

^

thousand being taken yearly. The caviar

I

of conwnerce is chiefly made from its eggs,
which exist in sneh abundance as to consti-
tute nearly one-third of the total weight.
This is a very common aliment in Turkey,
Russia, Germany, Italy, and especially in
Greece, and forms an important article of
commerce, very profitable to Russia. The
flesh is nutritious, wliolesome, and of an
agreeable flavour. The isinglass of com-

I merce is prejiared from the air-bladder j and
the fat may be used os a substitute for butter
or oil.

!
' STURIO ; STtTRIONTD.®. A genus and

I
family of Cartilaginous fishes, of which the

. Sturgeon is the tyiie. [See Stukoeox.]

i
STURNUS: STURNID^. A genus and

j

family of Passerine birds, of which the com-

I

mon Starling U a familiar example. [See
Starlixo.]

SUCKER. [See Lumpfisu.]

I

SUIDvR : SWINE. (9us, Linn.) A fa-
' mily of J'achydermata, highly important to
man os fowl. The animals composing this
family are characterized by having on each
foot two iarge principal toes shod with stout
hoofs, and two lateral toes which are much

: shorter and hardly touch the earth. The
incisor teeth are variabic in number, but the
lower incisors arc all levelled forwards ; tlic

canines arc projected from the moutli and
recurved upwards. The muzzle is termi-
nated by a truncated snout fitted for turning
up the ground. The Babyroussa, Peccary,
and other allied genera, are included in the
family S'luUe. [t)ee IIoo.]

SUN-BIRDS. (Cinnyri/Up,.) A family of
Tcriiiirostral birds, of the most brilliant plu-
mage, iiving upon the juices of flowers.
Cuvier defines the genus Cinnyris os being
distinguished by a long and sicmier bill,

with the edge of the two mamlililes finely
serrated ; anil the tongue, which can he pro-
truded from the hill, terminating in a fork.
They are, he oliserves, small birds, the plu-
mage of whose males glitters in the season
of love with metailic colours, approoeliing
in splendour that of the lluniining-birds.

which they represent in this respect in the
Old Continent, where they are found prin-
cipally in Africa and the Indian Archipelago.
Their subsistence for the most part is drawn
from the nectar of fiowers ; their nature is

gay, their song agreeable, and their beauty
makes them much sought after in our ca-
binets J but as the tribe is confined exclu-
sively to the torrid zone and the southern
hemisphere, the naturalists of our northern
latitudes have little opportunity of observing
their manners or of inspecting their internal
construction. There is an obvious affinity

between the Cinnyridee, the Tj-ochilidce, and
the Meliphagidcs. One species will be suf-
ficient to describe.

The Sun-Bird. (Cinnyris splendida.) The
length of this beautiful bird is rather more
than five inches. The bill and legs are
black ; the head and throat deep violet-
blue, with a gloss of gold on the crown j

upper part of the neck, back, wing and tail-

coverts, of a deep but very brilliant golden
green, and stretching to a considerable ex-
tent over the tail : across the middle of the
breast runs a bright red bar, beyond which
the abdomen and thighs are of the same
deep violet-blue colour as the breast : the
wings and tail are black.

SUN-FISn. (Orthagoriscus.) A genus of
Cartilaginous fish, remarkable for its jieculi-

arity of form : the body is compressed, broad,
abruptly truncated, resembling, in fact, the
liead of a large fish separated from the body.
Its nearly circular form, and tlic silvery
whiteness of the sides, together with their
brilliant phosphoreseeuce during the night,
have obtained for it very generally the
appellations of sun or moon-fish. IVliile

Buom sON-tisH.—(oiiTnAOoainons mota.)

swimming, it turns round like a wheel : it

has also the power of floating with its head
and eyes above water, but not of inflating or

[

distending itself with air ; in this state it
jmoves along sideways, very slowly, how- i

ever j and appears like a dead or dying tisli.

It grows to an Immense size, often ntlaining i

the diiuncler of four feet, sometimes even
double that size, and occasionally wcigliing
from three to live hundred pounds. It is

very fat, and yields a great quantity of oil

;

but the flesh is ill lasted, and cxiialcs a dis-
agreeable odour. It is found in almost all

seas, from the arctic to tlic antarctic circle.

Tliere arc three or four species
j two of

3 K 2
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whicli, the Short Sun-fish {Orthagoriscus
mola\ and the Oblong Sun-fish (Ort/ioj/oriS-
ohlongus), are found in the British seas.

SURGEON-FISH. [See Acanxuueus.]

SURINAM TOAD. [SeePiPA.j

SURMULLET, or STRIPED RED
MULLET. (.Mullus surmuletus.) This fish,

wliich is a native of the ^Mediterranean, and
fonnd there in abundance, is also of frequent
occurrence on the southern and western
coasts of England. It seldom exceeds four-
teen inches in length, and even that is ac-
counted very large. Its colour is un elegant
rose-red, tinged with olive on the back, and

BrnMOI-LET.—(MDL3L.D8 SORMOLETO 3.)

of a silvery cast towards the abdomen ;

marked on each side by two, and sometimes
three, longitudinal lines. In the Mackerel
season tliey are often taken with a draught
of those fishes j and so abundant are they
occasionally, that in August 1819, five thou-
sand were taken in one night in Weymouth
Bay. Mr. Yarrell observes that “ the Striped
Red Mullet has been considered migratory ;

but it appears in the' shops of the London
fislimongers throughout the year, though in
much greater plenty during the summer, at
which time their colours are most vivid, and
the fish, as food, in the best condition. The
food appears to be selected from among the
softer crustaceous and molluscous animals.”
[Sec Mullet.]

SWALLOW, (irirundo.) This well-
known group of birds has often been eulo-
gised by the lovers of nature ; but no one,
perhaps, has expressed his admiration with
more truth and fervour than our own philo-
soi>hic countryman. Sir Humphry Davy.
“ The Swallow,” he says, “is one of my fa-
vourite birds, and a rival of the nightingale,
for he cheers my sense of seeing ns much as

the other does iny sense of hearing. He is

the glad proplxet of the year, the harbinger
of the best season— he lives a life of enjoy-
ment amongst the loveliest forms of nature
— winter is unknown to liim ; and he leaves

the green meadows of England in autumn
for the myrtle and orange groves of Italy,

and for the palms of Africa
j
he has always

objects of pursiut, and his success is secure.

Even the beings selected for his prey are

poetical, beautiful, and transient. The ephe-
mera! are saved by his means from a slow
and lingering death in the evening, and
killed in a moment when they have known
nothing but pleasure. He is the constant

destroyer of insects, the friend of man, and
may be regarded ns a sacred bird. Ilis in-

stinct, which gives him his appointed season,

and teaches him when and where to move.

i5RturnT ^istarn

;

may be regarded as flowing from a Divine
source

; and he beiongs to tbe oracles of
nature, wliich speak the awful and intelligi- I

ble language of a present Deity.”
;

The habits and modes of living of the i

Swallow tribe are perhaps more conspicuous,
and consequently more noticed by us, than
any other. Their arrival has ever liecn
associated in our minds with the idea of
spring ; and till the time of their departure
they seem continually before our eyes. The
air seems to be truly their home they eat,
drink, sometimes even feed their young, on
the wing, and surpass all other birds in the
untiring rapidity of their flight and evolu-
tions. The beak is very short, broad at the
base, much flattened, and very deeply cleft,

forming a large mouth, -well adapted to the
purpose of seizing winged insects, which
constitute their accustomed food. The feet
are very short, and the wings remarkably
long. In winter they migrate to tropical
climates, a few days being suflicient for them
to pass from the arctic to the torrid zone.
In the spring they return ; and it has been
found by experiment that indiiidual birds
always come back to their former haunts.
They usually have two broods in the year ;

some will occasionally have three j their i

nests are made of mud, rendered firm by a ‘

mixtrue of hair, twigs, and such kinds of i

materials. They are fond of flying over the i

surface of rivers and brooks, and sipping the !

water, without staying their flight. They I

are found in every country of the world.
Few subjects in natural history have given

rise to more discussion than to deterritine
the winter retreat of Swallows. It has long I

been clearly ascertained, that they migrate
j

to warmer climates when they disappear in !

northern countries ; and that they also creep
|

into hollow trees and holes -in the clefts of
rocks, where they lie all the winter in a
torpid state ; but at one time it was firmly
believed that they also retreated into watdr,
and revived again in spring. Upon this
subject, however, we will quote some of
Wilson's graphic and, we think, conclusive
remarks. After stating that the Swallow
flies, in his usual way, at the rate of one mile
in a minute ; that he is so engaged for ten
hours every day ; and that his active life is,

on an average, extended to ten years—whicti
would give us two million one lumdred and
ninety thousand miles : upwards of eight}'- ,

seven times the eircumference of the glolH' I

“Yet,” says he, “this little winged seraph,
j

if I may so speak, who, in a few days, and
;

at will, can pass from the borders of the
j

arctic regions to the torrid zone, is forced, '

when winter approaches, to descend to the
bottoms of lakes, rivers, and mill-ponds, to

bury itself in the mud with eels and sna|)-

ping turtles ; or to creep ingloriously into a
cavern, a rat -hole, or a hollow tree, there to

;

doze, with snakes, toads, and other reptiles,

until the return of spring ! Is not this true,
j

TO wise men of Europe and .\inerica. who
have published so many credible narratives

on tliis subject ? The geese, the ducks, the

cat-bird, and even the wren, which creeps
about our outhouses in summer like a mouse,
are all acknowledged to be migratory, and
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to pass to southern regions at tlie approach
of winter ; the Swallow alone, on whom

:
Heaven has conferred superior powers of

[ ' wing, must sink in torpidity at the bottom
' of our rivers, or doze all winter in tlie ca-
verns of tlie earth. I am myself something

'
I
of a traveller, and foreign countries afi'urd

; many novel sights : sliould I assert, that in

i some of my peregrinations I Iiad met with a
‘ nation of Indians, all of whom, old anil

;
1 young, at the commencement of cold wea-

’

I thcr, descend to the bottom of their lakes

I
and rivers, and there remain until the break-

[

iiig up of frost ; nay, sliould I affirm, that
! tliousauds of people in tlie neighbourhood
! of tills city, regularly undergo the same
j
semi-annual submersion,—that I myself had

;

fished up a wliole family of these from tlie

I

bottom of Schuylkill, wliere they had lain

!
torpid all winter, carried them home, and

i brought them all comfortably to themselves
again— sliould I even publish this in the

‘ learned pages of the ‘Transactions’ of our

I

Philosophical Society, who would believe
me ? Is, then, the organization of a Swallow
less delicate than that of a man ? Can a
bird, whose vital functions arc destroyed by
a sliort privation of pure air and its usual
food, sustain, for six months, a situation

' where the most robust man would perisli in
a few hours, or minutes ? Away with sucli

,

absurdities I they are unworthy of a serious

j

refutation.”

I
Exolisu CuiMXET Or House Swallow.

{IJirundo nistica.) In length tills bird is

rather more than six inches : the bill is black i

: forehead and chin chestnut red ; top of the

I

head and all the upper parts of tlie body
I

black, glossed with purplish hue ; the quills

j

of the wings, according os they are seen in
different positions, arc bluish block or green-

I

ish brown ; while those of the tail arc black,
with green reflections t upper part of the

' breast block ; lower part and belly white :

I

the inside and comers of the mouth yellow :

toil very long and much forked ; and each
feather, except the two middle ones, marked
with an oval white spot on the inner web :

legs short, delicately fine, and dusky. Every
person must have observed the elcgout and

» .or inn onruiiKT swallow.
(niauHoo ruhtioa.)

varied flight of this bird, during the summer
months, when it is almost continually on
the wing, performing its various cvoliitionst

and searching for its insect fiKMl, which it

takes flying, with its mouth wide open. The
nest of this bird is cotri(H>scd of rnud, rendered

tough by a mixture of hair and straw, lined
with feathers, and fixed firmly about three
or four feet from the top of the inside of a
cliimney. The female lays five or six eggs,

white, speckled with red ; and it generally
has two broods in the year. The nestlings
are sometimes dislodged from their nest, and
fall down ; and when that is the case, the

;

old ones will frequently continue to supply .

them with provisions until they are able to
,

climb up to the nest again. They generally
[

make their first appearance in this country
j

in the early part of April, and retire from
us to the south on the approach of winter. !

For some time before they quit this part of
j

the world they forsake houses, aud roost on
trees, preferring the dead, leafless branches ;

and within a day or two of retiring, they
assemble in vast flocks on house-tops, the
leads of churches, and on trees, especially
by the water side, from which circumstance
it has been erroneously supposed that they
retired into the water.

The Baun Swallow iUirundo r^ifa) in-
habits America, and receives its name from
its frequently attaching its nest to the rafters

in barns, &c. The upper parts are steel blue,

the lower light chestnut, and the wings and
tail brownish black : the tail is greatly
forked, aud each feather, except the two
middle ones, is (like the Chimney Swallow)
marked on the inner vane with an oval
white spot. The Barn Swallow’s nest is in

the shape of an inverted cone, with a per-
pendicular section cut off on that side by
which it adheres to the wood : it is formed
of mud, mixed with fine hay, and disposed
in regular strata from side to side i within
there is a quantity of hay, which is profusely
lined with goose feathers. The eggs are e.x-

tremely transparent ;
white, sprinkled with

reddish-brown, and are five in number.
When the young birds first leave the nest
they arc observed to fly about within doors,
for some days before they venture out

;

which when they do they are conducted by
the old ones to the sides of rivers, &c., where
the food is most abundant, and they arc fed
by them in the same manner as the Eu-
ropean Swallow does its young. These birds
are cosily tamed, and soon become very
gentle and familiar. Their song is a sprightly
warble, and is sometimes continued for a
length of time.

The Cliff Swallow {/fi'nmdo fulva) is

easily distinguished by its even tail. The
upper parts of the body are black, glossed
with violaceous ; the under parts whitish,
tinged with ferruginous brown

; the throat
and checks dark terruginous ; and the front
pale rufous, It lives in communities, build-
ing in unsettled (ilaccs, under iirojecting

ledges of rocks. The nests are formed of
tniidj are very friable, and somewhat re-
semble in form a chemist’s retort. Their
note is very singular, and may be imitated
by rubbing moistened cork round the neck
of a bottle. It Is a native of North America.

The iMaktiv, M uiTi.ft, or AV’iknow
Swallow. (//iniiulo IC/ii'lidon^ urhica.)
This species of Swailow, with which all per-

.1 It 3
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sons are familiar, and which Shakspeare
terms “ tlie temple-haunting Martlet,” is

found throughout Europe and Asia, and
is much more abundant in England than
the Swallow, which generally arrives here
about ten days previous to this bird. It
is about five inches and a half in length

j

bill blaek ; npper parts of the body and
; tail of a glossy blue black ; rump and all

the imder parts of the body wliite i ends
of the secondary quill-feathcrs finely edged
with wliite ; and the legs eovered with
white downy feathers down to the claws,
which are white also, very sharp and much
hooked. Should the weather prove fa-

vourable, it begins to build early in May ;

placing its nest generally beneath the eaves
of a house, or building against rocks and
cliffs by the sca-side. The nest is composed
externally of mud and straw, and lined
with feathers. The first hatch consists of
five eggs, which are white inclining to dusky

MARTIN — (HinDNDO URBICA.)

at the thicker end : the second of three or

four ; and if a third, of only two or three.

While the young birds are confined to the
nest, the parents feed them, adhering by the
claws to the outside ; but ns soon as they
are able to fly, they receive their nourish-
ment on the wing, by a quick and almost
imperceptible riiotion. As the season ad-
vances the flocks increase in number daily,

from the addition of the second and third

broods j
and .du^'ing the month of October

they generally migrate, eontinuiug to depart

till about the Cth of November, by wliich

time they have generally all disappeared.

The Sand Martin, or Bank Swallow
(Ifirimdo ICotj/le] riparia), is the smallest as

well as the least numerous of our Swallows.
It has no partiality for the society of man,
but dwells ill communities along steep gra-

velly and sandy banks, in which it makes
deep holes for breeding places. Several of

these holes are often within a few inches of

each other, and extend in various strata

along the front of the precipice, sometimes
for eighty or a hundred yards. At the end
of the hole is placed the nest, wliich is care-

fully constructed of straw, dry grass, and
feathers. 'Die female lays five or six white

eggs, almost transparent, and has coniinonly

two broods in the year. The young are i

hatched late in Maj’ ; and Wilson tells us
|

that he has taken notice of the common
j

crow, in parties of four or five, watching at >

the entrance of these holes, to seize the first

straggling young that should make its ap-
pearance. He also observes, that “ from the
clouds of Swallows that usually play round
these breeding-places, they remind one at a

SAND MARTIN.— (HIRONUO RIPABIA.)

distance of a swarm of bees.” This species

is common to Europe and America, arriving
in this country first of the Swallow tribe ; it

is the scarcest and most local with us. but
is extremelj' abundant in America.

" “ They
are particularly fond of the shores of rivers,

and, in several places along the Ohio (says
he), they congregate in immense multitudes.

I

We have sometimes several days of cold
rain and severe weather after tlicir arrival i

in spring, from which they take refuge in
their holes, clustering together for warmth,

j

and have been frequently found at such
;

times in Almost a lifeless state with the cold ; ,

wliich circumstance has contributed to the
\

belief that they lie torpid all winter in these i

recesses. I have searched hundreds of these !

holes in the months of December and .Ta- !

nuary, but never found a single Swallow,
j

dead, living, or torpid. I met with this bird i

in considerable numbers on the shores of the i

Kentucky river, between Lexington and
Danville; They likewise visit the sea-shore
in great numbers, previous to their depar-
ture, which continues from the end of Sep-
tember to the middle of October.” 'The
plumage is mouse-colour above ; the throat,

;

fore part of the neck, belly, and vent, white ; I

wings and tail brown, the outer feather
|

slightly margined with white : legs dusky, i

slightly feathered behind ; feet smooth and
]

dark brown. The manners of this siiccies !

are similar to those of the Common JIartin,
|

with which bird it often associates, and Hies .

over the water in pursuit of insects.
; |

The I’rui’Li! Martin U'rogne purpurea)
j

is a native of .Vincrica, inhabiting all parts
|

of the United States and Canada to llud-
]

son’s Bay. It is a general favourite, and
I

takes up its abode among the habitations of
}

men. The Indians and Negroes hang U|) i

gourds, properly hollowed for its conveiii-
]

ence : and in some parts of the Union, con-
]

sidcrnbic cxiicnsc is sometimes incurred in !
i

preparing for it a suitable residence. In the I

country it renders essential service, by wor-
|

rying and driving away crows, hawks and
j

other large birds. To observe with what
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spirit and audacity this bird dives and sweeps

:
uiK)n and around the hawk' or the eagle is

! astonishing. He also bestows an occasional

I
bastinading on the King-bird when he finds

!
him too near his premises ; though he will,

!
j

at any time, instantly co-operate with him

1
1
in attacking the common enemy. Its note

1 1
is loud and musical. The colour of the male

1

1

is a rich and deep purplish blue, with the

!
I
wings and tail_brownish-black : the female

j
is more plainly attired, and has the under

i parts whitish, with dusky and yellowish

rcnPLB MARTIN. — (rnOONK POBPOREA.)

[

stains. The food of the Purple Martin is

! usually the larger winged insects ; os wasps,
I bees, large beetles, &c. In flight it possesses

;
all tlie swiftness, case, and grace of the tribe ;

I sometimes sailing among the clouds at a
I

dizzy height, at others darting through the
crowded streets with the rapidity of thought.
It lays from four to six eggs, which are pure

< whitL About the middle of April these
Martins first begin to prepare their nest,

! which is formed of dry leaves, slender straws,
hay, and feathers. The first brood appears

!; in May, the second late in July. During

,
the period in which the female is laying,

i
and before she commences incubation, they
are both from home the greater part of the
day. When the female is sitting, she is fre-

quently vi.«itcd by the male, who also occu-
;
pics her place while she takes a short recrea-
tion abroad. lie often jiasscs a quarter of

: an hour in the apartment beside her
; and,

: when not thus engaged, sits on the outside

j

dressing and arranging his plumage. Uis

I

notes, at this time, seem to Imve assumed
I
a peculiar softness, and his g.atulations arc

' expressive of much tenderness. Conjugal
fidelity, even wlierc there is a numlicr to-
gether, seems to be faithfully preserved by
these birds. I'or Esculent Swallow and
SwiiT, sec SwiiT.

SWAIJ.OW-TAH, [BUTTERFLIES].
A name given by insect collectors to some
species of Butterflies of the genus I’tipilio.

SWAN. iC'i/ffmif.'i A genus of web-
footed birds, distinguished by their graceful

I

and majestic appearance, tlicir muscular

;
power, and superior size. The generic chn-

i racter of C'//ynus is thus given : beak of equal

I

iireailth throughout ; higher tlian wide at

! tlic hose, and depressed at the point i both

I

mandildes furnished along the sides with

I
transverse serrated lamellio : the nostrils

,
placed aliout midway ; and tlic neck very

long, and slender : legs short, the hind toe
small and free. They feed chiefly on the
seeds and roots of aquatic plants, and on tlie

grass which grows near the brink of me
water. The plumage of Swans, as in Geese,
is similar in both sexes, is moulted only
once In the year, and undergoes no seasonal
variation of colour : like Geese, also, they
attack with the same hissing note, strike
similarly with their wings ; and the male
guards the female during incubation, and
accompanies her while followed by her brood.
In their anatomical structure, although in-
finitely superior in size and beauty, and
easily recognized, they are so closely allied

to the Duck and Goose, that it is difficult to
point out distinctive characters.

The Wild Swan, or Whistlino Swan.
(Cyipnis fertts.) This noble bird is nearly
five feet in length, above seven in breadth
with its wings extended, and weighs about
fifteen pounds. Its bill is black, covered at
the base with a yellowish white cere, the
bare space over the eye being yellow : the
entire plumage m adult birds is of a pure
white, and, next to the skin, they are clothed
with a thick fine down : the legs are black.
“ They generally,” says Bewick, “ keep
together in small flocks, or families, except
in the pairing season, and at the setting in
of winter. At the latter period they assemble
in multitudes, particularly on the large
rivers and lakes of the thinly inhabited

WH18TLIN0 SWAN.—[OTONOS FEROS.]

northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America

;

but when the extremity of tiie weather
threatens to become insupportable, in order
to shun the gathering storm, they shape
their eourse, high in air, in divided and
diminished numbers, in search of milder
climates. In such seasons they arc most
commonly seen in various parts ofthe British
isles, and in other more southern countries
of Europe : the same is observed of them
in the North American states. They do not,
however, remain longer than till the ap-
proach of spring, when they again retire
northward to breed." The female makes
her nest of the withered leaves and stalks of
reeds and rushes, and usually lays six or
seven thiek-shelled eggs, wliieh in about
six weeks arc hatched

;
when both parents

unremittingly watch and guard them.
Much lias liccn said in ancient times of the
singing of the Swan, and many beautiful
and poetical descriptions have been given
of its dying song. No Action of natural
lilstory, no fable of antiquity, was ever more
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celebrated, oftener repeated, or better re-
ceived : it oecupied the soft and lively ima-
giAition of the Greeks

j
poets, orators, and

even philosophers, adopted it as a truth too
pleasing to be doubted. The truth, however,
is very different from such amiable and
affecting fables ; for the voice of the Swan
is very loud, shrill, and harsh

;
though, when

high in the air, and modulated by the winds,
the note, or hoop, of an assemblage of them
is not unpleasant. Equally absurd stories

are current of their great strength of wing,
and how dangerous it is to approach tlieir

nests, it being asserted that a blow from the
wing of a Swan is capable of breaking a
man’s thigh. “ It is high time,” as Montagu
observes, “ such absurdities should be erased
in tills pliilosophic age, and that the mind of
man should reason before he continues to

relate such accounts, only calculated to

frighten children.” In Iceland, we are told.

Swans are an object of chase. In tlie month
of August they lose their feathers to such a
degree as to be incapable of flying. The
natives, at that season, resort in great num-
bers to the places where they most abound,
and are accompanied with dogs and horses

trained to the sport ; by which means tliey

take great numbers. But wlien in full

plumage. Swans are so extremely swift on
tlie wing as to make it very difficult to shoot
them.

The Tame Swan, or Mote Swan. (Cyp-
n?(s olor.) Our half-domesticated Swan is

very properly entitled the peaceful monarch
of tlie lake; conscious of liis superior strength,
he fears no enemy, nor suffers any bird,

however powerful, to molest him. The
plumage of this species is of the same snowy
whiteness as that of the M’’ild Swan, and the

bird is covered next the body with the same
kind of fine close down ; but it greatly exceeds
the Wild Swan in size, weighing about
twenty-five pounds, and measuring more in

the length of the body and extent of the
wings. It also differs in being furnished
with a projecting, callous, black tubercle or
knob on the base of the upper mandible, and
in the colour of the bill, which is red, with
black edges andlip ; the naked skin between
the bill and the eyes is also of the latter

colour ; legs black. This species cannot
with strict propriety be called domesticated;

they are only, ns it were, partly reclaimed

from a state of nature, and invited by the

friendly and protecting hand of man to deco-

rate and embellish the artificial hikes and
pools which ornament his pleasure grounds.

On these the Swan cannot be accounted a
captive, for he enjoys all the sweets of liberty.

Placed there, ns he is the largest of all British

birds, so is he to the eye the most pleasing

and elegant. “ What in nature,” exclaims
Bewick, “can be more beautiful than the

grassy margined lake, hung round with the

varied foliage of the grove, when contrasted

with the pure resplendent whiteness of the

majestic Swan, wafted along with erected

plumes by the gentle breeze, or floating,

reflected on the glassy surface of the water,

while he throws himself into numberless
graceful attitudes, as if desirous of attracting

iBatural |[?tstorj) ;

the admiration of the spectator I
” The ;

Tame Swan is found, in its wild state, in the
eastern countries of Europe and Asia ; and, I

domesticated, it occurs in almost every '•

European country. Swans are supposed to

live to a great age, but no satisfactory evi-

dence has yet been brought forward to prove
the assertion. The young do not acquire
their full plumage till the second year :

during this period they arc culled cyguets,

and in former times were much esteemed as

food, though they are not at present.

The Black Swan iCygmis atratus) is

nearly the size of the Tame Swan. Its beak
;

is large and red, the tip being rather paler ;

at the base of its upper mandible, near the 1

nostrils, is a bifid protuberance ; it., under
mandible is red on the sides and white be-

|

neath : K irides are red. The prevailing I

colour or Ihe plumage is of a deep black, <

wdth all the primary quills, the greater pait
of the secondaries, and part of the wing-

j

coverts ivhite : the belly and thighs are ci-

nereous : the legs broivnish flesh-colour.

The female is destitute of the nasal pr<^

tuberance on the beak. These birds inhabit
various parts of Australia, and are generally

seen floating on some lake in small flocks of

eight or nine. The Swan River, in Western
;

Australia, derives its name from the abun-
j

dance of them found there. Their habits
,

are but little known ; but in a domesticated
state their food is similar to the common I

species. When disturbed, thej’ generally
j

fly off in line or single file, and are so shj-

that it is difficult to get within gunshot.
Their note is rather melodious than harsh,

though not of long continuance. This si>e-

cies, like the Tame White Swan, is frequently

kept as an oniamcnt in parks in this coun-
try, and is now by no means the “ rara avis

in terris ” of antiquity.

SWIFT, or Black ItiAUTiN. (Ci/psclus

npus.) This species of the JJinindincn, or

Swallow tribe, arrives later in this country,

ami departs sooner than any of i^ congeners.

It is larger, stronger, and its flight is more
rapid than that of any other of the tribe.

Its length is nearly eight inches : general

colour a sooty black, with a greenish tinge ;

the wings very long in proportion to the size

of the body : tail much forked , bill black ;

chin white ; legs dark brown, and very short;

toes stand two and two on each side of the

foot, and consist of two phalanges or joints

only. The female is less than the mule,

and the general colour of her plumage more
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inclined to brown. The Swift builds its

nest in the holes and crevices of high towers

;
or lofty steeples ; it is constructed of dried

' grass, silk or linen threads, pieces of muslin,
! feathers, and such kind of materials, which
:

the bird collects on the wing, picking them
I up from the ground with great dexterity.
' It lays only two white, oblong eggs j and

j

during the period of incubation the male is

' continually flying to and fro, uttering its

; loud screaming note. It has but one brood
in the year, so that the young ones have

I
time to gain strength enough to accompany

I

the parent birds in their distant excursions.

I

They have been noticed at the Cape of Good
I Ho|)e, and probably visit the more remote

!
regions of Asia. Swifts fly higher, and wheel

i !
with bolder wing than the Swallows, with

j: wliich they never intermingle. Their life

i

j

seems to be divided into two extr^es ; the

!
one of the most violent exertion, me other

of perfect inaction ; they must either shoot

I through the air, or remain close in their

I

holes. They are seldom seen to alight ; but if

;
i

by any accident they should fall upon a piece

r of even ground, it is with difficulty they can
recover themselves, owing to the shortness

of their feet and the great length of their

. wings. They are said to avoid heat, and
for this reason pass the middle of the day in

! their holes : in the morning and evening
' they go out in quest of provision ; they then
are seen in flocks, describing an endless

series of circles upon circles, sometimes in

;
close ranks, pursuing the direction of a street,

' and sometimes whirling round a large edi-

fice, all screaming together : they often

glide along without stirring their wings, and

;

on a sudden they move them with frequent
I and quickly repeated strokes. They arrive

j

about the beginning of May, and depart in

August.

Americax Ciiimxey Sw.ti.LOW. Acan-
thylif pelargia.') “ This sjieeies,” saysthe great
American ornithologist, Wilson, “ is pecu-

;
liarly our own ; and strongly distinguished
from all the rest of our Swallows by its figure,

flight, and manners. This Swallow, like all

the rest of its tribe in the United States, is

migratory, arriving in Pennsylvania late in

April or early in May, and dispersing them-
selves over the whole country wherever there
arc vacant cliimncys in summer sufficiently

high and convenient for their occommoda-
;

tion. In no other situation with us are they
observed at present to build. This circum-
stance naturally suggests the query, Where
did these birds construct their nests before the

! arrival of Kurojicans in this country, when
'

! there were no such places for their occom-
'

; modation ? I would answer. Probably in

i the same situations in which they still con-

i
tinuc to build in the remote regions of our

' western forests, where Kuropcan improvc-
. mentsofthis kind arc scarcely to lie found,
: namely, in the hollow of a tree, which, In

some cases, has the nearest resemblance to

jl their present choice of any other.” “The
I present site which they have chosen must
' hold out many more advantages than the

; former, since we sec that, in thewholc thickly
*

! settled parts of the United States, these birds

-

have uniformly adopted this new conve-
nience, not a single pair being observed to

prefer the woods. Security from birds of prey
and other animals, from storms that fre-

quently overthrow the timber, and the nu-
merous ready conveniences which these new
situations afford, are doubtless some of the

advantages. The choice they have made
I certainly bespeaks something more than

j

mere unreasoning instinct, and does honour
to their discernment.

AMT2RIOAN OHIWNKT SWAI.I.OW
(AOiNTHTl-IS PEI.ASQIA.)

“ The nest of this bird is of singular con-
struction, being formed of very small twigs,

fastened together with a strong adliesive glue
or gum, which is secreted by two glands, one
on each side of the hind liead, and mixes
with the saliva. With this glue, which be-
comes hard as the twigs themselves, the
whole nest is thickly besmeared. The nest
itself is small and shallow, and atfaclicd by
one side or edge to the wall, and is totally

destitute of tlie soft lining wdth which the
others arc so plentifully supplied. The eggs
are generally four and white, and they have
generally tw'O broods in a season. The
young are fed at intervals during the greater
part of the night,— a fact which I have had
frequent opportunities of remarking both
here and in the Mississippi territory. The
noise which the old ones make in passing
up and down the funnel has some resem-
blance to distant thunder. When heavy
and long continued rains occur, the nest,

losing its hold, is prcciiiitated to the bottom.
This disaster frequently happens. The eggs
arc destroyed ;

but the youn^, though blind,

(which they are for a considerable time,)
sometimes scramble up along the vent, to

which they cling like siiuirrcls, the mus-
cularity of their feet, anil the sharpness of
their claws, at this tender age, being re-
markable. In this situation they continue
to be fed for perhaps a week or more. When
these birds first arrive in spring, and for a
considerable time after, they associate to-
gether every evening in one general rendez-
vous

i
those of a whole district roosting to-

gether. This place of repose, in the more
unsettled parts of the country, is nsually a
largo hollow tree, open at top

j trees of that
kind, or twiiHow Ircm, us they are usually
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;

called, having been noticed in various parts
of the country, and generaily believed to be
the winter quarters of these birds, where,
heaps upon heaps, they dozed away the
winter in a state of torpidity. Here they
have been seen on their resurrection in spring,
and here they have again been remarked
descending to the death-like sleep in au-
tumn.”

“ The Cliimney Swallow is easily distin-
guished in air from the rest of its tribe here,
by its long wings, its short body, the quick
arid slight vibrations of its wings, and its

wide unexpected diving rapidity of flight

;

shooting swiftly in various directions without
any apparent motion of the wings, and ut-
tering the sounds tsip tsip tsip tsee tsee in a
hurried manner. In roosting, the thorny
extremities of its tail are thrown in for its

support. It is never seen to alight but in
hollow trees or chimneys ; it is always most
gay and active in wet and gloomy weather

;

and is the earliest abroad in the morning,
and latest out in evening, of all our Swal-
lows. About the flrst or second week in
September they move oft’ to the south, being
often observed on their route, accompanied
by the purple martins.” This species is four
inches and a halfin length, and twelve inches'
in extent

; of a deep sooty brown, except
the chin and line over the eye, wliich are of
a dull white.

The E.scur.uNT Swallow. (Collocallia

esciilenta.) This bird is four inches and a
half in length, and eleven in expanse : its

beak is black : the upper parts of the plu-
mage shining dusky black ; under parts pale
ash-colour ; wings, when closed, one inch
longer than the tail, which is slightly forked,

and has all the feathers of an uniform black
colour, and rounded at the end. The. nest
of this bird is exceedingly curious, and is

composed of such materials that it is not
only edible, but is accounted among the
greatest dainties by the Asiatic epicures. It

generally weighs about half an ounce, and
is shaped like a common Swallow’s nest,

the flat side adhering to the rock. They are

found in vast numbers in caves of various
islands in the Soolo Arcliipelago, and are
particularly abundant in Sumatra, about
Croe, near the south end of the island : they
have the appearance of flbrous, imperfectly

concocted isinglass, klore or less of this

substance is contained in the nests of all

Swallows in that region. The manner in

which the substance is procured is not ascer-

tained : the most probable suppositions are,

that it is the spawn of-flsh gathered by the

bird, or a secretion elaborated in the bird’s

body. The birds, after having spent nearly

two months in preparing their nests, lay

each two eggs, which are hatched in about
fifteen days : when the young birds become
fledged, it is thought the proper time to seize

upon their nests, which is done regularly

three times a year, and is effected by means
of ladders of bamboo and reeds, by which
the people descend into the caves ; but when
these arc very deep, rope ladders are used.

It is attended with considerable danger, and
many perish in the attempt. The J avanese

and Chinese collect the nests, and make of
J

them a profitable article of commerce. Dis- '

solved in broths, &c., they make a delicious
jelly. The finest are those obtained before

.

the nest has been contaminated by the
I

young birds ; they are pure white, and arc
|

scarce and valuable. The inferior ones are
dark, streaked with blood, or mixed R’ith
feathers : they are chiefly converted into I

glue. The only preparation which the 1

birds’ nests tmdergo is that of simple dry-
ing, without direct exposure to the sim,
after which they are packed in small boxes,
usually of half a picul. They are assorted i

for the Chinese market into three kinds,
;

according to their qualities, distinguished
into .first or best, second^ and third qualities.
Caverns that are regularly managed, will :

afford in one hundred parts, fifty-three 1

three-tenth parts of those of the first quality,
thirty-five parts of those of the second, and
eleven-seventeenth parts of those of the
third. They are regarded only a.= an article

of expensive luxury, and are sold at the
most extraordinary prices ; they are, con-
sequently, consumed only by the great ;

and, indeed, the best part is sent to the ca-
pital for the use of the court. The sensual
Chinese use them under an idea that they
are powerfully stimulating and tonic ; but
it is probable that their most valuable qua-
lity is their being perfectly harmless.

The Fairy Martix. (_CoUocaJia Ariel.)
This curious and beautiful species is nume-
rously dispersed over ali the southern por-
tions of Australia, where it usually arriv^
in the month of August, and departs again
in February or March ; during wliich in-
terval it rears two or three broods. It is

seldom seen within a few miles of the sea-
coasts, but wherever suitable -situations for

breeding present themselves in the interior,

it abounds. The nest, which is bottle-

shaped with a long neck, is composed of mud
or clay, and, like that ofour Common Martin,
is only constructed in the morning and
evening, unless the day be wet or lowering.
In the construction of the nests they appear
to work in small companies, six or seven
assisting in the formation of each nest, one
remaining within and receiving the mud
brought by the others in their mouths : in
shape they are nearly round, hut vary in
size from four to six or seven inches in di-

ameter ; the spouts being eight, nine, or ten
inches in length. Sometimes they arc built

in low decayed trees ; sometimes under
verandahs or in the corners of windows : and
not unfreqnently clusters of them arc at-

tached to the perpendicular hanks of rivers,

the sides of rocks, &c. ; but always in the

vicinity of water. They arc lined with
featlicrs and fine grasses. Eggs four or live

in number, sometimes while, at others

blotched with red. The Fairy Martin has

the crown of the head rust-red ;
hack, sca-

pularics, and wing-coverts deci) stcel-tilne i

wings and tail dark brown : rumj) Iniffy

wliitc ; upper tail-coverts brown ; umler
surface white, tinged with rust-red, parti-

cularly on the sides of the neek and flunks ;

the feathers of the throat with a fine line of
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dark broim do«-n the centre
; irides blackish

1
brown ; bill blackish gray ; legs and feet

1 olive-gray— Gould's Birds ofAustralia.

The Palm Swift. (Tachornis plicenicohia.)
1 W'c are told by Mr. Gosse, in his interesting
! work on the ‘ Birds of Jamaica,’ that this
' delicately formed little Swift, conspicuous

1
even in flight, from the broad belt of white

,

across its black body, is a very eommon
' species in Jamaica, where it resides all the

year. It is thus described: — Irides dark

1

hazel ; beak black ; feet purplish flesh-
colour : claws horn-colour ; inside of mouth
flesh-colour, tinged in parts with bluish.
Head smoke brown, paling on the sides ;

back, wings, tail-coverts, and tail sooty-
niaek, unglossed, or with slight greenish re-
flections on the tail. Across the rump a
broad band of pure white, the black descend-

,
ing into it from the back, in form of a point;
sometimes dividing it. Chin and tiuoat
silky white, the feathers brown at the base ;

sides smoky black, meeting in a narrow, ill-

deflned line across the breast ; medial belly
white. Thighs, under tail-coverts, and
inner surface of wings smoky black. “ Over
the grass-pieces and savannas of the low-

I

lands, the marshy flats at the seaward
' mouths of the valleys, as well as the pens of

the mountain slo|>es, this swift-winged sylph
daily urges its rushing course in parties of

1

half a dozen to fifty or a hundred, often

j

mingled with other Swallows, performing
i mazy evolutions, circling and turning, cross-
ing and rccrossing, now darting aloft, now
sweeping over the grass, till the eye is

wearied with attempting to follow them.
' The length of its wings, which is scarcely
less than that of the whole bird, renders
it a fleet and powerful flyer

;
an attentive

observer will be able to indentify it, when
1 mingling in aerial career, by a more fre-

;
quent recurrence of the rapid vibration of

1 tlie wings, the momentary winnowing, by
which a fresh impetus is gained. Tlicrc is a

I

very interesting structure in the sternum of
this bird, which, as far as I know, is unpre-
cedented. Tlic sternum, though void of
cmarginations, possesses two oblong foramina

; of large size, one on each side of the middle
of the ridge, and a round one perforating tlie

1 ridge itself near the front margin. As all

1

three are closed by the usual membrane, the
object may be, the decrease of weight by the
abstraction of lionc. while the surface for
the attachment of the muscles of flight re-
mains undiminished.”
Our author then proceeds with an in-

teresting description of their nests. “ I ob-
' served.” says he, “ several small Swallows
1 flying aliovc some cocoa-nut i>alms ; they
uttered, as they flew, a continued twittering
warble, shrill but sweet, which attracted my
attention. I commenced a careful search,
with my eye, of the under surface of the
fronds and sparliccs of one, and at length
discerned some masses of cotton projecting
from s<jinc of the spathes, which I concluded
to lie their nests. This conjecture proverl
correct; for presently I discovered a bird
clinging to one of these masses, which I shot,
and found to be this whitc-rumped Swift.

On my lad’s attempt to climb the tree, eight
or ten birds flew in succession from various
parts, where they had been concealed before.
The tree, however, was too smooth to be
climbed, and as we watched beneath for the
birds to return, one and auotlier came, but
charily, and entered their respective nests.

Although several other cocoa-nuts were
close by, I could not discern that any one of
them was tenanted but this, and this so nu-
merously ; whence I inferred the social dis-

position of the bird. At some distance we
found another tree, at the foot of which lay
the dried fronds, spadices, and spathes,
which had been, in the course of growth,
thrown oif, and in these were many nests.

They were formed chiefly in the hollow
spathes, and were placed in a series of three
or four in a spathe, one above another, and
agglutinated together, but with a kind of
gallery along the side, communicating with
each. The materials seemed only feathers
and silk-cotton (the down of the Bonibax)

;

the former very largely used, the most downy
placed within, the cotton principally with-
out ; the whole felted closely, and cemented
together by some slimy fluid, now dry,
probably the saliva. » » * All the nests
were evidently old ones, for the Bombax had
not yet perfected its cotton, and hence I
infer that these birds continue from year to
jear to occiijiy the same nests, until they
are thrown off by the growth of the tree.

The entrance to the nests, which were sub-
globular, was near the bottom.” Another
opportunity afterwards presented itself, and
Mr. Gosse became better acquainted with
the habitations of the Balm Swift

;
and he

thus describes the nests he had in his pos-
session : “ They have a singularly hairy
appearance, being composed almost exclu-
sively of the flax-like cotton of the Bombax,
and when separated, are not unlike a doll’s
wig. 'They are in the form of tliose watch-
fobs which arc hung at beds’ heads, the
backs being firmly glued by the saliva to the
under surface of tlie fronds, the impressions
of the plaits of which are conspicuous on the
nest when separated. Tlie thickness is

slight ill the upper part, but in tlie lower it

is much increased, the depth of the cup de-
scending very little below the oiieiiiiig. The
cotton is cemented firmly together as in the
case of the others, but externally it is al-
lowed to hang In fllameiitous locks, having
a woolly but not altogether a ragged aji-

pcarance. A few feathers arc intermixed,
liiit only singly, and not in any jiart spe-
cially. One siiccinieii is double, two nests
having been constructed so close side by side,
that there is but a jiartitioii wall between
thein. Many iicstsliad eggs, but in throwing
down the fronds all were broken but one,
which I now have. It is pure white, un-
spotted, larger at one end, measuring l.'l-aoths

of an inch by 0-2mlis. The average dimen-
sions of the nests were about live iiiehes high,
and three and a half wide.”

SWIFT [MO'l’HH]. A name applied by
collectors to Moths of the gemis Jlrpmlus.

SWOKD-FI.SIl. ( .Xij.hids,) A genus of
Acanthoiitcrygian fishes, the (listiiiguishliig
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:

characteristic of wliich is a long pointed beak,
constituting one third of its whole lengtii,
and shaped like a straight sword

; being a
most powerful offensive weapon. They are
placed by Cuvier among the Scomleridoi, or
Mackerel family. Tlie common Sword-fish
iXiphias gladius) is sometimes more than
twenty feet long, the beak included. It
swims with greater swiftness than almost
any inhabitant of the deop, and is possessed
of vast muscular strength. It attacks, and
generally puts to flight, the smaller cetaceous
animals, notwithstanding its food is usually
vegetable. Its flesh is good ; and in some
countries the fishery is an object of import-
ance. It is taken with the harpoon, and

COMMON aWOBD-VlSH.— (XLPHIA3 GLiUIDS )

usually tears the net, if enclosed. It has
not unfrequently happened that a Sword-
fish has struck a ship, and driven its sharp
weapon through the planking. It is very
abundant in the Mediterranean, but less so
in the Atlantic. Notwithstanding its for-
midable weapon, its great strengtli, and its
almost incredible celerity, a small crusta-
ceous animal penetrates the flesh of tlie
Swordfish, and sometimes so torments it,

that it dashes itself on the shore witii mortal
violence. In the Mediterranean it is regu-
larly pursued by the fishermen j and its flesh
is much esteemed in some places as an article
of food. The female approaches tlie shores
in the latter part of spring or beginning of
summer. Mr. Gray has described a. fine
species of Sword-fish from the Cape of Good
Hope, in which the skin is strengthened with
bony spicula. It is nearly eleven feet long,
and having been found in Table Bay during
the visit of Sir John Herscliel (the astro-
nomer), has been named Tetraiyturus Iler-
scheKi, in compliment to him. It belongs to
a genus subdivided from Xiphias by its pos-
sessing ventral fins ; the caudal fin is fur-
nished on each side with two small promi-
nent crests. The specimen is in the collection
of the British Museum.

SYLVIA : SYj:.VIADAD. Tlie SyJviada,
or Warhhrs, are afamily of small birds, with
rather long and slender bills, with the tip

slightly curved and toothed ; and it contains
a large proportion of the species which arc
most remarkable for their power of song.
“Tlie chief peculiarity,” observes Jlr. Swain-
son, “ which runs through this numerous
family, is the very small size and delicate
structure of its individuals. Excepting the
Humming-birds, we find among tlicse ele-

gant little creatures the smallest birds in the
creation. The diminutive Golden-crests, the
Nightingale, the Whitethroat, and theWood-
wren, arc all well-knoivn cxamiiles of ge-
nuine Warblers, familiar to the British na-
turalist. The groups of tliis extensive family,
spread over all the habitable regions of the
globe, arc destined to perform an important

part in the economy of nature : to them
'

appears intrusted the subjugation of those in-
jnumerable minute insects which lurk within i

the buds, the foliage, or the flowers of plants ;

and, thus protected, escape that destruction
from swallows, to which they are only ex-

posed during flight. The diminutive size
j

of such insects renders them unfit for the I

nourishment of the thrushes and the larger i

insectivorous birds, while their number and :

variety only become apparent wlien the 1

boughs are shaken and their retreat dis-
'

turbed. How enormous then would be their
multiplication, had not nature provided
other races of beings to check their increase ! !

No birds appear more perfectly adapted for
this purpose than the Warblers.” The same

I

writer then notices their arrival, fbr the
,

most part, on the first appearance of spring,
j

when the insect world is called into life and ^ i

activity by the renewal of vegetation ; imd
their departure towards autumn, wlien Hie '

insect hosts diminish, and consequently no ’

longer require the agency of these little birds
i

to keep their numbers within due bounds.
;

He remarks also, that as different localities
are assigned to diflerent tribes of insects, so
a similar diversity of haunts is allotted to
different groups of Warblers. [See Waii-

'

BLEK.] I

SYNALLAXIS. The name given to a
i

genus of birds by Yicillot, placed by Mr. i

Swainson in the family of Certhiada;. Their
generic character is thus described:— Bill
short, strong, and straight ; both mandibles
of equal thickness, and much comprcs.scd :

wings short, and much rounded ; the pri-
maries scarcely exceeding the tertials : tail
broad and long, cither granulated or ciiiic- '

ated ! the webs loose, the shafts rather rigid, '

the tips lanceolate : feet very large : tarsus
lengthened : the claws slender, acute, and
slightly curved. The Sv.xali.axi.s GAi;i:ri,i:s
is given as an example of the genus. Colour i

of the plumage : brown ; beneath whitish
; !

feathers on the front of tlie head rigid,
pointed, and rufous; lines licforc and lieldiid

the eye whitish ; tail rounded. This bird
is remarkable for its very singular nest,
which in the woodland scenery of Bahia
(Brazil) forms a striking object. It is built
in low trees, formed c.xtenially of dried
sticks, usually three or four feet long, and
resembling at a distance a thick twist of
bean-stalks thrown in the branches by acci-
dent, Sometimes two of these nests apiiear
os if joined together, and there is an opening



on the side, besides one on the top. Both
male and female are generally seen near the
nest, uttering a shrill, incessant, monoto-
nous chirp, particularly in the morning and
evening.

SYTXBRAKCHTJS. The name of a sub-
division of the MurcenUlce, or Eel-shaped
fishes : characterized by having the gill-

opening entirely single, no pectorals, fins

fatty, head thick, snout rounded, operculum
cartilaginous, with six rays, stomach and
anal perfectly straight, and bladder long
and narrow. They are found chiefly in tro-

pical seas.

SYIIDACTYLI. The name given to a
tribe of Perching Birds, including those
which have the external and middle toe
united as far as the second joint ; the word
StjndactyU indicating the adhesion of the
fingers. The plumage is generally of a
brilliant blue or green colour ; and very
smooth and glossy. [For examples, see Bee-
EATEE nnd Kixgfisuek.]

STXGXATBTUS. [See Pipe-fish.]

I
SYKPHIDiE. A family of Dipterous

,
insects, generally of a moderate or large

i size, and of variegated colours. Many of

I

the species resemble humble-bees, wasps, /tc.,

1 and are frequently mistaken for them by
I
the inexperienced. The proboscis is long,

I

membranous, elbowed near the base, termi-

I

nated by two large lobes, and the sucker
enclosed in an upper canal ; a long homy
npper lip, hollow, and notched at the tip ;

a pair ofslender acute maxillai, and a slender

I

pointed tongue ; the head is hemispherical,

i

and covered for the most part by the eyes,
- especially in the males : the front of the

I

' head is often produced into a kind of beak,
i receiving the proboscis when it is folded in I

i inaction. They arc all fond of flowers : they
1
fly with amazing swiftness, and many of

;
them, if disturbed from their favourite
haunts even for a number of times, will

I
return and continue to hover there again. !

The larvce of the typical genus Syrphxts feed
j

I

upon all kinds of Aphides, which theji often

;

hold up in the air, and suck very quickly : !

the body of these larva! is of an elongate- '

conic form, uneven, and sometimes spinosc.
When ready to metamorphose, they fix

themselves to leaves or other substances by
a glutinous secretion \ the body shortens,
and its anterior end, which was the slender-
est, becomes the thickest—The larva: of the
genus Volucella are also insectivorous, but
reside in the nests of Humble-bees and
Wasps, upon the larva: of which they sub- 1

sist.

TABANUS : TABANIDA5. A genus
and family of Dipterous insects, comprising
various large flics, pre-eminently distin-

guished for the tormenting iHjwers which
diflerent species possess; prcrcing the skin,

in order to suck the blood, of various quad-
rupeds, wild and domesticated. The Ta-
BA.vn.s Borixvn of Linnaius Is the largest of
the British species. It has the api>carance

of a very large pale brown fly, marked on
the bock by a scries of large, whitish, tri-

angular spots. This Insect, like the rest of
its Mnus, is seen during the middle and the
decline of summer, generally in the hottest
part of the day, and chiefly abounding in
woods and pastures. It is extremely trouble-
some to cattle, piercing their skin with the
lancets of its proboscis, and sucking the
blood in such a manner as to cause consider-
able pain. It proceeds from, a large, dusky-
yellowish larva, marked by transverse black -

ish rings : it resides under ground, in moist
meadows, &e., and changes to a cylindric,
brownish chrysalis ; out of which, in about
a month, proceeds the perfect insect.

TABBY [MOTHS]. A name applied by
collectors to Moths of the genus Aglossa.

TACHYPETES. [See FniaAiE-BiKD.]

TADOE.NA. A genus of web-footed birds,

founded on the Anas Tadorna of Dinnaeus.
[See SUELDKAICE.]

TADPOLE. The Frog in its nascent
state. [See Feog.]

TADPOLE-FISH, or LESSEE, FORKED
BEARD. (Barbus minor.) A somewhat
rare fish of the Gadidce family, measuring
about a foot in length, and in its general
form and colour bearing some resemblance
to the Imperfect animal from whom the
name is derived. The head is very large,

obtuse, and flattened on the crown
;

the
mouth is wide : under the chin there is a
small conical barb or feeler ; and the lips

are rounded and white. Tail wedge-shaped ;

scales small. It has been taken on the
Scottish coast : it spawns in April, and feeds

on small insects ; but it is too scarce for na-
turalists to be much acquainted with its

history.

TiENIA. An intestinal worm, belonging
to a numerous and, unfortunately, but too
well-known a genus. Tcenia solium is cha-
racterized by an extremely long body, flat,

and composed of a number of joints or arti-

culations, which sometimes amount to se-

veral hundred ; the whole animal occasion-
ally attaining the length of five yards or
more. They are thinner anteriorly, and
generally have a square head, with four
small suckers. Their numerous segments
arc all connected by the nutritive canal,

which runs from one end to the other
; but

the reproductive apparatus is repeated in

each division. That only one can exist in

one human body at the same time is a vulgar
error. Of all intestinal worms they are the
most dangerous, and the most dltlicult to

expel.

TAilNID,®. The name given to a family
of Acaii thopterygious fishes, distinguished by
their Icngtlicncd and flattened bodies, and
having very small scales. [Sec Kiiiuox-
FISIl.]

TAGUAN. A species of Plcromys, or
Flying Squirrel.

TAILOR BIRD. A name applied to

more than one species of sofl-billed Indian
Birds, allied to the Warblers. Some of them,
if not all, belong to Dr. Ilorsfleld's gciicra
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Orthotomvs and Prinia. The fi rst described
Tailor Bird {Sylvia suioria, Latham) is a
native of Ceylon, whence its curious nest is

very frequently brought. It is for the most
part composed of two leaves, one of tliem
being dead

;
the latter is fixed by the inge-

nious bird to the living leaf as it liangs from
the tree, by sewing both together, like a
pouch or purse ; this is open at the top, the
cavity being filled with fine down ; it is sus-
pended from the branch, so ns in great
measure to secure it from the attacks of Ilep-
tiiea and monkeys. Col. Sykes has described
another interesting Tailor Bird, from the
East Lidics. This is the Orthotonms Ben-
nettii. It constructs its nest by sewing to-
gether the leaves with threads of cotton and
with fibres

;
in some cases, this naturalist

found these threads actually knotted at the
end. Professor Savi has described the habits
of a species of Sylvia (5. cysticola), common
in various parts of Italy, which constructs
its nest among sedges and reeds which it

unites together by real stitches ; and the
edge of each leaf is pierced by this bird with
minute holes, through which it passes threads
formed of spiders’ web, particularly from
the silk of their egg-pouches. These threads,
ns described by the Kev. Mr. Kirby, are not
very long, and are snifleient only to pass
two or three times from one leaf to another j

there are knots scattered here and there,
which in some places divide into two or three
branches.

TALAPOIN. The name given by Buffon
to n species of Monkey, distinguished by its

beautiful variety of green, white, and yellow
hair. It is the Cercopithecus Talapoin of
zoologists.

TALBOT. A species of Dog, remarkable
for its quick scent, and for its eagerness in
pursui t of game.

TALEGALLA. A large gregarious Rnso-
rinl bird, which, according to Mr. Gould, may
be considered, in a degree, os the representa-
tive of the Turkey in Anstralia. The plumage
of the upiier parts of the body, wings, and tail,

blaekish-brown ; the feathers of the under
parts blackish-brown at the base, becoming
silvery-gray at the tip ;

skin of the head
and neck deep pink-red, thinly sprinkled
with short hair-like feathers ; wattle bright

yellow, tinged with red where it unites with
the red of the neck ; bill black : feet brorvn.

It is about the size of a Turkey
;
and moves

about in small companies. When it is dis-

turbed, it readily eludes pursuit by the fa-

cility with which it runs through the tangled

bush. If hard pressed, or rushed ui)on by
their great enemy, the native dog, the whole
company spring upon the lowermost bough
of some neighbouring tree, and, by a succes-

sion of leaps from branch to branch, ascend

to the top, and cither perch there or fly off

to another part of the brush. It is remark-
able that this bird does not hatch its eggs by
incubation. It coilccts together a great heap
of decaying vegetables as the place of deposit

of its eggs, thus making a hot-bed, arising

from the dccomi)Ositioii of the collected

matter, by the heat of wliich the young are

hatched. This mound varies in quantity
from two to four cart-loads, and is of a per-

1

fectly pyramidical form : it is not, however, !

the work of a single pair of birds, but is the
result of the united labour of many ; and
the same site apjiears to be resorted to for
several years in succession. “ The mode,”

|

says Mr. Gould, “ in which the materials

BRUSH TURRET.—(TAIEOAXT.A nATHAXn.)

composing these mounds are accumulated is

equally singular, the bird never using its

bill, but always grasping a quantity in its i

foot, throwing it backwards to one common
centre, and thus clearing the surface of the
ground to a considerable distance so com-
pletely, that scarcely a leaf or blade of grass
is left. The heap being accumulated, and
time allowed for a sufficient heat to be en-
gendered, the eggs are deposited, not side by
side, as is ordinarily the cose, but planted
at the distance of nine or twelve inches fr4m
each other, and buried at neariy an arm's
depth, perfectly upright, rvith the large end
upwards : they are covered up as they are
laid, and allowed to remain until hatched.
I have been credibly informed, both by na-
tives and settlers living near their haunts,
that it is not an unusual event to obtain
nearly a bushel of eggs at one time from a
single heap ; and as tlicy are delicious eat-
ing, they are eagerlj' sought after. Some of
the natives state, th?t the females are con-
stantly in the neighbourhood of the heap
about the time the young arc likclv to be
hatched, and frequentb' uncover and cover
them up again, apparently for the purpose
of assisting those that may have api>earcd ;

while others have informed me that the eggs
are merely deposited, and the young allowed
to force their way unassisted. In all pro- I

bability, as Nature has adopted tlii.s mode of
reproduction, she has also furnished the
tender birds with the power of sustaining
themselves from the earliest i>eriod ; and
the great size of the egg would equally load

:

to this conclusion, since in so large a si>noc

it is reasonable to suppose that the bird
would he much more developed than is usu-
ally found in eggs of smaller dimensions.
Tile eggs arc perfectly white, of a long, oval
form, three inches and three-quarters long
by two inches and a half in diameterjt It

j

whs originally described by Dr. Latham ns a i

vulture under the name of “the New Hol-
land Vulture,” and at first sight a dried skin

has considerable resemblance to that of some
species of the group. In Australia it is called
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the Brcsk Turkev, and, as we remarked at
the beginning, it is to the Kasorial order,
and not the Baptorial, that this singularly
interesting genus belongs : in the same
family with it are birds with similar habits.
[See ilEOAPomus and Leii-oa.]

TALPA : TALPID^. [See Mole.]

TAMAXDUA. [See Aa'I-eater.]

TANAGRA. A group of birds of which
there arc several genera, and numerous spe-
cies, all peculiar to America, and which are
conspicuous for their briiliant colours. They
have a conical beak and short wings

; re-

;

presenting the Finches, &c. of Europe and
Asia in their conformation and habits, and
in the nature of their food.

TANTALUS : TANTALID^. The Tan-
' talidce are a family of Wading Birds, the
chief of which inhabit tropical latitudes,

! living almost entirely on the swampy banks
. of rivers and lakes. The genus Tantalus
greatly partakes of the character of the

'

,

Storks and Herons, and is characterized by
: Cuvier as having the feet, the nostrils and
I
the bill of a stork

; but the back of the bill,

I

he observes, is rounded, and its point curved
: ; downwards and siightly notched on each

side ; a portion of the head, and sometimes
of the neck, being denuded of feathers.
It includes the American Scarlet Ibis (Ibis

j

rubra), of which the following is a descrip-
tion. Length twenty-three inches : bill

five inches Tong, thick, and of a somewhat
square form at the base, gradually bent
downwards, and sharply ridged; biack, ex-
cept near the base, where it inclines to fed.

SOATILV.T IBIS.—(IBIS hobha )

Iris dark hazel. Tlic face naked, slightly
wrinkled, pale red. Chin bare, wrinkled
also. Plumage rich, glowing scarlet, ex-
cept alioiit three inches of the extremities
of the four outer ciuill-fcathcrs, which are

deep steel blue. L* gs pale red ; the three
anterior toes united Ijy a membrane as far

ns the first joint. “ This brilliant and ex-
clusively American sjiccics," says Niittall,

In his ‘ Oriiithobigy of the United States,’

tie., inhabits chiefly within the troidcs,

alxiimding in the West India and Bahama
Islands, and south of the equator, at least as

far os Brazil. They migrate in the course
of the summer (aliout .luTy and August) into

I

Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and South Ca-
rolina ; but retire into Jlexico, or the Carib-
bean islands, at the approach of cool weather.
They generally associate in numbers, fre-
quenting the borders of the sea, and the
banks and mstuaries of neighbouring rivers,

feeding on small fryj sheU-fish, Crustacea,
worms, and insects, which they collect at
the ebbing of the tide. They are said to be
in the habit of perching bn trees in eom-
panies

; but they lay their eggs, which are
greenish, on the ground, amidst the tall grass
of the marshes, on a slight nest of leaves.
When just hatched, the young are black,
soon changing to gray, but are nearly white
before they are able to fly ; by degrees they
attain their red plumage, which is not com-
plete until the third year. The young and old
associate in distinct bands. In the countries
where they abound, they are sometimes do-
mesticated, and accompany the poultry.
The Ibis shows ^reat courage in attacking
the fowls, and will even defend itself from
the insidious attacks of the cat. It is gene-
rally esteemed as good food ; and its rich
and gaudy plumage is used by the Bra-
zilians for various ornaments.” [See Ibis.]

TANYSTOMA. The name of a group
j

of Dipterous insects, comprehending those i

which have a projecting proboscis, with the
last joint of the antennoi undivided.

TAPE-WORM. [See Tasxia.]

TAPIR. The name of a genus of Pachy-
dermatous quadrupeds, of which three spe-
cies are at present known

;
two of them being

natives of South America, whilst the other
inhabits Sumatra and Malacca. In its gene-
ral form and contour, the Tapir reminds us
ofthe llog ; but it is sufficiently distinguished
from that animal by its snout, which is

lengthened into a flexible proboscis, that
|

looks like the rudiment of the trunk of the
elephant, and partly serves the same pur-

AMHBIOAV tapir.—

(

l AnnOB AMERIOANOB.)

pose. The anterior feet have four toes, but
the posterior only three ; and these have
only their tips cased in small hoofs. The

i

eyes arc small and lateral, and the cars long
and pointed. The incisor teeth arc six in 1

number
;
the canines small

; and the molars '

arc seven on each side of the upper jaw,
;

and six in the lower. The common Amkri- ;

( AX Tapir (Tapir Anirricanus)h the largest
animal of South America, anil is fouiKl in
all jiarts of that continent, though mo.st

'

abiiiidant in Guiana, Brazil, and Paraguay.
|

8 L 2
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It is of a deep brown colour throughout, ap-
proaching to black

; between three and four
feet in height, and from five to six in length.
The hair of the body is scanty, very short,
and closely depressed to the surface

; scarcely
distinguishable at a short distance. The
inmost recesses of deep forests are the chosen
haunts of this species, which is not grega-
rious, and shuns the society of man. It is
for the most part nocturnal in its habits,
sleeping or remaining quiet during the day,
and at night seeking its food, which, in its

natural state, consists of shoots of trees, buds,
wild fruits, &c. It is, however, when in
confinement, an indiscriminate swallower
of every thing, filthy or clean. Its enormous
muscular power, and the tough thick hide
wliich defends its body, enable it to tear its

way through the underwood in whatever
direction it pleases. Its ordinary pace is

a sort of trot
;
but it sometimes gallops,

though awkwardly, and with the head down.
It is very fond of the water, and frequently
resorts to it. Its disposition is peaceful and
quiet

; and though it will defend itself vigor-
ously, and in so doing inflict severe wounds
with its teeth, it never attempts to attack
either man or beast, unless hard pressed.
The flesh is dry, and has a disagreeable fla-

vour.

The Malay Tapir {Tapirus IFalayanus)
in its general form resembles the American,
and has a similar flexible proboscis, wliich is

six or eight inches in length. Its general
appearance is heavy and massive : the skin
is tliick and firm, thinly covered with short
hair

j
the eyes are small ; the ears roundish,

and bordered with white. The tail is very
short, and almost destitute of hair ; and it

has no mane on the neck. Tegs short and
stout

i the fore feet furnished with four toes,

the hind feet with three. The general co-
lour is glossy black, with the exception of
the back, rump, and sides of the belly, which
are white, and separated by a defined line
from the parts that are black. It is a native
of Sumatra, and was first described by Sir
Stamford RafiB^es.

TAPIRIDiE. The first family of pachy-
dermatous quadrupeds, including the Rhino-
ceros, Tapir, ITyrax, and several extinct
genera occasionally found in a fossil state.

TARANDUS. [See Reixdeer.]

TARANTUTA. (Lycosa tarantula.') A
species of Spider found in some of the w arraer

parts of Italy, whose bite produces a train of
symptoms long believed to be only curable by
music (and still exercising the faith and
ignorance of the vulgar in some countries),

is the largest of all the European Spiders,

and is generally found in dry and sunny
plains. When full grown, it is as large as a
chestnut ; and, like all the Spiders, has a
poison-gland in its mandibles. It is of a
brown colour, with the back of the abdomen
marked by a row of trigonal black spots with
whitish edges, ami the legs marked beneath
by black and while bars. In the present en-
lightened period it may be sufficient to observe

that the extraordinary symptoms siqiposcd

to ensue from the bite of this insect, as well

liatural W^tarv;
as their supposed cure, are entirely without
foundation. We may, however, be exiicctcd

'

to give some account of the nature of the
symptoms &c. formerly so generally attri-
buted to it : we therefore extract from the
pages of an old popular writer the following

!

i

particulars : “ The bite of this creature oc-

TARANTULA.—(LT003A TABANTrTI.A.)

casions a pain which at first resembles that
of the sting of a bee or an ant. In a few

;

hours the patient feels a numbness ; and the .

part affected is marked with a small livid
circle, which soon after rises into a very
painful swelling : shortly after this he falls

into a profound sadness, breathes with much *

difficulty, his pulse grows feeble, and his
senses fail. At length he loses all sense and '

motion
;
and, according to some naturalists,

expires, unless speedily relieved. But these
symptoms come on somewhat differently,
according to the nature of the Tarantu^,
and the disposition of the patient. An aver-
sion for black and blue ; and, on the con-
trary, a predilection for white and red ; are
among the unaccountable symptoms of this

disease. All the medical assistance hitherto
discoyered, consists in some chirurgical ap-
plications on the wound, and in cordials and
sudorifics which are of little service ; but
music, which reason perhaps never could '

have pointed out, is said to be infinitely
I

more efficacious. No sooner has the person
|

affected lost his sense and motion, than a
musician tries several tunes on an instru-
ment ; and when he has hit on one whose
tones and modulations suit the patient, he
is immediately observed to make a faint mo-

;

tion ; his fingers begin to move in cadence,
j

then his arms, next his legs, and by degrees
;

his whole body : then lie rises on his feet
j

and begins to dance, his strength and acti-
|

vity still increasing. Some will continue to
|

dance for si.x hours without intermission.
I

After this the patient is put to l)cd ; and
when he is judged to be sufficiently recruited

,

from his first dance, he is allured out of l>cd
,

by the first tune, in order to o second. This
exercise is reiterated for several days suc-

cessively
;
seven or eight at least ; in which

time the patient finds himself excessively

fatigued, and unable to dance any longer,

the characteristic proof of his being cured ;

for, ns long lus the poison acts on him, he
would dance, if encouraged, till he fainted

through extreme lassitude. I’erceiving him-
self thus tired, he begins to recover his i

reason
;
and awakes, ns out of a profound
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i

I sleep, without the smallest recollection of
what had passed in his paroxysm, or even in
his dancing.”

TARSIPES. A sinmlar genus of Marsu-
pial animals, found at^ng George’s Sound,
in Australia, only one species of which is ns

I

yet known. This has a longish muzzle, and
IS not much bigger than a mouse. It derives

I its name from the length of part of its hind

j

legs.

TARSTUS. A genus of Qundrumanous
Mammalia, inhabiting the Moluccas. They
have the teeth and insectivorous regimen of
the Loris ; the tarsi elongated, which gives
to their hinder limbs a disproportionate ex-
tent ; tail very long and tufted

j
large mem-

branous ears ; and great eyes, which indi-
cate a nocturnal life. Two species are
known, Tarsius fuscomanus of Fischer, and

TAR8I08 BAWCAKOa.

T. bancamis of Ilorsfleld. These animals
have an aversion to liglit, and retire by day
under the roots of trees ; feed cliieliy on
lizards, and leap almut two feet at a spring

;

arc easily tamed, and capable of some at-

tachment. They hold their prey in their
fore hands, while they rest on their liaunciics

(

produce one young at a birth, and live in
! pairs.

! TASMANIAN CROW SHRIKE. ((7pm-
nnrhinn oryiiiiiciim.) This animated and
elegant bird is a native of Van Diemen's
Land, inhabiting and enlivening by its pre-
sence the interior of the country. M r. Gould
tells us that “ it runs, and occasionally hops,
over the surfoce with great quickness, but
flies rather slowly, and ujion alighting on a
branch raises and closes one wing several
times in quick succession, and in a very
peculiar manner. When on the plains ft

utters a loud ringing call, but wiicn perched
on the (lea<l branches of the trees soon after
day-break, it pours forth a succession of
notes of the strangest description that can
be imagined, much resembling the sounds of
a hand-organ out of tunc, which has ohtainc*
for it the colonial name of the Organ-Iilrd.

It is very easily tamed ; and as it possesses
i

the power of imitation in an extraordinary
;

degree, it may be readily taught to whistle i

tunes as well as to articulate words ; it con-
j

sequently soon becomes a most amusing as '

well as ornamental bird for the aviary or i

cage.” The male has the crown of the head,
|

cheeks, throat, all the under surface, sca-
pularies, primaries, and tips of the tail jet
blaek ; nape of the neck, back, upper and
under tail-coverts, and base of the tail-

feathers white ; bill dark lead colour at tlie

base, passing into black at the tip
; legs

black i irldes bright hazel. In the female
the nape of the neck and back are gray.
It builds a round cup-shaped nest on the
topmost branches of the gum-tree, con-
structing it awkwardly of sticks interspersed
with strips of bark, &c., and lining it with
coarse grass, sheep’s wool, and a few feathers,
felted together, and forming a dense and
warm receptacle for the eggs, which are of a
greenish ashy gray colour, spotted and
blotched with umber-brown and bluish-
gray.

TASMANIAN HONEY-EATER. [See
Meliphaoa Austkalasiana.]

TATOU. The native name for the giant
armadillo ofSouth An ierica(A’iotloila gigas).

[See Ahjiadillo.]

TAXICORNES. An extensive group of
Heterimerous Coleoptcra ; two or three ge-
nera of which are natives of this country.
The greater part of the beetles composing
this family live on fungi, and are either
foimd upon them, or beneath the bark of
trees which produces them. A few live on
the ground under stones. They are dis-

niAPEnis ROFiooriNia.

tingulshcd by having no corneous hook on
the inner edge of the maxillic : they are
generally furnished with wings : the an-
tennas are usually inserted beneath the
margin of the sides of the head, and more
or less perfollated, and gradually thickened
or ending in a clul>. We figure a species of
the genus Diaperis ns an example of this

group. Most of the species are of a small
size.

TAXUS. [Sec Badoeh.]

TEAL. (Qucrqticdula ercc.ca.) The com-
mon Teal is a small species of duck that
frc(iucnts ponds, marshes, and the reedy
shores of creeks, inlets, and rivers, hut rarely
visits the sen-shore. It is about fifteen
inches in length : the beak is dusky i the

j

top of the head, cheeks, and neck arc chest-

ri 1, H
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;

nut-red
; the throat is blaolc

; a broad green
band extends from the eyes to the nape ;

the lower part of the neck, back, scapulars,
and sides are alternately striped with zigzag
lines of white and black i the breast is red-
disli, and spotted

;
the belly a yellowish

white
;
the speculum of the wings is half

white, half black, and edged with two white
bauds : the legs are ash-coloured. The fe-

male is smaller than the male, and has a

COMMON TEAL.—(QUERQUEBOLA OREOOA.)

reddish-white band, spotted with brown,
behind and beneath the eyes ; the tliroat is

white j the plumage above is blackish-brown,
edged with a broad band of clear brown

;

and the under parts are wlritish. This spe-

cies is a native of the north, occurring
equally in Europe and America : it is very
abundant in England during its migration ;

but it does not appear usually to breed here,

although its nest is sometimes met with,
and is said to be not uncommon in France.
The nest is large, and is composed of soft

dried grasses, lined with feathers, and gene-
rally concealed in a hole among the roots
of reeds and rushes near the watgr’s edge.
The female lays about a dozen reddish-white
eggs, which are indistinctly sprinkled with
broivn dots, and in size about those of a
pigeon. The Teal is widely and numerously
dispersed over the whole of Norway, Sweden,
aud Lapland : it is abundant in Germany,
Holland, France, Spain, and Italy ; it is

also found in the winter in considerable
numbers in Ireland ; and sometimes it in-

habits the edges of the Scottish lakes. The
flesh is dry and difficult of digestion, but,

notwithstanding, is in great request. In the
reign of Henry VIII. it held a high place
among the luxuries of a royal banquet.

The Blue-winged Teal [Querquedula
discorsX says Wilson, in his ‘ American Or-

nithology,’ is the first of its tribe that re-

turns to us in the' autumn from its breeding

place in the north. They arc usually seen

early in September, along the shores of the

Delaware, where they sit on the mud close

to the edge of the water, so crowded together

that the gunners often kill great numbers at

a single discharge. When a flock is dis-

covered thus sitting and sunning themselves,

the experienced gunner runs Ins batteau on
shore at some distance above or below them,
and, getting out, pushes her before him over

the slijipery mud, concealing himself all the

while behind her t by this method he can
sometimes approach within twenty yards of

the flock, among which he generally makes
great slaughter. They fly rajiidly, and,

when they alight, droj) down suddenly, like

the snipe or woodcock, among the reeds or

on the mud. They feed chiefly on vegetable
food, and are eagerly fond of the seeds of the
reeds or wild oats. Their flesh is excellent,
and, after a residence for a short time among
the reeds, they become very fat. As the first

frosts come on, they proceed to the south,
being a delicate bird, very susceptible of cold.
They abound in the inundated rice fields in
the southern States, where vast numbers
are taken in traps placed on small dry emi-
nences that here and there rise above the
water. These places are strewed with rice,

and they are caught alive in hollow traps.
This species is a trifle smaller than the pre-
ceding : the bill is long, and of a dark dusky
slate colour ; the front and upper part of
the head are black ; from the eye to the
chin is a large crescent of white, the rest of
the head and half the neck are of a dark
slate, richly glossed with green and idolet ;

remainder of the neck and breast is block or
dusky, tliickly marked with semicircles of
brownish white, elegantly intersecting each
other

;
belly, pale brown, barred with dusky,

in narrow lines ; back, deep brownish-black,
each feather waved with large semi-ovals of
brownish-white ; lesser wing-coverts, a bright
light blue ; primaries, dnsky brown ; spe-
culum, or beauty-spot, rich green ; tertials

edged with black or light blue, and streaked
down their middle with white : the tail

pointed : legs and feet yellow.

TELEOSAURUS. The name given to a
group of extinct Reptiles allied to the Cro-
codiles, the fossil remains of which have
been found in this country. They had^ a
long muzzle, somewhat resembling that of
the Gavial, or Gangetic Crocodile.

TELEPHORIJS: TELEPHORID.H. A
genus and family of Coleopterous insects ; of

a long and narrow form, with perfect wings
and elytra 5 head broad and not concealed
under the thorax ; mandibles acute aud
curved ;

and the antennx simple, moderately

SOI.DIER BRIfTt,!;.

—

(TFTK PIIO RT73 FUSCCTS.)

long, and inserted closely together. These
InscctSs which are known by the name of

j

So/diers, Sailors, or Doctors, are found in the
j

spring in considerable numlw'rs upon flowers, i

especially those of the Sovora-
|

clous arc tliey, that they not only feed ui>on I

other insects, but the weaker of their o^m
|

8pcci^s fall a prey to the stronger. They
[

walk awkwardly, and their flight is heavy.



TELESCOPE FLY. [See Diopsis.]

TELLIXA : TELLINIDiE. A genus and
family of bivalve Mollusca, which have in

the centre of the hinge a tooth on the left

and two teeth on the right, often bifid, and
at some distance in front and behind ; on
the right valve a lateral tooth or plate, wliich

does not penetrate into a carity of the oppo-
site one. There is a slight fold near the
extremity of both valves, which renders
them unequal in that part, where they gape
a little. The animal has two long tubes,

respiratory and excrementitial, which can
be withdrawn into the shell, and concealed
in a duplicature of the mantle. The shells

are generally transversely striated, and beau-
tifully coloured : some are oval and thick-

ish : others arc oblong and much compressed;
others lenticular. Instead of a fold, we

OA-T’S-TONGUE TELI-INA.
(r2I.r.INA J-INODA-yELlS.)

often find in the latter merely a deviation
in the course of the transverse stria:. Sow-
erby says, “ The irregular flexuosity of the

anterior ventral margin appears to have
Ipecn constantly regarded as the principal

distinguishing character of this beautiful

genus ; and when we consider the number
of species possessing this character, and
agreeing also in other general circumstances,

it may [lerhaps Ije still considered the essen-

tial character of the genus.”

TENCH. (.Tinea vnlqaris.) A fish be-
longing to the Cyprinoid family, or Carp
Irilie ; common in most of the lakes of the
European continent, and more or less abun-
d.ant in ornamental waters and ponds in this

country, but is seldom found in our rivers,

lx.ing more fond of still and muddy waters.

Its general length is about twelve indies :

its usual colour a deep olive, accomiianicd

TBMCn.—

(

tIMOA VOI.OABI8.)

by a slight golden tinge ; the abdomen being
paler or yellower than the other parts, and
the fins, which are thick and opaque, of a
dull violet colour. 'X'hc hotly Is short and
thick : and the skin is covered, like that of

an cel, with a tenacious mucus or slime,

lienettth whi"h its small and numerous scales

apiicur ; the head Is rather large, the eyes
small, the lips thick, and on each side of the

mouth is a small cirrus. It is considered as

a very prolific fish, and of quick growth.
It deposits its spawn, consisting of very small
greenish ova, among aquatic plants, &c. ; this

takes place about the middle of June, when
the female is attended by two males. By
some it is supposed to lie during the winter
in a torpid state, concealed beneath the mud
of the waters it inhabits, being rarely taken
during that season. We glean from Mr.
Yarrell the following observations : “As the
Tench is one of our most useful fresh-water
fishes, from the ease with which it may be
preserved and its increase promoted, the
facility of transportation from its great te-

nacity of life, and the goodness of its flesh,

— wliich is not, however, generally held in
the estimation which I think it deserves,

—

as the Tench is also, like the Carp, one of
those species first selected as stock for orna-
mental waters, I venture to recommend that
large and fine fish be chosen as breeders, as
the most certain mode of obtaining sizeable
fish for table in the shortest space of time.
Two males to one female, or not less than
three to two, should be the proportion of the
sexes ; and from the pond which is found
by experiment favourable for breeding, the
small fish should be in part withdrawn from
time to time, and deposited elsewhere, to
afford more apace for all. The male of the
Tench is recognized by the large size of the
ventral fins, which reach far enough to
cover the vent, and are deeply concave in-
ternally : in the females the ventral fins are
smaller, shorter, and less powerful.”

A most beautiful variety, called the
Golden Tench, is found in some parts of
Germany, differing from the common Tench
in being of the richest orange -yellow, varie-
gated with small black spots,while the fins are
thin, transparent, and of a briglit red colour.
It is said to be of slow growth, and to live,

like most others of this genus, on worms,
water insects, &c. These Tenches are de-
lighted with warmth, and in bright weather
are observed to swim in small shoals near
the siu-face.

TENEBRIONIDiE. Afamily of Coleop-
terous insects, distinguished by having the
elytra not soldered together, with the wings
fitted for flight. The body is generally ob-
long or ovate

;
depressed, or but slightly

elevated ; the thorax square or trapeziform ;

and the palpi enlarged at the tip, the last

joint being generally hatehet-shaped. One
of the most familiar of these is the Tenehrio
molitnr, the larva of which is commonly
called the Me-u.-woioi, and may be re-
garded as the type of the family. This in-
sect frequents corn-mills, granaries, bake-
houses, &c., doing much damage by de-
vouring flour, meal, bran, &c. It is also
very destructive to ship -biscuits packed in
casks, which when opened are found eaten
through in holes by these insects and their

|

larva:. The latter arc about an inch long, :

of a cylindrical and linear form, very sinooili
and glossy, of a fulvous colour, consisting
of twelve segments, exclusive of tlie head,
which is provided with short tro)dii, and a
pair of very small antenna:. This larva
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changes its skin several times, avoids the
Mglit, and at length assumes the pupa state,
without forming any cocoon ; the imago ap-
l)earing at the exinration of about six weeks.

MEAL-WOrtBl BXETLB3.
(TKNEBKIO MOLITOR.)

at first being of a reddish-eolour, but soon
assuming its black line. The larvai of these
insects are greedily devoured by nightingales
and other insectivorons birds, and are ac-
cordingly bred by bird-fanciers ; it is ne-
cessary to keep the vessels in wliich they are
placed firmly closed, or they make their
escape, neither wood nor cloth being suffi-

ciently strong to prevent them from boring
their way through.

TEI^REC. iCentetes.') A genus of small
insectivorous quadrupeds found in Mada-
gascar, closely resembling the Hedgehog in
their general character, but difiering in their
dentition, the feebleness of their spines, and
in their being much less able to roll them-
selves into a ball. The Tenrec is known
also by the name of the Asiatic or Stuiped
Hedgehog. It is seven inches in length

;

and is characterized by a long, pointed
muzzle

; short legs, with five toes on each

j

foot, separated and armed with crooked
claws

; and no tail. It is of a black colour ;

with five longitudinal bands on the body :

all the black parts are covered with hard
hair ; the white bands with small prickles.
From the black bands on the back spring
long scattered hairs which reach to the
ground ; the head is covered with short
black hairs or prickles ; the snout is white

;

the eye surrounded by a white circle
;
and

j

the feet are reddish. The Tenrecs move
!
slowly ; grunt like pigs, (for which reason
they are sometimes called Ground-hogs or
Pig-porcupincs) : they grow extremely fat ;

multiply prodigiously
;
and burrow under

j

ground : they are nocturnal in their habits ;

and remain torpid during great iiart of the
summer.

TENTHREDINIDrE. The name given
to a family of Hymenopterous insects, popu-
larly known as .iaw-Jlica, from the saw-like
character and action of the ovipositor. With
this they make a number of small holes in

the branches of trees, inserting an egg in

each hole, and closing the hole witli a drop
of frothy fluid. The wound thus made be-

comes more and more convex by the increase

in size of the egg, and sometimes tliesc parts

a.sBume the size of a gall, eitlicr woody or

pulpy, according to the parts injured : these

tumours form the abode of the lan'aj which
reside within them, and the insect makes
with its teeth a circular hole for its escape.
They greatly resemble the Caterpillars of
Lepidopterous insects ; but usually differ
from them as to the number of their feet,

which are either restricted to six, answering
to those of the perfect insect, or amount to
eighteen or twenty-two. In order to undergo
their change into the pupa state, they sjiin

a cocoon, either on the earth or on the plants
on which they have fed ; but they do not
become impai until they have been inclosed
in this for many months, and only a few
days before they come forth as perfect Saw-

CIMBEX VARIABIUiS.

flies. Onr figure represents the Cimbex va-
riahilis, a member of tin's large family. It
belongs to a section which by some natural-

i

ists has been raised into a distinct family,
from the species having clubbed antennas.

TENIJIROSTRES. The name of a tribe
'

of Insessorial birds, comprehending those
j

which are distinguished by a long and slender
j

bill. Jfr. Swainson, in his ‘ Classification
|

of Birds,' remarks that the most aberraiR
i

dirision of the insessorial order is that of th«
Tenuirostres, or honey-suckers, so called from
the great majority deriving their subsistence
both from insects and the nectar of plants,
which they suck up by means of a long or
filamentous tongue adapted for the purpose.
[See Nuthatch : Cbeeper : Suxbied, &c.]

TEREBELEIJM. A genus of Jiollusca,
whose shells are oblong, subeylindrical, and
very smooth ; spire pointed ; sutures not

j

channelled ; aperture narrow and long,
wider anteriorly ; outer lip slightly thick-
ened, truncated ; Inner lip thin, smooth,
nearly straight, and spread over a portion
of the body whorl. These shells are brought
from the Indian seas ; they arc thin, delicate,

and prettily marked with bauds and cloudy
spots. In its habits the animal of the Tere-
bcllum is cxcceilingly shy and timid, re-

tracting its body into the shell on the sliglitcst

alarm. It will remain stationary for a long
time, moving its tentacles about cautiously
in every direction, when, suddenly, it will

roll over with its shell, and continue again
perfectly quiet.

TEREBR.VNTIA. The name ofa section
of Hymenopterous insects, characterized by
the possc.ssion of an anal instrument orga-
nized for the perforation of the bodies of
animals, or the substance of plants. The
borer {icrcbrn) is peculiar to the female, and
is composed of three long and slender pieces,

of which two serve as a sheath for the third ;

it is placed at the anal extremity of the
abdomen, and the oviduct is continued into

it. The females instinctively use this weapon
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to prepare a place for the deposition of their

eggs, where tlie maggot may be incubated in
safety, and upon its exclusion be surrounded
by already organized matter adapted for
its sustenance. Some genera select Tegeta-
bles for the parasitic support of their young,
03 5irex(Linn.), wliieh infests the pine-tree

;

and Cephus (Latr.), which perforates the
stalks of com for the purpose of oviposition.
Others, as the ichneumons, pierce the skins
of insects, and deposit their eggs in the sub-
cutaneous fatty and nutrient material.

—

[See IcHXEUitoxiDi.]

TEREBRATULA. A genus of Conchi-
ferous Mollusca, found at great depths in
the Southern Ocean, and also in the Euro-
pean seas. The animals have a curious kind
of internal skeleton, as it may be termed,
consisting of a slender, flattened, calcareous
loop, with other pieees diverging from it

;

and a ciliated appendage on each side of the
body. The shell is inequivalve, equila-
teral, oval orsub-trigonal,ventricose or com-
pressed, adliering by a short gelatinous ten-
don. Our figure, which exhibits a species of
thb extensive genus, shows the peculiarity

TIRIORATOLA OAUDIOHAUDir.

of stracture above alluded to ; the upper
figure representing the whole shell and the
two lower cuts, the insides of cacli valve.
Tliere are numerous species of this Mollus-
cous genus, of various forms, and some of
them curiously ribbed, found in a fossil

state.

TEREDO. The name given to a genus of
testaceous molluscs, which form their habi-
tations by boring holes in submerged timber,
and thereby occasion destructive ravages in
ships’ Iwttoms, sunken piles, &c. The 7'c-

rfiJo mtvalin Is worm-shaped, and about six
inches long. In making its excavations into

i the wood, which it does by boring into the

I
siit»stancc in the direction of the grain, each

i

individual is careful to avoid the tiilx; formed
I by its neighbour, and often n very thin leaf

I
alone of woorl is left ijctwccn i it also, when

I a knot occurs in its path, makes a turn to
i avoid it. It is commonly supposed that this
' animal, so injurious to mankind, was intro-
' duced into Europe from warmer climates j

; but liowevcr that may lie, it now iinfor-

I

tunatcly swarms in our seas. The rapidity
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of its growth, and the destructive celerity

with which it works, are hardly credible.
In Holland, in order to prevent the irruption
of the sea, where the land is below the level

of high water, immense dykes are constructed
along the shore, formed of large masses of
sand, and strengthened by large piles driven

SHIP-WORM.—(TEREDO NAVAr.IS.)

into the ground. In the year 17.30 it was
discovered that these piles were attacked by
the Teredo, and, on examination, were fonnd
to be pierced in all directions to such an
extent, that, had it not been for a timely
discovery of the mischief, the whole of that
port of the country might have been over-
whelmed by the sea breaking through the
worm-eaten defences. The only effectual

way of preventing the attacks of the Teredo
upon piles is said to be by covering all that
part which is continually beneath the surface
with short broad-headed luiils : the action
of the sea-water on the noils producing a
strong coating of rust, said to be superior to

a copper sheathing—Another species, the
Teredo gigantea, is described by Sir Everard
Home as sometimes exceeding four feet in
length and several inches in circumference.

TERMITIDjE. An extensive and im-
portant family of the Neuropterous order of
Insects, to which the name of White Ants is

very commonly given. Some few species
are found in temperate regions, but they are
chiefly confined to the tropics, where they
perform a considerable share in the necessary
operation of completing the comminution
and destruction of dead and decomposing
organized matter. Next to Locusts, they
may be reckoned the most destructive insects
known to Man. They are characterized by
four-jointed tarsi ; but the wings are carried
horizontally on the body, and very long

;

the head rounded, and the prothornx short
and square. The body is depressed, with
the antennoo short ; the mouth very similar
to that of the Orthoptera, with the four-cleft
lower lip ; tlnce ocelli ; the wings slightly
transparent, coloured, with the ncrvurcs
forming a close network

;
and the legs short.

They live in societies, often prodigiously
numerous, and, like the Bee and the Ant,
arc composed of three sorts of individuals.
In all the stages of their existence, save that
of the ovum, they arc active, carnivorous or
omnivorous ; and arc, beyond all doubt, the

'

greatest pest of tropical climates : destroying I

all articles of furniture made of wood, cloths,
&c., amt even entering the foundations of
liouscB, and eating out the whole interior of
the timbers, so that while tliey apiicar per-
fectly sound externally, they will fall to
pieces under the slightest blow. One species
is celebrated for llie cdlllccs it rears, in the
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form of a sugar-loaf, ten or twelve feet in
height, and so solid that the wild cattle
mount upon them without breaking through.
Internally they are divided into numerous
apartments, and have subterranean galleries
connected with them, from the extremities
of which the insects issue. But, so extra-
ordinary is the whole history and economy
of these insects— so wonderful their habits
and instincts — that, in order to do justice to
the subject, we feel ourselves under the ne-
cessity of inserting, with but little abridg-
ment, Mr. Smeathman’s celebrated ‘Accouht
of the Termites of Africa.’
These insects (he observes) have generally

obtained the name of Ants from the simi-
larity in their manner of living, which is in
large communities, that erect very extraordi-
nary nests, for the most part on the surface
of the ground, from whence their excursions
are made through subterraneous passages or
covered galleries, which they build when-
ever necessity obliges, or plunder induces,
them to march above ground, and at a great
distance from their habitations carry on a
business of depredation and destruction,
rearce credible but to those who have seen
it. But notwithstanding they live in com-
munities, and are, like the Ants, omnivo-
rous ; though, like them, at a certain period
they are furnished with four wings, and
emigrate or colonize at the same season

;

they are by no means the same kind of in-
sects, nor does their form correspond with
that of Ants in any one state of their exist-
ence, which, like most other insects, is

changed several times. They resemble the
Ants also in their provident and diligent
labour, but surpass them as well as the Bees,Wasps, Beavers, and all other animals which
I have ever heard of, in the arts of building,
as much as the Europeans excel the least
cultivated savages. It is more than probable
they excel them as much in sagacity and
the arts of government

;
it is certain they

show more sul)stnntial instances of their in-
genuity and industry than any other ani-
mals ; and do, in fact, lay up vast magazines
of provisions and other stores.

'The different species of this genus resemble
each other in form, in their manner of living,

and in their good and bad qualities ; but
differ as much as birds in the manner of
building their habitations or nests, and in

the choice of the materials of which they
compose them. There are some species

which build upon the surface of the ground,
or part above and part beneath, and one or
two species, perliaps more, that build on the
stems or branches of trees, sometimes aloft

at a vast licight. Of every species there are
tliree orders ; first, the working insects, or
labourers; next, the fighting ones, or sol-

diers, which do no kind of labour j
and, last

of all, the winged ones, or perfect insects

(called kings and queens), which arc male
and female, and capable of propagation.
These neither labour, or toil, or fight, being
quite incapable of cither, and almost of self-

defence i and nature has so ordered it, that
they emigrate within a few weeks after they
have arrived at this state, and cither estahlisli

new kingdoms, or perish witliin a day or two.

The Terrnes hellicosus is the largest and
best known species on the coast of Africa ;

this account of the Termites is therefore
taken from observations made thereon. The
nests of this species are so numerous all over
the island of Barranas, and the adjacent con-
tinent of Africa, that it is scarcely possible
to stand upon any open place, such as a rice

|

plantation or other clear spot, where one or :

more of these buildings is not to be seen i

within fifty paces. In some parts near Sene-
‘

gal, as mentioned hyAdanson, their number,
magnitude, and closeness of situation, make
them appear like the villages of the natives. ,

These buildings are usually termed hills.

XNT-HItit. OF TERME3 BEUmCOSUS.

from their outward appearance, which is

that of little hills, generally pretty much in

the form of sugar-loaves, and about ten o^
twelve feet in height. These hills continue
quite bare until they are six or eight feet

high
;
but in time become, like the rest of

the earth, almost covered with grass and
other plants ; and in the dry. season, when
the herbage is burnt up by the rays of the
sun, they somewhat resemble very large
haycocks. The exterior of the building con-
sists of one large dome-shaped shell ; large
and strong enough to enclose and shelter the
interior from the weather, and to protect the
inhabitants from the attacks of most of their
enemies. It also serves to collect and pre-
serve a regular degree of genial warmth and
moisture ; which in all probabilit.v is quite
necessarj' for hatching the eggs. The inte-
rior is divided, with great regularity and
contrivance, into a great number of apart-
ments ; some of which are intended for the
residence of the kings and queens, and for

the rearing of their numerous progeny i

whilst others serve as magazines, and arc

always well filled with stores and provisions.

These hills make their first apiwarance above
ground by a little turret or two in the shape
of sugar-loaves ;

which only rise to the

height of a foot, or a little more. Soon after-

wards, at some little distance, while the for- !

mer arc increasing in height and size, the
Termites raise others, and so go on increas-

ing the numl)er, and widening them at the
!

hose, till their works below arc covered with
these turrets, which they always raise the

highest and largest in the middle, and by
filling up the intervals l)ctween each turret,

collect them, ns it were, into one dome.
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‘ They are not very curious or exact about
these turrets, except in making them very

! solid and strong ; and when, by the junction
I of them, the dome is completed (for which
I

purpose the turrets answer as scaffolds), they
take away the middle ones entirely, except
the tops, which, joined together, form the

I

crown of the cupola ; and they apply the
clay to the building of the works within, or

!
to erecting fresh turrets for the purpose of
raising the hillock still higher,

i
The royal chamber, so called on account

; of its being adapted for, and occupied by,

;

the king and queen, appears to be thought
: of the most consequence, being always situ-
ated os near as possible to the centre of the
hillock. It resembles the shape of half an
egg cut lengthways, or an obtuse oval, and
is at first not above an inch long ; it is after-

wards, however, increased to six or eight
inches, or even more, being always in pro-
portion to the sire of the queen, who, increas-
ing in bulk os in age, at length requires a
chamber of such dimensions. The floor and
roof of this chamber arc very solid, and are
composed of hardened clay. Its walls ore
pierced by several door-ways.or entrances,
at pretty equal distances from each other,
and of sufficient sire to admit the soldiers
and labourers, but not large enough to allow
the king and the queen (the latter being, at

’ full sire, a thousand timer the weight of a
;

king) to pass out. Surrounding the royal
i chamber are a number of others, of different

!
shapes and sires, but all of them arched

:

[

these are occupied by tlic soldiers and la-
bourers that guard the pair, on whose safety

;

depends the happiness, and i>robably even
I

the existence, of the whole community.
These apartments, being connected together
by openings and passages, form an intrieatc
labyrinth, which extends a foot or more in
diameter from the royal chamber on every

,
side ; and they arc surrounded by the maga-
zines and nurseries. The former are cham-
bers of clay ! and arc always well fitted with
a kind of provisions, which appear to consist
of the gums or other thick juices of plants.
The nurseries, which are so called because

;
they are invariably found to contain eggs

' and young ones, are entirely composed of
wooden materials, seeininj;ly joined together

j

with gums. These nurseries are exceedingly
compact, and divided into very small irre-
gularly-shaped chambers, not one of which

' IS to be found half an inch in width. Tlicy
are iilaced os near as possible to the royal

,
apartments. When the nest is in the infant

I

state, they are close to the royal chamber ;

but as, in process of time, the queen enlarges,
it becomes necessary to enlarge this chamber

I fur her accommoilation ; and os she then lays
i a greater number of eggs, and requires a
greater numlicr of attendants, so is it neces-
sary to enlarge and increase the numl>er of
the adjacent apartments ; for which purpose,
the small nurseries that were first built arc
taken to pieces, and are rebuilt a little far-

ther off. The nurseries arc always found
slightly overgrown with mould, and plenti-

fully sprinkled with white gloiiiiles, about
the size of a small pin's head. These may at

first be mistaken fur eggs ; but on being exa-

mined under a microscope, they evidently
appear to be a species of fungus, in shape
like a young mushroom. The nurseries are
enclosed in chambers of clay, like tliose

which contain the provisions, but much
larger. In the early state of the nest they
are not larger than a hazel nut

j but in old
lulls are often as large as the head of a child
a year old. Under the dome is a large open
space, which is surrounded by three or four
large gothic-shaped arches, which are some-
times two or three feet high in front of the
area, but diminish very rapidly as they
recede from thence, and are soon lost among
the innumerable chambers and nurseries
beliind them. There are, comparatively
speaking, few openings into the great area,
and they, for the most part, seem intended
only to admit into the nurseries that genial
warmth which the dome collects.

The subterraneous passages which run
under the lowest apartments in the hill, in
various directions, are of an astonishing size,

being wider than the bore of a large cannon.
These passages or galleries, wliich are very
thickly lined with the same kind of clay of
which the hill is composed, ascend the inside
of tlie external shell in a spiral manner,
winding round the whole building up to
the top, and intersecting each other at dif-
ferent heights, opening either immediately
into the dome in various xilaces, or into the
interior buildings, the new turrets, &c., and
sometimes communicating therewith by
other galleries of different diameters, either
circular or oval. Under the ground there
are a great many which lead downwards by
sloping descents, three and four feet perpen-
dicularly among the gravel

;
from tliis the

labouring Termites cull the finer parts, which
^

being worked up in their mouths to the con- i

sistcnce of mortar, form that solid clay or !

stony substance of which all their hills and
buildings, except the nurseries, are composed.
Other galleries again ascend, leading out
horizontally on every side, and are carried
under ground, near to the surface, a vast dis-

j

taiice ; for if you destroy all the nests within
a hundred yards of your house, the inhabit- i

ants of those which are unmolested further
off will nevertheless carry on their subterra-

j

neous galleries, and invade the goods and '

merchandize contained in it, by undermining
them, and do great mischief if you are not
very circumsiicct. Sometimes their passages '

cannot be continued under ground in the
i

required direction : and the 'I'ermites then
make pipes or covered ways along its surface, i

composed of the same materials us the nests.
[

These they continue, with many windings !

and ramifications, for great lengths ; and
\

they construct, where it is possible, subterra-
ncan pipes running parallel with them, into
which they may sink and save themselves,
if their galleries above ground are destroyed
by violence, or the tread of men or animals
alarm them.
As wo before observed, each community of

Termites consists of a king and queen,
soldiers, and labourers. The labourers arc
tile most numerous, there being at least a
hundred of them to one soldier i they arc
about a quarter of an iiicii long, run ex-
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tremely fast, and appear to be incessantly
occupied. The second order, or soldiers,
have a very different form from the labourers,
but they are in fact the same insects, only
they_ have undergone their first metamor-
phosis, and approached one degree nearer to
the perfect state. They are now much larger,
being half an inch long, and equal iu bulk
to fifteen of the labourers. The third order,
or insect in its perfect state, varies in form
still more than ever. The head, thorax, and
abdomen differ almost entirely from the
same parts in the labourers and soldiers

;

and besides this, the animal is now furnished
with four fine, large, brownish, transparent
wings, with which, at the time of emigration,
it is to \ving its way in search of a new set-

tlement. In their winged state they are also
much altered in size as well as form. Their
bodies now measure between six and seven
tenths of an inch in length, and their wings
above two inches and a half from tip to tip,

and they are equal in bulk to about thirty
labourers or two soldiers. They are now
also furnished with two large eyes, one on
each side of the head ; if they have any
before, they are so small as not easily to be
distinguished

; and as they live, like moles,
always under ground, they have as little

occasion for these organs ; but the case is

widely different when they arrive at the
winged state, in which they are to roam,
though but for a brief space, through the air,

and explore new and distant regions. In
this form the animal comes abroad during or
soon after the first tornado, which at the
latter end of the dry season proclaims the
approach of the ensuing rains, and seldom
waits for a second or third shower, if the
first, as is generally the case, happens in the
night and brings much wet after it. The
numbers that are to be found next morning
all over the surface of the earth, but particu-
larly on the water, is astonishing ; for their
wings are only calculated to carry them a
few hours; and after the rising of the sun not
one in a thousand is to be found with four
wings, unless the morning continues rainy,
when here and there a solitary being is seen
winging its way from one place to another,
ns if solicitous only to avoid its numerous
enemies, particularly various species of ants,

which are hunting on every spray, on every
leaf, and in every possible place, for this un-
happy race, of which probably not a pair in

many millions get into a place of safety,

fulfil the first law of nature, and lay the
foundation of a new community.— Not only
do ants, birds, and reptiles destroy them, but
even the inhabitants of the country eagerly
seek after these wingless creatures and devour
them with the greatest avidity. It is, indeed,
wonderful that a pair should ever escape so

many dangers and get into a place of secu-

rity. Some, however, are so fortunate ; and
being found by some of the labouring insects

that are continually running about the
surface of the ground under their covered
galleries, arc elected kings and queens of new
states ; all those which arc not so elected and
preserved certainly perish, and most pro-
bably in the course of the following day.
The manner in which these labourers protect

the happy pair from their innumerable ene-
mies, not only on the day of the massacre of
almost all their race, but for a long time
afterwards, seems to justify the use of the
term election. The little industrious crea-
tures immediately enclose them in a small
chamber of clay suitable to their size, into
which at first they leave but one small
entrance, large enough for themselves and
the soldiers to go in and out, but much too
small for either of the royal pair to make use
of; and when necessity obliges them to make '

more entrances, they are never larger : so
that, of course, the voluntary subjects charge

,

themselves with the task of providing for
the offspring of their sovereigns, os well as to
work and fight for them, until they shall
have raised a progeny capable at least of
dividing the task with them.
About this time a most extraordinary

change begins to take place in the queen, to
which we have nothing similar, except in the :

Jigger of the West Indies (Pulex penetrans
of tinn^us), and in the different species of
Coccus. The abdomen of this female begins
gradually to extend and enlarge to such an ‘

enormous size, that in an old queen it will :

increase so os to become fifteen hundred or
]

two thousand times the bulk of the rest of
i

her body,and twenty or thirty thousand times
the bulk of a labourer 1 The skin between
the segments ofthe abdomen extends in every
direction ; and at last the segments are re-
moved to half an inch distance from each
other, although at first the length ofthe whole
abdomen is not half an inch. They preserve
their dark bro\vn colour, and the upper pn^t
of the abdomen is marked with a regular
series of brown bars throughout its entire

'

length, while the inten’als between them are
covered with a thin, delicate, transparent

|

skin, and appear of a fine epeam colour, a
little shaded by the dark colour of the in-

|

testines and watery fluid seen here and there i

beneath. The animal is supposed to be .

upwards oftwo years old when the abdomen .

is increased to three inches in length ; and ,

they are sometimes found nearly twice that
size. The abdomen is now of an irregular
oblong shape, being contracted by the muscles
of every segment, and is become one vast
matrix full of eggs, which make long circum-
volutions tlirough an immense number of
very minute vessels that circulate round the

I

inside in a serpentine manner, which would
[

exercise the ingenuity of a skilful anatomist
to dissect and devdope. This singular
matrix is not more remarkable for its amaz-
ing e.xtension and size, than for its peristaltic

motion, which resembles the undulation of
waves, and coiitinues incessantly without
any apparent eftbrt of the animal ; so that

one ])art or other is alternately rising and
flailing in perpetual succession, and the
matrix seems never at rest, but is always
protruding eggs, to the numlx: r of sixty in a
minute in old queens, oreightj’ thousand and
upwards in one day of twenty-four hours.

These eggs arc instantly taken from the body
of the queen by her attendants (of whom
there always arc, in the royal chamlwr, and
galleries adjacent, a suflicient miinbcr in

|

waiting), and carried to the nurseries, some
j
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• of which in a large nest may be four or five

feet distant, in a straight line, and conse-
' qucntly much farther by their winding gal-
leries. Here, after they are hatched, the
young are attended and provided with every
thing necessary, nntil they are able to shift

for themselves, and take their share of the
labours of the community.
When a person accidentally enters any

solitary grove, where the ground is pretty
well covered with their arched galleries, the

1 Termites give the alarm by loud hissings,
which may be distinctly heard at every
step ; soon after this, their galleries may be
searched in vain for the insects ; but little

holes are found, just large enough to admit
I of their escape into the subterraneous roads.

I I

These galleries arc of sufficient size to allow

;

the Termites to pass and repass without

I

stopping each other (though there are always
I

numerous passengers), and to shelter them
equally from light and air, as well as from

i their enemies,— of wliich the Ants, from
I being the most numerous, arc the most for-

;

midable. If the Termites are dislodged from
i their covered ways, the various species ofAnts
I

(which ore probably as numerous above
ground as the Termites are in their subter-
ranean passages) instantly seize and drag

,

them away to their nests, to feed their young
brood. The Termites are, therefore, exceed-
ingly solicitous about preserving their co-
vered ways in good repair ; and if one of
these be demolished for a few inches in
length, it is wonderful how soon they will
rebuild it. At first, in their hurry, they run

. into the open part an inch or two, but stop

I

so suddenly that it is evident they are sur-
: prised ; for though some will run straight
on, and get under the further part of the
arch as quickly as possible, most of them
run back as fast, and very few will venture
through that part of the gallery which is

left uncovered. In a few minutes they may
be seen rebuilding the arch ; and even if

three or four yards of their gallery have been

I

destroyed, it will be restored by the next

I

morning, and will be found to contain nu-
merous Termites passing along in both di-
rections. If the gallery be several times
destroyed, they will at length seem to give
up the point, and build another in adifferent
direction ; but if the olil one led to some
favourite plunder, tlicy will rebuild it again
in a few days ; and unless the nest be de-
stroyed, they will never totally abandon
their gallery.
The Termites generally make their ap-

proaches to tlie nest under ground, descend-
ing below the foundations of houses and
stores at several feet from the surface, and
rising again cither in the floors, or entering
at the Ixittoms of the posts of wliich the sides
of the buildings are composed, following the
course of the fibres to the top, and liavtng
lateral (icrfiirations or cavities here and
there. While some of them are employed
in gutting the posts, others asccml from
them, entering a rafter or some other part of
the root, in search, as it would seem, of the
thatch, which appears to be their favourite
food i and if they find it, they bring u|i wet
clay, and build galleries through the roof in

variotis directions, as long us it will support
them. In tliis manner a wooden house is

speedily destroyed ; and all that it contains
is, ut the same time, subjected to the ravages
of these destructive insects. In carrying on
this business, they sometimes find, by some
means or other, that the post has a certain
weight to support, and then, if it is a con-
venient track to the roof, or is itself a kind
of wood agreeable to them;'they bring their
mortar ; and, as fast ns they take away the
wood, replace the vacancy with that ma-
terial, which they work together more closely
and compactly than human strength or art
could ram it. Hence, when the house is

taken to pieces, in order to examine if any
of the posts are fit to be used again, those
made of the softer kinds of wood are often
foimd reduced almost to a shell ; and al-
most all of them are transformed from wood
to clay, as solid and as hard as many kinds
of stone that is used for the purposes of
building.
Another African species (.Termes arho-

rum) builds its nest among the branches of
trees, sometimes at the height of sixty or
eighty feet from the ground. They also fre-
quently establish their nests within the roofs
and other parts of houses, to whicli they do
considerable damage if not timely extirpated.
They are not, however, so destructive or so
diificult to be guarded against as the species
we have been so minutely describing.

TERN. (Sterna.') A genus of web-footed
birds readily distinguished by the great
length of their wings and their forked tail,

as well as by the form of their beak. Their
nourishment consists almost exclusively of
small live fishes, which they seize upon while
on the wing, descending like a shot to the
water, and capturing their prey. They are
pretty generally diffused over the globe, and
are abundant in the temperate regions.
There are several species.

The CojiMoif Tnnir, Gkeat Tekx, or
Sea-Swallow. (Sterna hirundo.) This
bird is upwards of fourteen inches in length :

the bill is crimson, tipped with black, and
about two inches and a quarter long

; the
forehead, top of the head, and the long occi-
pital feathers are deep black

j
the hinder

part of the neck, the buck, and wings, arc
bluish-ash : the under parts are pure white,
the breast excepted, which is slightly shaded :

the tail, which is long and greatly forked, is

white, except the two outside feathers, which
are black on their exterior webs

; the legs
and feet arc red. This clean-looking pretty
bird is commuii in the summer months on
the sea-coimts, rivers, and lakes of the British
isles, and is also met with in various parts of
Europe ami Asia. The female forms her
nest ill the moss or long coarse grass, near
the lake, and lays three or four eggs of a
dull olive, marked with different sized black
simts at tlic thicker end. It is a bold bird,
and during tbc iieriod of incubation will
attack any person a|ipronehiiig too near its

nest.
“ The flight of the Great Tern," says Wil-

son, " and, indeed, of the whole tribe, is not
ill the sweeping, shooting manner of the land
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swaOows, notmtlistanding tlieir name j the
motions of their long wings are slower, and
more in the manner of tlie gull. They have,
however, great powers of wing and strength
in the muscles of the neck, which enable
tliem to make such sudden and violent
plunges, and that from a considerable height
too, headlong on their prey, which tliey
never seize but vdth their bills.” Mr. Gould,

I in his great work on the ‘ Birds of Europe,’
!
says, “ The Common Tern does not confine
itself entirely to the sea, but frequently re-
sorts to inland streams, &c. ; and when thus
ascending our creeks and rivers these little
fairies of the ocean fearlessly fish around
our boats, nothing can be more pleasing than
to observe their poise and dip. When with
their scrutinizing eyes they have observed a
fish sutiiciently near the surface, they pre-
cipitate themselves upon it with unnerring
certainty, and a rapidity that is truly asto-
nishing : this mode of capture strongly re-
minds us of the fissirostral tribe among the
land birds

j and they may indeed be truly
termed the swallows of the ocean, their long
and pointed wings, and small but muscular
bodies, being admirably adapted for rapid
and sustained flight, and affording the means
by which they are enabled to traverse the
surface of the deei) with never-tiring wings.”

The Ltttle or Lesser Terx (Sterna mi-
nuta), which is only about nine inches in
length, looks like the preceding in minia-

' ture ; is equally if not more delicately ele-

1
gant in its plumage and general appearance,
and its manners and habits are very similar ;

but it is not nearly so numerous, or so widely
dispersed. It difters from the Common Tern
in having the black patch on its head
bounded by a white line on the front of the
brow, and over each eye ; in the tail being
wholly white

;
and, in proportion to the

size of the bird, much shorter or less forked ;

while the bill and the feet are more in-
clined to orange or yellow. Nothing can
exceed the clean, clear, and glossy whiteness
of its close-set feathers on the under parts of
the bodj' ; but the ui>per plumage is of a
plain lead-coloured gray. The Lesser Tern
feeds on beetles, crickets, spiders, and other
insects, which it picks up from the marshes,
ns well as on small fish, on which it i>lunges

at sea. Like the former, it also makes ex-
tensive incursions inland along the river

courses, and has frequently been shot several

hundred miles from the sea. It is extremely
tame and unsuspicious, often passing you
on its flight, and within a few ynrds,'*ns it

traces the windings and indentations of the
shore in search of the various small Crus-

tacea on which it delights to feed. Indeed,
at such times it appears either altogether
heedless of man, or its eagerness for food
overcomes its apprehensions for its own
safety. The eggs, which are generally four
in number, arc dropt on the dry and warm
sand, the heat of which, during the day,
is fully sufficient for the purpo.se of incuba-
tion

i
but the parent sits upon them during

the night : they arc of a yellowish brown
colour, and nearly an inch and three-quarters

long. This bird is met with in the south of

Kussia, and about the Black and Caspian r

Sea. It also inhabits the shores of England
during the summer, where it breeds, and '

migrates to the south as the cold of autumn 1

approaches.

TERRAPIN, or BOX - TORTOISE.
(Terrapeiie.') A genus of fresh-water Tor-

,

toise
! the breastplate of which is divided

into two pieces by a movable artictilation ;

and they have the power of closing their
carapace when the head and limbs are with-
drawn into it.

TERRIC0LA2. An order of vermiform
animals, of the class A nnelida, including two
principal groups, the Earth-worms and the
Naiads; the former being terrestrial, and

|

the latter semi-aquatic. The Annelid® of I

this order liave a cylindrical body, tapering '

to a point at its extremities, and furnished
only with several rows of bristles ; which, I

although frequently imdsible to the naked
eye, may be plainly felt by passing the finger
along the body from behind forwards ; their

:

points being directed backwards, in order to
give the animal a firm hold of the earth
through which it is boring. They liave nei-
ther eyes, antenn®, mandibles, 'cirrhi, nor
external gills : their bodies, however, are
distinctly divided into segments ; and the.se

are marked by minute spots on each side,
which are apertures leading to small re-
spiratory sacs. [See Earth-worm.]

TERRIER. (Cams familiaris ierrariiis. )

There are two varieties of this breed of Dogs
; |

the one smooth, sleek, and of rather slcnjler
form ; colour bright black and tan : the other,
a hardy and fierce animal, known as the
White-haired or Scotch Terrier j whose
rough harsh hair, short muzzle, stout and
short-limbs, and dirty white colour, siiffi-

|

ciently distinguish it from the former. The
|

English or Common Terrier carries his head
liigb, has a sharp muzzle, quick and bright
eye, neat and compact body, erect cars, with
the tips sometimes pendulous, legs slender
but strong, and the tail erect and stiff. It
should be observed, however, that although

}

both these varieties of a bold, active, and u.se-

ful animal are highly valued, and often pre- I

served in all their purit v, mt)ngrcl breeds are
i

common ; and therefore very many service-
able dogs, usually calleil Terriers, are every
where to be found. Mr. Bell thus speaks i

of the species : “ The Terrier is applied to
several purposes in which its diminutive

'

size, its strength, courage, activity, and per-
]

severance arc all called into action. In the
office of unearthing the fox it is an essential

addition to the pack, and a good kennel can
scarcely be without them ; and it takes the
earth with much eagerness, from which it

;

has received its name. But if the Terrier
contribute so much to the enjoyment of the
regular sportsman, it oft'ers no less amuse-
ment to those of a less dignified character,
by the feats it displays in the destruction of
minor vermin,— the Badger, the Polecat,
and the whole tribe of ^^uslclula; and par-
ticularly the Rat. The clever manner in

wliich it deals with the largest and laddest
of those savage creatures, and the rapiditj"
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; with which it kills them, can scarcely be
'

;
described. The celebrated dog ‘ Billy ’ was

’ turned into a room where there were one
hundred rats ; the object being to decide a

i wajer that he would kill that number within
’ a given time. It was done in less than seven
minutes. A large breed erossed with the

. Bull-dog, and termed the Bull-Terrier, con-
! stitutes one of the most savage and deter-

j

mined races of Dogs known.”

I TER XJ-T E R O. ( Vanellus caijanensis.)
. This is a bird of the Plover kind, wliich

j

Mr. Darwin speaks of ns “ disturbing the

I

stillness of the night,” in the Pampas of

I
South America. “ In appearance and ha-

I

bits,” he says, “ it resembles in many respects
!
our Peewits ; its wings, however, are armed

I

with short spurs, like those on the legs of
' the common cock. As our peewit takes its

name from the sound of its voice, so does the
: Teru-tero. While riding over the grassy
plains, one is constantly pursued by these
birds, which appear to hate mankind, and

,

I am sure deserve to be hated, for their
never-ceasing, unvarying, harsh screams,

i To the siKirtsmun they are most annoying,
by telling every other bird and aninial of
his approach ; to the travcllerin the country,

; they may possibly, as Molina says, do good,

j

by warning him of the midnight robber.
During the breeding season, they attempt,

j

like our peewits, by feigning to be wounded,
’ to draw away from their nests dogs and other
enemies. The eggs of this bird are esteemed
a great delicacy."

j

TESTACEL7.A. [See Slug.]

j
TESTUDLNATA. The name of a tribe

i of Chelonian reptiles, of which the Tortoise
I {Testudu) is the type.

j

TESTUDO. [See TonTOiSE.]

! TETRABRANCniATA. The name of
‘ an order of Cephalopoda, which are nearly
‘ extiuet ; the only remaining representative

I

of it being the Pearly Nautilus {NautUua
ponipOius).

' TETRAMERA. The name given to the
i
third general section of the Coleoptera,
comprising exclusiveij' those species which

i
have four distinct joints to all the tarsi.

' All these insects feed ui>on vegetable sub-
; stances : their larva: have generally short
: feet, or they are wanting and replaced by
fleshy loties. The perfect insect is found

[

ujam the flowers and leaves of plants. The
I
larv® of many of these lieetles live mostly

! hidden in the Interior of vegetables, and are

;

generally deprived of feet, or have them

i

very minute. Some of the larger kinds
I devour the hard and ligneous particles.

TETRAD : TETRAONIDyE. A genus
! and family of Rosorial Birds. [See Ukuuse :

i Ptaiimioah.]

(

TKTRAODON. A genus of Imnjf Ashes

: belonging to the order I'le.ctognntht. I.lke

]

the Diodon, they have the faculty of in-

;
Anting themselves, by fllling with air a thin
and extensile mcmhranoiis sac, which ad- >

heres to the pcritonciiin the whole length of I

the abdomen. When thus inflated, tlicy
|

roll over, and float with the belly uppermost,
without any power of directing their course.
Each jaw of the Tetraodon is marked with
a suture, so as to give the appearance of four
teeth. The spines are small and low

j and

GLOBE VI3H.—(TETRAODON HI3P1D08.)

some species are reckoned poisonous. One
is electrical {Tetraodori luieatus'), straight,

brown and whitish : it is found in the Nile,
cast on shore by the inundations, and col-

lected by the children as a plaything.

TETRAPTURUS. A genus of Acan-
thopterygious fishes, nearly allied to the
Xiphias, or Sword-fish, inhabiting the Me-
diterranean. The beak is shaped like a
stiletto !

each ventral fin consists of one
jointless blade ; and there are two small
crests on each side of the base of the tail, os

in the Mackerel, which appear to steady that
powerful organ. [See Swokd-fish.]

TETTIGONIA : TETTIGONIADiE. A
genus and family of Hemipterous insects, to

which the name of “ leaf-hoppers ” has been
applied. They have the head and thorax
somewhat like those of the Erog-hoppers,
but their bodies are, in general, proportion-
ally longer, not so broad across the middle,
and not so much flattened. The thorax is

wider than long, with the front margin
curving forwards, the hind margin trans-
verse, or not extended between the wing-
covers, which space is filled by a pretty large
triangular scutel or escutcheon. The wing-
covers are generally opaque, and moulded
somewhat to the form of the body. The
eyes, which are placed at the sides of the
head, are pretty large, but flattish, and not
globular, as in tlic Cicadas. Notwithstand-
ing the small size of most of these insects,

they are deserving our attention on account
of their beauty, delicacy, and surprising
agility, ns well os for the injury sustained
by vegetation from them.

TettUjonia Vitie, which for many years was
suppHsed to be the common European “ vinc-
fretter,” is a small insect, as Dr. Harris in-

forms us, abundant in Massachusetts, United
States, and in its perfect state mciisiiring

only one-tenth of an inch in length. It

is of a i>alc yellow or straw-colour i there
are two little red lines on the head ; the
hack part of the thorax, the scutel, the base
of the wing-covers, and a broad band
across their middle, arc scarlet

;
the tips

of the wing-covers arc blackish, and there
are some little red lines between the broad
band and the tips. The head is crcsccnt-
shaped above, and the eyelets arc situated
just below the ridge of the front. The viuc-

1 M 2
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;

hoppers, as they may be called, inhabit the
foreign and the native grape-vines, on the

,

under surface of the leaves of which they
may be found during the greater part of Hie
summer ; for tliey pass through all their
changes on the vines. They make tlieir

first appearance on tlic leaves in June, when
they are very small and not provided with
wings, being then in the larva state. During
most of tlie time they remain perfectly quiet,

with their beaks thrust into the leaves, from
which they derive their nourishment by suc-
tion. If disturbed, however, they leap from
one leaf to another with great agility. As
they increase in size they have occasion fre-

quently to cliange their skins ; and great
numbers of their empty cast-skins, of a white
colour, will be found, throughout the sum-
mer, adhering to the under sides of the
leaves, and upon the ground beneath the
vines. When arrived at maturity, which
generally occurs during the month of August,
they are still more agile than before, making
use of their delicate wings as well as their

legs in their motions from place to place

;

and, when the leaves are agitated, they leap
and fly from them in swarms, but soon alight

and begin again their destructive operations.

The infested leaves at length become yel-

low, sickly, and prematurely dry, and give
to the vine at Midsummer the aspect it na-
turally assumes on the approach of winter.

But this is not the mily injury arising from
the exhausting punctures of the vine-hop-
pers ; the plant languishes, and, if the evil

be allowed to go on unchecked, in a few
years the vines become exhausted, barren,

and worthless. In the autumn the vine-

hoppers desert the vines, and retire for

shelter during the coming winter beneath
fallen leaves and among the decayed tufts

and roots of grass, where they remain till

the following spring, when they emerge from
their winter quarters, and in due time de-

posit their eggs upon the leaves of the vine,

and then perish.

THADARCTOS. [See Bear, Polar.]

THADASSIDROMA. A genus of web-
footed Birds closely allied to Procelhiria,

and commonly called Stormy Petrel, under
which word, two or tliree species are de-

scribed. We may here describe another

oceanic species, the

Tiialassidroma Deucooaster, or

AVlIlTE-BELLIED STOR.MY PlSTREL. This is

a fine and powerful species of the Petrel

family of birds ;
easily distinguished from

all others by the total absence of black down
' tlie centre of the abdomen, and the short-

J
ness of its toes. It is seen (saj's Mr. Gouldl

!
fluttering over the glassy surface of the

! ocean during calms with an easy butterfly-

!
like motion of the wings, and butVeting

' witli equal vigour the crests of the loftiest

i waves of the storm ; at one moment descend-

j

into their deep troughs, and at the next

rising with the utmost alertness to their

highest points, apparently from an impulse

communicated as mtich by striking the sur-

I face of tlie water with its webbed icet, as by

j

the action of the wings. The head and neck

is of a deep sooty block ; back grayish
j

black, each feather margined with wliitc
; j

wings and tail black ; chest, all the under ,

surface, and the upper tail-coverts, white ;
'

bill and feet jet-black. Like the oHier '

members of the genus, it feeds on molliisca, I

the spawn of fish, and any kind of fatty
j

matter that may be floating on the surface i

of the ocean. [See Petrel.]

THECLA. A genus of diurnal Lepidop-
tera, abounding in exotic species, but of
wliich only six or seven are met ivith in this

|

country. They are called by collectors
,

“ Ilair-strcaks," from the under-side of the '

wings being frequently ornamented with
,

two or three delicate, straight, or zigzag pale .

lines on a dork ground. We particularize
|

The Thecla Qubrcus, or Purple !

Hair-streae Butterfly. About the mid- '

die of July this species of the Papiiiona-
ceous tribe is seen frequenting the tops of
lofty oaks and ash trees. Its wings are

dusky black above : the male \vith the disc

of the anterior deep glossy blue, formed of
,

an oblong patcli, and extending towards
the anal angle ; the female with the entire

,

disc purple, and a dusky margin : beneath, :

PURPLE HAIR-STREAK BUTTERFLY.
(thecla QUEROOS.)

both sexes are similar ; the anterior wings
are cinereous, with a short wliitc streak :

on the costa towards the ajiex ;
between

;

which and the posterior margin the wing i

is paler, with a few whitish spots : the pos-
|

terior wings are similar at the base, and
;

have an undulated white streak, slightly
1

1

edged internally with dusky ; beyond this
|

are two rows of whitish crescents, with a
;

1

PURPr.E HAIR-STREAK BUTTERFLY.
UNDER SIDE.

fulvous spot at the anal angle. Body black

above, cinereous beneath ; tail black ; an-

tennal black, faintly annulatcd with cine-

reous. The purple blotch on the anterior

ftings of the male varies greatly in size ; and

the wings of the female arc sometimes only

slightly purpurcscent. Caterpillar lightish

brown, with three rows of green dots ; it

feeds on the oak. Chrysali.s rust-colourcd,

with three rows of brown dots.

I
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T n E c L A P H u N I ; or, Plume Hair-
streak Butterfly. This insect is in many
parts of England considered scarce, while in

' others it frequently abounds ; myriads, in-

deed, may sometimes be seen liovcring over
tile flowers and bramble blossoms in one
^strict, though in another part, not very
remote perhaps, hardly one is to be seen.

From the beginning to the middle of July
is the usual time of its appearing. Wings
above deep black or brown, immaculate

;

beneath paler ; anterior with a transverse
abbreviated white streak on the costa towards
the apex : posterior wings with a similar
streak, which becomes of a zig-zag form,
gradually lessening towards the inner mar-
gin : beyond this is an Irregular deep-rufous
orange marginal band, edged internally with
black, and sometimes accompanied by a nar-
row white streak, and spotted with black

I

externally; the tailed appendages are black,
tipped with white, those of the females being
the longest. Body black above, drab-colonr
beneath : the legs bluish ; antennas black,
with white rings, and an orange tip. Ca-
terpillar dusky-green, with whitish lateral

lines ; the back deiitatcd : it feeds on the
blackthorn. Chrysalis dusky-brown, with
a white head.

T II EC I. A Rubi; or Gree.v Hair-
streak Butterfly. This is a pretty but
not very abundant species ; it frequents
hedges and bramble bushes, upon the buds

OREKK MAIR-STREAK BOTTERFr.T.
(thbola robt.)

of which shrub its larvsc feed. Colour of the
wings aliovc dusky brown, with the nervurcs
blackish : beneath green, the anterior wings

I TfinoLA RnBi—OAraRni.LAR and ohrtsai.i

usually immaculate, with the thinner margin
pale dusky-brown : the posterior wings not
tailed, but denticulated on the hinder margin
with an interrupted series of white dots :

the cilia, both above and below, are brown,
dotted with black on the posterior wings :

body deep brown above, pale beneath. Ca-
terpillar green and yellow, with black head :

it feeds on the bramble, saintfoiu, and broom.
Chrysalis brown.

The CL a Betul.e ; or Browk Hair-
streak Butterfly. This insect resorts
chiefly to birch woods, but cannot be con-
sidered a very common species any where.
Wings above dark broivn : the anterior with
a transverse black streak at the apex of the

BROWrr HAIR-STREAK BUTTERFLY.
(THEOLA BBTOL^—MAL.E.)

basal areolet ; beyond which, in the female,
is a large kidney-shaped orange spot, and
in the male a slight fulvous cloud : the pos-

THEOLA DRTVX.S— FEMALE,

terior wings have a tawny spot on the inner
angle, and a streak of the same on the tail :

beneath, the sexes resemble each other, but
the colours arc more vivid in the fernalc :

all the wings are orange-tawny, with a
bright orange margin ; the posterior ones

TOKOLA BRrOLSt—OATERPILI.AR
AMI> OURiUAI la.

3 M 3
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;

have an oblique slightly-waved elongate
orange band, with black inner and white
outer margin : the anal angle is spotted with
black, and the cilia on the anal areolets have
a^ fuscous stripe : the body is brown above,
cinereous beneath

i the antenna; black, an-
nulated with wliite. Caterpillar green, with
oblique yellowish streaks on the sides, and
two yellow dorsal lines : it feeds on the birch
and blackthorn : the chrysalis is reddish-
brown, with paler streaks.

TIIORNBACK. (Raia clavata.') A well-
known fish of the Raiadce family, which
grows to a very considerable size, though
rarelj; equal in magnitude to the Skate. It
is an inhabitant of the Mediterranean

; and
is taken in great abundance in the spring
and summer (when it visits the shallows for
the deposition of its eggs) on the Cornish
coast, and also on the coasts of Scotland and
Ireland. The colour of the skin is brownish

THORNDACK.—(RATA OUAVATa.)

I

gray, with irregular dusky variegations
;
and

of a rotigh or shagreen-like surface : tbe
under i;art is white, with a sliglit cast of
flesh colour. Its whole upper surface is

covered with strong curved spines, which
are most conspicuous down the middle and
on each side of the back, where four or six
of much larger size than the rest are gene-
rally seen. The back is marked with a
number of pale round spots, of different
sizes, and which are commonly surrounded
with a dark-coloured edge. Along the mi<l-
dle of the back runs a single row of strong
spines, continued to the tip of the tail j and
it often happens that there are three, or even
five rows of spines on this part. The tail is

furnished with two membranous fins on the
upper central ridge, and ends with a small
dilatation. The Thornback is in the best
condition for table about November. They
feed on various other fish, particularly flat-

fish, testaceous mollusca, and Crustacea.

THORN [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus Geometra.

THRUSH. (Turdtis.') Rirds of the family
Turdkkc, or Thrushes, are extremely nume-
rous, and are found in nearly every part of
the world j tlic several species being adapted
to ahnost every climate. They generally
frequent the fields and jjasturcs for their food,

which usually consists of soft animal and
vegetable substances, os berries and other
fruits, worms, and snails. Some species arc

remarkable for tbeir power and variety of

song, and otlicrs for their powers of imita-

tion. Their nests arc generally constructed
on the branches of trees, and most of the
species lay from four to six eggs. They have
the beak arcuated and compressed, but its

point is not hooked. Their habits are in
general solitary ; but the majority, however,
are gregarious during the winter. The fe-
males of all the Thrush kind, though some-
what less brilliant, are very similar in plu-
mage to the males.

The SoxG-THRUsn, Mavis, or Throsti.e
{Tvrdus mvsicus),is a well-known and much
admired bird in this countrj-, charming us
not only with the sweetness, but the variety
of its song, w’hich it commences early in the
spring, and continues to the beginning of
autumn. It measures nine inches in length:
its beak is dusky, the under mandible yel-
lowish at the base : head, and upper parts
of the body, yellowish brown, with a few
obscure dusky lines on the former: the throat,
neck, and sides are yellowish ; the breast
white, spotted with dusky : and the abdo-
men white : the under wing-coverts dull
orange yellow : legs light brown. The food
of the Song-thrush consists of insects and
berries ; it is also particularly fond of snails,

the shells of which it breaks against stones.
The female builds her nest generally in
bushes ; it is compo.sed of dried grass and
green moss, with a little earth or clay inter-
mixed, and lined with rotten wood : she lays
four or five eggs, of a pale blue colour, marked
with dusky spots on the larger end.
Ecwick says, that although this species is

not considered migratory with us, it li^s,

nevertheless, been observed in some places in
'

great numbers during the spring and summer
where not one was to be seen in the winter;

1

which has induced an opinion that they !

either shift their quarters entirely, or take :

shelter in the more retired parts of the woods. ^

Thy have been observed to pass through
;

Courland, Prussia, &c. iu great numbers, in
their way to the Alps: and in France they ;

are migratory, visiting Burgundy when the
;

grapes are ripe, and committing great ravages i

among the vineyards. '

In the Journal of a Naturalist, the habits I

of this bird are tliiis pleasantly noticed : !

“ The Throstle is a bird of great utility in a
;

garden where wall-fruit is grown, by reason
of the peculiar inclination which it has for

1

feeding upon snails, and very many of them
he does dislodge in the course of a day.
When the female is fitting, the male bird
seems to be particularly assiduous in search-

|

ing them out, and I believe he feeds his
'

mate during that period, having frequently
seen him flying to the nest with food, long
before the eggs were hatched : after this

|

time the united labours of the pair de.stroy
j

numbers of these injurious creatures. That
;

he will regale himself frequently with a
tempting gooseberry or bunch of currants,

is W'cll known ; but his services entitle
j

him to a very am]ilc reward. The Black-
bird associates with these Thrushes in our
gardens, but makes no compensation for

|

our indulgences after his song ceases, as

he does not feed upon the snail ;
but the

Thrush bcnelUs us through the year, by his
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,
propensities for this particular food, and
every grove resounds with his harmony
in the season ; and probably if this race
suffered less from the gun of the Christmas

;
popper, the gardener might find much bene-

i: fit, in his ensuing cro|) of fruit, from the
forbearance."

The JIissEL TiincSH, or Stormcock,
(Tiinlus riscirorux), is the iargest of the
European Thrushes, being nearly twelve

' inches in length. Bill dusky ; eyes hazel

;

:
the head, back, and lesser coverts of the
wings olive brown, the latter tipped with dull

' brownish white ; the lower part of the back
and rump tinged with yellowish brown and
ash ; sides of the liead and throat yellowish
white, spotted witli brown ; from thence to
the vent white, with dusky si)Ots ; those of
the breast triangular in shape, and of the
belly and sides roundish : taU feathers brown,
the three outermost tipped with white : legs
yellow ; claws black. Its food consists prin-
cipally of berries, those of the misletoe being
its favourite ; from whence the ancients er-
roneon.sly believed that the plant could not
vegetate without having passed through its

body,— hence the proverb, “ Turdus malum
sibi cacat." It will also eat insects, and their
larva:, with which it feeds its young. It
builds its nest in the fork of low trees, par-

j
ticularly tliose that are covered with moss

;

coarse grass, woven together with wool, and
a lining of fine dry grass, being the materials.
The eggs are four or five in number, of a
flesh-coloiir, varierl with deep and light rust-

j;
coloured spots. This bird is common

1, throughout all Britain, and resident at all

seasons. It is very wild and distrustful,

except at the season of propagation, when it

approaches the vicinity ofhuman habitation,

\

and is remarkable for the spirit with which
!, it attacks and drives away Magpies, &c. from

;
near its nest, uttering a loud harsh shriek

1
Its song is powerful and monotonous

; and if

1 the weather be mild, it will begin to sing at
! the commencement of the year.

That most entertaining naturalist, Charles
. Waterton, Esq., whose art of story- telling is
' only excelled by the soundness of his ornitno-
logical observations, concludes his remarks

,
on this bird as follows :— “ The Stormcock

. surpasses all other Thrushes in size, and is

decidedly the largest songster of the Euro-
pean birds. He remains with us the whoie

[

of the year ; and he is one of three birds

,
which charm us with their melody during

1

the dreary months of winter, when tlic

1

Throstle and the Lark arc silent, and all the
migratory birds have left us, to sojourn in

w-nrmcr climates. On this account I prize him
doubly. lie api>cars to lie gregarious in the
months of August and ycptemlier. I have
occasionally counted from forty to fifty of
these birds in a flock i and I suspect they
are sometimes mistaken for an early arrival

of fieldfares, by those who pay attention to

the migration of birds. The Stormcock is

remarkably fond of the Itcrrics of the mouii-
tain-osli. Me wlio loves to sec this pretty
Songster near his dwelling would do well to

plant a nuinlicr of mountain- ashes near his

idcasurc-grounds : they are of quick growth,

and they soon produce an abundance of
berries.

“ Whilst the fruit of these trees affords a
delicious repast to the Stormcock, the
branches that bear the berries are well known
to be an effectual preservative against the
devilish spells of witchcraft. In the village
of Watton I have two small tenants : the
name of one is James Simpson, that of the
other Sally Holloway ;

and Sally’s house
stands a little before the house of Simpson.
Some three months ago I overtook Simpson
on the turnpike road, and I asked him if his
cow were getting better, for his son had told
me she had fallen sick. ‘ She’s coming on
surprisingly. Sir,’ quoth he. ‘ The last

time that the cow-doctor came to see her,
‘ Jem,’ said he to me, looking earnestly at
old Sally’s house, ‘ Jem,’ said he, ‘ mind and
keep your cow-liouse door shut before the
sun goes down, otherwise I won’t answer
what may happen to the cow.’— ‘Ay, ay,
my lad,’ said I, ‘ I understand your mean-
ing ; but I am up to the old slut, and I defy
her to do me any harm now.’— ‘ And what
has old Sally been doing to you, James ?

’

said I— ‘ Why, Sir,’ replied he, “ we all
know too well what she can do. She has
long owed me a grudge ; and my cow, which
was in very good health, fell sick imme-
diately after Sally had been seen to look in
at the door of the cow-house, just as night
was coming on. The cow grew worse and
worse

; and so I went and cut a bundle of
wiggin (mountain-ash), and I nailed the
branches all up and down the cow-house ;

and. Sir, you may see them there if you will
take the trouble to step in. lam a match for
old Sally now, and she can’t do me any more
harm, so long as tlie wiggin branches hang
in tlie place where I have nailed them. My
poor cow will get well in spite of her.’ Alas I

tliought I to myself, as the deluded man
was finishing his story, how much there is

yet to be done in our jiart of the country by
the schoolmaster of tlie nineteenth cen-
tury 1

’’

The Hermit Thrush. (Turdus solitarius.)
The favourite native Iiaunts of this silent
and recluse species, according to Wilson, are
the dark solitary cane and myrtle swamps of
the southern States of America. It has been
supposed, he says, to be only a variety of
the Wood-thrush

; but it is considerably
less, being only about seven inches in length,
and altogether destitute of the clear voice
and musical powers of that charming min-
strel. Its upper parts are a plain, deep
olive-brown

; lower, dull white
j upper part

of the breast and throat, dull cream colour,
deepest where the plumage falls over the
shoulders of the wing, and marked with
large dark brown pointed spots ;cnr, feathers,
and lino over the eye, cream, the former
mottled with olive i edges of the wings
lighter, tips dusky, tnil-eovcrts and tail, in-
clining to a reddish fox-colour. 'I'uil slightly
forked ; legs dusky g bill black above, and
at the tip, whitish below.

The Wool) Thrush ('Turdus tneludus) Is

about ciglit indies in Iciigtli : the whole of
tlie upper parts of the body arc fulvous brown.
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brightest on the head, and inclining to olive
on

_

the rump and tail : throat and breast
wliite, tinged with buff, and sprinkled all
over with dusky spots : belly and vent pure
wlilte : eyes surrounded with a white circle :

logs and claws flesh colour. Very little dif-
ference in the colour of the sexes. This spe-
cies inhabits the whole of North America,
from Hudson's Bay to Florida : its song is

heard every morning and evening during the
months of May and June, and is greatly ad-
mired

; but during the day it is silent : its

favourite haunts are thick shaded hollows by
the sides of brooks or rivulets : itsnest,made
of withered beech leaves with layers of dry
grass mixed rvith mud, and lined with dry
fibrous roots, is often placed in an alder bush.
Its eggs are four or five in number, and of a
liglit blue colour.

_

The Redwixo Thrush, iTurdus iliacus),
like the Fieldfare, which it much resembles,
is migratory, generally arriving in Britain
about the latter end of September, and
departing gradually, not in flocks, in the
spring. It is about eight inches and a half
in length : the flanks and beneath the wings
are deep rufous

; the back brown, inclining
to olive green

; a conspicuous pale streak
over the eye ; and longitudinal markings on
the under parts. It is abundant in Norway,
Sweden, and Prussia. Its nest is placed in a
low bush or shrub ; and it lays five or six
blue-green eggs; spotted with black. Its
song is not very attractive.

In Mr. Hewitson’s elegant work on the
Eggs of Birds, is the following interesting
account of the Bedwing :

“ In oiu long ram-
bles through the boundless forest scenery of
Norway, or during our visits to some of its

thousand isles, whether by night or by day,
the loud, wild, and most delicious song of
the Redwing seldom failed to cheer us. ITu-
like its neighbour the fieldfare, it was soli-

tary and shy, and on our approach to the
tree on the top of which it was perched,
would drop down and hide itself in the thick
of the brushwood. Throughout that part of
the country which we visited, it is known
by the name of Nightingale, and well it de-
serves to be so

;
to a sweeter songster I have

never listened. Bike the nightingale of more
southern skies, its clear sweet song would
occasionally delight us during the hours of
night, if the two or tliree delightful hours of
twilight which succeed the long day of a
Norwegian summer can be called night.

The birds, like the other inhabitants of the
country, seem loth to lose in sleep a portion
of this sliort-llved season.
“Anxious to extend our researches on-

wards, in the hope that as we proceeded
north we should prove more successful, we
had lingered but little to search for the nest

and eggs of tlie Redwing, and our inquiries

with regard to them had been unavailing.
One afternoon, ns we approached tlie sea-

coast, and at tlie same time tlie northern
limit of a l)eaten road, we discovered a nest

of the Redwing, but to our great disappoint-
ment it liad young ones. Having almost
readied tlie boundary of our woodland ram-
bles for the present, we spent the whole of

,

the following day in exploring the beautiful
woods by wliich we were on all sides sur-
rounded. We found a second nest of tlie

Redwing, but the eggs were again hatched.
The nest of the Redwing is placed, like those
of the thrush and blackbird, in the centre of
a thorn or other thick bush. It is similar to
those of the blackbird, fieldfare, and ring
ouzel. Outwardly, it is formed of moss,
roots, and dry grass ; inwardly, cemented
with clay, and again lined with finer grass.”
The author of ‘ The Journal of a Natural-

ist ' says it is W'ell known to every sportsman
that the Redwing and the Fieldfare feed
chiefly upon “heps and haws,” the fruit of
the wliite thorn and the nild rose. Yet he
admits that “ these birds, generally speak-
ing, give the preference to insect food and
worms ; and when flights of them have
taken their station near the banks of large
rivers, margined by lowlands, we shall find
that the bulk of them will remain there, and
feed in those places ; and, in the uplands,
we shall observe small restless parties only.
But in the midland and some other counties,
the flocks that are resident have not always
these meadows to resort to, and they then
feed on the haws as long os they remain.
In this county, the extensive lowlands of
the river Severn in open weather are visited

by prodigious flocks of these birds ; but as
soon as snow falls, or hard weather comes
on, they leave these marshy lands, because
their insect food is covered or become scarce,

visit the uplands to feed on the produce of
the hedges, and we see them aU day long
passing over our heads in large, flights |>u

some distant progress, in the same manner
as our larks, at the commencement of a
snowy season, repair to the turnip fields of
Somerset and Wiltshire. They remain ab-
seut during the continuance pf those causes
wliich incited their migration ; but, os the
frost breaks up, and even before the thaw
has actually commenced, we see a large por-
tion of these passengers returning to their

worm and insect food in the meadows, at-
\

tended probably by many that did not take
flight with them— though a great number
remain in the upland pastures, feeding jiro-

miscuously as they can.”

The Red-breasted Thrush. (Turdus
miffraiorius.) This species of the Tlinish, to

wliicli the name of the Rom.x is also com-
monly applied. Is one of tlie loudest and mo.«t i

delightful songsters of the North American
continent. “ His notes,” ns Dr. Richardson

I

truly remarks, “ resemble tho.«e of the com- !

mon Tlirush, but are not so loud. Within !

the arctic circle the woods arc silent in tlie i

briglit light of noon-day, but towards mid-
night, when the sun travels near the horizon,

and the shades of the forest are lengthened,
the concert commences, and continues till

six or seven in the morning. Even in these

remote regions, the assertion of those natu-
ralists who have declared that the feathered

tribes of America arc void ofharmony, might
be fully disproved. Indeed, the transition is

so sudden frotn the perfect repose, the death-
like silence of an arctic winter, to the ani-

mated bustle ofsummer; the trees spread their
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I

foliage with such magical rapidity, and every
1 inicceediiig inoniiug opens witli such agree-
i able accessions of feathered songsters to swell

j

the chorus— their plumage ns gay and un-
I

impaired as when they enlivened the deep-
’ green forests of tropical climes, that the

]

return of a northern spring excites in the

I

mind a deep feeling of the bcanties of the

R>?t)-BnBiSTEn THRUSn.
[

trURDOS MIORATORI08.)

season; a sense of the bounty and providence
of the Snpreme Being, which is cheaply pur-
chased by the tedium of nine months of
winter. The most verdant lawns and culti-

vated glades of Europe, the most beautiful
productions of art, fail in producing that
exhilaration and joyous buoyancy of mind

;
which we have cxjiericnced in treading the

j

wilds of Arctic America, when their snowy
! covering has been just replaced by an infant
, but vigorous vegetation. It is impossible
i
for the traveller to refrain, at such moments,

I
from joining his aspirations to the song

j

which every creature around is pouring forth

I

to the great Creator.”

The Rixo Tiirusii. (Turdus torijuatus.)

,

This species is migratory, and is found
throughout the greatest part of Europe, Asia,
and Africa. It is eleven inches in length ;

the beak is partly orange-yellow : the whole
upper part of the plumage is block, with

;
scarcely any gray on the margins of the fea-

thers ; the quills and wing-coverts dusky,

^

bordered with pale gray : a gorget of pure
white: under wing-coverts pale brown, with
broad ^ay margins : legs dusky brown. It

j

breeds in Wales and many of the mountain-
I

ous parts of Britain and Ireland ; and it is

i verjr abundant in the isle of Portland, upon
I
their arrival and departure, every spring

! and autumn. Its neat is generally placed

[

on the ground, under some small bush ; it is

’ formed like tliat of the Blackbird : and the
cjgs in size and colour ore very like that
bird's, lluring the breeding season it is a
rare occurrence to observe a second pair in

the same ncighbourhooil. When they have
I young, they ore very clamorous if disturlicd.

,
Their foorl consists of snails, insects, and

: berries, particularly those of the juniper.

I

The WATK.r. Tiiiiusii. (Sriurus ai/iiatinuM.)

i This bird, which la called in America a

]

Thrush, belongs, however, to a different
' sub-family, but may be dcscrilied here : it

I

is remarkable for Its partiality to brooks,
' rivers, shores, and ponds ; wading in the I

shallows in searcliuf oiiuatic in.sects,chatlcr-
t

ing as it flies. It is only about six inches
in length : the whole upper parts are of a

i

uniform and very dark olive, with a line

of white extending over the eye, and along
the sides of the neck ; tlie lower parts are
white, tinged with an ochreous yellow

;
the

breast and sides marked with pointed spots
or streaks of black or deep brown : bill i

brown : legs flesh-colour. Wilson remarks
that the cane-brakes, swamps, river shores, ,

and deep watery solitudes of Louisiana, Ten-
nessee, and the Mississippi territory, possess
them in abundance ; there they are emi- i

nently distinguished by tlie loudness, sweet-
j

ness, and expressive variety of their notes,
which begin very high and clear, falling
with an almost imperceptible gradation till

they are scarcely articulated. At these times
the musician is perched on the middle
branches of a tree over the brook or river
bank, pouring out its charming melody, that
may be distinctly heard for nearly half a
mile. The voice of this little bird, says he, :

appeared so exquisitely sweet and expressive
'

tliat I was never tired of listening to it, while ,

traversing the deep shaded hollows of those
cane-brakes where it usually resorts.

|

We can afford no more space for the de- ‘

scription of other species ;
but may remark

that there are foreign species of this exten-
sive genus intermediate, in every possible
way, to all those of Europe. In a group in-
habiting Australia, the Indian Archipelago, *

and slopes of the Asiatic mountains, the
dorsal plumage is mottled at all ages ; a
character peculiar to the nestling dresses of
the others. One species belonging to it (.Tar-
dus iVhitii) the largest of all the Tlu-ushes,
resembles the Missel Thrush in its form and
proportions, and occasionally strays to the

I

west of Europe, having been met with even
'

in Britain. Other Tlirushes, peculiar to

America, and breeding in the northern divi-

sion of that continent, are solitary in habit,
,

and successively diminish in size ;
having

the bill weaker and tarsi more elongated,
1

assuming tlie russet tint of the Nightingale,
and gradually losing the breast-spots, &c.
In short, the Thrushes form a great centre
of radiation, which ramifies in every direc-

tion, till the normal generic features dis-

appear.

TIIYLACINUS. A genus of Marsupial
animals. T'lie Thylacincs are distinguished
from the Opossums by the hind feet having
no thumb, by a hairy and not prehensile

tail, and two incisors less to each jaw. There
is only one existing species known, a native
of Australia. It is smaller than a wolf, and
lower on the legs; of a grayish colour, barred
with black across its hinder limbs ; is very
carnivorous, and pursues all small quadru-
peds. It is principally nocturnal in its

iiabits ; and in its native island (Van IJic-

men's Laud) it is called both Tiger and
Jlguena.

TliyMstI,LUS. [See Giiayi.ino.]

TIIY.MELE. A genus of Biiirnal Lepi-
doptera belonging to the family //c.spcnmAr,
or “Skippers” ns they are called in lliis

country. Of the Britisli species we may pat-
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;

ticularize the Tiii'misle StAi.v.ii; ; or The
Grizzled Skiprer Butterflv. Tliis ele-
gant and variable insect is distinguished by
its numerous white or cream-coloured quad-

GRIZZLHD SKIPPER BOTTEBFIjT
(thyme LE MALV^.)

rangular notclied spots on a dusky ground ;

the posterior wings with the white spots in the
centre forming an interrupted band : all the

THYMEI.E MALV^—UNDER SIDE.

Rungs have n white or cream-coloured fringe
barred with black : beneath, the anterior wings
are pate greenish-gray, with white spots, as
above

; the posterior wings are grayish-green

CATERPILr,AR AND OHRTSALIS OP
THYMELE MAUVE.

also spotted as above : fringe with black
bars narrower than on the upper surface,

i
The (Jrizzle frequents woods, commons, dry
banks, and meadows about the end of May.

j

THYMNUS. [See Tun.vv.]

I THYSANOPTERA. The name given to

an order of insects of a very minute size,

scarcely exceeding a line in length j charac-

terized by long, narrow, membranous wings,

neither folded nor reticulated, with long

cilia:, laid horizontally along the back when
at rest ;

mouth with two setiform mandibles;

I

two triangular flat palpigerous maxillic, and

I
a paljiigerous labium ; tarsi, with two joints,

' vesiciiloso at the tip : pupa active, semi-

complete. The order comprises but a single

family, Thripidcs, the species of which, how-
ever, are rather numerous. These insects
are found upon various plants, sometimes
swarming in immense profusion in various
kinds of flowers, especially the large white
hedge-convolvulus : they feed upon the
juices of plants, and are often extremely in-
jurious, especially in hot-houses, vine-houses,
melon and cucumber beds, &c., the leaves
upon wliich they reside being marked all
over with small decayed patciies. One spe- ,

cics (Thrips cereaKum) infests the wheat,
sometimes to a mischievous extent. It takes
its station in the furrow of the seed, in the
bottom of which it fixes its rostrum, and by
depriving the seed of its moisture, causes it

’

to shrink up. One sex of this species is

apterous ; the larva is yellow and very nim-
ble, and the pupa is whitish, with black
eyes, and very sluggish. Tliis species also
gnaws the stems above the knots, and causes
the abortion of the ear. It is said that in
1805 the wheat crops in England suffered
materially from tills minute insect.

|

THYSANOURA. The name ^ven to an !

order of apterous insects, comprising many
species, none of which undergo a metamor-
phosis. They are furnished with six legs,

;

and have at the sides of the body, or its ex-
i

tremity, peculiar organs of locomotion. The '

order contains two families. In the first,
'

the EepismaDjE, the abdomen is furnished i

on each side with a row of movable. api>en-
|

dages, like false legs ; and is terminated by
|

long pointed bristles, of which three are usu-
ally most remarkable. In the second family I

(the PODURiD.E), the appendages to the sii^
of the abdomen are wanting ; but the extre-
mity of it is prolonged into a forked tail, by

!

which these insects can take very surprising
leaps. [See Poddra.]

|

TICK. The Ricinia, commonly known os

Ticto, belong to the Acarid.e [which seej.
|

They are small, disagreeable animals, usu-
ally of a flattened, round, or oval form ;

generally destitute of eyes, but have the
;

mouth provided ivith lancets, that enable
them to penetrate more readily the skins of
animals whose blood they suck. They fasten

!

upon horses, cows, sheep, dogs, and other
quadrupeds ; and they bury their suckers
(which are often furnished with minute re-
curved hooks) so firmly in the skin, that
thev can scarcely be detached without a
portion of it coming away with them. They

j

acquire a very considerable size by suction,
I

being frequently distended like a blown
\

bladder, and full of blood. It is common
to find them in thick woods, abounding in

brushwood, briars, &c., and attaching them-
selves to plants with the two anterior legs.

[For an account of a curious species of Tick
'

commonlj' called Red-Spider, sec Spider.]
j

TIGER. (Felia tigris.) This most beau-
j

tiful, but most destructive of quadrui>eds. is
|

undoubtedly, next to the l.ion, also the most i

powerful animal of the feline si>ecies. It is

a native of the wanner parts of Asia, and is

principallv found in India and the Indian
islands ;

tliough the sjiccics extends os far

os China, Chinese Tartary, and the Altaic .

I

1

J



;
mountains. It has all the zoological cha-

; rncters, prowling habits, and sanguinary
i pro|iensities common to the rest of the genus;

I
but it is distinguished from them all by the
iicculiar markings of its coat. The ground

I

colour is a bright orange-yellow ; the face,

throat, and nnder side of the belly being
! nearly white ; the whole elegantly striped

by a series of transverse black bands or bars,
' which form a bold and striking contrast
» with the ground-colour. .Vbout the face and

j

breast the stripes are proportionally smaller

! than on other parts ; and the markings are

I
continued, in an annular form, upon the

' tail, the tip of which is black.

TIOt i'..— (frSLIS HOKIS.)

The Tigers exhibited in our menageries
seldom fail to engage the siicctator's especial
notice ; but a wide difterence is observable
between such animals as by long confine-
ment, and an alteration of climate, have lost

the native brilliancy of their colours, and
those which roam the forest, or lurk in the
jungle and moras.s. When seen in perfec-
tion, and before its health has been impaired
by confinement, it is scarcely possible to
conceive a more elegantly variegated ani-
mal : the bright and intense orange-yellow

;

the deep and well-defined -stripes of black,
in some parts double, in others single ; the
pure white of the cheeks and lower part of
the sides, over which a part of the black
striping is continued— form, altogether, an
appearance superior in Ixjaiity to that of
any other regularly marked quadruped.
Although the Tiger is generally inferior in
size to tite Lion, it lias sometimes been seen
even larger, viz. of the length of fifteen feet
from the nose to the tip of the tail. The
largcj»t are those of India, which are termed
Jittyal Ti(jer».

As thi.4 animal is said to surpass in ferocity
every otlier, it is accordingly consi^lcrcd as
the mo-f drco^lful scourge of the hotter re-
gions of Asia. It bus l»ecn common to re-

present it as quite iintamcable even when in
confinement ; but many insuinccs might be
given to ^howthat such an assertion is with-
<mt foundation ; though no one can deny
that it is extremely difficult to overcome
their naturally cruel and ferocious nature.
The Tiber’s mctlKxl of seizing his prey is by
concealing himself from view, and 8]>ringing
with a horrible r^mr on his victim, w hich he
carries off. and tears to pieces, aficr having
first partly satiated liimK'lf by sucking the
\}]<kA ; and such is his strength, tliut lie is

able to carry off a buffalo witii seeming ease.

The Tigress, like tlu- JJonexs, prcMlnccs fimr
or five young at a litter : she is at all times

furious, but wdien robbed of her young her
rage exceeds all bounds. Braving every
danger, she then pursues her plunderers, wdio
are often glad to release a cub in order to

retard her while they make their escape

:

slie stops, takes it up, and carries it to the
nearest cover, but instantly returns, and
renews her i)ursuit, even to the very gates
of buildings, or the edge of the sea ; and
when her Jiope of recovering them is lost,

she expresses her agony by hideous and ter-

rific bowlings.
The following observations on the habits,

chase, &c. of the Tiger are much to the pur-
pose : “ The bound w’ith which the ambuslied
Tiger throws himself upon his prey is as
wonderful in its extent ns it is terrible in its

effects. Pennant justly observes that the
distance w’hich it clears in this deadly leap
is scarcely credible. Man is a mere puppet
in his gripe ; and the Indian buffalo is not
only borne down by the ferocious beast, but
carried off by his enormous strength. If lie

fails, it has been said that he makes off.

Tliis may be true in certain instances, but
in general he does not slink aivay, but pur-
sues the affrighted prey with a speedy ac-
tivity wliich is seldom exerted in vain. This
leads us to the observation of Pliny cele-
brating its swdfincss, for which the Roman
zoologist has been censured, most unjustly,
apparently; nor is he the only author among
the ancients who notices its speed. Oppian
Cyneg., i. 323.) sjieaks of the sivift Tigers as
being tlie offspring of tlie Zephyr. Pliny,
says Pennant, has been frequently taken to
task by tlie moderns for calling the Tiger
‘animal tremenda} veloeitatis ; ’ they allow
it great agility in its bounds, but deny it

swiftness in pursuit. Tnvo travellers of au-
thority, both eye-witnesses, confirm w’hat
Pliny says; the one indeed only mentions
in general vast flectness

;
the other saw a

trial between one and a swift horse, wdiose
rider escaped merely by getting in time
amidst a circle of armed men. The chase of
this animal w'as a favourite diversion w’ith

the great Cam-IIi, the Chinese monarch, in
w'hosc company our countryman, Mr. Bell,
that faithful traveller, and the Piire Gcr-
billon, saw these proofs of the Tiger’s
speed.”
Numerous arc the instances which might

be given of the Tiger’s ferocity, and con-
tempt of danger. The following fatal event,
as descrilied by an eye-witness, though fre-

quently related, possesses such an unusual
degree of fearful Interest, that we arc tempted
to repeat It here. It took place in 1702 ; the
unfortunate victim w'as the son of Sir Hector
Monro, Bart. “ We went,” says the nar-
rator, “on shore on Suiigar Lsland, to shoot
deer, of whicli we saw innumerable tracks,
O.S w'clt as of Tigers ; notwithstanding which,
we continued our diverHion till near tiircc

o’clock, when, sitting down by the side of a
jungle to refresh ourselves, a roar like thunder
was heard, and an immense Tiger seized on
our unfortunate friend, and rushed again
into tlie Jungle, dragging him tlirough the
tliickcst bushes and trees, every thing giving
way to his monstrous strength : a Tigress
accompanied his progress. The united ago-
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;

!|

nies of horror, regret, and fear, rushed at
onee upon us. I fired on the Tiger : he
seemed agitated : my companion fired also,
and In a few minutes after this my unfortu-
nate friend came up to us, bathed in blood.
Every medical assistance was vain, and he
expired in the space of twenty-four hours,
having received such deep wounds from the
claws and teeth of the animal as rendered
his recovery liopeless. A large fire, consist-
ing of ten or twelve whole trees, was blazing
by us at the time this accident took place ;

and ten or more of the natives with us. The
human mind can scarce form any idea
of this scene of horror. We had hardly
pushed our boat from that accursed shore,
when the Tigress made her appearance, al-

most raging mad, and remained on the sand
all the while we continued in sight.”
The following narrative of the almost mi-

raculous escape of an European soldier from
the grasp of a Tiger is given by an ofiicer

who some years since was in command of a
jjarty in India, and may therefore be re-
garded as authentic :—

“ It was after a long day's march of fifteen

miles, across a country where with difScuIty
a road could be traced, and tliat made by

! deep ravines cut by the rains, with here and

j

there upright stones, that we arrived at a
' jungle unusually swampy, which, from its

; size, and the fatigued state of the soldiers

]

and cattle, I thought it prudent to defer pass-
' ing until the following morning, when, pro-

1

bably, we should fall in with an enemy about
I three thousand strong, with several pieces of
cannon, under the command of Ally Newas

1 Khan, with whom we were not over anxious
' to hazard an engagement, from the infe-

riority of our force
;
wliich consisted only of

1
six hundred Europeans and two small field

pieces.
“ I had observed several flocks of wild pea-

cocks and turkeys while the tents were
pitching, which always frequent the same
dry heathy ground adjacent to jungles, that
tigers do ; but from our numbers, the com-
pactness of our encampment, and the pre-
caution I had taken to order fires to be
kindled in various directions, I conceived
we had little to fear from any visit those

1 gentlemen might think proper to pay us.

1 I had but just entered my teut, and wrapped

[

myself in my boat cloak, with a view to doze
away the remaining hour or two, before we
broke up for another day’s march to join
General B y, when the report of a musket
roused me. I instantly started to the en-
trance of my tent, and was questioning the
sentinel who stood there, ns to the direction

of the sound, when a huge tiger, with mon-
strous bounds, passed within a few yards of
the spot where I was standing, with one of
oiu- brave fellows struggling in bis jaws.
My sentinel immediately fired at him

;
but

the agitation of the moment prevented his

taking a deadly aim. The ball, to all ap-
pearance, struck him, from the enormous
bound he immediately made, but only to

increase hi.s speed. We were, however, en-
abled to follow him, by some blood that now

i
fell from him, or his unhappy prey, and had
already entered the jungle several hundred

yards, before we began to despair of finding
the latter alive, and of aiding his rescue.
Judge of our horror, on hearing on a sudden
a kind of sullen growl, or roar, which made
the hills echo a still more dreadful sound ;

'

and the next moment, of our joy, on being
I

greeted with a halloo from our' lost com-
panion, about fifty yards farther in the
jungle than we had penetrated, which ^-as

'

heartily returned by those who joined me
iu the pursuit, and in a few moments more
we met him limping towards us, with as
joyous a face as ever I witnessed, even after
the most flattering success. !

“ The following account of his escape he
afterwards committed to paper:—‘I was
just returning, at a good brisk pace, from
one of the posts down the jungle, where I
had been taking some victuals to my bed-
fellow, when I heard a kind of rustling noise

'

in some bushes, about sLx or seven yards
behind me ; and, before I could turn round
to ascertain the cause, I was pounced upon,
and knocked down with such force, as to
deprive me of my senses, till I arrived oppo- i

site your tent ; when the sudden report of
;

a musket, together with a kind of twitching
in my tliigh, brought me to myself, and to a !

sense of the great danger in which I was ;

but, nevertheless, I did not despair. I now '

began to think of some plan of sa-ving my-
,

self ; and, though carried away very rapidly,
I felt, as well as saw, that your sentinel’s ;

ball had, instead of hitting the Tiger, struck :

me, and that I was losing blood very fast. !

I remembered that the bayonet was in my
belt, and reflected, that if it was po.ssible for

me to draw it, I might yet escape the horrible
death that awaited me. I with difficulty

put my arm back, and found it, and several
times attempted to draw it from its sheath ; ;

but, from my position, I was unable. To
describe the fears I now felt, would be im-
possible ; I thought it was all over. At lost,

thank Heaven 1 after another attempt with
my utmost force, I drew it out, and instantly
plunged it into liis shoulder. He bounded
aside, and Ills eyes flashed frightfully ; he
let me down, but instantly seized me again
above the hip, which at first )>revcntcd me
from drawing my breath. I now had. from
the change of position, a fair opportunity of
killing the monster and saving my life. I
stabbed him bcliind the shoulder several '

times as deeply as the bayonet would enter ; !

he staggered, and fell, and again letting me
i

go, rolled several yards beyond me. I now
|

thouglit myself safe ; and was getting up,
j

when he rose, and, with a dreadful roar,

again attempted to seize me, but again fell
'

down, and rolled close to my feet. I now
:

had the advantage of a fallen enemy, which
,

I forgot not to turn to the best account, and
again plnugcd my bayonet into his side,

wliich I suiiposc, from his struggles, pierced
his heart. I then fell upon iny knees, and
endeavoured, but from the fulness of my
heart I was unable, to return thanks aloud
to Almighty God for his gracious goodness
in delivering me from so terrible a death, I

rose, and hallooed : my halloo was returned,

ami just afterwards I met you, or pcrhaiis I

might have been lost from iny weakness,' i
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j
“ It would appear that the Tiger, either

from the distance of his leap or the hard-
ness of the soldier’s cartouch box, fortunately
missed his hold, and seized him after he liad

knocked him down, by his clotlies, the car-
touch box saving him from being bitten.

But I am convinced that never did any man,
if we take into consideration tlie distance he

' was carried before he released himself, and
i the circumstance of his being wounded by
;
the bail intended for the tiger, which di-

;
rected us what road to follow, more pro-

! videntially escape to all appearance an iu-

i
evitable death."

1
The annexed “ Tiger adventure ” some

;
years since appeared in the Literary Gazette,

to which journal it was sent by an Indian
correspondent. As it contains a mixture of
the marvellous with what, at a distance,
appears more ludicrous than tragical, it may
serve, perhaps, to allay any agitation of the
nerves which the dreadful catastrophe above
related may have caused :—
“ Our annual supply of good things having

reached us this morning, we were enjoying
a bottle of some delicious Burgundy and

,
‘ La Rose ’ after dinner, when we were roused

1

by violent screams in the direction of the

;
village. We were all up in an inslant, and

i several men directed to the spot. Our spe-
culations on the cause were soon set at rest

;
by the appearance of tvo hircarras (messen-

1

gers), and a lad with a vessel of milk on his

j

head. For this daily supply they had gone

1

several miles, and had nearly reached the

,
camp, when, having outwalked the boy,

]

they were alarmed by his vociferations,
1 ‘Oh, uncle, let go, let go— I am your child,
i uncle— let me go 1

’ Tliey thought the bo^
1
mad. and, it being very dark, cursed his

i

uncle, and desired him to make haste
; but

the same wild exclamations continuing, they
ran bock, and found a huge tiger hanging on
his tattered cold-weather doublet. The /ii>-

carras attacked the beast most manfully
, W'ith their javelin-headed sticks, and adding
: their screams to his, soon brought the whole
village, men/ women, and children, armed

! with all sorts of missiles, to the rescue ; and
1
it was their discordant yells that made us

i exchange our good fare for the jungles of
' Morwuri. The ‘lord of the black rock,’ for
such is the designation of the Tiger, was one
of the most ancient tourpeois of Morwun : his
freehold is KAhi-pahar, lictwcen this and
Mugurwar, and his reign for a long scries of
years hod been unmolested, notwithstanding
liis numerous acts of aggression on his bovine
lubjctds : indeed, only two nights before, he
was disturlied gorging on a buffalo belonging
to a poor oilman of Morwun. Whether this

Tiger was an incarnation of one of the Mori
lords of Morwun, tradition docs not say ;

but neither gun, bow, nor spear, had ever
Ixrcii raised against him. In return for this

forbearance, it is said, he never preyed upon
man, or if he seized one, would, upon lieing

1
entreated with the endearing epithet of

' mnmtx), nr uncle, let go his luild ; and this

1

accounted for the little ragged urchin using

a phrase which almost prevented the hir-

1

carrat returning to his rescue.”

Of all the grand and exciting field-sports

of the East, there is none, it is said, that
equals a Tiger-hunt

;
but the length to

j

which this article has already extended for-
[

bids our indulging in the description of any.
When it is remembered, however, that from 1

ten to thirty well-trained elephants, each
j

carrying sportsmen armed with rifles, not I

unfrequentlj' join in the chase, it will readily
]

be conceived how great must be both the
excitement and the danger.

Tigers’ skins are occasionally imported
into Europe, as objects of curiosity rather i

than of use, except as hammer-cloths for
]

carriages. In China they are used by the
|mandarins as covers for their seats of justice, !

as well as for cushions, pillows, &c., in the :

winter-: the more intense the yellow, and i

the better defined the stripes, the more valu-
able are the skins.

TIGER BEETLES. [See CiciNDELiDiE.]

TIGER [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to dill'erent species of Moths, of the

:

genera Arctia, Hypercampa, and Nemeo-
phila.

TIGRIS05IA. A sub-genus of Bitterns
found in South America, and so called from i

the markings on their bodies somewhat re- 1

sembling those of the Tiger.

TLMALIA, A genus of birds found in !

the groves and small woods which abound
|

throughout Java. The species (T. pileata)
\

described by Dr. Horsfleld is six inches and
[

a half in length j and having a body rather
stout, and ovate. General colour above,

I

brown with an olivaceous tint ; underneath,
1

dull testaceous, inclining to gray ; crown of
the head, chestnut ;

throat and cheeks white :

breast white, inclining to gray, marked with
intensely black stripes by the shafts of the
plumes. A narrow white band commences
at the forehead, near the base of the bill,

encircles the eye, and unites with tlie white
plumes of the cheeks. Quills brown, tinged
with chestnut on the edges : lesser wing-
coverts, as well ns the plumes which cover
the nape and back, grayish-blue at the base : ;

bill black and shining : feet brown. It con-
I

slructs its nest in hedges, and is a bird of
j

social habits, delighting to dwell in the
neighbourhood of plantations and human

j

dwellings. Its flight is low and interrupted
j

i

and it is generally a welcome neighbour
,

wherever it resides, in consequence of the
|

peculiarity and pleasantness of its note,
which is remarkably slow and regular.

TIMARCHA. A genus of Coleopterous
I

Insects, allied to Chrysomcla. The I'iniarcha
\

Icevigata is a common British species, be-
tween half and three quarters of an inch
long. It frequents woods, turf, and low
herbage : crawls slowly, and omits a reddish-
yellow fluid from the Joints when disturbed:
from which circumstauco it is vulgarly
known os the Bloody-nosc Beetle. The
larva; bear a strong resemblance to the per-
fect insect, both in appearance and general
habits : when disturbed, they roll themselves
ui> after the manner of a wood-louse.

TTNAMOIT. (7’i«ohiws.) A genus of
Gallinaceous birds, oonsistiiig of several spe-
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cies, all natives of South America. Tlieir
flight is low, heavy, and of little duration,
but they run swiftly. They live in small
scattered coveys

j some species residing in
the open fields, while otliers i^refer the
borders of woods. Their eggs are deposited
in a hole or furrow ready formed on the
ground

; and two broods are usually pro-
duced in the year. Birds of this genus are
remarkable for a long and slender neck,
covered with feathers, the tips of the barbs
of which arc slender and slightly curled,
which imparts a peculiar air to that part of
their plumage. The beak is long, slender,
and blunt at the end ; somewhat vaulted,
with a small groove at each side. Their
wings are short, and they have scarcely any
tail. The membrane between the base of
their toes is very short ; and their hind
claw, reduced to a spur, cannot touch the
ground. Their size varies from that of a
Pheasant down to that of a Quail.

The Great Tinamou (_Tinamus Brasi-
lietisis) is eighteen inches long ; and the
general colour ofthe plumage grayish-brown,
inclining to olive, with a mixture of white

!
underneath and on the sides, and of green-
ish on the neck : upper part of the back,
wing-coverts, and taii, marked with dusky
transverse spots : sides of the head, throat,

and fore-part of the neck, not well clothed
with feathers. The tail is short ; the beak
black : and the legs yellowish-brown, the
hind part of them very rough and scaly.

This species inhabits the great forests of
Guiana, and roosts upon the lower branches
of trees, two or three feet from the ground.
The female lays from twelve to fifteen eggs,

the size of those of a hen, and of a beautiful

green colour, in a nest formed of moss and
dried leaves, and placed on the ground,
among the thick herbage, near the root of

some large tree. The young run after the
mother almost as soon ns hatched, and hide
tliemselves on the least appearance of danger.
Their cry, which is a kind of dull whistle, is

heard every evening at sunset, and again at

sunrise ; and so well do the natives imitate
it, that the birds are easily decoyed within
reach of the gun : they also take many during
the night, while roosting on the trees. Their
food consists of various fruits and grain,

worms, and insects ; and their flesh is highly

esteemed.

The RuFESCEN-y Tinajiou. {Tinamus
rufescens.') This bird, the most beautiful of

the genus, is flftecn inches and a half in

length. The top of the head is spotted with
black, and bordered with rufous : the shoul-

ders, back, wing-coverts, and rump are gray
with a reddish shade, and transversely

striped with black and white : the quills, the

outer border of the wing, and the spurious

wing are rusty red : the throat is white ; the

neck, breast, and belly are rufous, the last

slightly striped transversely with fuscous i

the abdomen and sides are of a gray hue,

varied with stripes of rufous and black. The
beak is long, strongly curved, and of a brown
blue : the feet arc pale red. It resides among
thick herbage, and feeds night and morning,

when it regularly utters its melancholy and

feeble cry. The female deposits seven eggs
of a flne bright violet hue, in a lioUow, situ-

ated beneath tufts of grass ; and the young
reside within a short distance of each other,
and not in families. Tlus is the species of
which Mr. Darwin speaks, in his description
of the country around Maldonado :

“ We
every where saw great numbers of partridges
(Tinamus rufescens). These birds do not go
in coveys, nor do they conceal themselves
like the English kind. It appears a very
silly bird. A man on horseback, by riding
round and round in a circle, or rather in a
spire, so as to approach closer each time,
may knock on the head as many as he pleases.

The more common method is to catch them
with a running noose or little lazo, made of
the stem of an ostrich’s feather, fastened to
the end of a long stick. A boy on a quiet
old horse will frequently thus catch thirty
or forty in a day. The flesh of tliis bird,

when cooked, is delicately white.”

TINCA. [See Texch-]

TINEEDiE. A family of Depidoptera,
comprising an extensive series of minute
insects, distinguished by their narrow wings
and the slenderness of their palpi ; the head
is often densely clothed with scales in front,

and the body is generally long and slender ;

the antennae are of moderate length, either

simple in both sexes, or pubescent beneath
in the males ; the maxillary palpi aye well
developed, and, although occasionally short,

are sometimes extraordinarily developed ;

the wings are entire, often very narrow, and
mostly convoluted in repose ; and when at

rest the posterior pair are much folded. TBe
larvffi are generally naked or slightly hairy;
many undergoing their transformations in
portable cases formed of various materials ;

whilst others reside either within the stalks

or upon the leaves of plants. In the perfect

state, they are of a sombre hue rather than
of a bright metallic appearance, their iongi-

tudinal markings or streaks being conspicu-
ous. In the larva state they are notoriously
destructive to woollen materials of every

j

description, feathers, furs, skins, &c., upon
j

wliich they feed ; using the material also

for the construction of their cases ; in which,
|

when full grown, they become chrysalides.
The species included in the genus (Jalleria

i

inhabit the nests of bees, the larva: feeding
l

upon honey, and forming galleries in the
|

honeycomb. Others make great havoc in
j

granaries and malthouscs : and one, Dialraa •

sacchari, is a most destructive pc.st of the
j

sugar-cane in the West Indies, the laiwa
burrowing into the centre of the stems, and
often destroying whole acres.

TIPUI.1A : TIPULIDvE. A genus and
family of Dipterous insects, distinguished by
the proboscis being very short, its internal

organs slightly developed, and terniinatcd

by two large fleshy lips ; the palpi longer
than the proboscis, four-jointed, and gene-
rally folded back. The body is long and
slender, as also are the legs ; the head is

rather small, the antenna: arc very variable

in length ; and the alulcts are mostly obso-

lete. The larger species ai)pcar Ic be the
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, types of the family ; such as Ctenophora,
: Pedicia, and the true Tipulcc, which are
I vulgarly termed Daddy-long-legs.

I

The JiptiiWcE Cuiic(/omies resemble Gnats,

I

having the antennaj entirely pilose, but with
the hairs much longer in the males than in

i
the females. Their larv® live in the water,

1
and resemble those of Gnats. Some of them

' have false feet ; others have arm-like ap-
: pendages at the posterior extremity of the

i

body ; and they are generally of a red colour.

;
The pupse are also aquatic, and respire by

i

two outer appendages placed at the anterior

I

extremity of the body. Some have the
!
power of swimming.

i
The Tipulideg Terricdlce comprise the lar-

1
gest species in the family, with the antennaj

1 longer than the head, and slender ; destitute

I
of ocelli ; the eyes round and entire ; the

I wings, extended in many, have always mem-
• branous nerves, united together transversely,

I

and closed discoidal cells. The front of the

^

head is narrowed, and prolonged into a
muzzle, with a basal prominence ; the palpi

I generally long, and the extremity of the
I tibiiB spinose. The larvai of many species

1
live in the earth, the decayed parts of

j

trees, &c. The thorax is not distinct, and
they have no false feet. The pup® are
naked, with two respiratory tubes near the
head ; and the edges of the abdominal seg-
ments spinose.

TITLARK ; or TITLING. The English
name of birds of the genus Anthus. [See
Lark.]

TITMOUSE. (Rams.) A genus of active
little birds, continually flitting from spray
to spray, and susijending themselves in all
kinds of attitudes. They are noted for the
peculiarly elegant construStion of their nests,
which are composed of the softest materials ;

and many of them arc fastened to the ex-
treme end of a small branch of a tree that
projects over the water— a contrivance by
which they are well secured from the at-
tacks of quorlrupeds and reptiles. They are
extremely prolific, and provide fbr their nu-
merous young ones with the most indefa-
tigable industry. Such is their strength and
courage that they will venture to attack
birds above three times their own size j and
when they kill an opponent (or even if they
find one that has recently died) they always
pierce a hole in the skull and cat the brains.
Their principal foorl consists of insects, wliich
they obtain in the spring by biting off the
o|>cning buds, and in the summer by search-
ing in cracks and crevices of trees. The
Titmice have short conical bills, with the
tips nut dentated, and a few bristles at the
base. Though essentially insectivorous,
many of them also feed on fruit and seeds of
various kinds, and show great fondness fur
animal fat. A writer in the (Quarterly
Review (Dec. IH42) tells us that “Tom-tits
are called ‘ /,’ee-6ifcrs’ in Hampshire. They
are said to tap at the hives of the bees, and
then snap up the testy inmates, who come
out to see wliat it is all about ; if liirds

chuckle as well as chirp, we can fancy tlie de-
light of tills little miscliicvons ne'er-do-good
at the success of liis lark.” Our figure repre-

sents a characteristic species of the group, the
Cole Titmouse. (Rants afe»-.) This species
is not so common in England os it appears

cole TITMOOBK.—(PAROS ATER.)

to be in Scotland, where it abounds in the
woods. The head, neck, and upper part of
the breast black ; the cheeks and nape white.
Tills species makes its nest in holes of old
trees near the ground, forming it of moss
lined with hair ; its eggs are from six to
eight, wliite with reddish spots.

The Black-capped Titmouse QFarus
atricapinus), which Wilson, the American
ornithologist, suspects to be identical with
the Pans Hudsonicus of Latham, is thus de-
scribed by him : —. “ This is one of our resi-

dent birds, active, noisy, and restless ; hardy
beyond any of his size, braving the severest
cold of our continent as far north as the
country round Hudson’s Bay, and always
appearing most lively in the coldest weather.
The males have a variety of very sprightly
notes, which cannot, indeed, be called a song,
but rather a livel.v, frequently repeated, and
often varied twitter. They are most usually
seen during tlie fall and winter, when they
leave the depths of the woods, and approach
nearer to the scenes of cultivation. At such
seasons they abound among evergreens, feed-
ing on the seeds of the pine tree ; they are
also fond of sunflower seeds, and associate in
parties of six. eight, or more, attended by the
Carolina Nuthatch, the Crested Titmouse,
Brown Creeper, and small Spotted Wood-
pecker ; tlie whole forming a very nimble
and restless company, whose food, manners,
and dispositions are very much alike. About
the middle of April they begin to build,
choosing the deserted hole of a squirrel or
woodpecker, and sometimes, with incredible
labour, digging one out for themselves. The
female lays six white eggs, marked witli
minute specks of red j tlie first brood appear
about the beginning of June, and the second
towards the end of July ; the whole of the
family continue to associate togctlier during
winter. They traverse the woods in regular
progression, from tree to tree, tumbling, cliat-
tcring, and hanging from the extremities of
the brandies, examining about the roots of
tlie leaves, buds, and crevices of tlio bark,
for insects and tlicir larvre. Tlicy also fre-
quently visit the orchards, particularly in
the fall of the year, the sides of llio liarn and
barn-yard, in the same pursuit, trees in such
situations being generally much infested
witli insects. Wc, therefore, with pleasure.

a .V 2
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;

rank this little bird among the fanner's
friends, and trust our rural citizens will
always recognize him as such. This species
has a very extensive range ; it has been found
on the western coast of America as far north
as lat. 62° j it is common at Hudson’s Bay,
and most plentiful there during winter, ns it

then approaches the settlements in quest of
food. Protected by a remarkably thick
covering of long, soft, downy plumage, it

braves tlie severest cold of those northern
regions— The Blnck-cnpped Titmouse is
five inches and a halfin length ; the throat,
and whole upper part of the head and ridge
of the neck, black

; between these lies a
triangular edge of white, ending at the
nostril ; bill, black and short

;
tongue trun-

cate ; rest of the upper parts, lend coloured
or cinereous, slightly tinged with brown ;

wings edged with white ; breast, belly, and
vent, yellowish white ; legs light blue ; eyes
dork hazel. The male and female are nearly
alike.

The Blub Titmouse. (Paries ccerukus.)
The length of this elegant little bird is four
inches and a half ; its beak is dusky

j
fore-

head and cheeks white, that on the forehead
forming a line round the crown of the head,
which is of a clear blue

; behind this there
is a circle of blue, surrounding the head,
and joining at the base of the under man-
dible, where it is nearly black : from the
beak, through the eyes, is a narrow black
line. The back is yellowish- green : quills
black, with bluish edges ;

wing-coverts blue,
edged with white ; under parts of the body
yellow : tail blue, the two middle feathers
longest. The female is rather smaller than
the male, has less blue on the head, and the
colours in general are not so bright. This
bird is an inhabitant of Europe, and in no
country more common than in our own. It
has long had the unenviable reputation of
being very destructive to gardens and
orchards, by plucking off the buds in search
of insects and their larvas that are lodged
within

;
but whether as their destroyer it

does more good, than as the horticultural
depredator it does harm, is a question not
thoroughlj’ ascertained. It is fond of flesh of
any description, either fresh or putrid

;
and

it displays its pugnacious and predaceous
disposition whenever it has a fair chance of

i coming off conqueror. The nest is made in

the hollows of trees, of moss lined with
feathers and hair. . The female lays seven or

eight eggs, white, speckled with rust colour :

slie is very tenacious of her nest, and will

suffer herself to be taken rather than quit

i
it ; nay, upon that occasion she will erect

]

all her feathers, utter a noise like the spitting

1

of a cat, and if handled, will bite very

i

sharply. Tire note of this bird consists only

i

of a disagreeable shriek.

Anotlier of the Parus tribe is thus pleas-

ingly described by the author of the
‘ Journal of a Naturalist.’ “ Our tall hedge-
rows and copses are frequented by a very
amusing little bird, the Long-tailed Tit-
mouse (Parus caudatus). Our boys call it

tlic Long-tailed Tom-tit, Long Tom, Poke-
pudding, and various other names. It seems

the most restless of little creatures, and is all
day long in a state of progression from tree
to tree, from hedge to hedge, jerking through
the air with its long tail like a ball of fea-
thers, or threading the branches of a tree,
several following each other in a little stream;
the leading bird uttering a shrill cry of twit, I

twit, twit, and away they all scuttle to be '

first, stop for a second, and then are away
again, observing the same order and precipi-
tation the whole day long. The space tra-
velled by these diminutive creatures in the
course of their progresses from the first move
till the evening roost must be considerable ;

yet, by their constant alacrity and animation,
they appear fuliy equal to their daily task.
We have no bird more remarkable for its

family association than this Parus. It is
never seen alone, the young ones continuing
to accompany each other from the period of

]

their hatching until their pairing in spring. ;

Its food is entirely insects, which it seeks i

among mosses and lichens, the very smallest '

being captured by the diminutive Bill of this
creature. Its nest is as singular in construc-
tion as the bird itself. Even in years long
passed away, when, a nesting boy, I strung
my plunder on the benty grass: it was my
admiration ; and I never see it now without
secretly lauding the industry of these tiny
architects. It is shaped like a bag, and ex-
ternally fabricated of moss and different
herbaceous lichens, collected chiefly from the
sloe and the maple ; but the inside contains
such a profusion of feathers, that it seems
rather filled than lined with them— a perfect
feather-bed I I remember finding fourteen
or sixteen pea-like eggs within this dowiw
covert, and many more were reiHjrted to have
been found. The excessive labour of the !

parentbirds in the construction andcollectiou
j

of this mass of materials is exceeded by none
I

that I know of ; and the exertions of two
1

little creatures in providing for, and feeding, 1

with all the incumbrances of feathers and
[

tails, fourteen young ones, in such a situa- i

tion, suriiass in diligence and ingenuit3' the 1

efforts of anj’ other birds, persevering as they i

are, that I am acquainted with.” Modern 1

naturalists place it in a separate genus which
from the great length of the tail they call
Mecistura.

j

Pendulous Titmouse, (^githalus pendu-
Jinus.) This species derives its name from its

pensile purse-like or flask-like nest,generally
|

suspended at the end of some willow twig or
other flexible branch of a tree that overhangs
thewater. Thisskilfullj’wrought habitation
is woven from the cotton-like wool or down .

of the willow or poplar, with an opening in
'

the side for the ingress and the egress of the
artificers and tlicir young ; and it is generally '

so placed os to droop over the brink of a 1

rivulet or pond. This bird is four inches in i

length ; the bill is black, straight, and a
little pointed ; forehead, top of the head, 1

and nape, pure ash-colour ; feathers round :

the cj'cs and ears deep black ; back and sca-

pulars reddish graj- ; throat white ; the
lower parts generally whitish with rosy
tints ; coverts of the wings chestnut, bordered
with light rusty and white ; wings and tail
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blackish, bordered with whitisli rusty i tail

fcatliers tipt witli white. The female is

rather less than the male ; the black on the
forehead not so large nor so deep

; and the

PK?JOOL.OUa TITMOUSE.
(aOlTHALOa PENDULINOS.)

upper parts more clouded writh rust-colour.
They are found in Russia, Poland, along the
banks of the Danube, wliere it breeds, and
in the soutli of Pranee and Italy. It fre-
quents the reedy banks of rivers and lakes ;

and its food consists of the seeds of the
reeds, and of molluscs and aquatic insects.

TOAD. A tailless Batrachian Reptile be-
longing to the genus Bt{fo

;

of which there
arc several species. They are characterized
by a thick and squat boily, mucli swollen,
and covered with warts or tubercles ; the head
large, flat on the top, with a protuberance
studded with pores behind each eye, from
which a fetid milk^ secretion is expressed ;

no teeth in either jaw, the hind limbs but
little donated s and the toes veiy slightly
webbed. The Coiuiox Toad (Jiufo vuloaris)
is found in gardens, woods, and Helds, and
frequently makes its way into cellars, or any
obscure recesses where it may And a supply
of food and security from too great a degree
of cold. £arly in spring, it retires to the

TOAD —(DO»0 VOLOaIUB.)

wnters, where it continues during the breed-
ing i-.oson, and dei>osits its ova or spawn in

' the form of double nccklocc-like chains or
strings of beautifuily transparent gluten, of
the length of three or four feet, the ova
throughout the whole length having the ap-
pearance of so many sninlljet-biack globules
or beorls : these arc in reality no other than

the tadpoles or larvte convoluted into a
globular form, and waiting for tlie period of
their evolution or hatcliing, which takes
place in the space of ni'oiit fourteen or tiftecu
days, when they breaK from tlie surrounding
gluten, and, like the tadpoles of Frogs, swim
about in the water, imbibing nourishment
from various animalcules, &c., till their legs
are formed, tlie tail gradually becomes ob-
literated, and the animals quit the water for
the surface of the ground, wliich generally
happens early in the autumn. The prevail-
ing colour of the Common Toad is an obscure
bro^vn above, much paler and irregularly
spotted beneath. It is, however, occasionally
found of an olive cast, with darker variega-
tions ; and sometimes, particularly in the
earlier part of summer, the limbs are marked
with reddish spots ; while a tinge of yellow
often pervades the under parts both of the
limbs and body. Much has been said by the
older writers with respect to the Toads’s
supposed venom, but it appears to be per-
fectly free from any poisonous properties.
It is true that dogs, on seizing a Toad, and
carrying it for some little time in their
mouth, will appear to be affected with a very
slight swelling of the lips, accompanied by
an increased discharge of saliva— the mere
effect of the slightly acrimonious fluid which
the Toad on irritation exudes from its skin,
and which seems, in this country at least, to
produce no dangerous symptoms in such ani-
mals as happen to taste or swallow it. The
limpid fluid also,W'hich this reptile suddenly
discharges when disturbed, is a mere watery
liquor, perfectly free from any acrimonious
or noxious qualities. Its usual pace is a kind
of crawl ; and on being alarmed or threat-

j

cned with danger, it stops, swells its body,
!

and, on its being handled, a portion of the
cutaneous secretion, just mentioned, exudes
from the follicles.

It is well known that the Toad, like many
other Amphibia, can support a long absti-
nence, and requires but a small quantity of
air : but in the accounts generally given of
Toads discovered in stones, wood, &c., the
animals are said to have been completely
impacted or imbedded, and without any
space for air. In confirmation of this doc-
trine, Mr. Jesse relates “ the following fact.
A gentleman put a Toad into a small flower-
f)ot, and secured it so that no insect could
penetrate into it, and then buried it in the
ground at a suilicient depth to protect it

from the influence of frost. At the end of
twenty years he took it up, and found the
Toad increased in size, and apparently
healthy.” He then informs his readers that
“ Dr. Townson, in his tracts on the respira-
tion of the Amphibia, proves from actual ox-
Iicriincnt, that, while those animals with
whose economy we arc best acquainted re-
ceive their princiiial supply of liquids by the
mouth, the frog and salamander tribes take
in theirs through the skin alone •, all the
aqueous particles bcinj; absorbed by the skin,
and all they reject being transpired through
it. lie found that a frog, when placed on
blotting-paper well soakcil with water, ab-
sorbed nearly its own weight of the fluid
In the short time of an hour and a half

j
and

3 X J
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;

it is believed that they never discharge it,

except when they are disturbed or pursued,
i and then only to lighten their bodies, and
: facilitate their escape. That the moisture
thus imbibed is sufficient to enable some of
the Amphibia to exist without an}' otherfood,
cannot (he thinks) be reasonably doubted

;

and if this is admitted, the circumstance of
i

Toads being found alive in the centre of
trees is fully accounted for.”
We are quite ready to admit that many very

extraordinary cases of this animal having
lived for years embedded in stone, wood, or
otherwise in a state oftotal exclusion from the
air, and also without the means of obtaining a
particle of food during the whole time, are to
be met with, supported by most respectable
authority ; and yet on this oft-discussed
question we still confess to a degree of scep-
ticism, the grounds ofwhich we cannot better
explain than Dr. Shaw has already done for
us : We suspect “ that proper attention, in
such cases, was not paid to the real situation
of the animal. That a Toad may have oc-
casionally ‘latibulized' in some part of a
tree, and have been in some degree over-
taken or enclosed by the growth of the wood,
so as to be obliged to continue in that situa-
tion, without being able to effect its escape,
may perhaps be granted : but it would pro-
bably continue to live so long only as there
remained a passage for air, and for the in-
gress of Insects, &c., on which it might oc-
casionally feed

;
but that it should be com-

pletely blocked up in any kind of stone or
marble, without cither food or air, appears
entirely Incredible, and the general run of
such accounts must be received with a great
many grains of allowance for the natural
love of the marvellous, the surprise excited
by the sudden appearance of the animal in
an unsuspected place, and the consequent
neglect of minute attention at the moment,
to the surrounding parts of the spot where
it was discovered.” Well, indeed, may
Mr. Bell exclaim, “ To believe that a Toad
enclosed within a mass of clay, or other
similar substance, shall exist wholly without
air or food, for liundreds of years, and at
lengtlr be liberated alive, and capable of
crawling, on the breaking up of the matrix,
now become a solid rock, is certainly a de-
mand upon our credulity which few would
be ready to answer 1

”

“ Like the other Amphibia, and the Rep-
tilia generally,”, observes this gentleman,
“ the Toad sheds its skin at certain intervals,

the old cuticle coming off, and lea}'ing a
new one which had been formed underneath
in its stead. There are some very remarkable
circumstances connected with this process,

which I detailed many years ago to the

Zoological Club of the Llnnrean Society, and
of which the following is the substance.

Having often found, amongst several Toads
which I was then keeping for the purjiosc

of observing their habits, some of brighter

colours than usual, and with the surface

moist and very smooth, 1 had supposed that

this appearance might have depended upon
the state of the animal’s health, or tlic in-

fluence of some peculiarity in one or other

of its functions : on watching carefully,

however, I one day obseiwed a large one, the
skin of W'hich was particularly dry and dull
in its colours, with a bright streak down the
mesial line of the back ; and on examining
further I discovered a crjrrcspondlng line
along the belly. This proved to arise from

:

an entire slit in the old cuticle, which ex- 1

posed to view the new and brighter skin
underneath. Finding, therefore, what was
about to happen, I watched the whole detail
of tlus curious process. I soon obseiwed tliat

the two halves of the skin, thus completely
divided, continued to recede further and
further from the centre, and become folded i

and rugose ; and after a short space, by
means of the continued twitching of the
animal’s body, it was brought down in folds
on the sides. The hinder leg, first on one
side and then on the other, was brought for-
ward under the arm, which was pressed down

:

upon it, and on the hinder limb being with- '

drawn, its cuticle was left Inverted under '

the arm ; and that of the anterior extremity
was now loosened, and at length drawn off
by the assistance of the mouth. The whole
cuticle was thus detached, and was now
pushed by the two hands into the mouth in
a little ball, aud swallowed at a single gulp.
I afterwards had repeated opportunities of
watching this curious process, which did not
materially vary in any instance.”

|“ The Toad becomes torpid during the
'

winter, and chooses for its retreat some re-
\

tired and sheltered hole, a hollow tree, or a '

space amongst large stones, or some such
place, and there remains until the return of
spring calls it again into a state of life and
activity. Its food consists of insects and '

worms, of almost every kind. It refuses
food which is not living, and, indeed, will
only take it at the moment when it is in
motion. The Toad, when about to feed, 1

remains motionless, with its eyes turned di-

rectly forwards upon the object, and the head
a little inclined towards it, and in tills at-

titude it remains until the insect moves

;

when, by a stroke like lightning, the tongue
is thrown forward upon the victim, which
is instantly drawn into the mouth. So rapid
is this movement that it requires some little

practice as well as close observation to dis-
tinguish the different motions of the tongue.
This organ is constructed as in the Frog,
being folded back upon itself ; and the under
surface of the tip being imbued with a viscid
mucous secretion, the insect is secured by its

adhesive quality. When the prey is taken
it is slightly pressed by the margins of the
jaw : but as this seldom kills it, uulcss it be
a soft tender larva, it is generally swallowed
alive ; and I have often seen the muscles of
the Toad’s sides twitch in a very curious
manner, from the tickling movements of a

hard coleopterous insect in the stomach.”
[For the Surinam Toad, sec Pii’A : see also

Pnitv.Niscus.]

TODY. iTodus.) A genus of Scansorlal

birds, principally natives of the warmer
jiarts of America, and nearly similar to the

Kingfishers in their general form. They
arc characterized by a [leculiar flatness or

deiiression of the beak, wliich is blunt at the
j
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end, and has n gape extending as far back
as the eyes. They are birds of gaudy plu-
mage and rapid flight j and they feed on
insects, worms, smnl 1 reptiles, &c. Tlic most
elegant species is the Royal or Kixo Tody
{Ooychurlitpichus or Todus reQius), described
by Butfon, who considered it as belonging
to the Muscicapidte or Flycatchers. Its bill

Is somewhat disproportionably broad, very
mucli flattened, and beset with numerous
strong bristles at the base : the colour of the
plumage on the upper parts is a deep yel-
lowish brown or chestnut, passing round the
fore part of the neck like a collar ; the tliroat,

and all the under parts, are whitish yellow,
the breast being crossed by numerous dusky
undulations : the tall is bright ferruginous ;

and on the head is a most beautiful, broad,
tBinsversc crest, consisting of very numerous
feathers, disposed in several series, lengthen-
ing 03 they recede from the front or base.

These feathers arc of a bright or red-ferrugl-
! nous colour, and are each terminated by a
black tip, so that the Crest resembles that of
a Hoopoe, placed in a transverse direction.

Over each eye is a narrow white streak ; tlie

bill is dark brown ; and the legs flesh-colour.

This curious bird is a native of Cayenne
and Brazil.

I

Greex Tody. (Todus viridis.') This ele-

gant little bird is about the size of a Wren,
and has a bill long, like that of a Kingfisher,
and ridged along tlie top of the upper man-
dible, which is of a dusky brown, tlie lower

I being of an orange or yellow colour; at tlie

base of the bill are several stiff black hairs
! or bristles, standing forwards. The whole
upper side of the bird is of a fine visrid green ;

. the inner coverts of the wings are white ; the

I

inside of the quills and the under side of tlie
' tail are of a brownisli-ash colour ; and a

I

few of the prime quills are black at their

I

tips : the thropt is of a very fine red ; the

I

breast, belly, thighs, and covert feathers

j

under the tail are white, a little shaded with
I
pale green : the legs and feet arc dusky

;

i and the toes are united, os in the King-
fisher.

.Mr. Gossc tells us, that in all parts of
.lamaica which he visited, tlie Tody is a
very common bird. (In tlie summit ofBlue-

! fields mountain, about three tliousand feet
from the level of tlie sea, and iiarticularly

' where the deserted provision-grounds are

I

overgrown witli thicket, almost impene-

I

trahie, of jointer, or joiiit-wooil (I’ijxir geni-

j

cM/ritom ), it is c8[>ecially abundant. Always
conspicuous from its bright grass-green coat

i
and crimson velvet gorget, it is still a very

i

tame bird
; fet this seems rather the tame-

ness r>f indifl'erence than of confidence
; it

will allow a person to approach very near,
' and, if distiirlied, alight on another twig a
' few yards distant. It hops about the twigs
of low trees, searching for ininute insects,

occasionally uttering a querulous, sibilant

note ! but more commonly it is seen sitting

patiently on a twig, with the head drawn
in, the beak pointing upwards, the loose

I
plumage puffed out, when it apiicars much

' larger than it is. It certainly has an air of

stupidity when thus seen. But tills ab-
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stractioii is more apparent than real
;
if we

watch it, we shall see that the odd-looking
gray eyes are glancing hither and thither,

and that, ever and anon, the bird sallies out
upon a short feeble flight, snaps at something
in the air, and returns to liis twig to swallow
it. Tlie following details are so pleasingly
characteristic of the bird’s habits, that we
cannot refrain from making the extract

:

“ One captured with a net in April, on being
turned into a room, began immediately to

catch flies, and other minute insects that
flitted about, particularly little destructive
Tineadve that infested my dried birds. At
this employment he continued incessantly,
and most successfully, all that evening, and
all the next day from earliest dawn till

dusk. He would sit on the edge of the
tables, on tlie lines, on shelves, or on the
floor, ever glancing about, now and then
flitting up into the air, when the snap of his
beak announced a capture, and he returned
to some station to eat it. He would peep
into the lowest and darkest comers, even
under the tables, for the little globose, long-
legged spiders, wliich he would drag from
their webs, and swallow. He sought also
about the ceiling and walls, and found very
many. I have said that he continued all

day at this employment without intermis-
sion, and tliough I took no account, I judged
that, on an average, he made a capture per
minute. We may thus form some idea of
the immense number of insects destroyed
by these and similar birds ; bearing in mind
that this was in a room, where tlie human
eye scarcely recognized a dozen insects alto-
getlier ; and that in the free air insects would
be much more numerous. Water in a basin
was in tlie room, but I did not see him
drink, thougli occasionally he perched on
the brim ; and when I inserted his beak
into the water, he would not di'ink. Though
so actively engaged in his own occupation,
he cared nothing for the presence of man ;

he sometimes alighted voluntarily on our
heads, shoulders, or fingers

;
and when sit-

ting, would permit me at any time to put
my hand over him and take him up ; tliougli
when in tlie hand lie would struggle to get
out. He seemed likely to tlirive, but in-
cautiously settling in i'ront of a dove cage,
a surly Baldpate poked his head througli
tlie wires, and with his beak aimed a cruel
blow at the pretty green head of tlie unof-
fending and unsuspecting Tody. He ap-
peared not to mind it at first, but did not
again fly ; and about an hour afterward,
oil my taking him into my hand, and throw-
ing him ui), he could only flutter to the
ground, and on laying him on the table, he
strctclicd out his little feet, shivered, and
died.”
The Green Tody is exclusively an insect

feeder, and burrows in the earth to breed.
Tlie banks of ravines, and the scarps of dry
ditches, arc excavated by its feeble feet, ill

which two out of three of its front toes aro
united together, having only llic terminal
Joint free, and hence the feet of this kind of
birds arc Called sgndm-.tulous. The hole runs
into tlic banks some eight inches or a font

;

at the extremity of thissubterrancan lodging
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it nestles in secrecy and security. The ex-
cavation is made by means of the beak and
claws. It is a winding gallery, rounded at
the bottom, and terminating in a sufficiently
wide lodging, lined with pliant fibres, and
dry moss and cotton. Four or five gray,
brown-spotted eggs are laid, and the young
are fed witliin the cave till they ore full-
fledged.

GREEN TODY.—(TODUS VIRTUIB.)

Mr. Gosse remarks that the inhabitants of
Jamaica are not in the habit of domesticating
many of the native birds ; else this is one of
the species which would become a favourite

pet. In a state of liberty, however, it at-

tracts the admiration even of the most unob-
servant, and an European is charmed with
it. As it sits on a twig in the verdure of
spring, its grass-green coat is sometimes un-
distinguishable from the leaves in which it

is embowered, itself looking like a leaf, but
a little change of position bringing its throat
into the sun’s rays, the light suddenly gleams
as from a glowing coal. Occasionally, too,

this crimson plumage is puffed out into a
globose form, when its appearance is par-
ticularly beautiful.

TOBNATELLA. A genus of Mollusca
found on the shores of the Indian Ocean
and Senegal ; and one species (Tornatella

fasciata) inhabits our own coasts. The shell

is oval, spirally grooved ; spire short, con-
sisting of few whorls, and usually striped

transversely
;
aperture long, narrow, rounded

anteriorly ; outer lip sim])le, inner Up slightly

spread ;
columella spiral ; no epidermis.

Several fossil species occur in the London
clay and inferior oolite.

TORPEDO. A genus of fishes belonging to

the JlaiicUc family ;
distinguished for their

powers of imparting electric shocks to what-
ever animals they may come in contact with.

The Torpedo (Torpedo Vulgaris), called

also the Cramp-fish and the Electric Ray, is

thus described by Pennant :—head and body
indistinct, and nearly round; greatest bread th

two-thirds of the entire length ;
thickness

in the middle about one-sixth of the breadth,

attenuating to extreme thinness on the

edges ;
mouth small ;

teeth minute, spicular ;

eyes small, placed near each other ;
behind

each a round spiracle, witli six small cu-

taneous appendages on their inner circum-

ference ;
branchial openings five in number ;

skin everywhere smooth ;
two dorsal fins on

the trunk of the tail ; tail one-third of the

entire length, tolerably thick and round

;

the caudal fin broad and abrupt ;
vcntrals

below tlie body, forming on each side a

iSatural ;

quarter of a circle ; colours, cinereous-brown .

above, whitish beneath. Mr. Yarrcl! (who
calls this the Old British Toriicdo) says,
“ The electrical powers of the Torpedo arc
so well understood by the dififerent names
that have been applied to it, as well as by
the various and voluminous accounts that
have been published, that it is unnecessary
to repeat what has already appeared so often
in print elsewhere. The situation of the
apparatus or structure from wliich these
species derive their extraordinary power is

indicated by the two elevations, one of which
is placed on each outside of the eyes and
temporal orifices, and extending to the la-
teral external rounded edges. The apparatus
occupies the whole of the space between the
upper and under surface of the body, and is

composed, as shown by the figures of Walsh
and Pennant, of a great number of tubes ar-
ranged perpendicular to the plane of the
upper and under surfaces, which, when ex-
posed by a transverse section, have very
much the appearance of a portion of honey-
comb. The tubes contain a mucous secretion,
and the structure is largely provided with
nerves derived from the eighth pair. It is

said that when the shock is given, the con-
vex part of the upper surface is gradually
depressed, the sensation is then felt, and the
convexity suddenly returns. The whole use
of the electrical apparatus and power to the
fish can only be conjectured. That it serves

as a means of defence is very probable ;• that
it also enables a slow, inactive fish to arrest

and obtain as food some of the more active

inhabitants of the deep, is also probable.”
At the meeting of the British Associations

held at Oxford in June, 1817, Sir B. 11.^

Inglis, the president, in referring to the ex-
periments of the Tuscan philosopher, Mat-
teucci, on the existence of electrical currents i

in all living animals, made tliis important
observation :— “ The delicate experiments

;

of Matteucci on the Torpedo agree with those i

made by our own Faraday upon the Gum-
,

notus electricus, in proving that the shocks
communicated by those fishes are due to •

electric currents generated bj’ peculiar elec-

tric organs, which owe their most immediate
,

and powerful stimulus to the action of the i

nerves. In both species of fishes the elec-

tricity generated by the action of their

peculiar organized Batteries— besides its

benumbing and stunning effects on living

animals, renders the needle magnetic, de-
composes chemical compounds, emits the
spark, and, in short, exercises all the other
known powers of the ordinary electricity

developed in inorganic matter, or by tlie ar- i

tificial apparatus of the laboratory.”
The electric powers of the Torpedo, it is I

said, by no means affect its flesh: for it is

frequently eaten in the south of Euroix;. It

is a native of the Mediterranean and many
other seas, and sometimes, though rarely,

found on the British coasts. [Sec Gvu- i

NOTUS.j

TORSK. The English name of a fish
'

(Morrhua cn//ar7«,s’) closely allied to the Cod,
'

and said to be occasionally taken on our
coasts.



\ TORTOISES. iTestudinata.) Under this

{
general appellation is included a numerous
and interesting order of Reptiles, which are

I
distinguished, at the first glance, by their

, body wing inclosed in a double buckler,
which only allows the head and neck, the

,

tail, and the four limbs to be protruded.

;
They are slow, quiet, and inoffensive ani-

• mals ; extremely tenacious of life ; suffering

I
the severest mutilations for days or even

1
weeks ; and for longoity they are unequal-
led, actual proof having been given of some
which were known to have lived upwards of

;
two huudred years. Their motions are
usually slow and awkward, and their seu-

• sations appear to be very obtuse. They feed

I

ui>on vegetable substances, and seldom wan-
I der far from their usual haunts ; but they
I

require very little nourishment, and can
;
even remain for months witliout taking any.
For the most part they inhabit the warmer

’ regions of the globe ; though many species

;

will bear removal to colder climates, where,
: however, they pass the winter in a torpid

j

state. The upper buckler, termed the cara-
pace' or shield, is highly arched and very

;
strong in the Land Tortoises ; but more flat-

: tened in the aquatic families, for the better
I adaptation oftheirform to motion in a liquid.
The inferior buckler, named the plastron

I
or breast-plate, diflers considerably in degree
of development, and in the relative con-
solidation of its different parts. It is most
complete iu the Land Tortoises ; in many of

TORTOI9K.—-CTESTODO BAUIATA.)

which the anterior and posterior portions of
it are so jointed to the centre-piece, as to be

' able to close the orifices before and behind,

I

after the head, tail, and legs have been drawn
' in. r^otwithstandin^ this unusual arrangc-

1

ment of the osseous Iramc-work of the Tor-
I tribe, we find the same constituent parts
(though greatly modified! as in ordinary

;
vertebrata. We sec that the carapace on its

I

upper surface is formed by a great number
;

of bony plates, united together by sutures ;

;
of these plates, eight occupy the median line,

j

sixteen constitute a longitudinal range on
each side of thewj, and twenty-five or twenty-

j

six surround the whole like an oval frame.
Bui if we examine the carapace by its lower
surface, we find that the central pieces are

j

apiKmdages to the dorsal vertcbrtc. Ofi the

j

under side, the body of each of these bones
' is found, In fact, to present its ordinary form ;

i as is also the vertebral canal, whlcli serves

to lo<lge the spinal cord ; but the upper
portion of the walls of the ring which con-
stitute this canal Is here spread out sldc-

! ways as a di-:c, and is continuous without
\ interruption with the corresponding plates,

belonging to the vertebra wliich precedes,

and to that which follows. Tliese dorsal
vertebroB, thus become immovable, have at-

tached to each a pair of ribs, as in most
vertebrated animals : but these ribs are so
much widened as to toncli each other along
the whole or nearly the whole of their length,
and are connected together by sutures. Last-
ly, the marginal pieces, which are articulated
with the extremities of the ribs, and wliich
form a kind of border to the carapace, re-
present the sternal portions of these bones ;

which in Mammalia remain in a cartilagi-

nous state, as, in fact, they do, in some Tor-
toises.

Common or Greek Tortoise. {Testudo
Groica.) This well-known specties is sup-
posed to be a native of almost all the coun-
tries bordering on the Mediterranean sea,

and is thought to be more frequent in Greece
than elsewhere. It is found in tlie scattered
islands of the Archipelago, and in Corsica
and Sardinia ; occurring likewise iu many
parts of Africa. The general length of the
shell of this species is from six to eight inches ;

rarely exceeding the latter measure ; and
tlie weight of the full-grown animal is about

;

forty-eight ounces. Tlie sliell is of an oval

j

form, extremely convex on the upper part,
and composed of thirteen middle pieces, and
about twenty- five marginal ones : the middle
pieces, or those constituting the disc of tlie

shield, are mostly of an oblong square form,
and of a blackish or dark brown colour,
varied by a broad yellow or citron band
running along one side of each, and con-
tinued about half way along the upper part

;

tliere is also an oblong patch of a similar
' colour running down the lower part or side

j

of each : and on the top or centre of each
I piece is an obscurely square or oblong space ;

rather more depressed than the rest, and
marked, as in many other tortoise-shells,

with roughish spots or granules : several
furrows more or less distinct in difterent

I

individuals, appear traced round the sides of

I

each piece, becoming gradually less distinct
' as they approach the upper part or space
' just mentioned. Tlie colours of the shell are

j

more or less bright iu the difterent specimens,
' and are subject to some occasional varia-

I

tions, as well as sometimes in the shape of
' the pieces themselves. The under part of the
shell in of a citron or pale yellow colour,
with a broad blackish or deep brown zone
down on each side, leaving the middle part
plain. The head is rather small ; the eye
small and black ; the mouth not extending
beyond the eyes ; the upper part of the head
covered with somewhat irregular, tough
scales, and the neck with smaller granula-
lions so as to he ficxiblc at the pleasure of
the animal. The legs arc short, and the
feet moderately broad, covered with strong
ovate scales, and coinnioniy furnished with
four tolerably stout claws on each ; but tliese

parts are found to vary iu miinber, there
iieing somctiine^flvc claws Instead of four on
the fore feet. The tail is still shorter than
the legs, is covered with small scales, and
terminates in a nuked horny pointed ii)> or
process. This animal lives to a most ex-
traordinary ngc, of which fact several well-
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attested instances are on record. One, whose
shell is still preserved in tlie library ofLam-
beth Palace, was introduced into the archie-
piscopal garden in the time of Archbishop
Laud, about the year 1633, and continued to
live there till 1753, when it was supposed to
have perished rather from accidental neglect
on the part of the gardener, than from the
mere effect of age.
The general manners of the Tortoise, in a

state of domestication in this country, are
verjf agreeably detailed by the Kev. Gilbert
White, in his History of Selborne. He thus
writes to the Hon. Haines Barrington, from
Ringmer, near Lewes, in October, 1770:—
“ A land-tortoise, whieh has been kept for
thirty years in a little walled court belong-
ing to the house where I am now visiting,

retires under ground about the middle of
November, and comes forth again about the
middle of April. When it first appears in
the spring, it discovers very little inclination
towards food, but, in the height of summer,
grows voracious, and then, as the summer
declines, its appetite declines ; so that, for
the last sbe weeks in autumn, it hardly
eats at all. Milky plants, sueh as lettuces,
dandelions, sow-thistles, are its favourite
dish. In a neighbouring village, one was
kept, till, by tradition, it was supposed to be
an hundred years old— an instance of vast
longevity in such a poor reptile.”—In April,

1772, he again writes to the same corespond-
ent :— “ While I was in Sussex last autumn,
my residence was at the village near Lewes,
from whence I had formerly the pleasure of
writing to you. On the 1st of November, I
remarked that the old tortoise, formerly
mentioned, began first to dig the ground, in
order to the forming of its hybernaculum,
which it had fixed on just beside a great tuft
of hepaticas. It scrapes out the ground with
its fore-feet, and thi'ows it up over its back
with its hind ; but the motion of its legs is

ridiculously slow, little exceeding the hour
hand of a clock ; and suitable to the com-
posure of an animal said to be a whole month
in performing one feat of copulation. No-
thing can be more assiduous than this crea-
ture, night and day, in scooping the earth,

and forcing its great body into the cavity ; but,
as the noons of that season proved unusually
warm and sunny, it was continually inter-

rupted and called forth by the heat, in the
middle of the day ; and though I continued
there till the 13th of November, yet the work
remained unfinished. Harsher weather and
frosty mornings would have quickened its

operations. No part of its behaviour ever
struck me more than the extreme timidity
it always expresses with regard to rain ; for

though it has a shell that would secure it

against the wheel of a loaded cart, yet does
it discover as mucli solicitude about rain as

a lady dressed in all her best attire, shuffling

away on the first sprinklings, and running
its liead up in a corner. If attended to, it

becomes an excellent weather-glass ; for ns

sure ns it walks elate, and, as it were, on
tiptoe, feeding with great earnestness in

a morning, so sure will it rain before niglit.

It is totally a diurnal animal, and never
pretends to stir after it becomes dark. Tlic

Tortoise, like other reptiles, has an arbitrary
stomach, as well as lungs ; and can refrain
from eating as well as breathing for a great
part of the year. When first awakened, it

eats nothing ; nor again in the autumn, be-
fore it retires : through the heiglit of the
summer it feeds voraciously, devouring all
the food tliat comes in its way. I was much
taken mth its sagacity in discerning those
that do it kind offices : for, as soon as the
good old lady comes in sight, who has waited
on it for more than thirty years, it hobbles
towards its benefactress with awkward ala-
crity i but remains inattentive to strangers.
Thus not only ‘ the ox knoweth his owner,
and the ass his master’s crib,’ but the most
abject reptile and torpid of beings distin-
guishes the hand that feeds it, and is touched
with feelings of gratitude.” i

There are several species of Land Tor-
|

toises, which differ from the foregoing both
i

with regard to their size, and the colour, i

form, &c. of their buckler. Some are re-
markable for the pleasing distribution of

!

their colours, as the GuoiiETniCAL Tok-
TOiSE (TesttuJo geometrica), a small Bjwcies
with a black carapace, each scale of which is

regularly adorned with yellow lines ra-
diating from a disc of the same colour
Another, the Close Toktoise (_Tcstudo
claxisa), obtains its name from the unusual
manner in which the under part of the shell I

is applied to the upper ; being continued in
|

such a manner round the margin, that when i

the animal withdraws its head and legs, it is
|

enabled accurately to close all parts of the '

shell entirely together, so as to be in a com-
|

plete state of security
;
and so strong is tljc

|

defence of this little animal, that it is not
|

only uninjured by having a weight of five or 1

six hundred pounds laid upon it, but can
|

walk in its usual manner beneath the load. '

Its length rarely exceeds four or five inches.
]

It is a native of many parts of North Ame-
|

rlca ; and is principally sought for on ac-

count of its eggs, which are reckoned a de- i

licacy, and are about the size of pigeons'
eggs.

IWe shall conclude our account of Land
|

Tortoises with the following from ‘ Darwin’s
j

Researches,’ &c. In describing the reptiles

common in the Galapagos Archipelago, that i

gentleman particularly notices the habits of ;

the large Tortoise ( Tcs'tudo Indicus). “ These
animals,” says he, “ are found, I lelicve, !

in all the islands of the Archi[>elago ; cer- 1

tainly in the greatest number. They fre- !

quent in preference the high damp parts,
|

but likewise inhabit the lower and arid dis-

tricts. He then quotes Dampicr, in jiroof
j

of their number, who says, ‘ Tlicy are Iicre

so numerous, tliat five or six hundred men
might subsist on them for several mouths
without any other sort of provisions : and
they are so extraordinarily large and fat,

and so sweet, that no i)ullct cats more jilca-

santly.’ “ The Tortoise is verj- fond of

water, drinking large quantities, and wal-
lowing in the mud. The larger islands

alone possess springs, and these arc always
situated towards the central parl.s, and at a

considerable elevation. The Tortoi.ses. there-

fore, which frequent the lower districts
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when thir»ty, arc obliged to travel from a
long distance. Hence broad and well-beaten
paths radiate off in every direction from the
wells even down to the sea-coast ; and the
Spaniards, by following them up, first dis-
covered the watering-places. When I landed
at Chatham Island, I could not imagine
what animal travelled so methodically along
the well-chosen tracks. Near the springs it

was a curious si)cctaclc to behold many of
these great monsters ; one set eagerly tra-

velling onward with outstretched necks, and
another set returning, after having drunk
their fill. When the Tortoise arrives at the
spring, quite regardless of any spectator, it

buries its head in the water above its eyes,

end greedily swallows great mouthfuls, at
the rate of about ten in a minute. The in-
habitants say each animal stays three or
four days in the neighbourhood of the water,
and then returns to the lower country ; but
they differed in their accounts respecting the
frequency of these visits. The animal pro-
bably regulates them according to the nature
of the food whicli it has consumed. It is,

however, certain, that Tortoises can subsist
even on those islands where there is no other
woter than what falls during a few rainy
days in the year. I believe it is well ascer-
tained, that the bladder of the Trog acts as a
reservoir for the moisture necessary to its

existence : such seems to be the case witli

the Tortoise. For some time after a visit to
the springs, the urinary bladder of these
animals Is distended with fluid, which is

said gradually to decrease in volume, and to

become less pure. The inhabitants, when
walking in the lower district, and overcome
with thirst, often take advantage of this cir-

cumstance, by killing a Tortoise, and if the
bladder is full, drinking its contents. In
one I saw killed, the fluid was quite limpid,
and had only a very slightly bitter taste.

The inliabitants, however, always drink first

the water in the pericardium, which is de-
scribed as being best. The Tortoises, when
moving towards any definite point, travel by
night and day, and arrive at their journey's
end much sooner than would be expected.
The inhabitants, from observations on
marked individuals, consider that they can
move a distance of about eight miles in two
or three days. One large Tortoise, wliich I
watchol, I found walked at the rate of sixty
yards in ten minutes, that is, three hundred
and sixty In tlie hour, or four miles a day,

—

allowing also a little time for it to cat on the
roail. The flesh of this animal is largely
employeil, both fresh and salted ; and a
beautifully clear oil is prepared from the fat.

When a Tortoise is caught, the man makes
a slit in the skin near its tail, so as to see
insirle its bo<ly, whether the fat under the
dorsal plate is thick. If it is not, the animal
is lilierated ; and it is said to recover soon
from this strange operation. In order to
secure the Tortoises, it is not sufllcient to
turn them like Turtle, for they are often
able to regain their upright position. [See
TfRXI.g.]

TORTOI.SE-SIIELH [HUTTERFI.Y].
A name given by insect collectors to differ-

ent Butterflies, of the species Vanessa poly-
chloros and V. urticie.

TORTRICID.®. A family ofnctcroccrons
XiCpidoptcra, comprising an extensive group
of minute, generally dull-coloured moths,
distinguished by their broad entire fore
wings, which form a triangle with tlie body
when at rest. The labial palpi arc broad
and very compressed ; the spiral tongue is

generally short ; the thorax rarely crested

;

APPLI MOTH, WITH THK O AT® KVIIiI/iR
AND OHBTBAr.TP.

(TORTRIX POMONANA.)

and the nntennoj simple. The wings in
some species are ornamented with small
tufts of scales. The larva: are naked fleshy
grubs, which, for the most part, take up
their abode in a leaf, curled up by the in-
sect itself, and fastened with silken tlireads,

forming a cylindrical tube, open at each
end, which thus serves them for abode and
food ; otliers frequent the young ljuds and
shoots of various plants, fastening several of
the leaves together so firmly as to impede
its growth ; others, again, find their home
in the pulpy substance of various fruits,

particularly the apple and plum. Another
insect of this family (Carcocapsa PomoncUa'),
the Codling Moth, is one of the most destruc-
tive enemies to the apple crops in this country,
laying itseggs In the eyes ofthe newly-formed
fruit, within which the larva feeds, its pre-
sence being only indicated by the premature
falling of the fruit. Another species ( 5Tor-

trix viriclana) feeds upon the oak, which, in
certain years, it totally strips of its foliage,
its numbers being so great, that when the
branches of that tree arc sharply beaten, a
complete shower of these moths is dislodged.
But there is no species of the family so truly
Injurious as the Tortrix vitana, a siiccies
which, in the larva state, attacks the leaves
of the vines in France, rolling them up, and
fastening them together with threads.

TOTANU8. Cuvier's name for a genus
of Wading birds, comprehending many spe-
cies, whleh, under different names, arc found
in nearly all parts of the world. They are
characterized by a slender, round, pointed,
and solid beak, the nasal groove of which
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only extends half its length, and the upper
mandible is slightly arcuated towards the
tip. Their form is slight, and the legs very
long.
There are four or five British species

j

among these are Totanvs ochropns, the Gueen
Sandpipek, called by sportsmen the Whist-
ling Snipe from the shrill note it utters when
first fiushed : Totanus glareola, the Wood
Sandpipet!, which sometimes visits us in
w'inter : Totanus cahdris, the Kedsuank,
which is resident in this country : and To-
tanus fmcus, the Spotted Snipe of Montagu,
which is found on our coasts during winter.
One of the most singular species, which is

described by Wilson as a native of America,
is his Scolopax vociferus, but it belongs
properly to the genus Totanus, and is the
Totanvs melanoleucvs of modern authors.
He tells us that this species and the Totanvs
flavipes are “ both well known to our duck-
gunners along the sea coast and marshes,
by whom they are detested, and stigmatized
with the names of the greater and lesser tell-

tale, for their faithful vigilance in alarming
the ducks with their loud and shrill whistle,
on the first glimpse of the gunner’s approach.
Of the two, the present species is by far the
most watcliful ; and its whistle, which con-
sists of four notes rapidly repeated, is so

loud, shrill, and alarming, as instantly to

arouse every duck within its hearing, and
thus disappoints the eager expectations of
the marksman. Yet the cunning and ex-
perience of the latter are frequently more
than a match for all of them ; and before the
poor tell-tale is aware, his warning voice is

hushed for ever, and his dead body mingled
with those of his associates.

" The tell-tale seldom files in large flocks,

at least during summer. It delights in
watery bogs, and the muddy margins of
creeks and inlets ; is either seen searching
about for food, or standing in a watchful
posture, alternately raising and lowering the
head, and, on the least appearance of danger,
utters its shrill whistle, and mounts on
wing i generally accompanied by all the
feathered tribes that are near. It occasion-
ally penetrates inland along the muddy
shores of our large rivers, seldom higher than
tide water, and then singly and solitarily.

They sometimes rise to a great heiglit in the

air, and can be distinctly heard when be-

yond the reach of the eye. In the fall, when
they are fat, their flesh is highly esteemed,

and many of them are brought to our
markets.” [See G.amdet.5

TOUCAN. (RampJiastos : JViamphastidce.')

A genus and family of Scansorial birds, dis-

tinguished by the enormous size of the bill,

which in some of the species is nearly as

long and ns large as the body itself, but
which is light, cellular, and irregularly

notched at the edge, having both mandibles
arched towards the tip. The tongue is also

i of a highly singular form, being narrow and
I
elongated, and laterally barbed like a fca-

I ther. The structure of the bill renders it

j

necessary for these birds to throw each mor-
I sel of their food up into the air, and catch

. it as it descends, in the throat ; a habit ob-

served in many others whose tongue is of a
form unfavourable to assist in deglutition.
The Toucans are only found in tropical
America, where they live in small flocks, in
the recesses of the forests. They subsist on
fruit and insects, and during the nesting
season on the eggs and young of other birds.
Their feet are rather short, their wings but
moderate, and a rather long tail, which,
when the bird is at rest, it commonly holds
erect. They nestle in the trunks of trees,
and uniformly produce two delicately white
eggs, of a rotund form. Their flight is

straight, but laborious ; among the branches
of trees, however, their movements are easy
and active ; ^vith such lightsome agility,
indeed, do they leap from bough to bough,
that the beak has then no appearance of
being disproportionately large.

In Mr. Swainson’s ‘ Classification of Birds ’

he states that the fourth family of tlie Scan-
sores, or Climbing Birds, is represented by
the Toucans, whose enormous bills give to
these birds a most singular and uncouth
appearance. He remarks that their feet are
formed, like those of the Parrots, more for
grasping than climbing, and that they do
not appear to possess the latter faculty ; but
as they always live among trees, and proceed
by hopping from branch to branch, their
grasping feet are peculiarly adapted to such
habits. He also observes, that the apparent
disproportion of the bill is one of the innu-
merable instances of that beautiful adapta-
tion of structure to use which the book of
Nature every where reveals. It is now uni-
versally believed that the Jiamphastidee are
decidedly omnivorous ; and although, as
Mr. Gould remarks, their elastic bill auS
delicately feathered tongue would lead us to
conclude that fruits constituted the greatest
proportion of their diet, we have abundant
testimony that they as readily devour flesh,

fish, eggs, and small birds ; to which, in all

probability, are added the smaller kinds of
reptiles, caterpillars, and the larva: of insects
in general.—We shall now briefly describe
a few species.

The REn-BnEA.STED Toucan. ( Bam-
pbastos dicolorus.) This bird is a native of
Brazil and other ports of South America.
Its length is about eighteen inches : colour
black, with a gloss of green : cheeks, throat,
and fore part of the breast, in some sulphur-
yellow, in others orange-yellow : across the
lower part of the breast is a broad crimson
bar, sometimes extending nearly to the
thighs, and sometimes falling far short of
those parts ; so that, according to this varia-
tion, the belly appears either black or crim-
son : thiglis black j vent feathers crimson ;

rump either crimson or orange-yellow; hill

darkish olive-green, with pale yellow base,

bounded by a black bar : legs dusky.
We arc told in Mr. Edwards's entertaining

‘ Voyage up the Amazon,’ that there arc

manj' varieties of Toucans, apixjaring there
at different seasons ; but the Rod-billed
(1{. eryihrorynchos), and the Ariel (li.arirlX

arc the largest and most abundant, seen at

every season, but towards autumn particu-

larly in vast numbers throughout the forest.
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' Their large beaks give them a verj' awkward
' appearance, more especially when flying

;

I
yet in the trees tliey use them with as much
apparent ease os thongh they were to our
eyes of a more convenient form. Alighted

TODOAN.—(raMPHASTOB 1

on a tree, one usually acts the part of a sen-
tinel, uttering constantly the loud cry Tu-
cdno, whence they derive their name. The
others disi>erse over the branches, climbing

,

about by aid of their beaks, and seize the

I
fruit. We had been told that these birds
were in the habit of tossing np their food to

. a considerable distance, and catching it as
it fell ; but, os far as we could observe, they

I merely threw back the head, allowing the
fruit to fall down the throat. We saw at

, different times tamed Toucans, and they
never were seen to toss their food, although

;

almost invariably throwing back the head.
This habit is rendered necessary by the

I

length of the bill and the stiffness of fhe
i tongue, which prevents their eating os do
;
other birds. All the time while feeding, a

j

hoarse chattering is kept up, and at intervals
they unite with the noisy sentry, and scream
a concert that may be heard a mile. Having

' appeased their appetites, they fly towards
the deeper forest, and quietly doze away the
noon. Often in the very early morning a
few of them may be seen sitting silently upon
the branches or some dead tree, apparently
awaiting the coming sunlight before start-
ing for their feeding-trees. Toucans, when
tamed, are exceedingly familiar, playful

’ birds, capable of learning as many feats os
any of the parrots, with the exception of

:
talking. When turning about on their perch,
they effect their object by one sudden jump,

i
They eat anything, but arc particularly fond
of meat. When roosting they have a habit

' of elevating their tails over their bocks.
The beaks of the red-billed Toucans arc

I richly marked with red, yellow, and block ;

I but preserved siiecimens soon lose their
, beauty.”

I

The Coi.LARED Toucax. ( Jlamphantns

I

torr/iuitiui.') Total length eighteen inches;
I of the bill seven ; upi>cr mandible whitish ;

j

lower, block : general colour of the plumage
black, with the back of the neck crossed by
a red collar or bar : fore part of the neck
whitish, spotted with red. and streaked with
block : belly green ; vent feathers red ; thighs
purple, and legs greenish. This bird is a
native of those parts of Mexico which border
on the sea, and is supposed to feed on fish.

Illiger separated from Itamphastos, under
the name of Pteroglossus, those species wliich

have the beak not so thick ns the head, and
are of inferior size, the tail being graduated.

TOURACO. CCorythaix.) A genus of
birds allied to the Scansores. They are

natives of Africa. Their generic character
may be thus stated : — Rill short, rather
small, high, and greatly compressed : the
frontal feathers lying upon and conceal-
ing the nostrils : culmen high, curved to the
tip : lower mandible narrow, both mandibles
being distinctly notched at the tip and finely
serrated : w'lngs short, and rounded : tail

long, broad, and rounded : feet short and
strong : claws short, thick, and much com-

TOOBSOO. — (OOBVTHATX PERSA.)

pressed. The prevailing colour of these
j

elegant birds is green, vaned in some species
;

with purple on the wings and tail. They
are natives of Africa, where they perch on
the highest branches of the forest trees ; and
feed principally on soft fruits. The most
delicate species is thought to be Corythaix
crythrolophus of Swainson : its crest is red,
erect, and compressed ; sides of the head,
cars and chin, and patch round the eye
(.which is large, red, and brilliant) white

;

general i)lumage green, inclining to bluish
on the body and belly

;
quills rich purple

violet ; tail rounded ; bill yellow ; feet gray-
ish black. When the bird is excited or in
action, the crest is elevated in a compressed
subconical shape ; and when thus erected it

gives the head a hclmetcd air.

TOXODON. The name given to an ex-
tinct genus of gigantic mammiferous ani-
mals, discovered by Mr. Darwin during his
sojourn in Banda (Jricntal, and thus named
by Professor Owen, whose notice of this in-
teresting discovery appears in the ‘ Proceed-
ings of the Geological Society of London,' in
18;J7. The following clear and concise ac-
count, which wo extract from Mr. Darwin's
.loiimal, will give the reader a good idea of
this wonderful genus of extinct animals.
“ Having heard of some giant's bones at a
neighbouring farm-house on the Sarandls,
a small stream entering the Kio Negro, I
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rode there accompanied by my host, and
purchased for the value of eighteen pence,
the head of an animal equalling in size that
of the Hippopotamus. Mr. Owen, in a paper
read before tlie Geological Society, has called
this very extraordinary animal, Toxodon,
from the curvature of its teeth. The fol-
lowing notice is taken from the proceedings
of that society : Mr. Owen says, judging from
the portion of the skeleton preserved, the
Toxodon, as far as dental characters have
weight, must be referred to the Eodent order.
But from that order it deviates in the re-
lative position of its supernumerary incisors,

in the number and direction of the curvature
of its molars, and in some other respects. It
again deviates, in several parts of its structure
which Mr. Owen enumerated, both from the
Hoclentia and the existing Pachydermata,
and it manifests an affinity to the Dinothe-
rium and the Cetaceous order. Mr. Owen,
however, observed, that ‘ the development
of the nasal cavity and the presence of frontal
sinuses, renders it extremely Improbable that
the habits of the Toxodon were so exclusively
aquatic as would result from the total ab-
sence of hinder extremities ; and concludes,
therefore, that it was a quadruped, and not
a Cetacean ; and that it manifested an ad-
ditional step in tlie gradation of mammi-
ferous forms leading from the Rodentia,
through the Pachydermata to the Cetacea;
a gradation of which the Water-hog of South
America {Hydrochcarus capybara) already
indicates the commencement amongst exist-

ing Rodentia, of which order it is interesting
to observe this species is the largest, while
at the same time it is peculiar to the con-
tinent in which the remains of the gigantic
Toxodon were discovered.’

“ The people at the farm-house told me
that the remains were exposed, by a flood
having washed down part of a bank of earth.
Wlien found, the head was quite perfect

j
but

tbe boys knocked the teeth out with stones,

and then set up the head as a mark to throw
at. By a most fortunate chance, I found a
perfect tooth, which exactly fits one of the
sockets in this skull, embedded by itself on
the banks of the Kio Tercero, at the distance
of about 180 miles from this place. Near
the Toxodon I found the fragments of the
head of an animal, rather larger than the
horse, which has some points of resemblance
with the Toxodon, and others perhaps with
the Edentata. The head of this animal, as

well as that of the Toxodon, and especially

the former, appear so fresh, that it is difficult

to believe they have lain buried for ages
under ground. The bone contains so much
animal matter, tliat when heated in the
flame of a spirit-lamp, it not only exhales a
very strong animal odour, but likewise birms
with a slight flame.

“ At the distance of a few leagues I visited

a place where the remains of another great
animal, associated with large pieces of arma-
dillo-like covering, had been found. Similar
pieces were likewise lying in the bed of the

stream, close to the spot where the skeleton
of the Toxodon had been exposed. These
portions arc dissimilar from those mentioned
at Bahia Blanca. It is a most interesting

iSatural W^tav}}

;

fact thus to discover that more than one gi-
gantic animal in former ages was protected
by a coat of mail, very similar to the kind
now found on the numerous species of arma-
dillo, and exclusively confined to that South
American genus I may here just mention
that I saw in the possession of a clergyman
near Monte Video, the terminal portion of
a tail, which precisely resembled, but on a
gigantic scale, that of the common arma-
dillo. The fragment was 17 inches long,

11 J in circumference at the upper end, and
81 at the extreme point. As we do not know
what proportion the tail bore to the body of
the animal, we cannot compare it with
that of any living species. But at the
same time we may conjecture that, in all

probability, this extinct monster was from
six to ten feet long.”

TOXOTES, or ARCHER-FISH. A
genus of Acanthopterygious fishes, belong-
ing to Cuvier’s sixth family of Squamipennes,
distinguished from its congeners by the
body being short and compressed, the dorsal
fin situate far back, the snout short, the

TOXOTES JA.oai.ATOR

lower jaw projecting beyond the upper ; the ^

mouth is crowded with small teeth, and the
|

opercula are finely toothed. The species ob-
tains its name from projecting drops of water
at insects three or four feet above the surface

|

of the water, which it seldom fails in bringing '

down.

TRACHEEIDES. A family of Coleop-
terous insects, obtaining this name from
having the head, which is triangular or
heart-shaped, carried on a kind of neck,
which separates it from the thorax. The
body is soft, and the elytra arc flexible. Tlie
majority of this group live in the perfect
state upon different vegetables, devouring
the leaves, or sucking the juices of the flowers.
Many of them, when seized, depress the head
and contract the feet, ns if they were dead.
Their colours are often very brilliant. We
refer for an example of them to the Caii-
tharis vcsicatoria, commonly known as the
Blistering-fly ; an insect of a shining green
metallic hue, mostly abundant in Spain.

TRAP-DOOR SPIDER. The name ap-
plied to Spiders of the genera Ctenizn and
Aclinopus, separated by modern authors
from the genus Jfygak of Wnlckcnacr, and
remarkable for forming in the ground n long
cvlindrical tube, protected at the top by a
circular door, which is connected to the tiihe

by a hinge. Mr. Westwood remarks :—“Of
nil the habitations constructed by annuloso
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animals for their own abodes, those cylin-
drical retreats lined with silk and fitted to
the size of the creature’s body, are amongst
the most ingenious. These are of two kinds :

1st, those which are movable, the creature
generally weaving various extraneous mate-
rials into the texture of the web, and often
with the greatest regularity (amongst which
I may particularly mention the nests made
by the caddice-worms and the caterpillars
of various Lepidoptera) ; and 2ndly, those
which arc fixed, being formed either in wood
or the earth. Instanees of the latter are
afforded by various species of wild bees and
wasps, but they are of a comparatively rude
construction compared with the cells of the
Trap-door Spider. The interest excited by
the accounts of these Spiders has been kept
alive since the middle of the last century,
when M. Sauvages published Ills account of

j

an “ raignee maconne (.Jlygale ccementaria)
I in the Memoirs de I’Academie des Sciences,
' for IT.'JS." The writer then gives several

:
instances of specimens having been described

j

and published in various scientific works
since that date ; and proceeds to quote the
description of one first given in Brown’s

: History of Jamaica. “ Tarantula 2. The
black Tarantula (Cteniza nidulam'). The
valves of the neat arc so well contrived, and
so strongly connected, that whenever they
are forced open, the native elasticity of the
ligaments that fix them restore them irame-

.
diately to their usual position. It is most
frequent in the loose roeky soils, and
nestles under ground.” Mr. W. adds, by

,
way of a note, “ Brown’s figure represents

,
the regular trap -door partly opened, having

I

a larger and looser flap attached to its base
;
at the hin^e above, and falling backwards ;

j

and a specimen of the nest in the Linmean
I Society’s collection is furnished with a short
I lax membranous appendage on the outside
of the trap-door immediately behind the
hinge.”
Another ^cies (Mygale lonica') is de-

scribed by Sydney Smith Saunders, Esq.,
who noticed a number of nests during a short
excursion to Zante. These nests were found

I

close round the roots of the olive-trees in a

j

somewhat elevated situation, and were ge-

I

nerally oliserved two or three together about
the same tree : the soil a sort of sandy clay,

I

of a light ochraccous colour. “ The upper
portion of the nests was slightly raised above
the surface of the ground ; but this may

;

have arisen from the waslilng away of the

I

surrounding earth during the heavy au-
' tumnal rains, the more especially as from
I the coating of moss which showed itself in
many cases ujion the upper surface of the
ojicrculum, they could not have been of very
recent construction. The form and struc-
ture of the opcrcula were also peculiar, all

of them being more or less provided with an
elevation of the posterior margin directly
alKrve the hinge, to the extent in some in-
stances of one- third of the diameter of the
lid. The object of this projection could not
lie mistaken, for, acting as a lever, the
slightest pressure iijMin it would suffice to

raise the operculum, and offord the readiest

ingress. Tliis elevation appears to be pro-

duced by a gradual lengthening in the di-
rection of the hinge of the respective layers
of which the lid is composed. * * * The in-
terior lining of the tube of M. lonica appears,
from all the nests which I have seen, to be of
a less perfect consistency than that of M. fo-
diens, and divested of that circumference of
macerated earth, or exterior ivall, of a more
solid consistency than the surrounding mass,
which in those of the last-mentioned species
give strength to the work, and facilitate the
separation of the tubes from the mass in
which they are imbedded. In attempting
such separation, the tubes of the Zante
Mygalc invariably broke asunder, although
this effect may be in some measure attri-

buted to the excessive dryness of the earth
at the time of excavation. The length of
these tubes was about four and five inches.”
AVe now return to Mr. Westwood’s obser-

vations on the species of Trap-door Spiders,
to notice one which he names Actinopus
cedificatorius. “ This Spider is of a pitchy
black colour, and (with the exception of the
abdomen) very shining and polished

; the
abdomen (which is considerably larger than
the cephalo-thorox and greatly elevated and
gibbose) is obscure, very finely sericeous, and
of an uniform dull brown black colour : the
legs are clothed with hair and fine bristles
of various lengths, and the various joints
are connected together by a very pale
whitish membrane, which gives them the
appearance of being annulated ; these limbs
are nearly of equal size, but variable in
thickness ; the palpi are also of considerable
length, and have all the appearance of a
pair of feet, at least in the female, which is

the only sex I have seen either of this or the
Jamaica species. This species is a native of
North Africa, where it was discovered by
Mr. Drummond Hay. The nests are about
four inches deep, slightly curved within, and
three-quarters of an inch in diameter

; the
valve at the mouth not being circular, but
rather of an oval form, one side, where the
hinge is placed, being straighter than the
other. The valve is formed of a number of
layers of coarse silk, in the upper layers of
which are imbedded particles of the earth,
so as to give the cover the exact appearance
of the surrounding soil, the several succes-
sive layers causing it, when more closely
inspected, to resemble a small flattened

I

oyster-shell. The mouth of the nest is

shelved off at the edge, so that the valve,
which is also shelved off at the edge, falls
into and upon the orifice, and shuts it far
more completely than if the edges of the
valve had been cut straight. 'The inner
lining of the nest and of the valve is pure
white.

TREE-FROG. [See IIvla.]

TR E P A N O. (I/olothnria cdulis.) A
marine Radiated animal, belonging to the
genus Ilolothurta; sometimes called the Sea
Cucumber, which is said to be so nbundaut
in certain parts of the Australian coasts,
that by diving for tbcin, in from three to
eight fathoms water, a man will bring up

;

eight or ten at a time. The inode of pre-
j

serving it is this : the animal is split down

3 o 2



one side, boiled, and pressed with a wciglit
of stones : tlien stretclied open by slips of
bamboo, dried iit the sun, and afterwards
in smoke, wlien it is fit to be put away in
bags, but re(xuires frequent exposure to the
sun. [See Holotiiuiua.]

TRERON. A genus ofPigeons with thiek-
ish bills, to which by some writers tire Dodo
is considered to have been nearly allied.

TRICHECHUS. [See Walrus.]

TRICHOGLOSSUS. A genus ofthe Parrot
family.

TRICHOGLOSSUS StVAINSONlI, or SWAIN-
sor’s Lorikeet. This bird, whose habitat
is the south-eastern portion ofthe Australian
continent, is thus described in Mr. Gould’s
splendid work :—Head, sides of the face and
throat blue, witli a lighter stripe dowm the
centre of each feather

;
across the occiput a

narrow band of greenish yellow ; all the
upper surface green, blotched at the base of
the neck with scarlet and yellow

; wings
dark green on their outer webs ; their inner
webs black, crossed by a broad oblique band
of bright yellow

;
toll green above, passing

into blue on tlie tips of the two central
feathers

;
under surface of the tail greenish

yellow i chest crossed by a broad band, the
centre of which is rich scarlet, with a few
featliers fringed with deep bine, and the
sides being rich orange-yellow margined with
scarlet ; under surface of the shoulder and
sides of the chest deep blood-red ; abdomen
rich deep blue, blotched on each side with
scarlet and yellow ; under tail-coverts rich
yellow, with an oblong patcli of green at
the extremity of each feather ; bill blood-red,
with the extreme tip yellow ; nostrils and
bare space round the eye brownish black ;

irides reddish orange, with a narrow ring
of dark brown near the pupil ; feet olive.

The flowers of the various species of Euca-
lypti furnisli tills bird with an abundant
supply of food j

and as those trees which are
covered with newly expanded blossoms af-
ford the greatest quantity of nectarine juice
and pollen, to them tliey chiefly resort for
tlieir subsistence. Three or four species, in-
deed, are often seen on the same tree, and
often simultaneously attacking the pendent
blossoms of the same branch.

TRICHODOK. {Trichodon Slclleri.') Tlie
only species belonging to the genus Tricho-
don (whicli stands' among the Thoracic Ter-
cidccB in Cuvier’s system) Inliabits tlie

most northern part of the Pacific, being
found botli on the American and Kamts-
cliatdale coasts, and abounding particularly
at Unalaschka. It buries itself in the sands
at low water, and is dug up by the natives

with tlicir liands. “ Tlie females dciiosit

tlieir rocs in holes in the sand, where the

males fecundate them, and it would appear
that the parents look after tlieir oft’spring,

as they arc often dug up in the same pits

with their little ones.’’

TRICIIOPTERA. The name of an order
of insects specially founded by Kirby for

the case-worm flics
i
which are characterized

by four hairy membranous wings, bearing

considerable resemblance in their nemires
to the Leiiidoptera ,• the under ones folding
longitudinally. [See Purvqaxea.]

TRIDACNA, or CLAMS. A genus of
Concliiferous Mollusca, some of the species of
which are of gigantic size, and all are more
or less beautiful, of a delicate white colour
tinged with buff. They are equivalve, ra-
diately ribbed, the ribs adonied with vaulted
foliations, waved at the margins, with a
large anterior hiatus close to the umbones,
for the passage of a large byssus, by which
the animal fixes itself on marine substances,
rocks, and with the most extraordinary
tenacity ; hinge with a ligament partly ex-
ternal

; two laminar teeth in one val”e, one
in the other. The shells of some of the
Tridacna yigas weigh 5001bs., and are used
in some Catholic countries as receptacles for
the holy water used in churches. The ani-
mal is correspondingly large.

TRIGLA. A genus of fishes belonging
to the second family of Acanihopterygii,
which in Cuvier’s system comprehends a
number of fishes of which the appearance of
the head is singular, being variously mailed.

OOBNARD.—(TBIOLA.)

or defended by spines or scaly plates of hard
matter ; but they have many characters
in common with the Percidic. Their princi-
pal distinction consists in the suborbital
bone being more or less extended over the
cheek and articulated with the operculum.
Our figure represents one of the principal
genera, the Gurnards, so called from the
sounds which they utter with their gill-lids
when taken out of the water. They have
an immense sulxjrbital plate, to which the
operculum or gill-lid is articulated by an
immovable suture, so os to be incapable of
separate motion. They have the head ver-
tical in the sides, hard and rough bones, two
distinct dorsals, three free rays under the
pectorals, twelve caica, and an air-bladder of
two lobes. Their iicctorala arc very large,

but not suflicicntly so for raising them out
of the water, like those of the Elying-fishes.
There are many species found in the tem-
perate seas. [See Gurxaud.]

TRIGORIA. A genus of Conchiferous
Jlollusea, of which there is only one species
recent, which is found in the deep seas of
New Holland ; but many fossil. The ani-
mal is characterized os having the mantle
open along its length : no iiosterior tul>e8 ;

foot powerful and trenchant. The shell is

equivalve, inequilateral, trausvcrscl3' fur-
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roweil, denticulated on the inner margin,
rounded anterioriy, truncated posteriorly ;

hinge with four oblong, compressed, di-
verging teeth in one valve, receiving between
their grooved sides two similar teeth in the
other j in each valve two muscular impres-

1 sions. The inside is of a brilliant pearly
texture, tinged with purple or golden brown.
The Trigonia pectinata was formerly so very
rare, that even an old worn-out valve would
fetch a high price. The fossil species are

' numerous, and occur in the upper aud lower
' oolites, the lias, and in the beds of green
I sand.

1
TRIGONOCEFHAI.TJS. Agenusofpoi-

i sonous serpents, characterized by having the
I
tail terminated by a horny conical process
or spnr. They are closely allied to the Rat-
tlesnakes.

TRILOBITES. These Crustacea, which,
‘ as Cuvier tells us, appear to have been an-
,
nihilated during the ancient revolutions of

' our planet, are defined in that most scientific

I
work of 0r. Burmeister's, devoted to their

: history, were a peculiar family of Crustacea

;
nearly allied to the existing I’hyUopoda, ap-

I

proaching this family most nearly in the ge-
,
nus Branchipus, and forming a link connect-

I ing the /’AyWc^iodo with the f'eci/opodfa. We
need not add that they arc only found in a
fossil state, and that our figure, which repre-
sents the Asaphus caudatiis, a very typical
form of the family, will give a general idea
of the appearance of this group of animals.

ASAPHUS OAUOaICS,

Our countryman, Edward Ehwyd, curator
of the Ashmolcan Museum, Oxford, con-
siderably more tlian a century ago, was tlie

I

first author who wrote on them. Dr. Bur-
;

mcister, whose work was translated and
;

published by the Ray Society in 1840, be-
! lieves, from a comparison of their slructure

I

with recent analogues, that these animals
;
moved only by swimming, and remained

; close beneath the surface of the water j they
:
swam in an inverted position, the belly up-
wards, and maileuse oftheir power of rolling

' tliemsclvcs into a ball as a defence against
' attacks from above. Their food was the
'

smaller water-animals. Their habitat was
nut the open sea, but the vicinity of coasts
in shallow water, where they lived grega-
riously in vast niimlicrs. I)r. Burmcistcr
believes that the numbers of species could
never have l>ecn very great, and thinks that
some geologists, by judging of size and such
oharocters, have multiplied the species too
much.

TBI.MERA. The first section of the order
noMOl’TEKA, which corresiKinds with the
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Einnsean genus Cicada, and comprises the
most numerous portion of the order, con-
sisting of the largest and most beautiful of
the species. They are generally saltatorial,

but the hind legs are never disproportionably
incrassated : they have ordinarily three
joints in the torsi, and very small antennic :

the wings are varied in their consistence in
different species, but the upper pair never
exhibit two different textures, so remarkable
in the Heteroptera.

TRINGA. A genus of Grallatorial birds,

having the bill generally not longer than
the head, with its tip depressed, and the
nasal groove very long. Their toes have no
web at the base, and the back toe scarcely

reaches the ground. Their legs are shortish,

and in general the birds are of small size.

In this genus is the Sandpiper iTringa ca-
nutiui), and the Purple Sandpiper (Tringa
maritinia.) The Ruffs are closely allied to

them. [See Ruff and Sandpiper.]

TRITON. A genus of Mollusca, found in
the Mediterranean, Indian, and South Seas.
The animal has two long tentacula furnished
with eyes ; foot round, and generally short.
The shell is oblong, ribbed or tuberculated,
with continuous varices placed alternately
on each whorl : spire prominent ; right lip

often wrinkled, and left occasionally thick-
ened, generally denticulated within ; epi-
dermis rough i operculum homy. By some
uncivilized nations inhabiting the countries
near which it abounds, this shell, often from
one to two feet long, is used as a military
horn : the apex having a hole bored in it,

notes can be produced by blowing through
the aperture, and thus it becomes a rude
instrument of music.

TROCnrLID.®. A family of extremely
diminutive Tcnuirostrnl birds, celebrated
alike for the brilliant lustre of their plumage
and the rapidity of their flight. They h§H'e
a long slender beak, and a tongue split, al-

most to its base, into two filaments, which,
being capable of protrusion upon the same
principle os that of the Woodpeckers, they
are said to employ it in sucking up the nectar
of flowers : they, however, also feed on in-
sects. They have very small feet, a great
tail, and excessively elongated and narrow
wings ; balancing themselves in the air by
a rapid motion of the latter, now hovering
and humming round flowering shrubs and
plants, and now darting tlirougli the air with
almost incredible swiftness. They fight des-
perately with each other, and defend their
nests with courage. Two ofthe same species
can rarely suck flowers from the same bush
without a rencontre : this is abundantly
confirmed by Mr. Gossc, when describing the
species Trochilus mango. “ In the garden
were two trees, of the kind called the alalay
ajiplc {Eugenia Malacccmis), one of which
was but a yard or two from my window.
The genial influence of the spring rains had
covered them with a profusion of beautiful
blossoms, each consisting of a multitude of
crimson stamens, with very minute petals,
like bunches of crimson tassels ; but the
leaf-buds were hut just begiiming to oiien.
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A Maxoo Humming-Bihd had, everyday,
and all day long, been paying his devoirs to
these charming blossoms. On the morning
to which I allude, another came, and the
mancEuvres of these two tiny creatures be-
came highly interesting. They chased each
other tlirough the labyrinth of twigs and
flowers, till, an opportunity occurring, the
one would dart with seeming fury upon the
other, and then, with a loud rustling of their
wings, they would twirl together, round and
round, until they nearly came to the earth.
It was some time before I could see, with
any distinctness, what took place in these
tussles ; their twirlings were so rapid as to
baffle all discrimination. At length an en-
counter took place pretty close to me, and I
perceived that the beak of the one grasped
the beak of the other, and thus fastened,
both whirled round and round in their per-
pendicular descent, the point ofcontact being
the centre of the gyrations, till, when another
second would have brought them both on
the ground, they separated, and the one
chased the other for about a hundred yards,
and then returned in triumph to the tree,
where, perched on a lofty twig, he chirped
monotonously and pertinaciously for some
time;— I eould not help thinking, in de-
fiance. In a few minutes, however, the ba-
nished one returned, and began cliirping no
lees provokingly, which soon brought on
another chase and other tussle. I am per-
suaded that these were hostile encounters,
for one seemed evidently afraid of the other,
fleeing when the other pursued, though his
indomitable spirit would prompt the chirp
of defiance ; and, when resting after a battle,

I noticed that this one held his beak open
ns if panting. Sometimes they would sus-
pend hostilities to suck a few blossoms, but
mutual proximity was sure to bring them
on again, with the same result. In their
tortuous and rapid evolutions, the light from
tlteir ruby necks would now and then flash
in the sun with gem-like radiance ; and as
they now and then hovered motionless, the
broadly-expanded tail, whose outer featliers

are crimson-purple, but when intercepting
the sun’s rays transmit orange-coloured
light, added much to their beauty. A little

Banana Quit, that was peeping among tlie

blossoms in his oVvn quiet way, seemed now
and then to look with surprise on the com-
batants

;
but when the one had driven his

rival to a longer distance than usual, the
victor set upon the unollcnding Quit, who
soon yielded the point, and retired, humbly
enough, to a neighbouring tree. The war,
for it was a thorough campaign, a regular
succession of battles, lasted fully an hour,
and then I was called away from the post
of observation. Both of the Humming-birds
appeared to be adult males.”
In an earlier part of the same article, our

author observes that the interior of flowers

is almost always inhabited by very small
insects, and that he believes it is principally

to pick out these that the Humming-birds
probe the tubular nectaries ofblossoms. That
they also pursue flics on the wing seems,
however, no less ccrlain; for he has often
seen the lilango, just before night-fall, flut-

iaatural
;

tering round the top of a tree on wliich were
;

no blossoms, and from the manner in which
J

it turned hither and thither, while hovering
;

in a perpendicular position, it was manifest
|

that it was catching minute insects. This
!

species (he says) when flying often flirts and
flutters the tail in a peculiar manner, throw-

,

ing it in as he hangs perpendicularly in mid
air, when the appearance of the broad lus-
trous feathers, expanded like a fan, is par-

]

ticularly beautiful. The length ofthe Mango
I

Humming-bird is rather more than five
|

inches ; and in e?iianse it somewhat exceeds i

seven inches.

TheVEBVAix HcMsnxG-Bmn. (VeJlisuga
humilis). The male of this species is about i

two inches and a half in length, its wings ;

expanded being three and a half. The whole
upper parts of the plumage metallic- green ;

wings purplish black, tall deep black ; cliin
I

and throat, white speckled with black ; breast 1

white
; sides metallic green ; belly whitish, •

each feather tipped with green ; under tail-
;

coverts white, faintly tipped with green.
|

The female is rather less than the male
; j

and of a yellower green above, which de- i

scends half way down upon the tail : whole
under parts pure white, unspotted, and un-

|

tinged with green ; tail-feathers, except the
uropygials, tipped with white. Irides, beak,

!

and feet black. I

“ The West Indian Vervain (Stachytar- !

pheta)" as Mr. Gosse informs us,” is bne of I

the most common weeds in neglected pas-
|

tures, shooting up everywhere its slender ;

columns, set around with blue flowers, to
the height of a foot. About these our littl^

Humming-bird is abundant during the sum-
mer months, probing the azure blossoms a
few Inches from the ground. It visits the
spikes in succession, flitting from one to

another, exactly in the manner of the honey-
bee, and with the same business-like in-

dustry and application. In the winter, the
abundance of other flowers and the paucity
of vervain-blossoms, induce its attention to

the hedgerows and woods. I have some-
times w-atched, with much delight, the evo-
lutions of this little species at the moringa
tree. VTien only one is present, he pursues
the round of the blossoms solierly enough,
sucking as he goes, and now .and anon sitting

quietly on a twig. But if two are about the
tree, one will fly off, and, suspending himself
in the air a few vards distant, the other pre-

sently shoots off to him, and then, without
touching each other, they mount upward
with a strong rushing of wings, jierhaps for

five hundred feet. Then they separate, and
each shoots diagonally towards the ground,
like a ball from a rifle, and wheeling round,
comes up to the blossoms again, and sucks,

and sucks, os if it had not moved away at

all. Frequently one alone will mount in

this manner, or' dart on invisible win^ dia-

gonally upward, looking exactly like a

humble-bee. Indeed, the figure ofthe smaller

Humming-birds on the wing, their rapidity,

their arrowy course, and their whole manner
of flight, arc entirely those of an insect ;

and one who has watched the flight of a

large beetle or bee, will have a very good

!



idea of the form of one of tlicse tropic gemsi
painted against the sky. I have observed
all our three species at one time engaged in

sucking the blossoms of theraoringa at Con-
tent ; and have noticed that whereas Poly t-

mus and Mango expand and depress the tail,

when hovering before flowers, Humilis, on
the contrary, for the most part erects the
tail, but not invariably. The present is the
onlv Humming-bird that I am acquainted
with, that has a real song. Soon after sun-
rise in the spruig months, it is fond of sitting

on the topmost twig ofsome mango or orange
tree, where it warbles, in a very weak but
very sweet tone, a continuous melody, for

ten minutes at a time : it has little variety.

The others have only a pertinacious chirp-
ing.”

“ One day in June,” observes Mr. Gosse,
while speaking of tlxeir mode of nidifleation

in the zig-zag terraces cut in the mountain
roads of Jamaica, “ I found two nests at-

taclied to twigs of bamboo, and one just 1

commenced. Two parallel twigs were con- I

nected together by spiders’ webs, profusely
'

but irrcgularlj- stretched across, and these

held a layer of silk-cotton, which just filled
' up the space (about an inch square) between
them. Tills was the base. Tlic others were

1

complete cups of silk-cotton exceedingly
compact and neat, ornamented outside with
bits of gray lichen, stuck about. Usually
the nest is placed on a point of a bamboo
branch, and the diverging twigs are em-
braced by the base. The nest is aliout the
size of half a walnut-shell, if divided not
lengthwise, but transversely. To see the
bird sitting in this tiny structure is amusing.
The heart and tail are both excluded, the I

latter erect like a wren’s : and the bright
;

eyes glance in every direction. One of these!
i container! two eggs, tlie other a single young
;

one nearly fledged.” * • » “ Several times

I

I have enclosed a nest of eggs in a gauzed

I

cage, with the dam, taken in the act of sit-

ting ;
but in no case did she survive twenty- ^

four hours’ confinement, or take the slightest

notice of her nest. When engagetl in the
attempt to domesticate a colony of Polytniis,
an opportunity offered to add this minute
species to my aviary. For at that time two

|

large tamarind-trees very near the house
were in full blossom, and round them the
Vervain Humming-bird was swarming.

|

They flocked together like bees, nntl the air
rcsotinderl ndtli their liumming, as if in the
neighbourhoorl ofahive. We caught several
of them with the nct,butcoulrl make nothing
of them; they were indomitably timid. When
turnerl Into the room, they shot away into

;

the loftiest angle of the ceiling, and there
hovered motionless, or sometimes slowly
turning os if on a pivot, their wings all the
time vibrating with such extraordinary ve-
locity ns to lx: vi.-lblc only ns a semicircular
film on each side.” « " The spirit of
curiosity is manifested by this little bird ns

well as bp- the larger siiecics. When struck
at, it will return in a moment, and |>ccp into

the net, or hover just in front of one's face.

The stories told of II umming-lnrds attacking
men, and striking at the eye' with their
needle-llkc bills, originated, 1 have no doubt,

in the exaggeration of fear misinterpreting
this innocent curiosity.”

TROGON. iCurucui.') A genus of Scan-
sorial birds, mostly inhabitants of South
America. They differ so much in the various

stages of growth, that it has caused consider-

able confusion of species ; but as they all

agree in their general habits of life, the de-
scription of one will suflico;— Trooon Cu-
itncui. This bird is ten inches and a half in

length : beak pale yellow, the under man-
dible armed with stiff black bristles ; head,
neck, back, rump, and upper tail-coverts

shining green, with a blue gloss in certain
lights ;

wing-coverts bluish-gray, marked
with many undulating black lines ;

quills

black, with part of the shafts white ; the
breast, belly, sides, and under tail-coverts of
a beautiful red ; thighs dusky ; upper surface
of the tail green, except the three outer
feathers, which are blackish, and crossed
with narrow transverse lines of gray ; tail

wedge-shaped ; legs brown. It is a very
solitary bird, being found only in the thickest
forests ; and in the pairing time the male has
a very melancholy note (by which his haunts
are discovered), which is never uttered at any
other time than while the female is sitting,

for as soon as the young make their appear-
ance he becomes again perfectly mute. They
begin to pair in April, and build in the hole
of a rotten tree, laying three or four white
eggs, about the size of a pigeon’s, on the de-
cayed dust, or if there be no dust, tliey bruise

the sound wood into powder by means of
their strong bill. The young when first

hatched are quite destitute of feathers ; the
head disproportionately large, and the legs

very long: the old birds feed them with small
worms, caterpillars, and insects ;

and when
able to shift for themselves, desert them and
return to their solitary haunts till August or
September ; when they arc again instinc-
tively prompted to produce another brood.
To this genus belongs the gorgeous long-
tailed Trogon or Quezal, the feathers of
whicli were allowed to be worn only by
Mexicans of the highest rank in former
times.
Mr. Edwards thus speaks of those he saw

while pursuing ills voyage up the Amazon.
“ There were half a dozen varieties, differing
in size— from the 7'. viridis, a small species
whose body was scarcely larger than many
of our sparrows, to the (Jurucua grande (Ca-
lurui a«riccps), twice the size of a jay. All
have long spreading tails, and their dense
plumage makes them appear of greater size

tliaii the reality. They are solitary birds

;

and early In the morning, or late in the after-
noon, may be observed sitting, singly or in
pairs, some species upon the tallest trees, and
others but a few feet above the ground, with
tails outspread and drooping, watching for
passing insects. Their appetites appeased,
they spend the remainder of the day in the
shade, uttering at intervals a mournful note,
well imitated by their common name, curu-

g
iirt. This would betray them to the hunter,
lit they arc great ventriloquists, and it is

,
often Impossible to discover them, although

I

they are directly above one's head. The
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species vary in colouring as In size, but the
backs of all are of a lustrous green or blue,
and bellies of red, or pink, or yellow. The
cm'ucua grande is occasionally seen at Barra;
but, frecxuenting the tallest forests, it is
exceedingljr difficult to be obtained. We
offered a high price for a specimen, and em-
ptied half the garrison for this single bird
wifliout success. They reported that they
every day saw them, and frequently shot at
them

; but that they never would come
doiim. Their feathers were so loose, that, in

j

falling when shot, they almost Invariably
lost many ; and thus, together with the ten-
derness of their skins, made them the most
difficult of birds to preserve.”

TROOPIAB. iCassicus : Icterus ; Xanthor-
nus.) A name applied to one or more genera
of Passerine birds, in wliich the beak is

large, conical, thick at the base, and very
sharp at the point. Their manners some-
what approach the Starlings : they fre-
quently construct their nests close together,
and feed on Insects and grain ; and when in
numerous flocks they commit great ravages
in cultivated districts, especially in maize
plantations. In his voyage up the river
Amazon, in 1846, Mr. Edwards was much
struck with their nests, and from his lately
publislied narrative we make the following
extract:—“The most singular nests, and
most worthy of description, were those of
tlie Troopials (Cassicus icteronotus, Swain.),
a large black bird, much marked with yel-
low, and ftequently seen in cages. Their
native name is Japim. They build in colo-
nies pensile nests of grass, nearly two feet in
length, having an opening for entrance near
the top. Upon one tree standing in the
middle of the lake, not more than ten feet
high, and the thickness of a man’s arm, were
forty-five nests of these birds, built one upon
another, often one depending from another,
and completely concealing all the tree-top
except a few outermost leaves ; at a distance
the whole resembled a huge basket. Part
of these nests belonged to the Ked-rumped
Troopial (C. heemerrrhous') ; and a singular
variety ofOriole, the Ruff-necked ofLatham,
called Araona or Rice-bird, after the fashion
of our cow-bird, deposits its eggs in the
Troopials’ nests, leaving the young to the
care of their foster-mothers. Usually Troo-
pials build nearer houses, and are always
welcome, being friendly sociable birds, ever
ready to repay man’s protection by a song.
Often in such situations largo trees are seen
with hundreds of these nests dependent from
the limbs and swaying in the wind. A
colony which had settled upon a tall palm
near the mill was one night entirely robbed
of eggs by a lizard. Snakes are sometimes
the depredators, and, between all their ene-
mies, the poor birds of every species arc
robbed repeatedly. Probably owing to this

cause it is very unusual to find more than
two eggs in one nest. The Red-rumped
Troojnals shot in this place were of dift'erent

sizes, some being several inches longer than
others, although all were in mature plumage.
Their nests were perhaps larger than those
of the Japims, but differed in no other respect.

The eggs were white, spotted with brown,
and particularly on the larger end. The
Japim’s eggs were cream-coloured, and simi-
larly spotted ; and the eggs of the ruff-
necked orioles were large m proportion to
the size of the bird, bluish in colour, and
much spotted, and lined with dark brotvn.”

TROPIC-BIRD. iPhcuIlon.) A genus of
Palmipede birds, distinguished by two long
slender tail-feathers, and well knowm to
navigators as the harbingers of the tropics.
They are characterized by extraordinary
length of wing and feeble feet ; they are ac-
cordingly well formed for flight, and disport
in the air far at sea: when on land, to wffich
they seldom resort for any length of time
together, except at the period of nidification,
they are seen perching on rocks and trees.
Two species only are known : PhcUitoit cethe-
reus and PhaMton phamicurus.

The Common Titoric-BiRD (.Phaeton ceOie-
reus) is about the size of a Partridge, and
has very long wings : the bill is red, with an
angle under the lower mandible, like those
of the Gull kind, of which it is a species : the
eyes are surrounded with black, which ends
in a point towards the back of the head :

three or four of the larger quill-feathers to-
wards their ends are black tipped with white :

all the rest of the bird is white, except the
back, which is variegated with cnrv'ed lines
of black : the legs and ffeet are of a vermiUion
red : the toes are webbed : the tail consists
of two long straight narrow feathers almost
of equal breadth from their quills to their
points. These birds are rarely seen but be-
tween the tropics, at the remotest distance
from land. Their name seems to imply the
limit of their abode ; and, indeed they are
seldom seen but a few degrees north or south
of either tropic.

Nothing, says Lesson, who had good oppor-
tunities of observing both species of the
Tropic-bird, con be more graceful than their
flight. They glide along, most frequently

|

without any motion of the wing, on the sus-
taining air, but at times this smooth pro-
gression is interrupted by sudden jerks.
When they perceive a ship, tliey never fail

to sail round it, os if to reconnoitre. They
ordinarily return every evening to the land,
to roost in the midst of the rocks where they
place tlieir nests. Their food appears to
consist entirely of fish. The long feathers of
the tail are employed by the natives of the

i

greater part of the South Sea Islands ns or-
naments of dress.

TROPIDORUYNCnUS. [See Friae-
BIRD.]

j

TROUT. (Salmofario.) The common
|

name of Trout is given to several species of
|

the genus Salmo. The one we are about to

describe in this place is the well-known
River Trout,a valuable fish,which frequents
most of the rivers and lakes of Great Britain,

affording much diversion to the angler, and,
from its vigilance and caution, combined with
its boldness and activity, requiring all his

patience and no little skill. 'The colours of
the Trout, and its spots, vary greatly in dif-

ferent waters, and in diflerent seasons ; it

. -- . - . -J

j

1
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being remarked that those that inhabit clear,

swift, and shallow streams, and live mostly
on insect food, have the most brilliant red
spots on the sides, and their flesh is of the
finest quality ; whilst those which are

obliged to live eJiiefly on aquatic vegetables

are dull in colour, and their flesh is less deli-

TaOPT.—faiI.MO FAUIO.)

cate. The Common River Trout is gene-
: rally from twelve to fifteen inches long, and
from three quarters to a pound and a half in

I

weight ! sometimes, however, but not often,

considerably exceeding it : the form of the

: head is blunt ; the eye large, the irides sil-

very, with a tinge of pink ; the teeth nume-
rous, -strong, and curving inwards, extending
along the whole length of the vomer : the

' convexity of the dorsal and ventral outline

I nearly similar ; and the scales small. The
I

colour of the back and upper part of the sides

; is made up of numerous dark reddish-brown
spots on a yellow-brown ground ; about a

dozen bright red spots along the lateral line,

with a few other red spots above and below
it ; the lower part of the sides golden yellow;
belly and under surface silvery white ; dorsal

fin and toil light brown, with numerous
darker brown spots ; the adipose fin brown,
frequently with one or two darker brown
spots, and edged with red ; the pectoral,

ventral, and anal fins uniform pale orange-
brown. The female fish is of a brighter and
more beautiful appearance than the male.
In streams that flow rapidly over gravelly

or rocky bottoms, the Trout are generally
remarkable for the brilliancy and beauty of
their spots and colours : and they arc finest

in appearance and flavour from the end of
May till towards the end of September ; an

!
effect pro<Iuccd by the greater quantity and

1 variety of nutritious food obtained during

i

that i>crio<I. Dr. A. T. Thomson remarks
I that “each species of Trout has its pecu-

I

liarities of colour : but the common Trout

I
is the most beautiful of its class : the varia-
tions of its tints and spots,- from golden-
yellow to crimson and greenish-black, are
almost infinite, and depend, in a great mea-
sure, on the nature of its food ; for the co-
lours are always the most brilliant in those
fish that feed on the watcr-sludmp ; and
those arc, also, the most highly prized for

the tabic. It is a curious fact that the
brightness of the colours is not diminished
when the fish dies ;

for, even after he has
been played with fur an hour or longer by
the practised angler, and at length is brought
floating upon his side to the margin of the
stream, and tlirown upon the bank flounder-
ing, till, gasping with distant and feeble

motions, he is either knocked on the head, or
dksfrom exhaustion, his scaly splendour is

I

as bright as before.”

I

It is observed that during the day the
larger-sized fish move but little from their

accustomed haunts ; but towards evening
and during the night they rove in search of
small fish, insects, and their various larym,
upon which they feed with eagerness. With
no food, however, do they seem so delighted
as with the May-fly. The young Trout fry
may be seen throughout the day sporting on
tlie shallow gravelly scours of the stream,
where the want of sufficient depth of water,
or the greater caution of larger and older
fish, prevents their appearance. The season
of spawning with the Trout is generally in
October, at which time the under jaw of the
old male exhibits in a smaller degree the

|

elongation and curvature observed in the
male Salmon. The stomach of this fish is

nncommonly thick and strong ; but this cir-

cumstance is observed to be nowhere so re-

markable as in those found in some of the
Irish lakes, and particularly in those of the
county of Galway. These are called Gil-
laroo Trouts : on the most accurate ex-
amination, however, it does not appear that
they are specifically different from the
common Trout, but by living much on dif-

ferent kinds of Crustacea, and swallowing
small stones at the same time, their stomachs
acquire a much greater degree of thickness,
and a kind of muscular appearance, so as to

resemble a sort of gizzard. [See Salmon-
Tttour.]

TRUMPET-FISn. (.Centrisciis scolopax.)
This is a singular looking small Acanthop-
terygious fish, sometimes called the Sea
Snipe. Its body is of an oval shape, and it

is distinguished by its long tubular beak,
which seems well adapted for drawing from
among the sea-weed and mud the minute
Crustacea upon which it is supposed to feed.
On the back is a slight ridge

; and the first

dorsal fin is armed with a strong, jiointed
spine, movable and serrated, constituting a
formidable weapon of defence. The colour
of the back is red, the sides lighter red ; the
sides of the head and belly silvery, tinged
with a golden hue ; the scales on the body
hard and rough

; and the fins of a grayish
white. The Trumpet-fish is found in the
Mediterranean, and the flesh is reckoned
good. [See Aui.ostojia.]

TRUNK-FISII. [See Ostkaoion.]

TRYGON. [Sec Rat ; Stino-Rat.]

TliBICOLAH. The name of an order of
Anellidce, comprehending those whicli live
in tubes. One of the commonest of these is

the Serpula, the shell of which is formed of
calcareous matter, resembling that of the
shells of Molltiscn, and apparently secreted
from the surface of the body in a similar
manner. They arc generally found cluster-
ing in mns-ies, attached to the surface of
stones, shells, or other bodies, which have
been for any length of time immersed in the
sen, and more or less contorted according to
the iiosition In which they grow. The ani-
mal residing in this shell has its branchial
fllaments or gill-tufts all assembled roun<l
the head ; where they form a pair of fan-
liko appendages, usually possessing very
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;

brilliant colours. At the base of each series
IS a fleshy filament, one of which is pro-
longed and dilated at its extremity into a
flat disc, which fits to the mouth of the shell,
and serves to close it when the animal is
withdrawn into the tube. These groups are
found in tropical regions, w'here they usually
form their habitations in the midst of corals,
and lengthen their tubes as the coral is built
up around them. Numerous smaller species
are also found on our own coasts, some of
which are remarkable for the brilliant hues
of their expanded gills. Others there are
which do not form their tubes by a calca-
reous exudation from their own bodies, but
by cementing together particles of shell,
sand, &c., by means of a glutinous secretion.

TUBIFERA. The name given by La-
marck to an order of the class Polypi, com-
prising those which are united upon a com-
mon substance fixed at its base, and whose
surface is wholly or partially covered with
retractile hollow tubes.

TUBTJLABIA. The name of a genus of
Corallines which have tubes of a horny sub-
stance, simple or branched, from., the ex-
tremities of which the polypes are protruded.
Many of them are found in stagnant fresh
water ; but the Tuhularia marina have two
ranges of tentacula, the exterior as rays, the
interior as a tuft.

TUBTJLIBRANCHIATA. An order of
hermaphrodite Gasteropodous Molluscs, com-
prehending those wliich have the shell in the
form of a more or less irregular tube in
which the branchiaa are lodged.

TTJCTJTUCO. QCtenomys BraziHensis.) A
curious small animal, native of South Ame-
rica, described by Mr. Darwin as a rodent,
with the habits of a mole. It is extremely
abundant in some parts of the country, but

1

is difficult to be procured, and still more
1
difficult to be seen when at liberty. It lives

1

almost entirely under ground, and prefers a
sandy soil with a gentle inclination. The
burrows are said not to be deep, but of great
length. They arc nocturnal in their habits;
and their principal food is afforded by tlie

roots of plants, which is the object of their
extensive and superficial burrows. Tliis

animal is universally known by a very pecu-
liar noise, which it makes when beneath the
groimd. A person, the first time he hears
it, is much surprised ; for it is not easy to
tell whence it comes, nor is it possible to

guess what kind of creature utters it. The
noise consists of a short, but not rough, nasal
grunt, which is repented about four times in
quick succession ; the first grunt is not so

loud, but a little longer, and more distinct

than tlie three following : the musical time
of the whole is constant, as often as it is

uttered. Tlie name Tucutuco is given in

imitation of the sound. In all times of the
day, where this animal is abundant, the
noise may be heard, and sometimes directly

beneath one’s feet. When kept in a room
the Tucutucos move about slowly and clum-
sily, which appears owing to tlic outward
action of their hind legs ; and they arc like-

wise quite incapable ofjumping the smallest
vertical height, which is accounted for by
the socket of the thigh-bone not being at-
tached by a ligamentum teres. When eating,
they rest on their hind legs and hold the
piece in their fore paws Mr. Darwin ob-
serves, that the wide plains north of the Rio
Colorado are undermined by these animals ;

and near the Strait of Magellan, where Pa-
tagonia blends with Terra del Fuego, the
whole sandy country forms a great warren
for the Tucutuco.

TUI. The native name of a Passerine
bird of New Zealand

;
it is called by some

the “Parson Bird,” and by others the
“Mocking Bird.” It is the Prostliemadera
imerops) cincimuxta [which see].

TUNICATA. An order of Acephalous
Mollusca

; for a lucid and interesting de-
scription of which, we are indebted to the
‘ History of British Mollusca and their Shells,
by Prof. E. Forbes, F.R.S., and Sylv. Han-
ley, F.L.S.’ “The Tunieata are Mollusca
which have no true shell, but are enveloped
in a coriaceous tunic or mantle ; whence
their name. This is constructed in the form
of a sac with two openings, or else is shaped
like a tube, of greater or less dimensions,
open at both ends. Within the tunic we
find the viscera, consisting of well-defined
organs of respiration, circulation, and diges-
tion, and a muscular and a ner\’ous system.
The branchial organ is usually in the form
of a sac, placed at the commencement of the
alimentary canal, of which it forms, as it

were, the antechamber, and is never arranged
in distinct leaflets, as it is in the lamellB
branchiate conchifera. The circulation of
their blood is remarkable, on account of its

fluctuations and periodical changes of direc-
tion. They have no distinct head, and no
organs serving as arms or feet. Sometimes
they are free, more usually fixed ; but in all

cases free during some portion of their exist-
ence. Some are simple, some present various
degrees of combination ; some ore simple in
one generation, combined in another. They
are all dwellers in the sea. Their various
states and structures enable naturalists to
group them under several well-marked
tribes, of most of which we have examples
in the British seas. The best classification
of them is that proposed by Professor ililnc
Edwards. He divides them into three sub-
orders, of which the Salpa, the -Vseidia, and
the Pyrosoma arc the tj'pes, and subdivides
the Ascidians proper into simide, social, and
compound. Of all, except the Pyrosoma,
we have British examples.
“These animals attracted the notice of

the all-observing Aristotle. I.ike most jihi-

lOBOphic naturalists, the question of the dis-

tinction between the animal and vegetable
kingdoms had for him great ottractions.

The Ascidia was one of the many creatures
which he examined, in the hopes of gaining
definite information respecting such distinc-

tion. Its inert and siiongc-like form, rooted
to the ground, seemed to indicate a vegetable
nature; but Aristotle was not content with
a mere external survey— he cxiilorcd its

internal structure, and soon perceived its
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highly animal condition, &c. &c. “It is

I

worthy of remark, that very lately the Asci-
diaus have again played a part in that

J. much-vexed question of the distinction be-
' tween animals and vegetables.” This part

of the subjeqt is pursued, with much ability,

in the work from which the foregoing is

extracted, and to which we beg to refer our
readers.

TUNNY. iThynnits vulgaris.) This
Acauthopterygious fish has been known and
celebrated from a very remote period, and

\ at present forms a valuable source of profit

to the inhabitants of the nortliem eoosts of
the Mediterranean and the island of Sicily,

where in the summer season they resort in
vast shoals, and ore taken in large nets, or
by means of what the Italians call the ton-
naro. Though bearing a general resem-
blance to the Mackerel in form, it is a far
larger and stouter fish. Each jaw is fur-
nished with a row of small sharp-pointed
teeth, slightly curved inwards ; the tongue
and inside of the mouth very dark coloured

;

the cheeks are covered with long, narrow,
pointed scales ; the operculum smooth : the
dorsal and anal fins are each followed by
nine small finlets ; and the tail is crescent-
shaped. The upper part of the body is very
dark blue ; the belly a light gray, spotted
with silvery white : the first dorsal fin, pec-
torals, and ventrals, black ; the second dorsal
and anal, nearly flesh-colour, with a silvery
tint j the finlets above and below yellowish,

,
tipped with black. Mr. Yarrell, quoting the

;
MS. of Mr. Couch, states that “ the Tunny

TONUT.-^THTHNOB VOLOiRlS.)

appears on the Cornish coast in summer and
autumn ; but is not often taken, because it

does not swallow a bait, or at least the
fishermen use no bait that is acceptable to
it ; and its size and strength seldom suffer
it to become entangled in their nets. It
feeds on Pilchards, Herrings, and perhaps
most other small fishes ; but the Skipper
(Esox saurus) seems to be a favourite prey ;

for it not only compels it to seek another
element for safety, but will also spring to a
considerable height after it, usually across
its course, at the same time attempting to

;
strike down its prey with its tail.”

!
The Tunny sometimes acquires an im-

mense size, some having been taken which
measured nine feet in length, and weighed
five hundred pounds: the specimens, how-
ever, do not usually exceed from three to
four feet. The flesh is considered very de-
licious, though very solid food ; as firm as
Sturgeon, but of a finer flavour. It is dressed
in a variety of ways in France ; served ns a
ragout, as soup, plain broiled or fried, made
into pics, or pickled and eaten cold, os we
eat pickled salmon. CSee BoxiTO.j

TUPAIA. A genus of remarkable in-
sectivorous animals, of which there are only
three species at present known, and these
are found in Sumatra and Java. Their
habits are diurnal, and they feed on fruit
and insects j but instead of being decidedly
terrestrial, they lead the life of Squirrels,
whose appearance they greatly resemble,
and whose sprightliness and activity they
almost rival. They have soft glistening hair
and a long bushy tail ; and were it not for
their long, pointed muzzle, they could not
be easily distinguished at a distance from
Squirrels. The name of Banxring is as often
given to this animal as Tupaia.

TUKBINELLA. A genus of marine
Mollusca, inhabiting a large, heavy, and
rather fusiform shell ;

turbinated ; thick and
wide near the apex

j
spire short j aperture

rather narrow, terminating anteriorly in an
open canal ; left lip with from three to five

distinct plaits, which ore at right angles with
the axis of the shell. They are found in the
Indian and African oceans.

TURBO : TURBINIDA3. A genus and
family ofGasteropodous Mollusca, character-
ized by having a shell of a regular turbinated
form, with an entire and rounded mouth.
The largest and perhaps the best-known
species is the Turbo marmoratus

;

but there
are numerous others; and we cannot, perhaps,
give a clearer or more interesting account of
the genus than is to be found in the “ Popu-
lar Conchology ” of Agnes Catlow : “ Shell
rather turretted, base not flattened ; mouth
round ; lips not united ; outer lip thin ; an
operculum, shelly and solid. Animal, head
having two pointed tentacula, with eyes at
the base ; foot short. Tliirty-four species
recent, and four fossil. The shells of this
genus, if placed upon their mouths, will
stand steadily in that position, with the
axis very much inclined. They are brought
from China, India, Africa, &o. The Turbo
liltoreus, or common Periwinkle, is used by
mankind as an article of food, and Is found
on the shores of England in great numbers.
In Sweden, where they also abound, they
serve to prognosticate the approacliing state
of the weather; the peasants having observed
that whenever the periwinkles ascend the
rocks it is a sure sign of a storm being near,
os their instinct teaches them to place them-
selves out of the reach of the dashing of the
waves ; on the contrary, when they make a
descent upon the sand it is an indication of
a calm. In hot countries some species arc
often seen on the trees near the coast, and
on the rocks elevated above the surface of
the water ; they remain stationary on the
latter during the hottest hours, even when it

is painful to walk on them fVoin their great
heat : they leave the water early in the
morning, but return at night. These cir-
cumstances prove that, although marine,
many species arc amphibious. These shells
are often highly iridescent ; and the mouth
in some species, as the Turbo chrgsostomus,
is of a deep and beautiful golden colour.”

TURBOT. (Pleuroncctcs maximum.) Of
all our Flatfishes this is both the best and

I
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one of the largest ; and when we consider
that the number brought to Billingsgate
market alone amounts to about 00,000 m one
year, it will be seen that, although they are
sometimes scarce and dear, tlic piscivorous
epicures of the metropolis need be under no
apprehension of being deprived of such de-
licious fare. The Turbot is an inhabitant
of the Northern and Mediterranean seas,
where it often arrives at a very large size.

TOtlBOT.—(T*LEtJR0NBCTE,3 MAZ.1MU9 )

It has a broader and sc uarer form than any
others of the genus ; and is of a dark brown
on the upper surface, marbled with blackish
spots of ditferent sizes ; and wliite beneath :

the scales are so small as to be scarcely ob-
servable, but tlie skin is of a wrinkled ap-
pearance, and covered with pretty numerous
and moderately large pointed tubercles or
abrupt spines, those on the upper or coloured
side being far larger than those on the under
side ! the lateral line forms an arch over the
pectoral tins, and from thence runs straight

to the tail. It generally lies in deep water,
preying on worms, Crustacea, and marine
insects, as well ns on small fishes : it is taken
in great quantities about the northern coasts

of England, as well as those of France, Hol-
land, &e., and is baited for with pieces of
heiTing, haddock, &c., but more particularly
with the river lamprey, vast quantities of
which are said to be purchased of our fisher-

men by the Dutch.
It is stated in the Encyclopcedia Britan-

nica, that “ The only fishery, perhaps, which
neither the Scotch nor the English follow

up with the same success as the Dutch, is

that of the Turbot ; the finest of which are

supposed to be taken upon the Flemish
banks. The Turbot fishery begins about the

end of March, when the Dutch fishermen
assemble a few leagues to the south of Sche-
veling. As the warm weather approaches,

the fish gradually advance to the northward,
and during the months of April and May
they are found in great shoals on the banks
called the Broad Forties. Early in June
they have proceeded to the banks which
surround the small island of Heligoland, off*

the mouth of the Elbe, where the flshcry

eontinues to the middle of August, when it

terminates for the year. Tlie mode of taking

the Turbot is as follows :— At the beginning
of the season the trawl-net is used ;

which
being drawn along the banks, brings up va-

rious kinds of Flatfish, as Soles, Blaice,

Thorubacks, and Turbots ; but when the

warm weather has driven the fish into deeper
water, and upon banks of a rougher surface,
where trawling is no longer practicable, the
fishermen have then recourse to their many-
hooked lines. The hooks are baited with
the common Smelt, and a small fish re-
sembling an eel, called the Gore-bill [Gar-
fish]. Though very considerable quantities
of this fish are now taken on various parts
of our own coasts, from the Orkneys to the
Land’s End, yet a preference is given in the
London market to those caught by the Dutch,
who are supposed to have draam not less

than 80,000?. a year for the supply of this
market alone ; and the Danes from 12,000?.

to 15,000?. a year for sauce to this luxury of
the table, extracted from one million of
lobsters, taken on the rocky shores of Nor-
way,— though our own shores are in many
parts plentifully supplied w'ith this crusta-
cean, equal in goodness to those of Norway.”

TUKDTJS : TUKDID^. A genus and
family of Passerine birds, embracing the va-
rious species of Thrushes, &c. [See Tanrsn.]

TURKEY. (,Meleaffris gaVipavoS) The
Turkey came originally from North Ame-
rica, where it still associates in large flocks,

though it is fast decreasing in its wild state,

being only found in remote and unfre-

quented spots. It is about three feet and a
half in length ; being somewhat larger than
the domestic variety. The general colour of

the plumage is black, variegated with bronze
and bright glossy green, in some parts

changing to purple ; the quills are grMn
gold, black towards the end, and tipped with
white ; the tail consists of eighteen feathery,

brown, mottled, and tipped with black ; the

tail-coverts are waved with black and white ;

on the breast is a tuft of black hairs, eight

TDllRKT.—(MKLKAORIS OaLI-IPAVO.)

inches in length ; in other respects it re-

sembles the domestic bird, cspecinlly in

having n hare cnrunculated head and neck,

n fleshy dilatable npi>cndnge hanging over

the bill, and a short blunt spur or knob at

the back part of the leg.

Tame Turkeys, like every other animal

in a state of domestication, vary consider-

ably in colour, but the prevailing one is dark

gray, inclining to black, with a little white
,
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towards the end of the feathers ; some are
black and white ; others perfeetly white j

there is also a beautiful variety of a fine
deep copper colour, with the greater quills
pure white, and the tail of a dirty white :

but ill all of them the tuft of black hair on
the breast is prevalent. The young males
do not put out the tuft on the breast till they
are about three years old. Great numbers
are bred in Norfolk, Suffolk, and other
counties, whence they arc driven to the
I-ondon markets in flocks of several hun-
dreds. The drivers manage them with fa-
cility, by means of a bit of red rag tied to a
long rod, which, from the antipathy these
birds bear to that colour, effectually drives
them forward. The females lay their eggs
in the spring, generally in a retired and
obscure place, as the male will often break
them. They are usually from fourteen to
eighteen in number, white mi.xed with red-
dish or yellow freckles : the female sits with
so much perseverance, that if fresh eggs be
introduced into the nest immediately upon
the.young being hatched, she will long con-
tinue the business of incubation ; but in this
climate she has seldom more than one hatch
in a season. Young Turkeys require great
care in rearing, being subject to a variety of
diseases from cold, rain, and dews ; but as
soon as they are sufficiently strong, the hen
abandons them entirely, and they are ca-
pable of enduring the utmost rigour of our
winters.
The motions of the male, when agitated

with desire, or inflamed with rage, arc very
similar to those of the Peacock ; he erects
his tail, and spreads it like a fan, whilst his
wings droop and trail on the ground, and
he utters at the same time a dull, hollow
sound ; he struts round and round with a
solemn pace, assumes all the dignity of the
most majestic of birds, and every now and
then bursts out abruptly into a most mi-
tnusical gurgle. The familiar name of tliis

bird, it is said, originated in an erroneous
idea that it originally came from Turkey.

The OcKLLATED TURKEY. (jVcleaffrin
ocellata.) This magnificent s)>ecies is a native
of Honduras, whence it has been brought
alive to this country and preserved in the
aviary of the Earl of Derby. It is a much
more splendid bird than the common Turkey,
and among other characters may be distin-
guished by the eye-like marks on the tail and
upper coverts.

TURKEY BUZZARD. iCathartes aura.')
This is a rapacious bird belonging to the
yulhtrii'UK family, and often called the
I’URKKY Vulture. It inhabits a vast range
of territory in the warmer parts of the Ame-
rican continent, but in the northern and
middle states of the Union it is partially
migratory, the greater part retiring to the
south on the approach of cold weather. The
Turkey Bu/zard is two feet and a half in
length, and with wings extended upwards of
six feet in brcoiUh. The bill from the
corner of the mouth is almost two inches
and a half long, of a dark horn colour for
upwards of an inch from the tip, the nostril
a remarkably wide slit or opening through

it : the tongue is concave, cartilaginous, and
finely serrated on its edges ; eyes dark, and
bright j the head and neck are furnished
with a reddish wrinkled skin, beset with
short black hairs ; from the hind head to the
neck feathers the space is covered with down
of a sooty black colour ; tlie fore part of the
neck is bare as far ns the breast-bone, the
skin on the lower part or pouch very much
wrinkled, hut is not discernible without re-
moving the plumage which arches over it

;

the whole lower parts, lining of the wings,
rump, and tail-coverts, arc of a sooty brown ;

the iilumagc of the neck is large and tumid,
and, with that of the back and shoulders,
black ; the scapulars and secondaries arc
black on their outer webs, skirted with
brown, and the latter slightly tipped v/ith
white i primaries plain brown ; coverts of
the secondaries tawny brown, centred with

TORKET BOZZARD.— (OATHARTKS ADRA.)

black. The tail is twelve inches long,
rounded, and of a brownish black

; inside of
wings and tail, light ash. The whole body
and neck beneath the plumage are thickly
clothed with a white down ; the plumage of
the neck, back, shoulders, scapulars, and
secondaries, is glossed witli green and bronze,
and has purple reflections ; the thighs are
feathered to the knees ; feet considerably
webbed ; middle toe three inches and a half
in length ; claws dark horn colour ; legs
pale flesh colour.
Much contention has arisen between cer-

tain naturalists with respect to the olfactory
powers possessed by this bird ; and there arc
some very amusing strictures on this subject
in Mr. Watertons Essays, in which the
writer Iwho is a warm advocate for its ex-
istence In a high degree) seems to have by
far the best of the argument. It appears,
however, that their food is carrion, in search
after which they arc always soaring in the
air. They continue a long time on the wing,
and with an easy swimming motion mount
and fall, without any visible motion of their
wings. They have a wonderful sagacity (says
Catesby) in smelling

j no sooner is there a
dead beast, but thejy arc seen approaching
from all quarters of the air, wlieeling about
and gradually descending and drawing nigh
their prey, till at length they fall upon it.

a f



They are generally thought not to prey on
any tiling living, though I liave Icnown them
kill lambs, and snakes are their usual food.
Their custom is to roost many of them to-
gether on tall dead pine or cypress trees, and
in the morning continue several hours on
their roost, with their wings spread open,
that the air, as I believe, may have the
greater influence to purify their filthy car-
casses. They are little apprehensive of
danger, and will suffer a near approach, es-
pecially when eating.
In Mr. Darwin’s Journal we read that

“ the Turkey-buzzard is a solitary bird, or,
at most, goes in pairs. It may at once be
recognized from a long distance by its lofty,
soaring, and most elegant flight. It is well
known to be a true carrion-feeder. On the
west coast of Patagonia, among the thickly-
wooded islets and broken land, it Uves ex-
clusively on what the sea throws up, and on
the carcasses of dead seals. Wherever these
animals are congregated on the rooks, there
the Vultures may be seen. . . . They cer-
tainly may be called gregarious, for they
seem to have pleasure in society, and are not
solely brought together by the attraction of
a common prey. On a fine day a flock may
be observed at a great height, each bird
wheeling round and round without closing
its wings, in the most graceful evolutions.
This is clearly done for sport sake, or per-
haps is connected with their matrimonial
alliances.”
This bird is also abundantly found in

Jamaica, where it goes by the name of the
John Crow Vulture. Its history is given in
Mr. Gosse’s entertaining volume, from which
we shall make a few extracts. The first relates

to tlie disputed question of scent. “ Those who
ascribe the power which the Vulture possesses
of discerning from a distance its carrion food,
to the sense of seeing or the sense of smell-
ing, exclusively, appear to me to be both in
error. It is the two senses, exerted some-
times singly, but generally unitedly, which
give the facility which it possesses of tracing
its appropriate food from far distances. I
shall relate one or two occurrences which
seem to me to be instances in which the sense
ofseeing and the sense of smelling were some-
times separately and sometimes unitedly ex-
erted by the Vulture in quest for food.
“ A poor German immigrant, who lived

alone in a detached cottage in this town,
rose from his bed after a two days’ confine-
ment by fever, to purcbose in the market
some fresh meat for a little soup. Before he
could do more than prepare the several in-

gredients of herbs and roots, and put his

meat in water for the preparation of his

pottage, the paroxysm of fever had returned,
and he laid himself upon his bed exhausted.
Two days elapsed in tliis state of lielplcss-

ness and inanition \ by which time the mass
of meat and pot-herhs had putrefied. The
stencil becoming very perceptible in the
ncighbourliood. Vulture after Vultimc ns

tliey sailed past were observed always to dc-
!

scend to the cottage of the German, and to
‘

sweep round, ns if they had tracked some
putrid carcass, but failed to find exactly
wliere it was. This led the noiglibours to

apprehend that the poor man lay dead in
his cottage, as no one liad seen lum for the
two days last past. Ilia door was broken
open ; he was found in a state of lielpless
feebleness, but the room was most insuffer-
ably offensive from something putrefying,
which could not immediately be found, for
the fever having deprived tlie German of his
wits, he had no recollection of his uncooked
mess of meat and herbs. No one imagining
that the kitchen pot could contain any thing
offensive, searcli was made every wliere but
in the right place : at last the pot-lid was
lifted, and the cause of the insupportable
stench discovered in the corrupted soup-
meat. Here we have the sense of smelling
directing the Vultures, without any assist-
ance from the sense of sight, and discovering
unerringly the locality of the putrid animal
matter, when even the neighbours were at
fault in their patient search.”
The next instance is one in which the

senses of hearing, seeing, and smelling were
all exercised ; but not under the influence of
the usual appetite for carrion food, but where
the object was a living, though a wounded
animal.
“ A person in the neighbourhood of the

town, having his pastures much trespassed
on by vagrant hogs, resorted to his gun to
rid himself of the annoyance. A pig which
had been mortally wounded, and had run
squealing and trailing liis blood through the
grass, had not gone far before it fell in the
agonies of death. At the moment the animal
was perceived to be imable to rise, three
Vultures at the same instant descended upon
it, attracted no doubt by the cries of the
dying pig, and by the scent of its reekiig
blood ; and while it was yet struggling for
life, began to tear open its wounds and de-
vour it.” Mr. Gosse further says, that “ the
common opinion is erroneous, which attri-

butes to the Vulture a confinement of appe-
tite to flesh in a state of decomposition.
Flesh is his food ; and that he does not
pounce upon living prey like the falcons, is

because Iris structure is not adapted for pre-
datory warfare, and not because he refuses
recent, and even living flesh when in his
power. If the John Crow Vulture discovers
a weakling new-born pig apart from the rest,

he will descend, and seizing it with his
beak, will endeavour to dra" it away ; its

cries of course bring the mother, but before
she can come, the Vulture gives it a severe
nip across the back, which soon ensures the
pig for Iris own maw. If a large hog l>e

lying in a sick condition beneath a tree, the
Vulture will not hesitate to pick out its eyes,
having first muted upon the body, that it

may discover whether the animal lie able to

rise ; the contact of the hot ficees arou.«ing

the hog if he be not too far gone. Cattle
also he will attack under similar circum-
stances.”

“ Tlie Aura Vultures arc often to be ob-
served soaring in companies, particularly
previous to a thunder-storm. This occur-
rence is commonly remarked, because at

almost all other times this species is scon

solitary, or, at most, scouring the country in

pairs. They' appear to dcliglit in the burly-
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burly oftransient squalls, gathering together,

and sweeping round in oblique circles, as the

fitful gust favours them with an opportunity
of rising through the blast, or winging on-
wards through the misty darkness of the

I

storm. The effect which this imparts to a
! tropical landscape at a time when tliick

i
clouds are upon the mountains, and all ve-

;
getation is bending beneath the sudden rush

' of the tempest, as gust gathers louder and

j

louder, is particularly wild and e-vciting.

Ordinarily, however, in the evening, when

I

the sea-breeze is lulling, and the fading day-

I

beam is changing like the hues of the dying
dolphin, they delight to congregate, and

! career at an immense height. At this time

;

they soar so loftily, that they are scarcely

I

discernible as they change their position in

i

wheeling from shade into light, and from
! light into shade. They seem as if they rose
‘ upward to follow the fading daylight, and
to revel in the departing sunbeams, as, one
after the other, the varying lines are with-
drawn, or irradiate only the upper heavens.”

TUBNIP-FLEA. (.Ilaltica nctnorum.'i

The generic description of this small Colcop •

I terous insect will be found under the article

I
II.vLTiciDj:, which refers to the “flea-bee-

I ties ” generally. The Tumip-flea, or more
I
i>roperly Turnip Flea-beetle, is one of these

j

H,iLTic.t:, which lays waste our tumlp-
j

fields, devomring the seed-leaves of the plants

j

03 soon as they appear above the groimd,
and continuing their ravages upon new crops

' throughout the summer. It is stated in
‘ Young's Annals of Agriculture,’ that the
loss in Devonshire alone, in one season, from
the destruction of the turnip crops by this

little insect, was estimated at one hundred

I

thousand pounds sterling. We could scarcely
believe that so small a creature was sapable

I of causing perceptible injury to vegetation ;

I but what these beetles want in size, is made
I up by their numbers and voracity; the extent
I of the injury is also much increased by the

I

circumstance of their attacking, when young,

j

many vegetables, and not gnawing the young
I leaves, like most other insects, only on the
i edge, but eating their surface, piercing them
I

like a sieve, and disturbing the cellular

!
tissue ; thus preventing their growth, and
finally causing the total destruction of the
plant.
The ravages of the Turnip Fiea-hcetle

have naturally attracted great attention,
and have caused many and various experi-

I

ments to be tried with a view of checking

j

them. The chief object of the farmer should
be to accelerate os much os possible the

j

growth of the turnip as soon os it appears
atsjve ground, and to keep the insects from
the crop until the plants are in the rough
leaf, when they are secure from danger.
Many practical men consider that the care-
ful and systematic use of lime will, in a great
degree, obviate the evil, and indeed there is

good reason to expect that it will effectually

I

protect plants from the various kinds of flea-

I

licetles, if dusted over them, when wet with

I

dew, in proper season. Watering ^limits with

I

aikaline srdutions, it is said, will kill the

I insects without injuring the plants. The

of ^nimntclf ^iaturo. 7ii

solution may he made by dissolving one
pound of hard soap in twelve gallons of the

soap-suds left after washing. KOllar very
highly recommends watering the leaves of
plants with an infusion of wormwood, which
prevents the flea-beetles from touching them.
Sprinkling with road-dust also, while the

young plants are still wet with dew, is also

strongly recommended.

TUKNIX. A genus of Gallinaceous birds

closely allied to the Quails, containing
several species, one of which (T. Andalvsica),
the Andalusian Quail, has been shot in
this country

; to wliich it is a very rare and
stray visitor.

TURNSTONE. {,Strepsilas interpret.) A
small Grallatorial bird, met with in almost
every part both of the northern and southern
hemispheres. They reside on the sea shores,

and on the gravelly borders of lakes and
rivers

;
are most abundant in the northern

parts of Europe, less frequent in the tempe-
rate regions, and extremely rare to the south.

The Turnstones have a short bill, thick at

the base, and narrowing gradually to the
point ; and with this they turn over the
stones on the sea-shore, in quest of the small
molluscous and crustaceous animals on
which they feed. They breed in high lati-

tudes, and migrate towards the tropics for

the winter season ; visiting our shores in
August, and departing towards the north in
the spring. They lay four eggs of an olive
colour, spotted with black.

TURRILITES. A genus of fossil shells,

occurring only in the chalk marl. They
are spiral and turreted ; whorls contiguous
and apparent ; septa sinuous and lobate,
perforated by a siphon

; aperture rounded,
with the outer lip expanded.

TURRITELLA. A genus of Jlollusca,
the shell of which is very long, and pointed
at the apex, with numerous whorls, usually
transversely striped ; aperture round ; lips

thin, and disunited at the ui>pcr part
; oper-

culum horny. The animal is lurnished with
two long tentacula, with eyes at the base.
The shells of this genus arc all marine, and
many of the species found in the Eastern
seas attain a very large size, but none are
known to possess vertical ribs or thickened
bands. There are about a dozen species
recent, and os many fossil.

TURTLE. (Chclonia.) The Marine Tor-
toises, or Turtles tCliclonirtai), os they arc
usually called, differ from the Tcstitudlnata,
or Land Tortoises, in many essential points,
although their exterior, like that ofthe latter,
is composed of a strong bony covering or
shield, in which ore Imbedded the ribs, and
which is coated externally by hard horny
plates. Their distinguishing characteristics
are the comiircsscd and paddle-like form of
the feet, particularly the anterior pair, which
they use ns oars, and by their means can move
through the water in any direction, witii
considerable rapidity. Their progression on
land is however, by this conformation, ren-
dered much more diflicult, so that it is only
with laborious efforts they arc enabled to

3 f 2
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sliuffle slowly along

; while, from the flat-
tened form of the carapace, they are unable
to recover their natural position when
turned upon their backs.

The Edible or Green Turtle (CJtclonia
mklas) is one of the largest of this genus,
often measuring above five feet in length,
and weigliing above five or six liuudred
pounds. Its shell consists of thirteen dorsal
segments or divisions, surrounded by twenty-
five marginal pieces

; and its form is some-
what heart-sliaped, or pointed at the extre-

j

mity : its colour is a dull palish brown, more
1 or less variegated with deeper undulations,
but not exhibiting those strong and beauti-
ful colours which so peculiarly distinguish
that of the Imbricated Turtle. But so much
is the flesh esteemed, that it not only fur-
nishes an agreeable viand to those navigators
who traverse the torrid zone, and is eaten
by the inhabitants of our West India islands,
but is in such high estimation in this coun-
try as a delicious luxury, that large quanti-
ties are continually imported for the supply
of the London taverns alone. The eggs of
this species are very fine.

“ Of the Sea Turtles,” says Catesby, “ the
most in request is the Green Turtle, which
is esteemed a most wholesome and delicious
food. It receives its name from the fat,

wliich is of a green colour. Sir Hans Sloane
informs us, in his History of Jamaica, that
forty sloops are employed by the inhabitants
of Port Royal, in Jamaica, for the catching
them. The markets are there supplied with
Turtle as ours are with butchers’ meat. The
Bahamians carry many of them to Carolina,
where they turn to good account ; not be-
cause that plentiful country wants provisions,
but they are esteemed there as a rarity, and
for the delicacy of their flesli. They feed on
a kind of grass, growing at the bottom of the
sea, commonly called turtle-grass. The in-
habitants of the Bahama islands, by frequent
practice, are very expert at catcliing Turtles,
particularly the Green Turtle. In April
they go, in little boats, to Cuba and other
neighbouring islands, where, in the evening,
especially in moonlight nights, they watch
the going and returning of the Turtle to
and from their nests, at which time they
turn them on their backs, where they leave
them, and proceed on, turning all they meet;
for they cannot get on their feet again when
once turned. Some are so large that it re-

quires three men to turn one of them. The
way by which the Turtle are most commonly
taken at the Bahama islands is by striking

them with a small iron peg of two inches
long, put in a socket, at the end of a staff of
twelve feet long. Two men usually set out
for tills work in a little light boat or canoe,
one to row and gently steer the boat, while
the other stands at the end of it with his

weapon. The Turtle are sometimes disco-

vered by their swimming witli tlic head and
back out of the water, but they arc more
often discovered lying at tlie bottom, a fa-

thom or more deep. If a Turtle perceives

he is discovered, he starts up to make his

escape ; tlie men in tlie boat pursuing him,
endeavour to keep siglit of him, widen they

often lose, and recover again by the Turtle
putting his nose out of the water to breathe.”
The Isle of Ascension is called by Sir J. E.

Alexander ” the head quarters of the finest
Turtle in the world,” and his account of it
in that locality, which we subjoin, is really

j

interesting : “ \Ve walked down to the
Turtle ponds, two large enclosures near tlie
sea, which flowed in and out through a
breakwater of large stones. A gallows was
erected between the two ponds, where the
Turtle are slaughtered for shipping, by sus-
pending them by the hind flippers, and then
cutting their throats. About three hundred
Turtle, of four and five hundred pounds
each, lay on the sand, or swam about in the
ponds : a sight to set an alderman mad with
delight 1

“ In the hot months of January, February,
March, and April, the females laud at night

;

and waddling over the sands in the various
bays of the island far above high-water

|

mark, — for by a pole in the ponds the tide
only rises here two feet,— they scrape up, by

;

alternate scoops of their flippers, a hole deep
enough to cover their bodies. Into this they
get, sigliing heavily, and deposit from one
hundred and fifty to two hundred eggs ; |

cover them up ; leave them to the sun to
hatch

; and then waddle again towards the
sea. Two stout hands are, meanwhile, on i

the look-out, watching the movements of
the unfortunate Turtle ; and running up to
her after the completion of her task, one
seizes a fore-flipper, and dexterously shoves
it under her belly, to serve as a purchase

; i

whilst the other, avoiding a stroke which
might lame him, cants the Turtle over on

1

her back, where she lies helpless. From fi#- i

teen to thirty are thus turned in a night ;

'

and six hundred had been so captured in the
\

season of 1834. In the bays, where the surf,

or heavy rollers, prevent the boats being
j

beached to take on board the Turtle when
|

caught, they are hauled out to them by i

ropes.
j“ No ships’ crews are now allowed to turn
;

Turtle, which is converted into a govern- 1

ment monopoly ; and two poimds ten shil- !

lings is the fixed price for each. Strange to
j

say, from the time that the young Turtle,
j

the size of a dollar, are observed scuttling '

down to the water, tlicy are never seen again 1

here until they are four or five hundred
'

pounds weight ; and how long they take to
attain this great size, and where they spend
the intermediate time, is ns yet a mystery.
I was snrprised to hear that 'Turtle arc kept
in the ponds for a year and upwards without

I

a morsel of food of any kind. They some-
times deposit their eggs in the sand, on the
sides of the ponds ; and in due time the little

animals arc allowed to make their cscaiie to

sea. One old female, called ‘Nelson,’ because
i

one of her flippers had licen carried off by n
shark, was kept, out of rcsjiect, for two or

;

three years in the ponds. She contrived,
]

however, one night to crawl round the cn- (

closure, and make her escape ; but she was 1

turned next year in Clarence Bay. Another 1

Turtle was also turned there, a short time
since, on the back shell of which was carved
the name of a mate of a British I'esscI, who



had bought it ami sailed with it tliree weeks
before : it is probable that, imagining it to

be dead, he had thrown it overboard. The
best way to send home Turtle from Ascen-
sion, is to ‘ head them up ' in a sealed cask,
and have the water changed daily by the
bunghole and a cock. Turtle, though the
extremes of heat aud cold are equally inju-
rious to them, should always arrive in hot
weather in England. Thus, an unfortunate
captain, on one occasion, took from Ascen-
sion two hundred Turtle ; and timing his
arrival badly, brought only four alive to
Bristol I

”

I

Mr. Darwin, in his Journal, when de-

,

scribing Keeling Island, gives air account of

i

another method of catching Turtle. He
I

‘ says, “ I accompanied Captain Fitzroy to

I'
an island at the head of the lagoon; the

I

' channel was exceedingly intricate, winding
! through fields of delicately branched corals.

;
I
We saw several Turtles, and two boats were
then employed in catching them. The

; i
method is rather curious : the water is so
clear and shallow, that although at first a
Turtle quickly dives out of sight, yet in a
canoe or boat under sail, the pursuers, after

no very long chose, come up to it. A man
standing ready in the bows at this moment
dashes tlu-ough the water upon the Turtle’s
back ; then, clinging with both hands by
the shell of the neck, he is carried away till

the animal becomes exhausted, and is se-
cured. It was quite an interesting chase to
see the two boats thus doubling about, and
the men dashing into the water, trying to
seize their prey.’’

The IiiBBiCATED Turtle {Chelonia im-
bricata) is so named from its scales over-
lapping each other at their extremities, in
the manner of tiles on the roof of a building.
The outline of the shell is more heart-shaped

' than any other species, and terminates more
' acutely ; each of the middle row of scales on
I

I

the back is also of an acute form at the tip,

I
and has a ridge or carina down the middle :

the head is smaller than in other Turtles ;

' the neck longer, and the beak narrower.

BAWXSBILL iri.-.ll.r.

(ouELOMiA iMnaicsrs.)

sharper, and more curved, so os to bear no
iucoiisulerable resemblance to the hill of a
liawk : hence its common or popular name

—

Jfitwkthill Turtle. 'J'he fore legs arc longer

I
than in the rest of the tribe, and it is said that

;
when turned or laid on its back, the animal

is enabled by their assistance to recover its

former position, which no other Turtle can
do. It is a native of the Asiatic and Ame-
rican seas, and is occasionally also found
in the Mediterranean. Its general length is

about three feet, though it is sometimes
much larger, and in the Indian ocean in
particular, specimens are said to have oc-
curred of more than twice that size. The
flesh is in no estimation as a food : but the
lamelloe or plates of the shell are stronger,
thicker, and clearer than in any other kind,
afford the valuable substance called tortoise-

shell : they are semi-transparent, aud most
elegantly variegated with whitish, yellowish,
reddish, and dark brown clouds and undu-
lations, so as to constitute, when properly
prepared and polished, one of the most ele-
gant articles for various ornamental purposes.
" The goodness of tortoise-shell depends
mainly on the thickness and size of the
scales, and in a smaller degree on the clear-
ness and brilliancy of the colours. The best
is that of the Indian Archipelago ; and the
finest of this quarter is obtained on the shores
of the Spice Islands and New Guinea.”—
M'Culloch.
The natural or general number of the

dorsal pieces is thirteen ; the marginal row
consisting of twenty-five smaller pieces.
This external coating is raised or separated
from the bony part, which it covers, by
placing fire beneath the shell ; the heat
soon causing the plates to start, so as to be
eo.sily detached from the bone. These plates
vary in thickness, according to the age and
size of the animal, and measure from an
eighth to a quarter of an inch in thickness.

The Coriaceous Turtle l,Sphargis cori-
acea) dilfers from the rest of its tribe, not
only in the form of its body, which is longer
in proportion, but still more in its external

|

covering, wliich is of a substance resembling '

strong leather, marked over the whole sur-
[

face into small, obscurely subhcxagonal and
pentagonal subdivisions or lineations, wlilch
do not, however, detract from its general
smoothness. Along tlie whole length of this
leathery shield run five distinct, strongly
prominent, tubcrculatcd ridges, besides those
which border the sides. There is no under
or thoracic shell

;
and the general colour of

the whole animal is dusky brown, paler
beneath. The head is large, and the upper
mandible notched at the tip in such a man-
ner as to give the appearance of two large
teeth or processes, between which, when the
mouth is closed, is received the tip of the
lower mandible. The fins or legs arc large
and long, and covered with a tough leathery
skin

;
the tail is rather short and shari)

pointed. This singular auimal is a native
of the Mediterranean sea ; it is occasionally
seen both on the coasts of South America
and Africa ; and has been taken at different
periods both on the coasts of France and
England. Instances have been known of
their being eight feet long, and weighing a
thousand pounds.

The liOOOEiiiiKAi) Turti.r (Testudo
enretta) is of extraordinary size, and tlie

boldest and most voracious of any i but.
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considered in a commercial view, it is of
little or no value, except that it affords
some oil, which may be used for lamps, &c.
It is distinguished by liaving fifteen, instead
of thirteen, dorsal segments, or scuteila ;

each of the scuteila in the middle dorsal
range being extremely protuberant at the
end, rising into a subacute prominence, and
thus forming a row of tubercles along the
hack of the shield. The fore feet are very
large and long

; the hind feet short but
broad.

It is well known that the different kinds
of great Marine Tortoises, or Turtles, at
their appointed times every year, deposit
their eggs in the sand, on the shores of the
sea, and banks of rivers where the strand is

gently declivous. There the females hollow
out a strong vaulted nest, wherein the eggs
(amounting to a hundred laid at one time)
may have the benefit of the concentrated
rays of the sun, so ns to enjoy an equable
heat, as in the case of eggs under a sitting
hen. The shell of these eggs is generally
solid, and their form globular, or nearly so.

TURTLE-DOVE. {Columba Turtur.)
This species of the Columhidce family —
whose gentle and soothing accents when
“ cooing ” to its mate, combined with its

general deportment, have caused it to be re-
garded as the most perfect emblem of con-
nubial attachment— arrives in this country
late in the spring, and departs about the
latter end of August j during which time

TUIITI.H: novr:,—(oonoicDA. Tonron.)

the birds pair, breed, and rear their young.
In warmer climates, however, they are sup-

posed to breed several times in the year. In
length the Turtle-dove is rather more than

i twelve inches : bill brown, eyes yellow, en-

compassed with a crimson circle ; top of the

head ash gray, mixed with olive ; each side

of the neck Is marked with a spot of black

j
feathers, tipped With white j the back is ash

1
gray, each feather margined with reddish

' brown ;
wdiig coverts and scapulars reddish

i brown, spotted with black ; quill feathers

dusky, edges pale ; the fore part of the neck

I
and the breast are light purplish red s the

I belly, thighs, and vent white ;
the two middle

feathers of the tail brown, the others dusky,

I tipped with white, the two outermost also

edged with the same : legs red. The Tur-

[

tie-dove frequents the thickest and niost

j

sheltered parts of the woods, where it builds

I on the highest trees
;
and the female gene-

I
rally lays two eggs.

I
—

i^Rtural l^istnry

;

The Amekican Turtle-dove, or Caro-
lina Pigeon { Columha CaroKnensis\ is thus
spoken of by Wilson :— “ Tills is a favourite
bird with all those who love to wander among
our woods in spring, and listen to their

varied harmony. They will there hear many
a sprightly performer ; but none so mournful
03 this. The hopeless woe of settled sorrow,
swelling the heart of female innocence itself,

could not assume tones more sad, more tender
and affecting. Its notes are four [Jfr. Gosse
says^iue] i the first is somewhat the highest
and preparatory, seeming to be uttered with
an inspiration of the breath, as if the afflicted

creature were just recovering its voice from
the last convulsive sobs of distress ; this is

followed by three long, deep, and mournful
moaniugs, that no person of sensibility can
listen to without sympathy. A pause of a
few minutes ensues, and again the solemn
voice of sorrow is renewed as before. This
is generally heard in the deepest shaded
parts of the woods, frequently about noon,
and towards the evening. There is,however,
nothing of real distress in all this ; quite the
reverse. The bird who utters it wantons by
the side of his beloved partner, or invites

her by his call to some favourite retired and
shady retreat. It is the voice of love, of
faithful connubial affection, for which the
whole family of doves are so celebrated

;

and, among them all, none more deservingly
so- than the species now before us.” Our
author then describes it os a general inha-
bitant, in summer, of the United States,

from (ianada to Florida, and from the sea- i

coast to the Jlississippi, and far to the west-
|

ward. Their flight, he observes, is quick^
i

vigorous, and always accompanied by a pe-
j

culinr whistling of the wings, by which they
|

call, easily be distinguished from the wild
|

pigeon. The nest is very rndely constructed,
generally in an evergreen, among the thick
foliage of a vine, in an orchard! on the hori-

zontal branches of an apple-tree, and, in

some cases, on the ground. It is composed
of a handful of small twigs, laid with little

art, on which are scattered dry fibrous roots

of plants ; and in this almost flat bed are

deposited two eggs of a snowy whiteness.
The male and female unite in feeding the
young, and they have rarely more than two
broods in tlie same season.

The American Turtle-dove is twelve
inches long, and sev'cntcen inches in extent ;

bill black ; eye of a glossy blackness, sur-

rounded witli a pale greenish-blue skin j

crown, upper part of the neck and wings, a
fine silky slate blue ; back, scapulars, and
lesser wing-coverts, ashy brown ; tcrtials,

spotted with black j
primaries, edged and

tipped with white ;
forehead, sides of the

neck, and breast, a pale brown vinous orange;

under the ear-feathers, a spot or drop of deep
black ; immediately below which the plu-

mage reflects the most vivid tints of green,

gold, and crimson ; chin, pale yellow ochre ;

belly and vent, whitish ; legs and feet, coral

red, seamed with white ; the tail is long and
cuneiform, consisting of fourteen feathers :

the four exterior ones, on each side, arc

marked with black, about an inch from the

tills, and white thence to the extremity ; the



next has less of the white at the tip i these
graduaiiy iengthen to the four niiddie ones,

which are whoiiy dark siate ; nii of tiiem
tajicr towards the points, the middie ones
most so. The femaic is au incii shorter,

wants the rich siiky blue on tlie crown, and
has aitogetlier less brilliancy of colour. The
flesh of tills bird is considered much superior

to that of tiie wild pigeon ; but its seeming
confidence in man, the tenderness of its

notes, and the innoceucy attached to its

character, are, with many, its security and
protection.

TUSSOCK [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genera Dasychira
and Vernas.

TUYUYU. A local name for the Myctcria
Americana, a Grallatorial bird, which when
full-grown is upwards of six feet in height.

Its general plumage is white; its neck is

bare of feathers, and, for two-thirds of its

length from above, black ; the remainder is

of a dark red. Its bill is about fifteen Inches

long, and by its habit of striking the mandi-
bles together a loud elattering noise is pro-
duced. Though shy and diflicult to be got
at, they are occasionally domesticated.

TYRANT FLYCATCHER, or KING-
BIRD. (Tyrannus intrepUlva.) This very sin-

gular species of a group of Passerine birds,

known as the Flycatchers, has received its

trivial names of tyrant and king, from its

extraordinary behaviour, and the authority
it assumes over all others, during the time
of breeding. It is eight inches long, and
fourteen in extent ; the general colour above
is a dark slaty ash ; the head and tail are
nearly black ; the latter even at the end, and

;
i
tipt with white ; the wings are of a brownish

J
i cast ; the quills and wing-coverts are edged

;| with dull white ; the throat, and all the rest

i 1
of the lower parts, are pure white ; the plu-
mage on the crown (though not forming n
crest) is frequently erected, and discovera a

i ;

rich bed of brilliant orange, which when the
^ feathers lie close, is altogether concealed.
1 The bill is very broad at the base, overhang-
I ing at the point, and notched, of a glossy

I

black colour, and furnished with bristles at

; the base ; the legs and feet arc black, seamed
I with gray. The female differs chiefly in
! being of a browner cast on the upjicr parts,

I

and having a narrower border of duller
I white on the tail. In the breeding season,
as we are told by Wilson, In his • American
Ornithology,’ the Tyrant Flycolcher’s ex-
treme affection for his mate, and for his nest
and young, makes him suspicious of every
bird that hapiiens to pass near his residence,

so that he attacks, without discrimination,
every Intruder. In the months of May,

I

June, and part of July, his life is one con-

I

tinned scene of broils and battles ; in which,
however, he generally comes off conqueror.

I Hawks and crows, the bald eagle, and the

i
,
great block eagle, all equally dread a reii-

'

;

counter with this dauntless little champion,
:

1 who, as soon as he perceives one of these last

l' approaching, launches into the air to meet
' him, mounU; to a considerable height above
< him, and darts down on his bock, sometimes

fixing there to the great annoyance of his

sovereign, who, if no convenient retreat or

resting-place be near, endeavours by various
evolutions to rid himself of his n.crciless

adversary. But the King-bird is not so easily

dismounted. He teazes the eagle incessantly,

sweeps upon him from right and left, re-

tyhsnt flycatcher
(IVHANNDS INTRBPinns.)

mounts, that he may descend on his back
with the greater violence ; all the while
keeping up a shrill and rapid twittering ;

and continuing the attack sometimes for
more than a mile, till he is relieved by some
other of his tribe equally eager for the con-
test All his turbulence, however,
vanishes as soon os his young are able to

shift for themselves ; and he is then os mild
and peaceable as any other bird.”
His usual mode of flight is singular. The

vibrations of his broad wings (says this ob-
serving writer, whom we quote with slight

deviations), os he moves slowly over the
fields, resemble those of a hawk hovering
and settling in the air to reconnoitre the
ground below ; and the object of the King-
bird is no doubt something similar, viz. to

look out for passing insects, cither in the air,

or among the flowers and blossoms below
him. In fields of pasture he often takes his
stand on the tops of the mullein, and other
rank weeds, near the cattle, and makes occa-
sional sweeps after passing insects, jiarticu-

larly the large black gadfly, so terrifying to

horses and cattle. His eye moves restlessly

around him, traces the flight of an insect for

a moment or two, then that of a second, and
even a third, until ho perceives one to his

liking, when, with a shrill sweep, he pursues,
seizes it, and returns to the same spot again,
to look out for more. This habit is so con-
spicuous when he is watching the bcc-hive,
that many intelligent persons arc of opinion
that he picks out only the drones, and never
injures the working bees. Be this us it may,
he certainly gives a preference to one bee,
and one species of insect, over another, . , .

Whatever antipathy may prevail against
him for dcprcdatioiis on the drones, or. If

I you will, oil the bees, this bird is greatly the

I

farmer’s friend, in destroying inultitiulcs of
insects, whose larvic [iroy on the harvests of
his fields. These noxious insects are the

I

daily food of this bird ; and he destroys.
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upon a very moderate average, some hun-
. dreds of them daily. The death of every
; King-bird is therefore an actual loss to the
farmer, by multiplying the numbers of de-
structive insects, and encouraging the depre-

! datioiis of crows, hawks, and eagles, who
I

avoid as much as possible his immediate

j

vicinity. “Tor myself,” says Wilson, “I
i must say, that the King-bird possesses no
I

common share of my regard. I honour this
little bird for his extreme affection for his
young

; for his contempt of danger, and un-
exampled intrepidity ; for his meekness of
behaviour when there are no calls on his
courage, a quality which even in the human
race is justly considered so noble : but above
all, I honour and esteem this bird for the
millions of ruinous vermin which he rids us
of ; whose dexjredations, in one season, but
for the services of this and other friendly
birds, would far overbalance all the produce
of the bee-hives in fifty." The nest is large,
remarkably firm and compact, consisting of
small slender twigs on the outside, and usu-

j

ally lined with fine dry fibrous grass, and
horse-hair. The eggs are five, of a very pale
cream colour or dull white, marked with a
few large spots of deep purple, and other
smaller ones of light brown, chiefly, though

I
not altogether, towards the great end. They
generally build twice in the season.

I

TIMBRE. A genus of Grallatorial birds,

;
of which there is but one known species,

i namely, the Ceestbd XJjlbm; (Scopns nm-
\
hrelta), which is as large as a Crow, of an
umber colour, and the male is crested. It is

diffused throughout all Africa. The Timbres
are only distinguished from the Storks by
their compressed beak, the trenchant ridge
of which is inflated towards the base, and
the nostrils are prolonged by a groove that
runs parallel with the ridge to its tip, which
is slightly hooked.

UMBRELLA. A genus of Mollusca, one
species of which inhabits the Indian Ocean,
and, from the shape of the shell, is very com-
monly called the Chinese Umbrella. It is

sub-orbicular, slightly convex on the outside,
with central apex slightly raised ; margin
sharp ; internal surface with a central, cal-

lous, coloured disc, surrounded by a conti-
nuous, irregular, muscular impression. An-
other species, much smaller, named the
Umbrella Mediterranean is from the Gulf of
Taronto, and differs from the former also in

not being marked with rays.

TJMBRINA. An Acanthopterygious fish,

belonging to the Sciaenidm family. It is re-

markably beautiful, the ground colour being
golden, with bright bands of steel blue. It

18 sometimes forty pounds in weight, but is

by no means a long fish. In the Mediter-
ranean it is plentiful, and occasionally some
are met with on the southern coasts of Bri-
tain : the flesh is highly esteemed.

UNAU. The two-toed Sloth, which, like

the Ai, or common three-toed Sloth, is an
inhabitant of tlic dense forests of the tropical

portion of South America, and has all the

singularities of conformation and habits

i>2atui-nl
;

which distinguish that species. [See Sloth : !

BkADVI’US.]
j

UNGKA-PUTI. (Ilyldbates agUU.') A
|

species of Gibbon, found in Borneo, Java,
&c. They are arboreal in their habits, and
are distinguished by astonisliing activity.
Their mode is to suspend themselves by their
long arms to the forest branches, and by an
energetic muscular movement to spring for-
ward from one tree to another, although the
distance may be from tliirty to forty feet j

which they are enabled to accomplish, when
required, with apparent ease and precision.

'

This animal is further remarkable for a
curious call-note, which it frequently utters i

during its moat active movements, especially I

in the morning. It is of a timid and gentle
j

disposition, and in confinement shows at-
tachment to those who have the care of it. I

[See Gibbox.]
1

1

UNGULINA. A genus of Conchiferous !

Molluscs, the shell of which is equivalve,
sub-orbicular, and rayed ; valves nearly
equilateral, with margins entire, simple,
closed all round ; hinge with one short, sub-
divided cardinal tooth in each valve, and at
the side an oblong ligamentary pit, di%nded
into two portions, one of which receives the
cartilage : two muscular impressions in each
valve, and the impression of the mantle en-

j

tire. The animal perforates rocks, &c. ; and
j

the shells are small, thin, and transparent. :

UlSriO, or FRESH-WATER MUSSEL.
This fluviatile genus of Mollusca is found in

'

the rivers of Europe and America, the East
and West Indies, &c. The shell is thick and
solid, transverse, equivalve, inequilateral

;

cardinal teeth solid, short, and oblique ; um-
bones prominent, and generally corroded.
The hinge is somewhat complicated : there
is a short plate in the left valve, received
into a cavity in the right ; and beliind this
a longer plate closing between two others of
the opposite side. The interior of the valves
are sometimes pink, sometimes white, often
highly iridescent

; and they occasionally
contain tolerably large pearls. Several ore
natives of this country ; but they more es-
pecially abound in the rivers and lakes of
North America. The animal is of no value
as food, from the insipidity of its taste.

There is a large family of fresh-water
conchifers to which the genus Unio belongs,
abounding in the North American rivers,

and comprising the genera Unio, Hyria,
Anodonta, and Iridina. Among the ob-
servations made on them by Sir. Lea, of
Philadelphia, who paid much attention to

their classification, &c.. and who has de-
scribed their habits with great minuteness,
we learn that the animal of Anodonta, which
is essentially the same with that of Unio, is

|

hermaphrodite, and seems viviparous ; for

the eggs pass into the oviduct placed along
the superior branchio;, where the young are

found with their shells complete. He dis-

sected a sjiecimcn of Anodonta vndulata
nearly three inches long, and found the ovi-

ducts charged with about 600,000 (as nearly
ns he could calculatcl young shells perfectly

formed, both valves being distinctly visible
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with the microscope. Whilst engaged in
this investigation, Ur. Kirtland, of Portland,
Ohio, informed Mr. Lea of his ability to dis-

tinguish the female and male shells of the
same species, without having recourse to the
included animal ; and he says that a very
short series of examination satisfied liim
fully as to the establishment of the difference

of sexes. The female, sustaining her very
large bnrthen, naturally requires, he observes,

more space within the valves ; hence an en-
largement of the posterior portion of the
shell is generally found, differing in its form
in various species.

It seems to be a matter of doubt, according
to Mr. Lea, on what these animals subsist,

but he had strong reasons for believing that
they feed on animalcules which are ever
found to exist in water, and which they
mi^ht separate from the constant stream
which they pass from the posterior part of
the shell, and which must be taken in at

another part. This operation he witnessed
frequently in a vessel in which he kept the
Xaiadee for some months. If the water was
not changed for twenty-four hours, he uni-
firmly found the animals quiet, but within
a few minutes after it was changed they as
uniformly commenced the passage of this

constant stream, which he considers to be
the residt of the action of the separation of
the animaleules from the water. Referring
to the fact of pearls being found in other
freshwater bivalves, Mr. Broderip observes
that the brilliant and variously-coloured
nacre with which many of the species are
lined, and the extreme thickness of some of
the shells, are very remarkable. That pearls !

should be found in them will not surprise

those whose attention has been drawn to
!

their internal surface. Pennant remarks '

that 3fya 3largarilifera of Linnaius ( Unio
j

elongalita) is noted for producing quantities
of pearls, and formerly there were regular

'

fisheries in many of our rivers to obtain
j

them. As many as sixteen have been taken
j

from one shell. The Esk and the Conway i

were famous in this way. The latter river,
|

in the days of Camden, was noted for them. ,

Sir Richard Wynn, of Owidir, chamberlain
'

to Catherine, queen to Charles II., is said to !

have presented her Majesty with a Conway
\

pearl which is to this day honoured with a I

place in the regal crown. Pennant, who
states this, adds, that the shells are called
by the Welsh, Crigrn JJilune, or Deluge

j

Shells, as if left there by the deluge. The
river Irt, in Cumberland, also produced them!
and Sir ilohn Hawkins, the circumnavigator
[as mentioned in the article Mva], had a
patent for fishing that river. Britain, indeed,
harl early ac<iuircd a reputation for its

pearls ; for, according to Suetonius, they
were Cresar’s inducement for undertaking
his British expedition. This, however, docs
not seem very prolmble. Pliny, indeed,
speaks of the pearls of our island os small i

and ill-coloured, and refers to the breastplate I

which Caisar himself had brought home and
dedicated to Venus Crcnctrix in her temple,
adding that he wished it to be understood
that the ollcring was formed of British

pearls."
|

XJNIPELTA. A family of Crustacea, be-
longing to the order Stomapoda, and com-
prising one genus only, Squilla [which see].

UNOGATA. The name given by Fabri-
cius to a part of the Arachnida, order Pul-
monaria, and comprehending the Scorpions
[which see].

UPHOLSTERER BEE. iOsmia papa-
veris.) This name is given to a species of
vrild bee, found in France, belonging to the
genus Osmia. These ingenious artificers

excavate holes in the earth for the recep-
tion of their young, and line them with an
elegant coating of flowers or leaves ; an
operation which is so pleasingly described
in Messrs. Kirby and Spence’s Introduction
to Entomology, that we beg to transfer the
account they give of it, from their pages
to our own. “ This little bee, as though
fascinated with the colour most attractive
to our eyes, invariably chooses for the hang-
ings of her apartments the most brilliant

scarlet, selecting for its material the petals
of the wild poppy, which she dexterously
cuts into the proper form. Her first process
is to excavate in some pathway a burrow,
cylindrical at the entrance, but swelled
out below to the depth of about three
inches. Having polished the walls of this
little apartment, she next flies to a neigh-
bouring field, cuts out oval portions of the
flowers of poppies, seizes them betw'een her
legs, and returns with them to her cell

;

and though separated from the wrinkled
petal of a half-expanded flower, she knows
how to straighten their folds, and, if too
large, to fit them for her purpose by cutting
off the superfluous parts. Beginning at the
bottom, she overlays the walls of her man-
sion with this brilliant tapestry, extending
it also on the surface of the CTOund round
the margin of the orifice. The bottom is

rendered warm by three or four coats, and
the sides have never less than two. The
little Upholsterer, having completed the
hangings of her apartment, next fills it with
pollen and honey to the height of about half
an inch ; then, after committing an egg to
it, she wraps over the poppy lining so that
even the roof may bo of this material, and
lastly closes its mouth with a small hillock
of earth. The great depth of the cell com-
pared with the space which the single egg
and the accompanying food deposited in it

occupy, deserves particular notice. This is

not more than half an Inch at the bottom,
the remaining two inehes and a half being
snbsequently filled with earth."

UFIJFA. A genus of birds in which the
head is crested, and the bill slender and
curved. [See Hoopoe.]

URAbi I IDAO. A family of Lepidopteroua
Inseets, belonging to the Hetkiioi eua ; com-
prising several very anomalous exotic ge-
nera, whieh, from their apparently oecuiiy-
ing a station between the Hcsiicriio and
.Sphinges, Latrelllc named IfesjKri-Sphingca.
since the discovery of its preparatory states,
however, it is allowed to belong to the
Heteroccrous section of the order. bir.
Westwood tells us, that “ the splendid
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colours of the typical Uranice are, it is

true, indicative of diurnal flight, and give
them, in conjunction with their form, all

the appearance of a butterfly, to wliich tlie

tailed hind wings add considerably ; but
there are other species (Nyctalemon Orontes
and 'Fatrochis and Seniatura Zunvs, &c.),
which in their more sober colouring would
he considered as motlis, and some of tliese

seem so nearly related to Coronis, whilst
Urania is in several respects so close to
Agarista (in its larva, palpi, and antennae),
that I am induced to unite them into one
family, a step which seems to be supported
by the neuration of the wings.” . . . “ The
flight of Urania Femandince is diurnal, and
exceedingly swift, somewhat like that of
Apatura Iris, sporting about the topmost
branches of forest trees

j
and when it alights,

its four wings are expanded horizontally.
Agarista consists of New Holland insects,

having much more the appearance of moths,
but with filiform antennae slightly thickened
in the middle, and terminated in a point.”

TJRIA. [See Guillemot.]

XJK.ANOSCOPUS. A very remarkable
but repulsive-looking genus of the Percuke
family (of Acanthopterygious fishes) , one
species of which, Uranoscopus scdber, fami-
liarly called the Star-gazee, inhabits the
Mediterranean. This name has been given
to them on account of the eyes being placed
on the upper surface of the nearly cubical
head, and directed towards the heavens.
Their pre-operculum is toothed on the lower
part ; their mouth is cleft vertically ; they
have a strong spine on each shoulder, and
only six rays on each gill. Behind the tongue
is a narrow slip which they can protrude,
and with which they attract small fishes,

while the mud effectually contcals them
from their prey. They have an immensely
large gall-bladder.

URCHIN. The Hedgehog [which see].

UROCERATA. The name given to a
tribe of Hymenopterous insects, comprising
the genus Sirex, which deposit their eggs in
old fir trees, &c. [See Sirex.]

UROMASTIX. A genus of Saurian rep-

tiles belonging to the Iguana group, and
distinguished from others of the same family

by all the body-scales being small, uniform,
and smooth ; but those of the upper surface

of the tail are large and spinous, though
there are none underneath it.

UROPELTIS. A genus of Serpents, found
in America, distinguished externally by a
very small head and pointed muzzle ;

the

tail short, and obliquely truncated above, is

flat and beset with little scales at the trun-

cation ; and they have a range of scales

under the tail, a little larger than the rest,

with a double range beneath its truncate

portion.

UROPTERA. A subsection of minute
Crustaceans, of the order Amphipotla, which
reside in the bodies of various Acalephoi and
some other zoophytes. They have the head
generally large, the antenna) often short.

and the body soft ; all the legs except the
fifth pair simple, the anterior either short
or small, and the tail either furnished at the
tip with lateral swimmerets, or terminated
by appendages or dilated points, bidentate
or forked at the extremity.

URSAE. A species of Seal, about eight
feet in length, inhabiting the shores of the
North Pacific Ocean, It is said to be one of
the most pugnacious and ferocious of the
whole tribe. There is a remarkable dispro-
portion in the number of the sexes in this
species ; each family consisting of but one
male with a crowd of females ; and if one fa-

mily encroaches on the station of another, a
desperate fight generally ensues. [See Seal.]

URSIDrE. A family of Plantigrade !

Mammalia
;
comprising the true Bears, the

Badgers, the Racoons, and the Wolverines.
They are characterized by a plantigrade
walk

;
gi inders more or less tuberculated

;

stature generally large ; carnivorous and
frugivorous ; claws formed for digging ;

tail
i

generally short. [The reader is referred to
j

the articles above-named, os Bear, Badger, !

&c., for particulars of the various genera
belonging to the Ursidee.']

URSUS. [See Bear.]

URUS. {Bos Urus.) The Aurochs, a

species of Bovine animals still existing in
Lithuania, though till recently supposed, by
most naturalists, to have become extinct.

The distinction between the sjiecies Bos
taurus and Bosnrus is thus carefully marked
by Cuvier : “ The forehead of the ox is fiat,

and a little concave ; that of the aurochs
protuberant, although less so than the buffa*

lo’s
;
the forehead is square in the ox, its

height, taking its base between the orbits,

being very nearly equal to its breadth ; in

the aurochs it is much wider than high, in

the proportion of three to two; The horns
are attached in the ox to the extremities of

a salient line, the most elevated of the head,

that which separates the occiput from the

forehead j in the aurochs this line is placed
two inches farther backward than the roots

of the horns : in the ox the plane of the

occiput makes an acute angle with that of
the forehead : in the aurochs this angle is

obtuse : finally, the plane of the occiput is

square in the ox, but represents a half circle

in the aurochs.”
A noble stuft’ed specimen of the Aurochs,

and a skeleton of tlve same animal, were
lately presented to the British Museum by
the Emperor of Russia, while more recently

he has forwarded to the Gardens of the

Zoological Society in the Regent's Park,
young specimens of the male and female.

These fine animals seem to be thriving, and
should they attain maturitv, will prove a

most attractive addition ; tlicy were taken
in .July, 184G, in the forest of Bicloviege, in

(Irodnau, where a herd of aJmut a thousand
head is preserved with great difficulty by
300 families, who arc stationed there by the

Emperor to take charge of them. They feed

on grass, and on the bark of trees, in gnaw-
ing which, however, they frequently destroy

their teeth.



i i Cuvier considers the Aurochs to be n species

I

I
which man has never subdued

; and observes,

j

in his Ossemem I'ossiles, that if Europe pos-
;
sessed a l/riis, a Thur of the Poles, different

j! from the Bison or the Aurochs of the Ger-
i mans, it is only in its remains that the spe-
I ' cies can be traced ; such remains are found,

in the skulls of a species ofox different from
the Aurochs, in the superficial beds of certain

:
districts. This, Cuvier thinks, must be the

i true Uras of the ancients, the original of our

I

domestic ox, the stock perhaps whence our

j
I

wild cattle descended ; while the Aurochs
1

' of the present day is nothing more than the

I

' Bison or Bonasus of the ancients, a species

I

which has never been brought under the
yoke. [See O.x : Bisos.]

VAMPIRE-BAT. ( Vampinis spectrum.)
This bat is-a native of South America, of a
reddish-brown colour, and as large as a
magpie. It is said, by Piso, to “ seek out
every kind of animal and suck their blood.”
This fact has often been most circumstan-

. tially related, and as often positively denied ;

; but if we compare the accounts of many
highly respectable modern travellers, the
truth of the statement will appear to be fully

I established. Captain Stedman, who had
; himself been bitten, thus describes the ope-
ration. “ Knowing by instinct that the
person they intend to attack is in a sound

i
slumber, they generally alight near the feet,
where, while the creature continues fanning

I with its enormous wings, which keeps
one cool, he bites a piece out of the tri) of
the great toe, so very small, indeed, that
the head of a pin could be scarcely re-
ceived into the wound, which is conse-
quently not painful

; yet through this orifice
he continues to suck the blood until he is

obliged to disgorge. He then begins again,
and thus continues sucking and disgorcing
till he is scarce able to fly ; and the sufwrer
has often been known to sleep from time
into eternity.” To the same effect is the
testimony of several other naturalists who
have paid attention to the subject, among
whom may be named Messrs. Darwin, Swain-
son, and Waterton ; the last of whom ob-
serves, that “ Europeans may consider as
fabulous the stories related of the Vampire

j

but, for my own part, I must believe in its
powers of sucking blotxl from living animals,
as I have repeatedly seen both men and
beasts which had been sucked, and, more-
over, I have examined very minutely their
bleeding wounds.” But he admits that he
could never find out how the Vampires ac-
tually draw the blood; and that he con-
tinued as ignorant of the real process as
though he had never been In the Vampire’s
country. “ For the space of eleven months,”
arlds this most amusing writer, “ I slept alone
in the loft of a woodcutter's abandoned house
in the forest ; and though the Vampire came
in and out every night, and I had the finest
opportunity of seeing him, ns the moon shone
through apertures where windows had once
been, I never coiild be certain that I saw
him make a positive attempt to quench his
thirst from my veins, though he often ho-
vered over the hummock.”

VANESSA. A genus of Diurnal Lepi-
doptera belonging to the family Nymphalidce,
in most of the species of which the wings are
angulated. The caterpillar has numerous
bristly spines, and the pupa is mucli angu-
lated and suspended by the tail. In Double-
day and Hewitson's work, descriptions and
figures of the various forms will be found :

we limit our notice to the British species,
which are all eminently handsome.

Vaxessa C. AnnuM ; or Co.mma Buttee-
Fi.Y. Of late years this insect appears
to have become much more scarce than
formerly, or it may have forsaken its old
localities and found new ones : it frequents
woods, thickets, and gardens ;

and there
are two broods in the year, one towards
the end of June, the other in Seiiteinber.
Wings above dark orange, with black or

COMSIA BOTTKamV.—(VANESSA O. Ar.BUU.)

UNBER-SXDK Or OOMMA BOTTEHVLY,

brown spots, and a brown posterior margin
;

on the disc of the anterior wings are two
roundish spots, and near the interior margin
two other larger spots ; beneath, the anterior
wings are du^y-brown, with a broad, irre-
gular, grccn-marbled pale band near the
posterior margin : posterior wings very simi-
lar, with a pure white crescent in the centre:
near the posterior margin of all the wings is
an irregular scries of spurious ocelli. Body
above dusky, with greenish hairs on the
thorax : antcnniB black above, brown annu-
lated with white beneath. Caterpillar red-
brown and yellow : it feeds on the hop,
nettle, elm, gooseberry, and honcy-suckle.
The chrysalis is flesh-coloured, spotted with
gold.

Vaeks-sa Pot-YcnLonos
: or Great Ton-

TOISE-SHKLI. Buttkkei.y. This insect fre-
quents woody places and lanes where elms
abound, and in some seasons it is particu-
larly abundant in some situations. Wings
above dark orange, with the base dusky,
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and furnished with greenish hairs : the
anterior with two transverse costal fascioj

;

between which and the base is a somewhat
'ovate black spot; on the disc, and also
near the interior margin, are two other
spots ; the hinder margin is black, with a
series of pale crescents : on the posterior
wings is a large black costal spot, with a
yellowish patch adjoining ; and the mar-
gin is black, with obscure bluish crescents

;

interiorly the wings are furnished with long
tawny or greenish hairs : beneath, all the
wings are clouded with black, with a broad
ash-coloured fascia behind, in which is a
series of bluish lunules : the anterior wings
have three pale equidistant spots on the
costa, and the posterior a white discoidal
spot ; the body is dusky, with tawnj' hairs ;

and the autennse black. The caterpillar is

brownish, with a yellow lateral stripe, and
the spines slightly branched. It feeds chiefly
on the elm

;
and wliile young, the brood

continues under a silken web. The chry-
salis is flesh-coloured, with golden spots on
the neck.

Vanessa XTrtic.e ; or Smali, Toktoise-
Shele Butterfly. This elegant and very
prevalent British species has the wings above
of a rich reddish orange, with the base and
the hinder margin block, the latter with a
series of blue crescents : the anterior wings

1
above have the costal areolet mottled with
black and tawny : on the costa are two large
sub-quadrate black spots ; at the base two
others, placed obliquely ; and posteriorly,

on the disc, two small round ones : between
the two large costal spots and the anterior

I

basal one are two yellow spots, and towards
: the tip of the wing adjoining the posterior
costal spot is a light one. The posterior

!
wings are black at the base, powdered with
tawny, and covered with long hairs : beneath,
the anterior wings are pale, variegated with
black, with a pale band marbled with brown,

[

in which is a series of angular black spots,

[

The body is dusky, with a greenish pubes-
1 cence : the antenna: are marked with black

1

and white rings, and the tip of the club is

ochraceous. 'The Caterpillar of this species

feeds chiefly on the nettle, and is found in

lanes, gardens, &c. ;
it is about an inch in

length, covered with bristles, and of a red-
dish-brown colonr, marked with two green-
ish-yellow lines on the back, and one on

1

each side. The chrysalis is grayish, with

1

golden spots on the neck ; sometimes the

;

whole body is entirely golden ; from which
the words chrysalis and aurclia are snpposed
to have suggested themselves to entomolo-
gists to denote the pupa state of in.sects.

Two broods occur every year— one early in

spring, the other in autumn ; and in Italy

it continues on the wing in flne weather even
in winter.
We may here take an opportunity of re-

ferring to a valuable paper in the proceedings

of the Royal Society, recorded in vol. 1.5. of

the Annals of Natural History, “ On the

Reproduction of lost parts in Myriapoda and
Insects," by G. Newi>ort, Ksq. F.R.S., I’.'es.

Ent. Soc., &c. (communicated by Dr. Roget).

It has long been known that the limbs of

Crustacea and Arachnida, accidentally lost '

or designedly removed, are, in course of time, :

replaced by the growth of new limbs ; but
:

whether such a power exists in those insects,
such as Lepidoptera, which undergo a com-
plete metamorphosis, changing not only their
form, but also their food and mode of life,

in passing from the larva to the adult state,
has been considered doubtful. “ The first

observation which led the author to believe
that true insects might possess the power of
reproducing lost parts, was that of a specimen
of Phasma in the collection of the British
Museum, in which the right anterior leg had
evidently been reproduced. He then in-
stituted a series of experiments on the larva
of the Vanessa urticce, or common nettle but-
terfly, which belongs to the order Lepidop-

j

tera, and undergoes complete metamorpho-
sis. He removed some of the true legs of the
larva, sometimes in their tibial portion, and
sometimes at their base : in the first case,
parts similar to those removed were invaria-

\

hly reproduced in different states of develop- i

ment, and in the latter entire new limbs were ,

formed ; in some instances, at the second
change of the larva, when it passed into the

,

pupa state
; but in two or three instances no ;

reproduction took place. At first view, this
j

difference in the results might appear to !

favour the opinion that this reproduction of
limbs depends on the existence of parts

|

especially adapted to perform this function,
]

and which, in those experiments that hod
i

failed to exhibit the phenomenon, had been
|

thefnselves removed. But the author found
j

that in every instance of the mutilations thus
j

practised, the perfect insect possessed a coxa,, :

or basilar part of the limb ; and this was the*']

case even in those in which a new organ was
j

not reproduced. From this fact, taken in
^

conjunction with the formation ofnew entire

limbs in the Iididce after the removal of every
portion of the previous ones, the author infers

,

that the power of reproduction resides in the
whole of the organized tissues.

|

Vanessa Antiopa ; Willow Butterfly,
or Camberwell Beauty. The wings of
this insect are of a reddish block or pur- '

plish hue above, with a broad, velvety-
black posterior band, in which on each wing .

are seven or eight violet-blue spots : fol-

lowed by a broad straw-coloured border,
|

waved Internally, and minutely speckled
with black dots, particularly on tire pro-
minent angles of the wing. The anterior

wings above have the costal areolet marked
with white, and two large white spots

near the tip. Beneath, all the wings are
,

obseure black, with darker waves, and a
broad white border on the outer margin. i

Body and nntcunic dark brown. The Cater- '

pillar is black, with a row of square dorsal .

spots, and the eight anterior prolcgs red : it

feeds on the willow, birch, and iropl.ar. The
chrysalis is dusky, with bluish and tawny
spots. This sjrecics is rcmnrknbl,' irregular

in its appearance, scarcely any being met
with in some seasons, and then again ap-
pearing perhrtps ill immense numbers.

VANF..S.SA lo, or Peacock Butterfly.
This liighl}' beautiful species of Butterfly
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occurs pretty abundaiitl3' in lanes, woods,
and commons where nettles and thistles

abound. The wings above are of a pur-
plish hue, with the base and hinder mar-
gin dusky ash, and a large oeellifurm spot

I
PEACOCK BOTTKRFt.T.—(VaNKSSA lO.)

on each wing, the posterior wings having
I towards the margin a large ocellus, with a
I

large black pupil spotted with blue, and a
gray iris, terminated anteriorly with a black

j

crescent. The under side of the wings are
glossy brown, marbled and spotted with
black : the body is dusky, with rusty down ;

the antennae blackish, the tip yellow. The
Caterpillar is glossy black, spotted with

i
white : the chrysalis green, dotted mth gold.

Vakessa Atalaxta ; or Rkd Admieal
Bptteefly. Common ns this species is, it

is one of the most sjilendid of the British
butterflies ; the intense black of its wings
being so beautifully relieved by the red fascia
and pure white spots, and the marbled vein-

, ings of its posterior wings beneath, dcfjdng
the utmost efforts of the painter's skill. The
wings al>ove are deep silken black ; the an-
terior with a central-bent orange-red band,
sometimes bearing a round white sjiot to-
wards the anal angle of the wing : between
this and the tip are six white spots, the largest

on the costa : and between them and the
margin is a slight bluish wave : the posterior

RXi. A^.-'niAr, BnTTF.nrr,T.
(V- t»A ATAUAMrA )

wings have a broarl orange-red border, with
a transverse series of black triangular dots,

and some black spots on the cilia i the tip

: of the inner arcolct is varied with bliii.-h,

and the black dot in the following arcolct is

also sometimes cxtcrnallj' edged with bine :

i licneath, the anterior wings have the central

^ ^ ^ ^

band interrupted with white, and blue
streaks ; beyond these are seen the three
larger spots of the upper surface ; two im-
perfect ocelli occupy the place of two others:
and the costal areolet is black, marbled with
blue. Nothing can excel the beautiful va-
riegations of the posterior wings, mottled
with black, brown, and pale fulvous ; in the
middle of the anterior margin is a pale tri-

angular spot, a band of obscure ocelli paral-
lel with the hinder margin, and a streak of
silken blue between this and the margin,
all the wings, both above and below, are
fringed with svhite, interrupted at the ner-
vures with black. Body black^bove, gray-
ish beneath ;

antennre black, annulated with
w'hite, the tip rather yellow : palpi black
above, white sides, and yellowish beneath.
The caterpillar is greenish, or dusky, with a
yellowish spotted line on each side : it feeds
on the Urtica urens and U. dioica. The
chrj'salis is duskj', or gray, with golden
spots.

VANELLUS. [See 'L.apwing.]

VANGA. A genus of Passerine birds, in-
digenous to South America, and allied to the
Shrikes aiid Flycatchers. They are dis-

tinguished by a large beak, very much com-
pressed throughout, its tip strongly hooked,
and that of the lower mandible bent down-
wards.

TELIA. A genua ofHemipterous insects ;

belonging to which is a British species ( Velia
currens\ commonly seen running on the
surface of brooks. The antennas are fili-

form, with the sheath of the sucker only
two-jointed

; the legs moderately long, and
placed at equal distances apart.

VENEER [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to Moths of the genus Chilo.

VENEB,IC.4RDIiV. A genus of Acepha-
lous Teatacea, inhabiting an almost round
shell, the muscular impressions in which in-
dicating that the animal has a resemblance
to that ofthe Carditas andUnio,hoth of which
approach the Cardia in general form and in
the direction of their ribs.

VENUS. A genus of Conohiferous Mol-
lusca, wliicli are found buried in the sand,
at a short distance from the shore, particu-
larly in hot climates. The recent species

are very numerous ; most of the animals
serving ns food for man ; while amongst the
shells are some so beautiful as to fullj’ justify
the name given to the genus. They are
cquivalve, inequilateral, nearly round or
oval, transverse, externally rugose, striated,

ribbed, cancellated or smooth ; margins en-
tire, simple, close: bosses slightly turned
on one side ; ligament external, and on the
longest side.— “The si)cclcs Venus ine.rce-

nnritt is cut by the North American Indians-
into beads, of which they construct their
\Vani|)nm or treaty belts, and the shells are
also used amongst them as money, and are
made into ornaments for their dresses."

VEHMES. The name by which ancient
naturalists designated a class of all the lower
animals resembling the earthworm, but con-

|
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sidered obsolete since Cu^'ie^, in 1798, limited
the term to the animals now known as An-
nelides and Entozoa, In Mr. Broderip’s ob-
servations on this subject he makes the fol-
lowing sensible remarks : “ The history of
the now obsolete class of Vermes is interest-
ing to the philosophical naturalist, since to
him it symbolises the progress of zoological
science. At first, with few materials on
which to build his arrangement, the zoolo-
gist was guided solely by a vaque perception
of analogy. Similarities of external form
were made the basis of classification. The
distinction between the resemblance of ani-
mals adapts for existence under similar
conditions of the earth’s surface and their
relations to each other according to their
organization, correspondent with their posi-
tion in the series, could not be expected to
strike the naturalist when his data were as
yet so scanty. But as the discovery of spe-
cies, the observation of their distribution and
habits, and the anatomical Investigation of
their structure progressed, a new light opened
on his mind, and he learned to separate
forms merely analogous, and to combine such
as had a true affinity of structure in well-
defined divisions.”

VERMETUS. A genus of Mollusca, con-
sisting of only one species, Vemnetus lum-
bricalis, which may be found in groups,
twisted together in great numbers, in the
seas near Senegal. The animal has two ten-
tacula, with eyes at the base ; foot cylindri-
cal. The shell is thin, tubular, irregularly
and slightly twisted ; aperture round

j apex
pointed.

VERMLLIA. A genus ofAnnulaia com-
posed of species of Serpulce, and found on
stones, shells, fuel, &c. They are attached
by the whole length of their shell, no part
being free. The tube is testaceous, cylindri-
cal, gradually lessening at one end, and
more or less twisted.

'VESICULOSA. A group of Dipterous
insects, nearly allied to Bombylius

;

with the
wings deflexed at each side of the body ; the
alulets very large, and covering the halteres;
the head small and globular

; the thorax
very gibbose ; the abdomen vesiculose ; and
the proboscis directed backwards, or wanting.

"VESPA ! VESPIDjE. a family of aeu-
leated Hyraenopterous insects, (including
the common Wasp and Hornet,) which live

in temporary societies, consisting of males,
females, and workers or neuters. They are
characterized by their geniculate antenna!,
composed in the males of thirteen joints, and
sometimes, in this sex, hooked at the ex-
tremity. Mandibles strong and dentated s

clypeus large ; ligula plumose or bilobed.

The sting of the females and neuters long,

powerful, and highly venomous. The econo-
my of these insects is scarcely less interesting
than that of the hive bee (with which they
agree in their habit of constructing hexago-
nal cells arranged in combs of dilferent size.)

[See Bek.]
The societies arc, however, annual, being

dissolved at the approach of winter. The
nests are of varied size, according to the

number of the society by which they are
inhabited, being from time to time enlarged
during the summer, as the communitv be-
comes more and more extensive. Pre^ous
to the setting in of the winter, the females,
which have been but recently developed, are
impregnated by the males, which soon after-
wards die ; the females then disperse, seek-
ing winter quarters, in sheltered situations

;

and those which survive the rigours of winter
commence the building of a new nest at the
return of the spring, in which they deposit
eggs and tend their young themselves

; these
at first consisting entirely of neuters, which
assist their parent in the duties of the nest.
The nests are either built underground in
holes, in banks, or are attached to the
branches of trees, or the woodwork of out-
houses. They are composed of a paper-like
substance formed of finely-gnawed wood, or
the bark of trees, reduced to a kind of paste
by the action of the jaws, and contain a
variable number of eells, which are of an
hexagonal form, arranged in tiers with the
mouth downwards, or opening sideways, in
which the larvae and pupae are contained.
The larvae of the wasp tribe are vermiform
and without feet : those of the solitary species
are enclosed separately in a cell, in which
the mother deposits, with singular apparent
foresight, at the same time with the egg, the
bodies of insects, killed for the purpose, and
upon which the larva feeds. The nest is
generally

_
surrounded by an envelojie,

pierced with a common central opening.
The larvae are nourished witli the juices or
pulp of fruit provided for them by the neu-
ters ; they are shut up, and spin for them-
selves a cocoon, when about to become
nymphs.
These insects are very voracious, preying

upon other insects, sugar, meah fruit, honey,
&c., which, after being properly prepared in
the stomach of the winged insects, is dis-
gorged, and serves as food tbr the young,
wliich are fed therewith daily ; the females
as well as neuters assisting in this task. The
males, as in all other social insects, are drones
performing no kind of labour. Notwith-
standing the powerful sting of the Wasp, it

is liable to the attacks of other insects. The
Hornet ( Vespa crabi-o) builds its nest in de-
caying hollow trees, under the eaves of
barns, &c. [See Wasp and Hoiixet.]

Paste-board Wasp.s. (,C>iarte}fnis.') Wo
shall conclude the article I'cspute with an
account of a South American Wasp which
collects honey ; ns descrilied by Mr. Adam
White. “ Some of the Wasp tribe of the
New World form their nests of a solid anit

rather thick pasteboard. Such structures
have been met with in Pennsylvania, while
they occur frequently in the more tropi-

;

cal parts of South America as far as Buenos
i

Ayres, and very probably much to the i

south of that point : in the description of 1

the Isthmus of Darien, Wafer mentions I

“ the bird’s nest bee, the hives of which are
black and hani, hanging from the trees like
birds’ nests.” 'The Iicst known is that of the
Cliartcrgiis niilulans, which is formed of a
beautifully polished white and solid paste-
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board, impenetrable by the weather. It has
been fully described by Reaumur in the sixth
volume of his ‘Memoires:’ in the British
Ifuseuin there are two specimens of this nest.

They are securely attached to the branch of
' a tree by their upper end, and vary much in

,

length, from a few inches, us in the Museum
specimens, to two feet or even more. In the

i

former case they are more or less round, and
have but four or five combs, while in the

^

latter they are of a long cylindrical shape,
; and have a corresponding number of parti-
tions ; additional combs are added to the
lower part as the occupants increase in num-
ber. These combs are horizontal, convex

I

on the under side, and fixed to the walls of
the nest by their whole circumference. The
cells are hexagonal and open downwards,
os in most other nests constructed by the
Vespidee. Each of the combs has a hole near
the middle, through which access is obtained
to the uppermost apartments. The upper
entrance is by a small round orifice near the
miildle of the under side, which is more or
less funnel-shaped.
“ The insects which form these curious

habitations hare been observed by Lacordaire
in their native country. Their societies are
not dissolved each year, as happens with the
••asps ofour climates, which, on the approach
•of cold weather, are nearly all cut off. The
nests are found in copse-wood, principally-
near plantations (at least in Guiana), and
are generally suspended at a hei^t of three
or four feet from the ground. Daring the
rainy season, from January to the middle of
June, only perfect nests are to be met with j

in January and February the cells are in
great measure filled with larva: ; in March
and April these decrease in number, and by
the end of May scarcely any ore to be found.
These are thought to turn into females,
which, not finding room in their old nursery,
emigrate and form new colonies, as when
the fine season returns, which is about the
middle of June, nests are to be found in pro-
gress : but instead of only one female being
at work, as is the case with our wasps, La-
cordaire has observed os many os a dozen
busily engaged in constructing their new
abode. As soon as a series of cells is com-
pleted larva may be found in them, and the
nest is gradually increased by the addition
of new combs. In Sejitember tlie structure
is half finished, and towards the end of No-
vember it is most frequently completed. The
old nests of the preceding year continue
peopled as l)eforc, but new larvte were only
observed in them in abundance in September

j

or Octot>er ; tlicse are believed to turn into
neuters : if this is the cose, the reverse takes

I place with the European wasps, the neuters
of which arc first excludeiL
Mr. Walter Hawkins has presented to the

collection of the British Museum a paste-
board nest discovered in June, 1837, in the
woods situated along the hanks of the Yan-
ca-y, a tributary stream of the Uruguay, and
takes its rise in the province of Entrerios :

it was aliout seven feet from the ground.
Viewed sideways, it is of an oblong form,
rounded at the base : the orifices at the side,
near the bottom, bulge out considerably.

723 *

When viewed from beneath it is somewhat
ovate. It is very generally covered with
conical knobs of various shapes, nearly all

of which are more or less rubbed at the end,
but in some places, less exposed, they are
pointed, and in many instances neoi'iy three
quarters of an inch long. At the very top,

i

and on the side above the entrance, there are
but few of these iirojections ; in two or three
places the surface is very distinctly con-
tracted ; and in the concavities are no pro-
jecting points j the knobs seem to run in

NV8T OV HONEY WASP.—(MYRAPS:'! RA .) 1

irregular, generally transverse, ridges. The
|

entrances are artfully protected by pent
;

roofs from the weather, which, in the rainy
i

season, is sometimes very violent
;
they are

also so intricately twisted, as to prevent the
ingress of any moth or other enemy, at least
of any size. The hardness of the whole mass
must tend very much to protect its con-
structor from the attacks of Insect or honey-
seeking animals

; and the natives, with some
degree of probability, believe, that feline and
other animals are deterred from taking the
nest by the pointed knobs with which it is

‘

covered. The substance is hard, the texture
close, and, when seen with a slight magni-
fying power, seems curiously matted. The
natives say that it is principally formed of
the dried dung of the Carpincho and dried
rushes and underwood. The Carpincho is

a 8|)ccies of Tapir or Water-hog, and is am-
phibious.

I

Many of the uppermost combs have the
cells, in the middle, filled with a brownish
red honey, which, in its present state, pos-
sesses scarcely any smell or taste. Azaro,



in the account of his residence in various
parts of South America, mentioned the fact
of several ira^/)s of tliese countries collecting
honey. Tlie occurrence of honey in the
combs of these Myrapetra confirms the ac-
curacy of Azara’s ol>servation, and is made
by a Vespidous insect having the first joint
of the abdomen elongated into a pedicel.

VESPERTILIONIDiE. Tlie name given
to a family of Bats, including most of those
belonging to temperate climates. [See Bat.]

VICUGNA. A Ruminant quadruped of
South America, belonging to the CamcHdee
family, and bearing considerable resemblance
to the Alpaca. They inliabit the mountain
ranges, and are remarkable for tlie fineness
of their wool, which has a texture that may
be termed silken

;
and they are accordingly

much in request.

VIPERIB^. A group of venomous
snakes, of wliich there are many species
and varieties diffused almost everywhere
throughout the habitable gldbe, Africa and
America being, however, far more infested

by them than Europe. A description of tlie

different kinds, after what we have said of
these reptiles under their respective appella-
tions, would be neither interesting nor in-

structive ; we therefore pass on to the com-
mon Viper, occasionally met with by those
whose occupations take them to our heaths,
woods, and water meadows.

The Common Viper or Adder iVipera
herus) is the only poisonous reptile indige-
nous to this country ; and is abundantly
found in many parts of Scotland, Eng-
land, and Wales, particularly in chalky
and stony districts, frequenting heaths, dry
woods, and banks. In Ireland it certainly
does not exist. On the continent of Europe
it is extensively distributed, being found
from the northern parts of Russia to the

south of Italy and Spain, and its presence is

everywhere dreaded on account of its venom-

VinCR.—(VIPRUA BKK08.;

Olis qualities. It seldom arrives at a greater

length than two feet, though it is occasionally

met with above three. The ground colour

of the male is a dirty yellow \
that of the

female is deeper. The back is markcMl

throughout its whole length with a senes

of rhomboidal block spots, touching each
other at the points ; the sides are marked
with triangular ones ; and the belly is en- •

tirely black. It is cliiefly distinguished
i

from the common black snake by the colour
^

which in the latter is more beautifully mot-
,

tied ; as well os by the head, which is thicker
than the body ; but particularly by the tail,

'

which in the Viper, though it terminates in •

a point, does not run tapering to so great a
length os in the other : when, tJierefore, other
distinctions fail, the difference of the tail

can be discerned with east. The venom of
the Viper is less virulent than that of many
of the poisonous serpents, but still suffi-

ciently severe, in the warmer climates, to

produce even the most fatal results. The
remedies usually employed are the external
application of oil and the internal adminis-
tration of ammonia.
The apparatus by which the poison wounds

are inflicted, which render these and so man3^
other serpents so formidable, is described
by Mr. Bell, in liiswork on ‘British Rep-
tiles,* as follows t—On each side of the upper
jaw, instead of the outer row of teeth which
arc found in non-venomous serpents, there
exist two or tliree, or more, long, curved, and
tubular teeth, the first of which is larger

than the others, and is attached to a small
movable bone, articulated to the maxillary
bone, and moved by a muscular apparatus,

by which the animal has the power of erect-

ing it. In a state of rest the fang reclines

backwards along the margin of the jaw, and
is covered by a fold of skin ; but when
about to be called into use, it is erected by
means of a small muscle, and brought to

stand perpendicular to the bone. The tooui

itself is it as were perforated by a tube. This
tube, although completely enclosed, except-

ing at its basal and apical orifices, must be

considered as formed merely by the closing

round of a groove in the exterhal part of the

tooth itself, and hence not in any way con-
nected with the inner cavity of the tooth, in

wliich exists the pulp upon which the sub-

stance of the tooth is formed. The base of

the tooth, and consequently the basal orifice

of the tube just described, is embedded in a

sac, into which the poison is poured from
the ductsof the glandular structure by which
it is secreted, and which is believed to re-

present the parotid gland of the higher ver-

tebrata. The poisonous fluid itself is in-

odorous, tasteless, and of a 3’ellow colour.

It is secreted in greater quantities, and its

qualities arc more virulent in a high temper-

ature than in cold. . . . When the animal
inflicts the wound, the pressure on the tooth

forces a small drop of the poison throngli

the tube ; it passes through the external

orifice, which is situated on the concave side

of the curved tooth, and is in the form of a

slit. The manner in which the blow is in-

flicted is ns follows. The animal generally

throws itself in the first place into a coil

more or less close, and the anterior part of

the body is raised. The neck is l>cnt some-
what abruptl}' backwanU, and tlie head

fixed almost horizontallj’. In an instant

the head i.s, os it were, launched by a sudden

eftbrt towards the object of its anger, and



I the erected tooth stnick into it, and with
• tlie velocity of thought. It is found by ex-
periment that the effect ofsubsequent wounds
is greatly diminished either by the diminu-
tion of the quantity of venom, or by some
deterioration of its strength ; so that if a
venomous Serpent be made repeatedly to

iuflict wounds, without allowing sufficiently

long intervals for it to recover its powers,
each successive bite becomes less and less

effective.’*

The Viper, like many other of the poison-
ous groups of Seri>ent8, is ovo-^dviparous.
If a female Vii>er about to bring forth her

; young be killed, and the young ones set at

liberty by opening the abdpmen, they will
immediately crawl about, and on being ir-

ritated will throw themselves into on atti-

tude of defence. The number of young
i produced at each birth varies from about
twelve to twenty. During the cold months
of the year the Viper, like the other reptUia^
finds a secure retreat in which to hibernate.
Shrews, field-mice, and other small animals
arc the Viper’s food. There are two or three
varieties, as the Red Viper, the Black Viper,
&c.

VIRCLTIjARIA. a genus of Coralliferous
Volypi, closely allied to the genus Pennatula,
but having the iaminse between which the
polypi arc situated much shorter. Dike that

VIKOULARtA UlRABiMS.

gentfs, one extremity of it h always witliout
I>olypi, and somewhat resembles the barrel
of a feather. It Is believed to l)e phospho-
rescent, like many of the other allied genera.
Our figure shows, )>etter than a description,
the form of this singularly beautiful genus.

VITRIN A. A genus of small land shells,

orate, thin, glossv, and fragile ; spire short,

the last whorl large; aperture oval. The
body of the animal is long, with four teii-

tactila, two of which have eyes at the summit.
The species arc all recent, and found among
moss and grass in damp situations. Tlicy
greatly resemble young specimens of the
genus Jhlix, from which they arc distin-
guished by their never being umbilicatcd
or perforated.

VIVRRUA : VIVERRIDA*:. A genus
and family of carnivorous quadrupeds,
which in the Linmean arrangement included
(besides the true Civets, to wlilcli the genus

Viverra is now restricted) various animals
differing remarkably in form, in structure,
and in habits ; as ichneumons, coatimondis,
genets, weasels, &c. The true Civets, as Mr.
Bennett, in his ‘Tower Menagerie,* observes,
yield in the extent of their carnivorous pro-
pensities to the cats alone, wdiom they ap-
proach very closely in many points of their
zoological character, as well as in their pre-
datory, sanguinary, and nocturnal habits. In
addition to the six incisors.and two canines
which are common to the whole of the true
Carmivora, they have on each side and in
each jaw six molars, one of which is pecu-
liarly adapted for lacerating flesh, while the
rest are more or less of tlie ordinary form.
Their tongues are furnished with the same
elevated and pointed papillse which give so
remarkable an asperity to those of the cats,

and their claws are half retractile. The
toes are five in number on each of their feet,

and their extremities alone are applied to
the ground in walking ; the animals are
consequently completely digitigrade. But
the most distinctive character of the group
consists in an opening near the tail, leading
into a double cavity of considerable size, fur-
nished with glands and follicles for the se-
cretion of the peculiar odoriferous substance
BO well known as the produce of the Civet,
and from which the animal derives its name-
[See Civet.]

VIZCACHA. [See Bizcacua.]

VODUTA : VOLUTID^. A gemis and
family of testaceous gasteropodous Mollusca, 1

principally found in tropical seas, and wliosc i

shells are prized above most others for their !

beauty and rarity. The animals inhabiting
them have tlie head distinct, and two short
triangular tentacula, with eyes at the base,
and a long thick proboscis or trunk

; foot
very large. The Voluticlce comprise nume-
rous species, both recent and fossil, and may
be regarded as one of the most iutercsting
and beautiful families of the spiral Testacca^
whetlier in regard to the elegance of the
shells themselves, or as exhibiting a principle
of variation in their structure hardly to he
excelled. Thev are generally smooth, shin-
ing, and the colours bright and varied ; tliey
differ exceedingly in form and size, some
being globular, otliers oval, some turreted,
and others with only a very small spire ; but
though they vary in the figure of the shell
and of the aperture, they are recognized by
the envargination without a canal which ter-
minates it, and by the oblique plaits of the
columella. Some of them have spines at
the upper part of each whorl, which form a
kind of thorny crown

; many are curiously
marked with lines and S|>ut8, so as to form
some resemblance to a line of printed music;
and one very scarce siiecies is marked with
five or six transverse milk-white bauds upon
a dark ground, and spotted with reddish
brown, forming a lieautiful contrast of co-
lours. Many of them attain a very largo
size ; but the fossil species are generally
smaller than the recent.

VOLVARIA. A genus of Univalve
Mollusca, found on tlic coasts of Africa and

3 g 3



Cliina. The shell is oval, cylindrical, and
Biiirially striated; sinre very short; aperture
narrow, and as long as the shell ; columella
with tliree oblique plaits ; outer lip thin.

VOLE. (.Arvicola.) Under the word Rat
will be found a description of the Bank Vole
or Water Rat. The species we have now to
describe is called the Field Volk or Short-
tailed Field AIouse iA>~vicola agreslis) ; a
small Rodent animal, which is exceedingly
prolific, and whose depredations in the field,
the rick-yard, and the granary are highly
injurious to the agriculturist. This little
creature is of a reddish-brown colour, mixed
with grey, on its upper parts, and ash-colour
beneath

; feet and tail dusky. Length of
the head and body, four inches ; tail about
one inch and a quarter. The head is large

;

muzzle very olituse ; the body thick
; the

tail not more than one-third the length of
the body, sparingly covered with hair. The
female forms her nest of dried grass, and
produces six or seven young at a time. The
nature of the Field Vole’s food is decidedly
vegetable, as we might indeed infer from
the following interesting facts, related by
Mr. ,Tesse in the first series of his ‘ Glean-
ings :

’—“An extraordinary instance of the
rapid increase of Mice, and of the injury
they sometimes do, occurred a few 3’ears ago
in the new plantations made by order of the
Crown in Dean Forest, Gloucestershire, and
in the New Forest, Hampshire. Soon after
the formation of these plantations, a sudden
and rapid increase of Alice took place in
them, which tlireatened destruction to the
whole of the young plants. Vast numbers
of these were killed ; the Alice having eaten
through the roots of five-year-old oaks and
chestnuts, generally just below the surface
of the ground. Hollies also, which were five

or six feet high, were harked round the bot-
tom ; and in some instances the Alice had
crawled up the tree, and were seen feeding
on the bark of the upper branches. In the
reports made to Government on the subject,

it appeared that the roots had been e.aten

through wherever thej' obstructed the runs
of the Alice. Various plans were devised for

their destruction ; traps were set, poison
laid, and cats turned out ; but nothing ap-
peered to lessen their number. It was at

last suggested, that if holes were dug, into

which the Alice might be enticed or fall,

their destruction might be effected.” Holes,

it appears, were acqordingly made in Dean
Forest, about twenty j'ards asunder, and
from eighteen to twenty inches in depth,

hollowed out much wider at bottom thitn at

the top ;
so that the animal, when once in,

could not easily get out again. In these

holes at least thirty thousand Mice were
found in the course of three or four months ;

and it was calculated that a much greater

number than these were taken out of the

holes, after being caught, by stoats, weasels,

kites, hawks, owls, crows, mt^pics, &c. The
Field Vole cither burrows itself, or takes

possession of the excavations made bj* the

mole and other burrowing animals.

VOIiVOX. The name given to certain

infiiBorlai animalcules which swarm in our

stagnant waters. They are globular bodies,
revolving on their axis, and containing more
minute globes, each of whicli also, in all

i

probability, contains an embryo race.
j

VULPES. [SeeFo.v.]
I

VULSELLA. A genus of Conchiferous
Alollusca, the shells of which are brought
from the Indian Ocean and the seas of New
Holland, and are generally found buried in
sponge. They are oblong, longitudinal,
nearly equivalve, and irregular

; hinge with
a iirominent callosity in each valve, showing
an impression of a conical and arched pit
for the ligament : the interior is iridescent.

A^ULTURFDzE. A family of diurnal
Accipitrine birds, characterized by an elon-
gated beak, curved onh' at the tip, and by
having a greater or less proportion of the
head, and sometimes of the neck, denuded
of ieathers. In general, the birds belonging
to this family are of a co»-ardly nature,
living on dead carcases and oifal

; their
gullet dilates into a considerable crop, which,
when distended with garbage, projects above
the furcular bone. When gorged with food
the bird is reduced to a state of stupidit.v,

and a fetid humour is discliarged from the
nostrils.

“The Vultures,” as Air. Swainson has re-
marked, “ are the great scavengers of nature
in hot latitudes, where putrefaction is most
rapid, and most injurious to health ; and the
disposition of their numbers is regulated bj'

an all-wise Creator according to their useful-
ness. Thej' are sparingly scattered over the
south of Europe

; in Egypt they are more
numerous ; but in tropical America, althougli
the species are fewer, the individuals are
much more plentiful. No sooner is an ani-
mal dead than its carcase is surrounded by
numbers of these birds, who suddcnlj- ap-
pear, coming from all quarters, in situations
where not one had just before been seen.

The nakedness of the head, and frequently
of the neck, is most apparent in tho.se whose
geographic range is limited to the NewWorld,
at the head of which division stand two re-
markable species, the celebrated Condor of
the Andos, and the Papa, or King Vulture,
of the Brazilian forests. The first is well
known for the loftiness of its flight and its

amazing strength, while the latter is the
only species whose colouring is not dark or
sombre.” AA’e shall now describe a European
species.

The Griffox Vultprb. {VuUur fiih-us.)

This bird inhabits the mountainous parts of
the north of Europe, Silesia, Dalmatia, the
Tyrol, Spain (where, near Gibraltar, it is

abundant), the Alps, the Pj-i-cnccs, Turkey,
and the Grecian Archipelago. Its nest is

usual!)' formed upon the most elevated and
inaccessible rocks, or upon the loflicst trees

of tlic ftircst. Its eggs, generally two or three

in number, arc of a dull greenish or graj'ish

white, slightly marked with pale reddish
spots, and with a rough surface. “ I,ike all

the other birds of its tribe,” says Alr.Bcnnct,
“ it feeds principall.v upon dead earea.ses, to

which it is frequently attracted in very con-
siderable numbers. When it has once made



a lodgment upon its prey, it rarely quits the
banquet while a morsel of flesh remains, so
that it is not uncommon to see it perched

OFiFron vorTURF.— (vor.roR ronvos.)

upon a putrefying body for several succes-
sive days. It never attempts to carry off a
portion even to satisfy its young, but feeds
them by disgorging the half-digested morsel
from its maw.

The Soci.vBLE VubTtJHE. (Vultur auricu-
laru.) This is a gigantic species, inhabiting
the greater part of Africa, and said by some
naturalists to be also found in Greece. Its

head and greater portion of the neck are red
and naked, the folds of red naked skin ori-

ginating behind the ears, and surrounding
the upper part of them: the throat is covered
with blackish hairs, and the lower and back
part of the neck clothed with a ruff of black-
iiii curling feathers. Tiic plumage of the

HOOIAaf.K VOLTURK.
(vanroR AaRinunsms.)

I)o<Iy, wings, and tail arc of a blackish-brown
colour, rather lighter Ijcneatli than above ;

feathers of the breast, IkIIv, and sides be-
neath, narrow, long, pointed, projecting from
the body so os to discover the nearly pure
white down which everywhere closely covers
it, and extends beyond the feathers on the

lower and anterior parts of the neck. Legs
brownish ; claws light brown. In size the
Sociable Vulture is equal to the Condor,
measuring upwards of ten feet across the
wings expanded. The nest is built in the
Assures of rocks, and the female generally
lays two, sometimes three eggs. During the
period of incubation the male keeps watch
at the entrance of the cave.

It has been observed of this gigantic spe-
cies, that it is “ a fit machine for assisting in
the clearance of the soil of Africa from the
putrid bodies of elephants, hippopotami,
rhinoceroses, and giratfes, that it haunts the
caverns of rocks, and is altogether a moun-
tain bird. There its night is passed, and
there, among the lofty crags, it retires to re-

pose when it has sated its appetite. Le Vail-
lant saw large flocks of them perched at sun-
rise on the precipitous entrances to their

abodes, and sometimes the extent of the
rocky region was marked by a continued
chain of these birds. Their tails are worn
down by friction against their craggy haunts
and by the soil of the plains, in consequence
of the laborious eftbrts which they make to

raise themselves into the air : when once on
the wing, however, their flight is grand and
powerful. They rise higher and higher, till

their enormous bulk is lost to human ken ;

but though beyond the sphere of man's
vision, the telescopic eye of the bird is at
work. The moment any animal sinks to
the earth in death, the imperceptible Vul-
ture detects it. Does the hunter bring down
some large quadruped beyond his powers to

remove, and leave it to obtain assistance ?—
on his return, however speedy, he finds it

surrounded by a band of Vultures, where
not one was to be seen a quarter of an hour
before.”

The EaypTiAN Vulture. (Neophron
perenoptervs.) The Egyptian Neophron,
which has also been denominated Pharaoh’s
Chicken, is the smallest of the Vulture tribe;

its natural habitation, the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea. The adult has the front
of the head, the upper part of the throat
and cere naked, and of a bright yellow.
The plumage is altogether of a |)ure white,
a'ith the exception of the quill feathers,
wliich are black : legs, feet, and base of the
bill yellow ; point of the bill, black. There
Is scarcely any difference in the colouring
ami plumage in the adults of both sexes.

The young of the year are of a deep brown,
slightlj’ spotted with lighter brown and white,
and do not attain their adult plumage for
two or three years.
In our description of the Bearded Vulture

wo entered rather fully on the often-dis-
cussed question of the very acute sense of
smelling which hius Irecn attributed to birds
o( the Vulture tribe. Before we quit the
subject, it may be proper to mention that
Audubon, in his • Birds of America,’ Insists
on it that It is the org.ans of sight, and not
those of smelling, that enables Vultures and
other birds of jircy to discover carcases at
fuch immense distances as they arc said to
do. We quote from him the following pas-
sage ! “ We were led to call in question the
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BLAOK VDI-TDRH:.— (CATHAIVTES ATRATD9.)

rather the neighbourhood of fresh water, and

in Peru is protected as a scavenger. Tliese

Vultures may be called gregarious, and, as

Darwin obberves, are not solely brought to-

gctlier by the attraction of a common prey,

but seem to have pleasure in society. He has

observed a flock of them on a fine day at a

great height, each bird wheeling round and

round without closing its wings, in the most

graceful evolutions. It is clearly done lor

sport-sake, or may be connected with their

matrimonial alliances.

For Kw(j Vulture, see Sakcouampiius.

For Bcarilcd Vulture, sec OvrAETUS.

PIED WAGTAIL. —(MOTAClM A AI.Ba )

ing a gorget ; the back and nimp arc dark

ash ;
wing-coverts and secondary quills

dusky, edged witli light gray \ prime quills

black, with pale edges ; lower part of the

breast and belly white ; the middle feathers

of the tail are black, the outermost white,

except at the base and tips of the inner webs,

w'hich arc black : legs black. These birds

arc to be seen wherever there arc shallow

springs and running waters. They make
their nest on the ground, of dry gra.ss, moss,

and small roots, lined with hair and feathers i

the female lays five white eggs, spotted with

brown ; and both parents continue to feed

accuracy of this opinion, on recollecting the
observations of some travellers, who have
remarked birds of prey directing their course
towards dead animals floating in the rivers

in India, where the wind blows steadily from
one point in the compass for many months
in succession. It is not easy to conceive that
the effluvia from a dead carcase in the water
should proceed in direct opposition to the
current of air, and affect the olfactory nerves
of birds at so many miles distant.” In order
to satisfy liimself on this point, Audubon
made several experiments, one of which was
as follows. Having stuffed and dried the
skin of a deer, he retired from it : a Vulture
soon approached, attacked its eyes, wliich
were made of painted clay, then walked to

the other extremity, tore some of the stitches,

until much of the fodder and hay with which
it was stuffed was pulled out, and after reite-

rated attempts to discover flesh, took flight.

Afterwards, he had a large dead hog put
into a ravine and concealed in the briars ;

he saw many Vultures pass over it, but some
approached it, although several dogs had
made a meal on it. He then tried to approach
it himself, but found the stench too intoler-

able. This species has great power of wing,
and specimens have sometimes been killed

in the British isles.

I

The Black Voltorb or Gallinago.
(Cathartes atratus.') In our article Turkey

! Buzzard we have described a species closely

allied to this iu appearance and habits. W

e

introduce this species as a vveil-marked form
of the family Vulturid,T3. It is a native of

the United States, and is found in South
America, as Darwin informs us, as far south

as Lat. 41°. It prefers a humid climate, or

For Turkey VullureaniJohn Crow Vulture,
see Turkey Buzzard.

WAGTAIU. The species of Wagtails,
which are few, are chiefly confined to the
Eiu-opeau continent, where the individuals
are numerous. Bewick remarks that “ in
almost all languages the name of this bird
is descriptive of its peculiar habits. In Latiu,
Motacilla ; in French, Jlotcux, La Lavan-
difere, or Washer j in England they are some-
times called Washers, from their peculiar
motion ; in German their name signifies

Brook-stilts
;
and in Italian, Shake-tail,”

&c. They are easily distinguished by their
!

brisk and lively motions, as well as by the i

great length of their tails, which they jerk
|

up and down incessantly, from which cir- ;

cumstance they derive their name. They
do not hop, but run along the ground very
nimbly after flies and other insects, on -which .

they feed : they likewise feed on small worms, !

in search of which they frequently flutter
j

round the ploughman, arfd follow the flocks

in search of the flies which generally sur- i

round them. Their flight is weak and un-
dulating, during which they make a twitter- I

ing noise ; and they seldom perch. As the !

species do not differ in their habits, and are
|

not very dissimilar in appearance, it will be
sufficient that we describe the one most com-
mon with us, viz

—

The Pied Wagtail, or Black- and
j

White Water Wagtail. iMotacilla

alba.) Its length is about seven inches

:

the bill is black ; eyes hazel ; hinder part

of the head and neck black ;
forehead^

cheeks, and sides of the neck white ; the

fore part of the neck and part of the breast

are black, bordered by a whitish line, form-
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is not so great in the former as it is in the
latter, and the Walrus appears to be gifted
with less intelligence.

It is the opinion of most natiiralists that
Walruses feed on shell- fish and marine vege-
tables which adhere to the bottom of the sea,
and that one of the uses of their tusks is to
root up their food from the spot to which it

is fixed ; and the probability is, that though
the AV^alrus does not abstain entirely from
carnivorous habits, marine -plants form the
bulk of its food. They swim rapidly, but
their progress on land is awkward and te-
dious. They appear to be monogamous, and
the female is said to bring forth her young,
one only at a birth, either on sliore or on the
ice. The fiesh is highly valued by the in-
habitants of the arctic regions, and our own
northern voyagers have often found it a most
acceptable repast. According to Professor
Macgillivray a small specimen was shot on
the East coast of Harris, one of the Western
Isles, December 1817. It was formerly
abundant in the Norwegian seas, but is now
driven further north.

WANDEROO MONKEY. (JfacacKS Si-
lenus.) A fine species of monkey, native of
Ceylon, which is of a deep black colour, ex-
cepting the long hairs about the head, which
are more or less of an ash colour, and some-
times almost white. Tliis mane, as it may
be called, descends on each side of the face
like a ruff. The tail ends in a brush of tufted
hair. It is occasionally bronght to this
country, but is by no means common in a
state ofconfinement. Father Maria has given
the following account, which we quote from
Mr. Bennett. “Tliere arc found four sorts
of monkeys on the coast of Malabar j the

wAi.vns on Monex.
(:nicH»a'jS noauAHOS-l

Tlic great alveoli, or sockets for containing
!
these formidable teeth, produce the cha-
racteristic form of the skull of the Walrus,

,
and make the anterior port of the upper jaw

;
present an immense convex niu/zlc, the

I nostrils having an upward direction, and
|

! nut terminating at the snout. It is evident

1
1 that there is a general resemblance l>etwccn

i
I
the organization of the Walrus and that of

i
i the Seal ; but the development of the brain

WANOBHOO UONltBT. — (MACACOS SILKNOS.')

first is quite black, with glossy hair and a
white beard round the chin measuring rather
more than a palm in length. The other
monkeys pay to this so profound a respect
that they are humble in his i)rcscncc, us
though they appreciated his superioritj’. Thu
princes and mighty lords hold him in much
estimation for his endowments of gravity,
capacity, and the appearance of wisdom
above every other monkey. Ho is readily
trained to enact u variety of ceremonies and

i

atfccted courtesies, which he goes througli
|

with so grave a face, and so perfectly, that it i

is a most wondcrftd thing to see them so cx-
‘

actly performe<l by an irrational creature.”
We need hardly add that this monkey Is not

and train their young for three or four weeks
after they are able to fly. As the winter
approaches they migrate from north to south.

WAINSCOT piOTHS]. A name given
by collectors to different species of Moths, of
the genera ^onagria and Leucasia.

WALKING-LEAF. [See PiivLtitTii.]

WALRUS or MORSE. (.Trichecus.'l A
genus of the PhocklcB or Seal family, though
tliffering greatly from them in the cra-

nium and the teeth. The head is well pro-

portioned, round, obtme, eyes small and
brilliant, upper lip remarkably thick, co-

8XUT.L ANO HEaO OF WAt-ROS.

vered with large pellucid whiskers or bris-

tles. Nostrils large, rounded, placed on
the upper part of the snout : no external

cars. In the adult lower jaw there are

neither incisors nor canines, and the lower
jaw itself is compressed anteriorly so as to

fit between the two enormous tusks (canines)

of the upjicr jaw, which are directed down-
wards, and are sometimes two feet long.
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endowed with more capacity than his con-
geners, but from liis lion-like mane and aspect
as well as his strongly marked features and
colour, looks peculiar among his allies.

WAPITI. (Cervtis Canadensis.) This
animal, which is frequently called the Ca-
nada Stag, more nearly resembles the
European red deer, in colour, shape, and
form, than it does any other of the cervine
race, though it is much larger and of a
stronger make. It is, in fact, one of the
most gigantic of the deer tribe, frequently
growing to the height ofour tallest oxen, and
possessing great activity as well as strength.
His horns, which he sheds annually, are very
large, branching in serpentine curves, and
measuring, from tip to tip, upwards of six

feet. Most of the upper parts of the Wapiti

WAPITI napR.
(CSRVU3 OANADF.NSIS.)

are of a lively yellowish broivn colour ; the
neck, mixed red and black, with coarse black
hairs descending from it like a dewlap ;

from tlie shoulders to the hips French gray ;

a paie yeilowish patch on the buttocks,

bounded on the thiglis by a black line. They
are considered more stupid than the rest of

the deer kind ; and they frequently make
a shrill quivering noise, which is “ not very
unlike the braying of an ass.” The flesh is

coarse, and but little prized by the natives ;

but its hide, when made into leather after

the Indian fasliion, is said not to turn hard
in drying after being wet— a quality which
justiy entitles it to a preference over almost
every other kind of leather.

WARBLERS. (Si/Ma. Si/lviada;.) The
small singing-birds comprised under this ge-

neral name form an interesting and compre-
hensive group, spread over the whole globe,

and were arranged by Linnams under his

genus MotaeWa. Their bill, os Nuttall re-

marks, is slender, straight, awl-shai>ed,

higher than it is wide at the base, and

j^nlural |[?t^t0rii ; I

furnished with scattered bristles ; the lower
,

mandible straight. Nostrils basal, lateral,
j

oval, half closed bj a membrane. Tongue
lacerated at the tip. Tarsus longer than
the middle toe ; inner toe free. Wings

^

moderate or short ; scapulars considerably
shorter than the quill-feathers. The same

j

author further observes, that they arc ge-
|

nerally small, sprightly, and endowed with
I

an incessant activity, in accordance with the
]

subtleness of their flying insect prey : they
J

therefore approach, both in habit and cha-
|

racter, the Flycatchers, Thrushes, Saxicolas,
j

and Wrens so nearly, that it is rendered at :

times doubtful to which of these several ge-
nera they ought to be referred. They prin-
cipally inhabit forests or thickets, and some
affect w'atery situations or reed-marshes.
Many ore remarkable for the melody of their
song and the sprightlincss of their airs, which
in the period of incubation they almost in-
cessantly pour forth. The Nightingale, so

celebrated for his powerful, varied, and pa-
thetic lay, as well os the humble but tuneful
Robin Redbreast, belong to this highly vocal
genus {Sylvia)

;

and though many species

seek out the arctic solitudes in which to waste '

their melody or soothe alone their mates,
|

yet other species may be numbered among
|

the more familiar tenants of our gardens,
|

groves, and orchards. Living almost ex-
;

clusively on the winged insects of summer, ^

which they dexterously catch in the air or

pick from off the leaves, they migrate'to the
south in autumn, and pass their winter in

the warm or tropical regions. The greater

part of the group we have described under
their several names ; we shall therefore novi

only select the undermentioned :—
The Daetford Warbler. {Mdizophilus

provincialis.) Fond of retirement and se-

clusion, this pretty little Warbler secretes

itself in the thickest parts of the bushes,

where it may be heard but not seen. Though
not by any means abundant in this country,

they are met wdth in the neighbourhood of

London, and also in several of the south-
western counties. Mr. Gould observes, with
reference to its secluded habits, that in the

spring it becomes more lively and more fre-

quently visible, “rising on quivering wing
above the tops of the furze, and uttering a
hurried babbling song, much after the man-
ner of the Whitethroat j at these times it

erects the feathers of the head into a crest,

and distends the throat, exhibiting many
attitudes and gesticulations.” It is truly

a mocking-bird. Imitating the notes of va-

rious kinds, generally beginning with those

of the Swallow, and ending with the song of

the Blackbird. It is between five and six

inches long ; the whole upper part of the

body is darkish brown, tinged very slightly

with olive ;
throat, breast, and sides, reddish

purple ; tail very long, blackish brown, the

external feather only terminated with white i

wings very short ; legs dark bmwn. and feet

yellowisli i bill black, but yellowish white

at its base. Its food consists of insects, and
also of such licrrics as it can obtain near its

retreats. The nest, which is com|K>sed of

dry stalks and grass intertwined with fibres
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of plants and roots, is generally securely
placed in the middle of a furze-bush, not far

from the ground. Eggs greenish white,
speckled with brown.

The Oran'Oe-crowxed tVAitBLER. This
is one of the American Warblers, of which
there are numerous species, but none of them
much distinguished as vocalists. It is five

inches long and seven in extent. The ge-
neral plumage above is dull greenish olive,

the rump and tail coverts being bright yel-
lowish olive. The head is slightly crested,

the feathers of the crest are orange at base,
constituting a spot on the crown, visible only
when they are elevated, being tipped with
the common colonr. The whole bird beneath
is dull olive yellow ; the inferior tail-coverts

pure yellow. The tail is even, the feathers
being dark brown, edged with olive green on
the outer, and with white on the inner web.
The manners of the orange-crowned Warbler
resemble those of the kindred species, though,
as Wilson observes, they have a remarkable
habit of inflecting the tail.

Among the Auatrnlian Warblers, we select

one described by Mr. Gonid, in his magni-
ficent work, as the WmTE-FtiOxxED Ep-
TUIASUKA (Epthianura albifrons'). It is de-
Ecrilxid as a most active and sprightly little

bird, particularly the male. It gives a de-
cided preference to spots of a sterile cha-
racter, and is in the habit of frequently
perching on the summit of a stone, or on the
extremity of a dead and leafless branch. It

is rather shy in its disposition, and when
disturbed flics off with considerable rapidity
to a distance of two or three hundred yards
before it alights again. The forehead, face,

throat, and all the under surface of the male
is pure white ; occiput black

;
chest crossed

by a broad crescent of deep black, the points
of which run up the sides of the neck, and
join the black of the occiput j upper surface
dark gray with a patch of dark brown in the
centre of each feather j wings dark brown

;

upper tail-coverts black ; two centre tail-

feathers dark brown, the remainder dark
brown, with a large oblong patch of white
on the inner web at the tip : bill and feet

black.

j

WART-nOO. [See PitACOcn^itus.]

j

WASP. A name given to many Ilyme-
nopterous insects, but more properly ap-
plied to the species of the genus Vespa.
Under the article Ve.si'IO/E we have de-
scrilied the habits, flee, of the family of
Hymenoptcrous insects which compose it,

namely. Wasps and Hornets. We shall

therefore in this place introduce the genus

;

I’ehrpanis, or DlKT-r>AUBEHS, which by acci-
' dent was omitted in its proper iilocc. These
. curious insects beiong to tlic Sphegidic fa-

!
mily. Por the interesting particulars re-

‘ specting them the public are indebted to

1

the pages of the Zoologist for 1W4. the fol-
' lowing account having been communicated
to it by P. II. Oosse, E«i— “ One of the many

1
things that struck my attention on first going

1 Into the Southern United States, was, in

1
most of the farm-houses, Ium|is of yellowish

1

mud stuck on the walls and rafters, and

particularly the large projecting chimneys.
|

Some of these were of irregular shape, nearly
08 large as one’s fist, and others were cy-
lindrical, as thick as one’s thumb, and three
or four inches long. The little boys (and
boys in the back-woods know a good deal
about natural history) informed me that
these were the nests of the Dirt-daubers : and
on taking down one of the shapeless lumps,
which had been fixed right over my bed, and
carefully opening it, I found within, many
long-oval cells lined with a tliin coat of
brittle shelly substance. These were ar-
ranged side by side, in two rows ; each con-
tained the slough of a perfected insect. In
a much smaller nest I found but one cell,

and no exuvire, but six spiders, all dried.
Tire long thimble-like nests were divided
into cells, in a single series, by transverse
partitions of mud. The children soon
showed me the insects to which the nests
belonged, although, as the season was spring,
they were not then building. By and by,
in the summer, I cultivated an acquaintance
with these funny little architects, and had
opportunities of watching the whole process
of building ; and thus of setting at rest, to
my own satisfaction, the disputed point of
ownersliip to tliese nests, which some ento-
mologists have attributed to Eumenes, sup-
posing the Pelopoeus to be parasitical. Tlie
following observations will show that some-
times, at least, the latter builds. I tran-
scribe now from my journal.
“ Ju7ie 30 I W'atched with much interest

the proceedings of a Dauber, in building her
mud cells : it is a pretty species, Petopwus
flavipes. She bos chosen the ceiling of a
cupboard in my sitting-room, where, pre-
viously to my observing her, she had made
one cell, and half another parallel to it j ,

the former was closed, the latter had got its

contents of spiders and only wanted closing.

Such was the statu quo. I Iiad not seen the
Dauber go in for some time, so that when site

did go in, I watched her from her recom-
mencement. She came empty, and having
for some moments peeped in, and examined
the contents to see that all was right, she
suddenly fiew out at the door (which ns
weli as the window was almost constantly
open), and returned in about a minute witli

a lump of soft wet mud in her jaws, about
twice as large as her head. Where she got
it in BO short a time, I don’t know ; it was
perfectly kneaded, and free from all lumps,
or grit, and was worked, wlien laid on, ns
freely as butter. I suspect that it was formed
of dry dust, on whicli slie had poured a drop
of fiuid from her mouth. Slie laid the sub-
stance on the open end of the unfinished
cell, and spread it aliout with her jaws very
expeditiously and skilfully, till the orifice

was quite closed up. She then flew off, and
,

returned with a similar load, which she ap-
plied upon the last to make it thicker. When
she was gone the third time, to observe her
behaviour, I thrust the head of a pin througli
the newly laid mortar, opening a hole into
the cell. On her return, she at once per-
ceived the hole, and deposited lier lump upon
it, siireading it about as before, I iilayed
her the same trick several times, at all of
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wmch her proceedings were tlio same, save
that at length she seemed to become very
angry, and endeavoured to catcli the house-
flies tliat were flying and crawling near. I
have no doubt that she suspected them of
liaving a hand in it. At all events, slie

jumped at tliem very snappishly whenever
they came near, and sometimes even with
the load in her mouth, but I did not see that
she caught one. Onee too, a large Ichneu-

]

mon was lurking about, at wliom she fiercely
flew, and I tliiiik tliey had a siiort struggle.
At times she would linger at a little dis-

’ tance after depositing her load, apparently
’ hoping to natch tlie insidious liousebreaker,

i

‘ in the manner,’ as lawyers say.
I

“ At lengtli I broke olf a large piece from
\
the side and bottom, exposing tlic spiders to

!
view ; tills, however, she speedily built up

i as before, at tivo or three loads, adding to
the standing part all round the Iiolc, and

I

not at one side only. After this I did not
put her industry to the task any more, but

1
suffered her to finish her work, which she

j

did by adding another layer or two to the
I end. I, however, made a hole in the first

cell, which was quite hard and dry, to see
if she would observe it, which she did at
once, and clapped her load of mortar on it.

I noticed, that while working, though the
wings were closed incumbently, she kept up
a shrill buzz, like that of a bee when held
in the fingers : her antenna!, wliicli were
usually earried nearly straight, were, during
the plastering, curled up, and continually
vibrating, and moving on tlie surface of the
work, evidently tiying It by touch, which I
could not see without rejecting the theory
that calls the antenna! ‘ ears.' In seeking
her materials, she was gone never more, often
less, tlian a minute, and always Iirought a

I

similar lump in appearance, whicli was in-
variably carried in the jaws, without any
aid from the feet.
“ Juli/ 1 The Dauber built another cell

to-day, on the other side of the first, wliich
is now tiiercfore in tlie middle. I again
pestered her, by sticking a small tin tack in
tlie newly laid mud, just wliere she would
have to deposit tlie next load. When slie

came she appeared quite ‘ bothered ;
’ slie

ran liackward and forward, and round and
round, over tlie cells for some time, witli the
mud in her jaws, as if at a loss what to do
in so novel an exigency. It was a different

case from the former j a iiole could be stojipcd

up, but liere was an intruding substance just

where slie wanted to deposit ;
should slie

lay it on, tlie incumbrance would be more
firmly imbedded ; should she place it else-

where, it would be wasted, not being needed,
or perhaps be positively injurious; should
she attempt to remove the evil, her mouth

I was occupied, and she was unwilling to lose

I her burden. At length, however, as the least

j

of the evils, she seized the tack with her
jaws and drew it out. dropping her mud in

the effort. Wlien away the next time, I

bundled up a worsted thread, and pressed it

on the soft work, which presented a still

more serious obstacle, as she could seize only
a small part of it which would yield without
coming away

;
liowcvcr, by taking hold of

several parts successively, and tugging at •

them a long time, and by walking round and
|

round with it in her mouth, she at length .

got it out. These instances of sagacity and
'

perseverance greatly pleased me. After la5’-
;

Ing on a load, she always cleans her antenna: i

with her fore-feet, and her feet with her
jaws : on arriving she never alights at the

j

nest, but always on the inside of the cuj>-
j

board-front, and crawls along the ceiling to
it.

1

1

“ Aug. 6.—I pulled down the nest of the
j

yellow-footed Dauber, to which other cells
jj

had been added in succession after the last

record. On examining them now, I find
three perfected insects have made their exit,

'

one has died in making its way out, two are
in pupa, one black and near perfection, the

|

other white and nearly turned, and two are
;

,

in larva, one large, the other very small, i

making eight originally in the nest. Jlany 1

'

of the spiders remained uneaten, most of 1

1

them were handsomely studded with scarlet
\

spots on a black ground. It was in looking
at these pnpss that I first was aware how a
difficulty of no ordinary magnitude was got
over. How do insects, whose abdomen is

peduncled, draw it out of the pupa skin,

seeing the peduncle is so slender ? I should
have guessed that the skin wo.tld be rup-
tured, but it is not so. These Daubers have
a very long and slender peduncle, but the
skin of the pupa, close in every other part,

is as wide around the peduncle as around
the abdomen, stretching across from the
thorax to the summit of the abdomen, like

a loose garment. AVhat a beautiful example
of Divine foresight in creation 1 ” 4

WATER-HEH. [See GALLl^CLE.]

AVATER-OUZEL. [See Ouzei..]

AVATER-SNAKE. [See HvDROriiis.]

AVATTLE-BIRD. [See Taleoali.a.]

AA"AA^E [MOTHS]. A name given by
collectors to different species of iIoths,of the
genera Ptychopoda, Emmclcxia, Cabera, &c.

AVAXAA’IXG. (.Eombycida.) AA'c learn
from Bonaparte's supplement to AA'ilson's

entertaining ‘ American Omitholgy,’ that
the AA’axwings, “ having no other represen-
tative in Europe or North America arc easily
recognized by their short turgid bill, trigonal
at base, somewhat compressed and curved at
tip, where both mandibies are stronglj’
notched ; their short feet, and rather long
subacute wings. But their most curious
trait consists in the small, flat, oblong ap-
pendages, resembling in colour and sub-
stance red sealing-wax, found at the lips of
the secondaries in the adult. These np-
jiendagcs are merely the coloured corneous
prolongation of the shafts beyond the webs
of the feathers.” “ The AA'axwings.” he
adds, “ live in numerous flocks, kccjuiig by
l>airs only in the breeding season ; and so

social is their dis|)Osition, that, as soon os

the young are ably to fly, they collect in

large bands from the whole ncighliourhood.
They perform extensive journeys, and arc
great and irregular wanderers. I'nr from
being shy, they arc simple and easily t.imcd.
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butgcnerally soon die in confinement. Their
food consists chiefly ofjuicy fruits, on which

; thev fatten, but to the great detriment of the
! orcliard, wliere they commit extensive ra-

I

vnges. AVhen fruits are scarce they seize upon
i
insects, catching them dexterously in the

! same manner as their distant relatives the
I fly-catchers. No name could be more in-

I appropriate for these birds than that of

i
chatterers, as there are few less noisy, and

j
they might even be called mute with much

;
better reason. They build in trees, and lay

I

twice in a year, about live eggs.”

Tlie Bohejiiax Wa.wixo. IBombycilla
garrula.') “Whence,” exclaims C. Bonaparte,

i “ does the Bohemian Waxwing come at the

. long and irregular periods of its migrations ?

i
Whither does it retire to pass its existence

I
and give birth to its progeny ? These are

j

circumstances involved in darkness, and

;
which it has not been given to any naturalist

1 to ascertain. It has been stated, and with
I much appearance of probability, that these
i birds retire during summer within the arctic

circle 1 but the fact is otherwise, naturalists

who have explored these regions asserting

I

that they are rarer and more accidental there

than in temperate climates. It seems pro-

!

bable that their chief place of abode is in

; the oriental parts of the old continent, and,
' if we may hazard an opinion, we should not

j

be surprised if the extensive and elevated
table land of Central Asia was found to be

their principal rendezvous, whence, like the

Tartars in former times, they make their

irregular excursions.”
It seems that in Northern Russia, and the

extreme north of Norway, they are seen in

I great numbers every winter ; and, notwith-
I standing they at times invade peculiar dis-

!

tricts in vast numbers, so remarkable was
their appearance in former times considered,

' that they have alarmed whole regions, and
! been looked upon as the precursors of war,

j

pestilence, and other public calamities. “ In

j

Gesner informs us, they appeared along

j
the Rhine, near Mciitz in Germany, in such

i numliers as to obscure the sun. They have,
I however, of late years, in Italy and Germany,
and in France especially, at all times, been

;
extremely rare, being seen only in small

I

companies or singly, appearing as if they
. hod strayed from their way. In England,
I
the Bohemian Waxwing has always been

! a rare visitant, coming only at long and un-
certain intervals. In the winter of 1810 large

;
flocks were dispersed through various parts

of that kingdom, from which periorl we do
not find it recorded by English writers till

the month of February, 1822, when a few
came under Mr. Selby’s inspection, and
several were again observed during the sc-

j

vere storm in the winter of 1820. Upon the

I

Continent, its returns arc subject to similar
> uncertainty. In M. Neckcr’s very interesting
memoir lately published on the Birds of
Geneva, wc read, that from the beginning of
this century only two considerable flights

have been observed in that canton, one in

January, 1807, and the other in January,
1811, when they were very numerous, ami
spent the winter there, all departing in
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March. In 1807 they were dispersed over a

great portion of western Europe, and were
seen near Edinburgh in the first days of that

year.”

WRASELS. A genus of digitigrade Car-

nivora, belonging to the Mustelklce family,

many of which are described in this volume
under their several well-known names, as

Maktkx, Ekmixk, &c. We shall therefore

now only give the Commojt Weasel (J/ns-

tela imls/aris), a species which inhabits many
countries of Europe, and, in much greater

abundance. North America. In Mr. Bell’s

excellent work on the British Quadrupeds,
he makes the following accurate remarks on
the resemblance that exists between the

Weasel and the Stoat : “The Stoat is brown
above, dirty wliite beneath ; the tail always
black at the tip, longer and more bushy than
that of the Weasel, and the former animal
is twice as large as its elegant little congener.

The Weasel, on the other hand, is red above,

pure white beneath s the tail red and uni-

form. Their habits also, though generally

similar, are. in many of their details, con-

siderably distinct, and we are fully borne
out by observation in saying that the ac-

cusations against the Weasel, of the mischief

which he is said to perpetrate in the farm-
yard and the hen-roost, as well ns amongst
game of every description—on hares and
rabbits, no less than on the feathered tribes

— are principally due to the Stoat. It is

not meant to be asserted that the Weasel
will not, when driven by hunger, boldly

attack the stock of the poultry-yard, or oc-

casionally make free with a young rabbit or

a sleeping partridge ; but that its usual prey

is of a much more ignoble character is proved

by daily observation. Mice of every descrip-

tion, the field and the water-vole, rats, moles,

and small birds, are their ordinary food

;

and from the report of unprejudiced olj-

servers, it would appear that this pretty ani-

mal ought rather to be fostered ns a destroyer

f-OMl'OX WSASEL.—(SIDSTELA VOIOARIS.)

of vermin, than extirpated as a noxious de-
predator. Above nil, it should not be mo-
lested in barns, ricks, or granaries, in which
situations it is of great service in destroying
the colonics of mice which infest them.
Those only who have witnessed the multi-
tudinous numbers in which these little pests
arc found, in wheat-ricks especially, and
have seen the manner in which the interior
is sometimes drilled, ns it were, in every di-
rection by their runs, can at nil appreciate
the amount of their depredations ; and surely
the occasional abduction of a chicken or a
duckling, su])posing it to be much more fre-

quently chargeable against the Weasel than

8 R
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it really is, would be but a trifling set-off
against the benefit produced by the destruc-
tion of those swarms of little thieves.”
The Weasel’s courage in defending itself

when attacked by birds of prey, is universally
admitted

; nor is it deficient in fierce opposi-
tion to dogs and even men, when its nest is

invaded by either. The nest is constructed
of dry leaves and herbage, and is generally
lodged in some snug locality, as a dry ditch,
the hollow of a tree, &c. It produces four or
five young at a birth, and generally has two
or three litters in the year.

WEAVER. iPloceus.') The Weavers, of
which there are several species, belong to the
FringillidcB^ have a conical beak, more or
less stout at its base, and the upper mandi-
ble slightly bulging. These birds are found
in both continents, and the greater number
of those of the eastern hemisphere are re-
markably skilful nest-builders, in which
they interweave blades of grass, from which
circumstance they derive their name. They
generally build their nests independently
of each other, as the Philippine Weaver-
bird, whose spherical pensile nest is entered
by a vertical canal, which communicates
with a laterai opening of the cavity wherein
the eggs are deposited ; but some of them
build a vast number of contiguous nests,

which form a single mass divided into nu-
merous compartments.

WEEVER. {Trachhnis.) There are two
Acauthopterygious fishes of this name, not
uncommon in the British Seas : the Great
and the Lesser Weever, but the last-

mentioned is the one most frequently met
with on different parts of our coast. It is

seldom more than five or six inches long

;

the Great Weever or Stino Bull is, how-
ever, double that length. Their most dis-

OOWMON WEEVER,—(TRACniNDS nRAOO.)

tinguishing characteristic is the power they
have of inflicting wounds by means of their

spinous fins i and fishermen almost inva-
riably cut off the first dorsal fin, and both
opercular spines, before they bring them on
shore. The Lesser Weever or Stinq-fisii
is much quicker in its motions, and is even
more difficult to handle with security, than
the larger species. “ In its habits,” Mr. Yar-
rell tells us, “ it is nctve and subtle, burying
itself in the loose soil at the bottom of the
water, the head only being exposed

;
it thus

waits for its prev— aquatic insects, or minute
crustaccous animals, which the ascending
position of its mouth enables it to seize with
certainty. If trod upon or only touched
while thus on the watch, it strikes with force

citlicr upwards or sideways ; and Pennant
states, tliat be had seen it direct its blows
with ns much judgment as n flgliting-cock.”

i)}RtuvnI ;

Whether the supposed venomous qualitj' of
the sharp spines is justly founded, or not, is
difficult to determine, but it apjrears that the
wounds inflicted by these offensive weapons
usually exhibit spmptoms of great inflam-
mation and pain. The back is reddish-gray ;

lower part of the sides and belly silvery
white, membrane of the first dorsal fin black ;

caudal fin tipped with block, the other fins
pale brown.

WEEVIL. The name applied to Coleop-
terous insects of the family Cukcui.ioxid.a;.
The Corn-weevil iCalaruira granaria) in
its larva state is exceedingly destructive to
grain

; the female perfect insect lays a single
egg in each grain, which when hatched turns
into a grub wliich eats away the interior ofthe
grain and perfectly destroys it : in granaries
the perfect insect may be destroyed by sort-
ing the grain into conical heaps, when the
beetles cluster at the top and may be taken
away in great quantities. (See Balajiinus.)

WHALES. iCetacea.) An order of aqua-
tic Mammalia, characterized by having fin-
like anterior extremities, and the posterior
extremities having their place supplied by a
large horizonal caudal fin or tail, and the
cervical bones so compressed as to leave the
animal without any outward appearance of
a neck. In this order are comprised the
largest animated forms in existence. Their
abode is in the sea or the great rivers, and
they resemble the Fishes so closely in external
appearance, that they are not only so re-
garded by the vulgar, but even many of the
earlier zoologists considered them as belong-
ing to that class. Nay, to the present dayt
when the capture of Whales is spoken of m
the public papers, we read that one ship has
returned from the Whale Fisherg with two
fish, another with three fish, &c. Mr. Bell,
indeed, in his description of the Cetacea,
says, “The outward form of the cetaceous
animals, organized os they are for a perma-
nent residence in the ocean, resembles so
nearly that of the fishes, that the ancients
were wont to arrange them together. Ray
himself was not prepared to separate them
from the fishes ; and even the example of
the great Linmf, who with his wonted cor-
rectness and judgment placed them in their
true position, was not sufficient to counter-
balance the prejudices of Pennant, whose
knowledge of the true principles of zoologi-
cal science was too limited to enable him to
look beneath the surface. Hence he follows
Ray, and considers the Cetacea as forming a
division of the class of fishes ; and this not-
withstanding he was well aware that they
bring forth their young alive, and nourish
them by means of mammary organs, simi-
larly constructed to those of the whole class

of mammalia. This fact, however, txjing

established, it becomes a matter of great in-
terest to ascertain what relation the other
organs of the body bear to the corresponding
ones in the other groups of this class, and by
what modifications of structure they are
rendered subservient to a mode of life so dif-

ferent from that of the more typical forms.
These huge beings, then, have all the essen-
tial characters of mammiferous animals

:
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they have wann blood, a complete double
circulation ; they breathe the atmosphere
by means of true lungs ; and their reproduc-
tion and the nourishment of their offspring
associate them with the true mammiferous
type.”
Mr. Bell then proceeds to say, that “the

general form of the Cetacea is similar to that
of fishes, in the horizontal elongation of the
body, the rounded and smooth surface, the

I
gradual attenuation of the extremities of

' the trunk, and the development of fins ond
especially of the tail as means of progrcs-

I

sion. The arrangement of the bones com-
posing the anterior limb is one of the most

I

important and curious parts of this subject,

i

The whole of the fin consists of exactly the

I

same elements as those which compose the
^ arm and hand of man ; but so concealed
I underneath the thick skin which envelopes
I

it, that not a trace of these bones is to be seen

!

externally. In this respect an intermediate
structure is exhibited by the anterior extre-

' mities in the Seals.”

I
“The posterior extremity is, in the whole

I

orderreither absolutely wanting, or merely
I
rudimentary. In the latter case, its only

i vestige consists of certain small bones, the
imperfect representative of a pelvis, sus-
pended, os it were, in the flesh, and having
no connexion with the spinal column. In
this respect a striking difference is observed
between these animals and the Seals : in the
latter, the posterior extremities are carried
backwards, and perform the office of a true
caudal fin ; but in the Whales, this most im-
portant organ of progression consists of an
extremely broad and powerful horizontal

i

disc, varying in figure in the different genera,
but in all constituting the principal instru-
ment of locomotion. This extraordinary
organ is not placed vertically as in fishes,

:
but horizontally ; and the admirable adapt-
ation of such a iicculiarity in its position to

:

the requirements of the animal forms a fresh
and beautiful illustration of the perfection

,
of Creative Wisdom. The fishes, respiring
only the air contained in the dense medium
in which they live, do not require any access

t to the atmosphere ; and their progression

I

therefore is principally confined to the same
!
place : but the Whales, breathing the atmo-
sphere, arc necessitated to come to the surface

' for each respiration, and lienee require an

I

oar of inconceivable power, the position of
' which applies its impulse in a vertical di-
rection, so os to impel their ponderous bodies
from the lowest depths of the ocean to the

I surface, every time the lungs require to be

;
replenislicd with fresh air. The greatest
rapidity of motion is produced by alternate

< strokes <if the tail against the water, upwards
' and downwards ; hut their more ordinary
' progression is effected by an oblique lateral

;

and downward impulse, first on one side and
I

then on the other, as a boat is impelled for-
' wards by a single oar in the act of sculling.

. The extent of the tail in some of the larger

I species is enormous ; its superficies living no
less than about a hundred square feet, and
its breadth considerably upwards of twenty

! feet."

: The respiration of these animals is another

735

j

important part of their physiology. It ap-
I pears that often, when the blow-holes are
far out of the water, a jet of water of con-
siderable size is thrown up with great force
and to a considerable height ;

— a circum-
stance which can only be accounted for by
supposing that the water taken into the
mouth, and carried hack into the pharjmx,
is then regurgitated by the blow-holes.
“ Let us suppose,” says Cuvier, “ the Cetacea
to have taken into its mouth some water
which it wishes to eject. It moves its tongue
and jaws as if it were about to swallow it

;

but, closing the pharynx, it forces the water
to mount into the nasal passages, where its

progress is accelerated by annular muscular
fibres, until it raises the valve (between the
nasal passage ond two pouches or reservoirs)

and distends the membranous pouches above.
The water once received into these pouches
can be retained there until the animal wishes
to spout. For that purpose it closes the valve
to prevent the descent of the water again
into the nasal passages below

j
and forcibly

compresses the pouches by means of the
fleshy expansions wliich cover them : thus
compelled to escape by the narrow crescentic
aperture or blow-hole, it is projected to a
height corresponding with the force of the
pressure.”
With the unflinching flrmness of a master

mind, relying upon philosophical principles,

and not yielding to popular prejudice by
calling that a fish which he knew to be a
mammiferous animal, Linnaeus separated
these cetaceans from the fishes, and associated
them with the mammalia, on account of
their warm bilocular heart, their lungs, their
movable eyelids, their viviparous generation,
the teats by means of which they suckle
their young, and the other details of their
anatomy which he, Cuvier, and all succeed-
ing naturalists of note, allow to sufficiently

distinguish them.
The Cetaceans arc divided by Cuvier into

two great tribes or families, one of which he
terms Jlerbivoroua Cetacea; the other. Or-
dinary Cetacea. And M. F. Cuvier thus ar-
ranges the order : Tribe 1. PiirxoriiAOA.
These are characterized by having teeth of
different kinds ; the molars with flattened
crowns, corresponding to the vegetoble na-
ture of their food. Jfammes two, pectoral.
Lips provided with stiff bristles. External
nostrils two, situated at the extremity or
upper part of the rostrum, which is obtuse.
Genera : Manatns, Cirv. ; IJalicorc, Cnv. j

Jlylina, III. Trilic 2. Zoopiiaoa. Teeth of
one kind or wanting, not adapted for masti-
cation. Mammic two, pudendal. External
nostrils double or single, situated on the top
of the head. And he further divides them
into— 1. Those which have the head of mo-
derate size : family Delphinidte ; charnc-
terized by having teeth in both jaws, all of
simple structure, and, generally, conical
form : and— 2. Those with the head of irn-

mixlcratr. size, eqnalliny one-third the lenyth
of the holly; forming two families, 1. Calo-
duntiilir.; with numerous conical teeth in the
lower jaw, and hlow-holes confluent. 2. 71a-
UenidiK ; which have no teeth, but their place
supplied by the plates of baleen or wltalc-

3k 2
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bone attached to the upper jaw: blow-holes
distinct.

Tlie following simple and natural arrange-
ment is by Mr. J. E. Graj\ He describes the
Whales iCete) as the third order of Mam-
malia, stating tliat they are peculiar for tlieir

lish-shnped, nearly bald body ; that their
hinder limbs are united, forming an hori-
zontal tail

;
aud that they have simply co-

nical rootless teeth or whalebone in the jaws.— The family of the Whales (Balamidce), lie

observes, have a very large head, at least
one-third the length of the body, as the trillt

I
of Whales (Balcenina), which have whale-

j

bones in the j aws, and the Catodons or 1 ht/-

I
seterina, which liave simple conical teeth,

^

as the Spermaceti Whale {Catodonta) and
j
Cachalot (.Physeter).— The family of Por-

I poises (.DelphinidtE), which have a moderate

I

or small head and an elongated or smooth
,

body, as the Dolphins (.Delphinus), which
have conical jaws and teeth, the Porpoises

I

iPhocama'), which have a shorter head and

I

compressed teeth, the Hyperoodons, which
i
only have a few teeth,— all these, Mr. Gray

:
observes, have tapering front limbs, while tlie

Susuk (Platanista) has triangular truncated
limbs, an elongated beak with compressed
teeth, and the bones of the skull beut over
the forehead, so as to form an arched cavity.
— In the other families, Mr. Gray remarks,
the skin is more or less horny, and the lips

always furnished with rigid whiskers ; the
teeth are flat-topped. The Manatees (Ma-
natklce) have eight grinders in each jaw, and
the tail rounded at the end. The Dugongs
(l/alicoridce) have only three or five grinders

in each j aw, and the end of the tail truncated
or two-lobed.

The CoMMOir, Trce, or GnEENLAirD
Whale (Bulcena Mysticelus), is principally

met with in the northern arctic circle, hut
it is also to be found, in considerable num-
bers, in many other ports of the world. Al-
though not the largest of the tribe, it is, on
many accounts, the most valuable iu a com-
mercial point of view', being, like several

other genera and species, pursued by man
for the sake of oil and other valuable pro-
ducts. Its size is usually, in length, about
sixty feet ; its greatest circumference from
thirty to forty feet. The body is bulky for-

wards, largest about the middle, and tapers

rather suddenly towards the tail. The head

COMMON OR WHALE-nONB WHALE.
iBAL/ENA MYSTICETOS.)

is very large, narrow above ;
very broad, flat,

I
and rounded beneath ; it occupies about
one-third of the entire length, being about

si.xteen or twenty feet long, and ten or twelve

broad : tlie lips arc live or six feet high : and

flatural

the upper j aw bends down at the extremity :

to close the cavity of the mouth. There are !

no teeth : the lamime of whalebone which
!

fill the cavity of the mouth are ranged in !

two series, consisting of about three hundred
;

in each : the eyes are remarkably small
; i

,
the external opening of the ears scarcely
perceptible ; the pectoral fins are of mode-

j

i rate size, and placed about two feet behind i

I

the angle of the lips. The tail is of great
' breatUh, semi-lunate on its anterior margin
1 deeply divided in the middle ; the posterior
' outline sinuous, and the termination of the
lobes pointed ; the anterior and middle parts
of the body nearly' cylindrical ; the posterior
part rhomboid, the liighest ridge or angle
being upwards. General colour blackish
gray ; the anterior part of the lower jaw,
and part of the throat and belly, white.

“ The family of the Baloeniche,” says Sir.
' Bell, “ consisting, as there is now reason to
I believe, b>it of tw'o known generic forms, are

I

distinguished by the following generic cha-
racters :— Kivalling the Physeters in their
huge general dimensions, the liead is propor-
tionally much smaller, and the whole form
less clumsy. They has'e no teeth in either

:
jaw i but the upper, which is extremely

i narrow, is furnished with numerous horny .

' lamina:,— the whalebone of commerce,

—

descending perpendicularly from the palate,
and varying in proportional breadth and
length in the different species. . . . The

;

SZDLL OF WHALE, WITH THE BALEEN.
|

whalebone, or baleen, ns it has been (Killed,

consists of numerous parallel lamina:, each
of w'hich is formed of a central coarse fibrous
layer lying between two which are compact
and externally polished. The external part
does not cover the internal to its extreme ;

edge ; the latter appears therefore bey'ond
the former, and terminates in a loose fringed
or fibrous extremity. The base of each plate

of baleen has a conical cavitv, coverin" a
pulp which corresponds with it, and which
is embedded w'ithin the substance of the gum
or buccal membrane which covers the palate
and upper jaw. The outer compact layers

of each baleen plate, which have been de-
scribed, arc continuous with a white horny
lay'er of the gum, which passes on to the i

surface of each [date ; and the pulp appears
therefore to be the secreting organ of the

internal coarse structure only. The flla-
.

ments of the fringe arc i-ery numerous, and
fill up the cavity of the mouth sufticiently to

form a most complete and cflicient strainer ;
'

and ns the swallow is extremely small, not
'

being large enough to admit even thesmaller
flsli, and the food of these Whales being ecu-



I

scquently restricted to very small auimals,
such a structure is necessary in order to re-
tain the whole of those which arc taken into
the mouth. The manner in which the food

: is taken, then, is as follows :—The whole of
I
the seas of the Arctie regions, no less than
those of the more southern climates, abound
in innumerable shoals of molluscous, radiate,
and crustaceous animals, which swarm in
such hosts as often to colour the surface of
the sea. When a Whale, therefore, is taking
its food, the immense mouth being opened,
a large number are as it were shovelled up
by the great expanse of the lower jaw, and
as the mouth is closed the water is regurgi-

! tated, and the numerous captives arc re-
I tained by the apparatusjust described. AVhen
the number of Whales which are found in

i
the Northern Seas and the immense hulk of
each individual arc considered, imagination

. itself must fail to appreciate the countless

;

myriads of small beings which are consumed
:
for the nourishment of these stupendous
Ixxlies.” [See Clio.]

But- although this baleen, or whalebone,
which the Greenland Whale yields in such

I

large quantities, is a product of such value
as to render it an object of eager pursuit to
those engaged in the AV'hale Fisheryi the

I principal reward arising from the perilous
' employment is to be found in the large quan-
tities of oil which are obtained from its thick

i cutaneous layer of fat. or blubber, as it is

usually tenned. A Whale sixty feet in
, length will frequently yield more than
! twenty tons of pure oil, and some of the

;
pieces of baleen are twelve feet long. It is

; for these prizes that men willingly expose
;
themselves to the rigours of an Arctic winter,
the chance of falling victims to the united
effects of. cold and hunger, or shipwreck in
its most horrid form, occasioned by the irre-
sistible crush of icebergs. And should the
hardy mariner escape from dangers such as
these, the harpooner not unfrequently pe-
rishes from the upsetting of the boat owing
to the violent plunges which the wounded
animal makes in the water, or the whirlpool
produced by his rapidly rushing down into

: the deep.
Who can read the following passage, which

we extract from the able author before
quoted, without a feeling of remorse and
shame 7 “ The female of this species, like
moat others of the Cetacea, is extremely at-
tached to her young, and often rushes into
the moat imminent danger, and even upon
certain death, to rescue or defend it. Tiie
whaiers take advantage of this affectionate
attachment, and strike with the harpoon tiie

young Whale, quite sure that the mother
will before long approach for tiie puriiose of
saving her offspring, but too frequentiy, in
fact, to perish with ft I

” The Whale has
usually but one young one, and brings forth

,

in tiie early spring ; at birth it is about ton

I

or twelve feet long.

i The Nortiikrx Rorqual, or Razor-
;
BMKZU AVuale. (ISaUcnoplrra phytalu.)

t
This Whale, wliich is probably the longest

; of the animal creation, is so named from its

: having a prominent ridge, or spine, on Us

back. It is about a hundred feet long, and
from thirty to tlurty-five feet in circum-
ference ; but in proportion to its size, and the
difficulty of killing it, its value in oil and
whalebone is far less considerable than that
of the preceding ; and on that account it is

not sought after by whalers, and not always
attacked when met with. It is less quiet
and tranquil in its general movements tlian
the Common AVhale, seldom lying motionless
on the surface of the water whilst blowing,
but making way at the rate of aliout five

miles au hour. AVhen struck, the velocity
of its descent is such as very frequently to
break the line, ofwhich the Rev. Dr. Scoresby
mentions several instances. The food of this

enormous animal consists not only of the
mollusca and smaller Crustacea which con-
stitute the aliment of the Balcena, but also
of fish of considerable size. One of this spe-
cies was some years since towed into the
harbour of Ostend i and its magnificent ske-
leton, ninety-five feet in length, was ex-
hibited at Charing-cross (near the King’s
Mews, the present site of Trafalgar-squarcV
AA’’hen taken, this specimen of the W'hale
weighed 249 tons ; and 4000 gallons of oil

were extracted from the blubber.

The Broad-nosed Whale {Balcena mus-
culusi) in many respects much resembles the
preceding, except in its never attaining so
gigantic a size : its length being from fifty

to eighty feet.

The smallest of the AVTiales is called the
Beaked AViiale (.Balcena rostrata) j its

length being about twenty-five feet,
j

The Sperm AVuale, or Spermaceti
Whale iPhyseter macrocepJialus') now de-
mands our attention. Mr. 'T. Beale, surgeon,
to whom we are indebted for a circumstantial
account of tiie natural history of this species,

says:— “In length it comes next to the
Balaina Physalis, and in bulk, probably, ge-
nerally exceeds it, and in commercial value,
perhaps, equals the Balama Mysticetus ; for

although it does not possess the valuable
whalebone of this animal, it fumislies us
with the beautiful substance spercameti, and
is rich in abundance of the finest oil : it is

also the source of the perfume termed am-
bergris ; its length is about eighty feet i cir-

cumference about thirty or thirty-five.”

SPinUACBII WIIAI.K.
(pnrsETBR u A iaoi- kpualob.!

No longer ago than in the year 183fl lifr.

Beale thus writes :
— “ On returning to Eng-

land, after completing an engagement which
occupied upwards of two years, in the Soiitli

Sea Whale Fishery, I was surprised to find,

tliat, when tiie knowledge of every useful
and interesting subject is so widely diffused,
BO little should lie generally known of the
natural history of nlmost tiie largest inha-
bitant of our planet, the great Sperm AVhalc

;

3u 3
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1

in fact, till the appearance of Mr. Huggins’
admirable print [pubiished by that gentle-

1
man about six months before] few, with the

i

exception of those immediately engaged in
the fishery, had the most distant idea even
of its external form. Of its manners and
habits, people in general seem to know as
little as if the capture of this valuable ani-

j

mal had never given employment to British

1

capital, or encouragement to the daring cou-
rage of our hardy seamen. The very term
whale fishery seems associated with the coast
of Greenland, or ice-bound Spitzbergen, and
the stern magnificence ofArctic scenery

; few
connect the pursuit of tliis ‘ sea beast ’ with
the smiling latitudes of tlie South Pacific and
the Coral Islands of the Torrid Zone

; and
fewer still have anymore distinct conception
of the object of this pursuit, than that it is a
whale producing the substance called sper-
maceti, and the animal oil best adapted to
the purpose of illumination.
“ The head of the Sperm Whale presents,

in front, a very thick blunt extremity, called
the snout, or nose, and constitutes about one-
third of the whole length of the animal

; at
its junction with the body, is a large pro-
tuberance on the back, called by whalers the
‘ bunch of the neck

;

’ immediately behind
this, or at what might be termed the shoulder,

1

is the thickest part of the body, whioli from
' this point gradually tapers off to the tail,
'

but it does not become much smaller for

j

about another third of the whole length,

1

when the ‘ small,’ as it is called, or tail

;

commences
; and at this point also, on the

back, is a large prominence, of a pyramidal

;

form, called the ‘hump,’ from which a series

of smaller processes run half way dowh the
;

‘ small,’ or tall, constituting what is called
the ridge. TJie body then contracts so much

1 as to become finally not thicker than the

j

body of a man, and terminates by becoming
expanded on the sides into the • flukes,’ or
tail, properly speaking. The two ‘ flukes ’

! constitute a large triangular fin, resembling,
i in some respects, the tall of fishes, but dif-
fering in being placed horizontally

; there
is a slight notch, or depression, between the

:
flukes posteriorly : they are about C or 8 feet

;

in length, and from 12 to 14 in breadth,

j

The chest and belly are narrower than the

i
broadest port of the back, and taper off evenly

;

and beautifully towards the tall, giving what
1
by sailors is termed a clear ruu : the depth

i
of the head and body is in all parts, except

1
the tail, greater than the width.

1

“ In the right side of the nose and head is

1
a large almost triangular-shaped cavity,

called by whalers the ‘ case,’ which is lined

with a beautiful glistening membrane, and
covered by a thick layer o? muscular fibres,

and small tendons running in various direc-

tions, and finally by the common integu-
ments. This cavity is for the purpose of
secreting and containing an oily fluid, which
after death concretes into a gramdated sub-
stance of a yellowish colour, the spermaceti.

The size of the case may be estimated, when
it is stated that in a large whale it not un-
frcquently contains upwards of a ton, or

more than ten large barrels of spermaceti.

Beneath tlie case and nostril, and projecting

beyond the lower jaw, is a thick mass of
clastic substance, called the ‘junk;’ it is

formed of a dense cellular tissue, strength-
ened by numerous strong tendinous fibres,
and infiltrated with very fine sperm oii and
spermaceti. The enormous mouth extends i

nearly the whole length of the head ; both
the jaws, but especially the lower, are in
front contracted to a very narrow point ;

.

and, when the mouth is closed, the lower 1

jaw is received within a sort of cartilaginous
|

lip or projection of the upper one, but prin-
)

cipally in front ; for further back, at the
sides and towards the angle of the mouth, '

both jaws are furnished with tolerably well
developed lips. In the lower jaw are forty-
two teeth of a formidable size and conical
shape, but none in the upper, which instead
presents depressions corresponding to, and
for the reception of the crowns of those in
the lower jaw. The tongue is small, and
does not, appear to possess the power of very
extended motion, lihe throat is capaiflous
enough to give passage to the body of a man,

I

in this respect presenting a strong contrast !

with the contracted gullet of the Greenland
j

Whale. The mouth is lined tliroughout
'

with a pearly white membrane, wliich be- ;

comes continuous at the lips, and borders
with the common integuments. The eyes

i

are small in comparison with the size of the '

animal, and are furnished with eyelids, the
|

lower of which is the more movable.; they !

are placed immediately above the angle of
the mouth, at the widest part of the head.
At a short distance behind the eyes, are the
external openings of the ears, of size sulBcieiA
to admit a small quill, and unprovided with
any external auricular appendage. Beliind,
and not for from the posterior termination
of the mouth, are placed the swimming paws,
or fins, which are analogous in formation to i

the anterior extremities of other animals, '

|

or the arms of Jfan ; they are not used as
1 1

instruments of progression, but probably in
.

j

giving a direction to that motion, in ba-
lancing the body, in sinking suddenly, and

|

occasionally in supporting their young.
i

“ A peculiarity of the Sperm Whale, which
|

strikes at first sight every beholder, is the
apparently disproportionate and unwieldy 1

1

bulk of the head; but this peculiarity, in'-

stead of being, as might be supposed, an i

impediment to the freedom of the animal's
motions in his native element, is, in fact, ‘|

on the contrary, in some respects very con- ]

ducivc to his lightne.ss and agility, if such a
term can with propriety be applied to such
an enormous creature ; for a great part of ;

this bulk of the head is made up of a large
thin membranous case, containing, during
life, a thin oil of much less specific gravity
than water, below which again is the junk,
which, although heavier than the spermaceti,
is still lighter than the element in which
the whale moves ; consequently the head,
taken as a whole, is lighter, specifically, than I

any other part of the tiody. and will always I

have a tendency to rise, at least, so far aliovc
|

the surface as to elevate the nostril, or ‘ blow
j

hole,’ sufficiently for all purposes of respira-

tion ; and more than this, a very slight ctfort

on the part of the fish would only be neces-



sary to raise the whole of the anterior flat

iurface of tlie nose out of the water ; in case
the animal should wish to increase its speed
to the utmost, the narrow inferior surface
which has been before stated, to bear some
resemblance to the cutwater of a ship, and
which would in fact answer the same pur-
pose to the whale, would be the only part
exposed to the pressure of the water in front,
enabling him thus to pass witli the greatest
celerity and ease through the boundless
tracks of his wide domain. It is in tins shape
of the head that the Sperm AYhale differs in
the most remarkable degree from the Green-
land Whale, the shape of whose head more
resembles that of the porpoise, and in it the
nostril is situated much further back, ren-
dering it seldom or never necessary for the
nose to be elevated above the surface of the
water, and when swimming even at the
greatest speed, the Greenland Whale keeps
nearly the whole of the head under it, but
as his head tapers off evenly in front, this
circumstance does nut much impede his mo-
tion, .the rate of wliich is, liowevcr, never
equal to that of a Sperm Wliale. It seems,
indeed, in point of fact, tlnit tliis purpose of
rendering the head of light specific gravity,
is the only use of this moss of oil and fat,

although many have supposed, and not
without some degree of probability, tliat tlie

‘junk’ especially may he serviceable in
obviating the injurious effects of concussion,
should the Whale happen to meet with any
obstacle when in full career

;
this supposi-

tion, however, would appear hardly tenable
when we consider the Greenland Whale,
although living among the rock-like icebergs
of tlie Arctic Seas, has no such convenient
provision, and with senses probably in all,

and certainly in one respect, less acute than
those of tlie Sperm Whale, on wliich account
it would seem requisite fur him to possess
this defence rather than the Sperm Whale,
whose habitation is, for the most part, in the
smiling latitude of the Southern Seas.

“ The several humps and ridges on the
back of the Sperm Wliale constitute another
difference in their external aspect ; these
prominences, however, are by no means pe-
culiar only to the Sperm Whale, os they are
possessed also by several other species of
Whales, os the Razor-back and Broad- nosed
Whales, and some others ; and it would seem
that the (Hissession of these parts marks those
Whales which arc noted for their swiftness
in flight, and their activity in endeavouring
to defend themselves when attacked, which
may lie explained in this way, or it may be
cou ddered probable, that these prominences
result from a greater development, in the
si uations where they arc placed, of those
I>roces3cs of the vertebrte or bones cumposiug
the spine, called the spinal processes, and to
wbicit the muwles principally used in pro-
gression and other motions are attached, os
well as those muscles and ligaments which
support the long and bulky head ; they con-
sequently must indicate an increase in the
size and strength of these muscles and liga-
ments, See,, and on this account constitute a
very remarkable difference between those
>V hales possessed of them, and those not so

furnished. This distinction is so great, that
it induced Lacepede to divide the genus Ba-
lo!ua into those with a hump and those with-
out, employing the name Balccna for the
latter, and styling the others Baloenoptera.

“ The skin of the Sperm Whale, as of all

other cetaeeous animals, is without scales,
smooth, but occasionally, in old whales,
wrinkled, and frequently marked on the
sides by linear impressions, appearing as if

rubbed against some angular body. The
colour of the skin, over the greater part of
its extent, is very dark—most so on the
upper part of the head, the back, and on the
flukes,' in which situations it is in fact some-
times black ; on the sides it gradually as-
sumes a lighter tint, till on tlie breast it be-
comes silvery gray. In different individuals
there is, liowever, considerable variety of
shade, and some are even piebald. Old
‘ Bulls,’ as full-giown males are called by
whalers, have generally a portion of gray
on the nose, immediately above the fore part
of the upper jaw, and they are then said to
be gray-headed. In young whales the skin
is about three-eighths of an inch thick, but
in old ones it is not more than one-eighth.
Immediately beneath the ‘ black skin’ lies

the blubber, or fat, which on the breast of a
large whale acquires the thickness of 14
inches, and on most other parts of the body,
it measures from 8 to 11. This covering is

called, by South Sea whalers, the blanket

;

it is of a light yellow colour, and when
melted down furnishes the Sperm oil. The
blubber serves two excellent purposes to the
whale, in rendering it buoyant, and in fur-
nishing it with a warm protection from tlie

coldness of the surrounding element, in this
last respect answering well to the name be-
stowed upon it by the sailors.”
The ingenious and intelligent author, from

whose pamphlet we have made the pre-
ceding extracts, gives an account of the
Rise and Progress of the Fishery, and of the
modes of pursuing, killing, and “ cutting in ”

the Sperm Whale. To the Pamphlet itself,

as well as to Mr. Beale’s more elaborate
lilstory of this important Whale, therefore,
we beg to refer such of our readers as would
wish for a more detailed narrative. We
shall conclude with one short extract more
from Mr. Beale’s able “ Observations.”
“ In calm weatlicr great difflculty is some-

times experienced in approaching the Whale
on account of the quickness of his sight and
hearing. Under these circumstances the
fishers have recourse to paddles instead of
oars, and by this means nan quietly get near
ciioiigli to make use of the harpoon. When
.first struck, the Whale generally ‘sounds,’
or descends perpendicularly to nil amuzing
depth, taking out perhaps the lines belonging
to the four boats, 800 fathoms I afterwards,
when weakened by loss of blood and fatigue,
he becomes unable to ‘sound,’ hut passes
rapidly along the surface, towing after him
perhaps three or four boats. If lie docs not
turn, the people in the boats draw in the

I

line by which they are attached to the Whale,
and thus easily come up with him. even when

i

going with great velocity i ho is then easily

[

lanced, and soon killed.”



Air. Gray has lately published an elabo-
rate monograph of the Whales in one of the
parts of the Zoology of H. AI. SS. Erebus and
Terror, and to this highly scientific memoir
we must refer our readers. The works of
Scoresby and Beale give us large details of
what is known about the history and cap-
ture of the two most important species in a
commercial point of view. [See DoLPiiijf,
Naewiial, PoitroisE, &c.]

AVHEATEAK. (Saxicola cenanthe.) This
Passerine bird is very generally diffused over
the globe, and visits us early in the spring.

It frequents new-tilled grounds, and is a close

attendant on the plough, in search of insects

and small worms, which are its principal
food. In length the Wheatear is about five

inches and a half. The Bill is black ;
eyes

WHEAI'EAR.—l^SAXrCOl.A CK..J A NTDE.)

hazel ;
over the eyes, cheek, and ears is a

broad black streak, and above it a line of
white ; the top of the head, hinder part of
the neck, and the back are bluish gray

j
the

wing-coverts and quills are dusky, edged
with rusty white ; the rump is perfectly
white, as is also part of the tail ; the rest

black
;
the under parts are pale buff, tinged

with red on the breast : legs and feet black.
The Wheatear breeds under shelter of a tuft

or clod, in newly-ploughed lands, or under
stones . and sometimes in old rabbit burrows :

its nest, wliich is constructed with great care,

is composed of dry grass or moss, mixed with
wool, and is lined with feathers, and defended
by a sort of covert fixed to the stone or clod
under which it is formed : the female gene-
rally lays five or six light blue eggs, the
larger end encompassed with n circle of a
somewhat deeper hue. In some parts of

England great numbers are taken in snares
made of horse-hair, placed beneath a turf.

They leave us about the latter end ofAugust
and September, and about that time are seen

in great numbers by the sea shore, where,
probably, they subsist some little time before

they take their departure.

AVIIEAT-FEY. (.Cccidomyia tritici.-) The
European Wheat-fly is a two-winged gnat,

somewhat resembling a musquito in form,

but is very small, being only about one tenth

of an inch long. Itsbody is orange-coloured.
Its two wings are transparent, and change-
able in colour ; they are narrow at the base,
rounded at the tip, and are fringed witli
little hairs on the edges. Its long antennse
are composed of twelve little bead-like joints,

each encircled with minute hairs. Towards
the end of June, or when the wheat is in
blossom, these flies appear in swarms in the
wheat-fields during tlie evening, at which
time they are very active. The females ge-
nerally lay their eggs before nine o’clock at
night, thrusting them, by means of a long
retractile tube in the end of their bodies,
w'ithin the chaffy scales of the flowers, in
clusters of from two to fifteen, or more. By
day they remain at rest on the stems and
leaves of the plants, where they arc shaded
from the heat of the sim. They continue to

api^ar and lay their eggs throughout a
period of thirty-nine days. The eggs are
oblong, transparent, and of a pale buff colour,
and hatch in eight or ten days after they are
laid. The young insects, produced from
them, are little footless maggots, tapering
towards the head, and blunt at the hinder
extremity, with the rings of the body some-
what wrinkled and bulging at the sides.

They are at first perfectly transparent and
colourless, but soon take a deep yellow or
orange colour. They do not travel from one
floret to another, but move in a wriggling
manner, and by sudden jerks of the body,
when disturbed. As many as forty-seven
have been counted in a single floret. It is

supposed that they live at first upon the
pollen, and thereby prevent the fertilization^

of the grain. They are soon seen, however,
to crowd around the lower part of the germ,
and there appear to subsist on the matter
destined to have formed the grain. The
latter, in consequence of their depredations,
becomes shrivelled and abortive ; and, in

some seasons, a considerable part of the crop
is thereby rendered worthless. The maggots,
when fully grown, are nearly one eighth of
an inch long. It is said that the maggots
quit the ears of the wheat by the first of
August, descend to the ground, and go into

it to the depth of half an inch. It is pro-
bable that there they remain unchanged
through the winter, and having finished their

transformations, come out of the ground in

the winged form in the spring, when the
wheat is about to blossom. Dr. Asa Fitch
has entered into the history, transformation,
and habits of this insect with great detail in

the sixth volume of the Transactions of the

New York State Agricultural Society (1847).

Jealous for the honour of his country, he has

tried to prove that it is not a native of North
America, and was unknown there anterior

to the revolutionary war ; but there is some
doubt whether the\Vhcat-fly of North Ame-
rica is not a distinct species from the Eu-
ropean one. Air. Say has named it Cecido-

myia destructor. [See IIessian-flv.]

AVniDAn FINCH. (I'lVftm.) A genus

of beautiful birds, inhabiting Western Alrica,

and iiarticularly abtindant in the king<lom

of Whidab,— whence their name ; but which
has been corrupted, and is frequently written



Wiuon' Bird. The body of the Whidah-
flnch is generally about the size of a canary-
binl, but tlie mule is remakable for an asto-
nishing development of plumage during the
breeding season, after which its splendid tail

drops off, and the sexes are then barely dis-
tinguishable. Tliere are several species,

one of which, Vidl'a Pahadisea, will be
sufficient to describe. The upper part of
the plumage is of a faded or deep brotvnish-

black ; but this colour becomes of a paler
hue on tlie wings and lateral tail-feathers.

The head, chin, and tliroat are of tliis faded
black, which e-xtends downwards narrowing
as it descends, to the middle of the breast.

A broad rich orange rufous colour proceeds
from the upper part of the back of the neck
and unites with a tinge of the same colour
on the sides of the nei^ and breast ; this last

hue passes into the pale buff of the body, but
leaves the under tail-covers black, like the
upper ones.

WniMBRETj. (.VumcniKs PhcEoptts.') A
species of grallatorial bird closely allied to
the Curlew, but considerably smaller in size,

being not above eighteen inches long. The
plumage is of a grayish white, the feathers
being streaked with brown ; the scapulars
are brown, with pale edges : the upper part
of the head is divided longitudinally by a
white line, bounded on each side by a black
om ; the bill is at least three inches long ;

the upper mandible is blackish brown, the
lower one pale red. Dr. Fleming, in his
British Animals, informs us that it forms its

nest on exposed heaths in Zetland, and lays
four or five eggs. After the breeding sea-
son it nearly disapiicars from the northern
islands, but, during winter, frefpicnts the
English shores, associating in small flocks.

[See CuKi.EW.]

WHIKCIIAT. (S'txlroln rubetra.') A
species of Passerine bird which is not un-
frequent in the British islands, and may be
commonly found on broom ami furze, on tlie

highest twigs of which it perches, and occa-
sionally sings very sweetly. It builds its

nest on the ground, forming it of dried sticks,

and lining it with tine grass. The female
lays six eggs of a uniform blue. It is ratlicr

I

larger than the Stonechat, to wliicli it is

1 closely allied. [See .Stoxeciiat.]

AV 11 IF-POOR-WILL. The American
name of a species of Goatsucker {Caprimul-
ffiui vocifcrus.'j Wilson tells us, in his inter-

esting work on the Ornithology of Ame-
rica, that “on or about the 25th of April, if

the season be not uncommonly cold, the
T/liip-poor-will is first heard in Pennsylvania,
in the evening, as the dusk of twilight com-
mences, or in the morning as soon as dawm
has broke. In the state of Kentucky I first

heard this bird on the 14th of April, near
the town of Danville. The notes of this

solitary bird, from the ideas which are na-
turally associated with them, seem like the
voice of an old friend, and are listened to by
almost all with great interest. At fli st they
issue from some retired part of the woods,
the glen, or mountain ; in a few evenings,
perhaps, we hear them from the adjoining
coppiee, the garden fence, the road before
the door, and even from the roof of the
dwelling-house, long after the family have
retired to rest. Some of the more ignorant
and superstitious considered this near ap-
proach as foreboding no good to the family,
nothing less than sickness, misfortune, or
death, to some of its members ; these visits,

however, so often occur without any bad
consequences, that this superstitious dread
seems on the decline.
“ He is now a regul ar ncqunin tance. Every

morning and evening his shrill and rapid
repetitions are heard from the adjoining
woods, and when two or more are calling out
at the same time, ns is often the case in the
pairing season, and at no great distance from
each other, the noise, mingling witli the
echoes from the mountains, is really sur-
prising. Strangers, in parts of the country
where these birds are numerous, find it al-

most impossible for some time to sleep j
while

to those long acquainted with tliem,the sound
often serves os a lullaby to assist their repose.

“ These notes seem pretty plainly to arti-
culate the words which have been generally
applied to them, whixj-poor-will, the first and
lost syllables being uttered with great em-
phasis, and the whole in about a second to
each repetition ; but when two or more males
meet, tlieir whip-poor-will altercations be-
come much more rapid and incessant, as if

each were straining to overpower or silence
the other. When near, you often hear an
introductory cluck between the notes. At
these times, os well as at almost all others,
they fly low, not more than a few feet from
the surface, skimming about the house ami
before the door, alighting on the wood pile,
or settling on the roof. Towards midnight
they generally become silent, unless in clear
moonlight, when they arc heard with little

intermission till morning. If there be a
creek near, with high precipitous busliy
banks, they are sure to lie found in such
situations. During the day they sit in the
most retired, solitary, and deep shaded parts
of tlie woods, generally on high ground,
where tlicy repose in silence. When dis-
turbed, they rise within a few feet, sail low
and slowly through the woods for thirty or
forty yards, and generally settle on a low
branch or on the ground. Their sight ap-
jM'ars dellciciit during the day, ns, like owls.
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;

they seem then to want tliat vivacity for
which they are distinguished in the morning
and evening twilight. They are rarely shot
at or molested

;
and from being thus tran-

siently seen in the obscurity of dusk, or in
the deep umbrage of the woods, no wonder
their particular markings of irlumage should
be so little known, or that they should be
confounded with the night hawk, whom in
general appearance they so much resemble.
The female begins to lay about the second
week in May, selecting for this purpose the
most unfrequented part of the wood, often
where some brush, old logs, heaps of leaves,

&c. had been lying, and always on a dry
situation. The eggs are deposited on the
ground, or on the leaves, not the slightest

appearance of a nest being visible. These
are usually two in number, in shape much
resembling those of the night hawk, but
having the ground colour much darker, and
more thickly marbled with dark olive.

“ Early in June, as soon as the young ap-
pear, the notes of the male usually cease, or
are heard but rarely. Towards the latter part
of summer, a shprt time before these birds
leave us, they are again occasionally heard ;

but their call is then not so loud, much less

cmphatical, and more interrupted than in
spring. Early in September they move off

towards the south.
“ The Whip-poor-will is nine inches and

a half long, and nineteen inches in extent

;

the bill is blackish, a full quarter of an inch
long, much stronger than that of the night
hawk, and bent a littie at the point, the
under mandible arched a little upwards, fol-

lowing the curvature of the upper j the
nostrils are prominent and tubular, their

openings directed forward ; the mouth is

extravagantly large, of a pale flesh-colour

within, and beset along the sides with a
number of long, thick, elastic bristles, the
longest of which extends more than half on
inch beyond the point of the biU, end in fine

hair, and curve inwards ; these seem to serve
as feelers, and prevent the escape of winged
insects : the eyes are very large, full, and
bluish black ; the plumage above is so varie-
gated with black, pale cream, brown, and
rust-colour, sprinkled and powdered in such
minute streaks and spots, as to defy descrip-

tion.”

WHITE ADMIKAL [BUTTERFLY].
A name given by collectors to Butterflies of
the genus LimenUis,

WHITE ANT. [See Tekmes.]

WHITEBAIT. {ChipeaaXba.) This small
fish, which of late years has gained a sort of
tavern celebrity as a dish suited to the epi-

curism of certain “ diners-out,” appears in

the Thames about the beginning of April,

and becomes abundant during the summer
months till September. It grows to the

lengtii of six inches, and its sides arc uni-
formly of a white colour, whence its name.
For a long time it was denied to be a distinct

species, and supiioscd to be the fry of other

members of the Herring tribe, and there are
legislative enactments (now rarely if ever en-
forced) against Whitebait Ashing, on account

of the necessity of using nets with small
meshes. It is now, however, a well-esta-

j

blished fact, that no fry of valuable fishes
|

swim along with them ; and those who are :

prone to indulge in the luxury of a White-
^

bait dinner on the banks of Father Thames 1

need be under no apprehension of having
gratified an epicurean taste at the expense
of piscatorial impropriety.

WHITE BORDER [BUTTERFLY]. A
name given by collectors to a species of But-
terfly, Vanessa Antiqpa.

WHITE [BUTTERFLIES]. A name
applied by collectors to species of Butterflies, '

!

of the genera Pieris, Pontia, and Leucophasia.

AVHITE SHARK. [See Suaek.]
j

WHITING. Clferlangus vulgaris.) A i

well-kno^vn fish belonging to the Garlidce or
cod tribe, and valuable on account of its

delicacy and lightness as an article of food.

It does not usually exceed a pound and a
lialf in weight ;

abounds on aU the British

WHITINO.—(SIERZANOns VULOABIB.)

coasts, and comes in large shoals towards
the shore in the months of January an^
February, for the purpose of depositing its

spawn. It is easily distinguished from the
haddock by the absence of the barbule on the
cliin ;

and from the pollack and coal-fish b3'

having the under jaw shorter than the upper,
and the tail even at the end.

WIDGEON. (Anas [JfarecaJ Penelope.) A
species of migratorybirds,bred in the morasses
of the north, which they quit on the approach
of winter, and ns they advance towards the
end of their southern journey, they spread
themselves along the shores, and over the
marshes and lakes in various parts of the
Continent, as well os those of the British
Isles. Here they remain during the winter,
at the end of which the. old birds pair ; and
the whole tribe, in full plumage, take their

departure northward about the end ofMarch.
Thej’ commouly fly, in small flocks, during
the night, and may be known from their

congeners by their whistling note while thej'

are on the wing. They arc easily domes-
ticated in places where there is plenty of

water, and are much admired for their l)cauty

and sprightliness. The bill is an inch and •

a half long, narrow, and serrated on the >

inner edges, the up^r mandible being of a

dark lead colour, tipped with black. The
crown of the head, which is very high and
narrow, is of a cream colour, with a small I

spot of the same under cacli eye : the rest of

the head, the neck, and the breast, are bright

rufous chestnut, obscurel.v freckled on the

head witli black spots, and darkest on the

chin aud throat, whicli arc tinged with a
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vinous colour : a band of waved or indented
narrow ash brown and white lines separates
the breast and neck ; the back and scapulars

I are marked with similar feathers, as are also
the sides of the body under the wings : the
belly, to the vent, is white : the great wing-
coverts are brown, edged with white and
tipped with black, wliich forms an upper
border to the changeable green beauty-spot
of the wings, which is also bordered on the
under side by another stripe formed by the

winOEoN.

—

pj-.'eucpe.)

deep velvet black tips of the secondary quills ;

the exterior webs of the adjoining quills are
white, and those next the back are of a deep
brown, edged with yellowish white : the vent
and upper tail-coverts are black. The tail

is of a brownish ash colour, edged with yel-

j
lowbh white ; the two middle feathers being

' sharp-pointed, darker and longer than the
I rest. The legs and toes are of a dull lead
colour, faintly tinged with green ; the middle

: of the webs and nails black. The female is
' of a sober brown ; the fore part of the neck
and breast paler j scapulars dark brown,

: edges paler ; wings and belly as in the male.
The young of both sexes are gray, and con-

I
tinue so till February, when the plumage
of the male begins gradually to assume its

rich colourings ; but after July the feathers
become dark and pay, so that he is hardly

' to be distinguished from his mate.

!
WIDOW-BIRD. [See WniDAii-pixcn.]

I WILLOW WREN. (Sylvia trochilus.)
! For a most pleasing description of this “ fairy
i bird,” we turn to Mr. W. C. Ilewitson's
i elegant ‘ Illustrations,' &c. ; and, with his

\

consent, we copy the greater part of it.

j

“ Much as I love alt the dear birds of sum-
;
mer," says this gentleman, “ there is not one
the return of which I have yearly witnessed
with so much pleasure as that of the Willow
Wren j and however more highly the rich
melody of some of the other warblers may
be prized, there is a simplicity and a sweet
cadence about the note of this species, which
never fails to excite within me feelings of
pleasure, which none but the lover of nature
can either appreciate or understand, but
which are to him amongst the chief enjoy-

,
ments of hie lil'e. The Willow Wren is one

' of the most abundant of the wa'rblers, and
almost every wood and copse Is enlivened
by its beautiful form and graceful motions.
It is, too, an inhabitant of more northern

' countries ; and I shall not readily forget the
: delight I ex[>ericnced on hearing its soft

X
sweet note, whilst seated within the Arctic

Circle, upon one of the bleak isles of Nor-
way.
“ The Willow Wren builds its nest upon

the ground, sometimes in the midst of woods,
when not thick, but more commonly near
their morgin.or in open places, or by the side
of those grassy drives which are cut through
them. It may be found in most of those
grassy banks where brushwoorl occurs. In
shape the nest resembles that of the common
wren, being arched over, and entered from
the side

;
it is, however, much more fragile,

and not easily moved entire ; it is composed
of dry gross and moss, with dead leaves,

warmly lined with feathers. . . . Mr. Neville
Wood, in his British Song Birds, quotes a
letter from Dr. Liverpool, describing the
readiness with which the Willow Wren be-
comes sociable. To this I can add a most
interesting instance. To ascertain beyond
doubt the identity of the two varieties of the
eggs figured, I had captured, on their nests,

several of the birds. Amongst these was one
which I had carried home and confined
during the night in a large box, and such
was its tameness, that when I took it out
the following morning, and would have set

it at liberty, it seemed to have no wish to

leave my hand, and would hop about the
table at which I was sitting, picking up flies

which I caught for it. In the autumn, pre-
vious to their departure, the Willow Wrens
frequent our gardens and orchards, where
they may be seen busily picking insects from
the pea-straw, and other vegetables, the
young ones easily distinguished by their
brighter yellow colouring ; sometimes war-
bling a farewell song, but in a tone far differ-

ent to their joyous carol in the spring, and
so subdued that it is scarcely audible.”
We are also indebted to the kindness

of Mr. A. Hepburn, of Whittingham, for the
following interesting notes on the Wii.-
Low When. This plainly coloured but
elegantly shaped species is a summer visi-

tant in Britain, arriving in April and de-
parting in September, and is abundantly dis-
tributed over the whole wooded parts of the
country. The male announces his presence
by a simple song, composed of a few notes, on
a descending scale, but the tone is so silvery
that it seems to tell of all the sweet influences
of spring, the April shower and sunshine, the
bursting bud and the opening flower ; and
what eye for the beautiful can fail to mark
the elegance of his form os he nimbly glides
amongst the young leaves, springs into the
air after an insect, or flits from tree to tree ?

By and by, when mated, a snug arched nest
is built on the ground, in a tuft of grass or
amongst other rank vegetation, and si.x or
seven little white eggs spotted with red are
deposited : the young are fed on a variety
of caterpillars and insects, by the destrnction
of which, great lienefit is conferred on the
lalxmrs of the husbandman and ganlcncr.
There are often two broods in the season.

WINDHOVER. [See Kksthel.]

WOLF. (Cam's Lupiit.) A ferocious
quadruped belonging to the Digitigrade Car-
nivora. in habits ami physical development
closely related to the Dog. The Common
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European Wolf is yellowish or fulvous gray :

hair harsh and strong, longest below the ears
and on the neck, shoulders, and haunches :

muzzle black ; cheeks and parts above the
eyes oehreous or gray : upper lip and chin
wlute : eyes oblique : tail straight or nearly
so

;
and a blackish streak or band on the

fore-legs about the carpus. Cuvier states

that this Wolf, which more commonly infests
the western countries of Europe, is found
from Egypt to Lapland, and seems to have
passed over into America. The French
wolves are generally browner and somewhat

smaller than those of Germany ; while those
of Russia are longer, and appear more bulky
and formidable from the great quantity of

long coarse hair on the cheeks, throat, and
neck. In Sweden and Norway the Wolves
are very similar to the Russian race, but are

lighter in colour, and in winter totally white.
The Alpine Wolves are brownish-gray, and
smaller than the French ; those of Italy and
to the eastward towards Turkey, fulvous.

There is no doubt whatever that Wolves
formerly lurked in the uncleared woody dis-

tricts of Britain ;
and there is sufficient his-

torical evidence to prove that the Romans
endeavoured to extirpate tliem ; but although
they considerably thinned these ferocious

and cowardly beasts of prey, enough was left

for their Saxon and Norman successors to

do ; and notwithstanding the laws of Edgar
were specially directed to their extirpation,

by liberating the Welsh from the tax of gold
and silver on condition of an annual tribute

of three hundred Wolves, and the punish-
ment awarded to English criminals was com-
muted to a delivery of a certain number of

Wolves’ tongues, yet the vast wild tracts and
extensive forests of ancient Britain were
holds too strong even for his wise and vi-

gorous measures.
There are several species of this animal,

the chief of which is the Black Wolf, fre-

quent in the Pyrenees and to the south of

those mountains, where it is more numerous
than the Common Wolf above described, and
exceeds it in strength and stature. “ The
Spanish Wolves,” says Col. Hamilton Smith,
" congregated formerly in the posses of the

Pyrenees in large troops, and even now the

lobo will accompany strings of mules as soon

as it becomes dusky. They are seen bound-

ing from bush to bush by the side of tra-

vellers, and keeping parallel with them as

they proceed, waiting an opportunity to

select a victim s
and often succeeding, unless

the muleteers can reach some place of safety

before dark.”

^Jatural ;

WOLF-FISn. (,Atiarrhicas lupus.) An
|

Acanthopterygious fish, belonging to the
!

GobioUlece family, generally of a large size,

and furnished with jaws so well-armed as to
j

render it a dangerous inhabitant of the I

deep. The whole body is smooth and slimj-:
j

the jaws, vomer, and palate-bones are armed i

witli large bony tubercles which support on
!

their summits little enamelled teeth, but the 1

anterior teeth are conical and longer. There
are six gill-rays, and neither caeca nor air-

bladder. This fish inhabits the North Sea,
being common enough as low as the French
coast. They sometimes attain the length of
six or seven feet, but their more common
size is from eighteen Inches to three feet, the
latter of whicli will weigh about twenty
pounds. It has a hoary colour, with a
whitish belly, dark head with white specks,
and two rows of large blackish lateral spots.

It feeds upon Crustacea and shell-fish, which
it breaks in pieces with its teeth. Its motion •

is serpentine, like that of an eel, and when

WOLF-FISH.—^^aNAaaHlCAS LOPOS.j

I
'

it is seen reposing in the cleft of a rock its

body is undulated. Fabricius says, that

on the Greenland coast it associates itself

with the common Lump-fish, migrating

along with it ; that is, retiring front the

deep sea in autumn, and returning again in

spring. Its great size and formidable teeth

do not protect it from the assaults of the

Lump-fish, for the latter, when alarmed for

the safety of its offspring, pursues the 'Wolf-

fish, and fastening upon its neck persecutes

it to death.

WOLt^RINE. [See GuLO.j
|

WOMBAT. (Phascolomys Wombat.) This !

little bear-like Jfarsupial quadruped is

known in New South Wales, and called by •

the natives Womut. Wombat, or Wombach, !

according to the different dialects, or per-

haps to the different rendering of the wood-
rangers who brought the information. It

,

burrows like the badger, and on the con
•

j

WOUBA'r.—(FBA8C01 OASra WOMBAT.)

tinent docs not quit its retreat till dark ; but

it feeds at all times on the uninliabitcd is-

lands, and was coinmonlv seen foraging

amongst the sea refuse on the slioie, though
the coarse grass seemed to be its usual nou •
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rishmcnt. AVhen the English first resided
' in New Holland they were in the habit of
pursuing this animal with greyhounds, and
tl>e leai>s which it took surprised those who
beheld it clear obstacles seven or eight feet

high. In size it equals a sheep, some of the
largest weighing 1401bs., and the fiesh is said

’ by some to be not unlike venison, and by
others to resemble lean mutton. It has a

I

clumsy body, and a large flattish head ; fore

feet with five toes, armed with crooked nails,

hind feet with four, and a little tubercle

without a nail in place of the great toe. The
hair is coarse, thinly set upon the belly,

‘ thicker on the back and head, and thickest
- upon the loins and rump ; the colour of it a
i light sandy brown of varying shades, but

I

darkest along the back. According to the

1 account given of it by the natives, the

j

Wombat of the mountains is never seen
' during the day, but lives retired in his hole,

j

feeding only in the night ; but that of the

I islands is seen to feed in all parts of the

i

<i®y-

I

i WOODCOCK. iScolopax rusticola.') A
species of migratory birds ofthe Snipe tribe

j

measuring fourteen inches in length, twenty-
six in breadth, and weighing about twelve
ounces. The shape of the head is remark-
able, being rather obtusely triangular than
round, with the eyes placed near the top,

.
and the ears very forward. ,The upper
mandible, which measures about three inches,

;
is furrowed nearly its whole length, and at

the tip it projects beyond, and hangs over,

I
the under one, ending in a kind of knob,

I which is susceptible of the finest feeling, and
I
calculated, by that means, to find the small

;

worms in the soft moist pounds, from whence
' it extracts them with its sharp-pointed

I

tongue. The crown of the head is ash
> colour ; the nape and back part of the neck
' are black, marbled with three bars of rusty

I

red : a block line extends from the corners
; of the mouth to the eyes, the orbits of which
i
are pale buff : the whole of the under parts

I are yellowish white, numerously barred

I

with dark waved lines. The tail is black,

,

indented across with reddish spots on the
I edges : the tip is ash above, and glossy white

I

below. The legs are short, feathered to the
1 knees, and are either of a sallow ficsh-coluur
or a bluish hue. The upper parts of the
plumage are so mottled, barred, streaked,
and variegated, os would render a minute
description both difllcult and tedious. The
block, white, red, gray, brown, rufous, and
yellow, are so disiM>scd in rows, crossed and
broken at intervals by lines and marks of
different shapes, that the whole, seen at a
little distance, appear to be undistinguish-
ably blended together and confused ; the
sportsman, however, by being accustomed to

it, is enabled to discover it (among the wi-
thered stalks and leaves of ferns, sticks,

moss, and grasses, by which it is generally
sheltered in its moist and solitary retreats)

' by Its full dark eye and glossy silver-white

j

tlpfied toil. The Woodcock leaves the

I

countries bordering upon the Baltic in the
autumn and setting in of winter, on its

' route to this country. They neither come

in flocks, nor remain near the shores to take
their rest longer than a day. In temperate
weather, they retire to the mossy moors and
bleak mountainous parts of the country ; but
ns soon as the frost sets in, and the suow
begins to fall, they return to lower and
warmer situations, where they meet with
boggy grounds and springs, and little oozing
mossy rills which are rarely frozen, and seek
the shelter of close bushes of holly, furze, &c.

in the woody glens by day, and remove to

different haunts and feed only in the night.

The female makes her nest on the ground,
generally at the root or stump of a deeayed
tree ; it is careiessly formed of dry fibres

and leaves, upon which she lays four or five

rusty gray eggs, blotched and marked with
dusky spots. The flight of the Woodcoek is

rapid when pursued by the sportsman. Its

flesh is highly esteemed.

WOOD-CRACKER. A name not un-
commonly applied to the Nuthatch (.Sitta

Europcea). [See Nuthatch.]

AVOODLARK. [See Labk.]

WOOD-LEOPARD. The name applied
to a beautiful species of Moth {.Zeuzera zEs-
culi). [See Zeuzeba.]

AVOODPECKERS. A great group of Zy-
godactyious Birds, well ciiaracterized by
their striking and singular habits, to which
their whole structure is singularly adapted.
Mr. Bewick has described the family as

having the bill large, strong, and fitted

for its employment : the end of it is sliarp

and formed like a wedge,* with whicli
it pierces the bark of trees, and penetrates
through the outside sound wood of tlie tree

to the inside decayed part, where its food is

lodged. Its neck is short and tliick, and
furnished with powerful muscles, which en-
abie it to strike with such force as to be
heard at a considerable distance : the noise
thus occasioned is not by vibration round a
hole, ns some authors assert, but by a succes-
sion of strokes repeated witli surprising ra-
pidity. Its tongue is long and taper, and
capable of great elongation

j at the end of it

there is in most of tlie species a hard horny
substance, curving slightly downwards,
wliich penetrates into the crevices of trees,

and extracts the insects and their eggs which
are lodged there : it is also lubricated by a
glutinous secretion. The tail consists of ten
stiif, sliarii-pointcd feathers, rough on the
under sides, and bent inwards, by wliich it

supports itself on tlie trunks of trees while in
search of food : for tills puriiosc its feet are
short and thick, and its toes, wliich are
placed two forward and two backward, are
armed with strong hooked claws, by wiiich
it clings firmly, and creeps up and down in
all directions.
Mr. Yarrell observes that anotlicr anato-

mical peculiarity remarkable in tlie skeleton
of tlie AVoodiicckcr, but admiriilily adapted
to its liabits, is the small size of the keel of
tlie brcost-bonc. " Moderate powers of
fliglit,” lie says, “ siifllclciit to transport the
bird from tree to tree, arc all that it seems
to rcciuirc j largo pectoral muscles witli a
deep keel to tlie breast-bone would to this
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bird be an inconvenience. The descending
position of the bones of the tail indicate the
mode by whiclx the stiif points of the tail
feathers are brouglit into contact with the
surface of the bark of the tree to form an
accessory prop.”

The Green- WoonrEOKEn. {Ficus viri-
dis.) The hill of this bird, which is the se-
cond in size of the Britisli kinds, is two
inches long, triangular, and of a dark liorn
colour

; the tongue towards the tip is fur-
nislied with numerous fibres, projecting
transversely, of the size of minute hairs ; the
outer circle of the eye is wliite, surrounding
another of red

; top of tlie head bright crim-
son, which extends dowm the hinder part of
the neck, ending in a point beliind

; tire eye
is surrounded by a black space ; and from
each corner of tlie bill runs a crimson streak
pointing do-wnwards

j the back and coverts

OREZU WOOUPKUREn.- FIOOS vmiDis.)

olive green j rump yellow
; the quill feathers

are dusky, barred on the outer web with
black and white j under parts of the body
white, slightly tinged with green : and the
tail is marked with bars like the wings.
This species obtains its food both upon trees
and on the ground : its flight is short, un-
dulating, and rather laborious. “ When
seen moving upon a tree,” says Mr. Yarrell,
“ the bird is mostly ascending in a direction
more or less oblique, and is believed to be
incapable of descending unless this action is

performed backwards. On flying to a tree
to make a new search, the bird settles low
down on the bole or body of the tree, but a
few feet above the ground, and generally
below the lowest large branch, as if to have
all its work above it, and proceeds from
thence upwards, alternately tapping to in-
duce any hidden insect to change its place,
pecking holes in a decayed branch, that it

may be able to reacli any insects that are
lodged within, or producing its long exten-
sible tongue to take up any insect on the
surface

; but the summit of the tree once ob-
tained, the bird docs not descend over the
examined part, but flies olf to another tree,

or to another part of the same tree, to re-

commence its search lower ilown nearer the

f

;round.” The female diflers from the male
n not having the red mark from the corner

of the mouth : she makes her nest in the
hollow of a tree, fifteen or twenty feet from
the ground. Botli male and female labour
by turns in boring through the sound part of
the wood until they penetrate to that wliich
is decayed and rotten, where she lays five or
six eggs, of a greenish colour, marked with
small black spots. The Green Woodpecker
is frequently seen on the ground where there i

arc ant-hills. It inserts its long tongue into
I

the holes through which the ants issue, and
draws out those insects in abundance. Some-
times, with its feet and bill, it makes a breach

|

in the nest, and devours them at its ease, to-
gether with their eggs.

The Ivory-billed Woodpeceer. (Ficus
princip(dis.) This fine species of Wood- i

pecker is a native of Brazil, Slexico, and the
Southern States of North America. Tliis
bird is about twenty inches in lengtlr, and
thirty in extent. “ He is never found in
cultivated tracts,” says Nuttall ;

“ the scene :

of his dominion is the lonely forest, amidst
|

trees of the greatest magnitude. His reiter-
ated trumpeting note, somewhat similar to
the high tones of the clarionet, is heard soon

}

after day, and until a late morning hour.

rVORT B7T.I.KD -WOOOPEOKKR.
(PIC 08 raiNciPALi.s.)

eciioing loudly from the recesses of the dark
cypress swamps, where he dwells in domestic
security, without showing aii3' impertinent
or necessary desire to quit his native solitary
abodes. Upon tlie giant trunk and moss-
grown anns of this colossus of the forest, and, I

amidst inaccessible and almost ruinous piles
j

of mouldering logs, the high rattling clarion
and repeated strokes of this princely Wood-
pecker arc often the only sounds which vi-

brate through and communicate an air of
life to these dismal wilds. His striduloiis

interrupted call, and loud industrious blows,
may often be heard for more than half a

mile, and become audible at various dis-

tances, ns tlie elevated mechanic raises or

depresses his voice, or ns he flags or exerts

himself in his laborious einploj'inenf. His

retiring habits, loud notes, and singular I

occupation, amidst scenes so savage j'et mn-
|

i

i
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jestic, afford withal a peculiar scene ofsolemn
grandeur, on which the mind dwells for a

,
moment with sublime contemplation, con-

' vinced that there is no scene in nature devoid
I of harmonious consistence. Nor is the per-
! ibrraance of this industrious hermit less re-

i
markable than the peals of his sonorous

I
voice, or the loud choppings of his powerful

. bill. He is soon surrounded with striking

!
monuments of his industry : like a real

I
carpenter (a nickname given him by the

' Spaniards), he is seen surrounded with cart-

;

loads of chips and broad flakes of bark,which
i rapidly accumulate round the roots of the

I

tall pine and cypress where he has been a
few hours employed ;

the work of half a
dozen men, felling trees for a whole morning,
would scarcely exceed the pile he has pro-
duced in quest of a single breakfast upon
those insect larvsB which have already, per-
haps, succeeded in deadening the tree pre-
paratory to his repast. The plumage of this

bird is black with a gloss of green : forepart
I of the head black, the rest of the crest crim-
son, with some white at the base : a stripe

of white proceeding from a little below the
eye, down each side of the neck, and along
the back nearly to the rump. Tail black,
tapering from the two exterior feathers, legs

,

lead colour. - Bill an inch brood at the base,

channelled, and of the colour and consistence
; of ivory. Tongue white : iris vivid yellow,

i
TOe female lays four or five white eggs,

’ which are generally deposited in a bole in
the trunk of a cypress tree.

I

I The Black Woodpeckee. (.Picus [.Dryo-

j

copus] martius.) Of all the species of Wood-
peckers known in Britain this is the largest

and the scarcest. It is about sixteen inches
in length; bill nearly two and a half, of a

! horn colour, and pale yellow on the sides ;

;

the top of the head, occiput and moustaches

I

brilliant red ; face block, upi^r parts a beau-
tiful green ; tail shaded with brown and

' striped transversely ; rump tinged with yel-

;
lowish ; quills brown, and all the rest of the

I
plumage dull block. The legs are lead gray,
having the fore part covered with feathers
half their length. The female differs from

;

the male, the hinder part of her head only
! being red, and in some specimens the red is

entirely wanting ; the block ports of her i>lu-

mage are also duller. They form their nest
in the deep hollows of old trees, and lay two
or three white eggs.
We have given descriptions of only three

species ofWoodpeckers, although the number
is very considerable, and they are to be met
with in each quarter of the globe. Among
the Asiatic Woodpeckers may be named the
species Picus stpinmnttu and Picus occipitalis,

described by Mr. Gould ; among those of
Africa, Picus cn/er, the head, belly, and rump
of which are yellow, and the upper coverts of
the tail orange ; ami among tliosc of Ame-
rica Is the Oohl-mingejl IPoo^Ipccker iColaptes
auratus), at once distinguisired by the com-
parative slightness and length of Its bill and
its beautifully varied plumage, part of the
quills being of a yellow colour, whence its

name ; another species is black and white
speckled or mottled— “the finest,” says

Lawson, “ I ever saw. The cock has a red
crown. He is not very wild, but will let

one come up to him ; tlieu shifts on the

OOLD-WINOEU WOODVEOKER.
(OOLAPTES ADRATD8.)

other side of the tree from your sight ; and
BO dodges you for a long time together.

|

This would seem to be the Ked-ueaded i

Woodpeckee (Picus erythrocephalus], of

BEU-HEaDED WOOrPEOEER,
(PIOUS ERYTHROOEPHALOS.)

which the subjoined cut gives a very good
representation ; M. Malherbe of Metz has
made the extensive familyof AVoodpeckersa
particular object of study, and has described
many new species.

WOOB-SWALLOAV. (Artarmts.) Seve-
ral species of this genus of birds arc described
by Mr. Gould, in that magnificent work,
• ITie Birds of Australia ;

’ from his account
of one of which (Artamus sordiclus) wc take
the liberty of making the following extract

:

“ This AV'ood-Swallow, besides being the
commonest species of the genus, must I think
bo rendered a general fiivourite with the
Australians, not only from its singular and
pleasing actions, but by its often taking up
its abode and incubating near the houses ;

particularly such as are surrounded by pad-
docks and open pasture-lands skirted by
large trees. It was in such situations as
these in Van Diemen's Land, at the com-
mencement of spring, that I first had an

fi s 2
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opportunity of observing this species : it was
!
then very numerous on all cleared estates on

I

the north side of the Derwent, about eight

!
or ten being seen on a single tree, and lialf

i

as many crowding against one another on
I the same dead branch, but never in such

^

numbers as to deserve the appellation of
!
flocks : each bird appeared to act Inde-

j

pendently of the other
;
each, as the desire

!

for food prompted it, sallying from tlie

i branch to capture a passing insect, or to

[

soar round the tree and return again to the
same spot

; on alighting it repeatedly tlrrows
I up and closes one wing at a time, and spreads

I

the tail oblitiuely prior to settling. At otlier

times a few were seen perched on the fence
1
surrounding the paddock, on which they

;
frequently descended, like starlings in search

I

of coleoptera and other insects. It is not,

I
however, in this state of comparative quies-

! cence that this graceful bird is seen to the

I

greatest advantage, neither is it that kind of

I
existence for whiclx its form is especially

I
adapted ; for although its structure is more

i
equally suited for terrestrial, arboreal, and

I
aerial habits than that of any other species

j

I have examined, the form of its wing at

: once points out the air as its peculiar pro-
vince : hence it is, that when engaged in

I

pursuit of the insects whicli the serene and

j

warm weather has enticed from their lurk-

I

ing-places among the foliage to sport in

j

higher regions, this beautiful species in these
aerial flights displays its greatest beauty,
while soaring above, in a variety of easy

1 positions, with white-tipped tail widely
spread.” Another very extraordinary and

‘ singular habit of this bird is its manner of
' suspending itself in perfect clusters, like a
swarm of bees •, a few birds suspending them-

' selves on the under side of a dead branch,

!
while others of the flock attach themselves

! one to the other, in such numbers, we are

told, that they have, been observed nearly
of the size of a busliel measure.
The head, neck, and whole of the body

fuliginous gray ;
wings and tail dark bluish

black J tile external edges of some of the
primaries white, and the tail feathers tipped
with white ; bill blue with a black tip j

feet

lead colour. The nest, which is variously

I)laced, sometimes in the naked fork, and at

otlicrs in a thickly foliated bough near the

I

ground, is about flve inches in diameter,

round, and rather shallow.

j

The other species described by Jlr. Gould
are the Ghav-bkkastbd Wood-Swai.low,
(Artamus etnereus ), wliich is the largest of

I the genus : the Littlk Wood-Swallow
(Artamuf minor), wliich in colouring bears

considerable resemblance to the one above
described ; the White Eye-browkd Wood-

! Swallow (Artamiis supercHiosits), yielding

to none in the variety and beauty of its

^ plumage ; the Masked Wood-Swallow,
I (Arlamus personaUtu), a species that is more
I shy and retired than the others, never being

seen but in tlie most secluded parts of the

I

bush i
and the WiiiTE-uu.MnKD WooD-

j

SwAi.i.ow (Artamtis Icncnpyginlix), wliich,

as it flics near the ground, “ reminds one of

: the House Marten of our own country.”

WOU-WOU. The native name of the
Silvery Gibbon (//;//oi»ntcs leucixrwi), a pretty
species oflong armed Ape found in the Malay
peninsula and otlier parts of the Asiatic
continent.

AYRASSE. (.Labrus.) There are several
species of this Acanthoptcrygious fish, viz.

the Ballax Wras.se {Labrux tinea), tlie

Grf.ex-streaked AVra.ssd (X. Jinealue),

the COOKAVrASSE OrBLUE-STRIUED AVrasse
(X. variegatus), the Comber AVrasse (X.

comber), and the Rai.vbow AVrasse iJuHs
vulgaris), all of which are more or less plen-
tiful on the eastern, southern, and western

j

coasts of England ; it is hardly necessary,
1

1

however, to describe more than one, and we
j

take the first mentioned as an example.
; |

The Ballax AVrasse, called also the i

Anoiext AA'’rasse or Old Wife iLabrus
i

tinea). The Ballan AA'rasse frequents deep ;

gullies among rocks, where it slielters itself

among the larger kinds of sea-weeds, and
,

feeds upon crabs and other crustaccous ani-
;

mals. It takes a bait freely, and fishermen .

remark that when they first fish in a place,

they take but few, and those of large size ; but
on trying the same spot a few days after, they

|

catch a greater number, and those smaller
;

.

WRASSE. OLD WIFE.—(LABRUS TIXCA.l

from whence they conclude that the large

fish assume the dominion of a district, and
keep the younger at a distance. The genus
is distinguished bj’ an elongated body, co-

vered with large thin scales ; a single dorsal

fin, extending nearly the whole length of

the back, part of the rays spinous, the others

flexible ; behind the point of each spinous

ray a short membranous filament ; lips large

and fleshy; teeth conspicuous, conical, sharp;
cheek and operculum covered with scales.

The flesh is soft, and they are not in much
estimation as food. A fine specimen, eigh-

teen inches long, and weighing three pounds
seven ounces, Air. Yarrcll observes, was
taken in January 1831, in Swansea Bay. of

which a notice and short description was
furnished him by E. W. Diilwyn. Esq. The
colour was red, becoming pale orange on

;

the belly ; tlie body ornamented with blui.sh i

green oval spots : the dorsal fin liad sixits
j

along the base onl}*. This fisli spawns in
;

April, and the young, scarcely more than
j

an inch in length, arc seen about the margin
|

of the rocks in sliallow water tlirougli the
;

summer.
, j

AA'REN. (Troglothjles vulgaris.) Tins :

active little Pas.scrine liird, whose length is

but three inches and a half, is very coimncn
in England, braving our severest winters,

which it helps to cheer by its .sprightly note.

The bill is slender, and a little curved; upper
;
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: mandible and tips of a brownish horn colour,
‘ the under one, and edges of both, dull ycl-

i
low ; a whitish line extends from the bill

; over the eyes, which are dark hazel ; the

;
upper parts of the plumage are clear brown,

I
obscurely marked on the back and rumi>
with narrow double wavy lines of pale and

was M.— (TaOOLODTTBS VOLOAniS.)

I

dark brown colours ; the belly, sides, and
thighs are marked with the same colours,
but more distinctly ; the throat is dingy
white ; checks and breast the same, faintly
dappled with brown ; the quills and tail are
marked with alternate bars of a reddish
brown and black ; legs pale olive brown.

I

During the winter season this brisk little

I
warbler approaches near the dwellings of

I
man, and takes shelter in the roofs of houses,

! bams, and in hay-stacks ; it sings till late
' in the evening, and not unfrequently during

I

a fall of snow. In the spring it betakes it-

1 self to the woods, where it builds on the

1
ground, or in a low bush, and sometimes on

I

the turf, beneath the trunk of a tree, or in a
; hole in a wall ; its nest is constructed with
' much art, of an oval shape, with one small
t aperture in the side for an entrance ; it is

composed chiefly of moss, or other surround-
ing materials, so as not to be easily dis-

tinguished from them, and lined with fea-
thers : the female lays from ten to sixteen

I

or eighteen eggs, wliich arc white, tliinly

sprinkled with small reddish spots, mostly
at the larger end.
[For Goldex-cbested Wbek, sec Re-

OfLUS.]

The Americax House Wbex. (Trogjo-
tlytr^ rlomaitica.) We copy the following
amusing account, verbatim, from ‘ Wilson’s
American Ornithology.’
“ This well-known and familiar bird arrives

in Pennsylvania about the middle of April

;

and. about the Hth or 10th of May, begins to
build its nest, sometimes in the wooden cor-
nishing under the eaves, or in a hollow
cherry tree s but most commonly in small
boxes, flxed on the top of a pole, in or near
the garden, to which he Is extremely partial,

for the great number of caterpillars and
other larv® with which It constantly sup-
plies him. If all these conveniences are
wanting, he will even put up with an old
hat, nailed on the weather hoards, with a
small liole for entrance ; and, if even this

be denied him, he will And some hole, comer,
or crevice, atmut the house, bam, or stables,

rather than abandon the dwellings of man.

In the month of June, a mower hung up
his coat, under a shed, near the barn ; two
or three days elapsed before he had occasion
to put it on again ; thrusting his arm up the
sleeve, he found it completely filled with
some rubbish, as he expressed it, and, on
extracting the whole mass, found it to bo
the nest of a wren completely finished, and
lined with a large quantity of feathers. In
liis retreat, he was followed by the little

forlorn proprietors, who scolded him with
great vehemence, for thus ruining the whole

AMSmOAN 3008® WREN.
(TROOLODVTES DOMESTIOA.)

economy of their lionsehold affairs. The
twigs with which the outward parts of the
nest are constructed are short and crooked,
that they may the better hook in with one
another, and the hole or entrance is so much
shut up, to prevent the intrusion of snakes
or cate, that it appears almost impossible
the body of the bird could be admitted

;

within this, is a layer of fine dried stalks of
grass, and lastly feathers. The eggs are
six or seven, and sometimes nine, of a red
purplish flesh colour, innumerable fine grains
of that tint being tliickly sprinkled over the
whole egg. They generally raise two broods
in a season ; the first about the beginning of
June, tlie second in July.

“ This little bird has a strong antipathy to
cats ;

for, having frequent occasion to glean
among the currant bushes, and other shrub-
bery in the garden, tliosc lurking enemies of
the feathered race often prove fatal to him-
A box fixed up in tlie window of the room
where I slept, was taken possession of by a
pair of wrens. Already the nest was built,

and two eggs laid, when one day, the window
being open, as well as tlie room door, the
female wren, venturing too far into the
room to reconnoitre, was sprung upon by
grimalkin, who had planted herself there
for tlie purpose j and, before relief could be
given, was destroyed. Curious to sec how
tlie survivor would demean himself, I
watched liim carefully for several days. At
first lie sung with great vivacity for an hour
or so, but, becoming uneasy, went off for
half an Iiour s on his return, he cliantcd
again os before, went to the top of the house,
stable, and weeping willow, tliat she miglit
hear liim ) but seciiig no appearance of Iicr,

ho returned once more, visited tlie nest,
ventured cautiously into the window, gazed
about with suspicious looks, his voice sink-
ing to a lowmclancholynotc, as he stretched
his little neck about in every direction.
Returning to tlie box, he seemed fur some
minutes at a loss wliat to do, and soon after
went off, as I thought, altogctlicr, fur I saw

3 .1 3
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}

him no more that day. Towards tlie after-

i

noon of the second day, he again made liis

‘ appearance, accompanied with anew female,
who seemed exceedingly timorous and sliy,

: and who, after great hesitation, entered the
. hox ;

at this moment the little widower or
i
bridegroom seemed as if he would warble
out his very life with ecstacy of joy; After

I remaining about half a minute in, they
!
both flew oflF, but returned in a few minutes,

[

and instantly began to earry out the eggs,
I
feathers, and some of the sticks, supplying
the place of the two latter with materials of
the same sort

; and ultimately succeeded in
raising a brood of seven young, all of which
escaped in safety.

“ The immense number of insects which
this sociable little bird removes from the
garden and fruit trees, ought to endear him
to every cultivator, even if he had nothing
else to recommend him : but his notes, loud,
spriglitly, tremulous, and repeated every few
seconds with great animation, are extremely
agreeable. In the heat of summer, families
in the countiy often dine in the piazza ad-
joining green canopies of mantling grape

j

vines, gourds, &e., while overhead the trilling

I

vivacity of the wren, mingled with the

I

warbling mimicry of the cat-bird, and the

!

distant softened sounds of numerous other
songsters, form a soul-soothing and almost
heavenly music, breathing peace, innocence,
and rural repose. The European who judges
of the song of this species by that of his own
wren Cm. troglodytes) will do injustice to
the former, as in strength of tone, and ex-
ecution, it is far superior, as well as the bird
is in size, figure, and elegance of markings,
to the European one. Its manners are also
different

;
its sociability greater. It is no

underground inhabitant ;
its nest is differ-

ently constructed, the number of its eggs
fewer ; it is also migratory 5 and has the
tail and bill much longer. Its food is insects 1

and caterpillars, and, while supplying the
wants of its young, it destroys, on a moderate

!

calculation, many hundreds a day, and 1

gre.atly circ’xmscribcs the ravages of these
|

vermin. It is a bold and insolent bird
j

against those of the titmouse or woodpecker
j

kind that venture to build within its juris- i

diction ;
attacking them without hesitation, i

though twice its size, and generally forcing

them to decamp. Even the bluebird, who
claims an equal and sort of hereditary right 1

to the box in the garden, when attacked by
this little impertinent, soon relinquishes Uie •

contest, the mild placidness of its disi>osition
!

not being a match for the fiery impetuosity
j

of his little antagonist. With those of his

own species who settle and build near him
he has frequent squabbles ; and when their

respective females are sitting, each strains

his whole powers of song to excel the other.

When the young are hatched, the hurry
and press of business leave no time for dis-

puting, so true it is that idleness is the

mother of mischief. These birds are not
confined to the country ;

thej' are to be
heard on the tops of houses in the most
central parts of our cities, singing with great

energy. Scarce a house or cottage in the

country is without at least a pair of them.

and sometimes two ; but unless where there
is a large garden, orchard, and numerous
outhouses, it is not often the case that more
than one pair reside near the same spot,
owing to their party disputes and jealousies.
It has been said, by a friend to this little

bird, that “ the esculent vegetables of a whole
garden may, perhaps, be preserved from the
depredations of diferent species of insects

by ten or fifteen pair of these small birds ;
"*

and probably they might, were the combi-
nation practicable ; but such a congregation
of wrens about one garden is a phenomenon
not to be expected but from a total change
in the very nature and disposition of the
species.

“ Though Europeans are not ignorant of
the existence of this bird, they have con-
sidered it, as usual, merely as a slight vari-
ation from the original stock (m. troglodytes),
their own wren : in which they are, as usual,
mistaken j the length and bent form of the
bill, its notes, migratory habits, long tail,

and red eggs, are sufficient specific differ-

ences.
“ The house viren inhabits the whole of

the United States, in all of which it is mi-
gratory. It leaves Pennsylvania in Sep-
tember ; I have sometimes, though rarely,
seen it in the beginning of October. It is

four inches and a half long, and five and
three quarters in extent, the whole upper
parts of a deep brown, transversely crossed
with black, except the head and neck, which
is plain ; throat, breast, and cheeks, light

clay colour ; belly and vent, mottled with,
black, brown, and white ; tail, long, cunci-'*i

form, crossed with black ; legs and feet, light

clay colour ; bill, black, long,slightly curved,
sharp pointed, and resembling that of the
genus certhia, considerably ; the whole
plumage below the surface is bluish ash ; that

on the rump having large round spots of

white, not perceivable unless separated with
the hand. The female differs very little in

plumage from the male.”

WRYUECK. Cyimo: torqtiilln.) This bird,

though in many asjrects nearly allied to the
IVoodpeckers, being similar to that tribe in

the formation of its bill and feet, never asso-
ciates with them, and constitutes a genus of
itself. Its principal colours consist of dif-

ferent shades of brown, exquisitely arranged.
The larger quill feathers arc marked on the

outer webs with alternate spots of dark brown
and rust colour, which, when the wing is

closed, give it the aiqiearance of chequered
work i the rest of the wing and tlie scapulars

are nicely freckled, and shaded with brown
spots of different sizes j the tail-feathere are

irregularly barred with black, the inter-

vening spaces being finely freckled, and
|

powdered with dark brown spots. The bill
;

is rather long, sharp pointed, and pale grnv ; ,

the eyes light bn>wn s but what chiefly dis-
^

tingnishes this bird is the structure of its
;

tongue, which is of considerable length, of a
j

cylindrical form, and caimble of being pusiied

forward and drawn into its hill again. Ix'gs

short and slender ; toes long, two before and

* liartoii’s Fiagmcms, jiart i. p. S3.
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i

i

two beliinJ : tlie claws sharp, nnich hooked,
: and formed for climbing branches of trees,

: on which it cun run with the utmost facility.

The Wryneck is found in various parts of

(WBT.-JalCK.—(TOMX TOntiOILI-A.)

,

Europe, and generally precedes the Cuckoo
' a few days Its food consists chiefly of ants

I

' and other Insects, of which it finds great

I
abundance lodged in tiic bark and crevices

of trees.

X.VNTIIU. A genus of Brachyurous
ji Crustaceans, of which there are numerous
I' specie;, extensively distributed. The cara-

;
pace is very wide, but never regularly ovoid,

' and not very conve.x. They arc arranged by
Slilne Edwards into those species whose
carapace i.« granulous or tuberculous above—
and those species whose carrapace is not co-
vered either with granulations or tubercles.

One si>ecies, Xanthofloridits, about two inches

;

in length, of a reddish brown colour, with
block claws, is common on the English and

I

Erench coasts.

I XANTIIORNUS. The generic name used
:
by Brisson for certain American birds. [See

; Okioi.e, Baltimoke.]

I

XEXOPS. Tlie name used by Illiger for

n genus of Eissiroctral birds of South Ame-
rica ; one species of which iXettops ycni-

' tarhin) is thus described by Mr. Swainson :

above reddish, beneath gray-brown ; chin,

[

eyebrows, and spots on the throat and breast

i

whitish 5 beneath the ears a snowy spot

;

I
lesser quills blackish, the base fulvous, the

I tips and margins rufous. Mr. Swainson
: remarks that this extraordinary and not in-
' elegant little creature has a, bill totally dif-

: ferent from that of any other bird. Its ge-

I

neral habit, be states, evinces u close con-
I nection with the fiitt'je, particularly those of
I Hew Holland ; some of which have theirbills

(which are slender) slightly inclining up-
wards, thus forming a coiincctiun between
Xetmpn and the straight-billed SiltvB of the
Old World.

XinilAS. [See Swono-Fisii.]

X Yl/JCOPA. A genus of Ilymcnoptcrous
insects, frequently termed Carpi, nirr /Ices,

from their boring holes in wo<mI. They are
characterized by the very thick coating of
hairs upon the hind iegsof the females, wliich
arc u»cd by them as pollen-brushes. They
form 'heir ne;ts in crevice; of old walls or in

sunny banks ; their cells are composed of
earth, and are very smooth in the inside, and I

the mouth of the nest is closed with the 1

same material. Their wings are most com-
monly block, with a fine purple or violet

gloss.

XYXOPHAGA. A genus of small Con-
]

ehiferous Molluscs, very similar to those of I

Teredo, and which are found in light wood
that the animals have penetrated to the
depth of about an inch. The valves are
equal, globose, inequilateral, and closed at

the back ; they have no calcareous tube, hut
two small accessory testaceous pieces placed
near the hinge, and one small tooth in each
valve.

XYLOPHAGI. A family of insects of the
order Coleoptera Tetramera, distinguished
from the Weevils by the absence of a pro-
boscis. These insects generally live in wood,
wliich is perforated and channelled in va-
rious directions by their larvai. The dif-

|

ferent species commit their ravages on various
kinds of trees, some feeding on pines and firs,

othera on olives, and some restricting them-
selves to fungi. [See Scolttid.e.]

XYLOPHILI. An extensive series of !

gigantic Coleopterous Insects, the males of I

which are particularly distinguished h)’ va-
|

rious singular protuberances, horns or tu-
|

bercles, arising from the head and thorax.
]

They reside for the most part in tropical i

regions, and some ofthem acquire an immense 1

size. [See Dvxa.stiu.e and Rutei.xd.e.]
|

XYPHOSUBA. a sub-class of Crustacea, '

so called from the long tail-like spine, so

characteristic a mark of the King-Crab. '

There is only one well-marked genus of this

group, which will be found described under
the head of Limulvs.

I

YAK. (Poephagtis grunm'cns.) A species :

ofOx found in Thibet, among the mountains ; ;

the bushy white taii is much prized in the I

East, where it is used to brush away flies,
|

and also as an emblem of authority.

YAllKE. The native name of different

South American monkeys of the genus i'l-

thcciai

YEELOWHAMMER. {F.mbcma citri-

nellu.) This Passerine bird, which is about
seven inehes in length, is found a resident in i

this country, and generally throughout Eu- 1

rope. The male is known by the head, cheeks,
front of the neck, belly, and tall-coverts
being of a bright yellow ; on the breast and
bides reddish B|iots, which on the sides leave
a black streak in the centre. Eenlhcrs of the
top of the back, blackish in the middle,
and reddish-brown on the sides j those on
the rump bright chesnut, terminated with
grayish ; tail-leathers blackish, the two la-
teral ones with a conical white spot on the
inner barbs. Feet yellowish. The female
is smaller than the male ; and the yellow of
the head, throat, and neck more thickly
marked with the brown and olive spots with
which those parts arc sprinkled. Their food
consists of grain, seeds, and insects. In
summer the well-known notes of the male
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are almoet incessantly heard from the road-
side hedge. In winter tlie yeilowhammer
joins the flocks of greenfinches, chaffinches,
&c., which congregate in the fields and farm-
yards. The nest, made onornearthegrouudr

TELCOWHAMMEB.
(EMBERIZA OITRINEnLA )

is composed of moss, roots, and hair, well
interwoven. Thcfemale lays four or five pale
purplish white eggs, streaked and speckled
with dark reddish-brown, and the male
takes his turn with her in the business of
incubation.

YPONOMEUTIDiE. A family of Hete-
rocerous Lepidoptera, comprising an exten-
sive collection of minute Moths. The body
is ordinarily slender and elongated s the
head is small and occasionally clothed with
long scales in front ;

the antenna! long,

slender, and generally simple in both sexes ;

the wings are entire, and often long, and
more or less convoluted

j
the legs are of

moderate lengtli and spurred •, the anterior
tibia! having one, the intermediate two, and
the posterior four spurs ; the palpi are gene-
rally long and slender, and mostly recurved.
Some of the species reside in the larva state on
flowers, upon Which they subsist ; others arc
found within the surfaces of leaves, devour-
ing only the parenchyma ; some form exten-
sive webs, and live in society ; others are
soiitary. Some species are remarkably bril-

liant ; their wings being ornamented with
highly polished metallic scales, and some of

them being extremely varied in the number
of their tints.

“The typical insects of this family, forming
Tjatrcille’^s genus Yponomeuta, are amongst
the largest in the family, having the fore

wbigs long, and convoluted when at rest,

and the posterior large, and with moderate
cilia:. They arc generally of white or slate

colours witlv black spots, whence their names
of small Ermine Moths : the larva: reside

in large societies under a common web on
various fruit-trees, and especially on white-
thorn hedges, which are sometimes entirely

defoliated by them. I have also seen the

apple-trees, along the sides of the roads in

France, C(iually deprived of their leaves by
these insects, and festoons of their webs sus-

pcndeil from the trees, and clothing the sur-

face of the ground beneath the trees. These
larva: are of a slate colour with black dots,

and let themselves down to the ground when
alarmed. They form their cocoons in com-
pany together ;

in the midst of their webs.

iSatural ^,i5tav\j

;

The elegant species of (Eenphora fly during
the day, frequenting gardens and hedges.
Adeta also comprises day-flying species,

known under the name of “Japan Moths,”
from their polished metallic wings, and some-
times called “ Long-homs,” from the great
length of the antenna:. They frequent woods,
and fly in troops, like gnats, over the bushes
in the sunshine. But the most beautiful
species in the family are those minute motlis
with metallic spotted wings, the majority of '

which in- the larva: state are leaf-miners.
j

ZEBRA. The name given to at least two
species of South African mammalia, belong-
ing to the family that contains the Horse
and the Ass. They are beautifully banded,
and have never yet been thoroughly domes-
ticated- The Zebras are closely allied to the
common ass, the gradations, as it were, being
the Quagga (See Quagga), and Dzigetai
{Equus hemionus). Two species of Zebra are
known, both natives of the Southern parts

of Africa, where they are frequently found
in large herds r the one frequents moun-
tainous districts, while the other only occurs
in the plains, where ft associates with some
of the antelopes, and even with the Ostrich-

The CoMMOjr Zebra (Equtts Zebra, E.) is

found in South Africa, both within and be-
yond the Cape Colony, but is confined to the-

mountainous regions. Dr. Burchell, not
knowing that it was the Zebra of the older

naturalists, has very charocteristicaliynamed
it Equus montamis. It may be at once known a
from the following species by the pure white
ground-colour of its coat, and the numerous
glossy jet-black bonds with which it is

striped, except on the belly ; the legs olsa

are striped from the top to the bottom ;
the

cars are longer than in the following species,

while the tail is tufted, like that of the ass,

the tuft being of a black colour. There are

other characters, but these may suffice to

distinguish it. Major Harris as well as other

travellers tell us that it seeks the wildest

and most sequestered spots, so that it is ex-
ceedingly difficultof approach, not only from
its watchful habits and very great agility of

foot, but also from the inaccessible nature of

its highland abode. The herds graze on the

steep hill side, with a scntiucl posted on
some adjacent crag, ready to sound the alarm

,

in cose of any suspicious approach to their

feeding quarters, and no sooner is the alarm
given than away they scamper with pricked

j

ears, and whisking their tails aloft, to places

where few, if any, would venture to pursue.

It is the tvildc Paard (wild horse) of the

Cape Colonists, and the Duma of Uic Hot-
tentot.

BirRCiiEr.L’s Zebra {Equtit EurcheUii,

Gray). This beautiful species inhabits the

plains of South Africa beyond the Garicp or

Orange river, but is never, according to Major
Harris, found to the southward of that

stream. The cars and tail more resemble

those of the horse than the preceding species,

which approaches the ass in these particu-

lars. The back, neck, and head are tinged

with brown, harmoniously banded with black

and deep brown transverse stripes j the bcily



and legs are pure white : there are obscure
traces of black transverse markings on the
arm. Major Harris, wiio had so many op-
portunities of seeing this fine species in a
state of nature, remarks that, “ beautifully
clad by the hand of nature, possessing much
of the graceful symmetry of the horse, with
great bone and muscular power, united to
easy and stylish action — thus combining
comeliness of figure with solidity of form,
this species, if subjugated and domesticated,
would assuredly moke the best pony in the
worid. Although it admits of being tamed
to a certain extent with considerable facility,—a half-domesticated specimen with a jockey
on its brindied back being occasionally ex-
posed in Cape Town for sale,— it has hitherto
contrived to evade the yoke of servitude.

as a great delicacy. Zebus differ greatly in
dimensions ; some are of large size, while
others, of which we have figured a female and
young, are not much larger than a sheep :

BOaCHELL'S ZEBBA.—fE^UUS BUROHEXXIT.)

. . . The voice of this free-born son of

the desere has no analogy to the discordant

braying of the ass, but consists of a shrill

abrupt neigh, which may be likened to the

barking of a dog, os heard by a passer by,

from the interior of a house. The senses of

sight, hearing, and smeil arc extremely de-

licate. The slightest noise or motion, no
less than the appearance of any object that

is unfamiliar, at once rivets their gaze, and
causes them to stop and listen with the ut-

most attention ;
any taint in the air equally

attracting their olfactory organs. Instinct

haring taught these beautiful animals that

in union consists their strength, they com-
bine in a compact body when menaced bjr

i

an attack either from man or beast ; and, if
‘

overtaken by the foe, they unite for mutual
defence, with their heads together in a close

circular band, presenting their heels to the
enemy, and dealing out kicks in equal force

and abundance. Beset on all sides, or par-
tially crippled, they rear on their hinder legs,

fly at the arlversary with jaws distended, and
use both teeth and heels with the greatest

freedom.”— //nrris, * Oame ami Wild Ani-
Tnaht of South Africa* p. 19. It is called

JSonte C^tyya by the Cape Colonists, aud
reeUei/oy Inc Bechuanas.

I ZEBU. The name given to the humped
I
varieties of oxen which are found in India

,
and the Asiatic Islands, and extend along

I the eastern const of Africa to the Cape of
; Ooo<l Hope. They are used as beasts of
burden, and serve ns articles of food, though
in this respect its flesh is by no means equal
to that of our domestic breeds. The hump,
which is chiefly composed of fat, is regarded

ZEBU.

they va^ in colour; the mostcommon variety
is of a light gray, passing into cream-colour.
The Hindoos treat the larger breed with su-
perstitious veneration. [See Bbah.uin Bull.]

ZEE-KOE. The name given by the Dutch
colonists in South Africa to the Hippopota-
mus. [See Hippopotamus.]

ZERDA. The name often given to the
long-eared, dog-like quadruped called the
Fennec. [See Fbnnec.]

ZEUS, ZEID.®. A genus and family of
Acauthopterygious fishes, remarkable for
their compressed form ; to this group belongs
the JoHx Dory and the Opah Dory (Zeus
Opah) which latter is n very superb species,
and inhabits the seas of warm regions, being
only nn occasional visitant of the Mediterra-
nean and Northern seas. In size it exceeds
every other species, measuring between four
and five feet in length; in colour it appears to
vary, the ground being sometimes a brilliant
silvery green, and sometimes a bright gold-
colour ; but in either case the body is varie-
gated on the sides with pretty numerous oval
wliite spots, while the fins and tail are bright
scarlet. The skin is apparently destitute of
scales, and perfectly smooth. Two or three in-
stances have occurred of this very beautifully
coloured species having been taken on the
British coast ; one, which weighed between
seventy and eighty pounds, was thrown upon
the sands at Bryth, near Newcastle, in 1709 ;

the colours and beauty of which are stated
to “ beggar all description ; the upper part
being of a bright green, variegated with
whitish spots, and enriched with a shining

?

[olden hue, like the splendour of a peacock’s
eathcr.” Another specimen was cau^jht at
Brixham, in Torbay, in 1772, whieh “weighed
a hundred and forty pounds, measuring four
feet and a half in length, and two feet and
a quarter in breath : its greatest thickness
was only four inches, and the general colour
was a vivid transparent scarlet varnish over
burnished gold, bespangled with oval silver
spots of various sizes.” [See Dory.]

ZFiUZEHA. A genus of nocturnal I.cpi-

doptera, two species of which arc found in
this country, one of these, however, is ex-
tremely rare ; the more common species, the
Wood- leopard, (Xeuxera Aiiculi) is while and
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spotted with black, whence it has derived
its English name ; the antennaj in the male
are beautifully bipectinated for half their
length ; the larva, which is yellow and spot-
ted, feeds like that of the Goat-moth, in the
interior of trees, and as well as it, forms a
cocoon of chips of wood agglutinated toge-
ther ; it feeds on various trees, but seems
particularly fond of the elm.

ZIBET. A species of carnivorous mam-
malia belonging to the genus Viverra and
the family Viverridee. It is found on the
Asiatic coast, and in some of the larger
islands of the Indian Archipelago. It has
a short and thick neck, the breast being full

and somewhat distended, and differs con-
siderably in its markings from its African
congener, the Civet. Dr. Horslield, in bis
Zoological Researches, informs us that it is

of a comparatively mild disposition, and is

sometimes found in a state of partial do-

ZIBET, —(VrVBRRi.)

mestication. Tlie substance secreted by an
opening near the tail resembles that of the

Civet, and is, perhaps, equally prized. [See

Civet.]

ZI5D3. A fly, supposed to be 'a species of

Tebanus, described by Bruce, the Abyssinian
traveller, but not previously referred to by
any naturalist. From Bruce’s account we
learn that it is in size very little larger than
a bee, of a thicker proportion, and has wings,
which are broader than those of a bee, placed
separate, like those of a fly : they are of a
fine gauze, without colour or spot upon them.
The head is large ;

the upper jaw or lip is

sharp, and has at the end of it a strong

pointed liair, of about a quarter of an inch

long ; the lower jaw has two of these pointed

hairs, and the pencil of hairs when joined

together makes a resistance to the finger

nearly equal to that of a hog’s bristle. Its

legs are serrated on the inside, and the whole

covered with brown hair or down. He has

no sting, though he seems to me rather of

the bee kind
;
but his motion is more rapid

and sudden than that of the bee, and re-

sembles that of the gadlly in England. There

is something peculiar in the souml or buzz-

ing. It is a jarring noise, together with a

humming, which induces me to believe it

proceeds, at least in jiart, from a vibration

made with the three hairs at its snout. As
soon as tliis iilague appears, and this buzzing

is lieard, all the cattle forsake their food,

and run wildly about the plain till they die,

worn out with fatigue, fright, and hunger.

No remedy remains but to leave the black

earth, and hasten down to the sands of At-

bara, and there they remain while the rams

Jiatural ;

last, this cruel enemy never daring to pursue
them farther. Though his size is as im-
mense as is his strength, and his body co-
vered with a thick skin defended with strong
hair, yet even the camel is not unable to
sustain the violent punctures the fly makes
with his pointed proboscis. He must lose
no time in removing to the sands of Atbara,
for, when once attacked by tliis fly,hisbody,
head, and legs break out in large bosses,

which swell, break, and putrefy, to the
certain destruction of the creature. Even
the elephant and rhinoceros, which,by reason
of their enormous bulk and the vast quan-
tity of food and water which they require
daily, cannot shift to desert and dry places
as the season may require, are obliged to
roll themselves in mud and mire, vhich
when dry, coats them over like armour, and
enables them to stand their ground against
this winged assassin ; yet I have seen some
of these tubercles upon almost every ele-
phant and rhinoceros that I have seen, and
attribute them to this cause. All the in-
habitants of the sea-coast of the Melinda,
down to Cape Gardefui, to Saba, and the
south coast of the Red Sea, are obliged to-

put themselves in motion and remove to the
next sand in the beginning of the rainy
season, to prevent all their stock of cattle

being destroyed. This is not a partial emi-
gration, the inhabitants of all the countries,

'

from the mountains of Abyssinia to the
confluence of the Nile and Cestaboras north-
wards, are once a year compelled to change
their abode and seek protection in the sands

^

of Beja ; nor is there any alternative or
means of avoiding this.

Providence from the be^nning, it would
seem, had fixed its habitation to one species

of soil, being a black fat earth, extraordi-
;

narily fruitful ; and, small and inconceivable
as it was, it seems from the first to have given
law to the settlement of the country. It

prohibited absolutely thase inhabitants of
the fat earth called Mazaga, domiciled in

caves and mountains, from enjoying the

help or labour of any beasts of carriage. It

deprived them of their flesh and milk for

food, and gave rise to another nation whose
manners were just the reverse of the first,

i

These were the shepherds, lending a wan-
dering life, and preserving their immense
herds of cattle by conducting them into the
sands bejmnd the limits of the black earth,

;

and bringing them back again when the
;

danger from this insect was over.” i

“ Weeannotreadthchistory of the plagues
which God brought upon Pharaoh by the

hands of Moses,” observes our author, “ with- i

out stopping a moment to consider a singu-
|

Inrity— a very principal one— which at-
]

tended this plague of the fly. It was not till
;

this time, aud bv means of this insect, that
'

God said lie would separate his people from
|

the Egyptians. And it would seem that ,

then a law was given to them that fixed the

limits of their habitation. It is well known
that the land of Goshen or Geshen, the iws-

session of the Israelites, was a land of pasture,
j

which was not tilled or sown, liccausc it was

not overflowed by the Nile. But the land
|

overflowed by the Nile was the bbtek earth
|
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of the valley of Egypt, and it was here that
God coiillncd the flies ; for he says, it shall
be a sign of this separation of the people, that
not one fly should be seen in the sand or
pasture-ground, the land of Goshen ; and
this kind of soil has ever since been the refuge
of all cattle emigrating from the black earth
to the lower part of Atbara.”

' To the foregoing graphic narrative by
Bruce we shall only add, that, much as this,

as well as other particulars on subjects
equally extraordinary, were at one time ri-

diculed and regarded as unworthy of belief,

strong corroborative testimony may be found
in the works of modern naturalists, as well
as of recent African travellers (Denham and
Clapperton amon^ others!, whose veracity
has never been called in question,

ZOANTITUS. A genus of Zoophytes es-
tablished by Cuvier, and giving its name to
a division of the great group of animals to
which it belongs (Zoantharia); in this genus
the body is elongated, conic and peduncu-
lated, and springs from a base common to
several individuals ; as the name implies, the
species of the genus resemble flowers, such as
an expanded daisy.

ZOE.A., The name given by Bose to what
he regarded os a distinct genus of decapod
Crustacea, different siiecies of wliich are
found in the ocean i Mr. Thompson believes
that these curious looking spined creatures
are the larvse of long and short-tailed Crus-
tacea, immediately after their exclusion
from the egg. Mr. Arthur Adams was much
struck with their curious and fantastic
shapes ; one form, he observes, would serve
as an excellent mc^el for a grotesque mon-
ster in a pantomime i in fact they all more
resemble phantasms than the ordinary or-
ganizations we are in the habit of contem-
plating. He doubts the accuracy of Mr.
Thompson’s opinion, that these wliimsical-
looking creatures are mcreiy the larva: of
diSerent kinds of crabs, particularly os they
are found in the high seas, where few of the
larger Crustacea are ever discovered. How-
ever in many cases Mr. Thompson has ob-
served the metamorphosis take place, espe-
cially on the Irish coast. We must refer to
his memoirs in the third volume of the En-
tomological .Magazine, as well os to his Me-
moirs on Crustacea.

ZONITI.S. A genus of Coleopterous insects
belonging to the family Cantlinrido;, the
species of which are found on flowers.

ZONTIIID/E. A name given by Mr.
Gray to a family of Saurian reptilca

ZOOAKCES. [Sec Viviparous Blexnt.]

ZOOPHYTES, A great division of the
Animal Kingdom, containing beings which
are always evidently mure simple in or-
ganization than in the other divisions, and
which have their parts mure or less distinctly
arranged roumi an axis, a dispositon which
frequently gives them the siiape of flowers,
and hence the name, which means living
plnnt*^ or plnnt-like uninmtx. The name
llwlUUa, or radiated animals, is also applied

to this division. It contains the Star-fishes

and Sea-eggs, as well as the Actinia:, Corals,
and Corallines. Eor the history of the two
first of these, so far as they are found in the
British Islands, we must refer our readers to
the work of Professor Forbes, which is de-
voted to them, while Dr. Johnston’s History
of British Zoophytes will give ample and
interesting information, as well ns admirable
figures of all the genera and species belong-
ing to the last mentioned. There are none
who have opportunities of visiting the sea-
coast who should neglect to examine and
study these animals. The Eeverend David.
Landsborough, in his Excursions to Arran,
has well alluded to one of these Coralline
Zoophytes, which he had taken from a
scallop-shell to which it was attached. When
out of the water, the Plumularia pinnala
looks like a dirty and worn white feather.
He says, you would not tliink that that fea-
ther had life, but, place it in water, it imme-
diately recovers from its state of collapse,
and, though still a feather, has become one
of great beauty and elegance. “ But it is only
the habitations that you see ; the alarmed
inhabitants have fled into their houses. But
place the polypidom, as it is called, in a
tumbler of sea-water, and, when the alarm
is over, the inhabitants will again appear.
The polypes are hydra-form, and spread
forth many tentacula in search of food,
which they greedily grasp. The feather is

formed of calcareous matter, mixed with
gelatine, to give it flexibility, so that it may
the better stand the buft’eting of the waves.
Observe the stem or quill of the feather, and
you will see that it is full of red matter.
That is the medullary pulp. Every plumule
of the feather is a street. Even with the
naked eye you may observe on each plumule
about a dozen notches or denticles. Each
of these is the house or cell, as it is called,
of a polype : so that, in a good specimen, we
see a kind of marine village, which, under
the teaching of God, has been beautifully
constructed by the thousand inhabitants
which it eontalna” Many of the more trans-
parent Zoophytes are liighly luminous, and,
in some cases, as Air. liandsborough men-
tions in the Edinburgh New Philosophical
Journal, vol. xxxii. p. 170., each iwlypc
seems os if it had a will of its own, for when
agitated, after being taken from the water,
“ they lighted and extinguished their little
lamps, not Kimiiltancously, but with rapiil
irregularity, so that this running Are had a
very lively appearance.” Mr. Darwin, in
the admirable journal to which we have re-
ferred so often, speaks of a Zoophyte closely
allied to Clytia, of which he put a large tuft
in a basin of salt-water. “When it was
dark,” he adds, “ I found that as often as I
rublicd any part of a brunch, the whole be-
came strongly phosphorescent with a green
light i I do not think I ever saw any object
more Ixinutifully so. But the remarkable
circumstance was, that the flashes of light
always proceeded up the branches, from the
base towards the oxtremity.” This lumi-
nosity would seem to be chiefly produced hy
Irritation, for living siicciinens have been
kept for days In sea-water, and observed at
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all hours, and no appearance of light was
perceptible.

ZOOTOCA.
_
A genus of small Saurian

reptiles, in -which is placed our pretty little

olive-coloured Lizard, Zootoca vivipara.
[See Lizaud.]

ZORILLA, A genus of carnivorous quad-
rupeds, closely allied to the weasels, of which
a species (.Zorilla striata') is found in South
Africa.

ZOSTEROPS. A genus of Birds closely
allied to the IVarblers, and seemingly in-

:
termediate between them and the Titmice.

[

A marked peculiai ity of the species belong-
I
ing to the genus is that their eyelids are
surrounded by a narrow ring of snow-white
feathers. The birds are all small, and

whitk-evb:.—

[

zoaxaRoes nORBAX.ia.y

generally of a yellowish green or brown
colour. They are found principally in
Africa, Asia, and Australia. Our figure,

copied from Mr. Gould’s truly elegant work,
represents the ZoSTBitors pousalis or
White-eye of the colonists of New South
Wales ; Mr. Gould informs us that in South
Australia, New South Wales, and Van
Diemen's Land this is the bird which is seen

more frequently than any other species. In

^istDry.

the forests and thickets it abounds, and is

far from a welcome visitor in gardens, where
it does great damage to buds and fruits of
every kind, though it is upon insects that it

principally feeds ; in its disposition it is

very familiar, often building its nest and
rearing its young in shrubs and rose-trees
bordering on the garden walks. This nest,
which is also figured in the cut, is a very-

beautiful structure, being of a round deep
cup-shaped form and composed of fine
grasses, moss, and wool, and most carefully
lined with fibrous roots and grasses ; the eggs
are of a beautiful pale blue colour. The
song of this bird is very pretty and lively,
and there is no perceptible difference in the
plumage of the sexes.
Another species, Zosterops citloeoxotcs,

also described by Mr. Gould, was found by-

Mr. Gilbert in Western Australia i it is par-
ticularly fond of figs and grapes, and is often
to be seen in gardens where these fruits are
grown, in flocks as numerous as sparrows in
this country. It takes flies on the wing like
the true fly-catchers.

ZYGASNA. A genus of ChondroptervgiouB
fishes belonging to the Shark family-, and at
once distinguished from all its members by
the horizontally flattened head, truncated
in front, its sides extending transversely like
the head of a hammer, whence the common
name of the species Hammer-headed Sharks.
Jlr. Arthur Adams when on the east coast of
Borneo mentions a circumstance which shows
the extreme voracity of a species of Zygsena..
One of these fish sprang from the water,*'

seized a bullock's hide which was drying at

the bows of tlie ship, (H.M.S. Samarang)
and succeeded in tearing a portion of it

oft'. He also mentions that when one hun-
dred miles from Batan, a shark was caught
with a partially digested pig in his stomach,
wliich had been thro-wu overboard at the an-
chorage of San Domingo in that island. [See

Shark.]
The name Ztg.rka is also applied by some

naturalists to the pretty black and red sphin-
gidous insects called Burnet-moths j the
word Anthrooera however is now generally
substituted for it. [See Akthkocerida!.]

ZYGODACTYLI. The name given by
some ornithologists to that order of birds in
which two of the toes arc directed forwards
and two backwards, the term Scansorcs how-
however is more generally used ; it contains
the Parrots, Woodpeckers, Cuckoos, &c. [See
SCANSOKES.]



A SYLLABUS
OP

PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY;
OR,

THE ART OF PREPARING AND PRESERVING

SPECIMENS OF ANIMALS.

The apparatus requisite for collecting and
preserving the Vertebrate Animals of

this country are both few and simple.

Materials.—A good single or double bar-

reled gun ; the latter is preferable. A hoop-
net of stout brass wire, about fourteen inches

in diameter and furnished with a bag ofcoarse

canvas, twelve inches deep. About six inches

of the wire at each end sliould be bent so as

to form a handle, or that it may be tied to the

end of a walking stick ; or if expense is no
I consideration, notliing can excel the corn-

mon landing-net of anglers. A game bag is

only requisite for our larger species ; those

of a smaller size may be conveniently carried

home in the collector’s hat or pocket, or in

a Iwtanical coilecting box.
A very strong scaliail, such as is used by

surgeons for cutting through cartilages, but
shorter in the blade,— costs Is. (id.

1 A pair of very powerful dressing-case
scissors, five inches long,— at 2s. per pair.

I

A pair of surgical dressing forceps, not

I
less than seven inches in length, which is

1
longer than they are usually made •, hencc-

I forth I shall call them neck forceps : their

cost is 2s. per pair.

A light hammer.
These four instruments may be fitted into

a leather wrapper for the pocket ; and of
these, the neck forceps is alone indispensable;
but a pair of old curling tongs is a tolerable
substitute ; and where economy is studied,
a penknife and a slip of hard wood, half an
inch brood and tapering to a thin edge at

one extremity, will answer every purpose.
Besiiles these, there will be required, a pair

of pliers and another of cutting pincers for

wire; a shoemaker’s awl, iron wire of vari-

ous sizes, needles, thread, coarse cotton, and
tow ; a tin tiox containing arsenical soap,

which any apothecary con prepare from the
following recipe :

Camphor
Arsenic, powdered
White soap -

Salt of tartar

Chalk, i»wdercd -

2}oz.
1 lb.

1

n oz.

2

“ Cut the soap into very thin slices ; put
them into a pot over a very gentle fire with
very little water, stirring with a wooden
spoon ; when dissolved, add the salts of

tartar and chalk : take it off the fire, add
the arsenic, and stir the whole gently :

pound the camphor in a mortar with a little

spirits of wine, and mix.” * Mr. Waterton’s
solution of corrosive sublimate is very good
and useful, but the arsenical soap is gene-
rally preferred. “ To a wine-bottle full of

spirits of wine, add a large tea-spoonful of

corrosive sublimate ; in twelve hours, draw
it off into a clean bottle, dip a black feather

into the solution, and if, on drying, a white-
ness is left on the feather, add a little more
alcohol. Spirit of turpentine will preserve

skins, but its properties are somewhat eva-
nescent ; and any skin may be preserved
from putrefaction, if it is thoroughly dried

and kept dry afterwards. It is to protect

it from the attacks of insects, that we apply
one or other of these nostrums.

Jlr. Goadby has prepared a solution.which,

for preserving some objects in natural his-

tory, is even superior to spirits of wine.
Take

Bay salt - - - - 4 oz.

Alum - - - - 2 oz.

Corrosive sublimate - - 4 grains
Boiling water - - - 2 quarts

well mixed, and the solution filtered.

Plaster of Paris (gypsural is greatly
superior to powdered chalk for absorbing
bloody and oily matter in the process of
skinning. A useful cement may be made
by dissolving some isinglass in hot water,
and adding the white of an egg.

CoLLF.CTi.vo—The gu’i is the most power-
ful auxiliary In procuring specimens of our
mammalia and birds ; and did the nature
of this little work permit, I would add a
few hints nl>out guns, and the best method
of proceeding against wild birds. To the
curious,! would recommend Col. Hawker’s

* Swninson’s 'raxidermy, p. 28.

!
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“ Treatise on Shooting.” Shot No. 5. is the
!
best for general purposes, No. 8. for Thrushes,

I and dust shot for the smaller species : El-
' ley’s wire cartridges (Reds) are invaluable
I for coast-shooting, or wherever birds are
i
difficult to approach. If a bird is wounded
in the head, it is often difficult to prepare
this part in a neat manner ; therefore, in
firing at a bird sitting on a tree, endeavour
to aim so that liis head shall be protected
by a branch. By loading your gun thus,—

I

pour in a full charge of powder, enter a wad
I

into the muzzle, cover it with a single tier

I
of shot, place another wad over all and ram
home,— your shot will be economized, and

\

the specimen less injured
j

it is a deadly
charge at thirty yards. For small birds the

'i charge of both powder and shot should be

I

reduced one-fourth.

I

The death of a wounded bird may be
1 speedily effected by severe and continued
!
pressure on the region of the heart and lungs,

:
with the thumb and fingers placed on oppo-
site sides, and below the wings : a large bird
may have his feet and wings confined by a
handkerchief, and then the spinal cord may
be pierced by a pin, where the bones of the
neck unite with the skull. The throat should
be carefully stuffed with cotton or tow ; the
clots of blood wiped off

;
the shot holes

plugged with cotton ; and, when.cold, wrap
the bird in a square piece of paper, be-
ginning to roll at one comer, and finish off

by twisting the ends together. When mice
or shrews are taken for stuffing, it is best

to wrap tliem in a handkerchief, and drown
them in water. Before setting out on a
shooting excursion, proride a clue of twine,

and should a bird fall into the water, tie

the cord to the middle of a stick, three feet

long, or to your ramrod, and throw it over
the bird, which you must endeavour to en-
tangle with the cord, and so pull it ashore.

I

Gamekeepers,warreners, market gardeners,

and poulterers may all be advantageously
employed in procuring specimens ; and biid-

catchers also, for such parts of the plumage
of birds as may be soiled with bird-lime can
be restored on being washed with spirits of

wine :

I

Aquatic reptiles, and a few of the smaller

freshwater and marine fishes, are best taken

with the hand net, such as has been described

in the jiroper place.

i
Toprocure Marine Fishes Make frequent

‘ excursions to the fisliing grounds in person,

and frequent the fish markets at an early

hour. You will find it a good plan to induce

fishermen and ftsli-curers, by making them
' suitable presents, to bring you desiderata.

SKINNING AND MOUNTING
QUADRUPEDS.

Uay the animal on its back with its head
from you. Plug up the nostrils and stuff the

throat with cotton or tow. Divide the hair

in a straight line stretching between two
points, one situated between tlie fore legs and
the other near tlie tail i

make an incision

along this line with the scalpel, knife, or

scissors. Turn the body with its side towards

you ;
raise the skin on the breast between

your fore finger and thumb, and by means
of your fingers and the handle of the scalpel,

j

or its substitute, the mesh of hard wood, '

separate the skin from the body as far as you '

can reach, only using the blade of the knife
j

where it is absolutely necessary, and stuffing :

in cotton or paper to keep the hair clean,
j

Take especial care not to cut the tliin mem-
i

brane which covers the intestines ; push for-
ward the hind leg, and divide the first joint
which comes in view, leaving the thigh bone
attached to the body. Do the same on the
other side. Finish off the posterior extremity
of the body, and separate the tail. Turn the
subject on its breast, and skin along the
back : separate the fore leg at the loioer joint
of the bone which is united to the lower part
of the shoulder-blade by its upper extremity;
wrap the carcass in paper to keep it from
soiling the table, and push rather than pull
the skin over the neck and skull, cutting out
the ears and round about the eyes with great
care. Cut off the neck close to the head ; scoop
out the eyes ; extract the brain through the
opening left by the spinal cord ; cut off all

the muscles, and clean the bones thoroughly.
The legs are next pushed inwards andcleared
of their muscles as far as the roots of the
toes, and the tail skinned as far as practica-
ble J the skin is next cleared ofevery particle

of fat and muscle, and the shot-holes stitched
up.
The general principles on which quadru-

peds are mounted may be concisely staled.

Take a weasel which has been skinned m
above : provide a quantity of iron wire consft

derably less than a crow quill in diameter

;

heat it till it is red hot, and cool slowly ; it

will then bendwith facility in every direction.

Divide the cork of a wine bottle equally and
longitudinally

,
and connect the two pieces by

means of a piece of wire nearly equal to half
the length of the body of the weasel, mea-
sured from the fore part of the shoulder-blade
to the root of the tail. Prepare a piece of
wire pointed at both ends, equal in length to

the neck, the height of the skull, and allow-
ing one and a half inches for its insertion

into the anterior cork and projection beyond
the head. Do the same with the tail wire,

allowing for its insertion only
j
and with the

leg wires also, making liberal allowance for

their insertion, not only into their respective
corks, but also into the board or stand for

the specimen : these wires should be sharp- |

cned at both ends. The space intervening
between the corks should be rolled with tow,

and in like manner an artificial neck of the

same material on its appropriate wire.

Anoint the orbits with soap ; stuff with cotton;

and after a lilieral application of the soap to

the skull, its skin and that of the neck, the

head is carefully restored to its natural jwsi-

tion. so as to stretch it as little as jiossible.

The legs having been anointed, arc restored

to their natural position ; and the wires hav-
ing been entered in the ball of the foot, arc

placed behind the bones of the leg and bound
to them with pieces of thread. ’The artificial

body is then jilaccd in position, the neck wire

is thrust downwards through the anterior

part of the foremost cork, its point seized by

the wire forceps, bent slightly and pressed
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intothecork: the wires of the legs arc secured
on each side in like manner, and lastly the
tail wire. Pledgets of tow are then worked
in by means of a thin broad-pointed piece of
wood, which is sometimes called a stuffing

needle ; different points of the skin are thus
raised, and others depressed, by the fingers
of the operator ; the neck is adjusted, and
shortened ifnecessary, by seizing the project-
ing point of the neck-wire and pressing the
neck downwards ; the body curved according
to one's taste and the position which the
figure is to assume when finished : and thus
the operater goes on copying nature carefully
in every respect till the skin is sufficiently

full. It is then neatly sewed up, always
keeping the point of the needle outwards,
and avoiding the entanglement of the thread
with the roots of any of the hairs : holes are
bored in a piece of wood, their position hav-
ing been first pro)>erly ascertained, the wires
are drawn through, and their points secured
in grooves cut in the board. The ears are
then adjusted ; the head and upper part of
the throat finished off, by raising the skin on
the point of a stout wire inserted at the eyes
or the mouth, and readjusting it with the
finger, and supplying small pledgets where
necessary. The orbits arc furnished with a
little putty or cement, for the reception of
the glass eyes ; which can be purchased at
the shops of professional bird-stuffers.

After what has been stated it will be easy
to invent a frame-work of wire suitable for

mounting a larger animal; but, after all, I
would earnestly beseech all who aspire to
something more rational than mere collect-

ing, to content themselves with the stuffed
slv'ns of quadrupeds and birds ; no true natu-
ralist of the present age ever thinks of form-
ing any other col lection for purposes ofstudy.
The former method is expensive and cumber-
some, whilst the latter is in every respect
more convenient, more economical of money
aud space, and above all in the expenditure
of precious time which can never be recalled.

SKINNING AND PRESERVING BIRDS.

Before skinning a bird, the young operator
should first ascertain the position of the ears
on the sides of the head, of the bare space on
the sides of the lon-er part of the neck, and
the mode in which the secondary quill-fea-
thers are inserted over that part of the wing
which is composed of two bones, correspond-
ing with those in the human arm lying
between the elbow and wrist joints.

Any large bird having a tough skin should
be selected for the first essay ;

and none is

better than the Rook. I.ay the bird near the
edge of the table, and with a hammer break
the first bone of the wing at a point adjoining
the slioublcr-joint. Bee that the throat has
been properly stuffed ; and if an eye has l>ccn

injured by the shot, scoop it out if possible ;

or else stuff it up with cotton, for the dis-

charge of blOMl and humour will greatly
disfigure the skin. Divide the feathers along
a line stretching from the fore part of the
crest of the breast-bone to a i>oirit near the
tail; pluck off the down, and make an in-
cision with the knife or scissors ; raise the
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skin and separate it from the muscles ns far
03 the shaft ofyour scalpel can reach, stuffing

in cotton as you proceed, and sprinkling
some gypsum over any blood or oily matter
that may appear ; when dry, the gypsum
breaks off on giving a slight tap with the
finger. Be careful in skinning over the abdo-
men, and let it be a golden rule to stretch
the skin as little as possible. Push forward
the leg and separate it from the body at the
first joint that is visible, leaving the thigh-
bone attached to the body : then treat the
other side in like manner. After this, finish
off the posterior parts ; put the fingers of
your left hand below the rump, raise it

slightly, and feel with the thumb for the
point where the set of bones over which the
tail-feathers are inserted unite with the
adjoining vertebras ; and having aseertained
that, use the knife with confidence, yet with
becoming caution. Lay the bird on its

breast, and push the skin along the back ;

and as the long bones of the wings were
broken,the latter readilyaccommodate them-
selves to their new position : separate them
at the point of fracture ; wrap the body in
paper, and push the skin along the neck and
over the head, giving special heed to the
ears and eyes, ns in the case of quadrupeds :

then sever the neck where it joins the head,
which must be cleaned in like manner

; with
this difference, however, that the scissors
must be used to cut out a portion of the back
part of the skull, aud a large part of the
palate, to make room for the artificial neck
as it is fixed by the neck-forceps. Fill the
orbits witli cotton, anoint the skull, the skin
of the head, and neck with arsenical soap,
and restore the head to its natural position.
Take hold of the bone of a wing, keep its

under side uppermost, and push the skin
along with your left thumb; and on coming
to the quills, insert your tlmmb below the
barrels of the quills, so os to prize them for-
wards and downwards (presuming that the
bird is lying with its head from you). It is

not necessary to skin beyond the anterior
joint of these two bones over which the quills
are inserted ; cut through all the muscles at
this point, and taking them between the
knife aud your right thumb, tear them up-
wards, cut them off, and then amputate the
shattered bone at the joint, to which you
must fasten a piece of strong thread about
six inches long : restore the wing to its natu-
ral position after applying the soap, and
smooth and adjust the ruffied plumage. Go
through the same operations with the other
wing ; push in the legs, and cut off all the
muscles to the first joint, beyond which
there must be no skinning. The base of the
tail must next be attended to ; but avoid
cutting too closely, else the tail fcatlicrs will
fall out : remove every particle of inusclo
and fat from the skin. If the subject is a
sea bird, the task will be simplilicd by npiily-
ing spirit of turpentine with a brnsfi, which
will dissolve the fat, and this again may be
absorbed by gypsum liberally applied, and
when dried it Is cleared away

; the skin is

tben ready to receive the soap.
The best point In a well-preserved skin

consists in having the head prettily dressed



off, the neck short, the plumage neatly
disposed, and the whole form compact and
moderately full ; and I know of no more
effectual method for attaining these ends
than the following rules :— Take a pledget
of well-drawn tow, somewhat longer than,
and yet proportioned to, the size of the neck
of the bird

; take it by one end on the neck
forceps, push it up into the skull, into which
it must be pressed as firm as possible

; and
the head is dressed on the point of the for-
ceps, and completely finished off as in the
case of the weasel : withdraw the forceps,
and push up a similar but much smaller
pledget into the back part of the mouth and
between the lower jaw : by means of these
the neck may be shortened at pleasure. Then
place a small pledget along the back

;
draw

in the wings, adjust their position, and tie
theiii with the threads within a quarter of
an inch of each other, in the case of the
sparrow; and other birds in proportion. Bring
forward the tarsal, or, as it is popularly
termed, the knee-joint, so that it shall he
somewhat in advance of the root of the tail.
Take a good pledget and press it firmly over
the head of the wing-bone, and under the
head of the leg-bone : do tlie same on the
other side (this is an important operation,
and should be well done)

;
add some more

pledgets if necessary, and bring down the
end of the neck-pledget and press firmly

;

the lesser neck-piece follows, and then it is

ready for sewing up.
By attending to these directions, it will

be found that the body so formed is firm
and yet very elastic ; and it is this latter
property of tow that makes it superior to
cotton for such purposes

; yet cotton is

best for stuffing into the orbits, and for
keeping the feathers clean during the ope-
ration of skinning. It will be observed
that the bodies of birds taper away towards
the tail ; let tliis be kept in view when
stuffing a skin. Take a needle and strong
thread, and for a sparrow give three stitches
along each side of the incision, stitching
always from the inside. Draw the edges close
and cut the thread, leaving about two inches
hanging from the bird. It is quite unneces-
sary to fasten the thread, or even to cast a
knot on it, and the stitching need not come
lower down than the posterior margin of the
breast-bone. Care must be taken not to

entangle any feathers by the roots ; but
should this happen, the refractory member
must be pulled out, if it will not keep in its

proper place. Wherever the plumage is dis-

ordered, it should be stirred up with a pin,

and dressed with the fingers : if the neck has
been wounded by a shot, then the damaged
part should, if possible, be covered by giving
the head and neck a slight twist to one side

;

and wlicn all has been adjusted to your
liking, take a slip of paper proportioned to

the size of the bird, make a suitable belt,

confined by a pin, and just large enough to

coniine the wings ; put it over the skin, and
see that in doing so the plumage is not dis-

turbed. These arc the dimensions of a belt

for a sparrow : inches in length, and 2}
inches broad : diameter of tire belt ij! inches.

Tie the legs crossing each other, the right

uppermost if a male, the left if a female.
Affix a card label to the right tarsus, so that
it shall lie across both legs ; the generic and
specific name and sex should be written on
one side, the locality whence procured, the
date, and a reference to your note-book on
the other side.

To ascertain the sex of a bird, make an
incision over the loins so as to see into the

j

abdomen ; thrust aside the intestines near
the backbone, and there will be exposed

I

two white glandular bodies if a male, or
an ovarium containing rudimentary eggs if

I

a female. Press the tail upwards and ex-
' pand it properly, and pull out the neek
if it is too short ; but if too long, it cannot
be shortened in any way. The skm should i

now be laid out on cotton to dry. To re- i

move soiling matter from the plumage, wash
with a sponge dipped in cold rain water ; mix
common starch and cold water to the con-
sistency of tliick cream, lay a coating of it

about Jth of an inch thick over the part to :

be cleansed, and after the lapse of 24 hours
|

remove it with a few taps of the finger { the
skin should be dry before doing this) : it is

welt adapted for cleansing old mounted spe-
cimens.
Birds such os Ducks, whose heads are too

large to admit of the skin passing over them,
should have their necks severed about three
inches from the head ; and if the bird has a
black throat, then an incision sufficiently
large to turn out the skull must be made
longitudinally

; but if the upper part of the
neck is of a dark colour, or if the bird has a4
crest, then the ineision should be made there.
Sea birds having white breasts and black
backs should be opened down the latter, and
birds which are perfectly white should be
opened under the wing. Long-necked birds,

such as Herons, should be preserved with
the neck slightly curved, to take up less

room in packing. Where it is desirable to
,

pack us many birds as possible into little

space, the stitches may be cut, the stuffing
(of the body, only) extracted, and the skins
pressed quite flat. They may be prepared
for being re-stuffed by being wrapped in a
damp totvel, till thej’ become pliable ; and
this may be practised should a skin become
too dry before it is stuffed. Should the col-
lector ever be pressed for time to skin a bird

—

make the longitudinal incision, separate the
skin from the body os far as possible, stuffing

in cotton, and sprinkling powdered charcoal
over the abdomen, and lay it aside in a cool
dry situation.

JIOUNTING.

To mount a bird's skin, prepare wires for

the neck and legs ns for a ((uadruped, and
an artificial neck of rolled tow on its appro-
priate wire ; take a handful of straw well

drawn, tic a string firmly around it so os to

form a standard for the insertion of the
wires, but considerably less than the boily

of the bird. The wing-bones arc tied at a

short distance from each other ;
the wiros !

tor the legs arc run up along their posterior i

edge, and fixed into the standard after the

neck has been properly adjusted. The



atandard is then tafeen between the finger
and thumb of the left liaud, and pledgets of
tow are worked in witli a piece of pointed

I

wood; the more prominent parts arc reduced
1
by pressure, and the hollow parts are pushed

i
outwards with the stick. By and by, tlie

' bird is laid on its back on the tabic, and
I sometimes held by the feet till it has been
j

filled to its natural size ; it is then sewed up
i

and stuck on its perch ; the legs and neck
are bent into their proper position, all de-

;

ficienoies in the stuffing of the head and
i upper part of the neck are supplied through
the channel of the mouth or eyes ; the wings
adjusted and kept in their place by a pointed

!
wire on each side run into the standard, their
tips confined by a bandage, the tail supported
on a piece of wire bent in a serpentine form,

I

and the whole plumage neatly dressed. Such
;

is a very concise outline of one method of
I
mounting birds, which in the hands of a
skilful workman never fails to produce the
happiest results. Other methods are detailed
by Captain Brown. The tyro’s greatest error
consists iu over-distending his specimens,
and in keci>ing their legs too upright ; but a
careful study of the living models, and a

:
little practice, will enable him to make satis-

i factory progress. However beautiful the art
may be, it is to the true naturalist scarcely
worth the expenditure of the time requisite
for its acquirement and subsequent practice.

NESTS AND EGGS.
All that is requisite in forming a collection

of birds’ nests is to dry them properly, and
to secure those of loose texture by a few
stitches with a needle. To preserve epps for
the cabinet, make a hole at the sharp end
of the egg, and a smaller one at the larger
end ; blow the contents through the larger
hole : dip a camel's hairbrush into a solution
of corrosive sublimate, and press it against
the smaller end of the egg, so that some of
the liquor may reach its interior, then shake
the egg, and allow it to drip. Eggs are best
kept in open card boxes amongst chipped
moss or on cotton.

PRE.SERVING REPTILES.
Snakes and Lizards may be divided longi-

: tudinally, and their skin glued to a piece of

I
pasteboard ami then varnished ; but they arc

! best preserved in wide-mouthed bottles

!
amongst spirits. If large, an incision ought to
be made in the abdomen to allow the spirit to
penetrate readily into the intestines, amongst
which putrefaction would otherwise take
place ; and this is also the sure result if the
specimen is allowed to come in contact with
the sides of the vessel i hence the propriety

, of suspending it by a thread from the cork,
which must oe covered with several layers

of bladder and one of tinfoil, and either

painted or varnished. But amoiigst water
reptiles, the skins of the Prog and 'Toad may
be preserved thus ; Cut out the whole inside

!

of the mouth with a pair of scissors, separate
the first vertebra of the neck from the skull,

i raise up the jaws, and push back the skin

I
with one hand, whilst the other pulls the

body in a contrary direction ; and thus the
whole carcass is drawn out at the mouth.
Restore the legs to their natural position ;

fill the skin with dry sand ; stop the mouth
with cotton ; when dry, give a coat of copal
varnish, and dry in a draught of air ; and
by making a small incision in the lower
part of the body, the sand will readily escape.

SKINNING AND PRESERVING
FISHES.

To preserve the delicate scales and evanes-
cent colours of many species, wrap every spe-
cimen in tissue pajier as soon as it comes to
hand. Specimens for examination are best
preserved in spirits, with a label of block tin or
lead, having a number cut or engraved on it,

and referring to your note-book, attached to
each specimen. But a very neat collection of
our fishes may be formed on the following
plan, which was invented by Dr. Parnell of
Edinburgh. The fish is diiidcd longitudi-
nally, so ns to preserve on one side the skin
and fins in an entire state, also the dorsal and
caudal fins : begin at the head, and work
downwards to the tail, removing the skin
carefully ; the coating of tissue paiier will
greatly assist the operator ; and when the
skinning has been effected the paper can be
removed, after being damped with a wet
sponge : reduce the bones of the head, thin
down the base of the fins, and anoint the
whole with arsenical soap. Take a sheet of
pasteboard larger than the fish itself, and
covered on one side with stone-coloured
paper : sew the skin by its lower edge to the
pasteboard, using a fine pointed saddler's
awl ns a piercer ; then stuff in chopped tow
till the skin is filled to its natural size, sew-
ing the upper margin to the paper as the
work proceeds, from the tail to the shoulder,
and glue the head to the pasteboard. Tlie
fins may be supported in their natural posi-
tion by means of slips of paper gummed to
them, and these may be removed after the
skin is dry, by willing them with a damp’
sponge ; then two or three coatings of
copal varnish are given to the skin ; and this
finishes the operation. The scientific name
should be printed or written in tlie left hand
corner of the card below : the skin may be
simply glued to the pasteboard, and then
varnished.

SKUT.LS AND STERNA.
To prepare skulls and stoma of birds,

which are very interesting objects for the
cabinet. Remove all the flesh from the bones
neatly and carefully, so ns not to injure
their natural character by scraping orcutting
their surfaces with the knife ; then put the
skeleton into clean water, in which a little

salt has been dissolved, till such time as the
blood has been extracted from the bones

;

and, in order to whiten the preparation, it

may be next put Into n very weak solution
of chloride of lime and water for twelve
hours, and then again into cold water ; after
which itshould be dried in adraught. As the
bones of most sea-birds arc very oily, their
first bath sliouhl contain a little soda in so-

3 T 3
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lution
;
and holes should be drilled in the

larger bones to admit the water into their
interior.

The curious windpipes of the Mergansers,
and certain Ducks, should be steeped in a
little salt and water, and then pinned to a
board to dry ; and when dry, give a coating
of copal varnish.
Preparations of the gullet, crop, and sto-

mach of birds, throw a beautiful light on
some of the principles on which the proper
classification of these interesting creatures
is founded : Having skinned a bird, and
removed the breast-bone so as to expose the
internal organs, tie up the intestine where it

leaves the stomach, cast a running noose
over the upper extremity of the gullet, insert

a blow-pipe or any other tube, tighten the
string, and, when the whole is properly in-

flated, slip the noose suddenly over the end
of the tube, and secure the passage with a
firm knot : hang the preparation up to dry,

and finish off with a coating of copal var-
nish.

If the carcass of a small animal is baited
with honey, and laid near the nest of ants or

wasps, the bones will be beautifully picked.

Cabinet.— Let the young collector con-
tent himself with such accommodation as

an old chest of drawers can afford, or an old
trunk, fitted with movable wooden trays of
various depths, having a piece of leather or

tape nailed at either end instead of handles
;

and, when he requires to procure a cabinet,

let it be neat, plain, and portable : better

have two small movable ones, than one
fixture.
We come now to consider the principles

and practice of the art of preserving the ani-

mals belonging to the second great division

of the animal kingdom, termed Invertcbrata,

by systematists, from the circumstance of its

members not being furnished with a back-
bone.

CRUSTACEA.
In the Lobster, Crab, Shrimp, Sand-hopper,

Centipede, and Wood-louse, or Sclater, as it

is called in the north, we have familiar ex-

amples of this class.

Apparatus. — A water-net, such as has

been formerly described. A pair of forceps,

4J inches long, such, as any tin-smith will
;

cut from the refuse of his bench : a few bags
j

of cotton cloth to secure the more formidable

species. A wide-mouthed phial, 2i inches i

high, and IJ inches in diameter, fitted with !

a cork stopper, secured with a piece of thin

brass wire twisted round the neck j by this

simple contrivance, the cork may be started

or adjusted with the thumb of the left hand :

it should be filled with some spirituous

liquor.

Collecting. —Fishermen (especially

oyster-dredgers and flsh-curersl, nay, even

1 cookmaids,must all be employed to cuter for

\

the collector, for many a curious crustacean is

I
found in the stomach of fishes. The larger

i

species are best transported in bags, and suf-

! fered to die slowly in cold fresh water. Tlic

;

smaller species die readily in spirits.

Preserving. — The bodies of Lobsters
should be pulled separate from the hinder
parts ; all the internal organs scooped out,
then anointed with soap, and joined together
with cement : the feet are properly arranged,
and the organs of the mouth properly dis-
played, and retained in position, by means of
pins stuck into the board. With a trian-
gular-shaped awl drill holes in the under
sides of the claws of crabs, and extract the
flesh with hooked wires ; the bock shell is

pulled separate from the body, the internal
organs removed, and soap and corrosive sub-
limate liberally applied j it is then set after

the fasliion of the Lobster, and dried in a
draught apart from the sun’s rays. The
smaller Crabs.Shrimps, &c.may be laid within
card trays, which are made thus :

—

“

Parallel
to the four sides of the card, a straight line
is cut by the point of a penknife, sufficiently

deep to admit of one-half of its substance
being cut through, and folded back without
difficulty ! the space between the edge and
the cut line tidll, of course, constitute the
depth of the box, and may be varied accord-
ing to the fancy of the collector, or the
nature of the specimens it is to hold : when
these four sides are cut, the corresponding
comers are taken out by the scissors, and
the sides bent up and united by pasted slips

of paper.” * The bottom of the box should
be covered with paper of a stone colour.

The smaller species of cmstacea should be
transfixed with a pin, or gummed upon slips

of card, as in the cose of minute insects.
41

INSECTS.

Apparatus.—Authors have given a long
list of nets and other articles requisite for

the collector ;
but, in reality, they are few

and simple ; and such can be readily pro-
cured or constructed at a small expense even
in the -country. A brass hoop net, already
described, and fitted with three bags, one
made of cotton cloth, 14 inches deep, for

sweeping ; another of similar size, of coarse

canvas, for water insects ; and the third

made of a green gauze veil, having a depth
equal to two and a half times the diameter,
for collecting all winged insects. A wide-
moutlied phial, that can be put into your
waistcoat pocket, like the one already de -

scribed for the Crustacea, and containing
spirits. Another pocket phial, having a

quill inserted into, and projecting an inch
below, the bottom of the cork, to prevent the

escape of the small insects, which are gene-

rally soon suffocated by the fumes from the

bruised laurel leaves and camphor, which
should alwaj’s be placed in it, os well as a

few bits of blotting paper to prevent the in-

sects being too much shaken. Pill boxes of

various sizes, at 2.-?. Gd. per gross of twelve

dozen : number them from No. 1. upwnnls
on the lid and the bottom of each box to

prevent confusion. Quills, or the young
shoots of the elder tree peeled and dried,

fitted with a plug of cork and wax at one

end, and with a cork at the other. A j«x;kct

collecting box made of tin, on the principle

A- Swain-son’s Taxidermy, p. 95. J
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of a backgammon board, so that when
opened, both shelves will lie flat on the
table

;
lined with cork tliree-sixteenths

of an inch thick on both sides, and covered
' with paper, having columns ruled on it

and numbered, that the collector may take
notes of his captures. A supply of the
bruised leaves of the common laurel, con-
tained in a gauze bog is pinned into a comer;

j

any handy box of pasteboard or light wood
:

i will do equally well, or one may be con-
structed of pasteboard on the principle of

• two card trays, having a piece of linen cloth
glued behind in place of hinges. To glue
cork firmlv upon tin, the surface of the latter

1 must be cliipped with the point of a nail ;

apply the glue with a brush, and then strew
fine sand over it ; when dry, pour off the
loose particles

;
give another coating of glue,

and also one on the cork, and press it down
and apply heavy weights equally distributed
till it is thoroughly d^. A pincushion

'
. made of several folds of flannel secured be-
,
tween two cards, and affixed to the inside of
the coat on the left breast by means of two
loops passing over two little buttons. A
common high-shaped snuff-box is very con-
venient for carrying a few braces, and three
or four little pill-boxes a-fleld. A pocket

' collecting-box, for caterpillars, of any con-
venient shape, having its sides pierced with

;
holes : tin is the best for several reasons ; it

I

is strongest, lightest, and, above all, the
: coolest for such a purpose ; but a large pill-

box pierced with red-hot needles will do very
i well. An ale-glass or tumbler with a gauze
' cover, and a little black earth from a hollow
I tree for the convenience of such caterpillars
as undergo their metamorphosis below
ground, forms a convenient breeding-cage.

’ For a particular description of Mr. Stephen’s
breeding-cage, and much that relates to the
collecting and preserving of insects, I beg to
refer the inquirer to ‘ Insect Architecture
and Miscellanies,’ p. 221., one of Knight’s
Weekly Series : the woodcuts will easily
enable him to comprehend many of the de-
scriptions given in this little treatise, in the
preparation of which the author has been
studious to avoid all unnecessary expense.
A pair of short tin forceps, already de-

scribed nnder the head of Crustacea, for seiz-
ing insects; a wet finger and thumb is readiest,
and often superior, cs|)ccially for small in-
sects. The i>ocket knife and a lens of three
magnifying powers ought to constitute part
of the naturalist’s daily equipment : a single
lens at Is. Ikl. will show wonilers, but a Cod-
dington or Stanhope lens is indispensable
for small insects.

A lantern, 8 Inches in height, and about
8 inches square, fitted with a lamp to bum
spermaceti oil, ami having a polished tin

reflector and bull’s-eye glass. Is must suitable
for mnthina

;

a good one will cost 4s. : it

should be furnished with two straps, one for

the waist, the other for the neck. A small
portion of the wick should always be cut off

previous to relighting the lamp,

Pix.s.—The best kind of pins arc the solid
headed pins sold by Kdelstcn and Taylor,
Crown Court, Cheapside, but Insect Appara-

tus of every kind may be procured at Messrs.
Knight’s, Foster Lane, London.
Damaged needles, or, as they are generally

called, cabinet makers’ needles, are most
useful for setting insects ; so are any tall

pins, a proportion of which should be sharply
bent to one side with the wire pliers. To
form a setting stick, take a needle between
the pliers, and push its head into a stick

3 inches long, about as thick as a small quill,

and secure it with a silk thread well waxed ;

the other end is fitted with a small camel’s
hair brush. A pin bent at the point and
fitted into a handle is also very useful for
setting insects. Braces wliich are generally of
a triangular shape, ofvarious sizes, and trans-
fixed by a needle or pin at the broader end.
A Setting Box should be formed of deal

three-sixteenths of an inch tliick, 12J inches
high, and 9 inches square ; the top, sides,

and bottom are entire, and to insure stability
the latter ought to project half an inch
beyond either side ; coarse gauze is nailed
on the back, and the door is merely in frame
and also covered with gauze ; thus providing
for the ready admission of the air and the
exclusion of dust. There should be two little

rings and staples on either side to serve as
handles, and a drawer IJ inch deep, sub-
divided into compartments for pins, braces,
&c. ; it is situated close below a false bottom.
Each setting board is covered wdth cork and
then papered, leaving a margin equal to
three-eighths of an inch all round ; and the
boards are placed an inch and a half above
one another : this will give five to the box
described, and they are fitted into grooves in
the sides. But all this may be done much
more cheaply ; fillets may be glued on the
sides to receive the boards, the drawer may
be dispensed with, and a curtain fastened to
the roof of the box, so that it may he folded
up when necessary, which will answer every
useful purpose in place of a door.
A stand for placing insects on to be exa-

mined, may be formed by gluing a piece of
cork on one end of an empty cotton reel.

For mounting insects on cards, gum traga-
canth is superior to gum Arabic ; to live

table-spoonfuls of cold water, add a piece
ofgum the size of a shilling. A bottle, fitted

with a glass stopper, containing oxalic acid ;

A tin box, 5 inches long, 3J inches broad, by
2i inches high, fitted with cork on the lid,

and having a movable bottom of tin pierced
with many holes, resting on points soldered
to the sides, six-eighths of an inch above the
fixed bottom, the space between them being
reserved for bruised laurel leaves ; any con-
venient little box fitted with a pasteboard
try- may be substituted.
Every collector should bo content with

store-boxes till his collection lias become
extensive ; handsome boxes of this descrip-
tion can be purchased for 10s.

; but any car-
penter can manufacture plain yet useful
ones, of half-inch deal, after the fashion of
a backgaminon-boarfl, in two equal lialves,

so as to hold insects in each. Dimensions in
the clear, as follows : Length 17 inches,
brcadtii M inches, deptli of two lialves when
closed 31 inches. The inner and upper edge
of one half is furnished with a fillet of zinc,
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fitting into a corresponding groove in the
one opposite, so as to exclude dust and mites j

a piece of stout linen cloth is glued on the
back to assist the little hinges, and the sides
are secured by a pair of hooks and staples.

The ordering of a cabinet is a very serious
matter, ‘ lugpen’s Instructions for collect-
ting Insects,’ price 3s. 6rf., should be con-
sulted for this and all that relates to the
whole subject of which it treats ; and even
after studying this work, the entomologist
should seek the advice of some experienced
friend, and the workshop of a clever trades-
man. Order a quantity of rough cork

;
glue

it to a board, and send it to be cut up
into slices, one quarter of an inch thick,
at some saw-mill where veneers are cut ;

then smooth down the surface of the slices

witli a large wood file, and polish with
pumice-stone from a painter’s shop : a sheet
of paper is then accurately fitted into the
bottom of the box, and the cork cut to the
pattern, and glued into its place, where it is

secured by a few wire nails and heavy
weights, equally distributed, till the glue is

thoroughly dry. Cut a sheet ofstone-coloured
paper to the dimensions requisite for cover-
ing the cork ; cover the former with flour

paste on the under side, and allow it to be
well saturated before laying it down ; smooth
its surface with a cloth, and dry in a cool
place. Previous to pasting down the paper,
fill up all the holes in the cork with a com-
position of equal parts of tallow, resin, and
bees’-wax ; this may be melted on a large
scale in an iron spoon, such as plumbers use,

and poured into a box to the depth of one
quarter of an inch ; it is an economical sub-
stitute for cork, though not equal to it. The
author has seen American pine-wood so very
soft, that a stout insect-pin might be stuck
into it, without being bent, and it possessed
considerable elasticity for retaining the pin;
but the best substitute for cork with which
he is acquainted is ‘Baldwin’s Improved
Elastic Gun Wadding,’ No. 2., which can
be purchased from any gun-maker at 9d. i>er

sheet. Soak it in water for eighteen hours,
and when thoroughly dry, glue it into the
box, and lay heavy weights over it for two
days or so, and then cover it with paper

:

but the most economical method of prepar-
ing an insect store-box which can be devised

is, to cover the bottom with paper, and glue
small chips of cork, about a quarter of an
inch thick and of sufficient size merely to

hold the point of a pin. To cut cork, the

knife or saw should be wiped with a cloth

moistened with oil ; but as oil spoils the

paper, its injurious effects may be neutralized

by the application of a little spirit of tur-

pentine. Where it is inconvenient to send
cork in its rough state to the saw-mill, it

should be cut into strips about three inches

broad ; fix them in a vice, and with a fine

cabinet maker’s saw, cut them into slices

about a quarter of an jnch thick ;
glue each

piece, worst side down, on a sheet of brown
paper of the required dimensions laid on a
board, and drive a few wire nails through

each piece, to keep all firm until the glue ne

dried ; reduce all irregularities with the file,

and polish with pumicc-stonc.

To prepare glue for use, break the cake
into small pieces, and soak for twenty-four
hours in cold water; pour off as much of the
water as you think will leave sufficient to

make a solution of glue strong enough for

your purpose ; boil over a brisk fire, stirring

frequently.

Ge.veral Remarks ox Collecti.xo Ix-
SECTS Insects are always most abundant in
that district which enjoys a warm, equable
temperature and a drj? and kindly soil ; but
the greatest variety will ever be found in that
ivhich possesses a great diversity of soil, and
consequently a rich flora. In the woods, the
oak, elm, poplar, lime, willow, birch, and
hazle, and the sallow and Scotch fir when in
flower, are the most prolific trees ; nor must
the lichens, which clothe the trunk of the
old tree, and the lowly mosses, which cluster
at its root, be forgotten. The agarics and
fungi which gladden our eyes in the late

autumnal walk, and the stony-hearted
Fungus BoTeti, which foretels the destruction
of the proudest member of the forest, each
and all yield a rich harvest to the collector.

Hedgerows, not the gaunt mathematical
hedges of Scotland, but the broad free-grow-
ing hedges of “merrie England,” with their
mnltifarious denizens, the hawthorn, the
sloe, and the rambling woodbine ; hedge
banks, ditch banks, forest glades, commons,
lanes, heaths, and marshes covered with long
waving grass, rank vegetation, and gaudy
wild flowers ; and amongst the latter, the^
various tribes of buttercups, hemlock, and
thistle, are the choicest, wliiJst the despised
nettle is most prolific in a multitude of spe-
cies. Stones must be upturned everywhere,
bark scraped off trees, and all decaying tim-
ber carefully explored. All organized matter
going to decay, whether dunghills, the drop-
pings of cattle, or the dried hollow stems of
plants, dead animals on dry land or by the
sea-shore, the sweepings of granaries, cellars,

bakehouses, and the scrapings of sheep-
folds ; lakes, pools, and rivers contain many
peculiar species ; hence I may conclude with
this dictum,—“Search everywhere.”
Few insects are stirring during winter

;

but ponds should be dragged, the bark of
trees and rotten wood explored, mosses and
lichens carried home in bags for c.xamina-
tion, by shaking them over a white plate.

Dig some inches deep at the roots of trees

for pupa: in the months of January and
February. Many more water-beetles will

be found in spring. Search below stones, on
well-trodden pathways, and sunny banks,
and by the margins of pools, stanijung po-
tently on the ground, to disturb such as are

lurking there ; throw tufts of gra.ss and the

dung of herbivorous animals into water, and
the insects will rise to the surface. Bees
and two-winged flies haunt most of our early

flowers, esiwcially the sallow and sloe-

thorn amongst trees. At all sea.«ons look on
tlie north sides of trees, gate-posts, and
palings, for moths in a state of rcpo.'K!.

In summer, insects may be taken in

greatest abundance fVom two or three hours

after sunrise till noontide : their relative

abundance is much influenced by the wea-
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ther ; they delight in warmtli j and the
close heavy atmosphere which precedes a

, thunderstorm is peculiarly grateful. There
! are a few moths which fly by day ; most
of them fly at an early hour in tiie night,
and again before sunrise. Many a rare

: beetle of darkling habits will reward the
' wakeful collector, who will sweep in likely

I

places, putting the contents of l>is net into
a good-sized bag tied at the mouth : tliis

:
period, then, is the collector’s harvest. Au-

j

tumn likewise lias its rarities, especially
1

1
amongst the moths, and certain lively tribes

;

of two-winged flies of parasitical habits ;

but with the advancing season many an old
familiar form disappears, and in the languid
movements of others, which were once the

jl very types of animal enjoyment, the ap-

j

proach of stem winter is no less certainly

!
^

foretold, than by the fading and falling leaf.
'

I He is a sorry collector indeed who cannot
make the most of every opportunity for

1 adding to liis stores that may occur ; to

I

knock down an insect with his hat orpocket-

j

handkerchief, to seize and transfix it before

:
I

it recovers from the shock, and then to pin
I ! it into the crown of his hat ; to form a paper
i

,

twuit for a second, and a box made from the

;
hollow stem of some of the hemlock tribe,

i with a paper stopper for a third : but a phial

J

containing some bruised leaves and cmmpled
. blotting paper, a collecting quill or two, and
:
a few small pill-boxes, fitting the one within

j
the other, should constitute part of the daily

;

equipment of every coilector. He will make
most process if he confines his attention to
a particnlar order throughout the season, or
during a part only of a season : he should

I also choose a favourite locality where in-
'

sects abound, for every day will probably

I

bring some new si>ecie8 to light ; but at

I

the same time, he should ever be ready to
I capture a rare insect belonging to other than
I his favourite order, whilst by so doing he
I may confer a boon to science and gain a
friend in need by a timely and acceptable
gift.

Pectliab >rETnons op collectijto I.v-

8ECT9. CoLEOPTEKA. (Beetles.)—A white
sheet spread on the grass will attract many
species ; others may be captured on walls and
wall tops, and other localities already men-
tioned: the collector pushesfthe sweeping net
before him amongst the grass, or strikes it

from side to side, and up amongst the branches
of trees J or these may be violently shaken, or
beaten over a piece of cotton cloth spread
below, or an open umbrella lined with cotton
cloth, or the little net itself. The tin forceps
are useful for seizing insects in crevices, or
amongst a tangled mass of leaves and flowers
in the bottom of the net ; the largest sized

beetles are put into spirits; the smaller ones,
and especially the most brilliantly coloured
species, into the collecting bottle.

OnTiiopTEnA. (ffimse ami Field Crickets,

<^c. )— Collected by the hand, or in the
swcep-nct, and popped into the collecting

bottle.

Nei:iioptera. i Drnymi-flics, May-flies,

djc .)— They arc most easily captured during

dull cloudy weather, or at a late or early
hour i they are transfixed in the centre be-
tween the fore wings by a pin, and placed
in the collecting box, near the bruised laurel

leaves, and the wings of Dragon-fiies con-
fined by braces : the latter are very tena-
cious of life

;
the May -flies die very speedily.

Hyjiexoptera (Bees, TFasps, ^c.) and
Diptera, or two-winged flics, are struck at

with the gauze net, and secured by giving it

a pecular twist ; tlie captured insect is then
placed on the collector’s knee, and confined
by tightening the net over head, and held in
that position between the fore finger and

j

thumb of the left hand ;
a pin is drawn with

|

the right, and the insect is transfixed in I

the thorax, and in the centre between the
i

wings : the pin is seized by the point, the I

head is easily worked clear of the net, the
insect is then pressed in the breast with the
thumb-nail under the wing, and then placed
in the collecting box.

Hemiptera (Aphides ot Plant-lice, Water
boatmen, and Water clearers)' are taken by
the hand or by sweeping. The aquatic
species may be taken with the net in almost
every brook and pond : according to their

size they are either transfixed by a pin or

placed in a bottle of spirits, or in the collect-

ing bottle.

Lepidoptera. (Butterflies and Moths.)—
The former have a chosen locality j hence
their capture is in some respects pretty easy.

They may be sometimes induced to stoop
from their flight, and settle near a stone
which has been thrown into the air before
them. They are taken with the bag -net,

seized by the thorax or breast, which is

violently pressed between the finger and
thumb, so os to stupify the insect ; it is then
lifted by the antcnna3 or feelers, laid on the
palm of the hand, and transfixed with a
pin. Practice will make the collector expert
in handling the insects of this order, so
as not to nijure the delicate scales with
which the wings are clothed. For moths,
which are a very “ peculiar people," he must
resort to various flowers by night, especially
those of the sallow, ivy, and, above all,

the honeysuckle, in their season ; also to
those of the French marigold, fuschia, lo-

belia, pansy, jessamine, and misletoe ; and,
amongst wild flowers, to the white bladder-
wort, and the common bag reed, in autumn:
some species arc exceedingly fond of the
juice of the berries of the yew-tree. Go to
your hunting-ground just before the bat
comes forth ; kneel down near the flowers,
having your face turned towards that quarter
of the sky whence there is most light, and
with poised net, and eye and car attuned,
await their coming. Having caught one,
gather 111) your net around your captive

:

take a pill-box from your right pocket, and
placing the lid between your lips, carry the
liox carefully past yohr left hand, Iiolding
the bag, and place it over the insect

; con-
fliiiiig the latter by pressing the box against
the gauze till the lid is fixed, by slowly
withdrawing the net from between the lid
and the box, which is then placed in the
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right hand pocket, where tlie full boxes are
always placed, to prevent confusion. Moths
are never pinned on the spot.
Within these few years, the inventive

genius of our naturalists has pointed out
several admirable methods of alluring moths
to their certain destruction. In ‘ British
Moths,’ Naturalist’s Library, page 102., it is

shovTi what a iiowerful source of attraction
a Sinurabra Lamp is, when placed in a room
at an open window ; and, again at page 105.,

it is recommended to provide an empty
sugar hogsliead, or a bee-hive besmeared
outside and inside witli the refuse honey,
and placed on a forked stake four feet high.
A lantern may be carried on a pole by a
boy, in a dark wood, and the collector fol-

lows to strike at the inquisitive moths ; but,
above all, I must recommend the practice
of boiling one pound of the coarsest and
strongest-smelling brown sugar that can be
procured, in some water, until it becomes a
syrup, about as thick as molasses : before
using it add a teaspoonful of fine old Jamaica
mm (this is not indispensable) to a teacup-
ful of the mess, and apply it liberally with
a small paint-brush in a circle around
the stems of trees growing on the skirts of
woods, meadows, and in hedgerows, especi-

ally such as have a western aspect. Do this

about sunset, and retire for some time j light

your lantern, and approach the trees with
caution, holding your net close to the stem
to receive such moths as may tumble dead
drunk from the tree, on your attempting to

place a pill-box over them. The most aston-
ishing results have followed the adoption of
this method all over Great Britain, and I
would earnestly commend it to the notice

of all who have not tried it. Calm, warm,
and dark nights are most favourable for
“ Mothing,” but if the weather has been very
hot for some time previous, and if honey-
dew abounds, the moths will despise your
ambrosial nectar, till the summer’s rains

have washed oif their more natural food.

In this, as in every other department of col-

lecting, the young naturalist will meet with
many disappointments ; but perseverance
is always commendable ; and some lucky
night will more than compensate for previous
disappointments. When a moth is obseryed
reposing on a tree or gate-post, place a pill-

box over the insect, and then move'the box
i rapidly from side to'side till the insect takes
‘

refuge in its interior.

ON SETTING AND PRESERVING
INSECTS.

Coi.EoriEnA (beetles') are never pinned on
the spot when taken ; but whether drowned
in spirits, or stupifled in the collecting bottle,

they should always be immersed in hot

water to destroy any lingering sparks of

vitality : they are then laid on blotting

paper to dry, and the larger species arc

transfixed with a suitable iiin through the

centre of the right elytra or wing-cover. The
pin is best worked into the body with a

slight boring motion, or in the instance of

certain very hard-cased insects, such ns the

larger Weevils, the point of the setting-

needle should be used as a piercer for the
more delicate pin, which is made to project
below the insect, thus affording space for
securing it firmly in the cork, and to prevent
the legs of the specimen from touching the
paper. The parts of the mouth should be
displayed if possible, the antennae well set

out with pins, and the legs set out in a natural
position to dry. All the smaller species that
would be damaged by sucli treatment, must
be gummed, from two to six in company
according to size, on pieces of card about
two-and-a-half-eighths of an inch in depth,
by tlu-ee-eighths of an inch in breadth ; for
two, pierce it with the setting-needle, and
transfix it with a pin, leaving it at an equal
height above the cork, with the larger spe-

j

cimens ; having given the card a coating of
gum, lift the beetle with the camel's hair
brush on the setting-stick, hold it between i

your fingers, and after expanding its limbs i

and the parts of its mouth, place it bodily
|

on the card, and transfer the whole to the
setting-board. No insects should be allowed '

to remain longer amongst spirits than is ne-
|

cessary, for after a time maceration com-
mences at the joints, and the limbs separate
from the body ; but where time is precious,
dry the insects carefully on blotting paper .

laid on a setting-board, and deposit them in I

a pill-box : a hot water bath will fit them
i

for the setting-board at any time. Sliould
j

a limb break off, it should be Immediately '

restored with a little gum water. 1 !

Grease When a thick-bodied specimen^
;|

like the Ghost Moth, becomes greasy, im- ,•

merse it in spirits of turpentine
; and then '|

stick it on a bed of calcined magnesia till I

dry, when the magnesia may be blown ofi".
|

To kill Jfites on Insects.— Take equal parts !

of oil of anise, oil of thyme, and alcohol ; i

mix, apply a drop to the infected specimen,
j

j

Orthoptera. (Criclets; Cockroaches.) i

The larger species are pierced through the
|

thorax with a pin, before the anterior margin
j

of the wings ; these are extended, and together
i

with the limbs, are retained in a natural '

position until dry : like all other insccLs,
|

too small for the pin, the smaller members
|

of this order are gummed on cards of suit-
j

able size : they are killed by being placed
over bruised laurel leaves, or dipped into I

scalding water. These remarks are equally
|

applicable to the order IIkmipteka (Aphides, 1

Watcr-clcarcrs). ^

NKUROPTEK.t. IDraffon-flics ; ^^nJ/-Jlies.) I

The former are very tenacious of life, and
must be killed by being pierced in the breast I

with a needle, dipped in oxalic acid,— a
j

dangerous fluid,— which, if it touch any
|

piece of furniture, or the operator’s hands, .

must be neutralized, by being mixed with
cold water. When dead, cut up the abdomen

|

with a ])air of fine scissors, extract its con-
tents, and put in a small roll of blotting '

paper dipped in a solution of corrosive sub-
;

limate. This is the only way to jirescrve the
j

colours unimpaired : the larger May-flics
|

must be set in the same way, and the wings
of both arc extended horizontally and con-
fined with braces.
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IlYMEXorxEKA {Bces find and
Dipteka \,Two~ictnged Flies). The largest
insects belonging to the first-mentioned
order are best killed by being pierced in the
breast with a needle dipped in oxalic acid ;

those of a smaller size, and our two-winged
flies, are easily killed, by pressing smartly
on the thorax below the wings, or by the
fumes from the bruised leaves of the common
laurel : but ns these cannot be procured in
every situation, lucifer matches, or German
tinder, may be burned in anj^ close vessel,

such as a tumbler, or basin, inverted on a
piece of leather, or thick woollen cloth. The
larger and medium-sized insects have their
wings displayed to most advantage, when
they are confined till thoroughly dry, be-
tween stages of card supported on needles,
at the proper elevation ; the size of the
stages required for a wasp will be, one pair,
five-eighths by four-eighths, and another
or upper and confining pair, four-eighths by
three-eighths. The insects ^longing to both
orders are transfixed through the centre of
the thorax, between the wings.

Lepidoptera. {Butterflies 2foths.)—
The former may be killed by smartly press-
ing the thumb-nail into the thorax below
the wings ; and should this fail, bruised
laurel leaves or oxalic acid will effect your
purpose. In setting, the wings should be
brought well forward by placing the point
of the setting-needle against some of the
stronger nervures near their base ; and they
are rested on a brace, stretching along their
outer margin, and confined by smaller braces,
placed over this larger brace. The extremity
of the abdomen should either be elevated or
depressed, os may appear to be necessary,
by a little brace ; and the antennas or feelers
kept in their proper place by means of
needles : but mt^eru taste approves most of
butterflies bein^set on pieces of cork, having
a grofjve cut with a rat-tailed file for the re-
ception of the body, and the surface gently
sloping towards either side.

Moths arc deprived of life by elevating the
lid of the pill-box, and introducing a bruised
laurel leaf : the insect is stupined in the
course of ten or twenty minutes ; it is then
shaken out into the palm of the hand, and
transfixed with a pin through the centre of
the thorax, which should be then pierced
with a needle dipped in oxalic acid. Moths
may also be stupifled with the fumes of
German tinder, or lucifer matches : but the
latter are apt to injure the plumage of some
si)€ctcs. The larger s{>ecies of Sphinx moths
should have their bodies dip(>cd into scalding
water, their wings being meanwhile held
overhewl ; and the only way to preserve
their thick IkxUcs is to slit them up, and
remove their crjntcnts, putting in a roll of
blotting paper. In lifting moths, they should
be seized hold of by the antcniin} or legs, and

?

;reat care should be observed, so ns not to
rijtire the downy scales on their wings. In
transfixing the smallest moths, the pin
should l>e mode to incline forwards over
their heads, so that when it is stuck ]K:r-

pendicularly into the setting-board, tlie

wings of the insect may be at once set by
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elevating, and then bringing them forwards.
Tile larger species may be set after tlic

fashion of butterflies with braces ;
but the

favourite way with modern collectors is, to

prepare cork cradles, which only differ from
those already described for the butterflies,

by being sloped behind, as well as towards
cither side, and the points where tlie dif-

ferent slopes meet are rounded off so as not
to otfend the eye ; the groove receives the
body of the moth, and the wings ore brought
forward and confined with small braces :

this position is an unnatural one, but it is

admirably adapted for displaying tlie beau-
ties ofthese lovely creatures. The dissevered
limbs of any Insect should be replaced with
a little gum. The best is gum-lac, dissolved
in spirits of wine.

C.itTERPiLLARS When one of these is

taken, a supply of leaves from the plant on
which it was found ought to be secured ; and
on reaching home, it should be placed in a
box, or some suitable vessel, with a little

black earth from a decayed tree, into which
it may burrow, and some twigs, upon which
it may perhaps affix itself before entering
the chrysalis state, or amongst which it

may spin its cocoon. Breeding cages for the
Lepidoptera should never be without a twig,
on which the new-born insect may mount
and aerate its wings, which, witliout such a
convenience, would be dwarfed in size, and
of a crumpled shape. To preserve cater-
pillars for the cabinet, place them in dis-

tilled vinegar, or strong alcohol, for some
time, till they become quite hard ; then open
them below, and staff with cotton, and gum
them on cards.

It is not necessary for a collector to set
above three or four specimens for ids own
cabinet : duplicates of every class, after
being dried, may be placed in pill-boxes,
with a little camphor to keep off mites ; but
it is best to pierce each insect with a pin, and
it may afterwards be relaxed by placing it

on a cork in a basin of water, covered with a
damp cloth. Messrs. Douglas and Stevens,
in the Zoologist, page 1341., recommend that
twelve young shoots and their leaves of
the common laurel, or forty leaves of the
same shrub, should be bruised in a coarse
bag, with a mallet on a stone ; place the
bag in ajar, and stick the insects to be re-
laxed on the bag, and close the mouth of
the jar with a piece of bladder ; in about
twenty-four hours, the specimens are fit for
the setting-hoard. By this mode of treat-
ment, mites and mouldincss may be de-
stroyed from off all infected specimens.
Again, a mouldy specimen may be saturated
with spirits of wine, in which some cnmplior
has been dissolved, and tlicn dried in a warm
jdacc. Should a specimen become greasy,
apply a little spirits of turpentine i if that
is not cfFectnal, scrape a little French chalk
over it, expose the specimen to lieat, and
allow the clialk to remain for some days.
As most collectors are careless about tli’eir

duplicates, tlicsc should always he placed in
quarantine for some time. Most insects will
take about a week to dry in the scttlug-box

I

ill good weather.
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Considerable eollections of insects may
now be sent in a box per post, for n small
sum of money, to all parts of the country j

the box should be made of some light wood
or strong pasteboard, and when filled, it
ought to be farther protected from injury
by a layer of cotton.

Store-boxes for general purposes should be
divided perpendicularly (i. e. when the hinges
are lying farthest from you) with pencil lines
half an inch apart, which is sufficient for the
niajority of our insects ; but when a collec-
tion has been labelled, it is arranged in the
following manner ; the larger species of Co-
leoptera, Ortlioptera, and Hemiptcra, are
arranged side by side, in pairs ; and several
specimens, according to their size, of the
smaller species, in a greater number, in a
row, and a single specimen with its wings
displayed below each species. Hymenoptera,
Neuroptera, Lepidopiera, Diptera: Insects
belonging to these orders are arranged singly,
IJlacing the males first. Betain four speci-
mens of each species of Butterfly ; two males
and two females, one of each set, in the na-
tural way, and the other displaying the
under sides of the wings. After what has
been stated with regard to the mode of setting
insects belonging to the various orders, it is

easy to fix the relative width of the pencil
lines defining the columns, by simply mea-
suring the extent, covered by a pair of in-
sects, or one insect, as the case may be

; but,
on the other hand, the width between the
lines must be sufficient to receive the labels,

wliich must be written or printed with the
pen in a clear and distinct manner. Having
ascertained these points, proceed to mark off

the points of the columns with the compasses,
measuring along two straight lines parallel
to the upper and lower sides of the box
(looking towards the hinges), beginning in
each case at the left-hand side ; then connect
these points with pencil lines, using a correct
square which fits the bottom of the box.
Labels are either ^vritten in a neat distinct

hand, or printed with the pen on slips of
paper. The name of the genus is placed at
tlie head of the column, and that of the spe-
eies below ; both are transfixed with a pin
through the centre, near the upper margin,
so as not to hide the writing on the label in
the least degree

;
somewhat in this style—

An'CHOMbnus, BoneUi. for the genus

;

Ax. DiASiNUS, Fab,
j

for the species :

after the former, is given the name of its

illustrious founder Bonelli, of Turin, whilst

the species was established by Fabricius, one
of the princes of entomology.
All collections of Insects must be kept dry ;

a supply of camphor, or a sponge saturated
with spirit of turpentine, must be kept in

each drawer, to ward off the attacks of mites,

&c. ! should these harpies appear, which
will be known by a little dust lying below
tlie specimens, let them be well baked before

the fire, and afterwards saturated with spirit

of wine, and a little camphor in solution.

SPIDERS.
The sweeping-net brings to view many

beautiful species of these despised, but most
interesting creatures. No opportunity should
be lost of collecting them from amongst
grass and flowers, on low bushes and trees,

and walls and rocks ; or of studying their
wonderful economy, and making sketches of
their nets and nests. Put the insects into
spirits, take them out and lay them on
blotting paper to dry, and then transfix
them with a pin through the cephalo-thorax,
which corresponds with the thorax of insects,
and set their limbs in a natural position by
means of pins or needles.

In the Zoologist for 1847 are gi%'en the fol-
lowing directions for the preparation of
Crustacea :

— “ Crustacea : the large species
should be allowed to steep in fresh water till

their flesh becomes putrid and fluid ; the
specimen is then suspended or laid in Af-
ferent positions until the contents of its shell
have run off ; and after being dried in a
draught, it is fit for the cabinet: the little Pin-
notheres, or Pea-crabs, should be plunged into
boiling water for two minutes.

SHELLS AND MOLLDSCA.
Apparatus A circular spoon made of

tin, 4 inches in diameter, with an upright
rim half an inch high, the bottom concave,
and pierced with numerous holes that will
only admit of the size of a pin’s head, and
furnished with a socket pierced with tlu^e
or four holes, through which a string is

passed, to tie it to a walking stick : with
this the mud is scraped from the bottom of
ditches and pools, the water and mud filters

off, and the delicate shells arc left in the
spoon. Three or four small sieves, of various
sizes, are useful for sifting shell sand, whether
procured on shore or by dredging. The
oyster-dredge is an excellent implement, but
it is very unhandy. The gangui used on
the coast of France may be shortly described
from Captain Brotm’s Taxidermy, p. 106.

It is simply a bag of strong net-work, 2 feet
in diameter and 24 feet in depth ; the mouth
is kept open by means of a stick placed hori-
zontally, and dividing the aperture into two
halves, the lower edge, which drags along
the bottom of the sea, is loaded witli heavy
weights, which act ns scrapers, and the upper
edge is furnished with corks, whicli help to
keep the mouth open. To prevent the tear
and wear of the lower part of the bag, it

should be protected externally by a piece of
untanned hide.
In the Zoologist for 1847, page 1848., Mr.

Hepburn describes the light and portable
dredge invented by Mr. Ball, of Dublin,
and which can be readily hauled in by one
man with the assistance of one of the rowers
of the boat, when the bag is filled.

“ The figure represents the dredge mounted
and iirepared for action ; the two scrajicrs,

A B C D and A B C D, are each 20 inches in

length, by two inches in breadth ; parallel
with their lower edges, C D and C D, alaiut

fourteen holes, cqui-distant from each other,
are pierced to receive the laces of the bag.
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and these two plates are joined at their
: lower extremities, by means of two cross-
I bars, C C and D D, so as to form an angle of
I about 45° with the plane of this position ;

> each bar is 5 inches in length, by three-and-
: a-half-eighths in diameter. The arms E F
and E F are each 16 inches in length, by
3i inches in diameter, and play uiion the

ball's nnenoE.

cross bars by means of double swivel joints,

as seen at E E and E £. Their anterior ex-
tremities at F are beaten flat, so as to meet
closely, and vertically, and are pierced for

the reception of the bolt II, which at the
same time passes through the extremities of
what may be termed the birdie ring G, to
which the rope is affixed. The head of bolt
II is pierced to receive the end of a little

iron spike, for the better working of the
screw ; and at any time, by drawing the said
bolt n and folding the arms inwards, the
whole apparatus may be stowed away in a
moderate-sized carpet bag ; for its weight
will not exceed 7 or 8 lbs., and the cost is

only 7s. In no case should the bag exceed
18 inches in depth ; one may be made of best
twine, with meshes half an inch apart, and
another of cheese cloth, or serge, for fine
work. A raw hide, such as has been im-
ported as a wrapper for bales of tobacco, or
tallow, and which may be purchased in
London for Is. 6<1., will make three bags of
a most durable and efficient description, and
they should have holes a quarter of an inch
in diameter, cut with a punch, or simply
stabbed with a knife, to facilitate the dis-

charge of the water •, and to save the trouble
of canting the bog after it is drawn up from
the water, there should be a slit five inches
in length cut in the bottom, and laced with
a thong. The strength of the rope required
for Bail's Dredge must be regulated entirely

by the depth at which it is em|>loycd i in

all cases a 14 lb. weight should be attached
to the rope six inches distant from the
dredge.
Two or three moderate-sized sieves are

rei|uircd fur sifting mud and sand; the height
of the sieves may iK! 4 or 5 inches, and the
meshes of their copper or brass wire bottoms
should be onc-tenth of an inch apart ; by
attaching three strings whicli are held in the
hand, the more valuable contents of the sieve

7G9
i

are readily exposed by repeated dippings in
the water.

Collecting. — Our land shells may be
taken in the greatest abundance during moist
weather, or at morning or evening, creeping
about pathways and old walls, in gardens,
fields, woods, and heaths. Many species are
taken by a careful search below stones and
the bark of trees, amongst moss, and on va-
rious plants, by means of the sweeping-net

;

whilst the tin spoon and water-net readily
procure those which frequent streams and
ponds : but lakes must be searched either
with the Gangui or with the Dredge.
For the marine species, the sea-shore

should always be searched after a storm ;

shell sand, and the roots of tangle and
other marine plants, yield many peculiar
species, and so do the rocks laid dry at the
recess of every tide, and on some parts of the
coast the curious Pholades which burrow
into rocks are pretty common, whilst the
sandy shores also yield their peculiar spe-
cies. A dimple in the sand points out the
situation of the Solen or Spout-shell, and
two little apertures that of the Tellinai.

Many fine species may be procured from the I

stomachs of fish brought to market, from the I

nets, lines, and traps of fishermen ; but the
dredge is the grand implement, which should
be in the hands of every sea-coast naturalist.
Uaving arrived at the fishing ground, ascer-
tain the depth of tlie tvater, and the nature
of the bottom, with a sounding lead ; register

these data, which are of the greatest im-
portance, in a pocket journal ; drop the
dredge overboard, allowing one third more
line than the ascertained depth, and drag
the dredge along by sailing or rowing

;
when

full let it be dragged into the boat. Let the
Nudibranchiate Mollusea, Ilolothurias, and
other soft animals, demand your first atten-
tion ; make a sketch of all rare and curious
forms, and wrap each specimen in a piece
of tinfoil, before putting it into a bottle of
alcohol, or Goadby’s solution, or into a bottle
of sea-water, if you desire to study their
habits to advantage. The remainder of the
contents are tlirown into a tub, and the
dredge lowered whilst they are being sorted.

PnESERViNO.—The animals in shells must
be killed by immersion in hot water : as
univalve shells are apt to crack under such
treatment, the heat must be gradually in-
creased by adding more hot water : when

!

the animal of a bivalve is dead, the valves of
the shell separate a little. The animal when
dead is removed with the point of a knife,
or crooked pin. The operculum where it

exists is wrapt in paper and put in the mouth
of tlic shell, which is tlicn laid on a towel to
dry in the sun, and a thread is wrajit round
the bivalves to keep them closed till dry ; I

but previous to this, all marine shells should i

have a bath in fresh water, for several hours,
i

to extract the saline particles, which would <

otherwise greatly injure the specimens. All
extraneous boilies, such os sea-weed, Scrpulaj
and Acorn shells, must be removed witli tlie

point of the knife, or with a hard brusli and
water : all shells, but especially such ns have
been picked up along shore, have their np-
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pearance greatly improved by the application
of a very little olive oil to them, either with
a bit of soft leather or a brush.
The best way of preparing Shells for the

cabinet is to procure a supply of thick paste-
board, soft enough to be easily cut with a
knife. Get a bookbinder to cover one side of
it with paper of a light stone colour, and
when dry, to cut into strips of the uniform
breadth of three inches, the length varying
according to the size of the shells ; to these
slips of card the shells are affixed with a
little thick paste, made of gum arabic, brown
sugar, flour, and a little water. In the case
of Univalve Shells, such as the Whelk, two
specimens are required to show the species,

one lying in its natural position with its

mouth undermost and the apex of the spire

pointing backwards to the right hand, the
second lying in the same position, but with
the mouth uppermost. Some Bivalves, such
ns the Solens or Razor-shells, may have both
valves gummed down with their inner sur-

face uppermost, and another shell of the same
species in the reversed position. As it is

from the impressions of certain muscles on
the Interior surface, and the teeth and other
markings of the hinge of bivalve shells, that

their generic characters are chiefly dra^vn,

shells such as the Cockle may have one valve
fastened down to the card, whilst the other

valve is made to rest partly on the card and
partly on the opposite side i'rom the hinge
in the other valve ; and in the case of a large

shell, the lowermost valve may be rested on
n cradle, which may be easily fashioned out
of a piece of cork or soft wood. The scien-

tifie name is written or printed with the pen,

in the left-hand corner on the lower margin
of the card. All the more minute and fragile

shells are best preserved in glass tubes.

RADIATA.
In the Zoologist for 1847, page 1849., will

be found the following simple directions for

the preparation of Radiata.

“ Asteriada:. Fasten two or three threads ;

to their arms, and plunge them suddenly
into boiling water for three or four minutes,
according to their size, and then dry in a :

draught.”
|

ECHINODERSIATA.
j

Sea Urchins, and Sea Eggs, belong to this

I

class. Whenever they are taken from the sea
they should be plunged into a vessel of cold
fresh water, or else their curious spines will
drop otf. Enlarge their anal opening, ex-
tract the contents of their shell, and stuff

with cotton after applying the soap.

ENTOZOA.
Intestinal Parasites can only be preserved

in alcohol, or in Goadby’s solution ; they are ,

found in many animals, birds, and fishes.

ZOOPHYTES AND SPONGES.

These are a very curious class of beings,

whose animal nature was long a subject of
grave dispute. The beautiful works of the i

talented Dr. Johnston on tliese two classes
:

have given a great impulse to their investiga-
,

tion. A few species may be collected in
'

pools left by the tide, but the dredge is again
the collector’s main stay. A great variety

.

however may be picked up in a short space of
time, by diligently examining the refuse of

the fishers’ nets, Imes, and boats. Every co^-

lector will have to contend with the pre-
;

judices of these hardy fellows, and bear with !

their silent, if not expressed, contempt for
'

their much-prized “ rubbish but a little
!

perseverance, kindness, and good humour, i

and a few presents, will by and by win their

good graees.
Zoophytes and Sponges rnust be steeped in

cold fresh water, and dried in a draught, and
then deposited in card trays or between sheets

of paper, like dried plants.



A GLOSSARIAL APPENDIX,
IN which are comprehended

NUMEROUS TERMS USED IN ZOOLOGICAL WORKS,

AND OTHER WORDS OF FREQUENT OCCURRENCE IN

IF NOT TECULIAR TO,

flf jUatural

Abbbetiate. Disproportionatel7 short in
part.

Abuomex. In vertebratcd animals, the lower
belly, or that part of the body which lies

between the thorax and the bottom of the
pelvis. It is lined by a membrane called
the peritoneum, and is separated from the
breast internally by the diaphraffm, and
externally by the extremities of the ribs

In invertebrated animals, the lower part
of the body, united to the thorax. It is

divided into segments or rings, oa the sides
of which are small spiracles by wliich the
insect respires. In some it is covered by
wings and a case.

Abpomixab. Pertaining to the abdomen.
Abekbaxt. Wandering, or deviating from ;

a term applied to those species which de-
viate most from the type of their natural
group.

Ab.xormal : Abnormops. Irregularj de-
formed.

Abraxcuiate. Devoid of ^lls.
Acaxthocepualous. Pertaining to an order
of intestinal worms, which have the head
armed with spines or hooka.

Acce.s.sort. Additional ; subordinate to the
principal.

Acclivous. Inclining by a gentle ascent.
Acephalous. Having no apparent head :

a term to denote those animals in which a
distinct iieod is never developed.

Acerous. a term applied to insects that
have no antenme.

Acetabula. The fleshy sucking-cups with
which many of the invertebrate animals
are provided,

Aciiatixe. Marked with various concen-
tric, curved, or parallel lines, resembling
the velninjr of an agate.

AcicuL/E. Small spikes, spines, or prickles
with which many animals are armed ; as
the hedgehog, several of the Crustacea, tic.

Acixaciate. Palchion-shaped. Curved
with the apex truncate, and growing gra-
dually wider Upwards the end.

Acixaciforsi. Whose horizontal sections
are acute-angled triangles gradually in-
creasing in diameter from the base to the
apex, and propagated in a curved line.

Acixi. The secreting ports of glands, when
they are suspended like small berries to a
slender stem.

Aciniform. Being in clusters like grapes.

Acuducted. Scratched across very finely

ns if with the point of a needle or pin.

Acui.eated. Furnished with prickies, as

the body of a hedge-hog j
or ending in a

sting, 03 the abdomen of a female wasp
or bee.

Aculbiforji. a term applied to the ovi-

positors of Hymenopterous insects, which
consist of the same parts, with the excep-
tion of the poison-bag, whether used as

weapons or merely in oviposition
Acumixate. Acumixated. Terminating
gradually in a sharp point.

Acute. Terminating in an acute angle.

Adductor (Muscle). A muscle which draws
one part of the body towards another ; as

the adductor pollicis manus, which draws
the thumb towards the fingers—In shells,

that which closes the two pieces of a Bi-
valve together, the insertion of which is

indicated by an irregular depression in
each valve.

Adexiform. Of a gland-like shape.
Adeps. Fttti a concrete oily matter contained

in the cells of the adipose tissue. It difiers

in its properties in difterent animals, and
often difiers also in tiie same animal at

difierent ages.
Adeknata. a term applied to the pupa of
an insect when the prior skin is thrown
ofi, and the eyes, antenme, legs, and wings
of the future perfect insect appear through
the case.

Adiai'IIAXOUS. Not transparent in the least
degree.

Aiiipucire. a substance of a peculiar nature,
being intennediate between fat and wax,
and hearing a close resemblance to sper-
maceti. Difierent oiiinions have been en-
tertained ns to the nature of the operation
by w hich adipocire is produced. From the
experiments of Dr. Uibbes {I'hN. 7'rans,

17IM), it would appear that muscular flesh,

when buried in moist earth, is, by a pe-
culiar kind of decomposition, scarcely to
be considered as putrefaction, converted

8 U 2
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into adipocire
;
and tliis change he found

was expedited by exposure to running
water.

Adipose. Fatty ; as the adipose or cellular
membrane, containing the fat in its cells

;

the adipose ducts, &c.
Adnate. Adliering or growing together.
Ajiplied to Insects, when the under jaws
adhere to the lower lip through their whole
length.

Aditncods. Crooked.
ASneods. Resembling the metallic splen-
dour of brass.

Aeeial. Inhabiting or frequenting the air.

Aeriducts. Respiratory organs often fo-
liaceous, with which the sides of the ab-
domen, the tail, and sometimes the trunk
of aquatic larvae and pupae are often fur-
nished.

Affinity. That tendency which different
species of matter have to unite and com-
bine with certain otlier bodies, and the
power that disposes them to continue in
combination.

Agglutinated. United by some viscous
fluid.

Aigiiette. a pointed tuft of feathers.

Air-bladdee. An organ possessed by most
fishes, which gives to them the faculty of
increasing or diminishing their specific

gravity, and assists their powers of loco-

motion.
Al.e. The wings of birds or insects.

Alar. Belonging to a wing.
Alate. Abated. Winged ; a term applied

to tlie expanded lips of certain shells ; and
to the dilated sides of the thorax, &c. in

some insects.

Albinism. The change from a dark colour

to perfect wdiiteness, which (from some
accidental cause) is occasionally seen in

the fur of quadrupeds and in the plumage
of birds.

Albuminous. Consisting of albumen, or

the substance which forms the white of an
egg-

Aliform. Shaped like a wing j in form, and
substance like the membranous wdngs of
insects.

Alimentary CaNal. The great duct or

intestine, in animal bodies, by which the

aliment (food) is conveyed through the

body, and the useless parts evacuated.
Aliped. A wing-footed animal, or one
whose toes are connected by a membrane,

]

and which serve for wdngs ; ns the bat.

: Alliaceous. Having a scent of garlic.

;

Altivolant. Flying high in the air.

;
Alula. A little wing.

! Alula Spuria. The bastard wing ; three

or five quill-like feathers, placed at a small

[

joint rising at the middle part of the wing.
Alveolar. Containing hollow cells or

I

sockets.
Alveolate. Deeply pitted, so as to re-

semble a honeycomb.
Ambient. When the prothorax (in insects)

is so large as to receive the whole head.

A.MBITUS. The circumference or outline.

Am iiUL.vCRA. The perfornteil series of plates

in the shell of the echinus or sea-urchin.

Ambulatory. Peculiarly well-formed for

walking.

Ajietabolic. a term applied to those in-
sects which do not imdcrgo any metamor-
phosis.

Amethystine. The purple splendour of
the amethyst.

Ajiorpua. Insects in which the pupa is

unprovided either with a mouth or the
organs of locomotion, and bears no re-
semblance to the jierfcct state

j instanced
in Lepidoptcra and Diplera.

Amorphous. Having no determinate form;
devoid of regular form.

Ampiiipodal. Having feet adapted both for
swimming and walking.

Amplected. When the head of an insect
is received into a sinus of the thorax.

Ampliate. Disproportionately wide at the
end.

Anadromous. a term in ichthyology, to
denote such fishes as have their stated i

periods of going from the fresh water to '

the salt, and again returning ; of wliich
;

kind is the Salmon, and many of the ,

Trout family. The method Nature seems
to have decreed is as follows : they are 1

spawned in fresh-water rivers, where they
i

continue tilt they arrive at a proper size, '

and acquire some strength : after which '

the.v seek the salt water, in order to feed I

more at large, and attain their full growth, i

They then return to the rivers to deposit
i

their spawn, that their young brood may :

have the same advantages of spending
!

their adolescent state in more securiW :

when they again revisit the sea. v !

Anal. Pertaining to the anus : the anal fin :

is that between the vent and the tail.

Analogue. A part or organ in one animal,
which has the same function in another
part or organ in a difierent animal.

Analogous. Bearing some proportion or
resemblance.

Anastamose. When the mouths of two
vessels unite or blend together.

j

An.atiferous. Producing ducks.
Anatomy. The art of scientifically separa- !

ting the difierent parts of an animal body,
|

to discover their situation, structure, and i

economy. Comparative anatomy is that
j

branch of anatomy which treats of the '

anatomy of other animals than man, with
a view to compare their structure with that
of human beings, and thus to illustrate
the animal functions.

Androgynous. Hcrmaphroditical, or the
combination of male and female organs !

in the same bodj'.

Anenterous. Pertaining to those infuso-
rial animalculie which have no intestinal

canal.
Aneurose. Applied to the wings of insects :

that have no nervures besides the mar-
ginal ones.

Anouilliform. a term applied to a very
large class of fishes, wliich are soft and
lubricous, like the cel, and destitute of
scales. Most of them arc long and slender-
bodied, but thC3' do not all corrcsiioiid in

other less essential points.

Anouloso-undulatk. When lines, fasciie,

&c. go in a zi^-zag direction, or with ul-

teniatc acute sinuses.

Anou-statk. Disproportionately narrow in
j
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part ; applied to the antenna: of insects
when the setigerous joint is not conspicu-

I

onsly larger than the preceding one, be-

j

ginning with a narrow base, and growing

i

broader.
! A.x.xelidous. Bclon^ng or pertaining to

the Annelida, a division of the class

\

I'ermes.

!

Ax-vclata. Those invertebrated animals
I in which the covering or envelope of the

I

body is divided by transverse folds into

i
rings, whose teguments may be either
hard or soft, the muscles being situated

I internally.
Aksx'late. ^Vhen a leg, antenna:, &c. of
an insect is surrounded by a narrow ring

' of a different colour.

,
Axxclated. Formed of, marked with, or
divided into distinct rings.

Asnulose. Furnished with or composed of
rings.

Axomaufed. When the middle toe of a
I

bird is united to the exterior by three
phalanges, and to the anterior by one
only.

I

Axomalous. Deviating from a general rule
i or system j different from congeneric spe-

cies, &c.

:
Axoukocs. Destitute of a tail.

I

Axserixe. Pertaining to the genus Anser;

I

. resembling a goose.
Axte.xx.b. The hom-like processes pro-

I

jecting from the head of insects and crus-
taceous animals. In insects they are

' uniformly two in number, but in Crustacea
there are more than two ; and they are
composed ofsmall rings successively added

1 : to each other till they form a tube, contain-
ing nerves, muscles, and air-pipes. In
some insects the antenna: are very long,
in others short. That they are organs of

: some sense is very evident, and it has long
I been considered to be that of touch ; hence

they have been called feelers: but M.
I

Straus-DUrckhelm, who paid great atten-
I , tion to this subject, thinks differently, and

I

says, “ when observing the various actions
of insects, we see them suddenly stretch

‘ their antennae forwards in case of noise,
danger, or, in general, when anything is

j

done to attract their attention ; and they

;

keep them thus stretched forward as lung
as their attention continues; acircumstance

1
which proves that tlie antenna: serve the

I

i>urpose of apprising them of what passes
1 at a distance, and consequently must

I

cither be organs of hearing or organs of

I

smell.” Other naturalists nave made cx-
iwriments which led them to a similar
conclusion ; and It is now pretty generally
admitted that, instead of being the organa
of touch, the antennte of insects arc tiie

' organs of hearing. But whatever may be
the use for which they were designed by
nature, they have l:ecn employed by en-
tomologists as excellent distinctive cha-
racters of genera, &c., and are known by
various epithets, according to their form
and covering ; ns, seiaceons (bristlc-Iikc),

when they are long, slender, and taper to

the point, witiiout any marked indenta-
tion or protuberance : fllifurm ( tliread-1 ike ),

when preserving throughout a uniform
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size and substance ; incrassated, gradually
i

increasing in substance towards the apex

;

moniliform (necklace-shaped), each sepa-
rate joint being oval or globose, and the
portion connecting it with the next joint
very slender ; ensifi/rm (sword-like) ; fwi-
form ispindle-shaped) ; anstate (termi-
nated by a hair) ; serrate (saw-like) ; den-
tate (toothed)

:
pectinate (comb-shaped)

;

ciliate (each joint furnished on each side
with a single hair) •,flabellate (fan-shaped) ;

furcate (fork-like) ; ramose (branched) ;

plumose (feathered) ; lamellate (with a
plate-like knob)

;
perfoliate (with a knob,

composed of loosely-attached joints) : ver-
ticillate (with wliorls of hair)

;
pilose (co-

vered with down) ; setose (turnished with
irregular, harsh, bristly hair)

; cylindrical,
prismatic, &c.

Axtexnal. Relating to the antennas of
insects.

Antenniform. Having the form of or being
shaped like antennae.

Anterior. The fore part ; as the anterior
limbs opposed to the posterior. In bivalve
shells, the side opposite to that on which
the ligament is situated : of a spiral uni-
valve, that part of the aperture which is at
the greatest distance from the apex : of a
symmetrical conical univalve (such as Pa-
tella), that port where tlie head of the
animal lies, indicated by the interrnption
of the museular impression : of Cirripedes,
that part where the cilia protrude.

Antii’Eristaltic. a term applied to the
vermicular contractions of a muscular tube
when they follow each other in a reverse
direction to the usual mode.

Antiquated. A term in conchology to de-
note that a shell is longitudinally furrowed,

j

but interrupted by transverse furrows,
|

as if it had acquired new growth at each '

furrow ; t. e. each fresh deposit or layer of
j

calcareous matter, forming a new margin, !

being replaced by its successor, no longer
;

constitutes the margin, and is consequently
antiquated (out of date).

Antlered. Furnished with antlers, or
branching horns ; as, the head of a stag.

Antlia. The oral instrument of Lepidop-
tcrous insects, in which the ordinary trophi
are replaced by a spiral, bipartite, tubular
machine for suction, with its appendages.

A.vtorhital. Opposite the orbits.

Anus. The termination of the rectum

—

In entomology, tlie last two segments of
the abdomen In conchology, a depression
of the posterior side near the hinge of
bivalves.

Aorta. The great artery, or trunk of the
arterial system, in animal bodies. It pro-
ceeds from the left ventricle of the heart,
and gives origin to all the arteries, except
the pulmonary arteries.

Aortal. Aortic. Pertaining to the aorta.
Auerture. a hole, cleft, or chasm t any
opening, ns the mouth of a shell, from
whicli the head of tlie animal protrudes.
The aperture, or entrance to the spiral
cavity of univalve sliclls, is composed of
the inner iip, or wiiicli generally
forms tlie axis of the shell, and tlie outer
Up or tabrum, on tlie opposite side.
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Atbx. The top or termination of any part.
— In conchoiogy, the top or point of tlie

spiral cone. The term has no regard
to the natural position of a shell, but is

used mathematically to express the nu-
cleus or first formed part : from this point
the shell rapidly or slowly enlarges as it

descends, and takes a spiral, arcuated,
straight, oblique, convolute, or irregular
course.

Aphidian. Pertaining to the aphis or plant-
louse.

Apiiidivorous. Subsisting on the aphis or
plant-louse ; a term applied to the larva
and imago of many insects.

Apiary. The shed, stand, or other place
where bees are kept.

Apical. Belonging to the apex, or pointed
end of a cone-shaped body.

Apiculate. Terminating suddenly in a
small filiform truncate apex.

Apodal. Without feet or locomotive or-

gans : fishes are so called which have no
ventral fins.

Apophysis. An excrescence.
Appendichla. a small piece sometimes
appended to the upper lip of an insect.

Appexdiculate. When from one of the
joints of an insect there issues an accessory
joint or appendage ;

when the appendages
have one or two antenuiform processes at

their base.
Apphoaht. Applied to insects’ wings when

at rest they are parallel with the abdomen.
Approximate. When the teeth of insects

are so arranged in the jaws that there is

no intervening vacancy ;
or when their

legs are near each other at the base.

APTBROU.S. Wingless ; applied to insects

which have no wings.
Aquatic. Pertaining to water : applied to

animals which live in water, as fishes ; or

to such as frequent it, as aquatic birds.

Arachnoid. Formed like a spider’s web.
Arboreal. Arboreous. Belonging to trees i

resorting to or dwelling in trees.

Arborescent. Branched, or bearing some
resemblance to a tree.

Arctic. Pertaining to northern regions i
as

the arctic pole, or sea.

Arcuate. Linear and bent like a bow.
Arcuated. Bent in the form of an arch.

Area. The surface between given lines or

boundaries.
Akeate. When the mesothorax of an insect

is larger than the prothorax, and termi-

nates towards the wings in two oblique

areas, inclosed by a ridge often crowned
anteriorly with little teeth.

Arenose. Sandy ;
having the appearance

of being sprinkled with sand.
Areolar. Consisting of or marked with
numerous small circles.

Areoi.ate. Marked with lines which in-

tersect each other in various directions, so

as to exhibit the appearnnee of net-work ;

when the surface of the wings is divided

into various areolcts.

Areola. A small area or circle.

Areolet. An c.xtremcly small circle.

Aroent. The splendour of silver : os, the

spots on the under side of the wings in

Arj/ynnis Lathunia, &u.

Aristate. Arrtennas terminated by a va-
riously shaped fiat joint, longer and usually
larger than the preceding one.

|

Armature. Homs, spiuous processes, or
'

whatever else animals are furnished with !

for their defence.
I

Armillate. When a leg, antenna, &c. of
1

an insect is surrounded by a broad ring of 1

a diflerent colour.
Aromatic. Having a pungent scent of .

spices. <

Arthrium. The fourth joint of the tarsi of
insects.

I

Arttiroidal. a term denoting that form
|

of joint, or species of articulation, in which i

the head of one bone is received into the I

shallow socket of another.
I

Articulate Fascia. A band consisting of
|

contiguous spots.
]

Articulated. Jointed i applied to animals
[

with external jointed skeletons, or jointed
limbs. The term is also applied to distinct

parts of shells, that are fitted or jointed
into each other. I

Ascending. Inclining upwards by a some-
|

what steep ascent.
,

Asper. Asperated. Rough ; denoting a

rough or uneven surface.

Assimilate. To change into a like sub-
stance.

Asphyxiated. In a state of suspended
animation, but life not extinct.

Asterialite. Fossilized asterias or star-

fish. A

Atrous. Pure black of the deepest tint.

Attenuated. Of a thin and slender form ;

made slender, thin, or less viscid ; grt^u-
ally tapering to the apex ;

disproportion-

ately slender in part.

Aurate. Of a colour resembling gold.

Aurelia. The chrysalis of an insect.

Aurelian. Like or pertaining to the au-

relia.

Auricle. The external ear, or that part :

wliich is prominent from the head. In
;

anatomy, the auricles of the heart are two '

muscular bags, situated at the base, which ;

in form resemble the auricle of the car,
|

and cover the ventricles of the heart, like
,

caps : they receive the blood from the i

veins, and communicate it to the ven-
,

tricics. Also, an appendage resembling
;

an car. i

Auricled. Auriculated. Having car-
j

like appendages. These terms arc used in
^

describing certain bivalves, which have a

fiat angulnted projection, or process, on
one or both sides of the umboncs or boases.

Auricula Rs. Tlie feathers wliich cover the

cars of birds.

Auriculate. Expanding on each side into

two processes resembling cars.

Auriform. Ear-shaped.
Austral. Lying or being in, or inhabiting

the south ! as, they dwell in austral lands.

Auto-Matic. Possessed of the power of mo-
tion independent of the will.

Aviary. An inclosurc for keeping birds

confined.
Axillae. Belonging to the arilla (the arin-

pil) ; the tenu is also applied to other

parts of the body forming a similar augle.

Axis. In conchoiogy, the imaginary liuc
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round which the whorls of a spiral shell
revolve.

Azure. A pale but clear and brilliant blue
colour.

I

B.iccivorous. Feeding or subsisting on
I berries.

; B.vrbate. When any part is clothed with

I

longer hairs, resembling a beard.

I

Barbed. Furnished with cirri, or with fila-

ments resembling a beard. Armed with

I

jagged hooks or dort-like points.
I Barbcles. Filamentous appendages, or
I barbs, attached to the mouths of certain

fishes.

Basal. Pertaining to or constituting the
base.

Base. The lower termination of any part.

This term is sometimes used, in coneho-
logy, as simply opposed to aj>ea;, and
applied to the anterior of the upertm-e

;

but, according to Sowerby, “ in all shells

I that are attached to marine substances, the
base is that part of the shell which forms
the point of attachment. Ex. The at-
tached valve ofSpondylus ; the basal plate
of Balanus ; the lower part of the pedicle
of Pentalosmus : in unattached bivalves,

the margin opposite the umboncs where
the part analogous to the foot of the ani-
mal protrudes : in spiral univalves, the
aperture, which rests on the back of the
animal when walking.”

Bat-fowlixo. a mode of catching birds
at night, by holding a torch or lant-
hom, and beating the bush where they
roost. The birds flying to the light are
then generally caught with nets.

Batracuias. Pertaining to frogs : an epi-

thet designating an order of reptiles, which
includes frogs, toads, and other allied
animals.

Bat. Of a bright red brown, inclining to a
chestnut colour.

Bee-bread. The pollen of flowers collected
by bees, os food for their young.

Beetle-browed. Having prominent brows.
Beltixo. When the eyes of an insect nearly
meet both above and below the head, so os

to form a kind of belt round it.

Biarticulate. Composed of two articula-
tions or Joints : applied to the anteiinin
and the abdomen ofiiisccts.

Bia.voulated. Having two corners or
angles.

Bicaudate. Having two tails.

Bicari.vated. Having two elevated or
sharp ridges.

Biltfital. Bicipitous. Having two heads.
Applied to the muscles, it signifies having
two heads or origins ; and any such muscle
is denominated bicefis.

BicollioATE. In ornithology, the connexion
of all the anterior toes by a basal web.

Bicorscte. Bicor.vous. Having two horns.
BiCfSPiD. Having two points.

Bidkxtal. Having only two teeth.

Bidioitate. Having two fingers or finger-

like appendages.
Bifakiul's. Parting in opposite directions.

Bifid. Divided by having a deep notch
down the centre, opening witii a cleft.

Biform. Having two forms, iFidies, or siinpes.

Bifurcated. Divided into two prongs or
forks. In entomology, denoting that the
antenme arc composed of three joints, of
which the ajiical one is bent double, and
attached to the second joint by its centre.

Bilabiate. Furnished with two lips.

Bilateral. Having two symmetrical sides.

Biliart. Belonging to or conveying the
bile ; as, a biliary duct.

Bilobed. Bilobate. Divided into two
lobes.

Bilocular. Divided into or containing two
cells.

Bimarginate. Furnished with a double
margin ; as the lip of certain shells.

Biocellate. When,the wing of an insect
is marked with two eye-like spots.

Bipalpate. When an imperfect mouth has
only labial or maxillary palpi.

Biparous. Bringing forth two at a birth.
Bipartite. Divided into two corresponding

parts. Applied to the anlennce, it signifies

that they are divided to the base into two
nearly equal branches.

Bii'ectinate. Kelating to some part which
has two margins toothed like a comb.

Biped. An animal having two feet, as Man.
Bipedal. Having two feet.

Bipeltate. Relating to any part having a
defence like a common shield.

Bipennate. Having two wings.
Bipupillate. When an eye-like spot on
the wing of a butterfly, has two dots or
pupils within it of a different colour.

Biradiate. Having two rays ; ns, a bira-
diatc fin.

Bisect. Bisected. When the head and
trunk are not separated by a suture, so
that an inscet consists only of two pieces.

Biserrate. When the antennve are on each
side serrate or toothed like n saw.

BISE.XUAL. Partaking of the nature of both
sexes.

Blsulcous. Cloven-footed ; os, swine or
oxen.

Bituberculate. Having two knobs or
tubercles.

Bivalve. A shell consisting of two parts,
which open and shut, os the oyster.

Bivalve : Bivalvular. Having two valves
or shells which open and shut,

Bivbstral. Having two bellies.

Blood. The nutritive fluid which circulates
through the arteries and veins of an animal
body, and which is essential .'to the pre-
servation of life. All the other animal
fluids ore derived from the blood by secre-
tion.

Blubber. The fat of whales and other large
marine animals, of which is made train-
oil. It lies immediately under the skin
and over the muscular flesh.

Bombycikous. Of the colour of the silk-
worm ! transparent, with a yellow tint.

Boom. To cry as the bittern.

Boreal. Pertaining to the north or nortli-
cni regions.

Boss. In bivalve shells, the projecting point
in each valve, near the hinge.

Bossed. Studded or knobbed i covered over
with protuberances.

Botryi.li. a little cluster
bodies.

of berry-shoped
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Botryoidal. Having the form of a bunch
of grapes.

Bovia'e. Pertaining to animals of the genus
hos or ox.

Brachial. Belonging to the arm.
Brachiopodal. Kelating to the Brachio-
poda, a class of acephalous mollusca, rvith
two long spiral fleshy arms continued from
the side of the mouth.

Brachypterous. Short-winged.
Brachturous. a terra applied to the short-

tailed Crustacea.
Brackish. Salt in a moderate degree ; as,

hrackish water.
Branchia!. The respiratory organs which

extract the oxygen from air contained in
water ; the filamentous organs of fishes by
which they breathe in the water.

BraKchial. Kelating to the branc/iioe, or
respiratory organs of fishes.

Branchiopodous. Belonging or pertaining
to the Branchiopoda, an order of Crustacea
in which the feet support the gills.

Branciiiostegous. Having gill-covers, as
a branchiostegous fish ; or covering the
gills, as the branchiostegous membrane.

Breed. A race or progeny from the same
parents or stock. Also, to have birth or
be produced ; as fish breed in rivers.

Breeding. The raising ofa breed or breeds;
as, the farmer attends to the breeding of
sheep.

Breviped. a fowl liaving short legs. Short
legged ; applied to certain birds.

Brindled. Variegated with spots of dif-

ferent colours.
Bri.stle. The stitf glossy hair of swine, es-

pecialiy that growing on the back.
Brocket. A red deer two years old.

Bronchial. Relating to the broncliia, or
ramifications ofthe wind-pipe in the lungs.

Brow-antler. The first branch thatgrows
on a deer’s head.

Browse. To feed on the tender branches or
shoots of shrubs and trees, as cattle, sheep,
and goats.

Brumal. Belonging to the winter.
Buccal. Belonging to the mouth.
Buccate. When the naxits and anterior

part of the head of an insect are inflated.

Burnished. Having the appearance of
being polished or made glossy.

Borrow. A hollow place or excavation in
the earth formed by various small animals
for the purpose of dwelling there in secu-
rity, and sometimes for depositing their

provisions. To lodge in a hole excavated
in the earth, as rabbits, &c.

Butyraceous. Having the qualities of, or
resembling butter.

Byssikorm. In shape and appearance like

the byssus.
Byssine. Made of the silky filaments here-
under described.

Byssus. The name of a long, lustrous, and
silky fasiculus of filaments, by which
some of the conchiferous molluscs are
affixed to submarine rocks, &c. It is by
no means an uncommon thing on the con-
tinent to meet with articles manufactured
from tlio byssus, and deposited in the
museums ns curiosities worthy of preserva-
tion. In the British Museum is to be seen

a pair of gloves made from this submarine l

production.

Caducous. Palling off at a certain season,
;

as the hair of animals, &c.
C.EOA. Minor stomachs, thrown off from
the principal one ; particularly observable

i

in the voracious herbivorous insects, which |

.

have the anterior portion of the stomach
in the form of a gizzard.

j

CiECUM. A blind tube, or a tube perforated
at one end only.

|

CvESious. Very pale blue, with alittle black; J
the colour of what are termed blue eyes. i

Calcarate. When the tibia is armed with
j

one or more spurs.
i

Calcareous. Partaking of the nature of
lime.

Calcareum. a spur or sharp-pointed pro-
cess to the tail.

Calcari.a. The stiff spines with which the
tibia in most insects is furnished. The
spurs on the legs of some of the males of
Gallinaceous birds.

j

Calceoliform. Oblong, and somewhat co-
arctate in the middle.

Callosity. Any hard, homy tumidity,
formed in the skin of some animals, (such i

as the Dromedary, for instance,) in those
|

parts which are subject to most uSe. By ’

conchologists it is used to denote those ^

undefined tumidities or bumps which
appear in the inner surface ofsome bivalve
shells. 4

Callous. Hardened ; iudurated ; of a homy I

or cartilaginous substance. I

Callow. Destitute of feathers ; unfledged.
Callus. Any corneous or bony excrescence; I

an indurated knob or protuberance. ;

Cai.otte. a covering of feathers on the head
of a bird, bearing a fancied resemblance

in shape to the cap or coif worn in popish
countries as an ecclesiastical ornament.

Campanulate. Bell-shaped.
Canal. A groove or channel observable in

|

different parts of spiral shells, belonging I

to carnivorous mollusca, and is that part
;

fitted for the protrusion of the cylindrical
siphon possessed by the animal.

Canaliculated. Made like a groove, canal,
or furrow.

Canaliform. Having an elongate depres-
sion, channel, or furrow.

Cancellate. CIancellated. Cross-barred

;

marked with cross lines, or transverse lines

crossing longitudinal ones at right angles.

In conchology, it denotes that the surface
of a shell is marked by lines which cross

each other.
Cancerite. a petrified crab.
Canine. Pcrtaining.to dogs. Canine teeth

arc two sharii-pointcd teeth in each jaw of

an animal, one on each side, between the
incisors and molars.

Canthus. An angle of the eye ; a cavity at

the extremity of the eyelids ; the greater
is next to the nose, the lesser near the

temple.
Capillary. Fine, minute ; small in dia-

meter. though long, resembling a hair ; as

a capillary vessel or tulie. Applied to the
;

iintcnna? of insects, nearly ns slender ns a
;

hair.
I
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C.VPISTR.VTE. When the anterior part of
the head of an insect is attenuated and
subelongated into a kind of fiat rostrum,
or muzzle.

Capistkcm. a word used by Iiinna:us to
denote the short featiicrs on the forehead,
just above the bill. In some birds these
feathers fall forward over the nostrils :

tliey quite cover those of the Crow.
Capitate. Terminated in a knob. AYhen
antenna! suddenly end in a knob of one or
more joints.

Capkifokm. Having the form of a goat.
Caput. The head, or first segment of in-

sects.

Carabidous. Belonging to the group of in-

I

sects of which the genus Corabus is the
type.

,
Carapace. The upper shell of a crab or
other crustaceous animal. The hard co.»

j

vering or shell which protects the upper
I part of the body of the Chelonian reptiles,

j

Cardinal Teeth (in shells). Those teeth
wliich receive their full development close
to the umbones.

• CARIX.E. Keels ; when the surface is raised
' into elongated lines.

Carisate. Cap.isated. Haring, ns is the

,
case with certain shells, a longitudinal
prominence like the keel of a boat.

Carious. Corrupted ; ulcerated, as a bone.
Carseous. riesliy j having the qualities of

flesh.

CarnificatioJi'. a turning to flesh.

Carnivorous. Subsisting wholly on flesh.

The Carnivora form a family in the order
1

Camaria. The word is also used to denote
! a family of coleopterous insects which

pursue and devour others.

;

Carnose. Of a soft and fleshy substance.
Carpus. The wrist.

.
Cartilage. A smooth, solid, clastic sub-

I stance, softer than bone, and of a homo-
geneous texture. Applied to shells, it

denotes the ligament, a flexible fibrous
substance by which the valves arc united,
situated near the lieak.

Cartilaginous. The term applied to those
fishes whose muscles arc supported by car-
tilages instead of bones, or whose skeleton
is cartilaginous. Many of these arc vivi-
parous, as the Ray and Shark, whose young
are excluded from an egg hatched within
them. Others are oviparous, as the Stur-
eon. Some of them have no gill-covers,
ut breathe through ai>ertures on the sides

of the neck or top of the head : others
have giU-covers, but are destitute of bony
rays.

Caru.ncle. The fleshy comb on the head
of a fowl i a soft wart-like eminence.

Carunuulatei). Having a fleshy excre-
scence, or soft fleshy protuberance.

Caseous. Having the qualities of cheese.
CasijCE. a helmet-shaped tuft on the head

of a bird.
Casta.neous. Of a rich deep brown— the
colour of a horse-chestnut.

Cate.natk. a term used when the surface
between impressed lines on elytra, &c. is

divided into oblong elevations, and is siip-

p<Med to resemble a cliain.

Catenulate. Consisting of little links or

chains ; having a series of elevated oblong
tubercles resembling a chain. I

Cauda. A tail : applied to parts resembling
a tail. In shells, the elongated base of the

[

ventre, lip, and columella.
Caudal, Belonging or pertaining to the

|

tail.

Caudate. Caudated. Having a tail. When
the wings of insects terminate in a tail-

like process.
Caudulaj. Tail-lilce appendages to insects,

as in Cockroaches and Crickets.
Cavernulous. Full of little cavities.

CelluljE. The divisions into which the
membranaceous wings of insects are di- i

vided by the nervnres.
Cellular. Consisting of cells, or contain-

|

ing cells. Tlie cellular membrane, or cel- \

lular tissue, in animals, is composed of an '

infinite number of minute cells communi-
cating with each other, and serving ns re-

'

servoirs for fat.
j

Celluliferous. Bearing or producing little
'

cells.
I

Cementitious. Agglutinating, having the i

quality of cementing.
Cephalic. Belonging to the head.

|

Cephalo-tiiohax. The anterior division i

of the body in spiders, scorpions, &c., which
consists of the head and chest united.

Cepiialopodous. Belonging to the Cepha-
lopoda, the class of Molluscous animals,
in which long prehensile processes, called
feet, project from the head.

Cephalopuorous. Belonging to one of the
three orders of the class Ccphalophora ;

the first consisting of Cuttle-fish, &c.,
which are destitute of shells

;
the second

composed of those microscopic cellular
bodies, which are regarded as shells by
some authors ; and the tliird containing
the true chambered shells.

Cerc.e. The feelers which, in some insects,

project from the hind part of the body.
Cercaria!. Those insects whose body is

terminated by a tail-like appendage.
Cercariiform. Shaped like the cercaria).

Cere. The naked skin which, in some birds,
covers the base of the bill.

Cereal. Relating to the cere, or naked
skin that covers the base of the bill in cer-
tain birds.

Cerebellusi. The hinder part of the head,
or the little brain.

Ceredual. Pertaining to the cerebrum or
brain.

Cerebrum. The brain.
Chreuroid/E. The knots in which the dif-
fused brain of insects is centred.

Ckrkous. Partaking of the nature of wax.
Ckrnuou.s. When the head of an insect
forms downwards an obtuse angle with
the horizontal line, or trunk.

Cervical. Belonging to the neck.
Cerviculate. When the prothurax is elon-

gate, attenuate, and distinguished from
the antepectus by no suture ; so as to form
a distinct and unusually long neck.

Cetaceous. Pertaining to the whale kind.
Cetolooy. Thu natural history of cetaceous
animals.

CiiALTiiEous. The blue metallic splendour
ol the mainspring of a watch.
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CnAMBERED. A term in concliology, de-
noting that the eavity of a shell is not
eontiuuous, but is divided by shelly dia-
phragms or septa. This frequently oecurs
in the Cephalopods, but is not eonfined to
them, as it occurs in some species ofChama
and in some vermicular shells and turreted
univalves, &c.

Chamfbhed. Cut into furrows, or cut
sloping ; as, a cliatt\fered shell.

Chap. The upper and lower part of the
mouth in animals ; the jaw.

CnARAOTEMSTic. That which characterizes,
or constitutes a character.

Chatoyant, p'r.] Having a changeable,
undulating lustre, like that of a cat’s eye
in the dark.

Cheek-pouches. The hollow recesses in
the cheeks of certain rodent and quadru-
manous animals, which they use as recep-
tacles for food.

Chelate. When the upper jaws are fur-
nished at the end with a chela or thumb.

Chelifekous. When the eauda or tail is

terminated by a very thick forceps some-
what resembling a lobster’s claw.

Chelifekous. Purnished with claws.
Chelas. The bifid claws of the Crustacea,

scorpions, &c.
Chelioera. The prehensile claws of the

seorpion, wliich are the homologues of an-
tenme.

CiiELiFORM. Having the form of a claw.
Chelonian. Belonging to or having the
properties of an order of reptiles which in-
cludes the Tortoises and Turtles.

CniLOPODOus. Belonging to the ChUopoda,
an order of many-footed insects, typified
by the Centipede.

Chitine. The peculiar chemical principle
which hardens the integuments of in-
sects.

Choroid. In anatomy, a term applied to

several parts of the body that resemble the
chorion, or exterior membrane which in-
vests the foetus in utero j as the inner
membrane investing the brain, &c.

Chyle. The nutrient fluid extracted from
the digested food by the action of the bile.

CllYLiFACTiVE. Forming or changing into
chyle ; having the power to make chyle.

CllYLlFEROUS. Transmitting chyle.

Chyme. The digested food which passes

from the stomach into the intestines.

Chrysalis. The particular form which
Butterflies, Moths, and some other insects

assume, before they arrive at their winged
or perfect state. It is also called avrelia,

from auruni, gold. In this form, the ani-

mal is in a state of rest or insensibility ;

having no organs for taking nourishment,
nor wings, nor legs. The external cover-

ing is cartilaginous, and usually smooth
and glossy ;

sometimes hairy. 'The narnc

is taken from the yellow colour of certain

species i but they arc of different colours,

as green, black, Ste.

Cicathicose. Having elevated spots of a

different colour from the rest of the sur-

face, resembling scars.

Cicatrisivk. Tending to promote the for-

mation of a scar or cicatrix.

Cicatki-v : Cicatrice. A scar i a little scam

or elevation of flesh remaining after a
wound is healed.

j

Cilia. The microscopic hair-like bodies
which cause, by their Y-ibratile action, cur-

j

rents in the surrounding fluid, or a motion
of the body to which they are attached.

j

Ciliary. Belonging to the eyelids.
Ciliate. Ciliated. Furnished with cilia, .

or vibratile hair-like filaments resembling
the hairs of the eyelids ; when the margin

|

is fringed with a row of parallel hairs,
jWhen the tongue is edged with fine bris-

ties, as in Ducks, it is said to be ciliated.

CiLiOGRADE. Sivimming by the action of
cilia.

CiMiciNE. Having an offensive scent like
.

that of the bed-bug.
Cincture. An apparent band or girdle en-
corapasssing the body of an insect, bird, I

&c.
j

Cinereous. White with a shade of brown ;
'

having the colour of wood ashes. I

Cingulate. When the abdomen or the
;

trunk of an insect is wholly surrounded I

by one or more belts of a different colour.
Circlet. A little circle, or annular mark.

]

Circular. Having the diameter every way
j

equal.
]

Circulate. To run j to flow in veins or
channels.

CiRcuMAtiRiENT. When the sides of the
prothorax are elongated anteriorly and
curve Inwards, their ends lapping over
each other and the head, so as to form ^ ,

circle round the posterior part of the latter,

and leave a space open for the eyes to see •

objects above them.
|

Circumfluent. Flowing round. i

Circumgyrations. Motions jn a circle. t

CiRCUMSEPTED. Wings whose margin is

everywhere strengthened by a nervure. i

Circumvolution. The act of flying round.
CiRR.YTE. Terminating in a pair of curling
hairy branches resembling tendrils.

Cirri. Curled filamentary appendages ;
as

the feet of the barnacles.
CiRRiOEROUS. Supporting cirri.

CiRRiGRADE. Moving by means of cirri.

CiRROSE. Having one or more cirri.

Cirrus. A lock of curling hair. !

Citrine. Of a lemon colour ; a greenish-
yellow.

1

Class. A primary di\nsion of the animal
kingdom.

|

Classification. The act of forming into
classes or sets. i

Classified. Arranged in classes. 1

Clatiiratk. Having several elevated lines

which cross each other at right angles.
'

Clatiikose. When stria: or furrows cross

each other nt right angles.
|

Ci.AVATE. Club-shaped : linear at the base,

but towards the apex growing gradually
broader. In concliology, when one ex-
tremity of the shell is attenuated and the >

otiicr becomes suddenly vcnlricosc or glo-

bular, it is said to be dnt'atc.

Cl.ivifohm. Whose vertical section is cu-
,

neate. and horizontal circular.

Cleft. Cut into equal and deep segments,
blit not reaching the base.

Climatic, rertaiuing to, or limited by, a
climate.

I
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Cloaca. The cavity common to the termi-
nation of the intestinal, urinary, and ge-
nerative tubes.

Clove.v-footed. Having the foot or hoof
divided into two parts, as the ox ;

bisul-
cous.

Clyfeifokm. Shield-shaped ; applied to
the large prothorax in beetles.

Clype.vte. When the prothorax quite
covers and overshadows the head ; or when
a concavo-convex plate is aflSxed to the
outside of the cubit.

Coalite. When ports usually separate are
distinguished neither by incisure, segment,
nor suture.

CoAECTATE. Enveloped closely by a case,

as the pupa of an insect which gives no
indication of the parts it covers.

CocHLiTE. A fossil shell having a mouth
like that of a snail.

Cocoojf. An oblong ball or base in which
certain insects involve themselves and pass
their pupa state of existence ; as, the silk-

' worm involves itself in a cocoon, by form-
ing threads of which its silk is afterwards
composed.

CocHLEATED. Spiral, resembling a turbi-
nated shell.

CoLEOFTEEOcs. Belonging to the Cdlcop-
tera, an order of insects in which the first

pair of wings serves os a sheath to defend
the second pair.

! Collapse. To close, by falling together.
Collateral. Descending from the same

stock or ancestor.
Colligate. Adhering, or so fixed to any

part as to have no separate motion of its

own.
CoLLiFOEM. When the prothorax is short
and narrow, and not so conspicuous os the
other pieces of the trunk.

CoLLUM (the neck). In entomology, the
I

constricted posterior part of a pedunculate
head,hy which it inosculates in the trunk.

I

CoLOX. In anatomy, the largest division of
the intestinal canal.

I

CoLfBRiSE. Kelating to serpents.
CoLCMELLA. The central column, taking

its rise from the basal centre.
CoLUMELLAB. I’crtaining to or resembling
a columella.

CoLLit.XAB. Formed like the shaft of a co-
lumn ; the vertical section cuncate, the
circular horizontal.

Comate. The surface thickly covered by
very long flexible hairs.

Commiorate. To migrate together, or in
a bo<Iy. from one country to another.

I

Commissure. Articulation ; a joint, seam,
or closure ; a suture in the cranium or

;
skull. Also,certain parts in the ventricles

j
of the brain, uniting the two hemispheres.

Comparative A.xatomv. [Sec Axatomv.]
Complaxate. a convex or irregular sur-

i face having a plain light depression.
Compo.xext. Forming acom|>ound i os, the

i cominmrnt ports of a fossil substance, &c.
Composites (ventrkuhu). The upper part

I

of the stomach of an insect, having a long
pear-shaped cell for the reception of blood

! sucked from animals.

J
CoMPLiCAXT. When the elytra lie a little

I
over each other.

CoMPOuxB Eyes. Those eyes of insects
which consist ofan aggregate ofhexagonal
lenses.

Compressed. Flatted at the sides vertically.
CoxCAMEKATED. Arched over ; vaulted.
CoxcAVE. Hollow, and arched or rounded,

as the inner surface of a spherical body.
CoxcAvo-coxcAVE. Coucave or hollow on
both surfaces.

CoxCAVo-coxv'E.Y. Concave on one side,

and convex on the other.
CoxcEXTRic. Having a common centre.
Surrounding a centre ; applied to the di-
rection taken by the lines of growth in
spiral and other shells. »

CoxciL®. Shells consisting of two or more
pieces or valves, bivalves or multivalves.

CoNCHiFEROus. Pertaining to the Cotichi-
fercE, a class of Invertebrated animals, or
Mollusca inhabiting bivalve shells. Pro-
ducing or having shells.

CoxcHiFORM. When the base-covers of an
insect are a semi-circular concavo-convex
scale something resembling the valve of a
bivalve shell.

CoxcHiFER. A bivalve shell with unequal
valves.

CoxcaiTE. A fossil or petrified conch or shell.

CoxcHoiDAL. Resembling a conch or marine
shell ; having convex elevations and con-
cave depressions, like shells.

CoxciiOLOoiCAL. Pertaining to conchology.
CoxcHOLOGY. The seience which treats of

shells and their included animals.
CoxcHYLACEOUs. Pertaining to or resem-
bling a shell ; as concliylaceous impressions.

CoxcoLORATB. Of the same colour with
another part.

CoxcRETioN. The act of growing together,
or of uniting, by other natural process, the
small particles of matter into a mass. A
solid substance formed in the soft parts or
in the cavities of animal bodies.

COXDEXSATIVE. Having a power or ten-
dency to condense.

CoxDYLOiD. The projecting soft end or
process of a bone.

CoxFiouHE. To dispose in a certain form,
figure, or shape.

CoxFLUEXT. Flowing together
;
when spots

&c. run into each other.
CoXFOiiJiATiox. The particular structure

of a body, or disposition of the iiarts which
compose it.

CoxoEXEiiic. Being of the same kind or
nature.

CoxoE.xERS. Animals of the same kind or
nature.

Congenial. Partaking of the same genus,
kind, or nature ; agreeable to the nature.

Congenital. Of the same birth , born with
another.

CuXGERiES. A collection of several particles
or bodies in one mass or aggregate.

Conglobate. Fonned or gathered into a
ball.

CoxiiiosTRAL. Having the beak shaped like
a cone.

Connate.. When parts that are usually
separated are, os it were, soldered together,
though distinguished by a suture.

Connatural. Participating of the same
nature i connected by nature.
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CoiTNECTirro Neritires. Nervures that
running transversely or obliquely connect
the longitudinal ones, and so form the
areolets.

CoNNiVENT. The meeting of two lines so
as to form an angle. When erect wings
are so closely applied to each other that
the corresponding margins touch.

Conoid. In anatomy, a gland in the tliird

ventricle of the brain, shaped like a cone
or pine, and called the pineal gl.and.

CONOIDICAL. Having the form of a conoid
Consanguineous, lielated by birth ; de-
scended from the same parent or ancestor.

Consecutive. Uninterrupted in course or
succession.

CoNSPERSE. Thickly sprinkled with minute
irregular dots often confluent.

Constrict. Suddenly and disproportion-
ably smaller at one end.

CoNSUTE. Having very minute elevations
in a series at some distance from each
other, of a different colour from the rest
of the surface.

Conterminous. Nearly allied ; ns conter-
minous groups, &c.

Contorted. Twisted, or incumbent on each
other in an oblique direction.

Contractile. Having the power of short-
ening or of drawing into smaller dimen-
sions.

CoNV'E.x. Rising or swelling on the exterior
surface into a round or spherical form.

Convolute : Convoluted. Twisted spi-

rally, or rolled regularly one over the
other ; when the wings of an insect so en-
velope the body as to give it a cylindiical
form.

CoNVOLVOLENT. When the anal area is

horizontal, incumbent on the back of the
insect, and forms a right angle with the
rest of the tegraen, which is vertical and
covers the sides.

Coracoid. Shaped like a crow’s beak.
CoRBlcuLATE. Wlien the tibia or shank of
an insect is fringed with incurved hairs
calculated for carrying kneaded pollen.

CORCULA. The reservoir in the dorsal chan-
nel tlirough which the blood of insects
flows. Each corculum is somewhat pear-
shaped, and has a distinct, tough, and
elastic coat like that of an artery ; and
the interior appears to be wholly lilled with
blood.

Cordate : Cordiform. Heart-shaped.
Ovate or sub-ovate, and hollowed out at

the base, without posterior angles.

Coriaceous. Of a tough, flexible, and lea-

ther-like consistence.

Cornea. The transparent membrane in the
fore part of the eye, through which the
rays of light pass.

Corneous. Homy j
of a horn colour ; or

resembling hom.
Corneo-calcareous. a term in conchology,
used to express the mixture of horny and
calcareous matter which enters into the

composition of some shells. It is also ap-
plied to those opcrculn which arc horny
on one side, and testaceous on the other.

Cornets. The hard scaly processes which
move and rattle at the end of a rattle-

snake’s tail.

CoRNiGEROUS. Having horns ;
as, comi-

gerous animals.
Cornua. Horns, or hom-like processes.
Corolla. A little crown ; a kind of wreath.
Coronal. Pertaining to the crown or top of
the head..

Coronate Proleos. Prolegs that have an
entire coronet of crotchets.

Coronated. Crowned towards the apex,
as some shells are, by a row of spines,

tubercles, &c.
COBONIFORM. Ha'dng the form of a crown.
Corpus. In conchology, the body of the

shell ; the last or great wreath in which
the aperture is situated.

Corpuscular. Relating to corpuscles, or
small particles, supposed to be the con-
stituent materials of all large bodies, or
the elementary principles of matter. 1

Corrugate. Corrugated. When a sur- !

face rises and falls in parallel angles more I

or less acute ; wrinkled.
|

Corselet or Thorax. That part of winged i

insects wliich answers to the breast of other
;

animals.
;

Cortex. A thin membrane covering the
skin; the epidermis.

Corticated. Resembling the bark or rind
of a tree.

Corvine. Relating to the crow kind,
Costa, or Costalis (cellula or nervura).
The cell or nervure nearest the upper mar-
gin of each wing in insects.

Costal. Pertaining to the sides of the body
or the ribs

; or to the costa in the wings ot

insects.

Costate. Having several broad elevated
lines.

Coverts, or Wing-coverts. The lesser

coverts of the wings are the small feathers
that lie in several rows on the bones of the
wings : the under coverts ore those that i

line the inside of the wings : and the I

greater coverts are the feathers that lie
|

immediately over the quill feathers and
,

the secondaries. TAiL-corerts are the
feathers which cover the toil on the upper
side, at the base.

Co.xA. Tlie first or basal joint of the legs in

insects.

Cranial. Pertaining to the cranium or
skull of an animal.

Cranium. The skull of an animal.
Craw. Tlie crop or first stomach of fowls ;

an expansion of the gullet.

Crenate. Crenatkd. Marked with small
:

notches, not sufficiently raised or defined to

be compared to teeth.
|

Cresiastr.e. Tlie anal hooks by which <

many pupne suspend tliemselves. i

Crknulated. Notched at the margin
; ^

having the edge cut, os it were, into very
small scallops.

Crepera. a gleam of paler colour upon a
dark ground.

Crepitation. The act of bursting with a
frequent repetition of sharp and abrupt
sounds.

Crepuscular. Pertaining to the twilight

;

ns, certain birds and insects arc crepus-

cular; tliercby denoting that they are seen

on the wing late in the evening and before
!

sunrise.
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1

Ceest. a tuft of feathers on the head of
certain birds.

Crested. Adorned with a crest or plume.
Crestless. Without a crest.

Cretaceous. Abounding with chalk ; hav-
ing the quality of chalk.

‘ Cribriform. Resembling a sieve : a term
in anatomy, applied to the lamin of the
ethmoid bone, through which the fibres of
the olfactory nerve pass to the nose.

Crixite. Covered with Ion" thin hair

;

having the appearance of tufts of hair.

Crixoid. Belonging to the Crmoidcans, or
£chinodermata, fossils whicli resemble
lilies.

CrispATED. Curled, or rough with waving
lines.

Cei.st.vte. Having one or two very elevated
lines, usually crenate.

Crocodilian. Relating to the crocodile or
other Saurian reptiles.

Crop. -The first stomach of a fowl ; the
craw.

Cruciate. Divided to the middle into four
opposite arms, the angles being either four

' right ones, or two obtuse and two acute.
Ceuciato-complicate. When the wings

(of an insect) are crossed and folded.

Cecciato-ixcumbext. Wings crossed but
not folded, and covering the back.

Cruciform. Disposed in the form of a
cross.

Crura. Processes resembling legs.

: Crural. Belonging to the leg.
i Crustacp.ous. Belonging to the class of
' articulated animals termed Crustacea,

\
having a soft and jointed shell ; as the

i crab, lobster, shrimp, &c.
Crustaceolooy. That part ofzoology which

treats of crustaceous animals, arranging
them in orders, tribes, and families, and

' describing their forms and habits.
I Crtptobranciiiate. Pertaining to those
! molluscous and articulate animals which
I have no conspicuous gills.

I

Crtstalline. The white splendour of
crystal or glass.

Cubical. Six-sided, with sides quadrate.
Cuboid. Cuboidal. Having the form of a
cube, or differing but little from it.

CucuLLATE. When the prothorax is ele-
vated into a kind of ventricose cowl or
hood which receives the head.

CucuMiFORM. Cncumlicr-ahapcd : whoso
longitudinal section is oblong, and trans-
verse circular.

CuLiriFORM. In form resembling a flea.

Cui.MEX. That part of the upper mandible
of a bird which runs along the middle and
often slopes on each side.

CuLTRATE. CuLTRATKD. Straight On one
side and curved on the other. Sharp-edged
ami pointed ; ns, the beak of a bird is con-
vex and ciiUraterl.

CuLTRiFORM. A threc-sldcd borly with two
equal sides large and the third small,

Cu-vEATK. Cu.vEATEi). CuNEiFORsi. Shaped
like a wedge. Having the longitudinal
diameter exceeding llic transverse, and
narrowing gradually downwards.

Cupreous. Of tlie bright colour of new
copper.

Cursorial. Adapted for running.

Cuspidate. Terminating in a long setiform
point.

Cutaneous. Existing on or affecting the
skin.

Cuticle. A thin pellucid membrane cover-
ing the true skin.

Cuticular. Pertaining to the cuticle or
external coat of the skin.

Ctclobranchiata. Those molluscous ani-
mals which have the gills disposed in a

|

circle.

Cylindrical. A mathematical form, which
like many others, is used by conchologists '

with great latitude, and applied to any
i

shell the body of which is somewhat
i

straight, with the ends either rounded, '

fiat, or conical.

Cylindriform. Having the form of a
cylinder.

Cymbiforji. Shaped like a boat. Wlien
the margin of the thorax and elytra of
an insect are recurved so ns to give a body

;

the resemblance of the inside of a boat,
they are said to be cymbifen-m.

\

Cyst. A bag or tunic which includes morbid '

matter in animal bodies.
j

Decapodous. Pertaining to those crusta- 1

ceous and molluscous animals which have
ten feet.

Decaton. The tenth segment of insects.
Deciduous. Parts which are annually shed,

or do not last the lifetime of the animal.
A shell is described ns deciduous where
there is a tendency in the apex of the spire
to fall off.

Decollated. The term applied to univalve
shells in which the apex or head is worn
off in the progress of growth. This hap-
pens more particularly to those shells
whose apex or nucleus is composed of a
transparent glassy substance, much more
fragile than the rest ; and this part being
deserted b3' the animal, which lives in the
lower whorls, it is exposed to accident and
the decomposing power of water : it con-
sequently falls off, and is then said to be
decollated.

Decorticated. Divested of the epidermis
or skin.

Decussated. An epithet generally applied
to strim or lines which are crossed, or
which intersect each other perpendicularly
or horizontally.

Dedentition. The shedding of teeth.
Deflexed : Deflected. Bent down i bent

or turned aside. When the wings of in-
sects at rest, covering cacli other, are so
bent downwards as to imitate a roof, of
which their interior margin forms the
ridge.

Deiilscknce. The splitting open of the bag
containing the insect's eggs.

Dehiscent. When the busc-covers diverge
a little at the apc.x.

Deltoid. Triangulnr.
Dendritic. Branched like a tree.
Destary. Relating to dentition, or to tho

teeth ; ns tlio ilcntury syslein.
Dk.ntate. Dentated. Toothed

I having
tooth-like processes.

Denticle. A small tooth or projecting
point, like the tooth of a tine saw.

8 X
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Denticulated. Set with small teeth.
Dentoid. Having the form of teeth.
Denuded. Divested of covering j laid

bare.
Depeessed. Pressed down or flatted hori-

zontally ; low, shallow, flat.

Deplumed. Stripped of feathers or plumes,
i Dermal. Belonging to the skin.

,

Desiccative. Having a tendency to ex-
haust moisture.

Detersive. Having power to cleanse from
oifensive matter.

Dextral. Right-handed. Spiral shells are
said to be dextral when the aperture faces

the right hand of the observer, the shell
being held with the apex upwards.

Diameter. The thickness of a body ,known
by a right line passing through its centre.

Diapuonous. Clear and transparent.
Diaphragm. A muscular membrane placed

transversely across the trunk of the human
body, at about its middle portion, dividing
it into two pretty nearly equal halves : it

is one of the chief organs of respiration ;

its chief function consisting in alternately
Increasing and diminishing the capacity
of the thorax and abdomen. This term is

also applied to the septa, by which the
chambers of multilocular and other shells

are divided from each other.

Dicerous. a term for any insect that has
two antennas.

Dichotomous. Dividing regularly in pairs.

Didactylous. Having two toes.

Didymous. When areolets are nearly di-

vided into two by a nervure.
Diffused. Dispersed, or extended in all

directions.
Digitated. Branched out into long points,

or having flnger-shaped processes.

Digitigrade. Walking on the tips of the

toes.

Dilatability. The quality of admitting

!
expansion by the elastic force of the body

I

itself, or of another elastic substance acting

I

upon it.

' Dilatate. Disproportionably broad in part,

j

Dilatation. A spreading or extending in

I ail directions.

: Diluvial. Effected or produced by a deluge,

more especially applied to the general de-

;

luge in the days of Noah.
Diluviuji. a deposit of superficial loam,

I

sand, gravel, &c. caused by the deluge.
' Dimerous. Wlien the trunk of au insect

, consists of two greater segments.
’ Dimidiate. When the base-covers are about

half the lengtli of tlic abdomen.
Dimidiated. Divided into two equal parts.

Dimyaky. a bivalve whose shell is closed

by two muscles.
Dioptric. Dioptrical. Relating to that

{

part of optics whieli treats of the refrac-

I tions of liglit passing through different

' mediums, ns through air, water, or gloss.

!
Dipterous. Having two ivings only. Per-

taining to the Vtptcra, or those insects

which have two wings.
I Disc. The middle of a surface. The middle

j

part of the valves of a shell, or that which

lies between the umbo and the margin.

;
Discoid: Discoidai.. Disc-shaped i mucli

1 flattened. A spiral shell is said to be dis-

coidaZ, when the whorls are so liorizontally
convolute as to form a flattened spire.

Discolorate. Of a different colour from
the other part. When the upper and under
sides of Zepidc^tera are of a different
colour.

Discontinuous. Where parts which are
usually connected are suddenly inter-
rupted.

Discubitory. Inclining sideways ; fltted

to a leaning posture.
Discursive. Moving or roving about.
Disgorge. To eject or discharge from the
stomach, throat, or mouth.

Dishevelled. Spread out loosely and in
disorder.

Dishorned. Stripped of horns.
Disinfected. Cleansed from infection.

Disintegrated. Separated into integrant
parts without chemical action.

Disjunct. MTien the head, trunk, and ab-
domen of an insect are separated by a deep
incisure.

Dislocate. To put out of joint. In geo-
logy, the displacement of parts of rocks,

or portions of strata, from the situations

wliich they originally occupied.
Dissiemberment. The act of severing a
limb or limbs from the body j

separation
of the members ; mutilation.

Disorganize. To break or destroy organic .

structure. ,

Displumed. Stripped or deprived of plumes
|

or feathers. 4 i

Distichous. When the joints of the an- •

tennas generally terminate in a fork. '

Distinct. When spots, &c. do not touch or
;

run into each other, but are completely
separate.

Divaricate. Divaricated. Standing out
very wide ;

spreading out widely. When i

wings of insects at rest are somewhat
;

erect but diverge from each other.

Div'ARIcation. a crossing or intersection
i

of fibres at different angles. ;

Diverging. Tending to difl'erent parts from
one point. :

Doe. The female of the fallow deer. I

Dormant. Sleeping ; in a state of rest and
inaction.

Dorsai.. Pertaining to the back ; adhering
to the back ,• as the dorsal Jin of a fish. A
dorsal shell is one placed on the back of
the animal. The dorsal part of a bi-

valve shell is that on which the hinge is

placed ; the opposite margins are termed
ventral : the dorsal surface of a spiral

univalve is that which is seen when the

aperture is turned from the observer.

Do R.si branchiate. Having gills attached

to the back, as in mollusca belonging to

the Dorsibranchiata.
Dorso-intkstinal. a part which is on
the dorsal aspect of the intestines.

Dorsum. In conchology, the back or upper
outward surface of the body of the shell,

when laid upon the aperture or opening.

Dove-cot. A small building or box in

which domestic pigeons breed.

Drake. The male of the duck kind.

Dredge. A drag-net for taking oysters and
other mollusca.

Dredgino-maciiine. An engine used to
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take up mud or gravel from the bottom of
rivers, &c.

|l Duode.vum. The first portion of the small
intestines.

I'DcPLiCATE-rECTixATE. ArVheu the antennoB
are bipectiiiate with the branches on each
side alternately long and short.

I
rUnPLiCATiLE. Folded transversely, as the

wings of some coleopterous insects.

I
I Deplicatiovs (generally of the ikin'). Re-

gular wrinkles or folds.

lEcnrsis. A sloughing or moulting of the
skin, as in serpents and caterpillars.

iEciiiSATED. Set with spines, or bristled,

like a hedgehog ; when the surface is

covered with pustules produced into spines,

i Ecuixite. a calcareous petrifaction of the
echinus or sea-hedgehog.

Edestclous. Toothless.
; Edextate. Edestated. Destitute or de-

prived'of teeth.

; EnRioPHTUAEMA. The Crustacca with scssilc

eyes.
' Efflorescext. Shooting into white spi-

cnlsc, forming a white dust on the sur-

face.

Effuse. Having the lips (of a shell) sepa-
rated by a groove or channel.

Eoest. To void, as excrement.
Eoo. A body formed in the females of birds

and certain other animals, containing an
embryo or foetus of the same species, or a
substance from which a like animal is

prorluced. The eggs of fish and some
other animals are united by a viscous
substance, and called spavm. Most reptiles

and insects are oviparous.
Eject. To discharge through the natural

passages or emunctuaries ; to evacuate.
Elaboratixo. Improved by successive

operations.
Elemext. The substance which forms the

natural or most suitable habitation of an
animal ; as, water is the proper element of

fishes : air, of man.
Elepuaxtixe. Pertaining to or resembling

the elephant ; huge.
Ellipsoid. Having the longitudinal section

elliptical, and the transverse circular.

Elliptic. Oval, but having the longitudinal
diameter more than twice the length of the
transverse.

Eloxoated. I>cngthcncd ; extended to a
considerable length.

Elttra. The external wings, or wing-cases,

j

of coleopterous and other insects. They
' arc called coriaceous when composed of a

tough, leathery substance, which will bend
readily without breaking, but will never
fold naturally i temi-coriaceous when the

basal portion of them is leathery, and the

apical portion membranaceous and trans-

parent : and reticulated when they are

covered by an infinity of nervures crossing

each other in every direction, as is ex-
emplified in the Dragon-flies.

E.WAnfiiXATK. Emaroixateii. Notched or

hollowed out ;
applied to tlie edges or mar-

gins of shells, when, instead of being level,

they arc hollowed out i notched round the

edges ; when the end has an obtuse notchedg(
takien out.

Embossed. Having several parts of a dif-

ferent shape and higher than the rest of
the surface.

Embryo. The first rudiments of an animal
in the womb.

Emunctories. Parts which serve to carry
out of the body noxious particles or exere-
mentitious matter.

Excephalous. Having a distinct head ; ns
the molluscous animals termed Enceplialce,

Exxaton. The ninth segment in insects.

Ensate. Gradually tapering till it ends in
a point.

Exsiform. Shaped like a sword.
Extire. Not interrupted; not eraarginated.
Extomolite. a fossil or petrified insect.

Extomological. Pertaining to Entomo-
logy, or that part of Natural History which
treats of Insects.

Extomolooy. That branch of natural
science which treats of insects ; the term
being derived from the two Greek words
entomon, an insect, and logos, a discourse.
No portion of Animated Nature requires
more careful and elaborate attention on
the part of those who make it their study ;

whether we regard the prodigious numbers
which it comprehends, and consequently
the formidable array of scientific terms
which it presents to the learner

;
the ad-

mirable economy of insects ;
their won-

derful metamorphoses ; the brilliant co-
louring of some, the extraordinary struc-
ture of others, or the minute dimensions
of myriads of living creatures, all curiously
organized and adapted for their respective
spheres. In short, although to the merely
superficial observer it may appear n trifling

pursuit, it is a study that cannot fail to

call into exercise the highest powers of the
mind, and to implant in it a profound
reverence for the Wisdom, Power, and
Goodness of the Creator. [See Ixsects.]

Extomostracous. Pertaining to an order
of small Crustaceans, many of which are
enclosed in an integument, like a bivalve
shell.

Extozoa. Those parasitical animals which
exist within other animals.

Extrociiite. a kind of extraneous fossil,

usually about an inch in length, and made
up of round joints, which, when separated,
are called trochites. They are striated
from the centre to the circumference, and
have a cavity in the middle.

Eockxe. In geology, the older tertiary
period, in which the cxtremciy small pro-
portion of living species indicates the com-
mencement of the present existing state
of animate creation.

Ei’IIEMEral. Beginning and ending in a
day ; ns the ephemera, or dny-fly in its

imago or perfect state.

ErtiiKKMAL. Belonging to the cuticle or
scarf-skin.

En dermis. The outer covering or scarf-
skin. The membranous covering or fibrous
horny coating of some shells.

Ei’Kiasthic. Pertaining to the upper part
of the abdomen ; as, the epigastric region.

EriMEliAL. Pertaining to the segment of an
articulated animal which is nbove the
joint of the limb.
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Epiphragm. The membranaceous or calca-
reous substance by which some species of
molluscs close to the aperture of the shell
wlieu they retire within to hibernate.

Epiplooit. The fatty membrane which
covers or occupies the interspaces of the
entrails in the abdomen.

EptSTOMA. The space between the antennas
and oral cavity in Crustacea.

Episternal. Pertaining to that part of an
articulate animal which is immediately
above the sternum.

Epithelium. The thin epidermal mem-
brane which covers the mucous mem-
branes.

Epizoa. The class of imperfectly organized
parasitic crustaceans wliich live upon other
animals.

Epizootic. In geology, an epithet given to
such mountains as contain animal remains
in their natural or in a petrified state, or
the impressions of animal substances.
Also, an epithet for a disease which prevails
among cattle, in the same manner as an
epidemic docs among men.

Equate. Without larger partial elevations
or depressions.

Equiorural. Having legs of equal length.
Equilateral. Having all sides alike : ap-

plied to bivalve shells, when a line drawn
perpendicularly from the apex would di-
vide the shell into two equal parts.

Equilibritv. The state of being equally
balanced : equilibrium.

Equine. Pertaining to a horse or to the
genus.

Equipendent. Hanging in equipoise.
Equivalve. Having both valves of equal
dimensions.

Equivorous. Feeding or subsisting on horse-
flesh.

Erect. Nearly perpendicular.
Erectile. A term applied to a tissue pecu-

liar to some parts of the animal body ;

and which is formed of veins, arteries, and
nervous filaments.

Erecto-patent. When the primary wings
of an insect at rest are erect and the se-

condary horizontal.
Erose. Irregularly notched, as if gnawed.
Erubescexce. Bedness of the skin or sur-

face of any thing.
Eruoinous or iEiiUGiNOUS. Green with a

blue tint : the colour of the rust of copper,
verdigris.

Escargatoire. a nursery of snails.

Esciiarotic. Having the power of scaring
or destroying the flesh.

Esculent. Eatable, or that may safely be
used by man as food.

Estival. Pertaining to summer, or con-
tinuing during the summer.

Ethmoidal. Pertaining to a bone at the

top of tlie root of the nose, called the clh-

moid.
Eupeptic. Having good digestion.

Eviscerated. Deprived of the intestines.

E.xarticulation. The dislocation of a
joint.

E.xcavate. a depression the arc of which
is not the segment of a circle.

Ex.ici.vDEr). When the end has an angular
notch taken out.

Excision. A cutting out or cutting off any ;

part of the body. i

Excoriated. Abraded ; the skin or cuticle
,

rubbed or worn off. i

Excrementitious. Consisting of matter
evacuated, or proper to be evacuated, from
the animal body.

E.xcrescence. Any tumour, wart, or pre-
ternatural enlargement or superfluous
part.

Excretory : Excretive. Having the
quality of excreting or throwing off excre-
mentitious matter by the glands.

Excurved. IVhen curved outwards.
Exfoliated. Separated in tliin scales, os a

carious bone.
Exosseous. Without bones ; destitute of

bones.
j

Exotic. Produced in a foreign country.
|

Expalpate. AVhen an imperfect mouth .

has no palpi.
[

Expanded. 'When wings at rest are hori-
'

zontally extended and do not cover each
other.

Explanate. When the sides of the pro-
thorax are so depressed and dilated as to

|

form a broad margin.
Exsanguious. Destitute of red blood.
Exscutellate. When an insect has no li-

sible scutellum, it being wholly covered by
the prothorax.

;

Exserted. When the head of an insect

is quite disengaged from the trunk. 4
;

Extended. When wings at rest do not lie

upon the body.
!

E.XTENSOR {muscle). A muscle which serves ;

to extend or straighten any part of the
body, as an arm or finger : it is opposed to

flexor.
'

Extinct. Having ceased to exist, and, i

when discovered, only found in a fossil
,

state.
I

E.xtraoculae. Applied to the antennae
!

when they are inserted on the outsides of i

the eyes.

E-xtraoeneous. Belonging to another
kind.

E.XTRAVASATED. Forced or let out of its

proper vessels ; as, extravasated blood.
Exim.E. Cast skins, shells, or coverings of

animals, or any parts which are shed or

cast off. Also, the remains of animals
which at some period, long antecedent,
were deposited in the earth.

E.xuvial. Pertaining to the spoils or re-

mains of animals found in the earth, sup-
posed to be deposited there at the Deluge,
or some great con^nilsion which the terra-

queous globe has undergone.

Facet. A small surface : applied to the

composite eyes of insects.

Facial. Pertaining to the face ;
as the fa-

cial artery, nerve, &c.
F.*ces. Excrement.
Falcate. Falcated. Bent or hooked like

a scythe ; curved with the apex acute.

Falciform. Long and curved, in the shape
of a sickle : a wonl applied to the mandi-
bles of insects.

False Legs (of insects'). Certain prehensile

aiipcndages on the lower segments ot the

body of the lan-ic.
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Faso. A tusk, or long Bharp-pointed tooth j

a claw or talon.
Fakisose. Covered with a fixed mealy
powder resembling flour.

Fascia. A broad transverse stripe, or co-

j

loured band. A word much used in de-

I

scribing the painting or markings of in-

sects : as Pyramidate fascia ; a band which
1 juts out into an angle on one side

—

Macu-
lar fascia; a band consisting of distinct

spots.— Articulate fascia; a band con-
sisting of contiguous spots.— Dimidiate
fascia ; a band traversing only half the
wing —Abbreviate fascia ; a band travers-

ing less than half the wing— Sesquialte-

rous fascia; when both wings are tra-

versed by a continued band, and either the
primary or secondary by another Ses-

I

quitertious fascia ; when awing orelytrum
i contains a band and the third of a band.

I

Fasciated. Filleted, or covered with trans-
verse bands.

I Fascicle. Fasciculus. A small bundle,
bunch, or tuft.

Fasciculate. AVhen antennin have several
bundles of hair.

Fasciculated. Consisting of little bundles.
Fascicule. A bundle of thick-set hairs

often converging at the surface.

Fastioiate. When the base-covers are of
equal or greater length than the abdomen,
and transverse at the end.

Fauces. A cavity behind the tongue, from
which the pharynx and larynx proceed.

Fauma. The animals indigenous or pecu-

I

liar to any country.
; Fawx-colouked. A reddish brown.
Feathered. Clothed or covered with fea-

thers, as a bird.

I

Fecifokk. The anal fork on which the

j

larvtB of certain insects carry their froces.

Feccxdated. Rendered prolific: impreg-

I

nated.
t Felixe. Pertaining to cats, or to their spe-

I

cies ; as, the feline race, &c.
i Femoral. Belonging to the thigh,

j

Femur. The second joint of the legs in

;
insects.

I Fexkstrate. When one or two definite

spaces in a Lepidopterous wing are denuded
of scales.

Feri.xe. Wild; untamed; as lions, tigers,

and other predatory animals.
Ferkuoixou.s^ Of the colour of rust ; a yel-
lowish brown with some red.

Festucixe. Being of a straw colour.
Fibre. A fine slepdcr filiform body which

constitutes a part of the frame of animals.
Home arc soft and flexible, others more
hard and elastic : some are nervous and
fleshy, while others ap[>ear to be composed
of still smaller fibres. They constitute the
substance of the bones, cartilages, liga-

ments, membranes, nerves, veins, arteries,

and muscles.
Fibril. An extremely slender fibre, or the
branch of a fibre.

Fibrixe. A soft, solid, white, slightly elastic,

and inoilorous substance, constituting the
principal part of animal miiscie : it exists

in the chyle, the blood, Ac. ond may be re-

garded as the most abundant constituent of
animal bodies.

785

Fibrous. Composed or consisting of fibres ;

as, a fibrous body or substance.
Fibula. The outer and lesser bone of the

leg, much smaller than the tibia.

Filamextous. Consisting of thread-like
filaments.

Filiform. Thread-shaped : slender and of
equal thickness.

Fimbriate : Fijibriated. Fringed, ?. e.

when a part is terminated by hairs or bris-
tles that are not parallel.

Fix-footed. Palmated ; having feet with
toes connected by a membrane.

Fixlet. a very small fin or process to assist

a fish’s motion.
FissiPAROUS. Capable of being multiplied
by the voluntary cleavage of the individual
into two parts.

Fissipbd. Having the toes unconnected by
a membrane.

Fissiro.stral. Belonging to the Fissirostres,

a family of passerine .birds of which the
beak is short, broad, slightly hooked, and
the opening of the mouth very wide. This
family comprises the swallows and goat-
suckers.

Fissure. A little cleft, or narrow chasm.
Fistula. The intermediate subquadrangu-

lar pipe, in insects, formed by the union
of the two branches of the antlia, wliich
conveys the nectar to the pharynx.

Flabellate. When the antennte on one
side send forth from the joints, except
those at the base, long flat flexile branches,
which open and shut like the sticks of a
fan.

Flabelliform. Fan shaped.
Flaccid. Soft and weak ; hanging down
by its own weight.

Flagellum. An appendix to the legs of
Crustacea, resembling a whip.

Flame-colour. Of a bright yellow colour.
Flamxiferous. Producing flame.
Fledged. Furnished with feathers, as a

bird.

Fleeced. Furnished with a fleece
;

os, a
sheep is well fleeced.

Fle.xile. Flexible. Yielding to pressure ;

that may be easily bent.
Flb.\or (muscle). A muscle whose office is

to bend the part to wliich it belongs : it is

opposed to extensor.
Fle.\uous. Bending ; changing its course

in a curved direction
; with angles gently

winding.
Flirt. A sudden jerk ; a darting motion.
Flocculate. When the posterior coxie arc

distinguished by a curling lock of hair.
Flocculent. Coalescing and adhering in
small flakes,

Fulsiied. Suddenly aroused and on the
wing ; os a covey of partridges when sur-
prised.

Fluviatile. Of or belonging to rivers, or
to fresh water ; living in fresh water.

Fodder. Dry food for cattle.
Fietus. The young of viviparous animals

in the womb, and of oviparous in the egg,
after it is perfectly formed

; before which
time it is called on embryo.

Foliackous. Leaf-like ; slinpcd or arranged
like leaves : scarcely tldckcr than a leaf.

Foliated. Bent into lamime
; composed of

8 X C
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thin plates, lying on each other, as in the
shell of the oyster.

Foliol.®. Appendages of the telum of in-
sects.

Follicle. A ininute gland, or little hag,
in animal bodies, serving the purposes of
seeretion.

FoRAMiJtons. Perforated; full of holes.
Forceps. An instrument formed somewhat

after the manner of a pair of pincers or
tongs, and used in surgery.

FORCiPATED. Formed like a forceps., to open
and Inclose.

Fore-leos. The first or anterior pair of
legs.

Formic (acid.) The acid of ants.
F0RK1C.ATE. Concave above and convex be-
neath.

Fossiliferous. Having the quality of, or
tending to produce fossils : applied to tlie

strata which contain the remains of ani-
mals and plants.

FossiLizE. To become or to be changed into
a fossil.

Fossils. Bodies of animal or vegetable
origin, accidentally buried in the earth, as
shells, bones, and other substances, and
become petrified.

FossoRiAL. A term applied to animals which
dig their retreats and seek their food in the
earth.

FossoRins. A term for the leg of an insect
when with either palmate or digitate tibiae.

Fossulate. Having one or more long and
narrow depressions.

Foveolate. Having one or more roundish
and rather deep depressions.

Fruqivorous. Feeding on fruits, seeds, or
corn, as birds and other animals.

Frumentarioos. Pertaining to wheat or
other grain.

Fry. a swarm or crowd of little fish.

Fulcrant. When the trochanter merely
props the thigh below at the base, but does

^
not at all intervene between it and the
coxa.

Fuloid. Of a bright fiery red colour.

F11LIGINOU.S. Of the opaque black of soot.

Fulvous. Of atawny or dull yellow colour;

the tawny colour of the lion.

Fumous. Coloured as if tinged with smoke.
Function. The peculiar or appropriate

action of a member or part of the body, by
which the aiiimal economy is carried on ;

ns the functions of the brain and nerves, &c.

Funous. a spongy excrescence in animal
bodies ;

any morbid excrescence.

Funiculate. AVhen the post frnmum forms
a narrow ridge.

Funicular. Consisting of a small cord, li-

gature, or fibre.

Furcate. Divided at the end into two
prongs or branches.

Furcui.a. a forked bone in the upper part

of the breast of n bird, familiarly called

the mcrri/lhnught, when speaking of the

joint of n fowl nt tablei

Fureuraceous. Scurfy ;
scaly.

Fuscous. Of a dull dark brown colour.

Fu.sifoum. Spindle-shaped : swelling ill the

middle, and rather tapering to each end :

whose vertical section is lanceolate or

liucarl-lanccolatc, and horizontal circular.

Galeated. Having feathers on the head
jwhich in shaiie appear like a helmet.

Gallinaceous. Belonging to the order Gal-
lince, which includes domestic poultry,
pheasants, &c. !

Gallow'ay. a small-sized species of horse, I

bred in Galloway in Scotland. I

Ganolion. a mass ofnervous matter, form- !

ing a centre from which nervous fibres 1

radiate.
I

Gangrene. Mortification of some part of a '

living animal body.
j

Ganorenescent. Tending to putrefaction, '

as living flesh in a diseased state.
;

Gaping. When the margins ofbivalve shells
,

do not meet all round, they are said to
1

gape.
Garous. Resembling pickle mode of fish.

|

Gasteropodous. Belonging to the Gastero-
,

poda, a class of molluscous animals dis- ;

tinguished by having the locomotive organ
;

attached to the under part of the body.
j

Gastric. Belonging to the stomach ; as the !

gastric juice, which is the principal agent
j

in digestion.
Gazeiiound. a hound that pursues by the

sight rather than by the scent.

GeIatine. a concrete animal subhance,
transparent, and soluble slowly in cold
water, but rapidly in warm water. ;•

Gelatinous. Composed of a jelly-like sub-
^

stance ; being moderately stiff and cohdl-
j

sive.
i

Gemilliparous. Producing twins.
Geminated. Marked with a double elevated

|

stria connecting the wreaths, os in certain
;

shells.

Geminous. When there is a pair of spots,

tubercles, puncta, &c.
Gemmiparous. Endued with the power of
propagation from the growth of the young,
like a bud from the parent.

Gemmules. The embryos of the radiated

animals at that stage when they resemble
ciliated monads.

Generate. To procreate ; as, every animal
generates his own species.

Generic. Pertaining to a genus or kind, as

distinct from species, or from another ge-

nus : thus, a, generic name is the denomi-
nation which comprehends ail the species ;

Cam's, for example, is the generic name of
animals of the Dog kind ; I-'elis, of the Cat
kind ;

Strutla'o is the generic name of birds

ofthe Ostrich kind ; Jlirnmlo, that of Swal-
lows.

Geniculated, Having joints like the knee
bent so as to form a knee or angle.

Genus (plu. Genera.) An as.«cmblagc of
species possessing certain charaetcra in

common, by which they are distinguished

from all others. It is subordinate to cUiss

and order, and in some arrangements to

tribe and familg. A single siiecics, pos-

sessing certain peculiar characters which
belong to no other Bjiccica, may also con-

stitute a genus, ns the Giraffe.

Gkoonostic. Pertaining to n knowledge cf

the structure of the earth.

Geological. Relating to the substances of

which the earth is composed, their forma-
tion, structure, &c.

Gkstatio.v. Pregnancy; the act of carry-
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ing young in the womb from the period of
conception to the birth.

Gibbose. Uaving one or more large eleva-
tions.

Gibbous. An elevation whose arc is not the
segment of a circle. In anatomy, it de-
notes any unnatural protuberance or con-
vexity of the body, as a person hump-
backed.

Gill. The organ of respiration in fishes.

The water is admitted by the gill-opening
and acts upon the blood as it circulates in
the fibrils. Some other animals also breathe
by gills ; as frogs in their tadimle state,

lobsters, &c.
Gixoltmus. a species of articulation re-
sembling a hinge.

GL.A.BKOUS. Having a smooth surface ; a
term which, either applied to quadrupeds
or insects, denotes those parts of the surface
which are naturally devoid of hair or pu-
bescence.

Glacial. Glacious. Consisting of, or like
ice.

Glareocs. Viscous and transparent, like

the white of an egg.

Glaucous. Of a pale grayish-blue colour ;

that fine dull green-blue passing into blue,
which is seen on certain bodies, is described
by the word glaucous.

Glikixe. Belonging to that order of Mam-
malia, which includes such animals os have
two fore teeth, a cutting one in each jaw,

1

no tusks, and feet with claws j compre-

;

bending guinea-pigs, rabbits, hares, squir-
rels, mice, beavers, &c.

Globifebous. When the setigerous joint of

1
the antennx is larger than the preceding
one, and globose.

Globose. Orbicular ;
globe-shaped.

Globule. A small particle of matter of a

j

spherical.form : a word applied to the red
!

particles of blood which swim in a trans-

1
parent serum, and may be discovered by

i the microscope.
Glossarial. Explanatory j containing

explanations of scientific or technical
terms.

Glottis. The narrow opening at the upper

j

part ofthe windpipe,whicli,by its dilatation
and contraction, contributes to tlie modu-

1 lation of the voice.

j

Glctex. That part of the blood, in animals,
which gives firmness to its texture.

1 Gluti.vous. Viscid ; having the quality of
glue ; tenacious.

Gossamer. A fine filmy substance, like

1

cobwebs, floating in the air, in calm clear

1 weather, especially in autumn. It is pro-
1 bably formed by a species of s|iidcr.

j
Grallatorial. Belonging to the Gralla-*

1 tores, an order of birds, having long legs,

naked above the knees, which fit them for
1 wading in the water.
, Gramixivorous. Feeding or sulislsting on
1 grass ; an epithet api>lied to animals wTilch

1

sulnist wholly on vegetable food, to dis-

tinguish them from carnicorous animals.
Gra.vivorous. Feeding or subsisting on

‘ grain or seeds ; os grtinivoroiis birds.

Gra.vulk. A small particle ; a little grain i

a very minute elevation.
Ohaxulatei). Covered with minute grains)

feeling or appearing as if formed of small
grains or granular substance, as shagreen. 1

Gkaxular. Ghaxulous. Consisting of
grains.

Gregarious. Having the habit of assem-
i

bling or living in a flock or herd. Cattle
and sheep are gregarious

;

so are many
species of birds.

!

Griseous. White mottled with black or
brown.

Ground-bait. Bait for fish which sinks to

the bottom of the water.
Grumous. Thick ; clotted •, as, grumous
blood.

Gullet. The passage in the neck of an
animal by which food and liquor are taken
into the stomach.

Guji-lac. The produce of a homopterous in-
sect which deposits its eggs on the branches
of a tree called bihar, in Assam, and else-
where in Asia.

Gutta. a very small round dot, interme-
diate in size between an atom and a
macula.

Guttate. Sprinkled with guttce or minute
round spots.

Guttulous. In the form of small drops.

Habitat. The natural place of permanent
abode.

Habitude. Customary manner or mode of
life.

Haliotoii). Ear-shaped.
Halteres. Two small club-like appen-
dages which occur in Diptera, and which
arc supposed to be identical with the hind
wings of other insects.

Hamate. Hooked, or set on with hooks.
Hamiform. Curved at the extremity.
Hamstring. To cut the tendons of the
ham, and thus to lame or disable.

Uare-lu’ped. Having a divided upper lip,

like that of the hare.
Harengiform. Shaped like a herring.
Harpooned. Struck or killed with a har-
poon, which is a kind of spear, thrown by
the hand, used for taking whales. It con-
sists of a long shank, with a broad flat

triangular head, sharpened at both edges
for penetrating the whale with facility.

Hart. A stag or male deer.
Hartshorn. The horn of the hart or male

deer, the raspings of wiiich arc used me-
dicinally ) hartshorn jelly is nutritive and
strengthening ; and the salt of hartshorn
yields a pungent volatile spirit. It is

composed of muriate of ammonia, with a
little animal oil.

Hastate. Halberd-shaped : triangular,
hollowed out at the base and sides with
the posterior aiiglcs spreading.

HAU.STELLATK. Fcrtaiiiing to those insects
the structure of whoso mouth is adapted
for drinking or pumping up liquids.

Haustkllum. The fnstruinent of suction
(in Insects) contained in the theca.

Heliual. Spiral ; winding.
Helktform. Shaped like the Uelix or

snail-shell.
Hklktte. Fossil remains of the Jlelix.
IIki.mintiioid. Worm-shaped.
Hklmintiioi.ooical. Bcrtaliiing to worms,

or to their history.
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Hemelytha. a wing, of whicli one half
is opaque and firm like the elytra of co-
leopterous insects.

*

HEMinAOTYEE. Having an oval disc at the
base of the toes, as is the case with some
species of Saurian reptiles.

Hemiptbral. Having wings or wing-cases
like the flemiptera.

Hemipterous. Belonging to the Hemiptera,
an order of insects in which the anterior
wings are half cruslaceous and half mem-
branaceous.

Hemorrhage. A flux of blood, proceeding
from the rupture of a blood- vessel, or some
otlier cause.

Hepatic. Pertaining to the liver.

Herbicarnivorous. Subsisting both on
vegetable and animal food.

Herbivorous. Feeding or subsisting on
grass and herbaceous plants.

Herculean. Of extraordinary strength and
size.

Hermaphrotmte. An animal in which
male and female characteristics are com-
bined.

Hermapuroditic. Partaking of both sexes

Herpetic. Pertaining to the herpes, or sub-
ject to cutaneous eruptions.

Herpetology. The natural history of rep-
tiles.

Hesperian. Western ;
inhabiting a west-

ern country.
Heteroclite. Anomalous ;

deviating from
the ordinary form, &c.

Heterodactylb. Having the toes irre-

gular, either as to number or formation.
Heterogangliate. Having the ganglionic
nervous system, and the ganglions often
unsymmctrically scattered.

Heterogeneous. Dissimilar or different

in kind or nature.
Heteromorpuous. Of an irregular or un-
usual form. A term applied to the larvas

of certain insects which cUffer in form from
the imago, and wliich is applicable to the

true larval state of all : also, when the two
intermediate joints in the palpi of insects

are vastly larger than the first and last.

Heteropodous. Pertaining to the Hetero-
poda, an order of the class Mollusca.

Hetbrosthopiie. Reversed : a term applied

to shells whose spires turn in a contrary

direction to the usual way.
Hexadacty'LOUS. Having six toes.

Hexapod. An animal with six legs, such

as a true insect.

Hexaped. Having six feet.

Hide. The skin of an animal, cither raw
or dressed.

Hidebound. When the skin sticks so closely

to the ribs and back of an animal ns not

to be easily loosened or raised.

Hind. The female of the Red Deer or Stag.

UlPPOPUAOOUS. Feeding on horse-flesh.

Hinge. The part where the valves of a bi-

valve shell are united, consisting of liga-

ment and teeth.

Hirsute. Thickly set with long, stifflsh,

rough hairs ; shaggy.
Hispid. Beset with bristles or stiff liairs._

Histological. Pertaining to the doctrine

of the tissues which enter into the forma-

tion of an animal and its various organs.

Hive. A box or kind of basket for the re- I

ception and habitation of a swarm of '

honey-bees ; or the bees inhabiting a hive.
Also, to collect into a hive.

j

Hoary. White or gray with age ; covered
with a whitish pubescence.

1

Holosericeous. Covered with thick-set
1

short decumbent hairs, a kind of pubes-
i

cence resembling satin. i

Homooangliate. Pertaining to the gan-
glionic nervous system in animals, and
symmetrical arrangement of the gan- ;

glions.
i

HoiioGENEOUS. Of the same kind or nature. i

Hosiologue. The same organ in different

animals under every variety of form and
1

function.
Homologous. Proportional to each other.

Homomorphous. Of similar form.
Homoptera. a section of the Hemipterous
order of insects, whose four wings have a
similar structure.

Honey-bag. The stomach of a honey-bee.
Honey-comb. A thick, viscid, tenacious

substance, formed by bees into hexagonal
cells for repositories of honey, and for the
eggs which produce their young.

Hoof. The homy substance that covers the
feet of certain animals, as horses, oxen,
deer, &c.

Hoop-bound. A term denoting that the
horse or other hoofed animal has a paint
in the fore-feet, occasioned by the dryness
and contraction of the hom, which often
occasions a lameness.

Humbles : IJmbles. The entrails of a deer.

Humerus. Pertaining to the -/lumcrus or

shonlder ;
as, the humeral artery. I

Hunter. A man who, either for sport or

for food, pursues wild animals with a Wew
|

to take them. A horse used in the chase.

Hyaline. Glassy ;
thin ; transparent. The

;

pellucid substance which determines the

spontaneous fission of shells.
J

Hybernaculum. IIibernacle. a place

chosen by an animal for its winter re-

treat.
_

i

Hy'bernate. To pass the winter season in ,

close quarters or in seclusion, and some- :

times in a dormant state.

Hybrid. Produced from the mixture of two
species. A mongrel. I

Hybridize. To procreate by the mixture
j

of two different species ; to propagate
mongrels or mules.

Hydatid. A little transparent vesicle con-
taining serous fluid, sometimes found de-

tached in the Ixjdy of an animal, and
sometimes adhering to the different vis-

cera. Some have an organized head and
* neck, possess an independent yitalitj-, and

are considered as constituting distinct

animals.
Hy'driforsi. Formed like the fresh-water

polypes to wliich the name of Hydra is

given.
Hydropugbia. a preternatural dread of

water ; a symptom of canine madness, or i

the disease itself.

Htdrozoa. The class of polypi organized

like the Hydra.
Hvemal. Belonging to winter.

|

llYMKNOPTKRous. Pertaining to the l!y-
;
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menoptera, an order of insects having four
membranous wings, including the Wasp,
Bee. &c.

HmERBOREAN. Belonging to or inhabiting
the most northern regions of the earth.

IcnxiiTOLOOT. That part of zoology which
treats of fishes, their stmeture, form, and

1

classification, their habits, uses, &c. An
j

eminent writer observes, that even after

]

nations have attained to some degree of

1

knowledge and civilization, many ages
! elapse before they push their inquiries far

i
into the subject of ichthyology, or acquire

1
any considerable acquaintance with the in-

i
habitants of the ocean. In the unfathomed
depths of that turbulent and extensive cle-

1

ment, probably millions reside which are
secluded from human observation ; and,
even of the few which the industry ofman
has, at Iast,dran-n from their hidden abode,

1

we hardly know any thing but the external

1
figure and the names. Their food, their

i longevity, their method of propagating
their kind, and the whole of their manners

1 and economy, remain still among those
1 nnmberless secrets of nature, whichhuman
i

ingenuity has not hitherto been able to

explore.” It must, however, be apparent
to all our readers, that true as the fore-

going observations may be in their general
application, yet, owing to the great faci-

lities which, of late years, have been af-

forded for acquiring correct information
on all subjects tending to the elucidation
of natural science— aided by the zeal and
intelligence of many who devote their
lives to it — that immense advances have
been made ; and it is with pleasure that
we refer to the contents of this compact
volume for the description of a vast num-
ber ofthe inhabitants of the watery element

1 whose forms, habits, and uses arc well as-

!
certained, and whose history is scarcely less

1

interesting than is that of animals which
1

dwell on land, or which wing their way
: through the regions of aerial space. [See
i Fish.]
ICHTuropn.ioous. Feeding or subsisting on

fish.

Idiopathic. A term indicative of a disease

i
peculiar to a part of the bod^, and not

' arising from any preceding disease : op-
posed to si/mpnt/ietic, when it is the con-

! sequence of some other disorder.

;

Imaoo. The last and adult state of insect
life, 1. e, the third or iierfect state of insects,

1 when they appear in their projier shapes
1 and colours, and undergo no more triins-

. formations.
iMniBiTiox. The act of drinking in or

absorbing.
iMBRiCATKn. Trapping over each other, like

i the tiies of a house, or as the scales of some
I

fishes and insects.

I
IiiMAROiXATK. Being without a margin.
Imhiscioi.k. Xot capable of being mixed.
Immature. That has not acquired its per-

fect form or fiili coiour.

Impexxates. Swimming birds havingshort
wings, os the Penguin.

iMPERMEAni.R. Not to bo passed through
the pores by a fluid.

Imporods. Close or compact in texture !

perfectly solid.

IiipOTEKT. Deficient in natural power,
animal or intellectual.

Impregnated. Rendered prolific or fruit-

ful.

Inarticulated. Not jointed.
Inadrate. When stria; or other impressed
parts have a metallic splendour.

Incised. Cut into equal marginal segments.
Incisors. The fore- teeth ; the teeth used

for cutting or separating the food ; an im-
portant generic character in zoological
science.

Incisure. A deep incision between the seg-
ments of an insect, when they recede from
each other.

Inconspicuous. Not to be perceived by the
sight.

Incrassate. Disproportiouably thick in
any part.

Incruental. Not attended with blood.
Incubation. The act of sitting on eggs for
the purpose of hatching young.

Incumbent. Lying over another.
Incurvated. Turned from a rectilinear

direction.

Incurved. Turned inwards or bent forwards.
The apex of a shell is said to be incurved
when it is bent inwards, but not suiBciently
so to be described as spiral.

Indeciduous. Not falling off ; lasting.

Indented. Exactly the reverse of dentated

;

meaning a series of small cavities, such
as might be formed by the entrance of
teeth.

Indigenous. Produced naturally in a
country ; not exotic.

Individualise. To distinguish the peculiar
properties of one from another : the word
individual and its derivatives are, however,
rarely applied to any but human beings.

Inequilateral. When the anterior and
posterior sides of a bivalve shell ore unequal
in length.

Inequivalve. IVTien one valve is more
convex than another, or dissimilar in other
respects, as in the common oyster.

Infecunditv. Unfruitfulness ; barrenness.
Inferior vai.ve (applied only to attached

bivalves). The valve that is attached to
submarine bodies.

Inflected. Bent inwards.
INFLEXED. When the head of an insect forms
inwards an acute angle with the trunk.

Infundiiiuliform. Funnel-shaped. Whose
horizontal sections are circular, at first

equal and then progressively larger and
larger.

Infuscate. To darken. When a colour is

darkened by the supcrinduction ofa brown-
ish shade or cloud.

Inguinal. Pertaining to the groin.
I.NNOcuous. Harmless i producing no ill

effect. This woril is applied only to thini/s,

not to persons
;
as, there are some poisons

used ns medieines which, if taken in smuil
(liiaiitlties, prove not only iniioaious but
liencflcial.

Inocui.ar. When the antcnnie are inserted
in tiie canthus of tiic eyes.

Inodorous. Wanting scent) having no
smeii.
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iNOPEitouLAR. A term applied to univalve
shells which have no operculum or lid.

Inorganic. Not formed with the organs or
instruments of life.

Inosculation. The union of two vessels
of an animal body at their extremities, by
means of which a communication is main-
tained, and tlie circulation of fluids is

carried on.
Inscribed. When the surface is marked with

the resemblance of a letter of any language.
Insect. A small invertebrate animal,
breathing by lateral spiracles, and fur-
nished with articulated extremities and
movable antenme.

Insectile. Having the nature of insects.

Insectivorous. Subsisting on insects.

Instinct. Tlie operation of the principle
of organized life, independent of all in-
struction or experience, but by which ani-
mals arc unerringly directed to do spon-
taneously whatever is necessary for the
preservation of the individual or the con-
tinuation of their kind. Astonishing
manifestations of the instinctive faculty
are continually occurring, and might be
given if our space permitted it.

Instinctive. Prompted by instinct ; acting
spontaneously, without reasoning, instruc-
tion or experience.

Instrumenta CiBARiA. The parts of the
mouth in insects concerned in the acq^uisi-

tion and preparation of the food.
Intactable. Not perceptible to the touch.
Integument. A covering which naturally

invests tlie body, as tlie skin of an animal
or the sliell of a crustacean ; or a mem-
brane that invests a particular part.

Intellect. The understanding
;

that
faculty of the human mind wiiicli receives

or comprehends the ideas communicated
to it by the senses or by perception, or by
other means.

Intellectual. Pertaining to the intellect ;

perceived by the understanding, not by
the senses.

Intelligence. Understanding; skill. The
distinctive character of human intelligence

over that of the most perfect of other crea-
tures, is the faculty which man possesses of
representing general ideas by particular

signs or images associated with them
;

whereas the instincts of animals, however
ingenious or complicated, are so truly the

property of the species, that all its indivi-

duals jierform them in the same way, with-
out any improvement.

Interambulacra. The imperforated plates

which occupy the intervals of the perfo-

rated ones, or ambulacra, in the shells of

Echinoderma.
Intercostal. Placed between the ribs ;

ns, an intercostal muscle, artery, or vein.

Inteuganoi.ionic. Belonging to the ner-

vous chords in the intervals of the gan-
glions, which they connect together.

Intek.ma.villary. Situated between the

jaws.
Inteumioration. Reciprocal migration.

I.NTER.MUSCULAH. Between the muscles.

I.VTICK.NODAL Having a space between one
knot or joint and another.

Interocular. When the antcnnie of an

insect are inserted any where between the
e3’cs.

Inte rorbital. Situated between the orbits.

Interosseous. Situated between bones ;
as

an interosseous ligament or muscle.
Interscapular. Situated between the

shoulders.
Intersected. Cut or divided into parts by
being crossed.

Interstice. In insects, the space between
elevations and depressions running in lines.

Interstitial. Relating to the intervals
between parts.

Intertropical. Pertaining to those coun-
tries which lie between the tropics.

Interval. An entomological term denoting
the space between irregular and scattered
elevations and depressions.

Intestinal. Pertaining to the intestines of
an animal body ; as, the intestinal tube or
canal.

Intromit. To enter, or to allow to enter

;

to be the medium by which a thing enters
or is admitted.

IxTROSuscEPTiON. The passing of one part
of an intestine within another, causing a
duplicature of it.

In truded. When the head of an insect is

nearly withdrawn rvitliin the trunk.
Inwertebrate. Destitute of a backbone or
vertebral chain.

Involute. Rolled inwards. Where the
exterior lip of a shell is turned inwards at

the margin, as in the Cyprsea.
Iridescent. Having colours like the rain-

bow.
Iris (plu. irides). The coloured circle which
surrounds the pupil of the eye, by means
of which that opening is enlarged and
diminished.

Irradiated. Made luminous, bright, or

shining.
Irrespirable. Unfit for respiration.

Irrioate. ,
To water, as land, by causing a

stream to flow upon it and spread over it.

luRORATED. Sprinkled or moistened with
atoms, as the earth with dew.

Isabel or Isabella-colour. A brownish
yellow colour, with a shade of dark red.

IscuiADic (from ischitwi, the hip). Per-
taining to a rheumatic aflectiou of the hip
joint, generally termed sciatica.

Islet. In entomolog3’, a siiot of a different

colour, included in a plaga or macula.
IsopODA. An order of Crustaceans in which

the feet are alike, and equal.
Isolated. Detached from others of a like

kind ; standing alone.
Itinerant. Wandering; not settled.

Juncture, a joint or articulation ; ascam
or line at which an union between two
bodies is effected.

Jugular. Pertaining to the neck or throat

;

as thejtiffular vein.

JuBATE. Having long pendent hairs in a

continued series, as in some insects.

Knag. The shoot of a deer's horns.
Knek-brusiiks. The tufts of hair on the

knees of some antelopes ;
also, the thick-

set hairs on the legs of bees, with which
they carry the pollen to the hive.
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1

.Labiodental. Formed or pronounced by
the co-operation of the lips and teeth.

'Labip-IiLPI. The labial feelers in insects :

two jointed sensiforous organs, which
emerge, one on each side, from the labiuvi,

mostly near its summit.
Labium. The lower lip of insects, to which

the labial palpi are attached : it is often
biarticulate. Also, the inner lip of a shell,

or that side of the aperture which is near-
est the axis, and generally contiguous to
the body whorl.

Labbuu. The upper lip, when applied to
insects. Also, the outer lip of a shell ; or
the edge of the aperture at the greatest
distance from the axis.

Lac, or Gum-lac. A kind of resin depo-
sited on different species of trees in the
East Indies, by an insect called Chermes
lacca.' It is variously combined, and much
used in the arts.

Lacertixe. Resembling a lizard in form or
habits.

Lachrtmai.. Generating or secreting tears.

Lacixia. The blade of the maxilloe, being
the fourth or apical portion.

Lacixiate. Jagged, or cut into irregular
I segments.
Lacixifobm. When the base-covers of an

' insect are long, of an Irregular shape, and
I appear like lappets on each side of the

j

trunk.
Lacteal. Pertaining to certain vessels in

I
animal bodies for conveying chyle from
the intestines to the common reservatory.

Lacteous. White less intense than niveous.
The colour of chalk.

Lactesce.vt. Producing or abounding
with milk, or white juice.

Lactiferous. Bearing or conveying milk

,

* or white juice ; as a lactiferous duct.

1
Lacuxose. Having the surface covered

I
with pits or shallow excavations.

Laooox. Laouxe. A fen, moor, marsh,
' shallow pond or lake ; as, the lagunes of

I

’ Venice.
Lamb. The yonng of the sheep kind.

I

Lamellar. Consisting of dims or thin

j

plates.

Lamf.llated. Divided into distinct layers,

I plates, or foliations.

Lamellibraxciiiate. Belonging to the

I I

class of Acephalous Mollusca with gills in

;
I

the form of membranous plates.
Lamelliform. Shaped like a thin plate or

I

leaf.

Lami.t.e. Thin plates, laid one coat above
another. Hence also laminated, disposed

'
1 in layers, scales, or plates

; and lamina-
j ' (ion, arrangement in layers.
Laminate. When the posterior coxin of

i
insects form a broad thin plate which covers

‘ the trochanter and the base of the thighs.
: La.vate. Covered with fine, very Tong,
,

flexible and rather curling hairs like woof.
La.nceolate. Flat, oblong, and gradually

! tapering to a sharp point, like the head of

I

a lance.
La.viarifokm. Shaped like the canine teeth
of the carnivora.

Laxiferou.s. Bearing or producing wool.
Lanuoi.nose. Laxuoi.vous. Covered with

iongish, very soft, fine down.

Larva. The first active stage in an insect's

life i the caterpillar state, or that which
precedes the chrysalis and perfect insect.

Larval. Pertaining to larvie, or insects in
the caterpillar state.

Larvate. Masked, as a larva or cater-
pillar.

Larviform. Shaped like a larva.
Larviparous. Relating to the larvipara,

viz. those insects which produce their
young in the condition of larvic, instead of
eggs.

Laryngeal. Pertaining to the larynx.
Larynx. The upper part of the windpipe

or trachea.
Lateral. Placed at the side, or extending
from one side to the centre.

Lateral Teeth (jn shells'). Those teeth
which taking their rise near the umbones
proceed to some distance towards the sides
of the shell.

L.ateritious. Of the colour of brickrlust.

L.atescence. Tendency to milk j milkiness
or milky colour.

Latitude. The distance of any place on
the globe, north or south of the equator.

L.atticed. Formed with cross bars or open
squares like net-work.

Lay. To produce eggs.

Leguminous. Pertaining to pulse, as peas,
beans, &c.

Lemniscus. (A riband, Lat.) A term ap-
plied to the minute riband-shaped appen-
dages of the generative pores in Entoasa.

Lenticular. Doubly convex, of the form of
a lens : i. e. having the opposite sides con-
vex and meeting in a sharp edge.

Lepidopterous. Pertaining to the Lepi-
doptera, the order of insects in which the
wings arc clothed with fine scales, as But-
terflies and Moths.

Leporine. Pertaining to, or having the
nature or qualities of the Iinre.

Lethargic. Preternaturally inclined to
sleep.

Levigate. Without any partial elevations
or depressions.

Libidinous. Lustful.
Lioame.vt. A strong compact substance,

softer than a cartilage, but harder than a
membrane, serving either to bind one bone
of an animal to another, or to connect the
valves in bivalve shells. “ There is ano-
ther substance," says Sowerby, “called by
Gray the cartilage, which is clastic and
of a condensed fibrous structure, placed
within the ligament, either close to it, or
at a more interior part of the shell

;
it is

sometimes contained in a pit formed for
its reception, in the centre of the hinge.
This substance being clastic, keeps the
valves open, unless drawn together by the
counteracting force of the adductor mus-
cles, When conchologlsts speak of a shell
as having the ligament external, the real
meaning is that these two substances are
so close together, os in appearance to con-
stitute one body.”

Lioamhntal. Ligamentous. Of the na-
ture of a ligament

i
as a ligamentous mem-

brane.
Lig.skous. Composed of a hard unclastic
substance like wood.
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IiiONiFORSi. Resembling wood.
I/iONiTE. Fossil or bituminous wood.
Ligui.a. The terminal or apical portion of
the labium in insects.

Ligulifokm. When the tongue of an insect
emerges from the labium, is short, flat, and
not coneealed within the mouth. Ex.
Vespa and many Hymenoptera.

Lilac. Of a colour resembling the flowers
of the lilac.

Liliaceous. Lily-like, or pertaining to
lilies.

Limb. A projecting member of the body ;

as, an arm or a leg. Also, a term used for
the disc of bivalve shells.

Limbless. Destitute of limbs.
Lineal. Allied by direct descent. In the

direction of a line.

Linear. Narrow and of the same width
throughout.

Lineated. Having lines on the surface.

Lines of Growth. (In conchology.) The
concentric striie or lines, formed by the
edges of the successive layers of shelly
matter deposited by the animal, by which
it increases the shell.

Lingua. The tongue of insects, attached to
the inner surface of the lower lip.

Linguadental. Formed or uttered by the
joint use of the tongue and teeth.

Linguaform. In the shape of a tongue.
Linguiform. When the tongue of an Insect

is quite distinct from the labium, usually
retracted within the mouth, short, and
shaped something like a vertebrate tongue.

Lips. (In concliology). Tlie two sides of
the aperture of spiral shells : that which
joins the columella is the inner, and that
part of the circumference opposite is called
the outer lip.

Liquefiable. That may be melted, or
changed from a solid to a liquid state.

Liquescent. Becoming fluid.

Lithocarp. Petrified fruit.

Lithodendron. a name sometimes given
to coral on account of its resembling a pe-
trified brancli.

Lituoxvle. Petrified wood ; wood con-
verted into stone.

Littoral. Belonging to, or growing on tlie

shore.
Lituite. a fossil shell.

Livin. A pale purplish brown
;
the colour

of a bruise.

LobATE D. Rounded at the edges.

Lobed. Having lobes, or broad flnger-like

divisions.
Lobule. A small lobe.

Loins. Tlie space on cacli side of the verte-

bral, between the lowest of tlie false ribs

and the upjier portion of tlie hauncli bone
(os ilium).

Lo.noeval. Longevous. Long-lived.
Lo.vgevitv. Great length of life.

Lo.ngimanous. Having long hands.
Longitude. The distance oi any )>lacc on
the globe from another place, eastward or

westward.
Longitudinal. Extending in length.
Loo.vi.vo. Appearing above the surface, or

indistiiietly, at a distance.
Lopiiobranciiiate. Belonging to the Lo-
phobratwhii, an order of bony Fishes,

mostly of a small kind, distinguished by
their gills being in tufts, and generally
also by the body being covered by shields
or small plates, which give it an angular
form.

Lore. The space between the bill and the
eye, which in some birds is bare, but is

more generally covered with feathers. 1

Loricate. Lobicated. Covered or plated
|

over
; covered with a double series of

oblique scales like a coat of mail.
Lubricate. To make smooth or slippery.
Lubricous. Slippery as if lubricated.
Lubrifaction. The act of making smooth.
Luciferous. Giving light. i

Luciform. Resembling light. I

Lumbar. Pertaining to the loins. The lum-
bar region is the posterior portion of the
body between the false ribs and the upper
edge of the haunch bone.

Luminous. Bright
; shining ; emitting light.

Lunar. Measured by the revolutions of the
moon.

Lunatbd. Luniform. In the shape of a
crescent.

Lunisolar. Compounded of the revolutions
of the sun and moon.

Lunule. a crescent-like mark or spot, situ-
ated near the anterior and posterior slopes
in bivalve shells.

Lurcher. A dog that lies in wait anU
watches for his game.

Lurid. Of a dirty yellow colour
:
yellow

with some mixture of brown.
Lustrous. Of a shining or glossy appear-

ance, like silk.

LuT.iRious. Living in mud : pertaining to,

or being of the colour of mud. I

Luteous. Deep yellow with a tint of red. !

The eolour of the yolk of an egg.
|

Lutule.vt. JIuddy ; turbid ; thick.
]

Luxated. Put out of joint ; dislocated.
Ltmnite. a kind of freshwater snail found

us a fossil.

Lymi’U. a colourless fluid in animal bodies,

separated from the blood and contained in
certain vessels called lymphatic.'’.

Lympueduct. a vessel of animal bodies
which contains the lymph.

Lyrate. Lyrated. Divided transversely
into several jags, the lower ones smaller
and more remote from each other than the
upper ones. i

Maceration. The process of making thin
or lean by wearing away ; or the operation
of softening and almost dissolving by stccii-

;
i

in a fluid. ;{

Macrodactylous. Furnished with long .j

toes adapted for traversing floating leaves
:

j

and aquatic herbage.
;

Macrocosm. The universe, or the visible .

systems of worlds ; opposed to microcosm, i

or the world of man.
JIacroura. The trilie of decapoil Crustacea
which have long tails, as the lobster. i

Macrourous. Pertaining to the crustaceans
|

above designated.
j

Macular Fascia. A band consisting of :

distinct spots, os seen on the wings of some
I

insects.
I

Maculated. Spotted ; stained. I.

JIacula. a spot; a roundish but iiidetcr-
,
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minatelj shaped spot, not elongated in any
direction.

Maculate. Marked with macula, as above
described.

MALACOLoar. The seience which describes
molluscous animals, whether defended by
a shell or entirely naked.

Malacoptebyoious. Belonging to the
Malacopterygii, the name given to the
second great division of Osseous Pishes ; the
species of which are distinguished by tlie

fln rays being soft and cartilaginous. They
are divided into three sections. 1. Abdo-
minales; in which the ventral fins are
situated in the abdomen, far behind the
pectorals ; os in the Carp, Salmon, and
Herring tribes. 2. Subbrachiales ; in which
the ventral fins are situated immediately

I
beneath the pectorals, and the pelvis is

I

suspended to the bones of the shoulder ; as

I

& the Codfish, Haddock, Flounder, &c.
Apodes ; in which the ventrals are want-

I
iug ; as in the Eel.

Malacostomol'S. Having soft jaws without

I

teeth ; a term applied to several extensive
! genera of fishes, which are wholly destitute

I of teeth in their jaws, but have them
I placed in their throats, near the orifice of
I the stomach.

I

Malacosteacous. An epithet applied to

soft-shelled insects : from Malacostraca,

I the name of a division of the class Crus-
tacea, including those which are covered

\

with a crust softer than the shell of a mol-

;
lusc. but harder than the homy integument

I

of the Pntomostracoa.
Mamm.e. The paps or breasts.
Mammalia. The class of animals which
give suck to their young.

Mammalogy. The science which has for its

object the study and classification of all

animals belonging to the class Mamma-
lia.

Mammiferous. Having breasts and nou-
rishing the young by the milk therein se-

creted.
Mammiform. Having the shape or form of

paps.
I Mammillate. When the lost joint of the
I palpi is very short, smaller than the pre-
i ceding one, and retractile within it.

! Mammillated. Having little globes like
nipples. A term applied to the apex of a

’ shell when it is rounded like a teat. This
epithet is also applied in anatomy to two
small protuberances, like nipples, found
under the fore ventricles of the brain, and
to a process of the temple Ixine.

I
Maisoible.s. The upper and under parts of

the bill, in birds. The instruments of
chewing ; applied to birds and insects.

The term mandible Is restricted In ento-
I mology to the upper and outer pair of

I
jaws.

i .Maxdibular. Belonging to the jaw.

I

Mardibui.ata. The insects whose mouths

I

are provided with jaws for the purpose of

,

mastication.

j

MA.VDiBULiroRM. When the under jaws of
I an insect are hard and horny, and shaped
' like the upper jaws.
I MA.VDUCATioa. The act of chewing or

eating.

Mange. The scab or itch in dogs, cattle,

and other beasts.

Manners. Habits and mode of life.

Mantle. The external soft contractile
skin of the Mollusoa, which covers the
viscera and a great part of the body like a
cloak.

Maniform. When the palpi or feelers of an
insect are chelate or furnished with a
finger and thumb.

SLveitime. Bordering on or situated near
the sea.

Mare. The female of the horse, or eq,uine

genus of quadrupeds.
Makgaritaceous. Pearly.
Margaritiferoub. Pearl-bearing i applied

to shells which form pearls ; as Meleagrina
Margaritifera, or Pearl-bearing Oyster.

Marginal. Near the margin or edge. When
applied to the wings of insects it denotes
open areolets that terminate in the
margin.

Mabginate. Marginated. Having a pro-
minent margin or border.

Marigenous. Produced in or by the sea.

Marine. Belonging to or found in the sea.

MaRmobate. So painted with veins, streaks,

and clouds, as to resemble marble.
Marmorean. Marmoraceous. Made of

or encrusted with marble.
Marsupial. A term designating those ani-
mals which are provided with a tegumen-
tary pouch, in which the embryo is received
after birth, and protected during the coin-
pletioh of its development.

MarsupiALiAN. Belonging to the class 2far-
stipialia [which see].

Masculine. Robust
;
strong ;

having the
qualities of a man.

Masticate. To chew food ; to grind food
with tlie teeth, and prepare it for swallow-
ing and digestion.

Mastigia. Two anal organs in the larva:

of Centra Vinula, exserting from tlieir

apex a retractile flexible thread, with
which they endeavour, by lashing their

sides, to drive away the Ichneumons.
Mastoid. Resembling the nipple or breast;

as, the mastoid muscles.
Mate. The male or female ofanimals which

associate fiir propagation and the care of
their young.

Matri.x. Matrice. The womb, or cavity
in which the fcctus of an animal is formed
and nourished till its birth.

Matter. The substance of whicii all bodies
arc composed ; and is of two kimls, solid
and fluid. “In its solid form matter is

the element of which the systems of organs
arc composed ; and organs arc the instru-
ments by which functions arc iierformed :

in all animals there are seven systems of
organs to perform seven scries of functions.
The seven systems of organs and their re-
spective functions arc tlicsc :— bones, for
support 1 muscles, for motion ; air-iultes, for
respiration

; blood-vessels, for circulntion ;

alimentary canal, for digestion ; nerves, for
sensation ; and the organs of the seres,
fur reproduction."—Newman on the Phy-
siology of Insects.

Mature. Perfected by lime or natural
growth.

3 T
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Maxillje. The second or lower pair of
jaws in insects, distinguished by bearing
feelers.

Maxillakt. Pertaining to the jaw.
Maxipalpi. The feelers of the maxiUce.
Mbdial. Placed in the middle.
Median. Having reference to the middle

line of the body.
Medicated. Prepared or furnished with
any thing medicinal.

Medicament. Any healing application.
Medipectokal. Pertaining to the mid-legs

of insects, which are affixed to the medi-
pcctus.

Medulla oblongata. The oblong me-
dullary column at the base of tlie brain,
from which the spinal chord or marrow is

continued.
Medullar. Medullary. Consisting of
marrow.

Melioerous. Consisting of matter like
honey.

Melliferous. Producing honey.
Me.mbranaoeous. Membranous. Com-
posed of delicate transparent membranes,
ns the wings of insects : consisting of mem-
branes.

Membhaniform. Having the form of a
membrane.

Mentum. The anterior part of the gula,
1 immediately adjoining the labium.
\ Mephitic. Foul ; pestilential ; destructive
1

to life.

Meretricious. Having a gaudy jiut de-
ceitful appearance.

Mermaid. A fabulous marine animal,
said to resemble a woman in tlie upper
parts of the body, and a fish in the lower
part.

Mesooastric. The term applied to the mem-
brane by which the stomach is attached to
tlie abdomen.

Mesonotum. The upper surface of the me-
sothorax, or middle part of that half of the
segment which covers the back.

Mesopleura. The lateral surfaces of the
meaothorax.

Mesopodes. The middle pair of legs.

Mesosternum. The sternum of tlie meso-
t/iorax, or middle part of that half of the
segment which covers the breast.

Mesotuorax. The intermediate of the
three segments which form the thorax of
an insect, bearing the posterior wings and
legs.

Metacarpus. In anatomy ; the part of the

hand between the wrist and the lingers.

Metamorphosis. Change of form or shape;
as the metamorphosis of an insect from the
chrysalis state into a winged animal.

Metamoupiiotic. a term employed to

denote those insects which, during their

state of existence, undergo one or more
cliangcs or transformations.

Metanotum. The upper surface of the

mr.tathorax.
Metapedes. The hind legs of insects.

Metapleura. The lateral surfaces of the

metathorax,
_ _

Metapodkon. The seventh segment in in-

Mktasternum. The under surface of the

vietaUiorax,

Metathorax. The hindmost of the three
|

segments which form the thorax in in-
sects.

Meticulous. "Very timid.
Microscopic. Visible only bjii the aid of a
microscope ; as, a microscopic insect. 1

Migr.vte. To pass or remove from one I

region or climate to another
;

as, certain
J

species of birds migrate in autumn to '

a warmer climate for a temporary resi-

dence.
Migratory. Removing or accustomed to
remove from one climate to another ; as
migratory birds.

Millepore. a genus of lythophytes, of va-
rious forms, which have the surface jierfo-

rated with little holes or pores, or even
without any apparent perforation.

Millepop.ite. Fossil milleporss.
Mlmic-beetles. [See Histeridje.]
Mind. An essential element in the com-

position of every animal. Though it can
neither prevent the existence, or change
the characters of matter, motion, or sensa-
tion, (the other essential elements,) it takes
cognizance of causes, and provides for con-
sequent effects, before the other elements

;

can obey its behests. “ Of the connexion '

of mind with the organs which it com-
|

mands,” says Mr. Newman, “we know !

nothing : mind itself is only known by itsj >

effects
;
its commands are carried by the

^

nerves ; a fact ascertained by separating a '

nerve ; after wliich separation, the mind
no longer controls the parts to which
tliat nerve extended its branches.” [See ,

Nerves.]
|

Miniatous. Of the colour of red lead.

Miocene. The tertiary period, in which a
;

small portion of fossil shells are of the '

recent species.
|

Monotiialamous. a term applied to the '

shells of such Mollusca as have only one
chamber for the reception of the animal,
like that of the Whelk.

Molares Dentes. The molar teeth, or

grmders.
Molares Glandul.e. The molar glands:
two salivary glands situated on each side

of tlie mouth, the excretory ducts of whicli
open near the last molar tooth.

Molecule. The smallest particle into
whicli a mass can be conceived or divided.

Molecules. Microscopie particles.

ilOLKiiiLL. A little hillock or elevation

of eartli thrown up by moles working un-
derground.

Molluscous. Pertaining to or part.aking

of tlie properties of the class of animals
termed Mollusca, whieh form the primary
division of the Animal Kingdom.

Momentum. The quantity of motion in a

moving body.
Monad. The genus of the most minute and
simple microscopic animalcules, and
shaped like spherical cells.

Mongrel. An animal of a mixed breed.

Moniliform (antennal). Having each joint

oval or globose, resembling a necklace.

Monocular. Having but one eye.

JloNocuLE. An insect with only one eye.

Monodaciylous. Having one finger or toe

only.
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MoxoOAMors. Living with one mate or
partner ; opposed to polyoamous.

Mosoorapii. An account or description of
a single thing or class of tilings.

lIoxoMEROus. A term denoting that the
trunk of an inseet has no suture or seg-
ment ; or that the trodiwUer consists of
only one joint.

Mosojiyary. a bivalve whose shell is

closed by one adductor muscle.
Moxothalmous. One-chambered ; an epi-

thet applied to shells when the chamber is

not divided by partitions.

SIoxsTEH. An animal produced with a
shape or parts that arc not natural.

Moki-uolooical. Relating to the modifica-
tions of form which the same organ under-
goes in different animals.

Mortac. Subject to death ; destructive to
life.

AIo-schate. Having a scent resembling
musk.

iloss-CLAD. Covered or overgrown with
moss.

JloTATORiocs. Pertaining to the motatorii,

those legs which, when an insect is at rest,

are in a perpetual vibratory motion.
Motory (nerves). The nerves which con-

trol motion.
AIottled. Clouded or spotted with various

colours.
I H Mocse-coloubed. Black with a small pro-

portion of yellow : the colour of the com-
mon mouse. *

Mucilage. The liquor which moistens and
lubricates the ligaments and cartilages of
the articulations or joints in animal bodies.

Mucilaoisous. iloist, soft, and lubricous;
partaking of the nature of mucilaye,

Mucro. a short, stout, slmrp-pointed pro-
cess.

Muceoxate. Ending in a sharp rigid point.

Muceoxate (antennas j. When they termi-
nate in a short point or mucro.

Mucus. A viscid fluid secreted by the
rnttemu meml/rrme, which it serves to
moisten and defend. It covers the lining
membranes of all the cavities which open
externally, as the mouth, nose, lungs, in-
testinal canal, urinary passages, &c. The
word muriu is also sometimes applied to
other animal fluids of n viscid quality, ns

the synovial fluid which lubricates the
joints.

Mulatto. Tlie offspring of a negress by a
white man, or of a white woman by n
negro.

.'fULTA.xouLAR. Having many angles.
Multicavol'8. Having many holes or cavi-

ties.

MuLTinn. Cleft Into many divisions by
linear tinuses.

Multiform. Having many shapes, forma,
or appearances.

Mri.TioEXKBOUH. Consisting ofmany kinds.
Mutilateo. Deprived of a limb or some

essential part.
Multimk.ulab. Having many cells or

,

chambers: consisting of several divisions.

:
Multii’AKous. I’roilueing many at n birth.

I Mui.tii-artite. Divided into more than
four parts.

Multisect. WTicn an inMct appears to

have no distinct trunk or abdomen, but is

divided into numerous segments.
Multivalve. A shell composed of many

pieces or valves.
Multivalvular. Having many valves.
Multocular. Having many eyes.
Muricate. Muricated. In insects, when

the surface is covered with sharp, thick,
but not close, elevated points or pustules.
In shells, when clothed with sharp spines.

AIurine. Pertaining to the genus Mus.
Multiartculate. Consisting of many

joints.

ilusOLE. An animal tissue composed of
little bundles of fibres, inclosed in a thin
cellular membrane, and serving as the
organs of motion. There are voluntary
and involuntary muscles ; and all are sus-
ceptible of contraction and relaxation.
The voluntary muscles are those over
which the wiU exercises a direct control,
ns in all the motions of the limbs, eyes,
organs of speech, &c. ; and the involuntary,
those over which the will has no immediate
and constant control, but form the muscu-
lar systems of organic life, ns the heart,

|

the muscular coat of the stomach, &c. The '

muscles of each animal are disposed in
number and direction according to the

'

movements which it has to execute ; and I

when these movements require to be :

effected with some vigour, the muscles are
|

inserted into hard parts, articulated one
\

over another, and may be considered as so
many levers. These parts are called bones I

in the vertebrated animals, where they
\

are internal, and formed of a gelatinous
mass, penetrated with molecules of phos-

I

phate of lime. In molluscs, crustaceans,
I

and insects, where they are external, and
composed of a calcareous or corneous sub-
stance that exudes between the skin and
epidermis, they are termed shells, crusts,
and scales. The colour of the muscles is

dependent partly on the blood wliich they
contain, but chiefly on a peculiar colour-
ing matter, very similar to that of tlie

blood, whicli is fixed in their tissue. Their
colour is distinctly though remotely con-
nected with the quantity and condition of
red blood in the system, and its depth is

one of the best signs of robustness and full
health. Thus in all quadru[)cds and birds
the muscles arc more or less red, and the
colour is deepest in the parts which are
most actively employed, but pale and
scarcely perceptible in those which have
not lx:en frequently exerted. In amphibia,
which have less red blood than mninmalia
and birds, the muscles arc usually pale ;

in fish, which have still less, they arc,
with the exception of the heart, and those
which move the fins and are particularly
exerted, (except in nvery few instances,)
quite white. In animals of a still lower
order, the muscles arc all quite white.”
The intensity of muscular contraction,
that is, the degree of power with wliich the
fibres draw themselves together, is regu-
lated by the action of the brain ; hut a very
grcotccrchral energy is rarely found united
with that disposition of the musctilar fibres
which is necessary to produce intense con-

3 Y 3
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tractions. The ends of the muscles are
fastened to the bones which tliey move,
and when they act in opposition to each
other, they are called antagonists. An
almost Infinite variety of arrangement is

found in the muscular fibres adapted to
the especial purpose which each muscle has
to fulfil, whether it be chiefly strength of
action, or rapidity or extent of motion

j

and all are guided by the nicest mechani-
cal rules. It is also constantly found that
where power is lost, a corresponding gain
of velocity or extent of motion, or of con-
venience and compactness of form, and
readiness of action, is obtained.

Musculak Impbessions. The marks or in-
dentations in the shells of acephalous bi-
valves, which indicate the insertion of the
muscles, by which the animal is attached
to its shell.

Museum. A building appropriated as a re-
pository of things that have an immediate
relation to science and the arts. The
noble edifice in Russell Street, London,
most appropriately called the British Mu-
seum, is of first-rate magnitude, and, to
say nothing of its vast and unequalled
library, is replete with the wonders of

Nature and Art, collected from every part
of the globe, and arranged with consum-
mate skill. This magnificent collection

of all that is valuable and interesting is

alike worthy of the nation whose name it

bears, of those distinguished men who
have contributed to its treasures, and of
the savans to whose care and management
the whole is entrusted It is highly gra-
tifying to be able to add, that at the present
time a most laudable spirit exists, among
all classes in this country, to imitate the
example of the metropolis ; and we ac-
cordingly hear of Museums, already esta-

blished or being in embryo, in almost every
town in the United Kingdom.

AIusteli.ve. Pertaining to the weasel, or ani-

mals of the genus Mustela,
Mutilate. When the base-covers of an

insect appear unnaturally short or curtailed

as if mutilated.
Muzzle. The mouth and parts immedi-

ately adjacent to it.

Mvelexcepiiala. The primary division of
animats characterized by a brain and
spinal marrow.

Myogeapuy. a description of the muscles.

Myuiad. An immense but indefinite num-
ber.

Myuiapod. Having two hundred legs or

more ! an insect belonging to the order

Myriapoda, which are characterized by
their numerous feet.

Mytilite. a petrified shell of the genus
Mytilus.

Nacre. Mother-of-pearl i the white shining

substance which constitutes the interior

surface of a shell producing a pearl.

Nacrkd. Nacreous. Having a pearly

lustre ; like mother-of-pearl.
Nascext. Beginning to exist or to grow ;

coming into being.
Natant. Swimming, or floating on the

water.

Natatorious. When the legs of insects are
compressed and ciliated, and formed for
swimming. Also, when the abdomen is

terminated by flat foliaceous appendages,
or the tail is ciliated on each side with
dense parallel hairs, which assist the insect
in swimming.

Natatory. Formed for swimming j enabling
to swim.

Nature. This word is variously used in
works on Natural History. It sometimes
denotes the qualities which a being derives
from birth, in opposition to those which it

may owe to art ; at other times, the ag-
gregate of beings which compose the uni-
verse

; and sometimes, again, the laws
|

which govern these beings. In this latter
sense it has become customary to personify
Nature, and to employ the name for that
of its Great Author.

Natural. Produced by or derived from
natiue.

Naturalist. One that is versed in Natural
History.

Natural Puilosopht. That branch of
philosophy which treats of nature and its

laws.
Nautilite. a fossil Nautilus.
Navicular. When two sides meet and form
an angle like the outer bottom of a boat

;

boat-shaped. ^
Nebula:. Cloudy or dusky specks.
Nebulose. Nebulous." Resembling a small
cloud or collection of vapours.

Necbomorpha. Insects in which the pupa
has the mouth and organs of locomotion
detached from the body, but so enveloped
in a case or sheath, that it can employ
neither. This group contains the Ily-

menoptera and Coleoptera.
Nectareous. Resembling nectar ;

very
sweet and pleasant.

Nectary. The melliferous part of a flower

:

sometimes it is in the form of a horn or

spur ; sometimes in that of a cup j
whence

it is called the honey-cup.
Neigh. To utter a sound, like the horse,

expressive of want or desire.

Negro. A native or descendant of the black
race of men in the more southern parts of
Africa.

Nematoidea. The intestinal worms, which
are long and Aliform.

Nematoxeura. a name applied to the
higher division of Cuvier's Radiata by
Professor Owen.

Neologist. One who introduces or employs
new words in any science.

Nerves. The nerves are the organs of

sensation : they originate in the brain, and
are prolongations of the medullarv sub-

st'ance of the brain, which ramify and
extend over the whole body ;

and they
consist of fine tubular filaments, which arc

arranged ncarl}’ parallel to each other in

sheaths of fibrous tissue. " There arc two
distinct systems of nerves s one of which
is connected with the brain and the spinal

chord, and arc media of sensation and of

voluntary motion. They arc termed the

nerves of animal l{fe, or the cerebrospinal

nerves. The other system is only in com-
munication with the brain and spinal
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chord, or with the cercbro-spinal nerves,
by very small filaments, and they have nu-
merous ganglions throughout their course

;

they preside over the nutritive functions,

I

upon which the mind has no direct in-
fluence : these are the nerves of organic life,

I

or ganglionic or great sympathetic nerves.

I The cerebro-spinal nerves convey impres-
sions from their extremities to the brain,
and they also convejr the influence of
the wilt from the brain to the voluntary
muscles ; these passing and repassing, or
receptive and remissive influences, are
conveyed by distinct sets of nervous fila-

ments, which, however, are generally
enclosed in the same sheath, and there-

I
fore appear to form a single nerve.”

—

Brandt.

;

“ Experience has shown us,” observes
: Mr. Newman, “ that, on the brain of inver-

j

tebrated animals being separated from the

I
body, or even greatly injured, both sensa-
tion and active vitality at once cease ; but
in insects tlic separating of the head or of

I the parts containing either of these masses
!

of nerves, produces no immediate or ascer-
'

1
1

tainable effect on sensation or vitality.
'

' Tlus shows us, first, that mind or volition

I

I is, in vertebrated animals, situate in the
brain ; secondly, that in insects it is not
conflned to any part. These conclusions
lead to the probability of a third, that
brain and nerve are but different states of
the same system of organs. The vitality,

therefore, concentrated in a brain, may be
diffused through the nerves when there is

no brain, and each moss of nerves may be
the scat of that small power of mind which
insects possess.”

Nebvches. The delicate frame-work of the
membranous wings of insects.

Nei'rilkmma. The membrane which sur-
rounds the nervous fibre.

Neuroloot. TIic science of the nervous
system, or a description of the nerves.

Neuropterous. Belonging to the Keurop-
tern, an order of four-winged insects, chn-
ractcrizeil by their numerous nervures, like
those of the dragon-fly.

KeI/’rose. Wings of insects that have
nervures besides the marginal ones.

I
Neurotom r. The art or practice of dissect-

ing the nerves.
Nibble. To bite at { os, fishes nibhle at the

bait, A little bite, or seizing to bite.

Nictati.xo (membrane). The thin mem-
brane that covers and protects the eyes of
some animals, without entirely obstructing
the sight.

NtDAMK.vTAL. Itclating to the protection
of the egg and young, especially applied
to the organs that secrete the material
of wliich many animals construct their
nests.

NiniriCATiox. The act or operation of
building a nest, and the hatching and feed-
ing of young In the nest.

Nidulatio.v. The time of remaining in the
nest.

Nmu.s. A nest or repository for the eggs of
birds, insects, &c.

Noctiiihl. Comprising a night and a day.
Noctilucous. Hhiuing in the night.

Noctivaoant. Wandering or prowling
about by night.

Nocturnal. Pertaining to the night, as the
nocturnal habits of certain animals which
usually come forth from their retreats and
obtain their prey during the night.

Nodo.se. Having one or more knobs or
swellings. The word Nodose is also ap-
plied to the antenna- of insects when they
have one, two, or more joints larger than
those which precede or follow them.

Nodular. Pertaining to, or resembling, a
nodule or little knotty lump.

Nodule. A little knot-like eminence.
Nomadic. Wandering for the sake of pas-
turage ! pertaining to a pastoral life, and
roving from place to place with herds of
cattle.

Nomenclature. The names ofthings which
are appropriated to any branch of science.

Nonage, tinder adult age.
Nondescript. Anything that has not been

described. Thus an animal newly disco-
vered is called a nondescript.

Nonfossihfeuous. Not producing fossils ;

of a nature not to convert iuto fossils.

Normal. According to rule ; natural.
Nostrils {of birds) are said to be linear,
when they are extended lengthwise in a
line adth the bill, as in Divers, .tc.

j per-
vious, when they are open, and may be seen
through from side to side, as in Gulls, &o.

Notal. Belonging to the back.
Nucleated. Having a nucleus or central

particle ; applied to the elementary cells

of animal tissues, the most important pro-
Iierties of which reside in the nucleus.

Nudibrachiata. The Polypes whose arms
are not clothed with vibratile cilia.

Nudibranchiata. An order of Gasteropoda
in which the gills are exposed.

Nummulite. Fossil remains of a chambered
shell of a flattened form, formerly mistaken
for money,

Nutrient. Nourishing s producing growth.
Nvmpii. The pupa or chrysalis

j the second
state of an insect, (lassing to its perfect
form.

Obese. Unnaturally large and distended,
as if from disease or too much food.

OiiLiguE. Running sideways : when the
longitudinal line Is cut tluough at acute
angles.

Obliterate. A term in entomology ap-
plied to impressions and elevations w'hcn
almost effaced.

Oblong. I.ongcr than broad : the longi-
tudinal diameter lajliig more than twice the
length of the transverse, and the cuds vary-
ing, or rounded.

Oblong-ovate. Between oblong and egg-
shaped.

Oii.scuRK. A surface which reflects the light
but little.

On.soLETK. Partially indistinct
; not well-

defined ! not fully developed i os the faint
Btrim on certain shells.

Obtruncated. Dojipcd off: deprived of a
'•

limb. '

Oin usK. Blunt I not pointed or acute
i dull

;

obscure : terminating bluntly, but within ’

the scgmeiit of a clrmc. I
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Obcmbrant. When the scutellum of an
insect overhangs the metathorax.

Obverse. When an object is viewed with
its head towards you.

OcciPCT. That part of the skull which forms
the hind part of the head.

OcELLATED. A term applied to eye-like
spots ; . formed with the figiu-es of little

eyes.
Ocellus. An eye-like spot in the wings of
many Lepidoptera, and consisting of an-
nuli ofdifferent eolours, inclosing a central
spot or pupil. Blind Ocellus is one without
the pupil. Spurious Ocellus; a circular
spot without any defined iris or pupil.
Simple Ocellus ; when the ocellus consists
only of iris and pupil. Compound Ocellus ;

when it consists of three or more circles.

Nictitant Ocellus; when the ocellus in-
cludes a tumular spot of a different colour.
Fenestrate Ocellus; when an ocellus has a
transparent spot. Bioptrate Ocellus; a
fenestrate ocellus divided by a transverse
line. Double Ocellus ; when two ocelli are
included in the same circle or spot ; and
when such ocelli join each other they are
termed twin ocelli. Sesguialterous Ocellus;
an ocellus with a smaller near it. The
simple eyes of insects are small, transparent,
semi-globular lenses, generally three in
number, and arranged in a triangle on the
crown of the head. Though their use has
never been satisfactorily proved, enough
has been ascertained for Entomologists to
agree in considering them organs of vision.

The eyes of larvse, spiders, and some other
annulosa are simple ocelli, arranged in
groups. They are also called stemmata.

OoHRACEOus. Of a dull brownish yellow
colour ; approaching to the colour of ochre.

OcTODENTATE. Having eight teeth.

OcTOFiD. In Entomology, separated into
eight segments.

OcTONOcuLAR. Having eight eyes.

OcToroD. Having eight legs.

OcTORADiATED. Having eight rays.
OcuLi loculus. ) The eyes of insects are gene-

rally composite, i. e. formed of facets or mi-
nute lenses, which are hexagonal, and vary
from CO to 20,000 in a single eye ; every
one of them receiving the image of an
object, and appearing to correspond with
the crystalline lens of the human eye.

OcuLiKORM. Shaped like the eye.

OuORiEEROUS. Diffusing fragrance.

OSsoi'HAOEAL. Pertaining to the gullet.

CEsophaous. The anterior extremity of the
alimentary canal ; the gullet.

Officinal. Pertaining ,to drugs, perfumes,
&c., usually kept in apothecaries' shops.

Oi.EAOiNous. Unctuous j having the quali-
ties of oil.

Olfactory. Relating to the sense of smell-
ing ; as, olfactory nerves.

Olivaceous. Dull olive green, or green
tinged with brown.

Olive. A brownish green, the colour of
olives.

Omnioenous. Consisting of all kinds.

Omnivorous. Feeding liidiscrimiiiatcly or

subsisting on all kinds of food.

Onyciiotknthis. The genus of calamarics
armed with hooks or claws.

Oolite. Egg-stone ; an extensive group of
secondary limestones composed of rounded
particles, like the roe or eggs of a fish.

Opalescent. Refiecting a coloured lustre
from a single spot.

Opaline. A bluish white reflecting the
splendour of the opal.

Opaque. Impervious to the rays of light ;

not transparent ; a surface which does not
reflect the rays of light at all.

Operculate. ViHien the eyes of insects are
covered by an operculum.

Operculated. Furnished with a lid or
cover.

Operculiform. Having the form of a lid
or cover.

Operculum. A lid or cover ; applied to the
horny plate which closes certain univalve
shells

; also to the covering of the gills in
fish.

Ophidian. Resembling or pertaining to
serpents ; designating an onler of verte-
brate animals destitute of feet and fins.

Ophiolooist. a person versed in ophiology,
or the natural history of serpents.

Ophiology. That part of Natural History
i

which treats of serpents.
Ophiomorphous. Having the form of a ser-

pent.
OpniopHAGOUS. Ealing or feeding on ser.^

pents. '•

Orange. A colour composed of equal parts
of red and yellow.

Orbicular. Spherical
; in the form of an

orb.

Obbiculate. a depressed globe, whose
horizontal section is circular, and vertical

oval. !

Orbit. The skin which surrounds the eye.
It is generally bare, but particularly in
the Parrot and the Heron.

j

Orbital. Pertaining to the orbit of the
eye.

Order. A subordinate division of the ani-
mal kingdom, bearing the same relation

to a class which this latter does to a king-
dom ; so that a class is mode up of orders,

in the same m^inner as a kingdom is made
up of classes.

Ordinate. AVhen spots, puncta, &c. are
placed in roios; thus we say ordinato-
punctate, ordinato-maculatc, &c.

Organ. A natural instrument of action or
operation, or by whicli some process is car-
ried on. Thus the arteries and veins of
animal bodies are organs of the circulation

of the blood 5 the lungs arc organs of res-

piration : the nerves arc organs of percep-
tion and sensation ; the ears arc organs
of hearing j the tongue is the organ of
speech.

Organic Bodies. Such as possess organs,

on the action ofwhich depend their growth
and perfection ;

as in the case of animals
and plants.

Organic Remains. All animal and vege-

table substances which are dug out of the

earth in a fossilized state.

Organization. Structure ; suitable dispo-

sition of parts which arc to act together in

a compound body.
Organology. That branch of physiology

which Bjiccially treats of the different or-
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gans of animals, but more particularly
those of the human species.

Ohichalceous. a splendour intermediate
between that of gold and brass.

Oeifice. An opening ; the mouth or aper-
ture of a tube or other cavity.

Oesituolite. a petrified bird.
Oesitholooist. a person who is skilled
in the natural history of birds, who un-
derstands their form, structure, habits, and
uses.

Oexitholoot. The science which teaches
the natural history and arrangement of
birds ! or, to use the definition of Cuvier,
of vertebrated oviparous animals, with a
doable circulation and respiration, or-
ganized for flight For much general in-
formation on the habits, instincts, &c. of
the feathered tribes,see the article “Bieds.”

Obtuoceea. Extinct Cephalopoda which
inhabited long conical chambered shells
like a straight horn.

Oetiiocebatile. The name of certain fossil

univalve shells, straight, or but slightly
curved, arranged by Cuvier in the genus
Nautilus.

Op.tiioptebocs. Belonging to the Orthnp-
tera, an order of insects with elytra and
longitudinally folded wings.

Ortctoobapht. That part of Natural
History in which fossils are described.

OBrCTOLOor. That part of physics which
treats of fossils.

Osseous. Bony.
,
OssmCATiox. To change from a soft ani-
mal substance into bone, or into a sub-

I

stance as hard as bone.
' OssiTOEOus. Feeding on bones.
OsTEOLOOicAL. Pertaining to a description

I
of the bones.

1 OsTEACiTE. An oyster-shell in its fossil

I

state ; or a stone formed in the shell, the
! latter being dissolved.
Oval. Havdng the longitudinal diameter

licict the length of tlie transverse, and the
ends circumscribed by equal segments of a
circle.

: OvALiFOEM. Having the longitudinal section
oval, and the transverse circular.

: OvAEious. Consisting of eggs
;
os ovarious

\
food.

OvAET. Ovarium. The part of a female
animal in which the eggs are formed or
lodged : or the part in which the foetus is

supposed to be formed.
I
Ovate. Shaped like the longitudinal section

;
of an egg.

. OvATE-OBLOXo. Oblong In the sliapo of an
egg, or with the end lengthened.

Ovate-subulate. Having sometliing of

I

the form of an egg and an awl, but most
I

tending to the latter.
’ OvicuLAR. Pertaining to an egg.
I Oviduct. A passage for the egg from the
! ovary.
' Oviform. Egg-shaped i having tiic form or

I

figure of an egg.
: OvioERous. A term applied to the parts

I
containing or supporting eggs.

' Ovi.vE. Pertaining to sheep.
Oviparous. That morle of generation

I

which takes place by the exclusion of the
germ from the botly, in the form of an egg.
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and which is hatched after such exclu-
sion.

OviPOSiTioir. The act of excluding eggs
from the abdomen, as an insect.

Ovipositor. The organ in insects, which is

often large and complicated, for the trans-
mission of the eggs, during exclusion, to
tlieir appropriate place.

Ovoid. Approaching to the shape of an
egg-

OvovipAEOUS. A term denoting that the
eggs are hatched within the body of the
animal, and that the young are excluded
alive. The marsupial animals are exam-
ples of ovoviparous mammiferous quad-
rupeds i

and the Viper, Rattlesnake, and
Eizard among reptiles.

Pabular. Pabulous. Affording food or
aliment.

Pachydermatous. Having a thick skin ;

an epithet applied to an order of animals,
called Pachydermata, embracing all the
hoofed quadrupeds which do not rumi-
nate.

Palaiontooraphical. Pertaining to the
description and illustration of fossil or-
ganic remains.

PALA50NTOLOGY. The history of ancient
extinct organized beings.

Palaiozoic. a terra to denote those rocks
which contain the fossil remains of the
earliest inhabitants of the globe. They
ore divided by geologists into the Cum-
brian, Silurian, and Devonian systems.

Palatal. Pertaining to the palate.
Palate. The roof or upper part of tlve

mouth.
Palatiform. When the tongue of an insect
forms the inner surface of the labium, but
is not separate from it.

Paleous. Resembling chaff.

Palleal Imfebssion. Tile mark or groove
formed in a bivalve shell by tlie muscular
attachment of the mantle, whicli, being
always found near the margin of the shell,

is sometimes termed the marginal impres-
sion.

Palleal. Pertaining to the mantle of tlie

Mollusca.
Palmated. Entirely wehbed ; os the pal-
mated feet of certain aquatic birds.

Palmiped. Relating to the Palmipedes, an
order of birds liaving the toes connected
by a web or membrane, and thus tlie feet

fitted for swimming.
Palpi. The organs of touch developed from

the maxilliB and labium of insects.

Palpiform. Resembling in shape the palpi
or feelers of Insects.

Papaverous. Of the nature or quality of
popples.

Papilla;. Small dots or soft eminences,
generally adapted for delicate sensation.

PAPiLi.Aiir. Papillous. Papillose. Hav-
ing the surface covered with dots, pimples,
or small tubercles.

Papillui.ate. Beset with many papillulcs.
Papillule. a tulicrcic or v-arlole with an

elevation in its centre.
Paptraceous. Of the consistency of paper.
Parai.i.ei.i.sm. Rcscmbiancc, equality of

state. I
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Parasitic. Parasitical. Existing on or
inhabiting some other body.

Parenchtma. a spongy substance con-
tained in the interstices between the blood-
vessels ofthe viscera.

Parenchtmous. Spongjr; soft; porousi
Parietal [6oncs> Tlie bones which form
the sides and upper part of the skull.

Parotid. Denoting certain salivary glands
below and before the ears, or near the ar-
ticulation of the lower jaw.

Paroxysm. An exasperation or exacerba-
tion of a disease.

Partite. Divided to the base.
Passerine. Pertaining to the Posseros, the

order of birds to which Sparrows belong.
Pasture. Pasture-land. Ground covered
with grass appropriated for the food of
cattle.

Patellatb. Dilated and shaped something
like a, patella or platter.

Patelliform. Shaped like a dish.
Pateriform. When the joints are some-
what dilated and very short, shaped some-
thing like a shallow bowl.

Pavonine. Resembling the tail of a pea-
cock.

Peahen. Tlie hen or female of the peacock.
Pectinal. Pertaining to a comb.
Pectinated. Resembling the teeth of a
comb.

Pectinibranchiata. The order of Gas-
teropoda in which the gills are shaped
like a comb.

Pectiniform (antennas). When the joints
are furnished on one side with slender pro-
cesses resembling the teeth of a comb.

Pectoral. Pertaining to the breast ; as the
pectoral muscles. The pectoral fins of a
fish are situated on the sides of the fish,

behind the gills.

Pectunculate. a term applied to the
maxillai of Insects, when the stipes below
the feeler has a row of minute spines set

like the teeth of a comb.
Pedicle. The support of the Lepos Ana-

tifcra and its corresponding species, by
which they are attached to wood, &c.

Pediform. Shaped like a foot.

Peduncle. A footstalk or tube on which
anything is situated.

Pedunculated. Attached to external ob-
jects by a hollow fleshy tube, called the

peduncle. The term pedunculated is also

applied to insects when they have the

sixth segment slender and threadlike, as

the wasp, &c.
Pelagic. Pelagian. Belonging ,to the
deep sea

j
o.e,pelagian shells.

Pellicle. The skin or film.

Peltate. Shield-shaped ; orbicular and
nttaclicd by a central pedicle.

Pelvis. The lower part of the abdomen.
Pendulous. Hanging i fastened at one
end, the other swinging i as, the dewlap of

an animal.
Pbnicil. a small bundle of diverging hairs.

Pknicillate. An epithet for a part which
supports bundles of diverging hair.

Pensile. Hanging i suspended.
Pentacrinite. a pedunculated star-fish

with five rays : they are for the most part
fossil.

Pentangular. Having five comers or an-
gles.

Percolated. Filtered ; passed through
small interstices.

Perennibranchiate. Relating to a familv
of reptiles (the Protei, Sirens, &c.) which
are organized to live either on land or in
water, by possessing at the same time both
lungs and gills.

PerforaTvB (antennse). When a portion of
each joint is dilated and flattened, and the
remaining portiop being cylindrical, ap-
pears like a thread on which the dilated
parts are strung.

Perforated. Having holes, as if bored by
a sharp instrument.

Pergameneous. Of the texture of parch-
ment : a thin tough substance in texture
resembling parchment.

Pericardium. The membranous bag which
surrounds the heart, and the arterial and
venous trunks connected with it.

Pericranium. A membrane covering the
outside of the cranium, and corresponding
to the periosteum of other bones.

Periosteum. A nervous vascular membrane
immediately investing the bones of ani-
mals;

Periostracum. The membrane analogous
to scarf-skin, which covers shell.

^
Peristaltic; The vermicular contractions
and motions of muscular canals, os the
alimentary and the circulating tubes. The
peristaltic motion of the intestines is per-
formed by the contraction of the circular
and longitudinal fibres composing their

fleshy coats, by which the chyle is driven
into the orifices of the lacteals, and the
excrements arc protruded towards the
anus.

Peritoneal. Belonging to the peritoneum.
Peritoneum. A thin, smooth, lubricous
membrane investing the whole internal
surface of the abdomen, and, more or less

completely, all the viscera contained in it.

Peritrema. The raised margin wliich sur-

rounds the breathing-holes of scorpions.

Petaloid. Haling the form of petals.

Petiolatb. Supported or suspended by a
slender stalk.

Petrescence. The process of changing
into stone.

Petrifactive. Pktrific. Having power to

convert animal or vegetable substances
into stone.

Pharyngeal. Puarynoal. Belonging to

the pharynx. i

PuARYN.x. The opening into the gullet.
_

I

Phenomenon (plu. phenomena'). Anything '

which has existence in the natural world ;

as, the phenomena of heat, the phenomena
of the heavenly bodies, or of terrestrial

substances.
_

I

PiiocE.vic. Appertaining to the dolphin.
Phosuiiorkscent. Sliining in tlie dark,

like the glow-worm. .

Physics. Natural Philosophy in its most
extensive sense.compreheiiding Chemistry,
Electricity, Hydrostatics, klctcorology,

Pneumati'es, &c. It is cither General or

Particular.'.
Physiological. Relating to the properties

and functions of living beings. i
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' PuravoBOUS. Feeding on plants and her-
bage.

PurTOPnAGOUs. Feeding on plants.
PiCEOUS. Shining reddish black, the colour
of pitch.

Pilose. Covered with a thick down.
Pixiox. To confine by binding the wings.
The joint of a fowl’s wing, remotest from
the body.

PixxATE. Shaped like a feather, or provided
with fins.

PixxATtpED. Fin-footed ; having the toes
bordered by membranes.

PisciFORM. Having the shape of a fish.

I

Pisiform. Having the form of a pea.

!
Pistil. In botany, an organ of female

fiowers adhering to the fruit for the re-

I ception of the pollen, supposed to be a
I

continuation of the pith.
PiSTILLACEOUS. Growing on the germ or
seed-bud of a flower.

' PiTfiTOUS. Consisting of mucus, or resem-
I

bling it in qualities.
Place.sta. The substance that connects
the foetus to the womb, and by wliich the

t circulation is carried on between the parent
and the foetus.

Placextal. Pertaining to the substance

I

that connects the foetus to the womb.
Plaxe. Perfectly level. When there is

I

neither elevation nor depression.

;
Plaxobbiculae. Flat and circular.

I

Pla.xo-scbulate. Smooth and awl-shaped.
Plaxtioeade. When the whole or part of

the sole of the foot is placed flat on the
ground in walking, as is the case with

j

certain carnivorous mammalia.

I

Plasma. The liquor sanguinw, or fluid part

I

of the blood, in which the red corpuscles
float.

' Plastrox. The under part of the shell of

I
the crab and tortoise.

. Pleiocexe. The more recent tertiary strata,

I in which the major part of the fossil tes-

I
tacea belong to recent species.

' Plkistoce.xe. The newest of the tertiary

I
strata, wliich contains the largest propor-

i tion of living species of shells.

Plkxiform. In the form of net-work ; com-
plicated.

Plexus. A bundle of nerves or vessels in-

t
terwoven or twined together,

f Plicate. Plicated. Plaited ; folded like
a fan : applied to spiral plaits on the co-
lumella of some shells ; also to the angular
bendings in the margins of some bivalve
shells.

Plic.e. Folds of membrane.
Plumbeous. The colour of lead.

Plumii’ed. Having feet covered with fea-
thers.

Plumulose. When the hairs branch out
laterally like feathers.

Plumose. Feathery : like a plume of fea-

thers I or, having hair of a feathery ap-
pearance.

PxEUMATic. Belonging to the air and air-

breathing organs.
PoDEO.s. The sixth segment in insects.

PoDopiiTliALMA. The tribe of Crustacea in

which the eyes are supiiorted upon stalks.

POLLEX. In botany, the fecundating dust,

or farina, contained in the anther of

flowers, which is dispersed on the pistil for

impregnation.
PoLLixiFEBOus. Producing pollen.
PoLLixosE. Covered with a loose mealy,
and often yellow powder, resembling the
pollen offlowers.

Polygamous. Not confined to one mate,
but pairing promiscuously

j
as is common

with certain birds.

PoLYOASTRi.A. The class of infusorial ani-
malcules which have many assimilative
sacs or stomachs.

PoLYOEXOUS. Consisting of many kinds.
Poi.YMORruous. Having many forms.
PoLYpnAGOUS. Feeding indiscriminately s

all-devouring.
Polypi. The class ofradiated animals which
have many prehensile organs radiating
from around the mouth.

PoLYTUALAMOUS. Divided into several
chambers.

PoRCATE. In entomology, a term denoting
the presence of several parallel elevated
longitudinal ridges.

Porcellaneous. Pertaining to or resem-
bling porcelain ; os, porcellaneous shells.

Porcine. Pertaining to swine.
Pore. A minute interstice in the skin of an
animal, through which the perspirable
matter passes to the surface or is excreted.

PoRBECTED. When the head is prominent
and elongate.

Postdiluvial. Postdiluvian. Diving or
happening posterior to the universal de-
luge.

Posterior. The hind limbs, &e. The side

in bivalve shells opposite to that in which
the ligament is placed.

Postorbital. Pertaining to whatever is

situated behind the orbits.

PosTSCUTELLUM. The fourth section of the
upper surface of each segment in insects.

pRASiNOUS. Green with a mixture ofyellow.
Pr.escutum. The first section of the upper

surface of each segment in insects.

PR.E.STERNUM. Tiic name of the plate
nearest the head in the lower surface of
each segment in insects when it is divided
into four plates.

Precipitous. Very steep ; as a precipitous
hump on the bock of an animal.

Predatory. Plundering ;
practising ra-

pine.
Preen. To clean and dress the feathers, as

birds, to enable them to glide more easily
through the air or water. For this pur-
pose they are furnished with two glands on
their rump, which secrete an oily substance
into a bag, from which they draw it with
their bill, and spread it over their feathers.

Freii ENSILE. Seizing i grasping ; as, the
tails of some monkeys are prehensile.

Prkmorsk. Terminating in an irregular
truncate apex, ns if bitten off.

Preternatural. Beyond the ordinary
rules of nature, or dilfcrent from what is

natural, but not supernatural.
Pretypifv. To prcllgurc.
Primaries, or Primary Qiiills. The largest

feathers of the wings i they rise from the
first iHinc.

Primitive. Original
;
primary

j
not de-

rived.
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Primoudial. Existing from the beginning.
Prismoidal. Having more than /bur sides,
and whose horizontal section is a polygon.

Proboscidifokm. Applied to any elongated
appendange about the head.

Proboscis. The name given to the flexible
muscular tube, or prehensile organ formed
by the prolongation of the nose, as is seen
in the elephant. It is also an entomologi-
cal term : the proboscis of insects being
used by some to suck the jtiice from plants,
and by others to suck the blood from ani-
mals.

Process. Series of motions or changes in
growth, decay, &c. in physical bodies ; as,

the process of decomposition. It is also
used to denote any natural appendage or
adnascent part of an animal for which
there is no definite name.

Procreate. To engender and produce.
Procreative. Having the power to beget.
Producted. Disproportionately long.
Progeny. Descendants of the human kind,

or of animals in general.
Projectiee. a body impelled forward by

force.

Prolapse. To fall down or out.
Prolegs. The wart-like tubercles which

represent legs on the hinder segment of
cateriiillars.

Prone. When an object lies upon its belly.

Pronotum. The upper surface of the pro-
thorax.

Propodeon. The fifth segment in insects.

Propedes. The forelegs of insects.

Prosternum. The under surface of the
prothorax.

Prostrate. Dying with the body extended
on the ground or other surface.

Protelum. The eleventh segment in in-
sects.

Protiiorax. The first of the three segments
which constitute the thorax in insects.

Protruded. Thrust forward or out.
Protuberance. Anything swelled or

imshcd beyond the surrounding surface ;

as, a swelling or protuberance on any part
of the body.

Pruinose. Wlicn the splendour of the sur-
face is somewliat obscured by the appear-
ance ofa bloom upon it, like that of a plum,
but which cannot be detached.

Prurioinous. Having tendency to itch.

PsKUDO-MOitPiiOus. Not having the trae

form.
Psychical. Relating to the phenomena of

the soul, and to analogous phenomena in

the lower animals.
Pteropodous. Pertaining to the Pteropoda.
an order of the class Mollusca whose organs
of locomotion consist of a pair of wing-
shaped fins.

PuBKKTV. The age at which animals are ca-

pable of procreating and bearing young.
Pubescent. Covered with very fine decum-

bent short hairs.

PuLMOORADE. Tlic tribc of Meduste which
swim by contractions of the pulmonary
disc.

Pulmonary. Pertaining to the lungs i
af-

fecting tlie lungs.
PULMONATA. The Order of Gnstcropods that

breathe by lunge.

PULVEROUS. Pulverulent. Consisting of
dust or powder.

PuLViLLi. The soft cushions on the under !

surface of the joints of the tarsus in some
insects.

PuLV'iNATE. When in consequence of the
prothorax being depressed in one place, it

seems to puff out in another.
PuLviNULi. A soft ball which some insects
have at the end of tlie tarsi.

Punctate. Punctated. Full of small
holes, or beset with many points.

PuNCTO-STRiATED. When the longitudinal
impressed lines are punctured.

PuNCTULATED. When the surface has the
apiiearance of having been thickly jmne-
tured with a pointed instrument, but which
has only made impressions on it. i

Punctured. Pierced with a sharp point.
|

Pupa. An insect in the second stage of its
\

metamorphosis. It is synonymous with
aurelia or chrysalis,— words formerly in I

more general use than they are at pre-
j

sent. 1

Pupil. A little aperture in the middle of
;

the iris and urea of the ej'e, throughwhich
the rays of light pass to the crystalline
humour, to be painted on the retina. The
central spot on the ocellus in the wings of
many Lepidoptera. It is called a hastate
pupil when the pupil is a hnlbert-shapeS
spot, and a suffulatkd pupil when the pupil
shades into another colour.

PupiPAROUS. Pertaining to insects which
bring forth their j-oung in the pupa state.

PupivoROUs. Feeding on the larva: and
chrysalids ofinsects.

Purple. A colour composed of red and blue
blended.

PuRPURESCENT. Inclining to a purple co-
lour.

Purulent. Consisting of or resembling pus
or matter.

Putrescent. Pertaining to the process of
putrefaction.

Pylorus. The aperture which leads from
the stomach to the intestine.

Pyramidal. Whose vertical section is tri-

angular, and horizontal quadrangular.
Pyriform. Pear-shaped.

Qitadrate. To agree or correspond with.
Square. Quadrilateral with the sides i

equal and the angles riqht angles.
|

Quadrennial. Occurring once in fouryears.
i

Quadeiarticulate. Consisting of four
joints.

1

Quadridental. Having four teeth. ,

Quadrifid. Cieft in four parts.

Quadripartite. Consisting of four corre-

sponding parts.
1

Quadriplicated. Having four plaits or

folds.

Quadrivalvular. Having four valves.

Quadrumanou.s. Having four hands.
Quadruped. Having four legs and feet. An

|

animal having four legs and feet, as a

horse, a lion, &c.
Quarry. In falconry, the game which a

hawk is pursuing or has killed. Among
hunters, a part of the entrails of the beast

taken, given to the hounds.
Quiescent. Being in a state of reiaisc.
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‘Race. A particular breed,

i tRacemous. Growing in racemes or clusters,
n {Radial. Pertaining to the radius or to the
1). fore-arm of the human body

;
as, the radicU

V muscles.

(
• RAUi.vT.t. Animals in which the organs of

t sensation and motion are disposed like
t rays round a centre ; the lowest primary
t division of the animal kingdom,
t

‘ Radiate. When a dot, spot, &c. appears to
t send forth rays, as the large blue area com-
t mon to all the icings of PapUio Ulysses.
) j Radiated (areoletsb When the areolets
i are chiefly formed by radiating longitudi-

nal nervures.
Radicated (shell). When fixed by the

base to another body.
R.ldil'S. - In entomology, a single subdivision
of a digitate wing ; i. e. when the wings
are cleft to the base into several subdivi-

« sions.

jl Ram. The male of the sheep or ovine genus.
' Ramification. A shooting out into branches.

Ramifv. To shoot into branches.
1 R.isiose. Spread out into branches. An-

tennte are so called when setaceous or
moniliform.bnt having long branches from
several of the joints.

Rapacious. Subsisting on prey or animals
seized by force.

Rarefy. To make thin and porous, or less

dense.
I Reanimate. To resuscitate ; to restore to

life and action.
i Reclined. Leaning towards any thing as

if to repose upon it.

Recondite. When the head of an insect is

wholly covered and sheltered by the shield
of the thorax.

! Recrement. Superfluous matter separated
from that which is useful,

i Recrehentitiocs. Consisting of super-
fluous matter separated from that wliich
is valuable.

Rectanoular. Having right angles.
I . Rec:tum. The third and last of the large
I intestines.
I j Recumbent. Leaning or reposing upon any

thing.
Recurrent. When a nervure, or a branch
of it, after runuing towards the ajiex of
the wing, turns back and runs towards
the base.

Recurved. Recurvated. Turned or
curved outwards.

Rei:urviro»tral. Pertaining to those birds
whose beak or bill bends upwards.

Refracted. Abruptly bent, as if broken.
Reflected. Bent hack or thrown back-
wards.

Reflex. Reflexed. Turned or bent back
or upwards.

Refluent. Flowing back i as, refluent
blo<«l.

Refrioerate. To allay the heat of
i to

refresh.
Reoio.n. a large tract or space of country.
Keciukditated. Swallowed a second time i

thrown or poured back.
Rema.sticate To chew over and over, as

in chewing the cud.
Renascent. Springing or rising into being

again.
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Reniform. Kidney-shaped.
Reniculus. a small kidney-shaped spot,

as seen in the wings of some nocturnal
Lepidoptera.

Rennet. The concreted milk found in the
stomach of a sucking quadruped, particu-
larly of the calf.

Repand. Cut into very slight sinuations,
so as to run in a serpentine direction.

j

Repi-etion. Superabundant fulness.
|

Replicated. Folded or plaited, so ns to
form a groove or channel.

j

Reptilia. The class of vertebrate .animals •

with imperfect respiration tnd cold blood.
They constitute an order of the class Am-
phibia, including all such as are furnished

;

with limbs or articulated extremities, as
'

tortoises, lizards, and frogs. I

Resilient. Leaping or starting back ; re-
j

hounding.
Resplendent. Reflecting the light in-

tensely.
Resupine. When an object lies upon its

back.
Rete mucosum. The cellular layer between
the true skin and the scarf skin, which is

j

the sent of the peculiar colour of the skin.
Reticulate. Reticulated. Formed like
a piece of net-work : having distinct veins
or lines which intersect each other in va-
rious directions like the meshes of a net.
Applied to the areolets of insects, when
they are extremely small and infinitely

numerous.
Retiform. Composed of crossing lines and

interstices ; as, the retiform coat of the
eye.

Retracted. When the head of an insect
is wholly withdrawn within the trunk.

Retractile. Capable of being drawn
backwards. The claws of the cat tribe.

When an insect can at pleasure exsert its

head, or withdraw it within the trunk.
Retroflected. Bent backwards.
Retrograde. Going or moving backwards.
Retrominoent. Discharging the urine
backwards.

Retrorse. Retrorsed. Bent back.
Retuse. Ending in an obtuse sinus ; os,

when the inner whorls of a spiral shell
;

appear to have been pressed into the body
j

of the shell, and the apex is below the
]

level of the last whorl.
|

Reverse. When an object is viewed with i

its anus towards you.
|

Reversed. The spire of a shell is said to
be reversed oi sinislral, when the volutions
turn to the left, or the opposite way to that
of a common cork-screw.

Revivescent. Regaining or restoring life

and action.
Rkvolute. Rolled outwards or backwards.
Riiomiiiform. When the horizontal section

is rhoinboidal.
Ririied. Having longitudinal or transverse

riilges.

Rigid. Hard and stiff, so as not to bend or
yield to pressure.

Rima. a chink or interstice.
Rimgse. When any surface possesses nu-
merous minute narrow excavations, run-
ning into each other

|
chiiiky, like the bark

of a tree.
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Rivose. When furrows do not run in a
parallel direction and are rather sinuate.

Rorui.ent. Covered like a plum with a
bloom which may be rubbed oiF.

Rosaceous. A scent of roses.
Rostrate. When the anterior part of an

insect’s head is elongated and attenuated
into a cylindrical or many-sided rostrum
or beak.

Rostrum (of a shell). The beak, or its ex-
tension where the canal is situated.

Rotatory. When a body or a part of it

turns wholly round, or describes a circle.

Rotifera. 'i’Be name of the class of in-
fusorial animals, characterized by the vi-
bratile and apparently rotating ciliary
organs upon the head.

Rotund. Round, circular, spherical.
Rotundate. Rotundated. Blunted, or
turned at the edge j terminating in the
segment of a circle.

Rubefacient. Making red.

Rubescent. Growing or becoming red.
Rubicund. Inclining to redness.
Rubineous. The red splendour of the ruby.
Rudiment. An imperfect organ, or one but

partially developed.
Rudimentary. Small ; imperfect ; unde-
veloped.

Ruff. A tuft or collar of raised feathers
round the neck of certain birds.

Rufescent. Tinged with red.

Rufous. A pale red. Of a reddish or dull
copper colour.

Rugged. When a surface is rough, as in
certain insects, with spines and tubercles
intermixed.

Rugose. Rugged ; wrinkled. Intricate with
approximating elevations and depressions
whose direction is indeterminate.

Ruminant. Chewing the cud : having the
properly of chewing again what has once
been swallowed. The Ruminantia or ru-
minating animals are the cloven-hoofed
quadrupeds, as Oxen, Sheep, Deer, Goats,
Hares, and Squirrels. Rumination con-
sists in a power of laying aside tlie food
for a time, in a receptacle adapted for it,

and afterwards bringing it back into the
mouth and masticating it a second time.

Ruminate. To cliew the cud.

Russet. Of a reddish brown colour and
rough, like the skin of the apple called a

russet or russeting.

Rutting Season. A term used to denote
the time of the year wlien animals of the

cervine genus follow the natural instinct

to coxmlalc.

Sabulous. Sandy ;
gritty.

Sacciform. Shajicd like a sac or bag.

Salacious. Lustful
;
having a strong pro-

pensity to venery.
Salient. Moving by leaps, ns frogs.

Saline. Partaking of tlic qualities of salt.

Saliva. The fluid which is secreted by tlic

saiivary giands ;
it serves to moisten the

mouth and tongue, and also to promote
digestion.

Salivary. Secreting or conveying saliva ;

ns, the salivary glands.
Saltatorious. When the ventral segments

or the anus [of an insect] arc furnished with

elastic processes which enable the animal
to leap. i

Salubrious. Healtliful
j
as a salubrious cli- !

mate.
Sanative. Having the power to heal or

cure. I

Sanguifluous. Flowing with blood.
(

Sanguineous. Of the colour of blood, or '

resembling blood.
|

Sanguivorous. Sanguinivorous. Eating
or subsisting on blood. i

Sarcophaga. Flesh-eating animals.
Sarcophagous. Pertaining to those ani-

j

mals which subsist by eating flesh ; feeding i

on flesh. I

Saurian. The epithet by which reptiles be-
j

longing to the lizard tribe (La/certa') ore
;

distinguished. !

Sauroid. An epithet used to distinguish a
1

group of fossilised fishes of the carbonife-
rous and secondary formations.

Saxatile. Living among rocks.
Scabious. Rough from the eflTects of the
scab or mange.

Scabrous. Rough and rugged ; rough to

the touch from granules scarcely Ausiblc.

Scalloped. Indented at the edges.
Scapular. Pertaining to the shoulders or
the shoulder-blades, scapula.

SCAPULARIES. In ornithology, those feathers
which take their rise from the shouldcBs
of birds, and cover the sides of the back.

Scarify. To cut or scratch the skin of an
animal, or to make small incisions, so as

|

to draw blood from the smaller vessels
j

without opening a large vein.

ScATEBROUS. Abounding with springs.

Scattered. 'Wlien simple spots or marks
;

are separate from each other and not ar-

ranged in a certain order.

Scent. The power of smelling : to perceive
|

by the olfactory organs, os to scent game.
Sciatic. Pertaining to the hip ; os, the

sciatic artery.
Scientific. According to the rules or prin-

ciples of science ; as, a scientific arrange-

ment of shells, fossils, or minerals, &c.
ScopiFEROUS. Furnished with one or more
dense brushes of hair.

ScopiFORM. Having the form of a broom or

besom.
Scoria. Dross ; the recrement or matter
thrown off from metals in fusion.

ScoRiacEOUS. Partaking of the nature of

scoria.

ScoRiFORji. In the form of dross
;

like

scoria.

Scraggy. Lean with roughness ; rough
with irregular points, or an uneven sur-

face.
Scrobitulate. Having the surface filled

witli small hollows or cavities ;
pitted.

SCROTUSi. The integument which contains

the male organs of generation.

ScuTiBRANCiiiATA. Thc Order of Gastcro-

podous Mollusca, in which thc gills arc

protected by a shield-shaped shell.

ScuTiFORM. Having the form of a sliield or

buckler.
Scurf. A dry scab or crust formed on tnc

skin of an animal.
Scutate. Covered or protected by large flat

scales.
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^ITELLIFOBM. Shield-shaped.
'ScuTELLUM. The third section of the upper

surface of each segment in insects.
'ScUTCM. The second section of the upper

surface of each segment in insects.
'Se.\,-oreen. The colour of sea water.
' Sea-sekpest. a huge marine animal like

a serpent in form, and by some supposed
to inhabit the sea.

;-Seai,ixo. The operation of taking seals and
curing their skins.

Seam tof a shell). The line formed by the
union of the valves.

Sebaceous. Consisting of or pertaining to
fat ; as, the sebaceous humour, a suet- iike
matter secreted by the sebaceous glands,
which are small glands seated in the cel-
lular membrane under the skin.

• Secosdakies, or SECOJfDART QuiLLS. Those
quills which rise from the second bone of
the wings. The posterior wings of an in-
sect are denominated secondary if the su-
perior wings, when at rest are not placed
upon them.

Sechetitiocs. Separated by animal secre-
tion.

Secuetobv. Performing the office of secre-
tion ; os secretory vessels. The organs of
secretion are of various form and structure,

but the most general are those called glands.
Mucus, perspirable matter, &c. are pro-
perly secretions.

Secup.ifobm. When the last joint of the
feelers (palpi) are triangular, and the pre-
ceding /oinS> is connected with the vertex
of the triangle.

Sede.vtabt. Accustomed to sit ranch ; ge-
nerally applied to persons whose employ-
ments render a sedentary life almost in-
dispensable ; for there are few, we believe,

who can prefer it to a life of healthful
activity.

Seomextatiox. The act of dividing into
segments.

Seomexts. The parts into which the body
' of an insect is divided, and which are thir-

I teen. The great inosculating joints of the
bo<ly.

: Seoreoated. Set apart, separated from
others.

Semi. In composition semi signifies ha\f, or
imperfectly effected. Thus, semi-cordate,
half heart-shaped ; semi-crustaceous, half
crustaceous ; semi-transparent, half or im-
perfectly transparent •, scmi-cylindricnl,

\ half cylindrical, or cut through length-
! ways i semi-lapiflified, imperfectly shaped

I

into stone
j
semi-osseous, half ns hard as

I

bone ;
semi-orbicular, of the shape of a

half globe , semi-lunar, crescent-shaped, or

of the shape of a half moon ; scmi-pellucuJ,

somewhat pellucid or shining
;
semi-vitri-

fied, partially converted into gloss, &c.

I Semixai.. Pertaining to seed, or to the cle-

j
ments of production.

' Semipalmate. SEMi-PALMATEn. A term
denoting that the toes are connected by a
web extending only half their length.

Sesiirecoxdite. When the head of an In-

sect is Aal/ covered by the sliicld of the
thorax.

I Pexii.e. Pertaining to old age.

! Sexocular. llaving six eyes.
I - - -- - --

Sexsatiox. The perception of external ob-
jects by means of the senses.

j

Sensibility. The capacity of feeling or
perceiving the impressions of external ob- !

fects.

Sentient. Having the faculty of percep-
tion.

Septic. Proceeding from or generated by
putrefaction.

Septiform (Canthus). When the canthus i

forms an elevated rid^e or septum.
Sericeous. Silky ; having a soft smooth sur-

face resembling silk.

Sebicteria. The glands which secrete the
silk in the silkworm.

Serial. Pertaining to, or arranged accord-
ing to a series.

Series. An order or subdivision of some
class of natural bodies.

Serpentine. Winding ;
spiral

; like a ser-

pent ; running in a serpentine direction.

Serrate. Serrated. Toothed or notched
j

with points like a saw. i

Serrature. An indenture in the edge of
any thing, like those of a saw.

Serhicated. Covered with a short, thick,
|

and silky down.
[

Serrulate. Having very minnte teeth or
notches. I

Sesquialterous (fascia). When both wings
j

of an insect arc traversed by a continued '

band, and either the primary or secondary
by another.

Sessile. Attached to any substance by a
base without a stalk or peduncle. When
the head of an insect does not move in the
socket of the trunk, but is attached to it

by a kind of ligament.
Setaceous. Bristly ; set with bristles.

Set.®. Bristles, or parts resembling bristles.

Setikebous. Producing bristles.

Setiform (antennae). Short and rigid, taper-
ing from the base to the apex like a bristle.

Setioerous. Bristly. When niitennaj ter-

minate in a bristle.

Setose. Covered with bristles ; furnished
throughout with irregular, harsh bristly

hair.
Setulose. Setose with the bristles trun-

cated.
Sexual. Denoting what is peculiar to the

distinction and office of male and female.
SiiAOREEX. A kind of grained leather pre-

pared from the skin of a fish, a species of
Squalus.

SiiEATii-wiNOED. Having coses for covering
the wings ; as, a sheath-winged insect.

Shell. Tlic crustaceous or testaceous cover-
ing of certain animals : as, the shell of a
tortoise ; the shell of a lobster ; the shell

of an oyster, &c.
SiiELL-Fisii. An aquatic animal whose ex-

ternal covering consists of a shell, crusta-
ceous or testaceous g as, lobsters, crabs,
oysters, &c.

Siiixixri. Kcflecting the light, but not in-
tensely.

Sibilant. Making a hissing sound.
Siccative. That which promotes the pro-

cess of drying.
SiLicious. Partaking of the nature and

qualities ofsilex, one ofthe primitive earths
usually found in the state of stone.

3 z
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SiMions. Resembling an ape or monkey.
fcjiMOOS. Having a very flat or snub nose
with the end turned up : Concave ; as, the
simous part of the liver.

Simple iocvlt). Eyes which do not consist
of an aggregate of hexagonal lenses.

Simultaneous. Existing or happening at
the same time.

Sinew. A tendon ; that which unites a
muscle to a bone.

SiNiSTRAL (as opposed to dextraT). When
a spiral shell has the aperture on the left

side.

SiNisTROnSAL. Rising from left to right as
a spiral line or helix.

SiNisTROus. Being on or inclined towards
the left side.

Sinuate. Having large curved breaks in the
margin resembling bays.

Sinuous. Wavy.
Sinus. A groove, channel, or depression.
Siphon. A cylindrical tube j the pipe by
which the chambers of a shell communi-
cate

;
a fleshy sucker.

SiPHONOSTOMOUS. A term applied to Crus-
taccous and other animals furnished with
n suctorious mouth like a tube.

SiPHUNCULUS. A cylindrical canal perfo-
rating the partitions in polythalamous
shells, as in Nautilus Spirula.

SiZY. Thick and glutinous ; as, sizy blood.
Skeleton. The bones of an animal body

separated from the flesh and retained in
their natural position. When the bones
are connected by the natural ligaments, it

is called a natural skeleton ; when by wires
or other foreign substance, an artificial

skeleton.
Smaraodine. The green splendour of the
emerald.

Socket. Any cavity which receives and
holds something else ; as the sockets of the
teeth or of the eyes.

Solids. In anatomy, the bones, flesh, and
vessels of animal bodies, in distinction

from the blood, chyle, and other fluids.

SoLiPED. An animal whose foot is not
cloven.

SoLiPEDES. A family of mammalia, of the
order Pachydermata, haying only one ap-
parent toe and a single hoof on each foot.

One genus only is known— E'luus.

Solivagant. Wandering alone.
_

Soluble. Susceptible of being dissolved in

a fluid.

Somniferous. Causing or inducing sleep.

Somnolent. Drowsy; inclined to sleep.

Soporific. Sopouifbkous. Causing sleep,

or tending to produce it.

Soul. The spiritual, rational, and immortal
principle in Man, which distinguishes him
from, and elevates him infinitely above,
the brute creation.

Spasmodic. Aficoted with spasms or invo-

luntary contraction of muscular ilbres in

animal bodies.
Si’ATiiACEOUS. Having a sbcath-lihc calyx.

SpATiiiFORM. Resembling spar in form.
Spatulate. Rounded and broad at the top

and becoming narrow like a spatula.

Spawnek. The female fish.

Spayed. Castrated, as a female beast.

Si'EClKic. Designating the peculiar proper-

ties of an animal, which constitute its spe-
cies, and distinguish it from others. The
specific name of an animal is appended to

the name of the genus, and constitutes the
distinctive name of the species.

Species. The lowest link in the chain of
scientific classification, and that which
admits of no further division. A species
comprehends all those animals which may
reasonably be supposed to be descended
from one common, original stock ; thus,
all horses compose but a single species

;

and, in the same manner all oxen, sheep,
goats, dogs, &c. compose respective and ap-
propriate species ; and where a marked
difference in any of them exists, they are
said to be varieties of the species.

Speculum. The bright spot on the wings
of Ducks, &c.

Spermatheca. a receptacle attached to
the oviducts of insects.

Spermatozoa. The peculiar microscopic
moving filament and essential parts of the
fertilizing fluid.

Spermatophera. The cylindrical capsules I

or sheaths in the Cephalopods which con- i

vey the sperm.
Sphacelus. Mortification of the flesh of a '

living animal : caries or decay of a bone..
Sphenoidal. Resembling a wedge ; relating '

to the sphenoid bone at the basis of the
skull. j

Sphere. An orbicular body.
Spherical. Globular

;
os drops of water

take a spherical form.
|

Spherulate. Having one or more rows of
;

minute tubercles.
j

Spherule. A little sphere or spherical ’

body.
Spicula. Fine pointed bodies like needles.
Spicular. Having sharp points.
Spine. A fine, long, rigid, pointed process.

Spinigerous (.elytra). When the Co/copfera
have a spine common to them both.

Spinnaret. The articulated tubes with
which spiders fabricate their webs.

Spinous. Spinose. Armed with spines. I

Spiraoi.es. The external apertures of the
trachea in insects.

Spiral. Twisted like a cork-screw. '

Spire (of a univalve shell). All the whorls
;

except the one in which the aperture is

situated, which is termed the body.
j

Si’issiTUDE. The denseness or compactness Ij

which belongs to substances not perfectly
|

i

liquid nor pcrfectlj- solid ; as, the spissitude i

1

of coagulated blood, &c. 1.

Sponoiose. Pertaining to a soft clastic sub-
j

stance resembling sponge. 1

.

Spontaneous. Acting by its own impulse ; I

as, *;>o»tancoi/s motion.
Sports-man. One who pursues the sports of
the field.

|

|

Spumous. Consisting of froth or scum.
| j

Spur. A spine that is not a process of the
.

.

crust, but is implanted in it. !.

Spurious. Not genuine or legitimate. i

Spurious or Bastard Wing. (Alula spuria.)

Three or five quill-like feathers, placed at

a small joint rising at the middle part of
|

the wing in birds,
j

Squab. Unfledged; youngandunfcathcrcd;
,

os, a squab pigeon.
j
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S<jrAMiFOBM. Having the form or shape of
scales.

SqcAMosE. SquAMors. Scaly j covered
with minnte scales.

SqcAKROSE. Cut into laciniae, or deep seg-
ments, that are elevated above the plane
of the surface.

Stami.va. Whatever constitutes the strength
or support of any thing ; as, the bones are
tile stamina of animal bodies ; or, that man
is likely to attain longevity, his stamina
is so good, 1. e. his frame is robust and his
health is unimpaired.

Stellated. Consisting of star-like figures.

Stemmata. In entomology, three smooth
hemispheric dots, generally on the top of
the head ; chiefly observable in hymenop-
terous insects, sometimes called ocelli. The
simple and minute eyes of worms, and
those wliich are added to the large com-
pound eyes.

Sterelmi.vtua. Intestinal worms which
have no true abdominal cavity.

Sterile. Barren i producing no young.
Ster.s'al. Belating to thestemum or breast-
bone.

Sterxellum. The third section of the
lower surface of the segments of insects.

Stebxum. The under surface of the seg-
ments of insects : in vertcbrated animals,

1
the breast-bone.

Stigmata. The breathing-pores of insects.

,
Stomach. A membranous receptacle in
animal bodies, in which food is prepared
for entering into the several parts of the
body for its nourishment.

Stomato-oastric. Pertaining to the nerves
which are principally distributed upon the
stomach and intestinal canal.

Stri.e. In conchology, fine thread-like lines

in the exterior surface of many shells,

longitudinal, transverse, or oblique.
Striate. Striated. Marked with lines or

strijies. Having rather slightly impressed
longitudinal parallel lines.

STRiDL'Lons. Making a small harsh creak-
ing sound.

Structdre. Manner of organization.
Strctiiiol'S. Pertaining to or like the

ostrich.

Stit-kocs. Covered with long loose scales
resembling tow.

^

Stlt’ulose. Covered with coarse decumbent
1 hairs.

Sun. In composition, svb means almost or

1
approaching to; as sulh-fusiform, nearly
fusiform ; suh-ylobosc-, almost globular, &c.

’ SuRAgcEons. Living or being under water.
Sl’bclaviax. Situated under the clavicle

1 or collar-bone.
: SCBCORDATE. In slinpc somewhat like a

heart.

;

Si.bcutaXeoc.s. Situated under the skin.

; Subereous. Pertaining to asoft elastic sub-
1 stance somewhat resembling corl;.

1 SuBOE.VERA. Subordinate genera.
SUBOLonui.AR. In form approaching to that

of a globe ;
nearly round.

Subjacent. Lying nearly, but not directly
underneath.

Sublimated. Brought into a state ofvapour
by heat, and again condensed.

Submerged. Put under water.

SuBMUscuLAR. Placed beneath muscles or
muscular layer.

Subocular. Situated under the eye.
SuBORBicuLAR. Nearly spherical.
Subovate. Nearly in the form of an egg.
Subpedunculate. With a short pedicel.

Sun-PREUENsiLB. Holding in a moderate
degree.

Subsidence. The act of sinking or gradually
descending, as ground.

Subsist. To be maintained with food.
Subspecies. A subordinate species.

Subulate. Awl-shaped.
SuccEDANEOus. Supplying the place of
something else.

Succulent. Full of juice ; juicy.
Suctorial. Living by means of, or endued
with the power of suction.

SucTORious. When the upper jaws of an
insect have an orifice by wliich they imbibe
their food.

Sudorific. Exciting perspiration.
Sufpraginous. Pertaining to the knee
joint of a beast.

SuLCATE. SuLCATED. Furrowed. Having
deeply impressed longitudinal parallel
lines.

Sulci. Furrows or ridges.
Super. A Latin preposition, much used in
composition, signifying above or over; as
superincumbent, lying or resting on some-
thing else ; superessential, essential above
others

; superhuman, above or beyond what
is human.

SuPRACiLiARY. Situated above the eyebrow,
Supka-orbital. Being above the orbit of

the eye.
Suspended. When one part is joined to
another by a ligature, without being in-
serted in it.

SusTENTATioN. UsB of food
i

Support of
life.

Sutural. Appertaining to a suture.
Suture. A lioilow line of division in uni-
valve shells, the spiral line of which sejia-

rates the wreaths. The scam or joint
which unites the bones of the skull. The
line of separation of any two parts of a
crust which arc connected only by mem-
brane or ligament, but do not inosculate.
— Spurious suture. An impressed line in
any part of a body, which resembles a
suture, but docs not really divide the
crust.

SvAiPiivsis. In anatomy, the union of bones
by cartilage : in surgery, a coalescence of
a natural passage.

SvNARTiiROSis. Union of bones without
motion, as in sutures.

Synchondrosis. The connection of bones
by means of cartilage.

Syndactyi.ous. Having the front toes
united, the terminal joint only being free.

Synonym. A word or name which has the
same signiflention os another. Synonyinotu
terms arc names applied to tho same
groups or species of animals by dilfcrent
authors.

Synovial. Pertaining to synovia, a fluid
secreted into the cavities of tho jobits, for
the juirposc of lubricating them.

Systematic. Konned with regular connec-
tion and adaptation or subordination of

3 z 3
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p>,rt3 to each other, and to the design of
the whole ; as a proceeding according to
some methodical plan or system.

T^enoid. Riband-shaped, like the Taenia
or tape-worm.

Taedioeada. The name given to a family
of anomalous mammalia (the Sloths), dif-

fering widely from all other quadrupeds
in their habits, economy, and osteologieal
structure.

Taesus. The terminal portion of the leg in
insects ;

affording important characters for

generieal and family distinctions. It is a
jointed piece, armed at its extremity with
one or two slender curved hooka (.ungues),

and often accompanied by membranous
or fleshy cushions (pulvilli). The number
ofjoints varies from two to five.

Tawny. A pale dirty orange colour.
Tectibranchiatb. Belonging to the order
of Alollusca in which the gills are covered
by the mantle.

Tegument. The skin or other natural co-
vering of an animal body ; a substance
serving to defend any otlierwise exposed
part.

Teoumentaet. Having the properties of,

or belonging to, a tegument ; consisting of
teguments.

Telum. The thirteenth or last segment of
insects.

TEitPORAL. Pertaining to the temples ; as,

the temporal arteries, &c.
Tentacula. The feelers of snails, &c.
Teeebella. The Instrument or organ with
which many female insects bore holes to

deposit their eggs.
Terminal. Forming the extremity.
Terminology. That branch of the science

of Natural History which explains ail the
terras used in the description of natural
objects.

Teetials. Those feathers in the wings of
birds which take their rise from the second
bone, at the elbow-joint, forming a conti-

nuation of the secondaries, and seem to do
the same with the scapulars, which lie over
them.

Tertiary (in Geology). Of tlie third form-
ation. The tertiary formation consists of

a series of lioriaoutal strata, more recent

than chalk lieds, consisting chiefly of sand
and clay, and frequently embracing vast

quantities of organic remains of the iarger

animals.
Tesselated. Chequered like a chess-board.

Testacea. Tlie third order of worms, in-

cluding those which arc covered with a
testaceous shell.

Testaceous. Composed of the materials

wliich constitute shells, viz. carbonate of

lime and animal matter. Pertaining to

tlie Testacea. Also applied to the colour
resembling a tile, a dull red.

Testudinal. Testudinous. Pertaining to

the Tortoise, or resembling it.

Testudinarious. Painted with red, black,

and yellow, like tortoise-shell.

Tkstui'INEous. liescmbling tortoise-shell.

Tetrabranciiiatk. Belonging to the order
of Clcphnlopods with four gills.

TETEAnACTVLOUB. Having four toes.

Tetragonal. Whose horizontal section is :

quadrangular.
|Tetrahedral. Having /our sides. !

Teteapod. An insect having only four :

perfect legs.
\

Teteapterous. Having four wings.
i

Theca. The sheath or case of the proioscis
in insects. '

Theory. An exposition of the general
'

principles of any science ; or, the science
distinguished from the practice of an art.

Thermal. Pertaining to heat j as, thermal
;

waters, warm or tepid mineral waters.
;

Thoracic. Pertaining to the breast, or tho-
;

rax ; as, the thoracic arteries. Also be- '

longing to an order of bony fishes, respir-
|

ing by means of gills only,' the character
'

of which is that the bronchia are ossicu- :

lated, and the ventral fins are placed under-
neath the thorax, or beneath the jiectoral

fins.

Thorax. The anterior mass in jieduncu-
lated insects.

Thrill. To feel a sharp tingling or shiver-
ing sensation running through the body. !

Throb. To beat rapidly, as the heart or
pulse, in consequence of agitation. I

Tibia. The third portion of the legs in
insects. j!

Tibial. Belonging to the tibia, os the tUhaf '

arteries.
|

Tiercel, or Tiercelet. In falconry, a
name given to the male Hawk, as being a
third part less in size than the female. i

Titillate. To excite by tickling.

Toeose. Sweliing into knobs or protuber- !

ances.
j

Tomentose. Covered with short interwoven
'

inconspicuous hairs. i

Toneless. Having no tone ; unmusical.
Topazine. The yellow splendour of the

topaz. ’
I

Topical. Limited ; local, as a topical re- i

medy.
|

Tornado. A violent tempest, distinguished

by a wliirling motion, and generallj- hap-
pening after extreme heat. Tlicy are
usually of short duration, and narrow

,

in brcadtli, but accompanied with vivid
j

lightning, loud thunder, and torrents of
rain.

Tortoise-shell. The shell or scales of the
tortoise, a valuable article iu various manu-
factures.

Tortuous. Twisted, wreathed, winding.
Torulosb (joints of insects). A\Ticn they are

a little tumid.
Toxicology, a treatise or discourse on the

nature of poisons.
TRACHE.B. The air-tubes, which in insects

are the organs of respiration.

Tracheal. Pertaining to the trachea or

windpipe.
Tracuklipods. The Mollusca which have

tlic locomotive disc or foot attached to the

head.
TiiAciiKOTOin'. The surgical operation of

making an opening into the windi>ii>c.

Tractile. Capable of being drawn out in

length.
Train-oil. The oil procured from the blub-
ber or fat of whales by boiling.

Tra.moskrickous. The splendour of intin.
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Tkajtsfioubed. Changed in form.
' TKA>'sroRMEU. Changed in form or external

appearance.
Te.vxsfused. Poured or transferred from
one vessel ioto another.

Tkaxsluceet. Tkasseucid. Transparent i

clear.
Travsmarixe. liiving or being beyond the

1 sea.

TKAXSMiORATOKr. Passing from one place,
body, or state to another.

Trassmitted. Caused or suffered to pass
through ; as, sound is transmitted by means
of vibrations of the air.

Trasspire. To exhale ; to pass off by in-
sensible perspiration.

Traxsude. To pass through the pores or
interstices of texture, as perspirable matter
or other fluid.

Transverse. Crossing each other : when
the longitudinal line is cut through at

right angles.
Trapezate. Quadrilateral with the four

sides unequal, and none of them perfectly
parallel.

Trapezifobm. Shaped like a trapezium.
Trapezoid. Quadrilateral with two sides

unequal and parallel.

Tread. To step or walk ; to copulate, as

fowls.
Trematoda. The order of Entozoa cha-

racterized by suctorial pores.

Trenchant. Sharp ; cutting
j
as trenchant

claws.
Tbicbotomous. Divided into three parts.

Tbidacttle. Three-fingered.
Tbidacttlous. Having tliree toes.

Thidentate. Having tliree teeth.

Triedral. Having three sides.

Triform. Having a triple form or shape.
Trioonal. Having three angles.

Trilobate. Divided into tliree lobes.

Trip.vrtite. Divided into three ports.

Tripedai.. Having three feet.

Triquetrocs. Whose horizontal sections

are equilateral triangles.

Triradiaie. Consisting of three spokes or
rays.

Triradiated. Having three rays.

Tbitoratk. To reduce to a very fine pow-
der by pulverization.

Tbivalvueab. Having three valves.

Tbooeodttical. Kesembiing, in mode of
life, the 2’roglodi/tes, a people of Ethiopia,
whom the aucients represented as living

in caves.
Thophi. The parts of the mouth (in insects)

employed in acquiring and preparing the
food.

Tropical. Pertaining to or being within
the tropics ; os, tropical climates, winds,
fcc.

Trot. The quick pace of a horse or other
quadruped, when he lifts one fore foot and
the hind foot of the opposite side.

Truncate ielytra). When tliey arc shorter

than the abdomen and transverse at the

end.
Truncated. Cut off short, or terminating

abruptly.
Tbuttaceous. Belonging to fish of the

Trout kind.
Tubercle. A little pimple-like knob.

Tubercular. Tuberculous. Full of l^obs
or pimples.

Tuberculate. Covered with small pro-
tuberances.

Tuberosities. Prominent knots or ex-
crescences.

Tubicolar. Inhabiting a tube.
Tubular. In the shape of a tube ; hollow
and cylindrical.

Tubulate. Tubulous. Hollow.
Tubulose. AVhen the tongue of an insect
emerges from the labium, is long and tu-
bular, and capable of inflation.

Tuft. A bunch of feathers or hairs.

Tumid. Protuberant
;
enlarged or distended.

Tumular. Formed into a heap or hillock.
Tunicata. The class of acephalous Mol-

lusca which are enveloped in an elastic

tunic not defended by a shell.

Tunicated. Coated.
Turbinate. Top-shaped, triangular with
curved sides.

Turbinated. Wreathed conically from a
larger base to a kind of apex ; as turbinated
shells.

Turbiniform. Whose vertical section is

turbinate, and horizontal circular.

Turgid. Swollen.
Turreted. When the head of an insect is

producted into a kind ofcolumnar recurved
turret or rostrum, in the sides of which,
towards the end, the eyes are fixed.

Tubeilite. The fossil remains of a spiral
multilocular shell.

Tysipanum. The drum of the ear.

Type. A general form, such ns is common
to the species of a genus, or the individuals
of a species.

Typified. Figured, or represented by a
model form, or resemblance.

Ubiquity. Existence in all places or every
where at the same time.

Uloinious. Muddy j oozy j
slimy.

Ulnar. Pertaining to the ulna
;

as, the
ulnar nerve.

Ultramarine. Situated or beyond the sea.

Also, the name of a beautiful and durable
sky-blue colour, formed of the mineral
called lapis lazuli.

Umbilical. Pertaining to the navel.
Umbilicated. Having a depression in the

centre like a navel.
Umbilicus. A hole, either deep or shallow,
on the side of the inner lip in spiral shells,

formed by the inner edges of the whorls
not touching each other.

Umbles. The entrails of a deer.
Umbo (in bivalve shells). The prominent
part which turns over the hinge.

Umbonate. Bussed i having a raised knob
in the centre.

Umbraculate. When there Is upon the
head of insects an umbrella-shaped pro-
cess.

Uncinated. Set or covered with bent spines
like hooks.

Unctuous. Fat ; oily j having a resemblance
to oil or grease.

Underground. Below the surface of the
earth.

Undiapiionous. Not pellucid.
Uniiose. Having undulating nearly paral-
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lel broader depressions wlucb run into each
other, and resemble the sand of the sea-
shore when left by the tide.

TJNDULA.TED. Having a waved surface.
Undulating. Waving

; rising and falling,
vibrating.

Undulatort. Moving in the manner of
waves ; as, the undulatory motion of the
air is supposed to be the cause of sounds.

Unfigured. Representing no animal form.
Unfledged. Not yet furnished with fea-

thers.

Ungues. Claws.
Unguiculated. Having sharp claws; armed
with a claw.

Ungula. The terminal joint of the tarsus.

Ungulate. Shaped like a horse’s hoof.
Unicornous. Having only one horn.
Unigbnous. Of one kind ; of the same
genus.

Unilateral. Being or existing on one side
only.

Unilocular. With a single chamber or
compartment.

Uniparous. Producing one at a birth.

Univalve. The name given to those shells

which consist of one valve only.
Univalvular. Having only one valve.
Unnatural. Contrary to the laws of nature;
not in conformity with natural feelings or
instincts.

Urceolatb. Swelling in the middle, like a
pitcher.

Uropygial. Belonging to the rump.
Ursine. Pertaining to or resembling a bear.
Uterine. Pertaining to the uterus or womb.

Vaccine. Pertaining to cows ;
ns, the vaccine

disease or cow-pox.
Vaoinoparnous. Having the wings covered
with a hard case or sheath, os coleopterous

insects.

Valve. One of the pieces or divisions in

bivalve and multivalve shells. A mem-
braneous partition within the cavity of a
vessel, which opens to allow the passage of
a fluid in one direction, and shuts to pre-
vent its regurgitation.

Valvular. Containing valves.

Varices. Longitudinal raised bands or

ridges, which occur at regular distances in

some univalves. They are the remnants
of former apertures, and mark the progres-

sive enlargement of tlie shell.

Varicose. Preternaturally enlarged ;
as,

varicose veins.

Variegated. Diversified in colours or ex-

ternal appearance.
Variety. The well-marked difference wliich

often occurs between animals of the same
species.

Variolous. Pertaining to or resembling

the small-pox.
Vascular. Composed of, or pertaining to,

the vessels of animal bodies, as arteries,

veins, and the like, which form the vascu-

lar system.
Vegetative. Having the power to produce
growth in plants.

Venter. The abdomen or lower belly.

Vent. That part of a bird near the anus ;

that ^)a^t near the extremity of the abdo-

men in birds.

Vent-feathers. Those feathers that lie

from the vent, or anus, to the tail under-
neath.

Ventral. Pertaining to the belly. The
ventral fins in fishes are placed between
the anus and the tliroat.

Ventricose. Swollen in the middle ; in-
flated.

Ventricular. Belonging to a ventricle.

Ventriculus. The second portion of the
alimentary canal in insects.

Vermes. A term for worm-like animals

:

applied in a very extensive sense by Lin-
niEus.

Vermicular. Resembling a worm, and more
particularly, the motion of a worm ; as
the vermicular motion of the intestines,
called also peristaltic.

Vermiculate. Vermiculated. Covered
with tortuous markings or excavations,
like worm-eaten wood.

Vermiform. Worm-shaped.
Vermilion. A delicate bright red colour.
Verminous. Tending to breed vermin.
Vershparous. Producing worms.
Vbrmivorous. Feeding on worms.
Vernacular. Belonging to a person by

birth or nature.
Vernal. Belonging to the spring ; appear-^
ing in the spring.

Verriculate. Having one or more verri-

cules.

Verricule. a thick-set tuft of parallel

hairs.

Verruca. A small flattish wart-like pro-
minence.

Verrucose. Covered with tubercles resem-
bling warts.

Versicoloured. Of various and changeable
colours.

Vertebral. Vertebratkd. Belonging to

the Vertebrata; having a back-bone or

vertebral column, containing the spinal

marrow.
Vertebrata. That large and important

class of animals distinguished by having a
back-bone or vertebral column ; os man,
quadrupeds, birds, amphibia, and fishes.

VKRTEBR.E. The joints of the spine or back-
bone of an animal.

Verte.y. The top, or highest part.

Vertical. Erect ;
perpendicular.

Verticulate. Arranged like the rays of a
wheel or spindle.

Vesicatory. Having the property of caus-

ing blisters.

Vesicle. A little bladder, or a portion of

the cuticle separated from the skin and
filled with some humour.

VESICUL.R. Kcceptaclcs like little bladders.

Vesicular. Vesiculous. Pertaining to

vesicles ;
having little bladders or super-

ficial glands.
ViiiRATiLK. When there is a constant os-

cillation of any part.

Vibratory. Consisting in vibration or os-

cillation ;
ns, a vibratory motion.

ViBiiiss.R. The hairs that, in certain birds,

stand forward like feelers : in some birds

they arc slender, as in Flycatchers, &c.,

and point both upwards and downwards,
from both the iipiicr and under sides of the

mouth.
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ViCABiors. Filling the place of another.
Tioock. Active strength or force of body

in animals.
ViLU. Small processes like the pile of vel-

vet.

Vixous. Having the qualities of wine.
Violaceous. Of a violet colour, or re-
sembling violets.

ViPEEOcs. Like a viper, or having the
qualities of one.

ViRiDiTT. Greenness ; verdure.
Virile. Belonging to the male sex.
ViBULEjrr. Very poisonous or venomous.
Virus. Foul or contagious matter in an

ulcer, &c.
Viscera. The organs contained in any
cavity of the body, particularly in the
three venters, the head, thorax, and abdo-
men.

Viscid. Glutinous ; not readily separating.
Viscous. Clammy ; adhesive ; tenacious ; as

I a t-iscous juice.

I
Visual. Pertaining to sight ; as, visual rays

I are lines of light, imagined to come from
the object to the eye.

Vitals. Parts of animal bodies essential to

life, such as the viscera.

ViTELLixE. Of or belonging to the yolk of
an egg.

ViTELLUs. The yolk of an egg.
. Vitreous. Besembling glass; as, the vitreous

humour of the eye.
ViTBESCEXT. Tending to become glass.

ViTBiFORU. Having the form or resemblance
' of glass.

Vivacious. Lively ; active ; sprightly.

VivART. A place for keeping hving ani-

mals in ; as, a pond, a park, &c.
Vivid. Exhibiting the appearance of life or

freshness.
Vivirr. To endue with life ; to animate.
Viviparous. Pertaining to those animals
which bring forth their young alive, as dis-

I

tinguished from oviparous, producing eggs ;

as birds.

VocA L. Uttered or modulated by the voice

;

as the vocal music of the woods.
' Vociferous. Clamorous ;

making a loud
' outcry.
i Voided. Emitted ; evacuated ; as, ho voided

worms.

,

Volatile. Flying ; passing through the

;
air on wings, or by the buoyant foree of

; tlie atmosphere ; having the power to fly.

: Also, eapable of wasting away, or of easily

passing into the aeriform state.

Volute. A spiral turn in shells, &c.
VoLUTiTE. A petrified shell of the genus

! valuta.
Vomer. The palate or upper part of the

mouth of a fish.

Voracious. Ilapoclous ; eager to devour.

Vortex. A whirlpool ; a whirlwind.
VuLPi.vE. Pertaining to the fox.

. Vui.TUBixE. Having the qualities of, or rc-

I sembllng a vulture.

i
Vulva. A mark In several bivalve shells,

formed when the valves are united on the

posterior and anterior slopes.

Wai.l-eted. Having a disease in the crys-

talline humour of the eye, which gives it

a white appearance.

Wampum. Shells used by the American
Indians as money. This word is a cor-
ruption of “ Wampampea," Indian money

;

so called by the Narragansets and other
tribes found id New England by the first

British settlers ; it was of two kinds, white
and black

; the one made of the shell of a
periwinkle, the other of the bivalve Venus
mercenaria.— Hon. C. A. Murray's Tra-

“ vels, vol. 1. p. 248.

Wattle. The fleshy excrescence which
grows under the throat of some fowls, as
the turkey, and also of some fishes.

Wean. To accustom and reconcile a child
or other young animal to a want or de-
privation of the breast.

Web. The membrane which unites the toes
of manjr water-fowls Also, a plexus of
very delicate threads or filaments which a
spider spins from its bowels, and which
serves os a net to catch flies and other in-
sects for its food.

Webbed. Having the toes united by a
membrane or web ; as the webbed feet of
aquatic fowls.

Web-footed. Palmiped ; having webbed
feet.

WiiELKY. Protuberant and embossed ; re-
sembling the whelk, a marine univalve
shell.

Win NE. To express murmurs by a plaintive
cry.

Whir. To sound like a body passing swiftly
through the air.

WmsTLE. A call, such as sportsmen use to
their dogs ; a shrill sound made by pressing
the breath through a small orifice of the
lips ; the sound of windsi passing among
trees or through crevices, &c.

White (of the eye). That part of the ball

of the eye surrounding the iris or coloured
part. It owes its whiteness to the tunica
albuginea or adnata, a partial covering of
the fore part of the eye, formed by the ex-
pansion of the tendons of the muscles which
move the eye-ball— White of an egg

:

the
albumen, or pellucid viscous fluid, which
surrounds the vitellus or yolk.

Wiiiz. To make a humming or hissing
sound, like a ball or arrow passing through
the air.

WiNDOALL. A soft tumour on the fetlock

joints of a horse.
WiNo-siiELL. The shell that covers the
wings of certain insects.

Withers. The juncture of the shoulder-
bones of a horse, at the bottom of the neck.

WooD-FRETTKR. An inscct or worm that
cats wood.

Woodland. Land covered with trees, which
arc suffered to grow cither for fuel or
timber.

Wreck. The ruins of a ship stranded, or
cost on shore and fractured.

Wrinkled. Ridges and furrows formed on
the skin or any smooth surfoec.

Writhe. To twist with violence i to distort.

XiriioiD (cartilage). A small cartilage si-

tuated at the bottom of the breast-bone,
called also the ensyform cartilage.

XrLoriiAuous. Destroying and feeding on
wood.
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Yearling. A young beast one year old, or i

in the second year of his age ; as, a yearling
heifer.

Yelp. To bark in a particular way
; as, a

yelping cur.

Zigzag. Having short turnings and angles,

j

Zoned. Surrounded with one or more
I

girdles.

ZooGRAPHV. Zoology, which term is now
generally used for the science that describes
and classifies animals.

Zoology. That branch of Natural History
which treats of all the beings comprised in
the term “ Animal Kingdom.” It consists
of two grand divisions. Zoology Philoso-
phic, and Zoology Descriptive

; the former
embracing Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology, and all the great questions
relating to the succession of species of ani-
mals upon the earth, the parts they play
in the theatre of nature, and the geogra-
phical distribution of existing species

;
—

the latter being restrieted to the outward
character, habits, properties, and classifi-

cation of animals. Thus in its most com-
prehensive sense. Zoology constitutes the
most important branch of Natural History,
the science at once most worthy to fasci-

nate the attention, by the vast tableau of
animated nature it discloses to view, and
perliaps best calculated to elevate the soul
to the perception of a wise and good Pro-
vidence, whose power is no less visible in
tlie creation of the lowly worm than of the
exalted being,Man, to whose dominion all

others have been subjected. Hence it is

not surprising that in all ages the science
of Zoology has been prosecuted with zeal
by some of the most illustrious of man-
kind :— in antiquity by an Aristotle, a
Pliny, and a Galen j and in more recent
times, by a Gesner, a Bufibn, a Cuvier,
and an Owen.

THE

The progress of science is daily effecting
modifications in the views which Cuvier
disseminated as to the classification of
animals in his famous work the ‘ Regne
Animal

;

’ but he will long be regarded,
both in France and in England, as the
loadstone of Naturalists, and the legislator

of Zoology.
As the outward characters, (Iiabits, and

properties of living animals, their good
and evil relations to man &c., cannot be
profitably discussed within the limits as-

signed to this article, it wiU be confined to
the exposition of the principles of their
classification, the reader being referred to

the various zoological articles interspersed
throughout the work for a full account of :

the points above alluded to, and many i

others too numerous to mention.
|

The artificial system of classification

being now abandoned by the consent of :

naturalists, no advantage would be gained
by detailing it in this place, and we shall

|

therefore confine ourselves to an outline of
j

the system of the great Cuvier, which, as ,

already explained, has taken Nature for
|

the basis of its distributions. According
to Cuvier, the Animal Kingdom is prima-

j

rily divided into four provinces or sub- J

kingdoms, viz. Vertebrato, Mollusca, Ar-V|

ticulata, and Radiato.
ZoOLYTE. An animal substance, petrified

or fossil.
I

ZooPHYTic. Pertaining to the Zoophytes.'
]

ZOOPHYTOLOGY. That branch of Natural
j

History which treats of the structure,

habits, &c. of Zoophytes. I

Zygodactylous. Having the toes joined in !

pairs : as in the parrot tribe.
;

Zygomatic. Pertaining to the zygoma, a
,

bone of the head, called also os jugale^ or

cheek bone, or to the bony arch under wliich

the temporal muscle passes.

END.

ho.vnoN I
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Maunder’s Treatfury of Natural History 22
Stephens’ British Beetles • • -29
Swainson on the Study of Natural History 17

,, Animals • - • *17
,, Quadrupeds • - - - 17

„ Birds 17

,, Animals in Menageries • 1/

ff Fish, Amphibia, and Reptiles 17

,, Insects - « - . 17

,, Malacology - 17

,, Habits and Instincts • - 17

,, Taxidermy - - - • *17

Turton’s Shellsof the British Islands - 31

Witterton’s Essays on Natural History - 31

Westwood’s Classification of Insects - 32

NOVELS AND WORKS OF FICTION.

Autobiography of Rose Allen -

Bray’s fSlrs.) Novels
Dunlop’s History of Fiction -

Hall’s Midsummer Eve -

Lady Willoughby's Diary
Marryat’s Masterman Ready -

,, Privatcer’s-Maii

,, Settlers in Canada -

,« Mission ; or, Scenes in Africa - 2)

Pericles, A Tale of Athens - • *24
Rafter’s Savindroog - - - - 25

Southey’s Doctor, etc. Vols. VI. and VII. 29
Twelve Years Ago ----- 31

• 5
- 7
- 10
- 13
- 32
• 21
- 21

21

ONE VOLUME ENCYCLOPAEDIAS
AND DICTIONARIES.

Pages
Blaine’s, of Rural Sports - - - - 6

Braude’s, of Science, Literature, and Art 7
Copland’s, of Medicine - - - - 9

Cresy’s, of Civil Engineering - - - 9

Gwilt’s, of Architecture - - - - 13

Johnson’s Farmer ----- 16

Loudon’s, of Trees and Shrubs - - 19

,, of Gardening - • - - 19 •

,, of Agriculture - - - - 19

,, of Plants - - - -19
,, of Rural Architecture - - 17

M*Culloch’s Geographical Dictionary - 20

,, Dictionary of Commerce - 20
Murray’s EncTclopecdia of Geography - 24
Ure's Arts, M^anufactures, and Mines - 31

Webster’s Domestic Economy - -32

POETRY AND THE DRAMA.
Aikin’s (Dr.) British Poets - - - 27
Barger's Leonora, by Cameron - - 7
ChaJenor’s Walter Gray - • - - 8
Collier’s Roxburghe Ballads - - - 8
Costello’s Persian Rose Garden - - 9
Fletcher’s Studies of Shakespeare • - 11

Flowers and their Kindred Thoughts - 11

Goldsmith’s Poems, illustrated - - 12
Gray’s Elegy, illuminated - - - 12
Gutch’s Robin Hode • - • - 12
Howitt’s (Mary) Ballads - - - 14
L. E. L.’s Poetical Works - • - 18
Linwood's Anthologla Oxoniensls • - 18
Macaulay's Lays of AncieutRome - - 20
Mackay's EnKli'^h Lakes - - • - 20
Montgomery’s Poetical Works - - 23
Moore's Poetical Works • - - - 23

,, Lalla Rookh - - - - 23
,, Irish Melodics • - - - 23

Moral of Flowers - - - • - 23
Poets' Pleasaunce - . • . . 25
Rowton's British Poetesses - • - 26
Shakspeare. by Bowdler • - - 27
Sophocles, by Liiiwood - • • - 29
Southey’s Poetical Works • - - 29

,, British Poets - • - * 27
Spirit of the Woods - - . - 29
Thomson’s Seasons, illustrated - - 30

„ with Notes, by Dr. A. T. Thomson 30

POLITICAL ECONOMY AND
STATISTICS.

Banfield and Wild’s Statistics - - - 6
Lang’s Cooksland - - - - - 16

, PhiUipslaiid - • - - 16

M* Culloch’s Geographical ,
Statistical, and

Historical Dictionary • - - 20
M*Culloch’s Dictionary of Commerce • 20

,, Literature of Polit. Economy 21

,, On Succession to Property - 20

„ On Taxation and Fuiiuing - 2)

,, Statistics of the British Empire 21
Marcet’s Conversations on Polit. Economy 21

Symomls' Merchant Seamen’s Law - 29
Tooke’s Histories of Prices - - - 30
Twiss's (Dr.) View of Political Economy 81

RELIGIOUS AND MORAL
WORKS, ETC.

Amy Hcrbrri, edited by Rev. W, Sewell
Barrett’s Old Testament Crltldsins •

Blooinficld’s Greek Testament
,, College and School ditto -

,, Lexicon loGreck Teslsmenl
Bunsen’s Church of the Future
Hurder’s Oriental Customs *

Burns’s Christian Plillosophy - • •

,, Cbriitian.Fragmenti - - -
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Callcott’s Scripture Herbal - - - 8
Cooper's Sermons - - - - 8
Coquerel's Christianity - - - - 9
Dale’s Domestic Liturgy - • - 9

Dibdin’s Sunday Library - - - - 10
KngUshman^s Hebrew Concordance - 10

,, Greek Concordance - 10

Fitzroy’s (Lady) Scripture Conversations H
Forster’s Historical Geography of Arabia 11

Life of Bishop Jebb - - - 11

From Oxford to Rome - - - - 11

Gascoyne on the Apocalypse • - - 12

Gertrude, edited by the Rev. W, Sewell * 12
Hook’s (Dr.) Lectures on Passion Week 14

Horne’s Introduction to the Scriptures - 14

,, Compendium of ditto - - 14
Jameson’s Legends of Saints and Martyrs 15
Jebb’s Correspondence with Knox - - 15

,, Translation of the Psalms - - 15
Kip’s Christmas in Rome - - - - 16
Knox’s (Alexander) Remains - - -16
Laneton Parsonage ----- 16
Letters to my Unknown Friends - - 18
Maitland’s Church in the Catacombs - 21

Margaret Percival ----- 21
Milner’s Church History - - - - 22
Miracles of Our Saviour - - - 22
Moore on the Power of the Soul - - 23

t, on the Use of the Body - - 23
Mosheim’s Ecclesiastical History - - 23
Parables of Our Lord - - - -24
Parkes’s Domestic Duties - - - 24
Pitman’s Sermons on the Psalms - - 25
Ranke’s Reformation - - - - 25
Rest in the Church - - - - - 25
Riddle’s Letters from a Godfather - - 26
Saudford On Female Improvement - - 27

,, On Woman - - - - 27

,, ’s Parochialia - - - - 27
Sermon on the Mount (The) - - - 26
Shepherd’s Horie Apostolicas - - 27
Shunammite (The Good) - « - - 28
Sinclair’s Journey of Life - - - 28

,, Sketches (The) - - - 28
Smith’s (G.) PerilousTiraes - - - 28

If Religion of Ancient Britain 28

,, Sacred Annals - - - 28
Southey’s Life of Wesley - - - 29
Stebbing’s Christian Church - • - 17

,, Reformation - - - - 17
Stccpleton ------ 29
Sydney Smith’s Sermons - • - 28
Tate’s History of St. Paul - • - 29
Tayler’s(Rev.C.B.)Margaret - - - 29

M t* Lady Mary - - .30

Taylor’s (Jeremy) Works - - - 30
Tomline’s Introduction to the Bible - 30
Turner’s Sacred History - - - 31
Twelve Years Ago - - - - - 31
Wardlaw On Socininn Controversy • 31
Weil’s Bible, Koran, and Talmud - - 32
WHberforcc’s View of Christianity - 32
Willoughby’s (Lady) Diary - » - 32
Wilson^s Lands of the Bible - - - .32

WoodNvard’s Sermons and Essays - - 32

f, Sequel to Shunammite - 32

RURAL SPORTS.
Blainc’sDlclionaryofSports - - - 6
Kphemera on Angling • - - - 11

Hawbuck Grange - 13

Hawker’s I nstructiohs to Sportsmen - 13
Loudon’s(Mrs.) Lady’s Country Companion 18

Stable Talk and Table Talk • • -29

THE SCIENCES IN GENERAL,
AND MATHEMATICS. „Pages

Baker’s Railway Engineering - -

Bakewell’s Introduction to Ueology
Brande’s Dictionary of Science, etc.

Brewster’s Optics ----- 17
Conversations on Mineralogy - - 8
Dela Bechcon theGeology ofCornwall,etc.lO
Donovan’s Chemistry - - - - 17
Farey on the Steam Engine - - - 11

Fosbroke on the Arts of the Ancients • 17
Gower’s Scienti&c Phenomena - - 12
Herschel’s Natural Philosophy • - 17

,, Astronomy - - - - 1/

Holland’s Manufactures in Metal - - 17
Humboldt’s Cosmos - - - - 15
Hunt’s Researches on Tight • - - 15
Kater and Lardner’s Mechanics - - 17
Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia - - 17

,1 Hydrostatics and Pneumatics - 17

,, and Walker’s Electricity - 17

,, Arithmetic - - - - 17

ft Geometry - - - - 17

,, Treatise on Heat - - - 17
Marcet’s Conversations on the Sciences 21

MatteucciOii Physical Phenomena - * 21
Memoirs of the Geological Survey - - 22
Moseley’s Practical Mechanics - - 23

,, Kngineeri!^ and Architecture ^Owen’s Lectures On Comparative Anatomy 24
Peschel’s Physics ----- 24
Phillips’s PalteozoicFossilsofCornwall, etc. 24

,, Mineralogy, by Prof. Miller - 25

,, Treatise on Geology - - - 17
Portlock’s Geology of Londonderry - 25
Powell’s Natural Philosophy - - - 17
Ritchie<(Robert) on Railways - - 26
Topham’s Agricultural Chemistry - - 30

TRAVELS.
Allan’s Mediterranean. - - -

Costello’s (Miss) North Wales
Coulter’s California, etc.

,, Pacific - - - -

De Strzelecki’s New South Wales •

Dunlop’s Central America
Erman’s Travels through Siberia -

Francis's Italy and Sicuv
Gardiner’s Sights in Ituly
Harris’.s Highlands of jEthiopfa
Hutton’s Five Years in the East
Kip’s Holydays in Rome
Laing’s Tourin Sweden
Lang’s Cooksland - - - .

,, Phillipsland ...
Mackay's English I>ikcs

Marrj'at’s Borneo - . - .

MitchcH’s Expedition into Australia
Montauban's Wanderings
Parrot’s Ascent of Mount Ararat -

Schomburgk’s Barbados - - -

Schopenhauer’s Pictures of Travel -

Scaward’.s Narrative of his Shipwreck
TischendorfTs Travels In the East -

Von Orlich’s Travels in India
Wilson’s Travels In the Holy Land

VETERINARY MEDICINE.
Milos On the Horse’s Foot - - - H
Stnblc 1'nlk snd I'sItJc TiUk - - - 29
Thomson on Ksttciiing Cstlle - - 30
Winter On the Horse - ... 32
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NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

PUBLISHED BY

Messrs. LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONGMANS,

ABERCROMBIE.—ABERCROMBIE'S PRACTICAL GARDENER, AND
IMPROVED SYSTEM OF MODERN HORTICULTURE, alphabeticftlly arranged. New
Edition, with an Introductory Treatise on Vegetable Physiology; and Plates by W. Salisbury.
12mo. boards.

ABERCROMBIE AND MAIN.—THE PRACTICAL GARDENER'S COM-
PANION; Or, Horticultural Calendar: to which Is added, the Garden-Seed and Plant
Estimate. Edited, from a MS. of J.Abercromb!e,by J. Main. New Edition. 32mo.2s.Cd. sewed.

ACTON (MISS).—MODERN COOKERY,
In all its Branches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice* Forthe use of Private Families.
In a Series of Practical Ueceipis, all of which nave been strictly tested, and are given with
the most minute exactness. By Eliza Acton. New Edition, to which arc added, Directions
for Carring. Foolscap Svo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 7s« 6d. cloth.

ADSIIEAD.—PRISONS AND PRISONERS,
By Joseph Adshead. Svo. with Illustrations, 7<* 6d. cloth,

ALLAN (J. H.)—A PICTORIAL TOUR IN THE MEDITERRANEAN;
Comprising Malta, Dalmatia, Tuifticy, Asia Minor, Grecian Archipelago, E^pt, Nubia,
Greece, Sicily, Italy, and Spain. J.Ii. Allan. New Edition. Imperial 4to. with upwards of
40 lithographed Drawings, and 70 Wood Engravings, 3/. 3«. cloth.

AMY HERBERT.
By a Lady. Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D. of ExcterCollege, Oxford, New
Edition. 2 volt, foolscap Svo. Os. cloth.

ANDERSEN.—THE TRUE STORY OF MY LIFE;
A Sketch. By Hans Christian Andersen, author of **Thc Shoes of Fortune,** ** Die
Nightingale,** ** O. T.,** *' Only a Fiddler,** **Thc Improvlsatore,** etc. Trauslotcd by Mary
ilowitt. Fcp. Svo. 5f. cloth.

ARTISAN CLUB (THE).—A TREATISE ON THE STEAM-ENGINE,
In its application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways. By the Artisan Club.
Edited UT John Bourne, C.R. New Edition. 4to. with 30 Steel Plates, etc., and about
360 Wood Engravings, 27s> cloth.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY (THE) OF ROSE ALLEN :

A Tale. By the Author of ** Mary Barker, or the Way to Make Home Comfortable.** Edited
by a Lady. Fcp. Svo. 4s. cloth.

BAKER.-RAILWAY ENGINEERING;
Containing the most approved Methods of laving out Railway Curves, and of setting out the
Cuttings, Embankments, and Tunnels of Railways: with aGcncral and two Auxiliary Tables,
for the Calculation of Earthworks of Raliwavs, Catinls, etc. Also, the Investigation of the
Formula for the Superelevation of the exterior Rail in Curves, By T. Baker, Surveyor and
Civil Engineer. Svo. 6r. cloth.

BAKEWELL.—AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY,
Intended to convey Practical Knowledge of the Science, and comprlslngthc most Important
recent Discoveries. By Robert Dakcwell* Fifth Edition, Svo. with Plates and Woodcuts,
2Is. cloth.



BALL.—AIM ACCOUNT OF THE CULTIVATION AND MANUFACTURE
OF TEA IN CHINA: derived from Personal Observation during^ an Official Residence in
that Country of upwards of Twenty Years

;
and illustrated by the best Authorities, Chinese

as well as European. With some Remarks on the Experiments now making for the Intro-
duction of the Culture of the Tea Tree in other parts of the World. By S. Ball, Esq. late
Inspector of Teas to the East India Company in China. 8vo. with Plates aud Woodcuts,
14s. cloth.

BANFIELD AND WELD.—THE STATISTICAL COMPANION;
Exhibiting the most interesting Facts in Moral and Intellectual, Vital, Economical, and
Political Statistics, at home and abroad . Compiled from Official and other authentic Sources,
byT. C. Banheld, Statistical Clerk to the Council of Education; and C. R. Weld, Assistant
Secretary to the Royal Society. SmallSyo. \^In March.

BARRETT.—A SYNOPSIS OF CRITICISMS
Upon those Passages of the Old Testament in which Modern Commentators have differed

from the Authorized Version: together with an Explanation of various Difficulties in the
Hebrew and English Texts. By the Rev. Richard A. F. Barrett, M.A. Fellow of King’s
College, Cambridge. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. 2Ss. each cloth; or in 4 Half-vols. 14s. each.
Also, Half-vol. V. 14s.

BAYLDON.-THE ART OF VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES,
And the Tenants Right of Entering and Quitting Farms, explained by several Specimens of

Valuations; and Remarks on the Cultivatibn pursued on Soils in different Situations.

Adapted to the Use of Landlords, Land-Agents, Appraisers, Farmers, and Tenants. By
J. S. Bayldon. New Edition, corrected and revised by John Donaldson. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BAYLIS.—THE ARITHMETIC OF ANNUITIES AND LIFE ASSURANCE;
Or, Compound.Interest simplified. Explaining the Value of Annuities, certain or contingent
on One or Two Lives, and the Values of Assurances in Single and Annual Payments ; and
comprehending Leases, Pensions, Freeholds, and Reversionary Sums, etc. By Edward
Baylis. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BEDFORD CORRESPONDENCE.— CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN,
FOURTH DUKE OF BEDFORD, selected from the Originals at Woburn Abber, (17-12-70).

With Introductions by Lord John Russell. 3 yols. 8vo. 4§s. cloth.

Fol.I. (1742-48), 18j.; f^ol. II. (1749-60) , 17i. ; rol.III. (1761-70) , 15,.

BLACK.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING.
Based on Chemical and Economical Principles : with Formulse for Public Brewers, and

Instructions for Private Families. By William Black. Third Edition, revised and cor-

rected, with considerable Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.—Also,

SUPPLEMENT, of REMARKS on BAVARIAN BEER, etc. 8vo. 2t. 6<f. sewed.

BLAINE.-AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF RURAL SPORTS;
Or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting. Fishing,

Racing, and other Field Sports and Athletic Amusements of the present day. By Dclahcre
P. Blaine, Esq., author of “Canine Pathology,” etc. With nearly 6(11) Engravings on
Wood, by R. Branston, from Drawings by Aiken, T. Landseer, Dickes, etc. 8vo. 60s. cloth.

BLAIR’S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,
From the Creation to the present Time: with Additions and Corrections from the most authen-

tic Writers : including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the

F.iodc to the Temple. Under the revision of Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., Principal Librarian of

the British Museum. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6ii. half-bound morocco.

BLOOMFIELD.—THE HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.
By Thucydides. A New Recension of the Text, with a carefully amended Punctuation ; and

C(jpiou8 Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, almost entirely original, but partly

selected and arranged from the best Expositors : accompanied with lull Indexes. Illus-

trated by Maps and Plans. By the Rev. S.T. Bloom6cld, D.D. F.S.A. 2 vols. 8vo. J8s. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD—THE HISTORY OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR.
By Thucydides. Translaled into English, and accompanied with verr copious Notes,

Philological and Explanatory, Historical and Geographical. By the Rev. S. T. Bloom&eld,

D.D. F.S.A. 3 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Plates, ‘21. 6s. boards.

BLOOMFIELD.-THE CREEK TESTAMENT

:

With copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Formed for the use

of advanced Slurtents of niviiilty and Candidates for Holy Orders. By the Rex- S. P.

Bloom6cId, D.D. F.S.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, 4«s. cloth.
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PUBLISHED BY MESSRS, LONGMAN, AND CO. 11

EPHEMERA.—A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING ;

Teacbing^ Fly Kishiiie, Trolling, Bottom Fishing, and Salmon Fishine:. With the Natural
History of Rirer Fish, and the best Modes of Catching them. By Ephemera (of BfilVs
Life ill London), Foolscap Svo. with Wood Engravings, 9s. cloth.

ERMAN.—TRAVELS IN SIBERIA:
Including Excursions Northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and Southwards,
to the Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman. Edited and Translated undertbe superintend*
ence of W. U. Cooley, Ksq. author of The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery;”
translator and editor of Dr. Parrot's ‘^Journey to Ararat,” etc, 3 vols. 8vo. with Map.

ready,

ESDAILE,—MESMERISM IN INDIA;
And Its Practical Application in Surgery and Medicine. By James Esdaile, M.D, Civil

Assistant-Surgeon, E. I.C.S. Bengal. Fcap.Svo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

EVANS.—THE SUGAR PLANTER'S MANUAL;
Being a Treatise on the Art of obtaining Sugar from the Sugar Cane. By W, J. Evans, M.D.
Svo. 9r. cloth.

FAREY.-A TREATISE ON THE STEAM-ENGINE,
Historical, Practical, and Descriptive. By John Farcy, Engineer. 4to, illustrated by
numerous Woodcuts, and 25 Copper*plates, 51. 5$. in boards.

FERGUSSON (DR. WILLIAM).—NOTES AND RECOLLECTIONS OF A
PROFESSIONAL LIFE. By the late William Fergusson, Esq. M.D. Inspector General of
Military Hospitals, and late of Windsor. Edited by his Son, James Fergusson. Svo. 7^* bd.

cloth.

FITZROY (LADY). — SCRIPTURAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN
CHARLES AND HIS MOTHER. By Lady Charles Fitzroy. Foolscap Svo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

FLETCHER.—STUDIES OF SHAKESPEARE
In the Plays of Kiug John, Cymbellne, Macbeth, As You Like It, Much Ado aboutNothing.
Romeo and Juliet; with Observations on the (’riticisro and the Acting of those Plays. By
George Fletcher, author of Historical and Critical Essays entitled Hcloise and Abelard,

Robin Hood,’' ** Hampton Court,'’ etc. Post Svo. 1U«. 6<f. cloth.

FLOWERS AND THEIR KINDRED THOUGHTS;
A Series of Stanzas—On Hope, Innocence, Modesty, Childhood, Humllit^r, Joy, Love,
Constancy, Fascination, Timidity, Flue Taste, Thoughts, Recollection, and Friendship. By
Mary Anne Bacon. Illustrated by the Snowdrop, Primrose, Violet, Harebell and Pimpernel,
Lily of the Valley. Hawthorn, Rose, Honeysuckle, Carnation, Convolvulus, Fuchsia, Pansy,
Forget*me*not. and Holly ; designed and printed in Colours by Owen Jones. Imperial Svo.

31i. 6^. elegantly bound.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ARABIA;
Or, the Patriarchal Evidences of Revealed Religion. A Memoir, with Illustrative Maps and
an Appendix, containing Translations, with an Alphabet and Glossary of the llamyatlllc

Inscriptions rrcentlr discovered in Ma<lramaut. By the Rev. ('harlcs Forster. B.D., Hector of

StUted, Essex , author of " Mahometanism Unveiled.” 2 vols. Svo. 3Ui. cloth.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE LIFE OF JOHN JEBB, D.D. F.R.S.

Late Bishop of Limerick. With aSelcctinnfrom his Letters. Bv the Rev. Charles Forster, B.D.,

Rector of Stlstcd, Essex, and one of the Six Preachers In the Cathedral of Christ, Canterbury,

formerly Domestic Chaplain to the Bishop. New Edition. Svo. with Portrait, etc. lt>5. cloth.

FRANCIS.—NOTES FROM A JOURNAL KEPT IN ITALY AND SICILY

during the years 1844, 1845, and 1B46. By J. G. Francis, B. A. Svo. with Eight Lithographic

lllustratluusf from Drawings by the Author, 14#. cloth.

FRESENIUS.—A MANUAL OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Dr. C. R. Fresenius, Professor of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, Wiesbaden t

late

Assistant In the Laboratory of Giessen. Translated from the German. [In the pres$.

FROM OXFORD TO ROME : AND, HOW IT FARED WITH SOME WHO
LATELY MADE THE JOURNEY. By a Companion Traveller. New Edition, revised ami
corrected. Fcp. Svo. with Frontispiece, 6i. cloth.
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12 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

GARDINEK.—SIGHTS IN ITALY:
With some Account of the Present State of Music and the Sister Arts in that Country. By
William Gardiner, author of Sacred Melodi^s/^ etc.; Member of the Academy of St.

Cecilia, Rome ; and of the Class of Fine Arts of the Institut Historique of France. 8vo. with
engraved Music, I65. cloth.

GASCOYNE.—A NEW SOLUTION, IN PART, OF THE SEALS, TRUM-
PETS, and other SYMBOLS of the REVELATION of ST. JOHN: being an Attempt to

prove that, as far as they are fulBlled, they denote the Rise, Increase, and Maturity, of the

Man of Sin, and the Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ for his Ueslruction. By the Rev.
R. Gascoyne, A.M. Mickleton, near Campden, Gloucestershire. 18mo. 5s. cloth.

GERTRUDE.
A Tale. By the author of Amy Herbert.'^ Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D., of

Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition, 2 vols. foolscap 8yo. 9s. cloth.

GIBBON.—HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN
EMPIRE. A new Edition, in One Volume; with an Account of the Author’s Life and
Writings, by Alexander Chalmers, Esq. F.A.S. 8vo. with Portrait, 18i. cloth.

*4* An Edition in 8 voU. Svo. 60*. bonrdt,

GOLDSMITH-THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etching Club. Edited

by Bolton Corney, Esq. Square crown 8vo., uniform with “Thomson’s Seasons,’’ 2li,

cloth ; or 36*. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

GOWER.—THE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA OF DOMESTIC LIFE FAMILIARLY
EXPLAINED. By Charles Foote Gower. New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. with Engravings

on Wood, 5s. cloth. 4

GRAHAM.-ENGLISH; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION
explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. Graham. New Edition, re-

vised and improved. Foolscap 8vo. 6s. cloth.

GRANT (MRS.)—LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.
Beino- the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1773 and 1803. Bv Mrs.

Grant, of Laggan, 6th Edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her bon, J. P. Grant,

Esq. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

GRANT (MRS., OF LAGGAN).- MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE
of the late Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, author of “ Letters from the Mountains,” etc. Edited

by her Son, J. P. Grant, Esq. New Edition. 3 vols. post Svo. Portrait. 1/. Us. 6tf. cloth.

GRAY (THOMAS).-CRAY’S ELECY,
. , , , „ „

Written in a Country Churchyard. Illuminated in the Missal style. By Owen Jones,

Architect. Imp, Svo. 31». 6d. elegantly bound.

GRAY AND MITCHELL’S ORNITHOLOGY.-THE CENERA OF BIRDS;

Comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and an exten-

sive Listof Species, referred to their several Genera. ^yGeorge Robert Gray, Acad.

Georg. Florent. Soc. Corresp. Senior Assistant of the /-oological

Museum : and author of the List of the Genera of Birds, etc. Imperial 4to. illustrated

with 350 Plates, by David William Mitchell, B.A.

•.* In course of publication in Monthly Part,, lOi.Orf. each;

coloured Plate, and Three plain, uith Letter-pre,,. The H ork util not exceedM Monthly

Part,, of which 44 have appeared.

Order I.-Aceipltres has been completed, and may be had separately. Imperial Svo. with IS

coloured and 12 plain Plates, 2f. 8s, boards.

GRIMBLOT (P.)—LETTERS OF WILLIAM III. AND LOUIS XIV. AND
THEIR MINISTERS

thn Kpvnliltl

Edited by P. Grlmblot. Svo.

. Hlustrating the Domestic end Foreign Policy of England during

tii'c'neriod which followed the Revolution of 168S. Extracted from the ArchiTca of Irniice

nml^Oiiglaiid, and from Family Papers. Edited by P. Grlmblot. Svo. [In April.

*.* Ainoug,t other important and Inlerclinp ,nb{ect,. thh work

of the diptumntic correspondence relative to the SpnntMh SMCcrs^fon, c/c. (169/ / *).

GUTCII.-A LYTELL CESTE OF ROBIN HODE.
With other Ancient and Modern Ballads and Songa rclallye w
Y^comaii. To which arc prefixed, his History and Gharaetcr KdRed by J. M. Gutch,

F.A.S. 3 vols. Svo. with Woodeuli by F. W. Falrholt, F.A.S. ,
30i. cloth.
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IG3W1LT.-AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF ARCHITECTURE;
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. Bf Joseph Gwilt, Esq., F.S.A.
upwards of 1,000 EngraTinj^s op Wood, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt.

Illustrated with
Svo. 21. 12s, 6d. cloth.

liHALL.—MIDSUIVlIVIER EVE;
A Fairy Tale of Love. By Mrs. S. C. Hall. Square crown Svo, with nearly 300 Wood
Engravings, 2\s. cloth, gilt edges.

The Wnslrationsfrom Designs bt/ D. eZite, C. Stnnjield, T. Cresioick^ E. M. Wardy
. Elmore^ W. B. Frost, J. y.Paton, F. Guudnll, T, Landseer, E. H. Wehnert, It. Hnskissun,

|>F. IF. Topham, K. Meadoxes, F. iV. Fnirholt, J. Franklin, J. H. U'eir, F. fK Huhne, J.
iLecurifux, and T, H, AJacquoid; engraved by Green, Dalziel, Bastin, Linton, etc.

IIHALL’S (SIDNEY) GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS OF FIFTY-
THREE Maps (size 20 in. by 76 iu.) , with the Divisions and Boundaries carefully coloured

;

and an Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the Maps, with their Latitude
and Longitude. An entirely New Edition, corrected throughout from the best and most
recent .Authorities ; with all the Railways laid down, and many of the Maps re-drawn and
re-engraved.

*** Publishing in Monthly Parts, of tokich 5 have appeared. To he completed
xn \>1 Parts, price iis. each.

ImALSTED.—LIFE AND TIMES OF RICHARD THE THIRD,
as Duke of Gloucester and King of England : in which all the Charges against him are care-
fully investigated and compared with the Statements of contemporary Authorities. By
Caroline A. Ualsted. 2 vols. Svo. with Portrait and other Illustrations, ll. 10s. cloth.

liHARRIS—THE HIGHLANDS OF /ETHIOPIA;
Being the Account of Eighteen Months* Residence of a British Embassy to the Christian

Court of Shoa. By Major Sir W.* C. Harris, author of “ VVild Sports in Southern Africa,’*

etc. New Edition. 3 vols. Svo. with Map aud Illustrations, 2Z. 2«. cloth.

Il'HAWBUCK GRANGE;
Or, the Sporting Adventure, of Thomas Scott, Esq. By the Author of “ Handley Cross ; or

the Spa Hunt,” “Jorrochs’ Jaunts and Jollities,” etc. Svo. with eight Illustrations, by
Fail, 12t. cloth,

HAWKER.—INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut. Col. P. Hawker. 9th edition, corrected,

enlarged, and improved, with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuta, byAdlard and Braustou,

from urawiugs by C. Vorlcy, Dicks, etc. Svo. 21s. cloth.

l.HAYDON.-THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND
B. n. HAYDON, Historical Painter.

JOURNALS OF THE LATE
[/n preparation.

1

IIAYDON (B. R.)—LECTURES ON PAINTING AND DESIGN,
Delivered at the London Institution, the Royal Institution, Albcrmarlc Street, to the
Universityof Oxford, etc. By B. R. Haydon, Historical Painter. 2 vola. Svo. with Pro-

traits of the Author and Sir David Wilkie, and numerous other lllustratiuns, 24s. cloth.

"HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY:
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By AyatyOf. “Manners make the Man.” NcwEditlon,

revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Koolsrap Svo. 2s. Gd. cloth.

I

r HISTORICAL CHARADES.
By the Author of “ Letters from Madras,” Foolscap Svo. 6s. cloth.

“ The title of thin little nnliime injflr.lentlp erplaini III i/liject, tehich Is In convey to chil-

dren n knowledge nf hilinry through the ngrcenhte and amiiiing mode of' Chiirndri.’ II is a

pleaeing mnnner of escitln'g the enrimity andfiling the nttentinn of youth, by which mrnni,

1 . whiUt theuderioe entertainment from Ihii agreeable lonrre, they alio acquire much valuable

information connected with the leading hiitoiical eventi.”— Bell's Messenger.

'HISTORICAL PICTURES OF THE MIDDLE ACES,
In Black and White. Made on the spot, from Records in the Archives of Switzerland . By a

Wandering Artist. 2 vols. post Svo. 18s. cloth.

.IIOARP:.—A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF A NEW METHOD OF
PL.XNTING AND M.4NAGING THF* ROO'I’S OF ORAI’K VINKS. By Clement Iloarc,

author of “ A Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open Walls.” 12iiio. 6s. cl.
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HOARE—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE
GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By ClementHoare, New Edition. 8tq. /«. cloth.

HOBBES.—THE COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS HOBBES,
Of Malmesbury

; now first collected, and edited by Sir William Molesworth, Bart. 16 rols.
8vo. 8/. cloth.

%* Separately
f the English fVorhs, in 11 vols, 5L lOi.; the Latin fForhs^ in 5 vols. 21. lOf.

HOLLAND.—MEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS.
By Henry Holland, M.D. F.R.S. etc. Fellow of the* Royal College of Physicians, Physician
Extraordinary to the Queen, and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness PrinceAlbert.
New Edition. 8vo. 185. cloth.

HOOK (DR. W. F.)-THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S MINISTRY;
A Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter Farquhar Hood,
D.D., Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. New
Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 6s. cloth.

HOOKER.—KEW GARDENS ;

Or a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir William Jackson Hooker*
K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. etc. etc. Director. New Edition. 16mo. with numerous Wood
Engravings, Is. sewed.

HOOKER.—THE BRITISH FLORA.
In 2 vols. ; Vol. I. comprising the PhjEiiogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir
William Jackson Hooker, K.H. LL.D. F.R.A. and L.S. etc. etc. etc. New Edition, wl^h
Additions and Corrections; and 173 Figures, illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the
Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. Vol. 1. 8vo., with 12 Plates, 14s. plain ; with
the Platescoloured,245. cloth.

Vol. II. in Two Parts, comprising the Cryptogamia and the Fungi, completing the British
Flora, and forming Vol. V., Parts 1 and 2, of Smith’s English Flora, 245. boards.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H,)—AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL
STUDY AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. By the Rev. Thomas
Hartwell Horne, B.D. of St.John’s College, Cambridge. New Edition, revised and corrected

.

5 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Fac-stmiles, 3L 35. clotn; or 5/. bound in calf by Hayday.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)-A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF THE BIBLE. By the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Home, B.D. of St. John’s College,
Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his ^introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of
the Holy Scriptures.^’ New Edition. 12mo. with Maps and Engravings, 9s. boards.

HOWITT. (MARY).-BALLADS AND OTHER POEMS.
By Mary Howitt. Square crown 8vo. with a Portrait from a Picture by Miss Gillies,

beautifully engraved by W. H. Egletou, 185. cloth ; morocco, 365* (bound bp Hapdayj,

HOWITT.—THE CHILDREN’S YEAR.
By Mary Howitt. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original

Designs by Anna Mary Howitt. Square 16mo. 5i. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE BOY’S COUNTRY BOOK:
Being the real Life of a Country Boy, written by Himself ; exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Chilurcn in the Country. Edited by William Howitt, author of
** The Rural Life of England,” etc. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. with 40 Woodcuts, 6i. cloth.

HOWITT.—VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and
Poetry. By William liountt. New Edition. Medium 8vo. with 40 Illustrations, 21t. cloth.

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND, with a
Stroll along the BORDEtl. Medium 8vo. with upwards of 40 highly-finished Woodcuts, from
Drawings made on the spot, 21i. cloth.

m'
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IHOWITT.—THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By William Howitt. New Edition, corrected and revised. Medium 8vo. with Engravings on
Wood by Bewick and Williams, uniform with Visits to Remarkable Places,” 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE RURAL AND DOMESTIC LIFE OF GERMANY:
With Characteristic Sketches of its chief Cities and Scenery. Collected in a General Tour,
and during a Residence in that Country in the Years 1840-42. By William Howitt, author
of ** The Rural Life of England,” etc. Medium 8vo., with above 50 Illustrations, 21^. cloth.

HOWITT.—THE STUDENT-LIFE OF GERMANY.
From the Unpublished MS. of Dr. Cornelius. By William Howitt. 8vo. with 24 Wood-
Engravings, and 7 Steel Plates, 2U. cloth.

HOWITT.-COLONISATION AND CHRISTIANITY:
A Popular History of the Treatment of the Natives, in all their Colonies, by the Europeans.
By William Howitt. Post 8vo. 10«. 6d. cloth.

HUDSON.-PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS
In conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Viet,
c. 26. To which is added , a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the Distribution of Per-
sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy , with two Forms of Wills, and much useful Information,
etc. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. New Edition, corrected, Fcap. 8vo. 2j. 6d. cloth.

HDDSON.-THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.
By J. C. Hudson, Esq., of the Legacy Duty Office, London: author of “Plain Directions
for Making Wills,” and “The Parent’s Hand-Book.” New Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 5«. cloth.

Thi above tvao worh$ may be had in One volume, prieeTt, cloth,

HUMBOLDT (BARON).-COSMOS:
A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author’s Sanction

I

and Cooperation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Sabine, F.K.S,
For. Sec. R.S. Vols. I. and ll.postSvo. 12«. each, cloth.

** Je vom nutorhe, hfonttenr, d^ von» eervir en ioute occasion de la dkclarntion, qne la

belle traduction du Colonel Sabine, enriehie de rectijicntioni et de notes trl‘S~pT(cieuses, et

qui ont toute mon approbation, est la settle par laqnelle j'ai vivement desir^ voir introduit
mon ouvrag'e dans la litUrature de f;o/re Baron Humboldt to Mr. Murray.

HUME.—THE LEARNED SOCIETIES AND PRINTING CLUBS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM ; being an Account of their respective Origin, History, Objects, and
Constitution: full details respecting Membership. Fees, their published Works and Trans-
actions, Notices of their Periods and Places of bieetlng, etc. With a general lutrndiirtiun,

and a Classified Index. Compiled from Official Documents, by the Rev. A. Hume, LL.D.,
F.S.A. Post 8vo. 8i. 6d, cloth.

HUNT.—RESEARCHES ON LIGHT:
An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes
produced by the Influence of the Solar Rays; embracing all the known Photographic Pro-
cesses, ana new Discoveries In the Art, By Robert Hunt, Keeper of Mining Records,
Museum of Economic Geology. 8vo. with Plate and Woodcuts, lOi.Cd. cloth.

HUTTON.—FIVE YEARS IN THE EAST.
By R. N. Hatton. 2 vols. post 8vo. with two Plates, 21t. cloth.

JAMES.-A HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF EDWARD THE BLACK PRINCE,
»nd of T.rioai K.ent. connect.d therewith, which orenrred durin(f the Rclifn of Kdward III.

King ofEogUnd, Bjr G. P. R. James, Esq. New Edition. 3 ruls. foolscap 8ro. with Map, 16s.

JAMESON.—THE LEGENDS OF SAINTS AND MARTYRS.
Their Lires and Acts. Characters. Habits. Attributes, snd Emblems, ns Illustrated b,Art.
from the Earliest Ales of Christianltjr to the Present Time. Br Mrs. Jiimcson. Author of
“ Characteristics of Women.” Post 8ro. with Etebiiigs by the Author, and numerous
Woodcuts. [Afeor/y ready.
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JEBB (BISHOP) AND KNOX (ALEXANDER).-THIRTY YEARS’ COR-
RESPONDENCE between John Jebb, D.D.F.R.S., Bishop of Limerick, Ardfert, Aghndoe,
and Alexander Knox, Esq. M.R.I.A. Edited by the Rev. Charles Forster, B.D. Rector of
Stisted, formerly Domestic Chaplain to Bishop Jebb. New Edition. 2 vols. 8to. 28i. cloth.

JEBB.-A LITERAL TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK OF PSALMS;
Intended to illustrate their Poetical and Moral Structure. To which are added, Disserta>
tions on the word “Selah/'and on the Authorship, Order, Titles, and Poetical Features
of the Psalms. By the Rev. John Jebb, A.M., Rector of Feterstow. 2 vols. 8vo. 21f. cloth.

JEFFREY (LORD).-CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
By Francis Jeffrey, now one of the Judges in the Court of Session in Scotland. New Edit.
3 vols. 8vo. 425. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA,
And DICTIONARY of RURAL AFFAIRS : embracing: all the recent Discoveries in Agri-
cultural Chemistry; adapted to the comprehension of unscientific Readers. I5y Cuthbert
W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.S. Barrister-at-Law, Editor of the ‘‘Farmers* Almanack,** etc.

8vo. with Wood Engravings, 2L 10s. cloth.

KIP.-THE CHRISTMAS HOLYDAYS IN ROME.
By the Rev. W. Ingraham Kip, M.A. Edited by the Rev, W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and
Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. Foolscap 8vo. 5s. cloth.

KIRBY AND SPENCE.—AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects: comprisipg an account of noxious afid

useful Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions,
Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, etc. By W. Kirby, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barham;
and VV'. Spence, Esq., F.R.S. &L.S. NewEdition, enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo. 315. 6d. cloth.

KNOX (ALEXANDER). — REMAINS OF ALEXANDER KNOX, ESQ.
Of Dublin, M.H.l.A. ; containing Essays, chiefly explanatory, of Christian Doctrine; and
Confidential Letters, with Private Papers, illustrative of the Writer’s Character, Sentiments,

and Life. NewEdition. 4 vols. 8vo. 2f. 8s. cloth.

LAING.—THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF NORWAY,
From the Earliest Period of the History of the Northern Sea Kings to the Middle of the

Twelfth Century : commonly called the Heimskriiigla. Translated from the Icelandic of

Snorro Sturlesou, with Notes, and a Preliminary Discourse, by Samuel Laing,Esq. 3 vols.

8vo. 36s. cloth.

LAING.—A TOUR IN SWEDEN
In 1838; comprising Observations on the Moral, PoUticaI,and Economical State of the Swedish
Nation. By Samuel Laing, Esq. Svo. 12*. cloth.

LANE (R. I.)-L|FE AT THE WATER CURE:
Or a Month at Malvern. A Diary of Focta and Fancies. To which is added the Sequel.

By’nichard .1. I.ane, A.R.A., Lithographer in Ordinary to Her Majesty and His Royal High-

ness Prince Albert. Post Svo. with many illustrations, 14i. cloth.

LANETON PARSONAGE:
A Tale for Children, on fhe practical use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the

author of “ Amy llcrhert,” and “Gertrude.” Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. New
Edition. Parts'!, and II. fcap. Svo. 5». each, cloth.

LANG.—COOKSLAND IN NORTH-EASTERN AUSTRALIA ;

Or the Future Cotton Field of Great Britain: its Characteristics and C.apnbilitics for

Et/ropcan Colonirstloti, with a Disquisition on the Origin, Manners, and Customs of the

Aborigines. By J. D. Lang, D.D. 12mo. with seven Plates and Map, 7». 6d. cloth.

LANG.—PHILLIPSLAND;
Or the Country hitherto designated Port Phillip : its present Condition and Prospects as a

higlily eligible l leld for Emigration. By John Duiimore Lang, D.D., M.A., Member of the

I.egislative Council of New South Wales. Iflmo.with four Plates and two Maps, 7» hd.

I cloth.
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GARDNER’S CABINET CYCLOPAEDIA;
Bcin^ a Series of Original Works on History, Biography, Natural Philosophy, Natural
History, Literature, the Sciences, Arts, and Manufactures. By Bishop Thirhvall, Sir James
Mackintosh, Sir John Herschel, Sir Walter Scott, Thomas Moore, Robert Southey, and other
Eminent Writers. Conducted and edited by Dr. Lurduer.

The Series complete in One Hundred and Thirty-three Volumes, 39/. 18». The Works
separately, 6«. per volume.

The SerUi comprises ;

—

n.

i2.

33.

44.

3o.

^6.

58 .

59.

iO.

i i.

•3.

i4.

• 8 .

9.

0 .

1 .

2 .

3.

14 .

DelPs History of Russia •

Bell's Lives of British Poets

Brewsteris Treatise on Optics

Cooley’s History of Maritime
and Inland Discovery

Crowds History of France .

De Morjfan’s Treatise on Pro-

babilities . • . •

De Sismoiidi’s History of the
Italian Republics

De Sismoudi’s Fall of the

Roman Empire . . .

Donovan’s Treatise on Chem-
istry

Donovan's Domestic Economy, 2 vols. 12s

Dunham’s History of Spain
and Portugal

Dunham’s History of Den-
mark, Sweden, and Nor-
way

Dnnham’s History of Poland

Dunham’s History of the

Germanic Empire . .

Dunham’s History of Europe
during the Middle Ages

Dunham’s Lives of British

Dramatists

Dunham’s Lives of Early
Writers of Great Britain .

Fergus’s History of the
united States

Fosbroke’s Grecian and Ro-
man Antiquities •

Forster’s Lives of the States-

men of the Commonwealth 5 ruls. 30s.

Forster, Mackintosh, and
Cnartenay’s Lives of
British Statesmen

3 vols. 18s.

2 vols. 12i.

1 vol, 0*.

3 vols. 18s.

3 vols. ISs.

1 vol. 6s.

1 vol. 6s.

2 vols. 12s.

1 vol. 6s.

5 vols. 30s.

3 vols. ISs.

1 vol- Gs.

3 vols. ISs.

4 vols. 24s.

2 vols. 12s.

1 vol. 6s.

2 vols. 12s.

2 vols. 12s.

Gleg’s Lives of Military Com-
manders . . . .

Grattan’s History of the
Netherlands • •

Henslow’s Treatise on
Botany ....

Herichel’s Treatise on As-
tronomy ....

Hcrschel’s Preliminary Dis-

crittrse on the Study of

Natural Philosophy .

History of Rome •

History of Switzerland .

Holland’s TrestUe on the

Manufactures in Metal

James's Lives of Foreign

Statesmen ....
Knteraiid I.ardnci's Treatise

oil Mechanics . *

7 vols. 42s.

3 vols. 18s.

1 TOl. 6l.

1 vol. Gs.

1 vol. 6s.

1 TOl. 6i.

2 vols. 12s.

1 vol. 6s.

3 vols. ISs.

5 vols. 30s.

1 vol. 6s.

32. Keightley’s Outlines of His-
tory 1 vol. 6s.

33. Lardner’s Treatise on Arith-
metic 1 vol. 6s.

34. Lardner'sTreat.oiiGeometry I vol. 6s.

35. Lardner's Treatise on Heat . 1 vol. 6s.

36. Lardner’s Treatise on Hydro-
statics and Pneumatics . 1 vol. 6s.

37. Lardner and Walker’s Elec-
tricity and Magnetism . 2 vols. 12s.

38. Mackintosh, Wallace, and
Bell's History of England, 10 vols. 60s.

39. Montgomery and Shelley’s
Lives of Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese Authors . 3 vols. 18s.

40. Moore’s History of Ireland . 4 vols. 24s.

41. Nicholas’s Chronology of
History , • • .1 vol. 6s.

42. Phillips’s Treat, on Geology 2 vols, 12s,

43. Powell's .History of Natural
Philosophy . . .1 vol. 6s,

44. Porter’s Treatise on the
Manufacture of Silk . . 1 vol, Cs.

45. Porter's Treatise on the
Manufacture of Porcelain
and Glass . • . .1 vol. 6s.

46. Roscoe’s Lives of British

Lawyers ....
47* Scott’s History of Scotland .

43. Shellcv’s Lives of French
Authors ....

49. Shuckard and Swainsou’s
Treatise on Insects . .

60. Southey’s Lives of British

Admirals ....
61. Slcbbiiig’s History of the

Church . . . •

62. Stcbbiiig’s History of the

Ufformation . •

63. Swnlnson's Preliminary Dls-

coursc on Natural History,

64. Swalnson's Natural History

and ClassIGcntiun of

Animals . . . . 1 vol. 6s.

66. Swalnson’s Habits and In-
stincts of Animals • • 1vol. 6s.

66. Swalnson’s Quadrupeds . 1 vol. 6s.

67. Swainsnn’s Birds , . . 2 vols. 12s.

68. .Swalnson’s Fish, Reptiles,

etc 2 vols. 12s.

69. Swalnson’s Shells aud Sbcll-

1 voL Cs.

60. Swninsnn's Animals in Me-
nageries . • . . 1 vol. 6s.

61. Swalnson’s Taxidermy and
DlbliOKrnpliy . . .1 vol. ' 6s.

62. Thirlwall’s History of Gicece 8 vols. 48s.

1 vol.

2 vols.

2 vols.

1 vol.

5 vols.

2 vols.

2 vols.

1 voU

6s.

12s.

12s.

Cs.

30s.

12s.

12s.

6s.
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LATHAM.—ON DISEASES OF THE HEART.
Lectures on Subjects connecfted with Clinical Medicine ; comprising Diseases of the Heart.

By P, M. l.jatham, M.D. Physician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and late Physician to St,

Bartholomew’s Hospital. I^ew Edition. 52 yols. 12mo. 16«. cloth,

L, E. L.—THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON.
New Edition. 4 vols. foolscap 8vo. with Illustrations by Howard, etc. 28s. cloth ; or bound
in morocco, with gilt edges, 21. 4s.

The following Works separately:

—

The IMPROVrSATTUCE - - 10a. 6rf. 1 The GOLDEN VIOLET - - - 10a. 6rf.

The VENETIAN BRACELET . 10a. 6rf.
1
The TROUBADOUR - - - - 10a. 6d.

LEE.—TAXIDERMY;
Or. the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and MountingObjects of Natural History. For the use

of Museums and Travellers. Bv Mrs.ll.Lee. New Edition, improved ; with an account of a

Visit to Walton Hall, and Mr. Waterton’s Method of Preserving Ajiimals. Fcap. Svp. with

Woodcuts, 7a.

LEE.-ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY,
For the TTse of Schools and Young Persons: coipprising the Principles of Classification,

interspersed with amusiqg and instructive Accounts of the most remarkable Animals. By
Mrs. R. Lee. 12mo. with 55 Woodcuts, 7a. fid. bound.

LEMPRIERE.—A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY;
Containing a copious Account of all the Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors i with

the Value of Coins, Weights, and Measures, used amongst the Greeks and Romans; and a

Chronological Table. By T. Lemprifere, D.D. New Edition, corrected. Svo. 9s. cloth.

LESLIE (C.R.)—MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN CONSTABLE, ESQ.
R. A. Composed chiefly of his Letters. Bj-C.R. Leslie, R.A. Second Edition, -n-ith further

Extracts from his Correspondence. SmaU 4to. with two Portraits fone from a new Sketch,

hy Mr. Leslie,) and a plate of “ Spring,” engraved by Lucas, 21». cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
By a Lady. New Edition. Foolscap Svo. C». 6d. cloth.

LINDLEY.—INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
By Prof. J. Lindley, Ph.U. F.R.S. L.S. etc. New Edition, with Corrections and considerable

Additions, -Svo. witli Six Plates and numerous Woodcuts, 18s. cloth.

LINDLEY.—A SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORA,
Arranged according to the Natural Orders. By Professor John Lindley, Ph. D., F.R.S.,etc.

New Edition, with numerous Additions and Improvements. 12rao. lOs. 6d. cloth.

LINDLEY.—THE THEORY OF HORTICULTURE;
Or an Attempt to Explain the Principal Operations of Gardening npon Physiological Prin-

ciples. By John Lindley, Ph.D. F.R.S. Svo. with illustrations on Wood, 1J». cloth.

LINDLEY.—GUIDE TO THE ORCHARD AND KITCHEN CARDEN:

Or an Account of the most valuable Fruits and Vegetables euRivated In Great Britain : with

Kalend^rof the Work required in the Orchard and Kitchen Garden durnig every Month in

the ycaY. By George Lindley, C.M.H.S. Edited by Professor Lindley. Svo. 16.. I. boards.

LINWOOD (W.)—ANTHOLOCIA OXONIENSIS ;

Sive, Florllcgium c luslbus poetlcis diversorum Oxoiilensium Grwels cl Latinis decerplum.

Curante Gulielmo Llnwood, M.A. Aldls Christ! Alummo. Svo. 14.. cloth.

LOUDON (MRS.)-THE AMATEUR GARDENER’S CALENDAR;

Brimr a Monthlv Guide, as to what should he avoided as well as what should be done in •

Garden in each Moiltli : with plain Rules how to do wliat is requisite !

mil and nlanting Kilehoii and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and hhrubbcrics ,
and

shorraccomiu^^ Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects, then most Injurious to

Gardens. By Mrs. Loudon. IBmo. with numerous W ood Engravings, /.. 6if. cloth.

I niinON fMRS 1-THE LADY’S COUNTRY COMPANION;
to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. I-ondoi..

Lmllcs ”ctc. New Edition. Foolscap Svo., with Plate and Woodcuts, /.. 6rf. cloth.
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TOWNSEND (CHARLES).—THE LIVES OF TWELVE EMINENT JUDGES
OF THE LAST AND OF THE PRESENT CENTURY-. By W. Charles Townsend, Bsq-,
A.M. Recorder of Macclesfield, author of *^Memolrs of the House of Commons/' 2 vols.

8vo. 28«. cloth.

TURNER.—THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Philosophically considered. By S. Turner, F.S. A. R.A.S.L. New Edition, edited by the
Rer, Sydney Turner. 3 vols, post 8to 31s. Gd. cloth

TURNER.—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
From the Earliest Period to the Death of Elizabeth. By SharonTurner,Esq.F.A.S.R.A.S.L.
New Editions. 12 vols. 8vo. 8f. 3i. cloth ; or, separately

—

THE HISTORY of the ANGLO-SAXONS. 3 vols. 8vo. 2f. 5s.

THE HISTORY of ENGLAND during the MIDDLE AGES. 6 vols.8vo. 3f.

THE HISTORY of the REIGN of HENRY Vlll. 2 vols. 8vo. 26f.

THE REIGNS of EDWARD VI., MARY, and ELIZABETH. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

TURTON’S fDR.) MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESHWATER SHELLS OF
THE BRITISH ISLANDS. A new Edition, thoroughly revised, with Additions. By John
Edward Gray. Post 8vo. with Woodcuts, and 12 coloured Plates, 15s. cloth.

TWELVE YEARS AGO :

A Tale. By the Author of “ Letters to My Unknown Friends. Foolscap 8vo. 6«. Gd. cloth.

Contents.—I. Twelve Years Ago.—II. Lady Grace Dymokc.— III. The Parting.—IV.
The Heroine.—V, The Dinner Party.— VI. Success —VII. The Departure.—Vlll. The
Retain.— 2X. The Meeting.—X. A Good Conscience.—XI. Obedience.-XU. Rewards
and Punishments.—Xiil. The End.

TWISS.—VIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY IN
EUROPE SINCE THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY; being a Course of Lectures delivered
before the University of Oxford, in Michaelmas Term 18*16, and Lent Term 18*17. Ry
Travers Twist, D.C.L. F.R.S. Professor of Political Economy, and Fellow of University
College, Oxford. 8vo. lOf. Gd. cloth.

URE.-DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES:
Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles tiud Practice. By Andrew Urc, M.D.
F.R.S. M.G.S. M.A.S. 1/Oiid. ; M. Acad. N.S. Philnd. ; S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov. ; MuUii,
etc. etc. 3d Edition, corrected. 8vo. with 1,240 Woodcuts, 50i. cloth.

By the same Author,

SUPPLEMENT OF RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 2d Edition. 8vo. 14f. cloth.

VON ORLICH (CAPT.)-TRAVELS IN INDIA,
And the adjacent Countries, in 1842 and 1843. By Cnpt. Leopold Von Orlich. Translated
from the German by H. Evans Lloyd, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. with coloured Frontispieces, and
numerous lllustrattoiii on Wood, 2ot. cloth.

WALFORD (J. E.)—THE LAWS OF THE CUSTOMS,
Compiled by Direction of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, and pub-
lished under the Sanction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs; with Notes and
a (ieneral Index. Edited by J. G. Walford, Esq. Solicitor for the Customs. Printed for Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, and published by Authority, bvo. lOi. 6d. cloth.

WALKER (GEO.)-CHESS STUDIES:
Comprising 1,CKX) Games actually JMayed during the last Half Century ; presenting a unique
Collection of Classical and Brilliant Specimens of Chess Skill in every stage of the Game,
and forming an Kncyclupoedla of Reference. By George Walker. 8vo. lUi. Gd. sewed.

WARDLAW.-DISCOURSES ON THE PRINCIPAL POINTS OF THE SOCINIAN
CONTROVERSY— the Unity of God, and the Trinity of Persons in the Godhead—the Supreme
Divinity of Jesus Christ— the Doctrine of the Atonement,—the Christian Character, etc*

By Ralph Wardlaw, D.D. New Edition. 8vo. I6i. cloth.

WATERTON.-ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By Charles Waterton, Esq., author of ‘'Wanderings in South
America.'* With an Autobiography of the Author, and a View of Walton Hall. New Edition.
Foolscap 8vo. Hs. cloth.

SECOND SERIES. With Continuation of Mr. Walcrton’s Autobiography. New Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. with Vignette by T Creswick, A.R.A. Gs.Gd. cloth.
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WEBSTER.—AN ENCYCLOP.CDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY
;

Comprising such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping; asi

The Construction of Domestic Kdificcs, with the Modes of Warming, Ventilating, and
Lighting them—A De.scription of the various Articles of Furniture, with tde Nature of their
Materials— Duties of Servants, etc. etc. By Thomas Webster, K.G.S., etc. etc.; assisted

by the late Mrs. Parkcs. New K'Ution. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50#. cloth.

WEIL (DR.)—THE BIBLE, THE KORAN, AND THE TALMUD;
Or, Biblical Legends of the Mussulmans, compiled from Arabic Sources, and compared
with Jewish Traditions. By Dr. G. Weil. Librarian of the Diiii’ersity of Heidelberg, etc.

Translated from the German, with occasional Notes. Post 8vo. 7** cloth.

WESTWOOD (J.O.) -AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN CLASSIFI-
C.ATION OF INSECTS: founded on the Natural Habits and comparative Organisation of

the different Families. By J. O. Westwood, F. L. S. etc. 2 vols. 8vo. with numerous

Illustrations, 21. 7», cloth.

WILBERFORCE (AV.) — A PRACTICAL VIEW OF THE PREVAILING
RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS OF PROFESSED CHRISTIANS, in the Higher and Middle

Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real Christianity. By William Wilherforce, Esq.

M.P. for the County of York. New Editions. 8vo. 8«. boards. 12mo. 4t. 6d. cloth.

WILSON.—THE LANDS OF THE BIBLE VISITED AND DESCRIBED,
In an Extensive Journey undertaken with special reference to the Promotion of BihlicH

Research and the Advancement of the Cause of Philanthropy. By John Wilson, D.D. F.R.Sl

Honorary President of the Bombay Branch of the Royal .Asiatic Society, etc. 2vols.8vo.

with Maps and numerous Illustrations, 11. 16s. cloth.

WILLOUGHBY (LADY)—SO MUCH OF THE DIARY OF LADY WIL-
LOUGHBY as relates to her Domestic History, and to the Eventful Period of the

reigii of King Charles the First. Produced in the style of the period to which “The Diary ’

refers. New Edition. Square foolscap 8vo. 8». boards; or 18i. bound in morocco

{by Hayday),

WILLOUGHBY (LADY).—SOME FURTHER PORTIONS OF THE DIARY
OF LADY WILLOUGHBY, which do relate to lier Domestic Historv, and to the Stirring

Events of the latter years of the reign of King Charles the First, the Protectorate, and the

Restoration. New Edition. Square fcap. 8vo. ready.

WINTER (J. W.)—THE HORSE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE:

Or, Suggestions on his Natural and General History, Varietlca, Conformation, Paces, Age,

Soundness, Stabling, Condition, Training, and Shoeing. W ith a Digest of Veterinary

Practice. By James W. Winter, M.U.C.V.S.L. Svo. 10s. Cd. cloth.

WOOD.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON RAILROADS,

And Interior Communication in General: containing numerous Experiments

of the Improved Locomotive Engines, and Tables of the comparative Cost of Conveyance

on Cuimls.^Rnilwavs, and Turnpike Roads. By Nicho as'M ood, Memb. Inst. Civ. Eng. etc.

dd Edition. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 31*. Od. cloth.

WOODWARD.-ESSAYS AND SERMONS. „ , , „
By the Rev. Henry Woodward, M.A., formerly of Coiqnis Chnsti College. Oxforil, Rector of

Fethard, in the Diocese of Cashel. New Edition. 2 vols. feap.Svo. H*. cloth.

WOODWARD.—A SEQUEL TO THE SHUNAMMITE:

rtSr-‘ofF':rh\ri.?:?hr^iv’e^e\rc^i:fij^

Feap.Svo. 6s. cloth.

;UMPT (PROF.)—A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
„ ^ rr . m, 11 Professor in the Univcr«ltv, and Member of the Royal Academy Of

^7 the <Jlh Fdilioii of the original, and adapted to the use of English
Berlin. * milr - U 1 ci'lor ol the High School of Edinhurgh :

with

^.]i^;"irc“iJn^^ Author. New Edition. 8vo. Hs. cloth.
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ESTABLISHED WORKS of GENERAL INTEREST,

V/ORKS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Sir John Herschel On the Study of Natural Philosophy

Baden Powell’s Historj’’ of Natural Philosophy

Sir John Herschel’s Treatise on Astronomy

Sir David Brewster’s Treatise on Optics

Capt. Kater and Dr. Lardner’s Treatise on Mechanics

Dr. Lardner’s Treatise on Arithmetic

Dr. Lardner’s Treatise on Heat

Dr. Lardner’s Hydrostatics and Pneumatics

Dr. Lardner’s Treatise on Geometry

Dr. Lardner& Mr. Walker’s Manual of Electricity, &c.

Prof. Donovan’s Treatise on Chajnistry

Prof. De Morgan’s Treatise on Probabilities

WORKS ON MANUFACTURES AND THE ARTS

Domestic Economy, by Prof. Donovan

Porcelain & Glass Manufactures,by G. R. Porter,F.R.S,

The Manufacture of Silk, by .G. R. Porter, F.R.S

Tlie Manufactures in Metal, by John Holland

2 vols. 12s,

1 vol. 6s,

1 vol. 6s,

3 vols. 18s

WORKS ON NATURAL HISTORY.

Swainson On the Study of Natural History 1 vol. 6s

The Habits and Instincts of Animals, by Swainson . . 1vol. 6s

’Die Classification of Animals, by Swainson 1vol.' 6s,

Swainson’s Natural History of Quadrupeds 1 vol. 6s

Swainson’s Natural History of Birds 1 vol. 6s

Animals in Menageries, by Swainson 1 vol. 6s

Amphibia and Reptiles, by Swainson 2 vols. 12s

Tlie Natural I listory of lnsects,bySwainson&Shuckard 1 vol. 6s

Shells and Shell Fish, by Swainson 1 vol. 6s

Swainson’s Treatise on Ta.xidermy 1 vol. 6s

Prof. Phillips’s Treatise on Geology 2 vols 12s

Henslow’s Descriptive and Physiological Botany .... 1 vol. Cs
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ThkCabinkt CYCLoi’.r.niA, now completed in 133 vols. jfi39. 10s,
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